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"The 'deli -eloper,'
Arlington Heights last night

/

-

-1 -

warned that the biisic

..decision -making power of

AM,

.

pressure

from the federal

Citing the vast amount of

'

Heights, voiced approval

proposed suburban city would
have political muscle.
"Where I'm from, we don't
have a village father confessor
or a city father confessor,"

gone."

Woods made his statement

Link said. "Our father con-

during an hour -and -a -half
radio program on radio sta-

fessor is the county -- and you
might as well not even bother
going to the confessional.

tion WNWC during which officials of the 10 northwest
suburban towns, named by

"But when we formed our
Northwest Suburban Council

Woods for possible in-

corporation into one city.
.discussed the plan.

Prospect and Mayor Doanld Thompson of Buffalo Grove.

observer to Monday's meeting
of the Prospect Heights
School Dist 23 board in an
effort to learn the board's

reasons for its alleged secret
meeting

The announcement came a
'day,after Louis Garripc; of the
states attorney's office said

that criminal charges would
not be filed against the board

for the allegedly illegal

meeting due to insufficient
evidence Garripo told Mrs.

Jo Ellen Clawes, 203 N.
Parkway, who signed the

complaint against the board
last Friday, that she could initiate civil action against the
board

Garripo's reluctance to pro-

secute caused some reaction
among state legislators who
had voted the open meetings

to pass the laws.

of their regular
meetings 10 days in advance.
Special meetings must have 24
the public

hours notice. Executive
sessions may be held to

Scariano earlier had been discuss personnel, land ac-

dismayed at the state's at-

torney's allegation that there

is a lack of evidence that a

meeting had been held when
at least three board members
publicly had admitted that the
meeting had taken place.

Mrs. Clawes said she did
not have the money to file
civil action against the board,

but indicated that she might
take her case to the attorney

general's office. William

Clark, Illinois attorney
general,

said

he would ex-

amine the facts of the case if
a resident of Dist. 23 would
write to him.

MRS. CLAWES signed the

Herbert Behrel of Des Plaines
who said flatly, "It will never

since Woods announced his

isition, youth records, or

Members of the Mount
Prospect School Dist. 57
Board of Education voted last
night

to approve the

1968-

1969 teacher salary schedule
as recommended by the board
salary committee.

Harrison Hansen. chairman
of the salary committee. said

that the committee had

ference last week, he had

College and Moderator of the

residents of his city. "Every
one of them spoke out in opposition to any type of con-

suburban officials agreed that

solidation," he said.

WOODS CLARIFIED his
position on the proposed incorporation of the 10 towns
early in the broadcast when he

also must be held at the explained that he never meant
regular meeting place -and the to suggest that the villages inpublic must be notified. volved take immediate steps
Penalties include six months toward the creation of a giant
imprisonment and a tine of suburban city.
"If you will remember my
$100.
statement at the conference
meeting," Woods said, "you
will riJte that I merely men-

length of service in the district

and additional education ac
quircd during service in the
district. This will he subject
to a individual re-evaluation

after a teacher reaches a

certain educational level and

-length of service.

The bOard approved ad
ditional fringe benefits in-

tioned that

I

think an im-

mediate study should be

undertaken to consider all
aspects of incorporation:'

Buffalo Grove Village

President Donald Thompson
lashed out at what he called
"a forced issue" and accused

the news media of blowing
Woods' proposal out of proportion.

"We now are being asked

to make an immediate

decision that we're not ready
to make," lie said. He added
that he thought, if . an immediate poll were taken, that
only about five per cent of the
residents in his village would

bill into law at the last session
of the legislature.

complaint after the board
allegedly met in the home of

negotiated

BOTH REP. Anthony

LeForge on Jan. 27. Exactly
what was discussed at the

tion. the district teachers'
organization. and had ac-

Prospect) expressed dismay at
the state's attorney's office for
not prosecuting the board for

is not clear since
several different explanations
have been given by different
board members. A statement
from the board is expected at

beginning salary for new

and a dues allowance equal to
one-half of membership tees

holding the meeting without

its Monday meeting.

no previous teaching ex-

Education Assn.. the Illinois

The law that the board was
accused of violating requires
that all taxing bodies notify

next door -- especially in matters of annexation. The result

Mount Prospect Education

consistent with the teacher's

Assn.

is that the developer goes to
the town that gives him the

Scariano (D -Park Forest), the

sponsor of the bill, and Rep.

David Regner (R -Mount

informing the press or the
public Regner and Scariano

agreed, however, that it is not

Board 'President Robert
meeting

with the

Mount

Prospect Education Associa-

cepted its recommendations.
Under the new schedule the

teachers entering the district
with a bachelor's degree and
perience will be $6400. Subse
quent salary raises will be

cluding a $2,000 group life in-

surance policy for each
teacher to be paid by the

board, an accumulative sick
leave allowance of 75 days

support Woods' proposal.

Robert Atcher, president of
Schaumburg, voiced approval

of some aspects of the proposed consolidation. "Right
for various organizations up now," he said, "each village
to $20. excluding the National is fighting with the village

Education Assn.. and the

Under close questioning

from Edward Kalish. in-

structor in the history depart-

spoken to at least 1,000

prrove eacher.
SeLary Sched-alLe

we really get action now."

plan at a meeting of the

Northwest Municipal Con-

litigation, but these meetings

of Associations, a group of
homeowner
consolidated

clubs, we went to the)county
now said, look, baby, we now
represent 15,000 people -- and

happen." Behrel said that,

ffolte90 Anorney Probin,
e
gereg Meeting, 9 Ch
the state's attorney to enforce
the law, but only to write and

Voicing sharp opposition to

Woods' plan was Mayor

at-.

when Woods noted that the

time before all our power is

Mayor Herbert Behrel ofeDes Plaines. Mayor Robert Atelier
burg, Mayor John G. Woods of Arlington Heights,
of Sch:
Patrick Link, attorney representing Prospect Heights, Mayor
John Moody of Palatine, Mayor Daniel Congreve of Mount

PATRICK LINK, an

torney representing the unincorporated area of ProSpect

"I hope we can act in

said,

The Illinois state's at- the job of legislators to force

ch

winner in a battle between

municipal planning, Woods

torney s office will send an

©oda.

Ey@

local suburban municipalities

federal government for

Edward Kalish (back to camera) moderated the discussion. The
officials are (left to right:) Mayor Ted Scanlan of Wheeling,

WIP

concluded, "is the only real

funds now being spent by the

Officials of 10 suburban towns gathered in the studios of
radio station WNWC-FM last night to participate in a broadcast discussion of a proposal to merge the 10 municipalities
into one suburban city. Harper Junior College instructor

irD(cD7\Til).1111 4"

most.and. that's _not_good

11VMEL MILES

-

;le riCicntr.

'N'tW3Sraml

ment of Harper Junior
program, all 10 of the

Schaumburg Mayor Robert Atelier (left) listens as Buffalo
Grove Mayor Donald Thompson explains his objections to a
plan under which 10 suburban municipalities would he con-

a thorough study of Woods'

proposal should be made

solidated to form a suburban city second in size only to

before any action is taken for

Chicago in Illinois.

or against the plan.

Vote Set on 900,000 Mond
Ifssue for 011c: Town. Severs
the district's board of trustees.

Prospect Heights residents

value.

"In fact," Schuld said, "the

will

"The Metropolitan Sanitary

sanitary sewer system iii a
referendum March 23.
The proposed system, planned by the Old Town Sanitary
District, would serve the 1150
homes in the area bounded on

lines up to, and perhaps into,

allow the building of homes

"The more the Metro system
uses our lines to' service Arlington Heights to the west
of us, the less the lines will

smaller than one acre. But 99

be asked, to approve a
bond issue for a $900.000

District has agreed to run

state and county no longer

our district," Kamen said.

with septic tanks on- lots

the north by Palatine Rd., on

cost us."

Waterman on the west, and
the Bonnie Brook develop-

immediate according to

the south by Euclid Rd..

The need for the system is

District President Richard P.

ment on the east.

Schuld. Sewage now is passed

of the area. 1800 homes.

ground. If the ground remains
dry, the septic tanks would be

by septic tanks into the

The system is designed to
handle the ultimate capacity
when the present vacant land

The district would be paid
by levying an extra real estate tax of 40 cents per $100
of assessed evaluation. This
means that, for an average -

home assessed at
$10,000, a homeowner would
be taxed an extra $40 per year.
An additional service charge
of $1 to $2 per month may be

sized

acre lots, and all have septic
tanks."

Mufich Makes
Second Bid

For Rezoning
A second request by John
Mutich of John Mutich Buick

proper drainage.
McDonald Creek, the main

Rand between Henry and

their job

watershed for the area, is incapable of carrying off all the
storm water. Thus, after a
rain, the surface water soaks
in, and is polluted by sewage
in the septic fields. This condition has caused all the storm
become polluted.

THE $900,000 figure is an
approximate one, according to
Frank A. Kaman, treasurer of

homes in

quately, but the ground lacks

levied to defray the cost of ditches, McDonald Creek and
the initial installation and 30 per cent of area wells to
maintenance costs.

of the

Prospect Heights are on halfL

ade-

able to do

is developed.

per cent

Schuld said that this is an
obvious health hazard, and
that it also lowers property

for rezoning of property on

Thayer for business use will
be considered tonight at the

Mount Prospect hoard of
trustees judiciary meeting.
Mutich wants to build new
facilities for his -auto agency

now located at 30 S. Main.
on the site.

He encountered resistance

the area
when he submitted his first re
quest. Residents claimed that

from residents in

the agency would create a

traffic problem on nearby

streets and that the autos
parked behind the site would
be unsighly. Mutich subse

quently withdrew his request.
The meeting will be held in
village hall at 8 p.m.

State Awards
$3 Million in
Road Work
- Francis S. Lorenz. Director
of the Illinois Division of

'Highways. has announced

contract awards of niore than
53.000.000 for two 'area road
construction projects.

LEE FLOROS

JAMES E. FRANKOWSKI

Mot. 57

The General Cauctis Committee for Mount Prospect
School Dist 57 has endorsed
seven candidates for the April
Board of Education elections.

The candidates will be in-

troduced to the public at 8
p m. Friday evening at the

Mount Prospect Country

linens C

There will be four vacan- writer,for nine years.
Floros is a vice president of
cies on the Dist. 57 school
board this April. Candidates the St. Mark Lutheran
will seek election for two 3 - Church Council, a deacon,
year terms, one 2 -year term and a member of the building
and a I -year term.

Leo Floros, 705 Prospect

Manor, Mount Prospect, will
be a candidate for the I -year

and grounds and youth

least one candidate to fill each
term vacancy

half

and a I9 -month -old daughter.

ment of Illinois Bell

School for the Retarded. He
was this year's chairman for
the Crusade of Mercy in the

Telephone Co.. he has been

Prospect district Campfire

terviewing the nominees, the
committee then. endorses at

for one and a

Information Systems Depart-

didates for the Dist. 57 Board

of Education. After in-

district

years and have two children,
a son in Dist. 57 kindergarten

capacity for Clearbrook

eight years. He has two LaSalle -Wacker Bldg. in
daughters, one attending Chicago and is a public relaschool in Dist. 57.
He is a public relations

been residents of the school

a public relations advisory

Committee is charged with

seeking out possible can-

The Frankowski's have

Currently systems staff
supervisor in the Business

didates

dent of Mount Prospect for

-es To, Yee -L.

building committees for the
church. He formerly served in

term of office on the board.

FLOROS HAS been a resi-

ARTHUR E. KENT

CHARLES HOUCHINS

4.1

Club Interested residents are
invited to attend the informal
coffee hour and meet the can-

The General Caucus

t

MRS. NANCY HOLT

tions specialist for the Mount

consultant for Selz Organization in Chicago. A journalism

Girls.

College Floros was a Chicago
Sun -Times reporter and sports

will be a candidate for a 2 -

James E. Frankowski, 1718

graduate of Wright Junior Verde Dr., Mount Prospect,
year schobl board term.

with the company in manage-

of Arts degree in economics
and

business administration

from Knox Colleg-e,
Galesburg, Ill.

Mrs. Nancy- Holt, 121 N.
Russell, Mount Prospect, will
be an April election candidate

11

legislation chairman for' Lincoln School PTA in Wheaton.

She has a bachelor of

science degree in government
and psychology, front Purdue
University and was formerly
assistant personnel manager
for the Jewel
Chicago.

residents of the school district
for three and a half years and
have two sons and a daughter

Albert St.. Mount Prospect.

The Holts have been

attending Dist. 57 (schools.

HE IS AN assistant coach
for a Mount Prospect Midget
Football team a member of
the Chicago Junior Assn. of
Commerce and Industry, and

tivities include serving as
PTA president for Busse
School, and as last year's

Mrs, Holt's community ac-

Busse PTA cultural arts

chairman.

She is

standards

adviser for Delta Gamma
sorority at Northwestern
University and was formerly.

JACK G. G. RONCHETTO

sio

for a 3 -year term.

ment, six and a half years.

participates in Project Careers
through the Chicago Jaycees.
Frankowski has a Bachelor

MRS. PATRICIA KIMBALL

Tea Co..

in

Charles Houchins, 318

S.

will be a candidate for a 2 year term on the Dist. 57
Board of Education.

HE HAS BEEN a resident

of the school district for 15
years and. has three children,

two of whom are attending
Dist. 57 schools.

Houchin is an attorney for

the Borg-Warner Corp. in

Chicago. He obtained his law

ee

degree from the University of
Virginia and is licensed to
practice

in

Illinois and in

federal courts. He was a trial
attorney in the U. S. Depart-

ment of Justice for eight
years.

His civic and community

affiliations include: membership in .the American.
Chicago, and Federal Bar
Associations, national vicechairman, anti-trust section
1966; 1955 Mayor's Com-

The Rock Road Construction Co.. Chicago. has contracted to do road work on
1.62 miles of pavement on

Rt. 58 between Elmhurst Rd.
and Northwest Highway for
S2:423.898.

The Thomas -M. Madden
Co.. Chicago. has contracted
to resurface and construct a
concrete base course at the interchange of Northwest Hwy.

with Dundee Rd. for
$559.709.

Gripe
Of The

mittee to form Mount, Day
Prospect Park District; Mount
Prospect Park District. Board.
1958 to 1966, vice president

and chairman Of Finance

Committee; member of Community Presbyterian Church
(Continued on Page 2)
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Mrs. Theresa Dreer
Mrs. Theresa Dreer, 68, of
Mrs.
Carpentersville,- died Thurs-

Arlington Heights. She Was.

a resident of the village for 27

preceded in death by her husband, Anton.
Visitors may call after- 7
p.m. tonight at the Lauterburg

years.

day in Elgin.
'- She .is survived by: three ..k. Oehler Funeral Home in

.

,

- He is survived by his wife,

-

Frances; two daughters,
Lenore and Karla of Art; 4/
in gt on. Heights; . a,. son.

X

OnveifiliOu

of6.7

CST
4 . /,

A citizens committee is Agricultural Assn.
forming in Wheeling and, Elk
,Groye_townstiips to work for

bmeeeatvinagila

bl

at the March 3

is expected also.

convention_process_and.listing..

..

.

Additional information

Literature explaining the

may be obtained from Mrs.

.
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- 0-- - -- An organizational -meeting
Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
tersville; nine grandchildren;_ ../Telifirs:1- Burial will be -in St.
Can you find the numbers
will be held Sunday, March 3.
- two great grandchildren, and Mary7 Cemetery in Buffalo Home in Arlington Heights
011UellAS
a ''-3---- ilf-at-the Congr ,ii,,
after noon Sunday. --Se ces between 0 -and -9 which the let a brother. Martin .Bodor of Grove.
- - _a
will be Monday at 2 p m in lets" and 'dots in these- two tional United.Chursh_or.:
puzzlers stand for?
the
funeral
home
chapel
with
Christ,
Kirchoff
Rd.
a!
K-enWilliam H. Spears ' the Rev. Robert S. McDonald
...nicott; Arlington Heights
BY JAN'BONE-- -1 ....,;-;lie_dgs Robert C. Buckley is
William, H. Spears, .7 6, of _ officiating._ Burial will' be in
be a candidate for a threel'ear (Continued from page I)
temporary chairman of the
will be a candidate for a three304. E. Marion, Prospect Memory Gardens Cemetery in
_ .Toda,y's math game__was:,:.:, group.
.:
and _member: of. Attorney's yeaitterm.
i_terRmoinnchtheettAapbrasifebleecetn_aion.sesi_
Heights, died Thursday in Arlington Heights.

--I atesz.:,5.,_
.-

list.

-

.

6 --Met. Public cot Co

Woman Dies
In Home -

-

'

-

..,,......-:.:....:i,.':.8..119..PP4K9.94-.clig.d in. her.

:.. home at. 8.S. Yale,

Heights,
- Funeral arrangements are

of.texiteb-Inc: since-f930:'fie - Oiijrlaii;-- -iiilie,--feaclie-s't-id'ir ift47-VoiWiuiioni.- '''..indge ,iiti,V,itinlYt andttiiiitlati''1956:-. ........... .-61 Mount -Prospect
was a choir director and North Junior High School in Buckley said.
eupstOprt(;loicfythe National Anti(or 13 years and havetwo
organist at St. Johns' United -DeKalb.
"I hope there will be many trust
children attending school in.
As have the other teachers suggestions from those present
Church of Christ in Arlington
Arthur E. Kent, 210 Bobby the district.
who have been planning our at the meeting as to how in- Ln., Mount Prospect, will be
Her community activities
Jr. of Prospect .Heighta, ai-t.::-Heights.
.

dchld
Visitors may call at the

.

pending at the Haire Funeral

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights
after 7 p.m. Saturday. Services
a.m. in
will be Monday at
the funeral home chapel with

Home in Arlington Heights.

I

Science Text

liciating. Burial will be in
Memory Gardens Cemetery.

churches will read this Sunday

the Lesson -Sermon "Christ
Jesus."

I

the Rev. Robert Klepper of-,

All Christian Science
.

The Golden Text for this

Bible Lesson is from Micah:.
"Thou. Bethlehem Ephratah.
though thou be little among

the thousands of Judah. yet
out of thee shall he come
forth unto me that is to be

ruler in Israel; whose goings
forth have been from of old.

Mr. Spears was a director
of public relations for National City Line of Chicago.
He retired in .1959 after 15
years with the company.

J..- Tamil...

' John J. Tolan, 87. of 290
-i

1

Raupp Blvd., Buffalo Grove.
died Wednesday in Lutheran

He is survived by his wife.
Blanche; and two daughters.

Grove Church. Burial will be
in Mount Carmel Cemetery.

WINNER OF 7 ACADEMY NOMINATIONS!
i

The following menus will
be served Monday.

Township High School

Dist. 214, (subject to change

GROVE -ELGIN

2)

...1/

/...?..TS

pledged support.

Other organizations to

voice support of the con -

stitution change are: the

.

League of Women Voters of
Illinois, the Illinois Education
Assn., the Illinois Congress of

/o68.5',
Solutions to today's
mathematics games.

Molded: raspberry, fruit
cocktail

Rolled wheat muffins and
honey butter --113 qt. milk

Ground beef stroganoff

over rice
PRESENTED

AT:

2 00 - 5:00
8 8 00 P.M.

Hot baked ham sandwich

on seasame seed bun
Wiener in bun
Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Buttered green beans

TECHNICOLOR®
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Cole slaw
Peach, cottage cheese
Pineapple, purple plums

You are cordially invited to our

FREE lecture series

Available desserts:
Apricot halves
Baked custard
Apple pie
Chocolate cake
Chocolate chip cookie

Parents and Teachers, the

American Assn. of University

Women and the Illinois

bring in to the bank. (No limit to number in

your party, but we must know how many
because of seating capacity.)

ItBankandTrustCompany
PALATINE, ILLINOIS

Formerly 1st State Bank of Palatine

Brockway and Slade

358-6262

1st BANK & TRUST COMPANY. PALATINE
Please register me in your free BUILDING YOUR FUTURE course,

starting March 6, 1968
(yourself, wife, additional guests)
NAME
ADDRESS

My telephone number is
Mail or bring fo bank without delay

r

Commerce, for 10 years.

precinct captain and vice

tivities include serving as
secretary for the Chicago

Dist. 68 for 10 years.

57 Caucus Committee, and

business administration from
Northern Illinois University.
He was a supply officer in the

participation in school PTAs.

U. S. Navy.

business administration from

KENT IS A member of Phi

Delta Kappa, professional

educational fraternity and of
the Assn. of School Business

.

Chapter of the Assn. for

Corporate Growth; a member
of the area problems corn mittee for the National Assn.
of Manufacturers; member of

M r s. K i m ball has a

bachelor of arts degree in
Iowa Wesleyan University.

the Chicago Assn. of Com-

merce and Industry, and serv-

'

ed on the committee ap,

HER WORK experience in-

pointed by Gov. Otto Kerner

cludes positions as executive

to select appraisers for the

He is 'chairman of the

secretary, television -radio
supervisor and a member of

atomic energy site at Weston,

Illinois Assn. of School

program at M c Can n -

of science degree in business

is a Sunday School teacher at
St. Mark's Lutheran Church.
Mrs. Patricia Kimball, 600
Go-Wando, Mount Prospect,

cy.

University of Illinois and a

Officials of U. S. and Canada.

legislative committee for the
Business Officials. Keiit also

Ronchetto has a bachelor

the junior executive training

administration from the

Erickson, an advertising agen-

master's degree in business

Jack G. Ronchetto, 514 S.

administration from DePaul

William, Mount Prospect, will

University.

Grace's Daze

Visit with a Candidate

St. Viator High School

(subject to change without
notice)
Barbecue beef on bun
Mashed potatoes and,gravy
Orange juice
Milk

ala carte
Soup
French fries

Milk

30 cent lunch
Open face sandwich
Carrot nibblers
Pineapple delight
Milk

Hamburger, hot dog, thuringer, cheeseburger, chili
Choice of desserts

Dist. 15

By Grace Mott
From four to six (and later)
last Monday the home of Mr.
and Mrs. George Miller hummed with conversation and

EACH YEAR Eagle Scout
Day includes those teens who

tertained in honor of John

Schaumburg plant of

refreshments as they en-

Henry Altorfer, Illinois

Republican gubernatorial
hopeful.

Mrs. Miller

-

Jonas Salk and

Carl Sandburg Schools
Not available

is

vice presi-

dent of the Wheeling
Township Republican
Workshop whose aim it is to

educate citizens in
republicanism.

DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT

Most of those at the party
are presidents of the workshop
clubs and precinct captains.

WHEN ASKED about

their son George, the Millers
replied with pride that he has
been chosen to join the list of
Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and
Colleges. George will graduate
this spring from John Hopkins
University with a B.A. degree

- . the perfect meeting place for that before dining
cocktail or after dinner entertainment.
Featuring enjoyable combo entertainment

r

coronary feb. 22 while on
business in Michigan and will

probably remain in the
hospital near Dearborn a
month.

Prognosis for his condition
which is considered critical is

"a lengthy but successful
recovery".

Card senders note: The

hospital address is Merriman
Rd., Eloise, Mich.

Plaza where the Molts stayed.
Now 12 -year resideilks of

Richard Carney and sons,

A FINAL planning meeting

counting conference to be

Florida took Mr. and Mrs.

The Prospect Day has

questing clarification on the
article headlined "More State

District.

St. Louis are Mr. and -Mrs.

Aid Needed" which appeared
on Thursday, Feb. 29.

The annual affair suggested
the boys select ahead of time
the businesses in which they

Alan and David, formerly of
Mount Prospect and friends of

in Mount Prospect earlier this

the Motts who managed to

referendum which would have
increased the educational tax -

Warson Woods home Sunday

rate of the district. This was
the third time in a year and

might be interested, then
spend most of the day as
guests of various concerns in
those fields.

visit, the Carneys in their
night.

When the door closed

.'CORNER

U.S. 4S

STARTS FRIDAY

ON OUR WIDE
BRILLIANT SCREEN

IN COLOR

month refused to pass a

a half that voters have refused

to allocate more tax money

it found several members of

for education in the district."
The "increased education

directions. Headed for Lexno

A paragraph read "Voters

behind the Motts last weekend
the family off in different

tax -rate" referred to a

ington,

building bond referendum

been visiting here, and off to
Canton, Mo., was Robert who
couldn't resist a visit with his
brothers and their wives and
had accordingly driven home
from college for a quickie

residents about .0435 cents

Ky., were Mr. and
Mrs. James Mott who had

family reunion.

which would have taxed the

for each $100 of equalized
assessed valuation. Voters
refused for the third time to
allocate more tax money for

educational facilities in the
district.

TONY ROME
This film has a
A-3 Classification.

Friday, Monday
Wednesday 6:25, 10.05
Saturday 8 Sunday
2:45,'6:30, 10:10
Tuesday 8 Thursday
8:20 ONLY
plus

Rohlwing Rd. (Rl 53) at Euclid Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.

live.

Michigan. Beasley suffered a

were held at the Chase Park

Call for Reservations cmd Banquet Details

c&I#04 ca/os

Lancaster at the end of a twoday sales meeting. It was sunny but cold where the former
Jean Schell and her husband

County General Hospital,

classes for Eagle Scout Day,
sponsored by the North Star

Special menu for children under 12

THE BEAUTIFUL

when Mrs. Schell drove to

in cardiac in-

they were excused from

TH E AT!

THE FINEST IN PASTRIES
Bakery delights fresh from our ovens daily.
Specializing in Birthday & Wedding Cake
creations, pulled sugar work, heavenly pad tries and unique pies, rolls and cookies.

business in Lancaster, Pa.
He returned to Rockville

is

tensive care in the Wayne

received a number of calls re-

$395

CONDITOIREI

husband paid attention to

Arthur H. Beasley, S.

George St.,

this town's Eagle Scouts had
a breather on the 20th when

girls didn't get a day off from

FAMOUS SUNDAY NIGHT BUFFET
Delicious carved Beef Au Jus, vegetable
selections, relishes, soup, assorted salads,
.
molds and dreamy desserts from our own
bakery.

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOMS
Perfect for any occasion . . business m eetings, banquets, weddings and private parties.
Complete catering and professional party
planning all year round.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Coffman in Rockville, Md., her

visitors in Mount Prospect.

Story Asked

school Feb. 22, but a lot of

INTIMATE COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Pleasant, friendly atmosphere .

gave a grandmother's share of
attention to the children of

have long been frequent

held later this spring in

OPEN 7 DAYS ... 10 A.M. 'TILL CURFEW

ful desserts. Brunch every Sunday 'till

cast and while Betty Schell

Helen and Vincent Brown

William Mott to St. Louis the
end of last week. The sessions

literature.
Mount Prospect's -boys and

2 p.m.

Motorola, Inc., wound up the
event and included the scouts'
parents and other guests.
A late winter trip recently
found Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Schell in Washington, D. C.,
and environs. The couple flew

the death of Mr. Brown.

preceding the bigger ac-

The Northwest Suburb's most versatile
Restaurant, Lounge, Banquet & Special Party Facilities

ELEGANT DINING
Superb menu including fresh Maine Lobster,
prime Steaks, express luncheon & delight-

have made the rank during
the preceding 12 months. A
dinner Tuesday night at the

Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm

.oung went to Buffalo Monday to be with her sister, Mrs.
Vincent Brown and family at

Clarification
On 'State Aid'

in history and American

JACK OF
DIAMONDS

Int
.

president of the precinct; 1967
Chairman of the School Dist.

cludes a mater's degree in

CL 5.4300
;.;

His

His organizational ac-

Dist. 23 -- MacArthur

Junior High School
40 cent menu
Hotslog on bun
Baked beans
Finger food
Chilled fruit

c.S't(3/2 ty tfis eatotad

My party will include

volunteer for the American
Cancer Society; Republican

He has been business

Milk

Friday and Saturday evenings.

Another community service of

attending Dist. 57 schools.

South Junior High Schools
Beef stew with vegetables
Buttered noodles
One half pear '
Bread and butter
Strawberry sundae

Hear prominent experts tell you about

© HOW TO INVEST
. . . many other subjects
Each session runs 11/2 hours and permits
ample time for questions. Space is limited,
so reservations are required. Please fill in
coupon below without delay, then mail or

tional sdrvices department of
the Illinois State Chamber of

tary, Miner, Thomas and

MARCH 5th, 12th and 19th
at 8:00 P.M.
in our Community Room

TRUSTS-WILLS

-

iliary; board member and

Dist. 25 - North Elemen-

FUTURE

ESTATE PLANNING

enrolled in Dist. 57 schools.
industrial
as
e Employedeidevelopment
m
Harris
officeran
,1.,,T, s

teaching; the YMCA Aux-

educational background in-

Government Assn. also have

45/ 237

to

include,

years and has two daughters

Mount Prospect for nine years

and has a son and daughter

Illinois and Chicago Bar

organizations, including the

League and the Better

.234

,

.

manager of Skokie School

Assns., the Illinois Municipal

2,,liter

without notice)

Main dish: (one choice)

BUILDING YOU

7 07
S4'2 124/7 94

.1.)

,

civic and professional

School Menus

-ADMISSION-

czon. 'Dalca

.yysrzky AnmeER.7

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights.
A mass will be offered Mon-

Presbyterian -St. Luke's

most efti d t i ve i )i : " he said.

...... - -

dent of the' district -for' 10

- term.of . the- Presbyterian , Women's Ch icago, R onchetto w as
-- - '''''-' !Cent- has' bcen'riii l'esident lif -'Organization, "SiindaY' schtictrs" triattagur."for the -orgarri-za-

parties are supporting the convention referendum. Several

/94/5WE'R '5' -ro

p.m. Saturday at the

day in St. Mary of Buffalo

.

BOTH MAJOR political

Stafal of Buffalo Grove. He

4 1 3 E. Euclid. Arlington
Heights, died Thursday in

.

ment Center.

Algonquin, and Mrs. Dorothy
was preceded in death by two
sons, John and Corneilious.
Visitors may call after 7

.

-Math iVOrksficip- KPonsored by
the, Training and Develop-

Mrs. Aileen Wolfram of

August F. Stelling, 63. of

(L )7.V

.

Ridge.

August F. Stelling

ADULTS-EVENING AND ALL DAY SAT. & SUN. - $1.50
ADULTS MATINEE -$1.25 - CHILDREN ALL TIMES - 75c

has. completed. a. .Madison,convention- may be' provided
.

General Hospital in Park

Hospital in Chicago. He was

from everlasting."

The Kimbalfs--.'have

-.Mr...t.elimg,Was, a Secratary,,.- -cpntr-01-14e.d-,-.by,,-M-1r-la-r!1----'-There-..is,,a-gteat.lntict.tJur.-i-.Genertil__National Committee

N.o.r t h w,est -C,o.mm,ti n it y

Mrs: Lena- Lysfjord, 79, ,, Hospital. He wat a reside3f
was dead on arrival Thursday
Prospect Heights for 29 yeas.
evening at Northwest ComHe is survived by his wife.
munity Hospital.
Viola; two sons, William H.

This film has an
A-2 Classification

Friday, Monday
Wednesday 8:20 ONLY
Saturday & Sunday
1:00, 4:40, 8:25
Tuesday & Thursday
6:25, 10:05

Best

Buy In _the Area

1_141q4a4peottei)
ONE STOP CLEANING
belt Service
Cleaning Machines
Also
Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
o Draperies Cleaned
Pressed, Decorator
Folded

Norge.Colonial Village
220 N. Dunkin St.
Arlington Hes.

OUR 2nd LOCATION

B -W Branch
420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

eke

FRIDAY NITE

M -G -M Recording Stars

THE ORPHEUS
plus
THE TROTS
SATURDAY NITE

THE SHADOWS
OF KNIGHT

plus

THE BANGOR
FLYING CIRCUS
Last Week -end to got your
free Cellar photo idont. card.

.,:FOR,24:HOUR flOit,OFFICE INFO..
"...PHONE 392-2472. Atlin

.
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Wilfhtm lifingam4n,-president of -the -Wheeling;
Township Women's Republican Club, welcomes Ray Page
(left), County Superintendent of Schools and Senator John

summed up the afternoon

When O'Rourke escorted

One charming bachelor at-

with his comment: "Running

his model, who had just turned 21, he told the guests that

tending the Leap Year Day

someone had neglected to

for office sometimes gets con-

event. Ald. Robert 0 Rourke,

register her (and in an election

fuSing. but it's not nearly as
confusing as participating in
a women's fashion show."

-

Page and several other
Republican politicians took
part

in the "Nominees

for

Fashion" presented by the

Republican Club yesterday.

candidate for Cook County

State's Attorney. blushingly

The happy Republicans seen after their successful luncheon are (left to right): State Rep.
David Regner, Mrs. Alan Mcdonald, Wheeling Township Republican Chairwoman; Ald. Robert
J. O'Rourke, candidate for Cook County State's Attorney; and Mrs. Edward Kilfoy, Wheeling
Twp. Director.

introductions of the

O'Rourke, candidate for Cook

Sanitary Dist. Trustee and

Daniel Congreve. Mayor of
Mount Prospect; Eugene J.

Sheriff Woods.

year!)

nominated and nominees (office holders and candidates):
Senator John Graham (R-3):
Robert P. Hanrahan. County
Supt. of Schools; Ald. Edward

admitted it was his first

All the pcilitical guests were

T. Scholl. candidate. Circuit

interspersed among the 200

his

fashion show. (The ladies at
table thought he looked

women at the festive luncheon
to admire the fashions.

Court Clerk:- Ray Page, State
Supt. of Public Instruction;
Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman,

bachelor.)

Mrs. Edward Kilfoy combined wit and wisdom in her

too contented to be a

Wheeling Twp. Committeeman; Ald. Robert J.

County State's AttOrney:

Mr. Carey, representing

The women who worked to
produce the event included:

Czachorski, candidate for
Cook County Recorder of
Deeds; William Erickson.

Mrs. William Klingaman.

chairman and Mrs. W.'

Cook County Commissioner:

Andrew, Mrs. F. Friday, Mrs.
G. Brask, Mrs. D. Modie and
Mrs. D. Goodman --and their

David Regner; David
Brown. State Central Committeeman'for the 13thd Dist.:
Rep.

hardworking committee mem-

Valdas Adamkus, candidate.

bcrs.

It's National Baby Week
;

Below-"So what's National Baby Week?" asks little Mark Teepe three
month old son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Teepe of 607 S. Wille in Mount
Prospect. Mark is truly the baby in the family with brothers Bobby, 8 and

11111111

Brian, 7, and sisters Cheryl, 5 and Jill, 3. (Photos by ELEANOR RIVES)

Friday, March I, 1968
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Ray Page, State Supt. of
Public Instruction, told the

circus, we can get down to the
serious business of winning.

Republicans gathered for

"We'll let the Republicans

the luncheon at the Holiday

decide in June who their can-

Inn in Mount Prospect yesterday. "now that the Democrats
have finished their three ring

didates will be. This can be
a

Republican

year,

if

you

Page told The Day that he

was surprised at the
democratic ticket and "I don't
see how it will help the President any in Illinois. There

Saturday,

defeated, you know."

March 2 from 9

a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Masonic

N.
Temple.
Rd.. Palatine.
I

Plum Grove

Page added "Sometimes it
gets pretty crowded in my of lice when everyone comes to

Finalists in Math Contest
Three Prospect High
School students were named

as finalists, in the University
of Santa Clara High School
Mathematics Contest.

They are: David Stein, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stein,
S.

Edward, and Craig

Van Kampen, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Van Kampen,

Christina Albers happily announces "It's National Baby Week!" She is the
"almost 10 month old" baby daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Albers of 750

203

W. Dempster.

S.

Lancaster,

and National Federation of

fessions.

"I just love Mount Prospect
and felt there was a need here

sewing and gardening.

for a good book store", she
said, "I don't want anyone to
ever have to go to another

table of used books too" said

Are you a book worm? If
you are you will be glad to

years in public relations having_ served in this capacity
as director for Skokie Com-

Prospect Book Nook schedul-

munity Hospital and assistant
director for Lutheran General
Hospital.

row.

You will not only find any
book,

any

on

subject

you

want, but you will also meet
a most vivacious proprietor,
Dorothy Arns.

A RESIDENT of Des

She has been managing
editor for the "Innkeeping"
and "Drive In Restaurant"
magazines, was editorial assis-

tant for "Together" magazine
for the Methodist Publishing
House in Park Ridge and
local area reporter for the

Plaines for 18 years, Dorothy
is beginning her new venture

Chicago American and

as an adventure. She is the

Chicago Tribune.

mother of one daughter,
Constance and wife of Glenn.
She is also a poetess, writer,
editor, reporter, photographer
and in general someone of interest.
As a

of Iberia
Junior College, attending the
graduate

University of Missouri and

Press Women.

town or city for another
book."
The little shop is a cozy one
that will encourage browzing.

There will be wide variety of
books

including "something

for everyone" Dorothy promises "if it can be found I will
get it."

DOROTHY is extremely
meticulous about what will be

on her book shelves in the

many awards including ten

way of literature and only the
books of demand and interest
will grace her beautiful brick

Mats E. Palmer Awards of

and wood shelves.

SHE IS

the recipient

of

Merit for feature stories, news

beats, photos, writing for
adults and promotion by
direct mail, through Illinois

Press Women's Association

-

"Dirty books will not be on

display, not because of
censure, but there just isn't
room and I would rather conserve the space for quality
literature." she added. Hcr
stock includes leather bound

moved to Connecticut.

The test is based on the
student's insight and his abili-

ty to make mathematic
generalizations.

both of

Miss division of the "Talented'
Tot" pageant, will compete in
lire Chicagoland finals this

summer at Prudential

Auditorium. The Little Miss
division, ages 6 to

13,

will

compete .for beauty awards
this Saturday. March 2 in party dresses at Randhurst.

than our

"There will be a bargain

CHICAGO
AREA
OFFICES

Dorothy, "and through a

windfall, I have many medical
books and journals that doctors, dentists and

registered

nurses may have free if they
just stop in."

°SEE

Wonder if the location of

the Book Nook at

109

S.

Main is significant - as a hobDorothy collects newspaper "bloopers"?
by

Student Wins
Drake U.
Honors
Marilyn Shea is one of 57
students at Drake University.
Des Moines named to the
President's Honor.List for the
I 967 fall semester.

She is the daughter of Mr.

1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
Telephone: 259-9456
DOWNTOWN5CHICAGOM111
WASHINGTON AT STATE

3 East Washington

Ph. 372.6605

.;-NORTHV.ISIDE811111116111111111

LINCOLN NEAR BELMONT
Ph. 472.3610
LINCOLN AND LAWRENCE
4749 North Lincoln
Ph.
728.3864
BROADWAY AND LAWRENCE
4752 North Broadway
Ph. 334.6508
MILWAUKEE NEAR ASHLAND
3301 North Lincoln

1324 Milwaukee

Ph. 278.1662

SOW NORTHWEST4S1 Erm.

LAWRENCE AT MILWAUKEE
Ph. 725.1361
LOGAN SQUARE

4787 Milwaukee

2747 N. Milwaukee Ave.

magazines.

Lonnquist, Mount Prospect

3942 Madison

and is a junior at Drake.

Decoys" by Dr. Edgar Burke
and Eigen Connett III; "Antiquing with George Michael";

"The Big Water Fight" by
Educational Fund of the

eke
FRIDAY NITE
M -G -M Recording Stars

THE TROTS

Horse" by R. H. Smythe are

just a few along with many
best sellers.

FOR THE CHILDREN
there is a complete series of
"Adventures of Dr. Doolittle"

11S*14.tf-41.717.

Fr

.

Ph. 376-2656

plus
SATURDAY NITE

THE SHADOWS
OF KNIGHT
plus
THE BANGOR
FLYING CIRCUS

*Last Week -end to get your
free Cellar photo Went card,
FOR,74.tiOUR:80% OFFICE IN

F'1113!*:3920441.2iiAilnynl

1.1t,

1.*

9515 S. Western

Ph. 238.3660

IlinC1-11CAGOYSUBURBAN

OAK PARK
Ph. 383.2911
BLUE ISLAND
Ph. 597.0041
13046 South Western
OAK LAWN
1115 Lake Street

87th & Cicero Corvette Ctr. Ph. 425.9078
MT. PROSPECT

Ph. 259.9456

0011110011t.FoOAGOTAREAVI

15 Douglas Street

AURORA
31 North Broadway

x REGARDLESS or WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES.

a REGARDLESS OF THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR CHOICE OF OVER 200

87TH AT COTTAGE GROVE
Ph. 846.7597
8641 S. Cottage Grove Ave.
95TH AND WESTERN

ELGIN

REGARDLESSor THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.

is REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAL LENSES.

Ph. 374.8196

Ph. 568.3251

WAUKEGAN
1825 West Glen Flora

U

Ph. 488.1440

9124 South Commercial
ROSELAND
11127 South Michigan

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza

ONE COMPLETE PRICE,
NO EXTRA CHARGES OF ANY KIND...

e REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR. OR TINTED. OR SUNGLASS LENSES.

SOUTH CHICAGO

"The Verse by the Side of the

Jr., "Cross Country Ski
Book"; "The Mind of the

illiNIMMESOUTH5SIDEVAININIS
42ND AND ARCHER

THE ORPHEUS

Road" by Frank Rowsome

Ph. 638.3297

4218 South Archer
ENGLEWOOD
6351 South Halsted

League of Women Voters;
Acre
HUndred
Welcome" by Ronald Rood;

"One

Ph. 278.1985

.89WESTSiSIDE4U,IIIP4.7-V
NORTH AVE. & AUSTIN BLVD.
Ph. 848.5142
MADISON AND PULASKI

6001 W. North Avenue

to Make, Paint and Rig

Dorothy Arns who is a book worm that Is opening her uwn

completely satisfied with your glasses, we will replace
them or refund your money in full.

and Mrs. Robert Shea, 800 W.

A good cross-section of

Book Nook in Mount Prospect. Her stock is varied, well
selected and she will get any book, for you if it is not on

If within six months of purchase date you are not

editions, paper backs and

books which would indicate
there are literally books for
everyone's interest are "How

her shelves.

Hunter, recently left the
district when his family

Plaines, a winner in the Tiny

"GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION"

and for women many, many
interesting books on cooking,

Northwestern University, she
has, succeeded in many pro-

Dorothy has had many

ed to open its doors tomor-

Mr. and Mrs. William

Munroe Circle S., Des

QUALITY, SERVICE, AND PRICE

Book Nook Ready for Book Worms
know about the Mount

Mount Prospect. The third
winner, Chuck Hunter, son of

dog
Lynn Gates, 41/2, 398

What better proof of our

The Day's Prospects

Women's Editor

yrt

in on the tide" he said.

would be two senators from
Cook County. if Dirksen was

212

tug" R

Springfield on business --they
all should have offices of their
own."

make it so --we can't just ride

will hold a rummage sale

Jobs Daughters. Bethel 107

I

Page 3
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Page Predicts Republi can Year

Bethel 107
Rummage Sale

BY DOLORES HAUGH

1,(41.1V4,!f 'If.,SffIfttRistgag4J;(4.44

Graham112-3) to the club's Nominees for Fashion luncheon.

Inn. when the Republicans "got together" for lunch and fashions. (Photos by Eleanor Rives)
Wheeling Township Women's

Cr

v""Ikits:w

Valdas Adamkus, candidate for Sanitary District Trustee, and his wife (center) and Mrs.
George Haugg (left) are greeted by Mrs. Eugene Schlickman at the Mount Prospect Holiday

Ray 'Page. State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

,

-

'5GIig4Yc8irt=7.ie.:t.rallug rIr7r.RSZ=ti7,h)eliail

Kt -vat 4,

.
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ru.

Ph. 336.8555
Ph. 741.1616
Ph. 896.3124

OF FASHION'S NEWEST.FLATTERING FRAME STYLES IN EXCITING
NEW SHAPES AND COLORS! ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE.

Your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions
filled in the frame of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

.,tromiamormirow.t.w.,,-,4,,,,eseragounoterstwr:c.p.k:

COMFORTABLE, EASY TO WEAR
LEE OPTICAL SINGLE VISION

CONTACT LENSES
ONE LOW PRICE
REGARDLESS OF THE POWER
OF YOUR LENS. PRESCRIPTION.
::OPEN ..DAILY.*MONDAY):-TI-.1fRU,SATUR12:7;MC9:"00,AMakt6.:067PM':;

a'At
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with George Hamilton

.
-4-iiiiiit-rnoT,v,vvhaiW6iiia
you want me to say about the

-AiioineY General William G.
Clark, who said the state's at torneys office may be hesitant

,

apparent violation of the

like that?"
"Cases is probably more
like it. I understand that if we
went through the state statutes

.,- April.
secret meeting law and the

to become embroiled in the

Illinois state's attorney's

refusal to bring. any charges

,

to court?"

--..,

i.,...i.

.

-

with it?"

11

_

_

-

a secret meeting took price,
and
understand the board
was supposed to have ad
muted it-But I bet,. by now

L

.1

1

1,1

rte" It,

...)40

dust__part of a_tr_end late y

common _practice in. many
areas of the state. And if the

promptly ignored.
"Maybe it's because, as one

jurisdiction of the lawmen.
they may. ignore it rather than
make an arrest."

I

)17

such as in this case?"
"Well,
one clue came from
fet

nored by the police?"

.

mertime roadside fruit and

vegetable stands in the area.
One scale we (discovered, in

j,

regular use, hadn't been tested.

.

"Do you think they'll say

they don't want to get

new state law that makes it
illegal to push one vehicle
-with another -one on any

...public
highway
in the1.1a...7,1,:t
-state.
tr
,

in-

fi

volved in testing scales during
an election year?""That's

-

-

4V6.44 ,::));i1

.

year' we learned that the state
durmi have the manpower. im
test the scales in all the sum-

.

they've-ibecn mentioned here before. There's the

"What do they do in a ease,r1;7..tea, .;

S,1MWS.: Ss tsst,p .47

r

.,
going
past a steady
........,_..,,,, .-:...,..,:r.,'...":,..," As... --.2=S-11.7.7.17.

.

"What laws are being ig-

foreement of the new law."

tus

,......,...:

what a steady amber light is.
"But we're patiently waiting
for 'summer to arrive. Last

violation falls under the

any representative can

that one and won't have any
sponsor a bill and have it
-,m01"6-secipii4.::- ---7..-;-7 . passed into -Jaw and look, good
"Yes, but why doesn't the
to the voters back home. But
state's attorney do anything
there is no requirement that
about a violation of the law
funds be voted 'for -en-

_

have been made. yet for
11115,011C

"Then too, some of the laws
are contrary to what has been

.

state legislator explained, that

they are sorry they goofed on

so

.-

-

whereby laws are passed and'

I

/

- -WTI o rho v-i.-9,s '.1Vrii-F15`6"-,they. re' too busy planning.
campaigns to worry about

_other matters. Or maybe its.

--"I kriow it was alleged that

-"And, of course, no arrests

.

o,R:---...-ar,..7z.-.-....- ,-_.

-

violate the law and get away

friend's car started.

...dawirvitimitikezi_t;i iii.i.11.-iiit.....,.,..,,,,,,,tiriiher li-gln . at ari..intereCdiut,,..,_

,,,,...1, h

Board of Education. can o

guy for trying to get a

us.are breaking the law every
day but the state just doesn't

,--

'

1Cel silly arrensting some poor

we would find that most of

school district's affiars since
there is an election slated in

.

1.4--R

...,,v,....::-...7,----,----,---. -4. ..,:,.W.

But I bet a policeman would

.

quite ossiblc.'=

:4}

,1.4. .

.

17517If 47,1

0

-

rn,

71

f0

0

come pecgat Taz 371graoglo
BY JAMES L. SRODES
(Last of a Series)

WASHINGTON (UPI) There are special features of

the federal income tax laws
which may not concern the
average taxpayer, but are of

great importance to those
whom they do affect.

Divorced or separated

parents, for example. should

know about a law which

Congress enacted last August.
It

lays down new rules

to

determine which parent may
claim the $600 exemption for
a dependent child. The rules
are complicated, and anyone

FRIDAY NITE

M -G -M Recording Stars

THE ORPHEUS
"has
SATURDAY NITE

THE SHADOWS
OF KNIGHT

(for example, in a boat, tractor, airplane, or power equipment.), you can claim a credit
of 2 cents per gallon for all

used in his business for at
least four years.

gasoline so used or 4 cents per
gallon for gasoline used in

ble for a "retirement income the investment. For details.
credit." which is even- better ask the nearest IRS office to
than a deduction, since it is send ylau their booklet
applied not to taxable income number 5050.

disabled dependents. Under

deserted, and who is responsible for the care of children or

certain circumstances, she
may deduct up to $600 a year
for expenses incurred in hir-

a car or other highway vehicle

fey

Another special rule provides a tax break for a woman

THE BANGOR
FLYING CIRCUS
olost Week -end to get your
free Cellar photo (dent, card.
H

incapacitated or institutionalized. Again, those
affected should check with
IRS or a tax adviser.
she is

credit.
Finally

IF YOU LIVED abroad in
a foreign country or U.S. ter-

quite clearly in the

reverse side (Part V) of

and this is one

Page 4

Friday, March 1, 1968

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

deductions" to which you're
entitled. There's a space for

ritory during the past year.
and paid income taxes there.
you may be able to claim a

instructions and also on the

-

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
Me paper's' freedom and intellectual integrity."
Marshall Field III

that affects nearly everybody,
one way or another - be sure to
claim all the "miscellaneous

but to the amount of, taxes

The rules are spelled out

Tbe Pro5pect 313ap

farming. Ask an IRS office
for Form 4136, which you
must complete to claim this

The credit can amount to
7 per cent of the amount of

owed.

are some of the common types
of expenditure which may pro.:

perly be claimed as

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday,' by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, MourtrPiospect, Ill. 60056

miscellaneous deductions:

Second Class Postage

ALIMONY, SUPPORT
and separate maintenance

The to S ots in the Northwest Suburbs

Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

bond paid by a bonded

employment agency that got
you a job; expenses incurred

)or

in connection with any

4c-

dertaken to maintain or im-

Worry loves company just as much as in Mesopotamia; invented writing and in-,
scribed details of everyday life on imperishable clay tablets, archeologists have

prove -skills required in your

misery does, even if that company is 4,000
years old. Thus a fragment of ancient family
history reported by the National Geographic
Society has as much appeal to modern

employer (be- sure to keep
itemized records); safe deposit

parents as if it happened yesterday.
"Where did you go?" an angry father asked the teen-age son he caught trying to sneak
home late at night.
"I did not go anywhere."

training or education un-

trade or business; entertainment of customers, if
not reimbursed by an
box rental; union dues; small
tools, uniforms or protective

I
RESTAURANT

A"'

FIS SPECA R.
All the Fish You care to eat!

.

$i

DINNER
CARRY OUT

*ALEX REEVES

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

erefaxan

Arlington ,{eights

an02:16k

S

1tistaurant K 1)ei.e-In
hamuu% Fur Our

Fresh Strawberr) Pie

GOT A

( ampler., torr-Out Sereire

NEW NAME!

392-22 Itt
105 I. Hand Hoed
Sera.. from MI. Proveri Plaza

, OLDAL'S
TOWN
INN
1"6
DELIGHTFUL DININGI
OrormerOuccrs
SAME

PIZZA

mote -some PLACE

1618 W. Nomnvest Hwy.

Arlingion Heights
CAUL:

CL 5-2441
igilgrgzeme

PICK-UP

at

DELIVERY

Steaks ° Chops ° Chicken
Seafood° Lobster Tail
Businessmen's Luncheons.
PhOne 392-3750
18 W. Busse Mt. Prospect, III.

The Arlington

255-4400

Euclid Avenue & Rohlwing Rd.
Arlington Hts.

1/2 Block East of Rte. 53

CL 5-4300

MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

For a Fun Filled Evening that You'll Long Remember,
Come To The

FLyi N

Ow, Err
MOTOR INN

tainment & Dance

Every Sunday 12:30 p.m. with
Miss Betty Cold.

10:10 p.m.; Tuesday through Thursday -- 8 p.m.
GOLFMILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
Hawaii -- Daily -- 2:00, 5:15 and 8:30 p.m.

of food in the Northwest

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount

at

Prospect.
To Sir With Love -- Daily -- 2, 5:50 and 9:40 p.m.
Rosie -- Daily -- 4:12 and 8:02 p.m.
PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.

The House of Plenty

Smorgasbord
All You Care To Eat!
Luncheon- uIor,
$1.15

"
to 4 p m

Dinner $2.15
I,. 5 p m .9 8 30 p m
p
II oen to a p

Mnn .nru
Sol to 9
Son

Children., Under 3 Free
Ch.ldren 3 //pomp. 0 75, lunih SI 15 dm4e,
Promote d.nong room 4.41.1081e for pamet

A.Nrriz.s

'LT N CLIC

Barefoot in the Park -- Weekdays -- 6:25 and 10:15 p.m.;
Saturday -- 2:55, 6:45 and 10:35 p.m.; Sunday -- 4:10 and

COW PALACE

114..iaurant and Corklail Lounge

*LUNCHEONS

*DINNERS-

DAILY

11:30.4 P.M.

At The Organ Bar Nitely
Lounge Fri.

STARTINDGAIAL4 P.M. Dacancrnibln

SAT. NITE

Etilitin Show tonrheon Erery II Marx. ,o-. MUIR PRIZE:ti
NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
Free Birthday
Private Facilities
AND QUENTIN ROAD
Cake. When You
For Weddings
Celebrate
With Us!

Sales Meetings
and Banquets.

8 p.m.

Grand Slam -- Weekdays -- 8:15 p.m.; Saturday -- 4:45 and
8:35 p.m.; Sunday -- 2, 5:55 and 9:45 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.

Joe Harris

PALATINE, ILL.
FL 8.2800

,

The Good, The Bad and the Ugly - Friday and Saturday
-- 7:10 and 10 p.m.; Sunday - 3,30, 6:20 and 9:10 p.m.;
Monday through Thursday -- 6:30 and 9:20 p.m.
RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
Prospect.

Cool Hand Luke -- Friday and Satut'day -.1:30, 3:45, 6,

8:20 and 10:30 p.m.; Sunday through Thursday -- 2:05, 4:30,
7 and 9:30 p.m.

.144:11z000ro.s.::

Several taxpayers recently
toured Central School to see
what the district offers onehalf of the seventh and eighth
graders in Mount Prospect.

is

supplied by the boiler.

thought the new type radiator
vents avoided this, but_,there
were only rusty, leaky old

disturbance in the rooms

could be easily avoided by

some basic heating
maintenance.

One can only assume that

our superintendent, Mr.
We concluded that the Salbcrg, has generated a
building.has been badly below -standard school by the
neglected. Some very obvious
points were:
I.

A second floor room

it

Jack of Diamonds -- Friday, Monday and Wednesday -6:25 and 10:05 p.mr, Saturday and Sunday -- 2:45, 6:30 and

that
5: Steam radiators
clang and bang loudly as heat

ones. Maybe all the noise and
Editor:

CATLOW THEATRE, 116 W. Main, Barrington

DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines

o Fashion Show Brunch

o ELLIE STEN

Condition Of
Central School
Is Questioned

8 p.m.

8 p.m.

c

O The Finest Menu + Selection

6465 N. Mannheim
Phone 299-4422

Letters 0
tot # e Editor

with an excellent built-in projection screen, hut no shades
on the windows. There was no
way to darken the room to use

Wait Until Dark -- Friday and Saturday -- 7:30 and 9:30
p.m.; Sunday -- 3 and 8 p.m.; Monday through Thursday --

Go
0 THE FOUR IMPERIALS
Every Fri. 6 Sat. Nigh
Mc. Enter -

Night and caves painting pictures on the walls again?

Be useful. Learn to make arrowheads and

N. Evergreen, (, Arlington

Thoroughly Modern Millie -- Weekdays -- 5:00 and 8:00
p.m.; Saturday -- 2, 5:15 and 8:30 p.m.; Sunday -- 2, 5 and

our. Hadli piano bar nightly

Evergreen & Miner 392-5585

115

Heights.

Parties & Banquets

Just South el Higgins Rd.

ow.m.,*

Amusement Calendar

Midwest Brink Cards Honored

SwedishHouseolV.',..

Open 7 Days a Week

FOR RESTAURANT
GUIDE ADVERTISING
PHONE;

'til 2 p.m.
Louise Smoke Combo
Fri. 6 Sat. Nights
"They're Terrific"
Sunday Evening Buffet from
5 til 9:30 p.m.

*4.1

El[c] 0

Answer on Comic Page

Brunch Every Sunday

1117 -

.

19 good, 24 excellent

Open 7 Da),

LUNCHEONS

6 DINNERS

using all seven of these letters.

Restaurant and
Cocktail Lounge

602 W. Northwest Highway

WE'VE

STRAMON

ARLINGTON),

Slaw

.

2000 B.C. Because the Sumerians, who lived mankind to amount to anything'?"

Hideaword

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

0 Golden_French
Fries

SERVICE

you can't claim a net loss

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

$5,o Creamy'Cole

COMPLETE

Some fur -clad father admonishing his

This scene took place in Sumer about go hunting. How do you ever expect

from gambling.)

at THE PIANO BAR NITELY

of Sole

want of written records we can only imagine.

boulevard. . Go RI school.
day you waste in pleasures."

3405 ALGONQUIN RD.

o Tasty Fillet

Undoubtedly human nature was much the

same long before the Sumerians, but for

employer; gambling losses
(but only to the extent that
-

& COCKTAIL LOUN(;E.

life.

"Come now, be a man. Don't stand in wayward son in this wise, perhaps:
the public square, or wander about the
"Where have you been, lolling about in

they offset gambling winnings

RESTAURANT

been able to bring their civilization to vivid

clothing required in your
work and- not supplied by an

IrTgt

orry

The 1 IL ND Parental

employe:, fees paid to an

;4(

60056

Out of town U.S. mail rate. $10.00 a year: 56.00 for six months.

payments; attorneys and ac-

.

paid at Mount Prospect. III.

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.

countants fees in contesting a
tax claim; the premium on a

/6

K. S. Johnson, General Af (Mager

William J. Ktedaisch
Managing Editor

them on Form 1040. Here

-:

-

.0001=ilituso

"The way I see it-if Lindsay can run New York, he can
easily run the country!"

purposes other than fuelding

may be entitled
to a t; x credit if he invested
during the year in certain tangible property (other
than livestock) which will be

separated from his wife, or if

seseeettausess

If you use gasoline for'

A se! f -employed

65 or over. They may be eligi-

who is single, married.

eJrRIlMSFFICE

care expenses only if he's
widowed, divorced or legally

.

'

are available in booklet 5517,
which any IRS office will be
glad to mail to you.

viser. The saving is well worth
the effort.

A man may claim child

THERE ALSO are special
provisions affecting persons

pills

....4
IONS

child or dependent while she's
at work. (The deduction goes
up to $900 if there's more
than one to be cared for.)

17+ MP,

tax credit for them. DetailS

Schedule B of the tax form:
Anyone who finds them hard
to follow shout consult the
IRS or a cool etent tax ad-

petent tax adviser.

widowed, divorced or

R

ing someone to care for the

nearest IRS office or a com-

affected should consult the

THE TROYS

t

.1

447.

..?:.):Vi'.Y.).):

for presenting slides or

films.
2. Stairs

with

smooth

treads and metal -capped

risers. Two injuries occurred
on

these steps in

simple expedient of
withholding maintenance
funds.

I

think this is unfair

to the children at Central,

whose parents pay the same
taxes as the rest of us.

Can't something be done to
correct missing shades, slick,
stairs, leaky radiator valves,
rusty vent valves, and
proper heat control?
Robert A. Landes

im-

the last

month. Who authorized installation of smooth treads in
the first place, and how many
more must fall before non -slip
treads are installed?
3. One first -floor room with

a special enclosed radiator

that reportedly keeps the riabm
comfortable all day. This was
the only such unit in the
whole building, yet the school
paper reports highs of 95 and
lows of 55 degrees in some of
the other rooms. Can there be

a valid reason for not
installing the same unit in the
other rooms?

4. Several radiator valves

dripping water on the floor --

and from all indications the
leaks were of long standing.
Wouldn't repacking or replacing the valves correct this?

Letters To
The Editor
All letters to the edi-

tor must be signed, but
names will be withheld upon request. L e tt e r s

should be as brief as possible, typewritten, if possible, and should contain
an address or phone num-

ber so their authenticity
can be checked.
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Regular Sunday services at

Elk Grove Village met in one
Pinning the Pro Deo Et Patria award on her son's uniform during the Feb. 11 worship service is
' Mrs. Robert Schmid of Mount Prospect. Left to right are Pastor Larry Cartford, Steve, Mr. and
Mrs. Schmid and Scoutmaster Steve Daich. This is the first such award given by the Lutheran
Church of the Cross, 2025 S. Goebbert, Arlington Heights. The church sponsors Troop 162.

Prince of Peace arc held at

another's homes under the

guidance of the Rev, Richard :10:30 a,m. Church school for
Mellor and the Rock River 4th grade -adult is held at 9
Conference Church Extension a.m. Church school for 4th

new Methodist Church. June

Today's Meditation comes from the First Church of Christ
Scientist, 401 S. Evergreen, Arlington Heights. The author,
Robert Peel,, is author and editorial consultant to the Christian
Science :Church,. His Jncilitation is taken from -a. radio

Lutheran Church

their charter from Dr: Berger

1100 S. LInneman-Mt. Prospeel.

1960

...Dahl _ Northern DIstrict
Ileadse OFtii-b lack 'of
buildings in the area the

Drug -taking needs to be looked at in a broader focus
in terms of the basic issues it involves.
What is man basically?

Methodists shared a school

with two other churchs,

Is he really just a physicochemical organism? Is he a chance

meeting at 2 p.m. Sunday
afternoons with no church

configuration of atoms and molecules and genes? Is he just
an accidental product of a biological process? And is successful
living, simply a sort of adjustment to a material environment
-- a physical and chemical adjustment?
This is the assumption on which most drug -taking restS..

school classes, no commissions, and no pastor,
A year later the church

moved to Grove Junior High
'School, Soon after that the
Rev. Raymond Kirk was appointed as the first, full-time

But drugs deal with surface effects, with symptoms -- not
with causes. They don't do anything about basic troubles,
which are left to fester beneath the surface. And they cannot
bring the sort of peace and satisfaction that comes as we really

What about LSD? Some people who have taken LSD say
it gave them their deepest religious experience. They are raising
important questions that we all need to ask ourselves.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Jessen watch as their son, Star Scout Dale Jessen is awarded
the Pro Deo Et Patria Award by Pastor Nolan Watson of St. Mark Lutheran Church. Mr.
Foster, Dale's scoutmaster also took part in the Feb. 25 award ceremony during the morning
worship service at St. Mark. Dale's special project was the construction of a new key board for the
church office.

CAN RELIGION BE REDUCED to chemistry?
There's a craving for unity in people.

But is man's unity with the rest of the universe the unity
of billions of dancing atoms?

That's the sort of experience which people have spoken of
who have taken LSD -- a sort of pantheistic absorption in
the material universe.

Is this what the New Testament means when it speaks of
God, and says, "In Him we live, and move, and have our
being?"

ONE OF THE CENTRAL l'OINTS of Christianity is the
immortality of individual indentity -- the fact that man is not
just a material organism which crumbles into dust and merges
with the universe. He derives his existence from the Mind
that is God and he has a deathless reality in that Mind.

What about things like intelligence and love, or patience
and courage and generosity, honesty -- are all these things
merely a matter of chemistry? Or are they qualities of mind
and spirit, which must come from a different source?

Atoms can't create intelligence or love out of themselves.
And if we conceive of God as the divine Mind, the divine
Spirit, then we see that these qualities must ultimately derive
from Him.

Two Share ulpit
At South Church
The Rev. Edwin I. Stevens
and the Rev. Paul L. Sandin

will share the Lenten
preaching schedule at The
South Church, Community

Breakfast.
A Pancake Breakfast will
be held from 7:30 a.m. to 2
p.m., Sunday. March 3 at St.
Mary's School Hall in Buffalo

SUNDAY, June 30, 1963

the Rev. Richard Ferris
became pastor of Prince of
Peace. In Nov. 1963 the
church moved toRupley
School. Sunday, Nov. 20 1966
ground breaking services were
held for the newly completed
church building.

p.m.

crushing.

The effect is to free us front slavery to material conditions

-- not to make us dependent on materiality in the form of
a drug.

The LSD experience, however mystical, is not comparable
in any way with the deep, powerful experience of Christianity,
Of finding one's real unity with God in a meaningful way
that affects all the details of life.

Month of Missions
Des Plaines Bible Chuich,
946 Thacker St., will observe
a "Month of Missions" during
March. Each Sunday morning

and Wednesday evening a

missionary will speak or show

a.m. and preach to the entire
congregation at 10:45 a.m..

Sunday March 3. At 7 p.m.

he will be interviewed by the
pastor. Craig Massey.

Other speakers coming to

March 3 Communion service

"YOUR JOB AND
YOUR IDENTITY"

Arlington Heights

"The Word of the Passerby-

Evangelical Free Church, 404

Aha!" "The 'Word of the

N. Donlon,

Soldiers -Let UsCast Lots!"

month of Wednesday and

and "The Word of the Bystan-

Sunday meetings that will be

highlighted with special

Sunday School classes at 9:30

Brugmann, the Rev. Henry
Owen, and Nancy Dillin.

"The Word of the Procurator I ant Innocent!"

sermons: "The Word of the

is

beginning a

MARCH 1-10

Girl Scout Cookie Sale. For information,

Ladies of the Moose Propsect Lodge 660,

Evangelical Alliance Mission
(TEAM) will speak at 7 p.m.
Sunday.

buffet dinner for members and friends. Tickets
available at door VFW hall, 8 p.m.
SUNDAY
Fifth Wheelers, for widowed and divorced,

Trinity Lutheran Church. Des Plaines, 7:30
p.m.

Prospect Heights Woman's Club, Old
Orchard Country Club, 11 a.m.

Prospect Moose Lodge 660, VFW Hall, 8
p.m.

MONDAY
Mount Prospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard.

Mount Prospect Combined Appeal, Village
Hall, 8 p.m.

THURSDAY

12:15 p.m.

MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community

Arlington Heights Over 50, drop in center,

Center, 1 p.m.
Mount Prospect Toastmasters, Mount
Prospect community Center, 7:45 p.m.

Pioneer Park, Arlington Heights, 10:30-3 p.m.
Friends of the Library, Book Review, Mount
Prospect Community Center, 1:30 p.m.

Arlington Heights Chapter, SPEBSQSA,

Knights of Columbus Hall, Arlington Heights,
8 p.m.

School Distrcit 57, board meeting,

administration building 8:15 p.m.

TUESDAY

Mount Prospect Woman's Club, Mount
Prospect Community center, I p.m.
Cub Scout Pack 153, Blue and Gold dinner
St. Paul Lutheran school, 6:30 p.m.

Prospective Waist Aways, Friedrichs

Funeral Home, 7:30 p.m.

TOPS of the Evening, Bank of Rolling

Meadows, 7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Village Board, Village Hall,
8 p.m.

VFW Prospect Post 1337, ladies auxiliary

Mount Prospect Public Library, board

meeting, staff room of the library, 7:30 p.m.

Mount Prospect Lions Club, Village Hall,
8 p.m.

Sunset Park School PTA, at the school,, 8
p.m.

MOUNT
cPROSPECT

Worship Hours 8:00, 9:30, 11:00 A.M.
Sunday School 9:30 A.M:
Christian Day School Kindergarten Thru 8th

.P.4.5-0332

Totoard Sharing the Joy,
Freedom, and Commitment of the
Alined

Gospel seith people.

community

ppesByteplA11
407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.
PHONE 392-31 1 1

0

Church of the Master --

V

827.7229

FOREST RIVER EVANGELICAL FREE CHURCH
-- Ono mile north of Central - West of River Road

137 MORRISON AVE.

PASTOR GORDON KEMBLE, SR.

299-5633

Sunday School -- 9:45 a.m. Worship -- 11:00 a.m. 8 7:30 p.m.

CI. 3-2407

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

"PRIVILEGED PRAISE"

Prospect. Heights Baptist Church
308 E. McDonald - Prospect Heights
CL 5.1394

Pastor, Robert Rushing

Mil. The American Lutheran Church

Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.
Worship Service - 10:45 A.M.

.50

"The Worlds Greatest
Prayer Meeting"

tt

MOUNT PROSPECT

Corner
Wille and Evergreen
"WORDS TO LIVE BY"
Wednesday Lenten Service
8:00 P.M.

- "REPENTANCE"
PASTOR WATSON SPEAKING

Nursery CareAll Services

Evening Service 7:00 P.M.

"IS ANYTHING TOO
HARD FOR GOD?"
8:30 - 9:45 - 11 a.m.
Church School and
Worship Services
Pastors
DAVID I. QUILL
NOLAN A. WATSON

Telephone
CL.3-0631

VEIMITIr
GXEDIRTIMATE§111
300 N. ELMHURST - MT. PROSPECT
JEROME ENGSETH, PASTOR 255-4671
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Junior Church
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship
7:00 p.m. Vesper Hour

"CHRISTIAN OF TOMORROW"

sege

7:00 P.M. VESPER HOUR

MUSICAL PROGRAM
JAMES HAWKINSON FAMILY

OP,

Nursery Service During
Vesper Hour

",1,-

THE FAMILY
The Rev. Eugene Ongna

Mount Prospect Federated Woman's will speak each Sunday at 9

,10:30-3 p.m.

PASTORS

JOHN E. GOLISCH
VICAR DANIEL KOCH

"HIS SPIRITUAL JOURNEY AND OURS"

Pastor: Albert A. Lucchi

SERMON BY PASTOR WATSON

Meadows, 8:15 p.m.

Republican Club, Mount Prospect Community
Center, 10 a.m.
Buffalo Grove Over 50, drop in center, Community Room of Ranch Mart, Buffalo Grove,

CN RCN
E.A. ZEILE

.k)

St. MARK Lutheran Church

missionary speakers. The
Rey. Rolf C. Egeland, administrative secretary of the

Mount Prospect Fire Department, Woman's
Auxiliary, Fire Station No. 2, 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Art League, Mount
Prospect Community Center, 8 p.m.
Country Chords, Chapter Sweet Adelines,
International, Community Church of Rolling
WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY

SOUTH..
SCHOOL,
'STREET

"Standing without apolOgy for the old-time gospel"

business meeting, VFW Hall, 8 p.m.

call CI 5-0036.

100

DAIL

Pastor Keith Davis
10:15 a.m. Church School -Morning Worship

Nursery Provided For
All Services

WJJD (1160 Kc) - 7:00 AM
WLS (890 Ks) - 8:00 AM
WCI.R (850 Kc) 9:00 AM
WAIT (820 Kc) - 9:30 AM

Calend r Il f Events
This calendar is prepared as a public service
by the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.
Any organization wishing to contribute should
call Mrs. Helen Becker at CI 3-7469. Deadline
for listing is noon Wednesday.

UNIT' HD

S

-- United Church of Christ --

"THE DEATH OF
THE CROSS"

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
RADIO SERIES

Around the Cross" with the

emphasis is the Rev. Florent
Toirac of Winona. Lake, Ind.

He will address the adult

HOLY COMMUNION -8:00 A.M.

' Rand and Central

EVENING SERVICE 7:00

SUNDAY

be the mid -week preacher.

(Nursery Care Sunday Mornings)

Nursery Core at All Services

PRIMARY CHURCH

series on "Words of Men

BEGINNING Wednesday.
March 20, Pastor Sandin will

BY PASTOR STEVENS

"CHRIST GIVES US THE
VICTORY OVER EVIL"

9:15 - 11:00 A.M.

"WHY MANY ARE
NOT JOYFUL''

Pastor Sandin begins his

der -Wait!"

Lenten Service,

CHURCH SCHOOL 9:15 -- 11:00
Worship Services

Sunday School ... 9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship ... 10:50 A.M.

Pasto,r Stevens will preach the
remainder of his series on
Sunday mornings beginning
March 24: "For Insecurity Faith". "For Sorrow -Hope."
and "For Hate -Love."

the Rev. Mrs. Harold Chief Priest -Come Down!".
Johnston. the Rev. William "The Word of the Centurion Bunch, the Rev. Don Truly a Son of God!" and

The first speaker to

Wednesday 7:45 P.M.
"FOR LONELINESS -OTHERS"

"THE OBSESSION OF POSSESSION"

Meaninglessness -Purpose."
"For Loneliness -Others." and'

completing his series with the

participate in this special

SERMON BY PASTOR SANDIN

9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services
8:00 10:30

breakfast.

"Spiritual Prescriptions." "For

the church during March are:
the Rev. J. Allen Thompsen.

slides.

Sunday School and Bible Class

Thomas A. Phillips

BAPTIST

Erickson is chairman of the

sermons by Pastor Stevens:

three Sunday sermons will be:

9:30 8 11:00 A.M:
-,17-1E-VVORD OF TfrIE "
PASSERS-BY-AHAI"

PASTORS
Gilbert Bowen

FIRST

Wednesdays include three

at 9:30 a.m. and II a.m. His

kib44.1742.Zearl'o7C.

Z"

chunch

"For Guilt -Forgiveness."

I HAVE SEEN THIS COME to people as a concrete experience with far greater force than an LSD trip. The consciousness of man's individual relationship with God, his individual sonship, has come with such power that it has raised
them up from material circumstances that had seemed almost

1

.

Grove. In addition to plenty

the door. Mrs. Howard

Services at 7:45 p.m.

Pastors: Edwin I. Stevens
Jack E. Frohn
Paul L. Sandin
Paul M. Rowley,

i

The shape of the church
building takes its cue from
the octagonal altar with the

served by St. Mary's Altar and
Music by the four choirs of
Society. There also
South Church will be featured Rosary
will be pork sausages, orange
at the Lenten mid -week juice, coffee, tea Or milk.'
services which begin at 7:45
Tickets will be available at

Baptist, Mount Prospect.

Mt. Prospect
Phone 253-0501

,

/ff276TK(.q4eP.M4AS17,11.1q.'c

pastor.

confront our problems and intelligently solve them.

Community
Baptist
Amerioan BorriBicanvEntion

St. John

sixty-one persons
met in Ridge School to receive
19,

"Pasear

.

/,.4"--.t.7.,f.

_lianging,_and "clerical stole-'
The -church. began" in" -1959:. which .changes with the...
when a few families livingin-liturgical-seasons-of-the-year

-

rugs Are Not
-e nswer

Ce,dah,g, _6'
r-

a.Eri_

.....followed_by refreshments_

-

grade -adult is held at 10:30

Cross suspended over -the

Prince of Peace Methodist

Church, 1400 Arlington altar. Joining the altar on the a.m. The Rev. Richard Ferris
Heights Rd., Elk .Grove raised chancel' floor are the is the pastor.
Village will hold -t h e pulpit and baptismal font. The

and

11:05 a.m. during the

month. His sermon topics arc:

"Missionary Motivation,
March 3; "A Man Sent From
God,", March 10; "Personal

Work -The Basis of Missions,"

March 17; "So Send I You,"

March 24 and "The Holy

Lutheran Church of the Cross
Larry D. Crtford S.T.M. Paster

it wishes to pay for the complete
service. We never intrude our
opinion unless it is sought. We

SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL:

consider it a privilege to place ourselves and our entire organization
at the disposal of the bereaved.

"FREE TO LIVE IS TO OBEY"

Spirit and Missions," March

9:00 AND 10:30 A.M.

Nursery Provided at Both Services

?eople 00.4 04 Co/teem
MD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEXT TO FOREST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL

Over a Half Century of Respected Service

Iir'-'11'1VOV44frjleir.fASVIVASQ1140-G1'SMirMi.teL...V.,,jtrYiree'SteP:012:124

St. Raymond
de Penafort Church

The First Baptist Church in
Arlington Heights will present
a series of pre -Easter sermons

311 South 1 -Oka

using the theme of the Cross
on Sunday evenings at 7 p.m.

Mt. Prospect
CL 3-2444

The Rev. Albert A. Lucchi

will deliver the initial message
this Sunday.. March 3 which
FRIDAY
Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Ceramics. will concern "The Death of
day, Pioneer Park, Arlington Heights, 10:30-3 the Cross."
Subjects to be presented in
p.m.
Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect succeeding Sunday night
services are: "The Purpose of
Community Center, 8 p.m.
VFW Prospect Post 1337, business meeting, the Cross," "The Triumph
of the Cross," "The Enemies
VFW hall, 8 p.m.
NAIM (for Catholic widows and widowed) of the Cross," "The Offense of
Conference, Knights of Columbus hall, Arl- the Cross. and "The Glory of
the Cross."
ington Heights, 8:30 p.m.

9:00 AND 10:30 A.M.
WORSHIP SERVICES

2033 S. G

31.

Pre -Easter
Sermons

phone 437-5141

determines in advance the amount

Lauterburg &
Oehler
FUNERAL

- HOME

Sunday Masses:
Church: 6:30, 7:30, 8:45, 10:00,
11:15 and.12:30

THOMAS J. DONOVAN, ROBERT E. SCHAER-owners -

00...2000 E. NORTHWEST HWY. 253-5423 ARLINGTON HIS,. MT. PROSPECT
111461/4,

4:31 \ Al IONAL SELL CIEll 51051 ICIANS

Auditorium
8:50, 10:05 and 11:20

SIIDE= GLANCE

I DON'T KNOW
WHERE TO EAT!
IF I GO TO TH'

130XiNif BOLIT5771W-7.

:COMEGIANS _WILL,

TH'CARD GAMES!

YZINE-RUNNIN$
WRONG KIND OF PEOPLE!

I WISH THESE
LOUTS WOULD
EAT THEIR
LUNCH .TJJIAE

,-53:11XXVPIECtier"--

ALL

_

WHICH
-ARE -YOU-- THEN7WE-WOULDN'T
.
HAVE ANYTHING

Q7C.

-rAKE My
ADVICE ANA.
11-15 RIGHT

-

--

-

iiig I, UP. 164,TAL

-

/14 I, RI& b. TAL 14 Ufa OW-

U.S. h. OR.

'11`11 stiy one ihingior that new teacher! it site ev er

145 LAW!

'gut, Dad, eiirely

fa' ilia' OTK tiokin

like that! You nood is halroutl"

learns to dish it out the way she takes it,
we're in big trouble:"

1111111

it 1111

ROBIN MALONE

EATIN' OUT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE., BUGLE

BUGS BUNNY
ill /A GOING TO A

SEE ANYTHIN/
YA LIKE, FUDDSY?

STORE THAT HAS A
BETTER SELECTION
OF LAMPS OOPS:

LOOKS LIKE YA
JUST BOUGHT

BEAK ! EITHER YOU HAND OVER IRE
BILLS!
WHOLE 4141514 KAWIENIE BUSII4ESS
OR MY LAWYER 11-1RoWS A PLURIBUS
HAR-BUMPH!
UNUM IN THE MORN IN'! AN' MY
YOU WIN FOR Now,
AMBULANCE CHASER CLAIMS
JAKE, BUT YOU'LL
THE DAMAGES WILL CO FIVE
REGRET
FIGURES, EASY/

THEY COME IN PAIRS:
IF YA WANT "TH'

,,\N)YERSELF ONE

0' OURS:

E&AD,11415 MAY BE,
MY CHANCE TO
UNLOAD "MOSS

OTHER ONE
LEMME KNOW:

Answers to
Hideaword

tarn
torn
tram
taro
ransom
rant
roam
roast
roan
arson
norm
smart
star

Your
Horoscope

storm
sonar
soar
sort
snort
oast
morn
mart
moat
moan
mast
most

MORTY MEEKLE
1

I HAD A
HORRIBLE

FOR SATURDAY

PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar. 21)

-- Don't be put off by a slow
morning. This is a Saturday
that gathers momentum as it

DREAMED THAT YOU
AND THE GERAA6

WERE IN A TERRIBLE

DREAM

FIGHT TO THE FINI61-11

LAST NIGHT;

WELL? )411-1.AT

60 HORRIBLE

EEK & MEEK

APC' IT THAT?

WURE SO AFRAID OF

----'"',,

NASTY.

ANY EMOTIO/JAL I/J-

voLuumuur THAT

GO TO RAN lek/GTHS

1-0 FWD REA-SOUS FOR

Ka Firoc OS APART!

approaches its own end.
ARIES (Mar. 22 - Apr. 20)

ACTUALLY THERE IS
NO REASO/J IPJ THE

MD()

i CA/4 T
STAND rbU!

WORLD WRY WE

COULD/1/41T i5E HAPPY
TOGETHER!
YES,
----V
THERE IS!

- Prospects for fun and profit
are good. The wise Aries will

take advantage of an op-

portunity to become involved
in something new.

TAURUS (Apr. 21 - May

21) -- Don't forfeit a well-

earned success by a last-

minute display of faulty judgment. A temper tantrum could
spoil all.

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) -- Don't be discouraged by
the opposition that meets your
plans this morning. Family
and friends need time to rally
around.

THE BORN LOSER
HOW WOULD VII I.IKE

11E TOASTER'S
BROKEN, REMEMBER?

YOUR

BAST

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
BREAD is me
STAFF
(APE!

CANCER (Ju e 22 - July

careful handling other
people's money.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)
-- Stick to one place and to

CAPTAIN EASY

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.
23) -- Gains may not be apparent -- but they will be

forthcoming in the long run
- for the Virgo who keeps to

I FEEL

friARIVING BACK.
ROADS. JAKE

go

SPTHRLIEEDS WESTWARD

THE NIEHT

SAFER FROM
DAT SHERIFF
SINCE WE'VE

CROST PA

DUH.H.,BY DA WAY. WK.,
HOW YOU GONNA RETURN

DAT BULL IN 015
DIRECTION

AH'M TOO

TIRED TO

EXPLAIN NOW.
HMM,..IS THAT

DOR-H4 DINT
ME. MAYBE IT WAS
RAMSES. ONORIN'l

YOU SNORIN't

BUSTER

STATE LINE!

the budget.

COMIN'FROM

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)

S

through the preliminaries will

the finals arrive. Prepare

31 Cougar
33 Apple seed
35 Plant cutting
36 Was observed
37 Compass point

thoroughly.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

to usual
routine and you will be able
22) -- Stick close

(C) MSS, HU.

U

h. OH

Dec. 22) - A good day for
down the drain if you work
it right.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23
Jan. 20)

-

-- A Saturday for

employing moderation in all
things. Take your time when
it comes to making important
decisions.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21

-

Feb.'19) - Business matters
can wait. This is a Saturday
to spend with friends and

family in the pursuit of
mutual goals.

C I%$ I

NIA, I.'. TM. W. U.S ht. OH.

UMM-MMOM

Mined energy
source

instrument

have cause to regret it when

cementing a friendship vital to
your future. Career worries go

BK

DA EAT!AC

-- The Libia who hurries

to avoid mistakes made when
you don't know the ropes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

3 Airports
4 Grass bract
5 Dress
6 Mohammed's
5 Natural son-in-law
8 - splitting
12 He had an Irish 7 Conveys
8 Reprove
Rose
13 Bullfight cheer 9 Thin tin plate
10 Shield bearing
14 Venture
11 Pinochle
15 Agricultural
declaration
area
16 Typical Dutch 17 Fall in drops
19 Social insect
power source
22 Sad (Fr.)
18 Minstrel
23 Church part .
performer
24 Membership
20 Spoke
fees.
monotonously
26 Monkey
21 Operated
28
Estranged
22 Chinese weight
29 Egyptian river
(var.)
30 Jewel
23 Fuss
25 Seaman
27 Musical

01110 MOOM MMMO
rii
OMOM
0ff10OMOffi
MMMUMMMMU
glOMMOMOtliAMOM

ACROSS

1

23) -- The extravagant Cancer
will have cause to rue the day
sooner or later. Be especially

activities that keep you in one
place. This is not the day for
seeking pleasure far afield.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Energy Sources

38 Bean "eyes"
(bot.)
39 Attempt
41 Faucet
43 Teleost fish
44 Commanded
46 Chinese dynasty
48 Mexican dish
51 Oriental rice

dish (var.)

54 Sweet liqueur
56 Willow genus

57 French novelist
58 Always (contr.)
59 Encircling strip
60 Consumes food
61 Rodent
62 Unoccupied
DOWN

1 Restaurant
2 Japanese coin

MOU11, UffiLMEr OHO

OUMOOM'ammffiou
MIMMMUF-MMUMIA
©©MUMMOMMMINgIM
MMOINIO

MOUOEIRMOMO
EIOMEAORIUMUM MMIE
MMMO OUOM 000
OWO

[AMOR]

32 Book by
Xenophon
34 Vegetable
40 New Haven
' school

"

42 Greek letter
45 Discourage
47 Plausible
excuse

48 S ory
49 Wild ox of
Celebes
50 Baseball

player's glove

51 Saucy
52 Droppeil
53 Kismet
55 Beverage
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floor shots and five of six free
throws for a game -topping 21
points. Bob _Artemenko

Like sitting ducks, Wheeling arid Prospect are perched
. .'at'fa

'"

they min ric,.it rtiis weekend to
the hunting season end.s.
With an "everything to gain,

.o

,inn,
.s>4±,

tfilw

-*
'

r

towards tomorrow's Elk
Grove -Wheeling clash,

THE FALCONS will enter

- atrteast for the opening whir-,

- ai--7.30-,p.iii. Thy -semi finals
:sWeat - and -not a -little' blood- --- --- --- ----- --- -- -- and tears -- in the 31St annual. _ -De fe nd i-n g-122 7- p ou rid----wiffba at-I:p.m.-Saturday-and 7,..-,-I
tilinafs .a..i,.khimipinnchipg - champion -Max Branum. the -the finals begin at 7 p.m.
..........,...1....!f4...,,,r,.......that_begin_this_afterneoci,_,..._____,__Itich_EasLdyrianso-whoLbrisns- -Saturday-. M at c hes -w i II tie
-

.

WK:13,1,11,r

jggi.l. eve rim. 0

I

"

,:.--..,.

-.-,;:.ii-2.,..4. ,;,i,j-;11(

.

-

t.

.-

,

._,....,...,

.

---'' - Prosper.t veterans who ,Tilaced among t ill this
-Isis- --FSrirFs'n't1;SiiKii-ibriti "tiiiiiiiiiVietICiiIiii:.-iieleiiiliiiir dui ipitittS
-

-This will

(9111

'

meet, which begins at noon Saturday at to est View.

tic in the last Wheeling -Elk
Grove clash, but his efforts
fell short, as did the Grennies,
56-50.

Wheeling's Carl Fricke will
also have the MSL scoring ti-

tle on the line as he tops the
league by 17 points. Fricke
has popped in 228 points in
his I3 -games, Gerry Grybash
of Fremd following in second

place with 211, Palatine's

Brian Scholl with 210, and
Fremd's Dave Freeman with
209.

Rees indicated that he anticipates the 'Cats will utilize

the full -court press. Elk
Grove's most effective counter
lids mainly in its endurance,
and Rees feels this will be little problem for the Grenadiers
as the squad is in perfect
health.

-

n
. gymnastics.
extravaganza -- the Mid Suburban League conference

anI,7.4-overall;

In the first encounter
between these two teams,
Prospect trampeled the

ington if Prospect emerges a
winner and the Cardinals top-

Prospect's Bruce Boult on the

horizontal bar. Ken Barr of
Prospect took second on the
side horse last season and
Knight tumbler Steve Bank

The Knights won last year's
conference meet after beating

tied for second.

season, Prospect outdistanced
the Cards twice in early -season multi - meets, but lost

meet:

Other returnees who finished in the top ten in last year's

the Cards in their dual. This

ple Conanct.
pit third -place Frem against

decisively, 771/2-541/2, in their
dual meet two weeks ago.

cellar dwelling Palatine while
seventh -place Arlington faces

finished 1-2 in this season's

OTHER MSL action will

Trampoline:

Parallel bars: Boult,
-

Prospect -- 5th; Rainer,

Wheeling -- 6th; Jack Finch,
Arlington -- 9th

Rings: Rick Orna, Wheeling -- 4th; Rainer, Wheeling

Friday,

March I,

Mike Allen, Wheeling -- 8th;

1968

Dave Mattson, Prospect' --

again with a 5-2 dual record.

10th.

Two defending champions
will be back from last year's

Hardin. Prospect -- 3rd; John

Page 7

Horizontal bar: Roy

OPENERS
February 29, 1968

Tom Pomey led the

Grenadier attack in the first

Team Standings: I. Hunnie

3 Teams Face
Weekend Meets.

Bunnies; 2. Yakky Yaks; 3.
Zippy Zebras; 4.

Laughin. Hyenas; 9. Hush

Pups; 10. Wildcats;

in dual track meets over the
so, far
with a loss to Elk Grove,
travels to Addison Trails for
0-1

afternoon, and Wheeling, 0-3,
hosts Glenbrook North, again
at 4:30 this afternoon.

1

dicap: Esther Soukup, 2071;

High individual series --

scratch: Esther Soukup, 541.
High individual game --handicap: Marilyn Owen, 244;

How did the officials judge this finish in the 50 -yard dash
Thursday at the Prospect -Conant -Crystal Lake triangular?
From left, Prospect's Mike Corteen was third in 5.85 seconds,
Crystal Lake's Mailer was fourth in 5.9, Prospect's Steve
Rohrback was first in 5.7, and Conant's Jerry Riggio was second in 5.8. Prospect won the triangular team first with 69

High individual game --

Prospect's Steve Rohrback
won three events for the third
time in three track meets
Thursday but this time he got
enough help . from his team-

Paulson's 2:08.1 took the
880 -yard run, and MacBride

won the two-mile run in
10:10.2.

mates for the Knights to
record their first 1968 win.
Prospect, in its first home
appearance, piled up 69 points

to 44 for Conant and 25 for
Crystal Lake in a triangular
meet.

ROHRBACK WON the
long jump competition with a
20'1/2"- effort, took the 440 yard dash

in

54..7 -seconds,

and reeled off a 5.6 -second
dash for his third
individual first. Rohrback also
50 -yard

helped the Knights win the

mile relay, teaming with Bill
Benoche, Dick Paulson, and
Mike, Corteen to turn in a
3:49.

The Knights also earned

three other first, by Dan

3. Bach, P--10:37.7; 4.
mikrutz, C --I 1:09
6 0 high hurdles:
McGraw, Con. --7.6; 2.
1

PROSPECT'S frosh-soph
also recorded a win with 57
points to 43 for Crystal Lake
and 36 for Conant.
The Knight underclassmen
won both relays, the half -mile
in .1:47.3 and the mile in
3:56.9.

Al Morrison worked to the
two-mile first for the Knights
in

1'0:53.7, John Manning

Ducey, P--7.65; 3.

.

Walker,

CL --8.2; 4. Schweikle, CL -8.3

440 -yard run: 1. Rohrback,
P--54.7; 2. DeGracia, C-56.0;

3. Nevillis, C--58.2; 4.
Morairty, CL --58.8

I. Rohrback, P-5.7; 2. Riggal, C--5.8; 3. Cor50...dash:

teen, P--5.85; 4. Mailer, CL --

won the half -mile in 2:14.6,

5.9

first in the 50 -yard dash with
a 5.9. Mike Skop's 10'6" pole
vault and Tom Klinker's 59.5 -

Lake --1:42.8; 2. Conant --

and Gary Nicholson took a

second 440 -yard run also
earned firsts for Prospect.
Varsity results (team points
awarded on a 5-3-2-1 basis in
triangular meets):

880 -yard relay: I. Crystal

1:44.2; 3. Prospect --1:46

60 low hurdles: I.

Walker, CL --9.2

880 -yard run:

1.

Paulson,

Wilcox, P--2:12.6; 4. Burns,
C--2:14.8

Mile run: I. Lee, C--4:39;

2. Holmes, P--4:41.1; 3.
Bishop, CL --4:53.7; 4.
Oswald, P--5:00
Mile relay: I. Prospect--

Ducey won the high jump
with a 5'6" leap, and finished

If so you can provide for your retirement years by setting
up a pension plan that guarantees you a lifetime income.
What's more, recent expandeil tax benefits make retirentent plans for self-employed individuals more attractive,
than ever. For more information about Equitable's prototyile plan for the self-employed,

second to Conants Jim
McGraw in both the high and
low hurdles.

AS LOW AS

Savage will be confronted

Chandler is 28-0.

going straight.) Once you are
on Golf Rd., you should make

no turns until you reach
Crawford.

Turn left at Crawford and

In addition to Branum. follow it for about a mile to

three other 1967 champions Central St. Turn right at Cenwill he back -- 95 pounder tral St. and continue east

Rich Casiano of Thornton about two miles until Ashland

Fractional North, 5 4 --' Ave. McGaw Hall is plainly
pounder Eric Bates of visible from Central St.,
University High in Normal. Ashland Ave. is about two
and Bob Shelby. a I 8 0 - blocks east of Green Bay Rd.
1

points. and
West had 51.
81

New Trier

EVEN A SCHOOL recordbreaking performance by Elk
MAINE EAST 81

Two-mile run: I. Steen. EG
10:00.9; 2. Caponi. ME; 3.
Holda. ME; 4. Mies. ME

50 high Mrdles: 1. Gelb.
NT -- 7.0: 2. Kurtzhalts. ME
--

3.

Hons. ME: 4. Trace.

50 dash: I. Ahlstrand.
5.6; 2. Langston.

NTW: 3. Leonard. ME: 4.

third. accumulating 141/2

The Grens' best underclass
finish was by its mile relay;.
team --.Domme. Steve Boggs.

Mike Michela. and Gary
Byrnt -- who took a second
in 3:59.8.

points to 651/2 for Maine East
and 561/2 for New Trier West.

G R EN SOPHOMORE

3. DeGracia, C --18'I 1/4"; 4.
Stillmank, C-181"
High jump: I. Ducey, P-Rodgers, P--5.4; 3.
Verley, P-3.4; 4. Biemonte,
C--5.2
5.6; 2.

Pole vault: Carter, C --I2':
2. Imhoff, P --I l'6"; 3. Croke,
P-10'6"; 4. Volpe, C-10'

THE ORPHEUS

1.

Block. ME .-

1:20.9

pine

Sigma's. NT: 4. Maggiore.

THE TROYS

ME

SATURDAY NITE

'Long jump: 1. Jenson. ME

3. Stync. ME: 4. Davis. ME
Pole vault: I. Morrison. NT

3. Elk -Grove -- Martin. P.
Texidor.' B. Texidor. Sasser

FRIDAY NITE

5

Rutz. ME: 3. Long. NT: 4.
Trier I:15.4; 2. Maine East:
Rohrback,

M -G -M Recording Stars

3.52.2
Shot -put:

Giarnpoli. ME; 4. Kluge. ME
High jump: I. Ryczewicz.

Olson. ME

4 3'5"; 4. Schweikle, CL --

ELK GROVE 5
-- 3:35.6: 2. New Trier; 3. Elk
Grove -- Martin. P. Texidor.
B. Texidors, Unselding --

Grecnburg. ME

880 -yard run: 1. Lindenburg, NT -- 2:02.6; 2.

1.

a little better. but still took a

place in the process.

NE1V TRIER WEST 51

--

NTW

41'5"
Long jump:

only sixth in the race.
Elk Grove's frosh-soph did

sophomore quarter -mile

2.

THE SHADOWS
OF KNIGHT

plus

THE BANGOR
FLYING CIRCUS

alast Week.end to get your
free Cellar photo ident card

Green. ME: 3.

Styne. ME: Reuter. ME
BEAUTIFUL

440 -yard run: I. Hofmann.
ME -- 52.4: 2. Study. NTW:
3. Barms. ME: 4. Preintz. ME,
50 low hurdles: 1. Galb.

ARk

NT: 2. Marcus. ME: 3. Hons.
ME: 4. Trace. NT
Mile run: 1. Gilio. ME --

01C3eiNe

4:27.5; 2. Newman. ME 3.
Keane. ME 4. Lord. ME

Mile relay:

1.

Maine East

is now accepting registrations
for Weekday and Evening

G LF
To Open
in March, '68

LEAG ES

g en Eagles

Ft MN

Ducey, Dick Paulson, and

Owen MacBride.

their only five points of the
meet. Maine East won with

Shot put: 1. Bainbride, CL --

E YOU SELF

ment.

record of 1:00 set Tuesday
with a 58.4. taking a fourth

Rohrback-3:49; 2. Conant -3:53; 3. Crystal Lake -4:00

HR. 10 NE0011001

Simpson St. in Skokie, but

represented in the tourna- don't let this throw you: Keep

trifle in 56.0 seconds -- a 1.5
second improvement on the
mark established last year by
Jim Hofmann - but finished

Benoche, Paulson, Corteen,

46'101/2 "; 2. Wellnitz, C-43'61/2"; 3. Schneider, P --

(Golf Rd. changes into

Thursday in a triangular meet
at Maine East.
Steen won the two-mile run
in 10:00.9. giving the Grcns

Four -lap relay: I. New

1. McGraw, C--8.3; 2. Ducey,
P--8.4; 3. Walters, CL --8.8; 4.

any of the other 119 schools

Uselding covered the quarter -

Pups, 2071; High team game:
Hush Pups, 719.

CRYSTAL LAKE 25

CONANT 44

RESTAURANT
DIRECTLY WEST OF MANNHEIM (LEE ST.)
ON OAKTON, DES PLAINES

"CALL THE MAN FROM EQUITABLE"

Arlington Park Golf
Course h now available for Weekday and
Evening Golf leagues. Our exciting, 18
Lovely, convenient

hole course h ideal for Men's, Women's
or Mixed leagues ... but hurry ... registrations are limited.

00
PER
DAY

DAY, WEEK OR M0141-1

FORD 1 -TON
SUPER VAN TRUCKS

ONLY $10g,;,,AVISGE

Plus Mileage
Includes, Automatic
Transmission

eat/
CL 3-5000

6emie ?oole lout INC.
400 W. NORTHWEST H1NY., ARLINGTON HTS.

.7.'"0:1-10,411:qt.'::Mi"IlrZf.frig.t..

.

PHONE 259-4409
1404 DOGWOOD LANE
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

We Are Now Taking Reservations

PHONE 321-5235 401 N. MICHIGAN
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

INSURANCE...FROM EQUITAB E

O 18 Hole Course (9 holes lighted)
O Double Deck Lighted Driving Range
O Adjacent Cocktail*Lounge & Restaurant
O Electric and Push Carts

for BANQUETS and WEDDINGS

Conveniently Located at Euclid and
Rohlviing Road ... Arlington Heights

STARTING MAY 1968
Up to capacity of"400" Persons!

Registrations are Limit&

For Information Call our Catering Manager

CALL CIL

LUVING

The Equitable Life Assqrance Society of the
United States Home Office: 1285 Avenue of Americas
N.Y. 19, N.Y. i-,1963

.

.

Take Northwest Highway

Gary Domme broke his own

NTW

Knights antrum Conant, Crystal Lake
PROSPECT 69
Two-mile run: 1. MacBride,
P --I0:10.2; 2. Dall, P-10:20.9;

'

Grove's Bob Uselding in the
440 -yard run couldn't score.

scratch: Marilyn Owen, 212.

High team series: Hush

points to Conant's 44.

at 2705 ..

I.

Gazelles; 12. Pink Panthers.
High individual series --han-

weekend.

Highland Park at 4:30 this

Tremblin

Tigers; 5. Nutty Squirrels; 6.
Lil Lambs; 7. Pussy.Cats; 8.

Forest View, Prospect, and
Wheeling all will be involved

is

Ashland Ave; in Evanston.
, Here is the' fastest "route
from the northwest suburbs to
the field house:

Only Gary Steen saved Elk
Grove's varsity team the ens-

barrassment of a shutout

THURSDAY EYE

ped in 14.

How To Get
To McGaw Halt

Steen Saves Grens Shut° t
Maine East Triangular

Bowling
esults

tributed 15 and Wright pop-

Working llie-rOntSat'ictgig.7'''

°

17!

total, while Bastable con-

more entrants, seven, than

with Lincoln -Way's Frank

Crockett, Arlington -- 6th;

Wheeling -- third in the conference meet last year -- third

coach Dick Mud

Stavros opens against Jerry to Golf Rd. Follow Golf Rd.
Strauman of Pekin, which has . to Crawford Ave., 4000 West.

Chandler in his first match.

Wheeling's winning 56 -point

two dual losses, visits

.

All-around: Boult, Prospect
-- 3rd; Crockett, Arlington -5th; Rainer, Wheeling -- 6th;
Steve Gieger, Wheeling -- 7th.

Side horse: Kim Butler,

ten - subbing for an ill Ron
King -- accounted for II of

its

Prospect -- 9th

Wheeling -- 5th; Wayne

teams' first game, Mike Hat -

Prospect, a winner in

Arlington -- 8th; Boult,

Ekstrand, Arlington -- 8th.

and Don Wright. In the

own triangular Thursday after

the first round

'

Wheeling -- 6th; Bob

dual meet str.ndings, with

the varsity pairings.

.Whittington, Wheeling 4th:,
Dick Rainer. Wheeling -- 6th;
Crockett, Arlington -7 7th;
-J9itmh. Brousseau, Arlington

football

.

TELMCG5w Hall

.

.

Nick Peneff,

ing's guards, Jack Bastable

a 10 a.m. meet Saturday.

to open in

Prospect -- 5th; John Grund,

THE CARDS and Knights

Ral-

Starting time for all games
is about 8:30 p.m. with junior
varsity encounters precceding
-1-q7,1-17

polinist Terry Haines and

lighting the action.

spot with Conant and Arl-

fifth place Conant
ington.

MSL.. meet: Arlington ,,tram,

meet -- will be held at Forest
View Saturday, with another
in a long series of Arlington Prospect confrontations high-

Falcons, 78-57. Forest View
will have its fifth -place standing at stake as it will drop
into a three-way tie for the

at

-

NEITHER STAVROS not
1101;.GaryCook, Palaiite;;;;;;.;]§nn,C,;. ,'"'ill- be up against a
returning champion in their
10th
Tumbling: Ekstrand, Arl- weight classes, but it's scant
ington -- 4th; Gary Drake, consolation.
.

THE GRENNIES will also
have to contend with Wheel-

Forest View,

.

Holsnouser was scheduled

--with u'28-:' recoid-.

REES -,EMPLOYED::-po ntspgarne. n

iS ..d-efeiiilijiir"."r '''

:,,,,,Ipic-r-_,Jslanti

teaRmetc;friiaringipiEolnk

::1-stti.rees.-fx=

first state final tournament for
all three. They all seniors.

against Rantpuls Mike Reed.
MUYS ............ into :he finals

..:Grismer:: _is' ::averaging

condUcted on three mats:

-,-,_ simultanebusly.

,feiren.,,ViEW...nall,./febrr.r./dir,t.het,/.VVI41.3' 10 S01; isq-..t.h.c...,last..two
seasons. wa.i.a 6.2. decision to
right to compete this weekend
at Northwestern University's Branum in last year's semi-

came out with a gash that required 26 stitches to close.-

r-PaluOtclrkras ..1.41,ekrksime .-fac-,

-

-Terry Holshouser of lost a match in two years, is
And5,,z so if North
ae
....--- .--,..-----......,..,;....--..,-......E.rospeg. Pan, StayroA,,,qt ,1-)eliicago
s'IiiiiVI-G:k6i. "whose
Wheeling, and Bob Savage of
-

*f .11.544.14.,0119.1131; AM14141,1 .1k.

pis 4P:11 through

tle.

-

I

habit of piCking,yp,

Grenadier head coach Bob . the clash without the services
.on ; a..dose, o f senior backup forWafq
- - hai;',2atiL-"Ilie. Yfe'a.d'agehq -kevin.---"rjrismtl-g71-i166only strategy change will keep pane took the second- Aringer
stuck
Bob Baumstark on the bench, out of action when

'

.

--wina - up a -season rot -a--4-tit-hiLt---..,-.Axi&Ifs-Ieia.- ..,,..'it-rfth-taIif:1V----=7---T-41211e-E.,..r.IY---4'ilk,t-t,-.J-1-..?..... -7..7.7

_J -

easy baskets.

nothing to lose" philosophy

,,

At''''W3''''' a, '

-

:Falcons to "just stay in"
-:tornorrii-iitEk--V.1011-=:;Prospect meeting and stop -'
Prospect's

:

,ino,

VItiftV

-AS
fifth -place Forest V few wili been Arneson is going to try
searching- for the weapons and-l-prOnspti his -fithplace---

---bag-thetortontenders-befo
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..cr. ad ideas today...

itsjers

.....

HAPPY':

Experience- on Multigraph-or
Dick- equipment. Good
starting salary and excellent
employee benefits, Including

A. B.

30th

The weekly report of protranifera... in _Wheeling,

.

DJ R. J. DAy!"

:"BidliiTite'017Sitittey7R;;;GiWa4mrs77'1'

.. ..

f

ta,-iviiianZkiN.:.i.w.wafa44-octgkirOtkgie

- 0riMARtIA:31.....

Tliprriceindicates the

_Tr.d::----_
-22-vouateinonsWaho

-stamps on -the -document -with

my home
ironing
- Experienced 8, references.

_or;
.

property.

snxmlntionstinsxtratiss,..-

2_,Trtgitsfers in Arlington'

a

---A-Virystitirill--Mcy,iqg...@-Er
Des Plumes

""-824:1155;EXI:236"-:
iliequOl.opportusiityqmpl;;;;7'

DAY -WANT ADS

24 -Help Wanted Men

Heigh -II -include: -1204

.

,

,-Henther
Buren

.

'1!-S4tAgii'laiLgAiitaigeS&Irr

r.it-.6triziztimiliced.zii.

Elmer R. Hagan to Jogeph K.
MFGrath,,, $26,50; 100 N.

Patton Av., Arth'ur P.

.

tOrs-salcitii.Z.V.,S.u.:1,.......C:-.1.4,,,

in new -Ells Grove plant:

-

...

.

S..,h9grPA1-:,J(1_-4seLn t'.-F,T-.P..y.if.'f-xt

777Tf.zvEr-lorvioltfal

,-E.;.* WI) e;10Ato
...Catistrom,

is Onite"Irtaisfer,irr''2rfiruiiti :T
Prospect was 1008 Newberry,.......

-

Roland R. Morgan to William
L. Richards, $36.

Property transfers in
E. Marion, Lorraine C.
Prospect Heights include: 201

Campbell to Gerald W. Carrick, $37.50; 106 E. Camp
McDonald Rd., Mitchell A.
Maczko to Sam A. Zidcarelli,
$24; 1716 Camp McDonald

THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE YEAR

atiaftki

Rd., Lawrence J. Schildgen to
Richard G. Rishak, $8; 2 Lee
St., Miller-LaPierre, Inc., to
Ricardis P. Zigante, $37, and

MANAGER - ASSISTANT
M cDona Id's, America's Largest Carryout
Restaurant Chain
Needs an aggressive Assistant Manager for its new Des

opening sooh. Should be over 25, high
Plaines unit
school graduate or some college .with supervisory experience (but not necessarily in restaurant business). Good
salary, paid vacation, medical and life insurance plan,
meals and uniforms free. Opportunity to advance to
Manager In a dynamic, growing organization.

CALL - MR. SCHENK
827-1220, between 9 AM & 5 PM
For Appointment

23 Mandel Rd., Bertha
Koletsos to Richard J. Quinn,
$16.50.

49

TOOL DESIGNERS

the &LA
FRIDAY NITE
M -G -M Recording Stars

THE ORPHEUS
phis
THE TROYS
SATURDAY NITE

THE SHADOWS
OF KNIGHT
plus
THE BANGOR
FLYING CIRCUS
Last Week -end to get your

Positions available for men with tool designing
experience. Knowledge of tools, jigs, fixtures,
and dies for small part, high volume production.
Screw machine tooling and layout experience
is helpful.

Opportunity for advancement, excellent salary,
tops in group insurance, retirement plan, educational assistance, and air conditioned facilities.
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

free Collar photo (dent. card.

The TEMCO 4 -Seasons

THE DOLE VALVE COMPANY

FOR lie:HOUR BOX'OFFICE INFO.

PHONE 392.2472. Arlington Hts.

6201 W. Oakton Street
Morton Grave

COMBINATION HEATING

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Recently this T.V. set was offered

The Temco 4 -Seasons Combination Heating and Air Conditioning Unit
is revolutionary ... nothing like it on the market! It is the ultimate sol-

for sale in a "Day" Want Ad...

ution for heating and cooling applications ... providing individual
room control, compactness and economy of installation. With just a

530 a
use DAY PUBLICATIONS.

Call Bob Main 255-4400

YOUR FAMILY BUDGET!

Al mee '066. Zaft eeut

gotas tflitk ate
TEMCO Mount Vernon

VENTED GAS LOG SPACE HEATER

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
BOARD OF LIBRARY DIRECTORS
OF ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,
ILLINOIS
BIDS FOR MOVEMENT OF
CONTENTS OF

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
MEMORIAL LIBRARY

The Board of Library Directors of
the Village

of Arlington Heights,

Illinois, will receive sealed bids for
the transfer of the entire contents
of the Arlington Heights Memorial
Library from 112 North Belmont,
Arlington Heights, Illinois, to 500
North Dunton, Arlington Heights,
Illinois,

until

5:00

it has a happy new owner.
Happy, indeed, to have found in the,

Today

For the best coverage
and the finest service

costs.

PRICED TO FIT

967-7100

RO 3-5000

AND COOLING UNIT

press of a button .:. you can switch from cooling to heating
heating
to cooling. The sealed combustion gas -fired wall furnace provides
25,000 BTU of instant warmth ... completely safe ... uses only outside
air for combustion leaving room air fresh and clean. quiet -operating
fan circulates heat to every corner of the room. The whisper -quiet operation of this entire unit is something to enjoy. And, very important,
Temco 4 -Seasons absolutely cuts investment, installation and operating

Central

p.m.,

Standard Time, on the 12th day
of March, 1968, at the office of

the Arlington Heights Memorial

Want Ads the very size TV set she needed

fit in, this particular spot. Want Ads
have a happy way of solving many problems, both for buyer and seller.
to

Let a Want Ad provide a happy solution
for you. Dial 255-7200 or 255-4400

place a low cost Want Ad which
will find a buyer for the item you no
to

longer need. It's easy and it works.

3 LINES 3 DAYS

ONLY $3.15

112 North Belmont, Arlington Heights, Illinois. The bidding
documents, including Instructions to
Bidders, General Conditions of Contract, and Detailed Specifications
Library,

All the charm of old Colonial days with none of the inconvenience! The exclusive, new Temco
Mount Vernon Vented Gas Log Heater gives you the cozy comfort of a log fire -- plus the even
warmth of circulated heat Ideal as a decorator item. The rich black finish of the cabinet enhances the gleaming handsome copper finished hood and ornamental eagle. There are even
decorative copper finished side handles. The Mount Vernon is as practical as it's beautiful with a built in humidifier to assure you the healthful advantages of clean, humidified heat.
It boasts Temco's exclusive "COMFORT COMMAND CONTROL" that allows you to select the

exact room temperature you desire, and maintains it thermostatically ... a humidifier reand two speed fan control for more efficient circulated warmth. The exfill indicator
clusive Ceramiclad Combustion Chamber carries a full five-year guarantee against rust or
burnout

and Proposal Form, are all on file
and available for inspection in arid
copies of the same can be obtained
from, the Library at the above address, or the Village Clerk in the
Village Hall, 33 South Arlington
Heights Road, Arlington Heights,
Illinois.

All bids received will be publicly
opened and read aloud at the
meeting of the Board of Library
Directors of the Village of Arlington
Heights at 8:00 p.m., Central Stan-

GAS, MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE

... COSTS LESS, TOO!

TO REACH BUYERS FOR THINGS
YOU NO LONGER NEED

dard Time on March 12, 1968, in
the offices of the Library Board at

CALL

112 North Belmont, Arlington

Heights, Illinois.
A certified check or

cashier's

check drawn on a solvent bank of

the State of Illinois, payable

without condition to the Board of
Library Directors of the Village of,
Arlington Heights, Illinois, or abid.
der's bond satisfactory to the said
Board, in an amount not less than
ten per cent (10%) of the bid, shall

ARLINGTON DAY - 255-7200
PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400
MARKET DAY - 255-7200

be submitted with each proposal.

A contract will be awarded to
the lowest responsible bidder. The
Board reserves the right to reject

any or all bids and to waive any

COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL RESIDENTIAL

324 S. Mt. Prospect Rd. Mt. Prospect

CL9-1225

_

litrmATICIIIMitamnantxunmcatrrnmanrnmaoart,,,,mr,-rttym ..r.:S-nrrs.orz An-mm*0,1,cm,, rst-rm-Atrrroorltkittasyn

informalities or irregularities in the bidding. The Board further reserves
the right to review and study any
and all bids and to make a contract
award at' any time within thirty
(30) days after such bids have been
opened and publicly read.

Dated at Arlington Heights,

Illinois, this 29th day of February,
1968.

NATALIE WALLACE,

Secretary of the Board of
Library Directors,
Arlington Heights, Illinois
Published in the
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Friday, March 1, 1968
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To Start Your
Low -Cost Want Ad
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Business. Service ()aviary
Card of Sympathy

Coins - Hobbies

.9

JOBS.,OFFER7:7:-.

10
12

-

Doy Comp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment
Employment Agencies -Men
EniplOyment Apehcies- , I

"

PAPE-R-11-AM:
1250 Pratt Blvd. -

, ec nte,t,a

26
30
47

position

14

85
89

Real Estate -Bus. Property
Real EstateHouses
Resort Properties For Sole
Real Estate -loons Mortgages

Real EstateService

two inspection
through subordinates. Excellent fringe benefits including profit sharing,

1

Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate Wanted
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Box 1139, The Day Pub-

Box 1139, The Day Pub-

lications, 217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington

lications, 217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington

Hts., Ill. 60005

Hts., Ill. 6005

ON MEN'S WEAR

ed.

CL 9-0849

Instructions
Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.

Masonry

BUY OR SELL CARS

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

Carpentry -Remodeling

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling, Ill.

1150 S. Willis Ave.

Remodeling -Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359.1906
Call "the rest" then call
.."THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
job too small. 766-8034

Winter

HEIGHTS

Special

$17.95

cleans

living em. & hall carpet. Sofas
$9.95 & up. 894-5722

255-7200

Carpet Installation

MOUNTPROSPECT

255-4400
ADVERTISERS
PLEASE.

CHECK YOUR ADS!
Advertisers are requested to
chick the first insertion of

their advertisement and its
case of error. to notify the.
department
at
Dice in order that correction
can be'made. In the event of
?nor or omission, the newspaper will be responsible for
ONLY
the first incorrect
insertion and only to the ex tint of -the sPace that the ad
classified

Errors

will

be.

retilified

by republication
for one insertion.

Under

$45.

529-2840

pair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255.8161
Graduate designer So. American
fashion schOol, perfect alterations. Rees. 358.7791.
Alterations & Fittings
by- Professional in my home.
Appointment only.
437-6588

Floor Surfacing
Ecklund Floor Service

Average rm. sanded, sealed &
finished. $19.95
766.4687

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne's Furniture Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns &
scratches removed. FL 8.4543.

Career O'Hare Personnel.

299-7131

No Contracts to sign.

Join the

ILLINOIS BELL
Consultants

METHODE

Who have
lenging

MFG. CORP.

important
tions industry.
the

60137.

392-3500

prefer a high school
graduate with some college for this salaried position, which offers all the
famous Bell benefits.

We

Begin with a job
that counts!

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

10 A.M. to 6 P.M., Mon. thru Sat.

FULL TIME

VACATIONS, HOLIDAYS AND

Build a career,
that matters!
Apply nowl

WI EBOLDT'S
Mt. Prospect

Randhurst Shopping Center

392-6817

Plastering
Small

Plumbing

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
Des Plaines, Ill.

SAVE YOUR EYESI

TELEPHONE

essory.

Radio and TN. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen

III.

Equal Opportunity Employer

A

E MI

An. His.

CI 5.5692

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118

Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone call takes
care of home maintenance?
Painting: Interior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
* New Method Carpet Cleaning
* Floor Care for Home & Office

Top quality materials & careful

Sewer Service

SEWER TROUBLES?
All types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

the leader in audio and video
electronics
and taped music

MACHINIST

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

837-2345

Sewing Machine Repair

Top wages for experiencece
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

JANITORS

ANALYZERS

DOVE SEWING MACHINE

438.8387

REPAIR SERVICE

$4.95 your home.

GET RESULTS

Employment Centers
Open 8:30 4 p.m.
(Chicago 9-1 Sat.)

VOLKSWAGEN NORTH CENTRAL

Ray's

Wall Papering.

WANT
ADS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
116 W. Eastman

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

CL 9-0495

use the

CHICAGO
?I 2 W. Washington

Good starting salary and excellent company benefits.

DISTRIBUTOR INC.
Deerfield,
3737 Lake Cook Rd.

with

Repaired. Home Service Calls.

Decorators

359.3593

MATERIAL HANDLERS

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

INSPECTORS

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
Arl. Hts.

Phone LE 7-2510
Outstanding benefits including a top
profit sharing plan

830 W. N.W. Hwy.
'

259-9440

East of Rte. 83 on Nicholas between Lunt and Pratt

tons are accepted by phisne.

9. to 9 weekdays &. 9 to )1
5aturdrsys,

DAYS

BELL

Ph. 272-5500

OPPORTUNITY AND GROWTH

It's T.V. CheckUp Time. Antennas

workmanship.
381-4651

Jr. Computor Operator
North suburban company has 2nd shift opening for computor
operator with high school education and 3 to 9 months experiende operating unit record and 1401 or 360 computor
equipment. Experience on tape or disk helpful but not nec-

Call 253-5048

Radio -TV Repair

Painting -Decorating

(Routes 58 and 83)

795 W. Golf Rd.

Cabby's Plumbing
Repair Service

CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL

255-4062
Arlington His.
Limited spring openings.

ONLY

$31

ser-

ILLINOIS

jobs a specialty. Free estimates
255-3823'

Nursery Schools

communica-

sophisticated telephone
vices and equipment.

OTHER COMPANY BENEFITS.

service.

many

We call 'our salesmen
munications Consultants" because they solve the problems
of business customers with

PHONE

469-8908

Pianos - Organs

clean

with

Rolling Meadows

or Housewares and Sporting Goods.
Excellent opportunity to grow with a progressive retail firm.

APPLY

rewarding, chal-

jobs

chances for advancement in

Ideal Hours 7:00 A.M. To 3:00 P.M.

2201 LUNT AVE., ELK GROVE VILLAGE

LINES

ion. Check this one out at

Communications

To manage an area that would include Hardware and Paint

6 Day Week

PA I D

Please check your ads and
notify us at once. Correct -

PHONE 255-7200

crease in business and a building expansion. Excellent Possibilities for aggressive individuals to advance with a
growing electronics firm.

DEPARTMENT MANAGER

ATTENDANT

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

Fast

3 Generations
Decorating in the finest
Scandinavian tradition.

'

requires.

Washable.

255-3642

255.0348
Randhurst.
Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, fur coats; re-

358.9038

Ned Williams

Beutify your home for Easter
Murals hand painted on any

Lauritz Jensen

Individualized styling, Holiday'
formals, resort -clothes designed
order. Alterations. Near
to

new positions due to an in-

SERVICE STATION

Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

for training level posit-

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

Murals

wall.

Work The Ideal Job For You As A

ience. College accounting courses qualify you

358-9710

Save 50%

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall -to -Wall,
new or used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimatds.

Dressmaking -Sewing

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.

255-4400

Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.

Carpet Cleaning

520 Paints Most Rooms

upon age and exper-

production helpful These are

1700 Hicks Road

Joe Edwards
Candid Photos
Moving

CL 5.5056

III.

ary ranges, dependant

basic assembly blueprints. ExPerience in mechanical and electro - mechanical

well -established national business publisher selling services to industry and the professions, offers draw against
liberal commissions, protected territory, established accounts, automatic increased
earnings from renewals and a
long
range opportunity to
build an estate beyond belief

Ellyn,

HARPER JR. COLLEGE STUDENT

Familiarity with Job and/
or Standard cost system
desirable. Several positions open now. Wide sal-

pret

A subsidiary of Prentice Hall, Inc., The Institute for
Planning, Inc., a
Business

send resume to or call Mr.
Ted Isaacs, 258 Linden, Glen

ATTENTION

Photography

LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

ANALYST

the ability to read and inter-

you are looking for.

through one of the best profit-sharing plans in the country. If you think you qualify,

exper'd decoratdr. 299.3159

Room Additions
& General Remodeling

component manefacturer has two very rewarding and interesting positions
open for prototype production
assemblers. Applicants should
possess mechanical skills and
Electronic

er and eager for increased

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

Moving

PRODUCTION

ing preferably against com-

Interior & Exterior painting by

J. J. 0' Brien Constr.

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

ARLINGTON

PROTOTYPE

LOW WINTER RATES

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
Room Additions
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

TOWING SERVICE.

BEFORE 4 P.M.

SALESMAN

TECHNICIANS

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit sharing.

-

CL 5.8239 - CL 3-5050

We Don't

TODAY

Lessons

COST

3/39 Industrial Dr.
fling Meadows, III.

If you are presently employed
earning $8,000 or above, work-

GENERAL FACTORY

Painting -Decorating

815.459-2524

Violin

Auto Repair

CALL

392-3500

MEN,WANTED

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400

$315

& COIL CORP.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Ray's Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen
Arl. Hts.
CI 5-5692

ONLY

MOLON MOTOR

earnings, we may be the firm

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

724-1300
Ralph Synnestvedt Assoc.
3602 Glenview Road
Glenview, Illinois

1700 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadows

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

Relining,
Pleats
Remodeling,
Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten-

-9

5 p.m.

APPLY IN PERSON ONLY

vices offered by reputable business people in your community. Call one NOM

Income Tax

Call Mona.m. to

insurance.

day thru Friday,

MFG. CORP.

Consult this daily guide of reliable ser-

PROFESSIONAL Income Tax Service - your home or mine.

AA.N.

able.

IMMEDIATELY

Alterations

I Mtaii6777-1MYNN4Cc:14044. .

Business Planning

815-459-2524

DAYS

014111,7.74,7,M*Xlik.6.14c.trusixt_di

Y145.1g9lin ramimIumminnatiturawri

Institute for

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

3

e avrap.4764-waglisi,z.
, ,,moiritthnprotitYclionTryou ,,

METHODE

Let us help makelour DAY!

PROFESSIONAL Income Tax Service - your home or mine.

3

ma,

inisw,,...witta....,merharriactL

;:

mission now, and are over 30
years old, with good charact-

LINES

Experience

tr".:....;';,:i.....AA_Fi.:.;;:.:5:q,Wsi:61

component parts and metal

fabrication, has created a
new position for a Q. C. technician. This position will report to our Q. C. Manager and
have the responsibility of
supervising the inspection personnel in one of our production departments. Should have
experience In mechanical and
electro - mechanical inspection procedures. Send resume
in complete confidence to

work.

landscape

$600

Schaumburg.
Algonquin & Meacham Roads
An Equal Opportunity Employer

91

94
95
88
96
70

Send resume in complete cop,
fidence to

MOTOROLA

86

P,,,a,Vrnent 'opening- for

de-

department,

" er; 70-r7i-alre'tT'sft-rV'6'ilitah
4f the ikrif:Tikelfent ailyaqeq:

Our tremendous growth in the
manufacturing of electronic

reporting directly to

ing, material control, and su-

69

I

-

.

Men for tree trimming and

wiring. overtime avail-

pervision of
departments

56

NAN-

Tel: 956-0990

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
1150 S.

i.-.--

CALL 827:1220
Between 9 A.M, 5:30 P.A41;--7

:-.MAINTENANCE:-

,

trol, setting up all mechanical and electro - mechanical
inspection procedure, gaug-

AT

55

Real Estate -Apt. Budding

3,3.

our General Manager. Duties
consist of assuming plant wide
responsibility for quality con-

32
98

Personals

.

ent manufacturer has its No.
I Q.C. job open. This is a staff

APPLY - 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.

13

.3

Progressive electronic compon-

Profit Sharing

23
90
50
65

for

-gr-O34111:t".Applre'diii"

1.4r.11z
,

83

1I

,,

S

LOW Cost Hospital za

'

Memoriam5

Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters ....
Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools - Child Care
Office Furniture - Devices

-maximum-. opportunity

Even
,$2;00-Wer-Prour
To work as food- handlers.
EX:
Medli-cincr unifdims
C9,1124,-work.ing.,.crinditions
Mit1-271Fra7f(rd-

rk, 4P

petyision7WiTh

You. will- ivork-with our en-

y

24

Loans -Personal, Business
Lost and Found

AUrer., fooking-for-an

'Oersoribl

Fr:1T.iif17'.in 11

Oire<lori

Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping

ANA, on", on,expanding .
tronics component manufac-

-should iroVe-2 io-5-years-.0)5,
Mechanical or
n
perience
electrical -mechanical drafting.

xoeJenJorR tng,,,eprOttions.'1111.7.01.1///f/.0111/1111A131,,,,IIIM/1/ 1/ I/1
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ME
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-minimum

.1,Elk
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Wonted Men

DRAFTSMAN-
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r-ift31,111(0c1!-F,Vr?-/671trrx7cr,rx

Help Wanted Men or Women
Help Wonted Women
Homo Furnishings -Furniture
hsclustrial Property

..`"APPLY'STOREMAFTAGERi-

Excellent Starting Wage

44
27

,3911SMWIrlrly475(17T:DErlOA-111/
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bonuses and free benefits.
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____________

.
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Boats and -Marine Supplies
Boat Storage L

s

aid ce..2.trt'ir7,-.7(111T4.=
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106

Auto Trailers & Campers

-Business Services--
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PART TIME

To work In liquor store. Must be
°Y9! 21,Y,',5491.°-9.?., Phone from
7 to l0 m.
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CUSTODIANS

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

Male or Female
Full or part time
Excellent pay
Mr. Collins 733.4352

.=;;45.19gf.,

,......_13/p:MAR K -- . ...
PERSONNEL

12 & 53,Palatine

DES PLAINES

Center

C

... 7T l^t`r:'`

e'jliiti),141,41191,i,Vi5Tirtil.0057ydSW:f}',41,',,

SP 5-4300

1020 Noel'Avenue

--

Advancem nt?.

Wheeling

255-7200

Quickly leads
chiefs spot.
Background. in electromiechonical product design is want.
ed, but any man with creative
ability will be considered.

()DESIGNERS
T6'66o-$12,000
1

t'-iiiteircrEtWri;ciugi'PflegPr77eNf7t2ctraniVield;'ZfiFide4tiiiiIK""

.tunity in Des Plaines.

.;,,l*FA .

r171...1.173..

7PRODUCTSINC:77::

seeking personable, dependable, married me& with recent
''caffege toe fcgrounci.' Due
. exper
requic

"

desire for sales and a sales management career are the
prime requisites. There is no overnite travel.

Openings on 1st and 2nd shift for experienced
men to work in modern tool room.
also need

MAINTENANCE MECHANICS
2nd shift (4:15 PM to 12:45 AM)
experienced in welding or sheet metal work
or lathe work

15c per hour shift premium
FREE MEDICAL AND LIFE INSURANCE
9 PAID HOLIDAYS
MANY COMPANY BENEFITS

A company with a future

WE OFFER:
GUARANTEED SALARY
SUBSTANTIAL INCENTIVE PLAN
ALL EXPENSES PAID BY COMPANY

I

26 -Help Wanted Men or

sist manager in sales

COOK'S HELPER

sales

MARK

DISHWASHER
Steady Day Work
Excellent Working Conditions
No Age Barrier

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

537-9430
E. Dundee Rd. Wheeling

251

MOVE UP TO

-

marketing.
promotion,
and
Starting $7200+ car, expenses,
commissions, bonuses.

UTILITY HELP

an equal opportunity employer

want!

CALL ART SCHRANZ

255-6630

High School Grads with no
special experience can be
trained in a hurry for this

CALL OR SEE - MRS. BROWN

259-9550

SCANDA HOUSE SMORGASBORD
Rand & Central Rds. Mt. Prospect Shopping Plaza

The lad who had the territory
hated to give it up but they

Weekdays 9-4:30
Sat, 9-I
Tues.-Thurs 'til 8
A Licensed Agency

made him district manager.
Ask for Frank Victor, 827.7706

26 -Help Wanted Men or

HALLMARK

Women

position and a

ness to -learn:" Call' Miss
7.747.117V9179 17Ra -.717

7ZER16ONNEL INC.

537-9430
251 E. Dundee Rd.
Wheeling
Weekdays 9-4:30
Tues.-Thurs. tit 8
Sot. 9-1
A Licensed Agency

appointed

advertising

in

2 PART TIME

SALES LADIES
Hours: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

Apply

surroundings,

Ben Franklin Store

good restaur-

personal

FREE
Create ideas

TO $550
Several local opportunities for capable Secretaries. Staff openings in
Marketing, ControllerS
and Personnel divisions.

copy, activate press releases
and learn functions of direct
mail and marketing, Interesting about this - it lends to excellent public relations at executive level for youl Be ready

Rd. D. E. Stonebraker
299-0350

contact, well
offices. S/h

not required for many
of these positions; typ-

must be accurate
and will be tested at
interview in our office.
Call Miss Dee for after

CASHIER

ing

hours

appointments at

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL

ORDER FILLER
No experience required, part
time days, no weekends, pleasant working conditions, meals
included. $1.75 per hour.

YANKEE DOODLE
RESTAURANT

299-7131
...

10 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT

eAREER O'HARE

259-6458

.tpERSONNEL INC.
MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

Cumberland Office
Center

RECEPTIONIST

BILL OF MATERIAL WRITERS

380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

ARMED

DRAFTSMEN

THREE
FLYING SALESMEN
To
fly company aircraft coast to coast.

SERVICES
(Must be

TECHS

familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)

$500-$650
eXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,

Men with service schOol-

ing and experience desperatelY needed for var-

iety of internal troubleshooting and field ser-

engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

Contact Mr. Pinder
Weekdays 8:30 AM to 5 PM

vice/support

DOLLARS

AND

SENSE

259-9600

qualifies.

Moron LA

Most

AND BRUNING MAKES SENSE

ea; some require reloca-

All jobs free. Call

tion.

until 7:00 PM.

299-713.1

0 Regular Salary Reviews
0 Merit Advancement
* Free Retirement Plan
O Low Cost Hospitalization

are in

the general O'Hare ar-

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

pense. Any electric, electronic, electro - mechan-

ical or mechanical MOS

YOU MAKE DOLLARS

Phe haincrafters ca

programs.

training and orientation at company exFull

Free Life Insurance
0 Paid Vacations
0 9 Paid Holidays
0 Clean Modern Plant

This man should be an experienced model maker

and be familiar with all types of metal fabrication. He will work from blueprints and sketches
to produce a variety of completed piece parts
with close tolerance dimensions.

This man should be an experienced machinist
with jig and fixture experience, and be familiar
with all tool room machines.

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions

Profit Sharing

Aircraft. Based in Des
Plaines area. Several
companies using our facilities to recruit talented
salesmen; rapid advancement in booming

Nearby modern offices.
Large manufacturer.
Insurance Companies.
Lawyers office.

24.-<K,

OFFICE

ENGINEERING

* ASSEMBLERS

* CHEMICAL

* PROJECT

* PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER

ENGINEERS

*INDUSTRIAL

*SECRETARIES

MIXERS

* PAPER

*BILLING MACHINE

* STOCK HANDL-

ENGINEERS

* PROCESS

OPERATOR

*CLERK TYPISTS

ENGINEERS

* DESIGNERS

ERS

*SR. DEVELOPMENT

* MACHINISTS

ENGINEERS

*SR. RELIABILITY

OPERATORS

ENGINEERS

READ THIS
Bright,

Relations
Swing to the top with one of the
nation's fastest moving corpor-

ation. Become part of a well established firm that has just
opened it's Mount Prospect office. The young woman who
be trained in interviewing and

FOR

First Arlington

limited future. Some college
helpful. Call or see JEAN YALE
at

0

firm has just opened new
Mount Prospect offices.

and individuals for credit dept.
Must be close - mouthed and
dependable for this confiden
tial work.

We offer a total service to
industry that is predicated on
"Quality. Our company employs no conmen, pitch twists
or slick operators. Our 'offices
not

hole -in -the -walls,

supermarkets

or

cold
not hit

water flats. We do
gongs, give away motor -cycles

or in any other way challenge

the integrity of our business.
PARAMOUNT'S offices are

ultra -modern, our bonus picture is the only one of its kind
in our business and progress.
ion is from within.
These positions are

personnel opportunitieg

WE ARE NOW INTERVIEWING ON
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY EVENINGS 'TIL 8 P.M.

MG°

APPLY

3:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
AT

&yawn of Addressograph Muliigraph Corporation

finances and assets of firms

-

Campbell & Dunton Sts.

learning and training for your
career with our company. This
is not a blind ad - or misstatement of what PARAMOUNT is. If hired you will

receive a generous base plus
commission. To start with the

401 E. Prospect
Mt. Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

5450-$800 Free

Manager. Interesting,
varied responsible duties including answering incomming phone calls;
preparing
correspondence
with applicants and other
companies; placing advertising; assisting Staff members
in special assignments. GOOD
TYPING SPEED, FAIR SHORTto

.

spects.
Executive Assistant
$550 Free

SIXTEEN

General office background
makes .you the division supt.
Right hand.

KEYPUNCH

CONTROL TRAINEE
$450 FREE

OPERATORS

Young chap to learn inventory
records and routines. Na exp.

$350-$500

PURCHASING

ER rAs.717777s.

RED NELSON

9 A.M. - 9 P.M.
aNTERS, Inc.

PO 6-2255
Interviewing hours:
8;30 AM to 8 PM daily
Saturday to 11 AM

Trainee Experienced
Learn to perform all the
varied and interesting
functions of keypunch.

Director

Important and well paid
peripheral IBM positions, many promotable

Public Health Dept.

Tab and Computer
operation. O'Hare area

NURSING DEGREE

28 -Employment Agencies,
Women

_.

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD

.

Requirements:

to
1,734 . 7.0tritT MALI AT. HOWER 11.1- 60611

i.e.

375 Meyer Road
Bensenville, Ill.

TRAINEES

$450-$500 FREE

Here's your chance to get into
this well paying, interesting
field.

Rd VII.

Personnel

HAND SKILLS AND A PLEASANT
MANNER A MUST.

men are needed here. Top pro-

emphasize on "Growth".

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

259-7010

5 ACCOUNTANTS

re-

TO INDUSTRY. You will talk to
people on all levels while

CL 3-1360

Lynn
Davis

Beginners and highly -trained

inside

presenting a QUALITY SERVICE

National Bank

SECRETARY

$500-$600 - FREE

confident young men are need-

are
giant

-4,...

correct and dependable

Make private investigations of

ed for two progressive opportunities) Our well established

BANK
EMPLOYEE

offer challenge and an un-

Reports

articulate and self

530 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

WILL TRAIN

and you not only get this post,
but a good chance at a wonderful future.
Confidential

Career Minded

Inc.

Public

$8,400 Free
Be

Doyno Motors,

public contact activities that

299-7131
NO CONTRACT

No Contracts to sign.

Full Time
APPLY IN PERSON

Personnel

Tax Accountant

PLANT

GENERAL OFFICE

enjoys meeting new people will

at

CL 9-4000

TYPIST -

537-9430

Pilots

OAREER O'HARE

MARCELLA KOKES

251 E. Dundee Rd.
Wheeling
Weekdayg 9-4:30
Tues.-Thurs. tit 8 Sat. 9-1
Licensed Agency

with consumer demand.

O'HARE

Experience preferred but will
train right applicant.

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

field that can't keep up
license a must;
need not be current.
Contact

Commercial Teller

$350-$450

PRESENTED

* SHEAR
JOBS OFFER:

ment Parts or General

(pERSONNEL INC.

WRAPPERS

JIG & FIXTURE MAN

tion Equipment, Replace-

,CpERSONNEL INC.

NEEDS A

MODEL MAKER

Entertain top Executive
clients and represent
major lines of Avia-

&AJMER

locations. Call Miss Dee

at 299-7131 for an ap-

ADMINISTRATIVE

pointment.

RESPONSIBILITIES
IN PUBLIC HEALTH

SECY-$540
Boss searches out undeveloped

MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60056
ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM I2DS.
SCHAUMBURG

An equal opportunity employer.

255-1910

suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home
developments.

PARAMOUNT
259-7330

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

36 So. State

GIs.°
St.

Chicago

You'll

be

W.

Touny,

SP

4-8585,

4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2.5050.

Salary Open
Apply Finance Director

eAREER O'HARE

his

secy. Meet & work with people
who plan & put these towns on
the map. Sit in on conferences,
follow thru on detail, research,
letters. Age open. Free IVY,
7215

-

Cor. Camp McDonald & Wolf

'

TECHNICAL WRITERS

1313613331.13.3341.3.333

eAllEER O'HARE

ants. Lots of variety and

$550 to $650

380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

_SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

need is the desire for a

EMP OYMENT AGENCY

Excellent
close to

WRITER

Center

°TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

MT. MOIR ILL 40,337

Cumberland Office

TAB OPERATOR

tinctive offices. All you

PARK

for a steady line of promotions.
You can start now.
Ask for Dom Geambrom
827-7706

PERSONNEL

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

plexes. Better than average salaries in very dis-

30 -Help Wanted Women

JR. COPY

territory and acquire

leMizox.

You can qualify for one
Of the many openings
now available in.the sev.,
eral"o'H dee- ciffiee-corri:::

EXEC SECY

CENTERS, Inc.

IOU MT. ',tomer PULA.

new accounts. Complete training program. Any job you have
public contact qualifies you
for this growth opportunity.

Excellent

''RESERVATIONIST-

392-8450
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.

Young man, no degree required, to service established, pro-

ever held which required any

NECESSARY!

--

CALL DON PETERS

CENTERS, Int.

Rd 711,..

tected

use paging system. Type infor::
motion. NO MEDICAL EXPERI-

NO FEE

ical aptitudes will suffice. Any
experience of on allied nature

SALES TRAINEE
$525 to $650
Car Plus Expenses
Employer Pays Fee

hospital. Doctors, nurses coming
in or out of surgery or ri.,:covery
area will see you for, messages.

.437.5r34.51,

itir-iiiitib rirkiiibt-riel'Pre-T'llt1 sYr
large corporation executive.
Some typing helpful.

will get you top dollar.

Rd 711,...

REQUIRED

You'll have a lot of public con.
,tact 8, buty.L9cti.y:avhefxpq ors;;,
the receptionist 167 Surgery
"Dept. of -well.knoWn- teaching

Sharp gal Friday to handle re-

9AM- 9 PM

type of work. Ordinary cler-

9AM -9 PM

_TYPING

WILL TRAIN BEGINNER

-

WER

CALL

CHECKERS

ASSISTANT SALES

Women

Wheeling, Ill.

$600-$750- FREE
.

FORTFOSPIT-A...
___SURGERY-DEPT".-7

starting
solaryl
Free
IVY,
7215 W. Touhy, " SP - 4.8585,4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050:

CHECKERS -

6 PRODUCTION

our new line of custom products. Initiative is what we

207-N. Evergreen

ENCE

4 DRAFTING

IOU MT. IINOSPSCT PUY. ..01011. -TILL 406.17

Men w/some sales background
looking for a potential plus
opportunity. Some agricultural
knowledge helpful. Man to as-

t.0'

top money and high speed promotion.

cd for these fine spots.

If interested

MANAGER

' 'tsi'

i1.16 EA' qelii16.616"ii' Tiei

Bud Cairns 392-5151.

2 p.m. so that a personal interview may be arranged at your

.Terhr:

$85-$1 10 Wk.

To

in a prestige position offering
an above average income call

convenience.

Women

Na" 00.-rigno...t ci Ire

Will train 4 men of medium experience for design duties with

in this business you
must have the ability to work,

To inquire call Mr. Henry P. Hour on Friday March 1st or Saturday March 2nd at 296-6666 between the hours of 9 a.m. and

or visit us at

hafficrafters era

necessary.

sell, and think.

10 DRAFTING TRAINEES

$390-$433 - FREE

$550-$650 - FREE

succeed

FULL PACKAGE OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

call 537-1100
8:30 AM to 5 PM

777 Wheeling Rd.

experience

A Licensed Agency

4 ELECTRICAL DRAFTSMEN

second to none. No previous

PROMOTION ON MERIT

26 -Help Wanted Men or

Weekdays 9.4:30

and demilers -make workable

over 300% in 3 years and have
reputation
a
professional

AV 2-5050.

-RECEPTIONIST-7.

-fiiViVrifriiiin-ji ail', sketches.

CounselorsC'I
Opportunity to join the most
progressive recruiting firm in
the suburbs. We have grown

SP 4.8585,-4942 Nc.Milwaukee,

rArlingtonHeights-

Little. boardrwpaiiizot,reim

tin

Immediate Openings

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Salaries $325 to $800

Mechanical ilieleciriC'al board
experienced men will be train,

r::,-;:ay.:(?4,rEtREE

'7,711IV-4re: c:itatroitc41V.:'OcOrtritreeff 12fue:.ciprscomficite'11Aarie'..Y:.
.3.-1113111131111113.

Work directly for chief, learnleg all phases ofdrafting and
,rucervisian-arepenr.pareNtQL.
Eull_bg0o(its, to, E650 omonth

'

$12,00Q--.REE;

--

.Do You Feel-Liniitd-A-sl To Earnings
LE 7-5700

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

- 537-9430Wheeling
251 E. Dundee Rd.

ASSISTANT
),tt
..:C HE, DESIGNER,,

-..- .........

Are You Dissatisfied With Your

set opals., type. -bills.
$95. Free- IVY, --7215

.

,

E .TAL OFFICE
Willtrain you to welcome pat-

Young man w/sorne back-

- --.11es.Biainev:.:tiLI=,
_.

SiEnEk4NTATNETRAINEff

-"

28 -Employment Agepcios,
Women

ients,

,:tri'0;31Ck'i!N'ete;827-77067

or oppLy in. person; askfor

.

---DRAFTSMAN

'

-280 E.-Atz.-eshwest Hwy.

;?:)yz,-,x,:w

NI

-- --Miss & Mrs. Office GrrJ

ground in electro - mechanical drafting. Looking for future.

Any sharcri-yoirogi-ioccerrritarat
readv-tar......r.c.sponaibility......wi4

.

,,.3,3...:3311,1343314334.33...

L

v spisusva.,s
1
... .......................4.........---........s.s,

faSiKtAczOta--,

FREE

Full Time

ITTL:UNFTaNCE EON
..... -,'FREELIFEHOSP: INSURANCE

-

.: UNDERSTUDY_, $600 - $800

71:0Yrrge"
Moto-or-female,all shifts -Call

VISge

a

,n1P

rti

---CONTROLLER1S--

Fali'74ICIDERIV BUILDING

.139!"

T..,-C.41117.4=01,131.-n7.---,7,..-

CA-CiF F ICE

r7,7 ar r

28 -Employment Agencies -

-27-EmOloyment Agencies

kit'1!72.1.:2,-.ia 2; V:-,i&'.

UNDER NEW

yt

il

..

......_

"°1!

MEMORY GARDENS

PArPtEti gttliMarkerSg L!fx..

. 27 -Employe erit "AgenkietF:'

I

777

.

irai .; itrtatt*r.., 4 ',...,....;.i.., F. i i:ii.-i

10 to 2130 p*.m. Call Mt. Pros-

benefits, we tra'n. Experience

MOP Gr

ir

.Man wanto

Call

rMkroi

sql-77-rw-srrrrerrnnt71,71"RT7rrx7:77,7777

..............................................................................71713muu.7:-.1............- - ...... ,...... -................ ....;,7.77.77,77.77.7r^7....747.7.77r7.7.7-

14 Hel Wanted a?6:.Hoc.e::-Winteci

ante M

-

not necessary. Apply now.

1524ucmcsit

-

.........

. .

rnrrrec-. rre,,,T= r7-,-71./,11-rivrrr7r.777..-.-7

" tr ......,-;t

.-

Pleasant-. work, good income,

'24-HOiiVWanted Men

.

._

TT,

...

tt. . 1N1r."'Pr tm`r. T.," t

AIM ft,

IY1

:.

ULL TIM
24 -Help Wantet4Meti

1.

.....

Pa N...
011,4571.

6

r

11^. /I r IV.17.

,,,..,,;77,, .;71,..,.!:!',!...,,,r,',,rr'''..H,,,,,:;."..-!:;)"...;;;7,71;;:...,,,r.,.

%ft. 'it. IS:

_

/7,1,,11.

-

7

.

,,,,,,

n:..IMM,.iir)7;;.., ;

emu: a

IT Is, .r
,

13 a 7.7777Arre.711,77777777.77.7,...e7,77!

u.r7E,

7.-71

'MAUI t91str1".infuteauggolertwa-,0

47411.:

MERINBNIEITIENu

CiZERSONNEL INC.

J

-

Village Of
Arlington Heights
33 S. Arlington HIS. Rd.
253-2340

-

antrasmarawn......zowralroanumwsasern.awnaronswram

_-

--

--

Irerv.v

,,mv..Tt":2-

s

------.

,x4rali1,1k4i$13170tcrtrieriniventrar.ssooss-A.-

fin..=.ziorro

ii,itzzaki:::,.MtkiRrYeat&tw,L9Eav2w5F,,F131?,-.V.OPMffigrc:ftwne
BEAUTY:COUNSELORS _:
= -;--Wwnenr- over' -30. 20.1..rE-Ir'wk
fi!acicilaatin 8.22.,_EL'ai:-.V.ZattEi WM:7= =LEO
Call for
°pat. betw, 1-3.
May I show you how you can
darn from 53 to $5 an hour? No
-

WOMEN, PART-TIME OR
FULL TIME. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY.
L.MOR CLEANERS CL 5-4600

Call

parties, no canvassing.
CL 5.8045 after a P

_

SIORTCHBOAR0
L.'..8ta..,
I o.c!FIY,grirY
thE,,,'Week. Own
transportation. CL 3:1323

RGURE

OPPORTUNITY -FOR A
WIPTiciriVILF3t5'

r

for operator

....Brant.new_carpotingmadefor

-

i_

CL 5.1107

FIGURE CLERKS

RECEPTIONIST
Opening

CAPABLE WOMAN _

-Furniture

--Cleaning wamatt,,needed

_

with

some experience. Will oper-

CLERK

ate .switchboard,.teletyPe...and.

-Young---woman-for-general
-of(ke

Our , rapid--"expansion=-ices
created . several intzpsting
openings for figure clerks.
Typing helpful but not ab.
neces.sary, Qdocl,
Starling
rind- excellent
lip156ttritith3"'f6rlitilLittn't8001."

540.00. -Call

for T business

437-7713

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR-'

,Wlb-edia/aglqEjtt:::

-C 0 R PO R"T I ON--

- BARRETT SALARY PLUS
INCENTIVE

M12: -BROWN -----

920 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

-255-7200

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook III.
272-2300

Day Publications; Inc.
;5,7;VELM17;n501

ARLINGTON HTS..

,

2201 Estes Ave., Elk Grove
439-1100

CRAVENS CO.

,COCK ROBIN

4-SECRETARY.,..,7.

50% of the work is

NTIST
WANTS

LPN & AIDES

--

All Shifts

--ASSISTANT

CALL MRS HIGGINS
Experienced or will train

"

PACKERS

296-3334

1300 E. CENTRAL RD.

259-3310

.workis.ron.e..,voriery, of,
pioblems,most, of which

to 3:30 ,p.m and:3:30.to mid..
night shift. Light. clean work

willchallenge your _in skills. Typing and lab experience needed.

439-8500
Please Apply in Person

"A Good Place To Work"

CUSTOM MADE
SECRETARY

TYPISTS

Marketing

We have several interesting
and varied openings for beginner and experienced typists.

Director of Marketing needs
ambitious, career minded girl
capable of efficiently handling

a variety of duties. Requires
dicta phone experience. Full
benefits including 3 weeks
vacation.

Some prior office experience
helpful

but

necessary.

WEBER MARKING

PAPER BAG CO.

SYSTEMS, INC.

1250 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village
439.5310

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

orign. cost $750, will
sell for $75. 634-3075.
For information,qbaut the FINEST

4"ntareri`licNTX014it-iiatt3tfie'F'ecinTN`
-ditioning equipment contact -__-_-_L,
JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358-8200

-Dachshund,- puppies.=AKet-3/4.,
beagles; also mixed toy collie.
AKC German Shepherd puppies,

BARRETT-

Baxter

CRAVENS CO.

Laboratories, Inc.
6301 Lincoln Ave.
Morton Grove
965-4700

-

x130' cOrnmerCial lot toped B-2 on heavily traveled

32-Miscellaneous
Merchandise

s

New Gibson acoustic guitar,
LGO model, retails $139.50,

PRE.EASTER CARPET SALE

1/3 off the regular price fam-

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bedrm. set,
new $165. 251-7385.

WIRERS

now $119.50,
El Rey Music Center
7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3.0180

5

-------

room

floor

1st

apartment.

In Des Plaines. Stove & refrigerator. 3 blocks North of town.
MT. PROSP., sublet, 2 bdrm., car-

ter 4 p.m. 437-2577.

Hours: 8 to 4:30 p.m.

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
437-5500

Walk
to
school,
train & shopping. Pool. 5183
month. 392.4459
MOUNT PROSPECT

bdrm.apts. Includes heat, hot
water, cooking gas range, refrig.
plus: SWIMMING POOL. Deposits now being accepted for
immediate occupancy.
1444 5..BLSSE

COUNTRY CLUB

YOUNG *,EXCITING * DYNAMIC

APTS.

WOMEN WANTED
TMA

Deluxe

TELEVISION

cAiulaca,

bdrm.,

2

11/2

baths,

apts. Air conditioned, all appliances. Arlington Heights,
Willow, Palatine Rds. Behind
A & P Shopping Center.
Models open 10-6 p.m.
Weekdays
12.5 p.m. Saturdays & Sundays
For rental information Call:
Model PH. 253.0800; Chicago weekdays only - 267-7270

A

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

4.39-41110

needs equally vibrant

yeAff2i?ee

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling

1150 S. Willis
LE 72510

1020 Noe I Avenue

7 rooms

Secretaries

Immediate

Stenographers

3 bedrooms, attached breeze-

Possession

Whee I ing

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

& rear, good size, nicely landscaped lot, family rm., fire-

MACHINE OPERATORS

yard. $28,700

We are the leader in audio and video
electronics
and taped music

DICTAPHONE OPERATOR

Permanent Full Time Jobs for Women
in Leading Aerospace Corporation.

STENO - TYPIST'
Data Processing Department

SEE THE ....

Numeric on IBM equipment.

Full time permanent positions. Excellent benefits
and working conditions. Salary commensurate
with ability.
RECEIVE AN INTERVIEW WITH OUR
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

Automatic increases

$2.00 to start
Outstanding benefits
Close to home
7 A.M. to 3:30 P.M.

Tel: 956-0990
An equal opportunity employer

Girls!

MAP:PT/AI META LS

Housewives!

Women!

bedroom apt. by
single man. Arlington Heights,
Mount Prospect area. Not over
-

1

-

Northwest

area.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ghe hafficrafiers

250 North 12th Street
(Off Dundee Road) .

Wheeling, Ill.
537-2180

EXCITING AND DYNAMIC

AMPEX

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS
Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just

Ladies without or with electronic assembly experience to telephone

You will also enjoy your lunches and coffee

or visit our employment manager for

breaks in our new cafeteria, free company park-

ing, free life insurance, hospitalization, major
medical and the opportunities for,quick advancement.

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to offer you and your family.

259-9600.

information

about

clean,

light,

and

cheerful; well paying positions on the
day, evening or night shifts.

Please note: AMPEX people all receive
wonderful benefits.

ghe hafficraffers

East of Rte, 83 between Lunt and Pratt on Nicholas

ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLER
WORK IN
New, Ultra -Modern Facilities
0 Completely Air -Conditioned Offices
0 Close -To -Home Company
Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just
a few minutes drive from your home.

Background should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experi-

00. Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Tel: 956-0990
An equal opportunity employer

fully equipped kitch. Carpeted
living rm., dining rm., hall
All draperies. Spacious family
rm. Bookshelves, patio. 2 car
att. garage. Sodded yard.
A-1 condition, $33,500

21 NiVail,Arlington Hts.
CL 9-1400, Aft. 5 p.m. 392.0493

MT. PROSPECT

86 -Real Estate -Houses

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. ad.
joins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses-

ING RM family kitch. with
sion. $37,500.

MANY MORE
ROLLING MEADOWS
LISTINGS

RDLL1NS
AfEADMVS
/7 E L. -r

to

schools.

3423 Kirchoff Rd.

255.4200

96 -Real Estate Wanted
Wanted: 3 bedrm. ranch w/fam.
rm., bsmt., 2 car att. gar. Prospect Hi School area. CL 3-6956.

Wanted: 3 Bedrm. Home
Central Mt. Prospect from
priv. party by priv. indiv. All
replies conf id. 827-1667.
in

99 -Automobile For Sale
Plymouth
must

'67

Fury

III

4-dr.,

old, loaded w/extras,

mos.

4

sell.

$2175.

381-2890

1954 Ford V-8. Good condition
like new tires, 12/1-1, A/T, $139.
CL 5.8736

Inherited 1966 Ford LTD, low
mileage, P/S, P/B. $2200 or
best offer. CL 5-7342
'60 VOLKSWAGEN. NEEDS BODY
WORK. BEST OFFER.

392-4168

Ford '64 Fairlane station wagon,

$17,000.

728 Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
358.5560

Member: M.A.P. Mule.
List. Serv.

COUNTRY COUSIN

DAY WANT ADS

1 19 Maple (Hwy. 176)
Mundelein, Ill. 566-6720

GET RESULTS

1948 Jeep. Rebuilt engine, good

tires. $450 or best offer. Call
after 5 P.M. CL 5.1157

Mercury

1960

2 -door

H.T.,

power steering, power brakes,
(Low mileage. $350. CL 5.1015
1964 FORD 2 dr. V-8, A/T, P/S,
one owner $750.

LIKE NEW TRI-LEVEL

ELK GROVE

HOME.
constructed 3 bed.
room tri - level home in excellent condition throughout. Cen-

trally air conditioned for your
comfort. 21/2 baths, basement,
spacious 22'x21' family room. 2
car attached garage. It will
be a pleasure to call it "home".
Assume
$30,900
balance.

Well designed brick & frame
ranch home. Ideal for family
fun. Spacious Living Room, din-

ing "L". Excellent eating area
off the kitchen. 11/2 baths,

separate utility room. For summer fun you'll lust love the
enclosed porch. Don't we'll
Call us todayl $23,900.

$39,500.

CL 5-3351

1964 Rambler American 330 2 door, like new tires, 1 -owner.
255.0404.

Ford Fairlane 500 2-dr., 6

'61

cyl auto., low mileage, good
cond.
1966

$325 or best
CL 5-7942
dr.

4

hdtp.

offer.

Bonneville

full

pwr. A/C, 6 way seat,
beautiful. $2100. See Saturday
only. 253-6108.

OPEN 9 to 9

JEEP DEALER

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES

136 W. Northwest Highway
Barrington, III.
381-6663
1968 Ply. sport wagon, 383 eng.,

w/w, a/t, p/s, p/b, rbw,
air cond., luggage rack, leaving
for S. Amer., best offer. Coll
r/h,

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life, insurance, hospital-

299.0444, private.

ization, major medical and 'the opportunities for

102 -Trucks, Trailers

quick advancement.

Layton camping trailer
13', exc. coed., full equipment.
1963

Sleeps

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to offer you and your family.

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

$28,500.

.yellow, blk. inter. V-8, excel.
cond. Snow tires. $725. 692-3651-

ence a must.

5.

Plenty . of storage.
CL 3.2999

CLOSEOUT SALE

259-9600

ghehagcrafiersca
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

level. 3

ceramic

this

brick
lovely
baths,

4 BDRM, COLONIAL. Full base
ment, att. 21/2 car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN

Close

'

2201 LUNT AVE., ELK GROVE VILLAGE

2

in

old

sired. Please contact Pat McConochy, Baxter Laboratories,
6301
Lincoln, Morton Grove.
YO 5-4700

Gas heat, fenced back yard.

type models of electronic military equipment.

requests

bedrms.,

yr.

starter home ... 3
bedrooms, family size kitchen,
living room with dining "I.".

You'll enjoy our interesting work building proto-

a few minutes drive from your home.

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

Relocated Professional and wife
desire 2 bdrm. furnished home
or apartment in North suburban
area. Immediate occupancy de-

Quality

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

21/2

Excellent

PROTOTYPE

Div. of MARTIN' MARIETTA CORP.

MT. PROSPECT

Many extra features

Boehmer & Hedlund

MUNDELEIN

THE DOLE VALVE COMPANY

6201 W. Oakton Street
Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
967-7100

pancy. Call 439-7600 ext. 27
After 6 p.m. FL 8.2699

JOIN THE WORK-IN
at HALLICRAFTERS as a

washer -dryer

Member Homerica,
national homefind'
ing service

& frame split

82 -Wanted To Rent
Wanted

or 2 bedroom furnished Apt.
Prefer 1st floor. April 1st occu-

East of Rte. 83 on Nicholas between
Lunt and Pratt

Location

sided,

21/2 car garage. Tremendous
bedroom ranch for only

-

beautiful

1

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
Minimum of 6 months experience on Alpha and

Luxury
Vinyl
4

Arlington Realty Inc.

CL 3-7600

Wanted

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

3 N. Bothwell
Palatine
359-0900

Action
Realtors

259 E. Rand, Mt. Prospect

$125. Call 255-7200

2201 LUNT AVE.

Real Estate

Member MAP.

Listing Service

$17,900

LaLonde

REALTORS

403 N. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
359.3400

Multiple Listing Service

Member: MAP. Multiple

ASSEMBLERS

Priced to sell at

KOERNER&"POORE;

McCABE

... please note: Ampex people all
receive wonderful benefits ....

-

2 bedroom ranch home. Walking distance to town. Beautiful
wooded lot with fruit trees
and flower garden.

screens, cyclone fenced back

ri REALTY
Departments.

JUST LISTED

place in living rm. Extras
include: dishwasher, range,
disposal, outdoor gas grill,
carpeting, drapes, storms &

way, and garage. $200 per

Clerks

Positions available in our Accounting and Sales

11/2

car att. garage

Large patio, gas lights front

month.

GENERAL OFFICE

3 bedrms. -

11/2

baths,

392-8100
North Arl. Fits.
208 S. Main St.
CL 5.5151
Mt. Prospect
535 S. Arl. Fits. Rd.
CL 3.8100
- South Arl. Hts.

FOR RENT

SP 5-4300

MINT

Personal & Effective Service
Open 9 to 9
259-1500
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

JUST LISTED

550 W. Northwest Hwy.

Executive Secretaries
LE 7-5700

room. 2 car garage.
CONDITION. $27,900

Swiss Chalet In Schaumburg

76 -To Rent Houses

A'4 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

built biick home. Full

basement, Newly carpeted living room. 25'x26' paneled rec.

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
255.6320 358-1502 894-1330

1

STEADY EMPLOYMENT

MOUNT PROSPECT
Solidly

estates
®reap

TIMBERLAKE VILLAGE

Elk Grove Village

104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
255-9111
28 E. Northwest Hwy., An. Hts.
253-1800
570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove
439-4700

1

Prospect.

ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL

Annen & Busse

3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths,
beautifully finished recreation room. Carpeted
living room, hallway,
and
bedroom. All
for you at $25,900.

avail. April 1st, Ig.
air-cond. 2 bdrm. apartment, Mt.

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

SOLDERERS

Baird & Warner
220 E. NOrthwest Hwy., Arl. Hts.
392.1855

Sublease

Full Time

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

i Tatr/IYX./111.1717112)2,

garage; well londscoped, ideal,
location & better than new
condition. $41,500.

YOUR HOME
Awaits your inspection.

74 -To Rent' Apartments

724-6257

30 -Help Wanted Women

MAIDS

marvelous
W
aft appliances. 2 patios, att. 2 car

KAGAY

BUYS LIKE:

ous name brand carpets, as low
as $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

b.cg(GrazOit10°)25l

"

Here Every Wednesday

Furniture

ate. 5225. 392-5315

30 -Help Wanted Women

--

bedrm. ,..,split

3,

level! 24' family. rm. with wet

CHECK OUR CLOSEOUT
INSTRUMENT SALE

47 -Home Furnishings -

Scott stereo system. Amp., tuner, 3 way speakers. Will separ-

Gorgeous

street. ideal for stores or of.

827-6851

FREE LIFE -HOSPITAL INSURANCE

Many company benefits including profit shoring.

ARLINGTON HTS.

and., -----

German Shep. pups AKC, Champ
,slrepnlorethn+forPmlwrrpermenh,
489.5834 aft. 6 or weekends.

9.0200
537.8660
Member M.A.P. Multiple
Listing Service

CL

- 55 -Musical liiifrUinents

,11.7;z:zt F:giCI??8(413-P.Fatzrxt.za.'"E'od c'ottfP,?.

1209 N. Elmhurst

E. Busse

1'2

Mt. Prospect.. --Prospect_Hts.

peting, pool, air cond., $190, af-

AUTOMATIC INCREASES

2nd SHIFT

.

3 KITTENS TO BE GIVEN

965-4700

condition. ,Yours_for. 581,900

Open Sunday 1 to 5 P.M.
539.6221 or 392.3978

CALI3-58-6800

-all-shots.

6301 Li itolri`AVe:
,I,sater.'t;1/g,,;.g.;41

APPLY
PERSONNEL'DEPT.
'

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes, from.

___

i

-----

Baxter

Attached garage. cream puff

PLUS 12 CHOICE L0fp

40% to 60% OFF

437-2540--------

Pros.

frame split level. With a comfortable 10'x25' family room,
plus q 14'x25' recreation room.

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

Ai ter 12 Noon

Mr.

Wheeling------------ Knocks I
Attractive 3. bedrm. brick &

on 100'xle0rlots

"773:0252 --

$120 per mo. Adults. CL 3-5302'

hensive benefit program.

'

and delivery arranged.

-

;
'-

gQDELS-

isotlyt;

,

low 30's.

savings:Ma szpar.v,
ate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

HOUSEKEEPING

surroundings and a compre-

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

ItiCk6-"if5tUftl'-9MIr"' "Ihittr'Sts-illsysiczy-fumtruro.faxas.
builders deluxe model homes.
Save -up to 70 per cent. Terms

YEt1

sulky,

not absolutely
Excellent oppor-.

tunities for advancement with
our rapidly expanding hospital
medical supply firm. Good
starting
salary,
pleasant

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

.

37,/i.Xgg18

small boxes. Bonuses and 2nd
shift differential. Complete
fringe benefits too, all FREE..

'3

'C5111iWils

180014

-11BEEPTI

APPLY

pirector. Shorthand not
required. Remainder of

mt.
iik:-iiitl4ii71/2--

SChls.

aTERVIOOD---:

or evenings.

Equipment
-PERSONNEL DEPT: ----,7

ding. rm., 3 Irg. bedrms., paneled bsmt. (sunny & dry), Irg. encl.
porch, 2 frplcs., 3 -car gar., atyac. 75432' lot, 1/.1 mi. to depot.

Painted & redecorated inside &
out, Carpel-&-dialitii.-536;500.-

each. Call CL 3.6972; mornings

4 -Burner .Philco deluxe elec.
rariaer, 575, Storkline
-520-__ExoeL__cand. 437,225.9

hoIPitGIMedicP113,900cfs'

se-.

'cretarial-to-VP .Technical

1ST AND 2ND SHIFT

,CHAIRS1DE

We arcrrra fast growing international manufacturer
of

TECHNICAL

AqitittdlitictsTs

.1.nwe.wizsvratvar-s(rY

D.R.,
1st

SciN;Xiigi.4;#1,4;4./.A;TclaGgal;?

-

Genefal Accounting
Auditing

paneled

- ' --- "'"'''"""

Credit Cost -Accounting

kitchen,

-ARLFITS:- STONEGATE
center

Spacious all fac'e- brk.,
Colonial, --

11/2

fir.'den, patio, rec. rm. w/frpl.

-

; Fr,-1,t(MAiWRIN..,,trtturtzfrttrztorttrrt,

interested please
call Mr} Pccoraro.
nished. If

Previous Sales Experience Help.
futor-We-Will.Troin,

modern

2 step fables, matching coffee

itAs.,4-ttrrs-meoinrits.tito-fot-

:111:771.1117,011711171/17,RITIIMIIILTTM211121Tralic

By Owner. 3 Ig. bdrms
baths, I8x12 L.R. w/frpl.,

tion. $100. CL 3.5868.

Fur jacket size 16.18, $15. 1603

- --

SCARSDALE

3 pc bedroom set, double bed,
-gray wood, grained, good condi-

Maple twin bed complete $25;

-PLug-e-

-

24164-eistfitate4to-usesa=..

Huge discounts. 824-7353

FL 9-3200

FOR SALL Liko tieW check -writer

-----

THE DAYFriday, March 1, 1968

47-Hcime Furnishings-

WPIt415-4,16/"9!ZFL7;,-,

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

at PALATINE

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-0744

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds
Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, travel trailers, pickup coaches &

toppers.. Open 7 days a wk.
Sun. 12 noon to 5.

at MT. PROSPECT
900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9.030
Member MAP. Multiple Listing Service
Memberof Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E.

of McHenry. PH. 815-385-6333

103 -Auto Trailers &
Campers

'67 Volkswagen camper, tent,
rack, snow tires, gas heater.
$2400.537-8268.

41 114

14

41/
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9401 liflikuleuftei Ave. - 965-6700 - Niles, III
Open Daily 9-9 - Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 11-5

Opposite Golf Mill Shopping Center
Erato. pct
$29 Ereetrie
With Any Car Bought From This Ad!
FREE:

NEW 1968

Isa .A D

ORDER YOLIR,S666

CHARGERS COLOR CHOICE
$85 DN.
'67 PLYM. Satollito, Loaded! Sharp!
H.T., 383", 4-B14_4750N.
'66 CORONET 444.0,;

SHEVROLET

'66 POLARA 2 Dr., H/T. RitH, P/S, P/B, A/T $65 DN.

'65 DODGE Cust. 880, 4 -Dr. loaded!

9095

'66 CORONET440, 4 -Dr. Fec. Air, A/T, P/S

$75,DN.

NO MONEY DOWN

Q

SPECIAL Oil T

ASK FOR. AL!

'66 CHEVY
II

OPEN SUN. 10 6. DAILY, 9.9. SAT, 9-6

0O

DS
1111

PLAINES

MANNHEIM, N. of OAKTON 0 824-7151

6 cyl.,

'67 C RODIN Nj.

power glide, radio,

heater, w/w's.

$1295

'65 IMPALA

THE BEAL

dr. Power Glide, Power
Heater,
Radio,
Steering,
w/w's.

4

$1195

YO

CHM/Th[3
AARE8 F©Ur
ORR

'65 Ford
Country Sedan
10 Pass. Wagon, V8, Auto.
Power Steering, Factory Air,
Radio, Heater, W/W's.

'66 BUICK

'67 FORD

9 Pass. Fact. Air

FAIRLANE

'65 BARRACUDA

NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED!

'64 PONTIAC H.T.

500

'66 CHEVROLET
9 Pass. 2 to chose from.

'66 CHARGER H.T. '66 PLYMOUTH
3 to choose from.
'65 OLDSMOBILE
H.T.

'65 PLYMOUTH

-

AUTI1022 1Z2d0

CHEVRO
RV.1
.

4 Speeds 61a,ct,4

Stwp.

1963 Ford V-8 Convertible - Full Power!!

R

RD

ROSELLE ilk.

6 Pass. Fury III Pow.

'66 PONTIAC

'65 FORD FUTURA

GTO

4 Dr.

.

.

'65 BUICK

'65 CORNET

9 Pass. Full Pow.

2 to choose from

1963 Ford Country Sedan Wagon - 9 Passenger!!

'64 FORD FALCON

1964 Ford Galaxie Hardtop- Needs A Hornell

Auto.

1964 Chevrolet V-8 Wagon- Full Powerll

'64 COMET

'65 CHEVROLET

'65 OLDSMOBILE

9 Pass. Full Pow.

1964 Chevrolet Hardtop - All The Goodies!!

2 Dr. Auto.

1964 Mercury Montclair Hardtop- Breezeway Rear Window!!

COUPE
4 Dr. Auto.

'66 MUSTANG
2 To Choose From.

9 Pass. Auto. Pow.

'67 CORNET

'62 MONZA

R/T. 2 to choose from.

Hemi

Auto.

With every appraisal!

,I:!

With every car purchased

1966 Ford Country Squire Wagon- Full Power!!

$2093

1966 Falcon Coupe - Real Economy!!

9293
9493
9693
9293
9493

1966 Fairlane 500 Wagon - Cruise-O-Matic, Radio, Etc.

HOUR GLASS

ALARM CLOCK

1966 Volkswagen Station Wagon - 3 Seaterll

9493
9393
9493
9293

1966 Ford V-8 Ranch Wagon - Hurry Folksll

1966 Ford Galaxie 500 Sedan- Buy it Nowll

'64 DODGE
POLARA

11

-

1966 Chevrolet V-8 Sedan - Full Powerll

GRANDFATHERS
CLOCK

1966 Mustang V-8 Hardtop - Full Power!! Hurry!!

corn. le, 12212tarl
022211112 UM 22

1965 Ford Galaxie 500 Sedan -V-8, Full Power!!

ljedGE

1400 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
egIALAVHE

3924300

ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE RACE

1965 Ford Hardtop Coupe -V-8, Full Powerll
4',

ARLINGTON PAINC

'CIENBROA'

EARLY B1RD

_.SPRIAGA

REGAL**

StockNo.

66. ford Co

2038 WAUKEGAN RD.
GLENVIEW
moan are, SAL

1093
$993

1965 Ford 500 Sedan - V-8, All The Extras!!

'64 MONZA

$743
$993
$593
$793
$893
$893
$893
$993

9093

1964 Olds 2 Dr Hardtop - Power Everything!!

'64 DART

'64 CHEVROLET

'60 PLYMOUTH

\

.

......

1963 Ford 4 Door Sedan -Full Size Carll

1964 Ford Country Sedan Wagon - Full Power!!

. 6 Pass. Chevelle, Auto.

ARLINGTON DAY - 255-7200
PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400
MARKET DAY - 255-7200

.i

.

.

1963 Ford Squire Wagon - Priced Low!! .

9 Pass.

1,01cOrricwn.

ti

Radio, Whitewalls, Vinyl Interior and
Custom Vinyl Roof. Plus Lots More.'

$1195

DicA

tab

Popular 2 Door Hardtop. Fully Equipped
with Automatic Trans., Power Steering,

729.2600

!Atty.

Radio,
Sedan
Cruise-O-Ma.tic,
Tail Gate,
Pohier'Steering,

fn. 11.7

V-8 Engine,
BacitAlp Lites, 2 -Way
Washers,
Heater, Miss This One!!

493°°

Etc. Don't

OVER 30
NEW CARS

HOUR GLASS
With every appraisal!

ALARM CLOCK

OS

With every car purchased

GRANDFATHERS
CLOCK
CAM In,

INDOORS

1122111er1

OMNI MI 22

8414410441

2030 WAUKEGAN RD.
GLENVIEW

729-2600;

2-2. 6L 'til a, 222. 11.7

\
.OPEN EVENING

ARLINGTON HTS.

/

a.FOSS
C. P.M

CLOSED SUNDAY,
NSA 2211124 is 1 pa4SsIvin,

ts

Geo
S

Qua Sisig.

.
-,

-

Tonight: Partly cloudy, low

in upper 20s; Tomorrow, partly
corder,- high 30s.'---

Telephone
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Your

.
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pupils in sfieCial. education
they arrived.
and Kennedy and Cypress. According to village offic-

Haskell said that lack of classes and for those with'

ials they were expected to be repaired before noon.

.5,

.

Elk Grove principal Robert

fje,

Zs,
1

Fire rages through one of the two 100 -year -old barns
at the corner of Golf and Mount Prospect Rds. By the time
Des Plaines firemen arrived at the blaze, all they could do

was control flying sparks. The barns had been scheduled for
razing to make room for a planned neighborhood shopping
center. Some abandoned autos also were destroyed. The cause
of the fire was not known.

r Merger Study

Su

Report Due March 27
BY RICHARD CRABB

first step toward ultimate con-

Municipal Conference committee, formed to study and

solidation.
Specifically the study group
is the Committee on Inter-

The special Northwest

make recommendations on
the -proposal of Mayor John
G. Woods that 10 northwest

Cook County suburbs con-

solidate into one

new.

municipality, will make
first report March 27.

its,

suburbs at

their March 27

meeting that immediate steps'
be taken to begin all useful
forms of co-operation as a

Conference. It was appointed
by conference president Ted
Scanlon. Mayor of Wheeling.

immediate population of

the Northwest Municipal

in February. Members are potential population of more
ington Heights, Mayor Jack
Pahl of Elk Grove Village and

Village Manager Curt Olson
of Wheeling.

ON FEB. 21 at a meeting
of the Northwest Municipal

F vor Annex
To ount Prospect
Trails. Park District Board of

more municipalities.

solidating into one

aver Trails Parks

Members of the River

250.000 to 300.000 and a

the possibilities of con-

governmental Co-operation of

Mayor John G. Woods of Arl-

The committee will recommend to the mayors of the 10

municipality. The proposed
municipality would have an

solidation be brought about.
Once the petitions have been
tiled. the court sets the date
for a public referendum. The
proposition must carry by a
simple majority vote in each
municipality. Consolidation

Conference Woods proposed
that 10 northwest Cook County suburbs immediately study

The incorporation to

Fairview of the park site,

Commissioners will meet which includes a strip of land

than 1.00 0.000. Such a
municiplaity would become

the second largest city in
Illinois.

Suburbs included in Woods'

proposal are Wheeling.

Schaumburg, Rolling

Meadows. Palatine. Prospect
Heights. Mount Prospect. Elk

Grove Village. Des Plaines.
Buffalo Grove and Arlington
Heights.

ANOTHER

RECOMMENDATION from
the study group will propose
that several additional persons
be added to the investigating

committee. including
specialists in such fields as

tonight at Parkview School to
discuss annexation of property

connecting the two properties
running through the Northern

Village of Mount Prospect.

dustrial park along the west
side of Wolf, will effectively

and water pollution and

Plaines expansion to the west.
The proposed annexation will
also allow the Brickman subdivision, north of Foundry

mended a subcommittee on

at Wolf and Foundry to the
Park district officials have

indicated that they would

agree to annexation of the 9 acre site by the village in conjunction with the annexation
of the' Fairview Gardens subdivision. Last month Fairview

residents voted by an
overwhelming majority to be

annexed to Mount Prospect

and not to the City of Des
Plaines.

2 Charged

Illinois Gas Company in- disposal, flood control, air

cut off any further Des

and east of Riverhurst, to be

annexed by Mount Prospect.
GAS COMPANY officials

have indicated that they will
oppose this annexation
move.
The Des Plaines officials

not

who earlier indicated that

In Off -Hours

Liquor Sale
Mount Prospect police ar-

a bartender and the
manager of Thunderbird

rested

Bowl, 821 E. Rand, Sunday

for serving alcoholic

beverages before noon, which
is prohibited by law.

they would accept Fairview
into the city, are expected to
oppose the annexation as is J.

service station at Wolf and
Foundry and is petitioning the

Cook County zoning board
for a re -zoning of the land.
Park district officials have
been opposing Brickman's re-

quest and, if the annexation
becomes a reality, the village
probably will join the park

bowling alley, and Salvatore

district in the fight.
The meeting will be held at
6:15 p.m.

Lochialo. -Des Plaines, the
bartender, were released on
$25 bonds.

Lochialo reportedly told

police that he had been serving alcoholic beverages since
11 a.m.

Mayor Daniel. Congreve,

the village liquor commissioner said a public hearing will be held on the alleged

violation this Thursday at 8

p.m. in Village Hall.

Congreve has the authority to
suspend or revoke any liquor
license in the village

if he

finds the license is being abused.

Price was not available for,

comment.

public education. It is probable that there will be recom-

developing immediate cooperation between the villages
on many common activities as
possible.

A third recommendation
will suggest that a grant be

sought from a foundation
with funds for municipal
research in order that the consolidation study advance more

rapidly and have the benefit
of professional assistance.

ALREADY AGREED

M. Brickman MidWest upon are several subject areas
Corporation. Brickman is to be covered in a report to
planning to construct a be placed in the hands of the

Theodore Price, 905 Can-

dota, the -manager of the

law enforcement, fire protection, water resources, garbage

Meetings
Mount Prospect School,

Dist. 57 Board of Education will meet tonight at
701 W. Gregory at 8 p.m.
Prospect Heights School.

Dist. 23 Board of Education will meet tonight at

McArthur Junior High
School at 7:30 p.m.

The Mount Prospect

Village Architectural
Committee will meet'
tonight in village hall at
7:30 p.m.

northwest village mayors.
These include:

Legal Aspects of

Consolidation -- The report
will reveal that village con-

action may invoice two or

Types of Municipal

Government -- The report will
show that it is possible that
a new municipality of 250.000

population could have a

village form of government.
At the time of consolidation
the form of goverriment would

be chosen from one of the

types--adlermanic. city
manager or commission. Once
the type of government

selected was established. ac
tion could then be instituted
to covert to a village type of
government.

Retention of Local Identity
-

Local identity, the report

will reveal, is not only possible to

maintain, but is re-

quired for a period of years.
In a consolidation the former
villages become boroughs.
Municipal indebtedness of the
previous villages remains the
responsibility of the borough.
Zoning regulations of the individual village would remain

water there.

an orderly dismissal of the

An example of immediate
concern will be the role of the
volunteer fireman. It is
regarded possible by the study

committee' that volunteer
iremen will be found to be

governments. Rather, under
Illinois law, it is an action

likel'.

number of municipalities may
institute consolidation action
by presenting to a court petidont' bearing signatures of 10

per cent of the number of
persons voting in the last
municipal election. The petitions would ask

that con -

Oilier common activities
to be included in the

report are water procurement.
garbage disposal. future land
toe planning. ownership of
electronic processing equipment. municipal purchasing.

municipal recruitment. -

especially in lire and police

departments --ambulance
service. health services. air

and water pollution and flood
control.

Student Shares Service Award
Mary Paulson, 810 W.
Busse Ave., Mount Prospect,
has won the 1968 Oneida

The girls were awarded a
silver cube and tea service set

rmitr

.47'1,;,',1%

.rwirt:
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the request.

Teichert has met with

agreed to an increase of three
patrolmen and apparently will
make this recommendation to

increase in his force, he

present staffing is marginal
and that, although all calls are
being handled, in an emergen-

Trustee Robert Teichert

will introduce a resolution to
the board Tuesday in order to

increase the number of

patrolmen from 22 to 24. The
increase would be eight men
less than Teichert proposed to
the board last month, but probably will receive approval

ing him that, if he wants an

should press for it now when
the village budget is being
prepared. Esmond has stated
to the press that he needs five
more men, but has not receiv-

ed any encouragement that
the needed men will be provided in the budget.

VILLAGE MANAGER

Robert Moore reportedly has

Esmond said that his

Officials of the Randhurst
Shopping Center in Mount
Prospect met behind closed
doors with Mount Prospect
village officials several weeks

It is believed that the
meeting took place in the office of Police Chief Newell
Esmond and was called by
Randhurst merchants who
were disturbed by the rising
crime rate in the shopping
center area. Most of the com-

High School, and one at
Dempster 'Junior High. Their
salaries are paid by the school
districts.

MAYOR DANIEL

situation. He has been con-

83.

Two patriattrien on the force

sistentlyddnservative with expenditure of the village funds,
however, and probably would

demand some sort of
documentation before he
would vote for an increase.

Mount Prospect's total

force now is 30 officers and
men, or about one for each
1,000 residents.

Elk Grove

ALTHOUGH NO action

the Randhurst area, according

Village has 16,000 residents

has been taken by village offiicals to provide better police
protection for the shopping

merchants contended, in their
meeting with Mount Prospect

given for the increase in the

to police. Randhurst

center, it is believed that

officials, that a full-time

Moore are studying a demand

their shopping center and

ago and demanded better Mayor Daniel Congreve and
police protection, The Day Village Manager Robert
has learned.

are assigned to public schools.

One is on duty at Prospect

Congreve and the majority of
the board have been willing to
cy the force is strained. Dur- examine the possible increase
ing the last village board in the force, but some board
debate on police staffing Jan. members have said privately
6, two off -duty men had to be that no increase is needed.
called in to help handle an Trustee Joseph Grittani also
auto accident on Illinois Rt. has been willing to study the

Randhurst Offictals Ask
Heuer IP lice Protection
made by Randhurst

merchants that a policeman
be assigned permanently to
duty in the shopping center
mall and parking area during
shopping hours.
Vandalism and theft are the

two most common crimes in

police patrol would greatly
decrease the crime rate in

adjoining parking lot.
Mayor Congreve repeatedly

has opposed any increase in
the present size of the police
department while Police Chief
Newell Esmond has asked for
permission to hire five, additional men.

and 24 policemen. One reason

police force is that the village
is expanding to the north and
south. Annexation moves are
being made southward to acquire industrial property along

the tollroad, and northward
along Wolf Rd. One source
within the police department

has said that, if the anare successful,

nexations

it

will be more difficult for the
present force to effectively
police all the areas.

plaints by the merchants in-

volved vandalism to autos

list. 57 Studies Cuts
In Siteciar Programs

parked in the shopping center

parking lot and thefts of
merchandise from parked

Day

BY DIANNE CLERIHAN

rising cost of teachers salaries

assistant superintendent and
'curriculum director, and Fred

personality adjustment.

Thursday,

services for the district. Some

area programs to offset the

After the 1968-1969

teacher salary schedule was

sidewalks and school corridors. Think of how many
starving people they would

district's business manager,
said that the added salary

feed. B.W.C.

approved, J. C. Busenhart, the

Six grass fires kept Mount
Prospect Firemen busy last
weekend.

The fires, occurring at

Dempster and Rt. 83,

Dempster and Busse arid in
the back yard of the home at

804 Emerson, were ex-

Rd., and one near the corner

Illinois University, De Kalb:

Boys Camp in Marseilles.

of Kenilworth and Central.

of the proposals questioned
were the additional staffing
requests for an administrative
assistant, a part-time social

worker, and a part-time
psychologist, a guidance
counselor and a science

district's budget.

resource teacher.

$200,000 deficit in the

estimated at $2,348,624, and
Busenhart said that estimated
expenditures before the salary
increase totaled $2,302,114.

THE ADDITIONAL

$250,000 estimated outlay for

teachers' salaries will now

force board members to

carefully reconsider many of

the existing and proposed

special area educational programs.

THE SUGGESTED areas

speech correction, and

Anderson explained to the
board that these programs are
eligible for government reimbursement.

Russell asked Anderson to
present complete reports on
the programs at the board
meetings this spring.
Schools in Dist. 57 are;

Busse, Central, Fairview,
Gregory, Lincoln, Lions Park,
Sunset Park and Westbrook.

CornmitteeApproves
Rezoning Request
The Mount Prospect

Village Board of Trustees'

ing autos parked in the lot

which would be within sight

One of thd areas which will
be reassessed is the foreign

Judiciary Committee ten-

of their backyards.

district's program features the

John Mufich Buick, 30 S.
Main, to rezone property at

a concrete wall on the back
of the new site which would

auto agency.

and also agreed to construct

will be brought to the village

facing Rand Rd.

members re-evaluate the en-

originally met opposition by
area residents who claimed

move out of his present location because he must expand

future.

eyesore. They objected to hay-

franchise.

language program. The

tinguished by firemen from . teaching of Spanish on the
the village's south side station. south side of the district and
Station No. 2 handled the French on the north enfire at 217 N. Elmhurst Rd., compassing grades five
which was caused by children
playing with matches; the fire
on a 5 -acre lot next to Alpha
Engineering, 800 W. Central

D. Collett, director of pupil

outlay would cause a
This year's receipts are

6 Grass Fires
Keep Village
Firemen Blisy

the board members considered

by Dr. Robert Anderson,

education officials considered
possible cutbacks in special

The thrown - away lunchthat litter streets,

es

Board memberi examined
the additional special education area proposals presented

positively were the special
education programs which
cover learning disabilities,

School Dist. 57 board of

in a special meeting last

the wards of the Illinois State
Ts

because of the moderation of

employes to be added remains
an open question.

this year, but the number of

Silversmiths Community
Service Award along with
other members of Lincoln
Hall dormitory at Northern

school until the time of

Grove area were excused for kins, Grant Wood, Clearmont,
the afternoon. Classes were Salt Creek and Adm. Richard
held in the morning, but when E. Byrd.

the village finance committee.

recognition of the girls'
service to the community.
Lincoln Hall members gave
programs for the benefit of
in

in

dismissal.
Affected were Grove Junior
5,000normal
ing Dist. 59 schools in the Elk High, Rupley, Ridge, Hop closing of the school.
pupils attendAlmost

Police Chief Newell Esmond
on at least two occasions, tell-

contrary to state regulations
as has already been .the case
with solumary police.

undertaken by citizens of
villages. Citizens of any

Mount Prospect trustees

mediate co-operation or later
consolidation. would be effective. Some of these will be
termed urgent.

for fire protection prompted

probably will authorize an increase in police manpower

Gripe
Of The

solidation is not an action tot

he taken by village

BY LARRY WILLS

is developed.

effort. either through im-

them that the school would be
closed. As a result there was

Arrange water for sanitation purposes, working parents. 0,Arrangethe kitchen steam tables and ments were made to'keep them

Board Acti Likely
On Police Manpower

cars.

activities in which common

After consulting with Dr.

morning that water at his home

E. Haskell, who lives in the
village, said he noticed this

in ()fleet for the borough for
a stipulated period of time or
until new comprehensive zoning for the new municipality
THE REPORT of the study
group will include a list of the,

'

Edward Gilbert, Dist. 214
superintendent, Haskell called
the bus company and informed

was diminishing. He left for
the school early and found no

destroyed Friday night in Des Plaines. The barns were located

VIUILE1111.MITtitELIVilaltr.:

(11

water service had not been re 1,970 students.
et today Of Bit
Two water main breaks caused the Clasg
_11am.,:th,Pildren
Groile:,1-11gli::SeliiiatiiiragiraatataKY,, cit19,91TS , at14,141,,------The.70per.cent-of-Elk_Gray.e-stored.by
, ,,,,stadentg ,, , who, , , are ,, bus e3 -, ,10- nWere t DI r1 -not to returp smi.bt,,m ,m,!,,
.
-. manOildeiitTotElic GriA,6::Village without ..water
-.... ,--,
' . ":--were--were- left -at- home.-afternoon sessions:
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r
-I'

-

............. ; .

it

through eight. President of the
board of education, Robert
Russell suggested the board

tire program in the near

tatively approved a request by

Rand and Thayer for his new

The request, which now

.board for final approval,

the agency would be an

Mufich agreed to construct

cut off the view of the agency

a sidewalk along the property

Mufich is being forced to

his facilities or lose his

,
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ERECE

COSTS LESS,
G S S PAC EE HEATER

"`iniaVaini'-'M'ainia';':nrid'ii'''aint,""''''1\4'OU i."P t'n
sanitary district officials have
J. Leonard'.
Services were:held-Saturday worked out a tentative .agreeevening,,at the Haire Funeral ment whereby the yiltage will
.

-

Home chapel in Arlington

,- Heights, ...

-e'

funds if major repairs..Are
needed.

YL-10qtrcietAlvqrd

ue for Ht

The folloWing menus will
be served Tuesday.

Township High School

without notice)

Contract bids for the
Harold L. Slichenmyer

St. Viator High School

pected to be awarded 'at the

$200,000 -addition to the

Administration Center of
High School Dist. 214 are ex-

Beef stew with mashed
potatoes
Hot biscuits and butter
Orange juice
Milk
A la carte
Soup
French fries

Available desserts:
Pineapple slice

A GREAT

Unteed, Scaggs & Associates
told members of the board of
education contract bids for

inger, chili, cheeseburger,
barbecue
Choice of desserts

mendation would be made At

COMING IN

Fritch said a recom-

the last board meeting in
March.

South Junior High Schools

Schools in Dist. 214 are:
Arlington, Prospect, Forest

relishes

Grove high schools. John

tary, Miner, Thomas and

Hot dog on bun with View, Wheeling and Elk

Buttered corn
Tossed salad and french
dressing
Applesauce cookie
Milk

Dist. 23 - MacArthur

Junior High School
40 cent lunch:
Turkey in gravy over whipped potatoes
Buttered vegetable
Cornbread
Orange cake

Hersey High School is under

construction in Arlington
Heights and

is

expected to

open in September.

The administration center
is located at 799. W. Kensington Rd., Mount Prospect.

Vandals Strike
At 3 Houses
Three Mount Prospect

residents reported incidents of
vandalism over the weekend.
Police report that eggs were
thrown at houses belonging to

30 cent lunch:
Sloppy Joe on bun
Rich cheese puffs
Carrot sticks
Applesauce

R. D. Wilson, 907 S.

Elmhurst, and Loebker
Erdman, 422 N. Elm.
K. Gentry, 904 W. Lincoln,
reported to police that vandals

Milk
THE PROSPECT DAY

the addition are expected to
be returned March 21 to the
architects.

Milk

MOW

board of education.

Architect Wayne Fritch of

Dist. 25 - North Elemen-

Italian bread and butter -- 113
qt. milk

March 25 meeting of the
the firm of Berger, Kelley,

Hamburger, hot dog, thur-

Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Relish dish

......................................

Black cherry gelatin
Peach crunch
Cream puffs
Peanut butter cookies

Dist. 214, (subject to change

FOR

operate and assures completely automatic control with a
wall thermostat. The ceramiclad combustion chamber is
completely sealed ... and only outside air is used for
combustion. Because of the Temco Pre -Vent design, fuel
consumption is drastically reduced. Additional savings

tin ilia

for'maintehance- and-mpre-'""'"

rJ/.1.1ift;1.10
1,M11;;tVi

POSITIVELY
Heater is designed for primary heat in add-on rooms,
stores, offices, apartments and homes. The unit has a
built-in humidifier assuring clean, healthful humidified.
air. The two -speed fan with automatic control forces
warm air out at floor level through directional louvers located at the base. The Temco DSW is economical to

take over the maintenance of
sewers

IDEA

This Temco Pre -Vent Forced Air Counterflow Gas Space

employes. The village will

cFicr_s-.precedey,t,i(vtleAth.:fhyi.fzer-,7.}

The Unit That
Controls Temperatures

a.
camdf,
districts finances &Tore they

and four grandehi aren. She

Molded: Tropical fruit diced peaches, lemon, apricot

CONSOLE SEALED
COMBUSTION

ties_ and -have..ord end.-- project_ will.be-pai d -for-by- the.-.-

DelenoArlnpo) teights,

Vegetable: (one choice)
Baked beans
Applesauce

,ro-6..5411111r,;.

will take custody of the

n g-1 nt o-fin-annini----The-groposed-maintenance---

-r un

g hMrs.--.Arline. -Van

Main dish: (one choice)
Pizza casserole
Hamburger in bun
Wiener in bun

TING & Al

the district meeting, said that

munity Hospital Thursday.
She is- survived
Elmer -of- Los: ."AlAreva;

Dist. 15 - Jonas Salk and
Carl Sandburg Schools
Not available

had. broken the glass storm
door of a neighbor, George
Wolf, 902 W. Lincoln.

are made possible by the simplicity of installation. (Alt
vents through the wall. No ugly exposed flues or chimney

wired.

SEALED

MONEY WISE I

COMBUSTION
CHAMBER

HERE IS ALL YOU SEE!

AND BUILT-IN

.

VENT SYSTEM
the

need

for . chimneys,

on

flues or

other outside vents. The tube within-

alube principle consists of an inner
tube which channels the exhaust
PORCELAIN VENT. This rounded vent

cover is all that is visible from the
outside (unless you prefer to conceal it with shrubbery.) It is porcelain

enameled

to

withstand the

elements. Caulking compound and
furnace cement furnished with the
unit. (A Temco service exclusive!)

get the

BEST RATE

This unique vent assembly, pre-engineered or built into the unit at
the factory, completely eliminates

any type

products to the outside, and an outer
tube which draws In fresh air for the
burner. Thus, the fresh air Is pm.
heated by the exhaust products, re-

Bank Loan

sulting in higher heating efficiency
and lower fuel costs.
NOTE: Drowing illustrates sealed

.

combustion principle. Model OSW70
is equipped with two (2) burners.

Use Your

FREE ESTIMATES WITHOUT OBLIGATION

Stock Certificates
As Collateral
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO.
308 S. EDWARD MT. PROSPECT

"Sound idei ... the better the collateral the less the
of borrowing.
risk. Those are the sample A B
So why pay more when your stock certificate collateral can serve your purpose for any type loan.
Come in ... or phone for the simple details.

Mount Prospect State Bank
Stmo and Emerson. r Mount Prospect, III .CLearbrook 9.4000
Wirt HOURS 1110 em to 2.00 pm dilly thnt
until&
tuturdaY. =MA Wed.. rdday evenInss. Qa0
OPWEVIs HOURS 11:30 am to 4:00 pm daily

JIM SZUICALLA*

8.10 am to 24-00 pm

nst.tao and to too pm

e Day's rospects

.

a

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor,
...

= __;-FAirkscarve

r).1. aligaintSILL,

name_

haute_s_o_tdure desigineFS"aVnow adding their signatures to these

brightly colored new scarves.

ONE QUARTET of signature proud designers includes Ken-

neth Jay Lane, Bill Blass, Rudi Gernreich and Schiaparelli.
17,,They; haye, signed the:scarves:arid added their original designer-

arn.

touch to this sparkling Glentex accessory.
Stni.11,411

has translated the look of jewels into four outsized silk twill
-. tqtftx..1'4W

re.w.wmfmmewerri.evrelrlul.nrrrri

nrertetrignuelmr,

11,179r,jr.V.,$,44407:4140P0M1,1,..,,,,

--

One-searf--flaunts-a huge Maltese -cross .in

against a contrasting background. Another, like jeweled
geometry, shows off colorful bands against a field in a third

-- -

color While' tWo vivid -shades like jeweled butterflies
" 7.=Fr'Y..11*1.11.1.1!±,.

=:tram.tictittudr4.: y4,11,1,424

--....::-,-.,BilluBlass.pols,his.signature on ,the long, silk,1wdlc..41f,,,,Rk,r--,,,,t-o-i..TqwEcim
'"".""'1"""p""roTrialery'k'clITed'"'llie"Tarikr"Tririii"ef"TiK/6"TeerTeiiig,'
better to tic on a shoulder strapped bag, to muffle a neckline

n.,,;1.0

,

-

or wrap, belt fashion, around the torso at any level for dramatic
effect.

LANKIES HAVE a crisp haberdasher look in patterns and
color' featuring all over caning effects, plaids worked on the
vertical or bold stripes on the diagonal,

Art Nouveau designs by Rudi Gernreich take to lettering,
dots, dashes and other typography symbols all in color -wise
coordinates.
.

These are also done in two overall colors sparked with one
sharply contrasting shade in one small area of the scarf.

SCHIAPARELLI, a designer who needs no introduction,
adds her signature to a new Glentex scarf collection ranging
in size from the mini to the maxi. She runs the design gamut

The long, lead and lanky scarf "magically transforms" the simple dress so popular in fashion

design. Made of silk' twill this Glentex Model 6922 is available in bold stripes of beige,
navy and red; gold, black red and white; white black and red combinations. It is priced
at $12.

from bold color blocks to vivid florals.
Montgomery Ward created an all inclusive designer signature
scarf now available to their catalogue customers.

The huge silk scarf is blocked into four squares of yellow,
citron green, hot pink and turquoise.' It is signed by all of
the designer board.

Signatures of famous designers add the prestige look to bright spring into summer accessory

scarves. Available in navy with red And taupe; brown with blue and coral; green with hot
pink and purple, red, blue and black. Color is the keynote. This is Glentex 6941 priced
at about $12.

All signature scarves range in price from $5 to $12 and
are now landing at counters in local stores just in time for
spring. They promise to take off in popularity throughout the.

Adrienne Angone Bride of George 'Olsen
lira soft candlelight setting,
to the strains of "Ave Maria',

and "The Lord's Prayer:'
Adrienne Lynn Angone:
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank J. Angone, Sr., of
Homewood, became the bride

of George Havre Olsen. son

of Mr. and Mrs. George A.

nosegay of white carnations

The double ring ceremony
took place at 4 p.m. Jan. 28

at St. Joseph's Catholic

Church in Homewood, with
Father Charles O'Brien officiating. Robert Speaker of

THE THREE bridesmaids
wore ruby red gowns matching in style that of the maid

The North Suburban Home
Economists in Homemaking

will present Mrs. Peggy

of honor. They were Mary

Hoskins, "The Designing
Woman," in a scholarship

Louise Angone, the bride's

siter-in-law; Ann Louise

of pearls and earrings on

OUR 2nd LOCATION

whimsy hat, and a white

creations.
Refreshments will be served

training to encourage their

Elizabeth Bouvier and Janet,

talents.

Louise Baird. Wheeling.

and silver embroidered

after the show. The public is

invited and tickets may be

-Firch, of Moline, a fraternity
brother of the groom. Frank
J. Angone Jr.. of Oaklawn.
brother of the bride; Stephen

ceremony, a reception for 200
guests was held at Cherry

Marlene Breslow at the March

5 meeting of the Mount
Prospect Art League.

The 8 p.m. meeting will be
held at the Mount Prospect
Community Center.

Hills Country Club in

Floosmoor. After the cocktail
hour and dinner, guests were

Homewood. was maid of

entertained by strolling

honor. She wore a blue velvet
floor length gown with empire

singing minstrels, then moved

to the main ballroom for an

of the Arnold Air Society, a
fraternity.

ty.

length sleeves, short white

music by the Frank Tintari

gloves, and a pearl pendant.

trio.

high school

Guests present were from
Minnesota. Wisconsin, Ohio.
Indiana. Iowa, Illinois and
California.

The newlyweds spent a
week in San Francisco and

CAP Squadron

are now at home at the Sands
Apartments in Merced, Cal.

Visits Hospital
Cadet First Class John
Ellis. 511 S. George and

The bride. a graduate of
Homewood-Floosmoor High
School was a private piano
student of Dr. Rudolph Ganz

Cadet Second Class Lawrence

and Mollie Margolies of the

Pacini, 512 S. George. both

Chicago Musical College. She

II members of the
Maine Township Composite
Squadron. Illinois Wing. Civil
Air Patrol. who visited the

Roosevelt University.

of Mount Prospect. were
among

Naval Hospital at Great Lakes
on Feb. 24.

The unit. under the command of Maj. Norman K.

also studied at De Paul and
SHE SPENT 21/2 years at

the University of Illinois and
is now a full time student at
Fresno State College. She will
receive her Bachelor of Music

Laird, distributed gifts to 60

Edudation from Illinois this
June, completing college in

men and 20 women patients.

three years.

Mitt SCHOOL OF
BEAUTY CULTURE Inc.

ONLY
$125 FOR COMPLETE COURSE

honorary air

national

The groom. who attended

He was affiliated with

in Wauwatosa,

Delta Phi social fraternity. He

Science in Economics degree

honors as a Lieutenant in the
U. S. Air Force.

at the University of Illinois in

-9308 N. Skokie Blvd., Skokie, III.

Presentation of tuition

checks will be made at the

April I I regular dinner
meeting of the Mount
Prospect B.P.W. Club.

Awardees will be dinner
guests of the club that evening

RS

M

to learn another language?
We call this plan Total Immersion?;) and it

i 1 x 14 WALL

something like this:
For 10 days you'll be the only student working with a team of teachers.
They'll start right in speaking to you in the
language you're learning.
And you'll start right in not understanding
a word they're saying.
But just from sheer exposure, you'll socizibe
uttering a few foreign words.
Then you'll progress to whole sentences.
And finally, you'll be carrying on entire congoes

versations and speaking and thinking the langtmge as if you'd known it your whole life.
Except you won't have spent your whole life
learning it.
,

PORTRAIT.
OF YOU CHILD

00
PLUS 49c

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

MARCH 5 - 6 - 7

CHARGE

141010011AFHIES HOURS DAILY;

If you're sharp, you should be "in" with The
Prospect Day. It's great. So are the profits,
prizes and trips. Take a tip and start your
young business career now. Phone 255-4400
and apply for a route in your neighborhood.

10 AM ..1 PM, 2 PIN v Phi

0 SELECT FROM SEVERAL POSES
0 BABIES & CHILDREN OF ALL AGES
0 PORTRAITS DELIVERED IN STORE

SHOP ZAYRE FOR FABULOUS SAVINGS!
ZAYRE/DES PLAINES
Market Pl. - Golf & Elmhurst Rds:

SchoololLanguages

Winnetka
950 Linden Ave.
Tel: 446.8771

3 DAYS!

H

Berlitz

Financing
State Accredited

6774347

6 p.m.

Can you spare 10 'days

Hair Styling Grooming Permanents Coloring

Phone:.

r

received'his Bachelor of was commissioned with

TEACHING THE LATEST IN BEAUTY CULTURE

. Regular and Brush -Up Courses
_

420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

force

INCLUDING BOOK &STUDENT HAIRSTYUNG KIT

Low Tuition Rate::
Expert Instruct:an

B -W Branch

,

1967. He was the Commander

She is a member of Mu Phi
Epsilon honorary sorority and
Zeta Tau Alpha social sorori-

evening of dancing with

Arlington Hts.

take it from me!

IT. AND MRS. GEORGE HAVRE OLSEN

waist and three-quarter

Her headpiece was a

most high schools or at the
public library, or may be obtained by calling Mrs. Ruth
Hofmeister, CL 5-1447 after

A demonstration in water

ding.

glamelias and stephanotis on
a lace -encased Bible. also a
gift of the groom.

South See-Gwun, 392-1979.

color and ink will be given by

brother-in-law of the groom;
and Daniel Fox of Westmont
served as ushers at the wed-

Information and ap-

plications regarding the

workshops is available at the
college counselors' office at

Demonstration

Schodde of Des Moines.

career interests to obtain

purchased at the door or from

Mrs. Kenneth Wall. 908

Best man was William

FOLLOWING the

matching velvet ribbon and
Juliet veiling. She carried a

Norge. Colonial Village

and coat ensemble with a gold

the groom. She carried

bride's. Miss Grace Meyer of

Kurtz, Forest View; Shirley

220 N. Dunton St.

platinum mountings, a gift of

A sorority sister of the

Pressed, Decorator
Folded

Kathy Ann Grottie, Wm.

Fremd, Palatine; Nancy Lois
Hutchings. Cheryl Haugh and
Rebecca Anderson, Prospect;

was of ivory peau de soie ap-

SHE WORE a single strand

.

encourage girls with special

hat, and also a white orchid.

serts.

Restaurant.
Last year's winners were:

Serini, Elk Grove; Mary

ensemble with a gold whimsy

queen's crown
or pearls. crystals and lace in-

Also

\

Profeuional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaned

at the Arlington Carousel

the area. They are intended to

Priscilla of Boston creation,

double -tiered

Self Service

Cleaning Machines

qualified high school girls in

of Homewood, the organist.

lusion veiling fell from a

ONE STOP CLEANING

She will appear with her
assistant, "Soozie" who will
model some of her unique

orchid. The groom's mother
wore a green -blue brocade
street length dress and coat

pliqued with pearls, crystals
and sequins, with a watteau
train. Her Juliet ivory silk il-

Business and Professional

1afeidiva4mhatial

Y.M.C.A. in Des Plaines.

The bride's mother wore a
silver lame street lengthdress

The bride's gown, a

The Mount Prospect

Women's organization is
March 13 at 8 p.m. at the 'again providing summer
Northwest Suburban workshop scholarships to

of the bride.

vocalist; Mrs. William Fuka

High School Girls
Summer Workshop
Scholarships Open

benefit performance on

Schodde, the groom's sister;
and Lu Unumb, sorority sister

Olympia Fields was the

`Designing
Woman'

In Benefit

and red gypsophila.

Olsen of Mount Prospect.
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summer flight.

Chicago
207 North Michigan Ave.

Tel: 782.6820

Zilbe firoopert 31Ciap

ZAYRE/PALATINE

East Northwest Highway
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Daylight
BY RICHARD CRABB

Tiow an Why the Woods Plan Came to Be
preserving and expanding the
privileges of home rule.

In 10 days the proposal of
Mayor John Woods of Arl-

ington Heights for consolidation of villages in

northwest Cook County has
touched off more discussion

in more places, generated
more interest and revealed a

deeper interest than any

suggestion by a Cook County
suburban official in recent
years

The villages involved in the

original Woods proposal are
Wheeling, Schaumburg, Roll -

n g Meadows, Palatine,
Prospect Heights, Mount

Prospect, Elk Grove Village,
Des Plaines, Buffalo Grove
and Arlington Heights
The Woods suggestion has
triggered such widespread interest because it offers positive
and relatively quick action on
so many problems confronting

the villages The Woods proposal offers four general advantages

(I) Solution of common

problems and taking collective
advantages of opportunities.

(2) Cutting costs of

municipal services
(3) Means of providing new

services desired by the flood
of families coming into the
area
(4)

Finally and most im-

portant the plan offers the

first effective means of

quires that there be such
agency. Woods recognize..
that future federal grants in

ready to take the lead. Had

he known, he admits, he

would have at least pooled his

THE MORE closely thoughts with them and

municpal officials examine

perhaps waited for one of

the Woods proposal, which at
first flush seemed a sharp
departure from present village
concepts, the more it becomes
apparent that the Woods sug-

them to take the lead.
Secondly, he had in the past
year become sharply aware of
the inability of villages to

gestions are bound to come
soon in one form or another.

Mayors of at least two
other villages would have

soon made similar proposals
to the Northwest Municipal
.Conference had not Woods

solve /common problems.
through a strictly informal
cooperation.
Flood control problems had
a strong bearing upon Woods'

thinking. "We'Ne had

especially good cooperation
between Mount Prospect and

the Chicago area are likely to
require NIPC approval.
.

Woods has made it plain

Waukegan, Elgin, Aurora and
Joliet into municipalities of
half -million or more.

"But what if we should

need

Woods has never thought

It is in the 4 -township area
where many factors are moving rapidly toward closer ties.
The elementary schools in the

years and already had the first
draft of such a suggestion

originate in Arlington

that he got an adequate

Mayor Jack Pahl of Elk

Heights. How much money
are we justified in asking Arl-

Grove Village had also ington Heights citizens to
become convinced that the
limits of village cooperation
made necessary some form of

consolidation of

responsibilities for major
services. He. too planned to
discuss the matter with the
Northwest Municipal Con-

spend to solve flooding problems in Mount Prospect and
Prospect Heights?" Woods
asks.

"CERTAINLY, there are

limits to the money that
citizens of Mount Prospect

Grove on the northeast.
Des Plaines deserved an op-

vantages, but Des Plaines ob-

ing the idea for nearly two Prospect's flood problemi

the flood problems of Prospect

and Wheeling and Buffalo

'

consolidation would state and
federal planners listen to his

It 'came now because Woods

hurdles to clear.

thinks it is needed now.

Atcher or Pahl were so nearly

blem can only be effectively

cluded villages over a large
section of Northwest Cook
County. The area envisioned
has Des Plaines and the TriState Tollroad for its eastern

Finally, the problem which
moved Woods to action was
the work of the Northeastern
Illinois Planning Commission.
He is not opposed -to NIPC,
as it has often been reported.
He recognizes that a great

population area such as the
Chicago region must have a
central planning agency.

FEDERAL planning re-

In his proposal, Woods in-

Subscription

As of now the Woods idea

of necessity has to stand

unadorned and without its

dress of benefits. As the
benefits are particularized for

everyone to study, the ad-

vantages will get greater and

boundary, the north Cook the disadvantages smaller.
limits, the southern Cook
It may be that Des Plaines
County boundary for its and even other northwest

County line for its northern

Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

New Hey ay for Bicycles
Each year sees a record number of
automobiles on American highways. The
total is edging towards 100 million.

Yet interestingly enough, reports the
American Road Builders Association, there

are now more than 30 million bicycles in

southern limits and the west

Cook County villages

Palatine Townships for its

calls from as far away as Park

If you are wondering what connection

villages were not included in

road builders have with bicycles, the
ARBA evolved out of something called the
League of American Wheelmen, which was

may

lin'e of Schaumburg and wish to join. Woods has had

western boundary.

Whether all of the 10

original towns in the Woods

Ridge asking why other
the proposed study.

America, another record.

organized way back in the muddy, rutted
days of 1880 to fight for good roads and

:% Grace's Daze

Baptismal Festivities

bicycle sidepaths.

miles of lakefront paths and is used by an

But when the horseless carriage began
multiplying back in the early 1900s, not
only horses but bicycle manufacturers fell

estimated 10,000 bicyclists every day.

on hard times. Production dropped.
Now the bike is bouncing back. The year

By Grace Mott
birth of a baby in many
families is that child's baptism. more often than not

marked afterward with a
special event in the home.
So it was with Tanya Lynn,

first child of Mr. and Mrs.

Thomas Hall, who was

Consequently, there is increasing demand
for safe bikeways.
These are routes usually parallel to main

started. There are now plans for nearly

up from Champaign for .the

Mehling, Glen Ellyn.

The accent was on youth
recently when 18 teen-age

Bureau of Public Roads -approved sign in

plane inventors Wilbur and Orville Wright

of a school holiday to make
an overnight visit in Mount

white and green.
The first bikeway was dedicated in 1962

began as bicycle makers, as did pioneer
automakers Henry Ford, R. E. Olds and

in Homestead, Fla., home of famed heart Charles Duryea.
specialist and biking enthusiast, Dr. Paul
And appropriately enough, the League
Dudley White. Chicago was the first large of American Wheelmen is pedaling again,
city to try the idea. Its bikeway covers 15 out of headquarters in Chicago.

Amy Louise, 2, is the

Blacks' other child.

SEVERAL close family
members were on hand when

week.

ceremonies at Northwestern

The precious years of youth

ternoon dessert party in the
Hall home were sponsors, Mr.

and Mrs. David Hall of Arl-

ington, Va. Paternal

can never be replaced.

grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.

But they can be recorded

Kenneth D. Hall of Conneaut.
Ohio likewise had to miss the

in a fine, professional porirait.

Studio now. Our talented photographer
will capture the look you love

in a beautiful 8 x 10 portrait and
six wallet -size photographs

.?95
. all for Juni iff

2nd Flo.or

Bauer of Skokie.

Prospect. The out-of-towners
were from Chicago's Emerald
Avenue Church.

middle of February. The 1967

Prospect High School

graduate is attending the

THEIR HOSTS were young

people of Community

Chicago Wesley Memorial
Hospital School of Nursing.

Presbyterian Church, Mount

She is the daughter of Mr. and

afternoon bowling, supper in
the host homes, and an even-

Mrs. Martin J. Bauer, S.
Louis St.

streets and leading to and from schools, 200,000 miles of bike path development.
recreation areas and points of scenic or
Transportation in America is, to wheel
historic interest. They are marked by a out an old cliche, turning full cycle. Air-

Letters to the E itor

Prospect, and plans for entertaining included Sunday

ing contemporary church
service.

'Thank You, Mayor Congreve'
Editor:

Wortley's, the Donald

for a 250,000 populated

I am not in the habit of

writing letters to newspapers,
but thiS would seem to be the

only way. to thank Mayor

Joseph Warton, the Ronald

Congreve fpr the stand he has
taken on Mr. Wood's proposal

Vanderwaters and Mr. and

"Utopia."

Hideaword
TRASRUP

Charles E. Black, Ill, and the
ritual was followed by a family dinner livened with the in-

Make as 'many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

children who were here with

using all seven of these letters.

clusion of seven small
their families.
Besides grandparents Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E. Black Sr.,

RANDHURST

grandmother, Mrs. Katherine

women receive their caps, an
ON HAND, however, were important early step in nurses'
Following the church
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. training and for the reception service "The Catacombs,"
Charles Kacheroubas of afterward which was also in' church -maintained youth
Chicago, friends from Arl- Thorne Hall, were Linda's entertainment spot was alive
ington Heights, and from mother and father, their niece, mith music, laughter and
Mount Prospect Mr. and Mrs.. Miss Peggy Klein who came miscellaneous fun.

Mrs. Wayne Ehrhardt.
Feb. 18 also marked the
baptism of Paul Eniory Black,
second child of Mr. and -Mrs.

,Schtrtte

University's Thorne Hall the

There to see the young

event.

Bring your child to our

Photograph Studio

church .ceremony and af-

event, and Linda's

boys and girls took advantage

Presbyterian Church last Linda Bauer was capped in

Irreplaceable.

and Mr. and Mrs.

Adcillah

Goetze of St. Charles, others

to 12 urban areas to help them get bikeways

at' the party included among
the more than a dozen guests
sponsors Arnold Goetze from
St. Charles and Mrs. Ronald.

christened at the Community

Unable to be here for the

The nation's longest bikeway begins at
LaCrosse, Wis., and leads for 320 miles to
the shore of Lake Michigan at Kenosha.

The federal government is also getting
into the act. In 1966, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation granted some $367,000

1966 was the best sales year in history.
Next in importance to the

60056

rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.

Out of town U.S. mail. rate, 510.00 a year; $6.00 for six months.

the least expenditure of -funds,

flooding problems. It comes
down to the fact that this pro-

both areas."

117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect.

doubtedly provide the greatest

Heights to solve their 'own

which has responsibility for

The Prospect Driy is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.

for the area would un-

voice at this particular time?

solved by a governmental unit

W illiam J. Kiedaisch

Cook County citizens and educational opportunity for

, make proper allowance for

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

Managing Editor

but formation of such a unit
would have a number of big

First, he did not know that

Mon.day, March 4, 1968

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

A NEW UNIT school
AS A RESULT, he concluded that only by forming district whose boundaries cona new municipality through formed to a new municipality

their future.
His proposal was the result.

WHY DID WoOds give

-- Marshall Field III
Page 4

should be carried out.

concerned.,

and Prospect Heights are willing to spend in Arlington

ference in the near future.

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's' freedom and intellectual integrity."

viously is not indispensable.

answer to that .question, the . four townships launched a
most vital of all future area study program in December
planning questions insofar as to determine what type of
the citizens he represents are school district consolidation

ap

be

to have one of those portunity to explore the ad-

between Chicago and Eigin -in northwest Cook County?"
Woods repeatedly asked.

early next," Atcher admitted.

"A lot of 'yes' and 'no' answers have been phoned in for
tonight's TV opinion poll. When are we going to come
up with the question?"

Inverness on the northwest

satellite municipalities

blems. The fact is that Mount

"The same thing is true of

Palatine Townships.

the idea of developing southwest, Palatine and

taken the lead.

worked out. ."I would have
presented it late this year or

Elk Grove, Schaumburg and

satellite city plan hinged to Hoffman Estates on the

Schaumburg has been discuss-

Heights.

proposal is the 4 -township
arca made up of Wheeling,

that he regarded NIPC thinkTHIS AREA has Elk
ing in respect to northwest
Cook County as inadequate. Grove Village on the
Woods has likened the NIPC southwest, Schaumburg and

Arlington Heights village

Mayor Robert Atcher of boards on flood control pro-

proposal participate is not important. The heartland of the

Answer on Comic Page

naturally

be beset with problems, which do not exist in
the government under which

I now live.

Chicago is a prime example

of big government and the
resulting problems.

taxes, or any individual's tax-

residents, myself included,
chose the location in which
we wished to buy property,

would be regardless of Mr.

Wood's statement to the contrary, to help areas which

because of certain aspects ofi have not had the successful
the government of that management in back of them
particular village, and not just that Mount Prospect has had
because it was "Suburbia."

and has at present.

one person or any group

you, Mayor Congreve."

live under the rule of big

t(anies will be withheld upon request.

Ler ters

should be as brief as pos-

if possible, and should contain
sihle. typewritten.

an address or phone number so their authenticity
can be checked.

It would seem to me that

should now have the right to
tell me it would be wiser to

All letters to the editor must be signed, but

Nor do I believe that my

most of the suburban es be increased, and they

I do not believe that any

50 good, 60 excellent

government, which will

ant=6=Xlealtlaiatalanntaln

,

Again, may I say, "Thank
Sara M. Hutchison '
Mount Prospect

No Thanks
To Park Dist.
Editor:

Congratulations to the

C.Y.O. skating champs ---St.
Raymond's Parish---.

No thanks to the Mt.

Prospect Park District (who
made it so difficult) our kids
still made it.
Mrs. Ross A. Miller
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the only one of the three to

The 1967-68 season ended

finals at McGaw Hall in

after he tore some ribs from

triumphal note for three area

Evanston.
Prospect 127 -pounder Ter -

on something less than a
wrestlers as they were all
eliminated from c ha m-

ry Holshouser wrestling with
a pulled shoulder muscle, was

Arlington's frosh soph gym-

Suburban League championship for coach Tom

Wheeling won dual meets by
identical scores -- 57-52; the

Knights beating Highland

ning the league meet at Forest

other weekend events, see

For details of these and

Tuesday's edition of The Day.

The Card underclassmen

recorded

108 points,

while

Elk Grove took second place
with 95.5. Individual cham-

pions were: Mike Conte,

Forest View -- trampoline.;
Wayne Olson, Elk Grove -side horse; Jeff Brown, Forest
View -- horizontal bar; Lance
Boyett, Arlington -- parallel

bars; Benny Fernandez, Elk
Grove -- still rings and all-

round; Steve Von Ebers, Arlington -- tumbling.
In

another area weekend

sports action, Arlington's
basketball team closed its
season on a

league

losing

note, dropping a 63-62

decision to a strong Conant
finish.

In track, Prospect and

6

@,

standings.
Prospect side horse whiz

Ken Barr and Wheeling's

strongman ring artist, Rick

Orna, took the other two

By Forest View
Threat, -68-43
BY LINDA GAMMILL
The Prospect Knights rolled
into the Forest View gym Friday and clinched a tic for first
in

the

Mid -Suburban

League by walloping their

sixth -place hosts, 68-43.
It took some doing.
an

another chance in the wrestle back, where he won once and
lost twice.
BEFORE THE finals open -

ed, Prospect coach Dave

Ziemek packed ice on
Holshouser's shoulder, injured

Feb. 24 in the Fremd sec-

1967-8111SL

Sports Champs

Basketball --Prospect and

Wheeling

Cross -country --Arlington

him a 2-0 decision.

back setup provided for only

period during which neither

those who lost

to

Forest View jumped out to
11-10 first-quarter lead,

John Wester scoring four

points, sharing honors for the
period with Prospect's Butch
Leonard and Jim Gumz.

PROSI'ECT'S HEIGHT

advantage began to tell in the
second quarter as the Knights
pulled down 14 points to the
Falcons' six. Leonard, Gumi,
and Forrest Haney combined

to put the Knights

permanently in command of
thesituation, 20-18, mid -way
through the period. Leonard
collected four points before
being replaced by John Green

and had three rebounds to his credit in that
at 4:01

span of time.

Gumz put in live points
and grabbed three rebounds,
and a surprising Haney also
gathered in three rebounds
while collecting two points.

The first half ended 28-24
in favor of the visitors.

'IHE SECOND half tipoff

went to Gumz, but the
Knights tried two shots and'
couldn't score. Falcon
forward Keith Bauer re-

bounded the second shot and
gave it off to Doug Dahle who
drove in for a layup.

And when a lane violation

by Prospect center George

Timson gave the ball back to

the Falcons, Dahle tied the
score at 28-28 with another
layup.

The Knights decided that
was enough of a good thing
for the Falcons and scored 12

the two

finalists to join the con-

solation round, Holshouser
never wrestled again in the
meet because Testone lost his
next match.

of Rich East. Branum lost 1-0
Chicago's Phil Parker.

REED COUNTERED a
Holshouser escape with a

period, but Strauman went

League wrestlers made the
finals. Fremd 180 -pounder

ahead 2-0 with a second
period reversal. Stavros

command throughout the

with a takedown to earn the

nc...m===xxonmaMMT.M.7A

third period.

win.

ended the Falcons' scoring at

of the five Knights on the 2:33. Forest View missed
floor except Leonard, who their last seven field goal athad a basket and a pair from tempts, while the Knights

came up with a basket by
Toni

Kereszturi,

and three

points on free throws by Bob
Spore and Bob Nemeth.

Neither team shot well
burst without scoring a single from the field. Prospect

weathered the Knights' out-

point in nearly four minutes
of play. Without the shooting
of Wester, who got six points

managed to hit only 29 of 70
shots, and Forest View scored

on only one-third of its

at-

another point on an

tempts, 18 out of 54.

boards, out-rebo'tnding the
Falcons, 47-31. Rebounds

THE FOURTH period

began with Earl Thomas controlling the jump and sending
it to Mike Messer, who, from
mid -court,

sent a hard pass

whistling past Steve Brown's

illegal

followed up one of the escapes

The Knights controlled the

were almost evenly distributed

among the Knight regulars,

Green and Timson getting
nine apiece, Leonard eight,

Gumz six, and little Haney
seven.

Two other Mid -Suburban

Gives Wheeling
56-50 Victory

ELK GROVE wasn't about
to allow the Wildcats the title

decisive by a controversial official's call --enabled Wheeling
to beat Elk Grove Friday and
League co-championShip.

The Wildcats won 56 -50 -the same score by which they
clipped the stubborn Grens at

Wheeling earlier in the
season. The victory left
Wheeling's season league
record at 13-1, the same as
Prospect's and enough for the

tie on a cakewalk --or a

ball

to Gumz who assisted

him.with a lyaup, making the
score 48-36.

Haney fouled Brown in the
backcourt, and Brown drop-

ped in the first of his two
tries.

Leonard

rebounded,

took a shot, and was tagged
with an offensive foul.

12

seconds later, he was called
for another foul and replaced
by Green who imMediately
rebounded the missed free
shot and drove dpwncourt for

a layup and Prospect's 50th
point.

THAT STARTED a string

of seven field goals in nine
tries for the Knights, and the

two shots that were missed

by Timson.

were tipped
Forest View managed only
in

two baskets in the same
period, and their' entire fourth

quarter total was seven. The

Knights scored more than
three times that much with
22.

Two free throws by Messer'

Team
Prospect
Wheeling
Fremd
Conant

Elk Grove
Forest View
Arlington
Palatine

13
13
8

I

I

6

6
8

6

8

.929
.929
.571

4 10

.429
.429
.357
.286

13

.071

5
1

9

974
989
896
819
814
747
737
758

Page 5

6.5; 8. McCully, W--6.45; 9.

is
1,1)

Tumbling: I. Drake, A-7.50; 2. Bang, Pr --7.00; 3.

ClIs1 sh Opens

Olmon, FV--6.90; 4. Morava,

W--6.50; 5. Ekstrand, A--

asketball Regionals

Metz, A--6.51; 7.
Daggett, FV--6.00; 8. Benard,
Pr --5.35; 9. Seitz, FV--5.10;

6.40; 6.

Local action in the state basketball tournament gets under
way this evening, with Wheeling facing Palatine in the first
game of the Wheeling regional at 7 p.m.

10. Todd, Pr, and Toronyi,
C-4.90

Fremd and Grant -- winner of last week's Wauconda district
tournament - meet in tonight's second game at Wheeling.

At Prospect, Central Suburban League champion Maine

in Tuesday's action at Wheeling. Elk Grove plays its first

-1"noio in
5
6

2
4

4

I

points. Knopf had 13 and Oplt

Bastable

3

3

3

4

11 for the Grens, with Oplt
and Rick Radtke each grab-

Hatten
King
Totals

1

1

2

O

2

0

1

O

bing six rebounds.

totaled 12 points, also

But after Elk Grove had

Bastable had nine points, two
assists, and three steals, while

of the fourth quarter, Bastable

contributed 10 points and five

stole the ball from John

Knopf and charged off a full
court drive that put Wheeling

341/2 ; 10. Team 9, 231/2.

Fricke
Wright

snatching eight rebounds.

stalled away the first minute

Top Hat, 37; 9. Klehm's

ARTEMENKO WAS the
game's high scorer with 18

by Bob Artmenko back from
a one -point halftime deficit.

forward Phil Smith
rebounds.

.

Each team tried 12 free
throws, Wheeling making 10

8

23 10 26

4

10

ELK GROVE (50),
O
Player
9 0 3
Artemonko
2 1 6 2
Radtke
5
1
6 4
Oplt
5 3
2 1
Knopf
I
4 5
Pomey
0 0 O
O
Kalisz
0 0 O
O
Schultz
6 21 13
Totals

BFR

1

1

ahead to stay, 43-42.

and Elk Grove six. The

Team rebounds: Wheeling, 1;
Elk Grove, 4

throw, Hatten hit a one -

goal tries, the Grens, 22 of 48.

SCORE BY QUARTERS
17 12 12 15 - 56
Wheeling

WHEELING (56)
Player
0
Toneff
Smith
5 0

Elk Grove

After a missed Gren free

pointer, then put in a 17 -foot

jumper after Bastable had

Steve's Son Sheet Metal,
5. Team 10, 401/2; 6.
Peters and Evans, 39; 7. Arlington Furniture Mart, 37; 8.

41;

lead

into the final period,
riding a 10 -point third quarter

'Results
mv"ng

Wildcats made 23 of 49 field

BFRP
1

3

0

5

1

16 12 14 9 - 50

High team series: Universal
Paint, 2962. High team game:
'Team 10, 1030.
High Individual series --

scratch: J. Fetzer, 614. High
individual game - scratch: R.
Fry, R. Mueller, 224.
Arlington Heights
Women Keglers
February 20, 1968

Team standings: I. Sele

Floor Co.; 2. Doretti

Pharmacy; 3. Landwchr's
T.V.; 4! Winkelmans; 5.
Persin and Robbins Jewelers;
6. McDonalds; 7. Arlington

Furniture Mart; 8. Beauty
Bar.

High team series:

Winkelmans, 2352. High
team game: Beauty Bar, 841.

High individual series:
Ruthmary Baurhyte, 579.
High individual game: Joan
Undahl, 216.

JIM OPLT cut the

FINAL STANDINGS
Pct. Pts. PPG

WL

Rainer, W, and Lindsey. A--'
7.4; 5. Van Sky, P--7.05; 6.

Wildcats' lead to 46-44 with
a turn -around from the free
throw line, but Wright came

Basketball

Brown. Anderson tipped the

`Cat-

Wright led Wheeling with
16 points, and chipped in
three assists. Fricke hit five for -five from the floor and

boogaloo. The Grens, again
fixing a governor on Wheeling's speed, carried a 4241

bounds.

MSL

1968

Cook, Pal --7.0; 101 Meyer, C-6.15

ace

Hot 4th Quarter

Don Wright, and made

Still rings: I. Orna, W-8.25; 2. Carlson, A--7.8; 3.

March 4,

4.

ed the ball from going out of

missed and was tied up by

'Monday,

dison Trail Regional.

in the consolation finals
after losing a' 4-2 decision to

Wildcats' first taste of MSL ti -

A fourth quarter burst --ig-

Gieger, W--6.80; 8. Armfield,
C--6.60; 9. Ehrhardt, P--6.40;
10. Fenske, F--6.35

tournament game Wednesday against East Leyden in the Ad-

third at 138 pounds, whipping
Ken Lubowich of Niles North

veal

nited by Jack Bastable, sustained by Mike Hatten and

Gathman, FV--6.85; 7.

Dale Baron of Argo in the

Evergreen Park by a fall at
2:53, and Bill Gluck took

Haney carried the ball to
Prospect's half of the court
Mike Anderson took a shot,

Prospect.
Varsity results:

Parallel bars: I. Finch, A-7.95; 2. Crockett, A --7.T15; 3.Boult, P--7.20; 4. Rainer, W-7.15; 5. Suzuki, A--7.00; 6.

3-I

match to Dave Young of

car and out of bounds.

shot.

beat Rainer by .6 of a point,

contributed5 24 points for

Moore, F--5.85.

Northwest Suburban
Men's Handicap
February 26, 1968
Team standings: I. Team 8,
54; 2. Universal Paint, 531/2;
3. Lauterberg & Oehler, 421/2;

Ray Steerbo lost his opening

,,locked a Knopf shot and sav-

only to have Brown block his

Arlington's total, and Boult

9. Slaninka, FV--6.4; 10.

South faces Glenbrook North in the 7 p.m. game, while Maine
East and Maine West square off in the second game.
Wheeling, the Mid -Suburban League co -champion, will be
opening against a team it beat twice during the regular season,
72-56 and 80-61.
Prospect gets into the competition in the first game Tuesday,
against Glenbrook South. Two other MSL teams, Conant and
Forest View, will battle in Tuesday's second game at Prospect.
Airington plays Barrington and St. Viator meets Mundelein

''ampionship semi-finals.

earn a Mid -Suburban

in two minutes, the Falcons
would have been down much
more than the 46-36 third
quarter deficit they had to settle for.

in the wrestle -back, dumping
Frank Werkau of Lamphier of
Springfield, 8-4. He then lost
6-0 to Kurt Bellock of Glen -

THE TWO -WRESTLERS
promenaded through the first

hold call on Strauman in the
third period, but Strauman

watch as the Falcons

Savage 'won his first bout

Proviso West, 7-6.

Holshouser pulled a reversal
and picked up another near fall, adding a third as he kept

Meanwhile, Forest View
fans could only sit back and

heavyweight.

opening round.

Forest View
Gymnasts --Arlington
Wrestling -Prospect

the line.

for the Forest View

place to Mike Cerqua of

managed two escapes and got

straight points, two from each

Rainer accounted for 311/2
of Wheeling's points, Gieger

boy threatened seriously, and
was followed by a frustrating
-- and scoreless -- third period

Strauman of Pekin 4-3 in the

his back briefly. But

tington, W--7.45; 7. Creswell,
A--7.4; 8. Gathman, FV--6.5;

Crockett, A--7.0; 7. Bell, EG--

in the finals to North
bard West, however, and
Stavros lost to Jerry dropped the battle for fifth

and had the Prospect star on

Football --Arlington and

Withey, A--7.5;.6. Whit-

25.35.

for third at 7.25.
Brousseau's posturpedic 8.5

.while Roger Kratowicz of

.

25.4 and Rainer took third at

The score came after a first

After some early fencing,
Holshouser took Reed down
in the first period, and added

takedown in the second period

the judges enough to earn a
9.05, highest average of the

1

eliminate Stavros from a

first of the season after 23
wins. Because the wrestle -

meeting only one mild threat
in man -handling Mike Reed

school year:

Paged .. iiViiraga .. ifilairCirifiir .... J:ra'RCi;"A',IZClie'r.;r26:--i
Horizontal bar:
six events, excluding tramBrousseau, A--8.5; 2. Rainer,
politic and tumbling.
W--7.9; 3. Kratowicz, FV-BOULT WAS second at 7.85; 4. Boult, Pr --7.6; 5.
an

judges' average, two points
ahead of second -place Randy
Milford of Fremd.
Barr faltered briefly on the
side horse, but still impressed

a 7.35, and Crockett and and Morava for 13 each.
Wheeling's Kim Butler tied Crockett pocketed 32 of

Strauman in overtime, 3-2, to

'

1

whistle. Testone then pinned eventual champion, in his first
him 37 seconds into the final round match, and allowed a
period.
reversal with 10 seconds left
The loss was Holshouser's in the second period that cost

the first round, Holshouser

League team championships
decided so far in the 1967-68.' -a near -fall to take a-5-0 lead.

theiunship,

in the second round Friday chance in the wrestle -back.
night, but Holshouser tore the
Savage ran into Lincoln ribs trying to stand out at the Way's Frank Chandler, the

Testone lost 5-4 to defending champion Max Branum

of Rantoul, 14-2.

Here are the Mid -Suburban

deadlocked 0-0 going into the
second period of their match

tional.

The treatment worked in

'

-1.

meet. Gieger was second with

Holshouser and Aurora
Guilford of Rockford's
East's Vince Testone were Glenn Nowicki outlasted

inights Win; MSIL

Prospect Fights

place

afternoon, but Savage got

Park and the Wildcats whipping Glenbrook North.

View.

Stavros and Forest View
lost in the first round Friday

Walthouse; matching their
varsity counterparts by win-

his breastbone in an escape attempt.
Wheeling 145 -pounder Dan
heavyweight Bob Savage both

Weekend Results
nasts made it a double Mid -

survive the first round, and he
lost his second match by a pin

..

_

t..tyri, b.) j; pig?, a; pl!.,,:1,./..i,,.,.,...:,..,,.--77.-4TA41.eS,, )441:1,OPth. t !-Lm poi i ne
8.8
re ri'66-i.frC W

Area Fresders _Faker in &age Ebyliags
pionship contention by the second round Friday in the, state

Ekstrand,..lzI'-'.')I-5it. 6f '70.".
'i'97.'.''.4:.)
751/2. This left the two teams to 7.0 for second -place Steve Powell, C--5.4
tied for .second in the overall Bang of _Prospect.. Forest ..... Side.. horse: ..1- . Barr, _Prstattditi.6,,,,,domputed by ad- View's Jim Olmon., took -third 9.05; 2. Gieger, W--7.35; 3.
.::
ding thelankings m dual meet ...w.k4.12:91:=9,...,..... , .......,......l3.utler,..K.aud ................ s' 7.,
.....'?..:,?(..iil --tOrtaidit''2:15--a.-7.15;;5.Alleti.,-.WL,.05... 6. ' '''''''`t
standings and place in the
all-around-...- FMva!s6o6n5,..,13.8--70A00.17n..s,CAonn6e4115y.:
conference meet.

- --erVolCre- fir'-t-ne arvairtud&- "pet to

Referee Dick Mudge awards Terry Holshouser a point for Reed, 14-2, but lost his second match after incurring a rib
an escape during the Prospect 127-pounder's win over Mike injury. The two other area wrestlers to make the state finals
Reed of Rantoul Friday in the first round of the state tourna- - Wheeling's Dan Stavros and Forest View's Bob Savage ment at McGaw ,Hall in Evanston. Holshouser worked past both lost first round matches.

BY RALPH NOVAK

outdistanced the .Knights, 97A-

' . siDi3hvIlli"."'"(LL'aiftil"b617111.11:1ru';'.nills:1':r4ero?ii.:af-";Y

Haines.

-

(.

--

. ' ''.77...':
ARLINGTON ALSO
accounted for five of the seven
individual champions --Terry
;,.
on thetrampolinc,,Jim
...Brousseau on the horizontal

i

1

f ring lead.

_.

68.6
70.6
64.0
58.5
58.1

53.4
52.6
54.1

Opts. OPPG
790
56.4
796
56.9
843
60.2
842
60.1
830
59.3
863
61.6
853
60.9
913
65.2

FINAL INDIVIDUAL SCORING.
G FG FT Pts. PPG
Player
17.1
14 85 70 240
I. Carl Fricke, Whl.
229 16.4
14 94 41
2. Brian Scholl, Pal.
3. Dave Freeman, Frd. 14 83 50 216 15.4
4. Gerry Grybash, Frd.14 75 64 214 15.3
5. Jack Baitable, Whl. 14 79 49 207 14.8
6. Chris Shadwell, Con.I4 78 49 205 14.6
7. Butch Leonard, Pros.I4 77 44 198 14.1
8. Tom Pomey, E.G. 14 64 67 195 13.9
9. Don Wright, Whl. 12 60 62 182 15.2
10.8ob Artemenko,,E.G.113 81 19 181 f3.9
.11. Jim Gumz, Pros. 14 78 20 176 12.6
I 2.GeorgeTimson,Pros.'14 67 36 170
13. John Knopf, E.G. 14 58 52. 168 12.0
14.jim"Baumganner, Arl.t4 57 48 162 11,6
159 11.4
14 66 27
IS. Pnil Smith, Whl.

oyu

back with a wide open jumper
from a pass by Carl Fricke.

When Gren guard Tom

fensive foul, Wheeling went

into a slowdown, and after a
weave bored Elk Grove into
a lapse, Wright zipped a pass
in to Fricke for a lay-up. A

missed Knopf shot was rebounded by Hatten, and the
Wildcats wove for awhile

again before Wright pranced

HG
27
25

28'
28
21

26
21

26
23

20
26

20 '
27
25
19

V111111114:.

Pomey was whistled for an of-

in for a lay-up that sent
Three Elk Grove free
throws and two Wheeling
turnovers later, Pomey

,LISTENERS :MEMO
STOCK ;REPORTS,

out on fouls, and throwing
Gren coach Bob Rees into

12:00 Noon

The Grens never recovered,

layup and two free throws by
Bastable matching jumpers by

Oplt and Knopf in the final
minute.

'

rhot

Myth* Prices:V

1 :90p*.rn.
.!1/19@cei

Movements

'Closing Averages '
Including PomtJoile
6, NI a9 rPk eP4t

..

Wrap-

fo'

Do you find yourself unable to make decisions
as fast as you should.Does your boss doubt your
personal ability to cope with the demands of a
more exacting position. The Dale Carnegie Course offers you a way
to develop your personal qualities that give you a positive attitude
toward your work and to the people around you. Attend a free preview session to see how the Dale Carnegie Course can help you.
HOW THEVALE CARNEGIE COURSE CAN HELP YOU:

Speak effectively and

DALE
CARRIEGIE

I1ROUGHT TO YOU By

NN

rowr, ram maorn4 Woc.101.

convincingly.
Think and speak on
your feet,

Get that recognition
yoU deserve.
Develop your hidden

COURSE

-apoplexy.

.another Wright -to -Fricke

aafob?

CO,

110 .0:0pOecineing;44

Wheeling ahead 52-44.

scrambled in for a lay-up, but
was called for charging-nullifying the basket, putting him

mom/ bout

Fla -

abilities.

Win that better Job-.
more Income.

Have a winning way
with people.
Remember names.
Improve decision
making ability.

'Attend a fret! preview meeting:
Dos PlainAY,M.C.A.- 300 Northwest Highway
Wednesday, March 6, 7:30 p.m.
Downtown Chicago classes also available
Make your reservation now. For additional Information call

DALE CARNEGIE COURSES
MID -WEST INSTITUTE

presented by
28 East Jackson

Chicago

HA 7-5916

MAYA

.. .....34113333.33.3.11

felnenamenowsomr.r/n.

GL ACES
rni

7.1!!!!.7!".!!!rtr.77777.77,117.7"I

:fTiLe..,

Monday, March 4, 1968
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OUT OUR WAY,
WELL, I'LL BE...I GIVE
YOU MY OLDPAIR OF
SKIS AND RIGHTAWAY
YOU CUT THEM OFF:
WHAT'S THE 'PEA";

MO/
CTT:141417.

IT'S GETTIN' LATE IN TH' SEASON -\,
AN' THIS'LL PROBABLY BE TH' LAST
TIME I'LL GET TO DOANY
SIMPLYALTERED THE EQUIPMENT TO FIT THE SITUATION,
IS ALL .1i

Ill

lif-Bff6111111

III III
IP I

.

k

12) 1111 Is NM Inc TM. lea. US. lel. 011.

dci Ssi know -tile idlue Ora deiliAl-'rft'StWdriii' thr'ed
bottles of pop, two'bags of popcorn and four
candy

C 1t4 II NG, Ix. TM he U.S. ht. Ott

eeltbink you'd better have a talk with Junior. He wants
'to know who programmed him!"

1:1,011.1A.

bars!"

ROBIN MALONE
IA 6 MALONE ENTERPRISES' RANGERS ZERO N ON
LEONARDO CLAYS CLIFF HOUSE FROM THE HILL.
ABOVE THEY ARE TRAPPED IN CAMOUFLAGED PIM-,

THE WORRY WART

.

019411

TU. 141. U.S. rat. Off.

to HU,

BRING THAr
'COPTER DOWN

HERE QUICK,

R5InieR ft

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

BUGS BUNNY

I'M °NIA' YA ,AMOS -THEM

UM,YA5,3AKE,I'M GLAD YOU
BROUGHT UP THE MATTER !Ms/
SHARE OFTHE RETURNS CAME

LANOTHER BRIMMING -I- f'-I4EY, SYLVESTER, I GOT
A COMPLAINT ABOUT A
WASTE BASKET-AND
DOG LOOSE AROUND HERE!
ANOTHER WEARY TREK
YA SEEN 'IM?
TO. THE TRASH BIN IN
THE BASEMENT:

Answers to
Hideaword

TO 4,5B-- WHICH NAPPENS.10

BIG- MOUTHED BOARDERS
SPILLED THE 60UP I NOW
HAND OVER THE PROFITS

BE THE BILL FOR MY SERVICES!
HERE'S THE BUTCHER'S BILL
FOR .4tc6o FOR SUPPLIES !

TO THE 61-1154 KAWIENIE

PASTURE

SALE AT THE BASKETBALL GAME OR GO
BUSTED BEAK !

prate
past

sate
stare

pest

sure
sear

purest
part
pert
pear
pare

1

oroscope

ELSE,'
JAKE

1st 1111.111....

MORTY MEEKLE

FOR TUESDAY

WINTHROPb

SOMETIMES HE

EEK & MEEK

le A

GO A BIT
TOO FAR.

COME TO MY ARMS !

DOES

PHILO SOPHY

PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar. 21)

COMMENCAL3L-E

-- Attain your goal today

BUT'...

through active cooperation
with others. Though it may

star
spar

crst

spare

east

spur
spurt

erupt

spate
spat
spear
strap
step
sprat
saute

rate
rest
ruse
rape
reap
rapt
repast
rasp

trap

rase

tape

rust

GOTTA GET THOSE
EYES CHECKED, BABY!

ATTA GIRL BABY I
COME TO PAPA !

COME ON, MOUIQUE,

TM) MISSED ME
AGAIN !

PAPA LOVES 4b0!

'TOUR PAPA'S WAITING
FOR YOU, BABY!

taps
taupe

seat

parse
peat
pate
purse
pause
paste
user
upset
suer
suet
seta

THING

taper
true
tear
tare

hurt a bit, seek to please.

ARIES (Mar. 22 - Apr. 20)
-- Young people who come to

you with their problems

should not be hustled out of
the way. Give what you can
of your own experience.

t lw F 144W IA

TAURUS (Apr. 21 - May

3-d/

21) -- If a change is necessary

IA.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

on the employment or
domestic scene, this is a good

day for it. Don't be hasty in

making up your mind,

THE BORN LOSER

however.

606S5 WHO'S E3A4K A DAY EARL -Y FROM 14Is BuSIN6S5
GEMINI (May 22 - June P HELLO, 1140ROAPPLE

21 ) ft- Since business

Y°01RE MEP! PAss rr ot_L)

ACROSS

associates are more important
than ever to your success, take

1 Polite assent
( 2 words)
7 Negative word
10 Triumphed'

them.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) -- Those who depend upon
you for their financial and

15 Asian bovine

animal
.16 Be victorius
17 Night bird

emotional security may need
reassuring'at this time.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)
-- A good day for taking ad-

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

TOO SAP YOU DIDN'T LOOK IN

DA BACK WHEN YOU RENTED
D15 CAR, ORM

RENTEP, MV EYE!
HE STOLE IT WHILE
MW'OLE LADY WA5
BABLEN'P

BACKS

HERE!

VIM WELL' WE 15

700 BUN?

TOO BUS`, TO TAKVON HAI yoU
CROOKS DON'T
BACK NOW, BON I,
PARE GO BACK
BUT^
INTO THAT
STATE I

DAT 50
H.HOW MUCH

HA5 YOU

/PLENTY! YOU'RE WANTED FOR
ESCAPIN' FROM TH' SHERIFF..

HE
OVEARD/

KIP

5TEALIN' A PRIZE BULL...
AN' KIDNAPINI MM:3AM%

-

LOBIN' ME

AFFECTION
FOR THIS

jump the gun.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)

BRAT:

-- Use time wisely today.

Clear the decks for tomor-

35 Toward the
sheltered side
36 Chemical salt
37 Russian "no"
38 Method

41 - West'

your goal accomplished in
short order.

42 Drive back
46 Small herring

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) -- Force yourself to take,

51 Yellow bugle

dd.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20) -- Review financial

affairs with a

disinterested'

third party. Others may be,
able to shed new light on the
matter.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21

-

Feb. 19) -- Business or pro-

fessional affairs may appear to
be quieter than they really are.
Don't be caught napping.

M
M A N

1

N

M

A

R ON

OM
RE
LL

30

31

TM

Ps1 011

.

European bird 44 Wicked
Palm leaf (var.) 45 Feminine title
3

C Ito by NIA, Inc TM

P.

U.S. I.I. 011.

tentmaker
55 Moved smoothly
56 Family member
( ab.)

5 Holm oak

6

8

7

13
16

15
18

3'
37

36

35
39

DLE

( ab.)

25

59 Harden, as
cement
60 Wanderers
'DOWN
1 Screams

4 Viscous

5

I

50 Genus of plants
54 Biped
55 Mournful
58 Egyptian god

12

14

57 Word of assent,
sometimes

2 Time before an
event
3 Symbol for
samarium

4

Trir4

53 Persian

THE WIT LETS

L AFF
TE A

46 Cries loudly
47 Und'lu ed
48 Wild variety of
colors
49 Defense group

32 Napoleonic

2

0
IAA

I

group (ab.)

plant
52 French "yes"

10 IMI 11 NIA, I.,

recently put by. What you fail
to complete may be just what

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 22) -- Demonstrate a
talent which you may have
been hiding. A good day for
showing others what you can

AS AT

T AMA L E P
A N 1 S EET T E
L0T
E R1
EAT5
R AT

18 School -home

49 Scottish negative 17

an interest in a project

Dec.

A
N

30 Cry of warning 2 7 Sear in hot fat 41 Mother (coll.)
43 Forms of
33 Body of water 28 Number
medicine
34 Florence river 29 Decay

39 Firearm missile

row's action if you would see

you need for success.

11 Tiers
12 Deceives

Not -

CAPTAIN EASY

Sept.

ficulties. This is no time for
giving another a chance to

FE

6 Revolutionary
(coll.)

G

O LE

E

marshal
suffix
21 Property item
34 Poker stake
23 Roman bronze 23
24 Infectious tinges 25 Actual problem 39 Wand
40 Before
26 Man's name
27 Because

help further 'your career,

23) -- Be as quick as you can
in solving employment dif-

A

20 While
18 Ciborium
19 Sticky substance 2 2 Diminutive

vantage of contacts that could
ing about yourself.

COAL

N TS N
7 Report of recent A D R
O T A R P
events
P U MA
P I P.--` S
8 Leave out
s E E N E5E H I
13 Australian bird 9 Melody
E SS A Y
TA
EE
10 Malayan boat
14 Actor's part
B A
E
H A

the diplomatic approach with

Don't be overmodest in talk-

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Yes and No

40

51
53

56

4

124 -Help Wanted Mon

24-Holp Wanted Men

To work in liquor store. Must be
over 21 yrs. of age. Phone from

CLASSIFIED.

24 -Help Wanted Men

BOYS 12 to 16

PART TIME

to work after school
Saturdays. Call 539-1240.

392 6565

Air Conditioning
Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Share

Arts and Antiques

and the finest service
use DAY PUBLICATIONS.

1Call Bob Main 255-4400
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
REMODELING OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS PUBLIC
LIRBARY
CORNER OF BELMONT AVENUE &

Aviation
Auto Leasing
Auto Parts and Access.
Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto Troikas & Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange
Boots and Marine Supplies
Boat Storage

Building Materials

MINER STREET

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS
The Board of Education, Cook

County School District No. 25, Arlington Heights, Illinois, will receive
sealed bids for the remodeling of the

W

301

South

Card of Sympathy
Cord of Thanks

9

Cemeteries /4 Lots

3
10
12

Food and Delicacies

Personals

Hennighausen, 222 Washing ton
Street, Waukegan, Illinois

Architects on or after the 28th day

of February, 1968
The Documents should be returned
within ten days (10) days after

the opening of bids in good condition

The Owner reserves the right to
reject any and all bids and to waive
any informalities In bidding.

No bid may be withdrawn for at
thirty (30)

least

days after

the

scheduled closing time for receipt of
bids
BOARD OF EDUCATION
COOK COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 25
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

Secretary
Published in the

DEPARTMENT MANAGER
To manage an area that would include Hardware and Paint
or Housewares and Sporting Goods.
Excellent opportunity to grow with a progressive retail firm.

mole

black,

Randhurst Shopping Center

Real Estate Wanted
Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

Situations Wanted -Men
21
Situations Wanted -Women
22
To Rent Apartments
74
To Rent Business Property
78
To Rent Fumished Apartments 73
To Rent Houses
76
To Rent Miscellaneous
81
To Rent Resort Properties
79
Tp Rent, Stores, Offices
77
Travel

III.

Mt. Prospect
392-9168

1700 Hicks Rd.

60137.

Rolling Meadows

°Communications Technicians
° Cafeteria Attendant

392-3500 -

Secretaries and Typists

Q. C.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

°Good Starting Pay

North suburban company has 2nd shift opening for computor
operator with high school education and 3 to 9 months ex-

FAMILY

WANT ADS
CALL

°Automatic Increases
°Low Cost Hospitalization
Excel lent Working Conditions
°Good Vacation Plan

Progressive electronic compon

ent manufacturer has its No.

perience operating unit record and 1401 or 360 computor
equipment. Experience on tape or disk helpful but not nec-

1 O.C. job open. This is a staff
reporting directly to
our General Manager. Duties
consist of assuming plant wide
responsibility for quality control, setting up all mechanical and electro - mechanical
position

Good starting salary and excellent company benefits.

Ph. 272-5500

APPLY

DISTRIBUTOR INC.
3737 Lake Cook Rd.
Deerfield,

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

Box 1139, The Day Pub-

lications, 217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington

6& ,ia11>craf/erscoo
.

Production Workers

- AT

fidence to

Ill.

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling, III.

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

two inspection
through subordinates. Excellent fringe benefits including profit sharing.
Send resume in complete conpervision of
departments

VOLKSWAGEN NORTH CENTRAL

GENERA[FACTORY

Hts., III. 60005

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

mar ROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Roads Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Ideal Company

To Work From 8 to 4:30 P.M.

for your future

Ser-vice

TAB OPERATOR

STEADY EMPLOYMENT
AUTOMATIC INCREASES
FREE LIFE-HOSP. INSURANCE

SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

TECHNICAL WRITERS

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

ei4,10thaebi ye.conehy,cro.

forectory

Let us help make your DAY!
Consult this daily guide of reliable services offered by reputable business peo-

.

BILL of MATERIAL

TELEVISION

TMA

*Profit Sharing

goug-

ing, materiel control, and su-

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit sharing.

1150 S. Willis Ave.

procedure,

inspection

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

ple in your community. Call one NOW!

WRITERS

Catering

Technician

LE 7-5700

SP 5-4300

1020 Noel Avenue

Wheeling

DRAFTSMEN
(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and mist. arts)

Our tremendous growth in the
manufacturing of electronic

component parts and metal

fabrication, has created a
new position for a O. C. technician. This position will report to our Q. C. Manager and
have the responsibility of
supervising the inspection personnel in one of our' production departments. Should have
experience in mechanical and
electro - mechanical inspection procedures. Send resume
in complete confidence to

cXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

JOBS
MEN

Contact Mr. Pinder
Weekdays 8:30 AM to 5 PM

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No

259-9600

lications, 217 S. Arling-

paid holidays
paid sick leaves

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

overtime
insurance
autotnatic raises

24 -Help Wanted Men

Janitor

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

Ife MI METALS

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Wheeling
537-2180

CALL - MR. SCHENK

Nothing will sell it faster
than the

ar WANT ADS
Call

Arlington Day 255-7200
Or
Prospect Day 255-4400,

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR
TOWING SERVICE.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259.6160

Carpentry -Remodeling

Here's My Story -

With a recent college background and one previous lob,

I

entered the two month formal training program with LIBERTY
MUTUAL, the leading Compensation Company. -

Here's My Progress September 1960- Sales Representative, Minneapolis
February 1965 - Soles Manager, Des Moines
October 1966 - Director of Hiring, Midwest Division

Carpet Cleaning
Winter

Special

$17.95

cleans

Here's Our Plan Guaranteed Annual Salary
Quarterly Bonus
All Expenses Paid '
Promotion on Merit
Complete Package of Benefits
No Overnight Travel

Machinean:
Operators
JOBS OFFER:

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall -to -Wall,
new or
used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

255-3642

Catering
Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL 5-4833
CL3.4182
.

Concrete Work
WINTER PRICES

APPLY

8E00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

Cement Work by Vito Pelagic,
Garages,
Driveways,
Patios. Free estimates.

066-1943

y

Call me, Henry P. Hout, at 299.6666 ... I may be in an interview; please leave your background and phone number so
that we can arrange a confidential interview at your convent..
ence.

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

An equal opportunity employer

358.9038

Painting & Decorating

&

and Wall Washing '
George Klein 392-0803
Decorating

Instructions

Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118

Violin Lessons

- Advanced &
beginners, New easy method.

Wall Papering.

CL 5-8239 CL 3-5050

Photography

DO YOU HAVE THE DESIRE

Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

to sing? Carter School of Music
either

individual

will enjoy the

or

255.4400

group.

Pianos - Organs

satisfaction of

singing from the heart. We do
not guarantee a 2nd Caruso
however we do guarantee an
exploration into the wonderful
world of the voice. For further
info contact Mr. Carter, 27 W.
Prospect, Mt. Prospect, or call

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

Ned Williams

Dressmaking -Sewing
Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
Near
to order. Alterations.
255-0348
Randhurst.
Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, fur coats, re
pair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255.8161
Graduate designer So. American
fashion school, perfect alterations. Rees. 358-7791.
Alterations & Fittings
Professional 'in my home.
437-6588
Appoirilment only.
by

392.6817

Plastering

CL 3.5592

Fast

clean

service,

Small

jobs a specialty. Free estimates
255.3823

Masonry
Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Plumbing
Cabby's Plumbing
Repair Service

Call 253-5048

Moving

Radio -TV. Repair

Moving
LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

SAVE YOUR EYESI

358-9710

Save 50%

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.

Murals

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's

Beautify your home for Easter.

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen
Arl. Hts.
C15-5692

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under $45.
529.2840

Nursery Schools

sewer Service

Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.

SEWER TROUBLES?

CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL

All

Arlington Hts.
255.4062
Limited spring openings.

typos

of sewer

repairs.

Electric power rodding.

Sinks,

bowls, tubs opened. Free estim-

Stairs,

AT

Here's How You May Qualify -

LIBERTY
MUTUAL

'

Carpet Installation

Profit Sharing

Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

Whether you are 13 or 103 you

ELK GROVEn

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
2nd Shift Bonus

Furniture Refinishing

Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5.5056

$9.95 & up. 894-5722

CONSIDER THIS CAREER OPPORTUNITY
WITH OUR NATIONALLY PROMINENT
BLUE CHIP COMPANY

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.

Is now offering vocal training

Call "the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
lob too small. 766.8034

for

Average rm. sanded, sealed &
finished. $19.95
766-4687

J. J. 0' Brien Constr.

2nd Shift Openings

school graduate or some college with supervisory ex-

827-1220, between 9 AM & 5 PM
For.Appointment

We Don't
BUY OR SELL CARS

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

Needs an aggressive Assistant Manager for its new Des
Plaines unit - opening soots. Should be over 25, high

Manager in a dynamic, growing organization.

Auto Repair

$20 Paints Most Rooms

Ecklund Floor Service

Wayne's Furniture Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns
scratches removed. FL 8-4543,

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call.for Estimate
359-1906

Light Assemblers

MANAGER -.ASSISTANT
M cDona Id's, America's Largest Carryout
Restaurant Chain

perience (but not necessarily in restaurant business). Good
salary, paid vacation, medical and life insurance -plan,
meals and uniforms free. Opportunity to advance to

ed.

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

AMIIMICEMEZIONI
250 N. 12th St.

Remodeling, Relining,
Pleats
Removed. Ladies' Coots Shorten

MOTOROLA

No experience necessary

in new Elk Grove plant.

ON MEN'S WEAR

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

Ply' e hafficrafiers ca

2 weeks paid vacation

ton Hts. Rd., Arlington
Hts., III. 6005

Alterations

CL 9-0849

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

Box 1139, The Day Pub-

439-7600

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day-- Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

engineering, and research - development Laboratories,

layoffs due to weather.

call
for appointment

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400

The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrofters administrative,

for

CL3-4182

Ray's Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen
Arl. Hts.
CI 5.5692

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

Experienced & references.
253-3443

255-7200

If you think you qualify,

CL 5-4833

255-7200, ask for "Help Wanted" ad ideas today

do ironing in my home.

°Stock Handlers
0 I nspktors

Manager

half

22 -Situations Wanted Women

0 Packers

permanent

consider

part time.'

Mt. Prospect

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

42
82

WHAT AN EASY WAY to find that
lob
Classified
ads I
Dial

Will

Will

MFG. CORP.

PHONE

18

Q. C.

for clean shop work and
delivery' of oak moldings and
doors to builders in local
area.,

METHODE

send resume to or call Mr.
Ted Isaacs, 258 Linden, Glen

IMMEDIATELY

24 -Help Wanted Men

14 -Personals

*Assemblers
*Wirers and Solderers

BODIED MAN

essary.

102
92

Persian cat,
tan markings,
Reward 392-6974.

PRODUCTION AND OFFICE

YOUNG ABLE

of the firm. Excellent advancement potential.

build on estate beyond belief
through one of the best profit-sharing plans in the coun

To Start Work

14
85

94
95
88
96
70

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
in

new products for the growth

liberal commissions, protected territory, established accounts, automatic increased
earnings from renewals and a
long range opportunity to

MEN WANTED

55
69
56

Real Estate -Loans Mortgciges
Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant

will work with our en-

gineering department, developing creative Ideas Into

vices to industry and the professions, offers draw against

try.

in

Jr. Computor Operator

98

91

mechanical or
electrical -mechanical drafting.

A subsidiary of Prentice Hall, Inc., The Institute for
Business
Planning, Inc., a
well -established national bus Mess publisher selling rvser-

Schaumburg

724-1300
Ralph Synnestvedt Assoc.
3602 Glenview Road
Glenview, Illinois

should have 2 to 5 years ex-

WIEBOLDT'S

gray &

fluffy tail

perience

er and eager for Increased

At

5 p.m.

469-8908

32

Resort Properties For Sale

Is On The Move

Mon-

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

CL
Lost

earnings, we may be the firm

10 A.M. to 6 P.M., Mon. thru Sat.

255-7200

13 -Lost and Found

mission now, ancrare over 30
years9 old, with good charact-

minimum
supervision
with
maximum
opportunity
for
personal growth. Applicant

Insurance. Call

day thru Friday, 9 a.m. to

to work in an atmosphere of

preferably against com-

ing

A.A.N.

24 -Help Warited Men

M'CATODLA

Ove'rtime, paid holidays and
tronics component manufacture -I., looking for an individual

'

Page .7

24 -Help Wanted Men

vacations.

If you are presently employed
earning $8,000 or above, work-

Ellyn,

111

Real Estate -Houses

landscape work. Experience
desired, but not necessary,
we will train.

THE DAY
Monday, March 4, 1968

We are an expanding elec-

13

89
86

Men for tree trimming and

BuSiness Planning

65

Real Estate -Bus. Property

March 4, 1968

Institute for

DRAFTSMAN

50 -

Real Estate -Apt. Building

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

CALL 255-4119
7 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Arlington Heights

pAyiWANT ADS

DESIGN

You

112 S. Drisden

Between 9 AA. & 5:30 P.M.

SALESMAN

you are looking for.

CALL 827-) 220

26
30
47
83

Office Furniture - Devices

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

BY PETER BAKAS

cellent working conditions.
Must be neat and very dependable.

7

23
90

is

and exciting ,industry. Must be
dependable and willing to
work. Good pay, insurance
benefits, and a great staff.

Meals and uniforms free. Ex:

2
24

H.lp Wonted Men

tions, may be obtained from the

tects, William A Ganster and Arthur

MEN
Part Time
Evenings
$2.00 per Hour
To work as food handlers.

36

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors

The Contract Documents for this
work, including Plans and Specifica-

ois, and at the office of the Archi-

Service

trouble -shoot and repair Vending equipment. Challenge your-

self, got started in a growing

44
27

78
19
57

Coffee

looking for a man who can

1

Help Wanted Men or Women
Help Wonted Women
Home Furnishings -Furniture
Industrial Property
In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters ....
Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools - Child Care

South Street, Arlington Heights, Illin-

15

16
17

Florists

ly opened and read aloud at that

Plans and Specifications, aro on file
at the Office of the Owner, 301 W.

39
66

Equipment Rentals

time

cal Work
The Contract Documents, including

3"

-38

Employment Service -Women

Heights, Illinois Bids will be public-

The work will be let under one (1)
prime Contract General, Plumbing,
Heating and Ventilating and Electri-

64

Doy Ccmp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment
Employment Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies
Women

Arlington

Street,

99

Coins Hobbies

Arlington Heights Public Library until 2 00 P.M., Control Standard Time,
on the 20th day of March, 1968, at
the office of the Owner, located at

Busch Auto Service Center
358-1234

101

Business Services

NO 25

Full Time

71

106
103

Business Opportunities
Business Personals
Ousinets Service Directory

FOR BOARD OFEDUCATION
COOK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

Cockrell

35
7S

34
20
109
105
107

Auction Soles

For the best coverage

MECHANIC
(Electro)

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

24 -Help Wanted Men
Man wanted Monday thru Friday, 12 to 4:30 p.m., Saturday,
10 to 2:30 p.m. Call Mt. Prospect News Agency, 392.1830.

and

7 to 10 p.m.

RDEX

24 -Help Wanted Mon

ates. 24 hour service.

Painting -Decorating
'

Jim's Sewer Service
837-2345

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators
3 Generations
Decorating, in the finest
Scandinavian tradition.

CL 9-0495
Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone call takes
core of home maintenance?
* Painting: Interior & Exterior
* Machine Wall Washing
'New Method Carpet Cleaning
*floor Care for Home & Office

Top quality materials & careful
workmanship.

381-4651

438-8387

Sewing Machine Repair
DOVE SEWING MACHINE
REPAIR SERVICE

54,95 your home: \

359.3593

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wail Tile New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
830 W. N.W. Hwy.

259-9440

M.

Hts.

TDE DAY

.

Monday, March 4, 1968

Page 8

24-Holp Wanted Men

"24 -Help Wanted Men

24-fielp Wanted Mon

(PLUMBING)

Pleasant work, good income,
benefits, we train, Experience

ions, examine plans and en-

not necessary. Apply now.

construction ' background, make field inspect-

force Village codes and or-

Apply Building Dept.
54 S. Brockway
Palatine

Male or female, all shifts. Call
or apply in person, ask for

Arlington Heights

358-2852
Palatine

Rt. 12 & 53.

27 -Employment Agencies Mon

Juniors
$600

k

expanding their customer
relations deportment to the
is

northwest suburbs. Our client
will train two self confident,
dynamic men in their ultra
ADVANCEMENT UNLIMITEDI

-ACCOUNTING
Mt. Prospect Plaza
Rand, Central & Mt. Prospect

EMPLOYERS PAY

Rds.

Custom build and check
out

Electronic

testing

Call Dick Mole

and sorting instruments.
Prefer trade -school graduate with some industrial experience. Permanent position for right

TAX REPRESENTATIVE

Hallmark

ual with tax experience or a
recent college graduate looking for a challenging start In

Des Pldines, Ill.

MAGNAFLUX CORP.
7301 W. AINSLEE

industry.

(1 blk. N. of Lawrence)
UN 7-8000
Chicago
TRAFFIC RATE CLERK

an addition to staffing. We
individual with
experience in rail rates and
lost damage claims,

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
Chicago
36 So. State St.

MAN
0 to 3 years accounting ex-

aggressive young
man with mechanical

$390-$433 - FREE

.

$85-$110 Wk.
NO FEE

High School Grads with no
special experience can be
trained in a hurry for this

Positions now open in tabulating and computer sections
for Individual interested In beginning their careers in data
processing field. Data processing schooling desirable
but we will train qualified' ap-

259-3481

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

Chicago

Women

,26 -Help Wanted ,Men
Women

-

PRODUCTION

GENERAL CLERKS

FEMALE
Secys

Recept
Typist
Keypunch

Gal Friday

Department has
assignment for general cleriAccounting

TECHNICIANS

cal work. Some prior office
experience would be very useful.

component manufacturer has two very rewarding and interesting positions
open for prototype production
assemblers. Applicants should
possess mechanical skills and
Electronic

the ability to read and inter-

JANITORS
Evening hours 5 p.m. to 1:30
a.m. for janitors. No exper-

pret

basic assembly blueprints. Experience in mechani-

Bookkeepers

.

.

.

.

Stenos

now available.

Prod. Planner
Mech. Eng'r
Draftsmen
Mgmt. Trainee
Soles Trainee

$500 plus
$425 plus

Elec. Eng'r.

Prod. Foreman
Programming

$450-$509 FREE

Here's your chance to get Into
this well paying, interesting

CENTERS, Inc.

field.

$600
$1000
650
650
600
Open
800
900

259-70101

CALL RED NELSON

401 E. ProspeCt
Mt. Prospect
also

9 A.M. - 9 P.M.

Rd

9/Mon

36 So. State St.

Career Minded

READ THIS
articulate and self
confident young men are need-

WILL TRAIN BEGINNER

ed for two progressive opportunities! Our well established
fjrm has just opened new

Chicago

36 So. State St.

FED UP

28 -Employment Agencies Women

SECY-$540

ploys no conmen, pitch artists
or slick operators. Our offices
are
not
hole-in-thelwalls,
giant supermarkets or cold
water flats. We do not hit
gongs, give away motorcycles
or in any other way challenge

Boss searches out undeveloped

suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home
developments.

be

his

in or out of surgery or recovery
area will see you for messages.
Lots of phone work - learn to
use paging system. Type information. NO MEDICAL EXPERI-

TO INDUSTRY. You will talk to
on all levels while

advertising
assistant

leople
earning and training for your
career with our company. This
is not a blind ad - or misstatement of what PARAMOUNT is. If hired you will
receive a generous base plus
commission. To start with the
emphasize on "Growth".

Assist

the

NECESSARY,

ENCE

salary!

starting
7215

Mark

W.

\SLetei,
100% FREE

OFFICE POSITIONS
Salaries $325 to $800

207 N. Evergreen
Arlington Heights

manager in pre-

DIAL 392-6100

paration of copy and related
materials.

EXPERIENCE
NO
NECESSARY - TYPING A MUST.

Attention to detail is the most
valuable asset - your creative
ability is a plus. Top salary

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

KEYPUNCH

plus excellent benefit plan.

move ahead

827-7706

$110 while training for experienced

Hallmark

Lynn
Davis

Cumberland
Office Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.

WANT ADS

PARAMOUNT
259-7330

371/2

hr. work wk. Nile shift

only if you choose -receive a
10% bonus. Profit sharing.

259-7010

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
Chicago,
36 So. State St.

401 E. Prospect
Mt. Prospect
also

36 So. State St.

DAY WANT ADS

.GET RESULTS

operators alpha
numeric -one needed as lead
operator for newly established
data processing installation.

Lynn
Davis

Chicago

GET_ RESULTS

26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or

26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

Women

259-7010
401 E. Prospect
Mt. Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

Employment Agency

RECEPTIONIST

$400 to $450

A LICENSED AGENCY

ing expansion. Excellent Possibilities for aggressive in-

Daily 9 to 4:30 - Sat. 9 to 1 - Tues. & Thurs. tit 8

dividuals to advance with a

IVY,

SP

Miss & Mrs. Office Girl
"We Cover All Suburbs"

251 E. Dundee
Wheeling
537-9430

crease in business and a build-

Excellent
Free

Touhy,

4.8585,
4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2-$050.

W. Touhy, SP 4-8585,
4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2.5050.

presenting a QUALITY SERVICE

we know

tact & busy activity when you are
the receptionist for Surgery
Dept. of well-known teaching
hospital. Doctors, nurses coming

7215

ion is from within.
These positions are inside
personnel opportunities - re-

spots we have in machine shop
assembly inspection, tool room
maintenance etc. and you'll
once again enjoy going to
work. We screen your lob
openings to assure you the

You'll

secy. Meet & work with people
who plan & put these towns on
the map. Sit in on conferences,
follow thru on detail, research,
letters. Age open. Free IVY,

ultra -modern, our bonus picture is the only one of its kind
in our business and progress-

FREE

Call Rick Miller

We offer a total service to
industry that is predicated on
"Quality". Our company em-

the integrity of our business.
PARAMOUNT'S offices are

FOREMEN

You'll have a lot of public con-

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

Mount Prospect offices.

PARAMOUNT

Chicago

RECEPTIONIST
FOR HOSPITAL
SURGERY DEPT.

CENTERS, Inc.

Changing Jobs? Come In or Phone

cal and electro - mechanical
production helpful. These are
new positions due to an in-

ience necessary as we will
train. Some part time hours

TRAINEES

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL 60057

Des Plaines, III.

MALE
$520 plus
$375 plus
$410 plus
$433 plus
$490 plus

Lynn
Davis

PURCHASING

Personnel.

SUBURBAN CAREER CENTER
PROTOTYPE

Watson

Bright,

kind of conditions
you want.

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
St.

CONTROL TRAINEE
$450 FREE

Young chap to leafn inventory
records and routines. No exp.

,

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

Taking the blame while your
boss gels credit? Move to a
company that will treat you
like the Management Man
you are. You'll fit one of the

CENTERS, Inc.

26 -Help Wanted Men at

plicants.

Excellent Benefits!

CALL DON PETERS

PARAMOUNT

36 So. State

Right hand.

in-

$600 $J,000

Rdnellon

'

safety

and

of office while boss is away.
Lodded with public contact.
Personality and typing skills
qualify you for this exciting

makes you the division suet.

9 AM - 9 PM

Rd

relations
For the gid who likes responsi
bility. You will take full charge

background.

office

General

public

opportunity. Top salary.

255-6630

spections with a national firm.
Present personnel manager
will relocate upon completion
of your training.

ical aptitudes will suffice. Any
experience of an allied nature
will get you top dollar.

392-8450
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.

3737 Industrial Dr.
Rolling Meadows, Ili.

Interviewing

CHECKERS

MOLON MOTOR

TRAINEES

spects.
Executive Assistant
$550 Free

;CALL ART SCHRANZ

6 PRODUCTION

APPLY IN PERSON ONLY

DATA PROCESSING

men aro needed hero. Top pro-

want!

No relocation, no travel. Our

& COIL CORP.

Beginners and highly trained

our new line of custom 'products. Initiative is what we

259-3481

able.

Individual
desiring clerical
assignment with customer
phone contact would be Ideal
for this job in busy Marketing
Department.

$450-5800 Freo

4 ELECTRICAL DRAFTSMEN

$550-$650 - FREE

401 E. Prospect Mc.unt Prospect
also

wiring. Overtime availCLERKS - MARKETING DEPT.

5 ACCOUNTANTS,

prints from your sketches.

Will train 4 men of medium experience for design duties'with

personnel

.

$500-$600 - FREE

FREE
tunic board work, Layout men
and detailers make workable

Bud Cairns 392-5151.

392-8450
9 AM - 9 PM

type of work. Ordinory cler-

maintain production machinery. Some electrical

in a prestige position offering
an above average Income call

CALL CHUCK WER

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at.

ability to repair and

sell, and think. If interested

To $13,400

an

perience desired -for openings
in General Accounting Depart-

In this business you
must have the ability do work,

succeed

ients,

Reports

Make private Investigations of
finances and assets ;of firms
and individuals for credit dept.
Must be close - mouthed and
dependable for this confidential work.

$10,000-$12,000

To

No experience required! Technical schooling is the key to
top money and high speed promotion.

Mechanical 'or electrical board
experienced men will be trained for these fine spots.

nationwide (20 plant) client
is hiring for their ultra -modern
facilities here in the northwest
suburbs. Work on special assignments with a totally diversified organization. All Information confidential.

Permanent opening for

`011 ACCOUNTANTS

necessary.

set appts., type bills.
$95. Free IVY, 7215 W. Touhy,
; SP 4-8585, 4942 N. Milwaukee,
AV 2-5050.

-

management negotiations,

PARAMOUNT
259-3481

are seeking

MAINTENANCE

experience

Will train you to welcome pat-

and you not only get this post,
derful future.
Confidential

electro-mech-

in

DENTAL OFFICE-.

Be correct and dependable
but a good chance at a won-

10 DESIGNERS

second to none. No previous

4 DRAFTING
CHECKERS
$600-$750 - FREE

accountants

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Join our Traffic Department as

28 -Employment AgenciesWomen

$8,400 Free

onkel product design is wanted, but any man with creative
ability will be considered.

600-800 per month

10 DRAFTING TRAINEES

Cumberland
Office Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.

benefits.

Background

Participate in high level labor

Personnel

.

man. Liberal employee

In

Property Tax Department. We
are seeking either an individ-

827-7706

over 300% in 3 years and have
a
professional
reputation

assistant

OUR -FEES

We are staffing for 7 accounting positions with new divisions
of leading national companies.
3 hours can qualify you; anything over 12 hours makes
senior status: Your inquiry
handled in strict confidence.

TECHNICIAN

position open

Call.
RALPH McGUIRE at

Seniors
$950

ELECTRONICS

Interesting

organization

Nationwide

modern offices.

HILLMAN'S

FOR YOU

Men

.

Quickly loads to chiefs spot.

Opportunity to loin the most
progressive recruiting firm in
the suburbs. We have grown

3100-113010 start

APPLY STORE MANAGER:

WE'VE GOT A

27 -Employment Agencies-

ASSISTANT
CHIEF DESIGNER
$12,000 -- FREE

Counselor

relations

Gene.

Many
company
benefits including- discount on food.

2501 E. Euclid

Mon

Recruiting

client

Larry's Restaurant

ess.

MEMORY GARDENS

fits.

27 -Employment Agencies Mon

27 -Employment Agencies -

Tax Accountant

Work near home in well
paying lob with a future
in a fast growing busin-

dinances. Full employee bene-

27 -Employment Agencies Men

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

Grocery
Stockman

FULL TIME

INSPECTOR

Women

pect News Agency, 392-1830.

BUILDING
Extensive

26 -Help- Wanted Mon At,

ticdiic-vanted early 7.m. Mondaythru
Saturday. Call Mt. Pros-

FREE

growing electronics firm.
experience or special
background necessary to land
No

MEN & WOMEN
METHODE

COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

this once in a life time pos-

ition. Greet clients, take

JOIN A PROFIT SHARING COMPANY

MFG. CORP.

messages,

JOIN

DOLLARS

SENSE

AND

`26 -Help Waided Men cw.
.

CUSTODIANS
FOR MODERN BUILDING

Call

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Male or Female
Full or part time
Excellent pay
Mr. Collins 733-4352

24 -Help Wanted Men_

The Following Positions Are Now
Available For Men & Women
in Our New Air Conditioned Plants:
ASSEMBLERS
ASSEMBLER HANDLERS

Many Benefit at
AMPEX

...

Profit Sharing bonuses
Good starting rates
Automatic increases
0 Two weeks vacation 1st year
Company paid insurance

Tuition aid
Early seniority in new plants
Promotional opportunities
Air-conditioned new plants, parking lot,
cafeteria.

Phone LE 7-2510

Phone, visit or write
Mrs. Gaff ke

AMPEX

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
1150

S.

Willis
An equal opportunity employer

Wheeling,

2201 Lunt Rd.

III.

Cumberland Office
Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

Free Life Insurance
Paid Vacations
9 Paid Holidays
Clean Modern Plant

PLANT

* ASSEMBLERS

* CHEMICAL.

Elk Grove Village, Illinois
439-8700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

OFFICE

* STOCK HANDL-

* PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER

ERS

MIXERS

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

YOU MAKE DOLLARS

DRILL PRESS OPERATOR

7:45 AM. to 4:15 PM. 4:30 PM. to 1:00 AM.
11:00 PM to 7:00 AM.

* PAPER
WRAPPERS

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.

AND BRUNING MAKES SENSE

Regular Salary Reviews
Merit Advancement
Free Retirement Plan
Low Cost Hospitalization

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

MACHINIST

in-

Call Pete Briggs 827-7706

A

392-3500

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
200 E. GOLF RD. LA 9-7700 PALATINE, ILL

reports,

an ideal spot for you.

1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

Women

type

voices. The plush offices and
friendly people make this

* MACHINISTS

*SECRETARIES

*SHEAR

*BILLING MACHINE

OPERATORS

OPERATOR

Personnel

Public
Relations
WILL TRAIN
Swing to the top with one of the
nation's fastest moving corpor-

ation. Become part of a well established firm that has lust
opened It's Mount Prospect office. The young woman who
enjoys meeting new people will

be trained in Interviewing and
public contact activities that

offer challenge and an un-

limited future. Some college
helpful. Call or see JEAN YALE
at

*CLERK TYPISTS

Lynn
Davis

WE ARE NOW INTERVIEWING ON
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY EVENINGS 'TIL 8 P.M.

BRUNING®

259-7010
401 E. Prospect Mt. Prospect
also

36 So. State St.

Chicago

DIVISIMI of 4ddressograph Multigraph Corporation

DAY WANT ADS

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD

30 -Help Wanted Women.

GET RESULTS

MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60056

255-1910
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

Women over 30. 20 hrs. a wk.
Will train qualified applicants.
Call
for
CL 5.2107

appt.

betw.

1-3.

WOMEN, PART TIME OR
FULL TIME. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY.
L-MOR CLEANERS CL 5.4600

Secretary,
president's
asst,
Profit
sharing.
Dictaphone,
;typing. Mt. Prospect. 255-3007.

30 -Help Wanted Women
Cleaning

woman

30 -Help Wanted Women

1;

needed

transportation. CL 3-1323

HOUSEWIVES -PART TIME

BEAUTY COUNSELORS
NEEDED

May I show you how you can,
earn from $3 to $5 an hour? No
parties,

canvassing.

no

Call

C1,5-8045 after 4_ p.m.

,

company. '

Needs switchboard - reception-

personnel
involves
programs, communications &
private secretarial duties.

evening hours. Please call Wm.

Prefer

ist for late afternoon and early

OPPORTUNITY FORA

girl
and

with

work

than

the

lob

average

offer,.

CAREER IN
ADVERTISING
Previous Sales Experience Helpful or,We Will Train.
o EXCELLENT COMPANY
BENEFITS

o SALARY PLUS
INCENTIVE '

Good starting salary, regular
salary reviews, profit sharing,

5 day week and air conditionexecutive offices located
near molar expressways.
Phone, write or visit:
Mr. P.J. Cramer
ed

Manager. Inresponsivaried

Personnel

AMPEX CORP.

MR. BROWN

2201 Lunt Avenue
Elk Grove Village
956-0990

255-7200

Day Publications, Inc.i

'TYPISTS

MAIDS
APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

STOP IN OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

necessary.

PO 6-2255
'

haila-rafters co.
.

OPEqATORS
Work close to horn at Hallicrafters' now Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditionedfacility conveniently located on Hicks Road is: WO

i

Replies Confidential

appointments arranged.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

2nd SHIFT

,

Many company benefits including profit sharing.

a few minutes drive from your home.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

Wheeling

1150 S. Willis

EMPLOYEE

quick arivoncement.

LE 722510

FOR

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

TOWER PACKAGING INC..

BANK

hours. No convassing. Guaranteed income. Call after
4 P.M. Mrs. Pierce. 255-7073

fer you and your family.

National Bank

Commercial Teller

Campbell & Dunton Sts.

Experience preferred but will,,
train right applicant.

Contact: George Pinder

SECRETARY

CL 3-1360

'

Me he /No -afters co.

SALES

CL 9.4000'

'MARCELLA KOKES

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Experienced - good typing skills, shorthand helpful. Should have good telephone communication.

Director
2 PART TIME

Public Health Dept.

SALES LADIES

Requirements:

Apply

NURSING DEGREE

Member: MAP. Multiple
(c82-Wanted To Rent

Rd. D. E. Stonebraker
299-0350

TMA

RESPONSIBILITIES
IN PUBLIC HEALTH

1020 Noel Avenue
SP 5-4300

Salary Open
Apply Finance Director

Registered Nurses

WIRERS

DENTIST

required. Remainder of

WANTS

work is on a variety of

6,

problems, most of which
will challenge your ingenuity or organizational
skills. Typing and lab experience needed.

5 ,days..

259-3310

condition.
Cushions need recovering. Very
;cheap. 392-2645
Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bedrm. set,
.new $165.251-7385.

Man's suit size 36 short, 3 button single breasted, gray. Worn
only 3 times. Original cost $80
will sell for only $35. 255-3271

44 -Dogs, Pets and

Equipment

We Need A

registered.
female. 437-2129.

RIGHT HERE!

Brand-new. carpeting made for,
'model homes. Heavy nylon pile

ambitious, career minded girl
capable of efficiently handling
a variety of duties_ Requires

BAKERY SALES

Schmitt Bakeries
478-0700

ing.

TELEVISION
cArzegradeele24 ychnetEa W.

offer, 2 studio couches, $35
each. Coll CL 3-6972, mornings
I or evenings.

SP 5-4300

FIGURE CLERKS
Our rapid ,expansion
created several interesting
openings for figure clerks.
Typing helpful but not abnecessary.
Good
solutely
starting salary. and excellent
has

life
idays,
hospitalization,
insurance and many other
benefits.
Call Paul Ruiz 439-5650

opportunity 'for advancement.
We have openings in the following areas:

APPLICATION
ENGINEERING
CORP.
Elk Grove Village Area

Interviewer \
Personnel

'

Our well established Mt. Pros
pact employment office has an
exciting lob open. Due to ex
pension Into our fourth office

we need the gal who likes

people, is soles minded, loves

a challenge, and works well
on her own. Unusually high
earnings, 100% phone public
contact 'and public relations.
We are a 20 year old firm with
great co-workers in a most
pleasant office. We are at 1720
Algonquin (Route 62 at Dempster & Busse) or call 437-5090

for further information or an
appointment.

THE FORD EMPLOYMENT

pieces. 359-1335

Credit
Cost Accounting
General Accounting
Auditing
Inventory Control

new skill.

1/3 off the regular price famas $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.

!HELP!!
Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.
773-0252

We are a fast growing intermanufacturer
national
hospital medical products.

of

Electronic

Willing to train above average typist to operate dictaphone.

6301 Lincoln Ave.
Morton Grove
965-4700 .
,

schools.

$17,000.

-ARLINGTON HIS.

Women!
GENERAL CLERKS

.

71-Apts. and Rooms to
Share

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just

Wanted, Middle age couple to'
share nice home with kitchen
privileges FREE for companionship to widow. 11/2 blocks to An.
Hts. depot. Call CL 3.2197 after
11 a.m.

COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

Arlington Heights
255.6320 358.1502 894-1330
JUST LISTED

Swiss Chalet in Schaumburg
-

11/2

Car:

.peting; pool, air cond., $190, after 4 p.m. 437-2577.
r

frame split level. With a comfortable 10'x25' family room,

place In living rm. Extras
include: dishwasher, range,
disposal, outdoor gas grill,

plus a 14'x25' recreation room.

Attached garage. Cream puff
condition. Yours for $31,900

carpeting, drapes, storms &
screens, cyclone fenced back
yard. $28,700

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to -of-

plus: SWIMMING POOL. Depos-,
its now being accepted fon
,immediate occupancy.
1444 S , (1,V_S S E .
_4

COUNTRY CLUB
APTS.
2

bdrm.,

11/2

baths,

opts. Air conditioned, all ap-

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
200 E. GOLF RD. LA 9-7700 PALATINE, ILL

600'Hicks1Road,IRollind Meadows,IIIU

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

An Equal OpportunityOpportunityEmployeri
II

Arlington

...,

RA',

3

^

tIA011,6

.

.

1209 N. Elmhurst
Mt. Prospect
Prospect Hts.
537-8660
I CL
9-0200
Member M.A.P. Multiple
Listing Service
12, E. Busse

Wanted: 3 Bedrm. Home

bedrooms,

priced

96 -Real Estate Wanted
Central Mt. Prospect from
jolly. party by priv. indiv. All
lin

soft music and light wine, will
make your dreams come true
in this like new 7 room brick
home.

,LLttlic t..

Georgel qrstigse

REALTORS

ranch

3

'

'KOERNER PPOORC.

at only

i

I

.

Sale'

---

Ply -='-mouth 'rf-rurylil 4-dr.;
4 mos. old, loaded w/extras,
must

sell. $2175.
381-2890
11054 Ford V-8. Good- condition

like new tires, R/H, A/T, $139.

PALATINE
Plum Grove Countryside

Heights,

Willow, Palatine Rds. Behind
A & P Shopping Center.
Models open 10-6 p.m.
Weekdays
12-5 p.m. Saturdays & Sundays
For rental Information Call:
'Model PH. 253-0800; Chicago weekdays only - 267-7270

Inherited 1966 Ford LTD, low
mileage, P/S, P/B. $2200 or
best offer. CL 5-7342
'60 VOLKSWAGEN. NEEDS BODY

4 bedrooms, gracious individual styling. and good basic
design for the growing family.
Living room, separate formal
dining room, step -saver

Family room with
baths, full
fireplace, 21/2
basement, 21/2 car attached
garage. See this -fine home and
kitchen.

WORK. BEST OFFER.

392-4168
Ford '64 Fairlane station wagon,
yellow, blk. inter. V-8, excel.
cond. Snow tiros. $725. 692-3651

1964 FORD 2 dr. V-8, A/T, P/S,
ono owner $750.

you will want to call it yours.
$38,900.

CL 5-3351

1964 Rainbler American. 330 2 door, like new tires. 1 -owner.
255-0404.

OPEN 9 TO 9

Ford Fairlane 500 2-cfr, 6
cyl, auto., low mileage, good

_...

cond.

$325 or best
CL 5-7942

offer.

102 -Trucks, Trailers

i

.

'

_

trailer
13', exc. cond., full equipment.
Sleeps 5. Plenty of storage.
1963

water, cooking gas range, refriq

pliances.

bedrm. brick &

Attractive

& rear, good size, nicely landscaped lot, family rm., fire-

TIMBFIRIAlc VILI.A0'i
rl bdrre.opts. Include-sIt'eUtifiqr

259-9600

Opportunity Knocks!

Large patio, gas lights front

.---m0UFITTITOSTECT-7.-'.. -

quick advancement.

fer you and your family.

Wheeling

3 bedrms. - 11/2
car att. garage.

74 -To Rent Apartments
MT. PROSP.,

.

104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
255-9111
28 E. Northwest Hwy., Arl. Hts.
253-1800
570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove
439-4700

CL 5-8736

'
El Rey Music Center
7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3.0180

Evening hours 5 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. No prior experience necessary as we will train.

ence a must.

Annen & Busse

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

$24,900.

Used Ampeg amp, like new, 12"
speaker, tremolo, echo, $150.

JANITORESSES

type models of electronic military equipment.

garage, well landscaped. Ideal
location & better than new
condition. $41,500.

.

Here Every Wednesday

a few minutes drive from your home.

marvelous kitch. with all apFinances. 2 patios, att. 2 car

0
a ettA°

baths,

split

bar, utility rm., 2 ceramic baths,

rnoel..

'

bedrm.

3

levell 24' family rm. with wet

1

BUYS LIKE:

You'll enjoy our interesting work building proto-

Gorgeous

beautifully finished recreation room. Carpeted
living ream; hallway,
and
bedroom. All
for you at $25,900.
.

.

Personal & Effective Service
Open 9 to 9
259-1500
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.'
Member MAP
.

.

YOUR HOME
Awaits your inspection.
3 bedrooms, Ph baths,

Unbelievably

CHECK OUR CLOSEOUT
INSTRUMENT SALE.

-

MINT

....

220 E. Northwest Hwy., Arl. Hts.
392-1855

family room, 21/z car garage.

827-6851

helpful but not required.

ASubsidiary of Northrop 'Corporation

room. 2 car garage.
CONDITION. $27,900

HOWARD KAGAY

The warmth of a fireplace,

5'2" STARCK-laby grand piano.
Good condition. $350.

Beginning positions now open for individuals with no prior
office experience. Knowledge of 10 key adding machine

Inc.

basement, Newly carpeted living room. 25'x26' paneled rec.

fices. Only $21,000.

FOR TWO

55 -Musical Instruments

Me haincraffers coo

MOUNT PROSPECT
Solidly built brick home. Full

street. Ideal for stores or of-

FIREPLACE BUILT

CALL 358-6800

Background should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experi-

3 N. Bothwell
Palatine
359-0900

60' x 130' commercial lot zoned B-2 on heavily; traveled

ery.

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

LaLonde

Real Estate

i

homes. Big savings. Will separate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

Deluxe

Laboratories,

Gas heat, fenced back yard.
to

.

2 bedroom ranch home. Walking distance to town. Beautiful
wooded lot with fruit trees
and flower garden.
Priced to sell at
$17,900

starter home ... 3
bedrooms, family size kitchen,
1living room with dining "L".
Excellent

Close

358-5560

Member: M.A.P. Mutt.
List. Sere.

JUST LISTED

MUNDELEIN

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe model

8:30 AM to 5 PM1

Baxter

.

392.6753

40% to 60%04

DICTAPHONE OPERATOR

-Assembler

Contact: George Pinder'

APPLY
PERSONNEL DEPT.

i

403 N. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
359-3400

After 12 Noon

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for

728 Northwest Hwy.

Palatine

:Painted & redecorated Inside &
out. Carpet & drapes. $36,500.

7 rooms

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

ments In accounting department. No typing involved.

WORK IN:
0 New,'Ultra-Modern Facilities
0 Completely Air -Conditioned Offices

11/2

'fir. den, patio, rec. rm. w/frpl.

satin

We will train qualified typists to operate billing machines
in Accounting Department. Excellent opportunity to learn

ous name brand carpets, as low

O Close -To -Home Company

duties. Work in now modern
plant. Profit sharing, pension
plan, paid vacation and hot

antique

$125. All like new decorator's

Wheeling

Prototype'

Housewives!

Ig. bdrms.,

.

sofa chartreuse

0101

SCARSDALE

By Owner. 3

baths, 18x12 L.R. w/frpl., DR,
modern kitchen, paneled 1st

Contemoprary wal. veneer bedrm. set: bkcase' dble. bed, dble.
dresser, mirror, chest & 2 nite
tables. Like new. CL 5-8713.
2 blue outlined floral quilted

JOIN THE WORK-IN

GENERAL OFFICE
Shorthand, typing, overseas
shipping
documents,
misc.

$45.

Mahog. bdrm. set, $85 or best

SECRETARIES & STENOGRAPHERS

Prior general office experience desired for clerical assign-

CRAVENS. CO.
630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

I

finish

CL 3-5208

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

Girls!

BARRETT-

I

fruitwood

table,

0 FREE LIFE -HOSPITAL INSURANCE

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

CALL BOB COLBERT'

dining

2 step tables, matching coffee

Variety of work involved in this assignment.

Experienced or Will Train

mahogany

537-6019

,

FULL TIME

leaf

0 AUTOMATIC INCREASES

dictaphone experience. Full
benefits including 3 weeks
vacation.

IRC

-

I Huge discounts. 824-7353._ _

CLERKS

Director of Marketing needs

sion. $37,500.
baths,

21/z

rm., bsmt., -Din. Rm,
30's. Mt. Pros. 437-2540

Baird & Warner

table with 2 arm chairs. $75.

Marketing

COCK ROBIN

bdrm.,

4

1-

No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.
724-6257

920 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

low

,47 -Home Furnishings -

SECRETARY.

Rolling Meadows

2.males,

AKC
Is

o STEADY EMPLOYMENT

1020 Noel Avenue

please

Esiate-Houses"
`Colonial

Poodles, white toys, 6 weeks,

BILLING MACHINE OPERATORS

TO WORK DAYS

ING RM., family kitch. with

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins -All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses-

439-5534 aft. 6 or weekends.

lounge chairs $100 each. 1.63"

or part time from 10:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Uniforms fur-

CL 9-4315

_

296-8659

0 to 3 years experience ideal for secretarial positions now
open in several departments. Duties are varied and interest-

Full

:sired. Please contact Pot Mc'Conochy, Baxter Laboratories,
6301
Lincoln, Morton Grove.
YO 5-4700

119 Maple (Hwy. 176)
Mundelein, III. 566-6720

German Shep. pups AKC, Chomp
sire,
bred for
temperment.

Drop

LE 7-5700

'MT. -PROSPECT
4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full basement, att. 21/2 car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

COUNTRY COUSIN

AKC German Shepherd puppies,
all shots, champion sired.

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

WOMAN

Relocated Professional and wife
desire 2 bdrm. furnished home
,or apartment in North suburban
area. Immediate occupancy de -

658-5588

.

Hours: 8 o 4:30 p.m..:_-. .

TMA

21 N. Vail,Arlington Hts.

puppies, AKC; 3/4
beagles; also mixed toy collie.

SYSTEMS, INC.

RESPONSIBLE

nished. If interested
call Mrs. Pecoraro.

ate. $225. 392-5315
sofa,
good
96"

Whelling

439-8500
WEBER MARKING

A-1 condition. $33,500

area.

CL 9-1400, Aft. 5 p.m. 392-0493

Fam.

Scott stereo system. Amp., tuner, 3 way speakers. Will separ-

LE 7-5700

"A Good Place To Work"

1300 E. CENTRAL RD.

.sell for $75. 634-3075.

brick
baths,

ceramic

'Boehmer & Hedlund

JOHNSON WATER

cretarial to VP Technical
Director. Shorthand not.

Experienced or will train

Philco deluxe elec.
range, $75; Storkline buggy,
$20. Excel. cond. 437-2259.
30" 'reel Locke mower with
sulky, orign. cost 5750, will

furniture

50% of the work is se-

ASSISTANT

Call

$275 & up.
439-1182.

in 'this

old

pancy. Call 439-7600 ext. 27
After 6 p.m. FL 8-2699

CONDITIONING CO.
_255.1107 or 358-3200

soLDERERs

SECRETARY

CHAIRS I DE

Grand father clocks,. excellent

2

ditioning equipment contact -

Your Reason To
Change Jobs

TECHNICAL

ARLINGTON HTS.

FOR SALE: Like new check writer
for business -- $40.00. Call
437-7713

Dachshund

CALL MRS. HIGGINS

296-3334

FL 9-3200

0-.51..11157

Northwest

-

bedrms.,

yr.

or 2 bedroom furnished Apt.
Prefer 1st floor. April 1st occu1

water softeners & water con-

FOR A CHANGE???

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
253-2340

All Shifts

$125. Call 255-7200

.

Village Of
Arlington Heights

LPN- & AIDES

singRe''man. Arlington Heights,
Mount Prospect area., Not over
Wanted

21/2

fully equipped kitch. Carpeted
living rm., dit'eng rm., hall,
All draperies. Spacious family
rm. Bookshelves, patio. 2 car
att. garage. Sodded yard.

bedrocim apt. by

1

beautiful

& frame split level. 3 lovely

Listing Service

For information about the FINEST

,

Many extra features

CL 3-7600

-

-

MT. PROSPECT

259 E. Rand, Mt. Prospect

before 6 P.M.

ADMINISTRATIVE

Cor. Camp McDonald & Wolf

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Age over 30.
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

Hours: 10 a.m. to 5 p:m.
Monday thru Friday

Ben Franklin Store

259-9600

8:30 AAA to 5 PM

MeMber MAP.

. ,Multiple Listing Service -

REALTY

soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

national homefinding service

WL.---

m MADE

4 -Burner

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

First Arlington

-,..--

L4'Member
Homeric°,
e

month.

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

condition,

lArlington Realty Inc.

way, and garage. $200 per

6301 Lincoln Ave.
Morton Grove
965-4700

South Arl. Hts.

ICL 3-100

Possession

Laboratories, Inc.

KEY PUNCH

21.4 S. Main St.
CL 5-5151
Mt. Prospect
4535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.

3 bedrooms, attached breeze-

Baxter

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

550 W. Northwest Hwy.
392.8100.-,
North Ad. Hts.

Immediate

hensive benefit program.

,Action
Realtors

-

FOR RENT

APPLY
PERSONNEL DEPT.

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

SEE THE ....

76 -To Rent Houses

surroundings and a compre-

Elk Grove Village

'

.....

not absolutely
Excellent oppor-

supply firm. Good
pleasant
salary,

medical
staffing

CRAVENS CO.

Interviewing hours:
8:30 AM to 8 PM daily
Saturday to 11 AM

but

itunities for advancement with
lour rapidly expanding hospital

ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL
800 W. Blesterfield Rd.
437-5500

avail. April 1st, Ig.
air-cond. 2 bdrm. apartment, Mt.
Prospect.
Walk
to
school,
train & shopping. Pool. $183
month. 392-4459

Some prior office experience
helpful

Page 9
864Lectl:Eitist31.;Hciaset.

!

Sublease

,,ginner and experienced typists.

Full Time

Nil, typing.

375 Meyer Rood
Bensenville, Ill.

your community? Choose your

9 to

Monday, March 4, 1968

We have 'several Interestingland
varied openings for be -

'

BARRETT-

Evening

MOTHERS
Would you like to earn $40$100 per week representing
World Book and Childcraft in

Full time -

for operator with
some experience. Will operate switchboard6 teletype, and
servo as receptionist. Some

0 rouritome. mo.

THE DAY

Wantbd Women....

cw

HOUSEKEEPING

Opening

HAND SKILLS AND A PLEASANT
MANNER A MUST.

,

74 -To Rent Apartments

RECEPTIONIST

tarot/ling,
ble duties Including answer.
ing Incomming phone calls;
correspondence
preparing
with applicants and other
companies; placing advertising; assisting Staff members
in special assignments. GOOD
TYPING SPEED, FAIR SHORT-

II30-1-telp Wonted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

lYttanted

Phone for Appointment

.

I

SWITCHBOARD &

SECRETARY
to

-

-4--

; 30 -Help Wanted Women

,

secretarial

personality, who
would like to do more creative
skills

Menn_355-9100.

.

Indus. Relations Mgr.
Unusually Interesting lob astop
Industrial Relasisting
tions executive in direction of
funcpersonnel
multi -plant
motor electronics
tions for

Position

HARPER COLLEGE

30 -Help Wanted Women

EXEC. SECRETARY -TO

day every other week. 'Own
Earn extra money In your spare,
-time: 255-7996 after 6,

-

at PALATINE
101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-0744

at MT. PROSPECT
900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9030

Member
MAP.
listing Service

.

CLOSEOUT SALE

1968 Johnson & Trade' Winds
Snowmobilps. See our complete

of 1968 tent trailers, tratrailers, pickup coaches &

line
vel

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.
Sun. 12 noon to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E.

of McHenry. PH. 815-385-6333

11 -Motorcycles and,:
Scooters

Multiple

, *Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Rooftop

camping

CL 3-2999

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

Layton

-

'1967 HONDA 9k .
(Very

low mileage - Best offer

Call 392-1570 after 5 p.m.

'

4.

REM ,TTE HAUSE3 DH PENNI

r Oast.

ut SEE

r

mantnym (MUM

loam c
[MUMS FOR A 68 VCR
SEE US FIRST

7,

o'

ET AOMORI& RE DOM

U.S!

TI RS.

\\AAR. 7th'

ITI Lir

'ilai1111111111:1Eat.,

o

ximueajt

IA

,Fil

rE PLCIS

79727 77.4.'

1

VSNI

AT' ?COME

81 C2OEU TC)213

FORMERLY FORD IN PARK RIDGE

ME NEWEST, FINEST, LARGEST AUTOMOTIVE FACILITIES IN CHICAGOLAND.

8/

-- THE NORTHWEST'S NEWEST MODEL "C" DEALER --

9401 Milwaukee Ave. - 965-6700 - Niles, Ill.
Open Daily 9-9 - Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 11-5

INE MST

Opposite Golf Mill Shopping Center.
$29 Electric Road Racer Set
With Any Car Bought From This Ad!
NEW 1968
ORDER YOUR,$2666.

REDUCE OUR STOCK

FREE:

METE MEM

CHARGERS COLOR CHOICE
'67 PLYM. Satellite, Loaded! Sharp!

'66 CORONET.444.0,;

ON.

'66 POLARA .2 Dr., H/T. R&H, P/S, P/B, A/T $65 ON.
'65. DODGE Cust. 880, 4 -Dr. Loaded!

$1095

'66 CORONET.440, 4 -Dr. Fac. Air, A/T, P/S

$75,DN.

RI ©WEE CO

\AVIE it.53VAr..

-

EUS Maas AM
'SOS
7

NO MONEY DOWN 0 ASK FOR AL!

E rI"

'66 CHEVY

OPEN SUN. 10 6. DAILY, 9-9. SAT. 9-6

ED

1100E [DLIS

E

$85 DN.

-,,Dori:, H.T., 383", 4-Bbl,_

DES '
ii
PLAINES
MANNHEIM, N. of OAKTON 0 824-7151

II
6 cyl., power glide, radio,
heater, w/w's.

$1295

Popular 2 Door Hardtop. Fully Equipped
with Automatic Trans., Power Steering,

Radio, Whitewalls, Vinyl Interior and
Custom Vinyl Roof. Plus Lots More.

'65 IMPALA
dr. Power Glide, Power
Heater,
Steering,
Radio,
w/mes
4

0=0 EE [D EALS

$1195

TOORT1=0

CHOWIREG

ABouir
ARE FROM

'65 Ford
-Country Sedan
10 Pass. Wagon, VB, Auto.
Power Steering, Factory Air,

1962 FORD V8 WAGON -

'66 BUICK

'67 FORD

9 Pass. Fact. Air

FAIRLANE
500

'66 CHEVROLET
9 Pass. 2 to chose from.

9195

'65 BARRACUDA

-

Wicko-FoienAUTHORIZCO

CHEVRO;..ET

1963 FORD V8 SQUIRE WAGON -

6 Pass. Fury III Pow.

GTO

4 Dr.

'65 BUICK

'65 CORNET

9 Pass. Full Pow.

2 to choose from

'64 FORD FALCON
Auto.

/193
$1793

10 Passenger!!

1965 FORD GALAXIE 500 SEDAN -

'64 COMET

Full

2 Dr. Auto.

1965 FORD GALAXIE 500 HARDTOP -

'67 CORNET

'62 MONZA

Hemi

Auto.

9 393

Nice Buyll

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 SEDAN

$1593

V8, Power!!

Cony.

12/T. 2 to choose from.

$2393

A Real Scarce Item!!

'64 MONZA

'64 DODGE
POLARA

$1493

Luxury!!

1965 THUNDERBIRD CONVERTIBLE -

4 Dr. Auto.

2 To Choose From.

9293

Power!!

1965 LTD HARDTOP Unequalled

'66 MUSTANG

9 Pass. Auto. Pow.

1965 THUNDERBIRD HARDTOP Go in Style!!

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE -

'64 DART

'60 PLYMOUTH

$893
$1393

All the Extras!!

'65 OLDSMOBILE

6 Pass. Chevelle, Auto.

1964 VW SEDAN Very Economical!!

1965 CHEVROLET SEDAN -

COUPE

FREIE

$893
$893

1964 CHEVROLET V8 WAGON -

'65 FORD FUTURA

'65 PLYMOUTH

'64 CHEVROLET

I

1963 FORD V8 GALAXIE 500 SEDAN -

Full Power!!

9 Pass. Full Pow.

o

$793
$793

9 Passenger!!

Top of the Line!!

H.T.

3 to choose from.

'66 PONTIAC

'65 CHEVROLET

itt

Priced To Sell!!

Full Power!!

9 Pass.

Dick

1963 FORD V8 CONVERTIBLE -

1963 FORD V8 WAGON -

'64 PONTIAC H.T.

'66 CHARGER H.T. '66 PLYMOUTH

'65 OLDSMOBILE

Radio, Heater, W/W's.

$593
$693

Like New!!

1966 FAIRLANE 500 WAGON -

9 593

Roomy!!

Real

1966 FORD XL HARDTOP COUPE -

9893

Bucket Seats, Power!!

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 SEDAN -

HOUR GLASS

Hurry

With every appraisal!

$1393

Folks!!

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 HARDTOP CPE-

ALARM CLOCK

Full

GRANDFATHERS
CLOCK

1966 FORD COUNTRY'SQUIRE-

cuss le. Iltilstitt
DIMINO FIN 29

$1793

Power!!

With every car purchased

All the Extras!!

$1993

1966 LTD HARDTOP -

/193

Air Conditioned Full Power!!

1966 OLDSMOBILE 98 LUXURY SEDAN -

1............_ I
.40.27

MINTON DAY - 255-7200
I

PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400
MARECET DAY -

255-7200

392-6300

ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE RACE TRACK

PALATINE

$2493

Air Conditioned!!

1400 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON -

$1493

V8, Full Power!!

ARLINGTON itom
Date Timer

....''''.........WESI

CIENBROOX

1111'

2038 WAUKEGAN RD.
729-2600

GLENVIEW

;11

moaap e -e, tat. 199, km. It.7

"I --.144f.g.

DOUBLE-BARRELED SPECIAL.
TODAY'S SPECIAL
Stock #31390A

DE

1966 CHEVROLET BEL AIR

4DRSEDAN

FREE!

rglide, Radio, Heater,
V8, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Po
Defroster, White Walls, Etc. This car is priced for a quick salell

HOUR GLASS
With every spinal:sit

ALARM CLOCK
GRANDFATHERS
CLOCK
Com Is, Naglitatt

76114211141,1\e"

Finance Problems? We Can SAlve Them!!
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'nage Moves to Seal

fflindusirial Property
MoUnt Prospect officials Oakton eastward from Illinois
today took .the initial action,, Rt. 83 to Busse. A well will
tO'annex all the property west he dug either by the owner or
of Illinois Rt. 83 to- Oakton.
sealing off the industrial alnd
south of Algonquin from the

the village and later will be
incorporated into the village

and west of Illinois

Rt. 83.

Manager Robert Moore and

sent to the City of Des Plaines
asking for a zoning change as

nexation proceedings have

Illinois Rte. 83 south of the'

would include 36 acres at the
northwest corner , of Oakton
and Elmhurst Rd. and a small

been started. Demis plans to
build a restaurant and motel

tollroad is Elk Grove Village.

strip of land extending

a condition for annexation to
that city. Congreve wanted
another letter sent by the,property owner withdrawing the

northward through land owned by Kenroy Builders, as far

request. before the annexation
could be made public.'

as' Algonquin.

One of Congreve's worries
was that Des Plaines would
move across Illinois Rt. 83.
since the city council has in-

Stephani approached
received .assurances that the

Education last night that

soon as possible. Stephani
presently owns a sewer line
running on the north side of

been

Mount Prospect elementary
''schools are at a crossroad. He

said that it .is time for an ap.
prafsal of what is excellence

he explored and

since

it now is used as the

basis

for

Anderson explained what he

administrative needs.

Under

should be tried in the district.

tered program- philosophy.
teachers could pick out the

cellence"

is

to be considered-, he said that a teacher corn
mittee is interested in writing
new program goals and a new

in the Mount Prospect

district.

.

Anderson presented pro
grams which should be tried
in the school district.' pro

Thomas Report
Favors Operation
Wingspread Plan
Operation Wingspread got
off the ground Monday when
Supt. Donald Thomas recommended that Dist. 59's sixth graders take part in `a weeklong camping experience with
ihner-city children.

The school board earlier
had approved the project, proVided that the superintendent
reported favorably.

About '40 students from

Holmes, Dempster, and Grove

Junior High Schools will

spend the week beginning
March 25 at a YMCA camp
near Lake Villa with children

In Search
Prospect Heights School
Dist. 23 Board of Education
may enlist the help of the

county superintendent of
schools' office in it search for
a new superintendent.

Outgoing Supt. Louis

Pansino told the board Monday that the county office can

supply the hoard with

qualified candidates for the
position at no cost.

Board President Robert
LeForge said that he had
already 'received a list of live
candidates for the position
from the office of Robert

Hanrahan. county superior
tendent 'of schools. He said
that he hopes the board will

he able 'to meet with a
representative from that Office

in ortier.to receive more
names.for consideration.
LeForge said he now has a

would become the most inr
portant objective. Textbook

would

HE EXPLAINED that

teachers often arc, under
pressure to finish a text book

wrote to:
PanSino earlier announced

that he will leave his .post at
the end of the present school
term. He intends to return 'to
school to pursue his doctorate.
v.

north 'of Dempster since last
summer and each community
has been maneuvering to annex, a portion of the land in-

system of grading

and

reporting to parents
have to be modified to an
ungraded. individualized. in

Kenroy. Mount Prospect annexed a strip on the west side

Gripe
Of The

(0,4",

Day

However,, no formal an-

on his land.

A second headache for

-Students who vandalize
property without
stopping to think how they
are wasting the taxpayer's
money. J.W.W.
school

1)=101041=f1102

lounge. Condominium
apartments may also be constructed. The property is zoned for industrial development.
This latest move by Mount
Prospect will bring an end to

able to pinpoint where the race by the three

municipalities to capture the

industrial property along

tollroad to within a few feet

Oakton with- Mount Prospect coming out as the winner. Des

of Illinois Rt. 83. West of.

Plaines

is

on

the northeast

corner of Oakton and

Elmhurst and probably will
Stephani plans to build a move south to the tollroad.
Howard Johnson Motel with. leasing very little property

a' restaurant and cocktail

outside of minicipal limits..

District 23 Board Silent.
On Secret Meeting Charge
BY LARRY WILLS
The expected statement by
the Prospect Heights School

Mrs. Sandstrom has indicated
that she boycotted the meeting
because she "objected."

from the state's attorney's of-

fice, barely touched the
sensitive' subject. Mrs.

A complaint against the

Sandstrom. in a report to the

Dist. 23 Board of Education
on the allegedly illegal secret

board was signed by Mrs. Jo

hoard on a conference she at-

meeting held Jan. 27 was not

Parkway.

but al

evidence to prosecute. The
penalty for a public body

matters the board might consider in the future is good
public relations as compared
to "poor public relations.'
Board Member J. Donald
Elston. in a similar report on

holding a meeting without in-

the conference, reviewed sonic

public is imprisonment up to
six months and up to a $100

school board members, which
ias he described them, are
"like the Boy Scout oath."

because of possible impending
legal action.

Board President Robert
LeForge said that the statement would not be issued on
advice from school attorney
Henry Vallely. LeForge said
it had not been determined
whether the state's attorney's
office ora resident might sign

Ellen Clawcs, 203 N.
Feb.

26.

tenvard Louis Garippo of the
state's

attorney's office said

that there was not sufficient

forming the press or the
line.

she expected Attorney.

day.

notify her today what other
courses of action might be

The only comment made at
the meeting came from hoard

member Roy Weinberg who
said that he objected to being

tended, said that one of the

of the duties and powers of

MRS. CLAWES said that

for the meeting held in
LeForge's home on a Satur

proach. he said.

(Continued on Page 2)

earlier

a complaint against the hoard

dependent study kind of ap

"An organized pattern of

Behrel

volved, also owned by 'issued Monday evening

with visual aids and skip it
If the district did deVelop
such a program. the current

would be a means to the end.

lighting over property

most important parts of a textbook, supplement these parts
relevant parts of the text.

General William Clark to

,available to her now that the.
state's attorney's office has

Meetings

Tonight

handle the case.

The Mount l'rgspect

notified on a Friday that a

Clark earlier told Mrs. Clawes

meeting was to be held the
following day. Weinberg attended the meeting. but two
of the board members. Mrs.

that

Village Board of Trustees,
8 p.m. in Village Hall.

refused to

he would be willing to

help if she would send him all
the information.

Maureen Sandstrom and

Monday's hoard meeting.
attended by about 20 citizens.

David Dresser, did not attend.

the press.

River Trails School

Dist. 26 Board of Education, 8 p.m. at 1800 E.
Kensington..

and an observer

Police Sharpen Their Aim

from two Chicago parochial
schools.

DIST. 59 parents who want
their children to participate

will pay $30 to cover cost of

Mount Prospect Police are
required to hold regular firing
practice at the range located
below' the southside fire sta-

transportation
and insurance. No tax money
will be used for the program.
board,

room,

Forest View High School

Left: Lt. John Savage,

students will serve as
counselors.

The police participate in
shooting contests with other

panel which operates the

municipalities, sharpen their
aim for emergencies, and stay

firing range targets.

previously had said no to any
student exchanges or student

busing suggested by

tion.

left, and Sgt. Ralph

Doney Man the control

Thomas reminded board
members Monday that he

Photos by George Steiner

acquainted with the firearms
that they arc required by law

'$r

to carry at all times.

Day photographer George

Dist. 59's participation will
be limited 'to the voluntary

Steiner spent Friday afternoon

with Police Lt. John Savage,

Sgt. Ralph Doncy and

camp.

Patroman Richard Muller

Schools with sixth -graders

participating are Dempster,
Holmes, and Grove Junior

while they competed at the
range,

High Schools, Other schOols
in Dist, 59 are Jay, Frost, and

Forest View in Mount

Prospect; Einstein,

Devonshire, High Ridge
Knolls and Brentwood in Des

Plaines; Juliette Low in Arlington Heights, and seven

Left: Sgt. Ralph Doney
points to the one bullet

other Elk Grove Village
schools,

that went astray of the
---

pattern within the center
while Patrolman
Richard Muller (left) and
circles,

Burn Victim's
Condition
Reported Good-.

LI. John Savage look on.

An area resident was
good condition
Monday night at Holy Family

reported in

Hospital after he received first
and second degree burns in a
lire at his home early Monday
afternoon.
Jerome A. Zlatowski.'41. ofo

217 Stephenson Lane was
total of II candidates for the cementing tile when the pilot
position. and expects more light from a gas stove ignited
from the .nearby 16 colleges. the cement. can that he was

and universities which he

given program.
new. "child -cen-

learning. thinking. reasoning
and the behavior of pupils

Wingspread.

Dist. 23
Seeks Help

a

the

district philosophy in which

materials and study aids

far west and

Prospect and Des Plaines have

special areas of teacher .and

Under programs that

its borders 'as

provide services to the area as

grams

though should be added to the

dicated that it wants to extend

south as possible. Mount

in education.In a three-part presentation.

school curriculum if "ex

the week-long delay in

village would co-operate to

Anderson Calls for New Look
At Excellence in Education
tans superintendent and cur-

south of Higgins and no coun

that a letter earlier had been

Congreve last week, and

riculum director for School
Dist. :57. told the Board of

Chicago. Ordinances have
_been -passed annexing land

starting the annexation was

The owner of the property
at Oakton and 'Elmhurst. U.

Dr.. Robert Anderson. assis

board was the City of

Chicago's borders begin. One
estimate was that the city had
annexed all land south of the

Mayor Daniel Congreve.

to

DES PLAINES Mayor
Herbert

'

ONE OF THE reasons- for

on the parts of Village

,

has land west of that strip.

Congreve and the village

ty or village official has been

The move, which was the
result of a week's bargaining

BY DIANNE CLERIHAN

Plaines

that preliminary negotiations
had taken place with William
Demis. the owner of a piece
01 property south of Oakton

Plaines.

looks on.

Dempster. and Des

said

water system.

City of Chicago and Des

Sal DiMucci, center, president of DiMucci Enterprises, has donated $1,000 to the newly organized Elk Grove Township Educational Foundation, which plans to market teachers' ideas
and plow profits back into the township. Dr. William Rogge, left, president of the foundation,
accepts the check from DiMucci as Dr. Donald Thomas, superintendent of Dist. 59 schOols,

of Elmhtirst Rd. south to

using.
.

The Mount Prospect Fire

Department answered the call

but the fire was Out, on their
arrival.
Alatowski was taken to the
hospital by his daughter.
V

Lin
Right: Poised for firing
at the distant target, Of-

ficer Richard Muller

demonstrates one meaning,

of the phrase "long arm of
the law.".
..kt-

IA" "4- "
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Civil Defense Siren

If the village board of

River Trails Park Dist.

Spring rings

Oommissioners voted

Threat

park sites into Mount

f St lire

BY LARRY PAIRITZ

DIRECTOR OF CIVIL
DEFENSE
W. ROY MARTIN
MAJOR, USAF RESERVE

open the doorS to future annexation of all live district

s

Only two

quires an understanding of the

disaster phenomena, the
dangers they present and protective measures that may be
taken

A tornado is the most

violent weather pheonomena

to man and is

weather offices. The local sta-

tions then give the reports to
for broadcast to the public.
A "tornado watch" is issued
by the weather bureau for
areas where tornados may oc-

sometimes referred to as a
twister or. incorrectly. "a

precautions.
Once a tornado has actually

cyclone A tornado is a small
storm that usually appears as

tornado warning is given. A

a lunnel-shaped cloud rotating

formed in a given area,

location where the torando
was sighted or detected by

velocities of the funnel have
been estimated at up to 300
miles an hour.

radar and advises residents to
take immediate safety precau-

the ground. The wind

CARTERS
ITTLE
PILLS.

MEM

which deals with connections
between the crime syndicate
and Cook County officials

and members of the Illinois
General Assembly.

The senate passed

Illinois. Gottschalk, himself
one of four candidates for the
Republic n nomination for
governor has constantly call on an ther GOP candidate.
Richard B. Ogilvie, to explain

ing board for a rezoning of
the land in order to build a

"We have to realize. too.
that there will be a day when
our pool will be very crowded.

reportedly a workman for the
crime syndicate.

has

been suppressed either
because President Johnson

because he believes the entire
structure of government in

major repercussions on elec-

tion, Gottschalk said that the

.

resolution

that

suppression

public in general remain unin-

formed about the nature of
the alleged corruption .
cresting a haunting cloud of
suspicion which besmirches
the entire governmental struc-

SI

She is survived by her hus
band. Daniel: two daughters.

Terry and Tracy. and

Schnake of Des Plaines. -She
was preceded in death by her
father. Paul.
Visitors may call at the
Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral

chapel. Burial will be in

fidence in government than

the fear that some public officials look the other way at

Memory Gardens Cemetery in
Arlington Heights

Arthur A. Kelling

mobster activities by inaction,
or who really may be double

Saturday at Sherman Hospital

Arthur A. Kelling. 78, died

in Elgin. A lile-long resident
of Arlington Heights. he lived
at 101 N. Evergreen.

He is survived by his wile.

"And let us not stop with
the passage of this resolution,"

Gottschalk said. "Let us
dedicate ourselves to an

unrelenting, vigorous and
continuous war against crime
and corruption.
"NO SUPERFICIAL show
of force against the mobsters

will do the job,"

he

said.

VisitorsFuneral
may

call

at

the

ington Heights. Services will
be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the

funeral home chapel with the
Dr.

Rev.

Paul

Stumpf of

Home Federal of Chicago offers

levels when they are

academically and emotionally
prepared to do so." Under this

system. specific grade levels
would disappear.

Anderson recommended
that each school in the district

have a learning resource
center that would have large

quantities of self -teaching
-materials for pupils. He also
said that music, art..literature.
and history should be cor
related into one program. He

If you buy or build a home in the Chicago metropolitan area, you enjoy all these extra advantages:

monthly payment to principal. interest, taxes, and
insurance.

There's no place quite like.. .

.

explained that. under this

ri
::..
mr.tii,4yom:Ir4r
I
.

I

_

Anderson stressed that many
of the pressures should be
taken off students. especailly
those in junior high school.
He suggested that physical

WAbash 2-9600
'

for FREE

education should be a daily

Loan Quote

Edward J. Ledwon. 52. of
Forest

Ln..

State at Adams Chicago, III. 60604
State Street's $393 Million Savings Institution

Fredericksen of Arlington.
Heights.

Funeral services will be

Wednesday at the Hagi
Funeral Home in Streator.
Burial will be in Streator.

Mrs. Moeller
Mrs. Alvina Moeller, 70, of

2707 Martin Ln., Rolling
Meadows, died Monday at the

Simpson House Nursing Home in Elgin.

She is survived by five
Mrs. Wilhelmina

Hoeske of Dundee, Mrs.

and 'Mrs. Elfrieda Filantres;

Elk Grove .15 grandchildren;

10

great

grandchildren; a brother,

Herman' Kastning of

Hospital in Chicago. He was
a resident of the village for 10

Marengo, and a sister, Mrs.
Hermina Freise of Schaum-

years.

burg.

He is survived by his wile.
Helen: a son. Dennis of Arl
ington Heights: a daughter.

p.m. tonight at the Lauterburg

Visitors may call after 7

& Oehler Funeral Home in
Arlington Heights. ,
Services will be Thursday at
I

p.m. in St. Peters Church

in Schaumburg. Burial will be
in Lake Street Memorial Park.

exercise for students in junior

morale. He said that one of

high.

the best visual aids is a "well

children in grades four, live.
and six be allowed both a

pleasant smile

He also requested that

morning and afternOon recess.

so "they could let off steam
twice a day." With this pro
posal. Anderson said con

l Buying in a project? Don't hesitate to
check Home's terms before you sign.

A GREAT

IDEA
FOR

DAD!

10. Conventional Loans: terms to 80%,
30 years. Cpmpetitive rates,

ior advancement, good
salaries and growth in

playground equipment on

to forming a co-operative

said.

Factors

morale include: opportunities

a manual arts training pro-

and psychologists, he said.

gram. but I say that suburban

"All of these- forces affect
the districts ability to recruit

kids need it the most.''
Anderson said. Since most
Mount Prospect children go to

college. they have no op-

portunity in high school to
"learn to use a screwdriver or
to sew.- he said. He suggested
a mandatory Industrial arts
and home economics program
for junior high students.
ANOTHER SUGGESTION
was that kindergarten become
a full -day session with an upgraded program emphasizing
reading, math, language arts,

and social studies. "With the
high I.Q.'s of children in this
district. most of them arc
ready for more specific learn-

ing e xperiences." he said.
However. the district cannot
launch a fUll-day kindergarten

program, with existing
classroom facilities, he said.

libraries during the summer

ro

he

which contribute to staff

centives. adequate classroom
year-round program with the facilities. opportunities to he
Mount Prospect Park District creative, board policies, adefor the mutual benelit of the quate materials and equip
ment. and supportive services
community.
"Most people say that the including nurses, social
children out here do not need workers. guidance counselors,

mer library program to allow
COMING IN

the new teacher salary'

school property. He said that
consideration should be given

children access to school
THE PROSPECT DAY

"The Board of Education
made a big step toward improving teacher morale last
Thursday. when it approved
schedule.

Dist. 57 personnel arc studying the possibility of a sum-

b. Appraisers in radio -phone equipped
cars give you prompt commitments.

dressed teacher with a

sideration should be given to
a plan to instalt more

Anderson made to the board

o' Buying an existing home? Make sure
you or your real estate broker check
Home's current mortgage terms.

terms to 30 years.

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

of a particular period in
IN THE AREA of pro
grams to be explored.

CALL

it, VA, FHA MORTGAGE Loans

FEDE FLA L. mammies

method of teaching. children
would study the art and music
history as they read about it:

,

()Liberal prepayment privileges.

loan and interest paid to date, distribution of

She is survived by a

daughter. Mrs. Elise

Mrs. Alvina
Edward J. Ledwon California,
Loeding of Rolling Meadows,
Village. died Monday in
Presbyterian -St. Luke's

ungrading could be

TO QUALIFIED HOME BUYERS AND BUILDERS.

0 Monthly statement shows payment due, balance of

ington Heights. She was a 58
year resident of Streator.

Arnetta Linneweh of Schaumburg; Mrs. Lydia Lino of

tamperers, extortionists, fixers

developed.- he said. in which
pupils could advance to new

Imme oats Mortgage Money

()Monthly payments can be made easily by mail.

rival Sunday at .Northwest
Community Hospital in Art

Township Cemetery.

ington Heights Wheeling

.85

(Conthwedfrom page 1)

()No interest escalator provision.

Mrs. Mary Mital. 78. of
Streator. Ill:. was dead on ar-

Anderson Calls for New Look
At Excellence in Education

not Us

"open-end" loan lets you reborrow without
costly refinancing later on, should you need cash
for home repairs, emergencies, expansion.

Mrs. Mital

daughters,

alliance of all public officials
and citizens -- Republican or
Democrat -- in this solemn Mrs, Elaine Scharringhausen
mission to clean up Illinois 'ol Arlington Heights; tour
which, of course, includes grandchildren: his mother.
Cook County," Gottschalk Julia of Chicago: a brother.
said.
Clarence of Chicago. and a

Of

Mr. Ledwon was a

salesman for Avaiblc Screw &
Bolt Co. in Chicago.

liciating. Burial will be in Arl

conviction of the bribers, jury

our goal.
"I call for a nonpartisan

Cemetery in Chicago.

in law. Arthur J. and Lucy of

"Actual apprehension and
and hoodlums who influence
public officials -- or who may
be in public office -- must be

a.m. in Queen of the Rosary
Church in Elk Grove Village.
Burial will be in St. Adelberts

Rose: and a son and daughter

resolution to make the Blakey
Report public," he said.

.............

a.m. in the funeral home

crime, or who condone

unanimously adopting my

& Oehler Funeral Home in
Arlington Heights. A mass

Home in Arlington Heights.

"THERE IS nothing more
detrimental to public con-

crime we are on by

.

her

mother. Mrs. Florence

11

Mrs. Irene Zbilski of

Morton Grove.

Services will be Wednesday at

"Let us here today in the

who's
hibernating?

"It would be much better
and easier to work within one
boundary."

OBITUARIES

ture in Illinois."

Illinois Senate show the public
which side of the war against

.

Wheeling Township and Cook
County,,, But, being divided
up. you end up with so many
parties to have to deal with.

will be offered ThurNday at 10

crime," Gottschalk said.

.

S. Weiss. "The River Trails
Park Dist. now is mostly in

the village for 10 years.

agents in the war against

.

According to Director of
Parks and Recreation Marvin

Heights, died Friday in Lutheran General Hospital in Park
Ridge. She was a resident of

of the Blakey Report means
"honest officeholders and the

IN HIS SENATE resolu-

would be Mount Prospect."

reported to cite corrupt in-

also says the Blakey Report is

mission and was defeated in
his bid by a single vote. The

THE ACTION could have

village to incorporate it into

Visitors may call after 7
p.m. tonight at the Lauterburg

The Gottschalk resolution

Gottschalk said in his

to _direct traffic. rather than
have to hire our own man."

that, if we are going to incorporate this area, the logical

Mrs. Joan M. Fisher, 37, of
520 N. Ridge Ct.. Arlington

leaders.

Gottschalk (R-Flossmoor)

vestigator.

discussion., the commissioners

Hanson said, "It seems to me

sister.

General Assembly.

hired Cain as chief in-

to the village. After

property into the village.

Mrs. Fisher

fluences in the Illinois

the Illinois Crime Com-

and have no alternatives.' and
might eventually be forced in-

doesn't want to embarrass

Gottschalk revealed that Cain
had sought the job of head of

Robert Blakey of Notre Dame
University Law School.

Hanson said.

Blakey Report

Illinois is corrupt and there is
no way to prosecute mob

federal indictment and

COMMISSIONER Thomas
E. Rector questioned the advisability of extending a nar.

He also was concerned that
the area might be "boxed in

more fully his association

with Richard Cain, now under

county for development of the
whole project.

of annexation to Des Plaines.

present officeholders or

Prospect patrolman out there

We could get a Mount

63 -page

housing project. Annexation 'decided that the danger was
of part of Brickman's land to slight.
Mount Prospect could destroy
Concerning possible anplans he is making with the nexation of the park district's

row arm of Mount Prospect
that far north, since it shuts
out the homes to the west of
Wolf Rd. from the possibility

edit

reportedly explosive Blakey
document. Should the Presi- job then went to Charles
dent refuse, the resolution Siragusa, present head of the
calls upon him to report the commission. All this took
reasons for withholding the place before Ogilvie, who was
report made by Prof. G. then sheriff of Cook County

regularly.

include the tornado's an-

protection against tornadoes
will be discussed.

Av. and Wolf Rd., a strip of
land running parallel to Wolf

unanimously a resolution of-

calling upon President
Johnson to release the

nexed into Mount Prospect.
we would be patrolled fairly

In the April Civil 'Defense
Siren, safety precautions for

annex the park site at Euclid

M. Brickman MidWest Corp..
but Brickman alreatly is petitioning the Cook County zon-

In his talk before the
Illinois Senate Monday:

fered by Sen. Arthur R.

"BUT, IF WE were an-

affected.

like yours

highly secret Blakey Report

I

get here.

tions. The warning also will

onday which may

elease by the U. S.
DeP arttttent of Justice of the

may take an hour for them to

during which the area will be

75 years
in homes

speed

Hanson said. "so we are served by the Cook County Sher rift's Police Dept. But you can
call them sometimes and it

ticiapted path and the time

Taken by
millions
for over

zoning tights." according to
Park Board President Hiram

unincorporated areas.-

tornado warning indicates the

If village trustees decide to
continue northward and to

tion year developments in

The llinois Senate took ac-

tion

"All of our park sites are

a

rapidly and tapering toward

BY RICHARD CRABB

tire protection ancNid "in our

residents in the affected com-

and to be ready to take storm

The strip would have to run
across land owned by the .1

dense of 1') e ort on Coo
Counmty, Mob Links Urge

Hanson.

munities to remain alert for
the possibility of a tornado

property.

Northern Illinois Gas Co.

nexation in conjuncition with
the, .Fairview Gardens subdivision. The two parks that
may be included are the 9.3 acre tract east of Feehanville
Elementary School on Kens-

would be increased police and

long. A "watch" advises

park site east of Feehanville
School along with Fairview

connecting

village must be contiguous.

nexation for the park district

cur within several hours. The
size of such an area is usually
100 miles wide and 300 miles

Rd. will have to connect the
site to other village property.

The

being considered by Village

ington Rd., and the 28.3 -acre
site at Euclid and Wolf Rds.
The main advantages of an-

the communications media

strip - runs

nnexa ton;

along Wolf Rd. and across

land incorporated into the

now are -

Trustees for possible an-

THE TORNADO warnings
originate from the weather

sent by teletype. to Ideal

plete emergency action re-

sites

Door

trustees decides to annex the

Gardens, a .strip of land connecting the two would have to
be annexed also, because all

Prospect.

in Kansas City. Mo.. and are

severe storms and tornados.
Although natural disasters of
this type usually are of short
duration. effective and com-

k n own

unanimously last night to

bureau's storm warning center

The approach of spring
brings with it the threats of

211,

erV_

months. he said.

One of the areas Anderson
stressed was teacher - pupil

and retain competant

teachers. he said. "I am
thoroughly convinced that

parents will pay for the things

that their children will
directly use

AFTER ANDERSON'S
presentation. president of the.
board Robert Russell said, "I

think it is justifiable and

wholesome to be reminded of

what we have and what we
should' have." Then he asked
Supt. Erie Sahlberg if he was

in accord with Anderson's
recommendations. Sahlberg
said that the word excellence
should be explained.

"We do have a good

district, teaching staff, and
programs-. he said. "but there

isn't a school year that we
don't have to work for im-

provements in our system."
"The community has to understand that this presentation
is an over -view and. not a
recommendation, we can try
to do the best we can with the
resources the community' will

provide." Sahlberg said.

ape,

11".
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The Northwest Co

operative Mental. Health
Assn., which at one time own-

.

ed a parcel of land that is to

T PZawia e .13irksen9s
Roger Bjorvik, a Palatine

gram for Spanish-speaking
drivers at Fremd High School.

trustees in spite of protests by
Arlington Heights village and
park officials, is still seeking

a site for a new cli,nic

cedures. A major in the

Marine Corp. Reserve, he is
certified as a trial or defense

Bjorvik, who is a members
of the executive board of the
Palatine Township Regular

licenses.

ordinator for Operation Eagle
Eye in 1966 during the elec-

mendation from Circuit Court
Judge Howard W. Sullivan of

tion.

the 2nd District for his work

three children live at 949
-Hedgewood Rd. in Palatine.

in improving traffic court pro-

the township committeman's

counsel before General Courts
Martial.

He was township co-

Bjorvik, his wife, Ruth, and

post in 1966.

The Palatine Jaycees' Man
of the Year in 1967, he is prosecutor for two villages, a
member of a library board, at-

Judges for the Mount

township and recently was ap-

Prospect Outstanding Young
Educator program have been

pointed vice chairman of the

Cook County Council of

announced by Kenneth

Governments. On that council
he is chairman of the regional
planning and recreation com-

Scholten, chairman of the
local Jaycees' project.

They arc: Mount Prospect,
Mayor Daniel Congreve; Mrs.
Mary Gardener, president of

mittee.

BJORVIK HAS been

in

the Mount Prospect Library

public life since he moved to
the area in 1961. Having a
degree in marketing from the

Board, and Dr. James Harvey,
dean of students at Harper
Junior College.

University of Illinois, he
became interested in law
while he was serving as

Nomination forms, in-

JUliette Low School in the
Surrey Ridge subdivision, for
$5,000 three years ago. The
acre parcel was looked at as
a site for a new out -patient

WHEN MENTAL health
group officials announced

quarters more than two years
ago because of a lack of space

plans -for the proposed clinic,
residents in the subdivision
protested. At the last minute,
the association learned that

in the shopping center.

permit --special permission
from the village's plan commission --before a building

Rolling 'Meadows, Prospect
Heights; Wheeling, Buffalo

better community un-

before the plan commission,
the mental health group's re-

profession, will be honored at

quest was turned down. Under

the April meeting of the terms of the purchase conMount Prospect Jaycees. tract, if the association could

expensive, according to

to the judges on March 20.

his law degree in 1958.

Scholten said.

before the March 15 deadline.
All educators of grades one to

officials are coming under

develop an instructional pro-

petition, designed to foster

public schools arc eligible.

disclosure that they will sell

'Mr. Ugly' Choice Ends
Student Exchange Week
ordinator; Emma Visee,

BY BETSY BROOKER

Mount Prospect Joyce" P.O.

spokesmen for the group.

A whirl of festivities at

marking Student Exchange
Week, came to a -rollicking

program.

close Saturday with the

His platform is peace.
And if he can convince

Prospect Heights.

Steinbraker, a senior, won

his title by collecting the

greatest number of pennies
from the students. His three

contenders,_ all of whom were

1

Rumsfeld (R -I11.) in the

ing disillusioned with the

the Vietnamese people for

student -faculty talent show,
and selling of S.EW. shares
at 25 cents each. All proceeds
went to the AFS fund.
Carl Anderson, faculty co -

offered to Northwest
Suburban area adults in

terested in becoming a Great
Books leader in elementary
schools.

The eight -week course, con-

ducted by a professional stall
member of the Great Books
Foundation of Chicago. will
begin March 19 at 8 p.m. at
St Emily School, 1400 E.
Central Rd.. Mount Prospect.

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
G.

other college campuses where
he has taught.

the Dean's Scholastic Honors
list at Stout State University

campaigned for Robert Sheer,
editor of Ramparts magazine,

-

Bedsworth. Jr.. 901 E.
At the University of
Council Trail. Mount California
in Berkeley, he
Prospect, has been named to

when he ran for the 1966
Democratic nomination for
Congress.

Garrison said a major crisis
facing the country is "our
substitute for a foreign policy.
anti -communism."

DANIEL H. GARRISON

far above the $10,000

School Menus
The following menus will

Township High School

District 214, (subject to

from sight Nancy Snell.

before official invitations will

call.

weekend, had chosen to go to

reunion of the Arlington High

look at the magnificent

already plans arc in progress

high -flying Mount Prospectors. Recently promoted to
rank of captain for American
Airlines have been Ronald R.
Brice, S. Busse Rd.. and John
Koester, S. Edward St. Both
are based at O'Hare Interna-

Seattle via train for another
northwest from the dome car
before such travel steps aside
in deference to speed and big-

It will be a year from now

be in the mail for the 10th

School class of 1959. -but
for the big party.
Ten young men and women
in

this area have organized

ger profits.

themselves into a steering

Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Blocksom

to date have located 250

The Santa Fe Chief took

to California. The couple
returned last week after an
almost four week visit with

their son and his family. the

James Blocksoms of
Rossmoor. near Los Angeles.
Planned well in advance

was the reunion, which found
young Mr. Blocksom taking a
week's vacation in order to be

with his family as much as

possible. and the former

Gloria Golus of Arlington
Heights. Jim and their two

-children. Jimmy 11 and

committee for the event, and

members of the class of over
600.

MAKING light work of the
planning with dessert and cot lee gatherings every couple of
weeks arc the 10, including
Nancy Deming Snell and hus-

band Gary whose romance

in early high school
days, Karen Meyer. now Mrs.
Howard Berg, Karen Flack
who is Mrs. Robert Johnson,

began

Gerald Olsen and Allen

Mount Prospect is the one to

Congratulations to two

tional Airport.

sandwich
Wiener in bun

barbecue
Choice of desserts

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Sauerkraut
Tater rounds
Buttered peas

tary. Miner, Thomas and

Four Grass
Fires Doused

Available desserts:
Purple plums
Vanilla pudding
Strawberry chiffon pie

Koester got an early start
in transportation. He was only

six when he and his brother.
Arthur jr.. Prospect Heights

Bradley, live gave the couple

Sander, Bonnie McGowan
Heinz and husband Jeffrey

from here a whirl. Included

also classmates. Mrs. Robert

now also

were trips to Mexico. Las
Vegas and Palm Springs.

Swanson. and Marjorie

car to Des Plaines without
prior notice.

Pierce Who was Joyce
Ib-

botson, now Mrs. John Kelly.

AN ENERGETIC young
homemaker. Gloria Blocksom
is also academically minded.

A part time student at Long
Beach City College. she attacks courses timed to tit with'

young Bradley's school

schedule. Current interest

--

Tonight the 10 will go to
the Bergs' home. Previous
hosts have been Mr. and Mrs.

Pierce and the Robert

Johnsons. HELP! Say the reunion enthusiasts. If any know

the whereabouts of some in
the class who have dropped

an airlines

pilot

cooperated to drive a family

One at the steering wheel
and barely able to see beyond'

it and the other on the car's
floor at the "controls" -- gas
and brake pedals. Returning
to Mount Prospect the pair

had the help of the Des
Plaines police!

30 cent lunch
Homemade chili
Finger foods
Chilled Fruit

Chocolate brownies
Sugar cookies

Milk

St. Viator High School

Carl Sandburg SChools
Not available

without notice '

being the crisis in our cities."

At home, the professor will

ask that "the government

spend the same kind of money

that we are willing to waste
on a useless war for con-

structive social purposes in
our own country."

Higgens Rd. west of 83, and

1600 Meier.
Fire Department officials

WE'RE NEW IN TOWN!!

P/,

have urged residents to stop
any form of open burning.
The dry conditions of the
fields. grass and shrubs in
crease the chance of the lire

... we'd like
to meet you!

140

These businesses are not
yet in your local phone
book. Check each week ti!

spreading

for new additions.

take it from me!

KEEP THIS LIST BY YOUR PHONE!

ki

NOW
OPEN
TO
1",f

SERVE I

392-6900

YOU jP;

Rand 8 Central Roo& .

LINDMEIER T
pikorked Factory Serrier
Admirai.

place winners at the district
lea el competition): Karen Kit
eel. Wheeling. first place in
Oratorical Declamation with
.

formalwear, inc.
Mount Prospect Plaza

High School.
The winners are:
Wheeling High School (first

"Almost. But Not Quite

.

Dist. 15 -Jonas Salk and

Menus subject to change

School Assn. Speech Tourna
men( Saturday at Forest View

Hints Rd. and Route 83,
Prospect Heights

by

1p

Hustle, Milt Chen. Mount

42 W. Dundee Rd., Wheeling
WALLPAPER

place in Serious Reading with

ARNIE'S

White-. and Douglas

Daughtry. first place in
Original Monolog with
"Conrads Cute Coifs for

2 Eggs -Coffee

it GRILL

1

Carry

Original Monolog with

prizes and trips. Take a tip and start your

ONLY 62c

,0341°) PARK JOBS
7° FREE

young business career now.' Phone 255-4400
and apply for a route in your neighborhood.

Vie Vrogpect map

Serrire

537-9505
Route 83 & Hintz Rd. Prospect Heights
Sausage or Bacon

If you're sharp, you should be "in" with The
Prospect Day. It's great. So are the profits,

These winners competed
with 14 high schools in 10
categories. They will go on
the state contest at Normal.

CARL ETING

BREAKFAST SPECIAL!!

Canines...

Forest View High School: KrisKnudsen. second place in
Extemporaneous Speaking.'

537-9430

),{

United States of America. by
Friedberg: Glenn Mitchell. se
wild place in Original Ora
tion with "Crisis in Black and

"Surprise: -

I nitiritiAtizrblVrat;;::,.Lix,-

DRAPERIES )(11.A

Dinner Speaking with "Think
Chink: and Kathee Foram

Elk Grove High School:
Val Lowry. second place in

537-2233

Spring Crest

Prospect, lir'st place in After

' March 29 and 30.

Dist. 23 - Mac Arthur
Junior High School
40 cent lunch
Grilled cheese sandwich
Stewed tomatoes
Fruit kabob
Cookie
'

solved because of energies reported at Prospect High
devoted to the war in Viet- School athletic field. Lynn
nam, the most important Court at Lake Brierwood,

Prospect grew up in Mount "I Remember Mama' by
Prospect, graduating from Forbes.
Arlington High School:
Central Elementary School
and Arlington High School Curt Wilson. second place in
before going on to college. In Comedy Reading with "The
the U. S. Marine Corps he obtained the rank of captain.
Brice was a member of the
All Weather Squadron and an
officer in the U. S. Navy.

South Junior High Schools
Oven fried chiCken
Mashed potatoes and gravy
Buttered peas
Bread and butter
Puff pastry

Cincinnati coffee bread and

For the second day in a row
Mount Prospect Firemen were

North Elemen-

Dist. 25

Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Cole slaw
Molded: strawberry pineap
pie grape, orange, banana
diced pear

JOHN, SON of Mrs. Prospect Heights. second

Arthur Koester Sr., of Mount

Hamburger. hot dog.

*Toastie or submarine thuringer. cheeseburger, chili.

butter -113 qt. milk
''Milinager:s choice

petition of the Illinois High
government.

ale carte
Soup
French tries

Main dish: (one choice)
Pork cutlet

Eight students 01 Dist. 21-1
were. first or second place win
tiers in the sectional coin

Sonic travelers arc riding
the trains these days out of
pure sentiment. A man from
New York. in town over the

Milk

change without notice)

Chestnut. 255 8349.

A second crisis, according
to the political hopeful, is the plagued by a rash of grass
"whole range of important fires
The four separate fires were
issues at home that can't be

Hot turkey sandwich
Mashed. Potatoes and gravy
Orange juice

he served Wednesday.

-

"Dist. 2.14 Takes
8 .Speech Prizes

Nostalgic Travelers

Further information and

self-determination," he said.

Named to
Honors List

Menomonie, Wis.

adult Great Books discussion

that the U.S. military

The candidate is an assistant professor of classics at
Northwestern University and
a resident of Evanston. He
has been a peace activist on.

Donna L. Bedsworth,

Bob was crowned Mr. Ugly as
part of the Student Exchange
Week festivities.

leader training course will be

certified to lead a junior or

incorrect assumption to begin

USA from interfering in strength can cancel the will of

gives a yell for the school.

A Junior Great Books

registration may be obtained
Irons Mrs. Burton Thompson
of Arlington Heights. 825 S.

tein,the June primary

cost

Great Books
Training Class
Set for Area

Democratic Party is massive,"
Garrison said.

Southeast Asia and to allow
the Vietnamese to settle their

students in the district; a

highest bidder --probably at a

quent investigations by

Alter.completion of the
course, members will be

disaffection with .the

Wheeling.

1968 Mr. Ugly for. Wheeling High School, Senior Bob
Steinbraker, Prospect Heights,

association representatives,
however, revealed that the

the meantime, Radtke and his
fellow board members will
continue their search for a
suitable site for a new out -patient mentallealth clinic.

for Peace Party to run against
the regular Democratic can -

with:

assembly, featuring presentations by foreign exchange

On March 18: the Surrey
Ridge acre will go to the

group.

is "designed. to extricate the

Other activities of the week
included: a student exchange

School Dist. 59 trustees. In

' workshop sessions held once
each week for 'two hours.

"The disillusionment is ris-

minimum bid required by

sties were either unsuitable or
too costly.

ing geometrically and the

five -point "Vietnam
peace platform" which he says

Field Service.

Mayor Daniel Congreve
and plan commission officials
recommended several now -vacant sites to the group. Subse-

There will be eight

present Vietnam situation.

ed on a

Student Exchange Week is
aimed at collecting money to
bring foreign students to the
school through the American

site for a new out -patient clinic building.

The lee is $8 for materials.

Johnson administration.
He says people are.becom-

sophomore, Prospect Heights;

and Mike Groot, freshman,

The mental health's clinic facilities in the Westgate SI opping Center are overcrow41, says
William Radtke, chairman of the board of directors of the Northwest Co-operative Mental
Health Assn. Radtke and his group plan to continue there two -year -old search for a suitable

November election.
Garrison is the 30 -year -old
candidate selected by the 13th
Congressional District Politics

election forsCongress.
Garrison*s\campaign is bas-

ington Heights; Ed Nemeth,

the clinic in that village.

present foreign poky of the

"People arc realizing that
this is an impossible war, a
war that cannot be won and
a war that was based on the

were, Jeff Combs, junior, Arl-

SEVERAL MONTHS ago,
Radtke and.other association
officials met with village officials in Mount Prospect in
an attempt to locate a site for

HE ALSO IS calling for a

complete reversal of the

di

elected by the student body,

from the state and federal
government.

own affairs,

others to think the same way,
Daniel H. Garrison may find
himself in the political arena

against Rep. Donald

coronation of Mr. Ugly, -Bob
Steinbraker, 103 Garden Pl.,

Other financial aid comes

Peace Party Candidate Calls
For Reversal of Vietnam Stand

Kivland, senior Arlington

Heights, directed the S.E.W.

MEANWHILE, DIST. 59

12 in either parochial or sharp criticism for their

junior, Wheeling, and Bonnie

Wheeling High School,

and Schaumburg.

According to a clinic
Scholarship awards of $100 not complete construction
will be presented to the win- within three years, the land 'newsletter, almost half of the
ner, who also will represent would be bought back by the patients at the clinic are
school children. It is this fact
the village in statewide com- school district for $5,000.
Clinic officials have been that prompted clinic and
petition.
Scholten is asking residents quietly scouring the area for school officials to propose
of Mount Prospect to consider another piece of property, but construction of a new clinic
outstanding teachers in the in most cases vacant land is building next to a grade
community and to submit -the either poorly located or too school.

university where he received

The winner of the com-

THE CLINIC services the

It is supported in part by
donations and patient fees.

In a subsequent hearing

Box 27, Mount Prospect,

.

',.t

communities of Arlington
Heights, Mount Prospect,

Grove, Elk Grove Village,
Palatine, Hoffman Estates,

names of the candidates to the

1,11

began looking for ,new

Corps. He returned to the

In 1966 Bjorvik helped

,

permit could be issued.

derstanding of the .teaching

T,MilirAt; 114ACOOM.ITCe..;

1962.

clinic building.

cluding information on local
teachers between the ages of
21 and 35, will be furnished

defense counsel in the Marine

clinic in the Westgate Shopping Center since March of
William Radtke, chairman
of the association's board of
directors, said that the group

they needed a special use

Jaycees N me Judges
' In Educator Contest

torney for four park districts
and a board of auditors in the

maintaining an out -patient

mental health clinic. The
the land, adjacent to the association has operated a

language barriers to pass state

Republican Organization, was
campaign manager for Robert
Hesse in his successful bid for

out of our hands."
The association is a nonprofit group organized for the
sole purpose of operating and

The association purchased

in Palatine Township,

Bjorvik received a com-

"That doesn't help our

problem," said a clinic of-

building.

The program enabled drivers

examination for operators

exceeding $10,000.

by the ficial. "What the school
School Dist. 59 board of district does with the land is

campaign manager for U. S.
Sen. Everett Dirksen, (R. Ill.)

who were hampered by

the land for the highest bid

. be auctioned March 1

ownship Compai
attorney, has been selected

Seeks Elloimesite

'Hien

ployment Agency
i.

251 E. Dundee Rd., Wheeling 537-9430

Attention new businesses in the Mt. Prospect and nearby area, not"
L' listed in the local phone directory! To be included, call 255.4400. Cos.
is low to cover 30,000 homes.

ti

'11111111.."`'.-*Hieg

Avo:stsitr-

Mirk

Dialogue
"I see where the American
Civil Liberties Union is having a little internal dispute of
its own, trying to decide if it

will defend people who ad-

'

... with George Hamilton
needs the Civil Liberties

rebellion against the laws of

"You mean, he has advocated draft evasion or

Our country."

resistance in a baby book?"

they afraid that people like the
baby specialist, Dr. Spock,

derstand that the Rev.

themselves?"

Marble Collegiate church in

"Not exactly. But

,can't afford to defend
"Apparently so. Maybe
there's not much money in
having a best-selling book like
his all-time best-seller, "Baby
and Child Care."

"With all the money he's

made from that, why can't he

I

un-

"No, for Tim, my Teddy
Bear. But seriously, Dr. Spock

mothers?"

wouldn't like it if we applied
to him the part about unspoiling a child. It says, 'It takes

"Certainly. The Rev. Peale

those who have been

a lot of will power and

brought up under Dr. Spock's

'permissive' advice have

Daylight

it's his own advice. But what
he may dislike the most is

hardening of the heart ... you
have to remember that, in the

John Holt, one of the coun-

work at Yale University.

establishment. spent Monday

during the second World War.
hence speaks from experience

a

series of conferences and talks

before the teachers and ad-

service.

more than 10 hours. At tour
in the afternoon he spoke
before the entire staff of the

dictatorship of home and

JOHN HOLT
less and listened to more. Holt

various ways and even

attributes his achievement.
more than anything else, to
the fact that he had an uncle

becoming astute in breaking

who took the time to talk with

and must not" in which they

man to man, seeking his opi-

in

grade school children are
arc confined.

nions and requiring him to

having been educated (he

might not approve this

reference) in private and

Within a tight but limited
area of discipline, both the
home and the school need to
allow children much greater

stretch his own thinking pro-

with their successes rather

unreasoning.
Parents should stop bugging
children about performance at

cess.

This, Holt contends.
develops self control more
freedom. Above all else. rapidly than through a
children must be confronted discipline that is often
than their failures.
They need to be lectured to

visual aids, books remain the
most important and lasting

source of information. Holt

sees the ability to read and the

to read as the most
valuable educational tool that
desire

any educator can develop
within a student.

"ALL RIGHT, ALL RIGHT-let's stop soul-searching
about the war in Vietnam on company time!"

Many of. the best students

are finding present day in-

struction in our top colleges

and universities so sterile that
they are becoming perhaps

students, which ranks with the

dropouts.

any educational institution, is
now left to a computerized
system of tests conducted by
an outside organization with

Our children live under a

service. Many high school and
college students are revolting

Regardless of the increasing

means of communicating
through broadcasting and

cedures for admission of

most important functions of

him even as a small child.

He speaks with authority.

"Uh Huh. -- Sounds like

good advice."

Z!rbe Prooett Dap

students. Selectidn of America's most tragic

Without preaching or table
pounding. Holt assesses both
the strengths and shortcom-

tion.

another doctor."

must reorganize their pro-

through the walls of "must

cess in the United States from
kindergarten to adult educa-

with him, you should get

bigger schools with larger

Dist. 25 schools.

ings of the educational pro-

has learned that he doesn't

suit everybody ...' "
"In other words, he recommen& that, if you disagree

staffs can provide enough individual attention.
Colleges and Universities

education.
Here are some of his views
on education processes in this
country today:

HE BEGAN his day as a ..ichool in which they have as
breakfast guest of Supt. and little choice as men in military
Mrs. R. E. Clabaugh and continued without a letup for

...eluding the most successful,

out individual attention. In
fact, in some respects only

about the impact of military

SPENDING a few hours
Holt is a regular con- with him is like climbing to
tributor to such magazines as the top of a mountain and
Parents Magazine. Harpers looking down on the educaand Redbook and is author of tional trends of the next 25
the two widely read recent years. Holt sees a vast but
books. "How Children Learn" orderly transition coming in

boundless energy on which he
is always willing to draw.

some other advice he gives
-hen he says, 'Every doctor,

Schools must be organized to
give children more individual
attention.
Larger schools do not rule

ministrators of the elementary

ed man. He is possessed of a

"That's true, even though

greatest possible degree.

schools of the village.

and "How Children Fail."
Holt is a warm, well-round-

reforming him for his own

school problems to the

He was in the submarine
and authorities on the
American educational' service with the U.S. Navy
Heights in

-

and the world. So you are

school. The home should be
set up as a barrier against

United States 'and Europe
before doing his graduate

try's leading communicators

in Arlington

baby than for you. They get

Our Educational System is Assessed
public schools in both the

BY RICHARD CRABB

-

lot of useful advice in it, too:"
"For yourself'?"

"Children? You mean,
because he advised their

grown into 'a student genera -

read it?"

"Of course. And there's a

generation of. dissenters are
Dr. Spock's 'children.' "

easy conviction. So maybe he

'quote hii book and get an -

discover it and apply it to
him."

good.' "
"Well, I'm sure he wouldn't
like anyone to reform him for
his own good:"

,

New York that the present

said

him out of kilter with himself

"How do you know that?
Did you buy, the book and

a sermon the other day at

"I donjt know, maybe he's
worried the government will

that would be good if applied.

'Maybe many' people have
overlooked it. Maybe Dr:
Spock hopes nobody will

Norman Vincent Peale said in

afford his own defense?"

"But there is other advice

in the book, in all fairness,

him."

long run, unreasonable

demandingness and excessive
dependence are worse for the

what it yells for.'

book to find out what kind
of a case they have against

vocate draft resistance and

"What's the trouble? Are

tion 'that thinks it can get,

Union people to help read his

neither the capacity or opportunity to find the promising students who arc going
down the drain.

The large higher

What college students arc
more and more demanding is
a merging of their education
and involvement in actual life
situations. They still want to
"know something" but more

and more they want to "do

Corporations are having

more and more difficulty in
attracting the most capable

college and university
students. The campus

the "college tests" are in-

recruiting teams from large
corporations arc more and

capable of recognizing.
Education is becoming a

more

become more so. The highest

objective of any educator or
educational institution must
be to interest and equip young

-- Marshall Field Ill
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something" at the same time.

institutions of education need
to go back to work and meet
students personally and learn
their worth in essentials which

life long process and will

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's' freedom and intellectuol integrity."

finding that the top

students do not bother to
come and talk to them.

This suggests that cor-

porations need to develop en-

tirely new approaches to the

people to accept and use the
continuing educational pro-

problem of securing the
always increasing need for
"yeastmen." or men who

cess.

"ferment" new ideas.

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor
The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications., Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect. Ill, 60056
Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $10.00 a year: $6.00 for six months.
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

Changing Scene in Downtown Palatine
A Roman emperor once
boasted that he had,cound the

imperial city, made of brick
and left it marble.

The progressive programs
of three financial institutions
in

Palatine may not be so

grandiose but the officials of
all three banks are doing their
share to "brighten up the corner where they are."

And one in particular. the
Palatine National Bank, is ac-

tually converting the former
site of W. R. Comfort Sons
lumber company to house an

Skyscraper of its day, the 3 -story brick Batterman's Block,
erected in 1884 by pioneer Henry C. Itatterman, on the present

all -marble structure. while
Palatine Savings and Loan

site of the First Bank and Trust Company of Palatine, was

Association, at the northwest

the showplace of the entire northwest area. The red brick strue-

corner of Brockway and

Palatine Rd. has most of the
foundation work finished for
its new $500.000 home.

AND UP THE street, just
a few steps. the "instant banking" facilities of the First

Bank and Trust Company,
located in the historic triangle
beside the Chicago an51 North
Western Railway tracks, make
it easy for local residents to

do their ,drive-in banking
without leaving their autos.

The heart of downtown

Palatine has undergone
massive changes on the drawing boards, and the end is not

in sight.
In addition to . the three

banks and their aggressive
push towards bigger and bet-

Landmarks of yesterday show downtown Palatine as it appeared in 1895. l'resent construction of the new Palatine
Savings & Loan Association building is underway, a short
distance away to the left of the corner building shown here,
Brockway and Palatine Rd.. time.
The new Palatine National
facing the new Palatine S &

estimated to be in the $1
million -bracket with stores
and'shops at ground level, and
a second floor elevator -serviced office space arrangement.
all located at the corner of

in 1892 and closed down only a few months ago, on Aug.
lines, lockers and lunchroom

for employees, two double

walk-up windows and the four
drive-in windows.

the designers has been to who has declared that his in-

areas, plus a mezzanine, offer

AS WITH EVERY new
building in the area, one of
the biggest pre -occupations of

make sure of adequate park mg space. A plaza for the

expected to take care of their
needs.

Up the Street at the Palatine

National Bank. provisions

have been made for 150 -car
capacity, while four drive-in
windows will take up some of
the traffic, since they 'allow
tellers to handle 25 cars at a

Hicleaword
DINVTEE
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

dent Gerald F. Fitzgerald,

stitutional plans reflect faith
in Palatine's future.

The 30.500 -square foot

(Courtesty Palatine Historical Society)

30, 1967. (Courtesy Palatine Historical Society)

Bank is expected to lay down
a guide -line for the entire
area, according to bank presi-

1- association building.

ter facilities and increased shopping center customers is

services, there will soon rise
a shopping center sponsored
by Kenroy Realtors, which is

then housing Schoppe's, a general store that opened for business

lure,' torn down in the 1930s, held apartments, lunchrooms,
offices for doctors, ice cream parlors, and a drygoods store.
It was the very heart of downtown Palatine, located in the
town's historic "triangle" where local residents now have
"instant banking" provided for them by the drive-in service.
If you arc a real old -tinier, you'll recall when .the first A&P
store in town was headquartered here, and you could get 'a
haircut and shave, with bay rum thrown in, in a basement
barber shop, adjacent to a pool hall for the local "sports."

A basement level and an
upper office story for rental
a spacious look.

THE NEW "image" of

downtown Palatine is a long

building allows for bank way removed from "way
back when" the pioneers

growth to reach $100 million

in assets during the next 15
years. At that time the present

population of 25,000 is projected to reach 75.000.

THE INDICATIONS are
bright. FroM $6 million in
assets, Palatine National Bank

has advanced to $17 million
in the past six years with approximately 15.000 accounts
being serviced.

Such up-to-date functional
improvements have been ad-

ded that the present, conservatively styled Palatine Na-

tional Bank will seem a
museum piece.

'

drove into town behind old
Dobbin to talk over money

matters with their trusted
financial adviser.

Basically, however, what

the contemporary bankers of-

fer arc the same significant

items sought by yesterday's
progressive business men and
residents: service, integrity.
willingness to sit down and

work out the local problem on
a practical basis.
The bright exteriors and the
automated interior machinery
are there to please -the eye and
speed up the financial opera-

15 good, 20 excellent

ditioning. wall-to-wall

tions, but most important of
all, every potential customer
of any ,of these banks knows

Answer on Comic Page

elevators, power files, heated
sidewalks, underground utility

the tremendous growth in the
northwest suburban area.

Included in the plans are
computer channeling, air con-

carpeting, two hydraulic

that they and he are part of

^

The changing scene in downtown Palatine induces a
nostalgic glance at how it looked in the late 1800s, when this
flour and grist mill complex was operated by the firm of Batterman and 'Ost on the site where ground has already been
broken for the new "Palatine National Bank." The mill, located
beside the railway tracks of the Chicago and North Western
R.R., provided a focal point for farmers who came from great
distances, bringing grain and wheat to be ground into food
for their animals(and flour for their families. W. R. Comfort

Sons lumber company, which was later established in its place,

closed its doors after 99 years of continuous operation, and
the sale of the flanking property, formerly Hansen's Annex,
to the Palatine National Bank enabled them to go'ahead with
their plans for what bank president calls the "largest bank
building in. the Northwest Suburbs." The original Hansen's
Hardware store still operates at 105 W. Palatine Road.
(Courtesy Palatine Historical Society)
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BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

A certain Prospect Heights woman is busily
involved in gathering antiques for the Illinois

Sesquicentennial and assisting two local
women's clubs with their March Antique Show.
She is Ruth Patton, featured speaker for. the
Prospect Heights Woman's Club meeting to be

held at Old Orchard Country Club tomorrow
at 11 a.m.

Collecting costumes, old kitchen equipment,
tintypes, tools, athletic equipment (remember
the old fashioned Indian clubs?), books about

Lincoln and numerous other items is part of
her exciting job.
She is the owner of the Arc-en-Ciel Antique.
Shop, near Long Grove.

Mrs. Ruth Patton displays one of the many items she has
collected in conjunction with the Illinois Sesquicentennial
Celebration. She holds a wooden shoemaker's last dating back
to the late 1700's. Her talk is to stimulate interest in the March
12 through 15 Antique Show jointly sponsored by the Mount
Prospect and Prospect Heights Woman's Clubs.

Two sons are now married, line is in Viet-

nam and tinother attending college in
Pennsylvania. Two daughters are still at home.

,THROUGH HER extreme interest in learning about antiques and their authenticity, she
has been able to turn her hobby into a lively
and exciting career.

A charming and outgoing personality, Ruth
Patton sums up her forthcoming lecture in her

own words, "it will be a delight to tell my

neighbors about all the fun I'm having with
my hobby which I shall try to share with
them."

Mrs. Pattons', subject is especially ap-

propriate in lieu of the March 12 through 15

HER TALK for the club is to acquaint
members with the art of antique collecting and
to explain the many pratical uses antiques have
in the modern day home, especially in the interior decorating field.

Antique Show to be held at the Mount Prospect

owned and operated the Sunny Hill Antique
Shop in Wexford, Pennsylvania. She left her
profession for 18 years to raise the six Patton

club or call 537-6787. Donation is $1 and

Prior to moving to the area Mrs. Patton

children.

Community Center, sponsored jointly by the

Mount Prospect and Prospect [heights
Woman's Clubs. Mrs. John Weber and Mrs.
John Sandstrom are co-chairman.
Tickets are available from members of either
tickets may he used any of the three days.

Proceeds of the event will benefit the clubs'
many philanthropic endeavors.
Isl.

Legal Counsel
Will Address
Republican Club

Spring Fashions
Bloo Among
Lollipops, Roses

Decisions--decisions--the big question of which balloon to, pick was up to Paula Dueber
and Lisa Lorenzi at the Mardi Gras held at St. Emily Catholic School. More than 800
children attended the celebration which included games, refreshments and prizes. (Photos by
Fern Schneider)

Dean Sarado, assistant legal

counsel to Cook County
Sheriff Joseph Woods, will ad-

dress the Mount Prospect

Federated Women's
Republican Club Wednesday

March 6 at 10 a.m. at the

St. Emily

Community Center in Mount
Prospect.

Mardi Gras

Pledged

In the golden International Ball Room at the Conrad Hilton
Hotel among thousands of "Lollipops and Roses," 1,500 women

Five residents in the area
are among the 155- women

decked in bright spring fashions attended the Infant Welfare
Benefit Luncehon sponsored by the Women's Auxiliary.
Mrs Charles 0 Race, Woman's Auxiliary President welcom-

The pledges by sororities
are: at Alpha Delta Pi, Donna
Reid, Arlington Heights, and

IN THE FIRST of a combined benefit program joining the

Prospect: Chi Omega, Linda

Busse of Mount Prospect;
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Patricia

Muller, Arlington Heights:

and at Kappa Delta. Deborah
Aretos. Mount Prospect.

Miss Nena Ivon, fashion director for Saks presented the
commentary

Project established in 1952

taken in which will be used for the school library.

was

Barbara O'Brian, Mount

41 chapters of Infant Welfare, one or more models, representing
their individual groups, fashions from Saks Fifth Avenue were
paraded along the huge curved runway.

Proceeds of over $20,000 will benefit the new Child Develop-

Mardi- Gras at St.
Emily's. More than $1,800

at the

Illinois University. DeKalb.

president of the Mannequins Guild, Miss Bart DiGrazi, association director of Patricia Stevens

ment Center currently located in the Jane Addams housing

joyed "making up" Tom Ross

13 sororities at Northern

star of "Mame," Jon Lueloff of NBC, Lou Mae Sampson,

Representing the local chapters were Mrs. Paul Knott and
daughter Kimberly of Arlington Heights, Mrs. Keith Swonsen
James Scoville, Barrington Jrs , Mrs. R.J. Beda and Dausha
Campbell from Barrington Srs , Mrs. John Martin, president
of the Mount Prospect Chapter and John French, 13, son of
Mr and Mrs William French

Mrs. Thomas Curtin en-

who have recently pledged to

ed the group which included many outstanding personalities,
including Hugh O'Brien, star of "Cactus Flower" Celest Holm,

116th Anniversary Celebrated
By Phi Mu N tional Sorority

Mrs. John P. Martin, president of the Mount Prospect

Chapter of Infant Welfare models a Saks Fifth Avenue romantic floor length ensemble. A black crepe skirt flows dramatically
below a feminine -as -roses blouse of Alecon lace with face flattering standup ruffle collar. The ruff is repeated at the cuffline
of the full length sleeves. A crushed leather front tie belt completes the after five outfit. Price, $110.

March 4 was the 116th an

Rev. Golisch,

Fecttured.By
Women's Guild
The Valparaiso University

Women's Guild held its
regular meeting recently at St.

Andrew's Church in Park
Ridge.
The speaker was Rev. John

Golisch who spoke on "How

to Succeed in Marriage

Counseling by Not Really
Smiling."

The talk pointed up such
troubles "a lack of genuine
humor, a smile that means
something else, and other problems that get one or two into
marriage counseling on the
receiving end."

Reverend Golisch is an

associate pastor of St. Paul's

Lutheran Church, Mount

Prospect, is on the psychology

staff of Lutheran General

niversary of the founding of
Phi Mu. a national collegiate
sorority. and the date was
observed by the 99 chapters.
Nearly 200 alumnae organiza-

tions also recognized this
event.,

Northwest Suburban Alum
nae will commemorate not
only this founding but also the
tenth anniversary of the foun

Suburban Phi Mu Club have
moved from the area. Those
who were active in the first
two years and who. have remained in the area are: Mrs.

and Mrs. R. Stauder of Art-ington Heights.

Also' Mrs. R. Gibbs ,of Des
Mrs. C. Miller of
Mount Prospect a,nd Mrs. G.

Dupre' and Mrs. J. Stude of

colts
nae

to coast. and its 'alum-

e organized as far away
Anchorage.. Alaska. and
Honolulu. Hawaii.
as

.

Heights. Mrs. C. M. Way will

vided a toy cart for the North and West suburban
pediatric department of Chicago. Champaign -Urbana.
Northwest ComMunity :Lake County. Rockford. and

OTHER ALUMNAE

In 1959 these women pro-

charter PHospital, and since have supplied the cart with toys.
Northwest

MOST OF THE
members of the

Zeta Tau Alpha Alumnae
To Meet at Schneller's
accessories.

pastoral counseling.

Campbell, Arlington Heights.
Store owner Joe Schneller

Orchard Country Club. All
profits will go toward Zeta's

tion headquartered in

48.000 members.
ts collegiate chapters arc in
and small colleges from
lar

Palatine.

Zeta Tau Alpha Northwest
Suburban Alumnae will meet
at 7:45 tonight at Schneller's

Lutheran Wheat Ridge Foundation, a national organiza-

organization for women in the

the home of Mrs. R. 0..
be co -hostess for the evening.

Furniture Store, 114 W.

organizittions in Illinois arc in

Tri-City.
Support of the U. S. Hope

national project, the National
Society for Crippled Children

various styles of furniture and

and Adults.

doctoral work in clinical

Arlington Heights

Vacationing in the Aspen, Colorado area are Edwin Wirz and children, Edwin, Jr. and
Esther of 305 North Stevenson Lane, Mount'Prospect. Wirz is a chef fur United Air Lines.

awarding thousands of dollars

annually in scholarships and

educational loans, and by
presenting a silver scholarship

charm to each member
achieving a straight A average
in a semester.

Ideal for Groups, Clubs or Individuals
Dollar for
Dollar, The

QI

Best Travel

VIA CONTINENTAL &
UNITED AIRLINES

A NEW

SPACE LIMITED!

Call or come in soon.
(Weekly deparisires)

ORD

Masonic Lodge#1162

296.5132
Gustav Albrecht-Secretary
119 Cornell, Des Plaines
VA 4-9654

Phi Mu encourages high
scholastic achievement by

Honolulu & The Outer Islands

ENT

ported Pastor Golisch in his

Donald W. Irkfetz . Master
1301 Cork Tree Ln.,
Prospect Heights

hospitals.

Value
Today!

vided the scholarship that sup-

STATED MEETINGS
FIRST & THIRD THURSDAYS

In addition, local chapters
have supported community
needs, especially those in

Hawaiian Holiday

The foundation also pro-

1104 S. Arlington Hts. Road
Arlington Hts., Ill.

floating hospital with a.

0;14 Day Deluxe Golden

Chicago.

psychology at the University
of Minnesota.

Mu's.

New! Exciting!

The annual Zeta Tau Alpha
benefit luncheon is scheduled
for Saturday, March 23 at Old

will conduct a tour through

the store discussing the

Phi

only, treat illnesses aboard the
ship but teach medical techniques to local personnel.

6:30.

Hauschilf of Arlington.

is

country 'and .now numbers

Mrs. J. Koenen. Miss Pat
Sholder. Mrs. J. Smethurst.

Hospital, and is a consultant
to Lutheran pastors offering
consultation and training in
the area of mental health and

His pastoral consultant
work is sponsored 'by the

March 4. 1852. at Wesleyan
College. Macon. Georgia. It is

Ship

national project. A symbol of
medical mercy to many coon-.
tries overseas, this ship is a

volunteer staff of American
doctors and nurses who not

Cushing. Mrs. F. Kenney.

Plaines.

The dinner will be held at

ference. was founded on

Hospital

T. C. Carlson. Mrs. E. the second oldest college

ding of their local organiza
tion with a dinner tonight at
.

, Phi Mu. a member of Na-

tional Panhellenic Con-

DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

FORD 1 -TON
SUPER
VAN TRUCKS
r-,
ONLY

$10 Os:

miPLLEUACE

PER

Air Tickets & Reservations

DAY

"ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD"
FREE TRAVEL PLANNING VACATIONS
CRUISES TOURS STEAMSHIP

Plus Mileage
Includes, Automatic
Transmission
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Grant Wins 2nd Game in Wheeling egional

9C2

4S

BY RALPH NOVAK
I

Making up in persistence
what they lacked in finesse,
Wheeling's Wildcats crashed
past Palatine 75-62 Monday

in its state tournament
regional opener.
By winning, Wheeling earn-

ed a spot in Wednesday's
semi-finals against,Grant,
which pulverized Fred(' 9261 in Monday's second game.

THE MID -SUBURBAN

League co -champion

Wildcats, beating Palatine for
the third time this season,
scrambled off to a 23-12 lead
early in the second quarter

and kept the Pirates at rally's
length the rest of the way.

Wheeling shot only '.371
from the field, and made 26
turnovers. But the Wildcats

als'o forced 32 Palatine

turnovers and outrebounded
the Pirates 44-34, so they

were able to get 70 field goal
tries to 47 for their opponents.

Cool hand Carl Fricke led
Wheeling, scoring 18 points,
collecting 12 rebounds, and
adding three assists. Fricke hit

on eight of 12 shots from the
floor, including five in a row

during the second quarter,

when he scored 12 points.
Phil Smith also had 18
points for Wheeling, while

Fremd's Gerry Grybash (14) faces a monumental task trying

Jack Bastable contributed 14
points and eight steals. Ron
King, playing little more than

to guard Grant's 6-4 center Lee Oler in the opening round
of the Wheeling regional Monday. Neither Grybagh, a 5-9 two quarters, put in nine
guard, nor any of the bigger Vikings could do much to stop points, took six rebounds, and
Oler, who stored 43 points and grabbed 15 rebounds to lead also chipped in three assists
and four steals.

Grant past Frond, 92-61. (Photos by Bob Richardson)

THE PIRATES, generally place team.
OLER MADE 14 of 21
bewildered by the 'Cats but
never to the breaking point, field goal tries and IS. of 19
got 16 points from Scott free throws, and also 'picked
Smith and 13 from 5-9 guard
Brian Scholl, who fouled out
early in the third quarter.
The Wildcat built a 17-12
first quarter advantage, then
used five Palatine turnovers to

rebounds. The slick passing Bulldogs also got 14
off

10 of them by Fricke --

while the Pirates managed on-

points from guard Steve
Spencer.

Fremd guard Gerry

Grant outrebounded the

Vikings, 42-38.

ly tWo.

WHEELING (75)

Palatine rallied briefly to

end the half trailing 39-25.

BFRP

Two three-point plays by Player
Smith and one of Fricke's Hatten
longest shots of the season -a 15 -foot. jumper off a King
pass -- led the' Wildcats to a
47-30 edge early in the third
period.

AN EXCHANGE of
baskets later, Bastable wristed

in a 20 -footer, then made a

steal and full -court drive that
put Wheeling in front 53-32.

Smith
Fricke
Bastable
Wright
King

Toneff
Weber
Haas
Barthule
Totals

Palatine kept things from

being overly comfortable for
Wheeling the rest of the way,
but never got any closer than
13 points to avoiding its 19th
-- and last -- loss of.the season
against two defeats.
Grant, winner of last week's

Wauconda district tournament, followed a 43 -point
performance by 6-4 center
Lee Oler to an untroubled win

over Fremd, the MSL's third

21 20 28 23

Totals

Team rebounds: Wheeling,4;
Palatine, 6

15

Grybash put in 22 points, but
spurt to a 23-12 lead as the had to take 23 shots from the
floor to do it. Wes Dixon adsecond period opened.
Jerry Hoffman's lay-up and ded 15 points and Fred Sana free throw by Scholl cut the born 13 for the Vikings, who
lead to 23-15, but Wheeling dropped out of contention
came back to score 14 points after the first quarter.
--
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PALATINE (62)

SCORE BY QUARTERS

Wheeling 17 22 22 14 - 75
Palatine, 12,13 15 22 -- 62
GRANT (92)
Player
Koenig
R.Heitman
Oler
Spencer
B.Heitman
Bereiter
Schad
Miller
Brown
Peschke
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underclass half of the Mid -

Suburban League meet Saturday afternoon

Arlington had to battle a
challenge by Elk Grove, but
outpointed the Grens,

107-

The conference meet
team standings were identical
with the dual meet rankings,
961/2

except that Wheeling and

Forest View, 3-4 in dual meet
vranking, switched places in
the league meet

ARLINGTON, ELK

Grove, and Forest View each

had two individual champions,

with Gren smoothie

Benny Fernandez winning
two titles
Falcon trampolinist

Mike

Conte won his event with a
6 75 judges' average, which
would have earned him a tie
for third even in the varsity
competition Arlington's Kim

Moore took second vith

a

5 60, with Cardinal teammate
Jim Koerner third at 5 35
Wayne Olson won the side

horse competition for Elk
Grove, with a 4 65 average
that beat the Grens' Dave
Sakata by 45 points

Brad Prochaska of Arl-

ington was third with a 4 15

Forest View s Jell Brown

3 Area
hese area wrestlers all
ended their 1967-68 season in

spun off a 6,05 on the

on an 11-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1

second win. Fernandez was

basis.) Results:

horizontal bar for the Falcons'

second at 5.95
5 60

BERGLUND CAME back
in the parallel bar competition
to take a second to Arlington's
Lance Boyett, 6.40

-

5.80.

Mike Sullivan of Forest View
was third at 5.20.
Fernandez earned a 5.35 to

win the still ring championship, outdistancing
Prospect's John Valentino', -second with a 4.75. Craig

1

INDIVIDUAL TOP 10
Trampoline: I. Conte, FV

-- 6.75; 2, Moore, A -- 5.60;
3.

Koerner, A - 5.35;

Sjogren of Arlington was third
at 4 35

Mitsos, EG

Ebers captured the tumbling

8.

Arlington's Steve Von

title with a 5.85, .35 points
ahead of Prospect s Kurt Hen
dershot Moore took a third
for Arlington at 5.25.

FERNANDEZ WON the
all-around championship with

a cumulative 17.8 judges'

average Berglund's 17.65 was
second, Boyett's 16.7 third,
and Brown's 16.05 fourth.

Fernandez accounted for
251/2 of Elk Grove's points.
Berglund scored 18, Brown

17, and Conte 17 of 'Forest

View's 79 points. Moore had
17 for Arlington.

(Team points are allocated

4.95; 5. Helbig,

EG - 4.80; 6. Dorsey, EG.-4.75; 7. Cordina, Pr'- 4.60;
Nolan.

FV

finals at McGaw Hall in

4.20:

9. Hendershot, Pr - 3.95; 10.
Hartl, W -- 3.40
Side horse: I. Olson, EG --

4.65; 2. Sakata, EG - 4.20;
3. Prochaska, A -- 4.15; 4.
Woolridge, W
3.95; 5.
Huitt, Pal -- 3.65; 6. Boylan,
A, and Thorne, F 3.35; 8.
Stronczek, W -- 3.20; 9. P.

Brousseau, A -- 3.10; 10.
Berglund, FV -- 2.90

Horizontal bar: I. Brown,
FV
6.05; 2. B. Fernandez,
EG
5.95; 3. Berglund, FV
-- 5.60; 4. Tetriko, A -- 5.35;
4.85; 6.
5. Covelli, W
Swenson, EG
4.70; 7. Far-

restlers
good t ompany -- at the state

4.

Dixon
Freeman
Sanborn
Grybash
Lohse
Mazanet
Daugherty
Freund
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Wheeling forward Phil Smith (34) gets set to drive on

Palatine's George Gowen (24) near the end of the third quarter

of the Wildcats' 75-62 win over the I'irates in Monday's

opening games at the Wheeling regional. Smith's drive drew
Gowen's fifth foul of the game, and the Wheeling forward

0

hit two free throws to expand his team's lead to 57-40.

19 34 20

SCORE BY QUARTERS

Four Area Teams oe ound
Into asketball egionals

Grant.20 22 27 23 -- 92
Fremd
16 11 16 18 - 61

Four area teams -- Arlington, Forest View, Prospect, and
bound into state tournament basketball comSt. Viator

Team rebounds: Grant, 2;
Freind, 4

petition tonight in two regionals.

ties Glenbrook South at 7 p.m. with Forest View taking on

Still rings: 1. B. Fernandez,

5.35; 2. Valentino, Pr
EG
-- 4.75; 3. Sjogren, A -- 4.35;
4. Botthof, Pal' -- 4.30; 5.
Brown, FV -- 4.10; 6. Ken-

nedy, A -- 4.00; 7. Bartley,

3.45

Tumbling: I. Von Ebers.
A--5.85: 2. Hendershot. Pr -5.50: 3. Moore, A--5.25; 4.
Mallow. Pal - 4.55; 5. Conte.
4.15; 6. Beaver. Pr -FV
3.60:
4.10: 7. Ovesky, W
- 3.30: 9.
8. Holthaus. W
McIntosh. Pr. and Walters.
EG--3.20

B.

17.8; 2.
17.65; 3.

Berglund, FV
Boyett, A -- 16.7; 4. Brown,
FV
16.05; 5. Boylan, A -12.9; 6. Farris, W -- 12.6; 7.
Pierre, A -- 11.45; 8. Vdlen-

tino; Pr -- 10.2; 9. L.

10.

Arlington, 6-14 for the season, lost to Barrington 49-48 in
its opener last December. Tonight will be the first meeting

Tuesday,

this season between Mundelein and St. Viator, 9-15 so far.
Prospect, 16-6, has yet to face Glenbrook South, but Forest
View, 7-13, is well acquainted with Conant. The Cougars beat

March 5,
1968
-

the Falcons twice during the Mid -Suburban League season,
70-65 and 59-48.

Page 6

The winners of tonight's games in each regional will meet

in the semi-finals Thursday.

Maine Satuith °nips; West Squeaks
BY LINDA GAMMILL

by out -shooting the Demons
20-7 at the free throw line in

The Maine South Hawks,

the second game at Prospect.
The Warriors pushed out to

led by big Dave Butz, showed

EG, and Boyett, A - 3.55; 9. why they are favored to take
the Prospect regional Monday
Krause, F, and Ovesky, W

fl

0
0

Conant in the second game at the Prospect regional.

A -- 3.55

Bartley, EG

I,

0

Arlington faces Barrington at 7 p.m. and St. Viator meets

Klein, Pr -- 3.70; 10. Boylan,

9.55;

2

1

Mundelein in the second game at Wheeling. And Prospect bat:.

4.20; 8. Spink, A -- 4.15; 9.

Fernandez, EG

"

2

6

Totals ___21

5.80; 3. Sullivan, FV 5.20;
5.15; 5. He4. Klehr, W
jduk, EG, and B. Fernandez,
4.35; 7. Fischer, Pr -EG

Fernandez, EG --

2-

1

Player __B F R, P

- 6.40; 2. Berglund, FV --

All-around: 1.

0

1

5
5
5

FREMD (61)

4.45; 8. b. Rainer,
ris, W
W, and Stevens, EG 4.35;

.

I

Totals _34 24

Parallel bars: 1. Boyett, A

TEAM TOTALS
Arlington
107
Elk Grove
961/2
Forest View
79
Wheeling
431/2
Prospect
391/2
Palatine
20
Fremd
51/2
Conant

2

1

10. Boylan. A--4.25

and Forest

View's Bob Berglund third at

2

3

1

0
0

itde Cards Ear Gym Title
Arlington's frosh-soph gymnasts set up a double Cardinal
championship by winning the

0

7
14 15 15
6 2 8
0 2 3

BF RP Fricke
4 0 6 5 Stinson

Player
Donahue
Hasbach
Gowen
Scholl
Smith
Hoffman
Langhorst.
McNamara
Smart
Haemker

5
5

night, crushing the Glenbrook.
North Spartans, 87-30.
Glenbrook scored only five
points in the first quarter, and
six

in the second while the

Hawks busily put in 32 before
the half-time gun went off.

THINGS STEADILY got

worse for the out -classed

Glenbrook quintet. The

scoreboard indicated a 65-19
'margin at the end of the third
period. The 57 -point spread at

the end of the game was the
largest,

but

the Hawks in-

a 26-17 lead at the half, and
led by as much as 14 points
in the third quarters, but had
all they could do to hang onto

a win when confronted with
the almost unbelievable last quarter shooting of Demon
Jack Liggett.
Liggett put together a string
to single-handedly bring Maine

East to within three points of
the Warriors in the closing
seconds of the game. He did
all of the Demon's scoring in
the quarter except for the last
basket when Jim Hintz finally
gave him some help.

The score was tied at 53-53

given the time.

when, with 12 seconds remaining, Ken Sipiora fouled

arch -rival Maine East, 56-55,

shooting. The basket was

dicated they could do more if

.Maine West squeaked by

in State Finals

Jim Mach in the act of
good, and the margin of victory was gained with the free
throw.

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Maine South 16 16 33 22--87
P Glenbrook North 5 6 7 11--30

MAINE SOUTH (87)
Player
McClayton
Larsen
Schmitz
Masoncup
Lange
Holden
Perez

FR

B
5

-0

4

0
0

2
5

2

4

6
0

0

9

Totals ,

3

0

1

5

3

6
6

0
0
.

I

2

4

II

2
2

0
0

I

I

I

1

6' 2

Butz

Nettings
McIntyre

2

1

2

38 11 37

I

15

145 -pounder Dan Stavros

(With headgear) tries to take
down l'ekin's Jerry Strauman.

Bennett
McDonald
Helfrich
Monts
Noha
Langer
Hutchinson

3

I

2

3

2

Lewis
Berkebile

0

0

Hinti

.

Totals _

7

3

4

I

5
7

0

2

0

Totals

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

I

0

5

I

I

I

0

I

0

_12 6 27 13

Holshouser, on top of Ran-

Schmelzer raced into his

chalking up 19 in the final 16

Conant game. Dean

eliminated. Prospect's Terry

toul's Mike Reed at right, beat

Injury. Forest View heavy

weight Bob Savage was
acisioned 2-0 in his first mat-

ch, but got an 8-4 win over

Frank Werkau of Lamphier of
\ Springfield in the wrestle -back
and took sixth place. Below,
Savage maneuvers Werkau.

1

0 .0

match, 4-3, and was

round after he incurred a rib

huddle. "Come on,
you guys", he shouted, "let's

squad's
s

get out there and get

'em.

37 final -half points.

Baumgartner emerged as
high scorer with 25 points,
minutes on eight field goals

and three free throws. Collins
finished with

18

points, a

Let's not let what happened

dozen in the final half on six

with Fremd happen again."

field goals.

'

The junior forward was

4
I

9 6
0 0

4
0

10

2
2

4
2
5

I

0

I

7

5

I

0

3

3

18 20 26 12
I

0

0

I

0

2

0
4

2

I

5

4

0

0

2
6

3

0

0

I

12

2

I

I

I

1

8
5

3

5
2
3

24 7 23 22

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Maine West 9 17 15 15 -- 56
Maine East 8 9 19 19 -- 55

less than a minute later.

Collins picked up the ball

a Conant turnover and
took a long jumper, but the

on

ball only hit its mark with the

aid of a tip by center John
Theroux, setting the Cards

ahead for the first time, 3332. Collins shoved the Arlington lead to five with a pair

of field goals, but Rieble

painfully recalling the Cards'
59-57 toppling at the hands of
the Vikings two weeks ago in
enter the final quarter with an

tant hero role' :IS put up the

midway through the last

decisive point.

the ArlIngton lead to three.
Baumgartner continued his
performance at 1:15 of the
quarter with a trip to the
charity line, where he scored
his 12th point of the quarter

a game that saw Arlington
eight -point lead.

little attention to his soothsay-

ing, though, and returned to
action only to be bounced by
Conant, 63-62.

spoiled the Arlington rally
with a Conant two -pointer.

Arlington still led

61-56

shot that led to Conant's period, but then Rieble sliced
Chris Shadwell fell short of
Rieble by two points in scor-

ing, but it was he that paced
the Cougar's final comeback.
The senior hit on five of six

The loss was perhaps more
painful to the Cards than the

field goal attempts in the final

and set Arlington atop, 62-58.

struggled throughout the first
half and finally came through
to shun a 10 -point Conant

points, and the team's winning

back

score indicates. The team

lead and build up a sizeable

one for itself.
Arlington's first-half woes

came in the form of shooting
percentages, the team hitting

quarter, accounting for 10 of
the winners 23 final -quarter
basket.

RIEBLE CAME roaring
15 seconds later, converted on a layup, and was

AFTER BEING outshot

fouled by Schmelzer en route.

15-6 in the first,quarter, Arlington sprang back to outdo
the Cougars 19-13 in the se-

boosted the Cougars within a

cond frame and pull within
three points of Conant by

Rieble's single free throw
point of the Iledbirds, 61-60.

Arlington attempted to stall

on a weak 27.8 per cent of halftime.

its way through the final

meanwhile, was pumping in

Shadwell snared an Arlington
pass and fed Rieble who rifled
a shot toward the Conant
basket. The attempt caromed
off the rim and Shadwell tip-

its floor shots. Conant,

The Cougars opened the second half by upping their lead
field goals at a nifty 48 per ,to five, but Baumgartner whitcent clip.
tled it to three with a long

jumper. John Moffat took

CARDINAL GUARDS R.

J. Collins and Jim

Baumgartner took over' for the
Redbirds in the final half, ac-

0.:Fr.-rA

0

I

Walt Rieble led the Conant
offensive game, pumping in
'15 points on seven.field goals
and a free throw. Rieble vlso
got a chance to play the assis-

HIS TEAMMATES paid

4

Gorman
Schroeder

0 0

I

2

1

Peters
Ryerson
Batchelor
Sipiora
Kiszonas
Liggett

counting for 31 of the teams

was pinned in the second

0.5

I

MAINE EAST (55)
GLENBROOK NORTH (30)

With a six -point Arlington
advantage going into the final
quarter of Friday's Arlington -

the first -round

Reed 14-2 in his opener but

Hann
Kaechele
Markworth
Mach
Waskowski
Tistle
Totals

Arlington Drops MSL Finale

Evanston. At left, Wheeling,

Stavros lost

MAINE WEST (56)
Banger

over and again set the visitors

seconds, but to no avail as

five away, only to have ped in the loine ball to give

Collins and Baumgartner the Cougars a 63-62 lead with
bring Arlington within a point

23 seconds remaining.

1

13 -Lost and Found

24 -Help Wanted Men

half 'Persian cat,

Last: .male
black,

'

gray & tan

BARTENDER

markings,

Experienced. Full Time
Evening Hours

fluffy toil. Reword. 392.6974.
Lost: 8 me. old black cat, white

CLASSIFIED

paws, chest & tip of tail.

INDEX

Vic.

35

Apartments To Exchange
km. and Rooms 55 Share

75

Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales
Aviation
Auto Leasing
Auto Parts and Access.
Auto Repairing and

34

20
109

'
Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange
Boots and Marine Supplies

Boa I

105
107

Storage

Business Opportunities '
Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Services

Cord of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots
Coins - Hobbies
.Day Coop
Dogs, Pets and Equipment
Employment AgenciesMen
Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service -Women
Equipment Rentals
Florists

255-7200, ask for "Help Want-

101

64
39
66
15
16
17

3

28
29

57

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
H.,10 Warned Men
Help Wanted Men or Women

Help Wonted Women
Home Furnishings -Furniture
Industrial Property

in Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property

To work in liquor store. Must be
over 21 yrs. of age. Phone from

Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters

Musical Instruments i

13

32

98

III

55

Nursery Schools - Child Core
Office Furniture - Devices

69
56

Personals

14

Real Estate -Apt. Building

85
89
86

Real Estate -Bus. Property
Real Estate -Houses

Resort Properties For Sala
Real Estote.loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate Wanted
Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

Situations Wanted -Men
21
22
Situations Wonted -Women
To Rent Apartments
74
To Rent Business Property
78
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73
To Rent Houses

76

To Rent Miscellaneous
To Rent Resort Properties
To Rent, Stores, Offices
Travel
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

81

79
77
18

102
92
42
82

and

in

local

permanent

part time.

WANTED

NORTHWEST HWY. 8.
PALATINE
QUENTIN RDS.

Apply Building Dept.

cellent working conditions.
Must be neat and very dependable.

54 S. Brockway
Palatine

CALL 827-1.220

Between 9 A,M. & 5:30 P.M.

Janitor
for appointment

ence in industrial or commence credit. High School
grad., excellent company benefits, 371/2 hour week.

439-7600

Grocery

PRODUCTS

STOCK CONTROL
opportunity

for a
man interested in the fast
growing electronic industry
to'do Shipping and Stock Control of miniature electronic
components. Will train to do
testing of
semiconductors.
CALL

benefits including
count on food.

dis-

Arco Electronics,

Mt. Prospect Plaza
Rand, Central & Mt. Prospect

Inc.

Rds.

DISTRIBUTOR INC.
Deerfield,
3737 Lake Cook Rd.

1 Q.C. job open. This is a staff
position reporting directly to
oor General Manager. Duties
consist of assuming plant wide

inspection

Is

for a man who can

benefits, and a great staff.

procedure,

-

ASSISTANT
M cDona Id's, America's Largest Carryout
Restaurant Chain

aggressive

an

Wheeling, Ill.

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

SP 5-4300

1020 Noel Avenue

Wheeling

255-7200

The Ideal Company

BUSINESS
Servrice Directory
Let us help make your DAY!
Consult this daily guide of !r-dliable services offered by reputable business peo-

in

maintain production machinery. Some electrical

ple in your community. Call one NOW!

ELK GROVE

wiring. -Overtime available.

for

Catering

Ray's Radio and T.V, Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen
Arl. Hts.
Cl 5-5692

.

MachineanOperators

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400

3737 Industrial Dr.
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

JOBS OFFER:

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
2nd Shift Bonus

Q.C.
4.

Alterations

Technician

ON MEN'S WEAR
Remodeling,
Relining,

CL 9-0849

fabrication, has created a
new position for a Q. C. technician. This' position will report to our Q. C. Manager and
have the responsibility of
supervising the inspection personnel in one of, our production departments. Should have
experience in mechanical and
electro - mechanical Inspection procedures.' Send resume
in complete confidence to

We Don't
We Specialize in QUALITY BODY
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

MOTOROLA

' Carpentry -Remodeling
J. J. 0' Brien Constr.
Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5-5056

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS
SCHAUMBURG

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359-1906

Box 11.39, The Day Pub-

An equal opportunity employer

Call
"the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpen'try, remodeling & additions. No
job too small. 766.8034

Hts., III. 6005

WANT ADS

for your future

GET RESULTS

Carpet Cleaning
Winter

255-4400 a
ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

CHECK YilUR ADS!
Advertisers are requested to'

check the first insertion at
(heir advertisement and in
case of `error to notify the
at
oice in order that correction
con be blade. in the event of
error or omission', the news
paper will km responsible for
ONLY `'the first Incorrect
insertion and only to the ix tent of the space that the ad
requires. Errors win be
recitifiesi by republication
'
for one Insertion,
clussified

department

'Please cheek your ads, and
notify us at once. Correct Ions ore 're:opted 4y, phone:
to 9 weekdays & 9 to 12
Solurdays..

PHONE, 255-7200

$17.95

cleans

$9.95 & up. 894-5722

Furniture Refinishing

Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

358-9038

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803
Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
Wall Papering.
CL 3-1118

&

Instructions
Violin Lessons - Advanced &
beginners. New easy method
CL 5-8239 - CL 3-5050

Photography

DO YOU HAVE THE DESIRE

to sing? Carter School of Music

Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

individual
or group.
Whether you ore 13 or 103 you

Pianos - Organs

is ,now offering vocal training

255.4400

either

will

enjoy the satisfaction

of

singing from the heart. We do

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

not guarantee a 2nd Caruso
however we do guarantee an

Ned Williams

exploration into the wonderful

world of the voice. For further
info contact Mr. Carter, 27 W.
Prospect, Mt. Prospect, or call

clean

Fast

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

MACHINIST

BILL of MATERIAL WRITERS
DRAFTSMEN

255-3642

Cabby's Plumbing
Repair Service

Call 253-5048

Radio -TV Repair

Moving

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS
(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)
cXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

'The Hallicrafters Co., a leader In the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, wall designed
structure Is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.

Murals

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under 545.

Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL 5.4833
CL3-4182

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

SAVE YOUR EYESI

358.9710

Save 50%

Beautify your home for Easter.

Catering

Concrete Work

529-2840

17 S. Evergreen

sewer Service

Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.

SEWER TROUBLES?

CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL

Cement Work by Vito Pelagio.
Stairs,
Garages,
Driveways,
Patios. Free estimates.

Paintini-Decorating

types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

All

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service

766-1943

Dressmaking -Sewing

engineering, and reseatch - development Laboratories.

Phone LE 7-2510

Contact Mr. Pinder
Weekdays 8:30AM to 5 PM

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
Near
to
order. Alterations.
255.0348
Randhurst.
Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, fur coats, re

259-9600

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

1150 "S.

Willis
An equal opportunity employer

Wheeling,

Ill.

pair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255.8161
Graduate designer So. American
fashion school, perfect alterations. Reas. 358-7791.
by

Alterations & Fittings
Professional in my home.

Appointment only.

437-6588

'

Lauritz Jensen

DOVE SEWING MACHINE

3 Generations
Decorating in the finest
Scandinavian tradition.

REPAIR SERVICE

$4.95 your home.

CL 9-0495.
.

Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

Transmission Service

Top quality materials & careful
wOrkmanshIp.

438-8387

359-3593

Tile

Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone call takes

.381-4651

837-2345

Sewing Machine Repair

Decorators

core of home maintenance?
'Pointing: Interior & Exterior
'Machine Wall Washing
'New Method Carpet Cleaning
'Floor Care for Home & Office

Arl. Hts.

CI 5.5692

Nursery Schools

Arlington Hts.
255.4062
Limited spring openings.

WINTER PRICES

Small

Plumbing

LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

TECHNICAL WRITERS

service.

lobs a specialty. Free estimates
?55-3823

Mcisonry

Moving

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wail -to -Wall,
new or used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

392-6817

Plastering

CL 3.5592

Carpet Installation

SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Special

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

TAB OPERATOR

ghe hancrafiers

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.

BUY OR SELL CARS

TOWING SERVICE.

lications, 217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington

Average rm. sanded, sealed &
tiniihed. $19.95
766-4687

Wayne's Furniture Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns
scratches removed. FL 8-4543.

Auto Repair

AT

component parts and metal

Pleats

ed.

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

Our tremendous growth in the
manufacturing of electronic

$20 Paints Most Rooms

Ecklund Floor Service

Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten

APPLY

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

Profit Sharing

MOUNT

PROSPECT

CL3.4182

CL 5-4833

Light Assemblers

APPLY IN PERSON ONLY

W o hall/a-writers co.
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Algonquin & Meacham Roads Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

2nd Shift Openings

To Work From 8 to 4:30 P.M.

LE 7-5700

392-3500

young

man. with mechaniccil
ability to repair and

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

BEFORE 4 P.M.

MOTOROLA

1700 Hicks Rd.

MOTOROLA

Production Workers

ciitiffefidaem ycigiealea

AT

Rolling Meadows

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

MAN

.

TMA

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

MFG. CORP.

GENERAL FACTORY

MAINTENANCE

& COIL CORP.

TELEVISION

*Good Vacation Plan
APPLY

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalize lion, life insurance, and profit sharing.

1150 S. Willis Ave.

827-1220, between 9 AM & 5 PM
For.Appointment

Ages 45-65 Are Welcome At

deinto,

*Profit Sharing

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

liccitions, 217 S. Arlington Hts, Rd., Arlington
Hts., III. 60005

MOLON MOTOR

STEADY EMPLOYMENT
AUTOMATIC INCREASES
FREE LIFE-HOSP. INSURANCE

gineering
department,
veloping creative ideas

METHODE

Box 1139, The Day Pub-

CALL - MR. SCHENK

ONLY

will work with our en.

You

IMMEDIATELY

Manager in a dynamic, growing organization.

TODAY

in
mechanical or
electrical -mechanical drafting.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

112 S. Dryden

salary, paid vacation, medical and life insurance plan,
meals and uniforms free. Opportunity to advance to

CALL

should have 2 to 5 years ex-

To Start Work

ing, material control, and supervision of two inspection
departments through subordinates. Excellent fringe benefits including profit sharing.
Send resume in complete confidence to

Arlington Heights

Plalnes unit - opening soon. Should bo over 25, high
school graduate or some college with supervisory experience (but not necessarily in restaurant business). Good

$315

Good Starting Pay
*Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization
*Excellent Working Conditions

MEN WANTED

gaug-

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

Needs an aggressive Assistant Manager for its new Des

DAYS

minimum
supervision with
maximum
opportunity
for
personal growth. Applicant

of the firm. Excellent advance.
ment potential.

Permanent opening for

LINES

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

new products for the growth

CALL 255-4119
7 A.M. to 6 P.M.

24 -Help Wanted Men

component manufacturer, looking for an individual

perience

self, get started in a growing
and exciting industry. Must be
dependable and willing to
work. Good pay, Insurance

TODAY

Cafeteria Attendant
*Secretaries and Typists

to work in an atmosphere of

,

ent manufacturer has its No.

trouble -shoot and repair vending equipment. Challenge your-

CALL

DRAFTSMAN

tronics

Ph. 272-5500

responsibility for quality control, setting up all mechanical and electro mechanical

Service

*Inspectors
*Communications Technitians

DESIGN

We are an expanding elec-

..

Progressive electronic compon-

MECHANIC
(Electro)

WANT ADS

*Assemblers
*Wirers and Solderers
*Packers
*Stock Handlers

An Equal Opportunity Employe'r

VOLKSWAGEN NORTH CENTRAL

439-8100

Coffee

in

PRODUCTION AND OFFICE

(I bik. N. of Lawrence)
Chicago

Good starting salary and excellent company benefits.

Manager

HILLMAN'S

Cockrell
looking

POSITIONS AVAILABLE,

UN 7.8000

essary.

Q.C.

APPLY STORE MANAGER:

FAMILY

Schaumburg

perience operating unit record and 1401 or 360 computor
equipment. Experience on tape or disk helpful but not nec-

Work near home in well
paying job with a future
in a fast growing business.
Many
company

.

At

MAGNAFLUX CORP.
7301 W. AINSLEE

North suburban company has 2nd shift opening for computor
operator with high school education and 3 to 9 months ex-

24 -Help Wanted Man

Is On The Move-

testing

Electronic

and sorting instruments.
Prefer trade -school graduate with some industrial experience. Permanent position for right

Jr..Computor Operator

205 S. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Stockman

'

MANAGER

out

Page -7.

01r0ROLA

TECHNICIAN
Custom build and check

benefits.

cal I

A position offering challenge
and growth opportunity to the
person who is analytically Inclined and who has experi-

24 -Help Wanted Men

man. Liberal employee

in new Elk Grove plant.

CORRESPONDENT

nd

ELECTRONICS

Meals and uniforms free. Ex-

fits.

" "THE DAY
Tuesday, March 5, 1968

to work after school
Saturdays. Call 539-1240

SOURRE E COMPRNY

ARLINGTON

Excellent

back.

-BOYS
- -12 to 16

24 -Help Wanted Men

775-2550

Full or Part Time Driver

255 7200

3

builders

consider

91

94
95
88
96
70

work

Mt. Prospect
392-9168

2

23
90
50
65

shop

to

Will

(

13 W. Davis
CL 3-0042

construction

dinances. Full employee bene-

CREDIT

delivery of oak moldings and
-doors

312.6565

7

5

clean

area.

36
24
26
30
47
83

for

Part Time
Evenings
$2.00 per Hour
To work as food handlers.

ground, make field Inspect.
ions, examine plans and en-

n

PART TIME

1

Food and Delicacies

Extensive

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

BODIED MAN

Man wonted Monday thru Friday, 12 to 4:30 p.m., Saturday,
10 to 2:30 p.m. Call Mt. Prospect News Agency, 392.1830.

MEN

(PLUMBING)

YOUNG ABLE

2(Help WantecfMen

24 -Help Wanted Men

force Village codes and or-

my home.'

in

Experienced,& references.
253-3443

7 to 10 p.m.

INSPECTOR

Busch Auto Service Center
358.1234

22 -Situations Wanted Women

10
12

44
27

Full Time

ed" ad ideas today.

do ironing

AND PART TIME

APPLY IN PERSON

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT ,.

WHAT AN EASY WAY to find that
job:
Classified
ads!
Dial

Will
106
103
99

38

Building Materials

li

I

71

BUILDING

COOK

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
253-1320

14 -Personals
Air Conditioning

2nd CHEF

EDDIE'S LOUNGE

St. James. 392.0960 aft. 3:30.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

AAMCO Transmissions
830 W. N.W. Hwy.
'

259-9440

M. Hts.

THE DAY
Tuesday, March 5;1968

Page 8

24 -Help Wanted Men.- -

,

Saturday

Call Mt.

27-EmploYmont AgenciesMon

Pros-

but
we will train.
desired,

Institute for
Business Planning
If you are presently employed
earning $8,000 or above, working preferably against com-

mission now, and are over 30
years old, with good charact-

er and eager for increased
earnings, we may be the firm
you aro looking for.

Prentice.'
A subsidiary of
Hall, Inc, The Institute for
Planning, Inc., a
Business

well established national business

publisher

sellina

CHECKERS

$600-$750 - FREE

26 -.Help Wanted Men or

Mechanical or electrical board
experienced men will be train-

724-1300

ed for these fine spots.
CALL CHUCK WIER

to
meet professional
People, entertain, be willing to
work during Doctor's hours,
spend Wednesdays on the golf
course. Bose salary, Bonuses,
Car and Expenses paid. Great

CUSTODIANS

GET RESULTS

26 -Help Wanted Mon or
Women

392-8450
9 AM- 9 PM

FOR MODERN BUILDING

DAY WANT ADS

like

Call

6 PRODUCTION

Male or Fenliale
Full or part time
Excellent pay
Mr. Collins 733.4352

CHECKERS

$85-$110 Wk.
NO FEE

_._

High School Grads with no
special experience can be
trained in a hurry for this

promotion potential with fast
companies. - Call
growing
299-7131 for after hours interviews. No Contracts presented.

0
Cp

MEN & WOMEN
JOIN A PROFIT SHARING COMPANY

The Following Positions Are Now
Available For Men & Women
in Our New Air Conditioned Plants:

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

Tax Accountant
$8,400 Free

management negotiations,
and

ASSEMBLERS

spections with a national firm.
Present personnel manager
will relocate upon completion
of your training.

469-8908

Excellent Benefits!

pret

basic

assembly

PARAMOUNT

AMPEX

259-3481
401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

print. Expebence in mechanical and electro - mechanical
production helpful These are

new positions due to on in-

men are needed here. Top pro-

senior

status.

Your

392-3500

background

makes you the division supt.
Right hand.
CONTROL TRAINEE
$450 FREE

Young chap to learn inventory
records and routines. No exp.
PURCHASING
TRAINEES
$450-$500 FREE

Here's your chance to get into
this well paying, interesting
field -

CALL RED NELSON

392-1236
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.
ed n113011

Phone, visit or write
Mr. R. J. Cramer

CENTERS, Inc.

956-0990
An Equal Opportunity Employer

DOLLARS
IS

SENSE

AND

259-3481

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also Chicago
36 So. State St.

.

Regular Salary Reviews
Merit Advancement
Free Retirement Plan
Low Cost Hospitalization

Free Life Insurance
Paid .Vacations
9 Paid Holidays
Clean Modern Plant

24 -Help Wanted Men

PLANT

JOBS

* ASSEMBLERS

* CHEMICAL

for

* PAPER

MEN

OFFICE

* STOCK HANDL-

*PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER

ERS

MIXERS

WRAPPERS

* MACHINISTS

*SECRETARIES

* SHEAR

*BILLING MACHINE

259-7330

(pERSONNEL INC.

'

OPERATOR

* CLERK TYPISTS

layoffs due to weather.

WE ARE NOW INTERVIEWING ON
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY EVENINGS 'TIL 8 P.M.

Liberal Fringe Benefits:
O 2 weeks paid vacation
paid holidays

BRUNING®

paid sick leaves

overtime
insurance
automatic raises

Division 'of Addressograph Multigraph Corporation

No experience necessary

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

/METAL L

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.
Wheeling
537-2180

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD

MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60056

255-1910
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

friendly people make
an ideal spot for you.

this

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.

PARAMOUNT

259-3481

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
Chicago
36 So. State St.

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
Chicago
36 So. State St.

appts.,

set

ients,

type

bills.

$95. Free IVY, 7215 W. Touhy,
SP 4-8585, 4942 N. Milwaukee,
AV 2-5050.
Miss & Mrs. Office Girl
"We Cover All Suburbs"

LE,.

Cumberland Office
Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

advertising

assistant
Assist

the

manager in pre-

paration of copy and related
materials.

NO
EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY - TYPING A MUST.

Attention to detail is the most
valuable asset your creative
ability is a plus. Top salary
plus excellent benefit plan.

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS
Salaries $325 to $800

207 N. Evergreen

Lynn
Davis

Arlington Heights
DIAL 392-6100
AIRCRAFT

Lessons
terrific OPPORTUNITY for a beginner. NO EXPERIENCE necessary, but you must
be a SALES ORIENTED indiThis is a

out the world for one of the
FINEST and most RESPECTED
COMPANIES in existence. CALL
now for details.

for Management!

foremost companies and offers perhaps the finest mgmt.

potential!! Ask .for details. No
Fee.

Industry Giant
Trainee --$750 Mo.

Initially you will be trained in
inside soles and mid - management administration. The CONSTANT GROWTH of this corporation affords TREMENDOUS
POTENTIAL for the right man.
YOU BE the RIGHT MAN. Call

Inside Sales
Trainee --$650

You will probably- find this to
be one of the most interesting
jobs ever offered. You will represent your ,company to major industrial users of their product over the phone. You nev-

er have to make an outside
sales call. After training you

Learn Programming
$600 + Free
r.
Schooling

Once in a lifetime opportunity to learn programming at
ca. expense. Salary + free
schooling. No exp. nec. Unlimited opportunity. No fee.

one of America's

with

training available. It's constructed to give you broad exdevelop
-

your

potential

necessary. NO FEE.

Lynn
Davis
259-7010

'

Mt. Prospect
401 E. Prospect
also
,Chicago
36 So. State St.

RECEPTIONIST
FOR HOSPITAL
SURGERY DEPT.

NECESSARY!

Excellent
Free
IVY,
SP 4-8585,

FREE
Here is an exceptional opport.

ENCE

about a successful career in
the area of sales - marketing.

4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

if 16 are seriously thinking

No previous exp. required. Our
client, a large Chgo. based
manufacturer, will train you
to represent them to all major
airlines discussing and showing
some of the most sophisticated
communication equip. yet
made. No previous experience
nec.

starting
7215

salary!

W.

Touhy,

Personnel

Baby sitting, my home, 5 day wk.,
11:1$ a.m. to 4:00 p.m., child,
own trans., references. CL 9-3985
after 4:30 p.m.
1

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

Commercial Teller
Experience preferred but will
train right applicant.
MARCELLA KOKES

$550 + Car +

Relations

2 PART TIME

SALES LADIES
Hours: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

Apply

.Ben Franklin Store
Cor. Camp McDonald & Wolf
Rd. D. E. Stonebraker
299.0350

Registered Nurses
LPN & AIDES

WILL TRAIN

enjoys meeting new people will

be trained in interviewing and
public contact activities that

Expenses
You will be trained to adjust
and settle automobile claims
in the Chicago area of a major
casualty company in addition
to a fine company training program. You get the added benefit of working on your own
without direct supervision. No

CL 9.4000

Public

ation. Become part of a well established firm that has just
opened it's Mount Prospect office. The young woman who

Start as a Claim
Adjuster Trainee

needed.

time. 255-7996 after 6.

All Shifts

Swing to the top with one of the
nation's fastest moving corpor-

Like Working Outdoors?

exp.

Secretary,
president's
asst.
Profit
sharing.
Dictaphone,
typing. Mt. Prospect. 255-3007.

You'll have a lot of public con-'

in or out of surgery or recovery
area will see you for messages.
Lots of phone work learn to
use paging system. Type information. NO MEDICAL EXPERI-

$9,000 + Car +

GET RESULTS

30 -Help Wanted Women

. WILL TRAIN BEGINNER

tact & busy activity when you are
the receptionist for Surgery
Dept. of well-known teaching
hospital. Doctors, nurses coming

Move Into This
Industry - Airline
Communication
Sales Trainee

DAY WANT ADS
'

HOUSEWIVES -PART TIME

as

quickly as possible. In addition to salary and a company
car, you get a liberal expense
account and a year - end lion.
us. No previOus experience

previous

Chicago

Earn extra money in your spare

posure and at the same time

can move into Office Services
Management. No experience
needed. No Fee.

opportunity. Top salary.

vate planes to executives thru-

This job is so far above average thcit it's hard to compare.

promoting from within. You
can move into the area you desire. This diversified corp. provides you with unparalleled

of office while boss is away.
Loaded with public contact.
Personality and typing skills
qualify you for this exciting

vidual. You will be selling pri-

It's

Mt. Prospect

also

36 So. State St.

For the girl who likes responsi
billy. You will take full charge

One of the Best
'Training Programs

national corp. takes' pride in

401 E. Prospect

relations

$700 Mo.-No Fee
+ Free Flying

(7) Sales Trainees
$7,800-$9,000 +
Car

Career growth is the main objective of this comprehensive
mgmt. development program.
The sky is the limit! This large

259-7010

public

SALES

your way to a VERY SUCCESSFUL CAREER. No previous exp.
required - NO FEE.

now. NO FEE.

OPERATORS

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

PARAMOUNT

eAREER O'HARE

YOU MAKE DOLLARS

PARAMOUNT

it ion . Greet clients, take
messages, type reports, in-

Call Pete Briggt 6277706

DENTAL OFFICE

No Experience
Needed
Start at $9,000

AND BRUNING MAKES SENSE

250 N 12th St.

voices. The plush offices and

Will train you, to welcome pat-

change. Take advantage of
this training. And you are on

537-9436

lig'Al 177r1

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

DAY WANT ADS

full 'salary and expenses. You
will learn WHAT STOCKS TO
BUY, WHEN TO SELL. How to
take a position In a stock ex-

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

special

or,

background necessary to land
this once in a life time pos-

28 -Employment Agencies Women

You will be sent to school at

facilities here in the northwest
suburbs. Work on special assignments with a totally diversified organization. All information confidential.

POWER TOOLS

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

Troubleshooting and Maintenance, Sales, Experience as a
Pilot, etc. Don't hesitate --this
field is enjoying a 20% annual
growth rate right now. You can
be on the ground floor of this
challenging and exciting develtomorrow. Call
opment
299-7131 for particulars.

client, one of America's LARGEST
BROKERAGE firms, will
train you in all the in and outs
of Brokerage Management.

nationwide (20 plant) client
is hiring for their ultra -modern

,

coordination,

One in a thousand jobs. Our

No relocation, no travel. Our

Vz block North of Dundee
3/4 Mile west of Wolf Rd.

Administrative

Want to Make
Money in the
Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee
$700 &Free School

To $13,400

Wheeling, Ill.

skill for variety of utilizations:

Women

accountants

275 12th St.
U.N. Alloy Bldg.

receive a generous base plus
commission. To start with the
emphasize on "Growth". ,

GET RESULTS

POWER TOOLS

Benefits

statement of what PARAMOUNT is. If hired you will

26 -Help Wanted Men or

Des Plaines, Ill.

Superior Company

ed, achievement -oriented personnel on all levels from beginners to management specialists. Must have desire to enter
Aviation field and talent or

experience

No

learning and training for your
career with our company. This
is not a blind ad. - or mis-

-

DAY WANT ADS

Cumberland
Office Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.

PACKERS

Chicago

FREE

ADVANCEMENT UNLIMITED!

re-

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

827-7706

Personnel

o ASSEMBLERS

the

modern offices.

TO INDUSTRY. You will talk to
people on all levels while

O'Hare area to recruit talent-

$400 to $450

northwest suburbs. Our client
will train two self confident,
dynamic men in their ultra

inside
-

RECEPTIONIST

organization

expanding their customer
relations deportment to the

inquiry

Hallmark

IN WHEELING

in

100-$130 to start

presenting a QUALITY SERVICE

Top salaries paid by the many
clients using our services exclusively

positions are

These

Lynn
Davis
Mt. Prospect
401 E. Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

Nationwide

hole -In -the -walls,

personnel opportunities

if yin; choose -receive a
10% bonus. Profit shoring.

only

PA
_13_011

is

giant supermarkets or cold
water flats. We do not hit
gongs, give away motor -cycles
or in any other way challenge
the integrity of our business.
PARAMOUNT'S offices ore
ultra -modern, our bonus picture is the only one of its kind
in our business and progression is from within.

OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE

installation.

processing

hr. work wk. Nite shift

371/2

relations

Mount Prospect offices.

AVIATION

'

numeric -one needed as lead
operator for newly established
data

client

ed for two progressive opportunities! Our well established
firm has just opened new

380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

ex-

alpha

operators

perienced

259-7010

confident young men are need-

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

1700 Hicks Rood

Call Dick Mele

office

General

Air-conditioned new plants, parking lot,
cafeteria

handled in strict confidence.
Rolling Meadows

...

O Tuition aid
o Early seniority in new plants
o Promotional opportunities

EMPLOYERS PAY
.OUR FEES
We are staffing for 7 accounting positions with new divisions
of leading national companies.
3 hours can qualify you; anything over 12 hours makes

MFG. CORP.

spects.
Executive Assistant
$550 Free

AutomatiC increases
Two weeks vacation 1st year
Company paid insurance

Seniors
$950

METHODE

READ THIS

Center

$110 while training for

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

Bright, articulate and self

Cumberland Office

and Individunls for credit dept.
Must be close - mouthed and
dependable for this confidential work.

O Good starting rates

ACCOUNTING

crease in business and a build
mg expansion. Excellent possibilities for aggressive individuals to advance with a
growing electronics firm.

Career Minded

not

his

move ahead

CENTERS, Inc.

380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, III.

made him district manager.
Ask for Frank Victor, 827-7706

finances and assets of firms

Profit Sharing bonuses

Juniors
$600

blue-

Cumberland
Office Center

The lad who had the territory
hated to give it up but they

Make private investigations of

Many .Benef its at

CALL ART SCHRANZ

Rd

are

$450-$800 Free

our new line of custom products.wcoti
Initiative is what we

9 AM- 9 PM

PERSONNEL

5 ACCOUNTANTS

Will train 4 men of medium experience for design duties with

Personnel

public contact qualifies you
for this growth opportunity.

be

KEYPUNCH

$550-$650.- FREE

827-7706

derful future.
Confidential

Beginners and highly trained

4 ELECTRICAL DRAFTSMEN

Hallmark

Young man,, no degree required, to service established, protected territory and acquire
new accounts. Complete training program. Any job you have

Reports

PRODUCTION

the ability to read and inter-

Call Rick Miller

You'll

secy. Meet '& work with people
who plan & put these towns on
the map. Sit in on conferences,
follow thru on detail, research,

prints from your sketches.

255-6630

$500-$600 - FREE

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

PROTOTYPE

component manufacturer has two very rewarding and interesting positions
open for prototype production
assemblers. Applicants should
possess mechanical skills and

INC.

HALLMARK

DRILL PRESS OPERATOR

.

7:45 AM. to 4:15 PM. 4:30 PM. to 1:00 AM.
11:00 PM to 7:00 AM.

Electronic

(ERSONNE L

developments.

letters. Age open. Free IVY,
7215 W. Touhy, SP 4.8585,
4942N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

FREE

you want.

and you not only get this post,

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

TECHNICIANS

AREER O'HARE

suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home

Little board Work. Layout men
and detailers make workable

to

but a good chance at a won-

correct and dependable

10 DESIGNERS

$10,000-$12,000

work. We screen your job
openings to assure you the
kind of conditions we know

We offer a total service to
industry that is predicated on
"Quality". Our company employs no conmen, pita: artists
or slick operators. Our offices

Bo

in-

safety

0

again enjoy going

once

ever held which required any

600-800 per month
interviewing

spots we .have in machine shop
assembly inspection, tool room
maintenance etc. and you'll

SALES TRAINEE
$525 to $650
Car Plus ExpeInses
Employer Pays Fee

Participate in high level labor

PHONE

ed. Must have good foundatioh in logic and reasoning.
Call 299-7131 until 7:00 PM.

392-8450
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.

CENTERS, Inc.

try

60137.

FREE
Taking the blame while your
boss gets credit? Move to a
company that will treat you
like the Management Mon
you are. You'll fit one of the

NO CONTRACT TO SIGN.

in electro-mech-

anical product design is wanted, but any manwith creative
ability will be considered.

$600 - $1,000

application of programming
theory. No previous EDP or programming experience requIr.;

Boss searches out undeveloped

Quickly leads to chiefs spot.
Background

28 -Employment Agencies-.
Women

SECY-$540

ASSISTANT
CHIEF DESIGNER
$12,000 -- FREE

for a bright, energetic young
mon capable of mastering
machine languages and solving procedural problems by

neidon

assistant

Ted Isaacs, 258 Linden, Glen

FOREMEN

CALL DON PETERS

JOIN

personnel

If you think you qualify,
send resume to or call Mr.

to $600

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

build an estate beyond belief
through one of the best profit-sharing plans in the coun-

FED UP

ical aptitudes will suffice. Any
experience of an allied nature
will get you top dollar.

AREER O'HARE
RSONNEL INC.

CYBERNETICS
TRAINEE
We still have one position open

typo of work. Ordinary cler-

ser-

liberal commissions, protected territory, established accounts, automatic increased
earningi from renewals and a
long range opportunity to

III

4 DRAFTING

NORTHWEST HWY. &
QUENTIN RDS.
PALATINE

Ralph Synnestvedt Assoc.
3602 Glenview Road
Glenview, Illinois

college required. Service experience as Medic or Corpsman considered ideal. Must

vices to industry and the professions, offers draw against

Ellyn,

No experience required! Technical schooling is the key to
top money and high speed promotion.

Women

Product lines Include: Surgical
Equipment, Ethical Pharmaceutical, Hospital Supplies,
Diagnostic Machinery. Some

27 -Employment Agencies Men

27 -Employment Agencies Men

27 -Employment Agencies Men

10 DRAFTING TRAINEES

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

5 p.m.

.

$390-$433 - FREE

APPLY IN PERSON

AAN. insurance. Call Monday thru Friday, 9 a.m. to

$550 - $650 base

SALESMAN

not necessary,

vacations.

MEDICAL SALES
TRAINEES

27 -Employment AgenilesMon

6 BUS BOYS

Overtime, paid holidays and

FIVE

pect News Agency, 392.1830.

_

- DISHWASHERS

Men for tree trimming- and
landscape work Experience,

Man wanted earlya.m.Monday
thru

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

CALL MRS. HIGGINS

296-3334

offer challenge and an un-

limited future. Some college
helpful. Coll or see JEAN YALE
at

ARLINGTON HI'S.
DENTIST
WANTS

CHAIRSIDE

No

Fee.

ASSISTANT

117 So. Emerson

Mount Prospect

- 9 to 6, 5 ,days.
Experienced or will train

Full time

PARKER

259-7010

2nd Floor
253-6600

Mt. Prospect
401 E. Prospect
also
16 So. State St.
Chicago

1300 E. CENTRAL RD.

259-3310

30 -Help Wanted Women

HARPER COLLEGE
Needs switchboard - receptionist for late afternoon and early
evening hours. Please call Wm.
J. Mann 358-9100:

CAREER IN
.

MOTHERS

1.3.

interesting fob asRelaIndustrial
si sting
top
ti xes executive in direction of
Juncpersonnel
iulti-plant
ti oes
for major electronics
U nusually

NECESSARY.

your community? Choose your

hours. No canvassing. Guaranteed income. Call after
4' P.M. , Mrs. Pierce. 255.7073

0 EXCELLENT COMPANY'
BENEFITS
0 SALARY PLUS
INCENTIVE

MR. BROWN
255.7200

Day Publications, Inc.

WOMAN

Marketing

COCK ROBIN
920 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

GENERAL OFFICE

dictaphopo experience. Full
benefits including 3 week,
vacation.

life
hospitalization,
idays,
insurance and many other
benefits.
Call Paul Ruiz 439-5650

APPLICATION
ENGINEERING
CORP.

with secretarial
personality who

work than
ffers.

manufacturer
national
hospital medical products.

EMPLOYEE

Campbell & Dunton Sts.

HOUSEKEEPING

German World War 2 souvenirs
wanted for my collection will
pay cash. Phone 259-1183.

MAIDS
.

40" Caloric gas range, double
oven, good cond., clean, $40.

Full Time

range,

Personnel

2nd SHIFT

pansion into our fourth office
we need the gal who likes

earnings, 100% phone public
contact and public relations.
We are a 20 year old firm with
great co-workers in a most

for further. information or an
appointment.

THE,FORD EMPLOYMENT

operator with
some experience. Will operate switchboard, teletype, and
serve as receptionist. Some
light typing.
for

Elk Grove Village

You

water softeners & water con-

TMA

To

Join

,

JOHNSON WATER

Whelling

BARRETTCRAVENS CO.

Refrig.,

We need you if you are a:

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

NURSING ASSISTANT - For Any Tour
of Duty

ORDER TYPIST.
.::
If jou enjoy
typing, this is the lob for you. Versatility in a number of clerical assignments required in processing sales orders. Hours 8:15 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Company cafeteria. New
company benefit program.

Elk Grove Village

i& haMc-rafters ca.
KEY PUNCH

Enjoyable

work and pleasant surround-

not required but
accuracy is needed for hanExperience

dling of cash.

Many company benefits
including
IMMEDIATE 20% DISCOUNT
APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.

WIEBOLDT'S
Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

Des Plaines, Ill.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

a few minutes drive from your home.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious,
company parking, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for

Furniture

Prototype

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to offer you and Our family.

Assembler

Excellent opportunity for key-

punch school grad with no

Housewives!

Women!

JOIN THE WORK-IN

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

experience. High school grad.,
excellent company benefits,

WORK IN:
'
o New, Ultra -Modern Facilities
o Completely Air -Conditioned Offices

371/2 hour week.

m Close -To -Home Company

experience or keypunch oper-

ator with some actual work

775-2550
SQUARE D COMPANY
205 S. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge
An Equal Opportunity Employer

WIRERS

TYPISTS

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned faca few minutes drive from yciur home.

SOLDERERS
8

.

Background should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experi-

o STEADY EMPLOYMENT

ence a must.

© AUTOMATIC INCREASES

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for

ginner and experienced typists.

Some prior office experience
helpful but not absolutely
necessary. Excellent oppor-

tunities for 6dvancement with
our rapidly expanding hospital
medical supply firm. Good
starting

salary,

pleasant

surrounriings and a. compre-

© FREE LIFE-HOSPITAL INSURANCE
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to offer you and your family.

hensive benefit program.

.

APPLY
PERSONNEL DEPT.

TMA

-

,ATELEVISION
m?fidenem
0_,,giffm;wW

6301 Lincoln Ave.
Morton Grove
965-4700

259-9600

-

Baxter

Laboratories, Inc.

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

the hallicrafkirs co.
LE 7-5700
1020 Noel Avenue

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

SP 5-4300

Whee I ing

724-6257

!!HELP!!
Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.
773-0252

way, and garage. $200 per
month.

j

255-9111

AL Lill' REALTY
CL 3-7600

MOUNT PROSPECT

Listing Service

Solidly built brick home. Full

77 -TO Rent, Stores, Offices

basement, Newly carpeted living room. 25'x26' paneled rec.

Clean, lite, air conditioned of-

room. 2 car garage.
CONDITION. $27,900

MINT

or 2 bedroom furnished Apt.
Prefer 1st floor. April 1st occu-

Lincoln, Morton
YO 5-4700

Grove.

3 bedroom brick bungalow in
heart of town, 2 blocks from
public and Lutheran Schools.
Clean .and sharp -fenced in
yard for kids.

86 -Real Estate -Houses
Buffalo Grove

Bi-Level

-

Hoffman

6

3 bedrooms - paneled
family room - like new carpet.
ing - ref. & stove Inc. $22,500.
rooms

537-8092

Prospect Hts. lamed. possession,

392-5429

ding. rm., 3 Irg bedrms., paneled bsmt. (sunny & dry), kg. encl.
porch, 2 frplcs., 3 -car gar., attrqc. 75x132: lot, 3/4 mi. to depot,
all schls. & pk. with Vu
$44,000. 253-0583.

$20,900

Estates

1966 Ford Galaxie 500 2 -door,
P/S, auto. trans., good condition. $1850. 392-5310.

1964 Rambler American 330 2 door,

like new tires. I -owner.

'61
cyl.,

Ford Fairlone 500 2-dr., 6
auto., low mileage, good

255-0404.

cond.

$325
or
best
CL 5-7942

4 p.m.
JEEP DEALER

kitchen with all appliances and

136 W. Northwest Highway
Barrington, III.
381-6663

$48,900

Tower Acres - 11/2 acre wood.
ed. Walking distance to corn.
mutor station and stores. 3
bedroom brick ranch, 2 baths,
fireplace, family room,' 2

car garage, a kitchen every

woman dreams of. Como see
for yourself.

FHA.

Y

OFFE 1, EED

SLOAN

Brick

REALTORS

11 WARVINGVIARK
UENSINVILE1

ItagaV

'66 CHEVY

P EIrrrER 8-3531C1101

11

$1295

FOR TWO

JUST LISTED

'65 IMPALA

Swiss Chalet in Schaumburg
11/2

3 bedrms. - 11/2
car att. garage.

The warmth of

a fireplace,
soft music and light wine, will
make your dreams come true

Large patio, gas lights front

& rear, good siz&, nicely landscaped lot, family rm., fireplace in living rm. Extras

in this like new 7 room brick
ranch

home.

3

bedrooms,

family room, 21/a car garage.

include: dishwasher, range,
disposal, outdoor gas grill,

Unbelievably priced at

carpeting, drapes, storms &
screens, cyclone fenced back
yard. $28,700

PALATINE

REALTORS

4 bedrooms, gracious individual styling and good basic
design for the growing family.
Living room, separate formal
dining room, step -saver

Family room with
full
baths,
fireplace, 21/2
basement, 21/2 car attached
garage. See this fine home and
you will want to call it yours.
kitchen.

ARLINGTON HTS.

$38,900.

fices. Only $21,000.

w/w's.

$1195'

'65 Ford

Plum Grove Countryside

' 403 N. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
359-3400

dr. Power Glide, Power
Heater,
Steering,
Radio,
4

only

$24,900.

fATIERNER18, PO

street. Ideal for stores or of-

power glide, radio,

heater, w/w's.

FIREPLACE BUILT

Mundelein, 111. 566.6720

baths,

offer.

'63 AH Sprite., Good condition.
Ready for painting. 2 tops. $500
best offer. 825-5420 after

6 cyl.,

7 rooms

dr. h/t,

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES

lands area, 3 bedrooms, ceramic tile bath, family sized

Ranch w/paneied kitchen, many
cabinets. Walking distance to
schools.
Fenced back yard.
on

4

Emmaculate ranch in the High-

MUNDELEIN

down

'62 Plymouth Fury

or

Roselle

ARL. HIS.. STONEGATE
Spacious all face brk., center
entr. Colonial, livg. rm., kit.,

Only $600
$16,500.

-

MUST SEE.

crptg, all drapes,
beau. lndscpg. $38,900. Owner.

...

FOR SALE

381-2890

air conditioner. Fenced yard.
3 blocks from public school.

3 bedrm. oust -built brk. ranch,
Vu acre, lyg-dng rm., full bsmt.,
2 car att. gar., hot water baseboard heat, central air cond'g,

MUNDELEIN MANOR

$20,500

Roselle

,Sdr.,

III

Fury

52175.

sell.

dition. Call 299-3824.

Relocated Professional and wife

desire 2 bdrm. furnished home
or apartment in North suburban
area. Immediate occupancy desired. Please contact Pat McConochy, Baxter Laboratories,

must

p/s, Oh, low miles, good con-

Personal & Effective Service
259-1500
Open 9 to 9
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

1

pancy. Call 439.7600 ext. 27
After 6 p.m. FL 8-2699

'67

old, loaded w/extras,

mos.

4

'62 Chevy Impala,

Il f190::

area.

Northwest

99 -Automobile For Sale
Plymouth

auto/trans., 318 eng. good
transportation. Call 825-4059

iligkir/Arai_

82 -Wanted To Rent
-

Wanted: 3 Bedrm. Home
Central Mt. Prospect from
priv. party by priv. indiv. All
replies conf id. 827-1667.

Member: M.A.P. Multiple

Wanted

96 -Real. Estate Wanted
in

259 E. Rand, Mt. Prospect

6301

$26,950.

Personal & Effective Service
259-1500
Open 9 to 9
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

28 E. Northwest Hwy., An. Hts.
253.1800
570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove
439.4700

MCCABE

After 12 Noon

homes. Big savings. Will separate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

Minneapolis. Anxious to sell.

104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect

40% to 60% OFF
Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe model

"L". Countrysize kitch. Draperies. Short walk to elementary
school.
Owner moving to

split

bedrm.

large

family rm. Spacious walltowall carpeted living rm. & formal entertaining size dining

Annen & Busse

60' x 130' commercial lot zoned B-2 on heavily traveled

Country Sedan
10 Pass. Wagon, V8, Auto.
Power Steering,, Factory Air,
Radio, Heater, W/W's.

$1195

Dick
Wizio-lwrn
AUTHORIZED

OPEN 9 TO 9

HOWARD KAGAY

CALL 358-6800

Baird & Warner

DISPLAY FURNITURE

220 E. Northwest Hwy., Arl. Hts.
392-1855

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver
Will separate.
Phone 296-7771.

55 -Musical Instruments
Starlight drum set, complete,
including Ludwig snare. Sacrifice
$350. 392.0960 aft. 5.
CHECK OUR CLOSEOUT
INSTRUMENT SALE

Here Every Wednesday
BUYS LIKE:

2 channel used Silvertone amp,
-

3

GOOD VALUE
size bedrms.,

twin

3

ery.

quick advancement.

Ages 45-65 Are Welcome At

ous name brand carpets, as low
as $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

Parkhaven Bldrs.

condition. $41,500.

3 bedrooms, attached breeze-

1/3 off the regular price fam-

You'll enjoy our interesting work building proto-

type models of electronic military equipment.

o 4:30 p.m.

,

We have several interesting
and varied openings for be-

-

Open Sunday I to 5 P.M.
539.6221 or 392-3978

location & better than new

Possession

119 Maple (Hwyrl 76)

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

ility converiiently located on Hicks Road, is just

Hours:

Immediate

COUNTRY COUSIN

pieces. 359-1335

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

pliances. 2 patios, att. 2 car
garage, well landscaped. Ideal

FOR RENT

Moving to apt: white metal kit.

Contemoprary wal. veneer bed.
rm. set: bkcase dble. bed, dble.
dresser, mirror, chest & 2 nice
tables. Like new. 'CL 5-8713.
2 blue outlined floral quilted
lounge choirs $100 each. 1-63"
sofa chartreuse antique satin
$125. All like new decorator's

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

level! 24' family rm. with wet

ing room table. Ph. 381-2256

cabinets, sink & lazy Susan; misc.
hsehold items. 392-0962 aft. 5.

,

Girls!

4 MODELS
on 100'x150' lots

furniture and expandable din-

Electronic

259-9600

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Operator

Huge discounts. 824.7353

Moving to Florida. Living room

ghe hailicraliers co.

Keypunch

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile

IN SHERWOOD

bar, utility rm., 2 ceramic baths,
racirielous kitch. with all ap

47 -Home Furnishings -

quick advancement.

Contact: George Pinder
, 8:30 AM to 5 PM

ST. ALEXIUS

Border Collie. 6 months old.
Well-behaved. House broken.
$40.253-1476
AKC German Shepherd puppies,
all shots, champion sired,
296-8659
German Shep. pups AKC, Champ
sire,
bred for
temperment.
439-5834 aft. 6 or weekends.
Poodles, white toys, 6 weeks,
AKC registered.
2 -males, 1 female. 437-2129.

OPERATORS
Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering, & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just

March 16 from
9 am to 7:30 pm

Equipment

DIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC.

CONTROL CASHIER

NEEDED

i

44 -Dogs, Pets and

CONEX

ings.

work

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(employee's entrance on
Biesterfield Rd.)
437.5500, ext. 591 or 592

296-2266

A Subsidiary of-Northrop Corporation

required.

freeze,

HOSPITAL

CALL OR APPLY TO PERSONNEL DEPT.

PERSONNEL CLERK
typing

deep

Gorgeous

road connections. Low
rent. 359.4444 or 566-7226.

RUMMAGE SALE
ODDS AND ENDS
CONTRIBUTIONS

SALES SERVICE DEPT.

CONTACT NURSING CARE OFFICE
437-5500, Ext. 633
'

Must like public contact. Light

stove,

drill, extension ladder,
bench, etc. 392.5429.

SUPERVISOR - for P.M. Tour of Duty

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.

8 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
CL 5-2020

Good

washer, dryer, TV, lounge chr.,
cot, billiard tble, massager, typewriter desk, various tbles, power

LE 7-5700

1209 N. Elmhurst
Prospect Hts,
Mt. Prospect
537-8660
CL
9-0200
Memher M.A.P. Multiple
[listing Service

Member MA.P.
Multiple Listing Service

fice. Phone answering service.

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358.3200

1020 Noel Avenue
SP 5-4300

THE ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL FAMILY?

ditioning equipment contact -

.

a

F1.@(,;Niii1[r.0
12 E. Busse

Member Homeric°,
national homef ind'
ing service

its

REALTORS

Man's suit size 36 short, 3 button single breasted, gray. Worn
only 3 times. Original cost $80
will sell for only $35. 255-3271
before 6 P.M.
For information about the FINEST

frame split level. With a comfortable 10'x25' family room,
plus a 14'x25' recreation room.
Attached garage. Cream puff
condition. Yours for $31,900

Arlington Realty Inc.

."C" FRANCEK,

wedge; 1, 3, woods, used 1 season, $40. 392-9411 aft. 6 p.m.

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

Lik

3

Available
air
conditioner.
March 6. No pets. 1 year lease.

Men's golf clubs, Sam Sneed,
Blue Ridge, 3, 5, 7, 9, putter,

Age over 30.

Opportunity Knocks!

Attractive 3 bedrm. brick &

550 W. Northwest Hwy.
392-8100
North Arl. Hts.
208 S. Main St.
CL 5-5151 Mt. Prospect
535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.
South Arl. Hts,
CL 3.8100

range, refrigerator & washer.
Breakfast roam, utility room,

will

392-6753

Wheeling

Action
Realtors

bedrm. ranch.
Cabinet kitchen, built - in oven,

mower with

condition.
Cushions need recovering. Very
cheap. 392-2645
Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bedrm. set,
new $165. 251-7385.

STAFF NURSE -- LPN
STOP IN OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

Locke

Painted & redecorated inside &
out. Carpet & drapes. $36,500.

SEE THE ....

FOR RENT
Furnished

3 lg. bdrms., 11/2
baths, 18x12 L.R. w/frpl., TR.,
modern kitchen, paneled 1st
fir. den, patio, thc. rm. w/frpl.

1300 N. on Yale St.

76 -To Rent Houses

Scott stereo system. Amp., tuner, 3 way speakers. Will separ

Experienced - good typing skills, shorthand helpful. Should have good telephone communication.

Would

RECEPTIONIST
Opening

reel

orign. cost $750,
sell for 575. 634-3075.

SALES

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Real Estate

So

sulky,

Wheeling
LE 7,:2510

SWITCHBOARD &

3 N. Bothwell
Palatine
359-0900

deluxe elec.
Storkline buggy,
cond. 437-2259.

$75;
Excel.

30"

SECRETARY'

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
1150 S. Willis

pleasant office. We are at 1720
Algonqhin (Route 62 at Dempster & Busse) or call 437.5090

LaLonde

ate. 5225. 392.5315
good
96" sofa,

Many company benefits including profit sharing.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

people, is sales minded, loves

a chollenge, and works well
on her own. Unusually high

ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL
800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
437-5500

baths,

11/2

Arlington Heights,
Willow, Palatine Rds. Behind
A & P Shopping Center.
Models open 10.6 p.m.
Weekdays
12.5 p.m. Saturdays & Sundays
For rental information Call:
Model PH. 253-0800; Chicago weekdays only - 267-7270

Philco

4 -Burner
520.

Interviewer

bdrm.,

2

(remodeling kit.) CL -5-1666.

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

WOMEN WANTED

JUST LISTED
2 bedroom rands home. Walking distance to town. Beautiful
wooded lot with fruit trees
and flower garden.
Priced to sell at
$17,900

pliances.

FOR SALE: Like new check writer
S40.00. Call
for business
437-7713

-

6301 Lincoln Ave.
Morton Grove
965-4700

Barrington, Ill.

apts. Air conditioned, all ap-

-

Laboratories, Inc.

126 W. Main

APTS.
Deluxe

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL 9-3200
CL 5.1107

CL 3-1360

Elk Grove Village Area

Our well established Mt. Prospect employment office has an
exciting job open. Due to ex-

COUNTRY CLUB

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

Baxter

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

Salary Open
Apply Finance Director

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
253-2340

BARRETTCRAVENS CO.

RESPONSIBILITIES
IN PUBLIC HEALTH

bdrm.apts. Includes heat, het
I
water, cooking gas range, refrig.
plus: SWIMMING POOL. Deposbeing accepted for
its now
immediate occupancy.
439.4100
1444 S..BUS$E.,

Village Of
Arlington Heights

SCARSDALE

By Owner.

$43,500

DAYTON NANCE R.E:..
IOU 1-3434

ADMINISTRATIVE

National Bank.

Evening

YOUR FAMILY will appreciate
this 5 bedroom home overlooking a wild life refuge. It is the
last house on a dead end street
and only 3 miles from the village.

privileges FREE for companion.
ship to widow. Ph blocks to An.
Hts. depot. Call CL 3-2197 after
11 am. _

muiormiosPEC

FOR

appointments arranged.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

low

NURSING DEGREE

First Arlington

Replies Confidential

Pam.

TIMBERLAKE VILLAG!:

478.0700

BANK

bdrm., 21h baths,
rm., bsmt.,
Din. Rm.,
30's. Mt. Pros. 437-2540

Colonial 4

71-Apts. and Rooms to
Share
Wanted, iniddle age couple to
share nice home with kitche'n

74 -To Rent Apartments

Schmitt Bakeries

2201 Lunt Avenue
Elk Grove Village

APPLY
PERSONNEL DEPT.

Public Health Dept.

CALL BOB COLBERT

offices located
d executive
ear major expressways.
Phone, write or visit:
Mr. P.J. Cramer

956.090

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

,

Requirements:

day week and air condition-

of

Director

job

average

the

AMPEX CORP.

Shorthand, typing, overseas
'misc.
documents,
shipping

duties. Work in new modern
plant. Profit sharing, pension
plan, paid vacation and hol

girl
and

We aro a fast growing inter-

ambitious, career minded girl
capable of efficiently handling
a variety of duties. Requires

FULL TIME

multi like to do more creative

Good starting salary, regular
Diary reviews, profit sharing,

Director of Marketing needs

CL 9-4315

secretarial duties.

Credit
Cost Accounting
General Accounting
Auditing
Inventory Control

please

nished. If Interested
call Mrs. Pecoraro.

refer
kills

lowing areas: ,

SECRETARY

TO WORK DAYS

P

opportunity for advancement.
We have openings in the fol.

RESPONSIBLE
or part time from 10:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Uniforms fur-

p rivate

BAKERY SALES

,

Call

parties, no canvassing.
CL 5-8045 after 4 p.m.

Experienced or Will Train

personnel
involves
osition
communications' &
p rograms,

Our rapid expansion has
created several interesting
openings for figure clerks.
Typing helpful but not abGood
necessary.
solutely
starting salary and excellent

We Need A

Full

am pony.

FIGURE CLERKS

Phone for Appointment

I
show you how you can
earn from $3 to $5 an hour? No

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

827-6851

May

Page 9

Tuesday, March 5, 1968

Good condition. $350. '

NEEDED

Rolling Meadows

THE' DAY

55 -Musical Instruments
5.2" STARCK 'baby grand piano.

BEAUTY COUNSELORS

1

transportation. CL 3.1323

ndus. Relations Mgr.

L-MOR CLEANERS CL 5-4600

Would you like to earn $40$100 per week representing
World Book and Childcraft in

needed

.

---

-

day every other week.. Own

EXEC. SECRETARY
TO

WOMEN, PART TIME OR
FULL TIME. NO EXPERIENCE

Previous Sales Experience Helpful or We Will Train.

.11111.11h

appt.. betw.

for'
Call
CL 5.2107

ADVERTISING.

woman

Cleaning

iNomon over 30. 20 hrs.' a wk.
Will train qualified applicants.

OPPORTUNITY FOR A

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

10 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wonted Women

30-H,-Ip Wanted Women

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

12" speaker, tremolo, -only $45.
El Rey Music Center
7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180

110L1

I DERS

\

MT. PROSPECT
4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full base-

ment, att. Ws car garage, 2I/a

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN

ING RM., family kitch. with

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

sion. $37 500.

101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-0744

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses-

at PALATINE

at MT. PROSPECT
Reni

900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9030

lilll

-

728 Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
358-5560

Member: M.A.P. Mull.
List. Serv.

-

Member
M.A.P.
Multiple
listing Service
*Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

102 -Trucks, Trailers
CLOSEOUT SALE

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds

Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, tra-

vel trailers, pickup coaches &

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.
Sun. 12 noon to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/z mi. E.

of McHenry. PH. 815-385-6333
111 -Motorcycles and
Scooters
.

,1967 HONDA 90.

Very low mileage - Best offer
Call 392.1570 after 5 p.m.

S ORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIYAL-

Tuesday, March 5, 1968

Page 10

OUT OUR WAY
AW, COME ON-ALL I
XAND I REPEAT YOU'LLYHERE-HERE!
NEED IS A MEASLY HALF HAVE TO 5161.). OVER I'/V1 DONATING
PAGE OF STAMPS TO FILL THE BASEBALL MITT A FULL PAGE
I CAN
THIS BOOK,
TO ME FIRST, TO HOLD TO EACH OF

,ss-

GET A BASEBALL MITT/ AS SECURITY TILL
YOU, NO
YOU COULD LEND ME
YOU PAY BACK THE
STRINGS AT THE REST WITHOUT
STAMPS-TAKE IT TACHED, AND NO
EVEN MISSIN' 'EM:
OR LEAVE IT:
MORE ARGUMENTS:

1-IE PCCTOR SAID VAT TM
A COMPULSIVE SPENDER,

'MA'P'S War co BAD.
LOTS OF PEOPLE ARE.
a-5
ti1 1,611, KA. bac TM. 4,. U.S P., OM

"You don't judge a potential husband on whether he
holds your coat for you! The big thing is, can he BUY

"As if our relations with France weren't strained

a coat to hold!"

enough, I hear Paris is lowering the hemline!"

ROBIN MALONE
NiEAl-1 , BUT I DON -r
HAVE ANY MONEY!

di

(C

"
WHY MOTHERS GET GRAY

it
&EA.
5.5

.

Iv
pi

,e&

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

Awa' r.

AND DON'T
AN' 5CHULTZ, THE
BUTCHER, HATES TO OFFER HIM
LOOKS LIKE YOU'RE STAND- WAIT FOR HIS
ANY SHISH
ING UNDER THE HOLE N
MONEY! IF HE
KAWIENIE
THE ROOF, 3AKE !AS THE SR7T5 THOSE &OLD STOCK- THE
40te. OWNER OF -me
INLAYS OF "(OURS,
MA3OR
ALREADY
SHISH KAWIENIE
HIS KNIVES WILL
FRANCHISE YOU'RE
TRIED 'PRAT,!
LOOK LOSE AN AIR-

BUGS BUNNY
I'LL SPLIT TN' PRIZE

YOU cim DO IT, PORKY!
IT 'WONT MEAN DOUGH
FER US BOW

MONEY WITH "IA IF

I WIN!}

DYER DON' GREAT,
BUT LE'S HAVE LI'L

MORE ACT/ON.'

WELL,

RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL

OKAY:

1111

Your
Horoscope

MOM MISS R7R12EeT 71 -IAN ANY

FOR WEDNESDAY

OTHER PARENT IN TOWN!

I'LL ear I GETWORE NOTES

PLANE PROPELLER!

ADEBT!
4i,r.

Answers to
Hideaword
EVIDENT

edit
event
endive
envied
even
vent
vein
vine
vend
vied
dent

dive
dine

dint
diet
need
tend
tide
tine
teed
tied
teen

EEK & MEEK

PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar.
21) --Personal and professional
success could well be yours
today -- but only if you face
your problems squarely and
solve them quickly.
ARIES (Mar 22 -Apr. 20) -The time is ripe for improving

your status financially. Avoid

putting all your eggs in one
basket

TAURUS (Apr. 21 -May
21) -- Follow your hunches,
especially when it comes to
seeing personal relationships

anvil .1.110(1

9

wALL_I

This and That

OW BRUTUS P. THORIIAPPLE COULD
MANAGE TO LOCATE A FOR6oTTEN
RAKE, BURIED UNDER SIX INCHES

good judgment and no fear
and you should be able to

ACROSS

OF SNOW!

1

harness it to your own
purposes

CANCER (June 22 -July

tomorrow This is no time to
stand on ceremony.
--

The air is full of new opportunities for the Leo who
has had eyes to see them, ears

to hear them, and the sense

CAPTAIN EASY

to grab hold of them. '
VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept. 23)
-- A social engagement should
not -keep you trom completing

DA KID'S
RIGHT- WE
DA5N.T GO

BACK IN HI5

THERE'5 ONE HONORABLE
50LHM
HIINTION,

oFevki...LoE

TH. WOOP$1

UNCLE JAKE'S JOKIN.. SONNY!

HE'LL FLIT YOU ON A BLI9-

HOME-

STATE TO TAKE
HIM HOMEI

a business deal. Combine

--..

IFIEN I'LL

Sit TH. LAW
ON YOu FOR
KIDNApiN,J

businos with pleasure to your
profit
LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) --

OH, LORDY: WE TOOK HIM

YOU WON'T LOT

MAKES KIDNAPERS ELIGIBLE

THEM HOTHEADED
FOLKS BACK HOME

AcRosT A STATE Lim: DAT iller 1.0NG WHEN

FOR DA 1 2r 5EATI

6f

L EARN War Ilia
sar-N TH RU!

I

Let your moods vary too
much this morning and you

may create trouble for

yourself insofar as completing
assignments is concerned.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) -- General interests are

favored Don t be too specific
in requests made of higherups, vagueness may well pay
off

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

0\11,01t.0

,60;t..le
0
erx

of your talent in an unusual
situation

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

fi

56 Pedal digit
58 Assistant

59 French river

O

_

)

..."

BONG

4411

you keep your wits about you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

60 Mr. Sullivan and

s . .- -e -----. . .%

BANG

Jan 20) -- This could be your
best day of the month in both
private and public conerns if

abilities

44 Sew lightly
46 Stunted trees
50 Sea nymph
55 Outer garment

THE WILLETS

long standing may be realized
today if you make the best use

I
.
F,
k'

i

namesakes

61 Woody plant
62 Second -year

sheep (pl.)

63 Short -napped

fabric

64 Gunlock catch
DOWN

P

s.

,=1111MEMMEEEI
so.

vriceus V ancN OL
ASV.9

dal sal

4 Retain
5 Certain court
examinations

Answer to Previous Puzzle

instance
6 Too
5 Cattle fodder
7 Be filled with
8 Metropolis
desire
12 Curved molding
8 Beautiful
13 Mariner's
(comb. form)
direction
9 Islands (Fr.)
14 Nautical term
10 Canvas shelter
15 Surrender
11 Affirmative
16 Baranof
votes
mountain
29 Against
48 Sounded
17 Siberian stream 19 Samuel's
teacher (Bib.) 30 Wheys of milk
18 Museum
sonorously, as a
31
Blow,
as
a
horn
bell
21 Hop's kiln
custodian
20 Perches for
23 Willows used in 32 Grafted (her.) 49 Shoshoean
35 Tidiness
fowls
Indians
basketry
41 Tidal reflux
22 Large
.24 Grape refuse
51 Rodents
25 Plane surface 43 Scottish stream 52 Ireland
carnivores
24 Oceanic game 26 Disencumbers 45 Fall flower
53 Notion
fishes
46 Highlander
27 Shoemaker's
54 Vorest creature
28 Test, as food
gadget
47 Apple center
57 Harem room
33 Operatic solo
34 Snare for game
36 Gaseous
element
37 Communists
38 Observe
39 Horse's gait
40 Hereditary class

in India
42 Emit rays

c IMI 11 1414 I.,. YM r r Ifs. re. 'ow

Dec 22) -- An ambition of

19) -- Let your creative instincts take over as you go
about the business of impressing another with youi

Target, for

.

23) -- Make the contacts today
that you will need for success

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23)

MilniOr110s111m

-1..(10:3700a eli31?41 150,4

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

clearly A mistaken friendship
could be harmful.
GEMINI (May 22 -June 21)
-- Handle the unexpected with

i anoNlow smri

ISS3N3AISSIVVEVIS
'210A h_LIDVdVD Avv

Doc

Imitate
2 Awry
3 Predict (dial.)
1

;Oa igvie

ee
que in the state. There are

BY RICHARD CRABB
Richard B. Ogilvie stood
off a last-minute surge of

three important steps. First .

state. and country candidates
are invited to make pelsonal
appearances before an open
meeting held in the township.

surprising John H. Altorfer
strength to win endorsement
in the "little primary" con-

The second step consists of
the recommendation of the

ducted Tuesday by Wheeling

Township Republican
Organization.
Altorfer, downstate

township's

executive

GOP

committee. The final step is
the decision of the precinct
captains who are free to ac-

Republican candidate for

governor in the June 11

cept or reject the recom-

primary, came within seven
votes of being able to deny

mendations of the executive

committee.
LAST WEEK the executive
committee' -unanimously re-

Wheeling Township endorsement to Ogilvie.

The Wheeling Township

commended endorsement of

Republican Organization's endorsement procedure is uni-

Ogilvie.

Contests developed in only
three offices. Brian Duff was

former Gov. William G. Stratton got votes. Ogilvie received

ministrative assistant, who

ment in the Ogilvie can-

and a

Since two-thirds majority is
required,' Altorfer could have
prevented an endorsement of

endorsed over Donald D.
Carperitier of East Moline.
The vote was 68 to

I

motion to make the vote
unaninnous'carried.

Sen. Terre! E. Clarke was
endorsed over Sen. William C.
Harris was 611/2 to 51/2, half
points resulting from votes of
co -precinct captains who get
half a vote each.
The vote on endorsement,of
candidates for governor fouhd
only two of the four men who

54 votes to 16 for Altorfer.

Dwyer

I am grateful to the
Republicans

of Wheeling

Township for their en-

WHEELING TOWNSHIP

dorsement of my candidacy."
Republican candidates for
state, congressional and county offices endorsed by Wheel-

Republican Committeemen

Eugene F. Schlickman at-

tempted to call all state candidates given an endorsement

ing Township Republicans

appeared at the candidates
Sen. Arthur R. Gottschalk nor

Nimrod, Ogilvie ad-

Everett McKinley Dirksen

State's Attorney - Robert J.
O'Rourke
Recorder of Deeds - Eugene
J. Czachorski

Clerk of the Circuit Court
-Edward T, Schql I

Coroner- Donald L. Unger

Delegates to the National

Clerk of the Appellate

Nominating Convention -

Court - Paul J. Wisner

James W. Good Jr., Carl R.

Congressman - Donald

.

United States Senator

Hansen

Alternate Delegates to the

Rumsfeld

'

arc:

was able to reach John

gins

Brian

Auditor of Public Accounts
- Terre! E. Clarke
Attorney General - William
J. Scott
Clerk of the Supreme Court
- Mrs. Earle Benjamin Searcy,

"This is most encouraging and

failed.

-

Duff

Winnetka home. Duff said,

unanimous ballot for Ogilvie

Adamkus, William J. Sprag-

.

Secretary of State

to reach Brian Duff at his-,

Ogilvie if he had drawn 23
votes. A motion to cast a

Sanitary District Trustees -

.Gerald M. Marks, V. V.

Lt. Governor - Robert

didaey." Schlickman was able

immediately after the Tuesday
night conference. Schlickman

nights getting votes. Neither

Governor - Richard B.
Ogilvie

responded by saying that "this
is a most significant develop-

National Nominating

State Representatives -

David J. Regner; Eugene F.

Convention - John J. Nimrod.

Schlickman

Glenn -Ann Jicha

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair and colder,
low in 20s; Tomorrow, fair,

Telephone

and warmer, high in 40s.
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Woods Plan
A Mount Prospect resident
appealed to the village board
of trustees Tuesday night not
to endorse Arlington Heights
Mayor John Woods' proposal
to unite 10 northwest suburbs.
Albert Motsch, 600 S. Pine

said that Woods' proposal

c,

village was first incorporated.
Calling the idea "illusionary,"
Motsch said that in Woods'
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Teichert implied, influenced
him to postpone the move.

a commuter train and go to

tithe.

Waiting -- that's the tough part of our draft laws, according to Mrs. Gertrude Kiley, chief
clerk of the Des Plaines Selective Service office. One page 2 of The Day, Mrs. Kiley talks
frankly about her job as a draft board chief and tells how the draft is affecting young men
in the northwest suburban area. (Photo by Mel Miles)

A final decision is expected
this week by the Illinois State

Commerce Commission on
Whether Mount Prospect or
the Fairview Gardens Utility
Company will supply water to
the Westgate Apartment project north of Central.

The construction of sewer
and water lines to the apartment project became a point
of controversy three months
ago when residents of the adjacent Fariview Gardens sub-

division objected to their

private company supplying

the water to the I26 -unit project. Residents claimed that
there is not enough water for
both

the 290 homes in

the

said that there is an ample
supply.

pany President Perry Owens

supply Westgate with water.

Village officials last month

voted by a overwhelming majority to be annexed by Mount

would have run through the
middle of two other sewers.

District have a successful

of the apartments, Gerald

building permit, both issued

referendum March 30.

Prospect. One of the owners

The sanitary permit and

Up for voter approval in
Elk Grove Village is 'a four-

Chez of Tech Associates, has
indicated that he would accept
water from Mount Prospect.

by county offices, were revok-

part swimming pool complex
at Lively Junior High School

voted to join Mount Prospect
and will purchase the utility

been

ed.

Mayor Daniel Congreve

Now that Fairview has 'said that negotiations had

company which will even-

tually be incorporated into the
is
doubtful that Owens will object to the village's plan to

held

with Chez,

and

in the southwest part of the
village.

Four pools will be built if

Chez had agreed to change the the referendum passes. An
plans of the sewer so that it indoor pool, which Lively stuwould not intercept any other dents would use throughout the
lines. It is expected that the year, would hold' 200 people.
THE ESTIMATED cost of
building and sanitary permits
the project is $575,000.
will be re -issued shortly.

its Li /;e

S

the program on the

study of the district's foreign
language program.

school study,' 371 students
thought Spanish should be

foreign language program encompasses grades five through
eight. Spanish is being taught
at Lincoln School and French

French. 177 asked for School students who sup- wanted the program to inGerman and 99 students ported the program by 158 clude Russian.
The majority of the
wanted to add Russian to the votes: 107 students asked for
Spanish. 58 preferred students at Lincoln School
curriculum.

In an effort

to evaluate

the program's 'impact on the
students in the district. Dr.

Robert Anderson. assistant

superintendent and cur-

riculum director for Dist. 57. surveyed - seventh and eighth
grade studeno at Lincoln and
Central.
The results of the combined

survey showed that elementary students generally would

like to study more foreign
languages.
-

and the Elk Grove Park

In answer to the question.
"do you feel that a foreign
language should be taught to

pupils in elementary and
junior high schools?" 794

When .asked at what 'grade
level the foreign language pro-

gram should be started, 238
students suggeSted the fourth

Lincoln School students

program.

voted, 264 in favor of continuing the Spanish program.
while 139 students asked for

language among the Central

German, and 67 students

foreign language while 55

IN THE COMBINED students did not support the

taught. 297 students favored

elementary level.

French was the favorite

French. 119 voted for

German, and 32 students were in favor of starting the
voted for Russian.

'CENTRAL SCHOOL

..,,all students should participate
at the kindergarten. level.
The junior high students in the program.

were almost equally divided

on the question of compulsory

foreign language; 430 voted
yes and 420 answered that the
program should be elective.
The students faN;ored .making

the decision on the foreign

The majority of Central

School students were of the
opinion that the decision to

in

the court

Gulliaz

g a

es

Last Thursday evening.

taken. Anderson had proposed
dropping the Spanish program
and teach French in both

ex-

"The fight itself does not af-

fect only the two elected
bodies, Teichert said, the

junior high schools. He also
had suggested to the board
that foreign language might
gradually be phased out of the
fifth and sixth grades.

ultimate overall damage to

shown that elementary school

Mount Prospect."

our village could hardly be

worth any short term gain. No
matter whcih board wins, the,

real losers are the people of

Now that the survey has

students actually favor the
is

faced

Of The
Day

grades.

,./1

Another alternative would
beto teach foreign languages

to students in grades one

Perishable

through eight, on an elective.

9.

pulsory basis for.all students.
he said.

parcel

post

that took 5 days to get to
California last year and

budget deficit.

hall at 8 p.m.

village was obligated to pay.

Prospect battle, Teichert said;

before the survey had been

Building Committee will
meet tonight in the village

In the Central School Only 33 voted to discontinue

much of that money the

penditures of its library, still
might not apply to the Mount

students voted to keep the

foreign language program.

he did not understand how

may cut the proposed

Prospect forward Jim Gumz jumps to shoot over Glenbrook
South's Doug Wilson during the Knights' 72-56 win Monday
in their opening state tournament regional game. Teammate
Butch Leonard closes in at left. Gumz was the game's high
scorer with 26 points - all on field goals. Details on page

parents or teachers.

Trustee Robert Teichert, said

Franklin Park. The decision,
which stated that any village

The remaining alternative
would be to eliminate the entire program in an attempt to
cutback on the rising school

Spanish is taught. 478

received from the village. The

'sponsor of the resolution,

village and the library in

Village Board of Trustees'

The Mount Prospect

deciding the

resolution was unnecessary,

Teichert also referred to the
recent appellate court decision
in a similar battle between the

At Lincoln School. where

parents and the teachers.

village board,

plications of the fight.

meet tonight in the village
hall at 8 p.m.

come from the pupils. 'the

future planning, but the

"How much do we owe?"
Teichert asked. He said that,
although he is a lawyer, he
doesn't understand all the im-

elective -selective or com-

enter the program should

language. program themselves

with the assistance of their

Meetings

Also vague

through.

gram in seventh and eighth

The Mount Prospect
Plan Commission will

incurred.

the new pool complex show
that families actually would
save $7.62 if the project goes

gram should be an elective.

while 244 thought the pro-

they are

year's family season pass costs
with proposed family passes to

el,

pass a resolution guaranteeing
that all the library's financial
needs would be met. She said
she needed the resolution for

A TOTAL OF $5 6,0 00
now has accumulated in the
difference between what the
library has asked for since
1966 and what they have

bills as

Figures comparing last

program for all students.

to make the program
elective. while 169 said that

be introduced at the program

distributed in the district.

same. or can be made into an
elective program on the fifth
and sixth grade level. becoming an elective -selective pro-

voted

wo

wanted the village board to

ordered. the village to pay all

tinuing basis.

In the last two years, the

President Mrs. Mary Gardner

tabled it.

and won a decision that

boards are separately elected.

both bodies, but the two

merely to provide the funds'
needed by the library in advance whenever the library
board wants them, or if the
village should pay the bills

library board went to court

Neither board could decide,
however, if the court order
was for one year or on a con-

30 referendum are being

program. Anderson

gested that foreign language

to anwer to the

fighting over finances because
the village handles budgets of

stickers plugging the March

with several alternatives.
The program can remain the

fifth grade

Students at Lincoln voted
261 in favor of a compulsory

language as 176 students

or "Misery is a Crowded
Pool" and orange bumper

the fourth and
level.

of compulsory foreign

students were not all in favor

Little green buttons saying
"Happiness is Another Pool"

foreign language program on

grade status quo. 90 favored
the third grade, and 56 sug-

grade. 204 liked the fifth

school -park co-operation.

not have

library's tax levy in 1966, the

The two boards have been

order is whether the village is

LIBRARY BOARD afterward. Library Board

members claim that they do

responsible.
After the village cut the

the 1966 court decision

Supt. Donald Thomas praised

presentation during which

village board has approved the

two bodies have debated since

education course if Dist. 59

ficials discovered the line

lonevity increase schedule and
that is only up to three years.

village for 'their budget, but
mermann on the definitions of village trustees are reluctant
appropriation,
and to approve any tax levy for
levy
budget are, terms which the which, they feel, they are

of their regular physical

Residents two months ago

Teichert asked.
"I feel there is a morale

Village Attorney John Zim-

terceptor on Rand. In the
course of the investigation, of-

voted in favor of continuing

School.

\ receive an opinion from

Fairview subdivision.

answered no.

of the district at Central

voted to meet March 13 to

dorsed the referendum. Board
members Monday saw a slide

languages and would like to
study more, according to a

studied on the north side

library board.
The trustees unanimously

swimming instruction as part

French program, 316 seventh

is

Newell Esmond watched from

line from Westgate to the in-

students at Lincoln and Cen-

The district's elementary

board sat silently and Police

Four SwiratinmingPoolLs
Elk Grove Village will get

ter never was brought to the
board. The police department
is one of the few that has nay

of trustees voted Tuesday appropriations of the library,
night to seek some settlement but also has refused to
of a 2 -year -old battle over authorize the actual funds
finances with the -village through tax levies.

against the village. The village
board then will ask the library
board to hold a combined
meeting.

enjoy studying foreign, tral said yes, while 8g and eighth grade students
Mount Prospect Dist. 57

The Mount Prospect board

WHILE THE rest of the

School Dist. 59 has en-

stopped an attempt by construction men to run a sewer

S rvey S
Junior high school students

-

Junior high school pupils in

MOUNT PROSPECT officials are offering water to
the owners of the apartments
as part of a plan to annex the

subdivision and the municipal system, it
apartments. although com-

resolution

1st. 59 eferend nun
Asks Funds to Ituild

Final Vote Likely on Source
Of Westgate's Water Su ly

crease is not adequate?"

Teichert withheld his
resolution, he later said,

for two men, if a small in-

Funds War with Library

formidable

would be introduced at a later

The village now has ade-

ty.

morale.

but concerned about police

longevity pay raises for all

timOly, Teichertindicated that
a

Chicago.

proposal ever became a reali,

village employes, but the mat-

servative with expenditures,

mend three more men. "What
would be the use of pushing

Robert Moore may recom-

Trustees Move to Sefftge

resolution might have made
its presentation Tuesday un-

they should ban together, rent

Motsch said, and would be
taking a gamble if Woods'

possibility of providing

men and, according to one mittee last year discussed the

the press report that the

Saying that the impact of

,Motsch told the board, that

some time," Teichert said,

source, Village Manager

officials have been con-

the resultant publicity,

problem (in the police force)
and it has been going on for

The. village finance com-

Teichert had been expected to

weekend that he would do so,

higher and the new city would
develop the "big problems of
a big city."
If the proponents of the big
city are sincere in their belief.

because he was proposing only two more patrolmen for the
force. Chief Esmond has said

that he would like five more

The issue of police manpower and salaries has been

present his resolution to the
board and had indicated last

proposal taxes would be

quate municipal services.

postponed his move because,
he later said, it might have
become a "reversal."

Although Trustee Robert a sensitive one, since village

eatirgeanat

ys Actio

anaower, Pay

pected Tuesday evening at the
village board meeting.
:g

PLAU. Of
p,17,1% r

11

A resolution proposing a the second row, Teichert

raise in the number of police
patrolmen from 22 to 24 did
not come up for a vote as ex-

01,1111;
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THE PROSPECT DAY

Area to Feel Latest Draft
Call Increase Next Month

.

Wednesday, March 6, 1%8

Trustees Delay Vote
On. Arbitratton.13oard

Deejay Honored

For Fire Department

The latest increase in the

The Mount Prospect case of a fireman who

Village Board of Trustees

Tuesday delayed action on a
reconunendation by Village
Attorney John Zimmermann
on creation .of a fire depart-

nation's draft call will be felt
locally by April, according to
a Mrs. Gertrude Kiley, chief
clerk of the selective service

reportedly was injured while
off duty last July. The man,

who was not named during
the meeting,' apparently did

center in Des Plaines.

"Our total call for the

not apply for workmen's com-

month of March is 179 men,"
Mrs. Kiley said. "In February,
we called up 114 men."

ment arbitration board.

pensation and later was not
able, or did not want, to
recommended setting up a report for work. He has not
five -man board to hear the returned to work since, but

Zimmermann

BECAUSE OF THE

wants full sick pay benefits.

Vandals Slash
Auto Roof
William Schumann of Des

Plaines reported to Mount

ProsOct Police Tuesday that
vandals slashed the top of his
auto while it was parked at

Although Zimmerman said
that all other govermtnt agencies had been consu ted and,

st.e...varx.fsar421414-.itazyt-Wrigtra-

to increase draft calls

the part of the village.

draft center, which is'

drastically for April.

However, the Des Plaine

charge of draft boards

THE BOARD delayed ac-

4)

tion on the request after

Striking Lanes. Golf and Trustee Robert Teichert said
Illinois Rte. 83.

Car Taken

that the issue was within the
- jurisdiction of the fire and
police 'commission.

.

Mayor Daniel Congreve

Hoviard Mack of Mack said that there is not specific
Cadillac. 333 W. Rand Rd.: authorization for the com-

reported to Mount 'Prospect mission to arbitrate disputes
Police Tuesday that someone and asked the board to defer
-stole a new $7,000 auto from
his property.

Defense Department's biggest
call for men in 18 months,
Illinois draft boards will have

accordingly to the law, they
did not have the authority to

arbitrate with a fireman on

action until further legal study
of the matter could be made.

Radio -television personality Howard Miller, right, accepted

an award "as Honorary Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction" of Elk Grove School Dist. 59 at Monday's board
meeting. Supt. Donald Thomas and Miller talk over their coming television appearance together. They'll be featured on Channel 32 at 9:15 p.m. Saturday, March 9.

"We immediately forward-

that recently marched on the

years.

have the boy, who was under

cards and mailed the ashes to

noticed any change in the at.titude of young men toward
military service, Mrs. Kiley
said, "On the whole, I would

classified
said.

Kiley

the Justice Department.
Mrs. Kiley says that the

Service system in 1942. She

BY MEL MILES

'

I

has been chief clerk of the
Des Plaines office for eight

When asked if she 'has a student deferment, re-

say that most men are still
willing to serve their country.
We have had increase in men

requesting status as con-

scientious objectors, but this

under selective service policy,
a registrant who violates any
law regarding the federal draft
system is subject to immediate
classification as I -A and is

subject to immed.6.tein-

"We always try to give in-

ductees at least three weeks
notice even though the law

only requires a 10 -day
'notice," Mrs. Kiley said.

"I don't think that students

kind of classification."

classification reached the

"But boards all over the coun-

Vietnam war protestors
demonstrated outside the Des

a mistake. The boy was

try are facing the same problems we have locally -- an
increased call for manpower
and this could affect those

Last summer, agroup of
Kiley said, that

but,

in the state, has not yet been
give a draft figure for April,

march gained little attention.

Mrs.

Mrs. Kiley said.

Although Washington has
tightened up on the granting

"With the exception of a
few isolated cases, we have
not experienced any serious
resitance to the draft," Mrs.

of deferments, Mrs. Kiley said

Kiley said.

"I REMEMBER one day a
few weeks back," she recalled.
"when we received a letter

MRS. KILEY began her from a University of Illinois

career with the Selective

April draft notices will be in
According to Mrs. Kiley, the mail within a few weeks.

duction into the armed or young husbands with
families have anything -to wormaking it easier for an in- services.
When news of the re- ry about,- Mrs. Kiley said.
dividual to qualify for this

I, Plaines draft board office,

have lost student deferments.

1-A," Mrs.

is due in part to amended laws

102 and 103, and is the largest

that as of yet, no registrants
from the Des Plaines office

ed the contents to our head Pentagon in Washington,
office and I received orders to D.C. and burned their draft

student saying that he opposed

the draft. With the letter, in
a small envelope, were the
ashes of what the youth said
was his draft card.

boy's parents, they called the
office thinking the matter was

ordered home from school by
his angry parents and later admitted that the ashes were

from a business card he and

a few friends burned.
"I explained to the boy how

serious a prank like this could

be," Mrs. Kiley said, "but I
don't think it was necessary

'

now protected by oc-

cupational deferments or
graduate student deferments."
Mrs.

Kiley admitted that

student deferments are a sub-

ject close to her heart. The

mother of 4 and the

grandmother of 18, Mrs.
Kiley last year registered one
of her grandsons for the draft.
The youth is a college student,

-- the boy was trembling."

THE DES PLAINES office

but, Mrs. Kiley said.

does have several war pro-

testers who have been "Actaully, he was happy to
declared delinquent and are

register for the draft -- in fact.

subject to immediate in-

he was our first customer on
the morning after his 18th

duction. Two of these were
members of a demonstration

birthday."

Village Grants Go -Ahead.

To Retention Basin Study
An initial engineering study

on one proposed retention

basin was approved Tuesday
night by the Mount Prospect
Village Board of Trustees.

The board approved a

necessary to allow all the

BAUER 'RECOMMENDED

flood water to flow from the

the sites as a part of a three state engineering study to be

surface to the storm sewers.
The study, is approved, will

held in the village. The second
state is the study of Weller

be held in conjunction with a
University of Chicago study
Both watersheds are being on the general implications of

Creek and Feehanville ditch.

$6,000 contract to make soil
borings on vacant industrial
property north of Central at

considered by the Illinois flooding throughout the

The other two sites, the

far as Mount Prospect Rd.

for village. Bauer has indicated
improvement of the drainage that he will appear at the
Bauer of Bauer Engineering ditches and work on Weller March 19 meeting of the
Company proposed at one of Creek is slated to begin this board to help co-ordinate the
three possible sites where spring. Bauer said he hopes to two reports.
Bauer's part of the study
water could be held in case gather additional data which
of flooding in the village. The the village board will be able will take about 60 days. Both
action was taken after Mayor to present to the state on engineering studies are using
Daniel Congreve said that the future improvements. Weller data compiled by the
land in question might be Creek will be improved Drainage and Clean Streams
slated soon for development. upstream from Des Plaines as Commission, a citizens group
Division of Waterways

Weller Creek which W. J.

EDI

which has been evaluating

flooding information for

The last stage, Bauer said,
Mount Prospect golf course.
along Weller Creek, and the will be a study of the inNorthern Illinois Industrial dividual sewer lines in the

about six months.

property north of Central village to determine their
evidently have no immediate
plans for development.

capacity, and what expansion
of present facilities might be

Scariano to Push
Tightening of Law
On Open Meetings

THINGS ARE
HAPPENING

The sponsor of the Illinois
open meetings law said he will

try to tighten his law at the
next session of the Illinois
General Assembly now that

.nouncement about a week
after the state's attorney's office indicated that it will not

Obituaries

I

Albert C. Wile
A life-long resident of the
area. Albert C. Wille. 100 S.
Maple, Mount Prospect, died

Tuesday at Holy Family
Hospital. He was 84.

Mr. Wille became a partner
in 1910 of the Wille Lumber
Co.. Mount Prospect. which
was started by his family in
1880. At the time of his
retirement in 1955 he was

owner of the company. He
also was a director of the

prOsecute an alleged violation
of the law by Prospect Heights

Mount Prospect State Bank.
Mr. Wille is survived by his

was discussed at the meeting
held in his home. and that the
matter just happened to come

Luella Garner: 15

School Dist. 23 Board of wife. Alvina; two daughters.
Education on Jan. 27.
Erna Heifers and Bernice
Driscoll; four sons. Roy.
BOARD PRESIDENT Ralph. William and Robert:
State Rep. Anthony
Scariano said he believes Robert LeForge earlier said four brothers. Adolph. Edwin.
some public agencies have that a $10 school supply fee Elmer and Fred; a sister.

the state's attorney's office has
refused to prosecute one alleged violation in the area.

been skirting the law and not
notifying the public that the
meetings

are

being

held.

Scariano made his an-

A

S

latisquatmhawri

pening to come up is just

ONE STOP CLEANING

to amend his law to require
all public bodies to give advance notice of closed door

Self Service

ARE READY TO GO TO WORK FOR YOU!
A Three Line Ad (15 Average Words) For
Three Consecutive Days Appears In Both The
Arlington Day And Prospect Day Plus One
Insertion In Market Day For The One Low Price

Professional Cleaning
Shirt Servke
Pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaned
,

Pressed, Decorator
Folded

Norge.Colonial Village
220 N. Dunton St.
Arlington Hts.

OUR 2nd LOCATION

B -W Branch
420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect, HI.

$3.15
WHETHER YOU NEED TO BUY, SELL, HIRE, OR RENT

A DAY WANT AD CAN DO THE JOB FOR YOU

meetings as

is

required for

public meetings.

2

p.m. Wedn.esday at the
Lautcrburg & Oehler Funeral

Home, 2000 E. Northwest
Highway, Arlington Heights.

Funeral services will be

nonsense.". Scariano, intends

held at 2 p.m. Thursday at St.

Paul's Lutheran Church.

Mount Prospect with Rev. E.
A. Ziele officiating. Interment
will be in St. Paul's Cemetery.

School Menus
The following menus will

St. Viator High School
Meat pizza
Mashed potatoes and gravy
Township High School
Dist. 214, (subject to change
Vanilla pudding
Milk
without notice)
A la carte
Soup
Main dish: (one choice)
French fries
Oven fried chicken
Hamburger, hot dog, thurBeefburger in bun
inger, cheeseburger, chili,
Wiener in bun
barbecue
Choice of desserts.
Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Dist. 25 - North ElemenButtered carrots
be served Thursday.

tary, Miner, Thomas and

Salad:

TO PLACE YOUR AD, CALL
ARLINGTON. OFFICE

grandchildren.

Friends may call after

up.

Scariano countered. "This
business of matters just hap.-

Cleaning Machines
Also

grandchildren and five great-

Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Relish dish

PROSPECT OFFICE

Molded: cherry sliced

255-7200 255-4400

peaches, Time, fruit cocktail

South Junior High Schools
Hamburger on bun
Hash browned potatoes
Crispy coleslaw
Chocolate cake
Milk

MacArthur Junior High

Biscuits and butter -- 113 qt.
milk

-CALL TODAY='YOUR AD STARTS. TOMORROW.

COMING IN
THE PROSPECT. DAY

Available desserts:
Grapefruit sections
Cherry Danish
Cheese cake
Prune cake
Rolled wheat cookies

School

40 cent lunch:
Spaghetti with meat sauce
Tossed salad
French bread and butter
Spice cake
Milk

.

I

HOT "BLITZ" VALUES

II

'

I

DETERGEN

Fresh Lean

GROUN
BEEF

3-Lbs.

Or More

10c OFF
LABEL

Lb.

Lb. 43`

Less Than 3-Lbs

I

DP

FRESH FRYER PARTS

LEGSc

Quartered

WITH COUPON AND PURCHASE OF $'5.000R MORE
EXCLUDING CIGARETTES It LIQUOR

AAA

BREASTS

Quartered

Limit one coupon per adult customer - Expires March 10th

DP

Reg. $1.45

WINGS

Lb.

Lb.

OFF

LISTERINE

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
All Prices Effective thru March 10th

OR BONELESS CHUCK

"BLITZ"

For Anchor Hocking

PRICES

OVEN WARE

lb

Cabbage

...

3-agLb.

Jonathan Apples

Pkg.

B

Tender Delicious

39

Lb

Round Or Square

:

Brussells Sprouts

Lb.

Doz.

15.

ASST. COLORS

WALDORF

39.

Ihr Woo.

for

Pkg.

HOLIDAY BRAND

20 -oz.
Pkg.

PEPPER STEAK
TASTE O'SEA

1 -Lb.

BREADED PERCH

Pkg.

0119C

Limit our coupon per adult
customer - Epires Mora 10th

69c

MMIIIIMIIMMIIM1110101141.
.

I

I

I

DP

Liberty All -Corn

S SEw

Reg. $1.29

EACH

customer-E..ires Moral 10th
iliMMIIPMONIMOMMIIMMOD

U

BONUS "BLITT: COUPON

Half
Gallon

'Butternut Blend

WEBB'S

Ctns.

COFFEE
Limit one coupon per adult
customer - (*pees March 10th

ir

L

c9c

SLICED

SWANSDOWN

MA!: PEAS
GOLDEN CORN

Reg.
19-0z.
Pkg.

303
Cans

Choose Your Favorite

For Lasting Freshness
16-0z. Twin Pkg.

6 -Oz. Pkg.

29C

69`

Two Pound Tub
GAUCHO FROZEN'

Smooth, MellowImported

1-1JCi-10

STA-FLO

BRICK OR
MUENSTER

AMERICAN

WHITE YELLOW DEVIL'S FOOD

(6c off label)

Pick-n-Save's
Wisconsin's Finest

BORDEN S

CAKE MIXES

OR

NAPOLEON BRANDY ..

SLICED BEEF

IlLEAALTREITRIALMEAVAYKIIZION COUNTRY

I''

FAMILY

OR TURKEY

-

SIZE

IN GRAVY OR BARBECUE SAUCE

ANTIQUE -BOURBON ...
LITE OR GOLD IMPORTED

'

BACARDI RUM
/IIU WEND MAON BY the MAWS
Of WOOlD l'AlAOUS CAN.ADIAH QUO

1/2 Gal. Size

LI-CON

All Delicious Flavors

GOLDENROD
Half
Gallon

IC

Pkg.

WNW.

"GREEN GIANT",

STARCH

4 Roll

TISSUE

C

DEAN'S
YIM

Deani

Your
Choice
6 -Oz.

$

Limit one coupon per adult

Bologna, Cotta Salami, Head Cheese,
liver Sausage, Cooked Loaf, Pickle
Pimento, Dutch or Olive Loaf

gc

Bag

BONUS `'BLITZ- COUPON

BROOM

LUNCH MEATS

12-0z.
Pkg.

'

I

Limit one coupon per adult
customer - Exporet March 10th

49c

Box

113

Size

I

FLOUR

1

Oranges

t

25 lb.

10-0z. 29.

California Navel

I

eV.

MOM
1111114.0.0

PILLSBURY

Mickelberry

OSCAR MAYER
VARIETY LOAF

Tube

2 Lbs.

Michigan U. S. No. 1
1 -Lb.

SLICED

Sausage

Ba

California-Solid Green

SLICED

" Oscar Mayer
Sandwich Spread Or
LIVER

5-Lbg

White Grapefruit

FOX VALLEY

BACON..

,Sitel
Limit one coupon per odUlt
E wire, March 10th

cuttomt,

Arizona Marsh Seedless

ROAST..

BEEF
LIVER

SAVE
YOUR
TAPES

BONUS

Golden Ripe
Delicious

BONELESS ROLLED BOSTON

oz

ANTISEPTIC Si ze.

FULL. GALLON RED MOUNTAIN
RED TABLE WINE

VINO ROSSO
Full
Gallon

C

Ctn.

RICH'S - FROZEN

CHOCOLATE
ECLAIRS

PLASTIC

JUG

4
To

10.0z.
Pkg.

31.!

TERRY'S-FROZEN

MACARONI
CRAWFORD'S
IMPORTED

MATTINGLY &
MOORE

SCOTCH

WHISKEY
Sol 9 8

Via 49
mho Fifth

ffE Fifth

& CHEESE

GELSHA SLICED GOLDEN

Celeste Cheese -Filled

RAVIOLI

PI

No. 2

Cans

.

.
II

;

II

.1.

-

BLATZ B

6'Jx.99?

DINNER

140 Deposit Banta

PABST B
612ro=

99¢

9.00 W. IRVING PK. AT RT. 53 - ITASCA

No Dpesit Banks

15 oz.
pkg.

Celeste All -Purpose Meatless

ITALIAN
SAUCE

in heavy syrup
U

14-0z.
Pkg.

PABST BEER WOLFS
BLATZ B
6'B2t7:8956
'1.::$1.°5

16 oz.
pkg.

29c

59c
59c

um

6

1300 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

DEPT.

STOREPALATINE

tatiimaatt_insgstm.osisormeattitigustiagiczaemcsontia

Dialogue
"What do you mean, when

is 'The Day going to

print
giant picture posters like some
of the other newspapers?"

"Well, you know, so many
of 16 daily papers in the area
, have been printing those big
picture posters every week, I
thought The Day might start
doing the same."

"Oh yeah.' Those things.

,You mean the ones that give
,you two blank. pages on one
side and a two -page picture of
a movie star, a musical group
or a cowboy and his horse on
the other side?"
"Yes. It seems to be the 'In'
, thing to do. So when are you
going to get in on it?"

"To tell you the truth,

I

never did think much of the
idea. Somewhere I got the no-

tion that newspapers are for
reading."

"The next think you know,

those papers that give you

posters will switch to

...
wallpaper with full color

think you can count on them

subscription, you could get.
enough wallpaper to cover

'erasers and things for the of-

designs, With 'a year's

Congreve wearing his fire
hat?"

to pay the light bill and to buy

"Anything else?"

"Oh yes. What about Arlington Heights Mayor John

fice.

"I mean, look at

your house inside and out."

all the

Woods in an appearance

birds, cats and dog's who look

"That's the idea,' isn't it, to

get people to take a

before the Northwest

paper every
' forward to
day. But I'ves ever heard of
one of them answering an ad

subscription to the paper?"

"I would imagine so. But I
never thought I'd see the time
when newspapers would ,aim
their appeal toward the non-

Municipal Conference,

'playing a guitar and singing
'Winner Take All?' "

or writing a letter to the
editor.

"That doesn't grab me at

all."
"Very well. Then we'll have

"Look at it this way. If the
,'poster bit really catches on,
we'll end up with readers who
can't read, a paper full of pictures and advertisements in

reader."

"Maybe that's a sign of the

times: You've mentioned

yourself that we have non candidates for public office

to present the picture poster
to end all picture posters. The
cast of a new western movie
called 'Showdown in Super

sign language."
"Yes, but what if you're
wrong? Aren't you prepared to
adjust to something new?"

and'things like that.
"NOW that television has

brought us a generation of
people who stare at a picture
screen for hours, the picture
poster might Just be the thing

Plaines would be the
'heavy' in the movie.
Des

"He would shut off the

valve carrying Chicago water
to the other nine communties
of Super Suburbia. Then this

few poster.ideas kicking

around that we'll utilize if we

cowboy in the whitd hat,

have to. For example, how

the newspapers."

played by Bob Atcher, Mayor
of Schaumburg, would ride up
on a white horse...7 r

would you like to have a giant
picture poster of Mount

"Well we've had a lot of

Prospect Mayor Dan

non-readers before, butJ don't

'

Suburbia.' Mayo? Behrel of

"Oh certainly. We've got a

to attract the non-reader to

Tbe Profipect 3Dap

Hideaword
DRENEAM-

.

"Honor the original dream by always jealouily keeping
the paper's" freedom and intellectual integrity."

-- Marshall Field In

Make 'as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

Wednesday, March 6, 1968r

Page .4

using all seven of these letters.

"Why don't we let North Vietnam take over-then
WE'LL conduct guerrilla type warfare!"

with George Hamilton

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and .Publisher

32 good, 41, excellent

William J. Ktedaisch
Managing Editor

Answer on Comic Page

The Prospect Day is published daily. Monday through Friday. by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, S10.00 a year: 56.00 for six months.
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.
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Majority Deaf
To World Events

ME LAUNDRY

The "people's right to know' is the im
plied reverse Of the free -speech -and -press
coin Minted by the First Amendment to the
Constitution.
But what if the people. or most of them.
don't want to know?
Two social scientists at the University of

SALE!
SPEED QUEEN
GAS DRYER
all -fabric time cycle for all -fabric drying. Con-

trol panel, safety dry and many other features Free delivery; 1-yr. service. Model 155N

that only about 10 per cent of the public
can absorb the backgrounds of news events.

Failure to reach the mass audience has
numerous dangers, not the least of which,
Michigan claim that studies show that say Robinson and Swinehart, is an increase
newspaper stories or television programs in the already substantial feeling of resent
dealing with world affairs generally attract ment toward "eggheads" and "professors- .
only the small proportion of the population by the less -educated.
"A monopoly of programs beamed at the
which is already well informed.
Conversely, those least informed or least better -educated audiences could serve to
.interested are most likely to "tune out Mass create even greater apathy or distrust of

SAVE NOW ON AUTOMATIC GAS
DRYERS ... ON WASHERS, TOO!

Dry clothes any time. This automatic has an

percentage of space devoted to them is still
far larger than the percentage of readers who
read such articles, they' say. They estimate

media information.

Mbst people, maintain John P. Robinson

and. James W. Swinehart, have little un-

1 39
No Money Down
$1.25 a Week!

government foreign policy among those who
can't follow what's happening." they warn.
If the "untouchable minority was a pro

derstanding of distant events, distrust much
of what they hear about such events and may
even be hostile if events seem threatening.
Something like read no news. see no news.

blem for democracy in India, the

speak no news.
Though newspapers have sometimes been
criticized for slighting world affairs, the

ultimately depends upon the. decisions' in
lormed. uninformed or misinformed made
by the majority

Gas Dries Clothes Better for Less

"unreachable majority is an even greater
one in this country.

For the functioning 'of a democracy

Grace's Daze

FRIGIDAIRE

GAS MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE

Leap Year Day,Baby

... COSTS LESS, TOO!

By Grace Mott
White, Coppertone or Green

Welcome as a spring robin
is the news of a birth which

Automatic Gas Dryer
No -Money Down

1 59

No iron fabrics are ready to wear -- no ironing!

Timer lets you set exact drying time; signals
w en done! Rust resistant drum won't snag or
m

delicate fabrics!

Gas Dries Clothes Best for Less!

.

adds a new twig to the family
tree of several area couples.
Born on the rare date of Feb.
29 was Joel David, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Cornelius Van Dig-

live in the south.

also in

who gave a bridal dinner Feb.
23 in Tiburon, Calif.

and Mrs. 'Albert Shutt, retired
the evening with the Stahnkes

THE CEREMONY was
performed in the Star of the
Sea Catholic Church in San

last time and headed for home(
in too cool weather, stopping

along with daughter Nancy
and her husband, Mr., and

then Avon Park where Mr.
from Mount Prospect, spent

gelen of Rolling Meadows.

before they shivered for the

Stahnkes of Arlington Heights
grandparents, and adds a new

at the Bok Tower and Busch

This makes the Warren

first to the lives of Mr. and

. Mrs. Albert Stahnke of
Prospect Heights as they

become great grandparents.
Home just in time to accept

Gardens.

WHEN UNITED Air
Lines transferred its offices

and personnel to near Mount
Prospect, it meant frequent
travel for a lot of employees
Stahnke, Sr. The pair vacationed in Florida for three .who, because they work for
the air lines, or otherwise,
weeks, traveled by car, and
kept a more or less scheduled return often to the beautiful
itinerary in that time which Denver area. Recent among
might have felled a less hardy these was Mrs. 'Gary Sargent
the status were Mr. and Mrs.

New 1968 Model Automatic

2 -Speed Washer
White, Coppertone
or Green
No Money Down

'188

With 2 different agitation and spin speeds
for multi -fabric washing; cold water wash
selector; jet -away' rinse; rapid dry spin cuts
drying time! Noise reducing lid for quiet
operation!

couple. '

whose self-reliant husband
and four children took over

FIRST STOP was Del Ray
Beach where they spent four

for four days

days with Mr. Stahnke's

brother Roland and his family. In nearby Deerfield Beach
the Stahnkes were guests of
Dr. and Mrs. James Guererro
who mike Florida their home
in winter only.

Then on to Pompano went

the Stahnkes where a brief

MT. PROSPECT

PLAZA

Thursday, Friday 9:15 to 9 - Saturday 9:15 to 5:30

.

RAND & CENTRAL RD.

Plenty of Free Parking

SUNDAYS 11 A.M. to 5 P.M.

visit with friends, the Edward
Wedikinds preceded a trip to
Everglades National Park.
From there it was over the

Tamiami Trail to Naples

where Edna and Albert stayed

at the Golden Gate Estates.
"Fabulous," said Al Stahnke
of the latter new development,

although he has no plans to

San Francisco and

Next came Ft. Myers, Lake
Wales and Cypress Gardens,

to let Mrs.

Sargent vacation in the
family's former home town.

Francisco, and afterward

Mrs. Raymond Etranson, Mr.
and Mrs. Bear hosted a remo-

tion and luncheon for 45 in

the Evansons' El Cerrito

home.

Nancy Evanson was her
sister's matron of honor. Best

man was Richard's brother,
John. For the time being the
young couple will live in San

Francisco, where Richard

works and attends San Francisco City College.

WINTER WORRIES: At
the John Boeschen home, N.
School St., the death of Mrs.

The house guest of Mr. and

Boescheri's mother, Mrs.

Sargent was besieged by

Betz concerned with illness of
her father. In the William
Knechiel family, the death of

Mrs. Mitchell Smith, Mrs.
friends whb crowded as much

as possible into the time she

was there. There were luncheons, bridge parties, dinners
and the theater squeezed into
the brief vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Bear

are back in town after a west
coast trip which saw them attending the Feb. 24 marriage
of their daughter, Janice Kay
to Richard J. Fitzgerald, Jr.

He is the son of Judge and
Mrs. Richard Fitzgerald of

Calumet City, Ill., who were

Ann Meyer. Mrs. Frederick

this

father, John for whom

funeral services were held in
Chicago Feb. 29.

Hospitalized at Northwest
Community are John Jackson,

George Patton and Linda

Goodman. In Ottawa General

Hospital, 900 E. Center St.,

Ottawa, Ill., is Mrs. Frederick
Pfeffer, undergoing tests and

treatment at the arthritis
clinic.

.

.

AtA

A

4g,

VIP

OPEN SUNDAY
IMP

10(Except
A.H.Bensenville)
to 2 P.M.

.

SPECIAL 6 ONE

"MAKE HILL-BEHAN YOUR
HOME IMPROVEMENT
HEADQUARTERS"

SAV 50
CElla

SAVE ON HOME SHELVING!

POOR
5
VTERS

WIND®.
We've

just unloaded 637 pair of first grade

clear pine shutters. Available now at a tremendous savings. Here are the sizes and quantities

available. All are offered on a "first comefirst served" basis.

CASH & CARRY ONLY

ANY
Quantity.
Pr.
49
182
109
99
2

"SIAMEZE"

3

Widths Quantity- Widths Quantity-:
Height

28"x35"
28"x39"

Pr.
16
72

213"x51"

1

28"x55"
28"x63"
32"x35"

10

Height

Pr

E.

32"x39",
32"x51"
32"x55"
32"X03"
36"x35"
36"x39"

22
42

SIZE

Width x
Height

-+

1

36"x43"',

S

36"x51"

39
4
20
62

313"x55"

PR.

,"36'x59"

DOOR BLIa DS
67 pair 32" x 81" $
68 pair 36" x 81"

36"x63"
36"x67"

DOUBLE -STORAGE
4 Twin Shelves with single

0.99

centerpost. 12" deep x 60" $1
high x 60" wide

SAVE

Spacious

5 -shelf unit,

. .. SAVE .. . SAVE ... SAVE
SAVE 66 2/3%
On This Value

pi

12"x 36"x 72" High

Let "ShelvEse" home storage shelves organise your children's rooms
laundry... basement... garage! Attractive Green baked enamel
*.. smooth uprights with no unsightly holes concealed shelf
finish

all at the same time.

$7.99

screws shelves adjust every 11/2 inches plastic floor guards, lop
caps rugged all -steel construction bookend sideplate* strong
200 lb. lab tested, shelves simplified screwdriver assembly.

98
pair

First,

beautifies walls with its sparkling colors and

pleasing patterns. As a decorator material, it accents

the colors and textures of other surfaces and furnishings.

Second, completely eliminates all binges, crocks and
imperfections in aging, fading and uneven walls.

And finally, protects your Investment in. beauty. Its
rock.hard Melamine plastic finish forms a nonporous
shield that seals out dirt forever. It's waterproof, soil
proof and childproof. It resists scuffs, scratches: even
ignores alcohol and boiling hot water. Grease, grime
and sticky fingerprints wipe right off with just a damp
cloth.

IF PERFECT 39c SQ. FT.

SALE!

NOW

PLASTIC FINISHED

WHILE 3,000

DECORATOR PANELING
Add Bright Now Beauty

ONLY

pcs. LAST
THIS MERCHANDISE IS NOT, AND IS NOT REP-

and Care Free Protection to

1RESENTED ,TO BE FIRST QUALITY STOCK-

Walls Thruout Your Home

SELF-SELECTION ALLOWED TO INSURE YOUR

ACOUSTICAL TILE SPECIAL!
40

YOU GET
MORE
FOR YOUR

FLOOR TOLE SALE

I

AMERICAN
MADE

Vinyl Asbestos Tile, 1/16" thick,
12"x12" size. Ideal for installation over concrete .floors, either

Wive just received 1200, cartons of this nationally known
ceiling tile. 1/2.' thick, 12",12".
11
perfect, would
Austical.
ll for 19c sq. It. Our custom.

on grade or below grade.

Factory waxed. Many colors and
patterns to select from.

ers report every Were useable.

Grade "A"

Now Only

SPECIAL BAKED
PLASTIC FINISH

0

Seals in beauty; seals out

dirt and stains. Never
needs waxing. Wipes

Only

C

eWOODGRAIN

I0.

HARDBOARD PANELING

C

(sold In full cartons only)

Mirabord has a quality difference you can see

$704

64 pcs.
per cfn.

and feel. It gives you more wood beauty at

-:

carton

lower cost, better protect ionsnd easier maintenance. Easy to install with panel adhesive

ea.

or matching nails. Matching moldings also

clean with a damp cloth. available. Come in today for estimates.
Choice of Riviera Walnut,
4'x7'
Nantucket Maple, Provin- JUST
PANEL 4658
cial Elm, Roma Cherry, or
4'x8'.
Glazed Pecan.

SCI: FT.

4x7 ONLY... $3.50 PC.
4x8 ONLY ... $4.00 PC.

23Y
sq. ft.

PANEL

Clear kiln dried Ponderosa pine. All drawer divider bars

$752

and braces are "chucked" round at each end to 3/4"
diameter and fitted securely into sides with glue and
nailed. Non -Sliver hardboards pressed into drawer bot-

INSULATION SPECIALS

toms and chest backs.

FOIL. FACED FIBERGLAS

CHEST DESK
1 8 x4 4 3/8'f

We'd like to show you how to keep
cooler in the summer and wormer in

the winter with the new Fiberglas
6 & 3 plan. Visit your neighborhood
Hill -Behan yard today. Our insure.
flan expert can tell you in seconds
the amount of insulation you'll need
how much you will save on an annual

These are delivered prices!
11/2" standard 15" wide' by 112 ft. long, covers
140 sq. ft. Only 5c sq. ft

3" full thick, 15" wide by 56' long. Covers 70 sq. ft.
Only 9c sq. ft

$700
roll

1 3x463/4x

353/4"

in. 29We

7
roll5

Double Pedestal

$6 roll0
3

DESK
Massive top - deep
file drawers. 111/2x

Troll

411/2 in. -295/e in. high.

la ctn.

43
we,
ONO

9700 IRVING PARK RD,
SCHILLER PARK
'678-4950

ROUTE 20

PO 6.1800

HANOVER PARK
TE 7-2051

DESK

Deep file drawers 111/2x

'1" in. high.

6" super thick, 15" by 48" bans. 50 sq. ft. per ctn. SO 75

5 S. YORK RD.
BENSENVILLE

Single Pedestal

$21395

3" full thick, 23" wide by 56' long. Covers 107 sq. $063

5 5. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 3-4910

$2995

12 DRAWER CHEST

sq.$10

11/2" standard, 23" wide by 112' long. Coy ft
ers 215 sq. ft. Only 5c

sip 1/4

CHEST
$1795

basis for heating and cooling.

171/2c sq. ft

HEIGTH 293/4"

1 3x20x431/4"

and the total cos. We'll also tell

ft. Only 9c sq. ft

5 DRAWER

1>TERLING.
LUMBER..

2495

DESK
CHAIR

S

95

IT'S FUN
IT'S ECONOMICAL
TO FINISH
YOUR OWN
FURNITURE'
.

2,0

'7"..'-'-',..7.1,}1X,

r.

HILL-BEHAN

HILL-BEHAN

STERLING LBR..

STERLING LBR.

Arlington Heights

SChiller Park

Hanover Park

Bensenville

Open Daily

Open Daily

8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.

8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.

Mon. & Thurs.

Evenings til 9 P.M.

-

Mon. & Thurs.

Evenings til 9 P.M.

Open Daily
8

Open Daily

A.M. -6 P.M.

Mon. Eves. til 9 P.M.

Sunday

Sunday

Sunday

10 A.M. to 2 P.M.

10 A.M. to 2 P.M.

10 A.M. to 2 P.M.

:1

8 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
All Day Saturday

+;1.-

V

THE DAY :
Wednesday, March 6, 1968
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eAithur Jutnior Hi

1.74774F.

.Sock. Hop
1740 N. RAN RD. PALATINE
(1 Block No. of RS. 68, Dundee Road)
FOR EMERGENCY SERVICE
CALL FL 8-4150

phone: 358=7385
ECIA
11.
V*

.

11

uU 000

at

MacArthur Junior High

School by Prospect Heights
School Dist. 23.

Dinner will be served from

5 to 7:30 p.m. with dancing

r\_ainovifis [FEI\a$1' GAS SPACE
'THE
s

A spaghetti dinner and

family sock hop will be held
March 12 from 5 to 9 p.m.

VD -RS .0..0 A [] ANTASTIC

We ?REICH WOE' IrEELES., VOCA

SELECT FROM 4 MODELS -- 10,000, 20,000, 30,000 & 40,000
B.T.U. INPUT

beginning at 6:30 p.m. to the
music of the "Debutones".

Tickets arc by reservation

only. They will be on sale
from 8 to 8:30 a.m. March 6
and .7 at MacArthur. Sullivan.
Rossand John Muir Schools.

Tickets for adults are

$1.25-t-fpr children up to 12
years, /15 cents. They may
also be obtained by calling
Mrs. D. Sutherland at 2558581. Mrs. F. Fukami at 3922453. or Mrs. R. Decker at
253-2310.

Mrs. Lawrence Scalbom, a MacArthur Junior High parent
and PTA member, demonstrates how to prepare spaghetti for
a crowd to Donna Decker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph

No tickets will he sold at

the door.

1

Decker, and Scott Sutherland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Sutherland, all of Prospect Heights.

't

Countrysaule Art Center
resents 'Trip' to Greece
Art Center presents Bert Ray
and Mary Gehr.
For three years the Rays.

Do you have a secret desire

to explore a foreign country?
To travel through the Aegean
Sea? You can do this Thursday. March 7 at 8 p.m. at

DVB-45

DVB-30

husband and wife artists, have

traveled the Islands by

Pioneer Park in Arlington
Heights when Countryside

ROYAL Thru-the-Wall Vented Gas Heaters are the nation's finest. They
are designed to suit all applications for modern, efficient and safe gas
heating in garages, offices, store rooms, dens, add-on rooms, bedrooms,
etc. They are easy to install, simple to operate and will blend well with

MARY GEHR has had 27
one-man shows exhibiting
through the United States.
Her most recent was at the
North Shore Art League in

steamer. jeep and chartered
fishing calque (a small boat
used on the Bosporus). With
his camera Bert Ray recorded
their experiences. Mary Gehr
kept sketch books and pain-

Evanston.

tings.

private collections.

Her work is in the

permanent collections of the
Library of Congress, the Free
Public Library of Philadelphia

and various industrial and
She is

represented by the

RAY WILL SHOW slides Main Street Gallery and the
of present-day Greece and Art Rental and Sales Galleries

any decor.

CHECK THESE ROYALADVANTAGES:

.4

V SEALED COMBUSTION CHAMBER(10-year warranty) -- Uses no room
air for combustion.
1.0' ALL CONTROLS FACTORY INSTALLED -- Reduces handling and installation cost.
V NO VENTING MATERIALS TO BUY -- Unit furnished with all aluminum

of the Art Institute of

books

Chicago.

to explain how she

creates art work from them.
She will bring etching plates

USES

to show how she works.

For 12 years Ray was art

NO

director for' Abbott

ROOM

now has his own graphic

Laboratories publication. He

telescopic, adjustable vent. Air intake and vent for walls 45/8" to 12"
thick. Weather-proof -- will not rust.
V EASY TO INSTALL -- Venting mechanism installs directly through out,
side wall -- no costly duct work or chimney required.
V FRONT OPENING DOOR -- Affords easy access to pilot light, primary
air adjustment or burner controls.
V MOST POPULAR SIZES ON MARKET -- Can be installed under most
windows.
V CHOICE OF CONTROLS -- MANUAL OR EFFORTLESS AUTOMATIC tri

Mary Gchr will use her sketch

design organization. Ray is a

charter member of the
Twenty-seven Designers, past

president of the Art Directors

111

Club, the Assoc. of Art

FAR

formerly director of the Society of Typographical Arts.

the Aegean to explain how she
creates art work from them at
Countryside Art Center's pro-

MON

OPERATION -- External temperature control knob standard on all
automatic models.

Studios in Chicago. and

Artist Mary Gehr will use
sketch books of her travels in

He has been a lecturer on
graphic arts and design at the
Art Institute of Chicago even-

gram Thursday at Pioneer

ing school for four years.

Park in Arlington Heights.

This Week
'Know Your
Town Week'
Gov. Otto Kerner has proclaimed the week of March 4
"Know Your Town Week" at

the request of the Illinois
Municipal League and the
League of Women Voters.

It is hoped that citizens will
set aside time during the week

to attend meetings of village.
park or school boards and acquaint themselves with the

various facets and

responsibilities of local

GAS MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE . .
COSTS LESS TOO!

governing units.

Members of the Mount

Prospect Newcomers Club attended their Village Board

meeting Tuesday evening.

Mark I

March 5. Mrs. Richard

BASEBOARD

Strabs. who regularly attends
the meetings as an observer
for the LWV. is a past presi-

GAS SPACE HEATERS
by SIEGLER

dent of the Newcomers Club.

ATTENDING the Arl-

Only inches deep, the Siegler Mark
baseboard' heater takes practic-

ington Heights Village Board

meeting on March 4 were
Laura Behrens and Cindy

I

ally no floor space and won't interfere with furniture arrangements.
In trim contemporary styling, it

qb:

look

I
oe

"built in" on any wall. The

>III

Bronwell, members of Girl
Scout Cadette Troop 147. The

;2 t'

assists local Cadette scouts in

"HIV

League of Women Voters

'

earning their "My

provides clean, automatic,
Mark
quiet heating for add-on rooms,
closed -in porches, breezeways ...
any room in the home.
I

TEMCO SEASONS GAS SPACE HEATER

Government" badge and
presents

Absolutely cuts investment, installation and
operating costs. Buy it on budget terms, too!

Information Center
in the new Memorial Library
which Will contain special
reports, ordinances, budgets
and financial statements of

governing bodies conducting
business in Arlington Heights.

11x14 WALL
PORTRAIT.
OF YOUR CHILD

00

i3

HANDLING
CHARGE

More Days!

WEDNESDAY- THURSDAY
FRIDAY
MARCH 6 - 7 - 8

P1101001APB18S HOURS DAILY,

1740 N. RAND RD.

PALATINE

(1 Block. No. of Rt. 68, Dundee Road)

phone: 358-7385
MINVirtrIPARNMatMgre.gik.MYNOtlit0 kIVAt 1:147:1

Wi.C1.-.4MatuVog4t9q0014

FOR EMERGENCY SERVICE

CALL FL 41
8-50

rtitScla riftt:MictliVig4.1i1:11114/i3SkiitVAtiaker.:1t!:MateIvreak

MEMBERS OF both

organizations will help staff
the Center and assist residents

in locating appropriate

documents.

The Ailington Heights

PLUS 49c

A

local

Citizens

-

0 lb

on

The League of Women
Voters and the American
Association of University
Women are sponsoring a

and cooling unit

The Temco 4 -Seasons Combination Heating and Air Conditioning Unit is revolutionary ... nothing like it on the market! It is the ultimate solution for heating and cooling
applications ... providing individual room control, compactness and economy of installation. With just a press of a button ... you can switch from cooling to heating ...
heating to cooling. The sealed combustion gas -fired wall furnace provides. 25,000
BTU of instant warmth '... completely safe ... uses only outside air for combustion
leaving room air fresh and clean. Quiet -operating fan circulates heat to every corner
of the room. The whisper -quiet electric air conditioner provides either 8,500 BTU or
11,500 BTU in 208/230 volt models. And, very important, Temcd 4 -Seasons absolutely cuts investment, installation and operating costs.

programs

government, tax structure and
services provided to the community.

10 AM

PMJ

/1/ / PM

LWV has recently updated

their "Know Your Town"

information which gives a
brief history of the village,
voting information and data
on village departments, facts
on local schools and welfare
services.

A pamphlet entitled "Do

o SELECT FROM SEVERAL POSES
0 BABIES & CHILDREN OF ALL AGES
e PORTRAITS DELIVERED IN STORE

you Know the ABC's of Your
Town's Government?" will be
supplied to organizations by

SHOP ZAYRE FOR FABULOUS SAVINGS!

publication prdsents a series of

ZAYRE/DES PLAINES

.

Market Pl.- Golf & Elmhurst Rds.
ZAYRE/PALATINE

East Northwest Highway

the League. The

five quizzes on local government and can be used by
legislative committees, scout
troops and interested citizens.

Arrangements for obtaining
the pamphlet may be made by

calling Mrs. John Klussmann
/55-6256.

The Day's Prospects

lize Space fo Teen 'Pad'
BY DOLORES HAUGH

'

Women's Editor
1111' Et

nilloirornzur

If your teens dream of a
"pad" of their own you can
utilize your attic or garage
rG

space and make their' dreams
come true.
-

When a son arrived in a

certain family, after three
do -it the
handy
girls,
yourself -dad converted the attic into a girl -planned room.

Before the paneling and
painting the family hired pro-

fessionals to add stairs,

strengthen floor joists and install sub -flooring and double
windows.

THE PROJECT included

shimming up the ceiling
rafters to level them and
addition of lath to hold the

plasterboard, completed
personally by the family.

Easy to maintain Masonites

Royalcote woodgrained

Honeytone Cherry paneling
was installed on the walls and
sliding doors. The back sides

of the closet doors were

covered with Peg Board to
provide extra hanging space.

.Most of the work was accomplished during the evening hours as the father works
Drive out the car, add carpeting and built in bunks decorate with posters, kid -proof materials
and yisur son can have a "way out" garage hideaway room. (Photo Courtesy Drucilla Handy Co.)

six days a week from 7:30
to 6

a.m.

p.m.

while

the

0000

00000000

00000

afternoons with week day
evenings to complete the
work.

as

`All the Little Live Things'

auto

an

in the room would be a health

several hours of work, many

Residents of Mount Prospect are invited to
hear Jean Kelm, book reviewer, at 1:30 p.m.
March 7 at the Mount Prospect Community
Center. She will review a serious work of
fiction "All the Little Live Things", by Wallace

special plans for storage, space

Stegner.

hazard.

With a lot of, imagination.

The program is being presented by the
Friends of the Library of Mount Prospect.

utilization flavored with fun.

Again the basic con-

The carpeting is Callaway's

teen help and enthusiasm, the

"Ever Wher" pattern and it

magic of the handyman can

Tickets will be available at the door.

struction can be accomplished

too is treated to repel stains.
The auto is used merely to

come true.

Friends of the Library in Deerfield.

by the handyman who uses

Planning. 'Easter Elegance'

this

emphasize

tiered bunk beds by Englander
covered in sizzling stripes and
solids of spillproof Canvas.

direct parental supervision.
Page 7

Wednesday, March 6, 196b

carefully planned procedures.
Lloyd Henson, A.I.D. of New
York designs the teen garage
using' Acrilan plush carpeting,

a wall of blownup posters.

IF YOUR SON is far "out",
a garage room provides the
right amount of distance for
convenience and yet is under

0

into a girl's dream come true. (Photo Courtesy Masonite Corp.)

mother does all her own

housework. Sunday, taken up
with church, provided only

000067-61

for storage and space utilization an attic can be transformed

An attic haven can be a teen girl's heaven. With the help
of handy parents, easy to use building materials, lots of ideas

Mrs. Kelm currently reviews books for the

accomplish a dream room

Jr. Women Hold
Orientation For

'

Newest Members
A coffee for new members
of the Mount Prospect Junior

Woman's Club was held

SALE DATES: Thur., Fri., Sat , Sun. March 7, 8, 9, 10

recently in the home of Mrs.
Monte Banister, second vicepresident. This was a social

SAVE $1.77

session.

insulated

Paul Krapfl, Mrs. Jan

FIBERGLAS®

Hanson. Mrs. Byrd Pollard.
Mrs. Lester Fink, Mrs. Warren Schlatter, Mrs. Gerald
Schloemer, and Mrs. Hugh

CAFE

,e sr 1::
4,:a3 ill'.
....--,,.e..
...."

W." . "5.4."4:11

HARD COATED

SETS

7 -PC.

TEFLON®

$247

Zick.
.....

TOWEL
RACK

SAVE
52c

The new members who will
be working together are Mrs.

:el:fr., ,

Scratch Resistant

FLOOR TYPE

affair and an orientation

Mrs. Richard Berkshire.
first vice-president, was on
hand to tell the new members
about the workings of the
organization, and the various

OUR REG. $2.99

Mrs. Edward Wegner, club
talked about

room to hang towels

OUR REG

plus shelf for storage.

$4.44

I and 2 qt. saucepans

10". fry
pan, 6 qt. sauce pot.
Cover fits both.
with covers.

assn amscsrass ra

committees and projects:
president,

Chrome plated. Lots of

No -iron, self lined
insulated backing.

SETS

27

$10.88

Oils. Osten no
551111

SAVE $3

the

OUR REG.

responsibilities of members
and the club's relationship to

59e ON 21

FAS-GRO

VACUUM
BAGS

GRASS
SEED

the General Federation of

99c

Women's Clubs and Federation projects.

OUR REG. 790

Busily planning for the Easter Elegance luncheon and fashion show to be held at Itasca
Country Club on March 23 are (from left) Marian Baker, reservation chairman, Magadalen
Schmies, door prize co-chairman, Alice Platt, general chairman and Antonette Gasparotto,
door prize chairman. T he gala event sponsored by the Mount Prospect Business and
Professional Woman's Club will feature fashions by Bramson and offers a $300, $200
$100 wardrobes as main prizes. Tickets will be available from all members or by calling
Mrs. Baker at CI 3-5877.

Handy, fits most

All Trans( for

Book Review

amii Nla

.1

A book review, sponsored
by Friends of the Library, will

SAVE 12c

SAVE 35c

be given by Jean Kelm Thurs-

8 TERRY

day. March 7 at 1:30 p.m. at

Half & Bib

TOWELS

141614 FISH DEPT.

APRONS

I

44C

I

munity Center. The book she

has chosen is "All the Little
Live Things" by Stegner..

Tickets are available at the
door or at the Mount Prospect
library. Admission is $1.

Covers 800 sq ft.

vacuum cleaners.

CLOCK RADIO

the Mount Prospect Com-

NI LOW MIME

REG. 980

REG. 79e

Many gay

Prink, soli d

patterns.

color cottons.

4 lb. bag.

4/114 4W" a)

RUBBER
GLOVES

This Week's Specials

Reg. NOW

Redtail Sharks .. 89c

57c
21$1.00
. 69c
I Pencil Fish .
38c
Glass Cats . . . $1.49
99c
. Black Mollies ... 39c
22c
.

All purpose clot h
lined glares. S.M.L.

623=723fiX0=1:6217220'

SAVE 67c

"POLARIS" 9,112'

SAVE $3

ROOM SUE RUG

bawd..
from

MERLE NORMAN

NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS. AND FRIENDS:

7200 INCH
55% RAYON

4. complimentary
makeup

Al.$

Ombre striped blankets.
lergy free, moth resistant.
New decorator colors.

+ complexion

day Thursday, March 7th
because of the passing

analysis

.10
Featuring the
3 Steps to Beauty
Your FREE

of Albert Wille, our

Hour of Beauty

Founder.

MERLE

"In The Mall"

Mt. Prospect

Mt. Prospect Plaza
Phone 259-2241
Open 10 to 5 Daily
10 to 9 Thursday

OUR REG. $19.99

a

$1 1 00

Service for IL Handsome
leaf pattern design in gold,
brown and ,green.

OUR REG. 12.911.

Loop pile. Tweeds.
OUR REG. $115,84

50Y. AVAILS -50% COTTON

COAT LOUNGER
HANDY
HOUSEHOLD

t

SAVE
74c

$263

PLASTICS

OUR REG.

$2.98

PILLOWS

Casual coat lounger
styled with zipper or
snap closings. Vivid

Lush solid colors and cotton floral prints.
OUR

noRmn n
cosm ETICS
Wille, Inc.

MELAMINE SET

BLANKETS

+ color Selection

We will .be closed all

45 PIECE

4S% NYLON

A

prints, solid colors.
Sixes 12 to 20 and

REG.

VALUES UP TO
$1.49

14Ih to 241h.

98e

I

Use Our
No Charge
LAY -AWAY
PLAN

MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA
RAND 8 CENTRAL ROADS

CL 9-1840

'

First Quality Always

STORE HOURS: Mon. thru Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

1

MIDWEST
BANK CARDS ACCEPTED

Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Sunday 11 to 5 p.m.

Radio Corporation

Save $31.95

20 -Watt Stereo FM, FM -AM Receiver
Offers true-to-life stereo, FM, FM -AM!
Features, "Magic Eye" tuning indicator for precise tuning, FM stereo indicator light, stereo headphone rack.

Reg. $119.95-NOW

Phonola Battery/AC Stereo Phono
Goes anywhere operates on batteries
or house current. Two 4" speaker systems for best stereo Automatic 4 -speed
changer. Durable case.

$5 monthly

88
$5 monthly

Was $74.95-NOW

Great Value!

1

I
I

1

Is II

I

$40.50

EM -AM Portable Radio

Wollensak Recorder

Great b6rgainl 12 tran-

$239 95. et -track 46900
solid-state stereo.

Save

Battery/AC FM -AM Portable Radio

$888

Powerful 15 -transistors for superb reception. Operates on batteries or house
current. Telescoping antenna, leather-

sistors. Batt , earphone.

SS

m.

Records/plays 4 -track stereo or mono
through your stereo system. Two VU

trots concealed behind front panel.

Sell -O -Rama Special-NOW

Regency Ranger

base/mobile radio Mike.

Dependable radio alarm
Sweep second hand

$nn88
Rag. $164.95. Base.
. $10 77
Stereo Cartridge .

Reg. $139.50-NOW

$6 monthly

CB

$99.95. 2-WOY $5988

G.E. AM Clock -Radio
$999

Empire 3986 Turntable

9

Con -meters, Pause control. 3 -speeds. Con

ette case. Batteries.

...swear;

Concord Solid -State Stereo Tape Deck

$5

$5

1.

Polaroid 210 Color -Pack Camera
Instant funl Black/White in 15 sec.,

Record Super Special'
reg. dis-

Buy 1 record at Allied's
record, 1/2 ofi

FM -AM.

Plays, records
AC adopter, batteries.

88

colored pictures in 60 sec. No fumbling

Crown FM -AM Recorder

15"-Diag. Portable TV
Super value) 119 sq In
$6999
viewing area Earphone

with lens setting-electric eye does it

$5
$2999
rn o

for you. Less case, flash.

Great Value-NOW

95
$

monthly

8 -Track Car Tape Player/Speakers
Sell -O -Rama sensation! Installs in your
car with ease. Two wide -range speak ers. Uses 4 or 8 track stereo cartridges.

988

,

All hardware included.

Tremendous Buy-NOW

$5 monthly

.

. .

$5

count price -2nd

mo

DOORBUSTER SPECIALS!
Mt" Drill
For Hobbiest or
Workshop. Save!

1200' Tape

Save $90.31

Save

1200' of 7" Re-

Save $109.86

cording Tape.

$45.30

.... 9)

,...,

473, g5

Tape Labeler $

AM Radio

Hundreds of Uses.

36 -Watt Custom Stereo .Phono System

60 -Watt Solid -State Stereo FM System

Fisher 65 -Watt Stereo FM Phono System

ADC 60 -watt stereo FM receiver,

Fisher 65 -watt stereo FM receiv-

tomatic changer, base, two

metal case, Garrard 4 -speed
changer, base. Pickering cart.,

er; Garrard 4 -speed changer,
base. Pickering cartridge; two

KNIGHT speaker systems

two KNIGHT speaker systems

Separately $144.30-

Separately
NOW

Features: 36 -watt peak poWer
amplifier; Garrard 4 -speed au-

NOW

NO

$6 monthly

$289.31-

ONEY DO N!

Take -Up to Two Years to Pay with
an Allied Credit Fund Account

MOUNT
PROSPECT
Allied's Newest Store!

9
$10 monthly

9

KNIGHT 3 -way speaker systems.

Separately
NOW

$408.86-

Batts., Earphone.

Flashcubes 3

Intercom

MadebySylvania.
Fits all Cameras.

Two Station. With
Cable. Solid -State

$15 monthly

LISTEN TO ALLIED!
Money -Saving "On -the -Hour Specials"
Broadcast Over WIND and WLS Radio

229 !EST RAND ROAD
PHONE: 259-6450
OPEN SUNDAYS 11-5

10 - Transistor.

Home or Office.

Giant Stereo 'LP
Values - Save!
Wide selection of stereo LP's at huge
savings. Includes Rock, Pop, Classical, and many, many more. '

,,.

I

I

ee

e

99

"Orr set,14, ik)
1
14.,41r

'AD

Gumz, Leon rd P s ce 72-56 egional Win

-

0
410
MEP

hr.o

BY LINDA GAMM1LL

"Get in there and keep that

'12' away from the boards!"

were the words of Glenbrook
South coach Dan Sonnenberg
as he sent in a replacement to

try and stop the rebounding

of Prospect's number 12.
Butch Leonard, It didn't
work. Leonard cleared the

boards 19 times in helping the

j--aotr(0-

Knights defeat the Titans to
the tune of 72-56 Tuesday in
the Prospect regional of the
state trounnment.

SONNENBERG MIGHT

have also mentioned

something about stopping Jim
Gumz, who scored 26 points.
all on field goals. He hit five
in a row at one point, all from
the corner.

points to become the game's
George Timson and second leading scorer. He got
and the final score belies the John Green both fouled out . nine rebounds to beat oUt
problems they encountered. after having uneventful four - Gumz for second in the re-

The Knights had trouble
defeating the underdog Titans,
The halftime margin was 3230 and the score was tied as
late as 7:28 of the final period

at 53-53.
But five more tallies by

Gumz at that point led, the
Knights to a comfortable 6954 cushion.

Knight centers throughout the

game.

point evenings, and Bob
Spore, their replacement,
picked up three fouls in the
three minutes he played.

But the other regulars kept
things going. Leonard tossed
in 16 points in addition to his
rebounding, Gumz picked off

eight rebounds, and Forrest

PROSPECT STARTED the
game by getting the tipoff and

Haney, while getting only one

points, but the Knights had

also scored seven points and

1968

trouble keeping the ball. They
committed 19 turnovers in the
game, with six of them, coupl-

Page 9

ed with six fouls, coming in

HIGH -SCORER FOR the
Titans was Rick Fromm who
combined six from the field
and five from the line for 17

Wednesday,

March 6,

field goal, was six for six at

immediately scoring two the free throw line. Anderson

the first period.
Foul trouble plagued the

got five rebounds.

bounding honors.
,

Defeat for Glenbrook

began to materialize at 6:30
of the final period. Titnson
pulled down a rebound and
handed it to Haney, who fed

Gumz for a jumper that

evidently whetted. his appetite
for more.
A Glenbrook turnover gave

the ball back to Gumz, and

this time he made a layup out
of thc opportunity. Stray shois
by Ross Dean of Glenbrook,
Anderson of the Knights, and

Fromm from the Titans put
the ball into Gumz's hands

and, with an assist

again.

from Leonard, Gumz made
the score 59-53, finally putting some daylight between

the two teams.

aumgartner I.j uzzer Shot Ii erts It roncos,
55-53; Arlington Moves to IMe onai Semis
/

Leonard added a pair of

free thrOws before Glenbrook

could score again, that coming on a free throw when

Timson fouled out. The

-Knights were generous, allow-

ing Glenbrook II chances for
free throws in the final period.

BY TOM WALSH .

Arlington's Jim
for

Baumgartner's decisive
jump shot was the last of a

fireplug guard topping all

the final quarter by boosting
its advantage to five, only to
have Theroux get into the act
and slice the -13ronc lead to

the hero role in last night's

throws. Baumgartner also.

three. The leaders boosted the mark to 44-39 twenty seconds
later. but a field goal by

footer as the final buzzer

bound.

Theroux free throws bounced
the Cards within a point.

Baumgartner ,discovered

series of scoring efforts, the

how sweet revenge is.

scorers with 19 points on six
field goals and seven free

himself Tuesday night just
The junior guard assumed

up three assists and a
Arlington - Barrington picked
regional test, pumping in a 20 - decisive fourth-quarter resounded to give his Cardinals
a 55-53 win over the Broncos.

holding down a reserve center

regional semi-finals, but it ad-

lineup throughout most of the
season. shunned his second string stigma and contributed
11 points to the winners' efforts. Theron x popped in four

ded new life to a somewhat
dismal Arlington season -- a
season that opened with a
heart -breaking 49-48 loss to
the same Barrington Broncos.
Heart -mending is now Barrington's problems, though. as

the Cardinals will face
Mundelein at 7:30 p.m.

Thursday while the Bar-

rington players either dot the
stands or sit home in front of

(22) stands by to help while the Titans' Pete Antrim (23), Mark Botsford (41), and Rick

a television set.

Fromm (21) look on.

4..t

at,

COE115,

Conant and Forest View
met for the 'third time this

74 65

to the lineup for the second
period and scored six quick

regional, and for the third

with the victory. This time it
came on three baskets and

Schieler. Forest View didn't

View began. to find the going

light the scoreboard until 5:08
when Steve Brown finally'got
a bucket.
A missed shot by Schieleileft the path open for Dahle's
first two -pointer of the even-

rough.

three free throws.
The score was 74-65.

THE COUGARS' utilized

their pesky guard, Don
Schieler, for some fine

shooting, a little rebounding,
and a lot of ball handling in
their conquest.
Schieler had to take a back-

points to help keep the

scoring honors, but he topped

the Cougars with 17 points.
Dahle had 20, and also got 11
rebounds. and Messer had 18

Arlington hit on 42 1 per
cent oi its -floor shots. while
Barrington was busy hitting at
a -42.9 percentage. Arlington s
iree - throw shooting prowess
was the single factor that took
the game for the Redbirds the

winners hitting on 23 o, .

ti'pportunities while Bar
riagton tallied on
'lances

Forest View ever got.

Arlington opened the test

Brones the lead at the break.

Barrington opened the

second quarter foul parade
with a pair or two pointers
before 15 personals slowed the
action. Arlington picked up
of its 17 second-quarter
1

fourth quarter, out -doing the
leaders by one basket on the
strength of the rebounding by

Fortman
Altrnaier.
Button
Muffat

4
0
4

2

2

1

0

8

6

2

3
5
3
I
Schuster
6 3 6 5
Shadwell
0 0 0 3
Bosch
3
3 13
3
Rieble
26 22 39 24
Totals
FOREST VIEW (65)
3
5 0 7
Brown
0 I 3
I
Teichert
2
0 0
Bauer
0 0
Lauing
I
0 0 I
Hupp
2 2 3 I
Lighthall
5 8 3 3
Messer
6 8 11 2
Dahle
0 12 4.
Thomas
0 3 2
I
Wester
23 19 42 21
Totals
SCORE BY QUARTERS
i

.>

erro.r.orrorourrar......-

"----

1

I

1

Forest
View

12 16 14 23-65

The Wind Symphony, Sym-

,

,

'

.r.
4:1.7;
-,,;-:..

i

,

___.

-

_

i

------1
I

.

Conant's Chris Shadwell (33) blocks a shot by Forest View's
Mike Messer in the Cougars' 74-65 win over the Falcons Tuesday in the Prospect regional of the state tournament. Messer

came off the bench in the second quarter to score 18 points

phony Concert, and Concert
bands will be featured at the
Wheeling High School annual
Winter Band Concert at 8
p.m. Saturday, in the gymnasium.

Admission is $1 for adults

and 30 cents

for students.

Tickets will be sold by band
members and at the door.

for Forest View in the losing effort.
0

two -pointer.

left to play.

Cardinals a 49-47 advantage
on an asisted layup resulting
from a steal by fellow guard

favor five seconds later.

Baumgartner handed the

R. J. Collins. Barrington

countered by slowing the action and playing for a single
shot.

The strategy was

PROSPECT (72)

was nailed with a personal

seconds later on a Theroux

their dwindling lead 20

finals on Friday night.

a jump ball, and Baumgartner

during the jump proceedings.
Clay again visited the line
where he hit half of his two shot opportunity. setting the
Broncs ahead. 52-49. with :58

The Broncs pulled away on a
free throw, -but relinquished

means a possible trip to the

CLAY RETURNED the

Baumgartner marching to the

stripe and plunking in both
ends of his chance to bring
the trailing Cardinals within a
point.

BFRP
2" 18

Player
Leonard
Somers
Timko
Andrews
Gumz
Haney
Timson
Spore

7

Anderson
Totals

shot over Conanes John Moffat in Tuesday's regional battle. Thomas scored only four
points, but contributed 12 rebounds to the Forest View

0

13

0

8

I

6

3

2
0

0
0

6

5

3

3

1

3
5
5

3

1

cause.

More

Sports
On
Page 15

Wheeling Faces Grant;

Grens Open cgional Play
Wheeling's basketball Wildcats will have to contend with
both Grant and Lee tonight if they want to advance any further

Dean
Wilson

5

3
2

4

4

Bennett
Buzard
Botsford
Siwy
Fromm
Totals

0

0

0

Grant is the team that beat Fremd 92-61 Monday in the
first round of the Wheeling regional. Lee is Lee Oler, who
led Grant with 43 points and 15 rebounds Monday.
The Wildcats, with a 17-4 season.record to 23-4 for Grant,
struggled past Palatine 75-62 in their opener. They meet Grant
at 7:30 p.m.
Another area team,,Elk Grove, will be beginning its regional

0

3
6

2

2

5.

AS LOW AS

5

9

4

:a.49M:

A:11.3

A RI EW

DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

FORD 1 -TON
SUPER VAN TRUCKS
ONLY $10 -ITV MrLEASGE

MONTHLY PAYMENT SCHEDULE
AMOUNT
LOANED

12

IS

24

30

36

MONTHS

MONTHS

MONTHS

MONTHS

MONTHS

$ SOO

$ 43.33 $ 29.44 $ 22.50 $ 18.33 $ 15.55

3000

260.00

173.33

45.00
67.50
90.00
135.00

36.66
55.00
73.33
110.00

31.11

46.66
62.22
93.33

00
PER
DAY

Plus Mileage

Includes, Automate
Transmission

STATE ANIk
"near and neighborly"
SOUTH MALL

-

GOLF MILL SHOPPING CENTER

CL 3-5000

6eage ?ode led

INC.

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY., ARLINGTON HTS.

1

1

19 18 23 17

AUTO LOAN! WHY PAY MORE?
GIVE RAY OR BONNIE A CALL

58.88
88.33
117.77
176.66

0

5

BEFORE YOU GO AHEAD
WITH ANY NEW CAR DEAL

86.66

4

0

56

The two Monday winners at the Prospect regional, Maine

130.00

17

2

16 16 21 19 -- 72
Prospect
Glenbrook So. 13 17 21 5 --

South and Maine West, battle tonight at 7:30 p.m.

1000
1500
2000

1

1

East Leyden.

AT 824-3584 ... AND SAVE!

Cards within a point, but Barrington's John English set his
team atop by three to end the
quarter.

3

1

action tonight at 7 p.m. in the Addison Trail regional against

McGuffey followed Theroux's

a pair
from the stripe to pull the

5

SCORE BY QUARTERS

in the state basketball tournament.

in

1

(Cautioned on Page /5)

CHECK THE COST OF YOUR

lead and popped

3

Barrington's ensuing of- . GLENBROOK SOUTH (56)

ef-

fective enough to provide the

quick points. Theroux whittled their lead to three points

a minuk later with a free
throw. Arlington's Dave

1

0

29 14 49 23

left in the quarter.

Broncs returned with four

1

0

the score. 32-32. with 4:20
Barrington jumped ahead
by two at 3:54, but Theroux
negated its lead 20 seconds
later with a layup. After the

I

0
0

0

1

Greer)

I

2

1

field goal by Theroux knotted

Earl Thomas lofts a jump

Band Concert
r

The resulting rebounding
efforts for the attempt led to

Arlington within four of the
Broncs. Barrington retorted
with a similar effort, but a
basket and a free throw by
Cardinal Mark. Liddell and a

1

Conant _17' 13 13 21-74

season, the win Tuesday

didn't make a

Baumgartner cut the

CONANT (74)
BFRP
Player
7 3 4 4
Schieler
0

one -and -one gratuity.

they

Having taken the lead, the basket for the last seven and
Broncs initiated a stall and one-half minutes of the game.
For the Knights, now 17-6.
waited for an Arlington foul.
Collins did the honors. sen- the win means a bout with
ding Barrington's Brian Clay Conant on Thursday. They
to the stripe where he failed beat the Cougars twice during
to convert thc first half of his the Mid -Suburban League this

second -half scoring ribbon at
7:50 of the third frame to pull

semi-finals.

2

worse,

only three, and to make things

rington. 31-25.

Thursday night in the regional

0
4

the Redbirds a point away.

a minute.

ington within six of Bar-

Thomas and Dahle, but
couldn't get close enough.
Conant who will face
second -seeded Prospect

0

BARRINGTON padded its
advantage to three points, but
McGuffey countered to bring

but the Titans capitalized on

BAUMGARTNER ended
the first half with a buzzer
beating basket similar to his
final two -pointer to pull Arl-

The Falcons chipped at the

Conant lead again in the

0
0
0

Baumgartner ond a pair of

Broncs with a pair of baskets
and a 51-49 advantage within

from the foul line.

missed shot by Brown.

1

1

points on nine Bronco fouls.
while the Broncs tallied 21
points. settling for only 'si

minutes when he tipped in a

0

lakinc a quick o 0 lead. hut
Broncos ripped eliortlessl

rington bucket handed the

only bucket of the five

Berns

.

quarter. but a last second Bar

hit well from the field for the
last five minutes of the period.
Falcon Earl Thomas got the

sticky zone forced the Falcons
to turn the ball over five times
in the first period and allowed
the Conant club to build a'1712 quarter lead.

01 its 17

I

Bitteooli knotted things up

for a 12 -point halftime lead of
40-28.
Forest View out -scored Conant in the third frame on the
strength of an extra free throw

ing. The score then stood at
7-4, and that was the closest

I

with seen seconds kit in the

Conant picked up a couple
of buckets by Schieler and a
couple more by John Moffat

backcourt combined with a

Messer of the Falcons for

cond half for his total.

thiough the porous Cai fitml
de,ense four straight times to
take user. 8 I, A pair oi iree
throws by Arlington s Chris

A Cougar press in the as neither team was able to

seat to Doug Dahle and Mike

of four field shots and three
of four free throws in the se

1

a 6-0 lead with a shot by Falcons within striking
Frank Altmaier and two by distance, but then Forest

time Conant walked away

position in the Arlington

MESSER WAS inserted in-

points although he didn't get
into the game until the second
quarter.
The Cougars jumped off to

season at the Prospect

JOHN THEROUX,

THE WIN NOT only

boosted Arlington into the

Forrest Haney (32) tosses up an off -balanced shot for Prospect in Tuesday's 72-56 Knight
win over Glenbrook South in the Prospect state tournament regional. Prospect's George Timson

Barrington returned to open

NILES, ILL. MEMBER F.D.I.C.

Phone 824-2116

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

SHORT RIBS
WHAT HAVE

%IOU GOT IN 1I-IAT CASE?

Wednesday, March 6, 1968

Page 10

WHISKEY

OUT OUR WAY
HOW ABOUT THAT? THE
MAN STOPPED US ID ASK
IF ANY ONE OF US. WOULD
CARE TO EARN A FEW DOLLARS GIVING HIM A LIFT -AND HE PICKS 60LPIE,
THE SMALLEST ONE:

WHAT ELSE?! GOLDIE 541D,NSURE,
I WOULD., -I SAID,'INELL--1.1H-WHAT
DO YOU WANT DONE?" --AND YOU
WERE SO BUSY WONDERING HOW
MUCH LABOR IT WOULD INVOLVE

YOU MERELY MUMBLED SOME-

THINVI GOLD1E GRAI35 OPPOR-

TUNITY, AN' WE STOP TO
ANALYZE IT.'

WHISKEY! WHAT FOR?

IN CASE OP

SNAKE BITE

OH , WHAT HAVE YOU
GOT IN -THE OTHER CASE?

"He wants to know if he co-operates with us and tells
us where he lives, will we guarantee him immunity

'Henry enjoys politics so much more since he can hiss

the candidates ho doesn't liko--in living color!"

when his parents get here?"

(

St%

ROBIN MALONE

6.Y..11/1.

itec

,."

5,,

THE HELICOPTER nummeT5 DOWNWARD..

0.

44i

,w,Z

13

NEe,o-sw.

7/-,

coclotApi

4114\41:06

3-6

LEFT ATtTHE POST

LD 11,611, NG, 1.. TJA. to

U.S. Po 011

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

BUGS BUNNY
WHAT IS YOUR ESTIMATE 01Q
WEPAIRING MY CAR
ABOUT'
OLD FWIEND?
TWENTY
BUCKS,
GARAGE
ELMER:

'

YA REALIZES I ONLY GAVE
CY.
A AN ,E6-rm44751 IT'S
GONNA COST YA A Lar

Answers to
Hideaword

WHERE'LL (DON'T CROWDME, CREEPS!
YOU GET
THREE HOOPS IN THE <
11-1A1 060 BUTCHER'S TAB THE DOUGH 7 CAPITAL TRIED TO
L
HAS YOU DOWN, SAKE!
LEANDER
Rummel AFTER I GOT
YOU LOOK LIKE THAT
CLAIMS THE
THROUGH WITH 'EM
.1
51{INDIVER WHO MISGLUE ISN'T
THEY LOOKED LIKE THE
TOOK AN OCTOPUS
DRY YET ON
BOTTOM OF

FOR SEAWEED!

YOUR DICE!

MORE:

GARBAGE

Scow !

.,...2---::-.":"-----"

,:-.-..----*--------:-.

MEANDER
meaner
mane
mend
mere
mead
made
mare
meed

Horoscope

MORTY MEEKLE

PISCES (Feb. 20 -Mar. 21)

precedence today. Remember

that Rome wasn't built in a

ISN'T HE
GREAT IN

I'M GOING HCMETO

I

COL-CRq
WATCH HIM
EVERY CAY-

WATCH *CORNY THE

CLOWN"ON OUR so
NEW COLO27V.

F i-mew

TURN THAT

CUR STREET:

TTLE,Mr2,

day; neither are personal rela-

:12

-

neared
name
need
nare

rand
remand
reman
read
ream
reed
rend

rename
remade
redan

"ORGY FELL
CHASING

us

EEK & MEEK

COULD YOLJ

-THOUGHT WE
HAD THE ONLY
COLCR
ON

ve

F411

11,10.6. Ls_

FOR THURSDAY

-- Let home matters take

Al

3-6

3-6

erne
earn
emend
eared
endear
dream
dram

demean
dean
dare
dear
deer
darn
damn
dame
deem
amend
amen
armed
amcer
nard

NIOU'D BETTER
MARRY ME IJOUU,

SO-IND
LIP A

THE ONLY TH ING

MIGHT SNAP V

PP- STUN?

IIIOO UPAT

SHE'S
WORRIED'!

WOULD BE A BLIND,

MONIQUE BEFORE SOME
PRETTY 4bUIJS
COMES ALOFJG APJD
\,.....SAJAPS ME UP

STARVING, CRCCOD4LE
WITH SELF-DESTRUCTIVE
k,

tionships.
ARIES (Mar. 22 -Apr. 20) --

Differences of opinion within

the family should be reconciled as quickly as possible.

1.

Do your part to smooth things
over.

DOG

TAURUS (Apr. 21 -May
21) -- You would be wise to

0

GAvALL-1

see to the disposition of finan-

cial affairs on your own.
.

Trust no one at this time.
GEMINI (May 22 -June 21)
-- On the amount of effort expended depends the amount of

10

11611, NG, fa,.

1.1. U.N 16t. 0/5.

3-4

CROSSWORD PUZZLE.

THE BORN LOSER
IS 11 T

benefits garnered. Don't expect others to shoulder your

MCHOVV-

CANCER (June 22 -July

THERE,

6ARLIC-

61.-ADYS

CHIVES-

7

23) -- Combine business with

ACROSS

light)
5 Come upon

9- up (find

MAIM?

make greater strides at this
point in present affairs than

out)
12 Cruising

you thought possible.

13 Greek theaters

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) -Financial matters involving

14 Cyprinoid fish
15 Retained
16 Copies again
18 Go astray
19 Genus of lizards
20 The Occident
21 Hostelries

the entire family must be dealt
with extra carefully at this

time. Better to be right then
quick.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
-- A good day for dealing with

friends..You can make a

business coup at the same
time that you enjoy yourself

CAPTAIN EASY
PUH.H.BY
NOW MY'S

We'5 LO5IN' GROUND
LEARNIN' JAKE CRIME

parr PAY. 50P4,..AN'

Vt/ WIND UP /41046:

BROADCASTED
OUR DEDCRIPTION.

PROWL`, HAS ROADBLOCKS

'FROM COAST TO cOAST1
WE GOTTA LAY LOW TILL.
PA HEATS OFFI

AN' 15 ECOURIN'
DA COUNTRY

socially.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) --

KEEP PA

IEE
KID PCIFD

AN' SEE HE

ONE,BRIGHT

sPonossORTER_GIT PLEtrrY
OF REST,

DON'T EscAPE
TO PINPOINT

WHERE WE

IS:

FOR pS1

The wise Libra will put the
wishes of others first. Now is
the time when you can close

a pending deal most pro22) -- Handle an unusual problem with your usual dispatch
and savoir faire and you will

THE WILLETS

bring opportunity with them

today. Look beneath the ZOOlkiROLD

an excellent chance of renew-

ing an old and

vitally im-

portant relationship. Make the
first move.
AQUARIUS (Jan. '2I -Feb.

19) - The Aquarius with an
interest in real estate should
find this a most profitable

day. Make only tentative
decisions, however.

-

3 Severe rebuke
sprite

5 Strongholds
6 Thought
7 Seine

dresrmies

WHERE'S THE "WITH

GENERATION ON

46'ET-IiitITH-rr DAY "`r

ar

AND WHERE IS IT WHEN
YOU GOULD DO WITHOUT IT

location of
54 Arrange in order
55 Adjective suffix
56 Liberate
57 Meat cut
58 Two (comb.
form)
59 Nourish
60 Shortly
DOWN
1 Capture

2 Employer

E ADA L E N A

EEPER RsOrOSTS
L Ittg

MARL
NSI k-1-ST'E
RIAG
NEON
RAT

[NG.161111.41.1., -A so

1

2

3

CiaZ.F-4

4

12

3

15

I6

31

39

Zfiii1

[2101351EI
L:=1 r i 81 F 1 MI :=1 Ira ,
7.1111-11111C1
L .1(27....lati T 0
railINUff1

FAILL
17 Deep respect
30 Measure of
19 Lay bare
ength
22 Insect egg
23 Volga tributary 36 Class (coll.)
24 Pledge payment 38 Raises (coll.)
42 High mountain
25 Simple
26 Asian country 43 Destined
27 Frozen desserts 44 Moved rapidly
45 Japanese
28 Finding out
indigene
29 Flat
11 Adventure

of Egypt

48 Acme
51 Show the

CE

A Y c v-rx
E BFI
ENE
ALES

ClIAIElt$ S e

8 Patriotic group
(ab.)
6 Game cube
10 Roman date

railroads (coll.)

gain.

CAPRICORN (Dec., 23 Jan. 20) -- Today you stand

FAT WHEN Air
RETURN 'IM!

41 Exhaust
42 Noah's vessel
43 Exchequer
44 Biblical king
47 Ancient weight

be able to make unexpected

that's good.

RAMSES NICE AN'

23 Poetic genre
25 Imitate
27 Presidential
nickname
28 Onetime title
in Algeria
31 Muse of poetry
32 Head covering
33 Feminine name
34 Operated
37 Exterior
39 Finale
40 Certain

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.

surface if you would find all

IWTERI

You AN' OW
START PULLIN'
HAY! AH WANT

35 Contend

fitably.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -.
Dec. 22) -- Friends and family

G

1- up (come to 4 Burmese wood

CKRA-SICSGOWN

pleasure and you may well

ARK

Discovery

MUSHROOM- '

STA1,11,11,16

share.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

PEPPER041-.

new: ViLti_CI

.11Ell
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Pario in the Spring.
N© Aewo Is G ecdi
Once again the curtain has

descended on the most

collections for spring.. And,

once again, there was little
news in the designs shown.
Space-age costumes and the

chain -mail image were gone.

But they were also conabsence,

mini, knee-length and mid -

ings a few months ago.

celebrated fashion show in the
world-the Paris haute couture

spicuous by their

the New York couture show-

in

with knee -top the favorite
length at most of the Paris

WOMEN will look like

clinging vines. Softness,

houses. Yet the appearance of
a few midi and maxi skirts indicated that the hemline will

in Paris. The same features

however slowly. The same
thing happened on Seventh

women once more-even like

eventually come down,

curves, the natural waist and
fluttery skirts told that story
told the same story here.

Avenue.

Hemlines ran the gamut -

SKIN IS "in" for evening,

both here and there. It shows
through transparent fabrics,
and bare midriffs are much in
evidence.

The long-sleeved shirtwaist

dress for day wear was
featured prominently in both
fashion capitals of the world.

The designs of the. Paris

masters are undoubtedly
beautiful. But fashion NEWS
they did not make.

I

z

GET IN STEP WITH

Here's how it went when
the curtain lifted on the big

SPRING

Paris fashion show.

DIOR: Marc Bohan took us
back to Rita Hayworth's hey-

day. To watch

his models

come out was as much fun as

viewing an old movie on

was the keynote and pants
made news in flower petal,

skirts were a good three in-

see-through tiers.

television - except that his

Sizes Ma to 4

Sizes 121/2 to 4

$994

$994

SID

-

These Child Life Shoes featured in our

NEW

There was a touch of Bonnie and Clyde in his bell bottom trousers, cardigan jackets
and tailored coats. Otherwise,
everything was all girl. For
parties there were clinging,
frilly chiffons, filmy laces and
sleeves and wide jeweled belts.

The Near East influenced
his evening clothes. Many had
Bedouin skirts, long sleeves
and embroidered hems.

Free Parking 1/2 Block From Store

Between Davis St. and Railroad Station

VVAL

ches above the knee.

crisp organdies with wide

SHOE SKELLAR

CIES

LANVIN: The Lanvin collection had a delightful look
sort of high -fashion hippie,
highlighted by rows and rows
of clanging necklaces. Pleated
skirts worn with a white shirt,
topped by a sleeveless weskit

plus the necklaces offered a

8 E. NW HWY. - ARLINGTON HTS. - CL 9-4575

new and unconventional look
for day. Skirts were above the

We Honor All Midwest Bank Cards

new for daywear, his evening
clothes were among the most
beautiful. in Paris. Bareness

knee.

except for a couple of

pure 1930 maxi suits in crepe.

PATOU: Designer Michel
'Goma went all out for con-

trasts in color. Blinding

is styled with a long, straight skirt. Girard Pipart for Nina Ricci offers the
slender navy coat (center) cinched with a wide webbed belt and adds a striped

jersey dress. The dress shows the trend to the long torso look with pleated
skirt. From the Lanvin col ction is the sleeveless, belted top (right) over a
ribbed turtleneck sweater an striped skirt. Several strands of necklaces add

CARDIN: Pierre Cardin

a new note to daytime wear.

showed longer skirts, cinched
waists, wide square collars,
cape sleeves and long-sleeved
evening gowns. Here the midi

Elegant Trouser Story

length appeared more often
than in the other collections.

Pants are more important

CHANEL: Softness is the
word from the Chanel salon

than ever since the emergence

in the Rue Cambon. There are
lots of square decollettes with

back of the blouse and the

buttoned shoulder straps and
skinny coats, side closed with
gold buttons.

YVFS SAINT LAURENT:
This time Saint Laurent showed the most elegant collection
he has ever done. His daytime
coats in flat fabrics have long

lapels and nearly reach the
waist. The coats have that
wonderful lean and hungry
look of the blueblood. His
wool cardigan over a print silk
"'dress will be a perennial suc-

cess. It can go almost
anywhere.

Yves showed some maxi

flashes of scarlet and yellow

coats worn over wide slacks,

version of the culotte dress,

Bare midriffs were a highlight
of his collection, too.

turned up on jet black or
white. A new note was his

PARIS SETS THE PACE FOR SPRING -- soft femininity. From Plan
Balmain comes the return to fitted jackets (left). Called "Filibustier," the fashion

sometimes with a bra top.

of the body shirt, the come-

Garbo and Dietrich, show up
in wide -leg, over -the -toe crepe

pants. The Dietrich influence
can be spotted in straight -cut
cuffed linen designs. Flannel

Bonnie and Clyde influence in
fashion.
tells the Bonnie and Clyde
The tailored pantsuit is out. story best.
But pants by themselves make '
PANTS THAT don't really

news with fuller legs, supple
fabrics and when co-ordinated

with flowing silk blouses or
softly tailored shirts.

fashion news. Organdy dandy shirts to be teamed with moire
shortpants and the finely tucked shantung pant-dirrldl add a

chic elegance to the spring
scene.

Pants, favorites with

women for the last few years.
look like pants are for the are now updated and enhancmore daring. The afternoon ed by the great variety and inpantdress in crinkled voile dividuality that the incoming
and softly ruffled jabots spells fashions offer.

NOT SINCE George Sand

has there been so much ex-

citement created by trousers.
There are pants to suit every
mood and fancy. They come
in all lengths -- to cover or
uncover all legs. Short or long
pants are emerging as one of

the top fashion items for
spring and summer.

,00

The razz-ma-tazz of the

'30s, the glamor, sophistica-

tion and aloofness of stars like

tti004%.'f

flared and banded in white.

,7441101111..--

trio of navy blue ensembles
with slim pea jacket, middy
blouse and short pleated skirt.
With these, wrist -length capes
and pert berets were shown.

COURREGES: Andre
Courreges used a softer hand
this season and created a won-

derful group of wearable day
clothes. His navy coatdress

The Dress Shape is dressy

enough for a party, light

enough to wear right through

spring -- the skirt belled.

dirndled or just neatly fitted.
sashed or puckered. at the
waist.

The Vest_Shape is outlined
with daisies to separate the fit-

with a wide white corselet ted bodice from the flared
look through the middle at- skirt of Bill Blass' white pique
a

tracted much applause.
GIVENCHY: Although the

great Hubert showed nothing

:4t,ftssatts09'

Five Spring Shapes

RICCI: Gerad Pipart's collection included a nautical

powder blue tatting. The plain

white skirt is gathered at the
waist under a blue taffeta rib
bon.

The Peasant Blouse Shape
soft and fluid in white
triacetate crepe. self -sashed.
is

The design bands it with embroidered blue braid.

The Shirred Shape is

delicious in apricot dotted
swiss. shirred at the waist and

dress.

The Shirt Shape in tucked
sheer white cotton, edged with

at the top of the long.

full

sleeves.

t"A
tI

PANTS MAKE NEWS. Permanent press Dacron and cotton
ensemble (left) is in cool lime with contrast zipper by Russ.
There's smooth sailing ahead in the jaunty long -sleeve cotton
knit turtleneck with stripes galore and white cotton knit pants

Ticza 1 i>
o cature

(right) by Aileen.

NEW DIRECTIONS

As long as

men want the finest clothing

Tioheg-Treeman
will continue to tailor them!

For partisans of plaid

-a full-length shaft of same.
Call it a shift if you will - the point is,

this double knitted dress is the best
thing since bagpipes! In Highland green
shades of polyester, with an optional sash.

Sizes 6 to 16, $33.00

0
I0
0

Hickey -Freeman is the only name in all clothingdom which has

been identified "exclusively" with fine clothing for nearly
70 years. They are not mass-produced, but are slowly, individually hand -customized® to the highest levels of perfection.
Their possession is one of life's most rewarding experiences.
Hickey -Freeman clothes have always, and always will be, the
finest clothes for men-particularly for YOU!

fo
Arriving Daily ... New Easter and
Spring Dresses and suits from Miss
Couture, L'Aiglon, Gay Gibson, Maggie
Stover, Etc. Sizes 5 to 15 and 8 to 18.

.

J. SVEN SONS
7neh.&:(1. Oto0.4^

APPAREL

CLEADBROOK 5-2595

12 SOUTH DUNTON AVENUE

Open All Day On
Wednesdays, Friday to 9 P.M.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

OpenMon.-8,, Thursday .Evenings

'

9 W. PROSPECT AVE.

MT. PROSPECT

FLAHERTY
JEWELERS
2 N. DUNTON - CL 3-4690
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 3-7622
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s a Filmy Affair

venin
romance set the =fashion

In the recent New York
Couture Group fashion collections for the season many

were filmy affairs.
The look is costumey -- like

mood.

of the evening clothes shown

oh, so feminine.

For the after -five hours on
a spring evening softness and

'

'Wednesday, March 6, 1968

'

the Hollywood of old -- and

AGAIN WE ,go back to the
'30s for inspiration. Flowers.

-Booty fabrics, rufflesrand
feathers are all in the picture.

On the other hand the slim,
lean line is still here, but with
a new bareness.at the top. The
strapless gown has returned.
And this season eventhe lean

Issommur

Nag

so

look on the .body are importarit in every collection

WELL

Silks, chiffons, organzas

Colors range from pale to

vibrant and prints tend toward
-the large florals,

THE SPRING evening

them long. And you can even
have a slanting combination

is back after years

indeed. The feeling of the
'30s, that achnowledged decade of glamorous clothes,
chic.

of tough

-

THE JEAN Harlow look of
draping; the wide soft evening
pants, and filmy culottes arc

In Spring '68 it's going to
be heavenly to get ready for
an evening on the town. You
will really feel dressed up and

all back for spring.

PRETTY for a change.

mi

SUITED qj

shown.

dateline is a woman's world.

of both.

'NIL,

and crepes that have a flowing

silhouette is waisted.
Hemlines arc anywhere you
want them. You -can have

them short. You can have

Page 13
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DRESSES

KNITS
o SPORTSWEAR

COAT COSTUMES
o COCKTAIL
DRESSES

FORMALS
SUITS

See Marge's
Stunning Suit

o ACCESSORIES

Selection

.

Size 5 -through 14

taAgeb

.Jointkeiookin
.

011VID.ercoms

f..

Appeuel

. N. DUNTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

392-2063

,

SAMPLE SHOP

,

'4

Short or Long and Feminine
,......

AccOrding to the New York Spring Fashion
collections, hemlines can be long or short. Lux-

.

urious silk crepe with a froth of jewels at the neckline (left) has short sleeves. Jewels also
streak down the front pleat. This is by Murray

social occasion is Jo Copeland's fringe short

evening dress (above, left) White Chiffon flows
from a cotton brocade bodice, embroidered in
silk and beads (above, right). The bolero jacket

has the same embroidery. This is by Karen
Stark from Harvey Berin's Spring '68 col-

.

lection, perfect for a night on the town.

Fashion Has a Thing
With the Sandal
Platform ...a platform san-

pink. contrasting with con-

popular casual looks

heel - all in white.

The Sandal swings in for
Spring Shoe makers feature

popular vinyl patent...fruity

and slipper

facturer uses silver or gold

and sandals

makers arc scoring with the
same

Two of the trends the
thong and the platform san
dal

lowdown on fashion -right colors for Spring. Costume -coordinated styles are sole -mates for your
balmy -to -hot weather fashions. Styled in soft
leathers for go -anywhere, go -anytime and do -anything wear. Slip into a pair of Viner casuals and
see just how casual (and comfortable) you can be.
Make the scene . . . be seen in Viners. Join the
Look -In today while s,election is at its best.

$9

Now fashion has a year
'round fling with the Sandal
once limited to beach and
casual wear for Summer, now
seen in elegant and dressy

wide-open look in both shoes

We'll give you a FREE rendezvous
with beauty. We'll awaken your
skin the natural way with'our

See the new Viner Spring collection and get the

Nieman for Hannag Troy. Perfect for any

adoptions as well as the

4,,,,....

to

$1

1

9We honor all midwest bank cards"

dal in bi-color leather...sock
lining. sling -back and straps

THREE STEPS TO BEAUTY. We'll

show you how to select flattering
shades in powder base, lipstick,
and eye shadow. We'll give you a
complete make-up too. It's FREE
at your Merle Norman Cosmetic
Studio. Call today.

MERLE

noRmnn

DOROTHY MUELLER

255-1270

COSMETIC STUDIO
16 W. CAMPBELL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

in orange. green. yellow and

Your Family Shoe Center

necting top unit, platform and

Sling -back Thong...in

colors and black.

1516 MINER ST. DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
260 PARKING SPACES AT OUR -REAR ENTRANCE!

ethers

Braided Thong. ;One man-

threaded fabric for a neat little thong sandal. held on by

silver
or gold
braiding...attaches a teardrop

GOLDEN

shape heel.

THIMBLE

4 et",.s
V1'

gabric Shappe

'its-

.

'ii
ew

EXCLUSIVE!
CUSTOM -CUT

PATTERNS
We will cut your patterns for

you at a small additional
charge

"`"tur:.

Spring Costumes
from $55

Proud, bold: Society Brand Matador

10q1

It's the oie suit that really does things for a man's build
and outlook. Noted for its trim, tapered, long, lean lines
and sculptured silhouette. No wonder It's such a hit with
the senoritas. Now in lighter and brighter newspring colors.

0

SUITS, $125.

1

Distinctive Fashions
For Suburban Women
CL 3-1-766

;.1,?

1."

,

7'4*

ir,11111.

28 S. Dunton Court

Hours:
Mon. ihru Thurs.
9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Fridays
9:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.

Arlington Heights, Illinois
DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
1467 ELLINWOOD ST.

824-6164

Camp McDonald & Wolf Rds.

Wheeling

Phone

299-4444

Saturdays
9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
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The Suave Shir
Make no mistake about the
biggest fashion fact going for
the Urbane Shirt...it's color! It
rockets into spring in "shock"
dark ,tones; it reverses itself,

There's a big change -over
in dress shirts that transforms
everything from white to blue,
gold,

melon,

raspberry.

There's a turn -about that suddenly makes tight stripes right
for Spring '68. Are graph
checks the logical successor to
this season's tattersalls7 It's

NECKLINES make news,
too, and collars pinpoint the

cessory revolution in years.

The pattern story is crisp,

clothing. The spread collar is
fuller, broader..cready for the

distinctive, forceful. You will
see graph checks, tight stripes,
in combination of shock and
subdued colors.

or dark, color dips into

strong fashion wave in

too, altd swings in light -bright

double-breasteds. The ex -

tones. These are solids in color. Stripes in color. Checks in
color...in full color that makes

traditional straight collar

follows suit and seems to be
the only way to accessorize

nothings fashion dropouts.

jackets.

last year's pastels pale the new Natural Shoulder

the biggest single fashion ac-

Disenetflon

s

THE COLOR part: ,Light

all

areas of spring shirtings, and
on all fabrics. Seen at advance
showings: the traditional button-down in a twin -colored

tattersall. Next step for tradi-

tionals: the straight collar

(which can take a pin), also
French cuffs...in

a window

paned chambray. Spread collars take on a new dimension
- they're fuller, deeper with
much more flare. More on the
dark side, a traditional button
- down in chambray with double pencil stripes.

Steal
Fashion
Scene
Boys tend to be overlooked
the fashion sweepstakes.

in

Naturally, most boys like it
that way...at least, that's the
impression they like to give.

But London boys, the

young teens especially, are

more forthright about the entire situation.
The boys work hard to steal
the fashion scene from the
girls.

AMONG THE boys - a
great concentration on shirt
,,In

h. yt c11

In the picture for spring wear are slacks in bright colors. These come in blue,
feature

moss green, tan, maize and walnut -- all with a soil -release, soil resistant finish and a

which retains their, and the wearer's, crisp good looks. For capturing the spring scene he
carries an Instamatic M6 movie camera which load Instantly, even in bright spring sunshine.
Foldaway pistol grip lets him operate the camera with one hand, leaving the other free to
zoom the lens. Slacks by Master Slacks. Movie camera by Kodak.

ideas. The ruffles, floppy ties
and turtleneck satin shirts are
seen everywhere. in all the
posh places.

Among the girls - gone are

the days when Mum's

dressmaker supplied the

wherewithal...The girls chose
their own black velvet and
also tried out plenty of white
lace ruffles for the first time

Bold

since their carriage days.

Are In

skirts were seen all evening.

wear ... a comfortable A -line style of Irish linen. Contrasting

Twenties look is reaching

mothers will go along with daughter's choice because the quality fabric wears well and launders beautifully. Our smart young

IT WAS A nearly -formal
affair. That means latitude -

Patterns

but even so, only two mini

Ajnong the girls - the

The solid, no -color suit
goes into

down into the teenage strata.

fashion limbo if

And among the boys

you read the resort signals ac-

haircuts are distinctly shorter.

curately Now it's the
patterned suit - bold,

T

dynamic, clear-cut.

The plaids, windowpanes
and stripes make the kind of
fashion statement that gives
the summer suit excitement
The resort scene shows up a

11

The little darlings may
seem too little to "count," but
infants have their fashions.

fresh series of patterns

The larger glen plaid now
gets a crisp overlay of a windowpane (in- color) Big for

armholes . and a longer

fashion for babies, too?"

all the time, so why not

Togetherness

length

THE RELAXED Suit

holds its own in '68. Mature
concepts in coordination for
the office . goes sportier on

A ROYAL FLUSH for little legs ... This young miss shares
the enthusiasm of older sisters and mothers for decorated stockings and tights. She goes the do-it-yourself route by adding

weekends The surge to

the extras, herself. Youngsters adore all kinds of Schiffli

continue

embroidered emblems - animals, flowers, initials and whimsies.
Here, a red and black theme of hearts, spades, diamonds and

double-breasted blazers will
From the fabric designer the fashion keys to spring '68
Suitings re -read the classics

Newest shades - tans 'into
taupes More stripes, plaids
Few obvious textures - the
play on silk -looks continues

BRIGHTS FOR the blazers
and trousers Coordinates are

everywhere Sportswear in

subtle yet definite coloration

THE COUNTRY Coat

clubs easily glued at random onto her white tights. She
coordinates this with her Irish linen dress by adding more

emblems to pockets.
VitiKtb.ILKIViinctMlejtei

Here's a good trick to keep

small rubbers and rainwear

from getting separated or

shop.

the number one colors in this

Randhurst Shopping Center
392-8280

unusual very line. Liberty
prints.

One store owner admits

selling "75 per cent smock
dresses for the young. young.
young look."

Open Mon. thru Fri. 10 to 9:30 - Sat. 9:30 to 5:30

SUNDAYS NOON TO 5
USE YOUR MIDWEST BANK OR CARTE BLANCHE CHARGE CARDS

'''''41111114111:.

Into
Spring with

UFFY

mislaid: Give each child two

onderalls

("Family Affair"on CBS)

SPRING & SUMMER 1968

coat.
Fnifr

--..-actinUrOgn

.

JUST DUCKY!

-9101111e`-7..

This

FIND OUT FOR
YOURSELF
WHAT HAPPENS AFTER

little

Wonderalls

slax set takes to water
like
the
proverbial
duck. It's easy - care,

wash n' wear dacron,
styled to button up front
in big -boy

style, with a

fresh little dickie on top.
Snap crotch for easy diapering.

belts - shape - big collars - big

COLOR

STORE FOR MEN

white, and another also sells

makes it to town The details
most likely to succeed are

pockets in many combinations of leather and
tweed. Underriding it all'

From $65
Coordinated M'sieure Slacks by Eagle from 522.50

"Just give me the 'old- age group, however, one adds

fashioned' baby look...that's

sets of brightly painted
clothespins, decorated with
his initials in a contrasting
color, to clip rubbers or boots
in pairs, and rain hat to rain-

weaves In tangy Citrus Colony hues,

Fashione Lo =1.°k
Pink, blue and maize are

and more fashion conscious

tern, color and cut so richly. Stripes and other sportive

worn with tailored patent shoes.

"Everybody is getting more

field of infantwear.

Only a commanding fashionist like Eagle could merge pat-

miss gets top fashion marks also for her crochet knee socks I

Says one merchant in the

The fitted 2 -button
single-breasted with wider
lapels balanced and wider

higher

linen bands divide this smart fashion down the front. And

high fashion for me. and for
my customers, too," says a
leading executive in a baby's

too.

Spring

shoulders

-

LITTLE GIRLS LOVE linen ... This dress is so easy to

In Light Blue, Willow
Infant Boys M,L,XL

BY KUPPENHEIMER

$550

THE COUNTRY

Suit The fabric story is
tough,, rough - with brawny
plaids, houndstooth checks
and windowpanes Brown is
the ground rule and it runs

from tan through gold to

bronze It's a soft approach to
a rugged idea . body tracing
adds the final touch

CLOTHES TIPS: While the
lighter weight shoes will hold

up and wear as well as the
heavier ones,

it

is

wise to

remember to use your shoe

horn each time you put them
on. It can save breaking down
the counter
To reduce the "pilling" that

sometimes appears on the

surface of a washable sweater,

turn yours inside out before
washing. Then, if these balls
of ftizz do appear, they'll be

Sundown is a new twist on
classic shrkskin. Kupp -chose a luxurious, zephyr -

light wool. And gave it
lustrous topping
of expensive mohair.
'Mohair lends Sundown's
deep twilight shades a

A darling spring daisy
cotton sailcloth ... navy with vertical and horizontal white stripes.

You'll want to wear it all

3 to 6x

12.00

day-all evening-all year.

7 to 12

1'4.00

by Kuppenheimer

not show

SUITS $150.00

Ruffles

Watch "Family Affair''0 for more
of Johnston's Buffy Wardrobe.

Both chains and ruffles
figure importantly throughout
umbrella collections tor spring

showers Umbrellas arc in

high -gloss patent ettects with

textures in hot colors From
Paris and Rome come um-

store for men

brellas with magnificent

1122 LEE AT ALGONQUIN

designs in colors both hot and
cool, never in-between

DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

floral. geometric and border

viONDERALLS DANDY DACRONS
FOR SPRING

SUNDOWN

on the inside where they will

J

adds a perky accent to
this two-piece dress of

dew -kissed luster. Finest
quality wool gives
Sundown superb wrinkle
and rumple resistance.

Jagenbrings

usgt

VAIL AT CAMPBELL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

Quite the little lady, even with sand in her shoe
and a smudge on her nose. This tucked and lace trimmed dacron dainty makes even .a Tomboy
look delicate and demure. Nothing sissy about
how it wears. It's easy -care wash n' wear dacron.
In Mint, Orangeade,
$550
Infant Girls M, L, XL

agellbrtngS
MOS VAIL AT CAMPBELL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

j
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Liiono ©u of 96 Cage

black,

Sommer. Al Licupo.
Gary Hildebrandt. and Tim
De Spain teamed to win the

Mundelein clamped a

12 -lap realy for Wheeling Fri-

dismal end on St. Viator's
basketball season Tuesday,

day. giving the Wildcats their
first 1968 indoor track win in

beating the listless Lions 6048 in. the Wheeling regional

four outings.

The victim- off the 57-52

of the state tournament.
The Mustangs -- who meet

decision was *Glenbrook

Arlington Thursday night in

the regional semi-finals --

Tom Johann won two °I'
Wheeling's four individual

St. Viator turnovers that
negated a 38-27 Lion re-

firsts, taking the 60 -yard high
hurdles in 7.8 seconds and the

North.

were the beneficiaries of 25
bounding advantage.

12'6" pole vault took a first
for the Wildcats, as did Gary

THE LIONS went down to
stay when Mundelein's Donn

Hildebrandt's 2:10.8 in the
880 -yard run.

Majercik hit a jump shot to
break a 4-4 tic, and only
treatened
time.

twice

Wheeling's underclassmen
won six firsts. but still lost

after half-

their meet, 64-45.

Kurt Kieffer won oth the
high and low hurdles l'or the
Wildcat underclassm n. Bob
Keyes took the pole vault.
\ Dale Stonebrcakcr the twomile run. Scott Day the high
jump. and Bill Hopkins the

St. Viator guard Dave

Erfort scored nine straight

Lion points in the first 3:30
of the third period to close a
seven -point Mustang halftime

lead to 37-33, but the Lions
scored only one more point
the rest

440 -yard run.

of the period and

Mundelein escaped it ahead

WHEELING 57
GLENBROOK NORTH 52

44-34.

Trailing 50-37 with five
minutes to go, St. Viator went
into a full -court press that cut

Two-mile run: I. Farwell.
10:32.8: 2. Gresens, W
GN
10:33: 3. Zimmerman. GN

the Mustang's lead to 56-48

with 1:13 left. That was the
extent of the cutting, however,

as two free throws by Steve
Harris ended an eight -point

Lion streak.
Jack Brawley then missed a

desperation drive, and when

Bill Yaeger (20), St. Viator's workhorse forward, flips in
a jump shot over Mundelein's Dennis Lane (44) and Steve
Boothe (30). Yaeger's 10 -footer late in the second period cut
the Mustangs' lead to 28-24, but Mundelein kept control the
rest of the way to eliminate the Lions from the Wheeling

11:42

60 high hurdles: I. Johann,
W -7.8: 2. Silvestri. W-8.1: 3.
Schultz. GN--8.2
50 dash: I. Mcnary. GN
5.7: 2. Oderns. GN--5.9:

regional of the state tournament, 60-48.

Harris rebounded it, St.
Viator was put away.

the Mustangs with eight

shooting hands throughout,
making 17 of 48 field goal
tries and 14 of 25 from the
free throw line.

Bill Yaeger and Erfort each
scored II points for the Lions,
and Brawley and Dave Kaskie

chipped in eight a piece.
Kaskie and Don Reising each
took I I rebounds.
Majercik accounted for 16

of Mundelein's points, with

The loss sank the Lions'

season record overall to 9-16.
Mundelein is now 17-7.
MUNDELEIN (60)

BFR
4

5

2

3

4

5

I

6

6

4

5

1

0

2

5
2
8
2

0

0

0

I'
I

2
5

3

5

2

2 II
2 11
0 4

5

2

5

3

4
4

I

Peterson. Oakley. Johann.
1:12.5: 2. Glen
Schuler
brook North

4
5

440 run:

Moore. GN55.7: 2. Sommer. W--55.8: 3.
0
I
0
W-57.0
I. Licupo.
0 2
60 low hurdles: I. Johann.
0 0 0 0
17 14 34 21 W--7.5: 2. Schild, GN--7.8: 3.
3

1

Mile run:

fought off an Elk Grove track

challenge Tuesday and beat
the Grens 60-49 in an indoor

I

Elk Grove won four first
places, and swept the pole
vault scoring spots, but the

idol., 8.1

Mile run: I. Koudak, ND -4:57.0; 2. Burke, ND- 4:58.1;
3. Witte, EG--5:00.I
Eight -lap relay: 1. Notre
Dame --2:39.5; 2. Elk Grove --

ELK GROVE 49

60 high hurdles:

Brozowski, ND -8,4; 2. P.
Te xidor, EG--8.5 ; 3.

and taking the high jump with

McClellan, EG--8.6
50 dash: I. Maher, ND --

the two-mile run in 10:20.7

Shot put: I. Virgilo, ND -43'11"; 2. Tews, EG--41' I
1

I.

GARY STEEN earned two
of Elk Grove's firsts, winning

57 -second 440 -yard dash to

2:40.3

Two - mile run: 1. Steen
EG--I 0:20.7; 2. Swiatek, EG-10:50.1; 3. Gill, ND

eight -lap relay.

3.4 "; 3. Day, ND -40'1"
Kornfcind,
Long jump:
I

Nb--18.53/4"; 2. B. Texidor,
EG--I8'31/2"; 3. Britton, ND -17'111/4"

Pole vault:

6.0; 2. Bilodeau, ND --6.0; 3.

3. Martin, EG--9'
High jump: I. Steen, EG--5;

880 -yard run: I .Bauler,

Howard Margulis, Jim
Taylor, and Bob Martin

ND --2:1 I.3; 2. Lamont, EG-2:11.6; 3. Bachus, EG--2:13.4
Four -lap relay: I. Notre
Notre Dame -- 1:15.6; 2. Elk

secured the 1-2-3 spots for Elk
Grove in the pole vault.

The Grens' eight -lap relay
team -- Bob and Pat Texidor,
Bachus, and Flesch -- missed
breaking a school record by

Grove-- I :16.9
440 -yard run:

2.

McClellan, EG--4'10"; 3.

Cards Win On Baumgartner Shot
(Continued from Page 9)

McGuffey
Theron x
Totals-

fensive attempt was spaded
when Liddell snared a Bronco

feed and passed off to
Baumgartner. The hero -to -be

6

I

4

3

1

2

3

I

_-16 23 15 14

shots to give the Cardinals a

5.

TV: 6. McDonald's; 7. Arl-

ington Furniture Mart: 8.

I

53-52 advantage with 32

1

seconds left.

The Broncs were handed
their final chance to take the

Beauty Bar

1

High team series: Persin
and Robbins Jewelers. 2460.
High team game: Persin and

I

game at :28 of the quarter
when Liddell sent English to
the line on a two -shot in-

Robbins Jewelers. 860.
High individual series: Evie
Japp. 549. High individual

SCORE BY OUARTERS 8 17 12 18-55
Arlington
Barrington 10 21 9 13 - 53

fraction. English's first at-

tempt missed its mark, but he
managed to convert the final

game: Ruthymary Bourhyte.
111.

.

AJT©

a time out, using up seven
seconds in the process. After
strategy talks with head coach
Baumgartner who,

in

turn.

r

With less than eight

seconds remaining, Collins
fed off to the well covered

McGuffey. The senior
forward pivoted, bounce -pass-

ed to Baumgartner stationed ,

at the top of the key, and

watched the junior pop in the
winning basket.

ARLINGTON (55)
Player
Baumgartner
6 7
Collins
2 4

BFR
I

I

Schmelzer.
Liddell
Buttenob

P
4
2

0

I

0

3

3

3

0

2

2

2

-\

t
t4euarrRE15ftly

lETIVIN10
-er.,27:1

Mount Prospect

ox

0
.",_--.9-tdOf

t "Across the tracks
at the Water Tower"

0!

.3

I

113 E. PROSPECT AVE

nty 0
O

2,

Employment Agencies Women
Employment ServiceWomen

28

3

BOYS 12 to 16
to work after school
Saturdays. Call 539-1240

29
57

7
2

APPLY IN PERSON

QUICK

55

14

Real EstaleApt. Building

85
89
86

Real Estate -Bus. Property
Reel EstoteHouses
Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate -loans Mortgages
Real EstateService

CASH

91

88

Real Estate Wanted
RoomsBoard-Housekeeping
Situations Wanted -Men

96
70

Situations WantedWomen
To Rent Apartments

12
74

1. You name the item

2. Include the price

21

3, Include your address or
phone number.

78
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73
76
To Rent Houses
81
To Rent Miscellaneous
79
To Rent Resort Properties
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices

Write your ad here. One word on
each line. It's easy. It's fun, and
It's profitable.

18

Travel

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

2,

.

AI

I.

O

Inc.
439-8100

YOUNG ABLE

BODIED MAN

Full Time

Busch Auto Service Center
358-1234

WANTED

Full or Part Time Driver

for

clean

92
42
82

to

Will

consider

13 W. Davis

1Z)

3

permanent

CL 3-0042

MACHINE

Grocery

Stockman
Work near home in well

HILLMAN'S
Mt. Prospect Plaza
Rand, Central & Mt. Prospect
Rds.

5

DRAFTSMAN
married

Young

exempt.

Some

man, draft
experience,

small assembly drawings and
machine part detailing, to

work with chief engineer in
product design. Profit sharing,

hour week and other

37t/2

company benefits.

CALL MR. REISENER

272-6060
Northbrook

Men for tree trimming and
landscape work. Experience
desired, but not necessary,
we will train.

Overtime, paid holidays and

6

use the

7

vacations.
A.A.N.

insurance.

Call Mon-

day thru Friday, 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.

8

12'6"; 2. Schuler, W: 3.

724-1300
Ralph Synnestvedt Assoc.
3602 Glenview Road
Glenview, Illinois

AD

DAYS

Menary, ON -5'2"
Pole vault: I. Maslin, W.-

10

23 -Instruction

23 -Instruction

ONLY

Track Dual

and

local

Mt. Prospect
392-9168

APPLY STORE MANAGER:

:

Oakley. W

in

part time.'

3

4

work

builders

dcors
area.

PRODUCTS

paying job with a future
in o fast growing busincompany
ess. Many
benefits including discount on food.

102

shop

delivery of oak moldings and

ARLINGTON

94
95

Real EstateVocant

ArcoElectronics,

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

98
I11

Personals

opportunity for a
interested in the fast
growing electronic industry
to do Shipping and Stock Control of miniature electronic
components. Will train to do
of
semiconductors.
testing
man

NORTHWEST HWY. &
PALATINE
QUENTIN RDS.

32

69
56

025-3133
Park Ridge
940 Busse Hwy.

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

FOR

'-

in
interested
becoming plumber apprentice.

man

CAu

COOK

13

Office Furniture Devices

COMMON LABORER

Young

STOCK CONTROL

2nd CHE

H.-11, Wonted Men ... ....... 24
Help Wanted Men or Women .. 26
30
Help Wanted Women
47
Homo FurnishingsFurniture
83
Industrial.. Property
5
In MemoriOm
23
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
landscaping
65
loansPorsonal, Business
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters
Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools Child Core

NORTHWEST HWY. &
QUENTIN RDS.
PALATINE

Excellent

and

AND PARE TIME

-1

36

toil and Found

APPLY IN PERSON

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

-

24 -Help Wanted Men

44

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors

6 BUS BOYS

GEISER-BERNER

do ironing in my home.
Experienced & references.
253-3443

11

Forest View's varsity track

FLIGHT TRAINING

12

team will be looking for its
first win of the season when
it travels to Niles North for

FAA approved - V.A. approved

13

a 4:30 p.m. dual oday.

The Falcons lost to Elk
Grove and Addison Trail in

14

their first two ou ings.

15

16
17

BEFORE 4 P.M.

AIRLINE PREPARATORY

and not others? Usually it

is passed on from parents to

offspring. What is it? It's
the lack on the part of the
sensitive person's immunological system to neutralize the allergen. What can
be done about it? Consult
your physician - find the
desensitizing shots. You can

20

.22

255-7200

For Details CALL
24

MOUNT

ADVERTISERS

1770 W. Algonquin Rd.
Mount Prospect

Record Tax System ... Re.
vlon
Bonnie Bell
Max Factor .- Christian
Dior ... English Leather...
Free ample parking.
We Support Arlington
Heights Community
Concerts .. Do You?

DUNDEE RD. NORTHBROOK; ILL.
AIRCHARTERS AVIATION SCHOOL
272-4000 or 273-5775 ext. 56

PROSPECT

ible an electronic device
that filters the air and

SOLER'S

Have your license by summer

23

255-4400

PHARMACY

COMMERCIAL
MULTI-ENGIN

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
GROUND INSTRUCTION

21

HEIGHTS

expect about 80% results.
The simplest way is to aircondition. Include if poss-

LIN

INSTRUMENT

ARLI NGTON

Cause.

Either avoid contact or, if
your doctor suggests, take

PRIVATE

19

ALLERGIES ...
Why do some people suffer

Count words and figure, 4 average words per line. 12 average
words equal a 3 line ad.
COST

53.15 for 3 days

300 DUNDEE RD. NORTHBROOK, ILL
(Located at Skyharbor Airport)

TIZZY

This includes one FREE Insertion

In "Market Day" If your ad ap-

PLEASE

pears In the regular. Wednesday
edition.

CHECK YOUR ADS!
Enclosed Is

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion tit

Name

their advertisement and in
[040 of error to notify the
classified

depot-mil:int

Address

irt

oven in order that Carrection
can bn made. in the event of
error or omission, the newspaper will be rpponsibla for
ONLY the
first incorrect
insertion and only to the extent of the space that the ad
Errors will
be
requires.
ratitified by . republication
for one insertion.

Phone 439.5255

oLt5:::=Pl

OW eft

27

High jump: Cardell. GN-2. Schuler. P--5.4": 3.

1770 W. Algonquin Rd., is
at your service. Our dedicated pharmacists fill every
prescription as though your
life depended on it. We take
no chances, for it very well
may. Phone us at 439-5255
... for prompt delivery.

MARATHON

BY MARATHON

Employment AgenciesMen

Will

40'6

It's simple, too, to get the
prescription ser-

COMPLETE THOROUGH WASHING
INSIDE 8 OUT

a

22 -Situations Wanted Women

Erickson. GN44'81/2": 3. Fitzgerald. GN-

ENDLER'S PHARMACY at

Ri""grelAlfs?AtTRIgT"

in the Classified Ads. 255-7200

10
12

Food and Delicacies

DISHWASHERS

IF YOU 'TREASURE TIME, save lots

of it by reading "Autos for Sale"

15
16
17
9

Florists

pect News Agency, 392-1830.

CL 3-6951, after 6 p.m.

Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Services
Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & tots
Coins Hobbies
Duy Cons,
Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Equipment Rentals

Call . Mt. Pros-

thru Saturday.

starting 8 a.m. quiting 5 p.m.,

Shot put:l. Stenpel. GN-

vice. When you need

Collins.

Transportation heeded to & from
N. Arlington Hi's. to Ampex Corp.,

best in

0

With Every 22 Gal. Purchase

wheeled a return pass to

14 -Personals

109
IDS

107
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Repairing and
106
Equipment
103
Auto Trailers & Campers
99
Automobile For Sale
101
Automobiles Wanted ,
64
Barter and Exchange
Boats and Marine Supplies
30
Boat Storage
39
Building Materials
66
Business Opportunities

47.21/2 ": 2.

stay away from the cause.

FREE CAR WASH

Collins passed

the ball in -bounds to

Ear

BIOS

maining, Baumgartner calmly
skipped down court and called

Aviation
Auto leasing

traps the allergen if it is airborne. If it is a food or contact allergy, it's simple, just

toss to knot things up. 53-53.

WITH 25 SECONDS re-

20

Auction Sales

Licupo. W--

By Alan Mas ov, R. Ph.

Floor Co.: 2. Doretti

I

Reward. C19-1158,

18

Team standings: I. Sele

I

Vic,

Man wanted early a.m. Monday

Lost: Pioneer Plc area, ST, dark
gray cat, front paws declawed.

Apts. and Rooms to Share ,.,. 71
34
Arts and Antiques

TODAY

Pharmacy: 3. Persin and RobBFRP Windkelma's:
bins Jewelers: 4.
Landwehr's

and marched to the line where
he pumped in a pair of charity

Apartments To Exchange

CALL

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
WOMEN KEGLERS
February 27, 1968

BARRINGTON (53)
Player
3
3
6
Murdock
4 4
6
English
0 0 2
Brown
2
2
Clay
5
2 5
3
Hembrey
4 4 4 4
Harris.
0 2 0
Bergbon
21 11 18 21
Totals

allowed himself to be fouled

": 3.

18 11
1881/3

wling
esults

EG--57.0; 2. Conner, ND -57.7; 3. Maher, ND --59.2

35
75

Allen. GN--

Britton. ND --4'10"

Flock

I.

I. Margulis,

EG--9,'6"; 2. Taylor, EG--9';

Ferile, ND --6.0

take another Gren first, and

.

Texidor, EG--8.0; 3. B. Tex -

NOTRE DAME 60

Dons dominated the two final
track events, finishing 1-2 in
the mile run and winning the

I

Brozowski. ND --7.7; 2. P.

Dame's 2:39.5,
Varsity results:

meet at Elk Grove.

a 5' leap. John Flesch ran a

60 low hurdles:

second, but still had to settle for second place to Notre
,

Air Conditioning

Sommer. Hildebrant. Licupo.
4:19: 2. Glen
De Spain
brook North
Long jump: I. Menary. GN
19'9-: 2. Silvestri. W

Notre Dame utruns Elk Grove
Notre Dame of Niles

markings,

St. James. 392-0960 aft. 3:30.

5:00.7: Edwards. GN--5:03.5
12 -lap relay: I. Wheeling --

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Mundelein 15 16 13 16 -- 60
St. Viator 14 10 10 14 - 48

I

cat,

4:59.4: 2. Schneller, W-

4

19 22 24 16

I.

gray & tan

paws, chest & tip of tail,

Silvestri, W--7.9

3; St. Viator, 4

2

I.

1

Team rebounds: Mundelein,

I

I. Hildebrandt.

W--2:10.8: 2. Gurry. GN2:11.7; 3, Royer. W --2:12.I
Four -lap relay: I. Whe'eling

BF RP
4

Player
Yaeger
Reising,D
Kaskie
Brawley
Erfort
Doyle
Cullen
Zeller
Totals

re-

bounds.

Player
Harris
Boothe
Lane
Majercik
Atwood
Keegan
Tangorra
Totals

880 run:

ST. VIATOR (48)

Scott Atwood I I. Atwood led

committing nine of their

turnovers in the fourth
quarter. They had cold

3,

Peterson. W--5.9

Steve Harris adding 13 and

THE LIONS handicapped
their own comeback effort by

Bill Slayton,

7.5. Bob Maslin's

in

lows

Persian

fluffy tail. Reward. 392-6974.
Lest: B mo. old black cat, white

Bill

BY RALPH NOVAK

half

mole

15

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost and Found
Lost:

Win, 57-52

(I1)

Page

Wednesday, March 6, 1968

First Track

4110

i

'THE DAY

Wildcats Get'

(Boo

Please check your ads and
notify us at once. Corrections are accepted by phone.
9 to 9 weekdays11 9 to .12
Saturdays.

.

PHONE 255-720,0

'City
State
-

Phone

MAIL TO:
:THE ARLINGTON DAY
j217 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.

Arlington Heights, III.
PHONE:

255-7200

nia Sr SCR

TM. Le. Pt YAWL

utto a Du 'juju mumootairopoot000
'Jack got so excited when I said I'd go steady with
him. he pinned his fraternity pin on my chilibungorl"

TDE DAY
Page 16

-

BUILDING
(PLUMBING)

7 to 10 p.m.

Janitor

EI3DIE'S LOUNGE

392.6565

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
253-1320

DAY WANT ADS

CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB

MAINTENANCE

Apply Building Dept.

MAN

54 S Brockway
Palatine

Permanent opening for

INVENTORY
MANAGER

1789 Oakton Street

IMMEDIATELY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.

North suburban company has 2nd shift opening for computer
operator with high school education and 3 to 9 months ex-

& COIL CORP.

217 5 Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
60005

perience oper ting unit record and 1401 or 360 computer
equipment. Ex erience on tape or disk helpful but not nec-

3737 Industrial Dr.
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

GENERAL FACTORY
Good starting pay, company benefits Including hospitalization, life insurance, and prof it sharing.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

essary.

Good starting salary and excellent company benefits.

Wheeling, Ill.

1150 S. Willis Ave.

VOLKSWAGEN NORTH CENTRAL

Q. C.

A position offering challenge
and growth opportunity to the
person who is analytically in-

Producti6n Workers

component parts and metal

fabrication, has created a
new position for a Q. C. technician. This position will report to our Q. C. Manager and
have the responsibility of
supervising the inspection per
sonnel in one of our production departments. Should have
experience in mechanical and
electro - mechanical inspection procedures. Send resume
in complete confidence to

775-2550
SQUARE 13 COMPANY
205 S Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge
An Equal Opportunity Employer

INORGANIC PLASTICS, INC.

TMA

TELEVISION
Vc/i(eVeit
Wheeling

1020 Noel Avenue

ghe ha fficraners lei oa
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Zenwiles IMAnosetcwur

goug-

ing, material control, and supervision of two inspection
departments through subor-

Let us help make your DAY!

dinates. Excellent fringe benefits including profit sharing.
Send resume in complete confidence to

CL3-4182

Ray's Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black 8, white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen
Arl. Hts.
Cl 5.5692

MACHINIST
will perform machining and
fitting operations on all kinds
of metal parts and machines.
Also layout work from sketches and written specifications.

Alterations

Highly diversified work involving very close tolerances. 5
to 10 years experience or

Good Starting Pay
and Many Benefits

Average rm. sanded, sealed &
finished. 519.95
766-4687

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering ' and
exterior
pointing.
All work guaranteed.

Furniture Refinishing

Fully Insured.
Shall Decorating

We Don't
We Specialize In QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR
TOWING SERVICE.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

215E Prospect Ave.
259 8100
Mt Prospect

Carpentry -Remodeling
Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5-5056
BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359-1906

VARO INC

Call "the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
job too small. 766-8034

An equal opportunity employer

--.

Carpet Cleaning
,

Winter

Special

$17.95

cleans

living rm. & hall carpet: Sofas
$9.95 & up. 894 -5722 -

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall -to -Wall,
new or used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

Catering
Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL 3-4182
CL 5-4833

Concrete Work

1700 Hicks Rd.

392-3500

Violin Lessons - Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.
CL 5-8239 CL 3-5050
DO YOU HAVE THE DESIRE

392-3500

Si&
t

either Individual or
group.
Whether you are 13 or 103 you
will enjoy the satisfaction of

singing from the heart. We do
not guarantee a 2nd Caruso
however we do guarantee an
exploration into the wonderful
world of the voice. For further
info contact Mr. Carter, 27 W.
Prospect, Mt. Prospect, or call
CL 3.5592

Small

AT

1/2 block North of Dundee
3/4 Mile west of Wolf Rd.

Algonquin & Meacham Roads
Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

259-9600

Me ha fficrafters coo

MEN!

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

MEN!

MEN!

WE NEED: - FOR DAY SHIFT

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MAINTENANCE MEN

(Hydraulic or electrical experience preferred)

-

APPLY

2nd Shift Openings

9-5 MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

ELK GROVEn

1365 LEE ST.

DES PLAINES

824-6135

for

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Light Assemblers
and

Machine ndperators

SAVE YOUR EYESI

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

Beautify your home for Easter.

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under $45.
529-2840

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.
CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL

Painting -Decorating

766-1943

rlitz Jensen
Decorators
3 Generations
Decorating in the finest
Scandinavian tradition.

CL 9-0495

pair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255.8161
Graduate designer So. American
fashion school, perfect alterations. Rees. 358-7791.

Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone. call takes

Alterations & Fittings
by Professional in my home.
Appointment only.
437-6588

Top quality materials & careful

care of home maintenance?
* Painting: Interior & Exterior
Machine Wall Washing
*New Method Carpet Cleaning
*Floor Care for Home & Office
workmanship.

537-9436

Repaired. Home Service Calls.

Murals

.3814651

APPLY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

General Molded Products, Inc.
service.

Cabby's Plumbing
Repair Service

Moving

Garages,
Driveways,
Stairs,
Patios. Free estimates.

Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, fur coats; re-

392-6817

Call 253-5048

358.9710

°Profit Sharing

JANITORS

Plumbing

LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

275 12th St.
U.N. Alloy Bldg.
Wheeling, Ill.

°Good Vacation Plan

Pleasant working conditions - paid rest periods. Steady employment, bonus for nice work paid vacation - free life insurance. Paid holidays - Free hospitalization.

Radio -TV Repair

Save 50%

Superior Company
Benefits

SHIPPING CLERK

'jobs a specialty. Free estimates
255-3823

Moving

PACKERS

8 Excellent Working Conditions

Plastering

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

0 ASSEMBLERS

Contact Mr. Pinder
Weekdays 8:30 AM to 5 PM

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

clean

TOOLS

IN WHEELING

engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

Pianos - Organs

Ned Williams

POWER

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization

255-4400

Fast

Masonry.

Communications Technicians

Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

now offering vocal training

Cement Work by Vito Pelagio.

Individualized styling, Holiclay
formals, resort clothes desigeEd
to
order. Alterations. Near
255.0348
Randhurst.

Photography

to sing? Carter School of Music

255-4062
Arlington Hts.
Limited spring openings.

WINTER PRICES

Dressmaking -Sewing

Rolling Meadows

Instructions

Carpet Installation

255-3642

MFG. CORP:

358-9038

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803
Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
Wall Papering.
CL 3-1118

is

J. J. 0' Brien Constr.

METHODE

Wayne's Fumituro Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns &
scratches removed. FL 8-4543.

BUY OR SELL CARS

VARO OPTICAL

$20 Paints Most Rooms

Ecklund Floor Service

ON MEN'S WEAR

Auto Repair

APPLY AT

'

Rolling Meadows

*Packers
Stock Handlers

The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now Interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hollicrafters administrative,

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

1

of the firm Excellent advancement potential

1700 Hicks Road

Assemblers

cXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

Remodeling,
Relining,
Pleats
Removed. Ladies' Coats Shortened.
CL 9-0849

formal train desirable.

new products for the growth

MFG. CORP.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

® TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

With minimum supervision you

gineering department, developing creative Ideas into

METHODE

PRODUCTION AND. OFFICE

(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400

will work with our en-

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

® TAB OPERATOR

O BILL of MATERIAL WRITERS
o DRAFTSMEN

Catering
CL 5.4833

Arlington

Hts , III 60005

You

growing electronics firm.

Cafeteria Attendant
*Secretaries and Typists

O TECHNICAL WRITERS

ple in your community. Call one NOW!

lications, 217 S. Arling-

for your future

® SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

Consult this daily guide of 'reliable services offered by reputable business peo-

Box 1139, The Day Pub-

in mechanical ar
electrical -mechanical drafting.

dividuals to advance with' a

Inspectors
The Ideal CoMpany

our General Manager. Duties
consist of assuming plant wide
responsibility for quality control, setting up all mechanical and electro - mechanical

perience

At

crease in business and a building expansion. Excellent Possibilities for aggressive in-

°Wirers and Solderers

SP 5-4300

LE 7-5700

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

150 Gaylord St.

position reporting directly to

should have 2 to 5 years ex-

new positions due to an in-

in

ent manufacturer has its No
1 Q C job open This is a staff

minimum
supervision
with
maximum
opportunity
for
personal growth. Applicant

Is On The Move

Schaumburg

Permanent positions - no layoffs. New air conditioned plant.
Many fringe benefits including company paid profit sharing.

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

Progressive electronic compon-

turer, looking for an individual
to work in an atmosphere of

basic assembly blueprints. Experience in mechanical and electro
mechonical
production helpful. These are

pret

Delrin, etc.

Ages 45-65 Are Welcome At

Hts., III. 6005

tronics component manufac-

component manufacturer has two very rewarding and interesting positions
open for prototype production
assemblers. Applicants should
Possess mechanical skills and

Electronic

the ability to read and inter

EXPERIENCED. OR TRAINEES

STEADY EMPLOYMENT
AUTOMATIC INCREASES
FREE LIFE-HOSP. INSURANCE

lications, 217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington

We are an expanding elec-

TECHNICIANS

Wheeling
537-2180

Clean work machining flourocarbon plastics: Teflon, Kel-F,

Box 1139, The Day Pub-

Manager

DRAFTSMAN

PRODpCTION

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

LATHE OPERATORS -Production

To Work From 8 to 4:30 P.M.

Q. C.

DESIGN

Ma If.

Some experience preferred but will train individual with knowledge of blueprint reading and simple measuring de-

Our tremendous growth in the
manufacturing of electronic

efits, 37t/2 hour week.

Rd ,

OF 7r IV lai7

PROTOTYPE

vices.

grad, excellent company ben-

Hts

COME IN TODAY - STAR TODAY

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

INSPECTOR

Technician

ence in industrial or commence credit High School

ton

An Equal Opportunity Employer

EXPERIENCED OR TRAINEE

Ill.

clined and who has experi-

procedure,

(1 blk. N. of Lawrence)
Chicago
UN 7-8000

No experience necessary

250 N. 12th St.

DISTRIBUTOR, INC.
Deerfield,
3737 Lake Cook Rd.

CORRESPONDENT

MAGNAFLUX CORP.
7301 W. AINSLEE

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

Ph. 272-5500

CREDIT

benefits.

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

Jr. Computor Operator

MOLON MOTOR

WRITE

Box 1140
Day Publications, Inc.

man. Liberal employee

0 2 weeks paid vacation
0 paid holidays
o paid sick leaves
overtime
0 insurance
o automatic raises

To Start Work

testing

Electronic

and sorting instruments.
Prefer trade -school graduate with some industrial experience. Permanent position for right

layoffs due to weather.

MEN WANTED

Des Plaines, Ill.

APPLY IN PERSON ONLY

Also part time salesman.

out

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No

able.

Paint Store in Northwest
suburb.

inspection

for

Liberal Fringe Benefits:'

Contact MR. REYNOLDS -827-1186

wiring. Overtime avail-

TECHNICIAN
Custom build and check

MEN

439-7600

Qualified men will immediately handle a sizeable amount of
renewal business, and constant growth guarantees futoOre
earnings. Prefer experienced salespeople - car necessary.

chinery. Some electrical

JOBS

call
for appointment

AAA

High earnings selling memberships, auto Insurance and financing. Guaranteed $600 per month salary with 1st year earn.
logs averaging between $10,000 and $12,000.

aggressive young
man with mechanical
ability to repair and
maintain production ma-

SALESMAN

-

Our relocation to now modern office requires additional salesmen to handle Increase of business.

an

24 -Help Wanted Mon

24 -Help Wanted Mon

in new Elk Grove plant.

construction background, make field inspectdinances Full employee benefits

24 -Help Wanted Men

ELECTRONICS

Experienced. Full Time
Evening Hours

Extensive

ions, examine plans and enforce Village codes and or-

124 -Help WInted Men

BARTENDER

'

over 21 yis. of age. Phone from

Man wanted Monday thru Friday, 12 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday,
10 to 2i30 p.m. Call Mt. Prospect News Agency, 392-1830.

INSPECTOR

PART TIME

To work in !Nut's!. store. Must bo

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Mon

24 -Help Wanted Man

24 -Help Wanted Men

Wednesday, March 6, 1968

438-8387

Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen
An. Hts.
C15-5692

JOBS OFFER:

Sewer Service

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
2nd Shift Bontt

SEWER TROUBLES?

Profit Sharing

All

types of
Electric power

sewer repairs.

rodding. Sinks,
bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service
837-2345

MACHINIST
Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
.include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

APPLY

8E00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
AT

Sewing Machine Repair

Phone LE 7-2510

DOVE SEWING MACHINE
REPAIR SERVICE

$4.95 your home.

359-3593

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

MOTOROLA
ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
830 W. N.W. Hwy.
An. Hts.:

TOWER PACKAGING INC
1150

An equal opportunity employer

259-9440

o,

S.

Willis
An equal opportunity employer

Wheeling,

Ill.

26 -Help Wanted Men o:

27 -Employment Agencies Mon

Women

26 -.Help Wanted Men or

733-4352

600-800 per month
Participate In high level labor

27 -Employment Agencies Mon

management negotiations,

interviewing

and safety inspections with a national firm.
Present personnel manager
will relocate upon completion
of your training.

Juniors
$600

EMPLOYERS PAY
OUR,FEES
We are staffing for 7 account-

ASSISTANT
CHIEF DESIGNER
$12,000 -- FREE

Personnel
Cumberland
Office Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.

6 PRODUCTION CHECKERS

Background

MEN & WOMEN

NO FEE
High School Grads with no
special experience can be
trained in a hurry for this

spots wo have In machine shop
assembly inspection, tool room
maintenance etc. and you'll

again enjoy going to
work. We screen your job
once

Call Rick Miller

I

FIVE

MEDICAL SALES
TRAINEES
$550 - $650 base

Product lines include: Surgical
Equipment, Ethical Pharmaceutical, Hospital Supplies,
Diagnostic Machinery. Some

ical aptitudes will suffice. Any
experience of an allied nature

Hallmark

392-8450
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.

4...\.

Red Mon

college required. Service experience as Medic or Corpsman considered ideal. Must
professional

people, entertain, be willing to
work during Doctor's hours,
spend Wednesdays on the golf
course. Base salary, Bonuses,
Car and Expenses paid. Great

DRILL PRESS OPERATOR

FREE
Little board work. Layout men
and dotailers make workable

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

Will train 4 men of medium experience for design duties with

Reports

$500-$600 - FREE

7:45 AM. to 4:15 PM. 4:30 PM. to 1:00 AM.
11:00 PM to 7:00 AM.

Make private Investigations of

finances and assets of firms

and individuals for credit dept.
Must be close - mouthed and
dependable for this confidential work.

our new line of custom products. Initiative is what we
wand

Many Benefits at

CALL ART SCHRANZ

255-6630

Rd //Jon
CENTERS, Inc.

CpERSHNNEL INC.
1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

Beginners and highly trained
men are needed here. Top prospects.
, Executive Assistant

makes you the division supt.
Right hand.
CONTROL TRAINEE
$450 FREE

Young chap to learn inventory
records and routines. No exp.
PURCHASING
TRAINEES

$450-$500 FREE

A

organization

expanding their customer
relations department to the

RESERVATIONS

Arlington Heights

SECRETARIES
TYPISTS

DIAL 392-6100

PARAMOUNT
259-7330

PARAMOUNT
259-7330

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
Chicago
36 So. State St.

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
Chicago
36 So. State St.

Relations
WILL TRAIN

cn

Women

GET RESULTS

bility. You will take full charge

WA N TzeeDS

Gal Friday
Bookkeepers
Stenos

.

.

.

.

Sales Trainee
Elec. Engir.

Prod. Foreman
Programming

Lynn
Davis

380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, III.

AVIATION
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE
Top salaries paid by the many
clients using our services exclusively

in

the

Chicago

-

O'Hare area to recruit talented, achievement -oriented personnel on all levels from beginners to management special
fists. Must have desire to enter
Aviation field and talent or

259-7010
Mt. Prospect
401 E. Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

Your boss is mechanical expert

Nark Employment Agency
251 E. Dundee

your way to a VERY SUCCESSFUL CAREER. No previous exp.
required - NO FEE.

AND

One of the Best
Training Programs
for Management!
No Experience
Needed
Start at $9,000

SENSE

YOU MAKE DOLLARS
AND BRUNING MAKES SENSE

Regular Salary Reviews
0 Free Retirement Plan

Low Cost Hospitalization

A LICENSED AGENCY

Career growth Is the main objective of this comprehensive
mgmt. development program.
The sky is the limitl This large

0 Free Life Insurance
* Paid Vacations
0 9 Paid Holidays
* Clean Modern Plant

national corp. take's pride in
promoting from within. You
can move into the area you desire. This diversified corp. provides you with unparalleled

Daily 910 4:30 - Sat. 9 to 1 - Tues. & Thurs. til 8

J. Mann 358-9100.

spection, neW features, etc.

* ASSEMBLERS

8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

* CHEMICAL

INJECTION & COMPRESSION
PLASTIC MACHINE OPERATORS
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

-

OFFICE

* STOCK HANDL-

phones, set the day's ap-

pointments (tell boss who is com-

ing in & when) type letters, do
detail. It's a _busy jobl A lot of
fun tool FREE IVY, 7215 W.

* PAPER

Trainee --$750 Mo.
Initially you will be trained in

INTERVIEWER

*SECRETARIES

*BILLING MACHINE

OPERATORS

OPERATOR

inside sales and mid - management administration. The CONSTANT GROWTH of this corporation affords TREMENDOUS
POTENTIAL for the right man.
YOU BE the RIGHT MAN. Call

You will probably find this to

* Free $10,000 medical hospital plan and life
insurance.
* Free sick pay insurance.
* Rest periods
* Attendance bonus
* Automatic 3 month increases

be one of the most interesting
jobs ever offered. You will represent your company to major Industrial users of their product over the phone. You nev-

WE ARE NOW INTERVIEWING ON
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY EVENINGS 'TIL 8 P.M.
O

er have to make on outside
sales call. After training you
needed. No Fee.

CALL HAROLD MATHESON NOW!

Division of Addressograph Multigraph Corporation

One of the highest paying companies
in the industry

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD

MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60056

GENERAL MOLDED

255-1910

PRODUCTS, INC.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.
1365

LEE

ST.

DES PLAINES

-MATURE LADIES

WANTED (2)
work

in

store.

Should

drop-off
live

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

train.
437-1050, MORNINGS

operators

Learn Programming
$600 + Free
Schooling

Once in a lifetime opportunity to learn programming at
co. expense. Salary + free
schooling. No exp. nec. Unlimited opportunity. No fee.

a terrific OPPORTUN-

is

ITY for a beginner. NO EXPERIENCE necessary, but you must

be a SALES ORIENTED individual. You will be selling private planes to executives thru-

out the world for one of the

FINEST and most RESPECTED
COMPANIES in existence. CALL
now for details.

RESPONSIBLE

WOMAN
TO WORK DAYS

Full or part time from 10:30
o.m. to 5 p.m. Uniforms furnished. If interested please
call Mrs. Pecoraro.

with

one

$400 to $450
FREE

of America's

foremost companies and offers perhaps the finest mgmt.

No

training

background necessary to land

necessary. NO FEE.

experience

special

or

this once in a life time pos-

it ion . Greet clients, take
messages, type reports, in-

an ideal spot for you.

a large Chgo. based

manufacturer, will train you
airlines discussing and showing
some of the most sophisticated

communication equip. yet
made. No previous experience

Call Pete Briggs 827-7706

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

a challenge, and works well
on her own. Unusually high
earnings, 100% phone public
contact and public relations.
We are a 20 year old firm with
great co-workers in a most
pleasant office. We are at 1720
Algonquin (Route 62 at Dempster & Busse) or call 437-5090

for further information or an
appointment.
THE FORD EMPLOYMENT

Must like public contact. Light
typing

required.

Enjoyable

Like Working Odtdoors?

Start as a Claim
Adjuster Trainee

ings.

CONTROL CASHIER
Experience

not required

but

accuracy is needed for handling of cash.

Many cqmpany benefits
including
IMMEDIATE 20% DISCOUNT
APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

advertising
assistant
Assist

the

manager

in pre-

paration of copy and related
materials.

NO
EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY - TYPING A MUST.

Attention to detail is the most
valuable asset - your creative
ability is a plus. Top salary

nec.

plus excellent benefit plan.

10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.

WIEBOLDT'S
Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect
'

Director
Public Health Dept.

$550 + Car +

Requirements:

Expenses
You will be trained to adjust
and settle automobile claims
In the Chicago area of a major
casualty company in addition
to a fine company training program. You get the added benefit of working on your own
without direct supervision. No
needed.

people, is sales minded, loves

PERSONNEL CLERK

Cumberland Office

FREE
Here is an exceptional °aped.
if you are seriously thinking
about a successful career In
the area of sales - marketing,
No previous exp. required. Our

exp.

wo need the 'gal who likes

voices. The plush offices and
friendly people make this

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.

$9,000 + Car +

previous

Personne I
Our well established Mt. Prospect employment office has an

work and pleasant surround-

Move Into This
Industry - Airline
Communication
Sales Trainee

client,

-

exciting job open. Due to ex.
pansion into our fourth office

RECEPTIONIST

available. It's constructed to give you broad exposure and at the same time
develop your potential as
quickly as possible. In addition to salary and a company
car, you got a liberal expense
account and a year - end bonus. No previous experience

COCK ROBIN
920 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

I ntery i ewer

401 E. Prospect
Mt. Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

This job is so far above average that it's hard to compare.
It's

Lynn
Davis.

259-7010

(7) Sales Trainees
$7,800-$9,000 +
Car

No

Fee.

PARKER
.17 So. Emerson
Mount Prospect

We Need A

alpha

hr. work wk. Nite shift

WI

Lessons
This

can move into Office Services
Management. No experience

824-6135

Call

CL 9-4315

to represent them to all major

Inside Sales
Trainee --$650

*CLERK TYPISTS

VALUABLE TRAINING GIVEN
BENEFITS:

parties, no canvassing.
CL 5-8045 after 4 p.m.

Pleasant
cleaning

$700 Mo.-No Fee
+ Free Flying

Industry Giant

now. NO FEE.

WRAPPERS

NEEDED
I
show you how you can
earn from $3 to $5 an hour? No

May

SALES

Fee.

*PERSONNEL

ERS

*MACHINISTS
* SHEAR

MIXERS

BEAUTY COUNSELORS

YOU'LL MEET THEM ALL! Answer

only if you choose -receive a
10% bonus. Profit sharing.

AIRCRAFT

potential!! Ask for details, No

PLANT

MOLDERS

HARPER COLLEGE

Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

Women

train you in all the in and outs
of Brokerage Management.

Merit Advancement

Wheeling
'537-9430

CLEANING, I DAY WEEK.
CALL 392.7310

all over seek him out for car in-

numeric -one needed as lead
operator for newly established
data processing installation.

One in a thousand jobs. Our

Changing Jobs? Come In or Phone

LOCAL LADY FOR GENERAL

on Sport cars. Famous racers from

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

Want to Make
Money in the
Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee
$700 & Free School

DOLLARS

HOUSEWIVES -PART TIME

Needs switchboard - receptionist for late afternoon and early
evening hours. Please call Wm.

Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942 N.

(pERSONNEL

DAYMANT ADS
30 -Help Wanted Women
time. 255-7996 after 6.

Pilot, etc. Don't hesitate --this

AREER O'HARE

Chicago

Earn extra money in your spare

ance, Sales, Experience as a

Administrative
coordination,
Troubleshooting and Mainten-

Mt. Prospect

also

MEET FAMOUS
RACING DRIVERS!
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

skill for variety of utilizations:

259-7010
401 E. Prospect

36 So. State St.

perienced

change. Take advantage of
this training. And you are on

800
900

limited future. Some college
helpful. Call or see JEAN YALE
at

Cumberland Office
Center

KEYPUNCH

full salary and expenses. You
will learn WHAT STOCKS TO
BUY, WHEN TO SELL. How to
take a position In a stock ex-

$600
$1000
650
650
600
Open

offer challenge and an un-

move ahead

You will be sent to school at

Prod. Planner
Mech. Eng'r
Draftsmen
Mgmt. Trainee

public contact activities that

opportunity. Top salary.

26 -Help Wanted Men or

MALE

$520 plus
$375 plus
$410 plus
$433 plus
$490 plus
$500 plus
$425 plus

be trained in interviewing and

$110 while training for ex-

SUBURBAN CAREER CENTER
Recept
Typist
Keypunch

enjoys meeting new people will

relations

Personality and typing skills
qualify you for this exciting

_

Women

Secys

fice. The young woman who

public

of office while boss is away.
Loaded with public contact.

DAY WANT ADS

26 -Help Wanted Men

FEMALE

Swing to the top with one of the

nation's fastest moving corporation. Become part of ,a well established firm that has just
opened it's Mount Prospect of-

mode him district manager.
Ask for Frank Victor, 827-7706

PARAMOUNT

client, one of America's LARGEST
BROKERAGE firms, will

26 -Help Wanted Mon

Nblic

Randhurst Shopping Ctr.
Professional Level Suite 23A

371/2

,

Pers9nnej
-

Holmes & Assoc.

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

,

RALPH McGUIRE at

207 N. Evergreen

CALL 392-2700

field is enjoying a 20% annual
growth rote right now. You can
be on the ground floor of this
challenging and exciting development
tomorrow. Call
299-7131 for particulars.

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

AIRLINE

near Mt. Prospect Depot. Will

956-0990
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ADVANCEMENT UNLIMITED!

Call

CENTERS, Inc.

2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

will train two self confident,
dynamic men in their ultra
modern offices.

".1IJ

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

For the girl who likes responsi-

ultra -modern, our bonus picture is the only one of its kind
in our business and progress-

259-7330

is

northwest suburbs. Our client

neLon

typing for bills & things, but
that's all. $440. FREE IVY, 7215
W. Touhy, SP 4.8585, 4942 N.
-Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

hated to give it up but they

the Integrity of our business.
PARAMOUNT'S offices are

392-1236
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.

PLETE BEGINNER. You need some

all expenses paid. 18-45 age.

Young man, no degree required, to service established, protected territory and acquire
new accounts. Complete training program. Any job you have
ever held which required any
public contact qualifies you
for this growth opportunity.
The lad who had the territory

or in any other way challenge

1

Age 18-55
"We Cover All Suburbs"

Salaries $325 to $800

SALES TRAINEE
$525 to $650
Car Plus. Expenses
Employer Pays Fee

or cold
water flats. We do not hit
gongs, give away motor -cycles

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

Miss & Mrs. Office Girl

Sharp girl to work in complete
training program. Free travel,

hole -in -the -walls,

career with our company. This
is not a blind ad - or misstatement of what PARAMOUNT is. If hired you will
receive a generous base plus
commission. To start with the
emphasize on "Growth".

PICK YOUR SPOT
CLOSE TO HOME

medical experience necessary!
DOCTOR. WILL TRAIN A COM-

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

supermarkets

ion is from within.
These positions are inside
personnel opportunities - representing a QUALITY SERVICE
TO INDUSTRY. You will talk to
on all levels while

28 -Employment Agencies Women

appts., take mossagei.iNo

(pERSONNEL

PERSONNEL

not

Page 17

welcome folks Into office, usher
them into examining when Doctor is ready, answer phones,set

eAREER O'HARE

are
giant

field.

ad

NO CONTRACT TO SIGN.

HALLMARK

Here's your chance to get Into
this well paying, interesting

so

gramming experience required. Must have good foundation in logic and reasoning.
Call 299-7131 until 7:00 'PM.

ploys no conmen, pitch artists
or slick operators. Our offices

leople
earning and training for your

$550 free
office background

General

Phone, visit or write
Mr. R. J. Cramer

100-$130 to start
Nationwide

$450-$800 Free

'

We offer a total service to
industry that Is predicated on
"Quality". Our company em-

CALL RED NELSON

relations

To $13,400

5 ACCOUNTANTS

* Profit Sharing bonuses
o Good starting rates
0 Automatic increases
0 Two weeks vacation 1st year
0 Company paid insurance
0 Tuition aid
0 Early seniority in new plants
0 Promotional opportunities
0 Air-conditioned new plants, parking lot,
cafeteria

client

accountants

...

AMPEX

9 AM - 9 PM

AREER O'HARE

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

correct and dependable

and you not only get this post,
but a goad chance at a wonderful future.
Confidential

prints from your sketches.

promotion potential with fast

nationwide (20 plant) client
is hiring for their ultra -modern
facilities here in the northwest
suburbs. Work on special assignments with a totally diversified organization. All information confidential.

$8,400 Free
Bo

ed for two progressive opportunities) Our well established
firm has just opened new
Mount Prospect offices.

Tax Accountant

10 DESIGNERS

growing
companies.
Call
299-7131 for after hours interviews. No Contracts presented.

No relocation, no travel. Our

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

$10,000-$12,000

$550-$650 - FREE

READ THIS
Bright, articulate and self

confident young men are need-

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS

application of programming
theory. No previous EDP or pro-

Des Plaines, III.

CENTERS, Inc.

ASSEMBLERS

be his receptionist. You'll
for a bright, energetic young
man capable of mastering
machine languages and solving procedural problems by

Cumberland
Office Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.

Career Minded

The Following Positions Are Now
Available For Men & Women
in Our New Air Conditioned Plants:

TRAIN TO BE
DOCTOR'S GIRL

Nearby Doctor will train you to

We still have one position open

Personnel

CALL DON PETERS

anical product design is wanted, but any man with creative
ability will be considered.

4 ELECTRICAL DRAFTSMEN

827-7706

typo of work. Ordinary cler-

electro-mech-

in

28 -Employment Agencies Women

to $600

openings to assure you the
kind of conditions we know
you want.

$85-$110 Wk.

Quickly leads to chiefs spot.

Des Plaines, Ill.

0

392-8450
9 AM - 9 PM

* Phone: 433-3256 (Anytime)

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

827-7706

meet

CALL CHUCK WIER

To Reserve Your Neighborhood

FREE
Takin
the blame while your
is credit? Move to .a
boss
comps
that will treat you
Management Man
like th
you aro. You'll fit ono of the

will got you top dollar.

Hallmark

to

Mechanical or electrical board
experienced men will be train.
ed for these fine spots.

PARAMOUNT
259-7330

status.. Your inquiry
handled in strict confidence.

like

$600-$750 - FREE

JOIN

senior

'

600 - $1,000

CHECKERS

JOIN A PROFIT SHARING COMPANY

3 hours con qualify you; anything over 12 hours makes

Call Dick Melo

4 DRAFTING

.

ing positions with new divisions
of leading national companies.

Wednesday, March 6, 1968

CYBERNETICS
TRAINEE

F REMEN

motion.

TODAY

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

Seniors
$950

Fp-U

No experience required! Technical schooling Is the key to,
top money and high speed pro-

Call PAUL, "The Egg Man"
r,-

-THE DAY

27 -Employment Agencies Men

10 DRAFTING TRAINEES

Hero Is a new opportunity for your ambitious boys and girls
TO EARN THEIR OWN SPENDING MONEY .,. taking orders
and delivering "FARM FRESH EGGS" in the immediate
vicinity of your home only ono afternoon a week after school
or on Saturday.

Excellent Benefits!

ACCOUNTING

27 -Employment Agencies Men

$390-$433 - FREE

assistant

Male or Female
Full or part time
Excellent pay
Collins

your ambitious

This

I

Mr.

27 -Employment AgenciesMon

Women

personnel

CUSTODIANS
FOR MODERN BUILDING

Call

26 -Help Wanted Mon or

Women

Lynn
Davis
259-7010
401 E. Prospect
Mt. Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago
THE

2nd Floor
253-6600

WANT
ADS

NURSING DEGREE

ADMINISTRATIVE
RESPONSIBILITIES
IN PUBLIC HEALTH
Salary Open
Apply Finance Director

Village Of
Arlington Heights
33 5. Arlington Hts. Rd.
253-2340

...00.0.,00....0W........11.0.04,0,-.0-..-..

THE DAY
Page 18

Wednesday, March 6, 1968

7

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

GENERAL OFFICE

Shorthand, typing, overseas
misc.
documents,
shipping
duties Work in new modern

Registered Nurses

-EXEC. SECRETARY

Baby sitting, my home, 5 day wk.,

Indus. Relations Mgr.

TO

11:15 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., 1 child,
own trans., references. CL 9.3985
after 4:30 p.m.

plan, paid vacation and hol-

LPN & AIDES

2 PART TIME

All Shifts

Hours: 10 a.m. to 5 p.in.
Monday thru Friday
Apply

life
hospitalization,
idays,
Insurance and many other
benefits
Call Paul Ruiz 439-5650

SALES LADIES
'

CALL MRS. HIGGINS

APPLICATION
ENGINEERING
CORP.

skills

work than
offers.

BANK ''

Rolling Meadows

EMPLOYEE

FULL TIME

FOR

Experienced or Will Train

First Arlington
National Bank

CALL BOB COLBERT

Campbell & Du ton Sts.

Schmitt Bakeries
478-0700

CL 3-130

HOUSEKEEPING

background

mensurate with
and experience.

experience
ground.

.

2201 Lunt Avenue
Elk Grove Village
956-0990

pieces. 359-1335

"NECCHI"

Super Nova ZIG ZAG sewing

machine. Blind stitches, embroid-

ers, monograms automatically -

Evening

also free arm. Orig. cost over
$400,

MOTHERS

1/3 off the regular price famous name brand carpets, as low

CRAVENS CO.

'

!HELP!!

Excellent opportunity for key-

Must sell 'display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.

punch school grad with no

WOMEN 'WANTED

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

CALL 358-6800
DISPLAY FURNITURE
FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver
Will separate.

You

--

Harmony guitar & amp. Like new

40" Caloric gas range, double
oven, good cond., clean, $40.

p.m. 392-2577

$75 or best offer. Call After 4

Join

Whelling

LIKE NEW - $65.00
259.4773

THE ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL FAMILY?
We need yeti if you are a:

Unused 8" glass block, Lester

SUPERVISOR - for. P.M. Tour of Duty

Spinet piano, & baby furn.,
good condition. CL 5-8929.
good
condition.
96" sofa,

STAFF NURSE -- LPN

- NURSING ASSISTANT - For Any Tour
of Duty
.

-

Cushions need recovering. Very
cheap. 392-2645
Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bedrm. set,
new $165. 251-7385.

\

.

CONTACT NURSING CARE OFFICE
437-5500, Ext. 633

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.

Elk Grove Village

296-2266

misc. 1902 N. Spruce Ter., Ivy Hill,

Mahe/Pc-rafters co.

DIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC

1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

Des Plaines, III.

OPERATORS

ditioning equipment contact -

Refrig.,

,

fer you and your family.

Housewives!

Girls!

work

600 See-Gwun, Mt. Prospect
March 13, 14.11 am to 9:30 pm
.

259-9600.

WORK IN:
o New, Ultra -Modern Facilities
O Completely Air -Conditioned Offices
b Close -To -Home Company

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

0

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering. & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

RE

Terrific Reductions
Come in and Save

0 AUTOMATIC INCREASES

THE CHANDELIER

35 S. Vail,Arlingten Hts.

.

© FREE LIFE-HOSPITAL INSURANCE

quick advancement.

Ages 45-65 Are Welcome At

fer you and your family..

259-9600

Twill

_TELEVISION
d4R/vadoeNyeirmmeaco.

the haincra fliers Ca
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

LE 7-5700

1020 Noel Avenue

Border Collie. 6 months old.
Well-behaved. House broken.
$40. 253-1476
AKC German Shepherd puppies,
all shots, champion sired.
296-8659

SP 5-4300

439.5834 aft. 6 or weekends.
Poodles, 'white toys, 6 weeks,

registered.
female. 437-2129.
AKC

1-

Dalmatian, male, AKC, obedient,

very gentle. Excellent with

.children. Reasonable. 358-0495.
Poodle pups, AKC, healthy, home

Parkhaven Bldrs.

MOUNT PROSPECT
basement, Newly carpeted living room. 25'x26' paneled rec.
room. 2 car garage. MINT

3

GOOD VALUE
twin size bedrms.,

253-8263.
1966 Cadillac

large

wall carpeted living rm. & formal entertaining size dining
"L". Countrysize kitch. Draper.
ies. Short walk to elementary
Owner moving
Minneapolis. Anxious to sell.
school.

Young couple seeks furnished
apt. for about 2 months beginning mid -Mar. No kids, pets, or
vices. Call 255.7624 after 5 p.m.
Wanted - Northwest area.

to

JEEP DEALER

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES

136 W. Northwest Highway
381-6663
Barrington, III.
YOUR FAMILY
WILL LOVE THIS1';

Here's a convertible that's led a
sheltered life. Lovingly washed,

waxed and cared, for: The

spotless interior will delight you.
Personal & Effective Service
259-1500
Open 9 to 9
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

SEE THE ....

Action
Realtors
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
392-8100
North Arl. Hts.
208 S. Main St.
Mt. Prospect
CL 5-5151
535 S. Arl. Hts: Rd.
South Arl. Hts.
CL 3-8100

SHARP 3 BEDROOM
RANCH HOME

Arlington Realty Inc.

Aluminum siding for easy
maintenance. Excellent landscape. Covered patio, 11/2
car garage. $18,900.

Member Homerica,
national homef led Mg service
Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

The bucket seats fit just right. The

automatic transmission is of
fortless. Power steering makerlt
easy to park. Power brakes stop
smoothly with light pressure. The
green body and white top of this
1964 Ford Galaxie 500 XL has
a tranquilizing effect. It has four
like new white wall tires bought
ast May. Second season for its
now tires and wheels. All deluxe

equipment. Locally bought,
erviced and driven less than
32,000 miles. As perfect as a '64
car could be. $1,200. 255-0339.

PALATINE

PUBLIC

Plum Grove Countryside

$20,500

Roselle

4 bedrooms, gracious individual styling and good basic
design for the growing family.
Living room, separate formal
dining room, step -saver

3 bedroom brick bungalow in
heart of town, 2 blocks from
public and Lutheran Schools.
and sharp -fenced
yard for kids.

in

kitchen: Family room with
full
baths,
21/2
fireplace,
basement, 21/2 car attached
garage. See this fine home and
you will want to call it yours.

$20,900

Estates

Emmaculate ranch in the High-

$38,900.

lands area, 3 bedrooms, cer-

MUST SELL ALL CARS!
WILL FINANCE ANYONE!
ALL CARS 100%
GUARANTEED!
'1965 MERCURY 2 -DR. H RDTOP

Complete with Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Radio, Heater,

Red with white vinyl roof, North
family's
Shore
Driven
as
second car. 100% guaranteed
with 30 day warranty.

MUST SEE.

FULL PRICE

$48,900

$1495

1V2 acre wood-

ed. Walking distance to commuter station and stores. 3
bedroom brick ranch, 2 baths,
fireplace, family room, 2

1965 FORD XL 7
LITRE CONVERTIBLE

car garage, a kitchen every

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

woman dreams of. Come see

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255.2090

for yourself.

G EFIF IE cum

Ford's finest and sportiest with
Power Brakes, Power Steering,
Bucket Seats, Radio, Four -on the -floor. 100% guaranteed
with 30 day warranty.
$250 DOWN AND WE'LL
FINANCE THE RESTI

at PALATINE

Nr.

101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-0744

900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9030
17 WAIIIVIIIGIPAR$L80/43,
81415ENVILLE

*Member

M.A.P.

Multiple

listing Service

PCBErrEn

ACTION

Marauder V-8 engine, Bucket
Seats, White Walls, Beautiful

OPEN 9 TO 9

kitchen with all appliances and

*Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

-31EiCA ED

1965 COMET CYCLONE

2 -DR. Hardtop with big V-8
engine and four speed transmission on the floor. Bucket
Seats. Maroon Metallic finish.
Built for speed and fun. 100%
warranty on 30 day guarantee.
FULL PRICE

$125

1961 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE

Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Automatic Transmission. Be -

hinged to North Shore Executive's wife for local driving.
Full 100% guarantee with 30
day warranty.
'FULL PRICE

$595

1960 BUICK CONVERTIBLE

Power Brakes, Power Steering,
V.8, Automatic Transmission,

Bloomingdale

unbelievable at this low price.

Relocated Professional and wife
desire 2 bdrm. furnished home
or apartment In North suburban
area. Immediate occupancy desired. Please contact Pat McConochy, Baxter Laboratories,
6301 Lincoln, Morton Grove.
YO 5-4700
_. .

VS acre, Ivg-dng rm., full bsmt.,

ment. Attached garage, blacktop drive, located on quiet
street. A good buy at $28,500.

$195

GLENVIEW
MOTOR SALES

Roselle

1160 Waukegan Rd.
724-7350
Glenview, Ill.

WE ARE MOVING
TO A LARGER HOME
but will miss our 3 bedroom, 11/2 bath bi-level and all the
"deluxe features" built-in, 6 years ago. We have -a beautiful
18'x24' paneled family room and a lovely large kitchen with
dinette. Our home is situated on a nicely landscaped village
lot in a very fine neighborhood. Attached 21/2 car garage.
Asking $33,900.

102 -Trucks, Trailers
CLOSEOUT SALE

1968 Johnson -& Trade Winds
Snowmobiles. Soo our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, tra-

vel trailers, pickup coaches &

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.
Sun.12 noon to 5.

SERIE

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E.

of McHenry. PH. 815-385-6333
111 -Motorcycles and
Scooters
.

REALTY CO.

2 car att. gar., hot water baseboard heat, central air cond'g,
wall-to-wall crptg, all drapes,
beau. )ndscpg. $38,900. Owner.

FULL PRICE

4 lovely large bedrooms, 2 full baths, living and formal dining room are carpeted. Beautiful paneled rec room in base-

86 -Real Estate -Houses -

47 -Home Furnishings-

100% guarantee on 30

day warranty.

OF A NICER HOME.

1

pancy. Call 439.7600 ext. 27
After 6 p.m. FL 8-2699

Full

YOU COULDN'T. DREAM

or 2 bedroom furnished Apt.
Prefer 1st floor. April 1st occu-

392.5429

DeVille,

extras, tape stereo, under 16,000
miles. $3995. 437-4258.

$26,950.

Personal & Effective Service
259-1500
Open 9 to 9
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

sedan

white with black vinyl top, all

family rm. Spacious wall-to-

CONDITION. $27,900

1966 VW sedan OR Karmann
Ghia, must sell one! Best offer.
Call 392-3776

'63 white Cadillac air cond., low
mileage, excel. cond., owner hos
2 will consider smell car & cash.

Solidly built brick home. Full

Low

3 bedrm. cult -built brk. ranch,

Call 255-4588,

Open Sunday 1 to 5 P.M.
539-6221 or 392-3978

Clean, lite, air conditioned of-

temperament, shots. 639-9728.

Dark Mahog. drop-leaf table,
6 leaves, $75; 5' Credenza $60.

Ready for painting. 2 tops. $500

1963 BUICK RIVERIA in excel.
cond. One owner. Low mileage.

New 2 car garage. Large 72' lot. Asking $25,500.

Prospect Hts. (mined. possession,

Fumiture'

'63 AH Sprite. Good condition.

22' living room. 14' patio in nicely landscaped back yard.

bred, people lovers, sweet
,

Wheeling

2 -males,

offer.

$325 or best
CL 5.7942

$1500. CL 3-6225.

Dad can walk to train station, kids to school, mom to shopping,
from this 3 bedroom brick ranch. NATURAL FIREPLACE in

82 -Wanted To Rent

German Shep. pups AKC, Champ
bred for temperment.
sire,

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

CONVENIENCE!

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Good road connections.
rent. 359-4444 or 566-7226.

Equipment

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for

220 E. Northwest Hwy., Arl. Hts.
392-1855

fice. Phone answering service:

44 -Dogs, Pets and

° STEADY EMPLOYMENT

Baird & Warner

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

REALTORS
8 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
CL 5.2020

cond.

$ 250. CL 5.3351.

on 100.x150' lots

Roselle

"C", FRANCEK,

1 -owner.

19,64 FORD 2 -DOOR V-8, auto.
trans. Power steering. 1 -owner.

at MT. PROSPECT

3

like new tires.

Ford Fairlane 500 2.dr, 6
cyl, auto., low mileage, good
'61

best offer. 825-5420 after
4 p.m.

4 MODELS

HOWARD KAGAY

March 6. No pets. 1 year lease.

We are closing out our complete
inventory of Antiques.

ence a must.

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Hours: 8 o 4:30 p.m.

439-4)00

range, refrigerator & washer.
Breakfast room, utility room,
air
conditioner.
Available

ANTIQUES

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just

ausg..

bedrm. ranch.
Cabinet kitchen, built in oven,

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(employee's entrance on
Westerfield Rd.)
437-5500, ext. 591 or 592

a few minutes drive from your home.

1209 N. Elmhurst
Prospect Hts.
,
537.8660
Member M.A.P. Multiple
Listing Service

1300 N. on Yale St.

fices. Only $21,000.

Roselle

1

1966 Ford Golaxie 500 2 -door,

ion. $1850. 392-5310.

255-0404.

IN SHERWOOD

street. Ideal for stores or of-

Tower Acres

bdrm.apts. Includes heat, hot
water, cooking gas range, ref rig.
plus: SWIMMING POOL. Deposits
now being accepted for
immediate occupancy..

'62 Plymouth Fury

or

ed B-2 on heavily traveled

air conditioner. Fenced yard.
3 blocks from public school.

mouNrPRospEer
TIMBERLAKE VILLAGE -

-

P/S, auto. trans., good condit-

door,

0

1

9-0200

FOR RENT

NEEDED

s.

CL

Child Care
Will care for your child in my
licensed home.
Call 824-6463

FOR SALE

auto/trans.,
318
eng. good
transportation. Call 825-4059

1964 Rambler American 330'2 -

I3Cya
Mt. Prospect

69 -Nursery Schools -

34 -Arts and Antiques

You'll enjoy our interesting work building prototype models of electronic military eqUipment.
Background should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experi-

frame split level. With a comfortable 10'x25' family room,

12 E. Busse

amic tile both, family sized

Furnished

March 16 from
9 am to 7:30 pm

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

99 -Automobile For Sale

Opportunity Knocks!

Attractive 3 bedrm. brick &

76 -To Rent Houses

RUMMAGE SALE
ODDS AND ENDS
CONTRIBUTIONS

'

private
party, 4 or 5 bdrm. & basement

Wheeling

Member: M.A.P. Mull.
List. Sore.

Hoffman

1444 S.

Me haincra fifers coo

96 -Real Estate Wanted

Attached garage. Cream puff
condition. Yours for $31,900

for all instruments. Special prices

ANTIQUES FAIR

March 15-11 am to 5 pm.

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

JOIN THE WORK-IN

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

freeze,

Realtors

Wanted . to buy from

plus a 14'x25' recreation room.

and discounts on many items,
marked on books. Come in and
shop around from 10 to 8 any
Phone: CL 3-0180

POORE

IERNER

near drummer school. FL 4 -715(l-

ING RM , family kitch. with
all built -Ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins. Al natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate possession. $37 500:

Clean

EL REY MUSIC CENTER

DEALERS & CAFE

Women!

the latest pop tunes and standards, instruction books, folios

Mt. Prospect Community Center

'Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

Assembler

Check our music department for

74 -To Rent Apartments

quick advanceinent.

Electronic

deep

drill, extension ladder,
bench, etc. 392.5429.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

stove,

$169.50, cut to $145.00 to clear.
Brand now but only one in stock.

7 W. Eastman

washer, dryer, TV, lounge chr.,
cot, billiard tble, massager, typewriter desk, various tbles, power

a few minutes drive from your home.

Prototype

MT. PROSPECT
4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full basement, at . 21/2 car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

frontage.

403 N. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine 359-3400

104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
255-9111
28 E. Northwest Hwy., Arl. Hts,
253.1800
570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove
439-4700

119 Maple (Hwy. 176)
Mundelein, III. 566-6720

Used Bundy clarinet, like new,

week day, 10 to 5 on Saturdays.

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358-3200

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road_ is just,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

price tags; bring this ad with.you
and take a 10 percent discount
on any tagged merchandise except those items listed in todays

Gibson Scout amp, reverb,
tremolo, 2 inputs, regularly

water softeners & water con-

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

Most of our Instruments carry

has been student loaner, $90.00.

before 6 P.M.
For information about the FINEST
.

Gibson CO Classic guitar, new,
special $159.50 and with this ad
we'll include the case free,

Men's golf clubs, Sam Sneed,
Blue Ridge, 3, 5, 7, 9, putter,

Man's suit size 36 short, 3 button single breasted, gray. Worn
only 3 times. Original cost $80
will sell for only $35. 255-3271

KEY PUNCH

Kay amp, now, 3 inputs, regularly
$65.00 reduced to $53.501

p.m.

wedge; 1, 3, woods, used 1 season, $40. 392.9411 aft. 6 p.m.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

CONEX

:

Annen & Busse

COUNTRY COUSIN

ad.

Moving, gar. sale: -furniture &
Art. Hts. Mar. 8, 9 & 10, 9 to 6

CALL OR APPLY TO PERSONNEL DEPT.

Special "glass" body National,

DES PLAINES

garage, well landscaped. Ideal
location & better than new
condition. $41,500.

FHA.

Used Eko acoustic guitar w/case
didn't go for $40 so now $35.001
new, beige, single pickup, one in
stock w/case, $70.00.

POOL TABLE

SALES SERVICE DEPT.

on

Barrington, Ill.

88 -Real Estate -Vacant.

$7,500 each.

marvelous kitch. with all appliances. ,2 patios, att. 2 car

CLOSEOUTS!

Philco deluxe elec.
range, $75; Storkline buggy,
437-2259.
Excel. cond.
$20.
4 -Burner

To

Starlight drum set, complete,
including Ludwig snare. Sacrifice
$350. 392-0960 aft. 5.

pay cash. Phone 259-1183.

(remodeling kit.) CL -5-1666.

Like

.

55 -Musical Instruments

DU 1-3434
126 W. Main

foot

bar, utility rm., 2 ceramic baths,

Ranch w/paneled kitchen, many
cabinets. Walking distance to
schools. Fenced bock yard.
down

split

levell 24' family rm. with oet

Brick

...

bedrm.

3

Phone 296.7771

-

German World War 2 souvenirs
wanted for my collection will

Would

If you enioy typing, this is the job for you. Versatility in a number of clerical assignments required in processing sales or-ders Hours 8:15 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Company cafeteria. New
company benefit program.

ery.

FOR SALE: Like new check writer
for business -- $40.00. Call
.,,
437-7713

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Age over 30.

ORDER TYPIST

MUNDELEIN
MUNDELEIN MANOR

ARLINGTON HTS.

ate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL 9-3200
CL 5.1107

Wheeling
LE 742510

.

Gorgeous

60' x 130' commercial lot zon-

SQUARED COMPANY

DAYTON$4N35ANNCE R.E.

residential
Two
building sites. 80

er. 392.5307.

$44,000. 253-0583.

After 12 Noon

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe model
homes. Big savings. Will separ-

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
1150 S. Willis

LE 7-5700

attach. heated 2 car gar. on 1/2
acre, gas light, gas grill, mature
roes & shrubs, close to schools,
hopping, & N.W. station, top
hope, asking $26,500; make of-

ding: rm., 3 Irg. bedrms., pOneled bsmt. (sunny & dry); Irg. encl.
porch, 2 frplcs., 3 -car gar., attract 75x132' lot, 3/4 mi. to depot,
all schls. & pk. with 1/2 mi.

40% to 60% OFF

775-2550
205 S. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Many company benefits including profit sharing.

1020 Noel Avenue
SP 5-4300

PROSP, HIS. - 3 bdrm. ranch
with living rm., dining rm., kit.,

ARL HIS.. STONEGATE
Spacious all face brk., center
entr. Colonial, livg. rm., kit.,

773-0252

371/2 hour week.

this 5 bedroom home overlooking a wild life refuge. It is the
last house on a dead end street ,
and only 3 miles from the village.

392.6753

728 Northwest Hwy.
35B-5560
Palatine

724-6257

Operator

experience. High school grad.,
excellent company benefits,

Experienced - good typing skills, shorthand helpful Should have good telephone communication.

fir. den, patio, rec. rm. w/frpl.

Painted & redecorated inside &
out. Carpet & drapes. $36,500.

No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

ator with some actual work

SECRETARY

Buffalo Grove - BI -Level - 6
rooms 3 bedrooms - paneled
family room - like now carpetrof. & stove inc. $22,500.

Only $600
$16,500.

11/2

baths, 18x12 L.R. W/frpl., D.R.,
modern kitchen, paneled 1st

as $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.

Keypunch

your community? Choose your
hours. No convassing. Guar anteed income. Call after
4 P.M. Mrs. Pierce. 255-7073

Elk Grove Village

TINA

267-7474

Would you like to earn $40$100 per week representing
World Book and Childcroft in

experience or keypunch oper-

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

$100.

sac.

BARRETT-

2nd & 3rd SHIFT

_

$125. All like new decorator's

33 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

By Owner. 3 lg. bdrms.,

Rm.,

437.2540

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

272 -2300

SALES

chartreuse antique satin

sofa

appointments arranged.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL

-

lounge chairs $100 each. 1.63"

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

5,

desk,
sofa, chairs, dresser,
buffet, china, etc. 439-0373.
Call between 4-7 p.m.
2 blue outlined floral quilted

back-

and

Replies Confidential

STOP IN OR CALL

Full Time

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
437-5500

dresser, mirror, chest & 2 nite
' tables. Like new. CL 5-8713.
Selling all furn. in apartment;

APPLY
FINANCE DIRECTOR

AMPEX CORP.

counting ;or bookkeeping experience desM2d. Salary com-

Contomoprary wal. veneer bedrm. set: bkcase dble. bed, dble.

Legal, Real
Estate, or Governmental
background helpful. Salary commensurate with

ed

diversified
and
Interesting
assignments In the general
accounting area. Some ac-

meet the

to

public.

executive offices located
near major expressways.
Phone, write or visit:
Mr. P.J. Cramer

CLERK

able

be

job

5 day week and air conctitionFULL OR PART TIME'

cabinets, sink & lazy Susan; misc.
hsehotd Items. 392-0962 aft. 5.

and responsibility. Must

Good starting salary, regular
salary reviews, profit sharing,

ACCOUNTING

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Illinois

MAIDS

average

the

Moving to Florida..Living room
furniture and expandable :dining room "table. Ph. 381-2256
Moving to apt: white metal kit.

secretary seeking variety

would like to do more creative
.

room, good cond. 299-3959.

Deputy Village Clerk
of Arlington Heights
experienced
For

with secretarial
who
personality

girl
and

Prefer

Elk Grove Village Area

BAKERY SALES

rooms, living
room, bedrooms, kitchen, & rec.

SECRETARY

Din.

'YOUR FAMILY _will appreciate

'StARSDALE.

baths,

21/2

bsmt.,

rm.,

537.8092

Furniture for all

.

personnel
involvei
programs, Communications &
private secretarial duties.

Ben Franklin Store
Rd. D. E. Stonebraker
299.0350

bamboo frames..$40.
255-9142'

funcpersonnel
electronics
major

Position

Cor. Camp McDonald & Wolf

296-3334

3 pc. Indoor patio furniture with

My home. 894-5560

multi-plant
for
lions
company.

Pam.

low 30's. Mt.' Pros.

Huge discounts. 824-7353,

Woman to babysit.. Evenings. 7
p.m. to 12 p.m. Irregular days.

4' bdrm,

Colonial

Brand new carpeting mode for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile

CI. 5-2107

Unusually interesting job asRolaIndustrial
sisting' top

-

plant Profit sharing, pension

Women over 30. 20 hrs a wk.
Will train qualified applicants.
1-3.
appt. betw.
Coll for

asst.
president's
Secretory,
Dictaphone,
Profit
sharing.
typing. Mt. Prospect. 255-3007.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -foal Estate -Houses

47 -Homo Furnishings Furniture

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

529-2235
111 E:IRV1TNIG PARK RD.

1967 HONDA 90.
ROSE,LLE, ILL

Very low mileage - Best offer
Call 392-1570 after 5 p.m.

o

i

CODE OF ETHICS
Every Jim Alley Ford
Customer viii be
treated with respect
and consideration and

fair dealing trill be
the hallmark of men
transaction

The Dealer With The Better DEAL

VER 300 IMil! 1968 FORDS IN ST CK
g

00©
OF OVER 100 SUBURBAN DRIVEN USED CARS

,

000

-- A PRICE RANGE FOR EVERYONE!

ALL PRICED FOR IMMEDIATE SALE!!
DEMO '67 LTD

DEMO '67 GALAXIE 500

.1

2..Door Hardtop. Burnt Amber, 390 V8 Cruiseomatic Transmission, Clock, W.W. Tires, Body
- Side Moulding, Power Steering, Radio, Deluxe
Seat Belts, lemote Control Mirror, Stock #7116. List Price $3450

$2646

NOW

'67 GALAXIE 500

2 -Door Hardtop. 390 V8, Automatic Power
Steering, Factory Air, Tinted Glass, White

ed Glass. Stock #7-34. List Price $4147.

$2589

Walls. Stock #P-509.

$3220

NOW

FROM WA to 9000;

FROM $1000 AND UP

'63 SIMCA -Good Economical Transportation Stock

'64 FAIRLANE 500 4 -DOOR

'66 CHEVROLET BEL AIR -

SEDAN - V-8, Automatic,
Power Steering, Air, Stock

4

No. 7-721A

Radio, Heater &
Walls Stock No.

4 -Door Hardtop. V8, Automatic, Power Steer-

ing, Radio, White Walls, Vinyl Interior 8

4 -Door Hardtop. 390, VO, Power Brakes,
Power Steering, White Walls, Factory Air,

Roof. Stock #8-286A

Radio. Stock #7-152.

No. 8-478-B.

'67 GALAXIE 500

'67 GALAXIE 500

$2489

FROM $100 to $500

2 -Door Hardtop 390 V8, Automatic, Power

Steering, White Walls, Factory Air. Stock
#7-63

$2749

$2701

'61 FORD 4 DR. - V-8, Auto-

'64 GALAXIE 500 2 DR.

matic, Radio, Heater Stock

HARDTOP

Standard Transmission,
Radio, Heater. Stock No.

'62 DODGE DART - Red,

8-753A.

'67 GALAXIE 500

$2295

White/Black Roof, 390 Cruisoomatic Transmission, Radio, W.W. Tires, Power Steering 8
Brakes, Tinted Windshield, Deluxe Seat

'67 FORD 4 -DOOR SEDAN
6 Cylinder, Automatic Transmission, White
Walls, Power Steering. Stock #8-662A.

Belts, Remote Control. Mirror & Wheel Covers.
Stock #7-124. List Price $3770

NOW

$2 1 95

$2898

'68 FORD F250 PICKUP

'59 INTERNATIONAL 14' VAN
With Hell Uft Gate

#743147 Harbour Blue.

Transmission,

Automatic,

'63 CHEV. 2

-6

DR.

-

mission.

No.

Stock

'63 FAIRLANE - V - 8, Automatic, Power Steering, Blue

'66 FAIRLANE XL HARDTOP

'63 FORD COUNTRY SE -I
DAN - V - 8, Automatic

T84

top. V-8, Automatic Trans-

'66 RAMBLER WAGON -

Steering,
Power Brakes, Radio, White
Walls. Stock No. 8-448A.

Ambassador, 6 cylinder,,d,
Automatic Transmission

-

Door Sedan, V-8, Automatic
Transmission, Power Steen,.
ing, Radio, Dark Blue.

Stock No. 8-393-8.

Interior.

top. Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, Radio,
Heater. Stock No. P-474.

V - 8, Automatic, Radio &
Heater Gold. Stock No. 8585k
'64 T BIRD - 2 - Dr. Hard-

158 -B.

'64 GALAXIE 500

'64 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN V8, Autoniatic Trans
Power Steering, White/Red

A Beautiful 2 Door Hard-

8-128-B.

'63 FORD 2 DR. SEDAN -

$3515

(6 Others to choose from)

Cylinder,

ing.

'66 FORD GALAXIE 500 -

Power Steering. Stock No.

'57 FORD 2 DR. H.T. - Good
Transportation Stock No.
8-655B

V8, White, Fully Equipped with Snow Plow & power Angling.
Stock #7-8124

$3298

SALE PRICE

Cylinder,
Automatic
Transmission, Power Steering, Radio, White Walls.
Stock No. 8-574k

Cylinder, Standard Trans-

$1295
'68 FORD BRONCO PICKUP

iary Springs,7.50 x 16 0 -ply muff& snow Tires. Stock

6

'62 GALAXIE 500 2 -DOOR
Standard TransmisV-8,
sion, Radio, Heater, Stock
No. 8-71IA.

RE - A really nice wagon
with V8 Automatic Transmission and Power Steer-

2 -

8,

8

-

'64 CHEV. 4 DR. SEDAN -

4 Wheel Drive, V8, Heavy Duty Vinyl Interior, Amp & Oil
Gauges,. 4 Speed Transmission, I C.C., Roof Lights, Cigar
Ughter, Free Running Front Hubs, 55 Amp Alternator, 70

Amp Battery, Convenience Lighting Pkg Heavy Duty & Auxil-

DR.

Stock No. P -523-A

744B.

YOUR TRUCK HEADQUARTERS

T

Standard

2

'64 FORD COUNTRY SQUI-

'66 MUSTANG 2

No. 8-736A.

'64 CORVAIR

der, Standard Transmission, Red, Economy Special
for Wife & Kids.

4

Stock No. 8-509A.

Radio, Heater, Red. Stock

Cylinder, Automatic, Radio, Heater, Stock No. 8-

'64 CHEVELLE - 6 Cylin-

2-

Hardtop, 390, V-8,

o, Heater & White Walls.

V8, Standard Transmission,

'61 COMET 2 DOOR - 6

automatic transmission.

P-528.

Speed Transmission, Radi-

'b4 PLYMOUTH CONY. -

6, Stick, Ready to Go. Stock
No. 8-477A.

White

'66 GALAXIE 500 .
Dr

'66 RANCH WAGON - Economy plus in the 6 cylinder station wagon with I

6 Cylinder,
Transmission,

Sedan

Dr

Standard

Cylinder,

6

-

No. P -484B

DEMO'67 GALAXIE 500 CONVT.
4 -Door Hardtop. V8, Automatic, Power Steering, Radio, Heater, White Walls Stock
#P510A

STATION WAGONS

'67 GALAXIE 500

2 -Door Hardtop. White, 390 Engine Black vinyl roof, Cruiseomatic Transmission, Power
Steering and Brakes, Air Conditioning, Radio
with Rear Speaker. White Wall Tires and Tint-

mission,

Transmission, Power Steering.

Power

Weekdays 9 to 9; Saturday 9 to 6

OPEN SUNDAY 10 to 5 for your convenience ...

750 L WITHWEST hwy.

to

DES PLAINES; III.

Phone,82772163
THE DAY
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141114111Plar GROUND

NEW MID WED CARE

FbR71DP

mae your ove

WE'VE GOT IT -COME AND DRIVE. IT...

the R

CHRYSLER 68

mould

froni

"Beep -Beep!"

OVER 140 BRAND NEW 1968 CHRYSLERS &
PLYMOUTHS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
FURY ,111

2' dr.-Htop, V8, 4 spd. trans., dark blue finish, blue vinyl

Htop; Factory' Air Cond.; Full Power; A low Mileage
.

Spotless beauty

:$1 645.00

intetibr. Sharp

$1895.00'
1966,PLYMOUTH FURY
48i, V8, Auto. Trans , White Finish, Blue Interior

$1095.00

1965 DODGE DART
2 Dr. Std.- Trans., Radio and Heater, White Finish, In Exc.
Cond.

$945.00

"225" CONVERTIBLE -

like new.
'

1963 OLDS DYNAMIC "88"
$995.00Sharp,r

1965 PLYMOUTH
SPORT FURY

2-Dr.-Htop., V8, Auto Trans., Paw. Steer, Etc. Black Finish,
Red Interior and Bucket Seats,

$1545.00

'

1962'PLYMOUTH FURY

14 Dr..tiordtop, V8, Auto. Trans., Pow. Steer., White Finish,
Red lritertor, This cards truly Sharp.

'

1965 COMET

2 Dr. Radio, Mr., Std. Trans.,

VALUES

$89*.00
1965 DODGE MONACO
2 Dr..1-1top., Full Power, Vinyl Top. Very closirtibli

$1645.00

$1045.00
,

2 Dr, Htop., Auto. Trans., Power' Steer, etc. Now tires,
White Finish, Blue Interior, She's a beauty;

1962 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
2 Dr. Htop, Auto. Irons., Pow. Steer.Spcitlets Beigeintsish;
Sharp

$745.00

$1:595:00.

4asraEwzsmst==-----)P

1963- CHEV. IMPALA

1963 CHEVAMPALA

4 Dr. Hipp., V8, Auto. Trans., Pow. Steer.,

Steering'and brakes, Metallic green finish.

APEAUTY :

$995.06

...

D

PLAINES.RYSLER- PLYMOUTH
622 E. Northwest Hwy. (Rt.14) Just 1 Mile West of Downtown Des Plaines

Phone 296-1021

'

2 Dr. Htop, Factory Alr Cond.; V8, Atito. Trans., Po

$1145 00.

'

.r

.

1965 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

RIGHT HERE!

Blue with matching

$995.00

VB, Auto. Trans., etc. In Eic. Corid.thruout.-'

1963 CHRYSLER

USED CAR

Lite

Int. A beautiful compact for

2 Dr. Htop. Full Power, Spotless Beige Finish. Very Desirable

Holiday Coe., Full PoWer; Lite Blue Finish.

$2445.00

STATION WAGON

EITHER WAY YOU LOOK ...
YOU'LL FIND THE BEST
.

1966 BUICK ELECTRA, '
Lite Green Metallic Finish, White Top. Absolutely

1963 FORD COUNTRY
SEDAN 9. pass.

1965 MERCURY MONTCLAIR

..1966 PLYMOUTH.

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

FAMED

re:

6

THE DAY
Wednesday, March 6; 1968
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DODGE

TO

UT

ARE FROM

TIM PRPCES
T ©CLEM

'66 CHEVY
6 cyl., power glide, radio,
heater, w/w's.

9295
'65 IMPALA
dr. Power Glide, Power
Heater,
Radio,
Steering,
4

w/w's.

WE MUST

$1195

RE i UCE OUR STOCK

'65 Ford

la

Country Sedan
10 Pass. Wagon, V8, Auto.
Power Steering, Factory Air,
Radio, Heater, W/W's.
-

$1195

Diek
llYbel*U311)
AUTHORIZCO

CHEVROLET "

ES

Dodges hotest seller. Complete with
318 V-8, vinyl roof, radio, power
steering, bucket seats, electric clock,
tinted glass, tachometer, clock, un-

L g OWING FOR

19 7 CEP
'65 TEMPEST
Automatic

$1695

SHOP

SEE US FIRST ,. or
But SEE US!

last.

S

Compacts

4 Speeds

Air Cond., V-8,

'68 F RD?

s AR1

E

dercoating and more in stock, immediate del.

'66 BUICK

San

M YE

1968 CHARGER (MEW)

Sta. iVagons
ARLINGTON DAY - 255-7200
PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400
MARKET DAY - 255-7200

E DEARS

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK!

1962 FORD V8 WAGON -

$593

Like New!!

1963 FORD V8 CONVERTIBLE -

'64 DODGE

'66 CHEVROLET

$793

Full Power!!_$793
1

1963 FORD V8 GALAXIE 500 SEDAN 1963 FORD V8 SQUIRE WAGON -

'64 FORD

Satilite

9 Passenger Vista Cruiser.
Full Power

1963 FORD V8 WAGON 9 Passenger!!

'66 PLYMOUTH
'65 OLDS

$693

Priced To Sell!!

Dart '270 4 Door

'66 CHARGER,
Buckets

'66 MUSTANG
Hardtop

'$893

Top of the Linen

Fairione Hardtop

1964 CHEVROLET V8 WAGON -

$895

$893

Full Power!!

1964 VW SEDAN -

.$893

Very Economical!!

'64 FALCON

1965 CHEVROLET SEDAN -

9393

All the Extras!!

1965 THUNDERBIRD HARDTOP -

..117111T

Li 1 E#

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE -

'440 Hdtp.

65 BUICK

'65 BARRACUDA
Fastback

1P4PAHTE

FORMERLY FORD IN PARK RIDGE

EfORD

THE NEWEST, FINEST, LARGEST AUTOMOTIVE FACILITIES IN CHICAGOLAND.

9 Passenger Polaro
Full Power

'64 PONT.
Catalina Hdtp.

-- THE NORTHWEST'S NEWEST CORTINA DEALER --

9401 Milwaukee Ave. - 965-6700 - Niles, III.
Open Daily 9-9 - Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 11-5

'63 RAMBLER

Opposite Golf Mill Shopping Center

Automatic Trans.

1965 FORD GALAXIE 500 SEDAN 1965 LTD HARDTOP Unequalled

Luxury!!

1965 THUNDERBIRD CONVERTIBLE-.

'62 MONZA
Automatic

9293
9493

Power!!

Full

$795

'65 OLDSMOBILE
Hdtp.

$1793

10 Passenger!!

'64 -COMET
2 Door

'64 DODGE

$2193

Go in Style!!

'65 CORONET

$2393

A Real Scarce Item!!

1965 FORD GALAXIE 500 HARDTOP -

Trans.

.9393
9593
9593

Nice Buy!!

$495

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 SEDAN
V8, Power!!

1966 FAIRLANE 500 WAGON -

'62 RAMBLER

Roomy!!

Real

'64 DODGE

1966 FORD XL HARDTOP COUPE -

'426 Hemi

9 893

Bucket Seats, Power!!

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 SEDAN Hurry

9 393

Folks!!

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 HARDTOP CPE-

FQR 1968'
OLDSMOBILES'

Full

GT,

E5

IT'S

9 793

Power!!

1966 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE All the Extras!!
1966 LTD HARDTOP Air Conditioned Full Power!!
1966 OLDSMOBILE 98 LUXURY SEDAN -

9993
$2193

$2493

Air Conditioned!!

1400 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
ALATINI

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON -

392-6300

ACROSS MI STRUT FROM THE RACE TRACK

9493

'8, Full Power!!

Aii.INOTOle Mit

IN

ODER TIC

OPEN.] O

I

SUNDAYS

'41Ga

IJ SI

ortu ant 711 9

1111011P,.---/v-a,

p\A,

Es

11113;noir ruie essi;

OPEN SUNDAYS

DOUBLE-BARRELED SPECIAL.

customer:

BRADID NEW

Stock #3890A.

on some sort of sales
promotion drive.
Wherever I go

'68 F-85 CLUB COUPE
FULL PRICE

VB, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Powerglide, Radio, Heater,
Defroster, White Walls, Etc. This car is priced for a quick sale!!

$159300

- -,..441111

salesman:

BARRINGTON

WE ARE

Ordered.- For The Color of Your Choice

TORONADO'S -98'S - 88'S CUTLASS'S.
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Finance Problems? We Can Solve Them!!

T V

T -T 0 F.,

1966 CHEVROLET BEL AIR
4 DR SEDAN

-1(

see LATTOF
stickers.

'DELIVERED IN

BIG DISCOUNTS ON ALL REMAINING 1967 MODELS.
TORONADO'S - 98's - 88's - F85's

TODAY'S SPECIAL

You LATTOF salesmen must be

' to
'I

7.7111011111

wait

ri
0.6164111.1

OLDSMOBILE

DU 1-3400

440 E. Main
Barrington

\
OPEN EVENINC

ARLINGTON HTS.

/

Goo. C. 041
FOND
.

CrOSED SUNDAY

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. - CL 9-4100

Wopkdays9am M9p rt"Saturday9a m to 3 p m iSen 1 p.m todp

...

WEATHER

, n\ s°

Tonight: Partly cloudy, low
30s; Tomorrow: Mostly
cloudy, mild, high in 50s,

in

Telephone
2554400

lower near lake.

Vow' Home Newspaper
117 S. Main St.

Thursday, March 7, 1968

Volume 2, Number 278

Mount Prospect, III.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents
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Lumber

Recipeo-

Thieves, Net

$6,000
Mount Prospect police are
investigating a burglary at the
Hines Lumber Co. yard, 604
W Central Rd., which netted
thieves approximately $6,000

2±fileEtIon
,-,.

in building supplies.
According to police, the

Of -V°1111

thieves entered the lumber

yard of the building firm
sometime Tuesday night.

It is believed that the
burglars used a large truck to
cart away the loot, which included sheets of expensive
paneling, plumbing fixtures

BY DIANNE CLERIHAN

in Mount Prospect. This site,

Representatives of Kenroy
Corporation appeared before

posed development, originally
was planned for apartments.
Commissioner Bergen asked other members of the com-

the Mount Prospect Plan

Commission. Wednesday for
the second time in their year -

and supplies and hardware.

old battle to have a proposed
apartment complex south of

A spokesman for the

lumber company told police
that the burglars apparently
cut a lock on the yard's main

Mount Prospect ad-

development was designed to
give people a sense of wellbeing. He explained that a
Kenroy survey showed most

of the people living in the

ficials have found themselves

which is relatively free and

nexation battle over their land

between the two

need the co-operation of the

presentation, Commissioner

"For example," he said,

officials, and never was

Wednesday morning.

enmeshed in a political an-

seriously considered by the

ministation, but Kenroy of-

municipalities.
At the close of Wednesday's

Frank Bergen asked the
Kenroy representatives,

Prospect Police that her
Persian Lamb coat was taken

,

from the coatroom at Old

Des Plaines police are investigating the cause of this fire,

Orchard Country Club. the second fkeito destroy a barn in the same area - the corner
of Golf and 'Mount Prospect Rds., Des Plaines -- within a
Wednesday.
The coat's value was week. By the time Des Plaines firemen arrived, the blaze was
estimated at $700.

Friday night. "There was a strong smell of fuel oil" at last
night's fire, according to one fireman. Both barns bad been

"When are you going to get

scheduled for razing to make room for a planned neighborhood
shopping center.

told the commission that his
company had gone to a great
deal of expense to change
some of the initial site plans,

too well established to extinguish. Another barn was destroyed

tar.::.0r.;1=MIV

Bicao 57 Caucus Candidages
Air Opinions on Education
Some of

the caucus en-

dorsed candidates for Mount

Prospect Dist. 57 school

board elections have aired
their views on educational
goals for the local school
district.

One of the major problems
facing school boards across
the nation is to provide, a
quality education within the

limits of our pocketbooks,
Leo Floros, 705 Prospect

our youngsters a good, solid counselor, he has traveled
education that will fortify widely in the United States.
them for high school and the "From what I've seen, this
area generally, and Mount
years ahead."
Prospect in particular, meets

"I LIKE TO LIVE in Dist. the needs of the Floros family.
57 because it is a friendly I couldn't be happier in any
community where the schools other community. I would like
have been run within our to help keep it the fine commeans,

by

and large. Our

school buildings are not

pretentious and we have a are active in St. Mark's
good upper -middle income Lutheran Church, they have

Manor, Mount Prospect, said.
"This is no easy feat. We have

school system with a

grams wisely so that .we give

as a public relations

to pick and choose our pro-

munity that it is," he said.
Floros and his wife, Lilian,

minimum of frills," he said.

Floros said that in his work

two daughters, Carol, 14, and
Nancy, 12.
JAMES

FRANKOWSKI.

1718 Verde Dr., Mount Pros-

Tax HAxPefl.4

pect, said, "Education must

Discuss
Disaster Relief

children as individuals with
individual abilities, talents and
goals."

®

BY TED LACEY
Real

estate tax relief for

disaster areas will be one of
two topics to be covered in a
lecture tonight to be given by

Ralph Serpico of the Cook
County Tax Assessor's Office.
The second topic will be the

possible reduction of taxes on
property along Weller Creek,
due to the planning project to
widen the creek to control
future flooding.

Scrpico has been asked to
address Des Plaines resident

may decde to lower our
assessed evaluation, and

therefore, our tax assessment
of, those properties along the
creek which will be decreased
in size if the creek is widened.
We haven't decided for sure
yet --we will have to see what
the situation is. If we do lower
the evaluation, it would effect
the quadrennial assessment."

Serpico said he will open
his presentation up to the

public for questions. "If
anyone is interested how
assessments are determined,

whose properties were damag-

or if there are any other ques-

ed by the flooding Of Weller
Creek June 10. He will tell
them the procedure they may

tions raised

follow to lessen their in-

concerning the
assessment of taxes by the
county, I will be happy to
answer."

dividual tax assessments, to
help defray the cost of repairs.

the Dempster Junior High

"IT HAS BEEN our

The lecture will be held at

School, Des Plaines, at 8 p.m.

utilize its resources efficiently

and effectively to teach our

The educational system is
always a prime, consideration
in the

selection of a com-

munity for residence, he said.

the same.

periences can benefit me as a
school board member."
Frankowski is a systems'

staff supervisor with Illinois

Bell Telephone Co. He and his

wife, Nancy, have a son at-

121 N. Russell, Mount

of teachers, administrators
and parents. A friendliness

and spirit of working together
for all the children prevails,"
she said.
Mrs.

Holt said she also

thinks the physical makeup of
the district is important. "I
like the idea of Dist. 57 being
here, as it is, with no great

forseeablc future expansion
possible either in enrollment

"We chose Dist. 57 for our

or area size. We are pretty

first owned home because of
the high quality of education
offered here in the elementary
schools. I want to do all I can

what to expect in the future
and what we have to work

participates in a project called

Careers. The members visit

Chicago elementary and

junior high schools and urge

the students to finish high
school.

"DURING THESE visits I
have the advantage of talking

to both teachers and school
board representatives about
school problems," he said.
"Although many of the pro-

blems are different from

suburban schools, some are

wants.

"At the moment we're being battered back and forth,"

Day

Bickley said, when asked why

The preoccupation with
destruction

of

charming

old buildings in order to
hideous structures
such as the new Arlington
Library. R.J.I.
erect

secured by the City of Des

Plaines, construction work on

the improvement of Weller

Creek should start on
schedule.

Des Plaines Mayor Herbert
Behrel said the remaining two

property easements arc
upstream of the Washington

Meetings

Tonight
The Mount Prospect
Village Board of Trustees

Fire and Police Com-

mittee will meet tonight in
the village hall at 8 p.m.

The Mount Prospect

Library Board will meet

tonight in the public
Youth Commission Planning Committee will meet
tonight in the village hall

MRS. HOLT AND her

altered its original plans to

year's phase of the project.

THE $1,400,000 project
will widen and improve the
creek to reduce the danger of
flooding in Des Plaines and
Mount Prospect. The project
will begin at Northwest Hwy.
in Des Plaines and will, extend
to Mount Prospect Rd. Behrel

said he doubted if con-

library at 8 p.m.

the future."

plained that the company had

Although two property St. bridge in his city, and proeasements have not yet been bably will not affect this

imperative, of
course, to prepare all the
children for the challenges of
is

ROY GOTTLIEB, vice
president of Kenroy, ex-

eller Creek Widening
To Start on Schedule

other subjects the most important. It

Plaines board of appeals.

single-family dwellings to conform to the wishes of officials

with," she said.

years, emphasis was required
by society in the areas of
math and science. I think we
now are entering a period of
emphasis on the language and
cultural arts. In 10 years, we
will probably consider some

the builders had presented a
different site plan to the Des

add an area of clustered,

"Education moves in
to keep the school district's
reputation for good educal cycles," Mrs. Holt said, "and
we presently are witnessing
tion," Frankowski said.
Frankowski, as a member the end of the scientific
of the Chicago Jaycees,

what the plan commission

well self-contained and know

thrust. During these past

to make more con-

cessions if they knew exactly

and a 20 -month old daughter.

Prospect. "Perhaps the most
important is the comradeship
exhibited among the majority

John Bickley of Kenroy

willing

Gripe
Of The

tending Dist. 57 kindergarten

"THERE ARE SEVERAL
things I really like about Dist.
57," said Mrs. Nancy Holt of

serious."

but that Kenroy officials were

feel these ex-

1

"X.W.Z04f':.

The Mount Prospect

at 7:30 p.m.

husband, Edwin, attend the

struction work would go
beyond Washington St. this

year, and therefore there

would be no rush to get the
remaining two easements.

"This is our own land, development would be work-

clear," Gottlieb said. "We

community now and are seeking total consideration of our
plan for unit development."

a three -stage plan to improve

Depite a skirmish between

Builders Wednesday over the
proposed apartment complex

does, fires --any natural
"But this is not a blanket
deal. Only those individuals

who go through the proper
channels in applying for the
relief will get the gut in taxes.

In other words if one person
gets a tax cut, his next door

neighbor doesn't
automatically get the same
cut "

"The amount of the cut

depends upon several factors,"
Scrpico said, "including the
extent and cost of the damage,

the time of the year it occurred, how long a time is
required to repair the damage
and the amount of insurance
coverage."

BY RICHARD CRABB

Cong. Donald Rumsfeld of
Wilmette formally announced
his intention yesterday to seek
a fourth term as congressman

County. Rumsfeld first was
elected to congress in 1962 at
the age of 29. In 1964 he was
re-elected by a substantial majority.

In

1966, when

his

Illinois.

Heights, Rumsfeld again was

was filed during the day in the
office of the secretary of state
in Springfield. His name will
appear first on the Republican
primary bailor under space
allotted for 13th Dist. congressional candidates.

majority. It is not expected

The 13th Dist. consists of

re-elected by a comfortable

that he will have any opposition in the primary on
June II.

HIS DEMOCRATIC opponent is likely to be David
C. Baylor, also of Wilmette,

CONCERNING THE. Wheeling and Elk Grove who also appears to be
widening of Weller Creek in Townships and six other without opposition in the June
Des Plaines, Serpico said "we

townships in northern Cook

and was graduated from
Princeton University in 1954

Democratic opponent was. with an A.B. degree in

from the 13th district of James McCabe of Arlington
His nominating petition

Rumsfeld was born in

Evanston. He attended New
Trier Township High School

11 primary.

politics.

He served for three

and a half years as a naval
aviator and flight instructor
and then as Administrative

Assistant to Cong. David
Dennison of Ohio. In 1960,

he became associated with' A.

G. Becker & .Co., Chicago
investment bankers.

When Cong. Marguerite

'Stitt Church retired from

Congress in 1961, Rumsfcld

became a candidate to succeed her.

In his first ap-

pearance as a candidate for
public office, he won in the
primary with a better than 2
margin. Now going for
his fourth term, he never has
experienced a close race. In
the general election in 1966
he polled 76 per cent of the
to

1

over annexation of the nearby,

compromise also could signal

Kenroy officials openly' are

tired of dealing with Des

the defeat of Des Plaines in
its efforts to annex property
west of lNtt. 83.

Compromise for the

Plaines and possibly may ac-

Kcnroy Company also would

ministration are willing to

the land might be in-

come half -way. After having
received assurances from Des
Plaines' Mayor Herbert Behrel

village. In the case of such annexation, Kenroy would lose

cept a compromise with be beneficial in that some
Mount Prospect, if the plan parts of the planned developcommission and the ad- ment could be salvaged before

that all their plans would be
accepted, the Kenroy officials
said they were surprised when

the Des Plaines Plan Commission rejected their pro-

posal, as did the board of ap-

peals later for different
reasons.

voluntarily annexed to the

everything and the village
would pay a large legal tab for
the property.

In the village com-

prehensive plan, the land

is

zoned for single-family dwellings, but the land south f

Dempster to Algonquin is

slated for apartments.

The first meeting held with

Mount Prospect Plan Commission members was last
month and Kenroy officials
are now trying to find out

what the village ad-

ministration wants on the property and if those desires can
be made compatible with their

to make negotiations im-

land currently is planned for
tennis courts. Finally the 45 foot height of the apartments
is almost 17 feet over the

Airline Gives

Guarantee on
Parking Lot
Des Plaines and Mount

Prospect have been notified
formally by United Air Lines
that the proposed conversion
of 20 acres at Linneman and

Dempster for parking will

contain a guarantee that the
land will not be used for any
other purpose.

The guarantee will be in

force for 10 years.

Municipal officials had ob-

jected to the rezoning of the
property saying that it might
be converted later for some
industrial use. The airline of-

ficials had petitioned the

county zoning board for the
zoning change.

r ss
Commenting Wednesday

upon the problems con-

fronting Congress and the nation, Rumsfeld said,

"Today our country and its
institutions are being severely

tested. The nation is being
pulled in many directions.

"It is, essential that 'the U.
S. Congress develop initiatives
aimed at bringing forth meaningful solutions for our pressing national problems. My

service in Congress has convinced me that the Congress

must begin to shoulder a

Sharp division exists over the
alternate course of action for

greater leadership

IN CONGRESS, Rumsfeld
serves on the Joint Economic
Committee, the House Com-

1968 and the years beyond.

past."

"I am deeply concerned
about the future course our

responsibility than in the

on Science and ' nation will take. The

The Illinois Congressman
currently is serving his sixth

facing us must be answered --

House Committee on Science

urban crisis, and our

1965, has served on the Subcommittee on Manned Space

Astronautics (Space), and the
House Committee on,Government Operations, the chief

numerous urgent questions

mittee. He also serves on nine
subcommittees.

economic situation -- and they
must be answered well.

House investigating com-

village since it
the legal battle

negotiations on annexing the
77 -acre tract.

total vote.

mittee,

A COMPROMISE could

have been opened for Illinois Rt. 83. The

See 4it

1

disaster.

such

Bel Air subdivision and the
land along the west side of

this sort of relief to people

damaged by flooding, torna-

for

south of Golf, the way may

policy," Serpico said, "to give

whose property has been

limits

the Mount Prospect Plan benefit the
Commission and Kenroy would end

single-family residences. That

15, and work should begin

(Continued on Page 2)

building.

the present project.

Bids for the present project
are expected to be let March

and also to the proposed

village

BY LARRY WILLS

Regner (R -Mount Prospect)
said he hopes to introduce the
third stage of the plan to the
General Assembly at the next
session. Regner sponsored the
bill which allocated funds for

Central. State Rep. David

Train station

Northwestern

Clearing Path
For Annexation?

possible. The village is objecting to the density of the
apartment units in relation to
the size of the property itself.
Des Plaines officials objected
to that also. Village officials
want the land cast of the Bel
Air subdivision developed as

the creek as far upstream as

ing in the Chicago Loop. He

said that Kenroy planned a
bus service to and from the

Kenroy Skirmish

The creek downstream of
Northwest Hwy. has already plans.
been improved. The present
The village and Kenroy are
project will be the second of not so far apart right now as

later in the spring.

(Continued an Page 2)

to take a' fresh look at what
we have."

were investing $25 million on
the development and that "A
man just can't sit on this type
of thing with his fingers crossed or he'd lose his shirt."

When, the buglars left the
yard, they placed the broken
lock back in position and the
theft was not discovered until

Mrs. Walter Busch, 902 N.
Elmhurst, reported to Mount

Prospect throw out its zoning
ordinances but we want you

Gottlieb said that the total
environment of the Kenroy

The proposal twice has

Coat Taken

suggesting that Mount

Gottlieb replied that they

been rejected by Des Plaines

workmen arrived early

mission what would happen
if Kenroy didn't finish the

"sidewalks wind through the
development and as a rule
don't cross streets. We are not

development.

Golf approved.

gate on Central Rd.

on the west side of the pro-

year as

a member of

the

particularly Vietnam, the and Astronautics and, since
Flight.

REP. DONALD RUMSFELD

ViEage's Swimmin r00[
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ay ea ers Th,ankefsi for Gifts

Ordinance 7:11aces Oveffohani
The village swimming pool

To Children's Christmas Fund
a truck like the one Jimmy
wanted and he received it

BY MEL MILES

Frances Parks, foster home
supervisor of the Illinois Dept.

of Children and Family
Services, has thanked Day
readers who contributed to

Christmas morning.

"JIMMY WAS in a trance
all day," Mrs. Mac Leod continued. "He just stared at the

ordinance is slated for

overhaul by the building
village building committee

Zimmermann Wednesday in-

Christmas, according to Mrs.

children than the sunken
pools.

The new ordinance would
require homeowners to build
fences around their pools on

George Reiter agreed that it

larger sunken pools would not

would be easier for a child to

reader donated a set of
encyclopedias which was

given to the oldest girl. A 10 year -old girl received several

in the ground and above the

workers to distribute

dream came true."
Mrs. Yvonne Finley, social

ground.

children

blind 3 -year -old boy urgently

The three younger girls

received dolls, coloring books,

removal of a law requiring all
pools to be not more than six

that plays the Brahms

the case of portable

Children Fund" in December.

The fund enabled social
Christmas presents to 425

"We are most grateful to
Day readers for their part in
helping to make Christmas
happier for the foster children

who received Christmas
gifts through our Christmas
program," Miss Parks said.

Staff members and social

workers mailed personal notes

forget the Christmas when a

work supervisor, said that a'
needed a tricycle to improve
his muscular co-ordination. A

Day reader donated a shiny
new tricycle and, Mrs. Finley
said, "Ronny is now an even
more active boy, learning to
whiz around the family room
on his bike."

of thanks to many Day child welfare worker, called
readers who contributed more

than $800 in cash and two
truckloads of toys for the
drive, but Miss Parks said she

wanted to publicly thank

those who made their donations anonymously

Mrs May Britt MacLeod,

a child welfare worker, joined

Miss Parks in thanking Day

readers Describing one of her

cases, Mrs Mac Leod said,

"Jimmy had seen a large red
firetruck in the window of a

the gifts received through the
generousity of Day readers a
"God send."

Mrs. Woods noted that a
of five young girls,

family

One more amendment to

department store several weeks
before Christmas. It was

the Mount Prospect Village

family could not afford

requested by Metropolitan

very expensive and the foster
it.

Fortunately, someone donated

though fu I.

sewers. Basements will be
permitted if the walls of the
basement extend 30 inches

THE PLAN FOR the

above the

highest recorded

level of flooding in that area.
Any basement windows must
least 30
also
above flood level.
be at

inches

OTHER RESTRICTIONS

.in the ordinance include

AM Champion Sired

Cfcceter Scountie[i Puppies
Perfect Faulk Pet
Disposition Guaranteed
OTHER BREEDS ALSO AVAILABLE

PET RANCH

259-8655
1415 E. PALATINE ROAD
ARLINGTON HIS.

minimum

heights

for main

development includes
landscaping along Illinois 83

so that the parking areas

would not be visible from the
road. Development parking is
planned for 1.6 parking spaces

for each apartment unit and
2 parking spaces for singlefamily dwelling residents.

Gottlieb said that the

Kenroy Company would

and secondary streets,

repair the roads, maintain the

sewers, and restrictions on

within the development.

manhole covers leading to

grounds and remove snow

construction of buildings in
flood hazard areas.

He said that the apartments
are designed to attract the age

The ordinance was quickly
moved to passage last month

after it was discovered that

the Versailles Apartment pro-

ject of builder E. L. Trendel
was in the flood hazard area.
The proposed project will be

located at Algonquin and

groups between 20 and 30,
and over 50. The clustered

single-family dwellings would

be rented and would ,be
suitable for families with
children.

The 77 -acre development,

designed by Babbin and

ment would be built in phases
over six years, but assured the

all

the drainage flow on the pro-

perty. He told the coin- commission members that
phase one would contain the
landscaping along Illinois 83,

missioners that the drainage
from the property would not
increase and probably would
be less than on the land that
now is vacant.

The development also will

have its own motel and

restaurant for persons visiting
the area or attending conventions, Gottlieb said.

GOTTLIEB TOLD the
commission that the develop-

(Continuedliyait Page ii

Community Presbyterian

Church. Their three children
-- Jeff, 10; Deborah, 8, and
Eddie, 6 -- all attend Busse
School where Mrs. Holt is
president of the PTA. She is

also a member of the

area, a shopping center with

CHARLES HOUCHINS,

indoor and outdoor tennis

318

area on Illinois Rt. 83.

education to keep current on

Cemetery.
Mrs. Johnson is survived by

officiating.

Jamie S. Metke

her husband, Kenneth E.; a
daughter, Tina, and two sons,
Paul and Jim.

Jamie S. Metke, 9, of 1207
E. Sayles, Palatine died Tuesday in Bloomingdale, Ill.

Robert Oberreutter

He is survived by his

One commission member
asked why the single-family
dwellings could not be built
in phase one. Gottlieb said
that this would depend on the

assistant manager for Rand -

held Thursday at 10 a.m. at

source of water.

Irene Kadlec of Mount

building, office buildings and
the shopping center.

day.
"I

Oberreutter was a retired

McNally.
'survived by his wife,

Milliman of Detroit, Mich.

Mass of the Angels will be

St. Thomas of Villanova
Church, Palatine.

Burial will be in Holy

Augusta; daughters Margaret

Wells of Des Plaines and Sepulcher Cemetery in
Southfield, Mich.

Prospect, said it is difficult for

members, whose education
might not have included new

Community Presbyterian

will form the backbone of our
nation in the future."
Mrs. Kimball said that she
believes that her children are
receiving a quality education
in Dist. 57. "I like the attitude
and enthusiasm expressed by
teachers. Our administration
is excellent. I feel the com-

nautical theme in thinking
about Dist. 57," Houchins

Church, where, Houchins sits

said. "Dist. 57 is like a good,
sound ship. I have admired
and respected the way it was
run in the past, but now it

needs more vigorous pro-

pulsion and fuel. This need is

on the Session.

ARTHUR KENT, 210
Bobby Lane, Mount Prospect,

draws on his 10 years of experinece as business manager

in part money and in part a' with Skokie Elementary
need for a change in attitude."
"To keep current under the

would be challenging,"
buildings is an enormous

material and experienced staff

we must not forget the

John, II. They belong to the

without abandoning basic

technological advancement

sidering these special children

Christine, 14, Tom, 12, and

keep returning to the

In the center of the subject matter and

3 -acre lake. Gottlieb said that
the lake will function as a
retention basin and will be

Burial will be in All Saints

parents, Donald and Joanne;,
a brother, Donald Jr., and
grandparents, Scott and Rose

Houchings said, "but to have
to work within the framework

development will be a community recreation club and a

Armstrong of the St. Peters
United Church, Lake Zurich,

Heights.

Robert A. Oberreutter, 421
W. Minor, Arlington Heights,
died Wednesday at Lutheran
General Hospital. He was 84.

circumstances of
S. Albert, Mount ideal
unlimited facilities and funds

fountains and sculpture in the

mall and an office building

with Rev. Herbert J.

Alphonsus Church in Prospect

the lake for retention
purposes, 300 to 400 living
units, the community

material being published every

swimming pools, a six -court

Assoc., Chicago, will contain

The funeral will begin in
the funeral home chapel at 11
a.m. Saturday. Burrial will be
in the Concordia Cemetery,

Air Opinions
Dist. 57 Caucus Candidates
ty, have three children,
Northwest Suburban Alumnae
Chapter of Delta Gamma and
is a delegate to the Northwest
Suburban Panhellenic Society.

1480 dwelling units, three

Busse.

designed to accomodate

ington Heights.

chapel of the Frederichs

Funeral Home, Mount
Prospect, at 9:30 a.m. Friday,
.and will continue at St.

ViI1ae Stand on TED_an

quires all houses with
basements in the areas

Sanitary District officials, re-

Complete Pet
Department Store

(eituroy Asks Oar-Mention
(Continued front Page I)
Kenroy Shopping Center and
Randhurst.

designated as hazardous to
flooding, to have overhead

Services will begin in the

EXPECTING A large

Steiner)

Friends may visit after 7
p.m. Friday at the Lauterburg
& Oehler Funeral Home, Arl-

Heights, died at the Holy
Family Hospital, Des Plaines.

village residents.

crowd, committee chairman

Chicago, and five

205 E. Willow Rd., Prospect

favorable comment from the
Spring cleaning in Mount Prospect has already begun with
the public works department street cleaning trucks clearing the
debris off the roads and lanes in the village. (Photo by George

Prospect; a brother, Paul of

Ruth H. Johnson, 45, of grandchildren.

This rule has caused some un-

tune of the lullaby that plays

The amendment which was

Ruth H. Johnson

homeowners now are required

"The baby croons to the

Board of Trustees.

pools,

to dig a hole for their pools.

Overhead Sewers Added
To IFlood Plain Law
the flood plain ordinance was
approved Tuesday night by

ODIft uaries

inches above the ground. In

Lullaby.

Day readers who were so

be changed.

in the ordinances is the

crayons and a toy telephone

"This girl's mother," concluded Mrs. Woods, "sends
her sincere thanks to all the

their properties. Rules for

Both' Teichert and Trustee

One of the changes slated

games and a pair of mittens,
each containing a dollar bill.

the phone's receiver is
Mrs. Earline Woods, a when
lifted," said Mrs. Woods.

in the subject.

no more of a danger to

touch it. Jimmy will never

The Day's "Forgotten

Woods. However, one Day

of the committee, came to the
meeting because of his interest

John Klaasen, 707 S. Nawata,
who earlier had, protested the
present ordinance, said that
above -ground pools presented

dicated, that he would start
work to codify the ordinances
in the village code pertaining
to swimming pools, both those

shiny red truck, afraid to

the meeting Wednesday in the
courtroom of village hall, but

department and by Village Attorney John Zimmermann.
On recommendation by the

ranging in age from 13 to 11/2
years, received gifts from Day
readers.
The girls, products of a
broken home, faced a desolate

fall into a sunken pool than
it would for him to climb up
into an above -surface pool.
the room was nearly empty. 'Reiter, though not a member

Trustee Robert Teichert held

of existing funds and

task."
Houchins is a corporate attorney. He and his wife, Bet -

Grace's Daze

School Dist. 68 when, he

analyzes the problems facing
board of education members
in Dist. 57.

Kent says he believes the

greatest challenge facing

education today is that of obtaining adequate financing for
programs of proven worth in
the face of escalating teachers

average boys and girls who

munity must respond to the
urgency of a continued need
for a fine education program,"

she said. She and her hus-

band, Charles, have two
children, Dave, 12, and Suzy,

7.

"I heartily concur in the recent salary schedule increases
adopted by School Dist. 57,"

Jack Ronchetto, 514 S.
William, said. "I think, almost
many advantages. "Our without exception, the
district has thoughtfully teachers I've met have been
salaries and inflation.

Kent said that Dist. 57 has

located schools on a

outstanding. They are en-

neighborhood basis," he said. thusiastic and interested in
"The class sizes are reasonable what they are doing. You pay

Happy Anniversary

and there is appropriate at- for what you get and I think
tention given to children re- a good, going salary is very
quiring special education. We

important.

have a staff in Mount
Prospect that

By Grace Mott
President and Mrs. Lyndon

Mount Prospect and the sur-

own 14 acre island at Trego,

rounding suburbs.
Married during World War

Spooner.

Richard Daley, and Chicago
Bears football coach, George

II, the couple said their vows
in St. Mary's Chapel in Jef-

Johnson, Governor Otto
Kerner, Chicago Mayor

Halas all sent messages to Mr.
and Mrs. Chester A. Chesney

----2---,04COPPERTOHE

r:AVOCADO
0 WHITE

in honor of their recent 25th
wedding anniversary.

The letters, telegrams and
telephone calls were all part

of the big party the couple

gave at the Maitre 'd

ferson Barracks, St. Louis.

Two hundred friends of the,
former Chicago Bears player

and present Elk Grove
Township Democratic
Committeeman and Mrs.

Chesney attended the buffet
dinner and dance which also

brought their daughter,

Elizabeth home from Stout

State University at
Menominee, Wis.

OTHER GUESTS included
Chester's mother, Mrs. Anna

Chesney and Mrs. and Mrs.

George Okom from Mundelein, as well as dozens from

to give a party last Tuesday
night.

honor was

GUEST OF

Plaines who on April 6 will
become the bride of Myrtle

Holmes' nephew, Robert.

24 W. Golf Road
Schaumburg -Hoffman
Corner Golf & Roselle Rd.)

Call 894-1900
HOURS AT ALL STORES

TUES. JAN. 2, THUR. Li FRI. TIL 9:30
OTHER WEEK DAYS TIL 5:30 & SAT m5:00
CLOSED SUNDAY

over the three-foot deep
Namekegan River.
Last week's winter vacation

was not a first for Mr. and

Mrs. James Hollensteiner and
two of their four children. All
four ski and made the Boyne
Mountain Lodge their headquarters for the sport as well

Knaack of Barrington.

as relaxation when the day's

He and his family, Mr. and
Mrs. Gus Knaack previously
lived on S. Albert St., in
Mount Prospect, and the party
brought Mrs. Knaack back to
join two dozen other friends

home with trophies in contests
won at Boyne Mountain. Mrs.

among them Mrs. Carl

Holmes'
Mrs.
daughter, Mrs. Robert Bloecker, and Mrs. Jack Amon from
Bracken,

Mount Prospect and

Arlington Heights. Cindy is
the daughter of Mrs. Margaret

Beckwith of Mount Prospect

and Dr. E. W. Beckwith of

skiing was finished.

Two in the family came

Hollensteiner and daughter

Lisa, 8, saw both Mr.

Hollensteiner and son Jamie,
6, become winners in the

lodge's slalom races. The

Mrs. Patricia Kimball, 600
Go -Wanda, said. "Fulfilling

overcome by proper education

and, certainly, a gifted child

Township High School

Woods, but it is strictly sum-

who got his wish. He drew

Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Cole slaw

6:12 A. M. for a tee -off time.
One thing is sure. He'll

ple grape, lemon, grapefruit

which they returned last Wednesday was the first the couple

had taken in that area in the

have the birds for breakfast
company, and there should be

their own Iron River House,
but were guests for several

plenty of time left over for
Saturday household chores,
and no excuses. The Mount
Prospect course officially

Prospect neighbors, Mr. and

weather; hopefully about

live the year around on their

begins April 27 and 28.

winter.

NOR DID THEY go

to

days of former Mount

opens according to the

Mrs. William Fischer who

April 15. Reserved time play

4

_

He is an industrial develop-

ment officer for Harris Trust
and Savings Bank. The job in-

volves consulting with

customers

of the bank on

daughters, Mary Kay, 10, and

Lynn, 7. The family attends

Chocolate cookies

Dist. 23 - MacArthur

mandarin orange

Available desserts:
Fruit cocktail
Cream pie
Apricot squares
Butter cake

Dist. 25 - North Elemen-

Junior High:

Molded: raspberry, pineap-

qt. milk

St. Viator High School
Not available.

Milk

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Buttered corn

Cornbread and butter --

'

South Junior High Schools:
Pizza -- meat or cheese
Buttered green beans
Celery - carrot stick
Jello

Main dish: (one choice)
Oven fried fish
Cheeseburger in bun
Wiener in bun

the Mount Prospect Community Center to draw for

mer, and the vacation from

said.

tary, Miner, Thomas and

reserved starting times went to

dubious. There's that golfer
who likes to play early, and

school district," Ronchetto

The following menus will

without notice)

the luck of others was

There is really nothing More
important to a parent in any

be served Friday:

Dist. 214, (subject to change

them, and as usual some came
away perfectly satisfied while

is that it is doing a
good job with my children.

district

Schee Menus

night,

Saturday was a bid day for
local golfers. Those wanting

"I SUPPOSE that the thing
like most about this school

should be helped to realize his the South Community Baptist
full potential. But in con- Church.

family returned last Friday
T. N. T. (This 'n That )

I

the needs of every child is a mergers and acquisitions, he
large order, but it must be said.
done. Some of the tragedy of
Ronchetto and his wife,
a handicapped child can be Mary Ann, have two

Holmes' house on S. Glendale
in Golfview Estates are coming from St. Charles. New address of Mrs. Holmes and sbn
Steve; 505 S. Wa Pella Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Tabbert

have a cottage in the North

CURTIS BROS.

WITH AN OVER-ALL
view of today's education,

frozen'waters of the

New owners of Mrs.

Arlington Hts.
Call 392-2800

couples ice fishing, but not

winter weather found the two

catching, and snowmobiling

Des Plaines.

1615 N. Rand Road

hobbies include woodworking
and handicrafts.

Although she will be movfrom that' multitudinous chore

The Kents are members of
St. Marks Lutheran Church
and have two children, Victoria, 8, and Rodger, 5. His

The beautiful northern

ing about March 15, Mrs.
Russell Holmes took time

Restaurant in Elk Grove Cindy Beckwith of Des
Village.

Wis., eight miles from

professional
and competent," he said.
is

40 cent lunch:
French toast
Butternut syrup Glazed spam
Rosy applesauce
Chocolate cup cake
Milk

113

Dist. 15 - Jonas Salk and
Carl Sandburg Schools
Grilled cheese sandwich
Hot tomato soup
Carrot and celery sticks
Cherry pie
Milk

I
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12 Full Shopping Hours Monday thru Friday at Sears Neighborhood Stores ... State Street Monday, Thursday and. Friday 9:15 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.

3 DAYS ONLY

Arrive Relaxed!
0

S
NO. MONTHLY
PAYMENTS
Until June 1, 1968
Prompt, Low -Cost

Installation Available

Sears Auto Air
Conditioning Is
More Than a
Lot of Cool Air!

Regular 26995

95

e 3 blower speeds for complete air volume control; High:
300 C.F.M.; Medium: 225 C.F.M.; Low: 140 C.F.M.
Automatic thermostat give full range temperature
control; convenient illuminated control panel

[es a Busy Mom's
Best Friend

High Capacity Model

Custom -slim line design for that built-in look and
more leg room than ever before, too
Four chrome -plated 4 -way adjustable louvers; safety
designed padded bezel; enclosed motor and blower
NO M ItNEW OT/t/N on Sears Easy Payment Plan

It's a World of

Cleaner, Purer Air

Vfiv-.11A

ee.iltriP4ettRINe-24.41s4a4e;,,r,mteektarliqtAV-,,te,,-,;!,,,

tiTt4PV4.46K

,7.01,17
e

It's a Quiet World
for Tired Dads

5

e

3 -speed control for desired air voluMe. High: 265 C.F.M.;
Medium: 200 C.F.M.; Low: 150 C.F.M.
Two 4 -way adjustable chrome-plat4:1 front louvers
It's Coiffure Assurance
for Chic Gals

LAWRENCE AVE.
S61.4800

EVANSTCN

4754860

i'

IRVING PARK
685.2121

DESPLAINES
-824.1176

Sears Standard Model

with 2 air deflectors for all directiOn air flow
Handy rotary "fingertip control" temperature and

air volume switches; chrome -plated 'bezel
Dual blower wheels for maximum efficiency and
whisper -quiet operation
GOLF -MILL
296.2211

ENGLEWOOD
873.4600

HIGHLAND PARK

BLUE ISLAND

831.3000

385.5900

HAMMOND
932-3620

HARLEM -NORTH
889.2600

*21995

WESTERN AVE.
434.4800
ROSELAND
264.2110

Sears]
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

79th STREET

OAKBROOK

7214700

654-2300
BERWYN

484-7100

RIVER OAKS
868-1000

DOWNERS GROVE
968-4500

PARK FOREST
747-8600

ELMHURST
832-3600

HOMAN AVE.
265-2500

GLEN ELLYN
469-3100

STATE St

LA GRANGE

352-4700

922-4600

GARY, IND.
886.3211

.MAYWOOD

344-5200

;ft'

'

er

'7V4'
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ia.1i gue

...
came down sideways and the

"Wait a minute. I want to
check my horoscope for to-

"You don't think that was

"You're not one of those

foretold In the stars, do you?"

nuts who believes in

"It certainly makes you

what happened had anything
to do with astrology. It seems

good income Just from telling'
fortunes by the stars."
"The people who practice it
and believe in it call it a scien-

.forecasts and see if by coincidence the astrologists have

'Handle an unusual problem
with your usual dispatch and
savoire' faire and you will be

come close to what really happened."

gain."

.believe in the idea that our

'The one with the coffee
machine. So no one would
notice what happened and

vestment of any sort."

"And did you notice

yet which could possibly

I reached for my change,

relate to that?"

found the machine had goofed

a second time and had also

put a dime

returned the dime for the cof-

in the coffee machine, the cup

horoscope may some day

read:

"TIROS I - A bright sunny
a.m. to _get out early and do
chores.

"TIROS II - A bright sunny

a.m., but take a rainc at, just

readers who have access to

have .a good laugh at my expense, I pretended there was
coffee in the cup. And when

anything that has happened

made satellites, for example a

birth on.
"In the United States today,
there are an estimated 12
. million devoted followers of
astrology, from housewives to
stock market speculators. And
another 40 million newspaper

today?"

'Watch financial trends for a
while before making new in-

taking into account man-

positions of the stars, from

handle with savoire faire

"Well, one paper says,

plicate the practice. If we start

lives are predetermined by the

"So what problem did you

for today?"

ce. But there are indications
that other sciences may com-

"That's quite possible. But
just the same, a lot of people

able to make unexpected

"OK, so what does it say

"That sounds like a pretty

me."

horoscope in this other paper.

teresting to check, the

I

their predictions,"

"I'm not convinced that

,more like a coincidence to

wonder. Look at my

astrology, are you?"
"Not really. But it's in-

"Yes I did.

fee it poured down the drain."

coffee went down the drain."

day."

with George Hamilton

in case.

daily horoscope forecasts.
"There are about 6,000 full-

time and 150,000 part-time
astrologers in the country,

a.m. toi watch T.V. reruns.

.who earn more than 110

million dollars a year from

"LUNIK - Be kind to kin
in a.m. and clean up bomb
shelter in p.m."

"SYNCOM - A wonderful

AltiOO:PXONX,

Hideawordi
SPATEASI

'Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's' freedom and intellectual integrity."

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

- Marshall Field III
Page 4

30 good, 36 e xcell'ent

"Tell me, Tex-jus' what IS 'the San Antonio Formula'?"

ap

ect

V

Thursday, March 7, 1968.

K. S. Johnson, eeneral Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Answer on Comic Page

Witham J. Kledalsch
,Managing Editor
The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S, Main. Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

k,s1.11RUGS

Second

member
You'll Always Remember With Pictures ...

-t- -

20 Black eg biffaiite
1/Wallet Size

only $1." with this coupon
Corp. Nairn

171'11'1'1`11 7
------------. I ... .

3 $1.00

Medicated

TACKLE
SHAVE CREAM
Calgale for M.n

6 -oz. Corm
-

TACKLE

SPRAY DEODORANT....

3

WILKINSON

5-Ct.
Pkg.

BLADES
Spearmint or Regular-BSc Yak',
S -or.

MACLEANS

Tube

TOOTHPASTE

vim;A SUZUKI AT KARE

All Shade,

TONI

NAME --.-

S2.25 Value

VITALIS

CLIP THIS ENTRY BLANK

111--;&

AND DEPOSIT AT KAREI...

egitgare ............
fi '

S1

027

see Ernie Ford, George Jones, Chet Atkins .

. .

just to name -a few.

Up to $4.79 Valle
Only.
WElq1.44b1W4419,IWA4LIt"
GREEN
-STAMPS.-

11.,

PTION

.29

CHECK

If.

GREEN-

STAMPS

FIVER THERMOMETER

WELCOB4 ElihlHCA71.?
1.

-

..'411711717Tirrl
We ream the
right I. Heat
eveetitles.

Primo 15.01.. Thru March 9
MATBELUNI 'data PURCHASE

9 VOLT TRANSISgi RADIO BATTERY

bac..

wen rn.

ITIVYMYYM7

service to people disabled by
arthritis, blindness, orthopedic
ailments, speech impairments,
heart trouble, deafness, and
epilepsy, by placing them in
gainful occupations.

$1.90 Value

81.66

Your Kara Drug Conveniently :Located.At:
NORTH

3745 N. LINCOLN, CHICAGO
WAUKEGAN AND LAKE STRUT, GLENVIEW
ALGONQUIN AND LIE STRUT, DES PIJLINES
2995 KIRCHOFF ROAD, ROLLING MEADOWS
CAMP McDONALD AND WOLF ROAD, WHEELING
DIVERSEY AND HALSTED, CHICAGO
DIVISION AND OAKLEY, CHICAGO,
2127 W. LAWRENCE AVE., CHICAGO
GOLF ROAD AND ROUTE 83, MT. PROSPECT
4610 N. CLARJC. CHICAGO

SOUTH
CICERO AND CIRMAK, CICERO
.

115TH AND WESTERN, CHICAGO
5346 5. ASHLAND, CHICAGO
OXMAN AND HOYNE, CHICAGO

2321 S. MUT, CHICAGO

therapy, occupational therapy,

to help the student with his

family counseling to help peo-

personal needs, if the youth's
family income cannot provide

ple learn to adjust to a newly

higher education hinds.

acquired handicap.

Reetig said that the main

problem in the Mount

Prospect area was not placing

disabled people on jobs but
one of transportation to and
from work.
"Businesses out

here arc

crying for trained people-,

Reetig said. "We have many

skilled craftsmen who want to
et out and do something, but
the public transportation in
the suburbs is not sufficient
for the handicapped person to
depend on.Reetig said that they often

to set up car-pools for
transportation to work, but
try

often people have to rely on
a neighbor to get to work and
when the driver is not there

the handicapped person is

The State of Illinois
)ivision of Vocational
Rehabilitation is under

jurisdiction of the Federal

Department of Health Education and Welfare and there are
certain eligibility specifications. The handicapped person
who applies for any of its pro-

grams must have a disability

which prevents him from
vorking or a disability which

s threatening his present
mployment.

THE APPLICANT must
Reetig said, express a
dire to work and have the
bility to work in suitable
so,

employment if the services are
offered to him.
"The division of vocational

rehabilitation is not an

emergency agency", Reetig
He said that one employer' said. "This is sometimes the,
in Des Plaines has solved this last chance for an individual
problem by picking up his to be placed in a suitable ocdisabled employes. In some cupation where he belongs, we
forced to miss his job.

cases the vocational

have to make sure no mistakes

supplied hand controls for the

feel rejected again".

rehabilitation division has

person's auto if he is able to

arc made or the person will

Not all of the agency's

sometimes work with entire

THE COUNSELORS

families in cases where a

that they have arranged for

when needed.
The local Division of Vocational Rehabilitation also' is
involved with High School
Districts 214 and 211 in
special education programs.

mother or father is suddenly

open-heart surgery for one
client in six days.

physical handicaps and men-

members to cope with the illness. Often, in cases where a
woman is disabled, she will
need help in learning how to

serviced through other state

agencies such as the Division

drive.

disabled due to a traumatic ill-

"Our counselors arc all

ness. When a situation such degreed and go through exas this occurs the counselor tensive training periods".
assists by helping the disabled Reetig said. "Their job is a

party and the other family constant learning process

since the vocational

rehabilitation division is involved with many other agencies."

Letters to the Editor

Says Article

would have increased the

Was 'In Error'
Editor:

district.

Your article entitled "More

educational tax -rate of the
This was the third time in
a year and a half that voters

State Aid Needed to Avert

have refused to allocate more

peared in the Prospect Day on
Thursday, Feb. 29, 1968 was

the district."

2623 5. PULASKI, CHICAGO
47Th AND CALUMET CHICAGO
6611 S. HALSTED, CHICAGO

Crisis: Kauth" which ap-

1705 N. MAIN, WHEATONWEST
MADISON AND CICERO, CHICAGO
1705 N. HARLEM, CHICAGO
NORTH AND YORK ROAD, ELMHURST
HARLEM AND WASHINGTON, FOREST PARK

in error. I am referring
specifically to the third
paragraph which stated
"voters in

(Rser,fr{,c,,L. DRUGS

services a caseload of between
150 to 175 persons needing

services take a long period of
time, to initiate. Reetig said,

tal retardation are usually

FILE BOX
w342(

Rehabilitation helps give

Although children with

52.00 Value

dhWITTS4y14(1,14pbt

Am. A

TITTI1M111171

--------

All Steel Constiuction 1215"x515"x515" With:hndex

L1
.

Bottle

All Stool Construction 1215"x9"x10" With Index

FILE BOX

which is an actual investment
to the taxpayer," Reetig said.
By training and placing people
in the job market both the in-

supplying physical aids such
as braces and artificial limbs

JUMBO

Eddy Arnold, Jim Reeves, Connie Sillily, Tennes-

one of the few agencies

to adjust to new situations
through counseling and by

BISMO

Country and Western Long
Playing Record Specials . . .

supervisor for Area One, Earl
F. Reetig said that the Mount
Prospect site was chosen since
it is central to the area served
which covers residents from
Lake' Michigan to Elgin, and
from Wheeling to LaGrange.
"Vocational rehabilitation

They can also aid people

8 -oz.

said that each counselor

and sometimes personal and

who find themselves suddenly
disabled through strokes or
amputations by helping them

HAIR TONIC

counselor for the blind. Rcetig

is now located in the Mount

THE DIVISION of

4Ve

specialist for the deaf and a

job placement, physical

Assistant regional

test the

of eight counselors and a person and help place him in
consulting physician and a new job or the right kind

Rehabilitation in Cook County decentralized last year and
one of its five branch offices

or state aid for support.

7-ai.
Bottle

'RHO

TYYThrfi."

3

In other cases a counselor

of vocational training.' When
a handicapped youth is ready
for college, it is possible for
the vocational rehabilitation
division to supply the tuition
to a state university and even
pay attendants a minimal fee

dividual and the state derive
benefits since the person is
earning his own living and is
not dependent upon relatives

$1.19 Value

PHON

caw

1 1.0

just to his or her handicap.

psychiatrist. They also have a

is

INNOCENT COLOR .

ADDRESS__

NEW PR

1-M-

4 -oz. Cans

Stainless Steel -69c Value

Drscclagi
Moich.16, Morih 33,.166'.

J

THE OFFICE in Mount

college but needs a new wheel
chair, tuition, and perhaps
someone to help him dress.

services to these people.
-

are familiar with him.

may only need to

Prospect Plaza, offering
111 rrrn111.)

family with a physical aid
to keep a case record of the such as a wheel chair.
child on hand so that when
The counselor becomes inhe becomes 21, and needs the volved in helping the family
services of the vocational function as a unit until the
rehabilitation division they disabled person learns to adChildren, Reetig said they like

Prospect is manned by ahstaff

Division of Vocational

Prints

of Services for Crippled do housework and run a

trade.
There is

THE STATE of Illinois

From Your Favorite. Nogativo

0

k

a youth striken
with polio who is ready for

r-----------A

Vocati i all ehabilitationli
A Taxpayer's Investment
surance may pay the doctor
bills, but it's likely that he
maybe out of a regular job
and may need to learn a new

-

60056

Newsstand price 10 cents a copy.

BY DIANNE CLERIHAN
What happens when a 40 year -old man with a family to
support is permanently disabled by a sudden stroke? His in-

You'll remember the fun, the good times, the people, the places, the long ago, the
yesterday, and you'll remember Mother. So remember to bring in this valuable coupon Kora offers you for 20 black and white prints from the picture y8u'll always want
to remember.

Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect. Ill.

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, 510.00 a year; $6.00 for six months.

Mount

Prospect

earlier this month refused to

pass a referendum which

tax money for education in

The voters refused to pass
a $725,000 bond referendum
on Feb.

17,

1968

for ad-

ditional buildings. They did

not turn down an educational
tax for teachers, etc.
The whole point here is that

School Dist. 57 would have
been in the same financial difficulties they are presently in
even

if we had passed the

referendum for $725,000.
The school board used poor

judgment in having the

building bond referendum

when they arc in dire need of

money to run and maintain
the school unless they knew
they Were going to be bailed
out again,by state aid.

Richard E. Young, Jr.

lj

We reserve the

-

right to limit

quantities. Prises
effective through

March 9th.

0

all Vdlu-Way trimmed so that you
pay only for the meat you carkeat, not excess
fat or bone. So, buy the best, for less at the
meat department of National Food Stores!

Be sure of the meat you're buying! Shop at
National. You'll be doing yourself a favor ..r.
because National combines top quality with
low, low prices. See for yourself! You'll find a
large variety of meat . . .

1

.

.

.

Corn Obuntry Pork'

A

U.S. Choice

LEG 0' LAMB
0

n
I .

Join the Fun!

.

a,lxu._

Full Shank Half

SMOKED HAM

t1
Be A Winner!

0

'1

Lb.
Bonolesi

ay
DoubleMoneyli;iiii
I

:

RIB

I

0

erk,

a

7iiiAKS

III

III
I

4

Lb.

Ill

I

I

1.0

SLICED SAC04,
Oaattialllor.cmc tawa oastwm coww..-orMartattcrta-

SAVE 50%
TOP TASTE Smoked

Sheffield El

IIJ !ER SAUSAGE
I

0

Lb.

jeeflr-7;
-

GREEN

..

GREEN GAT

GIANT

PEAS

-

LIBBY

16 -oz.
Can

A

v

46 -oz.

t41146,,,

Can

Taste That Beats The Others Cold

PEPSI
COLA

16 -oz.

Bottles
Plus Deposit

!INA

ASPARAGUS"Frl

Chicken, Beef, Turkey or Salisbury Steak Frozen

Fried Citielion.
,..._.Pinner

I I -ox.

GOLDEN RIPE

Pkg.

BANANAS

SAVE: CASH

JONATHAN

Macaroni or

RED CROSS
SPAGHETTI

Your

Hair Tonic

OR 7 -oz. B11.

0. Co

'A Oh Ihn Cowan & Po1111.

el

1110 Pant
VANITY.FAIR FACIAL TISSUES'

C..p.. heirs.

Hand Lotion

Ea.

10 -oz. Btl.

Meta 91h

LETTUCE.

8'(u*%(6(4.:(.Y.A.L.(AumfAV

Pot C.w.o...

ire 174Cr.

LEAF

Choice

(114.(4,61at(il.(1(,(Mt(t(k(ki.Vkl:
t.C.ICA

tIIw1I On. Ceupen Po

Cwt. or

'

win IwC tttt 19.1.111

3 ..........

. t.t .. ....

Lb.

. t .............................. .

4AAA .............

. I.A.tAAAAAAAA . AA. A,...... A; '

Th 1 C.o. 19.1,1111 al

- One 22.... 1.111. Pink
'EASY LIFE LIQUID DETERGENT

LYSOL ROOM DISINFECTANT
Coupon Expires

16-

Pkg.

Each

CELERY

NATIONAL Low, Low Priced

tttttt

-Lb.

PASCAL

SAVE CASH

JERGEN'S

Lbs.

3

APPLES

SAVE .S91STAMPS

CAI MS

39i

Coupon Expire.

March 911

March 911

NAE.)

One 32.... Jar
SO -FRESH SALAD DRESSING.
Coop.. Implros
March 911

Coupon Expiros
.

_

ATY)

One 1es. lar Share
YE OLDE TAVERN CHEESE

rTYY t

NATIONAL

March 9th
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IYYY ..... . Y ..........

WHITMAN CHOCOLATES
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..
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e Action

The ear-splitting clang of the fire alarm bell
has a paralyzing effect on most visitors to the

Mount Prospect Fire Department, but to
firemen it is a signal for instant activity.

Day photographer George Steiner ac-

companied -firemen on a recent fire call and
recorded the firemen's view of the action from
the moment of the alarni to the clean-up'which
follows the fire -fighting.

As the on -duty men left for the fire, off -duty
regular firemen and volunteers reported to the
statioas, not only to respond if additional calls
came in, but to take over the more mundane

-

ang..4

aspects of the fire department routines, like

washing the dinner dishes left when the alarm

"Da

sounded.

Details of the fire usually are unknown to
the firemen until they arrive on the scene, so
that each fire presents its own special problems.

This fire, at an auto junkyard at the south

end of the Mount Prospect rural fire protection

district, caused no injuries, but burning tires
produced dense smoke.
(Photos by George Steiner)

Fireman Clyde Harting puts on his gear as firemen prepare,
to leave for a fire. To save -time, fire -fighting clothes are left
by the trucks.
Traffic is an added hazard to firemen, who must use normal transportation routes and attempt to make the best possible
time enroute to a fire regardless of traffic conditions.

Left - Fireman William
Brelle eyes the billowing
smoke, caused by burning
tires, as the engine pulls up
to the fire.

Left-Don Barra (one left),
braces his foot against that of
Dennis Thill to provide a

more secure stance on the

slippery footing. When water
pressure in the hoses is high
directing the stream of water
is sometimes difficult.

Below --Fireman John
Gibson uses a spiked pole to
clear rubbish away from burnirtg area of thejunkyard.

#rWicolil.

41'

Communications are maintained between
the fire scene and the station during any action,

and ,the radio operator also- alerts off -duty
firemen and volunteers.

After the fire, washed hoses dry In the two and one-half
story hose tower at the fire station at the village hall. They
are deaned after each use to prevent deterioration.

The Day's Prospects

A Sweet Dream from England
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

and is broadening her educa-

"Schools in England are

tion here.
Both of her parents are doc-

Meet a Britisher who does

tors. One brother is an

different", said Paula, "they
are either all male or all

not like tea. She is Paula

architect and her sister is a

private and the law states that

Blundell Jones who is studying at 'Prospect High School

lawyer, married to a lawyer.

.under the American Field
Service program.

A smiling, bright eyed girl,
Paula is the shining com-

bination of beauty with
brains. A straight "A" stu-

dent, she graduated from high

school in England last June

PAULA ARRIVED in

Mount Prospect last fall from

Exeter, Devon County,

England, to stay with her

adopted family, the Charles

McClennans of Mount

Prospect. Their daughter, Gail
is a senior at Prospect.

female.

Most of them are

prayers must be said every

morning in assembly. Religion
is studied by all students. The

religion is that of the
Episcopal Church of England.
Paula will enter Cdintiridge

University in October to

complete her studies. "I hope
to do research someday", she
said.

WHEN ASKED about

some of the differences
between the "mother country"
and "the colonies" she replied,

"skirts arc shorter at home,
but, in general, clothes are
similar".

Paula shares her recipe for
Lemon Dream. "It is
particularly good served with
whipped cream," she said.

LEMON DREAM
2 ounces butter
4 ounces castor (this Is fine -

ly ground white sugar)
2 eggs

-

1 ounce plain flour
lemon
3/4 pint milk

Cream the butter and sugar.

Beat in egg yolks. Stir flour
with juice and grated rind of

lemon. Add milk. Mixture

will look curdled.

Beat egg whites stiffly and

fold into mixture. Pour into
awell buttered 11/2 pint oven
dish and stand in shallow pan

of warm water. Bake at 350
degreei for 35 minutes' until
golden brown on top. Serve
immediately. Serves 4.

In addition to being a good

cook, Paula enjoys sports,
plays the piano and guitar.

She has written and produced

A Preview o Spring

her own plays and is on the
Prospect Student Council.

After meeting outstanding
students like Paula we're happy the British have invaded.

Turnabout's fair play for Paula Blundell Jones, AFS exchange student, and her adopted
sister, Gail McClennan, Both are attending Prospect High School.

Cooks of the Day

For International Flavor
BY FERN SCHNEIDER

The girls of the Con-te-su-ta-odu-konya-lo-la-Camp Fire
group are featured as cooks today but arc also proving to
be Thespians. They are now making plans for and rehearsing
the one -act play they will present at the Camp Fire birthday

dinner to be held at Old Orchard Country Club March 18.
The play, written by Betty W. Farmei of Cicero, won second
place in the Illinois Sesquicentennial contest.

The recipes the girls served

at their International dinner
were all found at the Mount

Prospect library in the

Parmesan cheese
2 tablesptions farina
1/4 teaspoon salt

girl furnished one of the

parsley

gourmet cook section. Each

courses for the dinner which
was served at the home of

and served them as the international dinner the girls held

CHICKEN BROTH WITH
BEATEN EGG
(Stracciatella)
ITALIAN
(from Lori Williams)
11/2 quarts clear chicken broth

recently.

3 eggs

Fashion predicts the romantic look. Ruffles
and simplicity mark this all wool basic black
dress. Its three tiers of white lace ruffles dip

at the recent luncheon show of the Wheeling

wardrobe taken by Mrs. Frederick Lacock on

Township Women's Republican Club.

to a low "V" back. It was included in the

her recent winter vacation to Mexico. Mrs.

Lacock is a resident of Barrington, and
grandmother of two.

extra Parmesan cheese
(optional)

Break 3 eggs into a small howl

and beat until completely
blended. Add' 3 tablespoons
cheese, 2 tablespoons farina
and salt. Beat well. Add 1/2
cup of the broth and stir well.

Bring broth in large pan to

tcrbrbtilflitsisisisoot)ott000tstitiousatitioo

Teen talk about terrific fashions. Modeling
an all wool suit of plaid in soft tones of apricot,
green, yellow, and white is Carol Johanson of
Arlington Heights. She was one of the models

V cup freshly chopped
Place broth in large pan.

Mrs. Monte Logan.

Camp Fire girls Gloria Bateman, Katrina Bowyer, Barbara
Toczyski and Lori Williams found the recipes, then cooked

3 tablespoons freshly grated

6-151 M o

a boil and add egg mixture,
gradually, dribbling into soup
while stirring, and continue to
stir several minutes after it
has been added. The mixture

will look fluffy. Warm soup
bowls. Bring broth back to

Aria&

boil for one minute.
Remove from stove and stir
in

Thursday, March 7, 1968
9000029_000000000000_Q0000045000
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RAITA (North India)
(from Gloria Bateman)
1 pint cottage cheese
1 small fresh tomato, chopped

Start
Sale

1/2 cucumber, peeled and
chopped

Tomorrow

2 tablespoons chopped green
pepper
salt to taste.

Tomorrow Mount Prospect

Camp Fire Girls will be

Mix cottage cheese with

selling candy door to door.

vegetaWes and add salt. Place

The annual candy sales,

on lettuce leaf with cherry

which will continue through

tomato in center.

March 16, helps the organization meet expenses. The coun80 per cent of the budget. The

FINNISH HOLIDAY
COOKIES
(from Katrina Bowyer)
2 cups sifted flour

cent.

3/4 cup buttei- or oleo
V4 cup sugar

ti

cil must raise approximately

-

Chicago Crusade of Mercy
provides only about 20 per
This year awards will

be

1 teaspoon almond extract
Topping:
2 tablespoons sugar
1 teaspoon cinnamon

presented for best sales. Each

girl selling 24 boxes will

receive a participation

certificate. Groups averaging
24 boxes or more per girl will
receive a group participation
certificate, and participation

plaques will be given to

districts averaging 24 boxes or
more girl.

Eating Camp Fire candy is sweet fun, according to Katrina
Bowyei and Gloria Bateman. They are two of the community

Camp Fire Girls who will launch their annual candy sale
tomorrow. (Photo by Dolores Haugh)

Your sweet tooth can help
a good cause.

Mount Prospect Center of Infant Welfare bright green.

The reason for the St.
Patrick's Day hue is the
group's annual luncheon and

fashion show named ap-

propriately "A Bit o'
Fashion".
The shamrocjcstudded event will be held at
Itasca Country Club Thursday, March 14. Fashions will
Lavender to purple colors Easter this season.

ensemble. The under -dress is a simple lavender

wool sheath which easily adapts to bright
scarves or Jewelry accessories. It is topped with
a long-sleeved full straight cut coat closed with
self covered lavender buttons.

Mrs. E. F. Johansen, mother of designer
Richard" Johansen of the Country Customs

be by Bee Dorsey of Dundee.

Shop in Arlington Heights, modeled the adult
version of her grand -daughter's ensemble. The

With a little bit of luck you
can get your tickets from Mrs.
John Ostrurn at 259-2046.

full length coat of plaid, repeating the brass

ANCHOR GLOVES

buttons and flap pockets, hides the semi -fitted

sleeveless, square neck dress of matching
fabric.

Shortie glove fanciers have

taken to wearing' hand
harnesses that loop over the

leather or leatherlike vinyl,

they can also be worn like
thongs over your bare hand.

teaspoon ground cumin

seed

1/2 teaspoon black pepper
Va teaspoon onion powder
2 hard -cooked eggs, chopped
1/3 cup milk
6 pats butter

Wash potatoes, wipe dry
and puncture ends with fork.
hour and 15
Bake about
minutes at 450 degrees. Cut
slice from top and scoop out
inside, being careful not to

Regner, who represents

Illinois' 3rd district in the

1

legislature, was recently

awarded a certificate of merit

in recognition and ap-

office ofthe county

cinnamon mixture.

1/2

ments.

superintendent of schools during the Assembly. The,award
was made by Supt. Robert P.
Hanrahan.

around the wrist to anchor the

inch thickness, then cut into
rectangles the size of a man's
finger. Sprinkle with sugar -

potatoes
11/2 cups sour cream
13/4 teaspoon salt

throughout the state at this
time. Audience participation
will 4 be encouraged in the
form of questions and com-

gloves in place. Made of

creamed mixture. Mix by

6 medium -large baking

is being implemented

preciation for the support

measure and sift flour. Add to

BAKED STUFFED
POTATOES (Chile)
(from Barbara Toczyski)

recent session of the 75th
General Assembly, and how it

given to edudatiori and to the

tract. Measure, sift, re -

15 minutes.

State Rep. David J. Regner
will speak to the members of
Sunset Park PTA tonight at 8.
He will discuss some of the
education -related legislation
that was enacted during the

middle finger, then clasp

Cream butter and sugar unlight and .fluffy. Add ex-

Bake at 350 degrees about

Speaker

Color the members of the

til

hand if stiff. Chill for 30
minutes. Roll out dough to 1/4

Sunset PTA

Infant Welfare
Plans 'Bit
O'Fashion'

It appears in tailored or frilly fashion. Mrs.
Samuel Wit of Arlington Heights models a
custom made country customs coat -dress

cup parsley. Serve ins-

mediately. Serves 6-8.

break shell.

DAVID J. REGNER
All school board candidates

have been invited to attend
the meeting.

,

Combine sour cream,
seasonings, eggs, milk. Add to
potatoes and mix until fluffy.
Fill

shells and reheat. Top

with a pat of butter.

t

1,,tt

*
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Sewing Questions
Spring sewing

is

a prime

occupation for many
suburban women and girls.

Sewing questions for Mrs. V.
Hagenbring this week arc:

ARE THERE any special
ways to sew on knit fabrics?
R. J. Arlington Heights:

Before you cut knit fabric
lay it over a table or chair and
much of the stretch will hang

out of it. 'F'in knits to tissue
paper, if you are still afraid
they will stretch. It's always
a good idea to experiment
with a small piece of fabric

Sale

0

press a sharp hem in a drOs?
Many expensive dregses seem
to have hems that aren't pressed firmly. J. S. Park Ridge.
Actually it's a matter of
personal taste whether or not
you press the hem. Many better dresses don't have the hem
pressed in sharply. This allows
a store to lower a hem without
having a crease show. All
hems should be pressed some.

*.?

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

111:1

Proceeds of the book sale

will be used in the various
philanthropies sponsored by
the club.

Mrs. Donald Walsh,

chairman, and committee
members, Mrs. Francis P.

Daleiden, Mrs. Emil Ernst,
Mrs. Stanley Hansen, Mrs.

hem is in a dress you're going
to wear a lot and have to have
cleaned a lot, it will need extra attention to keep the hem

Edward Havlik, Mrs. Kenneth

Lamberty and Mrs. W.R.

Wuestenfeld, have collected a
huge selection of used books.

from getting pressed. The

to put in two rows of

handling of the garment each

dress. Use a fine needle on `cleaner will press ,the hem
your ' machine with a little' when he cleans it unless you
longer than normal stitch. I are willing to pay for special
machine stitching, one almost
on top of the first to reinforce

HA

time.

((If you have a sewing ques-

'

tion, sent it to The Day, 217

,the seams.

ARE YOU supposed to

its annual used book sale at
Randhurst Shopping Center
today and tomorrow from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturday,

Practically speaking if the

before you begin sewing your

like

I Woman's Club will be holding

It

Of

1

The Arlington Heights

s

S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005.)

LEFT -Making posters to
acquaint the public about the
used book sale are Mrs. Fran-

cis P. Daleiden and her
daughter Julhnme, 5.

S

I*9
1

II

I

This one-piece evening dress will look stunning made of
linen, satin, brocade or synthetic mixtures. The A -line dress
has front and back soft pleats, scoop neckline front and back.
You can make it from one of the "new sizing" Butterick pat-

I

terns, No. 4693..

LWV Reports

COLGATE
Mir

On Center
Members of the Arlington

Heights League of Women

Voters have completed an

Oral Antiseptic
for Breath Control

Center as well as interviews

Opportunity Center in Rolling
Meadows.

Center.

and Gargle
114

vuCHLESS
I

The center, which is funded

by the Office of Economic
Opportunity, was established

to assist the many poverty
level families living in the
northwest suburbs.

The LWV's evaluation,

which was submitted to the
Board of Governers of the

Cook County Office of

Economic Opportunity, states
that the professional members
of the staff appear to be highly
qualified for their positions in
terms of background, dedica-

tion to their work and communication with the people
who
work
Center.

with

the

THE ADVISORY com-

A THOROUGH analysis of
the Center's services was not

possible at the present time

because of the short period of
time it has been in existence.
Staff and committee members
were interviewed however and
League members ascertained
what programs are now being
carried out.

Heights, Mrs. Ethan Janove
and Mrs. Jerome Dintenfass

Chicago -Area food values
to look for when you're shopping this weekend include:

people."

The Center under the direc-

tion of Raul Vega offers an
understanding ear and bilingual advice to those who

seek its services. Legal

assistance is available through
the Legal Aid Foundation and
most medical problems are

POULTRY: Larger eggs,
frozen turkeys, fryer parts'

bacon; beef chuck roasts,
round -sirloin and chuck
steaks, ground beef, rump
roasts, standing rib roasts,
beef brisket, stewing beef.

youth in the area.

THE ROLLING Meadows
City Council recently granted

the Center a special qiise

permit to operate classes in

their Coachlite shopping

center office. A homemaker
has been hired to conduct
classes, in sewing and other
homemaking arts.

The LWV recommended

that a more complete evaluation be made in another year
which should include a survey

Suave Shampoo

Curity Cotton Balls re.
REGULAR OR EXTRA HOLD FORMULAS
12.5 OZ. 79c SIZE AEROSOL CAN

16oz.,
99c Sizes

Colgate 100

Lustre Creme Hair Spray
69c SIZE PKG. OF 5

Curad Bonus Box

SUPER SWORD EDGE STAINLESS BLADES

BRIGHTENS TEETH AS IT PROTECTS

Pepsodent

Wilkinson Blades, 5's

17 oz.

$1.45.

Size BtI:

ALL DAY DEODORANT PROTECTION
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
7 oz. $1.49

83cSIZE PKG. OF 76 TRANSPARENT BANDAGES
OR 79c SIZE PKG. OF 79 REG. BANDAGES

Right Guard

SizecaSpnray

FAST PAIN RELIEF OF HEADACHES, NEURALGIA
$1.33 SIZE BTL.

8.75 oz. $1.19 size
tube toothpaste

100 Anacin Tablets

each
Only

each

Only

each

FRESH PRODUCE:

Yomarco
Hobby Show

conducting field trips for

ORAL ANTISEPTIC FOR BREATH CONTROL
AND GARGLE

CHOICE OF GOLD, CREME, OR EGG SHAMPOO,
OR CONDITIONING CREME RINSE

69`

ham, spareribs, picnic hams,

facility at St. Alexius Hospital
in Elk Grove Village..

Corps program in the Dist.
214 high schools and is now

PKG. OF 275 REGULAR SIZE OR
110 NEW KING SIZE COTTON BALLS

end cut chops, pork steaks,

potatoes; citrus fruit

with the Neighborhood Youth

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

MEATS: pork loin roasts,

referred to the outpatient

The Center is cooperating

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

..... `""

of Hoffman Estates.

ducted in Spanish to enwith English interpretation.
Gustavo Salas, chairman of
the advisory committee, told
League members that "The
Center is a lifesaver for my

PRICES GOOD THRU

P"PAgIg1111$
111110LCIA

SAT , MARCH 9, 1968.

PAq7:'6.'1.

Dwight Walton of. Arlington

Buys

E4

la"."413u rkslo./EP
la
!at",

pAIN

local league president; Mrs.

Week's

FAST

RELIEF

were Mr. William Trevor,

whom are Spanish Americans

courage easy communication

.

League members who

Food

from the low income community. Meetings are con-

A TV

participated in the evaluation

mittee for the Center hag 18

members, 75 per cent of

100

-

of families served by the
with other members of the
community who work with
the people serviced by the

evaluation of the Northwest

er

Only
, t

The special interests of the
members of YOMARCOS will
be displayed in a hobby show,

after the potluck dinner
tomorrow at ,6:30 p.m.
YOMARCOS 'meet in

Fellowship/Hall of South
Church, 501 S. Emerson,
Mount Prospect.

The show will include collections of coins, stamps, copper enameling,' paintings and

other works of art, and handicrafts.

couples interested in

attending this meeting may
call Mrs. Clarke C. Robinson

of a representative sampling 3 at 255-6410.

:46161h'

Choice of chocolate,
chocolate mint, or
vanilla.

Ayds 0:
Dietetic Candy
394 E. Irving Park Rd.,
Roselle

10 Hoffman Plaza;
Hoffman Estates

,..::
1.25 OZ 98' SIZE

Att

WELCOME M
DRUG OGRES

Ben -Gay

osco

*3.25
Size.

Pkgs.

136 Main St.,

.

New greaseless,
stainless formula for
fast relief from muscle
aches and pains.

470 Georgetown Sq.,
Barrington
Wood Dale
1500 Lee St.,
819 Elmhurst Rd.,
Des Plaines
Dis Plaines

948 Grove Mall,
Elk Grove

C

Only

122 Vail,

Arlington Heights
45 Plum Grove Rd.,
Palatine

s

JelveMiitaelood ad Sew&

oit, Moe

CI'

Butcher Shop
-1441.1110AT

MAI MUM.
Evtar.ve

FRESHLY GROUND,

Ground Beef

LB.

CENTER CUT

Pork Chops

LB.

GOV'T. INSPECTED-GRADE "A"

1.

WHOLE

Frying Chickens LB.
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

T_

nisTalking About What

Round Steak

0

LB.

CENTER CUT

Ham Slices

I's Done To Meat Prices !

JEWEL

good reason. JeweVs given everyone cause to
consider the large role meat costs play in a
weekly food budget.

om Turkeys

if

1

MI MS IOC

111111:

Produce Market!

Dairy Food
HILLFARM

THURS.,
& SAT.
ONLY

LB.

"Miracle

CHERRY VALLEY - LARGE

Food

17 OZ.

Sweet Peas

CAN

ORE IDA - FROZEN

1 LB. BAG

Crinkle Cut Potatoes

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU

11 c

19

SAT., MARCH 9,1968.

Jewel Makes Between Meal Treats Easy To Afford!
M

IRA
POP-T
OP CANS CLE

Yummy

,--

PT.

CTN.

111111

Plus . . . This Week's Bonus Specials!

//".......7THE HOME OF

Even eating luxuries are thrifty when you

Half &
Half

Bananas

So you owe it to yourself to find out what all the
talk is about. One shopping trip is worth a
thousand words.

MIL

LB.

IIIM

GOLDEN RIPE

It's the best Jewel news since "Miracle Prices."

shop at Jewel! You'll find lots of tasty
snacks featured at low "Miracle Prices"
every time you visit. Here are a few
of your family's favorites. And they're lust
some of the thousands of "Miracle Prices"

PKG '111111L

GRADE "A"

meat prices" in the Butcher Shop a few weeks
ago, thousands of homemakers have come to
appreciate this exciting new concept in pricing.
They've learned that Jewel now offers them savings
on all varieties of meat - on a wide selection of
cuts - on meats they serve often to the ones they
enjoy only on rare occasions. And they enjoy
these new lower prices any shopping day o the week.

it,.

LB.

GOV'T. INSPECTED

Since Jewel introduced week-long "Saturday

I

CHOICE

Hot Dogs

If you've been hearing your neighbors
talking about meat prices lately, there's a very

LB.

11E011131

PRICE"

Bev1 2 OZ.

,

CHERRY VALLEY

Salad Dressing

Jewel brings you day -in, day -out,
any day you shop!

QT.39

J AI 1

I I\

WIN $1000 CASH!

by Pay More?
"MIRACLE

PRICE"

JEWEL MAID

fewe4/fribtae4-goee

25

Play Jewel's TV Game .. .

KAI\

CAN ft

erages

is

2 LB.
PKG.

6

Potato

Chipag:49
-

c'ele0 /75tieed ..gaidf&

/Kit&
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St. Gregory
Nairn Chapter
Meets Friday

Lent: Wild Living and Slow Dying
By Rev. David Poling

An old-time Lent is no

visited easily with the Internal
Revenue accountants.

The young man who worlonger enough, A liturgical ried about his General Motors
Lent, with its special services stock was a luncheon com-

and worship intensity, must panion.
be only the starting ramp into

THE CHRISTIAN ex-

the area of conflict and op- perience of Lent, if it is at all
portunity.
rooted and grounded in the
If we have learned anything work of Jesus Christ, is going
from the days of Jesus' to be as close to the wild livtemptation in the Wilderness, ing of Hell's Angels as it is
it was His willingness to grap- to the slow dying in a nursing

ple seriously with the seduc- home.
tions;charm and brutality of

Susan

BY TED LACEY

The St. Gregory Chapter of

WE MUST deliver
from a

nostalgic,

historical society approach to
the Christian truth that Jesus

them dimension and purpose,
not in the stately Temple, but
where the drums were beating,
the boats launched.
He knew the soccer crowd
and the nursery school set. He

Naim Conference, Catholic
society for the widowed, will

Susan Panzer; 11, is looking forward to playing outside

Mount Prospect, after spending 40 days' in traction at

blacksuited clergy. It should

the Knights of Columbus

'although part of her body still

of those days she was in a

astronauts, check-out clerks,
quarterbacks and opera stars.

Hall, 15 N. Hickory, Arlington Heights.
Program for the evening

'Holy Land pilgrims or meet Friday at 8:30 p.m. in
and does swing easily with

How strange and tragic it
would be if the judgment of
this generation should read
that millions became closer to
Christ' and more distant from
the Church!

with her friends again,
is in a cast.

'1

The bicycle she was so fond
of riding stands idle; her sixth
grade classmates at Parkview

will consist of a Lenten talk

by the Rev. Ti mouthy E.

School miss her; and she has
Judd, spiritual moderator of missed leading a normal life
the chapter and a member of since Nov. 6, when she was
the faculty of St. Viator's. struck by a school bus, while
Interested persons may call Fl crossing Wheeling Rd. on her
way home from school.

8-1665 or CI 5-3541.

Plans for this year's pro-

Summer school is going to

$81,500. State aid and fees, he

this year, but classes will be

the costs and the district will

gram will be discussed at the
March 18 board meeting, said

a little bit bigger.

have no deficit.

M inkoff.

heard Sol Minkoff, director of
the summer program, present
a
preliminary budget of

Last year, more than 3200
children took part in summer
school Classes averaged 22

classes in special education,

Board members Monday

said, should take care of all

pupils. This year they will
average 27.

one to eight with trips to

PARENTS WILL be able
to register their children for
either a four -week or a six week summer session. For
parents who live in Dist. 59,
the cost will

be only $5.

-1; Children can take two
courses.

A NEW
DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

FORD 1 -TON
SUPER VAN TRUCKS

malmostia

Plus Mileage
Includes, Automatic
Transmission

PLUSDAY

ONLYi®'PER MILEAGE

6eoffe ?oole led INC.

at the

Devonshire, Einstein,

Brentwood, High Ridge

hheyol Lake Geneva

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY., ARLINGTON HTS.

"It's really comfortable except when I have itches inside." she said. ,"I don't mind
it but there are so many things
would like to do that I'd
I

Susan hopes her doctor will
decide the time is right when
she sees him March 12.

Susan manages to get

around the house with the aid
of a walker -- a four -legged
wrap -around cane -- but for

longer treks she has to

be

pushed in a wheel chair.

SHE IS AN avid reader. so
her days. She

this helps fill

also has to keep up with her
studies. The School Dist. 26
board of ecucation provides

hour with Susan five days a

View Elementary, Holmes,

Pontana.Wis. Chicago Phoni, 3r2sizao

around her chest.

children if there is room, if

Dist. 59 schools arc Low,
Frost, Jay, .Dempster, Forest

Get Away from it

CL 3-5000

broke,n-- and extends up

Susan with a tutor.
Mrs. Audrey Kemp, of Arl-

they are willing to bring them
each day to school and if they
will pay an out -of -district tuition charge.

7110

HER CAST covers her entire right leg -- the thigh was

Parents who live outside

I Dist. 59 may enroll their
DAY

injury.

When the cast will be

cultural enrichment program.

outdoor education for grades

coma, caused by a severe head

removed is uncertain but

at Dempster Junior High
School and an expanded

New this year will be

Holy Family Hospital. For 14

have to bend. -

Camp Reinherg, co-ed home
economics and industrial arts

"\

PER .

convalescing at

The Christian message is
not reserved for librarians or

Dist. 59 Summer Soho 1 to Pay'Own Way

turned people on. He gave pay its own way in Dist. 59

is

home, at 605 Elderberry.

the world.
ourselves

alts

us Victim

Knolls, and eight Elk Grove
Village buildings.

ington Heights, spends an

week, and teaches her

everything "except art. music
and gym. -

Then, too. she has friends

who come often to visit.

Her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard W. Panzer, said they
don't know when she will be

able to return to school. but

Susan is understandably anxious to get her young life back
on the track.

Her leg and lower torso still in a cast for injuries' incurred
when she was struck by a bus, Susan Panzer, 11, is able to
get around the house with a walker. (Photo by Greg Vojack)

0
SALES, SERVICE & INSTALLATION -- ALL MAKES OF GAS HEATING EQUIPMENT

755 S

INN d NE0 DES PLAII ES

299-3316
Td°

IT'S THE THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED HEATER THAT IS EASILY INSTALLED

IN THE WINDOW OR WALL! ALL THE CONTROLS OF ACENTRAL FORCE WARM
AIR SYSTEM!
5,

-D

D

D

D

D

yam &dim Rotel
Today's modern homes are ideally suited for "true ZONE heating" -- with multiple units of Dynavent Gas Heaters. No expensive ductwork, flues or chimneys are required, and the Dynavent
Gas Heater's exclusive forced warm air circulation system distributes the heat evenly throughout the heating area. Further-

riN,N-rr;ITCHEN

BED

ROOM

11
ROOM

C

LIVING ROOM.

- VESTIBULE

BED ROOM

more, since each unit has its own, thermostat, you can easily reg-

ulate the temperature for each room ... lower in unoccupied
rooms -- high in others.

PERFECT FOR SUPPLEMENTARY HEAT IN "SPLIT-LEVEL" HOMES

Cearal heating systems are often inadequate in the popular
"split-level" homes. A Dynavent Gas Heater is the answer to the

problem of getting heat into those chilly rooms at the "end of
the hebting system" ... eliminating the stream of cold air that
runs down halls and stairways.

C LL

ICE

S

iii

Ou,amittee..
DYNAVENT'S HEAT EXCHANGER UNIT IS GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS AGAINST RUSTING OR BURNING OUT. ALL CONTROLS AND COMPONENT PARTS
ARE GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR.

0

CALL' US FOR INFORMATION WITHOUT OBLIGATION a PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE ANYTIME

H

A I G & AIR CONDIT ON h

0
SALES, SERVICE & INSTALLATION -- ALL MAKES OF GAS HEATING EQUIPMENT

755 S

a n one Des Plaines

74-62 Loss Ends Season

Coaches Pick NM A§§=Sgcar Sqcemad

Whip@ S Tuaggish Cats

rar

Players from co -champions Wheeling and

Prospect make up half the Mid -Suburban
League coaches' all -conference basketball team
announced Wednesday.

curacy, and do ng little

BY RALPH NOVAK

Three Wildcats - all juniors - and two

Knights made the team.

to

combat it, the Wildcats were

Grant beat Wheeling 74-62

outscored 16-2 during one

whimper but much less than
the bang an overflow home

Grant pulled to a 55-45 advantage with 6:30 left in the
game, but Wheeling battled

league's leading scorer -- represented the

Wildcats, while two seniors, hard-working

forward. Butch Leonard and center George
Timson, are the Knights' all-stars.

crowd wanted.

FREMD LANDED two players on the
team, and Conant, Elk Grove, and Palatine'

lead into the third quarter, but
lost it to a hot -shooting spurt

had one each.

by

Wheeling carried a 32-28
the Mustangs and was

back to within three points on
a 20 -footer by Bastable, a
follow shot by Smith, and -a

free throw and Bastableassisted lay-up by Wright.

unable to generate the rally it

Forward Dave Freeman and scooter guard
Gerry Grybash - the only one of the team's

needed.

AFTER KOENIG zeroed

four juniors from a school other than Wheeling
-- were named from the Vikings.
Tom Pomey, Elk Grove's leading scorer and

Grant earned its way to the
Wheeling regional finals Fri-

rebounder, Brian Scholl, Palatine's sharp-

in a wide-open free thr w line
day against the winner of jumper, Wright connec ed on
tonight's Arlington -Mundelein two more free throws i what

shooting guard, and versatile Conant forward

game.

tined out to be the W ldcats'
last gasp.

Chris Shadwell round out the team.

EARNED IS THE word

With one exception, the team includes all
the MSL's 10 leading scorers. The exception

for

Bulldog center Lee

it.

Oler, a smooth 6-4, scored 34

is Elk Grove's Bob Artemenko, 10th in scoring

but replaced on the all -conference team by

GEORGE TIMSON

Timson; who was the 12th -leading point pro-

ducer.

points and grabbed II rebounds. Guard Steve Spencer
foiled the Wheeling press with

efficient ball -handling, and

TIMSON AT 6-5 is the tallest player on the
team. Shadwell is 6-4 and Freeman, Fricke,

also put in 18 points. Forward

and Leonard are all 6-2.
Last year's team was composed of all seniors,

points,

Rich Heitman scored 10

forward Steve Koenig chipped
in 12 more points.

1967

The selections:

Ht. W
5-11
6-2
6-2

Fremd
Wheeling
Fremd
Prospect
Palatine
Conant
Prospect
Wheeling

0
180
150

Sr.

200

1

5-10
6-2
6-I
5-9
6-4

Elk Grove

Jr.

1

Jr.
Jr.

6-5

195.

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

6-0

160

Jr.

165
150
182

Heitman slipped another
pass to Koenig for a lay-up,
and then rebounded a missed

from the field.

Oler hit 10 of his 18 field

goal tries, Spencer seven' of

17, Bastable eight of 21,

Fricke five of nine, and
Wright four of ten.

The Bulldogs put in 22 of

their 27 free throws, the
Wildcats 14 of 17.

1

1

WHEELING (62)
Player
5
5
5
Fricke
0 5
King
3
8 5
Smith
0 4 5
8
Bastable
4 6 4 4
Wright
2
'3 2
Weber
0 0 0 0
Hatten
24 14 27 18
Totals

RFRP
1

1

1

1

Wheeling underwent an unfortunate ending to a brilliant
season. The Wildcats, Mid Suburban League co -cham-

1

pions, had a 17-5 record Team rebounds: Grant, 4;
overall.
Grant, an 850 -student Wheeling, 2

Bastable shot. Bastable fouled . school that plays in the
him, and he hit two free Northwest Suburban League,
throws to build the Bulldog is now 24-4.
lead to 61-54.
An Oler steal set up another

SCORE BY QUARTERS
11 17 21 25--74
Grant
13 19 10 20--62
Wheeling

lay-up, this one by Spencer,

This time
Grant moved into a stall that
wasted a minute and left the
a Bastable miss.

Jack Bastable held the

Wildcats down 65-55 with

points and seven assists, with
15 points worth of help from
Carl Fricke and 14 from running mate Don Wright. Senior
Phil Smith, saddled with the
task of defending against Oler,
scored seven points and grab-

fouled and put in two free

Wildcats together with 16

honorable mention list. No honorable mention
choices were announced this year.
School
Wheeling

Wheeling had a 29-28 re-

GRANT (74)
RF R P
Player
3
Heitman, R
4 5 4
Koenig
6 0 2
10 14 11 3
Oler
Spencer
4 2
7 4
O
0
Heitman,B
Miller
O
0 I 0
Schad
0 0 0
O
26 22 24 11
: Totals

and Heitman again rebounded

took five rebounds,

and made nine assists. And

and the closest thing to a repeater is Bastable,
whose brother Tom made the 1967 squad.

Player
Jack Bastable
Dave Freeman
Carl Fricke
Gerry Grybash
Butch Leonard
Tom Pomey
Brian Scholl
Chris Shadwell
George Timson
Don Wright

of 15 for the game.

edge that was
Wednesday, ending the stretch and still trailed 47-42 bounding
by a 20-12 lead in
Wildcats' season with after Bastable flipped in a fall - neutralized
turnovers. Grant was 24 -for something more than a away.
56 and Wheeling 26 -for -54

Wheeling's digging guards, Jack Bastable
and Don Wright, and center Carl Fricke -- the

Shadwell's brother Larry made the

attempts in the last 1:30--I4

1:47 to go after Spencer was

throws.

THE WILDCATS had to
foul after that, but picked the
wrong person to foul"- Oler.
He made six of six free throw

bed eight rebounds before
fouling out.

WHEELING ZOOMED

off to a 7-0 lead and

withstood a Grant comeback
to hold a 13-11 first quarter
lead -- with nine of the points
by Fricke.

Oler put in nine points in
first 2:30 of the second
quarter, giving the Bulldogs
the

Final MSL Scoring

JACK BASTABLE

CHRIS SHADWELL

DON WRIGHT

owling
Results
FAIRVIEW
GARDENERS
MIXED
March 3, 1968
Team standings: '1. Dandy

.."--Lions; 2. Sod Busters; 3.

Aphids; 4. Thistles and

Thorns; 5. Swingers; 6. Chick
Weeds;, 7. Jumpin Junipers; 8.

Cabbage Heads; 9. Bowl
Weevils; 10. Zucchinis; 11.

Bommerangs; 12. Mamas and
Papas; 13. Four Yews; 14.

Doodle Bugs; 15. M. and Ms;
16. D.D.T.s

High team series: Thistles
and Thorns, 2511. High team
game: Zucchinis, 909.
High individual series scratch: Joan Shields, 545,
Chuck Winland, 660. High
individual game - scratch:

John Frey, 242, Janet
Hegber, 211.

GERRY GRYBASH

Player

G FG FT Pts. PPG HG

1. Carl Fricke, Wh.
2. Brian Scholl, Pal.
3. Dave Freeman, Frd.
4. Gerry Grybash, Frd.
5. Jack Bastable, Whl.
6. Chris Shadwell, Con.
7. Butch Leonard, Pros.
8. Tom Pomey, E.G.
9. Don Wright, Whl.
10. Bob Artemenko,E.G.
II. Jim Gumz, Pros.
12. George Timson, Pros.
13. John Knopf, E.G.
14. J. Baumgartner, Arl.
15. Phil Smith, Whl.
16. R.J. Collins, Arl.
17. Rick Schuster, Con.
18. Dave Hasbach, Pal.
19. Norm Lohse, Frd.
20. Walt Rieble, Con.
21. Don Schieler, Con.
22. John Moffat, Con.
23. Earl Thomas, FV
24. Mark Liddell, An.
25. Jim Oplt, E.G.
26. Steve Brown, F.V.
27. Fred Sanborn, Frd.
28. Dave McGuffey, Arl.
29. Bill Mazanet, Frd.
30. Mike Anderson, Pros.
31. Doug Dahle, F.V.
32. Jerry Hoffman, Pal.
33. George Gowen, Pal.
34. Dean Schmelzer, Arl.
35. Scott Smith, Pal.
36. Ron King, Whl.
37. Mike Messer, F.V.
38. Forrest Haney, Pros.
39. Wes Dixon, Frd.
40. Bill Teichert, F.V.
41. John Wester, F.V.
42. Phil Donahue, Pal.
43. Kevin Grismer, F.V.
44. Dave Somers, Pros.
45. Keith Bauer, F.V.
46. Gary Andrews, Pros.
47. John Green, Pros.
48. Ed Haskell, Pros.
49. Mike Hatten, Whl.

14 85 70 240 17.1 27
14 94 41 229 16.4 25
14 83 50 216 15.4 28
14 75 64 214 15.3 28
14 79 49 207 14.8 21
14 78 49 205 14.6 26
14 77 44 198 14.1 21
14 64 67 195 13.9 26
12 60 62 182 15.2 23

50. Chris Buttenob, Arl.
51. Kevin Freund, Frd.

.11

13 81

19

13.9

181

14 78 20 176 12.6
14 67 36 170 12.1

14 58 52 168 12.0
14 57 48 162 11.6
14 66 27 159 11.4

14 55 20

132
130

14 43 35

121

13'49

119
119
118
114

18

21

14 40 39
14 41

36

14 49

16

9.4
9.3
8.6
9.2
8.5

8.4
8.1

12 42 27 Ill 9.2
14 43 23 109 7.8
14 39 22 102 7.3
14 30 42 102 7.3
14 41

17

14 30 24
14 30 24
14 29 24
13 31

19

14 26 25
13 26 24
14 29
14 30
10 29
13 28
12 27
13 30

14
10
9

8 24

13

18 -foot jump shot and

Bastable hit Fricke with a lead
pass for a lay-up that gave the
Wildcats the edge, 32-26.

WRIGHT PUT in two

drives and Weber hit another
jumper at the outset of the se-

cond half to open a 38-31

Wheeling lead before Grant

20
26
20

tore the game apart.

The Bulldogs made their

first nine shots from the floor
in the third quarter, Oler ac-

27
25

conting for five of them on

19

,

5.5
5.8
5.1

13
15
12
17
12
13

3.4

9
8
14
12
10
6

12 14

9 12

11

38
37
37
34
30
27

26
26
26

13
9
10

2

9

14
8
7

11

9

12

9

12
8
8

9 10

4

'24

9

5
2

21
18
17
16

1

1

8

8
8
5
8

8
12

6
4

7

0

6

I

7

4

5

9

9

4

2
6

0

9

5

2

9

4

4

7

4
4

63

2
0
2

6

2

4.

6

3

2

4

3

6

3

3

3

0
0
0

6

1

3

3

13
12
12
12
10
8
8
8
8

2.4
2.2
2.7
2.3
2.2

6

1.9
1,4

4
4
4
4

4

2.7
1.3

4
4

1.3

4

1.3

3

6

1.5'

4

6
6

1.0

2

2.0
0.8

2

5

4

1.3

4
2

4

0.8

2

3

I

0

3
5

1

10

2 ,0.7
2 0.7

0

2

3

0.4

7

1

0

2

0.3

2

2 /.0

BFRP

Pomey had a lot of help

I

1

1

BUTCH LEONARD

EAST LEYDEN (52)
Player
5
4 4
Dobrola
0
Larsen
3
2 0
Kasser

3

Beyers

0

BFRP
1

1

1

0

1

2
I

D. Fick

0

2

1

1

Knutson

0

1

2

2

E. Fick

7

5

9

Nesbitt
Kreplin
Totals

0

60

5

2

0

4

twice to Jim Oplt.

The first quarter was a battle, with the score tied three
times. The Grens, however,
managed to come out on the

1

19 14 22 15

a row and

on long

assists. Knopf, Oplt and Rick
Radtke took turns giving each
other the ball and scoring.

and Frank Schultz hit in the

points in the final period, half
of them on free throws.

bounds in

Bill

Dobrola led the scoring attack

with six points,

all

shots. It could have been a
good bit closer, but Knopf

closing seconds for Elk
Grove.

THE GRENS saved their

Knopf got eight of his 19

And then it came time for
the clock to run out. Tom
Pomey scored the Grens' last
bucket of the game with :27

best until last, plunking in 22

left to give the Mid -Suburban

Teamwork accounted for the
outburst as the Grens scored
their first five baskets of the

chance to meet the winner of
tonight's Weaton North -Fenton game tomorrow night at

points in the last period.

quarter from in close on

League 68 points and a
8:30.

topside of the ties.

EAST LEYDEN struck

first with the first of Fick's

seven baskets at 7:38, but Bob

Artemenko tied it up 21

seconds afterward. Knopf rebounded the next Eagle shot,

but an Elk Grove turnover

gave it back to the Eagles.

Knopf rebounded the next
shot and was fouled by Bill
Dobrola. He made his shot,
and then Tom Pomey made
another. Fick tied the score

once more with a hook at
5:48.

Elk Grove ran into foul
trouble quickly, picking up
eight in the first quarter. The
Eagles scored five points on
the charity offers, finishing

the quarter two points behind,

0

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Elk Grove 15 19 12 22 -- 68
East Leyden13 11 15 13 -- 52

The next quarter saw the
Grens build a 10 -point lead on

the strength of Pomey's ten

points and five rebounds. East

Leyden narrowed the gap in

the third period to seven

points as Fick got seven re.

Cards, Knights,. Grens
Face Semi -Final Tests
Arlington, Elk Grove and Prospect all face simi-final opponents in tonight's state tournament regional action.

The Cakds meet Mundelein at Wheeling at 7:30 p.m. to
battle for the right to face Grant in Friday's final. Arlington
beat Barrington 55-53 and Mundelein smacked St. Viator, 6048 in first round games.

Prospect will confront Conant in the Prospect regional at
7:30 p.m. The Knights defeated the Cougars twice during the

2
2
2
2
2

in scoring with Ed Fick of the
Eagles. Knopf got half as
many rebounds as Pomey but

1

4

1.4

0

ELK GROVE (68)
Player
2 3 3 4
Schultz
3
2 0
Artemenko
8
6 12 4
Pomey
7 5
6 3
Knopf
2
3
Radtke
3
6
5
Oplt
26 16 30 18
Totals

5
10

3.3

1

seven times from the floor. He

6

6

1.3
1.3

TOM POMEY had a fine
night for the Grens on both
offense and defense. He canned 22 points, missing only

/Ai

12

1.4

3.0

getting 13 baskets each half.

11

2.7

of the

dison Trail regional

free throw attempts and put
in field goals at a .541 clip,

19
19
8
16
10
14
10

6
6
5

0
0
2

3
5

2

13
13

2.7
3.4
2.9

7,77:71

14

3.1
3.8

11

for scores.

helped out four times with
assists, twice to Pomey and

3.5

14
16
12

The Elk Grove Grenadiers
literally shot their way into a
victory Wednesday in the Ad-

foes. the East Leyden Eagles,
68-52. The story of the game
was Elk Grove's accuracy as
the Grens made 16 our of 17

6

4

CARL FRICKE

15
13
12

14
14
14

11

also picked off 12 rebounds,
putting four of them back up

BY LINDA GAMMILL

The Grcns crushed their

13
14

1

Grens Shoot Past East Ley e

22

12 16

1

a brilliant season on the downbeat in a 74-62 loss.

state Tournament.

11

11

65. Jim Hoffman, E.G.
66. Wayne Langhorst, Pal.
67. Gary Pleickhardt,E.G.
68. Bruce Timko, Pros.
69. Jack Bosch, Con.
70. John Theroux, Arl.
71. Bob Spore, Pros.
72. Kevin Barthule, Whl.
73. Bob Baumstark, E.G.
74. Bob Nemeth, Pros.
75. Larry Pahl, E.G.
76. John Haas, Whl.
77. Jay Newman, Whl.
78. Larry Wadzita, Arl.
79. Rich Hupp, F.V.
80. Ralph Lidge, Arl.
81. Tom Kereszturi, Pro's.
82. Frank Waldenmeyer, Con.
83. Scott Decker, WhI.
84. Jim Muelhausen, WhI.
85. Jim Haemker, Pal.
86. John Musial, Pros.

6.0
6.0
5.9
6.2

Bulldog lead and the clock. They lost both contests in the semi-final regional game, ending

Faced with all this ac-

from teammate John Knopf.
The 6-0 senior popped in 19
points to share second place

17

8

64. Keith Culberson, Arl.

7.1

Cheerleader Sue Bastable couldn't bear to watch it. Wheeling's Mike Hatten (14) and Phil
Smith (34) try to hem in Grant's Lee Oler as the Wildcats battle desperately against a nine -point

four jumpers and tip -in.

17
18
16
17
15
18
18
21

5.0
6.7
5.2
5.4
4.9
61
7.6
56 4.7
52 5.2
45 5.6
45 3.8
42 3.8

12 23 10
10 20 12

52. Frank Schultz, E.G.
53. Rick Radtke, E.G.
54. Joe Kalisz, E.G.
55. Doug Somers, Arl
56. Jim Weber, WhI.
57. Mike Berns, Con.
58. Dave Lighthall,F.V.
59. Frank Altmaier, Con.
60. Fred Lauing, F.V.
61. George Toneff, WhI.
62. Alan Smart, Pal.
63. Mike McNamara, Pal..

99
84
84
82
80
77
76
72
70
67
67
65
64

There were tics at 16, 18,
22, 24, and 26 points apiece
before Wheeling forward Jim
Weber came off the bench to
put in two free throws and an

13 62 27 151 11.6 18
14 62 27 151 10.8 17
14 60 28 148 10.6 20
14 47 41 135 9.6 14
14 48 36 132 9.4 18
14 57

their first lead at 16-15.

Mid -Suburban League season, 74-66 and 58-45.

TOM POMEY

Elk Grove, a surprise winner over East Leyden Wednesday,
plays at 8:30 p.m. tonight inothe Addison Trail regional.

Prospect side horse ace Ken Barr will be one of the favorites
when district competition in the state gymnastics tournament

opens tonight. All the Dist. 214 schools - Arlington, Elk

Grove, Forest View, Prospect, and Wheeling - will be in .the
talent -laden Barrington district. Side horse, tumbling, and still
ring competition will be held tonight beginning .at 7 p.m. wit
parallel bar, horizontal bar, and tranipoline competition Frida
night. The winners of the top 10 places in each event at Bar-

rington and the other two districts - at Rich East and West
Leyden - will advance to the state finals at Maine East Mar.
15-16.

(1.3 -Lost and Found

THE DAY
Thursday, March 7, 1968

Page 12

Lost: B nin. old black cat, white

paws, chest & tip of. tail. Vic.
St. James. 392-0960 aft, 3130.

CLASSIFIED

WNWC 921 F

I Lost: Pioneer Pk area, sm. dark
gray cat, front paws declawed.

INDEX

Reward, CL 9-1158.

PRESENTS

14 -Personals

Illinois High School Basketball Association
WITH SPORTSCASTER

Rick VanPelt

Basketb i
Tourney

71

Udine South Scratches

McGAW HALL, Northwestern Univ.

Dave Butz scored nine of
his 20 points in the third
quarter to lead the Maine
South Hawks to a 60-41 victory over Maine West in the

MARCH 4 to 8 Monday through Friday
From Prospect High School

Prospect regional Wednesday.

Gary Lange of Maine

South took the opening tipoff

THREE Sectional Games

MAINE SOUTH (60)

March 13-14-15
From Arlington High School

McClayton
Larson
Schmitz
Masoncup
Holden
Lange
Perez
Butz
Nettinga
McGuire

Super Secti
from McGaw Hall, Northwestern University

BROUGHT TO YOU

`tCF

Ariington

oebyis firia Miles

Mt. rospect State

5

2

1

1

4

0
0

0

1

6

7

4

3

3

3

5

9

2

9

3

0
0

0

0

his Maine West cagers ran out
of the gym as though the final

O

0

gun had sounded. The West

1

1

held Butz and company to on -

0
4

0

0

0

3

I

I

0

I

0

0

0

I

O

5

3

4

O

5

3

6

5

S
3

3

0
0
0
0

1

6

Jim Mach to cut the gap to
quarter.

At the end of the first half,
Coach Gaston Freeman and

ly 23 points and led 23-20 at
the half.

P

Markworth

Totals

Team won its second straight

I

Waskowski
Freeman
Robertson
Tistle
Kaechele
Wagner
Mach
Hann

Horn

three, to close mit the second

O

BFR

2

0

I

0

0

0

13 15 21

16

1

meet Friday. clipping

Steve Rohrback won two

events -- the 50 -yard dash and
440 -yard run -- for Prospect,

and added a second place, in
the broad jump.

The Knights' Owen

MacBride won the two-mile

riors tied the Hawks at 26-26,
but then the Hawks poured in

another Prospect first.

pole vault, and Steve Holme's

4:43.1 mile was good for
PROSPECT 57

14 points to West's two and

HIGHLAND PARK 52

built a 40-28 third quarter
lead.

MAINE SOUTH outscored

West 20-13 in the final
quarter to seal the victory.

Two-mile run:

I

21 -Situations Wanted -Mon

39
66

10
12

44
27

14

Real Estate -Apt. Budding
Real EstateBus. Property

85

Real Estate -Houses

86

89

To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous

76

To Rent Resort Properties
To Rent, Stares, Offices

79
77

the community" and sign

YOUR CHOICE!

$

autographed pictures.

2"x 4"x 8'

1 44

St. Raymond
Grabs 3d CYO
Skating Title

ALL ASSOCIATION
GRADE STAMPED

CONST./BTR.

VERSATILE, SANDED

0

$2.90
$6.74
$3.'1 1

$4.02

THE WINNERS had four
club division champions: Jim
Tangney in the pony division.

First Choice for beautiful cabinets
3/4" A2 GRADE NATURAL BIRCH
4' X 8' PANELS

Bob Hacnisch, juvenile

MIDWEST

division. Theresa Griffin.

BANK Cill1OS

$11.44

WELCOME HERE

juvenile girls, and Mary. Carol
Cunningham. intermediate.

Glass -lined

Tom Tangney in the

Safety Controls

PER PANEL PRICES

$19.87 Entry Lock

Passage Set

.

TO $10.00

.$1.34

WICKES

Pole vault: I. Imhoff, P-11'9", 2. Brown, HP --I1'; 3.
Loeffel; P--106-.

ARLINGTON

%Mile West of Barrington Road
- On Lake Street (U.S. 20)

837-6000

Mrs. Barbara Tangney and
Mrs. Betty Griffin coached
the team. which practiced on

Des Plaines Park District
rinks.
Nit

COMPANY

HEIGHTS

FA KY

255-7200

T ADS
GET RESULTS

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of

their advertisement and in
case of error to notify the

hen.
Yon. Use

deportment
classified
at
o:sce in order that correction
can be made. In the event of

'error or omission, the newspaper will be responsible for
the first
incorrect
insertion 'and only to the extent of the space that the ad
ONLY

WAN'.
S

Please check your ads and
notify us at once. Correct.

0,

ions are accepted

by,

Saturdays
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

THE ARLINGTON HEIGHTS PLAN

CALL

phone.

9 to .9 weekdays & 9 to 12

PHONE 255.7200

255-7200
23 -Instruction

COMMISSION WILL CONSIDER A
REQUEST FOR AMENDMENT TO THE

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT ON THE

FLIGHT TRAINING

NORTHWEST MEDICAL CENTER, 1430
NORTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
a

public hearing will be held on

FAA approved

Wednesday,

March 27, 1968, at
the Municipal Building, 33 South Arlington Heights
Road, Arlington
Heights, Illinois,

8:30 P.M.

- V.A. approved

in

by the Arlington Heights Plan Commission

to consider a request for

amendment to the planned development on properly legally described
as follows:

streets in Linder's Add. to
Arlington Heights, also part of Block
Lot

22 in

Allison's

Township 42 North, Range II East
of the Third Principal Meridian, in
Cook County, Illinois.

Lawlor, Pat Schneider. Eddy

Anderson.

n

205 S. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Error: will
requites.
be
recitified by republication
for one insertion.

is made to permit the construction
of one building to house a nursing

Julie Cunnigham, Maribeth
Griffin. Gail Grenning, Pat

ton. Bob Brocren. and Tom

New Winter Hours: Fri. 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. - Sat. 8 A.M. to 4 P.M. - Sun. 9 A.M. to 1 P.M.
ILLINOIS

HP -18'2 Shot put: L. Wait, HP -49'4l/2"; 2. Bedsworth, P-42"1/2-; 3. Val, HP--40'10-

Commonly known as the south
portion of Northwest Suburban Medico! Park Subdivision property, 1430
North
Arlington
Heights
Road,
Arlington Heights, Illinois. Request

Bout et. Johnny Guzzardo.

BARTLETT,

'

Heather Lawlor. Mary Pope.
Debbie Moisan, Jeannie 'and

Terry Tangney, Dennis Scran-

LUMBER and BUILDING
SUPPLIES CENTER

Morgan.

3.

Add. to Arlington Heights, being part
of the Southwest 1/4 of Section 20,

SAVE UP

$3.44

20-2--;

efits, 3716 hour week.

775-2550

CHECK YOUR ADS!

Long jump: I. Rosenbaum,
HP --21- I --; 2. Rohrback, P--

9 and part of

'

8i -fold

2:51.3

skater.

Save $10.00

A position offering challenge
and growth opportunity to the
person who is analytically in.

SOUR.RE

PLEASE

and

Moisan, Debbie Scranton.

Inc.
439-8100

clined and who has experi-

Mile relay: I. Highland
Park -- 2:51; 2. Prospect --

St. Raymond also got a
boost from its novice division

52 GALLON ELECTRIC
Rag. $59.95 S47 .95

48" Lauan Bifold $14.82 12" Louver Doors $4.26
48" Birch Bi-fold $17.51 15" Louver Doors $4.63 '
18" Louver Doors $4.97
48" Louvered

Arco Electronics,

CORRESPONDENT

ADVERTISERS

HEATERS

THEY INCLUDED Laura
Lawlor. Patty Fischer. Cindy

growing electronic
to do Shipping and Stock Control of miniature electronic
components. Will train to do
testing
of
semiconductors.
CALL
industry

CREDIT

4:43.1; 2. Dail, P--4:51.1; 3.
Treece, P--4.59

John Griffin in the junior
boys. division took seconds.

"R

a

the fast

255-4400

WATER

Save $5.00

for

opportunity

man interested in

3. Wilcox, P--2:11

Lots 5, 6, and 7 of the Northwest
Medical Subdivision, being a subdivision of Lots 7 and 10, together
with ports of certain vacated alleys

30 GALLON GAS
Reg. $47.95 SA 2.95

QUALITY DOORS & LOCKSETS

in-

termediate boys class and

STOCK CONTROL
Excellent

grad., excellent company ben-

St. Raymond -- with a

Des Plaines.

,Mt. Prospect
392-9168

PROSPECT

rink in Chicago.

Chicago and St. Stephen of

permanent

consider
part time.
Will

ence in industrial or commence credit. High School

recently at Lake Meadows

distance St. Bronislav of

area.

Malvernon, HP
880 run: I.

St. Raymond of Mount

talented contingent of Mount
Prospect Skating Club athletes
-- piled up 91 points to out-

and

local

in

MOUNT

Prospect won its third straight
Catholic Youth Organization
speed skating championship

Precision Trimmed
Premium 'Quality
Low, Low Price
Large Inventory

,

ALL ASSOCIATION GRADE MARKED

1/4" INTERIOR
3/4" INTERIOR
1/4" EXTERIOR
38" EXTERIOR

EACH

20/25% STAND.
10/15% UTILITY

builders

to

92
42
82

BEFORE 4 P.M.

Rodgers, P--8.3
Mile run: I. Holmes, P--

Orbital Sander

doors

102

10:49

HP --7.7; 2. Ducey, P--7.9; 3.

o Sabre Saw

work

shop

delivery of oak moldings and

CALL

Bach, P--10:40; 3. Oswald. P--

Dick, HP -2:07.5; 2. Paulson, P--2:08.7;

Thursday. A spokesman for
the auto agency says Hull will
"answer hockey questions for

clean

18

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

440 run: I. Rohrback, P--

o 3/8" Drill

BODIED MAN
for

81

Travel

50 dash: I. Rohrback, P-5.9; 2. Stern, HP --5.95; 3.

Dennis Hull, will be at Arlington lark Dodge, 1400 E.
Northwest Hwy., Palatine,

YOUNG ABLE

24

26
30
47

Personals

54.1; 2. Malvoin, HP --54.2; 3.
Val, HP --54.7.
60 low hurdles: I. Dodd.

TOOLS

24 -Help Wanted Mon

2

Nachman, HP --8.8

Chicago Black Hawks' Jet Set,

Experienced & references.
253-3443

7

-- 1:20.9; 2. Prospect

BUY AND SAVE NOW

do ironing in my home,

Will

28
29
57

Home FurnishingsFurniture
Industrial Property
83
5
In Memoriam
Instruction
23
90
Investment Property
landscaping
50
loansPersonal, Business
65
Lost and Found
13
Miscellaneous Merchandise
32
Mobile Hawes
98
Motorcycles and Scooters .... 111
55
Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools Child Care
69
Office Furniture
Devices
56

880 relay: I. Highland Park

POWER

4?7-4051, After 4:30 P.M.

22 -Situations Wanted Women

.

HP --8.2; 2. Ducey, P--8.5; 3.

The silver half of the

PART TIME
DRAFTING

1

MacBride, P --I0:23.6; 2.
60 high hurdles: I. Dodd.

0

inexpensive to clean rugs

IT'S

338

91
Resort Properties For Sale
94
Real Estate -loans Mortgages
95
Real Estate -Service
88
Real EstateVacant
96
Real Estate Wanted
70
RoomsBoardHousekeeping
21
Situations Wanted -Men
22
Situations WantedWomen
74
To Rent Apartments
78
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73

Highland Park 57-52.

run. Herb Imhoff took the

Maine South 10 13 17 20 - 60
Maine West 5 15 8 13 - 41

e

Prospect's varsity track

Freeman had a right to be
happy until the 3:40 mark of
the third quarter as his War-

SCORE BY QUARTERS

Robert L. Neilson

day at 7:30 p.m.

Lange teamed with Tistle and

to 13 in the second quarter.

0

25 10 28 20

regional final will be for Fri-

Knights Tip
Highlandrirk.

THE WARRIORS

2

MAINE WEST (41)

viz Sinclair

lead.

O

0

nant game Thursday. The

In the Classified Ads. 255-7200

36

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
Wanted Men
Help Wanted Men or Women
Help Wanted Women

Maine South will play the
winner of the Prospect - Co-

of It by reading "Autos for Sale"

3

Food and Delicacies

the Hawks a 10-5 first quarter

3

3-

Player

then sank two shots to give

0

2
0
2

Totals

with a bucket by Harry Tistle
to knot the game at 2-2. South

outscored their opponents 15

BFR

Player

and drove in for an easy
layup. But West retaliated

IF YOU TREASURE TIME, save rots

64

15
16
17
9

Florists

State i.R asketball ace

Ihlro

Regional Games

est

starting 8 a.m. quiting 5 p.m.,
CL 3.6951, after 6 p.m.

and upholstery with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer $1.
The Paint Spot, 11 W. Davis,
Arlington Heights, Illinois

101

Duy Ccmp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment ..
Employment AgenciesMen
Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service -Women
Equipment Rentals

its 15th Big Ten championship in the last 23 seasons.

Super Sectional from

106
103
99

Cemeteries 8 loti
Coins Hobbies

ed for the epee championship with 10-1 records. Harris beat Odders, 5-2, to give Illinois

Sectional from Arlington Heights High School

34
20
109
105
107

Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Busiriess Services
Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks

a come -from -behind 4-3 win over Wisconsin's previously undefeated Dick Odders in his final
match. Vitoux' victory forced a fence -off between Odders and Illinois' Harvey Harris, deadlock-

Prospect High School

on

75

Auto Parts and Access.
Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto Trailers 8 Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange
Boats and Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities

Mike Vitoux, a University of Illinois senior from Arlington Heights, came through with
a clutch comeback win Saturday to save the Big 10 fencing title for the Illini. Vitoux lost
his first five matches in the epee round-robin, but rebounded to win his last six, including

1111

SEVER!

35

Aportelents To Exchange '
Apts. and Rooms to Share
Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales
Aviation

Auto leasing

Regional March 4 to 8
Sectional March 13-14-15
Super Sectional March 18

Regional from

Air Conditioning

Transportation needed to & from
N. Arlington Hts: to Ampex Corp.,

home on this property.

Interested persons will be given

\

4
AIRLINE PREPARATORY
PRIVATE
INSTRUMENT
'

COMMERCIAL
MULTI -ENGINE

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR
AIRLINE TRANSPORT

'GROUND INSTRUCTION

Have your license by summer
For Details CALL

an opportunity to be heard.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PLAN COMMISSION
FRED AINSLIE, Chairman

WILLIAM HANNUM, Secretary
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.
March 7, 1968

AIRCHARTERS AVIATION SCHOOL

272-4000 or 273-5775 ext. 56
3000 DUNDEE RD. NORTHBROOK, ILL.
(Located at Skyharbor Airport)

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

74-Haff Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Man wanted early a.m. Monday
Saturday. Call

thru

SALESMAN

MEN!

MEN!

INVENTORY

Grocery

WE NEED:- FOR DAY SHIFT

MANAGER

Stockman

MAINTENANCE MEN

Paint Store in Northwest
suburb.

Work near home in well
paying job with a future
in a fast growing busin-

Also pan time salesman.
WRITE

At

General Molded Products, Inc.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

MANAGER

Rds.

starting salary

TOPPS

small assembly drawings and
machine part detailing, to

work with chief engineer

in

product design. Profit sharing,

hour week and other

company benefits.

CALL MR. REISENER

GENERAL FACTORY
Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit sharing.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

0Assemblers

testing

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

°Wirers and Solderers

1150 5. Willis Ave.

0 Packers

MACHINIST

26 -Help Wanted Merl
Women

(1 blk. N. of Lawrence)
Chicago
UN 7-8000

MOLDERS

0 Cafeteria Attendant

8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

°Secretaries and Typists

INJECTION & COMPRESSION
PLASTIC MACHINE OPERATORS

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

°Good Starting Pay

PROTOTYPE
PRODUCTION.

component

fabrication, has created
new position for a Q. C. technician This position will report to our Q C. Manager and
hove the responsibility of
supervising the inspection personnel in one of our production departments. Should hove
experience in mechanical and
electro - mechanical inspection procedures. Send. resume
in complete confidence to

open for prototype production
assemblers. Applicants should
possess mechanical skills and

component ports and metal
a

S.

1150

facturer hos two very reward-

Willis

III.

Wheeling,

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

8246135

An equal opportunity employer

L

V

basic assembly blueprints. Experience in mechanical and electro mechanical

One of the highest paying companies
in the industry

GET RESULTS

TO CAA

production helpful. These are

new positions due to an in-

Servwfies 112cArgasocacv

METHODE

Hts , III 6005

,

26 -Help Wanted Men - or

Catering!
CL3.4182

CL 5-4833
392-3500

POWER TOOLS

° PACKERS

Superior Company
Benefits

MACHINIST

275 12th St.
U.N. Alloy Bldg.
Wheeling, Ill.

Good Starting Pay
and Many Benefits

Alterations
EXPERT ALTERATIONS

ON MEN'S WEAR.
Pleats
Remodeling, Relining,
Removed. Ladies' Coots Shorten
ed.

CL 9.0849

VARO OPTICAL
215 E. Prospect Ave.

1/z block North of Dundee
44 Mile west of Wolf Rd.

2598100
Mt. Prospect

DAY WANT ADS
An equal opportunity employer

_GET RESULTS

BUY OR SELL CARS

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR
TOWING SERVICE.

Arlington Body Craft ,
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

Carpentry -Remodeling

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359.1906

"the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
lob too small. 766-8034
Coll

Carpet Cleaning
Winter

Special

517.95

cleans

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB - AAA
Our relocation to new modern office requires additional salesmen to handle increase of business.

High earnings selling memberships, auto insurance and financing Guaranteed 5600 per month salary with 1st year earnings averaging between 510,000 and 512,000.
Qualified men will immediately handle a sizeable amount of
renewal business, and constant growth guarantees future
earnincts Prefer experienced salespeople - car necessary.

Contact MR. REYNOLDS -827-1186
1789 Oa kton Street

Des Plaines, Ill.

59.95 & up. 894-5722

Some experience preferred but will train individual with
knowledge of blueprint reading and simple measuring devices

LATHE OPERATORS -Production
EXPERIENCED OR TRAINEES

Clean work machining flourocarbon plastics: Teflon, Kel.F,
Dein'', etc

Permanent positions - no layoffs. New air conditioned plant.
Many fringe benefits including company paid, profit sharing.

INORGANIC PLASTICS, INC.
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Fully insured.
Stroll Decorating'

&

Instructions
Violin Lessons - Advanced &
beginners. New easy methods
CL 5-8239 CL 3.5150

358-9038
Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803
Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118

Plastering
clean

Fast

DEPENDABLE CARPET
new or used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

Wall.toWall,

255-3642

Catering
Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL3.4182
CL 5-4833

392-6E117

Radio -TV Repair

Moving

358-9710

SAVE YOUR EYES!

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.

Murals

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

Beautify your home for Easter.

Murals hand painted on ahy
wall. Washable. Under 549.
529-2840

Ray's

.

-Radio and T.V. Repair
(Col'or er black & white)
16 Yrs, of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen

Arl. His.

CI 5.5692

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.

sewer Service
SEWER TROUBLES?

Cement Work by Vito Pelagio.

All types of _sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

Driveways,
Garages,
Stairs,
Patios. Free estimates.

Painting -Decorating

766-1943

Dressmaking -Sewing

Lauritz Jensen

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
Alterations. Near
to ' order.
255-0348
Randhurst.

Decorators
3 Generations
Decorating in the finest

Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, iv coats, re

CL 9-0495

Alterations & Fittings.
by Professional in my home.
437-6588
Appointment Only.

Scandinavian tradition.

Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone call takes
core of home maintenance?
Painting: Interior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
* New Method Carpet Cleaning
*Floor Cgre for Home & Office

Top quality materials & careful
workmanship,
.381-4651

SECOND SHIFT, 4:30 p.m. -1 a.m.

(Part time shift 5:30 p.m. -11 p.m.)

Call 253-5048

CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL

Graduate designer So. American
fashion school, perfect alterations. Reas. 358-7791.

FIRST SHIFT, 8 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.

SECOND SHIFT

Cabby's Plumbing
Repair Service

Arlington His.
255.4062
Limited spring openings.

pair & replace zippers on
lockets etc. Also men's clothing.
255-8161

O Stable employment

Small

Plumbing

Moving
Save 50%

O Liberal vacation and 8 paid holidays
a year

MOTHER'S SHIFT, 9 A.M. - 3 P.M.
service.

lobs a specialty. Free estimates
255-3823

Meyers
Brick & Masonry.
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

°' Night shift differential
© Air conditioned plant

Assembly experience desired but not essential since we will train.

Tuning Repairing

Prospect, Mt. Prospect, 'or call

Masonry

o Company paid pension plan

Used Pianos Wanted

Ned Williams

CL 3-5592

Low cost group life insurance

based on seniority and qualifications
O No, seasonal layoffs

ASSEMBLERS

255.4400

Pianos - Organs

exploration into the wonderful

world of the voice. For 'further
info contact Mr. Carter, -27 W.

o Opportunities for 'higher rated jobs

.

Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

singing from the heart -We do

-not guarantee a 2nd ,Caruso
however we do guarantee on

ical insurance
o Free major medical insurance
O Free disability income insurance

We have openings for;

Photography

DO YOU HAVE THE DESIRE

to sing? Carter School tif Music
is now offering vocal (training
either individual -or ; group.
Whether you are 13. or 103 you
will enjoy the satisfaction of

Free Blue Cross & Blue Shield Med-

Base rate with automatic increases

every 90 days
o Base rate plus bonus earnings

Wall Papering.

LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

WINTER PRICES

EXPERIENCED ORTRAINEE

All Cracks Repaired,
. Wallpapering
and
exterior
pointing.
All work guaranteed.

Furniture Refiniiiag

Carpet Installation

Concrete Work

INSPECTOR

7,46-4687

Refinishing, repairs, iburns
scratches removed. FL 8r 4543,

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

VARO INC

ealed &

Wayne's Furniture Service

Auto Repair

J. J. 0' Brien Constr.
Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5-5056

POWER TOOLS

520 Paints Most Rooms

Ecklund Floor Se rl Ice

Average rm. sanded,
finial -led. $19.95

G

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

We Don't

APPLY AT

537-9436

DES PLAINES

Join the world's largest manufacturer of telephone protection equipment for the
independent telephone industry. Full time employment with Cook Electric provides:

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Direct9ry - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

will perform machining and

formal train desirable.

ST.

Palatine, III.

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400

With minimum supervision you

volving very close tolerances. 5
to 10 years experience or

LEE

200 E. Daniels Rd.

Ray's Radio and TN. Repair
(Color or black &white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen
i Arl. Hts.
CI 5-5692'

fitting operations on all kinds
of metal parts and machines.
Also layout work from sketches and written specifications.
Highly diversified work in-

1365

Women

COOK ELECTRIC COMPANY

1700 Hicks Rood

Rolling Meadows

0 ASSEMBLERS

PRODUCTS, INC.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

26 -Help Wanted Men or

vices offered by' reputable business people in your community. Call one NOW!

MFG. CORP.

IN WHEELING

GENERAL MOLDED

Algonquin & Meacham Roads
Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Women

Let us help.make!,your DAY!
Consult this daily guide of reliable ser-

Box 1139, The Day Pub-

lications, 217 S. Arlington His Rd., Arlington

CALL HAROLD MATHESON NOW!

AT

pret

crease in business and a building expansion. Excellent possibilities for aggressive individuals to advance with a
growing electronics firm.

Free $10,000 medical hospital plan and life
insurance.
.* Free sick pay insurance.
* Rest periods
* Attendance bonus
Automatic 3 month increases

*Profit Sharing

ing and interesting positions
the ability to read and inter-

VALUABLE TRAINING GIVEN

APPLY

manu-

Electronic

-

BENEFITS:

0Good Vacation Plan

TOWER PACKAGING: INC.

TECHNICIANS

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

*Automatic Increases
°Low Cost Hospitalization
° Excellent Working Conditions

Phone LE 7-2510

Our tremendous growth in the
manufacturing of electronic

,26 -Help Wanted Men c
Women

°Communications Technicians

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Technician

of

.

0 Inspectors
Top wages far experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

MAGNAFLUX CORP.
7301 W. AINSLEE

Q. Cr

Wheeling, Ill,

._

°Stock Handlers

Northbrook

150 Gaylord St.

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

PRODUCTION AND OFFICE

272-6060

L

13 W. Davis
CL 3-0042

ARLINGTON

IMMEDIATELY

TECHNICIAN
Custom build and check

benefits.

man, draft
experience,

PRODUCTS

Busch Auto Service Center
358-1234

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

man. Liberal employee

DRAFTSMAN

Full Time

To Start Work

in

Electronic

Full or Part Time Driver

Schaumburg

.-

824-6135

and sorting instruments.
Prefer trade -school graduate 'with some industrial experience. Permanent position for right

MACHINE

Some

DES PLAINES

1

WANTED

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

MEN WANTED

ELECTRONICS

out

392.0190

married

1365 LEE ST.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

DISCOUNT STORE

37i/2

Is On The Move

HILLMAN'S

Excellent future with top com

exempt

9-5 MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Mt. Prospect Plaza
Rand, Central & Mt. Prospect

party Good
See Mr Ellison

g2OLL,

Pleasant working conditions paid rest, periods. Steady employment, bonus for nice work paid vacation - free life insurance. Paid holidays - Free hospitalization.

DEPT.

Hardware Automotive

Young

NORTHWEST HWY. &
QUENTIN RDS.
PALATINE

APPLY

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

JANITORS

APPLY STORE MANAGER:.

Page 13

-

APPLY IN PERSON

SHIPPING CLERK

company
Many
benefits including discount on food.

Thursday, March 7, 1968

6 BUS BOYS

(Hydraulic or electrical experience Preferred)

ess.

Box 1140
Day Publications,
217 5 Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.
60005

use the

MEN!

THE DAY

-DISHWASHERS

GET RESULTS

Mt. Pros.

pact News- Agency, 392-1830.

-

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

438 -8387 -

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service
837-2345

Sewing Machine Repair

GUARD
SECOND SHIFT

STENOGRAPHER
STOCK HANDLERS
The Personnel Office is located on the west side of the building.
Interviewing hours are:
Monday thru Friday, 8 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.

DOVE SEWING MACHINE
REPAIR SERVICE

54.95 your home.

359-3593

INTERVIEWING SATURDAY, MARCH 9th

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
830 W. N.W. Hwy.

259.9440

Arl. His.

g_A.M.

-

2.P.M.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

A Plans for Progress company

THE DAY
Thursday, March 7, 1968

BARTENDER

day, 12 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday,
10 to 2:30 p.m. Call Mt. Prospect News Agency,: 392-1830.

2nd CHEF

Experienced. Full Time
Evening Hours

APPLY IN PERSON

DAVI WA N AD S-

AVIATION.

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

Women

CUSTODIANS
FOR MODERN BUILDING

Q. C.

for appointment

Experience not necessary -will
train. Must have own trans-

Manager

439-7600

OPERATIONS

-

1 Q.C. lob open. This is a staff
position reporting directly to
our General Manager. Duties
consist of assuming plant wide

27 -Employment Agencies Men

two inspection
through subordinates. Excellent fringe benefits including profit sharing.
Send resume in complete con-

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No

fidence to

layoffs due to weather.

27 -Employment Agencies Men

Juniors
$600

ACCOUNTING

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

Box 1139, The Day Pub-

* 2 weeks paid vacation

lications, 217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington

o paid holidays
o paid sick leaves
0 overtime
0 insurance
0 automatic raises

Hts., III. 60005

No relocation, no travel. Our
nationwide

(20

plant) client

is hiring for their ultramodern
facilities here in the northwest
suburbs. Work on special assignments with a totally diversified organization. All informotion confidential,

Seniors
$950

of your training.
Excellent Benefits)

client

to $600

relations

Your boss Is mechanical expert

for a bright, energetic young
man capable of mastering
machine languages and solving procedural problems by
of programming
theory. No previous EDP or pro-

application

gromming experience required. Must have good foundation in logic and reasoning.
Call 299-7131 until 7:00 PM.

on Sport cars. Famous racers from

100-$130 to start

We still have ono position open
Is

all over seek him out for car in-

spection, new features, etc.

organization

Nationwide

expanding their customer

relations department

YOU'LL MEET THEM ALLI Answer

phones, set the day's ap7

to the

northwest suburbs. Our client

pointments (toll boss who is corn-

will train two self confident,
dynamic men in their ultra
modern offices,

ing In & when) type letters, do
detail. It's a busy fob! A lot of
fun tool FREE IVY, 7215 W.

Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942 N.

ADVANCEMENT UNLIMITED!

Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

NO CONTRACT TO SIGN.

Call i r'

Call

AREER O'HARE

RALPH McGUIRE at

AIRLINE
RESERVATIONS'

RALPH McGUIRE at

.

CpERSONNEL INC.

SECRETARIES
TYPISTS

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

Sharp girl to work in complete
training program. Free travel,

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

DRAFTSMAN

component manufacturer, looking for an individual
tronics

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

to work in an atmosphere of

Wheeling
537-2180

250 N. 12th St.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Chicago

36 So. State St.

department, degineering
veloping creative ideas into

gJk hal/kr-afters co.

of the firm. Excellent advancement potential.

FREE
Taking the blame while your
boss gets credit? Move to a
company that will treat you
like the Management Man
you are. You'll fit one of the

$550 - $650 base
Product lines include: Surgical
Equipment, Ethical Pharmaceutical, Hospital Supplies,
Diagnostic Machinery. Some
college required. Service ex-

work during Doctor's

® SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

hours,

Call Rick Miller

Call
companies.
growing
299-7131 for after hours interviews. No Contracts presented.

392-3500

. TECHNICAL WRITERS

26 -Help Wanted Men or

CENTERS, Inc.

Des Plaines, III.

26 -Help Wanted Men or

26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

Women

-

(Must be familiar with schematics; exploded views and misc. arts)

Contact Mr. Pinder
Weekdays 8:30 AM to 5 PM

change. Take advantage of
this training. And you are on

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MOTOROLA

SENSE

AND

2nd Shift Openings

o Regular Salary Reviews
o Merit Advancement
* Free Retirement Plan
o Low Cost Hospitalization

in
'

for

o Free Life Insurance
0 Paid Vacations
o 9 Paid Holidays

Clean Modern Plant

.

PLANT

OFFICE

-

and

* ASSEMBLERS

Machine Operators

* CHEMICAL

.

Good Starting. Pay

Automatic Increases
2nd Shift Bonus
Profit Sharing

*MACHINISTS
* SHEAR

* PAPER
WRAPPERS

AT

(41121

INTERVIEWER

*SECRETARIES
*BILLING MACHINE

MA

BRUNING®

ammo of Addressagraph Multigraph Corporation

MOTOROLA

MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60056

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

255-1910

.

An equal opportunity employer

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD

Woman to babysit Evenings. 7
p.m. to 12 p.m, Irregular days.

ed, achievement -oriented personnel on all levels from beginners to management specialists. Must have desire to enter
Aviation field and talent or

skill for variety of utilizations:
Administrative
coordination,
Troubleshooting and Mainten-

ance, Sales, Experience as a
Pilot, etc. Don't hesitate -this
field is enjoying a 20% annual
growth rate right now. You can
be on the ground floor of this
challenging and exciting develCall
tomorrow.
opment

eAREER O'HARE

30 -Help Wanted Women
HOUSEWIVES -PART TIME

My home. 894-5560

experience or special
background necessary to land
No

HARPER COLLEGE

this once in a life time pos-

Needs switchboard - receptionist for late afternoon and early
evening hours. Please call Wm.

ition, Greet clients, take
messages,

type

reports, in-

voices. The plush offices and
friendly people make this

J. Mann 358-9100.

an ideal spot for you.

BANK

Call Pete Briggs 827-7706

EMPLOYEE

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.

FOR

First Arlington

Cumberland Office

CpERSONNEL INC.
2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

National Bank

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.

Campbell & Dunton Sts.

Des Plaines, 111. 60016

CL 3.1360

WOMEN WANTED
2nd & 3rd SHIFT

AIRCRAFT
SALES
$700 Mo.-No Fee
Free Flying

Many company benefits including profit sharing.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

Lessons
is a terrific OPPORTUN-

This

ITY for a beginner. NO EXPERIENCE necessary, but you must

Needed.

FINEST and most RESPECTED
COMPANIES in existence. CALL
now for details.

with

It's

one

To

quickly as possible. In addit-

Industry Giant
Trainee-$750 Mo.

Initially you will be trained in
Inside sales and mid - management administration. The CON-

STANT GROWTH of this car potation affords TREMENDOUS

POTENTIAL for the right man.
'YOU BE the RIGHT MAN. Call

Inside Sales
Trainee --$650

be one of the most Interesting
lobs ever offered. You will represent your company to ma4or industrial users of their product over the phone. You nev-

.er have to make an outside
!,sales call. After training you

Learn Programming
$600 + Free
Schooling

Once in a lifetime opportunity to learn programming at

co. expense. Salary + free
schooling. No exp. nee. Unlimited opportunity. No fee.

potential

as

ion to salary and a company
car, you get a liberal expense
account and a year - end bonus. No previous experience
necessary. NO FEE.

THE ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL FAMILY?
We need you if you are a:

SUPERVISOR - for P.M. Tour of Duty
STAFF NURSE

CONTACT NURSING CARE OFFICE
437-5500, Ext. 633

Elk Grove Village

hancrafters cos

$9,000 + Car +

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

FREE
Here is an exceptional opport.

if you are seriously thinking
about a successful career In

KEY PUNCH

the area of sales - marketing,
No previous exp. required. Our
client, a large Chgo. 'based

manufacturer, will train you
to represent them to all major
airlines discussing and showing
some of the most sophisticated

communication equip. yet
made. No previous experience
nec,

OPERATORS
Work close to home.at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just

Like Working Outdoors?

Start as a Claim
Adjuster Trainee

a few minutes drive from your home.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
Ct company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

$550 + Car +

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

Expenses
You will be trained to adjust
and settle automobile claims

quick advancement.

in the Chicago area of a major
casualty company In addition
to a fine company training program. You get the added benefit of working on your own
without direct supervision. No

Coll now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

previous

exp.

needed,

No

fer you and your family.

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

259-9600,

Fee.

hall/fir/

PARKER
Moun?Prospect

LPN

NURSING ASSISTANT - For Any Tour
of Duty

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.

Move Into This
Industry - Airline
Communication
Sales Trainee

'.can move Into Office Services
Management. No experience
needed. No Fee,

your

Join

of America's

training available. It's constructed to give you broad exdevelop

Would
Like

Career growth is the main objective of this comprehensive
mgmt. development program.
The iky Is the limit! This large

Fee.

CALL OR APPLY IN

You

posure and at the same time

promoting from within, You
can move Into the area you desire. ;This diversified corp. provides you with -.unparalleled

LE 7:2510

'out the world for one of the

Start at $9,000

national corp. takes pride in

Wheeling

1150 S. Willis

be a SALES ORIENTED individual, You will be selling private planes to executives thru-

foremost companies and offer perhaps the finest mgmt.

117 So. Emerson

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

-_-

FREE

O'Hare area to recruit talent-

for Management!

You will probably find this to

WE ARE NOW INTERVIEWING ON
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY EVENINGS 'TIL 8 P.M.

DIAL 392-6100

Earn extra money in your spare
time. 255-7996 after 6.

This lob is so far above average that it's hard to compare.

now. NO FEE.

OPERATOR

OPERATORS

*CLERK TYPISTS

APPLY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

* PERSONNEL

ERS

MIXERS
JOBS OFFER:

* STOCK HANDL-

Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

$400 to $450

One of the Best
Ttaining Programs

potential!! Ask for details. No

Light Assemblers

W. Touhy, SP 4.8585, 4942 N.

RECEPTIONIST

(7) Sales Trainees
$7,800-$9,000
Car

,

AND BRUNING MAKES SENSE

that's all. $440. FREE IVY, 7215

OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE

your. way to a VERY SUCCESSFUL CAREER, No previous exp.
required - NO FEE.

; No Experience
YOU MAKE DOLLARS

typing for bills & things, but

Top salaries paid by the many
clients using our services exclusively in the Chicago -

253-6600

full Salary and expenses. You
will learn WHAT STOCKS TO
BUY, WHEN TO SELL How to
take+ a position in a stock ex-

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

207 N. Evergreen
Arlington Heights

PARKER

You will be sent to school at

Me hafficraners co,

Salaries $325 to $800

PLETE BEGINNER. You need some

kvD

client, one of America's LARGEST 'BROKERAGE firms, will
train you in all the In and outs
of Brokerage Management.

DOLLARS

medical experience necessary!
DOCTOR WILL TRAIN A COM-

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

30-14.1p Wanted Women

One in a thousand jobs. Our

259-9600

Nearby Doctor will train you to

AVIATION

Want to Make
'Money in the
Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee
$700 & Free School

The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters far Hallicrafters administrative,
engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

.

Cumberland Office
Center

299-7131 for particulars.

-

cXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS &CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

Age 18.55
"We Cover Ali Suburbs"

TRAIN TO BE
DOCTOR'S GIRL

appts., take messages. No

380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

!PANT ADS

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

Women

392-1236
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.
did .91sfoon

Miss & Mrs. Office Girl

28 -Employment Agencies Women

welcome talks into office, usher
them into examining when Doctor is ready, answer phones, set

Cumberland
Office Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.

GET RESULTS

® TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

CALL RED NELSON

use The

Personnel

(PERSONNEL
DAY WANT ADS

.

827-7706

Hallmark

AREER O'HARE

e BILL of MATERIAL WRITERS

TRAINEES

$450-$500 FREE

Here's your chance to got into
this well "paying, interesting
field

openings to assure you the
kind of conditions we know
you want.

promotion potential with fast
1700 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadows

PURCHASING

again enjoy going to
work. We screen your fob

spend Wednesdays on the golf
course. Base salary, Bonuses,
Car and Expenses paid. Great

® TAB OPERATOR

spects.
Executive Assistant
5550 Free

PICK YOUR SPOT
CLOSE TO HOME

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL

men are needed here. Top pro-

once

to
meet professional
people, entertain, be willing to

MFG. CORP.

3450.4800 Free

spots we have in machine shop
assembly inspection, tool room
maintenance etc. and you'll

like

METHODE

for your future

Randhurst Shopping Ctr.
Professional Level Suite 23A

be his receptionist. You'll

5 ACCOUNTANTS

Young chap to learn Inventory
records and routines. No exp.

$600 - $.1,000

perience as Medic or Corpsman considered ideal. Must

-

made him district manager.
Ask for Frank Victor, 827-7706

Beginners and highly trained

FOREMEN

new products for the growth

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Reports

CONTROL TRAINEE
$450 FREE

FED UP

MEDICAL SALES
TRAINEES

You will work with our en-

for this growth. opportunity.
The lad who had the territory
hated to give it up but they

Right hand.,

FIVE

should have 2 to 5 years ex-

public contact qualifiei you

derful future.
Confidential

office background
makes you: the division supt.

Des Plaines, Ill.

supervision
with
minimum
opportunity
for
maximum
personal growth. Applicant

but a good chance at a won-

General

Cumberland
Office Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.

perience in mechanical or
electrical -mechanical drafting.

The Ideal Company

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also

Holmes & Assoc.

ever held which required any

tial work.

Personnel
We aro an expanding elec-

new accounts. Complete training program. Any lob you have

Must be close mouthed and
dependable for this confiden-

Hallmark

Mira Fr 77 it/ METI L. EP

tected territory and acquire

$8,400 Free

and Individuals for credit dept.

PARAMOUNT
259-7330

CALL 392-2700

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
Chicago
36 So. State St.

Tax Accountant

$500-$600 - FREE

827-7706

all expenses paid. 18-45 ago.

PARAMOUNT
259-7330

finances and assets of firms

handled in strict confidence.

DESIGN

SALES TRAINEE
$525 to $650
Car Plus Expenses
Employer Pays Fee
Young man, no degree required, to service established. Pro.

Make private investigations of

3 hours can qualify you; anything over 12 hours makes
senior 'status. Your Inquiry

1

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
Chicago
36 So. State St..

Be correct and' dependable
and you not only got this post,

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

EMPLOYERS PAY
OUR FEES
We are staffing for 7 account-

Call Dick Mele

.

will relocate upon copipletion

PARAMOUNT
259-7330

ing positions with now divisions
of leading national companies.

No experience necessary

.

personnel 0. manager

Present

To $13,400

pervision of
departments

MEN

ELK GROVE

spections with a national firm.

accountants

O'Hare Field

trol, setting up all mechanical and electro - mechanical
inspection procedure, gaug-

ing, material control, and su-

.

management negotiPtions,
interviewing and safety in,

I

AVIATION

MEET FAMOUS
RACING DRIVERS!
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

responsibility for quality con-

for

® DRAFTSMEN

600-800 per month

BUTLER

ent manufacturer has its No.

JOBS

Call

APPLY IN PERSON TO

,

Progressive electronic compon-

.

Male or Female
Full or part time
Excellent pay
Mr. Collins 733-4352

portation.

assistant
Participate In high level labor

REFUELERS

call

CYBERNETICS
- TRAINEE

.

26 -Help Wanted Mon e:

DISPATCHERS &

NORTHWEST HWY. &
PALATINE
QUENTIN RDS.

in new Elk Grove plant.

-

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
_ 253-1320

28 -Employment AgenciesWomen .

27 -Employment AgenciesMen

27 -Employment Agencies.;
Men

personnel

EDDIE'S LOUNGE

COOK

JanitOr

27 -Employment Agencies Mon

24 -Help Wanted Men

Man ,;vanstect Monday thru frIAND PART TIME

24 -help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Mon

era

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation
.

2nd Floor
253-6600

.

4007Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 6068
An Equal Opportunity Employer

its

lio"In-.1.

1.-

.1. --......,..*4-......,.........-- .......-..--M.....,.....x...............,..............,.....,,...............,

-

_i.. - ----

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30-Helpranted Women

NEEDED

asst.
president's
Dictaphone,
sharing.
Profit
,, Mt. Prospect. 255-3007.

Baby sitting, my home, 5 day wk.,
11:15 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., child,

Waitress; part time & Weekenas,
no experience necessary.

earn from, $3 to $5 an hour? No
parties, no canvassing. Call
CL 5-8045 after 4 p.m.

MOTHERS

30 -Help. Wanted Women
BEAUTY COUNSELORS

May

show you how you can

I

Secr- etory,

-

your community? Choose your

Shorthand, typing, overseas
shipping
documents,
misc.

hours. No canvassing. Guarincome. Call after
4 P.M. Mrs. Pierce. 255.7073
anteed

duties. Work In now modern
plant. Profit sharing,' pension

-

plan, paid vacation and holidays,
hospitalization,
life
Insurance and many other
benefits.
Call Paul Ruiz 439-5650

excellent

BOOKKEEPER

cleaning

store.

Should

grad with

no

benefits,

company

371/2 hour week,

Rollin6 Meadows
FULL TIME

CALL BOB COLBERT

Schmitt Bakeries
478-0700

able

public.

Romeo. $5 ea. 253-3454.

GIRLS
FROM

YOUR AREA

NO WORK

33 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

EXPERIENCE
HOUSEKEEPING

MAIDS

WOMAN

Full Time

TO WORK DAYS

or part time from 10:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Uniforms furFull

nished. If interested
call Mrs. Pecoraro.

NECESSARY
We will completely train
you in unusually clean
and easy factOry work.

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

ST. -ALEXIUS HOSPITAL

CL 9-4315

5 Raises 1st Year

Elk Grove Village

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
437-5500

HURRY & CALL

.

COCK ROBIN

695-3440

SECRETARY

SALES

BEAUTICIAN.
FULL OR PART TIME

Day or Evening
Interviews

.

MODERN PLANT
PAID VACATION 1st YEAR
SICK PAY, HOSPITALIZATION
& PROFIT SHARING

'

Experienced - good typing skills, shorthand help-

Will train as a wig stylist.
Salary plus commission. Liberal
fringe benefits. Flexible hours.

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

ful. Should have good telephone communication.
Age over 30.

2nd Flo& Wiggery

Soft Water $5.004 month
Johnson Water Softener

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

Mrs. Roper
392-1500, Ext. 249

.

CL 5-1107

Whelling

1020 Noel Avenue
SP 5-4300

LE 7-5700

Spinet piano, & baby turn.,
good condition. CL 5-8929.

exciting lob open. Due to expansion into our fourth office

255-0404

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
S300 sac. $125, new; bedrm. set,
new $165. 251-7385.

SALES SERVICE DEPT..

wo need the gal who likes

If you enjoy typing, this is the job for you. Versatility in a num-

a challenge, and works well
on her own. Unusually high

ber of clerical assignments required in processing sales orders. Hours 8:15 a.m. to,4:45 p.m. Company cafeteria. New
company benefit program.

people, is sales minded, loves

earnings, 100% phone public

p.m.

CALL OR APPLY TO PERSONNEL DEPT.

296-2266

for further information or an

Men's golf clubs, Sam Sneed,
Blue Ridge, 3, 5, 7, 9, putter,
wedge; I, 3, woods, used 1 season, $40. 392-9411 aft. 6 p.m.

-

appointment.

Portable crib & playpen comb.;
26" boy's bike; port. TV Zenith,
22", 6 mss. old; china cabinet,
antiqued; Best offer. 253-4701

THE FORD EMPLOYMENT

CONEX

PERSONNEL CLERK

aft. 7 p.m.
For information about the FINEST

- - DIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC.

Must like public contact. Light
required.
Enjoyable
typing
work and pleasant surround-

Prospect Hts. ',timed. possession,

JOHNSON WATER

ings.

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358-3200

1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

CONTROL CASHIER

Des Plaines, III.

not required but
accuracy is needed for han-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Experience

Ref rig.,

stove,

freeze,

deep

washer, dryer, TV, lounge chr.,
cot, billiard tble, massager, typewriter desk, various tbles, power
drill, extension ladder, work

dling of cash.

machine. Blind stitches, embroid-

ers, monograms automatically -

cost over

267-7474

10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.

WI EBOLDT' S
Randhurst Shopping Center Mt. Prospect

Girls!

CLERK

Housewives!

WORK IN:
0 New, Ultra -Modern Facilities
0 Completely Air -Conditioned Offices

counting or bookkeeping experience desired. Salary commensurate with background
and experience.

o Close -To -Home Company

, STOP IN OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

BARRETTCRAVENS CO.
630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Illinois
272-2300

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road. is just

We are closing out our complete

a few minutes drive from your home.

Inventory of Antiques.

Terrific Reductions
Come in and Save

You'll enjoy our interesting work building prototype models of electronic military equipment.

THE CHANDELIER

Background should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experi-

35 S. Vail, Arlington Hts.

44 -Dogs, Pets and

ence a must.

Director

2 Male mixed breed puppies,

mother is gentle and exceptionwith children. $10. ea,
al

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for

Public Health Dept.
Requirements:

47 -Home Furnishings Furniture

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

ADMINISTRATIVE

h8:30

Salary Open
"Apply Finance Director

go

Village Of"

Arlington Heights
255-6320 358-1502 894.1330

3
bedrm. ranch.
Cabinet kitchen, built in oven,
range, refrigerator & washer.
Breakfast room, utility room,
conditioner,
Available
air
March 6. No pets. I year lease.

"C" FRANCEK,
8 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
CL 5.2020

o.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

-

99 -AL tomobile For Sale

-

1966 Ford Galaxie 500 2 -door,
auto. trans., good condit-

P/S,

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
i

si.

$250 DOWN AND WE'LL

ca
ft-

1209 N. Elmhurst
Prospect Hts.
CL
9-0200
537-8660
Member M.A.P. Multiple

FINANCE THE RESTI

-r.)tek

r4-7.

12 E. Busse

"'L7'" '

Li

1965 COMET CYCLONE

(ifekiri6

2 -DR. Hardtop with big V -B
engine and four speed trans.mission

on the floor. Bucket

Seats, Maroon Metallic finish.
Built for speed and fun. 100%
warranty on 30 day guarantee.

Listing Service

Roselle
Clean

$20,500

B-2

on

and

sharp -fenced

In

$1295

Estates

fices. Only $21,000.

Emmaculate ranch in the High-

'64 BELAIRE

kitchen with all appliances and

WAGON

air conditioner. Fenced yard.
3 blocks from public school.

Baird,& Warner

MUST SEE.

220 E. Northwest Hwy., Arl. Hts.
392-1855

Roselle

Action
Realtors

'65

for yourself.

MOTOR SALES

1160 Waukegan Rd.
724-7350
Glenview, III.

©FIREWEED [HIV

'64

PONTIAC

102 -Trucks, Trailers

CONVERTIBLE
Power
glide,
Power
Steering, Radio, Heater w/w's.
V8,

$1495

P EBRTER IS -3 i 0303)

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

Sun. 12 noon 10 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E.

-

of McHenry. PH. 815.385.6333

103 -Auto Trailers &
Campers

101ekaran)

CONVENIENCE!'
Dad can walk to train station, kids to school, mom to shopping,
from this 3 bedroom brick ranch. NATURAL FIREPLACE in

AUTHOR/ZVO

Travel Trailer, 16', self - cont'd.
sleeps 4, awning, Reese straightline hitch incl'd. Will accept
camper
on
trade.
$1400.
439.3970

22' living room. 14' patio in nicely landscaped back yard.

CHEVROLET

New 2 car garage. Large 72' lot. Asking 525,500.

111 -Motorcycles and

Bloomingdale

11W1

YOU COULDN'T DREAM
OF A NICER HOME.
4 lovely large bedrooms, 2 full baths, living and formal dining room are carpeted. Beautiful paneled rec room in basement. Attached garage, blacktop drive, located on quiet

Scooters

GIP ..R,

1967 HONDA 90.

ILL.
, ROSELII
.929 7070

Very low mileage - Best offer

OPEN SUNDA, S

99 -Automobile For Sale

Call 392-1570
_... after 5 p.m.

For best price 8. service in N/W area, you must
come to Dodge in Des Plaines. All modern facilities & factory trained mechanics.
---

street. A good buy at $28,500.

Roselle

WE ARE MOVING

266

Order Your
Color Choice

NEW 1968

CHARGERS Eq,FyptmorInt

TO A LARGER HOME
but will miss our 3 bedroom, 11/2 bath bi-level and all the
"deluxe features" builtIn, 6 years ago. We have a beautiful
18'x24' paneled family room and a lovely large kitchen with
dinette. Our home is situated on a nicely landscaped village
lot in a very fine neighborhood. Attached 21/2 car garage.

'67 PLYMOUTH SATELLITE Iracd're'Vil $85DN.
'67 DODGE RT, 426" Homl, 4 -on -floor.
$197DN.

'66 VALIANT

$97
'65 DODGE'CUST0114 880 Lottr.di 9095

Asking $33,900.

'66 TRIUMPH

ROSELLE

Signet, Coo. V-0, AfT

$97 ON.

5 -Pass. Sod.

.NO MONEY DOWN 0 ASK FOR AL!

REALTY CO.

OPEN SUN. 10 6. DALLY, 9-9. SAT. 9.6

D

529-2235
I ENRVFNG PARK RD.

CLOSEOUT SALE

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds

Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, travel trailers, pickup coaches &

topper's. Open 7 days a wk.

Dith,

Roselle

$195

GLENVIEW

$945 .

Member Homerica,
national homef indleg service

11

day warranty.

BISCAY NE

V8, Standard, Radio, w/w's.

woman dreams of. Come see

and dresser; dehumidifier; wardrobe; TV; single beds; chests;
hide -a -bed; bric.a-brac; and other misc.

Full 100% guarantee on 30

WAGON

car garage, a kitchen every

set; 8 pc. Danish dining room set with china cabinet; 5 pc.
sectional; mahogany living romp tables; living room chairs;
lamps; Loewe Opta radio -phonograph system; maple chest

unbelievable at this low price.
FULL PRICE

$1295

ed. Walking distance to commutor station and stores. 3
bedroom brick ranch, 2 baths,
fireplace, family room, 2

550 W. Northwest Hwy.
392-8100
North Arl. Hts.
208 S. Main Sr,
CL 5-5151
Mt. Prospect
535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.
CL 3-8100
South Arl. Hts.

1960 BUICK CONVERTIBLE

Power Brakes, Power Steering,
V-8, Automatic Transmission,

speed, Power
Steering,
Radio, Neater, w/w's.

$48,900

$595

FULL PRICE

4

Tower Acres - 1 V2 acre wood-

SEE THE ....

longed to North Shore Execu
five's wife for local driving.
Full 100% guarantee with 30
day warranty.

PR l*Elg!
$20,900

lands area, 3 bedrooms, ceramic tile bath, family sized

HOWARD KAGAY-

1961 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE

Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Automatic Transmission. Be-

0

C'

Hoffman

heavily traveled

street. Ideal for stores or of-

gay

WE

yard for kids.

ARLINGTON HTS.

47 -Home Furnishings;
Furniture'

DUNNING AUCTION SERVICE
Elgin - 741-3483

1965 FORD XL 7
LITRE CONVERTIBLE

Ford's finest and sportiest with
Power Brakes, Power Steering,
Bucket Seats, Radio, Four -on the -floor. 100% guaranteed
with 30 day warranty.

ion. $1850. 392-5310.

Mt. Prospect

$1495

FULL PRICE

buy from private

to

party, 4 or 5 bdrm. & basement

Arlington Heights
' 33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
253.2340

second car. 100% guaranteed
with 30 day warranty.

near grammer school. FL 4.7150

3 bedroom brick bungalow in
heart of town, 2 blocks from
public and Lutheran Schools.

76 -To Rent Houses

FOR RENT

Red with white vinyl roof, North
Shore
Driven
as
family's

FULL PRICE

TIMBERLAKE VILLAGE

439,4100

Complete with Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Radio, Heater,

Marauder V8 engine, Bucket
Seats, White -Walls, Beautiful

96 -Real Estate Wanted
Wanted

fa@al1/4truktRa.,

Parkhaven Bldrs.

-

bdrm.apts. Includes heat, hot
water, cooking gas range, refrig.
plus: SWIMMING POOL. Dope its now being accepted for
immediate occupancy.

frontage.

Realtors

Good household furnishings including: 3 pc. French Provincial
bedroom set with canopy bed; 5 pc. mahogany twin bedroom

to 5

MUST SELL ALL CARS!
WILL FINANCE ANYONE!
ALL CARS 100%
GUARANTEED!

403 N. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine, 359-3400

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

George

Open Sunday I to 5 P.M.
539-6221 or 392-3978

I

Saturday, Morph 9, 1 P.M.
534 S. Chestnut, ,Arlington Hts.

259-9600

Contact: George Pinder

Q16107

Attached garage. Cream puff
conditioh. Yours for $31,900

4 MODELS

74 -To Rent Apartments

1444 S,.E1L155E

residential
Two
building sites, 80

Arlington Realty Inc.

AUCTION SALE

fer you and your family.

RESPONSIBILITIES
IN PUBLIC HEALTH

licensed home.
Call 824-6463

ACTION

KOERNER & MORE -

real.
estate

plus a 14'x25' recreation room.

1300 N. On Yale St.

$42.50
El Rey Music Center
7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3.0180

69 -Nursery Schools Child Care

DES PLAINES

foot

frame split level. With a com',fortable 10'x25' family room,

IN SHERWOOD

255.7013

quick advancement.

NURSING DEGREE

Used Silvertone amp, tremolo
w/foot switch, 12" speaker,

PUBLIC

$7,500 each.

Attractive 3 bedrm. brick &

BUYS LIKE:

REALTORS

Equipment

BRIGHT

Opportunity Knocks!

1

575 or best offer. Call After 4

Furnished

ANTIQUES

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Wheeling

/ 9 Maple (Hwy. 176)
Mundelein, III. 566.6720

Harmony guitar & amp. Like new

muuffi-PRosrsCi

34 -Arts and Antiques

...

COUNTRY COUSIN

ed

CHECK OUR CLOSEOUT
INSTRUMENT SALE

32,000 miles. As perfect as a '64
car could be. $1,200. 255.0339.

1965 MERCURY 2 -DR. HRDTOP

60' x 130' commercial lot zon-

p.m. 392.2577

The bucket seats fit just right. The
automatic transmission is ef(artless. Power steering makes it

serviced and driven less than

ban Bbard of Realtors

room ranch located near
schools and short walk to shopping. Beautiful carpeting in

Brick

Ranch w/paneled kitchen, many
cabinets. Walking distance to
Fenced back yard.
schools:
on FHA.
$600 dawn
Only

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver
Will separate.

Starlight drum set, complete,
including Ludwig snare. Sacrifice
$350. 392.0960 aft. 5.

spotless interior will delight you.

easy to park. Power brakes stop
smoothly with light pressure. The
green body and white top of this
1964 Ford Galaxie 500 XL has
a tranquilizing effect. It has four
like new white wall tires bought
May. Second season for its
snow tires and wheels. All deluxe

at MT. PROSPECT

Member: M.A.P. Mult.
List. Sera.

MUNDELEIN

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

Phone 296-7771

YOUR FAMILY
WILL LOVE THIS!

at PALATINE

Priced at 517,900.

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

55 -Musical Instruments

DoVille,

Here's a convertible that's led a
sheltered life. Lovingly washed,

101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-0744

728 Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
358-5560

living room & hall. Low taxes.

945-6705 when in Louisville.

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

CALL 358-6800
DISPLAY FURNITURE

\

*Member of Northwest Subur-

last 2 yrs. Being sold by owners
to
Barrington. Call
moving
381-4670 aft. 6 p.m. or call

ery.

/

1E illEIT

listing Service

and cheery is the cute 3 bed-

homes. Big savings. Will separate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

sedan

Cadillac

1966

white with black vinyl top, all

136 W. Northwest Highway
381.6663
Barrington, III.

900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9030

dinette, dumbwaiter. All newly
decorated by inter, designer in

MUNDELEIN MANOR

253-8263.

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES
-.*

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

sion. $36,900

kit.,

40% to 60% OFF

NEEDED

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling)
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

rm.,

dining

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes
from deluxe model

Will care for your child in my

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(employee's entrance on
Biesterfield Rd.)
437-5500, ext. 591 or 592

rm. w/frplc,

.

waxed and cared for. The

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses-

w/frplc & copper -hooded barbecue, built-in bar, huge Ng.

on 100'x150' lots

RUMMAGE SALE
ODDS AND ENDS'
CONTRIBUTIONS

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

in

-

porch, 4 huge bedrms. (5th one
avail.), 3 comp. baths, fam. rm.

773-0252
After 12 Noon

DEALERS & CAFE

March 16 from
9 am to 7:30 pm

diving board, screened

'63 white Cadillac air
cond., low
,
mileage, excel. cond., owner has
2 will consider small car & cash.

equipment. Locally bought,

Clarksville, Ind. )10 min, down

!HELP!!

March 13, 14-11 am to 9:30 pm
March 15-11 am to 5 pm. '

JOIN THE WORK-IN

FULL OR PART TIME
and diversified
Interesting
assignments In the general
accounting area. Some ac-

MEI

trac. 75x 132' lot,
mi. to depot,
all schls. & pk. with .1/2 mi.
544,000.253-0583.

Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.

600 See-Gwun, Mt. Prospect

Women!

ding. rm., 3 kg. bedrms., paneled bsmt. (sunny & dry), Irg. encl.
porch, 2 frplcs., 3 -car gar., at-

724-6257

Mt. Prospect Community Center

Assembler

ACCOUNTING

392-5429

$1500. CL 3-6225.

JEEP DEALER

4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full basement, att. 21/2 car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DINING RM., Family kitch. with

ARL. HTS. STONEGATE
Spacious all face brk., center
entr. Colonial, Fug. rm., kit.,

cond. One owner. Low mileage,

OPEN 9 TO 9

MT. PROSPECT

$16,500.

ous name brand carpets, as low
as $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

ANTIQUES FAIR

Pittotype
Electronic.

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE.

family

above.

1/3 off the regular price fam-

Here Every Wednesday

IMMEDIATE 20% DISCOUNT

apt.

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

wall-to-wall crptg, all drapes,
beau. Indscpg. $38,900. Owner.

"NECCHI"

bench, etc. 392.5429.

Many company benefits
including

3 bedrm. cust-built brk. ranch,
1/2 acre, lvg-dng rm., full bsmt.,
2 car att. gar., hot water baseboard heat, central air cond'g,

town Louisville). Dream home on
lake w/terroce, dock,
small

Super Nova ZIG ZAG sewing

with

1966 VW sedan OR Karmann
Ghio, must sell and Best offer.
Call 392-3776
1963 BUICK RIVERIA in excel.

extras, tape stereo, under 16,000
miles. $3995. 437.4258.

Annen & Busse

Contemoprary wol. veneer bedrm. set: bkcase dble. bed, dble.
dresser, mirror, chest & 2 nice
tables. Like new. CL 5.8713.
Selling all furn, in apartment;
sofa, chairs, dresser, desk,
buffet, china, etc. 439-0373.
Call between 4-7 p.m.
quilted
2 blue outlined floral
lounge chairs $100 each. 1-63"
sofa chartreuse antique satin

decorator's

$38,900.

570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove
439-4700
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
255-9111
28 E. Northwest Hwy., Arl. Hts.
253-1000

Moving to Louisville area? Real
country & exquisite living avail.

$125. All like new
pieces. 359-1335

fireplace, 21/2
basement, 21/2 car attached
garage. See this fine home and
you will want to call it yours,

$150,000.

cabinets, sink & lazy Susan; misc.
hschold items. 392-0962 aft. 5.

water softeners & water conditioning equipment contact -

garage

CL 5-

'63 AH Sprite. Good condition.
Ready for painting. 2 tops. $500
best offer. 825-5420 after
4 Pm
1964 FORD 2 -DOOR V-8, auto.
trans. Power steering. 1 -owner.

with
full
baths,

Family

2 fireplaces, 3 car

rm., den,

Barrington, Ill.

set. Best Offer.
253.6115

misc. 1902 N. Spruce Ter., Ivy Hill,

Arl. Hts. Mar. 8, 9 & 10, 9 to 6

onial home, 3 baths,

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
DU 1-3434

8 piece mahogany dining room

Call 255-4588.

Hills.

& tack room. 5 bedrm. Col-

$43,500

126 W. Main

Moving, gar. sale: furniture &

contact and public relations.

We are a 20 year old firm with
great co-workers in a most
pleasant office. We are at 1720
Algonquin (Route 62 at Dempster & Busse) or call 437.5090

and only 3 miles from the villoge.

Moving sale: tbl. sow, tools,
tbls, hide -abed, bunk beds,
dressers, other hsehold

ORDER TYPIST

Our well established Mt. Pros.
pect employment office has an

255-9142

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

Unused 8" glass block, Lester

Personnel

bamboo frames. $40.

6 leaves, $75; 5' Credenza $60.

Barrington

kitchen.

in
Per-

fect horse farm with fenced

this 5 bedroom home overlooking a wild life refuge. It is the
last house on a dead end street

also free arm. Orig.
sac.
$100.
$400,

POOL TABLE
LIKE NEW - $65,00
259-4773

Interviewer

-°

FL 9-3200

FOR SALE: Like new check writer
for business -- $40.00. Call
437-7713
German World War souvenirs
wanted for my collection will
pay cash. Phone 259-1183.

-

TMA

WI EBOLDT'S
Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

'

pasture, riding area, huge barn

Moving to Florida. Living room
furniture and expandable dining room table. Ph. 381.2256
Moving to apt: white metal kit.

MRS. ALLEN

920 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

YOUR FAMILY will appreciate

Dark Mahog. 'drop-leaf table,

1V2

4 bedrooms, gracious individual styling and good basic
design for the growing family.
Living room, separate formal
dining room, step -saver

Huge discounts. 824-7353

Exc. cond. CL 3-6821

Per Hour to Start

easy

car garage. $ 1879:01.lent

Personal & Effective Service
259.1500
Open 9 to 9
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

area.

Northwest

lovely

table, nest of 3 tables. Mahog.
w/leather tops. Table lamps.

$2.05-$2.25

please

vices. Call 255-7624 after 5 p.m.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

chairs $20- 3 pieces.
392.6613
2 step tables, coffee table, drum

for

siding

Ford Fairlane 500 2-dr., 6
auto., law mileage, good
$325 o 7r942 best offer.

cond.

land
maintenance..or
scope. Covered patio.

PALATINE

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile

Studio couch and 2 occasional

'61
cyl.,

Plum Grove Countryside

30 acres of rolling hillside

room, bedrooms, kitchen, & rec.
room, good cond. 299-3959.

537.8092

$750. CL 5-3351.

pancy. Call 439-7600 ext. 27
After 6 p.m. FL 8-2699

Furniture for all rooms, living

Economy car. -- 30 miles per
gallon, 1966 MG 1100, 4 pass,
well equip., excel. cond.; Call
after 5 p.m, 392-9780.

Aluminum

Young couple seeks furnished
apt. for about 2 months beginning miclMar. No. kids, pets, or
-

99 -Automobile For Sale

$26,950.

82 -Wanted To Rent

or 2 bedroom furnished Apt.
Prefer 1st floor. April 1st occu-

3 pc. indoor patio furniture with

.

We Need A

road connections. Low
rent. 359-4444 or 566.7226.
Good

1

47 -Home Furnishings:
Furniture

AGE 18-45

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

RESPONSIBLE

air conditioned office. Phone answering service.

Wanted

DAY WANT ADS

NEED

back -

437-0800
Ask for Larry Weeks

temperament, shots. 639-9728.

Mixed puppies, 6 weeks old.
Ma - Terrier and Pa - Alley

WE

FINANCE DIRECTOR

205 S. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Clean, lite,

Service. 358-9233.

ary commensurate with
and

children. Reasonable. 358.0495.
Poodle pups, AKC, healthy, home

86 -Real Estate -Houses

SHARP 3 BEDROOM
RANCH HOME

GOOD VALUE

twin size bedrms., large
family rm. Spacious wall-towall carpeted living rm. .& formal entertaining size dining
"L". Countrysizo kitch. Draperies. Short walk to elementary
school.
Owner moving to
Minneapolis. Anxious to sell.
3

Page 15

'Buffalo Grove - BiLevel - 6
rooms 3 bedrooms - paneled
family room - like new carpet.
ing - ref. & stove inc. $22,500.

shape, asking $28,500; make offer. 392.5307.

Model PH, 253-0800; Chicago weekdays only - 267-7270

very gentle. Excellent with
bred, people lover's, sweet

shopping, & N.M. station, top

For rental information Call:

77 -To pent, Stores, Offices

21/2

trees & shrubs, close to schools,

12-5 p.m. Saturdays & Sundays

4 mos. Also toy puppies. Stud

Legal, Real
Estate, or Governmental
background helpful. Sal experience
ground.

Arlington Heights,
Willow, Palatine Rds, Behind
A & P Shopping Center.
Models open 10-6 p.m.
Weekdays

Poodles, white toys, 6 weeks,
1AKC registered. 2 -males,
female. 437.2129.

bdrm.,
bsmt.,

4

PROSP. HTS. - 3 bdrm. ranch
with living rm., dining rm., kit.,
attach. heated 2 car gar. on V2
acre, gas light, gas grill, mature

baths,

11/2

pliances.

German Shea. pups AKC, Champ
bred
for temperment.
sire,
439-5834 aft. 6 or weekends.

Dalmatian, male, AKC, obedient,

bdrm.,

2

opts. Air conditioned, all ap-

Poodles AKC apricot min. 'note,

meet the

to

APPLY

5 01.111RE n COMPANY

345 Scott St.
Elk Grove Village

BAKERY SALES

ua'n.437-1050, MORNINGS

775-2550

Overhead Door Co.

live

near Mt. Prospect Depot. Will

be

APTS.
Deluxe

Thursday, March 7, 1968

bcths,
Din. Rm,
Fam. rm.,
low 30's. Mt. Pros. 437.2540
Colonial

COUNTRY CLUB

Border Collie. 6 months old.
Well-behaved. House broken.
$40. 253-1476

AKC German Shepherd puppies,
all shots, champion sired.

and responsibility. Must

experience or keypunch oper
ator with some actual work t.
experience. High school grad.,

FULL TIME

in

secretary seeking variety

Excellent opportunity for keyschool

work

Equipment

296-8659

drop-off

Pleasant

SECRETARY

Operator
punch

.MATURE LADIES
WANTED (2)

Deputy Village Clerk
of Arlington Heights
experienced
For

Keypunch

Elk Grove Village Area

Pizza Papa
Golf & 83
437-2724

Experienced or Will Train

r

APPLICATION
ENGINEERING
CORP.

............. ,-,..,.,

,

after 4:30 p.m.

Would you like to earn $40$100 per week representing
World Book and Childcraft In

GENERAL OFFICE

1

THE 'DAY

86,Real Estate -Houses

74 -To Rent Apartments

44 -Dogs, Pets and

(iOSELLE,ILL

E

IN

DES

PLAINES

MANNHEIM N. of OAK TON a 824-7151

t,j

""

SHORT RIBS.

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

r

PO '`it)U EVER
GET 'TIRED OF BEING A COMIC
AND LAUGHING Al1.1-151)ME2

Thursday, March 7, 1968

,Page 16

OUT OUR WAY
YES, INDEED: IT'S GREAT NOT
IT MUST BE GREAT TO
1
HAVE A HEAD LIKE A BEAR'S
HAVE A NOGGIN' LIKE
HIDE! I'LL ADMIT THERE'S NOT
DAD'S, EH, MA; NO FUSS,
NO MLI55, NO COMB! JUST MUCH ACTIVITY ON THE SURFACE,
. BUT THANK GOODNESS WHAT
PUSH THE WASH CLOTH
60E5 ON INSIDE IS MORE
A LITTLE HIGHER AN' YOU
GOT A PATE THAT SHINES PRODUCTIVE THAN A

WIND TUNNEL

LIKE A WAXED
OSTRICH

ECG!

IF YOU HAD 11. 10 DO
oveR,WHAI WOULD YOU BE

"Poor fellow! He made the mistake of interrupting my
secretary while she was making a personal
telephone call!"

'Teen-agers these days will never learn anything; from
us. They're all on the telephone talking to each other!"

ROBIN MALC0NE
LEONARDO'S

A 31100E, AND 2!1:,
FROWN ALL 'HE -TIME .1

YOU ARE
76)t-!
INTRUDING ON

FLASH FROM OUR

PRIVATE PROPERTY/

RETURN IS
RUDELY

RANGERS, SIR SOME KOOK MS
THEMgLEPHIRAPPED

.IN

INTERRUPTED..

PITS ft

ANT

I'M OKAY, KENNEDi--

THEY CAN
HANDLE

AND KNOWING CLAY, ITS

THAT, MRS.
MALONE WERE
FLYING YOU TO

THE RANGERS THAT
NEED HELP!!:

THE MALoNE
MEDICAL.

CENTER !

t,

3-7

,1.1)

IOINSyNI.,IK

THE GENERA'510/J GAP.

TM try. U.S.',.,.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
3.7

14E1-1-HCHII'LL BE
A GOOD FELLOW

0

4) IM, I,

BUGS BUNNY
OPEN TH' DOOR, CICERO:

I'M GETTINI SOAKED:

Or ALL THE
CRUMMY LUCK!

WANNA'
CASH A
MY FIRST bow I CHECK?
OR
WAND, AN' AMOS
PULLS THREE MAYBE A
PIECE OF
BULLETS/

t

LISTEN, KID,
OPEN THAT DOOR,

OR WHEN I GET
NY HANDS ON YA
THERE'LL BE. A
GOOD WNAPP/NI

'

AND CUT YOU
FOR THE STOCK,

JAKE/BUT
FOR GUST465,
MIND You

Um-% HASN'T
LOST Al THIS

4iNc6 HE

Answers to
Hideaword

SPRAINED A
FINGER TRYING
TO GET HIS DIME
SACK AT A PAY

PEASANT
neap
nape

PHONE!

4TOCK

pean
pent

53

V

Your

Horoscope
FOR FRIDAY

PISCES (Feb. 20 -Mar. 21)
-- You might be wise to look
into your opportunities for

MORTY MEEKLE
6NHAT WOULD
YOU LIKE FOR
YOUR BIRTH CIAY,

CINDY?

WELL,
71-1ERES

A BOOK
I'D
LIKE TO
HAVE...

IrS CALLED

EEK & MEEK

NO PEEKING, NOW= I

°A THOUSAND -

pant
pate
peat
past

naps
nest

pest

satee
a

paten
pane
paste
tape
taps
tans
area
apes
apse
ante .,
asper
neat

seat

netssent

spent'

spat
snap
span
step
seta
eats
east

WANT 17-1E4A TO COMEAS

A 54.1f2PRIEE TO `Ia.).

AND -ONE
INSULTS AND
OFGEMS.

as

i3OT AIJ LVREQPITED

MY LOVE FOR MOIJIQUE
IS GREATER THAN) ANN
OTHER. LOVE!

LOVE

IS Att. SACRIFICE!

1

//FENSIVE

further training in your field

of work. Consider your

future.
ARIES (Mar. 22 -Apr. 20) --'

Adult education may well be

1

the answer to your present

C iw Ory

problem. Your future depends
at this time.

TAURUS (Apr. 21 -May

21) -- Let domestic matters

sake.

23) -- If you would fnow suc-

cess today act at once. The

CAPTAIN EASY
ITS ONLV 51X MILES. To A
TOWN, BUSTER: BRING' TA'
BULL A I00 -POUND SACK
OF "CAKE'.

.50N,
'GET LITTLE.

LELAND A,
ALL -PAY
sucKERS

or professional nature without
taking into account the wishes

L WANT A
FANCY BOX OF

BETTER GET
TO KEEP HIM PAGFIED1

CHOCOLATES, YOU

CHEAPSKATES.. A

GrEAK,..cocoNur
cAKE..,BANANAS
ANN 5ome

sTOoleS1

of associates.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) --

and your breadth of interests.

through his own efforts will

THE WILLETS

right in one or two aspects of

cool.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2I -Feb.

19) -- You should be closer'
to the realization of your goal'
than you've ever been before.'
Don't be put off by the prox-,
imity of the end.

OVER THE

.FRONT PAGES

ID/ NOM,

41 Scottish
'sheepfold
42 Reject with
disdain.

recognition in his work

you've had in weeks. Play it

I

5

C E

S
RR UT^
WET
0

eill"CAEPT7wrEDVEYRA

F

KA

13

12

15

16

90 Walking stick'

SCORPIO. (Oct. 23 -Nov.
22) -- The Scorpio who gains

about the most productive day'

IT ORTER

I3E SPLASHED

37 Clamps
39 Snare

your circle of acquaintances

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20) -- Be prepared for
emergencies even as you go

OA PAPER PONT MENTION NO
KIPNAPIN' AT FUSIN' STAR,'
LAX!'
BTRANGEt

yard

An excellent day for widening

in short order.

A

PEND

S C

T T

1

as well.

your career and you should
know an increase in income

T

0 NE T
F L
E L0
DUO PEED
AND

dawdler will not only miss the
present opportunity but others

Dec. 22) -- Play your cards

E

13!

CANCER (June 22 -July

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

KE PT
4 Tale
E
5 One's own
1 Baby's
NN5
protective item dwelling place
M
C
4 Worn on the foot 6 Prayer
R AT O
8 Part of a glove 7 Abstract being
AN
12 Make a mistake 8 Bodice
E N
13 Ripped
9 God of love
R
14 Martian (comb. 10 Unaspirated
A L
form)
11 Throw
NP
15 Aunt (Sp.)
17 Vietnamese
NT F
capital
16 Things left
1 9 Tsar's decree
undone
18 Confirms
23 Meditates
29 Fas ening
20 Onagers
2 4 At a great
device
distance
21 Firmament
31 Occupant
22 Leave out
25 Lett city
33 Measure of
26 Indian antelope
24 Operatic solo
capacity
26 Comfortable
27 Remembered
38 Mammal's
27 Legal point
with sorrow
covering
30 Spanish festival 2 8 Feminine
40 Algonquian
32 Highly serious
appellation
Indians
34 Congents
175 677-11
1
2
3
35 Riddle
36 Scottish sail
ACROSS

are not absolutely certain you
can finish. Don't rush into an
adventure strictly for its own

gain more satisfaction than
the one who has help.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

TURN
FIND DI G
AS A 0 E A

Wearsibles

tide today.
GEMINI (May 22 -June 21)
-- Refuse to start anything you

from it.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept.. 23)
-- Make no plans of a business

3.7

pg.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

dominate the day if that's the
way the wind is blowing. Best
not to try to swim against the

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) -Your relationship to one near
and dear to you should be uppermost in your mind at this
time. Let nothing take away

Its VI

II

.3-7

upon the decision you make

AY FATHER WAS'A

SHOT-PLITTER.. AND MY
GRANDFATHER WAS. A
SHOT7PUTTER,,i,.,

rt4Y

GREAT-GRANDFATHER

WAS A GREAT SHOTPUTTER., AND NW GREAT-

GREAT,GRANDFATHER WAS
A GREAT, 6RE47; 5140T -

PUTTER I

45 King of Ithaca
49 Permeate
51 Make labe
52 Iroquoian
Indian
53 Old

54 Mariner's
direction
55 Mental faculties
56 Skin tumors
57 Morning
moisture
DOWN

1 Greek letter
2 Flower
3 Form of
woman's
underwaist

41 Organ parts
42 Eject violent y
43 Persian fairy
44 Distinct part
96 Solar disk
47 Comfort

98 Dish of meat
and vegetables
50 Uncooked
8

9

10

11

14

17

1111111

18

20

19

24

30

a

33
23

21

26

25
31

37

ti,

in

38

:i39,..:

41

27

28

28

Off.
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Photo taken by Norman Falkanger
Falkanger Real Estate in Palatine

WINSTON PARK in PALATINE ...
This aerial view looking westward over Winston Park in
Palatine illustrates the careful planning found in many.
of the North West Suburban Communities.

Palatine has grown from 6460 population in. 1955 to
its present estimated 23,000 happy suburbanites. One
of the contributing factors to this tremendous growth is
the desire to live in a country atmosphere yet be situated close to expressways, trains and O'Hare.
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on't Pinch envies
rushes

Owners Moving to Florida ... MUST SELL!

0

Just doing.a small paint job this
weekend? Need a brush? Figure you'll just
buy a cheap one and throw it away?
Don't!

A kw pennies worth of turpentine or
mineral spirits is cheaper than buying a

new paintbrush -- even the cheapest

--

available -- every time you paint. even if

-

it's only once a year.
But aside from the false economy, there
is

the matter of the job itself. A cheap

brush will do a poor job and take longer
to do.

Situated in Palatine on a 75' x 183' lot this immaculate 3 bedroom ranch features a
warm & spacious paneled family room that overlooks the back ybrd. Large utility room,
11/2 baths, large kitchen with electric range, new refrigerator - freezer combination,
washer -dryer, large window air conditioner, carpeting, large tool shed, concrete patio,
shutters in bedrooms, gas forced air heat ,and many more extras. Close to schools,

'

churches and shopping ... Let us show you through!

HOW DO YOU PICK a good brush
from the vast assortment available?
Thickness and length are the first things
to look for. Length is especially important
in natural bristle brushes. The longer they
are the better they arc. Bend the bristles.
If you find bunches of short bristles sticking out, pick another brush.

Making the brush look thicker than it
is a plug at the base of the bristles.
This should not be more than a third of
is

are for the painters who earn their

the thickness of the brush.

it.

For home use, a good domestic

natural bristle in a well -constructed brush
or a quality nylon brush will do.
Generally speaking, buy natural bristle
brushes for' il-base paints, nylon for latex
paints. If you arc watching your pennies.
buy a good nylon for both. Natural bristles
get soggy in latex. Nylon won't give as
smooth a job with oil -based paints but the
difference isn't that great -- especially out-

Price reduced to $25,900

dows and other tight areas.

You don't need the most expensive. but
spend enough. Imported Chinese bristles
at

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY ...

one side and tapers to a chisellike edge.
This is handy for working in around win-

Stroke the brush a few times against
your hand. Every brush will shed a few
bristles. Avoid those with heavy shedding,
however.

IN A NATURAL BRISTLE brush, the
ends of the bristles are flagged, that is.
split. This indicates a good brush.

Care will make your investment worthwhile. Clean your brush after using it. You

can get away without cleaning between

doors.

coats of paint by wrapping the brush tight-

IF YOU ARE GOING beyond the use

grzasammEni

ikangerl

REAL

of paint you will have to use both. Nylon

4,44,

ti

will not do for lacquer, epoxy or paint
removers or other solvents. And for

ESTATE
FL 0-0110

ii,

PALATINE
Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
141IP

1-

For outside house painting get a four -in-

ch brush. For indoors, two- or three-inch

with the proper thinner, wash the brush

brushes are good for corners and

110 S. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

day.

Brushes used in oil paints can be cleaned
in turpentine or mineral spirits. Those used
in latex paints can be rinsed in water. After
cleaning off the excess paint (either kind)

varnishing, you will prefer the smooth job
that natural bristle does..

'441S.

ly in several layers of aluminum foil. But
don't leave it this way for more than a

in soap and water before storing. Hanging

woodwork. Since you will probably use

is the best way to store a brush. If you

latex paint for walls indoors, use a roller.

wish to lay it flat, wrap the bristles.

Among the special brushes which are
useful is the sash brush which slants to

of thinner. It will bend the bristles.

Never leave a brush standing in a.can

1417a41010111100.MW

to

MEMBER

.

I
MT. PROSPECT -

BY THE FIRESIDE!
You con forget the cares of business and any other worries,

3 or 4 Bedrm, 11/2 baths. Paneled Recreation Rm. in Bsm't.
Extra paneled room in bsm't for 4th Bedrm. Close to every.

relaxing nightly by this cozy wood burning fireplace. And the
rest of the house is equally inviting. Spacious living. rm.,
dining rm., combination kitchen and family rm., 11/2 baths,

3 .bedrooms. Att. Gar. large patio with gas grill, gas yard
lights, anchor fenced yard and loads of other extras. A
picturesque home. Come see it. Priced at $28,700.

thing. $28,900.

MT. PROSPECT Transferred. 9 rooms, excellent "condition & location. 4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, family room opening to patio. 20 ft. kitchen,
separate dining room. Paneled rec. room in basement.
Carpeting, dishwasher, disposal and other extras. $42,900

S

E
L
L

A DAILY DIP ...
can now become your routine ... instead of a DREAM! Swimming pool indoors is not the only extra here - you'll also get
fine dressing room area that's kindo snazzy. And there are 4
bedrooms in this bi-level home, all on an acre of ground. See
and make an offer today.

-

.

..

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-

SCHAUMBURG-

3' Bedrooms, 2 Baths. Kitchen with Built -Ins. Carpeted Liv
Din Rms. Raised Hearth Fire Pl. Near school and shopping.

Air.conditioned. 4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths. Appliance kitchen.
Separate dining room. Family room with fireplace. Full

$25,900

basement. Walk to grade and high schOols. Transferred.

a

call 255-3535

call 359-3400
KOERNER & POORE, inc.

403 N. Northwest Hwy.
in Palatine

call 392-0660

FOLZ REALTY

SONTAG REALTY

1810 E. Northwest Hwy.
in Arlington Heights

960 E. Northwest Hwy.
in Mt. Prospect

,

Lost Cord Advantages
When we were very young, "The Lost 1950s. And it was only five years ago that
Chord" was one of the familyls favorite rechargeable nickel -cadmium batteries
musical pieces.
began to move on the sales charts from
Today, when you refer to it, chance the lowest level to a $20 million total, with
arc you'll be corrected by some teen-ager estimates of a $50 million figure by 1972.
in your tribe who will patiently explain
that you probably mean a "cordless" apPRACTICALLY every gadget conpliance and th'at there is no "h" in the ceived by the mind of man which was
noun.
previously dependent on wall outlets can
The cordless appliance business has now be added to the cordless array of
grown rapidly to the point that there is items in the annual $1.5 billion 'small
scarcely any field of home use, business appliance industry.
application, or sports adoption which has
Electric shavers, flashlights,
not found its advantages superior to the toothbrushes, carving knives and
plug-in competitor,
rotisseries are in common use in many
homes, and the business world has em-

HOME BUYER'S GUIDE

EXCEPTIONAL CONDITION

ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

The fastidious buyer will take delight Inspecting

See this lovely 3 bedroom home with 2 full

gorgeous home. Beautiful carpeting &

baths ... Den is on the first floor, all carpeting

drapes included In living room & dining room.
Garden level family room, delux kitchen, 2t/2
ceramic tile baths, sub basement ... OWNER

& draperiei are included. EXCELLENT (in close)

this

ASKING ... $22,500

ONLY $35,900
ASK FOR HOWARD KAGAY

newcomer as we are apt to think. But the openers, adding machines, and clocks.
current wholehearted acceptance by the
Mother can warm baby's bottle, work
consumer has made most of us forget that in the kitchen with pepper mills or scrubThomas A. Edison, looking for a power bers, crush ice at her patio party and light

BAI R ID 150 WARN

source for the electric car, developed a up the terrace, - all with the same ef-

mmeil

LOCATION

ASK FOR HOWARD KAGAY

TRANSFERRED, offers at

IT'S NOT REALLY as much of a braced such items as burglar alarms, letter

cadmium -type battery around the turn of fortless switch of a lever.
the century.
The youngsters can turn on favorite proThe internal combustion engine's lead - grams on portable radios, Tvs, or
acid battery kept Edison's invention from phonographs; or shine the entire family's
becoming popular. Actually, Europeans footwear rapidly on an electric buffer; or
showed greater interest in it, so that when take along a cordless tape recorder on
American firms wanted to use it with con- vacations or trips to preserve memorable
sumer products, they turned to French and sounds, music, interviews. And can say,
German combines for the licenses in the "Look, Ma! No cords!"
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A

220 E. Northwest Hwy.
392-1855

A Tradition in Real Estate

ER
.

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

EXCIULA/D12. 3___RatUALL,
O'Hare Transportation (Call for pickup service)
National Referral Service (Relocation in and out of area)
TOP FINANCING; OPEN 9-9
GUARANTEED (TRADE IN) PROGRAM

FIVE BEDROOMS GAS AIR 'CONDITIONING, full basement, TWO
FIREPLACES, Separate Dining Room, vacant and ready to move
Into, $42,500

FOUR BEDROOMS MT. PROSPECT is the locale, full basement,
21/2 full baths, SEPARATE DINING ROOM, complete blt..in kitchen,
short drive to TOLLWAY, $36,900

FIVE BEDROOMS

WOULD YOU BELIEVE, $500 Taxes, newly painted exterior, TWO
FULL BATHS, quiet neighborhood, and only $23,900

UlgitigtMW

AVFOUR BEDROOMS FULL BASEMENT, gas Ste & grill make for
enjoyable summer evenings, under $450 TAXES, walk to schools,

FOUR BEDROOMS WALK TO SHOPPING, 21/2 full baths, drapes,
carpeting, s/s, humidifier, included, walk to everything, $26,900

$32,900

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

REASONABLE TAXES, 3 twin bedrooms, blt.ins, carpeting, washer
dryer, shed in rear yard included, $19,550

See our Display of Homes

lach 714-.

ernmerb
REALTORS

OPEN 9 to 9
In Palatine
728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560.
Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

In Arlington Heights
6 E. Northwest Hwy.

253-2460

at the Holiday Inn
in Rolling Meadows
Use Our HOT LINE
SERVICE

In Hoffman'- Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

894-1800

ember Northwest Suburban '
Board of Realtors

?t.
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turn Atiolt
Into Haven
A family do-it-yourself project can

Come on in! Browse Around.

renovate an entire attic at small expense
but a big gain in esprit de corps and the
satisfaction of enjoying the fruits of the

Do you have a pressing need for a

home? Or are you just thinking ahead
to the future? Either way, make yourself at home in our relaxer!, living
room surroundings.

labor involved.

Arrival of a son after three daughters
resulted in a decision by a Georgia family
to convert the second floor into bedrooms
for the girls. Mom was chief planner, Dad
the craftsman and the girls the helpers.

Before concentrating on the paneling

and painting, the family hired pro-

For two high school girls, this attic's become a heavenly haven. Dad and
Mom planned and carried out the modernization project, using a durable

woodgrained hardboard paneling,' Masonite Royalcote, in Honeytone Cherry.

4 BEDROOMS PLUS A DEN

This 2 year new home features 21/2 baths,
separate dining room, kitchen with built-ins,
washer, dryer and is across the street from a
Grade School. Act fast on this or forget it.

fessionals to add stairs, strengthen floor
joists, add sub -flooring and install double
-windows.

TOGETHER, MEMBERS of the family

CONFIDENCE

YOU CAN SHAKE ON!

ONLY $27,900

"shimmed" ceiling rafters to level them
and added a lattice of lath to receive the
plasterboard.

The hall and bedroom walls were paneled with Masonite Royalcote wood -grain in

Honeytone Cherry. They selected this
paneling, Mom said, "for its beauty and

practicality for areas used by children and
because we knew it would be easy for us
to install."
An interesting feature of the moderniza-

tion was their use of paneling to cover
MUST BE SOLD
The owner of this 4 bedroom, 21/2 bath, Mattel
with central air conditioning, new Acrylon

carpeting, kitchen with built-ins; has already
purchased a new home. Will give immediate
possession.

MAKE US AN OFFER

ASKING $38,500

George

usse

REALTORS
The Grand Old Name in Real Estate!

five sets of double closet doors. Back sides
of the closet doors were covered with pegboard, which she described as "wonderful
hanging space."

MOST OF THE WORK was ac-

complished during evenings. Dad works
six-day a week from 7:30 to 6, and Mom
does all her own housework. The family
attends Sunday school and church on Sunday mornings, so that left evenings and
Sunday afternoons for the modernization.
"All agree it was well worth the effort,"

Mom said. "The girls certainly have enjoyed their privacy and the fun of having
lots of 'spend the night' company."
She said the best time saver was the use

of the prefinished hardboard panels and
matching molding. Naturally, she added,
"The biggest money saver was our own

PRESTIGE PIONEER PARK LOCATION

A quality brick Ranch with' 4 twin size bedrooms, 21/2 ceramic baths, family room, fireplace, full basement, 2 car garage and much

labor."

more. Within walking distance to schools, train,
shopping, church & park.

WON'T LAST AT $39,500

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION! This complete package of family happiness is waiting lust foryou and
yours - 3 big bedrooms, 21/2 ceramic baths, lovely family -room, a kitchen built for the modern
housewife, plus a basement - recreation room for the kids - custom features thruout - owner wants
offer- ASKING $42,900.

OUT-OF-TOWN OWNER FORCED
TO SELL
This 3 bedroom Townhouse has 11/2 baths, full

basement, 23x15 living room, central air conditioning, kitchen with built-ins, carpeting and
drapes. Owner says GET ME AN OFFER.

ASKING $25.900

CONTEMPORARY?
You'll like this attractive 3 -bedroom
ranch on a large lot overlooking the

golf course. Kitchen with built-ins,

11/2 baths, enclosed heated breezeway, 2 -car garage.

VittOF/HOMES
NORTHWEST

314 S. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Phone 253-2500
Area's Exclusive Member Gallery of
Homes Inc. -- Continent's Largest
Franchised Real Estate Organization
with over 150 offices from New England to Hawaii.

Yours For $29,500

BIG BUT OLD!
Older 2 story home walking distance
to everything - 5 -bedrooms, 11/2

baths, wood cabinet kitchen, full
basement, good area.

Priced at $17,500

Open Weekday evenings 6 to 8 p.m.

Geor

1,7LBSe
REALTORS

Integrity in Real Estate ... Since 1923

LOU MOREL recently joined the staff
of Falkanger Real Estate, 110 Northwest

Hwy., Palatine. Morel, who fornierly

worked for Illinois Bell, has been taking
real estate courses at the Central YMCA
for the last 21/2 years.. He and his wife,
Sharon, and their 31/2 -year -old son, Dan-

ny, have lived at 103 S. Rohlwing Rd.,

Palatine, for the last three years. They attend the Palatine Presbyterian Church.
,

1209 N. Elmhurst Rd.
Cocof Hintz 8, Elmhurst Rds.
Prospect Heights

537-8660

12 E. Busse Ave.
Next to the Library
Mount Prospect

CL 9-0200

Member M A .P. Multiple Listing Service

Conversation
Besides adding color to the interior of
your home, your wallpaper can tell a story
and be a conversation piece all by itself.
The current easy -to -hang pre -pasted

designs available in local northwest

suburban dealers offer a wide range of
themes: historical, geographical, hunting,
traveling,

HOME BUYER'S GUIDE
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JUST LISTED
Elk Grove, 3 BR, 11/2 bath ranch w/large
first floor fom. rm., recently decorated in
and out. Carpeting in LR & din. L. Att. gar.

.

9 room centrally air conditioned Colonial near
schools & park. 4 bedrooms, 21/2 ceramic baths,

huge cabinet kitchen plus dinette, double fireplace in living and family room, 1st fir. laundry
rm., full basement, colored patio with railing
and unique landscaping. 21/2 car electric door
garage.
$53,900

3 bedroom 11/2 bath brick ranch. Full paneled
basement with utility room and den, covered
patio & att. electric door garage. $33,500

built-in appliances. $36,500

30 acres of rolling hillside in lovely Bar-

rington Hills. Perfect horse farm with

Ben F. Eidamiller & Co., Realtors of
Des Plaines was honored recently when
George Silianoff, a broker -salesman for
five years with the firm, graduated from
the Realtors Institute of Illinois.

The three year course, approved by the

National Association of Real Estate
Boards, is accredited upon completion by
the designation G.R.I., (Graduate Realtors

1

-

ARCING ON

estate men in the sales of residential properties in the northwest suburban area,
having won contests for home evaluation

[4113

for his company and the northwest

Suburban Multiple Listing system.
Silianoff, an avid golf enthusiast, enjoys

his favorite sport at the Mohawk Country
Club in nearby Bensenville. His brother

i

Palatine, 2 BR on 6/10 Acre yet only minutes
from shopping. 17x17 fom. rm. leads to patio.
Only $19,900

-.

$150,000

LOTS OF SPACE

in LR, DR, hall & kitch. Built-in oven and range.

4th BR or rec. rm. plus util. room. Owner
trsfd. to Calif and anxious to move.

Call Larry Dieter $32,950
.

.

: I I

GROVE
11

.c.f1313
AA
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Ca.Z],97a91

fttaillcv31111rxri

F

Pros. Hts., 3 or 4 BR bi-level, just completed
costal!) built fom. rm. w/fireplace, wall-to-wall

3 bedroom brick ranch, separate dining room,
plenty of kitchen space, tile bath and roughed
in 1/2 bath. Utility room, patio, 11/2 car att. garage, charming wooded lot near everything.
$24,000

Institute).

Silianoff, a resident of Elk Grove
Village, is one of the most active real

fenced pasture, riding area, huge barn &
tack room. 5 bedroom Colonial home, 3
baths, family room, den, 2 fireplaces, 3
car garage with apt. above.

a

- - - ..!-_..-,..."11r..:,..1..

Brick & frame 3 bedroom ranch in convenient
community. Tile both, patio, 11/2 car att. garage plus storage, built in oven, range, disposal,
refrigerator, washer, dryer. $22,900

PARADISE FOR HORSES &
HORSE LOVERS!

GEORGE SILIANOFF

T

OUT -IN -THE -COUNTRY

Oa. 11,-a

Quality built 7 room brick split level in excellent area.' 3 bedrooms, paneled family room,
fireplace, handy, laundry room, 11/2 baths, 2
car att. garage. Spotless kitchen includes all

int"

013D
REALTORS

....

Pal. 3 BR. Colonial on 6/10 of a fenced acre.
Large LR w/fireplace, huge master BR, 2 other
twin size BR's. 1st fl. fam. rm., separate dng.
rm. plus full bsmt. Located on a quiet cul de sac.

Now only $34,900

PROSPECT

atxit litffirV11;c0

265-9111

'LJZ4)

11',.,,11-10 (

!F9-"!

'.., - -.

...

i

4.s,,,......%;..

Danny, is the pro and manager of that

11
.........

club. Silianoff resides at 1166 Cedar Ln.,
Elk Grove Village, with his wife, Dorothy

ONE HALF ACRE

Pros. Hts, custom built all brick ranch with 3

May, and their children Steven 3, and

good size BR's. Paneled fam. rtn. plus full bsmt

w/fireploce. L din. rm. plus huge kitch. with

Eileen, 7.

built-in oven and range. Carpeting in LR & DR.
Draperies in LR, DR & Fam. Rm. Landscaped

Convenient Kitchen

since picture.

Call Buzz Richey $30,500

Gives Tcisty Pay -Off

.

Convenience in the kitchen lets the
housekeeper be more of a cook and brings
the family a tasty pay-off in better meals
-- to say nothing of the lift it gives Mother Wife -Chefs psyche.

Fortunately for all, modern appliances
today are taking the awkward drudgery out
of nearly all areas of the kitchen.
In fact some of the new cooking devices

Winter is here and our men need inside work!
To keep them busy, We offer you an exceptional

!I©% Vddra Nixon -

take a lot of the chef out of the cook.

on any inside remodeling job. Don't wait ...
offer expires April 1st.

right temperature for keeping the

Check your needs:
0 RECREATION ROOM
0 KITCHEN

"Programmed cooking" is featured by
ovens that turn themselves on, reach proper temperature, cook for the right length
of time and cool themselves down to the
food

warm.

Infra -red broilers scar steaks im-

mediately to keep them tender and juicy.
Automatic stirrers on some ranges will stir
hot puddings and sauces. Instant hot water

devices eliminate even the need to boil
water.

A LOT OF THE MAID is taken out
of the housekeeper, too. Ceramic tile
countertops, backsplashes and floors won't

stain or be damaged by heat and are easy
to clean. Rollers on refrigerators make
cleaning behind and beneath them no problem.

bottle washer. They do give her more time
to devote to her art of preparing those tasty

4.....

1./..

3 WOODED ACRES

Pal. 4 large BR, Colonial with sep. dng. rm.
plus kitch. with brkfast nook, LR w/fireplace.
Screened porch plus large sun porch. Screened
summer house with built-in B -B -Q. Carpets in
LR, DR, hall & two BR's.

Call for details today.

traffic pattern in this, 3 twin size BR's all carpeted, 2 ceramic baths, large newly

landscaped fenced yard. Will sell quick at

seedd

Ogeib

$34,900

ROSELLE GIVES YOU MORE!

for the first in
garage built
the Spring

lite VIOL

0 Our prices aro as low or lower than all the larger
Garage builders
0 Plus ... all lumber used is selected at Roselle
Farmers Lumber Yard

SID1OG

2 5 9.. li 500)
.

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

[PEN
_....,.....9.9

0 Plus ...7 year financing, No money down and
5% interest

///
,

I

0

0

"a local builder for over 21 years"

381-3169

.-

j.. ,, ....

carpeted LR & 15' sep. din. rm., Largo
kitch w/built-ins. Spacious fam rm., plus
sep. 14 x 14 den. Att. 2 car gar., well

coated panels can be washed easily in a

None of the new devices rob woman
of her traditional role as chief cook and

r.

WI
.

JUST LISTED

0 PANELING

Self-cleaning ovens reduce burned fat to

sink. Doors can be removed to clean oven
Dishwashers and garbage disposal
units have been around so long now that
they are almost standard items.

1

Maintenance free brick & alum. siding bilevel in top residential location. Ideal

BATHROOM

an easily removed powder. Specially

meals.

-

JUST REDUCED

7/cone

litee editiuda

3581838

.....--101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

('
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ADVERTISEMENT

PARK RIDGE COUNTRYSIDE

REAL ESTATE

CORNER
By Robert L. Nelson
President, Robert L. Nelson, Realtors

FALL -PROOF THE BATHTUB
A HOME -A STABLE -A POOL
on 2.86 acres, a beautiful 108 ft. long Colonial styled ranch. Has 4 fireplaces, plank paneled rooms,
Dutch doors, ceiling beams too. Entertain a couple -or -a couple of hundred - in a never to be forgotten setting. Incomparable upper bracket.
MR. MISTIER, Exclusive Agent

BAIRD &WARNER
NEwcastle 1-1855

Taken 3-1855
133 Vine Avenue

A ludition at Red

.7evik Ridge

One of the commonest places for falls at home is the bathtub!
Do you know how to fall -proof your bathtub?
Bathtubs should have a non.skid bottom. You can purchase an inexpensive mat. These mats have

slightly abrasive tops and an adhesive backing. Or, you can buy strips of nonskid material. They
may be stuck In an attractive pattern in a tub. Rubber mats with suction discs on the bottom work,
too.

Sturdy grab -bars along the walls of a tub are a good investment. They area must for an older
person. Towel racks are not strong enough to support your weight. Don't depend on them. Many
persons have grabbed them and come tumbling down, towels and all!
Remember, anyone can have a fall. Even our famousastronaut, John Glenn fell in the bathtub!
Robert L. Nelson, Realtors offers "TRADE -A -HOME" service ... the guaranteed home sole plan
that not only assures the sale of your home but even advances you the equity cash before the home
is sold. With "TRADE-A.HOME" service transferee can get the money to buy the home in their
transferred location before their present home is sold.
WATCH NEXT WEEK FOR "FALL -PROOF LIGHTING"

estate
Park Ridge, Illinois
Member of Park Ridge Multiple Listing Service

BEST BUY IN 4 BEDROOMS

THIS HOME'S A REAL CHARMER
Elegantly appointed 3 -bedroom split-level is centrally air condi-

This big 8 room raised ranch in Hoffman Estates has taxes below

tioned. Has 21/2 baths, 2 -car garage with curved drive, large family

$500. Has 211/2' family room, 11/2 baths, many extras. See it today.

room.

$37,900

$27,900

-

ANOTHER GREAT HOME BUY
This sharp 4 -bedroom Cape Cod is idgal for the growing family.
Has 2 baths, 2 -car garage, full basement with outside entrance,

BE SURE TO SEE THIS HOME
You'll really flip for this big 4 -bedroom split-level. Includes central
air conditioning, 21/2 baths, 21/2 -car garage, family room, many

patio.

extras.

North
Arlington Heights
I

South.

Mount Prospect

Arlington Heights

550 West Northwest Hwy.

208 South Main St.

535 South Arlington Heights Rd.

392-8100

CL 5-1515

CL 3-8100

'

!iG"

,Member HOMERICA, national hornefinding service

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
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We better start packin'
Cause he listed with

Realtors
Named to

99

No Matter what your home

NAREB

,:i7,)

.

needs -we have it!

ea

Committees

0#,

___&

,

set

...v-.
- _,

-

-

) 4----_, \
J.
<

Lyn E. Davis of Dallas, 1968 president
of the National Association of Real Estate
Boards, today announced the appointment
of 551 Realtors to committees of the
'association for the coming year.
The appointees represent every state in
the U. S., and, according to Davis, their

c

/,

1-)'
'''''----)W7

r. ---

work on the committees "is essential to
the progress of organized real estate." He

noted that most of the continuing activity
of NAREB is carried on through its committees. Areas covered by the committees
include real estate education, license law,
public relations, governmental liaison, professional standards, research, and policy.
In addition to serving on the committees

of the National Association, many of the
men and women will serve also on committees of NAREB's nine affiliated
societies, institutes, and councils -- the

arms of NAREB which are devoted to

Tremendous buy for the handy man ... This home is situ-

education and professional standards in

ated on a large corner lot (125' x 126').two unfinished

particular segments of the real estate field,

bedrooms and bath upstairs with plumbing roughed in ...
Hardwdod floors, storms & screens, drapes & curtains,

Davis said. These organizations are the
American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers, Society of Industrial Realtors,

Institute of Real Estate Management,

4 BEDROOM, 2 BATHS CAPE COD

stove. Two car garage ... Built to order for the large
family ...

A LOT OF HOUSE for THE MONEY
6 rooms, 3 bedrooms, patio, 2 car garage. Huge family
room ... must be seen to be fully appreciated ...

$22,500

$23,500

American Society of Real Estate
Counselors, National Institute of Real

Estate Brokers, National Institute of Farm
and Land Brokers, Women's Council, Executive Officers Council, and American
Chapter, International Real Estate Federa-

RESIDENTIA10fACANT
from $4,400 ta-$17,000
BENSENVILLE ... 100 x 220
ROSELLE ... 145 x 160

tion.

Those appointed from Illinois are:

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS: Jack V.

Keller, Membership Committee;

AURORA: Richard C. Powelson, Realtors'
Washington Committee.

CHICAGO: Ronald J. Chinnock, Past
Presidents Advisory Committee; Morgan

L. Fitch, Committee on Real Estate
Economics and Research, and Past

Presidents Advisory, Committee; William
C. Groebe, Membership Committee, and
Committee on Board Jurisdictions; George
W. Kemp Jr., Building Operations Committee. and Real Estate Group I u t cc
Trust: Jane Long, Committee on

FOREST ESTATES, PALATINE 3/4 acre

PALATINE

"UP TO THE MINUTE"

... 3 RESIDENTIAL LOTS

60 x 150 $6,000 each

Kitchen, 3 bedrooms, 2 bath home. Attached garage.
Fenced rear yard. Beautifully maintained.

ASKING $25,010

Policy; Stewart B. Matthews, Institutes

Liaison Committee, and chairman, Real
Estate Group Insurance Trust; Hugh C.
Michels, Real Estate Group Insurance
Trust; Arthur F. Mohl, Committee on Real

Economics and Research, Real
Estate Group Insurance Trust, and Vice Chairman, Resolutions Committee; Frank
Petralito, Committee on Education; Ralph
Estate

Silverwood, Committee on Education;
Charles L. Strobeck, Vice -Chairman,
Building Operations Committee; Percy E.
Wagner, Realtors' Washington Committee,
License Law Committee, and Committee
on Education.

DES PLAINES: M. Edward Smith,

Committee on Education.

EVANSTON: Archibald G. Jennings,
Realtor -Lawyer Committee; Robert N.
McGuire, Committee on Multiple Listing

Policy; Helen G. Nixon, Realtors'

YOUR HOME

JUST LISTED

Has carpeted living room and hallway. This neat and clean
3 bedroom brick and aluminum ranch is an

IDEAL FIRST HOME OFFERED AT

6 room, 3 Bedroom ranch, 11/2 car attached garage. This
home is convenient to just about everything. Patio,
parquet floors, paneled dining area. Included are; washer
& dryer, refrigerator & range Priced for quick sale

$19,000

$23,500

3 OFFICES TO SERVE YOU!

Washington Committee.

real

HINSDALE: Grant Dixon Jr., Com-

mittee on Board Jurisdictions, and Vice Chairman, Young Realty Group.
LA GRANGE: Ralph W. Prichard Jr.,

0

0

0

Membership Committee; Barbara E.

Bohon; Committee on Education; Rich

estate

Port. Executive Committee.

ROBINSON: Kathryn Duncan, Com-

mittee on Board Services.

SPRINGFIELD: Robert Cook, Com-

mittee on Education.

STEGER: Robert M. Steger, Membership Committee, Realtor -Public Relations Committee, and Committee on Board
Jurisdictions.
WESTCHESTER: Robert A. Hintze,
Committee on Multiple Listing Policy.

cPeaPtotts
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
255-6320

PALATINE
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-1502

SCHAUMBURG
7 W. Schaumburg Road

894-1330

REAL ESTATE
WITH THE LARGEST CIRCULATION IN THE
GREATER NORTHWEST SUBURBAN AREA
' CRYSTAL

ARLINGTON HGTS

LAKE.

Annen & Busse, Realtors

10 MINUTES
TO EDENS

,BUFFALO
GROVE

WHEE ItIG

BARRINGTON
28 E. Northwest Hwy. 253-1800

ARLINGTON REALTY INC,

DUNDEE RD.

the
Action

44,
P

NORTHBROOK

Rea ltors
550 W. Northwest Hwy. - 392-8100
535 S.Arlington Heights Rd.
CL 3.8100

55.

PALATINE

Baird & Warner Inc.
PALATINE RC

220 E. Northwest Hwy. 392.1855

Barton Stull, Realtor
750 W. Northwest Hwy. 392-0900

Behrens Carl M. & Asso.
205 S. Arlington Hats. Rd. CL 5-6600

Bruns Real Estate

ROLLING
MEADOWS

W TOuwAy

Open daily 910 9 Sun., Noon to 6

real
estate

GLENVIEW

member of MAP. multiple listing
service
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
255-6320

F -B -K Inc:
I TO ELGIN

HOFFMA

20 MINUTES

ESTATES

Realtors.
123 S. Arlington Hgts Rd. CL 5-8000

STREAMWOOD

The Gallery of Homes

SCHAUMBURG

.kk
ELK
314 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd. CL 3-2500

GROVE
VILLAGE

ROSELLE

Kemmerly Real Estate

PARK
RIDGE

Open 9 to 9

KENNEDY EXPRESSWAY

member m.a.p.
multiple listing service

Mill= HOSPITALS

Member Northwest Subn. Board of

HANOVER PARK

E

Realtors
6 E. Northwest Hwy. 253-2460

Krause & Kehe, Realtors

O'HARE
AIRPORT

WOOD

1

ITAS

CHICAGO--->

ONLY 20 MINUTES

.:.tOntaCt :th0:-.LOctiVRefil::.[.toie Firm in, -:Area. of .Your Choice:
,

1 E. Campbell CI. 3.2111

Peters & Evans, Realtors
Professional and Effective Service
OPEN 910 9

259-1500
101 N. Arlington Hts. Rd

BARRINGTON

Member IM.A.P.1 Multile Listing Service

Serving

12 E. Busse Ave.

209 Park Ave. DU 1-6464 .

;DES PLAINES
;Baines Realty In C.

...

man

Estates.

529-7800
Northeast corner of

5chaornhurg & Roselle Rds.
Higgins 8 Roselle Rd.

Kemmerly Real Estate
Open 9 to 9

member m.a.p.
multiple listing service
894-1800

Hansen Ronald M.

554 LeeSt. 827-5185

e4==>
ANNEN.
BUSSE

REALTORS

570 E. Higgins Rd. 439-4700

HANOVER PARK

529.3900

"C" Francek, Realtors
8 E. Northwe'st Hwy.

Philippe Bros. Realty

McCabe Realty
259E Rand Rd.

434 E. Northwest Hwy.

253-7600

Arlington Realty Inc.

289-1900

21 E. Prospect

7 W. Schaumburg Rd.

CL 5-1515

Baird & Warner Inc.
259-1855

894-1330

Starck Robert W. & Co.

Barton Stull, Realtors
9 N. Elmhurst Rd. 255.0900

ck
na.Lroes

Busse Geo. L. & Co.
1209

L

N.

Elmhurst

....

537.8660

.79 Weathersfield 894-1660

WHEELING

ROLLING MEADOWS

Bruns Real Estate

Kole Real Estate

Open 9 to 6 daily - Sun., noon to 6

the
Action
Realtors
208 S. Main St.

member M.A.P. multiple listing service

.

358.1800

PROSPECT HGTS.

Starck Robert W & Co.

PALATINE

104 E. Northwest Hwy. 255-911 I

located in "Hanover Park Shopping
Center" 6724 Barrington Rd.

real
estate

437W. Prospect 392.2290

REALTORS

9 to 9
Sat. & Sun.' PI 6

Open daily from 9 to 6 Sun., noon to 6

Realtors
728 E. Northwest Hwy. 358-5560

Realtors
' 150 S. Main 392-7150

Annen & Busse, Realtors

OPEN.

Bruns Real Estate

Member No thwest Subs. Board of

131

529-2235

SCHAUMBURG

member m.a.p.
multiple listing service

704 N. River Rd. 299-6121

Kole Real Estate

Open 9 to 9

F -B -K Inc.

Realtors

ANNEN
BUS SE

III W. Irving Pk. Rd.

Kemmerly Real Estate.

CL 5-2020

Stape & Daniels, Inc.

MT. PROSPECT

ROSELLE -

110 S. Northwest Hwy. 358-0110

Roselle Realty

Member Northwest Subn. Board of
9 E. Higgins - Golf Shopping Plaza

Falkanger Real Estate

CL 9-0200

13 & K Realty

824-6131,

-ELK GROVE
Annen & Busse, Realtors

Madinah --

Roselle,

Busse Geo. L. & Co.

Schaumburg - Hanover Park & Hoff-

,
_

Country Squire

1093 Lee St.

HOFFMAN ESTATES
-Hoffman Estates Realty Co.

real
BR UNS
member of

estate

M.A.P.

map

listing service
132 S, Northwest Hwy.,

multiple
358.1502

OPEN

Andersen L B & Co. Inc.
20 W Dundee Rd.

9 to 9
Sat. & Sun. ' til 6

3413 Kirchoff Road

LE 7.4300

Kole Real Estate
OPEN

.

9 to 9
Sat. 8. Sun.' td 6

392-9060

. 749 W. Dundee

537.4900

Rolling Meadows Realty Co. Shadle - Sauter & Assoc.
3423 Kirchoff Rd. 255-4200

170

E

Dundee

537-8880

member federaIdeposit insurance corporation

LWw Coso

MORTGAGE?

BANK ON LIS

Home

Loans

:Mount-Prospect State a
Busse 8.. Emerion - Mount Prospect
-

.Cl 9.4000
-

.THE MODERN FULL -SERVICE BANK IN THE CENTER OF TOWN

i
ofA,1,

WEATHER

0
0
C.

Tonight: Showers likely, tow
In 40; Tomorrow: Mostly cloudy, showers, high In 50s.
40 per cent chance of rain

Telephone

Your Home New"

Rich r Yiung Files
r Dist. 57Il oard
BY DIANNE CtiERIHAN

The only announced in-

117 S. Main St.

Friday, March 8, 1968
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of education, he also would
advocate open meetings and

said Thursday evning that he

had received an invitation

from the publicity chairman

of the Dist. 5)7 General

Caucus Committ4e to address

the district's PTA groups on
the same nights ds the caucus endorsed candidAtes. He said
he refused

'

request that all citizens be

"I advised them that I
would not acdept the in-

Li

vitation due to he treatment
I was subjected o last year by

the caucus c mmittee,
Young said

The caucus committee

seeks out and interviews can-

didates for elction to the

school board. After the com-

mittee has endorsed can-

didates, it opchly campaigns
for their electioh.

"I am the only announced

candidate who openly advocates the upgrading of Cen-

tral School to bring it up to
meet the requirements of the

1970 Life Safety Code,"

Young said, :'and I do not
believe anyone who openly
feels this way would be ac-

ceptable to the General
Caucus "
'

Young said, "I believe in
democracy and I feel the opi-

nions of the majority should

be respected. I do not think
we should force the people to
accept our ideas if they prove
to be unpopular, such as last

three defeated building

referendurnS."

He urges continued

participation in federal aid to
education to increase learning
facilities and to reduce the tax
bite on property owners.
"I also would encourage
sharing of learning facilities

to parochial children attending schools other than
public schools in Mount
Prospect,' Young said.

Emily's Church and
have been active in Gregory
School PTA for the past five
years.
.

Young is a former Winston-

Salem YMCA boxing coach

torney's office in refusing to

Richard E. Young Jr., is an
independent candidate for the
School Dist. Board of Educadon in the April 13 election.

Fairview up to the River

Trails Park District property
at Kensington and Wolf.
JOHN PARSONS

Fairview lies the industrial

dent of the O'Hare Chapter

Illinois Gas Co. which village
officials have wanted to annex

Systems and Procedures

Association, from 1965 to
1966. He has been a resident
of the village for four years.

orksIlirector Suggests
Ste s to Limit F1ooii g
BY T D LACEY
I

What can homeowners do

to decrease the danger of
basement flooding this spring?

this system,

the downward

travel of the sewer pipe

toward the interceptor sewer
begins from the level of the
basement ceiling, rather than

"Acutally," Mount from under the basement

Department," Creamer said,

going to enter into the

If there is a laundry tub or

"Under the contract, we
would take over the main-

individualptoblems and the
solution f r !flooding in one
home wotil4 not necessarily

toilet in the basement, a pump
must be installed to lift waste

would begin a system of

up to the level of the sewer

work in another home."

pipe.

commonly taken is the use of
plugs to eal off basement
drains This does prevent the

overhead sewer pipes,"

Amon

measures most

backing Up of surcharged

sewers, flooding the basement,
provided that a one-way valve
is installed on the laundry tub
drain also

'

"The, main problem with

in some, areas have a con-

tinual seepage of ground

water into their basements

and a pump has to raise it to
the sewer line. But in a storm,
when the need for the system

to work is greatest, it

develop in the. interceptor

gets wet.

sewer that it backs through
the distribution sewers and
buckles basement floors. I've
seen it happen."
Since it is somewhat impractical to prevent sewage

from entering at the expense
of the basement floor, some

people elect not to plug up
drains, but to screw
stand -pipes into them during
storms. Then, if the sewer

lines become surcharged,
water can rise in the pipe,

avoiding the extreme pressure
that builds up against a plug.

ANOTHER POSSIBLE

procedure is the installation of

overhead sewer pipes. With

preventative maintenance, in-

cluding periodic cleaning,

flushing, rodding, bucketing
and cabling."

Creamer said, "is that people

"But the problem with this
method," Creamer said, "is
that it is possible for such

tremendous pressure to

tenance of all the sewers. We

sometimes happens that the
electricity goes out. The pump
can't work, and the basement

"One step that will bea big
help to the entire sewer system
is the disconnection of all
downspouts from the sanitary

Insofar as the individual
homeowner with a sewer problem is concerned, Creamer
said, "The best thing to do is
to get a qualified plumber to
assess the problem and suggest
a solution."

case.

Scariano's

law

is

having

Prospect Heights, but all over

state. He said he was

reciving calls from

newspapers and interested

Assembly, he believes most of

his law is good as it stands
right now. "It doen't need to

be tightened up, it just needs
to be enforced.

State Rep. David Regner
(R -Mount Prospect) sided

with Scariano in the issue. "I
don't understand this at all.
We just make the laws. It's up

citizens who have taken their
government bodies to task for,
"I'm getting complaints from

the state's attorney to enforce

she had received from the two

all over," he said.

them," Regner said.

not revealing their actions.

Des Plaines is still trying to
annex land west of Illinois Rt.
83 at one point or another.
Des Plaines Mayor Herbert
Behrel reportedly has issued a

southwest corner of the

Demis, who plans to build a

Behrel has been negotiating
with. Demis on annexation of
the property for at least two
months. The city limits extend

liquors license to William

motel and restaurant -at

property lies near the
aistusiffammat

Gripe
Of The
Day

to the attorney general and

park

the

district

annexed by the village, and
actually wanted the village to
take in all five park sites, one

of which

is

at Euclid and

and

the Lift Parts

Manufacturing Company
building on Oakton.

Vandals Fail
In Attempt
To Start Fire

and later find just the
wrappings. J.H.

would be involved if the April when Des Plaines began
Demis property were annexed. to move in. In a unanimous
The city council is not en- vote, the Mount Prospect
tirely behind Behrel in this

move. Alderman E. C. Schillington reportedly objected to
the "leapfrog" type of annexation, grabbing strips of
land wherever possible.

BEHREL IS trying to get
a hold on land next to the in-

dustrial property on Oakton in
Mrs. Edna Gammill told order to increase the tax base

Arlington Heights Police of his city. Mount Prospect

possible to secure land
Police found a can of between Dempster and

charcoal lighter fluid, a small Oakton for the village.
Last week Mount Prospect
piece of charred chardboard
and a burned wooden match was not further south than a
near the concrete steps to the small strip of land on Algonrear door.

quin. By Monday night

the steps. No other damage

property owners to agree to
annexation and moved the

Burn marks were found on Congreve managed to get two

was reported.

Suitcase Taken from Car

Alan Pakstis, I 815.

Whitechapel, told Mount

Prospect Police Thursday that
someone, stole a suitcase from

borders southward all the way
to Oakton. Congreve virtually
has sealed off most of the land

his auto while it was parked west of Illinois Rt. 83 north
in front of his home. Three of Oakton, but judging by
suits were in the suitcase at Behrel's latest action, he is not
the time.

The two municipalities paid

little attention to any of the
than one property owner land south of Golf until last

Evanston.

To stash goodies away

River Trails park com-

have

station

only to the east side of Illinois
Rt. 83, and presumably more

Mayor Daniel Congreve is
tempted to start a fire at the trying to do the same thing
rear of her home at 436 S. and is moving as quickly as

Plaines would try to annex the
industrial park.

missioners were willing to

in-

tersection, between a service

Thursday that someone at-

ficials over whether Des

time being.

Prospect's director of public
works David Creamer said,
"there are; no blanket solutions. EverS, hrea has its own

reasons for the northward extension of the municipal limits
was the anxiety of village of-

District, which presently owns
and maintains our sewers.

floor. This way, a backward
flow of sewage would have
substantially farther to travel.

for sometime. One of the

contract with the
Metropolitan Sanitary

of the Illinois General

during a secret
session was relevant to the
any action

Although Scariano intends
to try to change one section
of his law at the next session

complaint against the board,
Mrs. Jo Ellen Clawes, 203 N.
Parkway, was upset at what
she thought was a runaround

park owned by Northern

Wolf. The village board,

"is

tion by Moyer that not taking

the

BETWEEN THE park and

Moines, Ia., Jaycees, pack
master of the Cub Scouts,

YMCA activities, and presi-

politically involved.

nexation of Fairview Gardens

land running north of

courses at Drake University

Club of Chicago. He has been

The court date for the hear-

ing on the proposed an-

The village board responded
by passing an ordinance annexing .that subdivision, and
included a narrow strip of

College and took graduate

finished.

board decided to take Des
Plaines on in the land rush.

Congreve repeatedly has

said that he is not as worried
about losing the property to
Des Plaines as he is about a
possible annexation atempt by
Chicago. According to one

source, Chicago's Mayor

Richard J. Daley wants to annex all the land he can all the
way to Barrington. Last week,
the city limits of Chicago extended almost up to Elmhurst
Rd. south of the tollroad.
Chicago's moves are forcing the

Elk Grove Village

government to move

northward to the tollroad in
an effort to shut. Chicago off
to the west. 'At one time
Congreve said he was worried
that the United Air Lines pro-

perty on Algonquin might

even be annexed to Chicago.'
Chicago appears to be out of

the picture north of the

tollroad now, but Des Plaines
and Mount Prospect have not

settled the question of who
will get the disputed industrial
complex.

however, contented itself with
stopping at Kensington for the

Kenroy to Ask
Subdivision
Plan Approval -

Woods hop

Kenroy Builders will

Teaches
Dads, Sons

present a subdivision plan for

a 40 -acre industrial park to
the Mount Prospect Village
Board of Trustees probably
before the end of this month.
The industrial park is in an
unincorporated area at Lin-

Bookcases, coffee tables,

drafting tables....you can

make almost anything at the
dad and son wood workshop -

neman and Algonquin. It has
been

reviewed without any

held Saturday morning at

objections by the Des Plaines

Wheeling High School.

City officials.

Al Hemauer, head of the

Practical Arts Division of
Wheeling High School, assists
the father -son pairs in the use

18th Firemen's Ball
To Be Held April 20

of equipment and with the
technical problems of their
projects.

sewers, as suggested by the

Invitations to the 18th an-

Proceeds from the ball will

This special class, which
begins at 9 a.m. and ends at

District." This would lessen
the danger of surcharging the

sponsored by the Mount
Prospect Fire D4lartment

the life insurance premiums

tions Representing Com-

Creamer said.
Meanwhile, the village is

village residents within the
next few weeks.

department.

doing its part in trying to im-

The dance will begin at 9

Ticket are $2 a person.

studies have been made on

Center. Music will be provided by Hal Munro and his
orchestra. Drawings for door
prizes and a grand prize of a

department, CL 3-3930.
Volunteers in charge of this

Metropolitan Sanitary nual Firemen's Ball, be used to pay a portion of

sewers during storms,

Volunteers, will be mailed to

noon, is part of The Organiza-

munity Hopes (TORCH) program, and is federally funded.
The program is aimed at helping school districts provide

for volunteer firemen and to
purchase equipment for the

creative courses.
An adult -only cabinet-mak-

prove problem areas ac- p.m. on April 20 in the mall They may be ordered in adcording to Creamer. Several of Randhurst Shopping vance by calling .the fire
local problems and hopefully
they will aid in finding some
solutions.

"THE PUBLIC Works

color television set will be
held during the evening.

be

.r,

Set April 1

not to the City of Des Plaines.

He is graduate of Simpson

he didn't want to

enmeshed in a local political
issue, and Attorney General
William Clark said that it was
common for state prosecutors
to shy away from local issues
in which they might become

The sponsor of the law involved, State Rep. Anthony
Scariano (D -Park Forest),
earlier had denied the allega-

Pansino, Leforge said, was
judged to be unfounded.
The woman who signed the

annexed to the village, and Oakton and Elmhurst Rd. The

early 1967.

torney refuse to prosecute appears to be more political than
anything else. Garippo earlier

Des Plaines till in ace
For Land West of t083

Annexation
Hearing

overwhelming, majority tli5 be

obscene book controversey in

month.

repercussions not only in

There is not enough proof,
Moyer said, to show in court

voted Jan. 15.by an

Parsons made public
library board during an

new board members." An
election is' slated for next

The charge against

meeting.

April 1.
Residents in the subdivision

statements on behalf of the

Dist. 23 could "flo was "have

on the part of Pansino.

took no final action at the

by the Village of Mount
Prospect has been set for

business reasons.

a board member of Des

ANOTHER REASON

along Wolf up to Kensington

moving to the East Coast for

things that the residents of

took place at his home to
discuss "unethical conduct"

given by Moyer for taking no
action against the board is
that the members apparently

subdivision and property

is

said

Mrs: Clawes and that the only

proof that a meeting had
taken place at all. Board

quisition, pending legal action
and youth records.

Division.

MOYER SAID that there
was no further recourse for

attorney's office
said that there is not sufficient

discuss personnel, land ac-

12th Armored Hellcat

Friday's term in the spring

154, and the Adventurer's

President Robert LeForge has
told the press that the meeting

served 38 months as a U.S.
Army Corporal in Special
Services and II months in
Europe as a member of the

library board Thursday night.
The board selected Parsons
to serve until the end of

clude Scoutmaster of Troop

meetings."
According to the law, secret

Raleigh, N.C., Jaycees. He

day as a member of the

Young,N1hose twin 10 -

the state's

meetings may only be held to

and was also a member of the

general and the state's at-

Earlier, Louis Garippo of

that salaries are one of the
reasons for holding secret

selected to replace Frank Fri-

year -old daughters attending
Gregory School. said that, if
he were elected to the board

was charged.

that the meeting was held to
discuss Supt. Louis Pansino's
salary, and "it appears to me

JUST WHY the attorney

government agencies. "What's
the sense of having the law?"
she asked'

disagree on what violation

Warren Moyer of the at-

John W. Parsons, 508 S.
George, was unanimously

and the University of Chicago
Graduate School of Business.
He is employed by Michigan
Chemical Corporation as a
system analyst.
His present activities in-

torney general's office said

of Education for holding an

°agd Seat

election of 1969. Friday

allegedly illegal secret meeting
Jan. 27.

The position of the attorney
general's office and the state's
attorney's office is the same:
that there is not enough proof.
But the two offices evidently

Heights School Dist. 23 Board

Parsons Ns med
To Fill Library
IF

thing beyond a reasonable
doubt," he said.

prosecute the Prospect

tati ve with Pfizer

to St.

violated the law. "You must
be able' to prove this sort of

The state attorney general

have been residents of Mount
Prospect since 1958. He is a
pharmaceutical sales represen-

marketing from the University of North Carolina. The Young family belongs

that the members actually

has joined the state's at-

Young and his wife, Lee,

of Science degree in

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

14 PAGES

Mount Prospect, III. 60056

BY LARRY WILLS

cost in tax dollars be specified
as near as possible to the approximate amount," he said.

Laboratories. He was named
the regional sales man of the
year in 1957, 1958, and 1964.
Young received his Bachelor

255-4400

State Aionmey erner Refuges
To l'Irooec tr on cret Yleein

kept informed of all school
School Dist. 57i Board of matters, including referenEducation has charged that dums by mail.
caucus members are "I would insist that all the
dominating the ditrict's PTA facts be properly presented on
any future referendum to all
groups
Robert E. Young Jr., 416 the citizens of Mount
N Elm St, Moikt Prospect. Prospect equally and the exact
dependent candicli'te for the

er

year's dance include Terry
Frakes,

Doug Winkelmann,

Ralph Stotler and Roger

Neitzke.
4

James Cord and his son, Jim, work together on a project
at the Saturday morning dad and son wood workshop class
held at Wheeling High School.

ing class is held Thursdays
from 7 to 10 p.m. At the same
time, a welding class is
directed by Al Babl.

Dist. 26 lioard.
Approveorireacher
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SaIar Increase

such as insurance coverage

The School Dist. 26 Board
of Education has approved the

Serpico of the Cook County

into consideration.

1968-1969 teacher's salary

gathering of residents from

THE FIRST STEP is to
pay the first of the two in-

BY TED LACEY
Des Plaines residents whose

The announcement was
made last night by Ralph

homes were damaged in the
June 10 flood will get a flat

Tax Assessor's Office before a

assessment on their homes

the 150-200 homes damaged
by the flooding of Weller

20 per cent cut in the tax
this year.

Creek last year.

Obituaries

I

William Hartwig
William Hartwig, 215 N.
Ridge, Arlington Heights,
died yesterday at the age of
57.

He, is survived by his wife

Lavonne; a son, Charles

William of Wadsworth, HI.;
brothers Otto of Cincinnati
and Edward of Arizona, and
three grandchildren.
'

Hartwig worked for

American Airlines for 25

years, as a ramp manager at
O'Hare International Airport.

Services will be held on
Saturday at 3 p.m. in the

"I want to emphasize,"

Serpico said, "that this reduction is for 1967 only, and it's
a 20 per cent cut on assessed
evaluation of improvements
only -- not on land evaluation."
It is e xcted that Arlington Heights and _Mount
Prospect residents may get

similar relief, but not rate yet
has been announced.

and length of time for repair,

ed. If there is a mortgage on
the house, Serpico suggested
that a registered letter be sent

Winston Harwood,

installment, but to withold the
second payment until the adjustment is made.

superintendent of School Dist.
26, said Thursday. Last year's

beginning base salary was

the

ing, that installment is paid.
But the records will show that
those recipients of the reduc-

Heights, followed by burial in
the family lot.

decided to offer the flat 20 per
cent rate. This eliminates the

amount, until the matter is
fully cleared through county
courts. This will take about a

p.m. Friday.

REA11,1ORS

Harwood said. Subsequent
raises for all teachers in the
district will be based on ex-

said.

After the assessor adjusts

"My Fair Lady" cast members, left to right, Pam Toenjes, as Elisa Doolittle; Don Feyerelsen,
as Col. Pickering, and Paula Blundell Jones, as Mrs. Higgins, rehearse for the Prospect High
School production, to be presented Mar. 15, 16, 21, 22, and 23, at 8 p.m. in the Little Theatre.
Paula is an exchange student from Culmvale Stoke Canon in England. Tickets are $1.50
and may be purchased by calling the school.

they haven't paid the full

For Razing

0

The River Trails Park

District will open registration
for its summer boys' baseball
program March 15. The pro-

demolition of the house at 114
S. Maple was awarded TueS-

play at least twice a week.

boy must furnish his own

third grade through boys in
first year high school may
participate. There will be a

GAMES WILL be played
at Indian Grove and River

Registration is at the park
district office at the. Feehanville School. 1400 E. Kensington Rd.. Mount Prospect.

Boys who have completed

Barrington was the low

bidding company was McKay
Contractors, at $1,832.

midget ..(third and fourth
grade). a junior (fifth and

-

There will be additional

supervision this summer by

sixth grade) and a senior physical education instructors

The house was purchased

by the village in order to

(seventh through ninth grades)

convert the property in ad-

class this year. Boys will be
placed on teams according to

ditional parking spaces behind
village hall. About 17 spaces
will be provided.

ability and every boy will play
in every game.

40e
FRIDAY NITE

real
estate

Township High School

without notice)

Prospect has been named

$2.Adm.

Advertising Rates and Data
He will be responsible for

monthly updating of

THE HUDSEN
BAY CO.

changes for advertising agen-

Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Cole slaw
Peach -cottage cheese
Pineapple -red gelatin cube

newspaper rates and data,

cies and advertisers who
maintain a computerized

$2. ADM.

SCHAUMBURG
7 W. Schaumburg Road

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Buttered corn

Service division.

plus

(Peal2tolts

Main dish: (one choice)
Chicken fried steak
Pizza
Wiener in bun

director of Standard Rate and
Dat*-Service's Computerized

H.P. LOVECRAFT

newspaper deck.

Molded: strawberry, diced

894-1330

358-1502

pear
ter --113 qt. milk

QUALITY, SERVICE, AND PRICE

Available desserts:
Applesauce
Chocolate pudding
Apple squares
Pink marble cake
Peanut butter cookies

than our

"GUARANTEE OFt. SATISFACTION"

If within six months of purchase date you are not
,

.

completely satisfied with your glasses. we will replace
them or refund your money in full.

r

t.

notice)
Italian spaghetti
Fruit
Corn bread and butter

..,

/

Milk

4

7

1

8.

14

,,

.

,.,

..,--

.,,

.

,DOWNTOWNtC1-1ICAGOMAI
WASHINGTON. AT STATE

Ple

.

F",
.

..A

'
.

A:

Ph. 278.1662

1324 Milwaukee

NORTHWEST SID

Ph. 278.1985

NORTH AVE. & AUSTIN BLVD.
Ph. 848.5142
MADISON AND PULASKI

6001 W. North Avenue

Ph. 638.3297

3942 Madison

S UTH SID
42ND AND ARCHER
GLEWOODted

6351 South HalsEN

11x14 WALL
PORTRAIT
OF YOUR CUD

Ph. 568.3251

87TH AT COTTAGE GROVE
Ph. 846.7597
95TH AND WESTERN

(LAST 3 DAYS!.

87th & Cicero Corvette Ctr. Ph. 425.9078
MT. PROSPECT.

I

Ph. 259.9456

:'; '-:-CilIC-PkG011A-RE41 '..

WAUKEGAN
1825 West Glen Flora

ELGIN
15 Douglas

31 North Broadway

A

0

'C.:-:

Ph. 336.8555

CON -FACT LENSES
ONE LOW PRICE

REGARDLESS 0 THE POWER
YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION..

-- OF

Ph. 741-1616

Ph. 896-3124'

MARCH 8-9-10

SUNDAY HOURS: Noon - 5 PM

0 SELECT FROM SEVERAL POSES
0 BABIES & CHILDREN OF ALL AGES
PORTRAITS DELIVERED IN STORE

COMFORTABLE, EASY TO WEAR
LEE OPTICAL SINGLE VISION

Ph. 383.2911

BLUE ISLAND
Ph. 597-0041
13046 South Western
OAK LAWN
1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza

HANDLING

filled in the frame of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

Ph. 238.3660

1115 Lake Street

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
SUNDAY

Your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions

wiLCHICAGOPSUBURBAN :;-','OAK PARK

PLUS 49c

CHARGE

s

4121411211:741111MRIfriirIeWAISCHRIEWall1Dialfasir

-iiipitf.mgb,,,Tizgigigii v

in Prospect Heights and the
northeastern section of Arlington Heights.

Dist. 23 -Mac Arthur Junior
High School
40 cent lunch:
Wiener on bun
Spanish rice
Fruit salad
Cookie

A GREAT

IDEA
FOR

Dist 15 - Jonas Salk and
Carl Sandburg schools
Baked meat loaf
Parsley potatoes
Orange juice
Glazed carrots
Bread and butter
Milk

Drivers
Licenses
Suspended
Powell ha -s announced the
revocation and suspension of
drivers licenses and driving
privileges based on local court

convictions and police
reports.

Residents who had their

license revoked

for driving

while intoxicated include:

Thomas G. Fitch. 19 S. Busse
Rd.. Mount Prospect: Peter R.
Oeltgen. 405 W. Willow Rd..

Prospect Heights: Robert L.

Redeker. 3604 Fremont.
Rolling Meadows. and Fran
cis J. Colligan Jr.. 205

E.

School Ln.. Prospect Heights.

Persons who had their

include: John A. DeWitt. 906

Engstrom. 1404 N. Dunton:

Way: Donald E. Holtz. 817

N. Princeton; Michael K.

Militor. 824 Shady Way; John
W. Schenk. 1712 S. Highland.

and Keith D. Schneider. 910
S. Cleveland. all of Arlington
Heights: John F. McCarthy. 6

S. Lee, Prospect Heights:
Richard G. Laird Jr.. 4402

Lincoln Ct.. anti William M.
Lebben. 3807 Jay Ln.. both
of Rolling Meadows.

WILLIAM L. McDowell.

1602 Palm Dr., Mount

Prospect. had his license
suspended for violating a
restriction on his license.

L. Meyer of 1434
Busse Rd.. Mount Prospect.
had his license suspended for

having a conviction while

holding a restricted driving
permit.

Probationary permits to

drive were issued to: Jbseph
D. Alongi, 2010 Martin, Roll-

ing Meadows; Bryant R.

Andrews. 1916 N. ArlOgton

Heights ,Rd., Arlington

MO

ZAYRE/DES PLAINES

Heights; Timothy M.

Coniglio, 1107 N. Ridge, Arl-

ington Heights; Robert J.
Hendrickson, 1701 Cottonwood, Mount Prospect:

Ronald A. Mesko, 3107

Market Pl. - Golf & Elmhurst Rds.
ZAYRE/PALATINE

Milk

Robert

Xs

East Northwest Highway

sandw'ch
Finger food
Fru t cup
Orange juice

Gary J. Hogy. 19 Elm Willow

Milk

0 REGARDLESS or THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR CHOICE OF OVER 200
IN EXCITING
OF FASHION'S NEWEST.fLATTERING FRAME STYLES
NEW SHAPES AND COLORS! ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE.

It has been proposed by Dr.
John Sheaffer, village water
management consultant.
The lake would be designed
to alleviate flooding problems

barbecue
Choice of desserts

Milk

Ta REGARDLESS o f WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR. OR TINTED. OR SUNGLASS LENSES.

Ph. 488.1440

8641 S. Cottage Grove Ave.
9515 S. Western

"

0 REGARDLESS ol WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES.

SOUTH CHICAGO
Ph. 374.8196
9124 South Commercial
ROSELAND
11127 South Michigan

'

e,

01 REGARDLESS OF THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.
M REGARDLESS or WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAL LENSES.

Ph. 376.2656

4218 South Archer

.

ON®E COMPLETE PMCE,
NO EXTRA CHARGES OF ANY KIND...

LAWRENCE AT MILWAUKEE
Ph. 725.1361
LOGAN SQUARE

4787 Milwaukee

2747 N. Milwaukee Ave.

t;

0,

i

proposed plans for the creation of a recreational lake in

W. Miner: Terrance C.

-South Junior High Schools
Hamburger rice casserole
Fruit Jello salad
Celery sticks
Brownie

..

,litiltNORTH*.SIDEMMMIIIIIIIIIII
LINCOLN NEAR BELMONT
Ph. 472.3610
3301 North. Lincoln
LINCOLN AND LAWRENCE
Ph. 728.3864
4749 North Lincoln
BROADWAY AND LAWRENCE
Ph. 334.6508
4752 North Broadway
MILWAUKEE NEAR ASHLAND

approves the proposal.
Commission members have

inger, cheeseburger, chili,

tary, Miner, Thomas and

t4'1

..

Ph. 372.6605

East Washington

The land will be zoned for
single-family development, if
the village board of trustees

licenses suspended for accumulating three violations

Dist. 25 --North Elemen-

'.

mission Wednesday night.

ala carte
Soup
French fries

Hamburger, hot dog, thur-

et

,,s

1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
Telephone: 259-9456

3

(subject to change without
:.,

:

::.FOFFICES
,c

St. Viator High School

s.,,.

CHICAGO
AREA

subidivision from the Arlington Heights Plait Com-

Secretary of State Paul

Rolled wheat muffins and but-

What better proof of our

1Vf .:. ;

posed addition to the Ivy Hill

30 cen lunch:

Dist. 214 (subject to change

H.P. LOVECRAFT
plus
THE SHAPE

The Ivy Hill Corp. received

approval of pre -annexation
zoning of 80 acres in a pro-

Grilled Spam and cheese

Charles J. Vojta of Mount

SATURDAY NITE

Additional information can be
obtained by calling 296-4486.

each boy or $15' for two or

C. J. Vojta

E

glove.

assisted by high school or college ball players.
The registration fee for the
eight -week program is $10 for

Promote

3 OFFICES TO SERVE YOUI

`

Trails Junior High Schools.

Hill Zoning

ficial tee shirt and cap. Balls, that area.
bats. catchers' equipment and
THE LAKE, a multiprotective helmets will be pro- purpose reservoir, would be
vided by the district, but each located on McDonald Creek.

for eight weeks,

begin June 17. and will last

bidder at $1,600. The other

E {KNITS

255-6320

the last six weeks will be spent

gram itself officially will

Immo

PALATINE
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

spent in spring training, and

OK Ivy

with village officials to discuss
more boys in the same family.
Each boy will receive an of-

Mount Prospect Village Board
of Trustees.

See our display of Homes
as advertised every Thursday in

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

The first two weeks will be

Planners

asked the deVelopers to meet

Trucking Company by the

This assures you, the public, of fair play in every one of your real estate transactions -- buying, selling, renting -- if you deal with a Realtor.

tali*

group insurance policies for

playing practice games in the
morning and league games in
the afternoon. Each team will

day night to Barrington

r

performance, he said.
The board of education also
approved an increased rate in

oys' 11; aseha

ouse

The contract for the

Therefore, it's wise to do your real
estate business through a Realtor.

perience, education and

_Ever Traiis Parks Pia

Contract Let

year, Serpico said.

se pledged

cove

with the new schedule.

degree will be $7,000,

with "a signed, notarized

the amount of the second bill-

Louis Bissa, chairman of
the Dist. 26 Teacher Salary
Committee in Dist. 26 said
that he was "quite pleased"

The base starting salary for
a new teacher with a Master's'

the assessor's office, along
that

business appointments and an,
accumulated sick leave of 120

$5,700, he said.

Then the tax bill is sent to

The application procedure
for the reduction is simple,

need to itemize damages, or
to take other variable factors,

days.

authorizing it to pay the first

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral

Friends may visit after 7

new teacher entering the
district with a bachelor's

perience will be $6,400,

tion are delinquent in payment of taxes, since actually

Home Chapel, Arlington Serpico said, since Cullerton

first day hospital and major
medical cost to be payed by
the board, two extra days for

degree and no teaching ex-

damage did occurr," Serpico

Cook County Assessor P. J.
Cullerton has established this
policy of providing real estate
tax relief for disaster areas to
defray the cost of damage
repairs, Serpico said.

schedule with a base salary increase of $7,000 over last
year's figure.

to the mortgaging house,

stating

$5,000. Other teacher benefits
on the, new schedule include

The beginning salary for a

stallments on the tax as assess-

affidavit,

employes from $2,000 to

Swallow Ln.. Rolling
COMING IN.
THE PROSPECT DAY

Meadows; and Bruce D.

Taylor. 719 N. Kaspar, Arlington Heights.

The ay's Prospects

own, Rescued

ells S

Th,onsas

out. His chute tangled and he hung in a tree
upside down for over an hour, a target for

BY DOLORES HAUGH

.

sniper fire.

Women's Editor

He was rescued by a helicopter, which rush-

ed him to hospital tun DaNang - the same

The government telegram read, "Lt. Thomas

Gordon Wells wounded in action 27
February."

hospital the Viet Cong bombed last week end.
He was then moved to a hospital in Thailand,

After many phone calls from friends and
relatives, and long hours of waiting and

"THE IRONY of it all," said Mrs. Wells,
is that his cousin, Lt. Phillip Wells with' the
Navy Medical Corps,' was at the hospital in

This was the message received by Mr. and
Mrs. Gordon Wells of Mount Prospect, former
residents of Prospect Heights.

where he is now.

praying, a letter was received from Tonri. Mrs.

DaNang, when Tom passed through."

had first and second degree burns but was improving and not to worry."

Prospect Heights community. Mrs. Wells served for about 5 years as librarian and was also
active in the Prospect Heights Woman's Club.

Gordon said, "he wrote that he was OK, he

The Wells family has been active in the

TOM, A GRADUATE, of Prospect High
School and the University of Illinois entered

the United States Navy as a cadet in

The family includes two daughters Alice, a
graduate of Northwestern University, now a

1966,

nurse at Passavant Hospital and Barbara, a student at Forest View High School.

received his wings in February 1967 and went
overseas last October.

The last letter Tom sent states "condition

On his 20th mission over South Asia he was
shot down by an explosive missile.- He bailed

is greht".

LT. THOMAS GORDON WELLS

`Si g Out for

-Hare

45
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Find Tax Help
In the Library
BY LAURIE ROSSI

point out the intricate

lectors, Hadoram, was stoned

your part of the job.
Misinformation 'and lack of
the proper knowledge can cost
you precious time and money
this year.

One of the first tax colto death by angry Israelites
Mrs. Frederick Thulin, music director of the Mount Prospect E -Hart Girls, conducted a
quick warm-up session before the girls left to "Sing Out for E -Hart" recently. About 240
girls in six groups of 40 each entertained at Magnus Farm, Villa Addolorata, Chateau Nursing
Home, Brookwood Nursing Home, Holy Family Hospital and Maryhaven. Shown above are
(back row) Chris Michela, a Spectra; Louise Denzinger, a Radiant; Emily Barton, an Aurora;
and (front row) Julie Mathews, a Starlighter and Beth Sabey, a Twilighter.

Illinois Vocational
Homemaking Teachers
Tour Forst View

Jr. Women
`Fun -Raising'
Dance Sat.

One -hundred and . thirty members of the
Illinois Vocational Homemaking Teachers'
Association toured Forest View High School
yesterday to observe the Cooperative Working
'Agreement program.

Old Orchard Country Club

Mount Prospect Junior

There will be dancing to
Pete Kalas Trio starting at
nine and a buffet supper served at midnight.
The decorating there will be

a result of the Civil War, and

others will always be ,at the

has been the butt of as

many jokes as it has been the
source of headaches; yet, it is
here to stay.

IT SEEMS that our system
-

for

eluding a collection of a group in the front of the
humorous letters written to church. They may also attend
the Internal Revenue either the 8:30 or 9:45

Scouts and their guitars. The
meeting will be dismissed at

IGNORANCE OF the law
is no excuse for making an er-

Library has a businessmen's neglecting to consult the
table with federal tax guides many informative books at
your disposal.

made by some of the

Each woman will make a
special name tag for her hus-

New Arrival

The library is open every

fession or hobby.

Dean Allen, weighing 9 and Sunday 2-5.
In the 4th century of the
pounds 2 ounces was born

businesses. They explain the

members.

members try to have one

Feb. 23 at Swedish Covenant

businessmen's table has to say
regarding your personal case.
weekday

9-9, Saturday 9-5,

Chrisitan era, the Romans us-

f?r the fact that the girls would not be

dance arc Mrs. Richard

ed racks and scourges to get
the truth from suspected tax
Arlington Heights. Dean evaders. Outside of not doing
becomes the seventh "D" in it at all, what could be easier
the Don and Donna Holmes than doing it right the first
family. The other children's time?
names are Donald, 8; Doris.
6; Dawn, 5; Daniel, 16 mo.

Scharf discussed her program after the film.

Berkshire and Mrs.
Peterson.

Mrs. L. Thompson of Mount

were servicing and repairing autos.

THE TOUR culminated with

a

greeting

fribm Dr L. Jenness, principal, and a film entitled "Memorandum". The film showed the
C W A program in action and compensated

operating 'the tearoom during the tour. Mrs.
The C.W.A. program

is

a product of the

combined efforts of -the Dist. 214
Administration and three state agencies, the

Division of Special Education, the Division of

Vocational Rehabilitation, and the Board of
Vocational Education and Rehabilitation.

According to Robert Cudney, Coordinator
of the C.W.A., "the tearoom and workshops

strictly social occasion such as

a dance or a card party. It is
meant to be a finale after the
year's work of service to the
community and fund-raising
for philanthropies.

The co-chairman for the

Robert

Harmony Show
On March 24

to Mrs.

and Mrs. Donald Holmes of

setting aimed at fufilling the students' vocational needs. They are pre -vocational and pro' vided chiefly for freshman and sophmorcs.
Later in their junior and senior years, these

Wolf Roads, Des Plaines by
the Belle Chords a womens.
barbershop chorus.
Interested persons may call
Mrs. Gale Oberlin. CL 5-5435

or Mrs. Stanley Bolit, CL 3-

ST ARTS FRIDAV
ON OUR WIDE
BRILLIANT SCREEN
IN COLOR

tut

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
JANET LEIGH

meeting of the Garden Club

of Mount Prospect will not be
held.

Members are to meet at
Golf Mill Sears Store, Garden
Club of Illinois Information
Center on March 15 at p.m.
I

Reservations must be made
with Mrs. 'Ray Lohse, 392-

0989, as this will be a

workshop.
Mrs. Opal Payne will be the

featured speaker at the center
conducting "A Lesson on Japanese Arrangements."
"7-77-1

Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
Dropenes Cleaned

Ea 1431

RESTAURANT
DIRECTLY WEST OF MANNHEIM (LEE ST.)
ON OAKTON, DES PLAINES

Norge Colonial Village
220 N Dunton St.
Arlington His.

OUR 2nd LOCATION

B -W Branch
420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

WEEK!

5:30,
10:15; Saturday 5;50.
Sunday 5:15, 10:1 . Monday
Wednesday 7:00 ONLY; Tuesday &
Thursday 9:45 ONLY.

CUNT EASTWOOD
.4..:THE

Grove & Crocker in Downtown Elgin

STARTS FRIDAY!
Stanley Kramer
Ealudon

Sidney

TRACY

POITIER

ACADEMY AWARDS
Incl. BEST

guess

PICTURE'

who's
coining

HEPBURN'tot
Katharine

. . the perfect meeting place for that before dining
cocktail or after dinner entertainment.
Featuring enjoyable combo entertainment

Friday andSaturday evenings..

FAMOUS SUNDAY NIGHT BUFFET

Delicious carved Beef Au Jus, vegetable
selections, relishes, soup, assorted salads,
molds and dreamy desserts from our own

$395

Special menu for children under 12

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOMS
Perfect for any occasion . business nmetings, banquets, weddings and private parties.
Complete catering and .professional party
planning all year round.

YOUNG PEOPLES
MATINEE SATURDAY

-BILLIE
plus color
CARTOONS
OVER & OUT AT 3 10

Best.Show Buy in .the Arev,

'2

Call for Reservations and.Banquet Details

ONLY

Starts 1:30

Nominated la,

10

BADE;

Saturday 3:15;
2,15, 7:15; Monday AL
Wednesday 9: 5 ONLY; Tuesday &
I Thursday 7:00 ONLY
7;30

0 00, Sunday

Spencer

INTIMATE COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Pleasant, friendly atmosphere .

THE FINEST IN PASTRIES
Bakery delights fresh from our ovens daily.
Specializing in Birthday & Wedding Cake
creations, pulled sugar work, heavenly pad tries and unique pies, rolls and cookies.

Plus

tMODERN

COLumutA MCluaLS mrsrms

ful desserts. Brunch every Sunday 'till

CONDITORE1

10:40;

Friday

Pressed, Decorator
Folded

ELEGANT DINING
Superb menu including fresh Maine Lobster,
prime Steaks, express luncheon & delight-

bakery.

A:7THE GOOD
7111111,1K9-11911

OPEN 7 DAYS . .. 10 A,M. 'TILL CURFEW

2 p.m.

Friday

Nominee of 7 Academ Awards!

Cleaning Machines
Also

The Northwest Suburb's most versatile
Restaurant, Lounge, Banquet & Special Party Facilities

c.Stof2 Lt/ tfis ecnoulEf

NOW SHOWING! laud
ADMISSION - Adults - $1.50
Children 75c

DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT

Prospect Community Center

3344 for ticket information.

ONE STOP CLEANING
6elf Service

Des Plaines

on March 13 the regular

in March '68

High School, Oakton and

620 Lee Street

Due to the Antique Show

To Open'

The "Night of Your Life"

Stiltevatioiu

being held at the Mount

Mrs. Donald Holmes of
Chicago.

2:30 p.m.

4,06,004::..V.WIti.,404140ttinvSttioealaliOXAMIMMIedrea,

Garden Club
Date Changed

Grandparents are Mr. and

harmony show will be
presented Sunday March 24 at
2 p.m. at the Maine West

,half a day in the community.

Hospital, Chicago,

familiar songs, and be

services.

Prospect and Mr. and

-

are realistic work experiences within the school

student's will work half a day in school and

the 11 a.m. service and sit as

most effective in the world - press the way you feel.

difficult for the average
citizen to handle. But it

by the "Big Sing", when the MARCH 8, 9, 15, 16, 22 & 23
$2.00
Phone 296-1211 (4-6:30 p.m.)
for reservations

have books on income tax, in=

one of the strongest and Department, which may ex-

is becoming increasingly more

BRIDGE

Hall for a hot dog lunch (price
50 cents).
The lunch will be followed

Curtain rises at 8:30 pan.

Before the April 15
deadline, see what the

Every year the club

At St. Mark Lutheran

are invited to the Fellowship

serenaded by Senior Girl

most basic procedures and

band illustrating his pro-

choice.

Following the service, all

Junior, Cadette and 'Senior
Girl Scouts of all Mt. Prospect

girls will learn new songs, sing

The regular shelves also

for individuals and small

gaily decorated pots to be

Brownie, Junior, Cadette and
Senior Girl Scouts and their
leaders attend, in uniform, the
church or synagogue of their

Theatre

Church in Mount Prospect,
the girls are asked to attend

table for your convenience.

scheme will be carried out

ih Chicago. The tour was a first for the associa-

The teachers attended four different visiting
stations, including the food laboratory of the
school's tearoom; the tearoom, directed by
Mrs Dorothy Scharf; the woodshop, directed
by John Hangey, where the boys were working
on electric cabinets to be installed in the new
John Hersey High School; and the auto shop,
directed by Robert Freeman, where the boys

pamphlets can be checked out

ror on your form. You could
doesn't need to be.
The Mount Prospect Public even be cheating yourself by

with bright paper flowers in

tion

The tax is as old at 1580 beneficial to yourself.
Many of these books and

B.C., where mention of it is
made in the annals of Egypt.

a celebration of spring. The

The Illinois Vocational Association is

March 10 :National
Girl Scout Sunday

WITH THE deadline
the people's petitions to approaching, why don't 'you
March 10 is National Girl
relieve them of this yoke, they make sure you are filing your
return in the way most Scout Sunday, when all
killed his chief collector.
practice of taxation despite

it

will be the scene of a "fun raising" Dance given by the

Sunday, March 10. The Kelirs are members of Grace Lutheran Church, Prospect Heights.

alternatives, to help simplify

your home and office
Revenue Service was horn as reference, while copies of

orange and yellow color

holding a convention at the Sherman House

who resented the income tax
Solomon had made them pay.
When his son Rehoboam took
the throne and maintained his

In America the Internal

Woman's Club Saturday.

BY BETSY BROOKER

The Richard Kehr home in Mount Prospect boasts a family of good scouts. Mrs. Kehr
(right, rear) is a Girl Scout leader for Cadette Troop 597. Her oldest daughter Debbie (left,
rear), a Forest View High School student is a Senior Scout, Troop 499 and co -leader for
Junior troop 30. Linda Kehr, 12, (left, front) and Nancy, 13, (right) are Cadettes in Mrs.
Kehr's troop. Her youngest daughter Sandy, 8, (center) is a Brownie in Lions Park School
Troop 8. The Kehr scouts, like Girl Scouts throughout the nation will observe Girl Scout

We Are Noiv Taking Reservations
-for BANQUETS and WEDDINGS

STARTING MAY 1968
Up to capacity of "400" Persons!

CL 54300

THE BEAUTIFUL

440:5,0t

For Information Cali our 'Catering Mara:ger

BESS TRIHAS
299-0011
.7,1rikOw4wraW/

"9-4

Rohlwing Rd. (R1 53) et Euclid Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

V:k.ea,,. '

elf,:ZWIrS3,

Dialogue

... with George'Hamilton

"The news that Arlington
Heights is going to have a U.
S. Navy captain for assistant

I

village manager promises
some interesting times for the
village and perhaps the entire"

"What possible differences
could they have? Navy people

"And the National Guard,
think. But don't forget, it

was a Navy airfield during
World War II and the Navy
almost turned it over to the

were civilians once too, you
know."

village after the war.

language. It'll probably take a
few sessions with the village

"Yes, but they forget the

area."

"I'm afraid I didn't hear
about that. What Navy captain?"
"Oh,

I

thought everybody

knew about it. Captain John
E. Coste, USN, who is Deputy

Chief of Staff for Naval
Reserve, 9th Naval District.
Capt. Coste is retiring from
the Navy after 26 years and

is studying for a master's

degree in public ad-

mihistation."
j`That sounds good to Me.
What makes you think it promises some interesting times
for the village?"
"Well for one thing, there's

I think '4.0' means something
like 'perfect' in Navy talk,

Harvey. But tell me captain,

over to the Army and now
some of it is going back to
the navy for a housing site

Hanson - "Gentlemen, I'd like
you to meet my new assistant,

bulkheads

for Navy personnel and their

heard that all of you wanted
to meet him to discuss prob-

scuttlebutt a 'drinking fountain' and the mast Outside a
'flagpole.' That's no way to

Village manager L. A.,

Capt. John E. Coste. I've
lems that have come up,"
Capt. Coste - "ThankS skipper, I'm glad to be aboard."

Viillage President John

Woods - "That's the first thing
I wanted to mention, captain.

"No, maybe it's the other
way around. I'll bet that after
a few months here of civilian
life he'll be able to mediate

Hanson's not the skipper, I
am. I mean, I'm the mayor."

any differences between

"But that's run by the

Army and the Air Force."

Public Works. Director
Gene Wiilroth - "So will we.

Coste begins to come around
--to-our way of thinking..! can
imagine what one would be
like."

department heads before Capt.

wayS of Navy people?"

Defense site, sometimes called
the Nike base."

to this strange

get used

terminology."

"Then someone decided the
place would be a better asset
to the area if it were a housing
site, which it became until the
Army invented Nike missiles.
So the Navy turned the base

families."
"And you think Capt. Coste
has been sent here as part of
a plan to accustom us, to the

the Arlington Heights Air

I

Capt. Coste - "Yes, that's

residents and Navy person-

right. I'll be 4.0 as soon as

nel."

were you the one who had my
men make up those signs that
have appeared all over the
building?"
Capt. Coste - "Certainly.

People were calling the
'walls,' the

deck

'floors', the overhead a 'ceiling,' the ladder 'stairs,' the

run a ship."

Police Chief L. W.

Caldlrwood - "Captain, I hate
to say it, but one °Only men

said you ignored a No Left
Turn Sign."

Capt. Coste - "Yes, I kept
forgetting aboard ship, too.

Let's see, port is left,

starboard is right. Now I'm
catching on."

?y,wrAmegf4Z:mrzz.A.,,,,, ..aramvfmraigirgmmamoi... ;0.,,..,.':=M114TA1VZ.VMMKr7nr.M1=1,MUMMZI.19Z.WW..1M:17-1SM

Tbe Vro5pect dap

HIDEAWORD

Marshall Field III

GRAHCER
"Wouldn't it be wonderful to be afraid to do a cartoon
about Vietnam, because the war could be over before
it's published?"

"Honor the original dream by always iealously keeping
the paper's' freeaom and intellectual integrity."
Page 4

M'ake as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

Friday, March 8, 1968

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

using all seven of these letters.

K. S. Johnson, Genera/Manager

William J. Kiedalsch
Managing Editor

15 good. 20 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday. by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, 111. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.

Out of town U.S. mail rate. 510.00 a year: 56.00 for sic months.
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

Old Town

Calendar

Sewer Plan
Gains Support

Of Events

Prospect Heights' ,Old

Town Sanitary District's proposal to install a $900,000
sanitary sewer system has

received a number of endorsements.

General Supt. Vinton W.
Bacon, of the Metropolitan

Sanitary Dist. of Greater
Chicago wrote President
Richard Schuld of the Old
Town district, saying "The

Metropolitan District has long
realized that -the lack of such
a system has hampered the
development of this area and

has imposed a threat to the
health of its citizens.

"Your plan as presented to
us is consistent with our own

and we give this project our.
full endorsement."

Bacon has offered the
assistance of his office and
personnel

to the Old Town

This calendar is prepared as a public service by 'the Mount
Prospect Chamber of Commerce. Any organization wishing
to coitribute should call Helen Becker, Cl 3-7469, Deadline
for listing is Tuesday evening.

SATURDAY, MARCH 9
Prospect Chapter Order of De Molay spaghetti dinner,
Masonic Temple, 1104 South State, Arlington Heights, 4-8 p.m.
Tickets at door.
Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club Party Night, Community room
of the Ranch Mart, Buffalo Grove Shopping Center, 7:30-11:30
p.m.

MONDAY, MARCH 11
Mount Prospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard Country Club,
12:15

MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Center, I p.m.
Randhurst Toastmasters, Randhurst Town Hall, dinner, 6:45,
meeting, 7:30 p.m.

Township District 214 board meeting, administration
building, 7:30 p.m.

American Legion Post 525 auxiliary, home of Mrs. R.

district in attempting to obtain federal funds for the construction.

Hauptly 8 p.m.
Riverhurst Woman's Club, Euclid School, 8 p.m.

State Representative Carl
Klein, chairman of the Illinois
Water Pollution and Water
Resources Commission, also

Prospect Community Center, 8 p.m.

has been helping in the search

for financing and has offered

suggestions regarding the
formation of the district.
State Representative David
J. Regner also is offering his

support. He will intorduce
legislation for a "plan of im-

provement and drainage

development" for the watershed of McDonald Creek, in
76th General Assembly. This

will be of great help in

furthering plans for the sewer
system, Schuld said.

Mount Prospect Park District board meeting, Mount

Arlington Heights Chapter SPEBSQSA, Knights of Columbus hall, Arlington Heights, 8 p.m.
Prospect Chapter Order of De Molay, 1104 South Arlington
Heights Road, 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, MARCH 12
Feelumville PTA meeting and book review by Mts. Allen
Hopkins "The Airpoft", at the school, 1400 E. Kensington,
7:30 p.m.

TOPSof the Evening, Bank of Rolling Meadows, 7:30 p.m.

Prospective Waist Aways, Friedrichs Funeral Home, 7:30
p.m.

Mount Prospect Village Board, Village hall, 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Youth Commission, Village Hall, 8 p.m.
Guardsmen Drum and Bugle Corps Parents Booster, meeting,
Schaumburg VFW, 8 p.m.
Country Chords Chapter Sweet Adelines, International,
Community Church of Rolling Meadows, 8:15 p.m.

IN A RECENT bulletin,
the Prospect Heights Improve-

ment Assn. (PHIA) urged
"Neighbors living within the
boundaries of the Old Town
District...to go to the polls
and vote 'Yes' on the Bond

Mart 10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

Referendum on March 23.".

House, 8 p.m.

According to the bulletin,
the PHIA board of directors
"unanimously agreed that the

Come home to

FARMINGTON

on Long Grove Road

Thee is something about Farmington that puts life into its proper perspective. A
down-to-earthness and 'freedom that seems impossible today. Here is simple, unhdri ied, peaceful country living complete with quiet ponds, winding lanes, woods and

0

Farmington

hills, and homes so perfectly conceived that they seeni td grow out of the land.'
Fat mington is not for everyone. But to those few who know the difference between
a house and a home, we invite you to come home. To Farmington.

LONG

.61

Homesites are a minimum of one acre, priced from Si o,000 to $22,000.
By design, no two homes alike.

Arthur TMcIntosh company
ESTABLISHED IN 1907

105 West Madison Street Chicago, Illinois 60602 FR2-2040
Farmington Office Phone:438-2442, Area Code 312

mnrs
TalSTATE

.

DUND

ROAO

proposed

plans of the Old

Town Sanitary Sewer Dist.
parallel the objectives of the

PHIA so closely that en-

thusiastic endorsement of the
upcoming referendum is of-

PALATINE ROAD !WILLOW'

ARLINGTON NIIGNTI

Arlington Heights Over 50 Club business meeting, 10:30
a.m.-3 p.m.

Mount Prospect Woman's Club Antique Fair, II a.m-9:30
p.m.

Heights 7 p.m.

Dist. 214 Board of
Education at its Feb. 14
meeting. Supt. Edward H.

TOLLwAT

Gilbert of Dist. 214, said in
a letter that he is "pleased at
the

prospects of a sanitary

east side of the Prospect
Heights sanitary district area.
It is anticipated that the 40

will be the site of a

future Dist. 214 high school.

THURSDAY, MARCH 14
Mount Prospect Library Board, staff room of the library,
7:30 p.m.
Gregory PTA at the schodi, 8 p.m.

Double Didec Mother of Twins, Lauterberg and Oehler, 8
p.m.

Harper Junior College Board meeting, 1200 West Algonquin,

Mount Prospect Center of Infant Welfare, home of Mrs.
Donald Deegan, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, MARCH 15
Arlington Heights Over 50 club, Ceramics Day, Pioneer

Having a completely adequate
sanitary system adjacent to

Park, Arlington Heights, 10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

the site will certainly aid the
school district in the location -

Prospect Community Center, 11:00 a.m.-5 p.m.

school."

Dozen", at the school, 7 p.m. Tickets at door.

and development of this
r.

9:30 a.m.

made by the Township High

acres

ROUTfEnV (017
NORINWEStT"TOLLwAY

THURSDAY, MARCH 14
Camp Fire Girls leaders association meeting, South Church

An official stand in favor
of the sewer proposal was

owned by the district on the
'PALATINE

Mount Prospect Junior Woman's Club, Lions Park Field

Northwest Suburban Welfare Council, Northwest suburban
"Y", 12 noon
Mount Prospect Lions Club, VFW hall, 7 p.m.
Mount Prospect BPW Club, Carousel Restaurant, Arlington

fered,"

sewer system to serve the site

Entrance

Mount Prospect Woman's Club Antiques Fair, Mount
Prospect Community Center, I I a.m.-9:30 p.m.

School
O 41

cnov[ ND

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13
Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, business and binr; Ranch

Mount Prospect Woman's Club Antique Fair, Mouht
St. Paul Lutheran School 8th grade Variety Show, "Baker's

140,41ftiOtyiery

History of -Mass

In Film Series
centered programs intended to
promote among Catholic and

St. James Parish, Arlington
Heights will conduct a Home
Filmstrip series on the History
of the Mass during Lent.
The program consists of

non-Catholics a better un-

derstanding of the meaning of,
the Mass and the reasons for
the Church Renewal.

two filmstrips and will be
shown in the homes of 26 host
couples who will invite friends
and neighbors to participate.
Trained moderator couples
will present the filmstrips and

Page 5
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conduct the discussions. The
moderator will also direct a

ler/.40 4fiK4.4:1

Meditation

Catechetical Celebration.
This Lenten Filmstrip pro -

The new $150,000 dedication to Our Redeemer Lutheran
Church, 304 W. Palatine Rd., Prospect Heights will be

ur edeemer Sets

dedicated this Sunday.

edication Service

edeeirn Society?
Abut the Author

Redeemer Lutheran Church,

Heights Improvement Assn.,

representing the Prospect

and the Rev. Louis Schuth.
The Rev. Herman C. Noll is

Sunday. The Rev. Walter

pastor.

Concordia College,

the church was started in June

1967 and will provide ad-

Milwaukee, Wis., will be guest
speaker.

ditional Sunday School rooms
and a larger fellowship hall.

A ribbon cutting ceremony
and the official presentation
of the keys will be held outdoors before entering the new

Before coining to Prospect
Heights Baptist Church, the
Rev. Mr. Creamer was pastor
of the Grace Baptist Church
Chippewa Falls, Wis. Pastor
Creamer and his wife Janice

Neighbors
Is Topic
Sunday

addition, if weather permits.

EVENING festivities

THE REV. WILLIAM around the theme "Keys to

THE REV. JULIUS

MILLER

WEBB

have two children, Nathan,
4, and Heidi, 2.

Education" will include a buffet dinner, music by the choirs

and the Sunday school

In Drive for Funds

Five years ago a small boy was playing in a rail yard.

The Church of the Incarna-

He slipped and fell beneath the wheels of a train and his right
arm was cut off A few hours later a group of skillful surgeons
sewed it on again This was the first time this had ever been

tion (Methodist) presently
meeting in the Juliette Low
School, 1530 S. Highland

done This young boy was in the news all over the country

with the same "miracle right arm."

You ask yourself, why did this young man turn out this
way? It would appear that he should be destined for greater
heights than petty larceny. The amazing recovery of a severed
limb and the national concern in the time of his dire need,
-

RECENTLY A SPECIAL COMMITTEE commissioned by
President Lyndon B. Johnson to investigate crime stated:

for a church building.

The building, which

will

be given at the First

League. Music will be provided by a Hammond organ

corner of Wood and Plum
Grove, from 7 to 8:30 p.m.

Rev. Julius J. Webb and their

Visitors are welcome to at- Among the special guests
tend services on Sunday at will be: Mr. and Mrs. Gerald

Miller, the members are striving to reach a goal of $30,000

is provided.

its

building fund

Under the leadership of
their crusade director The
pastor the Rev. William R.

ington Heights Rd.

loaned to the church through
the courtesy of Roger Aimen,
Lyon & Healy, Old Orchard
Shopping Center. Sitters will

be provided for the younger

'children.

10:30 a.m. and Sunday Study Chapman, Daniel Congreve,
classes at 9:30 a.m. A nursery mayor of Mount Prospect,

St. John
Lutheran Church
1100 S. Linnemon-Mt. Prospect

Pastor

HOLY COMMUNION 10:30

41,0 KT Ton ILO
6 Ell 1r M IS RCM
(C

MHO

then things around will be changed." (Matthew 6:33).

CHURCH

Jesus, said, "Except a man be born again he cannot see
New officers of St. Emily's Holy Name Society met with
the kingdom of God." (John 3:3); "who were born, not of
blood, nor the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but their spiritual director the Rev. John A. McLoraine to discuss
of God." (John 1:13); "...The sanctification without which no the Society's events for the coming year. Seated left to right

Sunday School ... 9:45
Morning Worship ... 10:50

are: Dayton Click, treasurer; Jay Wcislo, president; Ed
Norwick, 2d vice president; and Arnie Dalebroux, cor-

"THE VICTORIOUS

responding secretary. Standing: Father McLoraine, Joe Guerri,

LIFE"

Sgt. at arms; and George Bilstein, recording secretary. Pete
Joyce, 1st vice president, is not pictured. (Photo by Gary

PRIMARY CHURCH

Evening Service 7:00

Cooke)

Cartford is pastor.

featuring the Senior Choir,

"Freedom Now!" will be held
at 7:30 p.m. each Wednesday.

These services will be informal worship of music and
word and family Holy Com-

munion will be celebrated
every other Wednesday.

community
chuuch

9:15

be accepted.

11:00 A.M.

Nursery Core at All Services

Church of the Master --- United Church
Pastor Keith Davis
10:15 a.m. Church School - Morning Worship

Rand and Central

of Christ 827-7229.

-- One mile north of Central - West of River Road

137 MORRISON AVE.

RProspect Heights Baptist Churchi
308 E. McDonald - Prospect Heights

"Standing without apology for the old-time gospel"
Pastors, Robert Rushing,
Roger A. Creamer

"CRY OF DESPERATION"

Evening Service 7:00 P.M.
"SPIRITUAL PARALYSIS"

--...,--.,...- -emer---J- ----ewer-

KOIRT11,1177E§T

eRECIE

JEROME ENGSETH, PASTOR - 255-4671
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Junior Church
T I:00 a.m. Morning Worship
7:00 p.m. Vesper Hour

"THE MAN WHO CARRIED
HIS CROSS"

Breakfast, 9 a.rp. and 10:30

"HAVE YOU SEEN GOD?"

VESPER HOUR

SPEAKER: MR. TOM ANDERSON

7:30 a.m. The Easter
a.m. The Festive Worship,

SERMON BY PASTOR QUILL
WEDNESDAY LENTEN SERVICE

8:00 P.M.

The public is always

"CONCERN"

welcome to worship at the

PASTOR pu ILL SPEAKING

Church of the Cross.
Nursery CareAll Services

Lutheran Church of the Cross

8:30 - 9:45 -11 a.m.

Larry D. Cartford S.T.M. Pastor

Church School and
Worship Services

phone 437-6141

Pastors
DAVID I. QUILL
NOLAN A. WATSON

SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL

Telephone

WORSHIP SERVICES

9:00 AND 10:30 A.M.
9:00 AND 10:30 A.M.

CL 3-0631

Guest Speaker

Rev. Dr. Kenneth Andean
Lenten Service - Wednesday 7:30 P.M.
"FREE BECAUSE HE LIVES"

forum for an interchange of Friday Tenebrae Service,
ideas and themes of current Dennis Sinclair, soloist.

IN PARK RIDGE
625 BUSSE HIGHWAY

IN CHICAGO
5303 N. WESTERN AVENUE

698-3368

561-6874

Families of all faiths are assured dignified

'

interest.

2025 S. GO
RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PIM TO FOREST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL

St. Raymond
de Penafort Church

and comforting services at Drake & Son Funeral
Home.

THE THEME of the Sunday Worship services held at
9 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. with
The Prospect Chapter mem- Church School at the same
bership is comprised of young time is "Free to live, Free to
men from 14 to 20 years of Die, Free to Rise."

17 - "Free to Live is to Give;"

?elle OUA Only Coacetic

Scon, FUNERAL HOMES

Senior Choir; April 12 - Good

Ridge, Rolling Meadows, and

311 South I -Oka
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-2444

24.-HOUR0
711entiel

AMBULANCE

Sunday Masses:
Church:6:30,7:30,8:45,-10:00,
-

SERVICE

11:15 and 12:30

Prospect, Palatine, Park Dr. Kenneth Andeen; March

March 24 - "Free to Live is
The chapter, meets each se- to Help"; March 31 - "Free
cond and fourth Monday at to Live is to Die," the Rev.
7:30 p.m.

--..crarnj4:::JW-.0Teet,,L,..i...ji._"--4100k

T.*
Corner
Wille and Evergreen

- Maundy Thursday,

to Live is to Love," the Rev.

_ --"meet.-......

300 N. ELMHURST - MT. PROSPECT

music; April 14 - Easter Sunday, "Free to Live is to Rise,"
6:30 a.m. The Early Service,

"Free Because He Gives Us
the Cup," Holy Communion,

Grove Village, Mount

CL 5-1394

Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.
Warship Service - 10:45 A.M.

MOUNT PROSPECT

"Gloria" and other Easter

Because He Was Mocked,"
March 14 in the Janssen Chapel and Cherub choirs;

age who live in Arlington
The schedule of Sunday
Heights, Des Plaines, Elk services are: March 10 - "Free

299-5633

"PROPER PRAISE"

Mil. The American Lutheran Church

Chamber Orchestra and guest
solosits performing Vivaldi's

soloist; April 3 - "Free
I I

PASTOR GORDON KEMBLE, SR.

Sunday School -- 9:45 a.m. Worship -. 11:00 a.m. B 7:30 p.m.

St.' MARK Lutheran Church

munion, Mrs. Jeannine May,

April

1

FOREST RIVER EVANGELICAL FREE CHURCH

munion, "Free to Live is to

DeMolay Plans Dinner Saturday.

Donations of $1 for adults
and 50 cnets for children 14
years of age or younger will

PHONE 392-3111

"INDISCRIMINATE HEALING"

Was Beaten," Holy Com-

Heights

407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.

CHURCH SCHOOL 9:15 11:00
Worship Services

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

WJJD (1160 Kc) - 7:00 AM
WLS (890 Kc) 8:00 AM
WCLR (850 Kc) - 9:00 AM
WAIT (820 KO - 9:30 AM

choirs, soloists, trumpeter.

ELECTED OFFICERS OF St. Mark Lutheran Church in
The schedule is: March 13
Mount Prospect are, (left to right): Stanley Peterson, vice presi- - "Free, Because He Loves,"
dent; Wally Olson, treasurer; Glen Gauper, president; Charles Holy Communion, soloist
Vojta, financial secretary. Bob Hughes (not pictured) was Mrs. Shirley Hillert; March
elected secretary.
20 - The film, "The Parable";
March 27 - "Free Because He

Pastor: Albert A. Luccbi
CL 3-2407

HAND"

Dr. Kenneth Andeen; April 7
- Palm Sunday, Holy Com-

services on the theme

8 p m in the Masonic
Temple, 1104 S. Arlington
Heights Rd , Arlington

Sl 5.0332

pizesBytepiAn

Nursery Provided For
All Services

"STRETCH
FORTH THINE

A Lenten worship series
will be held at the Lutheran
Church of the Cross, 2025 S.

Mid -week Lenten worship

Saturday, March 9 from 4 to

0'

Aimed Toward Sharing the Joy,
Freedom, and Commitment of the

"THE PURPOSE
OF THE CROSS"

SUNDAY

Goebbert Rd., Arlington Celebrate," 7:30 p.m. Sacred
Heights. The Rev. Larry D. Concert of Easter Music

sponsor a spaghetti dinner

MOUNT
PROSPECT

JOHN E. GOLISCH
VICAR DANIEL KOCH

AWANA PARENTS' NIGHT

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
RADIO SERIES

List Lenten
orship Series

The Prospect Chapter of

PASTORS

E.A. ZEILE

YOUR CHURCH" -

The first cry of such reformers is "get your circumstances
changed!" Christ's first call is: "get yourselves changed, and

Order of DeMolay will

100
SOUTH
SCHOOL,

"LET THIS LENTEN SEASON BRING YOU CLOSER TO

who are selfish, weak, and miserable.

presented at 8 p m., Thursday,

acvO4gWV:I/Monoesol _

"THE INTEREST OF
CHRIST IN THE STRANGER"

0

is from Haggai: "Be strong, all
ye people of the land, saith the
Lord, and work: for I am with
you, saith the Lord of hosts."

but the ,regeneration of society can never be accomplished
without the regeneration of the individual. Reformers try in
vain to construct a stable and happy community from persons

of the 1967-68 series to be

}'THE GUILT -FORGIVENESS"

PASTORS
Gilbert Bowen
Thomas A. Phillipv

IT IS OFTEN SAID that the redemption of society is as

discuss "Faith and the Adult"
in the fourth Janssen lecture

LENTEN3ERViCE
WEDNESDAY, 7:45 P.M.

I

Robert Munoz, chairman of
Community Effort Organization for the Illinois Migrant
Council. A discussion will

important las the regeneration of the individual. Yes, we reply;

Seminary, Mundelein, will

SOLDIERS - LET US
CAST LOTS"

Ssanon by Pastor Sandia

Sunday School and Bible Class
9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services
8:00 10:30

Gospel with people.

Northwest Cook County
Opportunity Council and

"Man is the subject of the
Lesson -Sermon to be read in
all Christian Science churches
this Sunday. The Golden Text

They suggest "birth control programs, guaranteed minimum
incomes, upgrading slum conditions, penal reforms, increasing
youth service bureaus."
Is it not strange to you in neither instance mentioned above,
was the young person's relationship to God emphasized.

Auditorium, Techny, Ill. The
Janssen lectures are presented
by Divine Word Missionaries
as public service to provide a

"THE WORD OF THE

Tel. 437.3223 439.0412

Clark, chairman of the

Be Strong

Then what is the solution to this problem of which 15 and

John R. Gorman,
Msg1rector of St Mary of the Lake

Pastors: Edwin I. Stevens
Paul L. Sandi,.
Jack E. Frohn
Paul M. Rowley,
Seminary Assistant
Worship: & Church School
9:30 8. 11:00 A.M.

Sunday.

I

16 year olds have the highest arrest rate?

'

501 S. Emerson St.
Mt. Prospect
Phone 253-0501

follow the presentation.

"One thing seems a fact: the national crime rate is rising

Msgr. Gorman to Lecture

Community Baptist
American Baptist Convention

Worship Hours 8:00, 9:30, 11:00 A.M.
Sunday School 9:30 kM.
hristian Day School - Kindergarten Thru 8th

Speakers will be Robert

more rapidly than population."

man shall see the Lord." (Hebrews 12:14)

Division of the Archdiocesan
Center of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine. It is the
first of a series of home -

Methodist Church of Palatine,

drive this week.

phase of

was heard of this boy. At the age of 17, as a drop -out and
with no job, he was arrested for stealing two cases of milk

thought -provoking program to

and a skit by the Walther

provide a center for worship,
service and fun in south Arlington Heights will be erected
on the church's five acre site
on Golf Rd. just west of Arl-

swings into the intensive

as the boy with a miracle right arm". Until just recently, little

"Our Neighbors We Don't
Know" is the subject of a

children, a sing -a -long under
the direction of Henry Elling,

'gram was developed by the
Adult Religious Education

Rev. Waldemar B. Streufert,

The $150,000 addition to

Stuenkel, D.D., president of

Minn.

would seem'to induce a spark of gratitude toward others.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carson

304 W. Palatine Rd., Prospect
Heights will be held at 4 p.m.,

High School, he received his
bachelor of arts in 1963 from
Pillsbury College in Owatonna, Minn., and his bachelor of
divinity from Central Sernittary in Minneapolis,
in 1967.

A special dedication service

in the new addition of Our

The R. Roger Creamer is
associate! pastor of Prospect
Heights Baptist Church. A
1958' graduate of Arlington

'4,1;
i,V1

'

Auditorium
8:50,.10:05 and 11:20

Wheeling.

DIE Min
OF DIE

mom nua

Newest and Finest In The r,,bu-ban Areas

10,0tivt,s,vs

$

S;Ssus-LA

74.'44,
-1 -

Knight@ --ireak ,00se in Final.
uarter; -Tirase Coulars, 71=56

Cards fired. Manotairngs,
5 50, on Collitns Smart
and this time Collins' peppy

BY RALPH NOVAK

Propelled by a determined
fourth-quarter drive by R. J.
Collins, Arlington scrapped its

way past Mundelein Thursday, 56-50, to move to the

finals of the state tournament
Wheeling regional.

The, Cardinals, winners

over Barrington in the first

round, trailed 25-21 at

halftime and 41-34 after three

quarters, but worked their
way back with a hustling press
and Collins' outburst.

THE 5-9 GUARD scored
10 of his 20 points in the last

quarter. He ignited Arl-

ington's winning rally by

setting up Dave McGuffey for

a wide open jumper, coming
back to steal the ball, and then

putting in a short jumper to

cut the Mustangs' lead to 45-

running mate, Jim

ington's season record to 8-14,
Mundelein is now 17-8.

one spot with 1:37 left, and
after a Dean Schmelzer steal

ARLINGTON (56)
11
Player
2 0 4
Theroux
2 3 4
McGuffey

Baumgartner, was fouled. He
hit two throws in a one -and retrieved the ball for Arlington, Collins got another

chance at the free throw line
and profited from it for two
points.

Schmelzer and

Baumgartner each put in two
more free throws in the last

two shorts a piece and

exchanged turnovers, Collins
coolly put in a 10 -footer, and

when Mundelein's Steve

shaky first' half, the Prospect

4
6

5

8
2

4

2

2

4

I

I

3

2

Baumgartner
Collins
Schmelzer
Buttenob
Totals

1

I

another, offsetting four points
by Mundelein's Steve Harris,

and an underfiow crowd of
Arlington fans went home

John Green blocked the very

2
2

George Timson and hung the
final defeat of the year on Conant High School's Cougars,

4
0

regional.

member of his team.
The Knights took nearly

71-56, in the Prospect

Conant jumped off to a 4-0
lead, completely dominating
Prospect, which spent the first

18 20 23 17

'

happy.

Collins' 20 points was the

game high, while

Baumgartner, hero of the win
over Barrington, and Liddell

each had eight. Harris led
Mundelein with 13 points,
Boothe adding II.

four minutes of the game
looking for its first basket.

BFRP

Tangorra
Totals

2

4

6

5

I

4

2
I

4
0

2
2
'1

0

hit only 15 of 55 shots from
the floor while Arlington con-

nected on 18 of 49. Mun-

Boothe missed the second half
of a one -and -one free throw

delein was 20 -for -23 and the
Cards 20 -for -26 from the free

chance, Collins put in a long

throw line.

FREE THROWS by Forest

I

9
2

2

Although two Prospect
playing in the game, but fouls made it look as though

4

3
3

0
0

3

I

2

0

1

quarter led the Cards to a 5650 win, advancing them to the
tonight.

him --one of 1 I. Harris hit just

for good. 47-46.

two of 13 tries from the floor
and Donn Majercik, who led

March 8,
1968

Mustangs' win over St.

Viator Tuesday with 16
in a clutch rebound after a points, was two -for -12.
missed Mundelein free throw,
The win boosted Arl-

Page 6

Chicago Archdiocese Catholic

Seminary 'South at

Northwest Catholic Con-

team St. Collette of Rolling forward John Preib, 5-91/2
Meadows Christmas tourna- forward Curt Manning, and 5ment, and has beaten arch- 7 guard Jim Enright Jr., son
rival Our Lady of the Wayside
four times.

tournament at Quigley in addition to taking the
5

p.m.

Saturday.

Pancratz.

Niles North smashed Forest
View 911/2 -

161/2

in a dual

track meet Wednesday.

Niles won all 13 firsts, and
THE VICTORY earned St.

James the right to face

St. James' starting lineup this

season have been 5-10

Niles N. Bonks Falcons

14 -point performance by

guard Steve Balinski and 12
points by 6-3 center Andy

the Falcons' best showings

were seconds by Tom Vaughn

nemesis St. John Brebauf of in the two-mile run, Don
Niles in this Saturday's semi- Hammer in the high jump,
finals. St. John clipped St. Rich Thayer in the mile run,
James by two points in their and Spence Dreischarf.

Enright lists his two top
reserves as Terry McBride and

St. James won the 32 -team record.
North Side sectional at The team also won the 20 Mundelein last weekend by

Mundelein, 39-34, behind a

Bob Bell in the two-mile
run, Mike Keen in the 50 -

yard dash, Terry Shakon in

the 50 -yard high hurdles, and

Dick Posinger in the high

jump. Bell beat Vaughn's

varsity time by six seconds,

and Shakon's 5.9 second dash
would have tied him for first
in the varsity race.

WNWChu,2.7M
PRESENTS

Illinois High School Basketball Association

team as fast-moving and fast -

learning, adding that four of
this year's starters made the
school's seventh grade team
when they were sixth -graders.

And, in some happy news

for St. Viator coach Ed

Wasielewski and Lion fans,
Enright says 13 members of
his 15 -man squad will be
going to St. Viatpr when they
leave St. James.

The winner of Saturday's
St. James - St. John Brebauf

game will advance to the
championship game Sunday.

Tonight's
Regional Games
Tonight's final action in the

state basketball tournament
regionals:

AT PROSPECT

Prospect vs. Maine South, .8

WITH SPORTSCASTER

ball again.

one from underneath.

SCHIELER TIED it up
again with a shot at 4:00, and

Prospect as Rieble stole one
and Leonard was whistled for
fouling him. Rieble missed,

times to lead both teams in

rebounding as well as in scor-

Leonard rebounded, and

ing.

Walt Rieble of Conant got

Anderson, who brought the

Timson, and Shadwell took
second in the scoring race
with 18. He was followed

again. This time he assisted

Knights, who had 17.

Shadwell and he converted

worst first halves it's had all
year. They could manage no
better than nine field goals

portunity, giving the. Prospect
squad a four -point lead.

one less rebound than

ball downcourt,

Regional March 4 to 8
Sectional March 13-14-15
Super Sectional March 18

Basketball
Tourney

out -rebounded 23-19.

Games

MARCH 4 to 8 Monday through Friday
From Prospect High School

Forrest Haney put in one

widen the gap to six, and the
Knights were on their way to

the victory. Shadwell and

Leonard traded jump shots

THE BRIGHTEST SPOT

of the first half for the from the top of the key and

Knights was that they were Schieler put in the first of a
able to steal the ball several one -and -one to end the scortimes and force 10 Conant ing for the quarter, at 41-36
turnovers which resulted in 11 in favor of Dick Kinneman's
crew.

points for Prospect and enablhalf.

The MSL co -champions
pounced on the Cougars in

They doubled Conant's scor-

the final period, hitting them

ed them to squeeze past the
visitors 27-26

at the

ing figures in the second

for 30 points.

Timson scored 12 points in
the fourth quarter to lead the

quarter, 16-8.
Timson finished the half

AT WHEELING
Arlington vs. Grant, 8 p.m.

WHEELING WAS in third third.
Prospect's irrepressible Ken
place with 22 points, while
New Trier East accumulated Barr won the side horse championship, awing his way to a
9.25 judges' average.

RICK ORNA of Wheeling
drew an 8.65 to take the ring

All

championship, with Arlington's Kevin Linsey second
at 8:15.

And the Cards' Gary Drake

won a share of the tumbling
first place by tying Waukegan's Frank Ramirez with a

offC-Sarde

7.85.
Arlington also had two
thirds --by Rich Carlson on the

is now accepting registrations
for Weekday and Evening

WNWC 92.7 FM

Arlington Park Sinclair
Booby's In Niles

Mt. Prospect State Bank
Robert L. Nelson Realtor's

Player
Schieler

1

0
6
I

2
2

1
1

0
5

3

37 19

____LBFRP2
7

1

:0

2
0

0
0

1

0
0
2

0

0

0

4
0

3

7

0
4

0_0

0

the last coming with :15 left

Berns

for Prospect's 71st point.

Fortman
Altmaier
Button
Moffat
Schuster

0

Shadwell
Bosch
Rieble
Totals

.5

8 10

3

0

0

0

0

Tonight at 8 p.m., the Kinnemen will have a severe test

in trying to knock off 12th ranked Maine South for the
chance to cut down the nets
and the regional tournament
title.

PROSPECT (71)

BFRP

Player
Leonard
Somers
Timson

5
1

9

2 10 4
0

2

1

6 14 4

0
3

1

4 13. 4

2

19 18 35 14

SCORE BY QUARTERS

PROSPECT11 16 14 30 -- 71
CONANT 18 8 10 20 -- 56

in ISistrict

The Wheaton North

MW --7.9; 5. Butler, Whl--7.8;

6. Mattson, Pros --7.6; 7.

at 7 p.m., with parallel, bar,

6; 7. Atkins, A--7.5; 8. Keller,
Frd--7.4; 9. Dilger, ME --7.2;
10. Fires, Wau, and Downes,
GN--6.95
Still rings: 1. Orna, Whl-8.65; 2. Lindsey, Arl--8.15; 3.

poline competition.

7.95; 5. Van Sky, Pros. --7.9;

from Wheeling and one from
Forest View.

The second sessiori will be
at Barrington tonight, starting

horizontal bar, and tram- Carlson, A, Arnold, ON-6. Ranier, Whl--7.; 7. Sale,
NTE--7.7; 8. Mii:ot, NTE,

TEAM STANDINGS

and Cook, Pal -47.6; 10.

38 516

Arlington
Prospect
Wheeling

New Trier E.
Waukegan

Glenbrook South
Glenbrook North
New Trier West
Maine West

Meyer, C--7.5

22

Tumbling: 1. Drake, A, and'
Ramirez, Wau--7.85; 3. Metz,
A--6.75; 4. Simmons, NTW-6.45; 5. Weibel, NTE;;6.4; 6.

201/2
14
9

Fremd

Crockett, A, Mazur, ME, and

31

;

Pros --6.I;

Benard,

8
8

Bang,

7

Wau--5.90; 9. Olmon, FV--

3

5.85; 10. Davey, NTW--5.75

bounded, and out -played the
Elk Grove Grenadiers Thurs-

opening tipoff and scored an
easy basket. The Falcons then
rifled in two 20 -footers to increase their lead to 6-0, and

day, winning to the tune of

held the lead through the

82-59 and knocking the Grens

game.

Falcons outscored, out -re-

out of the Addison Trail
regional of the state tournament.

Ken Hohenstein con-

tributed 34 points and 11 rebounds, hitting 16 of 17 tries
from the free throw line and
negating a 24 -point, nine -rebound

showing

by

Elk

Grove's Jim Oplt.

convenient Arlington- Park Golf

Wheaton controlled the

Course is now available for Weekday and

Evening Golf leagues. Our exciting, 18
hole course is ideal for Men's, Women's
or Mixed leagues ... but hurry ... regis-

7

Pros --5.95; 8. Kevorkian,

OPLT KEPT THE

the Falcons to a 36 to 22 halftime lead.

THE GRENADIERS

outscored their opponents 22
to 18 in the 'third quarter,
Tom Pomey hitting for eight
points.

Grenadiers alive in the first

But the fourth quarter

drove in for a layup to give

mistakes into baskets. The

set down a full court
quarter as he hit three Wheaton
buckets. But Randy Pfund press, turning Elk Grove's
the Falcons a I 5 to 10 lead.

The second quarter was all
Falcons as they outscored Elk
Grove 21 to 12, outside
shooting by Jim Wiegard led

Falcons rattled off 15 straight
points before Oplt sank a 10 footer.

WHEATON NORTH(82)
Player
BFRP
Hohenstein
9 16 11 2
Weigard
6 2 5 2
Nelson
'1
6 2
Plummer
3
0 0 4
Pfund
5 2 2
Allured
2
0
3
Babb
0 0 0
Schultz
6 4 0
Berg
0 0 0 0
Totals
25 32 29 12
ELK GROVE (59)
Player
Schultz
3 0 2
Artemenko
3
21
I
Pomey
5 .2 4 5
Knopf
2 '0 4 2
Radtke
O
0
'4
Oplt
10 4 9 3
Kalisz
1
0 3 2
Baumstark
2 0 2
Pahl
O
0 0
3
Plieckhardi
O
0 1
26 7 28 23
Totals
1

EN

1

1

A NEW

1
1

0D

18 Hole Course (9 holes lighted)
o Double Deck Lighted Driving Range

Adjacent Cocktail Lounge A Restaurant
Electric and Push Carts
o Conveniently Located at Euclid and
Rohlwing Road ... Arlington Heights
O

.

PER
DAY

DAY, WEEK -OR MONTH

FORD 1 -TON
SUPER VAN TRUCKS

ONLY $10

Registrations are Limited

CALL CL 5.4300
Ask for Golf League Information

Scully, NTE--8.0; 4. Fox,

heaton N. Ousts Grens, 82-59

GOLF
LEAGUES

trations are limited.

on

either. He plowed through the
lane three times for weird looking but effective layups,

1

FIVE PROSPECT gymnasts qualified, as did three

The Cards had 38 516 guarantee advancement to

rt.

BROUGHT TO YOU

Andrews
7 3
Gumz
4 I
Haney
I
0
of the final -quarter total on Green
0 2
two layups, a tipin of a Haney Anderson
28 15
layup, a shot from the corner, Totals
and two free throws.
CONANT (56)
Haney didn't do badly

points to 31 for second -place next weekend's state finals at
Prospect after three events -- Maine East.
And area athletes won two
side horse, still rings, and
first places in the first session
tumbling.

EE Sectional Games
March 13-14-15
From Arlington High School

from McGaw Hall, Northwestern University

Knights to the win.
Timson was followed closely by Gumz who put in a third

rings and Pete Metz in tumb- Palatine
2
disappoint- Maine East
two
ling --and
2 113
ments-- the failure of all- Forest View
2
around man Wayne Crockett Conant
113
to make the side horse top 10
and of tumbler Bob Ekstrand
Side horse: I. Barr, Pros. -to advance. Ekstrand, a senior,
9.25; 2. Kaziny, GS --8.5; 3.
was 11th with a 5.3.

BEAUTIFUL

Lovely,

(4G) in the Knights' 71-56 regional win Thursday. Timson led
a late Knight surge, ending up with 24 points and 14 rebounds.

Arlington's slick gymnasts 201/2 points to hold down
took the team -point lead and fourth. Forest View, another
assured themselves of sending Dist. 214 school, had two
at least six athletes to the state points, and Elk Grove none.
Six Arlington gymnasts
finals in the first session of the
Barrington district meet made the top 10 in their
events --good enough to
Thursday.

T

Super Sectional

-Big George Timson (22) rises to the occasion to put up
a lay-up over Conant's Chris Shadwell (33) and Walt Reible

Card Gyugn, sts

Prospect High School
Sectional from Arlington Heights High School

McGAW HALL, Northwestern Univ.

both halves of his op-

against 35 attempts. They of his patented layup shots to

Regional from

Super Sectional from

helped out

Leonard who put the Knights
ahead for good at 3:16.
Anderson was fouled by

Prospect had one of the

fouled eight times and were

v

things looked bad from

of the meet and shared a

p.m.

Rick VanPelt

SE EVA Regional

Mike Anderson
then fed Timson, who made

fouled by Cougar ace Chris

of the team's coach. The elder

TEAMING WITH Pan- Vic Incinnelli.
The coach describes his
cratz and the 5-7 Balinski in

ference title with a 12-0

beating Santa Maria of

it to a three -pointer as he was

closely by Gumz of the

St. James 8th -Graders is isk 36-3 Mark
St. James was the champion
of the Northwest CYO section

the Knights would spend the

addition, the curly-haired
Knight hit the boards 14

chance, and Collins hit a free

of the

Prospect also fouled three

seven from the foul line. In
Friday,

into the semi-finals

Somers.

nine field goals and six out of

field tries, Baumgartner --with

St. James school's sizzling last meeting, the Catholic
eighth -grade basketball team Youth Organization chamcarries its 36-3 season record pionship game.

Timson let the Prospect fans
know that their team was

Timson, playing
finals of the Wheeling Shadwell.
of his best games all year,
regional against Grant one
finished with 24 points on

gave the Cards another a lively rim working against

MARK LIDDELL hauled

CrO

times and committed the first entire night playing catch-up
Arlington guard R.
ball, Gumz stole the ball,
Collins fires a jump shot turnover.
At 4:05 Timson scored made a jumper from the free
against Mundelein Thursday.
line to tic the score, and
Collins' 10 -point fourth from the field and converted throw
then Butch Leonard stole the

Collins made eight of 18

the

66,00,0

came back with a shot from

0

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Arlington. 1 10 13 22 -- 56
Mundelein 13 12 16 9 -- 50

tj?"4A-Ii7

Schieler, but John Green

3

Mundelein, 1

4k -a

Rieble and a layup by Don

9

15 23 37 18

k:,0,409

two minutes to make their
first score of the period, falling behind on a free throw by

Haney, Jim Gumz and under, assisted by Dave

jumper to create a 46-46 tie.
A bad pass by the Mustangs

throw to Arlington in front

shot that Conant took
and was subsequently congratulated by each grinning
first

5
5

Team rebounds: Arlington 3;

THE MUSTANGS had the
rebounding edge, 38-26, but

it was

under the leadership of big the attitude of the Knights.

5

MUNDELEIN (50)
Player
Majercik
Boothe
Lane
Spencer
Harris
Atwood
Keegan

of the second half,

possible to notice a change in

2

-3q1iti/

From the opening moments

Knights finally pulled together

2

minute and Collins added

42.

After the two teams missed

After weathering a very

FRP

Liddell

with nine points, high for
both teams, and six rebounds.

BY LINDA GAMMILL

PER

MILEAGE

Plus Mileage
Includes, Automatic
Transmission

&Ai
CL 3-5000

6eolie 7ook loul
L

INC.

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY., ARLINGTON HTS.

BFRP
1

1

1

1
1

'

user
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circumstances -- has earned

it didn't bother hi m, but

ponents or adverse

shoulder before the match and

HOLSHOUSER AGAIN
refused to drop out after the
opening win, and even after
the rib injury was hoping

state wrestling finals at
McGaw Hall in E'anston,

and he did it with a shoulder

Testone would go far enough

frozen to dull the pain of a

to give him another chance,

pulled muscle.

Ziemek adds. But Testone
lost, and Ziemek concedes

BUT THAT 14-2 win over

Rantoul's Mike Reed sent

now that it might have been

night round against Vince

"Terry might just have aggravated the injury, but then

A good thing.

Holshouser into the Friday

Testone of Aurora East. With
a 0-0 tie as the second period

for his
win;

and is as close to a sure thing
as there could be for this

Flolshouser stayed in the
match, long on determination

but short on breath, and

year's all-star squad.

He had strong competition
for this week's award. Others

Testone pinned him early in
the third period.

nominated:

The loss was Holshouser's

of the season after 23

JIM BAUMGARTNER,

wins, but Prospect coach

Arlington's hustling basketball

Dave Ziemek says his wrestler

guard, who scored 25 points
-- 19 in the second half -- in

was still ready to go -- with

F

SE

low hurdles in 8.3, Brian Zim-

tional of the Chicago

team--Kawell, Kieffer, Bill
Hopkins and Ken Kass --earn-

Archdiocese tournament.
All area athletes are eligible

ed a first

in

1:14.9, a West

Leyden field house record.
Varsity results:

for the Athlete of the Week

WHEELING 55
WEST LEYDEN 54

be made at The Day's ArlHeights office,217 S.
Arlington Heights Rd., 60005,

or by calling 255-7624.
the previous week's award.

mile run in

5:30.5, and the four -lap relay

games in the Mundelein sec-

Nominations should be made
before midnight Monday for

High jump: I. McKee, W-5'8"; 2. Poteraski, W--5'4"; 3.
Rioux, WL--5'4",
Pole vault: 1. Nelson, W-11,';

2. Alhada, WL--9'6";

Davis, WL--9'6"

Two-mile run: 1' Schneller,

WL--11:44

60 high hurdles: I. Johann,
W--7.7; 2. Dahms, WL--7.9;
3. Silvestri, W--8.0
60 dash: I. Kula, WL--6.7;

2. !Peterson, W--6.8; 3.
Oakley, W--6.9

880 -yard run:

1.

Stevens,

2:10; 3. Royer, W--2:1 1.5
Four lap relay: I. West
Leyden -1:11.2; 2. Wheeling -1:12.1

KURT KIEFFER took the

scoring 64 points in four

MOT SERVICE

2 ilota

yard run.

mer won the

day;

17'61/2"

60 high hurdles in 9.0 WL--2:09.4; 2. Trice, W--

seconds, and Tim De' Spain
ran a 2:08.2 to win the 880 -

guard, who helped his team
boost its record to 36-3 by

of the shoulder, but he knew

WAYNE CROCKETT,

Stavros took the pole vault
first at 10', Babcock won the

STEVE BALINSKI, St.
James eighth -grade team

ington

Arlington's all-around gym-

jump with a 5'2" leap Al

Prospect's red-hot track flash,
who won three first places in
three of the Knights' first four
1968 meets and took two first
in their other outing;

back.

busloads of people coming

Gary Kawell won the high

STEVE ROHRBACK,

Cards from dropping their last
Mid -Suburban League game

there were a couple of

set earlier in the season.
Wheeling's frosh-soph team
also won, 62-47, taking seven
firsts.

win over Forest View;

a futile attempt to keep the

"I even wanted him to of the season to Conant Friforfeit the first match because

JOHANN WON in 7.7

Long jump: 1. Silvestri, W-

19'3"; 2. Schlenker, WL-18'101/2"; 3. Oakley, W-

seconds, a fraction of a se- W--10:49.8; 2. Petrowski,
cond better than the mark he WL--11:15.7; 3. Granger,

year -- collecting nine points
and pine rebounds -- as the
Knights clinched an MSL co championship with a 68-43

award. Nominations -- which
can be anonymous -- should

his ribs taped -- if he had gotten a change in the wrestle -

by Tom Johann in the 60 -yard
high hurdles.

6-7 basketball center, who
played his best game of the

Holshouser, a senior, made

breastbone.

team with a clutch

JOHN GREEN, Prospect's

had been healthy," he says.
the Mid -Suburban League all conference team last season

The Wildcats, bringing

their 1968 record to 2-3, had
seven firsts, including a team
record -breaking performance

from Arlington Heights, who
saved a Big 10 championship

far he would have gone if he

Holshouser tried to stand up
to escape from Testone, and
tore some ribs away from his

day.

MIKE VITOUX, University of , Illinois senior fencer

I think I'll always wonder how

of that match opened,

55-54 in a dual meet Thurs-

Saturday;

shoulder."

was the only

squeezed past West Leyden

gymnastics championship

all the strength in his

Leyden,

Wheeling's varsity track ! 44'21/2"; 2. Garlander, W-team got a scare, but still 40'3"; 3. Barrutin, WL--40'

points as it won the MSL

en the effects of
e cold wore off, he had lost

are wrestler to get by his first
round match in last weekend's

first

nastics artist, who accounted
for .32 (5f his team's 1371/2

afterward

The Day Athlete of the Week
award, Ws second in three
weeks.
Holshouse

Ahead f

war

from Prospect .and said he
wanted to wrestle," Ziemek
says. "We kept ice on the

Page 7

`Cat,Tracigmen 1 Step

At fete
Terry Holshouser, the 127 pound Prospect wrestler who's
rarely beaten -by wrestling op-

THE DAY

Shot put:

TERRY HOLSHOUSER

1.

Bily, WL2-

440- run: 1. Hildebrandt,
W--55.4; 2. Powell, WL--55.5;
3. Sommer, W-55.5
60 lovV hurdles: 1. Silvestri,
W--7.5; 2. Johann, W--7.55;
3. Dahms, WL--7.6

Mile run: I. Smith, WL--

5:06.5; 2. Gawlik, W; 3.
Stevens, WL

Eight -lap relay: I. West
Leyden --2:36.I; 2. Wheeling -2:36.8

SHORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

-CARNIVAL
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OUT OUR WAY
I DON'T THINK
THAT'S WHAT
HE'S UPSET,
MAKES REBELS
OF YOUNG GUYS! HE'S MERELY
YOU. THINK YOU'LL GETTLIN' DOWN
TO LISTEN !
GET A PAT ON TH'
BACK FOR YOUR THERE'S ALWAYS
STORIES AND
CLEVERNESS,
AN' SOME OLD JOKES 'GO WITH
BOY COMES SUCH THINGS!

OH, YES, WE

HAD A RIGGIN'
LIKE THAT
YEARS AGO
CALLED 11-!'
"OLD MAW'
FOR DRILLIN'

.

'

BY HAND!

YES, YES...

ALONG-BLOOIE !

UG AH- RELIEF MEAD!
IN. &I MLA he. TY LH. U1 PH.

'Frankly, I'm tired of protest meetings --especially the "Suggest another topic for my sermon, dear. Sin is
becoming so commonplace!"
ones Mqm and Dad have started to hold!"

ROBIN MALONE
IN AN

MIAMI
THE
RANGE -R5

AIZE

THESE LONG RAIN DANCES

FEES,,,

ARE RUINING MV FEET!!

"Lb

CHU,

T.M. Rag. U.S. Pet OH.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
JAKE LOST!
NEXT THEY'LLTELL
A QUEENITHAT BEATS 'ME CANDY BARS FILL

01. Is

Ls

lot

US to OH

Ts.

YOUR SEVEN, JAKE/ ILL 'THE WRAPPERS OR
AKE THAT
NOT THAT IT'S WORTH

BUGS BUNNY

ANYTHING !JUST A
BROTHERLY GE5TURE,
YOU UNDERSTAND...HES-HEN!

NO: BY TH1 TIME
MAY I PAUSE
YA FINISH
A MOMENT FOR
CUTTIN' THAT
A SNACK,
GUVINOR?
TRENCH TITH:

THE GOVERNMENT

BALANCED THE
BUDGET!

YOU AST FOR IT,
AMOS! NOW
YOU'RE GETTid IT.
YOU 3E5' WON

Answers to
Hideaword

BACK THE WHOLE
SNIGH KAWIENIE

CHARGER

BUSINESS!

CURB IT'LL

,c74,89/SHEO:

BE ZUNCH7/A/E1

Horoscope

I

IT LOOKS LIKE 1146 601140 TO
E A VERY 12000H 12E -ENTRY:

IF I GAY

GO MYSELF

PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar. 21)

THIG HAS
A
VERY

Combine Saturday work

--

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

FOR SATURDAY

and Saturday pleasure to your
profit A most satisfactory day
if you neglect neither one nor
the other
ARIES (Mar. 22 - Apr. 20)
-- A good day for beating your

ache
acre
each
rear
reach
rare
rage
racer
gear
grace

charge
char
care
crag
cage
hear
hare
agcr
arch
archer
acer

DOkrT BE 50 AFRAID
OF LIFE I GIVE 110 TO

LET ',OURSELF
CO !

yOUR DESIRES!

,

t5L1C131EEN

ft .11

j.',01

own production record.

t'

Choose one important goal
and put all your effort to at-

4AO

alt
,.',.

I'M GOINGS

OKAY...

. VgVe

S'ALiS

"ft

I..

j

Sa.

C Int by MU. 1. I. 1... f. pi

taining it

3-8

TAURUS (Apr. 21 - May
21) -- Social activities should
not take up so much of your

4

II

siio, 1T

.

.7.

hill

.----....-,e2.,-..--e-AL---,-.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

time that you fail to ac- THE BORN LOSER

complish routine Saturday
chores on time.

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) -- Make every effort to
spend this Saturday with the
The family that

family

Roman History

BUT WHAT IF IT OPT
SOME KIND OF
ADVERTISING

is

ACROSS

STUNT'

neglected is apt to strike out

1 Roman' tyrant
5 Conqueror of

9. City in Turkey
10 Lease again
Gaul
12 - hills of
11 Reluctant
14 Hinder
Rome
15 Public notice
13 Ireland
16 Winding around 19 First Roman

without you.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) -- Leisure -hour activities

should be choserrwith as
much care as you would
choose a work -day schedule.

career

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

Sept.

23) -- The Virgo who

performs at his best, looks his
best, and demonstrates the
best of moods is off to a good

17 Hairdo
18 )33, way of

CAPTAIN EASY
DUH-H...
STILL MUTTIN.

BEY'S FIL/511IN. IT L/RHOPINI

TO NAB PA RASCALS WHEN

IN DA PAPERS DEI COLLECK M RANSOM!

BEIN' KIDNAPED:

LIBRA (Sept. 24'- Oct. 23)

A

Saturday, this could be an ex_ cellent day ,to further your
career
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec

22) -- The Sagittarius

who is prepared to take his
place front and center won't
be caught off guard.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan 20) -- The Capricorn who
keeps alert to hidden values
may well find himself the reci-.

pient of a surprising and

profit -making gift.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21
Feb

19) --

It will

-

be well

worth your while to put in

time on matters vital to your
career Look beyond the day.

DA COPS OUR

SOURED ME

DESCRIPTIONS

ON MAN KINDS

40 Resinous

material

46 Cry loudly
47 School -home

group tab.)

A

4

THE WILLETS

I

F

NU

I

AG R E
A
NI
S

50 Well-mannered

53 Virgil's hero
55 Meat industry
employe
56 Reveries
57 Expunges
58 Woody plant
DOWN
1 Short sleeps

2 Cry of

-

bacchanals

3 Period of
inactivity
4 Food remnant
5 On this side
( prefix)
C Ampere (ab.)

a

ER I E

5

44 Nomad

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) -- Business concerns may

social pleasures. Though

OP THAT

BRAT HAS

murderers

everything to profit.

your partaking of

IS

TWO DAVO

L12.411,4' GIVIN'

42 One of Caesar's

Don't expect to turn
rule out

WIDOUT HIM
.PINNIN' D150/4

AN' NAMES!

start

tionships are concerned, this
should be an excellent day.

HONEST BONE IN YER BODV,21
WE'LL TURN HIM LOOSE WHEN

WE FIGGER OUT UPI):

ABOUT LELAND

-- Where personal rela-

UNCLE JAKE! AIN'T DEY ONE

SSURE S

T
RE0
0N
AS E
E

S
E
E
L. e
TE

E:11

G

I

R
T

R
emperor'
P
E "1" R
21 Dravidian
language
1101131-n&j
MILAZIffl LIJIANN
20 Recent (comb. 22 Operated
35 Social beginner 45 Fragments
form)
23 Guido's note
25 Cushion
47 Juicy fruit
21 Right to hold
(col )
36 Con inent (ab.) 48 No longer wild
24 Burmese sprite 26 Before
25 Kind of nut
27 Roman emperor 39 Underground
49 South African
fox
28 Roman emperor
plant part
(A.D. 211-217)
40 Trivial error
51 Small mound
29 Tarries
(A.D. 68-69)
30 Biblical region 32 Consume food 41 Noisy
52 Bitter vetch
54 Hair covering
31 Unassisted
43 Amphibian
33 Desertlike
34 Jeers at
5
S
9 10
2
3
4
37 Expensive
38 Alaskan native
4
2 13
39 Short-tempered
a center

Make every moment count.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)
-- Whatever investments you
make today of time, energy,
or money, make sure they arc
of value to your weekday

7 Literary genre
8 Nightly tributes

Answer to Previous Puzzle

BIB -SHOE
ERTORN
1 A OM SS

6

T

ESE

3.9
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College Night
;For Dist. 214
March 11, 12

Grace's Daze

Mother and allay Ho It ored

The 3,065 juniors in Dist.
214 and their parents are in-

lir

vited to meet with 150 college

representatives at the annual
College Night, March 11 - 12

By Grace Mott
A party for Mrs. Patrick Dennis, 5, Karen, 4, and

11

Doheny came off yesterday

Patricia, 3.

postponements. Hosts were

tinuous driving each way gave
Mr. And Mrs. Robert Wehofer

after a couple of
her neighbors on N. Prospect
Manor, Mrs Carl Freyman
and Mrs Robert Winiger who
waited until the mother of her
fifth baby was strong enough
to enjoy the party.

JJ

Invited to the Winiger

home were 18 women on the

500 block and there was no
need for baby sitters. Their
collection of 14 pre-school
children were included too.

THE AFTERNOON coffee

party included a shower for

Mrs Doheny and new

Twenty-five horns of con-

and son Steve,

Feb 25 found Sharon baptized at St Raymond Church,
and a small dinner afterward

marked the occasion in the
Doheny family. Only guests
included were Godparents,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Doheny of Niles.

Michael

The Dohenys' other

children are twins Dan and

5,

a week's

vacation in the south.

The three went straight to
Sarasota, favorite spot after
trying other areas in Florida,
and in the several days took
a sightseeing cruise, played
golf and even rested.

HIGH ON THE priority

list of things to do was a trip
the Wehofers made to the
Ringling Museums, reportedly
the foremost cultural center in
southeastern United States.

A gift of John Ringling to

daughter Sharon, born Feb. I.

the

state, they include the

museum of Art, famed for its
collection of Baroque art; the
Asole Theater, only original
18th century Italian theater in

$2 ADM.

Mrs.

James Scott, Sr., from whose

home on S. Owen St., Mrs.
Behnke is making short trips.

H.P. LOVECRAFT

Last week found her

$2 Adm.

nal i.OiL09:11:03Cina
13:1:RB glaak-Ri nitriotmIE@gi

the home of Amy's son,
Robert Behnke and his family.

themselves with a trip to a

visiting the Everett Dovales,
also previous Mount Prospectors,, in the Wilmette home,
and this week Amy went to

-#.71k

:

business, and a lot of women's

animal medicine committee for the open house to be presented
today and tomorrow by students in the College of Veterinary
Medicine of the University of Illinois at Urbana. This program
is part of the all -university centennial open house, March 7-9.

budgets (if wig owners have
budgets!) have got to cover
the care of additional tresses.

It's not the cost, it's the

upkeep. Several women have
wig investments which run in-

harvest the

one's crowning glory in view
of the price tag on the finish

The Board of Trustees of
Prospect Heights' Old Town

product in the best salons.

Sanitary Dist. passed an

The hair is hand -sewn and
it takes from three to five days
to make a wig, with each hair

ordinance Monday restricting
single-family residence con-

nections to the proposed

individually knotted onto a
silken base. The human hair
is untinted and unbleached.

sanitary sewer installation.
Connections are forbidden
unless the lot contains an area
of at least 20.000 square feet

It was never washed; always
dry cleaned before and after

-- one half acre.

milady buys it.

This will not affect present
Prospect Heights residents, as
all developed lots are at least

The way some boys are growing their hair, it might not too

farm. Could be history in the
making with John Jones' hair

4.

RII ha'

....

-

SERVICE

designed to use septic tanks

i

Restaurant and
Open 7 Days
Brunch Every Sunday
'til 2 p.m.
Louise Brooks Combo
Fri. & Sat. Nights
"They're Terrific"
Sunday Evening Buffet from
s till 9:30 p.m.
* Midwest Donk Cards Honored

go

:1:
n

Euclid Avenue & Rohlwing Rd.
Arlington Hts. DI.
1/2 Block East of Rte. 58

:02-22 SO

tyro.. Iron, Mi. Prover' Plaxu

/112t
Ofirme4-ruccrs PIZZA
SAME mote -shueig PLACE

161811.tvIcrihrmst Hwy.

CR. 5-244t1
RLZ.9191-gozwE
PICK-UP 02
DELIVERY

AL'S
INN
DELIGHTFUL DINING!

Steaks* Chops° Chicken
Seafood° Lobster Tail

©Fashion
Show Brunch
Emvlty12:3;p..,i

Come To The
...)

Phone 392-3750
18 W. Busse Mt. Prospect, III.

The Arlington ar.....,prqui

on lots smaller than one acre, automated in this jet age, but
effectively
maintain would you believe a coinwill

spaciousness in Prospect
Heights, according to Old

F11e1(11

'0 THE FOUR IMPERIALS
Every Fri. & Sat. Night. Enter-

MG

tainment & Dance Music

Miss Betty Cairl.

MOTOR INN

Smorgasbord
All You Care To E;31!
luncheon- M
,

$1.15

.:;13ui °

o

opm

6465 N. Mannheim
Phone 299-4422

0. ihr. Fe, 5 p m to

Sne

Sun

to

n,

p

m30

p rn

II am to 8 p

PHONE;

Children Under 3 Free

255-4400

CnIdern.3 through a 73, lunch St 35 dinner
Ort.ole damns room o.orlobl lot porn.

Ordinances
Clear Way
For Road Work
3

located in the Grace Gym-

nasium. Each station will

at.

71TCLE. .11.11'13'36"/3
COl lf 13,11,LACE
11:3D0-4 P.M.
.M.

Joe Harris

At The Organ Bar Nitely
Lounge Fri.

STARTINGILI
4 P.M. Daciincmi
D
SAT. NITE
hixttion Mum. Lunrheori Every rdnextbay, 1)0011 PRIZE'S
NORTHWEST
HIGHWAY
Free Birthday
Private Facilities
AND QUENTIN ROAD
For Weddings
Cake When You
LII

Celebrate
With Us!

Sales Meetings
and Banquets.

PALATINE, ILL.

'FL 8-2800

According to D. B.

Stansbury, director of admissions, this situation isn't

atypical but is a reality that

State law requires that

benefit from the junior college

program and who has a high
school diploma or evidence of

capability (as evaluated
through testing) must be

ad-

mitted.

Harper College has a

le-

nient probation system and a
versatile curriculum.

THE HARPER student

may sign up for courses

geared to a four year degree
or graduate work, for two
year vocational training, or
for courses without credit that

Prospect, has been appointed
Midwest regional manager for

Laars Engineers, Industrial

Products Division, manufac-

turers of water heaters and
boilers.

sanitary wastes into state -constructed storm sewers.
Construction on Golf as far

eleven states.

Piel will supervise distribution of industrial products in

through the summer.

Learning Area
Concept Used at
Fairview School
At Fairview School, Mount

Prospect a new type of
learning atmosphere has been
created by "study carrels."

The carrels are formed by
divider which

a fiberboard

separates a table into six com-

partments or carrel areas.

Each carrel can be equipped
with earphones and plugged

Into a tape recorder or

phonograph.
"Talking books," arithmetic

studies lessons are presently
piped into the carrels.
These individual listening

centers have lengthened the

attention span of slow readers,
increased the children's en-

Prospect High
Plans Concert
The Prospect High School
symphony, concert, and stage
bands will perform in a winter
concert Saturday at 8 p.m.. in
the fieldhouse.
Senior soloist Linda Nash,

Mount Prospect, will

highlight the concert, directed
by Howard Sandlund, with an

oboe concerto by Haydn.

Admission is $1 for adults
and 50 cents for students.

THIS SYSTEM gives the
student several chances to get
into the clear. If, however, the

student does not meet these
requirements, he is judged

unable to handle college
material and is dropped.

Men students (102 of 123
on probation are men) face an

even greater problem -- the
draft. The school notifies the
draft board in Des Plaines of
the status of a male student.

hours or more), his

College Testing Program. If
for some reason the student

can't handle the work, he is

referred to the counseling
center again where he may be

placed in another program.

A FIRST semester student

formation specifies whether
the student is full time (12

attendance, the date he

started. and the date he should
receive his degree. It does not.
however, tell if the student is
on probation.
The student's position is
jeopardized only if he is drop-

ped from the enrollment or

carries fewer than 12 hours.

Mothers' March
Conections Off 75%
Collections from the

Mothers' March of Dimes are

down 75 per cent in Mount
Prospect and 70 per cent in
Arlington Heights from last
year report the village
chairmen.

Mrs. Robert Duffy of 818
S. Ridge, Arlington Heights,

and Mrs. Samuel L.

Andelman of Mount Prospect,

are chairmen of the local
to those

Robert R. Piel, 408 S.
Crestwood Ln., Mount

average of 2.

performance before classes
begin through the American

to predict the student's

the couple's ideal.

Piel Piomoted

must have a cumulative

upon his request. This in-

feature a posture of famous
men and women illustrating

Carolyn Dobbins, Arl-

A student can not be on

regular curriculum.
The counseling center tries

campaigns.

highway, and prohibit the

have helped to eliminate many
classroom distractions, school
officials said.

of food in the Northwest

.ous. Nadi{ piano bar nightly

* DINNERS

struction work can begin on
a road, prohibit parking on
the north side of Golf, prohibit encroachments on the

0 ELLIE'STEN

Just South of Higgins Rd.

*LUNCHEONS

Dinner. 52.15

ington. High School will use

will be held March 19. at the dance Saturday, 8:30 - 11:30
McArthur School. on Palatine p.m.
Students will meet their
Rd., just west of Schoenbeck
dates at stations, categorized
Rd.. at 8 p.m.
by computer card numbers,

thusiasm for learning and

Itt.mtiurant and Cork tail Lounge

°

n

Students from Arlington

The next public meeting the computer's results for a

el The Finest Menu + Selection

The House of Plenty

Evergreen & Miner 392-5585

Puterized dance?

cerning the proposed success in business? Do you

fact drills, and taped social

SwedishHouseal-.°.taj

Open 7 Days a Week

FOR RESTAURANT
GUIDE ADVERTISING

Parties & BanqUets

Businessmen's Luncheons.

Arlington Heights
CALL:

CL 5-4300

For a Fun Filled Evening that You'll Long Remember,

OLD TOWN

Everything is becoming

"WE ARE VERY grateful
residents who did
contribute but unfortunately
many were not given the op-

they did not have enough
volunteers to contact every
home in their villages.

Residents who have not yet

contributed may return their

Emergency Mail Appeal

envelopes as soon as possible.
Contributions will be credited

to the Arlington Heights or

Mount Prospect Mothers'
March of Dimes.

Gilbert Attends

Ohio Parley

portunity to support the

On Economics

Duffy.
"This is a disappointment

Dr. Edward H. Gilbert,
Sup-erintendent of High

March of Dimes," said Mrs.

to me as chairman but more
important, it is a great liability to March of Dimes programs. The money we hoped
to raise was already earmark-

School Dist. 214 was one of
a group of educators who

finance birth defects
research," said Mrs.

sponsored by the Joint Council on Economics Education,
a national organization, and

ed to support the Birth
Defects Centers and to
Andelman.

THE CHAIRMEN said

participated in a regional conference on economics education in Columbus, Ohio, Feb.
29 and March 1.

The conference was

six state councils.

tasemant

endar

mountable median strips. Left
turn lanes will be provided at
major intersections. The work

6 DINNERS

1115 E. Hand Howl

-

begin this spring. The improvement will widen the road

LUNCHEONS

fresh Strusvhero Pie
1' complete (.arm -Out Srrcire

schools, perhaps visit the campuses during the summer, and
finally apply in September.

west as HiLusi is expected to

Cocktail Lounge

4 of. di ' t4IN1..4 t r-

famous for Our

School guidance counselor
and director of the Prospect

is expected to continue

ev

FC1 0 FC.171 S
nrir-In

According to D. Lindemann, Prospect High

to four lanes with sur-

trela/v0

Arlington Heights

NEW NAME!

-

ARLINGTON")

602 W. Northwest Highway

questions.

`Computerized'
ance Sat. At
of Arlington High

the sanitary district board.
THIS MEASURE, coupled
with state and county legislation preventing issuance
building permits for homes

discharge of industrial and
)

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL

Fries

WE'VE
GOT A

Ni

3405 ALGONQUIN RD.

Slaw
to Golden French

DINNER
CARRY OUT

,

at THE PIANO BAR NITELY

of Sole
COMPLETE

..

RESl'AURANT
8; COCKl'AIL LOUNGE

.,,Phirl,,

las

c

For llesv. Phone 259-5000

ST 55;0 Creamy'Cole

the student's and his parent's

Junior College arc on pro-

tinue investigating the prepare the student for the

and Mount Prospect Rd. were
passed Tuesday by the village
board of trustees.
The ordinances, which are
required by the state division
of highways before any con-

*ALEX REEVES

0 Tasty Fillet

facilities, and costs,and answer

ting encroachments and( ington High School senior, is
drainage along the Golf Rd. chairman of the dance
right of way between 1-0ka committee.

.

TEN SPEC11AP.
i.he Fish You ewe 1.0 eal

probation for more than two
semesters and after two years

After discussing college

Three ordinances restric-

Li.

I

anyone over 18 who would

$900,000 sanitary sewer get angry easily?"
system to be voted on in a The student council at Arl-

.....

RESTAURANT

uniqueness of his school, in-

residents' questions con- think are the means of

DRIN
AKONQ
r,,.

1.99.

town atmosphere of the coin-

*- The top Spots in the Northwest Suburbs is,
2

must be faced due to the col-

prospects with the representatives, the students will con-

close together, according to

I

lege's open door policy.

nursing school.

munity by building houses too

I

ferent classrooms. The

this size.

.

BY BETSY BROOKER

A second semester student
will be put on probation if his
grade average is between 1.30
and 1.74.
A third semester student is
placed on probation if his
average is between 1.60 and

program, 72.8 percent of the
students in Dist. 214 continue
their education in a four year
college, a junior college or a

referendum March 23.

1:rk,

bation.

Town Sanitary Dist. President and Forest View High Schools
were matched by the CompuRichard Schuld.
District trustees passed the dance Co. in California after

on Susie Smth!
:

March 12.

The move was made to ordinance at a regularly answering such questions as:
prevent future developers. scheduled meeting, which was "Do you believe in kissing on
from destroying the small opened to the public to answer I the first date? What do you

long before they too start a

)v1.

a C.

cluding course programs,
Bill Bischoff, son of Mr. and Mts. William C. Bischoff,
4 N. William St., Mount Prospect, is chairman of the small

Wigs have become big

grow hair and

student body -- at Harper

representative will explain the

beauty salon. Some, however,
now just take their hair to the
stylists and leave it.

Cag§ege Sffu.adellas
1Probearmo,
After one semester, 123
students -- 7 per cent of the

students may meet with the
representatives of their three
preferences, stationed in dif-

lot of women pamper

7% (of HorpeT
at Harper will be put on probation if his grade average is
between and 1.49 -- with
equalling a D and 2 equalling

There will be three half-

It's Friday, and the day a

Page 9

Prospect and Wheeling High
Schools. Forest View, Arlington, and Elk Grove High
School students will meet at
Forest View High School on
hour sessions in 'which the

T.N.T. (This' That)

And there's another angle.

plus

THE HUDSEN
BAY CO.

Phoenix. La Canada, Calif., is

ting. Incredibily cheap for

to Amy is

Hostess

SATURDAY NITE

parents of four live in

the history of circus en- crop for, as low as $5 a cut-

with friends here.

THE SHAPE

Behnke and her husband,

District Sets Sewer
Connection Limits

the Museum of the Circus,
first of its kind dedicated to

a point to return for visits

plum

School for students of,

The former Mary Kay

There are hair farms in
Europe, and a women may

$1,500,000
Venetian Gothic palazzo, and
a

IN AND AROUND Mount
Prospect for a vacation is
Mrs. Kenneth Behnke, early
resident ,in Mount Prospect,
who although she now lives in
Scottsdale, Ariz., has made it

H.P. LOVECRAFT

The March. 11 session will

be held at Prospect High

up on

011d1 7owini Sanitary

tertainment.

FRIDAY NITE

Wisconsin to catch
news of friends there.

at 8 p.m.

four figures, and not
American; the Ringling to
$29.95!
resident,

frerre3m/SwKlmr--..1,

...,ronrrtfantlerf LT;

Irmr.,-",-...rrerr 5nr.,,r-rrrlrrren

MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE, 115 N. Evergreen, Arlington
Heights.

Thoroughly Modern Millie - Weekdays -- 5 and 8 p.m.;
Saturday - 2, 5:15 and 8:30 p.m.; Sunday -- 2, 5, and 8
p.m.

CATLOW THEATRE, 116 W. Main, Barrington.

Wait Until Dark

Friday and Saturday - 7:30 and 9:30

p.m.; Sunday -3 and 8 p.m.; Monday and Tuesday -- 8 p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly Friday 7:30 p.m.;

For the best coverage
- and the finest service
use DAY PUBLICATIONS.

Saturday - 3:15 and 8 p.m.; Sunday - 2:15 and 7:15 p.m.;

Call Bob Main 255-4400

Monday and Wednesday -- 9:05 p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday

-7 p.m.
Grand Slam - Friday - 5:30 and 10:15 p.m.; Saturday

5:15 and 10:40 p.m.; Sunday - 5:15 and 10:15 p.m.; Monday
and Wednesday -- 7 p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday -- 9:45 p.m.
GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.

Guide for the Married Man - Daily -- 3:20, 6:50 and 10:20
p.m.

Divorce American Style - Daily -- 1:30, 5 and 8:30 p.m.

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount
Prospect.

To Sir With Love - Daily 2, 5:50 and 9:40 p.m.
Rosie - Daily - 4:12 and 8:02 p.m.
PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.

Sol Madrid - Weekdays - 6:30 and 9:45 p.m.; Saturday
- 3:55, 7:05 and 10:15 p.m.; Sunday - 3:25, 6:35 and 9:45

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HLARING
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ZONING

BOARD OF APPEALS WILL CONSIDER A REQUEST FOR VARIATION

IN SIDEYARD ON THREE LOTS IN
DLINROVEN SUBDIVISION.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a

public hearing will be held Monday,
March 25, 1968, at 8:00 P.M. In the
Municipal Building, 33 South ArlRoad, Arlington
ington Heights
Heights, Illinois by the Zoning
Board of Appeals of Arlington

Heights to consider a request for a
variation with regard to sideyard
from the strict terms of the Compre-

p.m.

hensive Zoning Ordinance on pro-

The Fearless Vampire Killers
Weekdays - 8:15 p.m.;
Saturday 5:35 and 8:45 p.m.; Sunday - 1:55, 5:05 and 8:20

perty legally described as follows.
Lots 131, 133 and 142 in Arlington

Terrace Unit No. 3, a subdivision in

p.m.

the

PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.

Fiftwilly - Weekdays and Saturday - 7:19 and 9:19 p.m.;
Sunday - 3:19, 5:19, 7:19 and 9:19 p.m.
RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
Prospect.

Cool Hand Luke - Friday and Saturday - 1:30, 3:45, 6,

8:20 and 10:30 p.m.; Sunday through Thursday - 2:05, 4:30,
7 and 9:30 p.m.

Northeast

and

Northwest

quarter of Section 21, Township 42
North, Range 11 East of the Third
Principal Meridian in Cook County,
Illinois.
Commonly

described as 1830
Forrest Lone, 1831 Stratford Road

and 2010 Robin Hood Lane, in Arlington Heights, Illinois.
Interested persons will be given an
opportunity to be hoard.

THEATRE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ZONING

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount

JOHN KIRKLAND,

Prospect.

Barefoot in the Park - Friday and Tuesday through Thursday - 8:30 p.in.; Saturday - 7:30 and II p.m.; Sunday 7:30 p.m.

BOARD OF APPEALS

Chairman
Published In
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Friday, March 8, 1968
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24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost and Found
Lash 8 mo. old bloc' cat, white

paw., chest & tip of tall. Vic.
St. Jamas. 392.0960 aft. 3:30.

CLASSIFIED

Lost: Pioneer Pk area, am. dark
gray cat, front paws declawed.

INDEX

Reward. CL 9.1158.

FOUND -watch found on grass
near St. Paul Gym; School St.
Air Conditioning

Call CL 3-1688.

.. 35
75

Apartments
rt
To Exchange

Business Opportunities
Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Services
Card of Sympathy
Cord of Thanks
Cemeteries 8 Lots

Paint Store in Northwest
suburb.

KIT

Also part time salesman.

29

P.O. Box 1961
York, Pa. 17405

... 36

21 -Situations Wanted -Men

22 -Situations Wanted Women
do ironing

Will

FOR

... 65

824-

Real Estate Apt Building .. 85
Real Estate Bus Property ... 89

MACHINE
DRAFTSMAN

MACHINIST

24 -Help Wanted Men

BODIED MAN
for clean shop work and
delivery of oak moldings and
doors to builders in local
area.
consider

Will

permanent

part time.'

semiconductors.

Arco Electronics,
Inc.
439-8100

CREDIT

TECHNICIAN
out

Electronic

testing

and sorting instruments.
Prefer trade -school gra-

duate with some industrial experience. Permanent position for right
man. Liberal employee
benefits.

MAGNAFLUX CORP.
7301 W. AINSLEE

to

DAY WANT ADS

ence

in

mence

industrial or comcredit. High School

S. !Willis

1150

grad., excellent company benefits, 371/2 hour week.

775-2550

ARLINGTON

Technic i an

255-7200

,22

Our tremendous growth in the
manufacturing of electronic

fabrication, hos created a
new position for a Q. C, technician. This position will report to our Q. C. Manager and
hove the responsibility of
supervising the inspection personnel in one of our production departments. Should have
experience in mechanical and
electro - mechanical inspection procedures Send resume
in complete confidence to

255-4400

lications, 217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington

Alterations

COST

$3.15 for 3 days

pears in the regular Wednesday

ON MEN'S WEAR
Remodeling, 'Relining,

CHECK YOUR ADS!
Enclosed

department at
ono in order that correction
can be made. In the event of
etre, of omission, the newspaper will be responsible for
ONLY
the first incorrect
Insertion and only to the exclassified

tent of the space that The ad
Errors
will be
recitthed by republication
for one insertion,

is

S

notify us at once. Garrettions are

accepted

by pharre.

9 to 9 weekdays ft,'9 to t2
Saturdays.

Address

'City
State
Phone

MAIL TO:
THE ARLINGTON DAY
1217 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.

'Arlington Heights, III.
PHOt'JE:

255-7200
PHONE 255-7200

Ecklund Floor Service
Pleats

ed.

CL 9.0849

We Don't
BUY ok SELL CARS
We Specialize in QUALITY BODY

FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR
TOWING SERVICE.

COMMERCIAL
MULTI -ENGINE

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

Fully insured.)
Sholl Decorating

$17.95

Photography

DO YOU HAVE THE DESIRE

255-4400

individual or group.
Whether you are 13 or 103 you
will enjoy the satisfaction of
singing from the heart. We do
not guarantee a 2nd Caruso
either

cleans

clean

;55.3642

Catering

J

WINTER PRICES

Cement Work by Vito Pelagio.
Garages,
Stairs,
Driveways,
Patios. Free estimates.

Call 253-5048

Moving

Radio -TV Repair

Moving

358.9710

Save 50%

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
to
order. Alterations. Near

255.0348
Randhurst.
Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, fur coats; re-

SAVE YdUR EYESI

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.

Murals

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's

Beautify your home for Easter.

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under $45.

.

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black 8 white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. His.

17 S. Evergreen

CI 5-5692

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.
CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL

Arlington Hts.
255-4062
Limited spring openings.
'

Painting -Decorating

766-1943

Dressmaking -Sewing

Sewer Service

SEWER TROUBLES?
All types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service
837-2345

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators
3 Generations
Decorating in the finest
Scandinavian tradition.

CL 9-0495

pair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255.8161
Graduate designer So. American
school,
fashion
perfect alterations. Reas. 358-7791.

Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone call takes

Alterations & Fittings
by Professional in my home.
Appointment only.
437.6588

Top quality materials & careful

care of home maintenance?
* Painting: Interior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
'New Method Carpet Cleaning
' floor Care for Home & Office
workmanshIp.

481-4651

Small

Cabby's Plumbing
Repair Service

CL 3-5964.

529-2840
Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL 5-4833
CL3.4182

service.

Plumbing '

All Types & Fireplaces

438-8387

in

PRODUCTION AND OFFICE

Plastering

LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE
DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall -to -Wall,
new or used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

392-6817

lobs a specially. Free estimates
,255-3823

Masonry

Is On The Move

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

Fast

SW/CT© OLA
Schaumburg

Pianos - Organs

Ned Williams

Wheeling
537-2180

250 N. 12th St.

.At

Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

is now offering vocal training

Carpet Installation

,

Arlington Day 255-7200
Or
Prospect Day 255-4400,

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118

to sing? Carter School of Music

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Wall Papering.

Meyers
Brick 8 Masonry

Concrete Work

Call

CL 5-8239 CL 3-5050

CL 3.5592

$9.95 & up. 894-5722

3000 DUNDEE RD. NORTHBROOK, ILL.

3r.tar WANT ADS

Instructions
Violin Lessons - Advanced &
beginners. New easy method

Call "the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
lob too small. 766.8034

AIRCHARTERS AVIATION SCHOOL

Nothing will sell it faster
than the

358.9038

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

Have your license by summer
For Details CALL

(Located at Skyharbor Airport)

Wayne's Furniture Service

however we do guarantee an
exploration 'into the wonderful
world of the voice. For further
info contact Mr. Carter, 27 W.
Prospect, Mt. Prospect, or call

Special

S20 Paints Most Rooms

Refinishing, repairs, burns &
scratches removed. FL 8-4543.

4E -7-.4141E.

AmmemisisimmENENEENF

Furniture Refinishing

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359-1906

Winter

if11/aniff7r1 AC

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.

Carpet Cleaning

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
GROUND INSTRUCTION

Name

requires.

Please' check your ads and

overtime
insurance
automatic raises

Average rm. sanded, sealed 8
finished. 51 9.95
766-4687

Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten

272-4000 or 273-5775 ext. 56

edition.

their advertisement and in
rase of error to 'notify the

paid holidays

st paid sick leaves

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

Hts., Ill. 6005

AIRLINE PREPARATORY

in "Market Day" if your ad op -

Advertise** are requested to
check the first insertion of

2 weeks paid vacation
CL3.4182

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

This includes one FREE Insertion

PLEASE

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

No experience necessary

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

age words per.line. 12 average
words equal a 3 line cd.

ADVERTISERS

layoffs due to weather.

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400

J. J. cr; Brien Constr.
Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5-5056

Count. words and figure, 4 oiler -

MEN

Ray's Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black 8 white)
16 Tn. of Expert Service
Arl. Hts.
17 S. Evergreen
Cl 5-5692

Carpentry -Remodeling

PROSPECT

for

Catering
CL 5-4833

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Cajapbell 259-6160

24

JOBS

component parts and metal

FAA approved - V.A. approved

PRIVATE
INSTRUMENT

392-3500

Come in now for permanent full time jobs, No

vices offered by reputable business people in your community. Call one NOWI

FLIGHT TRAINING

23

MOUNT

1

GET RESULTS

Consult this daily guide of reliable ser-

20
21

O'Hare Field

Let us help make your DAY!

19

HEIGHTS

1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

AVIATION

I

18

BEFORE 4 P.M.

MFG. CORP.

BUSI
Senewies 15:40aacmacztr

Auto Repair

17

METHODE

BUTLER

III.

Wheeling,

WANT ADS

205 S. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge
An Equal Opportunity Employer

15

TODAY

growing electronics firm.

An equal opportunity employer

SQUARED COMPRNY

23 -Instruction

23 -Instruction

16

crease in business and a build
ing expansion. Excellent possibilities for aggressive in-

not necessary -will
train. Must have own transportation.

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

GET RESULTS
14

new positions due to an In-

Experience

Box 1139, The Day PubAn Equal Opportunity Employer

12

13

production helpful. These ore

OPERATIONS

(1 blk. N. of Lawrence)
Chicago
UN 7-8000

11

cal and electro - mechanical

APPLY IN PERSON TO

A position offering challenge
and growth opportunity to the
person who is analytically in-

Custom build and check

DAYS

basic assembly blueprints Experience in mechani-

pret

..

ELECTRONICS
4

CALL

the ability to read and inten

AVIATION

dividuols to advance with a

Q. C.

8

ing and interesting positions
open for prototype production
assemblers. Applicants should
Possess mechanical skills and

Phone LE 7-2510

3

6

component manufacturer has two very reward-

Electronic

Northbrook

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

CALL

Mt. Prospect
392-9168

2

5

TECHNICIANS

272-6060

clined and who has experi-

YOUNG ABLE

3. Include your address or
phone number.

Wonted To Rent

hour week and other

CALL MR. REISENER

CORRESPONDENT

2. Include the price

.. 102

1

371/2

company benefits.

DISPATCHERS &

528-7665

Vacation Plates
Wanted To Buy

PRODUCTION

product design. Profit sharing,

to do Shipping and Stock Control of miniature electronic

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

94

Write your ad here. One word on
each line. It's easy. Its fun, and
its profitable.

PROTOTYPE

TUTORING

Resort Properties For Sale ... 91

1. You name the item

Some

work with chief engineer in

opportunity for a
man interested In the fast
growing electronic industry

my home.

in

man, draft
experience,

married

small assembly drawings and
machine part detailing, to

REFUELERS

CASH

Real Estate -Houses

$

Rds.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Excellent

All subjects and languages
taught in your home.

Personals

ONLY

392.0190

STOCK CONTROL.

of

HILLMAN'S
Mt. Prospect Plaza
Rand. Central & Mt. Prospect

5

Young

Experienced & references.
253-3443

QUICK

Devices ... 56

LINES

DES PLAINES

1365 LEE ST,

23 -Instruction

Mobilo Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .. 111
Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools - Child Care
69

77

TOPPS

DISCOUNT STORE

SUBSIDIARY OF SU

Arlington Heights, III.
60005

testing

DRAFTING

APPLY STORE MANAGER:

See Mr. Ellison.

cts, Inc.,

General Molded Pro

Many company
benefits including discount on food.
ess.

Excellent future with top coin.
pony. Good starting salary

Box 1140
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

437.4051, After 4:30 P.M.

Miscellaneous Merchandise .. 32

To Rent, Stores, Off ices
Travel
Trucks, Trailers

APPLY
9-5 MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

components. Will train to do

PART TIME

Home Furnishings Furniture .. 47
Industrial Property
5
In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property

.... 81
To Rent Resort Properties .... 79

Hardware Automotive

exempt.

Emmett L Pate

To Rent Miscellaneous

JANITORS
Pleasant working conditions - paid rest periods. Steady employment, bonus for nite work paid vacation - free life Insurance. Paid holidays - Free hospitalization.

WRITE

27

To Rent Houses

DEPT.

MANAGER

tion.

44

Roams Board Housekeeping .. 70
Situations Wanted Men
21
Situations Wanted Women
22
To Rent Apartments
78
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73

SHIPPING CLERK

MANAGER

$3.15 postpaid or send stamp
,for free sample and informa-

Fraternal Notices
2
Funeral Directors
H. ip Wanted Men
Help Wanted Men or Women
26
.... 30
Help Wanted Women

Real Estate Loans Mortgages
Real Estate Service
Real Estate Vacant
Real Estate Wonted

Stockman
Work near home in well
paying job with a future
in a fast growing busin-

INVENTORY

RAISED WRITING

Grocery

(Hydraulic or electrical experience preferred)

,..

.

NEW MIRACLE DISCOVERY!
Raised
SilVer, Copper letters.

Coins - Hobbies

Office Furniture

SALESMAN

of it by reading "Autos for Sale"
in the Classified Ads. 255.7200

Gold,

Landscaping
Loans Personal, Business
Lost and Found

MAINTENANCE MEN

BUSCH AUTO

IF YOU TREASURE TIME, save lots

Write your name in

Food and Delicacies

WE NEED: - FOR DAY SHIFT

Full Time

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men
Man wanted Monday thru Friday, 12 to 4:30 p.m., Saturday,
10 to 2,30 p.m. Call Mt. Prospect News Agency, 392-1830.

MEN!

358-1234

16

Florists

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

CL 3.6951, after 6 p.m.

3

MEN!

MEN!

pect News Agency, 392.1830.

starting 8 am. quiting 5 p.m.,

66

Doy Comp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment
Employment Agencies Men
Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service -Women
Equipment Rentals

thru

Saturday. Call Mt. Pros-

Transportation needed to & from
N. Arlington Hts. to Ampex Corp.,

.

Page 11

Friday, March 8, 1968HE

Man wanted early a.m. Monday

SERVICE CENTER

14 -Personals

71
Apts and Rooms to Share
Arts and Antiques
.. 20
Auction Sales
109
Aviation
105
Auto Leasing
.. 107
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Repairing and
.
106
Equipment
Auto Trailers 8 Campers .. 1103
Automobile For Sale
.. 101
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange
Boats and Marine Supplies
30
Boat Storage
Building Materials

DAY

124 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Mon

24 -Help Wanted Men

__-

Sewing Machine Repair
DOVE SEWING MACHINE
REPAIR SERVICE

$4.95 your home.

359-3593

*Assemblers
*Wirers and Solderers

*Packers
*Stock Handlers
*Inspectors
*Communications Technicians
*Cafeteria Attendant
*Secretaries and Typists
BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Good Starting Pay
*Automatic Increases
°Low Cost Hospitalization
*Excellent Working Conditions
Good Vacation Plan
°Prof it Sharing
APPLY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
AT'

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
830W. N.W. Hwy.
M. Hts.

259-9440

MOTOROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Roads Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

BARTENDER

Experienced. Full Time
Evening Hours

.24 -Help Wanted Men.

,

24 -help Wanted Men

1

EDDIE'S LOUNGE
.

To Start Work

Women

INSPECTOR
Some experience preferred but will train individual with
knowledge of blueprint reading and simple measuring de-

With minimum supervision you

fitting operations on all kinds
of metal parts and machines.
Also layout work from sketches and written specifications.
Highly diversified work in-

LATHE OPERATORS -Production
EXPERIENCED OR TRAINEES

Start between 4 &

formal train desirable.

Delrin, etc.

APPLY AT

INORGANIC PLASTICS, INC.

VARO OPTICAL

Elk Grove Village, ill:.

439-7400

Lion, life insurance, and profit sharing.

CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB - AAA
Our relocation to new modern office requires additional soles men to handle increase of business.

ings averaging between $10,000 and $12,000.

Qualified men will immediately handle a sizeable amount of
renewal business, and constant growth guarantees future
earnings. Prefer experienced salespeople - car necessary.
Des Plaines,

VARO INC

for

An equal opportunity employer

Light Assemblers
d

Si

Mach i nel)perators

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
2nd Shift Bonus

ASSEMBLERS

APPLY

275 12th St.
U.N. Alloy Bldg.
Wheeling, III.

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
AT

537-9436

MOTOROLA

Vz block North of Dundee
3/4 Mile west of Wolf Rd.

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

SIVL

POWER TOOLS

An equal opportunity employer

senior

The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,
engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

I

to work in an atmosphere of

perience in mechanical or
electrical -mechanical drafting.

* Free $10,000 medical hospital plan and life
insurance.
* Free sick pay insurance.
* Rest periods
* Attendance bonus
* Automatic 3 month increases

You will work with our en-

accountants

new products for the growth

To $13,400

gineering
department, developing creative ideas into

of the firm. Excellent advancement potential.

MFG. CORP.

824-6135

Call

One of the highest paying companies
in the industry

I

26 -.Help Wanted Men or
Women

392-3500

GENERAL MOLDED

PRODUCTS, INC.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.
1365

LEE

ST.

27 -Employment Agencies Men

assistant

COOK ELECTRIC COMPANY

Women

--

Palatine,

Base rate with automatic increases
every 90 days

600-800 per month

Opportunities for higher rated jobs
based on seniority and qualifications

No seasonal layoffs
Night shift differential
Air conditioned plant

interviewing

SENSE

YOU MAKE DOLLARS

Free major medical insurance
Free disability income insurance
Low cost group life insurance
Company paid pension plan
Liberal vacation and 8 paid holidays

Free Life Insurance
Paid Vacations
9 Paid Holidays
Clean Modern Plant

FIRST SHIFT, 8 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.
MOTHER'S SHIFT, 9 A.M. - 3 P.M.
SECOND SHIFT, 4:30 p.m. -1 a.m.

OFFICE

* STOCK HANDL-

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

*MACHINISTS
* SHEAR

MIXERS

* PAPER
WRAPPERS

INTERVIEWER

*SECRETARIES

SALES TRAINEE
$525 to $650
Car Plus Expenses
Employer Pays Fee
Young man, no degree required, to service established, protected territory and acquire
new accounts. Complete training program. Any job you have
ever held which required any
public contact qualified you
for this growth opportunity.
The lad who had..the territory

hated to give it up but they
made him district manager.
Ask for Frank Victor, 827-7706

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL

(Part time shift 5:30 p.m. -11 p.m.)

Cumberland Office
Center

OPERATORS

380 E. Northwest Hwy.

GUARD

Des Plaines, III.

OPERATOR

* CLERK TYPISTS
WE ARE NOW INTERVIEWING ON
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY EVENINGS 'TIL 8 P.M.

Di BRUNING°
MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60056

255-1910
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

100-$130 to start
Nationwide

The Personnel Office is located on the west side of the building.
Interviewing hours are:
Monday thru Friday, 8 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.

organization

expanding their customer
relations department to the
is

northwest suburbs. Our client
will train two self confident,
dynamic men in their ultra
modern offices.
ADVANCEMENT UNLIMITEDI

827-7706

Hallmark'
Cumberland "
Office Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.
28 -Employment Agencies Women

MEET FAMOUS
RACING DRIVERS!
ALL PUBLIC. CONTACT
COMPLETE'TRAtNING
Your boss is mpchaniapl expert
on Sport cars. Fintiousracers from

all over seek him out for car in-

spection, new features, etc.
YOU'LL MEET THEM ALLI Answer

phones, set the day's op-

polntments (tell boss who is com-

ing in & when) type letters, do
detail. It'S a Iniq qobf.A lot of
fun tool FREE IVY, 7215 W.
Touhy, SP 4.8585, '4942 N.
Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

AIRLINE'
RESERVATIONS

Sharp girl to wprk in complete
training prograin. Frde travel,
all expenses paid:18:45 age.

CALL 392-2700

,

Holmes &-Asoc.
Randhurst Snapping Ctr.
Professional Lepel Suite 23A

PICK YOUR -SPOT
CLOSE TO HOME
Age 18-55
"We Cover All Suburbs"

t

Sisoe.t.6-

INTERVIEWING SATURDAY, MARCH 9th

9 A.M. -2 P.M.

Call Rick Miller'

Miss & Mrs. Office Girl

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

Division of Addressograph Multigraph Corporation
1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD

relations

STENOGRAPHER
EOHAFTPHER

STOCK HANDLERS

of conditions we- know

SECRETARIES
TYPISTS.

client

*BILLING MACHINE

spots we have in machine shop
assembly inspection, tool room
maintenance etc. and you'll
once again enjoy going to
work. We screen your lob
openings to assure you the

Personnel

* PERSONNEL

ERS

FREE
Taking the blame while your
boss gets credit? Move to a
company that will treat you
like the Management Man
you are. You'll fit one of the

you want.

SECOND SHIFT
PLANT

$600-$1,000

kind

PARAMOUNT
259-7330

a year

ASSEMBLERS

FOREMEN

in-

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

Free Blue Cross & Blue Shield Med-

Assembly experience desired but not essential since we will train.

AND BRUNING MAKES SENSE

safety

Excellent Benefits!

We have openings for:.

AND

and

spections with a national firm.
Present personnel manager
will relocate upon completion
of your training.

Stable employment

* CHEMICAL

FED UP

management negotiations,

ical insurance

Base rate plus bonus earnings

* ASSEMBLERS

PARAMOUNT
'259-7330

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
36 So. State -St,
..,Chicago

personnel

Join the world's largest manufacturer of telephone protection equipment for the
independent telephone industry. Full time employment with Cook Electric provides:

Regular Salary Reviews
Merit Advancement
Free Retirement Plan
Low Cost Hospitalization

.

DES PLAINES

26 -Help Wanted Men or

Women

DOLLARS

RALPH McGUIRE

1700 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadows

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Women

No relocation, no travel. Our
nationwide (20 plant) client
is hiring for their ultra:modern
facilities here in the'rtarthwest
suburbs. Work on special assignments with a 'totally diversified organization. All information confidential.

METHODE

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Des Plaines, Ill.

should have 2 to 5 years ex-

CALL HAROLD MATHESON NOW!

ehe ha/A-rafters coo

Cumberland
Office Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.

Participate in high level labo'r

26 -Help Wanted Men o

Women

component manufacturer, looking for an individual
tronics

VALUABLE TRAINING GIVEN

200 E. Daniels Rd.
26-klelp Wanted Men cr

We are an expanding elec-

minimum
supervision
with
maximum
opportunity
for
personal growth. Applicant

.

827-7706

Hallmark

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY -

259-9600

inquiry

Your

Personnel

INJECTION & COMPRESSION
PLASTIC MACHINE OPERATORS

Contact Mr. Pinder.
Weekdays 8:30 AM to 5 PM

26 -Help Wanted Men or

status.

handled in strict confidence.

DRAFTSMAN

BENEFITS:
oXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

Superior Company
Benefits

Profit Sharing

Women

8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

BILL of MATERIAL WRITERS
DRAFTSMEN

PACKERS

$950
EMPLOYERS PAY
OUR.FEES
We are staffing for 7 account-

3 hours can qualify you; anything over 12 hours makes

,26 -Help Wanted Men c.

MOLDERS

TECHNICAL WRITERS

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

IN WHEELING

JOBS OFFER:

.Seniors

Call Dick Mole

(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)

POWER TOOLS

Juniors
$600

ing positions with new divisions
Of leading national companies.

DESIGN

®SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

ELK GROVE

cu.

Women

TAB OPERATOR

2nd ShiftOpenings

lications, 217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington

.

26 -Help Wanted Men

27 -Employment AgenciesMen

ACCOUNTING

Contact MR. REYNOLDS -827-1186
1789 Oakton Street

Des Plaines

-

Box 1139, The Day PubHts., III.60005

The Ideal .Company

for your. future

dinates. Excellent fringe benefits including profit sharing.
Send resume in complete confidence to

High earnings selling memberships, auto insurance and financing. Guaranteed $600 per month salary with 1st year earn-

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

259.8100
Mt. Prospect

of two inspection
departments through suborpervision

hafficrehiers coo

'1500 Birchwood

procedure, gaug-

ing, material control, and su-

Wheeling, Ill.

WINGS & WHEELS

responsibility for quality control, setting up all mechanical and electro - mechanical
inspection

215 E. Prospect Ave.

MOT

1 Q.C. lob ope9. This Is a staff
position reporting directly to
our General Manager. Duties
consist of assuming plant wide

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
.

PHONE - MISS DONNA
686-7630

ent manufacturer has its No.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

1150 S. Willis Ave.

automatic typewriter, Regular company benefits.

Progressive electronic compon-

439-7600

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalizo

Good Stqrting Pay
and Many Benefits

Permanent positions - no lciyoffs. New air conditioned plant.
Many fringe benefits including company paid profit sharing.

150 Gaylord St.

GENERAL FACTORY

train on .exciiirig new

Will

Manager

for appointment

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

volving very close tolerances. 5
to 10 years experience or

Clean work machining flourocarbon plo'sticsr Teflon, Kel-F,

TYPISTS
FULL OR PART TIME

call

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

will perform machining and

vices.

Ir

IMMEDIATELY

MACHINIST

'

i

Q.C.

in new Elk Grove plant.
EXPERIENCED OR TRAINEE

26 -Help Wanted Men or

24.41e1p Wanted Men

Jang

MEN WANTED

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
253-1320

24 -Help Wanted Men

1

-

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

PI

PARAMOUNT
259-7330

An Equal Opportunity Employer

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also

A Plans for Progress Company

36 So. State St.

Chicago

Salaries $32.5;to3800

207 N. Evergreen
Arlington Heights

DIAL 392-6100.

if

28 -Employment AgenciesWomen

30-Hoip Wanted Women
HOUSEWIVES -PART TIME

Earn extra money In your spare
time. 255-7996 after 6.

TRAIN TO BE

appts , take messages. No
PLETE BEGINNER You need some

Operator

own trans., references. CL 9-3985
after 4:30 p.m.

work

in

cleaning

store.

Should

GIRLS

special

or

experience

background necessary to land

this once in a life time position Greet c I ionts,,,,, -take

messages, typo reports, invoices The plush offices and
friendly people make this

an ideal spot for you.

YOUR AREA

Director

We will completely train
you in unusually clean
and easy factory work.

$2.05-$2.25

NEEDED

May I show you how you can

earn from $3 to $5 an hour? No
parties, no canvassing.
CL 5.8045 after 4 p.m.

Call

.

Per Hour to Start

512aises 1st Year

RESPONSIBILITIES
IN PUBLIC HEALTH

HURRY & CALL

MRS. ALLEN
Salary Open
Apply Finance Director

695-3440

30 -Help Wanted Women
BEAUTY COUNSELORS

call Mrs. Pecoraro.

CL 9-4315

Deputy Village Clerk
of Arlington Heights
experienced
For

secretary seeking variety

and responsibility. Must

your community? Choose your
hours. No canvassing. Guaranteed Income. Call after
4 P.M. Mrs. Pierce. 255-7073

DENTAL
ASSISTANT

and

to 5:30.

p.m. 392-2577
FL 9.32C0

CL 5.1107

German World War 2 souvenirs
wanted for my collection will

Fender solid duosonic guitar,
custom neck $95; 60 watt
amplifier. $85. CL 9-3441
CHECK OUR CLOSEOUT
INSTRUMENT SALE

MOTHERS - earn. $1.75 an hr.
and lunch, filling orders at

Four 14 -Inch chrome reversed

Here Every Wednesday

wheels. 3 weeks old.
259-9438

Supro folk guitar, steel strings,

until

Men's ice skates, size 8, black,
Canadian CCM, like new, good

$64.501

lunch time Il A.M. to 2 P.M.
wsccheokotYosut

Unused 8" glass block, Lester

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
255-2955

back-

McDONALD'S
HAMBURGERS
Wilke & Northwest Hwy.

Spinet piano, & baby
good condition. CL 5-8929.

furn.,

Moving sale: tbl. saw, tools,
tbls, hide -a -bed, bunk beds,
dressers, other hsehold items.,
255-0404

MAIDS

water softeners & water con-

Elk Grove Village

Shorthand, typing, overseas
misc.
shipping documents,

duties. Work in now modern
plant. Profit sharing, pension
plan, paid vacation and hol-

Reasonable. CL 3.0764.

TIMBERLAKE VILLAGr`..
bdrm.apts. Includes heat, hat
water, cooking gas range, refrig.
plus: SWIMMING POOL. Deposits now being accepted for
immediate occupancy.
43;',4100
1444 5,,B1.1SSE.,
1

,

To

LE 7,2510
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

NURSING ASSISTANT - For Any Tour
of Duty

SECRETARY.

Elk Grove Village

345 Scott St.
Elk Grove Village

Age over 30.

METHODE MFG. CORP.

437-0800
Ask for Larry Weeks

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

Interviewer
Personnel
Our well established Mt. Prospect employment office has an
exciting job open. Due to expansion into our fourth office

we need the gal who likes
people, is sales minded, loves

a challenge, and works well
on her own. Unusually high
earnings, 100% phone public

contact and public relations.
We are a 20 year old firm with
great co-workers in a most
pleasant office. We are at 1720
Algonquin (Route 62 at Dempster & Busse) or call 437-5090

PERSONNEL CLERK

accuracy is needed for handling of cash.
Many company benefits
including
IMMEDIATE 20% DISCOUNT

ACCOUNTING
CLERK
FULL OR PART TIME
Interesting and
diversified
in

the

general

area. Some ac-

counting or bookkeeping experience desired. Salary commensurate with
and experience.

background

STOP IN OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

BARRETTCRAVENS CO.
630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Illinois
272-2300

439.5834 aft. 6 or weekends.
Poodles, white toys, 6 weeks,
2 -males,

with

children. $10.
255.7013

ea.

Girls!

or week endi.

Housewives!

WORK IN:
0 New, Ultra -Modern Facilities
o Completely Air -Conditioned Offices
0 Close -To -Home COm pdny

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Work close to home at. Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just

KEY PUNCH

a few minutes drive from your home.

OPERATORS

You'll enjoy our interesting work building prototype models of electronic military equipment.

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road. is just
a few minutes drive from your home.
"'
You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious.
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

tion, major medical and the opportunities for
quick advancement.

Background should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experience a must.

-

bamboo frames. $40.
255-9142
Furniture for

all rooms, living
room, bedrooms, kitchen, & rec.
:room, good cond. 299-3959.

8 piece mahogany dining room

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to offer you and your family.

...

Brick

259-9600

hohe11icrafikals.co.

table, nest of 3 tables. Mahog.
w/leather tops. Table lamps.
Exc. cond. CL 3-6821

Dark Mahog. drop-leaf table,
6 leaves, $75; 5' Credenza $60.
Call 255-4588.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

.

600 HicksRoad, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, IllAn Equal Opportunity Employer
-

Contemoprary wal. veneer bed
rm. set: bkcase dble. bed, dble.
dresser, mirror, chest & 2 nice
tables. Like new, CL 5-8713.
Selling all furn. in apartment;

satin

pieces. 359-1335

Must sell display furniture from
builders' deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.

We're

going places -Join us Enjoy MAGIC MOMENTS with
JOHN O'NEIL IN HAWAII. Two
tours fortling now. For information, call CL 5-0406.

96 -Real Estate Wanted

buy from private
party, 4 or 5 bdrm. & basement
near grammer school. Fl 4.7150
Wanted to

99 -AL tomobile For Sale

'63 Ford Golaxie 390 Convert.
tires $650. 392.9593

'64 Pontiac Catalina Convertible,

automatic, power steering and
brakes, radio, Low mileage.
Very clean. $1450. Ph. 639-7559

well equip, excel. cond.; Call
after 5 p.m., 392-9780.

4 p.m.

COUNTRY COUSIN

nora

ukELsis

IN SHERWOOD

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

4 MODELS

at PALATINE
101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-0744

-

at MT. PROSPECT

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS
Open Sunday 1 to 5 P.M.
539-6221 or 392-3978

900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9030

*Member

MAP.

Multiple

listing Service

Parkhaven Bldrs.

$750. CL 5-3351,

1966 VW sedan OR Karmann
Ghia, must sell one! Best offer.
Call 392-3776'
1963 BUICK RIVERIA in excel.

119 Maple (Hwy. 176)
Mundelein, III. 566-6720

*Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

Roselle

cond. One owner. Low mileage.
$1500. CL 3-6225.

'63 white Cadillac air cond., low
mileage, excel. cond., owner has
2 will consider small car & cash.
253.8263.
1966 Cadillac

sedan

DeVille,

white with black vinyl top, all
extras, tape stereo, under 16,000
miles, $3995. 437-4258.
JEEP DEALER

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES

136 W. Northwest Highway

Barrington, III.

381-6663

Here's a convertible that's led a
sheltered life. Lovingly washed,

waxed and cared for. The

from this 3 bedroom brick ranch. NATURAL FIREPLACE in
22' living room. 14' patio in nicely landscaped back yard.
New 2 car garage. Large 72' lot. Asking $25,500.

Bloomingdale
YOU COULDN'T DREAM
OF A NICER HOME.
4 lovely large bedrooms, 2 full baths, living and formal dining room are carpeted. Beautiful paneled rec room in basement. Attached garage, blacktop drive, located on quiet
street. A good buy at $28,500.

Roselle

spotless interior will delight you.
The bucket seats fit just right. The

automatic transmission is effortless. Power steering makes it
easy to park. Power brakes stop
smoothly with light pressure. The
green body and white top of this
1964 Ford Golaxie 500 XL has
a tranquilizing effect. It has four
like new white wall tires bought
last May. Second season for its
snow tires and wheels. All deluxe

equipment. Locally bought,
serviced and driven less than
32,000 miles. As perfect as a '64
car could be. $1,200. 255-0339.
102 -Trucks, Trailers
CLOSEOUT SALE

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds

WE ARE MOVING

Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, travel trailers, pickup conches &

TO A LARGER HOME
but will miss our 3 bedroom, 11/2 bath bi-level and all the
"deluxe features" built -In, 6 years ago. We hove a beautiful
18'x24' paneled family room and a lovely large kitchen with
dinette. Our home is situated en a nicely landicaped village
lot in a very fine neighborhood. Attached 21/2 car garage.
Asking $33,900.

toppers. Open 7 'days a wk,

Sun. 12 noon to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E.

of McHenry. PH. 815-385:6333

103 -Auto Trailers
Campers
Travel Trailer, 16', self - cont'd.
sleeps 4, awning, Reese straightline hitch inerd. Will accept
camper
on
trade.
$1400,

40% to 60% OFF

09-3970
I 111 -Motorcycles and
Scooters .

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe model
homes. Big savings. -Will separ-

ate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

CALL 358-6800

92 -Vacation Places

'63 AH Sprite. Good condition.
Ready for painting. 2 tops. $500
or best offer. 825-5420 after

OPEN 9 TO 9

773-0252
After 12 Noon

ery.

403 N. Northwest Hwy,
Palatine
359-3400

1964 FORD 2 -DOOR V-8, auto.
trans. Power steering. 1 -owner.

cabinets, sink & lazy Susan; misc.
hsehold items. 392-0960 aft. 5.

Me heincrafMr s i co.

RE

1

$38,900.

$16,500.

Moving to apt: white metal kit.

!!HELP!!

259-9600

g

Economy car. -- 30 miles per
gallon, 1966 MG 1100, 4 pass.,

CONVENIENCE!

antique

frontage.

foot

fireplace, 21/2
basement, 21/2 car attached
garage. See this fine home and
you will want to call it yours.

Dad con walk to train station, kids to school, mom to shopping,

lounge chairs $100 each. 1.63"

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

room with
baths, full

392-6613

quick advancement.

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

Family

kitchen.

2 step tables, coffee table, drum

fer you and your family.

DES PLAINES

P/B, p/S, dual exhaust, like new

4 bedrooms, gracious indivi
dual styling and good basic
design for the growing family.
Living room, separate formal
room, step -saver
dining

Ranch w/paneled kitchen, many
cabinets. Walking distance to
schools.
Fenced back yard.
Only $600 down on FHA.

chairs $20. 3 pieces,

sofa, chairs, dresser, desk,
buffet, chino, etc. 439 -0373 Call between 4-7 p.m.
2 blue outlined floral quilted

'

.

Plum Grove Countryside

25345115

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for

Call, now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

728 Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
358.5560

YOUR FAMILY
WILL LOVE THISI

Studio couch and 2 occasional

sofa chartreuse

sion. $36,900

1966 Ford Galaxie 500 2:door,
auto. trans., good condition $1850.392.5310

set. Best Offer.

$125. All like new decorator's

.

MUNDELEIN
MUNDELEIN MANOR

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

3 pc. indoor patio furriitUre with

Women!

ING RM., .'c:Iwily kitch. with
all built.ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins. All natural woodwork &
slate eat y. Immediate posses.

P/S,

PALATINE

on 100x150' lots

Furniture'

JOIN THE WORK-IN

Rho hallicrafters co.

Contact:. George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

trac. 75x132' lot, 3/4 mi. to depot,
all schls. & pk. with 1/2 mi.
$44,000. 253-0583.

1300 N. on Yale St.

AKC Min. Schnauzer pups. Home
raised. FL 8-2699 after 6

Assembler

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

Randhurst Shopping Cantor
Mt. Prospect

Alley

Romeo. 55 ea. 253-3454.
AKC German Shepherd puppies,
all shots, champion sired.
296.8659
German Shep. pups AKC, Champ
sire,
bred for tempermont.

al

392-3506

WIEBOLDTS

Aluminum siding for easy
maintenance. Excellent landscape. Covered patio. 11/2
car garage. $18,900.

47 -Home Furnishings -

ROLLING MEADOWS

1700 HICKS ROAD

1714 E. E. Northwest Hwy.

Arlington Heights
255.6320 358.1502 894-1330

mother is gentle and exception-

Electronic

METHODE MFG. CORP.

10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.

-

2 Mole mixed breed puppies,

Prototype

CONTROL CASHIER
but

weeks old.

IN TIME FOR EASTER.

ings.

assignments
accounting

ding. rm., 3 kg. bedrms., paneled bsmt. (sunny & dry), Irg. encl.
porch, 2 frplcs., 3 -car gar., at-

registered.
female. 437-2129.

WE OFFER

Must like public contact. Light

Experience not required

temperament, shots. 639-9728.

AKC

Bonus & incentive jobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits

THE FORD EMPLOYMENT

work and pleasant surround-

LE 7-5700

Barrington, Ill.

Poodle pups, AKC, healthy, home

electronic company.

appointment.

Enjoyable

Whelling

1020 Noel Avenue
SP 5-4300

We have just opened a large modern addition to our plant
which is complete with lunch room, large clean locker rooms,
excellent lighting, and a central heating and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary in the assembling of
our electronic component products. Advance with a growing

for further Information or an

required.

TA

The opening of our new plant addition has created additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the
following
ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS
MACHINE OPERATORS
(Some part time positions available)

..0

ARL. HTS. - STONEGATE

Ma - Terrier and Pa

MT. PROSPECT
4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full basement, att. 21/2 car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

Realtors

real

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
DU 1-3434
Spacious all face brk., center
entr. Colonial, livg. rm., kit.,

Service. 358-9233.
Mixed puppies, 6

Annen & Busse

KOERNER

SHARP 3 BEDROOM
RANCH HOME

YOUR FAMILY will appreciate
this 5 bedroom home overlooking a wild life refuge. It is the
last house on a dead end street

126 W. Main

Poodles AKC apricot min. male,

above.

570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove
439-4700
104 E. NortlfWest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
255-9111
28 E. Northwest Hwy., Arl. Hts.
253-1800

Priced at $17,900.

$43,500

bred, people lovers, sweet

family

apt.

living room & hall. Low taxes.

area.

Northwest

-

and only 3 miles from the village.

Equipment

baths,

with

$7,500 each.

ranch located near
schools and short walk to shopping. Beautiful carpeting in

86 -Real Estate -Houses

_

3

den, 2 fireplaces, 3 car

room

panty. Call 439-7600 ext. 27
After 6 p.m. FL 8-2699

4 mos. Also toy puppies. Stud

WOMEN

BRIGHT
and cheery is the cute 3 bed-

or 2 bedroom furnished Apt.
Prefer 1st floor. April 1st occu-,

35 S. Vail, Arlington Hts.

Experienced - good typing skills, shorthand helpful. Should have good telephone communication.

onial home,

residential
Two
building sites. 80

1

44 -Dogs, Pets and

Overhead Door Co.

typing

Wanted

THE CHANDELIER

SALES

& tack room. 5 bedrm. Col-

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

vices. Call 255-7624 after 5 p.m.

Terrific Reductions
Come in and Save

in

Per-

pasture, riding area, huge barn

Personal & Effective Service
259.1500
Open 9 to 9
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

Young couple seeks furnished
apt. for about 2 months beginning mid -Mar. No kids, pets, or

We are closing out our complete
inventory of Antiques.

Hills.

fect horse farm with fenced

82 -Wanted To Rent

ANTIQUES

CONTACT NURSING CARE OFFICE
437-5500, Ext. 633

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.

Good road connections. Low
rent, 359-4444 or 566-7226.

34 -Arts and Antiques

Barrington

lovely

Member: M.A.P. Mull.
List. Sere.

ii40.311(s :70,,,.

Heights,

fice. Phone answering service.

Stritch Hdll, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(employee's entrance on
Biesterfield Rd.)
437-5500, ext. 591 or 592

Wheeling

1150 S. Willis

Arlington

Clean, lite, air conditioned of-

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

STAFF NURSE -- LPN

BOOKKEEPER

Owner
moving to
Minneapolis. Anxious to sell,
$26,950.

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

March 16 from
9 am to 7:30 pm

A'4 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Join

30 acres' of rolling hillside

school.

A & P Shopping Center.
Models open 10.6 p.m.
Weekdays
12-5 p.m. Saturdays & Sundays
For rental information Call:
Model PH. 253-0800; Chicago weekdays only - 267-7270

600 SeeGwun, Mt. Prospect

Many company benefits including profit sharing.

moving
to
Barrington. Coll
381-4670 aft. 6 p.m. or call
945.6705 when in Louisville.

wall carpeted living rm. & formal entertaining size dining
"L". Countrysize kitch. Draperies. Short walk to elementary

APTS.
2 bdrm Ph baths,

pliances.

2nd & 3rd SHIFT

SUPERVISOR - for P.M. Tour of Duty

FULL TIME

GOOD VALUE
3 twin
size bedrms., large
family rm. Spacious wallto-

Willow, Palatine Rds. Behind

Mt. Prospect Community Center

NEEDED

Like

We need you if you are a:

Elk Grove Village Area

Baird & Warner
220 E. Northwest Hwy., Ad. Hts.
392.1855

COUNTRY CLUB

ANTIQUES FAIR

RUMMAGE SALE
ODDS AND ENDS
CONTRIBUTIONS

THE ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL FAMILY?

APPLICATION
ENGINEERING
CORP.

fices. Only $21,000.

mOuNIPROSPECT

DEALERS & CAFE

You

life
hospitalization,
idays,
insurance and many other
benefits.
Coll Paul Ruiz 439-5650

60' x 130' commercial lot zon
ed B-2 on heavily traveled
street. Ideal for stores or of-

HOWARD KAGAY

stairs apt. Close to downtown.

Deluxe

WOMEN WANTED

dinette, dumbwaiter. -All newly
decorated by inter. designer in
last 2 yrs. Being sold by owners

garage

Small furnished apartment. Lady
preferred. Coil evenings after

CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 358-3200

Park Ridge

becue, built-in bar, huge lug.
rm. w/frplc, dining rm., kit.,

rm.,

74 -To Rent Apartments

March 15-11 am to 5 pm.

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

Would

---

licensed home.
Call 824.6463

March 13, 14.11 am to 9:30 pm

.

notional homef inding service

Member MA.P.
Multiple Listing Service

apts. Air conditioned, all ap800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
437-5500

in

-

w/frplc & copperhooded bar-

ARLINGTON HTS.

Child Care
Will care for your child in my

JOHNSON WATER

ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL

Moving to Louisville area? Real
country & exquisite living avail.
Clarksville, Ind. 110 min. downtown Louisville). Dream home on
small lake w/terrace, dock,

5150,000.

Coll CL 3-8598

GENERAL OFFICE

Al i Member Homerica,
,

custom-made
to-wall
crptg,
drapes, self -defrosting refrig.,
built-in elec. oven & range,
washer & dryer. $23,000. By
owner. 259-7326 aft. 6.

porch, 4 huge bedrms. (5th one
avail.), 3 comp. baths, tam. rm.,

Arlington Realty Inc.

g

An. Hts. -- 3 bedrm. brk., Irreg.
lot, Ivg-dng rm., 2 comp. baths,
1 -car att. gar., plenty of closet
& storage space, gas heat, wall-

diving board, screened

550 W. Northwest Hwy.
392.8100
North Arl. Hts.
208 S. Main St.
CL 5.5151
Mt. Prospect
535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.
South
Arl. Hts.
CL 3-8100

69 -Nursery Schools -

ditioning equipment contact -

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

...-

Action
Realtors

El Rey Music Center
7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180

Arlington Hts. 2 bedroom, up-

aft. 7 p.m.
; For information about the FINEST

roes & shrubs, close to schools,
hopping, & N.W. station, top
hope, asking $28,500; make offer. 392-5307.

to

$05

6 P.M. CL 3.3493

HOUSEKEEPING
Full Time

from

Moving, gar. sale: furniture &
misc. 1902 N. Spruce Ter., Ivy Hill,

537.8092

-1,....---1

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, now; bedrm. sot,
new $165.:251-7385.

An. Hts. Mar. 8, 9 & 10, 9 to 6
Pm
Portable crib & playpen comb.;
26" boy's bike; port. TV Zenith,
22", 6 mos. old; china cabinet,
antiqued; Best offer. 253-4701

1

reduced

new,

86 -Real Estate -Houses
6

PROSP. HTS. - 3 bdrm. ranch
with living rm., dining rm., kit.,
attach. heated 2 car gar. on 1/2
acre, gas light, gas grill, mature

BUYS LIKE:

cond. Call 259-0177 after 6 p.m.

FREE UNIFORMS

33 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

ATTRACTIVE POSITION

1661 N. Northwest Hwy.

$75 or best offer. Call After 4

pay cash. Phone 259.1183.

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

For young lady in Research Department of Editorial Division. Must have BA. degree, preferably in
Library Science. Good salary, pleasant surroundings and many benefits.

Harmony guitar & amp. Like new

Bi.Level -

-

rooms 3 bedrooms - paneled
family room - like new carpeting - ref. & stove inc. $22,500.

SEE THE

Starlight drum set, complete,
including. Ludwig snare. Sacrifice
$350. 392-0960 aft. 5..

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

, A.M. to 2 P.M. Weekdays

APPLY
FINANCE DIRECTOR

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

week. Wed. and Fri. off. 8:30

55 -Musical Instruments

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

ary commensurate with

FULL TIME

No experience necessary. 4 -day

CALL BOB COLBERT

478-0700

MOTHERS
Would you like to earn $40$100 per week representing
World Book and Childcraft in

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

1/3 off the regular price famous name brand carpets, as low
as- $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

Schmitt Bakeries

able to meet the
Legal, Real
Estate, or Governmental
background helpful. Salexperience
ground.

267-7474

$100.

sac.

Experienced or Will Train

COCK ROBIN

public.

MODERN PLANT
PAID VACATION 1st YEAR
SICK PAY, HOSPITALIZATION
& PROFIT SHARING

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
253-2340

ers, monograms automatically -

$400,

920 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

be

Day or Evening
Interviews

Village Of
Arlington Heights

machine. Blind stitches, embroid-

724-6257

PART TIME

NECESSARY

ADMINISTRATIVE

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

also free arm. Orig. cost over

FULL TIME

a.m. to 5 p.m. Uniforms fur tithed. If interested please

SECRETARYi

NURSING DEGREE

Cumberland Office

TO WORK DAYS

WOMEN.'

EXPERIENCE

Requirements:

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.

Rolling Meadows

NO WORK

Public Health Dept.

Call Pete Briggs 827-7706

BAKERY SALES

WOMAN

Page 13

86 -Real Estate -House:
Buffalo Grove

RESPONSIBLE

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

FROM

205 S. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Brand now carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile

WIEBOLDT'S

AGE 18-45_

SOUFIRED COMPRNY

Friday, March 8, 1968

"N ECCH I"

or part time from 10:30

Full

2nd Floor Wiggery
Mrs. Roper
392-1500,,Ext. 249

NEED

775-2550

FREE

Will
Salary plus commission. Liberal
fringe benefits. Flexible hours.

WE

371/2 hour week.

$400 to $450

.

FULL OR PART TIME
train as a wig stylist.

punch school grad with no
ator with some actual work

Furniture

Super Nova ZIG ZAG sowing

BEAUTICIAN

live

437-1050, MORNINGS

experience or keypunch oper-

My home. 894-5560

THE DAY

47 -Home Furnishings -

---

WILL DO IRONING
IN MY HOME.
CL 5.5452

Wo Need A

near Mt, Prospect Depot. Will
train,

Excellent opportunity for key-

30 -Help Wanted Women

Huge discounts. 824-7353

dropoff

Pleasant

experience. High schoOl grad.,
excellent company benefits,

RECEPTIONIST

No

Woman to babysit. Evenings, 7
p.m. to 12 p.m. Irregular days.

r

Keypunch

that's all $440 FREE IVY, 7215
W Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942 N.
Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

30 -Help Wanted Woman

ass't.
president's
Secretary,
Dictaphone,
sharing.
Profit
typing. Mt. Prospect. 255-3007.

MATURE LADIES
WANTED (2)

medical experience nocessaryl
DOCTOR WILL TRAIN A COM-

typing for bills & things, but

30-Holp Wanted Women

Boby sitting, my home, 5 day wk.,

11:15 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., 1 child,

DOCTOR'S GIRL
Nearby Doctor will train you to
be his receptionist. You'll
welcome folks into office, usher
them into examining when Doctor is ready, answer, phones, set

30 -Help Wanted Women

529-2235
111 E.RVii7,1G PARK RD.

1967 HONDA 90.
ROSELLE, ILL

Very low mileage - Best offer
Call 392-1570 after 5 p.m.

.

THE DAY

.Page 14

61441210V stormy*

NEW AND WED CA

42020UP4D
let gr

For best price & service in N/W area, you must
come to. Dodge in Des Plaines. All modem facilities & factory trained mechanics.

.Friday, March 8, 1968

4,-O.Ys"

%de

Order Your
Color Choice.

NEW 1968

CHARGERS Equipment
'67 PLYMOUTH SATELLITE allt $85DN.
$2666o

'67 DODGE RT, 426" Homi, 4 -on -floor.

9 97 DN.

'66 VALIANT Signet, Cpe. V-0, Aff

$97 DN.

'65 DODGE CUSTOM 880 I:LI $1095
'66 TRIUMPH 5 -Pass. sea.
$97 DN.
NO MONEY DOWN 0 ASK FOR AL!

BELAIRE

OPEN SUN. 10-6. DAILY, 9.9. SAT. 9-6

DODGE

WAGON

DES

IN

speed, Power Steering,
Radio, Heater, w/w's.

PLAINES

4

MANNHEIM, N. of OAKTON 0 824-7151

$1295

OPEN SUNDAYS -1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
For Your Convenience

'65 BISCAYNE
WAGON

T E DEAL.
ORTH
CRO IhIG
ABOUT
ARE FROM

ard, Rod

$945
'64 PONTIAC
CONVERTIBLE
\SC8e.oriorg r d

Heater;ide wP

$1495

Dig&

ap

WieK /4-Tre:rn
AUTHOCIONIZO
I

.

CHEVROLET

Lticattotto

es. r

CHECK THIS AD
NCE
FOR THE APPEA
F YOUR FAVORITE!
EP{!
141 T
S EC1

WE' E MAKING
EXPLOSI E DEALS

ON OVER 400

Dodges hotest seller. Complete with
318 V-8, vinyl roof, radio, power
steering, bucket seats, electric clock,
tinted glass, tachometer, clock, ,undercoating and more in stock, immedi-

68's

NEW 1

ate del.

N

1967 DEMOS

inANINI.81111111111111111111

Compacts

4 Speeds

Sta. Wagons
I

REDUCE OUR STOCK

1968 CHARGER (NEW)

14,,,ww4110Hig:

`GALL

WE MUST

0

'66 BUICK

ARLINGTON DAY - 255-7200
PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400
MARKET DAY - 255-7200

'65 TEMPEST

'67 CORONET
R/T HDTP.

9 Passenger, Factory Air
Cond

Alr Cond,

$1695

'67 FORD '500

LOOKING FOR A '68 WORD?
SEE US FIRST ... or last.

But SEE US!

To Sell!!

Dart '270 4 Door

'66 CHARGER,
Buckets

1963 FORD V8 WAGON 9 Passenger!!

$995

1963 FORD V8 GALAXIE 500 SEDAN -

Satilite

'65 OLDS
9 Passenger Vista Cruiser.
Full Power

'66 PONTIAC

'64 FALCON

G.T.O.

Automatic Trans.

1964 VW SEDAN -

1965 THUNDERBIRD HARDTOP

9 Passenger Polara
Full Power

1965 FORD GAI,AXIE 500 SEDAN -

9401 Milwaukee Ave. - 965-6700 - Niles, III.

Luxury!!

1965 THUNDERBIRD CONVERTIBLE -

$2393

A Real Scarce Item!!

1965 FORD GALAXIE 500 HARDTOP -

9393
:9593
9593
9893
9393

Nice Buyll

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 SEDAN
VB, Power!!

'62 RAMBLER
Automatic Trans.

1966 FAIRLANE 500 WAGONRoomy!!

Real

1966 FORD XL HARDTOP COUPE -

$495

'426 Hem;

Automatic Trans.

Unequalled

$495

'64 DODGE

'63 RAMBLER

9293
9493

Power!!

1965 LTD HARDTOP -

Hardtop

Catalina ildtp.

-- THE NORTHWEST'S NEWEST CORTINA DEALER

Full

'62 VALIANT

'64 PONT.

$1793

10 Passenger!!

$795

'65 OLDSMOBILE
Hdtp.

'64 DODGE

$2193

Go in Style!!

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE -

'65 BARRACUDA
Fastback

Full Power

9393

All the Extras!!

2 Door

9 Passenger Vista Cruiser.

$893

1965 CHEVROLET SEDAN -

'64 COMET

Bucket Seats, Power!!

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 SEDAN Hurry

Folks!!

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 HARDTOP CPE-

FOR 1968

$1793

Full Power!!

1966 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE All the Extras!!
1966 LTD HARDTOP Air Conditioned Full Power!!
1966 OLDSMOBILE 98 LUXURY SEDAN -

OLDSMOBILES
IT'S

9993
$2193

$2493

Air Conditioned!!

1400 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

IN

I

OPEN

T

3924300

.ACROSS 041 STRUT FROM SKI RACE TRACK

MATINS

SUNDAYS
OPEN

EVIL ill '

.6

,$793

$893

Full Power!!

$895

$693

$893

Very Economical!!

'440 Hdtp.

65 BUICK

Opposite Golf Mill Shopping Center

1964 CHEVROLET V8 WAGON -

$895

'65 CORONET

THE NEWES7 , FINEST, LARGEST AUTOMOTIVE FACILITIES IN CHICAGOLAND.

Top of the Linell

Fairlane Hardtop

'66 MUSTANG
Hardtop

Fury Ill with Power.

FORMERLY FORD IN PARK RIDGE

1963 FORD V8 SQUIRE WAGON -

'64 FORD

$593

$793

Full Power!!

'66 PLYMOUTH

'65 PLYMOUTH

Open Daily 9-9 - Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 11-5,,

1963 FORD V8 CONVERTIBLE -

'64 DODGE

'66 CHEVROLET
.

Priced.
1962 FORD V8 WAGON Like Newll

HDTP.
9 Passeng;r;), r2nto Choose

Automatic

V-8,

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON -

9493

V8, Full Power!!

musecTomi raw

astir

TIIVIt

pAy,

a
ti

VAIN

.0019,6

OPEN SUNDAYS

IIAT111100.71L 6

DOUBLE-BARRELED-BARRELEDSPECIAL.

customer:

BRAND NEW
'68 F-85 CLUB COUPE

main lit

0F

-

BARRINGTON

V8, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Powerglide, Radio, Heater,
Defroster, White Walls, Etc. This car is priced for a quick sale!!

$159300

T_TOl
LA TT
1111111111 1

TRY

T () F

I

11111.1/1

NIMAN11011.4"

Finance Problems? We Can Solve Theml

#

110

0

P

6

mural 111

F,rt_

11

/t Is

440 E. Main
Barrington

1966 CHEVROLET BEL AIR
4 DR SEDAN

11111111

WE ARE

TORONADO'S 98'S - 88'S CUTLASS'S
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

OBILE

Stock #3890A

salesman:

Ordered - For The Color of Your Choice

BIG DISCOUNTS ON ALL REMAINING 1967 MODELS
TORONADO'S - 98's - 88's - F85's

0F
-r 0

tutthitticii

I see LATTOF
stickers.

DELIVERED IN

TODAY'S SPECIAL

11111

1100111

promotion drive.
Wherever I go

FULL PRICE

.

31`4-.

You LATTOF salesmen must be
on some sort of sales

1141.0111a

I

100.

e
C140:tirtol.Et

ARLINGTON HIS.
OPEN EVENINC

/

4360. C. Pod.

ct41,vrt01.r:

.CCOSED SUNDAY

nap

W01tdays 9 a/n.10 9 p.m:

Settodey a.m.,. e p/94 Sun. 1 p.10. Is 0 pm t

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. - CL 9-4100

ALA

11.1

WEATHER
et

s

Telephone
2554400

Tonight:Mostlycloudy,cold,
low in upper 20s; Tomorrow:

mostly cloudy, cold, high in

Your Home Newspaper

lower 30s.

TEM221,

117 S. Main St.
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Mount Prospect, 111.

o

(Br' s

SpuzirsArresa
Theft STtaspecas
An alert store, manager
gave information to Elk

forgotten his wallet and tried

two suspects who were caught
Sunday morning minutes after
a theft in the IGA food store,
Arlington Heights Rd. and
Algonquin
Richard Sbragia, 317 Man-

ROOD CHASED him but
Sbragia tipped over a stack of
bottles, pushed Rood against
a soft-drink machine and fled

Grove Village police about

to run out of the store.

to a car parked outside.

As the car was leaving,

nheim Rd , Bellwood and Rood took down the license
Carmen Dimauro, 907 S. number and the make of the
Carpenter, Chicago, both car and called the police.
unemployed bartenders, were
charged with felony theft.

Sgt. Rufus Springate said

the car was stopped on Route
53 about two blocks north of

©Ern
' Representatives of a

citizens committee are ex-

pected to call for an investigation of the recreation
programs tonight at the
meeting.

too long and cost too much

Board of Commissioners

The group, which consists
of representatives of various
local sports clubs, is objecting
to what the members term in-

adequate recreational programs in the district.

The committee, the name
of which has been suggested
as the Mount Prospect Park

suspicious as he handled food
items in the store.
Finally, Rood said, he saw
Sbragia hide some cigarets un-

were arrested. About 32 packs
of cigarets were found on the
suspects, police said.

District Improvement

SPRINGATE SAID the ar-

police.

Prospect Skating Club. Griffin
began. forming the committee
after the park board ended the
skating program Jan. 27,

Both suspects were held at
the police station pending a

Heights and Arlington

him

Sbragia was reportedly carrying a carton of cigarets
toward the store exit when the
manager asked him to stop.

The suspect said he had

rest was made about five
minutes after Rood called the

Monday court hearing.

Association, is headed by

John Griffin, 101 1 -Oka, the

president of the Mount

At that time, Prospect

Heights continued to have one

Canciftdate
Sch©©I
Says Seercet N/Ileetha

nocumed Supply ee

An independent candidate

for the Prospect Heights
School Dist. 23 Board of
Education has charged that
the allegedly illegal secret
meeting held by the board
Jan. 27 was for the purpose
of discussing a $10 supply fee.

S. Bruce Wallace, 1211

berg, who said they were not
notified of the meeting until
that Friday night. At the last

regular board meeting,

Weinberg had objected to the

short notice and Mrs.

Sandstrom had said she refused to attend the meeting since
she has "objected." She would

Highland, said that the Satur-

day meeting held in Board
President Robert LeForge's
home, was called because of
pressure being placed upon

the board from the state
superintendent of public instruction's office.

According to Wallace, the
school board had authorized
the charging of $10 for each

1

"coffee" was held two days

The administrators' salary
schedule for 1968-1969 will
be considered for approval by
the Dist 214 Board of Educa-

tion tonight at 7:30 p.m. at
the Harold L. Slichenmeyer
Administration Center.

Meetings
Tonight
The Mount Prospect

Village Ar:hitectural

Committee, 7:30 p.m. in
Village Hall.

The Mount Prospect

Village Board of Trustees'

Fire and Police Com-

mittee, 8 p.m. in Village
Hall.

Mount Prospect School
Dist. 57 Board of Educa-

tion, 8 p.m. at 701 W.
G regory.

The Mount Prospect

School District Board of
Commissioners, 8 p.m. at
the Community Center.
. Prospect Heights School

Dist. 23 Board of Education 8 p.m. at MacArthur
Junior High School.

These citizens expend much

of their time on the recrea-

tional activities, he said, and
receive little or no help from
the park district officials.

' Winter 'recreation appears

Teacher Hit
While Trying
To Stop Fight
A Prospect High School
teacher received bruises Friday night after he tried to
break up a fight in the parking
lot.

Edward Bauman, 1028

Boxwood Dr., was treated and

released from Northwest

of education wanted to

the

school and expand other

-

they would be provided. He

like

A question session on
school safety practices, a

grams for young and old peo-

Wingspread and election of a

report on Operation

ple,

nominating committee are

youth -oriented programs. "I

scheduled for the Dist. 59

under further study by the

The meeting will be open

.-Arlington Theater.parhing lot.

to the $10 book rental

said Albert R. Domanico, the

Houfton, head school nurse;
and Charles Barr, junior high
school guidance counsellor.

district safety....Pra_ctices since

tion will be held.

education since the public

charge of committee
coordination, second vice
president in charge of

Elective offices are: presiadministration and board of dent, first vice president in
hearing last month.

"The School -Community membership, third vice presi-

of new data by the ad- Forest View Elementary,
Dempster, Holmes, and Jay in
ministration at this meeting".
A nominating committee of Mount Prospect; Devonshire;
five council members will be Einstein, Brentwood, and
y_e.a r 1 9 6 8 , 6 9

The first herd, consisting of one male and nine

arc sent to other forest preserves.

The elk are cared for by maintenance men who feed
them oats and alphalfa in the winter to suppleinent their
usual diet of grass. Canale said that the elk are friendly

as a rule, but become unpredictable during mating
season. The young usually are born in the summer,
Canale said.

Photos by Bob Johnson
The inquisitive elk at the Elk Grove Forest Preserve attract
the attention of many residents on spring afternoons.

Left: two young elk "lock
horns" over grazing femme
fetale.

Right: when an elk has five
900 -pound wives, he learns to
keep his distance.

THE BOARD also will

consider a proposal to
establish a summer enrich-

ment program under Title I of

the Federal Elementary and

Secondary Education Act.

deprived and who are ex-

Gripe
Of'The

ficulties, poor attendance and

Day

,(

reading disability.

and employment of the

architectural firm of BergerKelley-Unteed-Scaggs and
Assoc. for the Life Safety
remodeling of Prospect High
School.

Grove Village buildings.

females, was shipped to the Elk Grove Forest Preserve
by train from Jackson Hole, Wyo., Canale said.
The present herd numbers 31 and grazes on a 23 -acre
pasture in the forest preserve on W. Higgins Rd. Canale
said that the herd is thinned periodically and animals

The administrative salary

and Ritzenthaler Bus Lines,

Two

township was established.

committee, composed, of

Other items on the agenda
are: driver education program
for 1968-1969; transportation
contracts for 1968-71 with the
Cook County School Bus Co.,

.

didn't arrive until the spring of 1923, well after the

01 toar

periencing learning dif-

May meeting, when the elec-

Wingspread, which has been

Which came first, the elk or Elk Grove Township?
According to Forest Ranger Thomas Canale, the elks

ber when he began his battle

This program would involve
20 to 25 children who have
been deemed economically

and three elected from the

Who Was 11 st:
T e Townshi
Or 11 e Egig?

WALLACE WROTE to

Under the current plan, an administrator will receive the
salary of a teacher with equal
experience, plus an additional
amount determined by a set
index range.

members will be selected by
the present executive board

The council safety com- chosen to nominate a slate of High Ridge Knolls in Des
council officers for the school Plaines and eight other Elk

mittee has been investigating

Cook County Supt. of Schools
Robert Hanrahan last Decem-

the present index system.

nominating committee

has neither indorsed dent to be a standing comcouncil's safety committee Council
refused to indorse the pro- mittee chairman and
chairman, will be: Robert nor
David D. Crail, secretary.
Brower, district safety co- gram," said
Dist. 59 schools are Low,
president, "but has
ordinator; Len Garasha, council
transportation director; Alice agreed to a brief presentation in Arlington Heights; Frost,

fee.

representatives of the different
administrative positions, has
recommended continuation of

be a little longer."

REPRESENTATIVES of membership at large. The
the school administration will committee will report at the

Dempster Junior High School.
to the public.
Discussing safety programs,

Five persons reported to

fall, one result of which

present new data on Operation

at 8 p.m. Wednesday in

streets than senior citizens out

5 Car
Aerials
Broken

last

was Brower 's appointment as
safety co-ordinator.

Community Council meeting

would be more interested in

keeping teenagers off the

"I was hoping it would be
a short meeting, but it looks

9fisto 59 Council Afirin

room now for indoor proGriffin said, however, that
programs for the older adults
were not nearly as critical as

had not indicated whether

Safety, Win sprea' Face

school facilities. Voters turned down the school district's
plans in a referendum last
month, however, and the park
district's chance to purchase
the school was lost. Jackson
said that there is not enough

Community Hospital after Arlington Heights Police
receiving the injuries. He was Saturday that the aerials on
a crowd control guard at the their cars were broken off
school during a basketball when they were parked in the
game.

are the Little League and
fidget football organizations.

supply fee for each student,"
he said. "This was in addition

To Vote o Salaries
BY BETSY BROOKER

the park district officials.

meeting and investigate.

"At the beginning of the

Charging the rental fee is legal
according to law, but the supply fee is not."

high Sep. ti

conducted by the residents on
a voluntary basis, and not by

backstops for his group this
year, but that the park board

chronologically.

was decided to charge the $10

Sandstrom and Roy Wein-

progressing."
Most of- the recreational
programs, Griffin said, are

Two groups that arc not

participating in the committee

in to the picture

fice arrived, Wallace said,

members Mrs. Maureen

we're regressing instead of

acknowledged that the overall park recreation program
was not what he wanted it to
be. He hoped to purchase aging Central School for indoor
activities. The Dist. 57 board

Wallace speculated that the

school year, the district was
in bad shape financially, so it

before the regular meeting,
Wallace said.
Wallace's statement coincides with those of board

(Continued on Page 2)

of the largest tax bases in' the
area, is not improving its programs at all. "It seems like

Robert Jackson earlier

board was remaining silent on

place"

Jan 26 The next regularyscheduled meeting was slated
for the following Monday,
Jan 29, and the informal

Wallace then wrote Dist. 23

Supt. Louis Pansino, telling
him of Gilluly's letter, and

park district, which has one

said he would not appear at

vice of legal counsel, the
$10 fee had to be the reason
for the meeting since it fitted

The letter from the state of-

legal.

GRIFFIN 'SAID. that the

President of the Midget Foot-

A HOCKEY program, ball Association, Kurt the meeting tonight.
When asked about the
which was expected to be Teichert said that park district
insufficient amount of recrea- started this winter never officials have co-operated citizens committee, Robert
president orthe park
tion in the winter for all age materialized, Griffin said. with his group and that he has Jackson,
board, said, "I was unaware
groups and that park district Virtually every other park no major objecthins.
Little League President that there was one, but it must
officials are not willing to set district in the area that has
facilities also has a hockey Robert Welch said that he be the ice skaters. They're
up these programs.
hoped the park would provide welcome to come to the
Park Board President program, he said.

closed if they discuss personnel, land acquisition, pending
legal matters or youth records.
What actually was discussed
Jan. 27 is unknown, since
LeForge indicated that, on ad-

officials termed it illegal.

the matter up in the first

the $10 supply fee was not

to restore it.

of bars," he said.

had objected.
In Illinois, meetings may be

the subject.

"IN FACT," Wallace said,
"I was the one who brought

with the board. Deputy Supt.
G.T. Gilluly told Wallace that

weather and that it would take

to be the main point at issue
for the committee members.
They believe that there is an

PED©

not elborate on to what she

pupil for the use of certain

school supplies, and the state

Plaines was operating five
rinks. Park Supt. Thomas

Mount Prospect Park District

Devon. Sabragia and

der his coat and approached

rink in operation and Des

Cooper said that the base ice
at the Mount Prospect rinks
had been destroyed by warm

RAY ROOD, manager of

IGA, said Sbragia looked Dimauro driver of the car,

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

12 PAGES

60056

To buy packaged buns and

find they are not properly
sliced. M.K.

-

--

G.
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House Bill 99 ...

Rep. David J. Regner (R Mount Prospect), who is seek-

ing re-election from the 3d

provides

vides for increase in the per -

ft automatic disconnection
f to rural or town library

allowances for schools built

District to the Illinois General
Assembly, will, be honored at

districts of territories annexed

a reception next Sunday at the

public library.

to a municipality with a
House Bill 170...

Old Orchard Country Club in
Mount Prospect. Hours are

provides

from 3 to 6 p.m.

that the township clerk ,may
register everyone living in the

ficeholders and 1968 can-

those living in the unin-

didates will be special guests.

State Republican of-

township, rather than just

and news media will now have
access to records of thousands
of governmental taxing bodies

not previously required to
have an annual audit.

House Bill 1134

' was chief sponsor were:

pro -

OBITUARIES
Michael P., Patrick A..
Timothy D. and Darrell J.,
and grandparents,

Mr.

and

Mrs. Michael Horcher of
Wheeling, and Albert Seidl of
Arlington Heights.

Shabonec Tr., Mount

Schlickman (R -Arlington
Heights) and Eugenia S.

Chapman (D -Arlington
Heights). Both are seeking reelection. The 3d District in.

eludes the townships of Barrington. Elk Grove. Hanover.
Northfield.

A graduate of DePaul

University, Regner had taken
active interest in Republican
and community affairs before
seeking office in 1966. He had
served as president of the Elk

daughter, Mrs. Cora Lois
Bailey of Mount Prospect:
four grandchildren. and a
brother. Arthur Michael of

Jaycees

Service for the Aged in Arlington Heights with the Rev.

Elk Grove Township

in the Lutheran Home &

John Kempf officiating.
Burial was scheduled in
Bethania

Cemetery.

Justice.

111.

Gina Bernadette Horcher was

Mr. Strutz died Friday in

offered Saturday morning in

the Lutheran Home. 800 W.

Mary of Buffalo Grove
'

Thursday at Holy Family
Hospital in Des Plaines.

parents. Michael and

G.wun Ave. in Mount
Prospean

Dist. 25 voters approved
school board's proposal
for 331/2 -cent tax rate increase
in an unexpected and unprecedented turnout. Voters
approved the 21 -cent increase
the

Elementary School Dist. 25
made it clear in Saturday's

of the outstanding grade
school systems in the Chicago
suburbs.

asking for the $20 for his two
children to be returned.

At that time Pansino in-

in the educational

furrd tax

rate and a 121/2 -cent increase

in the building fund tax rate.

Both increases were the

Our auto loan rates
save you money !

from the same school.
He has done graduate work

for a two-year term. LeRoi
Hutchings of Mount Prospect

at Northern Illinois Universi-

also.has filed for the vacancy.

law in a single referendum.
The education fund tax rate
was approved 4.787 to 2.584.
The building fund tax increase

was approved by an only
slightly less thumping majority. 4.529 to 2.831.

VOTING WAS on a scale
usually recorded only in state
and national elections. More

registered in the district for
national elections cast ballots.

The voting established new
records for a Dist. 25 election

both in number of votes cast'

voters going to the polls. A
total of nearly 7.400 votes
were cast.

The reason for the meeting

was to discuss his salary.

Another indication that the

Scariano said he told Pansino
that salary negotiations for

not

illegal,

board discussed the fee during

the meeting was that there is
no mention of the legal fee in

personnel on the payroll did
not apply to the law which he
sponsored last year.

It only

school tax rates were ap-

that there was no legal
meeting.

"You're already hired,"
Scariano said.

"ITS AMAZING the num-

Wallace said. "It looks very
covered up."

The controversy came to a
head last month when Mrs. Jo
Parkway, signed

a

angry that they had not been
consulted. Mrs. Sandstrom, by
the way, was one of two board

then the attorney general's office balked at prosecuting the

members who refused to attend the 'informal coffee' on

case

because of what was

termed a lack of evidence.

Louis Garippo of thestate's

Jan. 27."

The other board member
who refused to attend was
David Dresser. He has refused
to comment on the matter.
One of the first reasons

given by LeForge for holding
the meeting was that it was
to discuss a pending lawsuit
by a local resident.

attorney's office said that
there is not enough proof that
the meeting was held at all.

in

northwest

Cook County have failed in
the Barrington High School

0E1
per hundred
per year

Biln',0 and Emerson
Mount Prosoeet. III. 60056
CLearbrook 9.4000

Main dish: (one choice)
Ncopolitan spaghetti
;Hamburger in bun
Wiener in bun

District. Mount Prospect

Schaumburg elementary

Salad: (one choice)

school district and the

Palatine -Schaumburg high

school district.

A GREAT
IDEA

Mount Prospect
State Bank

The following menus will
be served Tuesday.

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Applesauce

elementary school district.

FOR

MOM!

DRIIIE-UP HOURS 810 am to 4:00 pm daily
Friday, 8:30 am to 8:00 pm Sat.11:30 am to 200 pm

THE PROSPECT DAY

Congreve last month,

Congreve speculated on sites
for a rink.

cadent

Auto

Conrad Braun, 70, of

dition at Northwest Community Hospital in Arlington
Heights after an auto accident

Friday at Buffalo Grove Rd.

Arlington Heights Police

said Braun's car collided with

a car driven by Beverly L.
Moss, 23, of Palatine, who

Braun was ticketed for

failure to yield right of way.
Friday Barbara Rutkowski,
20, of 320 S. George, Mount

Northwest, Community
Hospital for injuries received

in a three -car accident at
Wilke and Northwest Hwy.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Police ticketed the driver of

to be enforced."

A la carte

French fries ,

Angel food cake with

lemon icing
Sugar cookies,

notice)
Chop suey on rice
Orange juice
Home made bread and. butter

reportedly were taking

discarded hypodermic needle
from a garbage can behind a
medical clinic at 1060 W.
Northwest Highway.

The youths were not ar-

A report on the 1968-1969

budget and the district
newsletter are

Milk

Dist. 15 - Jonas Salk and

also

on

Pirie Scott and Company in
a shoplifter bit her while she
was trying to make an arrest.
Mrs. June

Mrs. June Moore, 601 E.
reported that the
shoplifter fled after biting her.
Prospect,

Mrs. Moore was treated
and released from Northwest
Community Hospital.

Found Dead

Steve Carbine, 17. of 511
S. Elmhurst, Mount Prospect,
found

was

hanged

Sunday

morning in a cell in De Kalb
County Jail.

'

Carbine was serving a 90

Jan. 16 by Sycamore police.
A coroner's
inquest and
funeral
arrangement,.
are
pending.

Melvin Shaw. He was arrested

in the Cappas' home that

Prospect Saturday night, and
the games were played with

evening.

weekend. High on the social

weather.

Attending the dinner party
were Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth

Mount Prospect offered at

things to do this past
calendar of many was the
benefit dance given by Parents

of the Blind called. in spite of
the mild weather. a "snow
ball", and held at the Flick

no consideration for the

Actually, it was a party the

Almost all who work in the

Knippen, Mr. and Mrs.

men and women staged in the

Charles McCabe,

gym at St. Paul School. but
there was everything from
cards to weight lifting with

Donald Haffners.

ball, the limbo and a late bufbetween.

Most of the more than two

and the

The big Kiwi event, which
left husbands babysitting all
around Chicago, benefited the
Park Lawn Assn., in Oak
Lawn which operates a school

for mentally retarded

children.

clothes. Arrangements for the

VERY QUIETLY, Mr. and
Mrs. Ted V. Ottinger have
moved away from Mount

provide nursery

affair were made by Mr. and
Mrs. George Mueller, Mr. and

couple

schools and summer camps

Mrs. Robert Hogreve, the

project of the season.

'PROCEEDS FROM the
help

children and Hope School for
the

dozen

couples

had

reserva-

tions and went in sports

Leonard Peplins and the Lee
Potters.

multiple -handicapped in

Springfield, Ill.

The organization helps

SATURDAY brought the
ninth annual benefit luncheon

Prospect. New address of the
is 12161
Dougherty
Dr., Zion Hills, Zionsville,

Ind., where Mr. Ottinger

is

making a change of jobs
which may be a step toward
future retirement. The family

formerly lived at 8(18 S.

parents train their children to
live in a seeing world, aids in

and fashion show of the

Emerson St.

Chicagoland Kiwi Club. The
girls who were grounded by

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Gwin,

facilities for these youngsters.
ceptance of the blind by those

marriage and exchanged active members of Medinah
American Airline hostess Country Club. The couple
uniforms for kitchen garb have decided to sell their Golf

who can see.

turned out

full force to

View Estates house, and move
to the quiet little town of

Howland, Prospect Heights
were on the committee for
this year's dance which in-

view the latest in pretty
clothes in the Grimd Ballroom
of the Hilton Hotel.

Medinah where they have
found a new house, nearing

show and the models were
coiffed by Rush Street's Fred

them.

Glaser of Tears and Shears.

and swimmers and besides the
new convenience, the move
will put them nearer Mrs.

obtaining and improving
and assists in promoting ac-

Mr. and Mrs. Harry

cluded a midnight buffet supper. Among those who went

from Mount Prospect and
Prospect Heights were Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Anderson
and

Mr. and Mrs.

Joseph

Stanton.

in

Coutoure Ltd., did the

At least one Mount

Prospect woman was among
the models. She is Mrs. Peter
Cappas who, after weathering

rigors of fashion show
modeling, had time to invite
several friends from Mount

Tossed salad

France, but only a few hardy
outdoor sports were missing
from the Olympics in Mount

guests and then include them
and their husbands for dinner

Milk

Shoplifter
Bites Store
Guard, Flees
A security guard at Carson

Robert W. Russell said that
the school district's architect
will present a report on the

THERE WAS not much
resemblance to Grenoble,

Raisin cookie

in his home.

according to De Kalb Sheriff

President of the Board

Pizzaburger
French fried potatoes

Carl Sandburg schools

he was injured by a hot iron

least a trio of interesting

for visually handicapped

30 cent lunch:
Hearty barley soup
Grapefruit salad
Open face sandwich

Morris of 709 N. Kaspar, was
treated at Northwest Community Hospital Friday for
burns on his legs. Police said

By Grace Mott

.Pineapple slice
Blueberry crunch cake

Milk -

accident.
One -year -old William Scott

Busy Social Calendar

dance

gravy
Carrot sticks
Pan roll and butter
Coffee cake

tersection at the time of the

Grace's Daze

Chili and crackers
Peanut butter sandwich

40 cent lunch:
Meat loaf.

27, of Oak Park,

were stopped at the in-

agenda.

condition of Central School.

rested.

a car driven by Ronald

the day sentence for car theft.

fet barbecue supper in

Whipped potatoes -and

Available desserts:
Peach half
Cream pie
Plum crunch

Mount Prospect Police ap-

prehended two youths who

parents of blind children, and
make the annual dance which
is in its seventh year, the big

Dist. 23 -- MacArthur

13

1969 school year.

barbecue
Choice of desserts

Junior High School

grape. orange sunset

at 8:15 p.m., to discuss staff
and programs for the 1968-

organization actually are

South junior high schools

Relish dMi
Molded: cherry. pineapple

Buildings, 701 W. Gregory St.

ingcr, cheeseburger, chili.

tary, Miner, Thomas and

Fruit juice

Dist. 57 Board of Education
will hold a special meeting
tonight at the Administratior.

soft ball, volley ball, basket

Dist. 25 - North Elemen-

Tossed salad

Milk

Needle's

The Mount Prospect School

Reedy Hall Saturday night.

Hamburger. hot dog, thur-

Milk

Italian bread and butter
qt. milk

Griffin and other residents

is

for driving
too fast for conditions. Police
said Miss Rutkowski's car and
ington Heights,

Prospect Police Saturday that

are objecting to the early clos-

expected to appear at the park
board meeting tonight.

of 219 N. Lincoln Ln., Arl-.

Randhurst told Mount

suitable sites prevented the
rink from becoming a reality.

improve the recreational pro-

one car, Brian Anderson. 21,

Belanger,

and Palatine.

APPARENTLY a lack of

The announcements from
the two state prosecution offices brought an angry retort
from Scariano. Insisting that
the law is good as it is now
written, he said, "it just needs

.

St. Viator High School,

COMING IN

protest to Mayor Daniel

at the meeting.

Soup

(subject to change without
LOBBY HOURS 810 am to 2:00 pm daily time
Saturday. except Wed. Friday evenings. 5:30 until S.

After Jack Griffin, president of the Mount Prospect
Skating Club, sent a letter of

Warren Moyer of the state
attorney general's office said
that there is no evidence that
anything illegal was discussed

School Menus

THE ACTION of the Dist.

boards

village caused an uproar

criminal

complaint against the board
for holding the meeting. The
state's attorney's office and

other board members were
angry about the whole matter,

Dist. 214, (subject to change
without notice)

school

Village Plan
For Rink
Fruitless

Ellen Clawes, 203 N.

"SHE AND SOME of the

Township High School

referendum proposals by

and of Palatine Lodge 314,
A.F. & A.M.

c

grams in the park district

proved by such majorities and
a record turnout of voters.
25 voters also abruptly reversed a school referendum defeat
trend that began in 1967.
Since the first . of the year.

Black Co., both of Chicago.
Hesis a member of the First
Methodist Church in Palatine,

ndition
Critic 1 A er
Man's

much like something is being

applied to hiring new people.

by more than 1.000 votes.

Not only were precedents

expeditor with Western Electric Co., and with Bauer and

"She didn't know when it was
discussed. She wasn't there,
hut she knew as well as I did

supply fees)," Wallace said.
"and I made no mention of
a law suit."
LeForge later told the press

within the school district shattered. the referendum is the
only one in the entire Chicago
area during the last two years
in which increases in two

spent four years as purchasing

ber of inconsistencies,"

1966. In that balloting 4.462
votes were cast and both tax
rate increases were defeated

Before he enetered the
educational field, Doggett

. was discussed," Wallace said.

"But I was the one who
brought up the matter (of the

were defeated in a Dist. 25
referendum held in September

WILLIAM H. DOGGETT'

Staff, Budget,
ing of the rink and to other Programs on
winter programs that they
consider inadequate. The Board Agenda
citizens committee formed to

The identical propositions

"

Final date for filing will be
Mar. 23.

Prospect, was treated at

Wallace

fee is
said.

member, Mrs. Sandstrom,
point blank how the matter

maximum allowed by state

Northwestern University

among local residents.

Rep. Anthony Scariano (D.

"In fact, I asked one board

and in the percentage of

t

Barrington.
The board has one vacancy

dismissed.

charge, LeForge said, was

was further blurred by

minutes of the regular
meeting, Wallace said.

than half of the voters

-

educational administration

that the meeting was held to
discuss "unethical conduct"
on the part of Pansino. The

dicated that, he would refund

the

Dist. 25 Tax Hike. OK
Topples Vote ecords
ington Heights Public

(Continued from page I.,

Park Forest), that the meeting

Barbara. Calif.. and two great
grandchildren.

Harper College serves the

four -township area of

was treated and released from
the hospital.

use. Pansino insisted that the

Richard H. Strutz of Santa

grader at Pleasant Hill School,
both in Palatine.

Mount Prospect Village officials considered setting up a
skating rink earlier last month
after the announcement of the
closing of the rinks in the

committee of the Illinois State
Mental Health Fund Advisory
Committee.
Regner, his wife. Joan and
son, David, live at 910 S. See

falo Grove Cemetery.

BY RICHARD CRABB
The citizens of the Arl-

Secret eeting
Discussed Supply
Fee, Candidate

Clarence of Arlington
Pleasantville. N. Y., and

seventh -grader at Paddock
School; and Robert, a fifth -

Wheeling, is in "critical" con-

Pansino, when he told State

financial analysis sub-

High School; Philip, a

has a master's degree in

his grandmother.

money for the supplies that
his children did not actually

two grandchildren.
Mrs. Ann Elizabeth Koch of

She is survived by her

mother; Martin, and Mrs. Herman Allison of Taylorville, Ill.,

1965, elected to the Elk Grove

Recently Regner was ap-

'*

Service Award placque; Mrs. Orval Martin of Peoria, his

1964.. appointed
deputy committeeman of the

Young Men of America."

.

Jack W. Martin, assistant to the superintendent of Dist. 214
who Saturday evening received the "man of the year" award
from the Arlington Heights Jaycees, `chats with the important
women in his life, who were present for the presentation. Left
to right are Mrs. Jack W. Martin, holding the Distinguished

in

Township Board of Auditors
in 1965. and honored in the
1965 edition of "Outstanding

'0'

pointed chairman of the

Heights;

Burial was in St. Mary of Buf-

-,ezr
.

Oakton.

He is survived by a son.

Church.
The 2 -month -old child died

4,

the Illinois

Republican Organization in

Park Ridge. They have four
children: Bill Jr., and Terrill,
who are students at Fremd

Virginia.

"Outstanding State Vice
by

coln Junior High School in

Palatine, Wheeling, Elk
Grove and Schaumburg
Townships and parts of

and the University of

Republicans and vice president of the regular township
organization. He was named
President"

DOGGETT'S WIFE

Darlene, is librarian at Lin-

Teachers College with a B.S.
in economics and biology. He

ty,

Grove Township Young

scheduled Monday afternoon

Funeral services for

A Mass of the Angels for

Park Ridge, graduated from

the 3d District are Eugene F.

Richard Strutz, 88. were

Roselle.

coln Junior High School in

and appropriation methods.
Other representatives from

Skokie.

Gina Horcher

Elections will be Saturday,
April 13.
Doggett, a teacher at Lin-

handicapped children attending special education

Richard Strutz

She is survived by a

trustees.

House Bill 1445 ... provides for transportation for

Prospect. died Friday in the

Village Nursing Home in

Harper. College board of

Commission.

ing and parts of Maine and

Rd., Wheeling; four brothers.

Mrs. Wiehr. of 703 E.

for a five-year term on the

by the Illinois School Building

Palatine, Schaumburg. Wheel-

Bernadine of 910 McHenry

Mount Prospect. Burial was to
he in the family lot.

square -foot building,

Commission to study means
to modernize and make more
efficient our state budgeting

municipal agencies. He was
the chief sponsor of nearly

A funeral mass for Mrs.
Cora Jane Wiehr. 92. was
scheduled Monday morning
in St. Raymond's Church in

tion, had filed as a candidate

that all governmental units in

the county clerk. The public

Mrs. Cora Wiehr

educa-

House Bill 1709 ... creates
a Program Budget Study

public accounting by

sponsor of several others. A
few of the bills for which he

experience in

years'

corporated area.

township government and. auditor of public accounts and

two dozen bills and co-

sAV

William H. Doggett, 428 S.
Cedar St., Palatine, a junior
high school teacher with 20

Northeast Missouri State

Illinois will have an annual
audit and shall file a copy of
that report with the Illinois

tion reform, education.

1

classes.

House Bill 588... provides

During his first .term in the
legislature, Regner was active
in passage of many bills, including those related to elec-

referendum that they intend
to continue to maintain one

ar er College

at Country
nor Regner

Rem

St.

oggett Files for
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.

the

Prospect as her afternoon

Life will soon be easier for.

completion, which

attracted

-

The Gwins are avid golfers

Gwin's mother and father,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Pitann
who also live near the club.

Friends of the Gwins are
Medinah residents, Mr. and
Mrs. Stuart Goodenough who
moved from Mount Prospect
several years ago.

__M.. _._:-

..

.

lalogne
"Have you noticed that all
of the people who are against
the idea of consolidating 10
suburban towns into one city
have one thing in common?
They all say they moved here

with George Hamilton
'

vent the big city from getting
bigger by taking over, one by

see would be a sprawling city
sort of like Los Angeles, only

After all, many of the com-

orderly than that."

themselves."

"So we have to become a

"That's funny. All the

small city

sociologists say that people
move to the st-burbs because
they don't like their next door
neighbors in the city."
"Well, they have to blame

so we can stay

"Or the thousands of

work at all,

here probably wouldn't be
much different than now.

"The main difference, of

course, would be in costs and
operation of the local
ment. But if the people chos
the city could remain separa e
communities such as the five

"What you probably would

SINCE THE Dunton area
had voted "no" in the last

and interest made it necessary
for them to move between the

a signal of things to come.

for the "man of the year."

ing the unofficial "yes" vote
on the education tax rate increase to 4,787 to 2,584. The
final on the building tax increase was 4,529 "yes" to

In the referendum, voters
approved a 331/2 -cent increase

in school tax rates. At the

Jaycee dinner, Jack W.

Martin who is assistant to the
superintendent of High School
Dist. 214, was presented the

club's annual Distinguished
Service Award.

The referendum polls clos-

ed at 7 p.m. with the largest
vote ever recorded in an Arlington Heights school elec-

tion. Balloting was done at 13
polling places.
The Dunton school polling

place was the first to report,
with results called in at 7:22.

13 polling places occurred at
School, School election
officials were concerned during the last two hours whether
Park

Gertrude Kiley, chief clerk of
the Des Plaines -selective
service' system gives the
following advice to young

Heights.' It means something

'a big wind blowing at

like

your back.' "

ABOUT THE time the last
polling place was reporting,
dinner was being served at In-

dian Lakes Country Club at

neither watch news broadcasts
on TV nor listen to the radio,
and I real the newspapers only

for Peanuts, Pogo, Brenda

the Jaycee banquet being Starr and the sports section.
It was considered on the given in honor of Jack W.
"BUT TODAY a very exbasis of past voting that 600 Martin who received the citing piece of new entered inballots would likely be club's "man of the year" to my private cosmos. I
Park had enough ballots.

The last polling place to
report was North School, rais-

enough. It is common practice
to print twice as many ballots
as are likely to be used.
As a result, 1,200 ballots

award. President Bill Bur-

received a newsclipping, mail-

One was a telegram from

ed to me by my mother. The
headline read: 'Martin Wins
Jaycee Award'. 'I know that
man', said I to myself. 'He

at 7 p.m. exactly 1,100 which read, "I regret that I
persons had cast votes at cannot be with you to

of the finest men I have
known. It's about time he got

making. Three of the 13

Both the educational tax increase and the building tax in-

Mr. Martin. Sincerely, Tom."

day in the last election.

the unofficial returns, in every
precinct. The closest vote oc-

were sent to the Park polling
place. When the voting ended

2,831 "no".

The polls opened at 8 a.m.
for the first time in a Dist. 25
election. By noon it was obvious a record vote was in the

Park.

precincts had more votes at
noon than they recorded all

crease carried, according to

However, some districts

had cast few votes by noon.
The Greenbrier area was one,

curred in the Kensington
School district.

The educational tax in-

crease carried at Kensington

but this polling place ended up
with a record 448 voters come
to cast ballots.

THE PEAK for any of the

359 to 300. The building fund
tax increase carried by II
votes, 335 to 324.

ft Chief Advises 'out
Are you draft age? Mrs.

call our city 'Wuthering

Martin Finally Discovered

Saturday evening was a ma- three referendum votes conjor exercise for a number of ducted by the district, the
citizens whose involvement "yes" return, 164 to 106, was

vote countdown on the Dist.
2.5 referendum and the Arlington Heights Jaycee dinner

ed the 'Windy City,' we can

,

Dayli
BY RICHARD CRABB

seriously your idea of the 'City of Hamilton.' "
"Give them time. The idea
will sound better and better.
But here's an alternative idea,
anyway. Since Chicago is call-

hoping to be

discovered at the unemployment office. Actually, things

from Chicago OKs them.

"I think Ihe idea is to pre-

notice no one took too

Hollywood -types who don't

"I doubt if you would see
that. The only place you see
high-rises now are in suburbs
adjacent to Chicago or in
unincorporated areas where
the county I board majority

'footsteps?"

neatly and that's one factor."
"There's still the problem of
what to name the city. I

.discovered by a talent'scout."

here. That's one of the reasons
we left the city, to have a view
and a breeze that are not
blocked by tall buildings."

want to follow in their

"I don't think we would.
We wrap our garbage more

restaurants waiting to be

"Well, we don't want a lot

"I guess not. But with' all
of their ills, why would we

like they had recently."

of Hollywood -type people
working in gas stations and

of high-rise buildings out

city's troubles, would you?"

"It might be a good way of
going about it, if we didn't
end up with a garbage strike

pressways and their thousands

separate from the big city?"
"Something like that."

their problems on someone.
You wouldn't expect them to
say the city's administration
had anything to do with the

Manhattan and Queens."

"I hope so. We don't need
their all-night supermarkets
and bumper -to -bumper ex-

Chicago once were suburbs

didn't like city life."

Brooklyn, Bronx, Jamaica,

our area already is more

one, each of the suburbs.

munities that arc now in

from the city because they

boroughs. of New York City;

men facing the draft:

result in a registrant being

3) Always complete and
return
all
questionnaires
received from your local draft

declared delinquent and subject to immediate induction.

roughs had three special com-

munications to present as
surprises to Martin.

Cong. Donald Rumsfeld was a teacher of mine and one
personally express my congratulations to Jack Martin

and I hope that you will offer
congratulations in my behalf.
thoughtfulness in inviting me

to participate in such a

must immediately notify his
local draft board.

4) An applicant seeking
deferment.

a

of
fatherhood may not wait until
because

receives an induction
notice to apply for such a
he

deferment. A medical report
must be on file with the local
draft

board

when

the

registrant's wife reaches her
third month of pregnancy.

5) An applicant,

who

is

classified 1-A (suitable for im-

mediate draft,) must appeal
the decision within a 30 -day
period. The initial appeal
must be made in writing to
Mrs. Gertrude Kiley, chief clerk of the Des Plaines selective
service office, inspects lists indicating the number of men who
will be called into military service during the month of April.

the local draft board.
If the board fails to act
favorably on the appeal, the

Mrs. Kiley estimates that the number of draftees from the
northwestern suburban area will be increased due to a near -

registrant may appeal before
the Board of Appeals in

record draft call in the state of Illinois.

Springfield.

that

A letter was read from Tom

teaching staff of Arlington

Sloan who is now attending
Yale University but who at-

High School to become assis-

tended an English class taught
by Martin at Arlington High.
"Here at Yale, in the seclusion
of the ivory tower (or perhaps
it's a cellar) of university life,
very little news of the outside

Dist. 214.

tant to the superintendent of

i)ubricationt
HOME BUYERS. C

IDE

mit rl9
REALTORS
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enefit Clearbrook
The opening night

Center. These communities

performance of Cole Porter's

include

rollicking musical "Can -Can,"
to be given by Music on Stage

Wheeling, Prospect Heights,
Rolling Meadows, Elk Grove
Village, Hoffman Estates and

on March 15, 16, 17, 22 and

23, has been offered to the
Clearbrook Association for

the Retarded as a fund-raising
event.

The Clearbrook Association is a .community action

Arlington

Letters to the {Editor

Heights,

State Bar Seeks Alternative To Report.

Roselle, Schaumburg,

Palatine, Mount Prospect and
Des Plaines.
Persons interested in at-

Editor:

tending are asked to call

you have received and

During the past week or so

trife

general chairman of ticket

undoubtedly published news
accounts regarding the action

group made up of parents of sales, Mrs. Michael Ancona,
mentally retarded children at 437.0897. Tickets will be

of the American Bar
and adults enrolled in delivered by Association Association
House of
Clearbrook Center in Rolling members.
Meadows, and other individuals from the area

in-

terested in the development of

comprehensive services for
the mentally handicapped in

nearby suburban communities.

The Association is an af-

filiate member of the National

Association for Retarded
TICKETS FOR the benefit
performance, at $2.50 each,
are being sold by association
members in all communities
serviced by the Clearbrook

Delegates on the Reardon

"Can -Can" is one of Cole
Porter's most popular musical

report.

This is the ABA report that
recommended amendment of

comedies. Set in the very
Bohemian Paris of 1893, the

the Canons of Professional

show features some of the

Ethics to limit comment by

composer's most memorable
songs, as well as the "scandalous" dance that gave the

attorneys in criminal cases,

enactment of rules of court
restricting the release of certain information in criminal
cases by law enforcement officers and judicial employes,
and the enforcement of them

production its name.
The show will be presented
at Wheeling High School, Rt.
83 and Lintz Rd., at 8:30

p.m. on Fridays and

Saturdays, and at 7:30 p.m.

on Sundays. All seats arc
reserved.

by means of the contempt
powers of courts.

A majority of the Illinois

State Bar Association

delegates favored the position
advocated by representatives

of the press and many

representatives of the bar--,
namely, to withhold action on ,

a member of Troop 51,
sponsored by St. Mark

quires several hours of

Highway.
Somewhere between the age

Lutheran Church in Mount
Prospect. The Eagle award,
highest in Boy Scouting, re-

In the late '30s and middle
'40s my parents used to go for
drives in the country. One of
favorite roads was Northwest

services and a minimum of 21
merit badges. Don, a junior at

of nine and my middle teens

'Prospect High School, has
been in scouting less than four
years.

I

made up my mind that

I

wanted to live in Arlington
Heights. I guess I didn't know
much about horse racing then.

Hideaword

When I was discharged
from the Army in 1956 my

wife and I bought a home and
lived in Skokie.' That was still

too much like Chicago and

TWEERNS

finally in 1959 we moved to

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

1966 we moved; still in Arl-

using all seven of these letters.

our "dream" suburb, Arlington Heights. In June of
ington Heights.

We love Arlington Heights

and want to continue to live

30 good. 38 excellent

in Arlington Heights. We
want to continue to live in

894-1800

Answer on Comic Page

Arlington Heights even if it's
named Hamilton (after Alexander of'course) or Schlicken.

IligginsGolf Shopping Plaza

the report for one year until
a survey had been completed
by the American Newspaper
Publishers Association.

As you know, this view point did not prevail and the
Reardon report was adopted.
There will be no automatic

adoption of these recommendations but, rather, each

state now must decide

the

course which it will follow.
I

will

recommend to the

Board of Governors of the
Illinois State Bar Association

the appointment of a com-

mittee to work with a special
committee representing the
various Illinois news media in
drafting a set of working rules
covering both the release of

information concerning

criminal cases and publication
thereof, both prior to and during trials.

dedicated.

The next meeting of the
ISBA Board of Governors will
be held April 26 and 27, 1968,

at the Illinois Bar Center in

Springfield, when this matter
will be on the agenda.
It is likely that news accounts of the above already

have reached

you

but, on

behalf of the Illinois State Bar
Association, I want you to be
personally aware of our high
regard for the press of Illinois

and our sincere desire to
resolve this issue by voluntary
procedures.
Illinois State Bar Association,
Stanton L. Ehrlich, President

Open Letter
Mr. Louis Schultz
Assistant Principal
Prospect High School

A primary purpose would
be to protect the freedom of Dear Mr. Schultz:
the press to which we all arc
was sorry to read in the
paper that you. are leaving
Prospect High School. You
are following a line of exI

Keep 'Dream' Suburb As Is
Editor:

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kledaisch
Managing Editor

of Arlington Heights, was

Jack 'it

In Arlington Heigl is

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

there.
It read
"Congratulations on your Arl-

Donald Anderson son of

ts

Ill
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred Andrews

0.0 REALTORS("'

See our display of Homes
as advertised every Thursday

Marshall Field
Page 4

The Slichenmyers now

presented the Eagle Award in
Boy Scouting Feb. 26. Don is
Jack Kemmerly

the paper's' freedOni and intellectual integrity."

reside in Mesa, Ariz., and the
telegram was dispatched from

Eagle Award
When Buying or Selling
Your Home

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping

world, with the exception of ington Heights Jaycees "man
the new draft proposals, in- of the year" award. What took
vades my consciousness. I them so long to find you?."

Children.

Be Money Ahead ...

Dist. 214. It was under Supt.

Martin moved from the

Rumsfeld."

3) If the holder of a stu-

school, even for a semester, he

superintendent of High School

worthy program. Donald Slichenmyer's guidance

ed.

dent deferment drops out of

The third surprise com-

munication came from Harold

Thank you for your Slichenmyer, former

2) Applications for student
deferments must be filed by
full-time students only and
must be accompanied by a
certificate from the school at
which the registrant is enroll-

board. Failure to do so may

an award'. Congratulations,

mycr Heights for that matter.
We left Chicago and Skokie
because they are too big. Arlington Heights may be getting

big too, but it's not a city of
250,000.
I understand the argument
. for mass purchasing power,
common police and fire pro-

tection, health, water, and

sanitation. They arc supposed
to save me money. Well here's
a disbeliever.

Every time you give a taxing body more money potential

it gets

spent! At least

presently it's close to home

cellent men

that have left
- Dr.

Prospect High School

Jenness, Dr. Thomas, Mr.
Calisch, Mr. Fyfe, and Mr.
Kinnemen.

I am especially thankful for

what you have done for

Prospect High School. I want
you to know that you arc well
respected and liked by the

parents and the children.

It is unfortunate that all of

the good people have left

Prospect High School. I am

happy, however, that Dr.

Thomas, Dr. Jenness, and you
are still educating children in
the immediate area.

We need more of these
the school board, village types of people in education.
and I can go to meetings of
trustees, or BOLL and express
myself. Try that in Chicago or
a city anywhere near that size.

I hope that some day. you will

be appointed a principal

in

one of our schools.

I am proud to have been

I'm for keeping Arlington
Heights as Arlington Heights

associated with these fine peo-

Megalopolis or Hamilton or

ple at Prospect High School.
It is unfortunate that we do

whatever.

not have more of them.

and not as a ward of
Frank A. Mleko

Mrs. J. E. Cartwright

Tour of Mansion Will Benfit
Park Ridge School or Girls

new, something borrowed and
something blue. Although this
saying is associated with Weddings itT also applies to the

area had not conceived the

Antique' Show being

idea before.

sponsored by the Mount

The Boards of the Park

Prospect and Prospect Heights
Woman's Clubs March 13, 14
and IS.
The "something old," of

Ridge School for Girls have
arranged to have Chicago area

interior designers renovate

and decorate the rooms of

course, refers to the 26
displays of primitive and
ornamental antiques by

"Carolwood" for a house tour,
May 6 through May 25.

Instead of driving from
home to home to view dif-

dealers including antique

ferent decorating techniques,
this palatial mansion with its
made-to-order traffic pattern
will be a self-contained house

home by Col. and Mrs.

George Tracy Buckingham

builders. The home was
Back view of the Tudor and Early Georgian. Lake Forest home that will be opened to the public as
"The Decorators' Show House" by the Park Ridge School for Girls May 2 -May 26.

Clark combined Tudor and

Boards of the Park

Grant, Mrs. Harold Henderson, Mrs. Edward Mosher,

first "Decorators' 'Show
House" by Mrs. William J.
Hagenah, Jr:, the present

DOORS WILL be open

a.m. to 5 p.m. on

March 15. Door prizes will be
awarded on the last day of the
Proceeds will benefit the

many and varied philan-

thropic endeavors of both 7th
District Federated Women's
Clubs.
And what is the "something

blue?" It will be you, if you
miss this show.

Right-A close-up view of a

hand -made wedding gown

lawn trimmed with lace. It

members include: Mrs. E.
Joseph Cole, Mrs. Robert

Chicago.

the Boards of the Park

trance.

worn by Mrs. L. Smith of the
Prospect Heights, Woman's
Club. The dress is of French

Ridge

of Inverness; Mrs. John A.

Ridge School for Girls for the

Club and Mrs. Kenneth

School for Girls. Local board

Beach and her home in
to

537-6787 or Mrs. Craig

Olsen of Mount Prospect, CL
3-7461. The admission is $1
donation and tickets may also
be purchased at the door and

effort of two local women's
clubs presenting the show.
Mrs. John Weber, of
the Mount Prospect Woman 8'

of the Senior and Junior

Denmark, her village in Palm

The house has been loaned

at

show.

year of planning, are members

furnished it with treasures
brought from her castle in

the house. Mrs. Lothe

Stevenson of Prospect Heights

troduces an unusual and
handcrafted "Antique to

Sandstrom of the Prospect

Hayes, Mrs. William Narup,
Mrs. Robert Nelson and Mrs.
Edgar Swanson, Jr. of Arlington Heights; Mrs. Leonard
F. Ostrom of Mount Prospect;
Mrs. Eugene Simpson of Barrington; Mrs. James H. Felt

and Mrs. B. Lothe purcfiased

calling Mrs. Raymond

also includes the combined

Fountain), the original

"Carolwood". In 1949, Dr.
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"SOMETHING NEW"

(famous for Buckingham

THERE HAVE BEEN

Tickets are available from
members of both -clubs or by

from II

Twi-Lite candles. They are individually created by George
and Irene Kinzie.

The name "Carolwood"

was given to the Lake Forest

goodies for hungry viewers.

will also be exhibited.

the Barrington Country
School Shop, is exclusive
distributor of the unusual

tour.

featuring nominally priced

from 11 a.m. until 9:30 p.m.
on March 13 and 14; and

Burn." Paul Schlobohm of
Hillside House, affiliated with

the tour begins in May, the
drive should be spectacular.
Accent touches will even be
added to the grounds for the

Prospect Community Center,

Other displays of accessories,

The "something new," in-

mile tree -lined entrance was
lovely even without any evident traces of spring. When

facilities at the Mount

used more than once for en-

lamps and decorator items

THE DRIVE up the half

The "something borrowed"
is the use of the refreshment

jewelry, pattern, cut and art
glass, Victorian and early
American furniture, brass,

pewter, copper and silver.

tour.

several owners of

Tifrirtrif TIMM Trn yocloaaaaoaclausaisaaaaoaaaal

co-chairing the three-day

Something old, something

Forest mansion "Carolwood,"
it was difficult to' understand
why someone in the Chicago

his design of the library.

Heights Woman's Club are
event.

Wandering through the 20
elegant rooms in the Lake

Early Georgian in his design
of the 20 -room house, surrounded by 20 acres of lawn,
meadow and woods. Clark
received a national award for

Something Old, Etc.
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

BY MARILYN HELFERS

started in Sept. 1919 and completed in June 1930.
The architect, Edwin H.

The Day's Prospects

was made by Mrs. Baker prior
to her wedding at Council
Grove, Kansas. It was also

worn by Miss Baker on her
wedding to Mrs. G. St. John
who is loaning the 1910 dress.

Right --In a tintype pose

dressed in antique costumes

tour chairman; Mrs. Neil

are the "Working Girls" of the

Quinn, Mrs. Leo Tarpey, Jr.
and Mrs. Herbert Stoffels of

Prospect Heights and Mount
Prospect Woman's Clubs. Left
to right rear are Mrs. Donald
Long, Mrs. Matthew Zmudka,
Mrs. Elmer Stringham; center

Park Ridge.

owner.

ar.

row, Mrs. Robert Wroble,

Attending the "before" tour
of the house was Mrs. George

Mrs. Kenneth Silger and front
row, co-chairmen, Mrs. Ken-

Tracy Buckingham. A guest
told Mrs. Buckingham that

4*-V?"

she and her husband had

looked at the house, which is

Admiriug one of the elegant twin chandeliers at each side
of the fireplace in the dining room of Carolwood are (I. to r.)

presently for sale for

$175,000, but they didn't

neth Sandstrom and Mrs.
John Weber. They are ready

for the opening of the Antique
Show, March 13, 14 and 15.

Mrs. Edgar Swanson, Jr. and Mrs. Robert Hayes.

think they would be able to
find the household help to
staff it.

"I didn't have much live-in
help," said Mrs. Buckingham.

Frost PTA
To Elect
Officers

"We just had a cook, two

maids, a chauffer and a
1

gardener who lived in, and the

gardener hired some helpers

r.)

in the spring." she said.

WORK IS NOW in progress to get the Lake Forest
mansion in tip-top shape by

Annual election of officers
of the Robert Frost PTA will

May 6, when for $2 the public
may tour it. Proceeds from

held March 12 in the
multi -purpose room of the
be

the tour will benefit the Park

Frost Elementary
Robert
School at 1308 Cypress Drive,
Mount Prospect, at 8 p.m.
Girl Scouts will present the
colors and give a brief demonstration of what they are learning through scouting.

Ridge School for Girls, a

home and school for
dependent adolescent girls.
Girls come to the Park

Ridge School for Girls from

broken and low income homes

from all over the state. They
are placed here by juvenile
courts, social agencies,

New Arrivals

parents or relatives.
Many are emotionally

disturbed and all have known
heartbreak. They receive professional corrective care and

The fifth child for Mr.

and.

Mrs. Rocco Guistino of
Prospect is a girl,

homelike attention.

Sandra Ruth, born February

Helping on this enormous
tour project, that has taken a

17 at Lutheran General

p

.s

Hospital. Sandra weighed 10
pounds 4 ounces. She is sister

In Observance of Girl Scout
International
Friendship

to James 12, John 10, Cathy

Week, Brownie Troop 41 in-

6, and Nancy 5. Grandparents
ve --Mrs. Robert Hayes

(left) served coffee and box
lunches in the dining room of

"Carolwood" during a
preview of the home. Mrs.

William Narup (right) helped

conduct a tour through the
mansion.

Brownie s Combine Meetings

are Mr. and Mrs. Joseph

Guistino of West Hollywood,
Fla. and Mrs. August Dreyer
of Mount Prospect.

On February 20 at

Lutheran General Hospital, a
boy, Eric Alan, was born to
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Halker of
Mount Prospect. He weighed
6
pounds 944 ounces.
Welcoming him home is sister

bined troops hapily greeted
Vera da Silva, exchange student from Santos, Brazil, as
their guest. Miss da Silva is
a senior at Wheeling High
School. She shared slides of
Brazil, played her guitar, and
taught the Brownies South

vited Brownie Troop 900 to
its meeting

Feehanville

at

School, Mount Prospect, on
March 6.

The 36 girls of the com-

American songs and dances.

Leaders of Troop 41 are
Mrs. John Hegber and Mrs.
Michael Horvath. Leaders of
Troop 900 are Mrs. Robert
Pinkonsly and Mrs. Wayne
Farrell.

lia311011.11altassams,......

Lisa, age 3 1/2. Proud

grandparents are Mr. and

Mrs. Charles H. Steele of
West Allis.! Wis. and Mrs.

Laurance F. Halker of
left-Junior Board members
of the Park'Ridge School enjoy a visit with Mrs. G. Tracy
Buckingham, original owner
and builder of Carolwood. (I.
to rt.) Mrs. William Narup,

pounds

Hayes.

of,Greensburg, Pa. and Mrs.
David S. Brown of Western

I

ounce. Jennifer's

grandparents are Mr. and

Mrs. Rodger W. Murtaugh Sr.

Springs. Her great
g randparents
j

\

Hospital, she weighed 7

Mrs. E. Joseph Cole, Mrs.
Buckingham, Mrs. Edgar

Swangon, Jr. and Mrs. Robert

r

Thomasville, N. C.
The first child for Mr.
and Mrs. Rodger W. Murtaugh
Jr. of Mount Prospect is a girl,
Jennifer Jean. Born February
26 at Northwest Community

are Mr. and

Brownies Linda Kay Pinkonsly, Jean Hegber and Jill Martino greet foreign exchange student,

Mrs. Harry H. Hayes of Vera Da Silva of Santos, Brazil at their combined troop observation of Girl Scout International
Peoria.

Friendship Week.

)1.:
..8.-:2...N.rk0,-"ZIre

II

S ORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

MAT DO You SUPPOSE ?HE
FARM PEOPLE ARE DOING

Page 6

UNDISR-IHATmooN?

.Monday, March 11, 1968

OUT OUR WAY

-

YEAH-IT'S NEVER MIND-THIS 'SAN

WHY, GRAMPAW PRAC-

50 LATE

TICALLY SNATCHES IT
OUT OF THE DELIVERY

EMERGENCY: HE'S GONE
UPSTAIRS TO LOOK FOR
EVENING,
IT AND I WANT THESE
HOW WERE CUT-OUTS TAPED BACK

IN THE

BOY'S HANDS AND NEVER

LETS GO TILL HE'S
READ EVERYTHING!

WE TO KNOW

HE HADN'T

SEEN IT
YET?

'You would start him using the electric tooth brush!
Now he says he thinks he's got a short in one
of his teeth!"

IN BEFORE HE COMES
DoWN,50 HURRY; Ms 60 -

/NG TO BE BAD ENOUGH
LISTENING "TO HIM MUTTER
ABOUT HAVING TO READ A
PATCHWORK
QUILT!

'In the good old days all the moon had an effect on
was romance and the tides. Now it's TAXES, too!"

ROBIN MALONE
poor HARM HIM,
SERGEANT! MR. CLAY
IS A FRIEND opmitser

16/46R0 THE WOMAN, SERGEANT'
AND CONTINUE WITH YOUR
POLICE BRUTALITY...

WHICH I
DISTINCTLY

PREFER TO
DEALING
WITH TH6

6=6E5

OF
/WV9vtialrr

WHY

Coc-1-1RA14
1.1E

3-'11

moTHERSGEGRAY

ea. Gm

NEA, I.c. 'TM

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
GEE, ALL
FOR

BUGS BUNNY

I JUST WANT

HOW ABOUT sELLIN,
YA SOME ITCHIN/
POWDER OR A HAND
BUZZER, PORKY?
9
gy, 71,
YT1

THESE TRICK PHONES IS

TO USE YOUR
PHONE TO CALL
PETUNIA:

GIPEAT PER PARTIES:

HERE YOU ARE,ALY1N A NEW NICKEL. FOR 60IN
10 THE STORE FOR SOME
IMPORTED CIGARS!
TREAT LEANDER TO
60METI-11Ns NICE AT THE
CANDY COUNTER !

US?

WE CAN

GET
THREE
SALTED
PEANUTS

/ IMPORTED \.

Answers to
Hideaword

CIGARS
THE
AIR WAS
SWEETER THE
NIGHT THE
GLUE FACTORY

WESTERN'
erne
tern

renew
rest
rete

1E/IJR NED 'DOWN!

FOR -THAT!

rent.

if

resent
reset
west
went
were
wets
wren
wrest
newt
nest
newer
news

t.

got

steer,

enter

Q1968 by Warner Inn.

stere

erst
ester
ewer

Seven Atte, Inc.
T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. 011.

iloroscope

.

tree
terse
tense
teen
strewn
stew
stern
'sweet
sewer
sere
seer
seen
' sneer
sent
sewn

MORTY MEEKLE

FOR TUESDAY

PISCES (Feb 20 - Mar. 21)

WATCH IT,

business and pleasure today

WINT1-11ZOP

-- You can improve both

through the application of
knowledge recently gained.

OH, HE

WOULDN'T

LACEY...

DICK
CAVA 1.-1-1

SHOC7rME...

EEK & MEEK

((_.....
HE KNOWS I CONTROL- HIS
gOPPLYOF ICE CREAM AND
CHOCOLATE MUG.

DR.BRITMTE'S

GOTA NEW
5LiNGOI-10T.

DENTAL

Watch for opportunity
ARIES (Mar 22 - Apr. 20)
-- The best way to ensure hav-

RENTALS

RENT
DENTURES
FOR ANY
OCCASION

SPORT

FORMAL
DENTURES

DENTURES
IN FASHIONABLE
PSYCHEDELIC

IN FLASHING

WHITE

COLORS

ing a share in the benefits of
a project is to shoulder your
part of the responsibility for
it

1914

3

1.31 Po. OK

TAURUS (Apr 21 - May
21) -- Especially favored at

this time are all projects

directly concerned with com-

mercial gain Gather your

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

support

GEMINI (May 22 - June

21) --

You W001.ot,P7NE 8011614T AIN

714A4K

Face issues without

hesitation and you should be

able to see them clearly.

$50-WORT14 IF
THAT HAD BEEN

QR.

REP SKELT013

Avoid beating about the bush.

ACROSS

23) -- You can benefit,
through cooperation with
higher-ups Offer your
services, don t wait to be called upon before giving of your

13 Mother of

time

-- You can know real success
in the immediate future if you

114I I, NU. I* TM... 1.11 Pe MI

lay your plans carefully and
VIRGO (Aug

24

-

Sept.

23) -- Time lost may in the
long run be time gained What
appears so on the surface
mey not be so at all

CAPTAIN EASY
IP WE KEEP LELAND '
HAPPY HE WON'T TRY

90 HARD TO ESCAPE

DUH.H...50 POP MADE
HIM A SLINGSHOT -OHM

AN' SEND 1.19 TO DA
CHAIR FOR KIDNAPINI

granted Expect a trick and
you can deal with it

SCORPIO (Oct 24 - Nov.
22) -- The alert Scorpio should

be able to advance himself
professionally without doing

Deal only with

CAPRICORN (Dec 23
Jan

20) --

You can

-

su

cessfully negotiate a deal at
this time. Take care. however.

that you don't mistake
material profit for your real
21

-

Feb. 19) -- Avoid the mistakes
others have recently made by

listening carefully to well meant advice

1115 HIDE:

.

26 Owed

THE WILLETS

I Axis A 'FEELING
I'VE FORGOTTEN
SOMETHING

46 Japanese
outcast
47 Native of
'(suffix)
49 Watchful
51 Solitary
53 Born

Separate the
men from the boys

(a b.)

2

33 Greek letter
35 False god
37 Add sugar to

44 Fireplace arch
48 Fastening

38 Through
39 Eventually

52 Weird (var.)
56 Calf's call
57 I possess
(contr.)

40 Girl's name
41 Expiator
42 One behind
another

3

5

12

6

58 Epoch
59 Arid
8

7

13

19

18

22

62 Sin

63 Military force
64 Celt

DOWN

1 Pronoun
2 Eggs

3 Immature frog
4 With blades,

as grass

38

39

59

59

24
28 129

30

32

31

33
36

41

42

-

37

43

47

46
51

11

20

23

25

40

10

17

55 Copied

60 Not ever
(contr.)
61:Church part

9

14

16

15

21

50 Meadow

54 Indigo (vat'.)'

65 Negative vote

goal

AQUARIUS (Jan

START BY

TENDERIZIN.

D!
LELAND
WHERE'S ME 0E0 DEMANDED IT:
ROLL, ORIN?
MAYBE YOU
CAN SNUGGLE
UP AG/N5T DAT
BULL, UNCLE

45 Tiny

another a disservice

vital issues now,

TREATED WID TENDER CARE!

ONE SIDE,

ORIN: VLL

28 Billiard stroke
30 Insects
32 Entire
34 Coronet
36 Descry
40 Glutted
43 Plant exudate

take the opposition for

other time

HOLD IT, 10.1K1 DA LAW WOULD
GO EA51ER ON U5 IF HE'S BEEN

JAKE!

LIBRA (Sept 24 - Oct. 23)
-- You can gain an advantage
it you are wise enough not to

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) -- Activities of little
or no importance to your
future should be left for some

10 Record books
(var.)
Pollux
11 Tenant
14 Curved molding 16 Hawaiian
15 Frozen hawks
17 Tatters
20 Girl'g name
18 School of
21 Male swan
whales
22 Fib
19 Dead - fall 23 Masculine
21 Finish
appellation
23 Arena for
27 Feminine
athletes (coll.)
appellation
24 Before
.29 Tavern brew
25 Petroleum
31 Female saint

Castor and

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)

wishes of others

5 Allow

6 Japanese
edible herb
- coffee
7 Ahead of time
4 - noses
8 - on icy
8 Roman market
steps
place (var.)
12 Feminine name 9 Century plants
1 Zest of

CANCER (June 22 - July

with full consideration for the

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Frosty Morning

I

60

52

53

54

55

60

61

62

63

64

65

56

57

11
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Cr

Leo. GirdntOarani
BY RALPH NOVAK

Having come as far asr

3. They couldn't stop Lee
Oler in the fourth period.

Oler, a 6-4 center with the

determination and drive could shooting eye of Daniel Boone,

carry them, Arlington's neither looks sinister nor
basketball Cardinals were wears a black hat, but he was
rudely thrown out of the state
tournament Friday by Grant,

the villain to all three teams

79-36

regional.

Grant, winning the Wheeling regional, wasn't allowed

free run, Arlington opening

the Bulldogs beat in the

BUT THE CARDS were

last 14 shots from the floor -15 for 23 overall --and hit 11

They couldn't stop Lee

Oler in the second period;

2 They couldn't stop Lee

Oler in the third period;

4I

not challenge, either of-

BY LINDA GAMMILL

fensively or defensively.

Card guard R. J. Collins led

Fans of the Mighty Blue

have been just that all

his team with 11 points, and
John Theroux was next best

weekend.

with seven. Theroux's four re-

The navy and columbia

bounds was Arlington's best
mark in that department.

Grant outrebounded

blue uniforms of the Prospect
Knights have been put away
for another season as a result
of the shellacking given them

'

the.

AGAINST ARLINGTON,
he scored 41 points -114 in the, Arlington went 15 -for -50.

second quarter and 15 in the

1

e ion

Cards, 40-22, and made 30 of
55 shots from the field while

fast to hold a 15-12 lead after
one quarter
outscored 67-21 the rest of the
way because of three factors

ine South
ewilliders Prospect 9-55

fourth --and filched 16 rebounds. He made 13 of his
of 13 free throws.

While Oler had some help,
chiefly from Rich Heitman's
16 points and eight rebounds,
it was him Arlington could

by the Maine South Hawks
Friday night.

The Knights were disposed
of handily, 89-55, and the
Hawks are now on their way
to a clash with the Waukegan
Bulldogs Wednesday, March
13, in the sectional tournament play at Arlington. The

THE CARDS made six of
their 15 field goals in the first
period, when they led by four
points three separate times.
But after a long jump shot by

Jim Baumgartner put Arlington in front 17-14 early in
the second period, Oler took

Knights will have to watch
that one from the sidelines.
THE KNIGHTS started

over.
He scored ten points --six on

Monday,

free throws --while the Cards
missed seven straight shots,
sending the Bulldogs ahead to

March II,.

and personally extending the

off on the right foot, jumping
to an 8-2 lead on four points
by George Timson and buck-

ets from the corner by Jim
Gumz and Mike Anderson.

stay, 18-17, with 4:39 left,

That lead was quickly erased

lead to 24-7.

by four baskets in a row by

Collins, who conceded

1968

the Hawks.

nothing to anybody

Timson scored again from
underneath to tic things up at
10-10, and Forrest Haney added a free throw, giving the

throughout the regional, came

Page 7

back with a jumper from the
corner to break the Grant

spree, but Steve Koenig hit a

Knights an 11-10 lead.

10 -footer for the Bulldogs and

But two more baskets by
the Hawks, one a tip -in and

Oler finger -tipped in two
outside jumpers to set up x'3121 halftime advantage.

the other coming on a
more.

ARLINGTON DIDN'T'

Things looked good for the

hometown squad as Dave

2:50 were left, and by that
time Grant led 43-21. The

Butz was whistled for travel-

ing and quickly fouled

Bulldogs took a 54-26 edge in-

to the last quarter, and Oler

Grant's 6-4 center, Lee

put in all seven shots he tried Oler, flips in one of the 11
during the last period.
throws he_ scored while
Grant coach John Schad free
accumulating 41 points as the
finally pulled Oler and the rest Bulldogs smashed Arlington
of his starters with 2:30 left.
79-36 Friday in the finals of
Older scored 118 points and
state tournament Wheelgrabbed 42 rebounds in the the
regional. Oler, displaying
Bulldogs decisive regional ing
a shooting touch as sensitive
wins over Fremd, Wheeling, as a kitten's whiskers, poured
and Arlington. Grant 25-4 in 118 points in Grant's three
opens its sectional play regional game, and also grab-

Wednesday at Arlington
against Evanston, 24-1.

Anderson when he tried to get
the ball back. Anderson took

the gesture kindly and made
both of his shots.

TOM M.CCLAYTON, a 5-

8 fireball who scored 19
points for the Hawks, missed
a shot, and the rebound went

to Anderson. Anderson fed
Butch Leonard who put the
Knights in a tie for the last
time, 15-15.

From then on

bed 42 rebounds.

it

was all

George Timson soars to take a rebound in the Knights' season -ending 89-55 loss to Maine
South in Friday's final of the Prospect state tournament region.al. Gary Lange (24), Dave
Butz (40) and Tom McClayton (10) were powerless to stop Timson this time, but passed most of
the rest of the evening making life miserable for Prospect in what turned out to be Dick Kinneman's
last game as the Knights' coach,John Green is behind Itutz. (Photo by George Steiner)
South was ahead for good.
Prospect was still scrapping

end of the half, enjoyed a 50-

of gas against a strong and

improving Hawk team. When
Gary Lange dropped in one of

tied Lange up twice in a row,

WHEN COACH Dick Kinneman led his team to the
locker room for his last halftime pep talk, all they had to
their credit was a 23 -point

uphill and the Knights ran out

Haney and Gumz, but to no

BFRP
6

4

4

1

15

II

6
16

2

I

4

I

1

0

I

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

I

2

0

0

1

0

I

0

8

30 19 39

avail.

'

deficit, 12 fouls, 10 turnovers,

2
2

SECONDS LATER, and a .333 shooting percen-

4c

Timson was charged with an
offensive foul which began a

I

string of 15 straight calls

Arlington forward Mark Liddell (43) stretches in a losing
effort to outreach Grant's Lee Oler for a rebound in Friday's

firl game at the Wheeling regional. Oler paced a 40-22

I

B Ildog rebounding advantage with 16 rebounds. (Photos by
Com Walsh)

0

3

I

2

2

3

4

5

I

2
2
I

I

0
0

0
I

0
15

0
0
0

3

0

2

2

1

1

0

I

I

2

3

1

0

6 19 21
1;

Arlington, 3

SCORE BY QUARTERS
12 19 23 25 -- 79
Grant
Arlington 15 6 5 10 -- 36

James 2d
Ends Up
37-4
The St. James School

Wayne Crockett and Jack Finch applaud a just -completed still ring routine by Arlington
teammate Rich Carlson in Thursday's session of the Barrington district of the state gymnastics

tournament. Arlington won the district team championship, with Carlson placing third on
the rings, Finch third on the parallel bars, and Crockett third in the all-around competition

C

s MaMliya

Arlington's varsity gymnasts established

themselves

as the team to beat for the

1968 state championship by
flying to a resounding team
win at the Barrington district
meet Thursday and Friday.

note Sunday with a 54-48 loss

state's three district meets.

the finals of the Chicago

THE CARDS WENT into
the meet's second session Fri-

to St. Agatha of Chicago in

Catholic Archdiocese basketball tournament at Quigley

by far

the toughest of the

Terry Haines won Arl-

ington's only solo first places

with an 8.45 trampoline
average. Card tumbler Gary

Drake tied for first in
Maine East's fluid -motion

jack-of-all-trades, Dennis
Mazur, collected the other
three firsts decided Friday:

horizontal bar, parallel bars,
and all-around:

PROSPECT'S KEN Barr
on the side horse, Wheeling's
Rick Orna on the still rings,

and Waukegan's Frank

Ramirez, who tied Drake for
the tumbling title, all perform-

day with less than a seven Thursday.
South High School in .point lead over 'the Knights, ed Overall,
Arlington qualified
but pulled away by placing'
Chicago.
12 gymnasts for this
The Arlington Heights en- three men in the horizontal
try won their game Saturday bar top 10 and two in both weekend's finals at Maine
against St. John Brebeuf of the trampoline and all-around East. Prospect will be

Niles for the North Side

Pancratz, St. James' 6-3

center, scored 20 points in

that game to lead the eighth graders to victory.

Extend
Men's

Program
Dempster Junior High School

gym, will be extended until

PER

April 3

DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

meets on Monday evenings at

FORD 1 -TON
SUPER VAN TRUCKS

The men's program that

7 p m at the Lincoln Junior

High School gym, will be extended until April I
The program is open to all
men living in the park district
There is no charge and no
registration is necessary

How can your business
profit abroad if
your man's at a loss
for words?
In other words, it's better business to speak their language
whether it be Italian, Norwegian or Serbo-Croatian.
Call us today and ask about our special training program
for industry.
-

Wednesdays at 7 p m at

ONLY $10 DAY MILEAGE

DAY

Includes, Automatic
Transmission

BERLITZ
SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES

had of overtaking the Maine
South quntet which, by the

CL 3-5000
Winnetku
950 Linden Ave.

Tel: 446.8771

Chicago
207 North Michigan Avenue

Tel. 782.6820

came six fouls, seven

turnovers, and 13 points. That

brought the score to 74-42,
two less than the Hawk's big-

gest margin of 34 points.

which came at the end of the
game.

THE KNIGHTS began to
look more like a basketball
team in the fourth quarter as
they tied the

Maine South

pions in the other two districts

at Barrington with the scores

quarter could not be changed
and the final outcome was

--

at Rich East and West
Leyden -- won with scores

that won for them.
And the winning all-around

that would have given them

score compiled at Rich East

firsts at Barrington.

by Evanston's Seymour

Raudabaugh of Willowbrook
won at West Leyden with an

seventh at Barrington.
Evanston, defending state

View by three.

Only two of the 14 cham-

Tumbler Randy

8.35, while Drake and

Ramirez tied at 7.85. And

Rich East trampolinist John
Hoffman recorded an 8.5 to
win at Rich East with a score
.05 points better than Haines'.

NEITHER THE horizontal

bar winner at Rich East

Peterson of East Leyden -could have made the top 10

Riskind would have put him

champion, worked 13 gymnasts through to the finals in
taking the Rich 'East district
team title.

The finals at Maine East
begin Friday at 2 p.m., with

Prospect's nine -point third
disastrous.

Softball
League
The Mount Prospect Park

District's men's I6 -inch

softball league will hold its

organizational meeting Monday, March 11, at the Mount
Prospect Country Club at 600
See-Gwun, at 8 p.m.

'Continued on Page 5)

--

Evanston's Chuck Epstein -nor the parallel bar winner at
.

,

.

Ala y u
WNW(
92.7 FM

worry about

,LISTENERS MEMO
STOCK REPORTS.

your j r b?

MONDAY THAU FRIDAY' '

NOMA HUTTON CO:

Do you find yourself unable to make decisions
as fast as you should.Does your boss doubt your

110:00 O.M.

Opening Mcirkiit
12:00 Noon
:Midday Prices
:1:0cl

personal ability to cope with the demands of a
more exacting position. The Dale Carnegie Course offers you a way
to develop your personal qualities that give you a positive attitude
toward your work and to The people around you. Attend a free preview session to see how the Dale Carnegie Course can help you.
HOW THE DALE CARNEGIE COURSE CAN HELP YOU:

Closing, Averagds

Including Dow,lone
6:00 P.M.
Market -Wrap -Up

OROUGHT TO YOU BY

aukTurjangum
111,1TI mum 0101711.17:4111..,

DALE

-

CARNEGIE

Speak effectively and
convincingly.
Think and speak on
your feet.

Get that recognition
you deserve.

Develop your hidden
abilities.

-

Win that better jobmore income.

Have a winning way
with people.
Remember names.

Improve decision
making ability.

Attend a free preview meeting:

Des Plaine's Y.M.C.A. - 300 Northwest Highway
Wednesday, March 13, 7:30 p.m.
Downtown Chicago classes also available. '

Make your reservation now. For additional information call
DALE CARNEGIE COURSES
presented by
MID -WEST INSTITUTE

6

.40
'1'415

any hopes they might have

COURSE

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY., ARLINGTON HTS.
4

six points as the Hawks fouled
them five times in a row. But
two more fouls and two more
turnovers on Prospect quelled

The second half began

West Leyden --Bernard

Wheeling by five, and Forest

Plus Mileage

669/1e ?ode led INC.

where the first left off. The
Knights started out by committing two turnovers before
Gumz made a shot. Then

squad with 19 points, 11 coming on shots from the line. But

Marliet Movements'

The Mount Prospect Park

District Men's Recreation
Program, which meets on

built a 40-17.1ead.

represented by seven athletes,

competition.

champsionship, 45-39. Andy

Lange's 18 and I5 for'
McClayton.

tte Gym Distric

--

Thursday's competition.

but that was dwarfed by

Gumz, assisted by Leonard.

and tied for tenth on the rings.

squad ended an otherwise

dazzling season on a losing

Coach Bill Slayton huddles his Arlington squad as Grant

year, led the Knights' scoring
for the half with seven points,

The Knights showed signs
of life in the middle of the
second period by picking up

Arlington gymnasts earned
90 516 points, outdistancing
second -place Prospect's 53 in
what was -- if the judges'
averages are any indication --

Eighth Grade basketball

widens its lead in Friday's regional final. The Bulldogs
outscored the Cards 67-21 over the final three periods.

fouls, and a goal -tending call

Knights, the only respite
being a close -in shot by

8

5
2
5
2

Team rebounds: Grant,

-

Anderson, playing one of

Meanwhile, the Hawks

1

1

They did manage to out -rebound the Hawks, 21-18.

against a withering Prospect

were racked up by the

1

FRP

Il

tage.

team. Eight turnovers, six. his most aggressive games all

I

ARLINGTON (36)

Player
Liddell
McGuffey
Theroux
Collins
Baumgartner
Schmelzer
Somers
Cochran
Buttenob
Culberson
Totals

27 lead.

for a few moments. Timson

his 10 field goals, Maine and the Knight center batted
the ball off to teammates

'' -41;?,2-.;

GRANT (79)
Player
Heitman, R
Koenig
Oler
Spencer
Heitman; B
Miller
Peschke
Schad
Bereiter
Brown
Totals

fast

break, changed the lead once

score in the third period until

1. A

h

Hirni

.e veer

28 East Jackson

Chicago

HA 7.5916

THE DAY

Page 8

ar
With its fleet distance

hip 'Cats Pirates 0

tingent earning 19 points in

firsts.

Mike Myslinski, Mel

two events, Arlington's varsity

Peterson, Kelsey, and

track team won a triangular

meet from Palatine and

the four -lap relay for Wheel-

The Cards collected 57
46 for the host

Varsity results:

Wildcats and 26 for the

Pirates, sweeping the scoring
spots in the two-mile run and

ARLINGTON 57
WHEELING 46
PALATINE 26
Shot put: I. Chandler, A -50'10"; 2. Tollefson, A --

finishing 1-3-4 in the mile.

Refugees from Arlington's
1967 state champion cross-

country team made

48'41/2"; 3. Marceau, P -42'21/2"; 4. Smith, P -- 42'1/2"
Long jump) I. Silvestri, W
-- 19'93/4"; '2 Somers, A -18'113/4"; Scholl, P
18'1";

themselves felt, even with its
leader, Dave Dieters, off on
a college -scouting expedition.

RICH SAXTON won the
two-mile run in 10:05.3 for

-

Another Arlington cross-

10:32.4; 4. Hveem, A --

country runner, Rory Cassidy,

High jump: I. White, A -5'7"; 2. McKee, W -- 5'6"; 3.

Schuller, W -- 5'6"; 4.
Hooper, A -- 5'4"

50 dash: I. Verburg, P -5.9; 2. Jennings, P -- 6.0;_,3.
Silvestri, W -- 6.0; 4. Price,

yard run in 55.4 seconds.

winning both the long jump
and 60 -yard low hurdles and
Tom Johann leading in the
high hurdles.

Wheeling won both the
sophomore and freshman
segments of the meet, the
Wildcat sophs earning 64
points to 46 for Arlington and
27 for Palatine.
Wheeling took nine firsts in
the sophomore meet. Gary
Kawell won the high jump at

5'2", Greg Gawlik the twomile run in 10:58.7, and Wes
Babcock the high hurdles in
8.9 seconds.

GARY GARDELL won

the shot put for Wheeling at

0

Fagerson, A -- 8.5

a 50'10" heave, Tom White
taking the high jump competition with a 5'7" leap, and
Bill Price winning the 440 -

Arlington's Tom Swanson passes Palatine's Mark Visk during the mile run in Saturday's Arlington -Palatine -Wheeling
triangular at Wheeling. Swanson held on to win the mile in
4:37.5, 5.3 seconds faster than Visk's second -place time. The
Cards' distance runners supplied 19 points as Arlington won
57 points to Wheeling's 46 and Palatine's 26.

40'81/2", Tim Di Spain the
880 -yard run in 2:12.3, Bill
Hopkins the 440 -yard dash in

57.9, and Dale Stonebraker

A -- 6.1

880 run: I. Donahue, P -2:05; 2. Cassidy, A -- 2:05.8;
3. Lieupo, W -- 2:09.4; 4.
HookeVx A 2:16

Four -lap relay: I. Palatine
1:12.5; 2. Wheeling
1:12.8; 3. Arlington -- 1:13.2

--

Wheeling's freshmen ran
away from Palatine, 61-40,
with Arlington third with 36
points.

the mile run in 5:06.4.

440 run: I. Price, A -- 55.4;
2. Hildebrandt, W 56.0; 3.
Sommer, W 56.1; 4. Dority,
A -- 57.4

Both Wildcats relay teams
won, Kawell, Glenn Rathke,
Kurt Kieffer, and Jim Kriotts
taking the four -lap race in

seven firsts this time.

1:14.7 and Di Spain, Hopkins,
Mike Hart, and Frank Savage
winning the 12 -lap race in
4:21.6.

Jerry Maksyn won the high
hurdles in 10.4 seconds4 Tom
Holzskopf the shot put at
35'43/4", and Gary Gehr the

ington's only firsts in the

Kelsey's 6.2 second 50 -yard
dash, Mike Soucy's 9.0 -second low hurdle run, and Paul
Mattson's 8' pole vault took

Sam Wit's 18'81/2" long
jump and Fred Harth's 11'
pole vault picked up Arlsophomore meet.

THE WILDCATS took

W
3.

60 low hurdles: 1. Silvestri,
7.5; 2. Johann, W -- 7.7;

Peterson, W - 7.8;

Mile run: I. Swanson, A --

4:37.5; 2. Visk, P -- 4:42.8;
3. Bergstrom, A - 4.50.4; 4.

Pat Donahue, Pal.
Ron Richardson, Pros.
Spence Dreischarf, FV.
Hwt Bob Savage, FV.
154
165
180

year.

League champion Prospect placed the most athletes on

the all-star team. Four Knights were named to the first
team and four to the second team.
Arlington was second with three first team entries and
four named to the second squad. Forest View also had

95
103
112
120
120
133
138
145

three men named to the first group.

The Cardinal wrestlers named to the team had the best
overall record with 114-32-3. Prospect's record is 111-32-1.
Best individual record is that of Terry Holshouser of
Prospect, who compiled a 23-I season total.
lbs.
95
103
112
120
127
133

138
145

THE FIRST TEAM
Wrestler_Year Season Conf.
Ken Klein, Pros.
so.
Jay McDonnell, Arl.
jr.
Jim Whitnell, Arl.
Sr.
Steve Ashby, Pal.
jr.
Terry Holshouser, Pros.
sr.
Bill Sundblom, FV.
jr.
Paul Douglas, An.
sr.
Bill Gluck, Con.
sr.
Don Stumpf, Arl.
so.

154
165
180

5-1-1

18-2-1
13-3-1

7-0-0
7-0-0
6-0-0
6-0-0
6-1-0
6-1-0
7-0-0
6-1-0

21-4-0
23-1-0
16-5-0
14-8-0
24-3-0
14-8-0

The annual basketball

hysteria has begun. As mentioned last week, we'll present

some of the tournament
highlights through the re-

mainder of the season. Here

are some from the District
and Regional games to date:

PLAY NO.

1

-

At the

side by side the other team is

12 -lap relay: all teams dis-

PLAY NO. 2

-

At the

sr.
sr.
sr.
sr.

Wauconda district, a small
player, was jumping against
Grant's Lee Oler, who was a
good 8 inches taller. He made

no attempt to jump and left
the center circle before Oler
tapped the ball.

Elmwood Park District,

Ruling - This is a jump ball
violation. Although a player is

Elmwood Park. Timothy has
three regulars 6'5" and over.
On a throw-in these three tall
men lined up perpendicular to

jump, he can not leave the circle until the ball is tapped.

Timothy Christian played

the end line in front of the

thrower -in. The other team re-

quested to place two of their

men between the three

Timothy players. Should this
request be granted?

Ruling - No, it should not
for this type of alignment is
legal If, however, the three
Timothy players had lined up

parallel to the end line and

not obligated to actually

PLAY NO. 3 - During the
Evanston - St. George game
at the Niles West Regional, a

St. George player dribbled
along the end line about five

feet out of bounds after

Evanston scored a basket. He
passed the ball inbounds to a

team-mate within five

16-1-2
11-5-0
6-441
14-6-0
10-8-0
14-8-0

6-0-I
6-1-0
4-0-0
5-2-0
5-2-0
6-1-0
5-0-1

12-4-2

5-1-1
5-1-1

6-0-0
6-1-0
6-1-0
6-1-0

19-5-0
16-5-0

Jr.

a second session at 7 p.m. The
top 10 gymnasts in each event
Friday will advance to the -last
session Saturday at 7:30 p.m.

Barrington second session
results and team standings:

FINAL TEAM TOTALS
90 516
Arlington
Prospect
53

Maine East
New Trier East

44 113

Wheeling

41

Maine South
Waukegan
Glenbrook North
New Trier West
Barrington

241/2
211/2

.6

44

191/2
151/2

8

21/2
113

Trampoline: Haines, A -8.45; 2. Bensen, Pros - 7.95;

3. White, B -- 7.45; 4.
Mulcahey, MS - 7.35; 5.
7.25; 6.
Ramirez, Wau

Kersting, MS -- 7.20; 7.

Dimas, FV 7.15; 8. Isaacs,
A -- 7.10; 9. Jones, Wau,
Owsiany, FV 6.75
Parallel bars: 1. Mazur, ME

- 9.05; 2. Kalin, ME -- 8.4;
3. Finch, A - 8.3; 4. Arnold,
8.1; 5. Switzer, MS GN

MACHINIST

36

Personals

14

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real EstateBus. Property
Reel EstoteHouses
Resort Properties For Sale

as
89
86

Real Estate.loons Mortgages
Real EstateService
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estote Wanted
RoornsBoordHousekeeping
Situations Wanted -Men

94
95
88
96
70

Situations WantedWomen
To Rent Apartments

22
74
78

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

Phone LE 7-2510

91

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

21

To Rent Hduses

76

To Rent Miscellaneous
To Rent Resort Properties
To Rent, Stores, Offices

81

cr

0

legal.

ponents.

77
18

WANTSDS

102
92
42
82

Ert7

Serowies

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400
Your ads appear

in Arlington Day - Prospect Day -.Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Alterations

$315

ON MEN'S WEAR

Remodeling, Relining,
Pleats
Removed. Ladies' Coats Shortened.

'

TOWING SERVICE.

Carpentry -Remodeling

CL 5.5056

play was resumed by a jump

ball between any two op-

-J

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359-1906

HEIGHTS

255-7200

"the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for coped carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
Call

job too small. 766-8034

Carpet Cleaning

MOUNT

Winter

ADVERTISERS

255.3642

For the best coverage
and the finest service

PLEASE

use DAY PUBLICATIONS.

CHECK YOUR ADS!

Catering

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of

PUBLIC NOTICE
NOTICE OF PROPOSED FILING

10.

Sawyer, NTW - 7.1
All-around: 1. Mazur, ME

- 31.40; 2. Scully, NTE

28.45; 3. Crockett, A - 27.35;

4. Rainer, Whl - 26.65; 5.

Boult, Pros. -1 26.40; 6.

Gleichman, A - 25.75;
Mirot, NTE

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall.toWall, new or used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

Call Bob Main 255-4400

9. Rainer, Whl -- 7.35;

7.

24.15; 8. Sim-

mons, NTW -- 23,60; 9.

8.0; 6. Constantine, GN, Geiger, Whl -- 23.20;
Scully, NTE
7.95; 8. Davy, NTW - 22.70

10.

517.95 cleans

Carpet Installation

player and he was awarded a

Withey, A - 7.5; 7. Ries, MS
- 7.55; 8. Creswell, A --

Special

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas
$9.95 & up. 894.5722

one -and -one free throw.

To the Patrons of the
Illinois Bell Telephone Company:
The Illinois Bell Telephone Com-

z

pany hereby gives notice to the public that it has filed with the Illinois
Commerce Commission tariffs which -

provide for the revision of certain

charges for message toll telephone
service, including the introduction lof
a minimum charge for messages requiring special operator handling,
9nd certain related charges for local
telephone service.

A copy of the proposed filing may
be inspected by any interested party
at any business office of this Com-,

spect thereto 'either directly from this
Company or by addressing the Secremission at Springfield, Illinois.
ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE

COMPANY
By J. J. TROTTER

General Manager

Monday, March 11, 1968

Errors

will

be

Please check your ads and
notify us at once. Correct
ions are accepted by phone.
9 to 9 weekdays & 9 to 12

tary of the Illinois Commerce Com-

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

department
at
once in order that correction
can be made. In the event of
error or omission, the news
paper will be responsible for
ONLY
the first incorrect
insertion and 'only to the 'extent of the space that the ad
classified

'recitified by tepublication
for one insertion.

All parties interested in this matter may obtain information with re-

Published by the

their advertisement and in
case of error to notify" the

requires.

pany in Illinois.

Saturdays.

J

Income Tax
Help with income tax
in your home.
Vince Beuder
CL 5-0313

Instructions

PHONE 255-7200

Violin Lessons - Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.
CL 5-8239 CL 3.5050

J. J.0' Brien Constr.

ARLINGTON

Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL 5-4833
CL3-4182

Concrete Work
WINTER PRICES

Cement Work by Vito Pelogio.
Garages,
Driveways,
Patios. Free estimates.
Stairs,

766-1943

$20 Paints Most Rooms

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.
Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

Wayne's Furniture Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns &
scratches removed. FL 8-4543.

Arlington Body Craft

Room Additions
& General Remodeling

255-4400

6.

Furniture Refinishing

We Don't

BEFORE 4 P.M.

Evanston led by three points.

7.7r,

Average rm. sanded, sealed &
finished. $19.95
766-4687

201 W. Campbell 259-6160

They fouled a Waukegan

Mirot, NTE -

Ecklund Floor Service

BUY OR SELL CARS

TODAY

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

0

CL3-4182

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators CL 9-0495

DAYS

PROSPECT

5.

SS
ineee6ory

ple in your community. Call one NOWI

With five seconds to go,

ME - 8.8; 2. Brousseau, A
- 8.35; 3. Whittington, Whl
- 8.0; 4. Boult, Pros 7.9;

GET RESULTS

Let us help make your DAY!
Consult this daily guide of reliable services offered by reputable business peo-

LINES

CALL

from the recent Waukegan Evanston sophomore game.

Hagen, MS, Simmons, NTW7.9; 10. Didier, MW - 7.75
Horizontal bar: I. Mazur,

III.

An equal opportunity employer

79

Auto Repair

PLAY NO. 4 - This did not
occur in tournament play, but
since it's unusual and reflects
a good knowledge of the rules
by a coach, let's look at a play

technical foul on Waukegan.

Wheeling,

CL 9-0849

free

throw for the technical and

After making the first face
throw, Waukegan knowingly
called its sixth time out. This

Willis

S.

1150

ONLY

ble foul. In turn, Waukegan

touches a player on the court
within five seconds. If he does
the latter, the entire action is

What happens now?

Palatine
Conant

3

10

ball in -bounds so that it throw, Evanston got one free

After a score, a player
8
71/2
3

An Equal Opportunity Employer

1

3

Boling - The technical foul
caused this to be a false -doustill got its remaining

DES PLAINES

824-6135

15
16
17
9

Fraternal Notices
7
2
Funeral Directors
24
H..lp Wonted Men
Help Wanted Men or Women 26
Help Wanted Women
30
Home Furnishings -Furniture
47
Industrial Property
83
In Memoriam
5
Instruction
23
Investment Property
90
landscaping
50
Loans -Personal, Business
65
Last and Found
13
Miscellaneous Merchandise
32
Mobile Homes
98
Motorcycles and Scooters .... 111
Musical Instruments
55
Nursery Schools - Child Care
69
Office Furniture - Devices
56

and Ron Frediani, Whl., 5-1-0.

resulted in an automatic

Maine West
Forest View
Fremd

66

Catering

Wrestlers given honorable mention, Jim Lynch, Frd. 42-0; Bob Esnail, Pal., 4-3-1; Thad Mikols, Whl., 4-2-1;
George Taylor, EG, 4-2-1; Dick Rdgers, Con., 5-2-0;
Maurice Loeffel, Pros., 4-3-0; Ray Steerbo, Frd., 4-2-0;

Arlington Wins Gymnastics
(Continued front Page? )

Business Opportunities
Business Personals
Business Service Directory

1365 LEE ST.

CL 5-4833

184-0

seconds. Did he violate?

Ruling- No, he did not.

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORI;.

38
39

3

6-1-0
7-0-0
194-0 .7-0-0
25-6-0 7-0-4

jr.
jr.

However, he must pass the

General Molded Products, Inc.

64

19-4-0

Sr.

teammate along the base line.

99
101

Pole vault: 1. Oakley,

Dennis Meacham, Arl.
Dan Selleck, Arl.

dribble or pass the ball to a

allowed alternate positions.

9-5 MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

103

Fagerson, A -- 12'; 3. Nelson,
W II': 4. Somers, A -- 11'

Ed Dolik, Frd.
Gary Cobe, Pros.

throwing in is allowed to run,

APPLY

106

qualified

Tourney Tests Refs' Knowledge
BY JOHN KATZLER

Pleasant working conditions -,paid rest periods. Steady employment, bonds for nice work paid vacation - free life insurance. Paid holidays - Free hospitalization.

109
105
107

Building Materials

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wonted To Rent

Butler, A -- 4:54.5

THE SECOND
Gary Prochaska, Arl.
jr.
Gary McMorrow, Pros.
sr.
Rex Meisenheimer. Whl.
sr.
Brian Wolff
sr.
Chuck Haynes, Pros.
jr.
Paul Douglas, Arl.
sr.
Ron McAllister, Pal.
so.
Ron DeHaven, FV.
jr.

Hwt Jim Novack, Pros.

JANITORS

20

Travel

Cards, Knights Lead All-MSL
The Mid -Suburban League wrestling coaches have announced their all -conference teams for the 1967-68 school

SHIPPING CLERK

71

To,Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73

4.

Graham, A -- 8.0

high jump at 4'9". Chris

35
75
34

Food and Delicacies

3. Graham, A -- 8.4; 4.

other firsts, Tom Chandler
winning the shot put first with

Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Share

Florists

60 high hurdles: I. Johann,
W -- 7.9; 2. Silvestri, W -- 8.0;

mile in 2 05.8.
Arlington also had three

WE NEED: - FOR DAY SHIFT

Dcy Cerrip
12
. 44
Dogs, Pets and Equipment
Employment Agencies -Men
27
Employment Agencies
Women
28
Employment ServiceWomen
29
Equipment Rentals
57

10:39.6

captured second in the half -

Air Conditioning

Coins Hobbies

10:05.3; 2. Stubbs, A -10:25.8; 3. Marszalek, A --

took the mile in 4:37.5.

MEN!

MAINTENANCE MEN

Business Services

Two-mile run: I. Saxton, A

the Cards, and Tom Swanson

MEN!

24 -Help Wanted Men

I

(Hydraulic or electrical experience preferred)

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries 8 Lots

4. Pelland, A -- 17'101/4"

MEN!

INDEX

Auto Loosing
Auto Parts and Access.
Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto Trailers 8 Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange
Boots and Marine Supplies
Boot Storage

ing.

points to

CLASSIFIED

Arts and Antiques
Auction Soles
Aviation

Holzskopf combined to win

Wheeling Saturday.

THE WILDCATS had
three firsts, Nick Silvestri

z

the Wildcats' other individual

con-,

Gary Fagerson tied Wheeling's Stew Oakley for the pole
vault win at 12'.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Monday, March 11, 1968

DO YOU HAVE THE DESIRE
TO SING?

358.9038

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803
Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118

Wall Papering.

Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
529.7774
-

Photography

Carter School of Music is now
offering vocal training either
individual or group. Whether
you ore 13 or 103 you will enjoy
the satisfaction of singing from
the

Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

255.4400

Pianos - Organs

heart. We guarantee an

exploration' into- the wonderful
world of the voice. For further
info contact Mr. Carter, 27 W.
Prospect, Mt. Prospect, or call
CL 3.5592

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

Ned Williams

clean

Fast

Masonry
Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

Moving

Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, fur coats; re

pair & replace zippers on pants,
lockets etc. Also men's clothing.
255.8161
Graduate designer So. American
fashion school, perfect alterations. Reos. 358-7791.
Alterations & Fittings
by Professional in my home.
Appointment only.
437-6588

service.

Smair

:jobs o specialty. Free estimates
255.3823

Radio -TV Repair
TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED

FL 8-5359

SAVE YOUR EYESI

Moving
LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

358.9710

Save 50%

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's

Murals

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)

Beautify your home for Easter.

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under $45.

16 Yrs. of Expert Service
An. Hts.

17 S. Evergreen

Cl 5-5692

529-2840

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.
CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL
Arlington Hts.
255.4062

Limited spring openings.

Sewer Service
SEWER TROUBLES?
All types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Painting -Decorating

Jim's Sewer Service

Laurit Jensen

Sewing Machine Repair

837-2345

Dressmaking -Sewing
Individualized styling, Holiday'
formals, resort clothes designed
to
order. Alterations. Near
255.0340
Randhurst.

392.6817

Plastering

Decorators

3 Generations
Decorating in the finest
Scandinavian tradition.

CL 9-0495
Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone call takes
care of home maintenance?
* Painting: Interior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
* New Method Carpet Cleaning
* Floor Care for Home & Office

DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

$4.95 & $5.95. 359-3593

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

Transmission Service

Top quality materials & careful
workmanship.
0381-4651

438.8387

AAMCO Transmissions
Ad. Hts.

830 W. N.W. Hwy.
'

259.9440

FOUND-watch found on' grass
near St.' Paul Gym; School St.

DEPT.

INVENTORY

Schwinn boy's bicycle missing
from in front of Monaco Drugs

on Arlington Heights Road on
Wednesday, March 6, please
phone 259.8844.

14 -Personals
Transportation needed to & from
N. Arlington Hts. to Ampex Corp.,

starting 8 a.m. quiting 5 p.m.,
CL 3-6951, after 6 p.m.
EVER -READY HELPERS are wait-

ing to nerve you in "Business

MANAGER

BUSCH AUTO

Excellent future with top corn.
pa ny. Good starting salary

WRITE

14,

RAISED WRITING
KIT
NEW MIRACLE DISCOVERY!

Write your name In

Raised
letters.

Copper
$3.15 postpaid or send stamp
for free sample and informaGold, Silver,

STOCK CONTROL

MACHINE

Excellent opportunity for a
man interested in the fast

married

Young

exempt.

371/2

Will

do ironing

in

We have positions available in Process Engineering, and Tool Design.

HAMILTON
PRODUCTS,INC.

299-2781

Also spots for qualified
machinists to be trained
in tool and die making.
We have excellent op-

ELECTRONICS

portunities at various
on
depending
levels

TUTORING

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING.

528-7665

24 -Help Wanted Men.
Man wanted Monday thru Fri.
day, 12 to 4:30 p.m., Saturday,
10 to 2:30 p.m. Call Mt. Prospect News Agency, 392.1830.

Grocery
Stockman
Work near home in well
paying job with a future
in a fast growing busin-

out

Electronic

-experience.

MAGNAFLUX CORP.
7301 W. AINSLEE

Rds.

GENERAL FACTORY

When
You Use
1113ar

WANT
ADS

Wheeling, Ill.

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

paid holidays
paid sick leaves

259-9600

overtime
insurance
automatic raises

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN

Monday thru Friday
8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.

,

No experience necessary

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
8 A.M. to 8 P.M.

MAI AP 77 ill

METALS;

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MOTOROLA

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.
Wheeling
537-2180

250 N. 12th St.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

M cro - OLA

2nd Shift Openings

S414.

pOW R TOOLS

HALLMARK

DRAFTSMAN

PERSONNEL
Cumberland Office
Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

to work in an atmosphere of

ELK GROVE

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

for

DAYS and NIGHTS

an

turer, looking for an individual

supervision
with
minimum
opportunity
for
maximum
personal growth. Applicant

should have 2 to 5 years ex-

in mechanical or
electrical -mechanical drafting.

perience

1 MachineOperators

DAYS

,

JOBS OFFER:

ONLY

$315

JOBS OFFER:

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
2nd Shift Bonus

Good Starting Pay

Profit Sharing

EMPLOYERS PAY

of the firm. Excellent advancement potential.

We are staffing for 7 account.

3 hours can qualify you; anything over 12 hours makes

.

AT

Schaumburg

MFG. CORP.

APPLY

Hallmark
Rolling Meadows

Personnel

392-3500

Cumberland
Office Center

26 -Help Wanted Men or

TODAY

MOTOROLA

BEFORE 4 P.M.

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

AA,

MOTOROLA
-

An equal opportunity employer

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM
SCHAUMBURG
An equal opportunity employe'

RDS.

.

26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

MOLDERS

Inspectors

8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

*Cafeteria Attendant'
*Secretaries and Typists

INJECTION & COMPRESSION
PLASTIC MACHINE OPERATORS

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY -

VALUABLE TRAINING GIVEN
BENEFITS:

* Free $10,000 medical hospital plan and life
insurance.
* Free sick pay insurance.
* Rest periods
* Attendance bonus
* Automatic 3 month increases

.

CALL HAROLD MATHESON NOW!

APPLY

CALL

255L.72 -0C

380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

*Communications Technicians

...*Profit Sharing.

AT

Call Dom Giambrone 827-7706

1700 Hicks Rd.

Women

*Excellent Working Conditions
°Good Vacation Plan

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

status. Your inquiry
handled in strict confidence.

senior

METHODE

*Packers
*Stock Handlers

OUR. FEES

ing positions with new divisions
of leading notional companies.

At

*Automatic Increases
*Low Cost Hospitalization,

APPLY

MO A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

Seniors
$950

new products for the growth

*Good Starting Pay

Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan
Profit Sharing

ACCOUNTING

gineering department, . developing creative ideas into

Is On The Move

*Assemblers
*Wirers and Solderers

Illinois.

Juniors
$600

You 'will work with our en-

PRODUCTION AND OFFICE

These men will carry out maintenance
duties in both plant and office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,

Des Plaines, III.

tronics ' component manufac-

in

LINES

NO FEE

shop oriented man
will not need a degree on this
One. Be an assistant to a top
rated mfg. engineer willing to
educate you on the job to fill
his shoes. He'll move up soon.

DESIGN

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

ASSISTANT
59000
Practical

Call Chris Grant 827-7706

We are an expanding elec-

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ENGINEER'S

So will you.

gho hafficrafiers coo

MOTOROLA

(Division of Addressograph Multigraph Corp)

1800 W. Central Rd.

1/2 block North of Dundee
3/4 Mile west of Wolf Rd.

.

.

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

27 -Employment Agencies Men

.

Contact Mr. Pinder
Weekdays 8:30 AM to 5 PM

2 weeks paid vacation

686.7630

Des Plaines

cial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,
engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

perience necessary. Math aptitude helpful.,

PHONE - MISS DONNA

1500 Birchwood

cXCEI.LENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS
'The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commer-

layoffs due to weather.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE ALL 3 SHIFTS

\

(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc, arts)

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No

BRUNING°

MATERIAL WRITERS

train on exciting new

automatic typewriter. Regular company benefits.

WINGS & WHEELS

537-9436

.

Electric Mechanical Assembly experience is desirable, but
we will train if needed.

Will

275 12th St.
U.N. Alloy Bldg.
Wheeling, Ill.

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

MEN.

Light Assemblers

3

Superior Company
Benefits

DRAFTSMEN
for

Positions available for mechanical and electrical Mainten-

There are jobs available in our Paper Coating Dept. No ex-

Start between 4 & 6 P.M.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

BILL of

JOBS

MAINTENANCE MEN

FULL OR PART TIME

ghe hallcraliers coo

TECHNICAL WRITERS

Experienced in Setting Up and operating a Shear.

Hospital
299-2281

PACKERS

SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

BRUNING'

Holy Family

IN WHEELING

for your future

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

NEEDS

3

attge

The Ideal Company

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit sharing.

ASSEMBLERS

GET RESULTS

800 W. Central Road
Mt. Prospect
An Equal Opportunity Employer

TYPISTS

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

COATER HELPERS

WANT ADS

LAB TECHS
Part Time weekend hours. Day
Shift. Excellent
salary for
qualified persons. Prorated
holiday and vacation benefits.
PLEASE APPLY

Wheeling, Ill.
537-2180

250 North 12th Street
(Off Dundee Road)

ance Men.

FAMILY

ENGINEERING, INC.

ASSEMBLERS

11505. Willis Ave.

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1900

P OW E R TOOLS

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

SHEAR OPERATORS
Mt. Prospect Plaza
Rand, Central & Mt. Prospect

I

Div. of MARTIN -MARIETTA CORP.

IMMEDIATELY

M/F

.

.

Rolling Meadows

MEN WANTED

(1 blk. N. of Lawrence)
Chicago
UN 7-8000.

255-1910

Ken Berger
CL 3-2800

Women

M AP 77 Al METALS

CL 9-3750

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Division of Addressograph
Multigraph Corporation

26 -Help Wanted Men cr

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect

BRUNING
in

COME IN OR CALL

Des Plaines, III.

Molon Motor & Coil Corp.

Div. of Addressograph
Multigraph Corp.

opening

our Mt. Prospect office.

i

ess.

HILLMAN'S

Immediate

Outstanding .opportunity for Buyer with one to
two years experience in purchasing. Prefer MRO

Contact Engineering Dept.

3737 Industrial Ave.

for 'diversified work in

NECESSARY

Qualified men will immediately handle a sizeable amount of
renewal business, and constant growth guarantees future
earnings. Prefer experienced salespeople - car necessary.

BUYER

pleasant working conditions.

e BRUNING.

benefits.

APPLY STORE MANAGER:

NO EXPERIENCE.

To Start Work

and sorting instruments.
Prefer trade -school graduate with some industrial experience. Permanent position for right
man. Liberal employee

Many company
benefits including discount on food.

perearn-

aFlirengea&muion?osnstelidloroncr remrsoht 5aorotoryiwnsirinocyeer, dfin

sibility from original design layout thru prototype testing will allow

'An equal opportunity employer

Immediate opening for high school graduate with ability to
letter or print neatly. Opportunity to learn mechanical draft.'
ing. Company will train. We offer an excellent future plus

testing

eering experience at the
project level. Respon-

Part Time

Full Time

....

Drafting Trainee

work experience.

gineers with a B. S. M. E.
or equivqlent in engin-

DAY WANT ADS

education and previous

TECHNICIAN
Custom build and check

CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB - AAA

GET RESULTS

Engineering

Permanent position.
Good company benefits.
Clean modern plant.

.

Our relocation to new modern office requires additional soles.
men to handle increase of business(

1789 Oakton Street

Industrial

Mature man, 40-62, needed for
varied, light production work.

We are interested in en-

INKERS

Contact MR. REYNOLDS -827-1186

Hts., III. 6005

AVIATION

Northbrook

23 -Instruction

All subjects and languages
taught in your home.

BUTLER

lications, 217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd , Arlington

O'Hare Field

CL 5-5452
'

.'

272-6060

439-8100

my home.

Experienced & references.
253-3443
WILL DO IRONING
IN MY HOME.

Box 1139, The Day Pub-

OPERATIONS

MECHANICAL

TRACERS

ings averaging between 510,000 and 512,000.
APPLY IN PERSON TO

CALL MR. REISENER

DRAFTING

437-4051, After 4:30 P.M.

portation.

company benefits.

PLANT WORKER

22 -Situations Wanted Women

ion procedures. Send resume
in complete confidence to

Experience not necessary -will
train. Must have own trans.

hour. week and other

P.O. Box 1961
York, Pa. 17405

PART TIME

in

product design. Profit sharing,

Inc.

21 -Situations Wanted -Men

man, draft
experience,

work with chief engineer

mechanical inspect-

Engineers

Drafting

position will re Port to our Q. C. Manager and
responsibility of
the
have
supervising the inspection per-

electro

small assembly drawings and
machine part detailing, to

Arco Electronics,

Emmett L Pate

Some

for appointment

.

nician. This

REFUELERS

DRAFTSMAN

growing electronic industry
to do Shipping and Stock Control of miniature electroniC
components. Will train to do
testing
of
semiconductors.
CALL

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
253.1320

,

sonnet in one of our production departments. Should have
experience in mechanical and

Project

EDDIE'S LOUNGE

component parts and metbl
fabrication, has created a
new position for a Q. C. tech-

AVIATION

.

BARTENDER

call

Our tremendous growth in the
manufacturing of electronic

DISPATCHERS &

tion.

'

358.1234

3?2.0190

Services" in the Classified Section. Check nowt 255.7200

Technician

.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Experienced. Full Time
Evening Hours

in new Elk Grove plant._

TOPPS
DISCOUNT STORE

BOx 1140

Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights,111.
60005

.

SERVICE CENTER

See Mr. Ellison.

Also part time salesman.

Janitor

.

Q. C.

Full Time

Hardware Automotive

Paint Store in Northwest
suburb.

24 -Help Wanted Men

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

MANAGER

Page 9

.

take orders.
Car nec. Mr. Howard. 774-5353

SALESMAN

Anyone knowing the whereabouts of a blue 10 -speed

Monday, March 11, 1968

53.54

calls to

hr. Ans.

Call CL 3-1688.

THE DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men
Part Time & Sat. Earn

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

/3 -Lost and Found

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

824-6135

AT

One of the highest paying companies
in the industry

MOTOROLA

GENERAL MOLDED

Algonquin & Meacham Roads
SChaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

PRODUCTS, INC.
SUBSIDIARY OF -SUNBEAM CORP.
1365

LEE

ST.

DES PLAINES

THE DAY
Page 10

26 -Help Wanted Men or

28 -Employment Agencies Women

Women

various

Gals for
clerical positions.
Ph. 537-9430
WANTED:

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

-

Larry's Restaurant

PARK EMPLOYMENT

in person. Ask for Gene.

DENTAL
ASSISTANT

Palatine

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
_.... ...._- __

-__

train as a wig stylist.
Salary plus commission. Liberal
fringe benefits. Flexible hours.

2nd Floor Wiggery
Mrs. Roper
392.1500, Ext. 249

Light typing

sponsibilities.

WIEBOLDT'S

NICHOLSON

Randhurst.Sltopping Center
Mt. Prospect

'

-

TRAIN TO BE

in

store.

Should- live

train.
437-1050, MORNINGS

be his receptionist. You'll

Salaries $325 to $800

welcome folks into office, usher
them into examining when Docfor is ready, answer phones, set

207 N. Evergreen
Arlington Heights

appts., take messages. No

medical experience necessary!
DOCTOR WILL TRAIN A COM-

Deputy Village Clerk
of Arlington Heights
experienced
For

FULL TIME

secretary seeking variety

PLETE BEGINNER. You need some

typing for bills & things, but
that's all. $440. FREE IVY, 7215
W. Touhy, .SP 4-8585, 4942 N.
Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

BOOKKEEPER

and responsibility. Must

Overhead Door Co.

Estate, or Governmental
background helpful. Sal-

public.

RECEPTIONIST

$400 to $450
AIRLINE

FREE

to perform inprocess inspection on complete assemblies
and first piece inspection on
fabricated ports.

experience or special
background necessary to land
Na

APPLY

reports,

type

messages,

all expenses paid. 18-45 age.

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

in -

voices. The plush offices and
friendly people make this

CALL 392-2700

on ideal spot for you.

-

Holmes & Assoc.

ACCOUNTING

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. Weekdays

Professional Level Suite 2*

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.

MEET FAMOUS
RACING DRIVERS!
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

Cumberland Office
'

Your boss is mechanical expert

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

$1.75 per Hr. & Lunch

FULL OR PART TIME
Interesting
and
diversified
assignments in the general
accounting area. Some ac-

school is out in June.

perience desired. Salary commensurate with background
and experience.

all over seek him out for car in-

YOU'LL MEET THEM ALLI Answer

phones, set the day's ap-

MOTHERS

pointments (tell boss who is corn

ing in & when) type letters, do
detail. It's a busy jobl A lot of
fun tool FREE IVY, 7215 W.

Would you like to earn $40$100 per week representing
World Book and Childcraft in

Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

hours. No canvassing. Guar.
anteed income. Call after
4 P.M. Mrs. Pierce. 255-7073

counting or bookkeeping ex-

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
255-2955

30 -Help Wanted Werner.

spection, new features, etc.

1

FREE UNIFORMS

_

on Sport cars. Famous racers from

CLERK

MOTHERS - earn $1.75 an hr.
and lunch, filling orders at
lunch time
A.M. to 2 P.M.
weekdays from now until
1

STOP IN OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

BARRETT-

McDONALD'S

CRAVENS CO.

HAMBURGERS

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Illinois

your community? Choose your

Touhy, SP 4.8585, 4942 N.
30 -Help Wanted Women

'

and easy factory work.

$2.05-$2.25

Wilke & Northwest Hwy.

NEEDED

HURRY & CALL

695-3440

Typists

Key Punch Operators
(days and nights)

Graphotype Operators

Terrific Reductions
Come in and Save
44 -Dogs, Pets and

Requirements:

Fine Hourly Rates
Pleasant Assignments
More Convenient
Locations
Choice of Days,
Weeks, or Months

ADMINISTRATIVE
RESPONSI BILITIES

IN PUBLIC HEALTH
Salary Open
Apply Finance Director

272-2300

ATTRACTIVE POSITION
For young lady in Research Department of Editor.ial Division. Must have B.A. degree, preferably in
Library Science. Good salary, pleasant surroundings and many benefits.

MAIDS
Full Time

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
Park Ridge

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
253-2340

Lifesavers, Inc.

HOUSEKEEPING

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

1661 N. Northwest Hwy.

Village Of
Arlington Heights

IT A OS

Barrington, III.

ARL. HTS.. STONEGATE
Spacious all face brk., cente
entr. Colonial, livg. rm., kit.,
.

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

3 S. Prospect Ave. 823-2175
Pork Ridge

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bedrm. set,
new $165.251-7385.

24 Hr. Ans. Serv. 332-5210

30 -Help Wanted Women

Would

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
437.5500

carpeted living and dining
roam. Finished rec. room. Attached 2 car garage. Mid
530's. By owner. 824-4530.

IN SHERWOOD
1300 N. on Yale St.

Mixed puppies, 6 weeks old.
Ma - Terrier and Pa - Alley.

You
Like
To

439-5834 aft. 6 or weekends.
Poodles AKC reg. 2 white miniatures, 5 wks. I male,
female

THE ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL FAMILY?
We need you if you are a:

STAFF NURSE -: LPN

NURSING ASSISTANT - For Any Tour
of Duty
CONTACT NURSING CARE OFFICE
437-5500, Ext. 633

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.

Min. Schnauzer puppies AKC,
home raised selective breed-

ing. 392-3737 after 4 pm.

47 -Home Furnishings -

Furniture
Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile
Huge discounts. 824-7353

Open Sunday 1 to 5P.M.
539-6221 or 392-3978

2 step tables, coffee table, drum

Wheeling

1150 S. Willis
LE 7-2510

1st

4 pm.

1020 Noel Avenue

Wheeling

Super Nova ZIG ZAG sewing

SP 5-4300 .

LE 7-5700

ers, monograms automatically -

"

ies

in

Engineering
Good

IWA

department.

267-7474

$100.

sac.

T' II

ELECTRONIC

ASSEMBLER

DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

Wheeling, III.
537-2180

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

Me hagcraner.s co.
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just

8 hour, 5 day week. Challenging position

re-

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

You'll enjoy our interesting work building prototype models of electronic military equipment.
Background should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experi-

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just

ence a must.

a few minutes drive from your home.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

tion, major medical and the opportunities for
quick advancement.

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for
quick advancement.

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

fer you and your family.

fer you and your family.

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM tb 5 PM
'

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to.5 PM

259-9600

Me hafficraficers ca
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

600. Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III, 60008'
An Equal Opportunity Employer

259-9600

hagcrafters
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

773-0252
After 12 Noon

Lots

of

Georgie

Muss -

11 E.A. LITia R. S
'12 E. Busse 1209 N. Elmhurst
Prospect Hts.
Mt. Prospect
537.8660
9-0200
CL
Member M.A.P. Multiple
Listing Service

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

room

residential
Two
building sites. 80

living room & hall. Low taxes.

$7,500 each.

and cheery is the cure 3 bedranch located near
schools and short walk to shopping. Beautiful carpeting in
Priced at $17,900.

HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL
299-2281

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes
from deluxe model

has everything at a reasonable
price. Spacious family kitchen,

55 -Musical Instruments
guitar.

(Some part time positions available)
We have just opened a large modern addition to our plant
which is complete with lunch room, large clean locker rooms,

excellent lighting, and a central heating and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary in the assembling of
our electronic component products. Advance with a growing
electronic company.

ion. $1850. 392-5310.

ROLLING MEADOWS

392-3500

.

4

auto. trans., good condit-

'63 Ford Galaxie 390 Convert.
P/B, P/S, dual exhaust, like new

Here Every Wednesday

ELK GROVE
Well designed brick and frame

ranch home, ideal for family

Economy car. -- 30 miles per
gallon, 1966 MG 1100, 4 pass.,
well equip., excel. cond.; Call

closed porch. Don't wait! Call
us today! $23,900

Ready for painting. 2 tops. $500
best offer. 825-5420 after
4 p.m.
or

OPEN 9 TO 9

1964 FORD 2 -DOOR V-8, auto.

trans. Power steering. Iowner.
$750. CL 5-3351.
JEEP DEALER

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES

136 W. Northwest Highway
381.6663
Barrington, III.

Small furnished apartment. Lady

preferred. Call evenings after
6 P.M. CL 3-3493

Arlington Hts. 2 bedroom, upstairs apt. Close to downtown.

COUNTRY CLUB
APTS.
11/2

Arlington

102 -Trucks, Trailers

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255.2090

at PALATINE
101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-0744

baths,

apts. Air conditioned, all appliances.

after 5 p.m., 392-9780.

'63 AH Sprite. Good condition.

74 -To Rent Apartments

bdrm.,

automatic, power steering and

area off the kitchen. 11/2 baths,
separate utility room. For summer fun, you'll just love the en-

licensed home.
Call 824-6463

2

'64 Pontiac Catalina Convertible,
brakes, radio, Low mileage.
Very clean. $1450. Ph. 639.7559

Spacious living room dining "L". Excellent eating

69 -Nursery Schools Child Care.

Deluxe

tires $650. 392-9593

fun.

El Rey Music Center
7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180

Heights,

Willow, Palatine Rds. Behind

METHODE MFG. CORP.

P/S,

595-0034

Reasonable. CL 3.0764.

WE OFFER
Bonus & incentive jobi
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits

1700 HICKS ROAD

1966 Ford Galaxie 500 2 -door,

cellent floor plan. $24,000.

Will care for your, child in my

MACHINE OPERATORS

99 -At. tomobile For Sale

new, never used. Make Offer.

BUYS LIKE:

ASSEMBLERS
-INSPECTORS

IN HAWAII. Two
dOHN
tours forming now. For information, call CL 5.0406.

20'x14' paneled family room,
134 baths. 2 car garage. ExBrand

Kingston acoustic guitar, used
one only, $10.00.

ed additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the
following

going places --Join us-Enloy MAGIC MOMENTS with

4 bedroom ranch home that

CHECK OUR CLOSEOUT
INSTRUMENT SALE

The opening of our new plant addition has creat-

Realtors
403 N. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
359-3400

We're

FAMILY EXPANDING

ery.

boss

KOERNER 1{/10,0REM

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
255.6320 358-1502 894-1330

homes. Big savings. Will separate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

Electric

frontage.

foot

92 -Vacation Places

Eko Hallow body base guitar,
including case, $175. Phone
437.4049

METI-111311iEOMII.FIGEWRP.

real
estate

rue

40% to 60% OFF

CALL 358-6800

'a few minutes drive from your home.

TYPISTS

'Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe model, homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.

set up files and maintain bookkeeping records.
Other varied and interesting duties. Full time -

PLEASE APPLY

WORK IN:
o New, Ultra -Modern Facilities
o Completely Air -Conditioned Offices
o Close -To -Home Company

garage.

extras.
Now Reduced to $40,900

DES PLAINES
BRIGHT

!!HELP!!

GAL FRIDAY

JOIN THE WORK-IN
Div. of MARTIN -MARIETTA CORP.

Baird & Warner
220 E. Northwest Hwy., An. Hts.
392-1855

724.6257

quiring stable, responsible person.

Z )1 7,6"171ca £ .to

250 North 12th- Street
(Off Dundee Road) .

1/3 off the regular price famous name brand carpets, as low
as $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.
. No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

Good Secretarial skills required plus ability to

pay, outstanding benefits.

HOWARD KAGAY

also free arm. Orig. cost over
$400,

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Outstanding opportunity for qualified secretary.
Dictaphone typist and general secretarial dut-

60' x 130' commercial lot zoned B-2 on heavily traveled

attached

machine. Blind stitches, embroid-

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

PROTOTYPE

Don't miss this large 3 bedroom Brick & aluminum sided
split level. 21/2 baths, fam-

"NECCH I"

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Technical Secretary

Mt. Prospect

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

ily room & rec. room. 2 car

ARLINGTON HIS.

CL 5-8713

bell. Wed. & Fri. 10 am to

.

Member Homerica,
national homefinding service

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

dresser, mirror, chest & 2 nite
Kit., bedrm & living rm. furni-

Annen & Busse
570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove
439-4700
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
255-9111
28 E. Northwest Hwy., Arl. Hts.
253-1800

Arlington Realty Inc.
1,

3 baths, family
2 fireplaces, 3 car
apt. above.

with

$150,000.

fices. Only $21,000.

ture. 911 E. Miner St., An. Hts.,

in

Per.

posture, riding area, huge barn

550 W. Northwest Hwy.
392-8100
North Arl. Hts.
208 S. Main St.
CL 5.5151
Mt. Prospect
535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.
South Arl. Hts.
CL 3-8100

street. Ideal for stores or of.

A'4 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Hills.

fed horse form with fenced

garage

Contemporary wal. veneer bedrm. set: bkcase dble bed, dble.

Many company benefits including profit shgring.

Barrington

lovely

rm., den,

Age over 30.

new.

30 acres of rolling hillside

onial home,

Action
Realtors

Exc. cond. CL 3-6821

Like

Ti

& tack room. 5 bedrm. ColSEE THE ....

Studio couch and 2 occasional

tables.

Elk Grove Village

Minneapolis. Anxious to sell.
$26,950.

Open 9 to 9
259-1500
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

chairs $20 3 pieces.

TMA

GOOD VALUE

twin size bedrms., large
family rm. Spacious wall.towall carpeted living rm. & for.
mal entertaining size difiing
L . Countrysize kitch. Draperies. Short walk to elementary
school. Owner
moving to
3

,

table, nest of 3 tables. Mahog.
w/leather tops. Table lamps.

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

Member: M.A.P. Malt.
List. Serv.

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

cabinets, sink & laty Susan; misc.
'hsehold items. 392-0960 aft. 5.

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

C11111101'

Perisonal & Effective Service

Experienced - good typing skills, shorthand helpful. Should have good telephone communication.

2nd & 3rd SHIFT

SUPERVISOR - for P.M. Tour of Duty

sion. $36,900

rn

Parkhaven Bldrs.

$85. ea. 255-6324

392-6613

WOMEN WANTED

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses-

296-8659

"

Join

4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full basement, att. 21/2 car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DINING RM., !ornily . kitch. with

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

Moving to apt: white metal kit.

SALES

-..

MT. PROSPECT

on 100.x150' lots

room, good cond. 299-3959.

SECRETARY

119 Maple (Hwy. 176)
Mundelein, Ill. 566.6720

4 MODELS

Romeo. $5 ea. 253-3454.

room, bedrooms, kitchen, & rec.

Elk Grove Village

COUNTRY COUSIN

COACH LIGHT MANOR

2 year old brick and cedar 3
bedroom bi-level. I1/2 baths,

Furniture for all rooms, living

ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL

$16,500.

.

Service. 358-9233.

German Shep. pups AKC, Champ
bred for temperment.
sire,

Brick

728 Northwest Hwy.
.358-5560
Palatine

Equipment

AKC German Shepherd puppies,
all shots, champion sired.

...

Ranch w/paneled kitchen, many
cabinets. Walking distance to
Fenced bock yard.
schools.
$600 down on FHA.
Only

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

IN TIME FOR EASTER.

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

MUNDELEIN
MUNDELEIN MANOR

cling. rm., 3 Irg. bedrms., panel
ed bsmt. (sunny & dry), Irg. encl.
porch, 2 frplcs., 3 -car gar., at
trot. 75x132' lot, 3/4 mi. to depot,
all schls. & pk. with 1/2 mi.

Poodles AKC apricot min. male,

AKC Min. Schnauzer pups. Home
raised. FL 8-2699 after 6
or week ends.

Randhurst Center 392-1920
Prof. Level
Room 63

to
Barrington. Call
moving
381-4670 aft. 6 p.m. or call
945-6705 when in Louisville.

this 5 bedroom home overlook.
ing a wild life refuge, It is the
last house on a dead end street

1

IN'

last 2 yrs. Being sold by owners

6

-

basement, 2 baths, cabinet
kitchen. Steel pier. Located in
Southern Wisconsin. 299.0253.
YOUR FAMILY will appreciate

4 mos. Also toy puppies. Stud

NURSING DEGREE

Bi.Level

-

3 bedrooms - paneled
family room - like new carpet.
ing - ref. & stove inc. $22,500.

$44,000. 253-0583.

ANTIQUES
We are closing out our complete
inventory of Antiques.

Public Health Dept.

For

Grove

in

.

w/frplc & copper -hooded barbecue, built-in bar, huge Ivg.
rm. w/frplc, dining rm., kit.,
dinette, dumbwaiter. All newly
decorated by inter. designer in

rooms

126 W. Main

35 S. Vail, Arlington Hts.

Director

Buffalo

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
DU 1-3434

THE CHANDELIER

SELECT STIVERS!!!

86 -Real Estate -Houses

9 am to 7:30 pm

34 -Arts and Antiques

MODERN PLANT
PAID VACATION 1st YEAR
SICK PAY, HOSPITALIZATION
& PROFIT SHARING

seeking eminent rental ac-

commodations
in
Barrington
area for I-yr. or less. 381-6311.

$43,500

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(employee's entrance on
Biesterfield Rd.)
437-5500, ext. 591 or 592

MRS. ALLEN
Day or Evening
Interviews

82 -Wanted To Rent

diving board, screened

and only 3 miles from the village.

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

5 Raises 1st Year

392-3500

,

March it, from

,

Per Hour to Start
1700 HICKS RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

porch, 4 huge bedrms. (5th one
avail.), 3 comp. baths, tam. rm.

Low

LAKE FRONT 3 bedroom year
round ranch. 2 car garage, full

RUMMAGE SALE
ODDS AND ENDS
CONTRIBUTIONS

We will completely train
you in unusually clean

TEMPORARY

PART TIME

'

Call Pete Briggs 827.7706

Randhurst Shopping Ctr.

NECESSARY

MFG. CORP.

Good road connections.
rent. 359-4444 or 566-7226.

537-8092

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358-3200

EXPERIENCE

33 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

WOMEN

rti d itioning equipment contact -

crptg,
custom-made
drapes, self.defrosting refria.,
built.in elec. oven & range,
washer & dryer. $23,000. By
owner. 259.7326 aft. 6.
to -wall

air conditioned office. Phone answering service.
Clean, lite,

ily

water softeners & water con-

Arl. Hts. -- 3 bedrm. brk., Wog.
lot, lyg-dng rim, 2 comp. baths,
1 -car att. gar., plenty of closet
& storage space, gas heat, wall.'

Moving to Louisville area? Real
country & exquisite living avail.
Clarksville, Ind. )10 min. down.
town Louisville). Dream home on
small lake w/terrace, dock,

GET RESULTS
77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Transf'd exec. w/4 member fam-

Call or Apply

METHODE

439-4100

1444.5. BUSSE

Portable crib & playpen comb.;
26" boy's bike; port. TV Zenith,
22", 6 mos. old; china cabinet
antiqued; Best offer. 253-4701

JOHNSON WATER

FINANCE DIRECTOR

it ion. Greet clients, take

Sharp girl to work in complete
training program. Free travel,

meet the
Legal, Real

bdrm.apts. Incluaps heat, hot

water, cooking gas Fange, ref rig.
plus: SWIMMING POOL. Deposits now being accepted for
immediate occupancy.

tion. $40.392-4903.

aft. 7 p.m.
For information about the FINEST

NO WORK

ground.

437-0800
Ask for Larry Weeks

this once in a life time pos.

.

YOUR AREA

of primary
gouges necessary and knowledge of blueprints helpful.

offer.

21" walnut console Zenith TV,
block and white, good condi-

AGE 18-45

measuring

yrs.;

3

Best
piano.
CL 3.6229 after 6 P.M.

GIRLS

'

stove,

Duette

TIMBERLAKE VILLAGE
I

DAY WANT ADS

wheels. 3 weeks old.
259-9438

upright

NEED

individual with basic inspection

to

ary commensurate with
experience and ,back-

345 Scott St.
Elk Grove Village

RESERVATIONS
SECRETARIES
TYPISTS

able

be

14.inch chrome reversed

Four

cond. Call 259.0177 after 6 p.m.

Use

SECRETARY

German World War 2 souvenirs
wanted for my collection will

Crown

FROM

80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830

FL 9-3200

Men's ice skates, size 8, block,
Canadian CCM, like new, good

WE

FILE CO.

you

Nearby Doctor

drop-off

work

cleaning

near Mt. Prospect Depot. Will

FAB. INSPECTOR

Soft Water $5.00 a mohth
Johnson Water Softener
CL 5-1107

pay cash. Phone 259-1183.

Pleasant

Rewarding position open for

in

small. pleasant national sales
and distribution office.

a142,2t6fr

SECOND SHIFT

.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

74,To Rent Apartnients
muuNtiRosPEct

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

1

MATURE LADIES
WANTED (2)

Will

Interesting and diversified re

28 -Employment Agencies Women

Baby sitting, my home, 5 day wk.,
11:15 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., child,
own trans., references. CL 9.3985
after 4:30 p.m.

FULL OR PART TIME

8:30 to 5:30.
Call CL 3-8598

OFFICE

Age 18.55
"We Cover All Suburbs"

30 -Help Wanted Wothen

HOUSEWIVES. Work at home.
phone
soliciting.
Part
time
774.5353
MR. HOWARD

BEAUTICIAN

No experience necessary. 4 day week. Wed, and Sat, off.

GENERAL

Miss & Mrs. Office Girl

30 -Help Wanted Women

FULL TIME

PICK YOUR SPOT
CLOSE TO HOME

358-2852
Rt. 12 & 53

Wheeling

251 E. Dundee Rd.

Male or Female. Coll or apply

30 -Help Wanted Women '

30 -Help Wanted Women

Monday, March 11, 1968

A & P Shopping Center.
Models open 10-6 p.m.
Weekdays
12-5 p.m. Saturdays & Sundays
For rental information Coll:
Model PH. 253-0800; Chicago'
weekdays only - 267-7270

at MT. PROSPECT
900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259.9030

*Member

M.A.P.

Multiple

listing Service

*Member of Northwest Subur.
ban Board of Realtors
J.%

CLOSEOUT SALE

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds
Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, 'travel trailers, pickup coaches &

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.
Sun. 12 noon to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.

1701 W. Rt. 120, Ph mi. E.

of McHenry. PH. 815.385-6333

103 -Auto Trailers 8
Campers
Travel Trailer, 16', self c'ontd.
sleeps 4, awning, Reese straightline Flitch hied: Will accept
camper
on
trade.
$1400.
439.3970

Monday, March II, 1968

4_JO
ipfrta,
-In

THE DAY
Page 11

'97

For best price & service in N/W area, you must
come to Dodge in Des Plaines'. All modern facilities & factory trained mechanics.
Order Your

NEW 1968

CHARGERS

Color Choice.
Factory

Equipment

paIt!

$2666

FA'

AU ARILIEGIr©RI PARK- DORDS

-,

'67 PLYMOUTH SATELLITE Lsont $85DN.
$197 DN.

'67 DODGE RT, 426" Homi, 4 -on -floor.

.

i 7.1, ,771

,i '4'4,

14.4.4

1

,

$97 DN.
%I

'65 DODGE CUSTOM 880

1.04.",?%i

-'

1095
$97 DN.

--

' ""-Nyt4

, .

DES

IN

speed,

PLAINES
MANNHEIM, N. of OAKTON o 824-7151

-1',

1

.

4.,

,7 t , .4'

-

qo,

., : v

,

'64 BELAIRE
WAGON

OPEN SUN. 10 6. DAILY, 9.9. SAT. 9.6

t

$1295

.

-r!

2',Y

,

[Fon ETIRIE ApplARARcE

©I ITOUE

SPECI

Dick
Wick
111.1T

WE MUST
REDUCE OUR STOCK

REAMKG

IfEl

THEK

AW(DERR

Oki'

fs,'.

©EVE: DEAIS

r--

_..,,.0

=

OM Cie

1968 CHARGER IMMO

141-17-om

Dodges hotest seller. Complete with
318 V-8, vinyl roof, radio, power
steering, bucket seats, electric clock,
tinted glass, tachometer, clock, un-

OR

CH EVROLET7
.

For Your qpyqi ace

1,

'64 PONTIAC

$1495

OPEN SUNDAYS - 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.

.,

axic Egm AD

CONVERTIBLE

1968's

dercoating and more in stock, immediate del.

ARLINGTON DAY - 255-7200
PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400
MARKET DAY - 255-7200

Compacts

Sta. Wagons

4 Speeds

'66 BUICK

'67 CORONET
R/T HDTP.

9 Passenger, Factory Air
Cond.

'65
Air

'66 CHEVROLET
From
.

41)?
A16
E US MIST . . or last.

'65 OLDS

But SEE US!

Top of the Line"

'66 MUSTANG
Hardtop

1964 CHEVROLET V8 WAGON -

$895

'65

THE NEWEST, .F:NtrggT115/611MTsgingiVcrocalitInFAIR ?1 ICAGOLAND.

401 Milwaukee Ave. - 965-6700 - Niles, Ill.
Opposite Golf Mill Shopping Center

Automatic Trans.

_.

KW -ITN

.

9 793

10 Passenger!!

1965 FORD GALAXIE 500 SEDAN -

9293.
9493

Power!!

Full

1965 LTD HARDTOP -

.

Unequalled

Luxury!!

1965 -FORD GALAXIE 500 HARDTOP-.

Hardtop

'62

$1393

Nice Buy!!

$495

PONT.

$2393

A Real Scarce Item!!

'62 VALIANT

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 SEDAN

-

All the Extras!!

9593
9593
9893
9393
9793
9993

1966 LTD HARDTOP Air Conditioned Full Power!!

$2193

V8, Power!!

1966 FAIRLANE 500 WAGON -

RAMBLER

Roomy!!

Real

Automatic Trans.

'64 DODGE
'426 Hem;

'63 RAMBLER

$2193

Go in Style!!

1965 THUNDERBIRD CONVERTIBLE -

Catalina irldtp.
Open Daily 9-9 - Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 11-5

1965 THUNDERBIRD HARDTOP -

$795

Hdtp.

'64

9393

All the Extras!!

'64 COMET

,

9 Passenger Polara
Full Power

$893

1965 CHEVROLET SEDAN -

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE -

OLDSMOBILE

'64 DODGE

FORMERLY FORD IN PARK RIDGE

FALCON

$895

'65 BARRACUDA
Fastback

---T1,17,

CRCER Tan

1964 VW SEDAN -

2 Door

Full Power

$893

Full Power"

Automatic Trans.

'440 Hdtp.

9 Passenger Vista Cruiser.

11001011

$893

Very Economical!!

'64

G.T.O.

65 BUICK

$793

1963 FORD V8 SQUIRE WAGON-

Fairlane Hardtop

'

$793

1963 FORD V8 GALAXIE 500 SEDAN Full Power!!

'65 CORONET
ix

$693

'64 FORD

'65 PLYMOUTH

Eli 1111,1111111:17

$593

1963 FORD V8 CONVERTIBLE Priced To Sell
1963 FORD V8 WAGON passenger"

$995

'66 PONTIAC

Fury Ill with Power

Like New!!

Satilite

'

9 Passenger Vista Cruiser.
Full Power
-

1962 FORD V8 WAGON -

Dart '270 4 Door

'66 PLYMOUTH

(11 G F

IS

Automatic

'64 DODGE

'66 CHARGER,
Buckets

9 Passenger, 2 to Choose

V-8,

$1695

HDTP.

\M

TEMPEST

Cond.,

'67 FORD '500

k"7.1111:.

7

.

.

LL

HEIM

POCYJSP

$945

Power
glide,
Power
Steering, Radio, Heater w/w's.

tt

,

4$

V8,

dabk-

GO UM P2 -CIS

,.

.,

,,;

1.

t,

. Az

`.i

V8, Standard, Radio, w/w's.

111M71111.111LEVI

' -t','i

.1,
,

Steeriric

Power

'65 BISCAYNE
WAGON

vie

I

;

"4",

- 4.*

'66 TRIUMPH 5Pass. Sod.
NO MONEY DOWN 0 ASK FOR AL!

DIJGE

7

;1

.

'66 VALIANT Signet, Cpe. V-8, An

03-0-po

D

1966 FORD XL HARDTOP COUPE -

$495

Bucket Seats, Power!!

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 SEDAN Hurry

Folks!!

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 HARDTOP CPEFull

Tr

Power!!

1966 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE -

I Nimr,'

1966 OLDSMOBILE 98 LUXURY SEDAN -

$2493

Air Conditioned!!

1400 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

'

0

ALATINE

392-6300

'ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE RACE TRACK

Ato.....TON

-51,
,

SUN -DAYS

S

1

'

Z

OPEN an ilL 9

0

....

111110

5

9

011:01

SATURDAY 'TM 0

OPEN SUNDAYS

9

4

I

customer:

You LATTOF salesmen must
on some sort of sales

WIL'W*1-17

10

1.1113:11

'68 F-85 CLIP COUPE
21.1.7

FULL. PRICE

DELIVERED IN

'''"
.

BARRINGTON

Ordered - For The Color of Your Choice

TORONADO'S - 98'S - 88'S CUTLASS'S
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
BIG DISCOUNTS ON ALL REMAINING 1967 MODELS
TORONADO'S - 98's - 88's - F85's

1

-N

promotion drive.
Wherever I go ' ,T

--_:',A

cs

see LATTOF
stickers.

salesman:

'1:%

WE

-

11111111/1

......

/

.

V8, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Powerglide, Radio, Heater,
Defroster, White Walls, Etc. This car is priced for a quick sale!!

$159300

Ill1111111,11A

en
- -,--rmo

Finance Problems? We Can Solve Them!!

.

A R Er

o on

a _

55,

(2am

.i-ra

0 5-_f_e_.- -----------/:4-,' ,,-1

,.. x -_ .. ,, - - , i . ---.

A

o
CHEVROLET

'NUMDIESDNINS

Stock #3890A

1966 CHEVROLET BEL- AIR
4 DR SEDAN

',.,.:.7".. ,-,--;i-

71CVF, ,4
r
_

440 E. Main
Barrington

TODAY'S SPECIAL

.,? 44

rfi4'n1w...4o..-

1= --r)---lamp'',
' ("I't1-',

DU 1-3400

111111/11111

Erni

in

tfAyarargaija

I

ii74r-wo,

- um.; i

-:-LIA17;17:0;

x

,

I

"S'

s

vi

lic

9493

V8, Full Power!!

PARK

Ilitegn

06C8

IV0,7.

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON -

\

OPEN EVENING

LiZt

'fair -

I
ARLINGTON HIS.

/

C..... C. 1.4.7%.''''......

cHtyRoLgy
'

CLOSED SUNDAY

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. - CL 9-4100

4E9

EST Iligilik"re. irgrdh ZEttiSitigitC1;

r,S

LT

Fun! Bargains!
All In Store For You
Next Week!
Next Monday a brand new Jewel-Osco will open near
your home. It's actually the biggest, finest store of its kind
in the vicinity. So, in order to properly introduce it to you,
a very special Grand Opening celebration is being planned.
4,

/

7.141143i1

*a

41;1 '1
',Nal

!,

ingit'r

Exciting bargains will be available. And there'll be a lot of
fun and surprises, too. All as an invitation to you to come in
and discover the many great conveniences you can enjoy
at this spacious, modern Jewel-Osco.

We couldn't wait to tell you about it. But we hope you can
wait 'til Monday to visit. That's when all the excitement will start.

Grand Opening
OF A NEW JEWEL-OSCO AT

50 W. Golf Road
In Arlington Heights
Monday March 18th, 1:00 P.M.

WEATHER
CUL N%

Tonight: Snow diminishing,

colder, low near 20; Tomor-

Telephone

row: Fair and cold, high in
lower 30s.

Your Horne Newsp per
Mount Prospect, Ill.

117 S. Main St.

Tuesday, March 12, 1968

Volume 2, Number 281.

255-4400
Newsstand Price 10 Cents

10 PAGES

60056

rou_ h Hong
company from the Des
Plaines Fire Dept. was temMount Prospect firemen porarily stationed at the
BY MEL MILES

spent almost four hours last

Mount Prospect fire depart-

night battling a blaze that

ment.

destroyed a village home at
221 S. WaPella.

Fire Chief Edward

"The fire really was going

when we got there," said
Haberkamp. At one point, a
in the basement

Haberkamp tentatively gas meter
estimated damage to the home

disconnected and flames could

at $20,000, but added that he
intended to inspect the rubble
today. Haberkamp called the
fire the "worst residential loss

be seen shooting out of the
severed gas pipe. Gas com-

in the past four years."

off.

Fire officials said that the

blaze started when Kevin
O'Neal, 17, whose parents
own the home, spilled gasoline

in the basement of the house.

the basement.

repairing a motorcycle at the
time of the mishap. Firemen

said that O'Neal was at-

ONE FIREMAN, Jack

ted home's basement and

Hospital officials said that
Mueller suffered a sprained
wrist.

According to fire officials,

To

23 men and eight pieces of
equipment were at the scene
of the fire. Off -duty firemen
were called to standby in case

of other calls and an engine

e Aims t Annex
Roe
es
Wines

Annexation in all directions

Dempster. If the village is

Callick Corporation to re -sub-

tonight's Mount Prospect
Village Board of Trustees

farm, Des Plaines will have no
chance of moving west of

Hwy. and Edward for con-

will be the purpose of successful in annexing the
meeting

An ordinance annexing 36

Illinois Rt. 83 north of
Dempster.

divide the land at Northwest
struction of an office building
is expected to get a favorable
nod from the board.

The decision on a request
Mobil Oil Company to

acres of property at Oakton

Also slated for annexation

and Elmhurst Rd. will be

is the School Dist. 59 property
on Pheasant Trail. That is the

by

Elementary School.

tion will be postponed until

presented to the board, pro-

bably without much comment

The board has been

waging a battle with the City
of Des Plaines over land north

and south of the village for

struck about two hours later,
but fire units remained on the
scene for several more hours,
pumping water from the gut-

guarding against hot embers.
igniting.

The owners of the home,
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. O'Neal,

reportedly spent the night

with relatives in Mount

-4

Earlier in the day firemen

fought a fire' at 732 W.

Dempster in the Birchwood
Terrace Apartments. The fire

started in the kitchen of an

the company re -draws the proposed property lines. That site

board on two other items of
business. A request by the

now is occupied by Gunnell's
Restaurant.

BY DIANNE CLERIHAN

The Mount Prospect Park

District Board of Com-

missioners answered questions

and criticisms of about 50
residents Monday night, and
left

The Arlington sidewalk
plan: Some have them,
some don't. So we still

walk in the streets. B.C.

High Schools to Ask

THE HABERKAMP Farm
property on Dempster is also
slated for annexation by the

Fe erai Fun s for

Paint Dumped

Enrichment Program

Brown paint was used by
vandals to damage the car of

immediately east of Dempster

-Junior High School. It has
been the object of a tug-of-

war between the two

BY BETSY BROOKER

municipalities Des Plaines
The High School Dist. 214
also is trying to annex the
farm because it is that city's Board of Education last night

last link to a disputed 77 -acre approved submission of a profor a summer enrichproposed Kenroy Builders posal
development north of ment program under Title I of
the Elementary and Secon-

Committee
Defers Vote on

dary Education Act.

Traffic Report

Instruction.
This is the first Title

The Fire and Police Committee of the Mount Prospect

The proposals will be sub-

mitted to the Office of the

Superintendent of Public
I

ESEA project in Dist. 214.
The act provides federal funds

Village Board considered
recommendations for lin;

for the education of

safety commission Monday

There are approximately 329
such children in the district,
according to County school

proving of traffic flow by the
without taking any action.

The newly -formed safety

economically and educationally deprived children.

success and if the district expands it, further funds will be
needed.

According to C. Miller,

lads at Me creation, Pro ram

some smoke damage to other
apartinents.

Day

home a total loss.

Park oard Fields lit' esidente

was gutted and there was

Gripe
Of The

suffered minor injuries while fighting the fire, which left the

ment of a home at 221 S. WaPella last night. One fireman

Richard Kenney. No damage
estimate was available, but
firemen reported the kitchen

almost a year This ordinance,
if ratified by the courts, will
shut off Des Plaines from
grabbing any more land west
of Illinois Rt 83

village The land lies

Mount Prospect firemen used a recently developed non-toxic
chemical foam to extinguish gasoline -fed flames in the base-

apartment belonging to

rezone the land at Kensington

The judiciary committee is

T t.

Prospect.

site of the Forest View and Rt. 83 for a service staexpected to report to the

in-

p.m. The blaze was considered

and was treated at Holy Family Hospital in Des Plaines.

to extinguish a blaze that caused an estimated $20,000 damage.
(Photo by Greg Vojack)

FIRE DEPT. records

dicate that the first alarm for
the fire was sounded at 6:19

tempting to fill the cycle's gas
tank when gasoline leaked out
and evidently was ignited by
a furnace pilot light.

Mueller, received minor injuries while fighting the blaze

S. WaPella for more than two hours last night in an effort

Flames and heat were so in-

tense that a hole was burned
in the kitchen floor and the
gas range plunged through to

The youth reportedly was

Firemen poured water into the interior of this home at 221

pany workmen were called to
the scene and the gas was shut

the door open for ex-

panding recreation programs.
Many of the residents at the

purchases for golf,:' he said.

Jackson told Miller that the
board had that night approved
the purchase of $7,042 worth

of playground equipment

others had irate opinions of it.

Park Board president

Robert Jackson told the au-

have

12

years before,

found that it was operating

JACKSON SAID that he
would admit that the board

umpteen programs on donated
facilities. We have been
fighting our own little battles

had made a mistake on the ice
persons in the audience if they

knew the actual tax base for
recreation in Mount Prospect
when they said that the village
is wealthy.

that you as residents could

help us with," he said.
"We have $2 million in
bonding power that we cannot

use," Jackson said. "A lot of
people laughed at us when we
said the park district could use

On Windshield
Octavius J. Belvedere of 3302
Kingfisher, Rolling Meadows,

when the car was parked in
Arlington Heights Monday.

Ugo Luciani of

1253 S.

Prospect Skating Club, told
the board, "I'm here as an in-

to find out why we abandoned

ordinator, recruitment of the

was parked in his driveway

meeting with parents and

when the paint was poured on
the front windshield. Police
said paint was thrown through

discussing the program with
the students. The program is

an open window of the car
and damaged the front and

voluntary.

rear seats.

summer class will entail initial
narrowing of the group to 40,

School oard Defers
ction on Su ply Fee
Action on a disputed $10 Maureen Sandstrom said she
supply fee for children was was anxious to get the matter

deferred by the Prospect settled and asked LeForge to

call Page's office, but since
the other members decided

after the first part of
January."

"Why did the. district not

offer hockey, figure skating
and novice racing as it has in

past years," Griffin asked,

"and would you explain why
there was no ice base when

the surrounding areas had
ice?"

GRIFFIN SAID that with
the high tax base and wealth
in the community he could

not understand why the

Mount Prospect Park District

should have "sub -standard
service" in the winter. "We
should have the best winter

"It's beyond belief that ice could have cost as much as the paper said," Jack Griffin,

1 -Oka, told the Mount Prospect Park District Commissioners Monday night when he
appealed for expansion of the winter recreation program. Seated in the background, from
left to right, are: Herman Haeniscli, 900 W. Gregory; Fred Jilek, 20 W. ShaBonne, and
101

program instead of the worst,"

Ken Scranton, 1202 Green Acres, Mount Prospect.

he said.

ter will wait until next Mon-

all of the variables and

state.

Jackson asked Griffin to
confine his discussion to this
year's programs' which took

°man, 1 njured
In uto Crash

Hwy

has alloted $20,000 for the
summer program. If it

Meetings

Tonight
The Mount Prospect

Village Board of Trustees

will meet tonight in the
village hall at 8 p.m.

The Mount Prospect

Youth Commission will

meet tonight in the village
1-411 at 8 p.m.

is a

Liquor Thieves
Hit Sun Drugs
Scott Reid, assistant

manager of Sun Drugs at

Randhurst Shopping Center,
reported to Mount Prospect

Police Monday that three
persons stole an undetermined

amount of liquor from his
store.

(Continued on Page 6)

payer to object to the winter
recreation facilities and hope

would not be official, the mat-

take. The federal government

"Unfortunately," Jackson
said, "at this time we can't
pass a school referendum in

119

that a phone conversation

Busse and Northwest
Hwy and Pine and Northwest

this."

dependent citizen and tax-

Vallely.

determine what direction to

pass, so that we could have
had a chance to get Central
School and a chance at all

president of the Mount

town of board attorney Henry

areas in the village include

building and also a facility on
the south side of the district.
We were hoping that the last
Dist. 57 referendum would

district curriculum co- Dunton, told police the car any efforts to lay down ice

Heights School Dist. 23 Board

enable the district to control

like the Central School

Fortunately we keep accurate
records."
John Griffin, 101 I -Oka,

will involve 20 to 25 children.
The limited number will

released last month. Problem

skating rinks and a field house

published correctly.

gestions on how to reduce the

accident rate and improve
traffic flow The report was

covered swimming pool,

welcome
your .investigation and will
give you every figure that you
ask for, but we ask that it be

officials.

THE SUMMER program

Central School. We'd like a

dience. "Wei

commission has prepared a

report with general sug-

and

before Miller came in.

meeting appeared to ber rinks this year and asked the
curious about the present
recreational program and

He said that 21/2 years ago

the park district was having
trouble paying its bills. "The
district woke up, as it should

last night until the return to
Vallelly now is out of the

day.

An' independent candidate
ed Vallely to write to State for election to the board this
Superintendent of Pulic April, S. Bruce Wallace of
Instruction Ray Page for an 1211 Highland, called Page's
official interpretation of the office Friday and apparently
Illinois School Code con- received a confirmation of the
cerning the charging of supply illegality of the supply fee.
The board earlier authoriz-

fees.

Vallely said that he ex,

pected to return by next Mon-

day, Board President Robert

Wallace previously had

received a letter from Deputy
Supt. of Cook County Schools

the correspondence from
Page's office.

Griffin asked why all the

major programs in Mount

Prospect seemed to be run by
outside organizations. "Why

aren't the funds available?.
Isn't the golf program selfsupporting?" Griffin asked.
"Mount Prospect park district

Dr. G. T. Gilluly, who con-

doesn't initiate, promote or
sponsor any winter activities."

disapproved of, the fact that
the letter written Page's office
by Dist. 23 came from Vallely

Hiawatha, told Jackson that
he was not at the meeting to
complain, but only intended
to ask the total budget of the
park district. "Tonight we've

LeForge told the other tended the fee is illegal,
members. The board should Wallace said.
find out at the meeting
Wallace said that Hutson
scheduled for that same evening whether Vallely received

place this year.

and not from the board

BOARD MEMBER Mrs. members directly.

-

Ross Miller, 13 W.

listened to nothing but

A Schaumburg woman was

injured last night in an auto

accident on Birch St. in

Gas Taken
From Truck

when Miss Rathnow backed
her car out of a driveway at
her home.

Mount Prospect.

Her car was struck by one
'Taken to Holy Family
by Duane Halderman
Hospital in Des Plaines was 'driven
1601 W. Catalpa, Mount
Florence Peters of 240 of
Halderman's auto
Wellesly. Hospital officials Prospect.
into a parked car after
said the woman was treated crashed
the impact.
for facial lacerations.
Mrs. Peters was a passenger

Mount Prospect Police said
that someone forced entry into one of the storage buildings
at the Mount Prospect golf

course and siphoned gasoline
out of a truck.

Truck Sprayed
Ed Karntz of 29 Hickory
told Arlington Heights Police

Police ticketed Miss Monday the sides of two of

Rathnow of 1409 Birch Dr.

in Mount Prospect. Police

Rathnow for improper backing and charged Halderman
with driving too fast for con-

his trucks were sprayed with
silver paint and that a license
plate on a truck also was

said that the accident occurred

ditions.

sprayed with paint.

in a

car driven by Carole

-

4;

y.

Schools, Parks in Annex Bid
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Board Candidate

9N -

ivR

Polls Dist. 57 on
School Issues
One candidate for the

River Trails School Dist. 26
Board of Education has joined

57 Board of Education has
Mrs. Patricia Kimball, 600

Go-Wando, has written a
three -page questionnaire
through which she. hopes to

opinions on several issues

building programs.

tending to Wolf and Kensington. The move would include one park site.

VILLAGE OFFICIALS

schools, but also asks the opi-

DIRECT TO YOU FROM OUR HOME OFFICE

The Dist. 214 Board of
Education approved threeyear contracts for student

transportation with Cook

base programs, she said.

MbitI°Pilrfr

Monday, that she had
distributed approximately 300
questionnaires to residents at
various meetings and that she
hopes to personally contact at
least 100 people in the district
by going from door to door.
"So far, the questionnaires

NO OBLIGATION
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

YEAR OF BIRTH

have brought a tremendous

GREAT LAKES INSURANCE COMPANY
ELGIN, ILL 60120, DEPT. MCE 171834

response," she said.

north of Kensington.
Both elected bodies have
co-operated with the village in

along Wolf last year.

"OUR MOTION asks for
annexation," Board President
Harold Haney said, "pending

the willingness of the gas

Brickman Mid -West Corp.

"negotiating upward" and
therefore would be illegal.

Authorization was granted
to Board Presidebt F. Smith,
and Secretary R. Bachhuber

John G. Lange

band, Robert; a son, James;
four daughters, Jean, Joan,
John C. Lange, 77, of 1198 Jane, and Julie; her pprents,
Cedar Ln., Elk Grove Village, George and Esther Piemonte
died Sunday a St. Alexius of Elmwood Park; two sisters,
Hospital in Elk rove Village. Mrs. Gloria Palumbo of Villa
He was a re ident of the Park and Mrs. Joan Small of
village for seven years.

He is survived by his wife,

Irma; two daughters, Mrs.
Catherine M. Ahlborn, and
Miss Irma M. Lange, both of

Elk Grove Village, and a

had not been resolved. The

Bachhuber pointed out that

A mass will be offered

board had been considering a

the buses are routinely check-

Wednesday at Queen of the
Rosary Church in Elk Grove

proposal of $11.00 credit for

ed, but that there is no

Village. Burial will be in St.

buses operated on charter runs
to a $7.50 credit. It was decid-

guarantee that the drivers are
in good enough physical condition to drive the buses safe-

Michael the Archangel

ed that this change would be

ly.

Contributions may be sent
to the building fund at Queen
of the Rosary Church.

Visitorb may call at

the

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral

Home in Arlington Heights.

Cemetery in Palatine.

Robert Larson
Robert T. Larson, 47, of

918 Tower Dr., Mount

Prospect, died Monday in
Passavant Memorial Hospital

CALL

WAbash 2-9600
for FREE

Delaplane, Wis., and from the

in the funeral
home chapel with the Rev.
David Quill officiating. Burial
will be in Memory Gardens

Florida.
Capt. Schueren is survived

at 1:30 p.m.

by his mother, Gertrude W.;
a sister, Mrs: Ingrid Schlueter
of Palatine, and a nephew,
Bradley Schlueter of Palatine.
He is the son of the late Col.
Daniel Schueren.

Visitors may call after 7

p.m. Wednesday at the
Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral

Home, 2000 E. Northwest
Hwy., Arlington Heights.

Contributions may be sent
Daniel R. Schueren

to the

Memorial Fund, Faith

of the village for six years.
She is survived by her hus-

Lutheran Church, Arlington
Heights.

The Mount Prospect Park
District will begin the second

day classes will meet from 4

session of its hfle shooting

p.m. to 6 p.m.

program this month.
Classes in beginning rifle

vide necessary supplies and

shooting will begin on Satur-

equipment. The classes will

day, March 23 and end on
May 25. Children, 9 to 12

begin March 19. The fee for

-AT HOME FEDERAL OF CHICAGO

p.m., 1:45 p.m., 2:30

gram is $3.

THE ADVANCED rifle
shooting program will be held

® Liberal prepayment privileges.

1001
a

Tuesday classes will meet

from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. and

m1.0114111

There's no piece quite like .
111

"iii:derj4141'.11-11d;drAill

cipal, Robert Morgan, to

`Mrs. Ludwig Hirz,

Fairview School PTA president, said, "This is the second

year we have tried to show

our appreciation', for our
teachers' patience and hard

work by taking them to lunch.
In other years a luncheon was.
given by the PTA board mem-

(1461V
from
MERLE NORMAN

+ complimentary
makeup
+ color Selection

+ complexion

I

The parents in two Mount
Prospect Dist. 57 schools have

lunch on March 20.

0" Appraisers in radio -phone equipped
cars give you prompt commitments.

1'4° godi' -

Parents Invite
School Staff
To Luncheon

Busse Rds. on Tuesdays and

on, should you need cash for home repairs, emergencies, expansion.

Qs Monthly statement shows payment due, balance of loan and interest paid
to date, distribution of monthly payment to principal, interest, taxes and
insurance.

March 12 at the park district
office.

invited the teachers and prin-

Station No. 2 at Golf and

0 Home's "open-end" loan lets you reboirowithout costly refinancing later

1)1

for the advanced rifle

-at the Mount Prospect Fire

0. Conventional Loans: terms to 80%,
30 years. Competitive rates.

® Monthly payments can be made "in minutes" by mail.

The classes will be limited
shooting class will be held on

I

from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. Thurs-

C) No interest escalator provision.

the 10 weeks is $5.

periods on Saturdays begin-

If you buy or build a home in the Chicago metropolitan area, you can enjoy
all these extra advantages:
-

The park district will pro-

to 15 members. Registration.

Thursdays.

terms to 30 years.

p.m. to 5 p.m. and from 5

years old, may register March
12 at the park district office.
There will be four class

length and are limited to 15

If MEDIATE MORTGAGE MONEY

10- VA, FHA MORTGAGE Loans

analysis

bers for the teachers."

Mrs. Donald Bedford, Central School PTA president,
said the event for their 'school
would be called a "spring
luncheon." About 27 teachers,

other personnel, and John
Gatto, principal of Central
School, have been invited,
Mrs. Bedford said.

111

Featuring the

..rlig.::1111:111111'::;::1;141;11

tpitiLi

University of Miami in

Hospital. She was a resident

beginners rifle shooting pro-

check Home's terms before you sign.

12.* 1-1-1-

ing with the Infantry in Viet-

Mount Prospect.
Services will be Wednesday

members each. The fee for the

Buying in a project? Don't hesitate to

1

Capt. Schueren, of 745 S.

He was graduated from St.

classes are 45 minutes in

AND FOR 1968 THERE'S

Buying an existing home? Make sure
you or your real estate broker check
Home's current mortgage terms.

1,16. a

Memory Gardens Cemetery.

John's Military Academy in

p.m. and 3:15 p.m. The

Loan Quote'

.ie

Schueren, 27,. will be held
Thursday at 3 p.m. in the
Faith Lutheran Church with
the Rev. Edgar Behrens officiating. Burial will be in

Friedrichs Funeral Home in

ning at

16.4a1".-11114

Military funeral services for

Capt. Daniel Richard

Park Rifle Shooting
Programs to Resume

can act quickly

U

Capt. D.R. Schueren

the

at

public accountant for the
Frank J. Baker & Co. in

o. knows local values

1/0 .4:41411/10111

Cemetery in Palatine.

1962.

Visitors may call

Mr. Larson was a certified

...That's why
HOME FEDERAL

'1111'11111

of the Wayside Church in Arlington Heights. Burial will be
in St. Michael the Archangel

Bobbie Jean.

in DuPage Memorial

1-011.41111

day at 10 a.m. in Our. Lady

nam. He entered the Army in

ington Heights, died Monday

I

Home in Arlington Heights.
A mass will be offered Thurs-

and Brandon, and a daughter,

Mrs. Therese E. Pagliai, 43,
of 442 S. Kennicott, Arl-

Ad"

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral

was killed Feb. 25 while serv-

Therese Pagliai

di

Visitors may call after 7

p.m. Tuesday at the

He is survived by his wife,
Pauline; two sons, Douglas

Chicago.

"tt

brothers, Geotge of WoOddale
and Arthur of Itasca.

Bristol, Arlington Heights,

Heights.

I

Schaumburg, and two

in Chicago.

Cemetery in Arlington
1

better police protection,

OBITUARIES

were named, in the fall, degitils

7,600 Homes in the
Northwestern Suburbs since 1960

The major advantage for

Haney said.

Hills.

HOME FEDERAL HAS FINANCED MORE THAN

going into the village anyway,
we want to get in also."

proposed.

brother, Fred of Clarendon

change from the original

they have been fair with us.
We don't want to force them
into anything, but if they are

the two schools in being annexed to the village would be

the past during battles over
annexation. The park district,
school district and village won
a battle to prevent J. M.

"We are doing business
with the gas company and

company to go along with the
idea and pending the legality
of the whole arrangement as

It was also agreed to send
a letter to the bus lines questioning their procedure for
daily inspection of the drivers.

Although the contracts

Mrs. Patricia Kimball, 600 Go-Wando, candidate for Mount
Prospect School Dist. 57 board of education discusses her opinion survey with neighbor Edward Nixon, 501 Go-Wando.
Mrs. Kimball is attempting to find out residents' opinions concerning certain school district issues. (Greg Vojack Photo)

from building an apartment
and office building complex

to sign the contracts.

County School Bus, Inc., and
Ritzenthaler Bus Lines, Inc.
Monday night.

MRS. KIMBALL said on

MAIL
THIS AD
APPLICATION MAILED TO YOU
STATE

BY BETSY BROOKER

of taxpayers without

children. The answers could
provide a guideline on which
school district officials could

ENTRY AGES UP TO 80

Illinois Gas Co. property. The

High Schools Award
Two Bus Contracts

of children attending district
nions

pany property off from Des
Plaines and also allow the
village to annex the houses

Gardens subdivision ex-

The survey asks questions
applicable not only to parents

LIF INSURAN E
BY U.S. MAI

and River Trails Junior High

perty north of Fairview

programs, lunchroom policy
and alternatives for financing
additional educational and

sound out the public's

move would seal the gas com-

the village plans to annex pro-

to be completed by residents,
seeks opinions on such issues
as Central School, curriculum

task

the village, Feehanville School

after the announcement that

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

embarked upon an ambitious

east side of the Northern

The board action was taken

school board members.

pending Fairview Gardens annexation in order to secure the

the River Trails Park District
in asking MoUnt Prospect to
annex two of its properties to
School.

concerning residents and

Mount Prospect School Dist.

included the park site in the

;..
011111.1,

Or VOUN

1.1/1/460

INSURED
515,050

FEE:0E114AL. SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
State at Adams Chicago, III. 60604
StateStreet's $393 Million Savings InStitution

3 Steps to Beauty
Your FREE

Hour of Beauty

-MERLE

noRm An
COSMETICS
"In The Mall"
Mt. Prospect Plaza
Phone 259-2241
Open 10 to 5 Daily
10 to 9 Thursday

COMING IN
THE PROSPECT DAY

The Day's Prospects
-.11

nesters Work o Preserve Our Heritage
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor
(First of a Series)

.

.

Independence Hall in Philadelphia was

individually contributed to are Valley Forge

restored. They have accomplished many other
such projects throughout the country and have
established the National Trust in Washington,

of painting, Decatur House, Washington, D.
C.; gifts to the White House and 'Restoration

D. C.

Antiques attract attention anytime, but
especially this week with the special March 13
through 15 Antique Show being sponsored by
the Mount Prospect and Prospect Heights
Woman's Club at the Community Center.
Throughout the area there are many groups

working to preserve our nation's heritage. It
is not an easy task, for antiques are looked
upon by some s "junli."
It is only th ough the interested women that
age-old histo ical objects are collected and
preserved for posterity.

ONE SUCH nationally -affiliated group is
known as The Questers. One of their mottos
explains their purpose, "it's fun to search and
ajoy to find."
Through the assistance of The Questers,

Mrs. G. E. Carter, Mrs. John Lanhaut and Mrs. Walter Dobbs, president of the Dunton
Chapter of The Questers discuss plans for their second -year anniversary next month.

Foundation, Sturbridge Village, Pa.;restoration
of the Lighthouse, Michigan City, Indiana."

According to Mrs. John R. Pear, national
president, "The National Trust is the one national private organization, chartered by the
U. S. Congress, directed to encourage public

among others; Lynhurst in New York;
Woodland Plantation, Mt. Vernon; Casa

buildings and objects significant in American

House, Mount Vernon.

participation ,in the preservation of sites,
history and culture.

THROUGH THE trust therhave helped,

Amnesti, Monterey, Calif., and Pope-Leighey

For their outstanding efforts, the organization has received many achievement awards.

"THE TRUST is not a governmental agency.
It is financed primarily by dues and voluntary
contributions from its membership which in-

cludes individuglg,

museums, historical

societies and The Questers, Inc.
"It holds conferences and seminars; prepares
advisory programs, illustrated programs; issues

publicationsi preserves archives and property
ownership.

"Among the properties which Questers have

There are four local chapters of Questers in
Arlington Heights. The Dunton chapter will
celebrate its second anniversary in April. The

Mount Prospect chapter. Further information
will be given in the near future.

It is through the untiring efforts of women
in organized groups such as The Questers that
keep the history of our country alive.

Wig Demonstration at St. Emily's
The Parish Hall at St.

Emily's Catholic Church will
Page 3
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be served Wednesday.

supper, business meeting and
wig dimonstration Monday,

Township High School

March 18.

District 214, (subject to

The pot luck supper will be
served at 7 p.m. with all guilds

Alaskans to Speak Here Wed.

in

change without notice)

the Women's Club con-

Main dish: (one choice)
Roast beef
Bar-b-que in bun
Wiener in bun

tributing individual meals.

A BRIEF business meeting
will follow, including presenting and electing a new slate

Mrs. Robert Burhop, who
chaired the recent Luncheon
and Fashion show, "A Happening," will report on the

speak at the Evangelical Free
Church in Arlington Heights

at 7:30 'p.m. Wednesday,
March 13 as a part of the

A wig demonstration will

at the church during March.

be given by Orlando's Wigs of

Gary Herr is a staff an-

some lucky lass in the
audience.

Missions and Radio Station
KCMA where he has been appointed program director.

Annual Spring Resale a 3 -Way Event

house, Talcott and Cumberland Hours will be 3 p m

to 8 p m on March 14,

10

a m to 3 p m on March 15,
and 9 a m to noon March 16

There will be a boutique,

operated by members of
Grace Service League, at the

church every day of the
resale It will feature toboggans, towels, scouring pads,

Mrs. Robert G. Wegener shows Mrs. Richard Thompson how a lovely Orlando Wiglet
would enhance her coiffure. Both women, of Mount Prospect will participate in St. Emily's

Biscuits and
milk

derimnstrated.

Available desserts:

Women's Club meeting, Monday, March 18 when Orlando's Wigs and Wiglets will be

Suburban Aid for the Retarded

Ridge Community Church,
100 South Courtland, Park
Ridge, and South Park Field

cocktail
Lime, diced peach

beautiful wiglet to be given to

give a slide presentation of the
work of Central - Alaska

a three -in -one event this year
There will be the resale
itself --Madame's Magnificent
Resale Number 3 at Park

Molded: raspberry, fruit

Mount Prospect, including a

nouncer for WMBI and will

The annual spring resale

Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Cole slaw

affair.

Missionary Conference series

held by Northwest Suburban
Aid for the Retarded will be

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Buttered spinach

of officers.

Jan and Gary Herr will

paintings and many other
members, as well as small

He will utilize reed baskets
and other craft made by handicapped persons in making

baskets made by handicapped

arrangements.

flowers by Clark Herman, na-

Northwest Music Center is
making an organ available to

items made by league

persons decorated with

tionally known floral
designer.

Clark Herman will conduct

a lecture -demonstration of
flower arranging from 9 to
11 a.m. March 14 at West
Park ' Field house, Western
and Garden, Park Ridge.

Lou Zonka of Park Ridge's

N.S.A.R.

and organ

music

during the resale will be
provided by handicapped

adults from N. S. A. R.'s adult

activities center where Mrs.

Karen Hansen, Kathy and
Russ Johnson, Debbie Stople,

Nancy Steinhauser, Dick
Forgette, Penny Bartnick;
Scott Stewart, Lary and Dawn

Bjork, Mike Reynoldson,

Judy Tebon, Becky Oel

Bridge, Kathleen Payl, Mike
Nelson, Mary Wallace, Diane
Schults, Marilynn Privatksy,

Greg Ridenaur, Jill Stach,

Sharon Skrip, Debra Stahl,

Helen Field, one of Mr., Lilla Cocomise, and Carol
work with the handicapped.

Hlaua.
N. S. A. R. is an incorporated not for profit agen-

admission to the resale.
Tickets will provide a chance

A number -of Mrs. Field's
regular students at Northwest

for retarded adults. at 31

on valuable door prizes. There
will be a $1 charge for Clark's

Music Center also will play.

THERE WILL be a 25 -cent

flower show.

Zonka's teachers, is assigned

by him one day a week to

THEY ARE, Kim and

School
Menus
The following menus will

be the scene for a pot luck

I

the sponsorship of a

group is considering

cy which operates a program
North Grace, Park Ridge, and
a school for retarded children
at 33 N. Grace.

Planning 'Springing into Fashion'

Parents, Jr.
High Pupils
On PTA Panel
A dialogue stressing communication between parents

and students of junior high
age will be presented at the
March 12 meeting of Central
School PTA.

The discussion group will
include: Clarence Fieresle,

head of counseling and
guidance for School Dist. 214;

Sia Sadri, recreation director
for the Mount Prospect Park

District; two students from
Central School; Mrs. J. P.

Trottier, a parent from Dist.
57; Dr. Donald S. Tyrell, a

psychologist, and a school
librarian.
The meeting will be held on

Thursday, March 21 at 8 p.m.
John Gatto, principal of Central School will be moderator.

St. Viator High School
Menus subject to change
without notice
Oven fried chicken
Potatoes and gravy
Buttereed vegetable

Karen MacDonald, 19, of
Ln.,

Arl-

ington Heights, has entered
the Miss Photoflash of 1968

contest sponsored by the

Chicago Press Photographers

Milk

Assn.

She will compete with more

than 400 Chicago area girls

-41

for the title, prizes of $500 in

Book Review
The Feehanville School

association and another $500
and the title of Miss Dream boat of 1969 for appearances

inger, chili, cheeseburger,

tional Boat, Travel and Out-

tary, Miner, Thomas and

barbecue
Choice of desserts

at the annual Chicago Na-

Dist. 25 - North Elemen-

door Show.

Single girls between the

ages of

18

and 25, living

within 50 miles of Chicago's
loop, can enter the contest by

KAREN MACDONALD

mailing a photograph with

name, age, address and

Drug Addiction
Joseph F. Fiedoral will

its March 12 meeting.
Mrs. Allen Hopkins will

review the book, which was

the April selection of the
Literary Guild Book Club.

The meeting will be held in

the Feehanville School
cafeteria, 1400 E. Kensington, Mount Prospect, at 8

p.m. School rooms will be
open at 7:30 p.m. for parent

Milk

Dist. 23 - MacArthur

The High Ridge Knolls

PTA of School Dist. 59 will
meet tonight at 8 p.m., at
High Ridge Knolls School,
Dara James Rd., Des Plaines.

The meeting will include a
of the new sex
education and family living
program, election of officers
discussion

"The Airport," by Arthur 8 p.m. on the "Horrors of and a report by principal
Drug Addiction". Fiedoral,
who describes himself as a

South Junior High Schools
Chicken ala king on baking
powder biscuit
Cheese stick
Flying saucer cookie

knoll PTA

Photoflash Contest, Sherman
House, Chicago, Ill., not later
than midnight, March 30.

speak to the Lincoln School
PTA will present a review of PTA Thursday, March 14 at
Halley, author of "Hotel," at

ala carte
Soup
French fries

Hamburger, hot dog, thur-

cash and a trophy from the

telephone number to Miss

Feehanville
PTA to Hear

"morbid, gruesome speaker,"
will display some narcotics
and demonstrate implements

Thomas Powers and Dist. 59
head nurse Alice Hufton. A
citizen's committee from Des
Plaines will discuss the need
to enlarge the Des Plaines

and methods of use.

library.

Junior High School
40 cent lunch
Cheese pizza
Cabbage slaw
Fruit kabob
Cookie
Milk

Dist. 15 - Jonas Salk and
Carl Sandburg Schools
Hamburger on bun
Hash browned potatoes
Carrot sticks
Chilled pear

has joined her styling staff.

ONE STOP CLEANING
6elf Service
Cleaning Machines
Also
Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaned
Pressed, Decorator
Folded

Norge.Colonial Village
220 N. Minton St.
Arlington Hts.

f

Making plans for the "Springing Into Fashion" luncheon -

fashion 'show of the Republican Women of Elk Grove

Township to be held March 21 at the Sheraton O'llare Brass
Rail are (from left) Mrs. Gordon Rairdin, chairman; Robert
Seep, catering manager; Mrs. Warren.Grunlee, co-chairman,

and Mrs. Joseph Stecker, president. Club members will model
fashions from Muriel Mundy of Arlington Heights to the music
of the Bill Jeans Trio of Mount Prospect. Tickets are $5 and
may be obtained by calling 437-2893 or 437-4052.

SOUR 2nd LOCATION

B -W Branch
420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Milk

MaeBelle DeMocit proudly announces

visitation.

11"414141,4

qt.

Fruit cocktail
Tropical fruit gelatin
Pineapple pie
Chocolate cake
Cocoanut oatmeal cookies

Karen MacDonald Enters
Miss Photoflash Contest
604 N. Wilshire

butter --113

11 East Prospect Avenue
Mount Prospect, Illinois

,,....4
O

44614.''

©gime

.
route with nothing on his feet
and plenty of hair on his head,
down to the shoulders in some

"I see where the Post Office

is having a few problems in
trying to get the mail moved
to all of its patrons. It's issued
some new regulations on how

cases."

should appear when making '
his daily appointed rounds
through rain, sleet and dog

here. At least in the winter

the well -dressed mailman

"They shouldn't have to
worry about bare feet around

bites."

time."
"No, but the regulations
will be applied nationwide, so

"I don't care how the

mailman looks when I get my
daily supply of bills and junk
mail. What difference does it
make, anyway?"
"It probably won't make

too much difference around

here at all, but the regulations
will apply to mailmen all over
the country. It seems that the

problem arose out in

in

case we have any sum-

mertime mailmen who yearn
to dig their toes in your lawn,
they'll have to remember that
their conduct would be 'highly
inappropriate for a represen-

tative of the United States
Government.'
"In fact, a week-old beard,

psychedelic beads, long hair
and offensive jewelry, gadgets

California, where the weather
makes it much easier to be a

and furs are out of place for
Ihe mailman of today."

hippie.

"People were surprised to
see the mailman delivering his

cQ2--/

-

with George Hamilton
some people have wondered
why the first class mail rate
was raised from five to six

working for the Post Office
now. They probably didn't
have time to go to a barber
just to look neat for the In-

cents an ounce and the air
mail rate went up from six to

dians."

10 cents an ounce and then
the Post Office began to air

"Maybe they didn't have

time, but I bet they shaved
regularly and had their hair
cut often. It was much easier
to scalp a guy who had hair

mail the first class mail

because they say it's cheaper
that way."

down to his shoulders."

"Well I've been wondering

"Probably more prestige to

about the new ..Post Office

it, too. I never haunt of an
Indian wearing a crew-cut

that's to be built in Arlington
Heights. Do you realize that

scalp in his belt."

It will cost the Federal
government more than $4
million Just to rent the

"Me neither. And I've been
thinking, there may be a connection between the no -longhair order and the recent rise

building over a period of 50

years?"

in postal rates."

"Yes, I knew about it.

"You think maybe they're
worried the public may take

That's more than half what we
paid the Russians for Alaska.
But look at it this way: maybe
someone in Washington likes

offense at the sate increase

and start scalping postal

"I'll bet the Pony Express

employes?"

riders would feel out of place

"You never can tell. But

Dist° 214 Stage Schaarshi Winners Named
214 winners in the

Dist

Richard A. Brady, Joseph Kilfoy, Robert P. Kindler,
David L. Kirchner, Bonnie J.

1968 - 69 State Scholarship

J. Branka, Kathleen R. Braun,

nounced

Brogdon, Carletta M. Brown,

Robert A. Kolpin, Barbara A.

monetary, up to $1,;1130; bas-

Brunsfeld, Linda J. Burr,

honorary when no demonstration has been made of finan-

Callaghan, Audrey E. Chap,

John Kreidich.
William Kushner, Gregg D.
Lemein, Marc J. Lenhardt,

Program have been an-

Awards are either

ed on financial need;

Paula Braun, Ellen C. Kivland, Robert H. Koch,
Jane L. Bruner, Mike J. Kolze, Richard J. Kowall,
Stephen D. Busch, Sharon

Miske, Paula A. Moose, Geof-

Schroeder.

Holly E. Schulze, Terrence
Sheehan, William Sherman,
Paul Steger, Cheryl F. Smith,
Joseph P. Smith, Ralph F.

Soper, John St. Germaine,
Kirk D. Stahnke, Melanie

Frank G. Lentine, Carol K.
Loeffler, Laird M. Luoma,

Stauder, Deborah A. Stefan,
James F. Stubbs, Janet M.
Sygnator, Robert T. Taylor,
William L. Taylor, Janet L.

Cochran.

J. Madden, Judy Mandolini,

Teichen, Nancy J. Thompson,
Thomas W. Tichy.

only award for those students
who are not attending an approved Illinois institution.
Eligibility for consideration
for a State Scholarship is bas-

Cope, Kenneth M. Dale,

Peggy D. Marks, Mark D.

Matthews, Barbara McGrath,
Charles McGuffey, David B.

Villars,

qualifying examinations position in graduating class, moral
character, and citizenship.

Mark A. Elmore, Glen E.
Enloe, Pamela Ann Evans,

cial need, but assistance will
be made later if necessary; or
Certificates of Merit which

are given to all, but are the

ed on performance on the
August, 1969 graduates

may take the examination for

the

1969

- 70 State

Scholarship Program on May
11 or August 3

The Dist 214 winners are:

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
David K Abt, Judith A.
Almdale, Marianne J. Ast,
Douglas M - Atkins, Kenneth
I Balinski, Kathleen Barnard,

Linda Christian, Sherwell
Clancy, Shawn C. Clark,

Rebecca Clark, Craig E. Kenneth Machacek, Michael
Martha J. Cook, Liana C.

Carolyn A. Dailey, Douglas

Daughtry, David A.

Drachman, William L. Drake,
Dorothy J. Drolet, Kathleen
T. Dunne, Christine Ebert,

Sheral

L.

James F. Vrechek,

Judy A. Ward, Mark J.

Warns, Randy S. Weaver,

Ru Meyers, Thad Mikols.

Lynn Y. Wegner, Susan

Donna L. Milz, Janice M.
Miner, Kenneth J. Natzke,
Jack Rand Nawrot, Kenneth

dorf, Gary P. Wheeler, James

William J. Evan, Thomas W.

Newquist, Susan K.

Gallagher.

Obal, Donna M. Ortman,

Wellhausen, Joyce L. Wen-

P. White, Lyn Whiting,
Margueri Woolley, Sally A.

Newman, Janet Mar Nieder,
Richard L. Norris, Thomas F.
Novack, William D. O'Brien,
Dennis W. Oehlsen, Daniel J.

O'Keefe, Patricia O'Keefe,
Paul K. Ostrom, Lawrence G.

Pan, Nick J. Peneff, Robert

James D. Pamp, Christo Pan-

Michael J. Geimer, Charles

M. Gibbel, Paul S. Gilman, cratz, Thomas Ray Peale,
Christine Greene, James R. Ronald S. Perley, James C.
Gumz, Carol L. Haas, Mike Philo, Susan L. Pierre, Bonnie
Handwerker, Michael Har- Pomrenke, Anne M.
ring, Michael J. Harth, Irene Porowski.
Susan Protheroc, Frank J.
K. Haughey, Susan M. Henn,
Michael Henneman, Kathryn Psota, Judith A. Quinn, John
Herdrich, Donna Honrof, E. Rabchuk, Sandra J. Rapp,

Heiser,

Michael Bellito, Bruce R.

Benard, B A. Bergslien,
Frank P Bianca, Briggs
Blackburn, Linda Blomquist,
Michael J Bohr, Ross D.
Bondy, Bruce W. Boyd.

Goebbert.

Katherine Pingel, Carla

Plemich, Patricia Rehm, Lin-.
da J. Reihl, William Reimann,

William Reising, R. E.

Richardson, Miles E.

Rodgers, Linda Sue Rogers,
Steven Rohrback, Lawrence
Rohrer, Amy L. Ronan, Ross
R. Rumore, Michael P. Ryan,

Bosslet, Larry J. Campbell,

Witt, Keith Zaleski.

Russell Finkler, Christin

PROSPECT HEIGHTS
Barbara A. Aszman, Linda
M. Becker, Frances Burgess,

Clarke, Ann Dillon, Robert
K. Dunn, Geoffrey Farrell,

John G. Huter, Linda J. Jack,
Anne Jackson, R. J. Jackson.

Kelley D. Reid, Patricia Fleming, Nancy M. Frazier,

Johnson, Renee C. Johnston,

Rumatz, Suzanne Russell,

Rezner, Virginia Rodgers,
Mary T. Roth,, Barbara C.

Michael Jerusis, Cynthia

Dave E. Sauter, John W.
Schaad, Mary T. Schafer,
Mark J. Keller, Peggy Ann Fred R. Schmidt, Kristine

Janice A. Jones, Gary W.

Kantner, Stephen Kaskie,

Schott, Lawrence Schott, K.

Kerr, Karen A. Kieca. Sharon

Richar Gunderson, Edward

Larry L. Cuttone, Scott

Kinnune, Roger Kocolowski.

Nancy A. Dressman, John S.
Fedyski, John E. Freechack,
Cath Gronczewski, Betty J.

A. Haskell, Curt Helbig Jr.,
Kristine Kelley, Sandra S.
Threse Kurpieski, Steven

Ok 0

Kirsten R. Reeder, Joyce C.

Corinne Janoska.
Louise A. Jouse, James M.

Richmond, Gary S.

Rogowski, Gary E. Sandberg,
Steven M. Stowell, David M.
Wheeler.

Kellogg, Susan Minikel,

MOUNT PROSPECT
Daniel Ackerman; A. Sam
Adkins, Rebecca Anderson,

Stavros, C. R. Stringham,

Balaz, Jane E. Barnett, Ken-

neth H. Bair, Timothy

P.

Barth, Robert Bartley, Martha

the BEST in laun-

.

dering features

Just set the controls and
clothes come out of the

dryer with the correct
degree of dryness for
maintaining long fabric
life.

e Permanent Press with
an automatic cool
down period making
fabric wrinkle resistant.
Lint trap

co 3 -way exhaust venting

o Full width door with
large clothes -load opening

G.E. GAS DRYERS
FROM

Beasley, Ruth Ann Bertok,
Lyle A. Buchholz, Jeannine
Burman, John S. Cantieri,

Grace's Daze

The 'Holly Girls'

Frank T. Patzke, David A.
Powell, Sandy Lee Sepke,

Sandra M. Soucek, Daniel P.

By Grace Mott

Scott R.. Sward, 'Nancy A.
Valley, Mark Thom. Weibel.

ROLLING MEADOWS

Every so often some

Bruce V. Alder, T. Peter woman says "let's play cards
Anderson, Natalie Andrews, or sew, qr just 'get together
Thomas Bartlett, Linnae M. regularly'. They do-for a few

M. Cwynar, James

falls through.

Ernst, Gary Ferguson, Kim

Michael Chakoian.

Laura Chen, J. M. A. Garrity, Susan M.

Christopher, Carole L. Clark,
Carol I. Colwell, Ellen Lo.

Colwell, Philip L. Curtin,
Kathleen DeLaura, Dean A.

Deyo, Patricia J. Doran,

Kathlee Engibous, David F.

Ericson, Bruce J. Finch,
Rowland Firth, Keith J.
Fischer, Jeanne E. Foley,

Mary Friend, Marilyn

Frohberg, Sally Fueyo.

George Gewartowski,

Edward Giuntini, Carolyn J.

Glabe, Kathleen Graham,
Susan B. Grear, Nancy F.
Gruber, Lee K. Gundersen,
Laurie P. Hamley, Edward V.
Hanson, Roy Hardin, Carol J.

Heck, Deborah Heitzman,
Barbara E. Hjelm, John B.

because their idea originated
Glassner, Michael Higgins, at Christmas and who miss an

Robert M. Hill, Louella event only for occasional
really important reasons.
lzmer, Leslie Johnston.

Susan E. Klemp, Nancy Their once -a -month gatherings
Lois Kurtz, Mary Jane Lan- are generally for women only.
dis, Ruth A. Landreth, Judith
At least twice each year
E. Lawson, John M. Macior, however, their husbands get in

Janice McElwain, Harriet on the fun, like the recent parMcKenzie, John A. Mid- ty staged at the Thomas Boyle

dleton, Andrea J. Mock, Jef- home.

frey Nordlund, David E.

Brian W. Rooney,
THIS WAS the club's anDeborah A. Roos, Susan P. nual foreign dinner, which
Rudolph, James A. Sager, featured authentic Scotch and
Ranfy,

Katherine Stach, Earl B. British food prepared by each

Thomas Jr., Michael

woman at the dinner after the

Tolfdano, Kathryn Truxell, specific directions were handPhil G. Williams, Stuart A. ed out by Mrs. Boyle.
Yakes.

Both she and Tom are

native Scots, and their home
WHEELING
includes a somewhat Scottish
Richard N. Abrams, Robert atmosphere with its floor and
A. Behar, Harriet H. Brown, walls of stone, brick and quarChris Carlborg, Donald D. ry tile.

I
Perfect for permanent press
fabrics cuts ironing time on

Kanellis, Debera J. Kehr,
Kris D.

Knudsen,

Richard

Kwiecinski, Gail M. Lackey,

Irene E. Larson, Peter J.
Leicht, Monica J. Lester,

Virginia Levers, Christine

I,

V Gas drys clothes for Vtith the
Available at Landwehr's
Easy Terms -- or use your
Midwest Bank Card

variety, but the kind who get

BEFORE THIS evening worthwhile things done),
was over, a telephone shower
had been included at the party

members of the Mount

Prospect Center of Infant

with Mrs. Lundin receiving Welfare decided there was no
long distance calls from . better time for a showing of
relatives and friends in fashions financially within
Florida, Alabama, and Ken- the limits of their contemporaries than just before
tucky.
Monday night, Hedy Lun- Easter.
Some of the recent showdin was the focal point of her
birthday club, another long - ings before local women have
associated group, which been so fancy in price they

gathered at the Anthony 'have resulted in few sales and

Miotke home for cake, coffee, have left both the shop and
and gifts and included besides the customers discouraged.
Accordingly, a "Bit
some of the Holly Girls, Mrs.
James Lill and Mrs. James O'Fashions" takes place
Thursday at Itasca Country
Darby.

Friday of last week was Club where there will be

Susan's night, when 12 of her cocktails, luncheon and the
friends from Central Junior styles presented by Beatrice
High School went to the Lun- Dorsey of Dundee. As usual,
din home for supper.
Also on the family calendar

hard-working Mrs. Edward

parents and their sons in Cub

viting them to a pre -cocktail

Gold dinner gone modern. A

year.

Schoeneberger has made sure

last week, along with other her guests will be there by in-

ark, School Districts
To Iliscuss Swim Pool

Sharon L. Koeppen, Gisela

jkowski, Ralph Mathisen, will include the entire families
Beverly McSorley, Robin J. of the Holly Girls who are

McElligatt, Colleen McGee.
Gary McLaughlin, Linda

Gary L. Prellwitz, Geraldine Mrs. Robert Forsythe, Mrs.

V. Lundin, Owen E.
Mrs. Boyle, Mrs. Frank
MacBride, Linda J. Melzer.
Marwedel, John A. Jamie A. Milne, Susan K. Boston, Mrs. Raymond LunMonnat,
Jack
G.
Mudry,
din, Mrs. Anthony Miotke,
McMahon, Kathleen
Skupien, Michael E. Stoik, Clifford Hagen, Mrs. CaludetPamela A. Wozniak.
te Ross, and Mrs. Burton
Neuner.

REDHLAN
Open Daily 9-6; Monday, Thursday & Friday to 9

THAT LITTLE band of

go -go -girls (not the night club

A SCANDINAVIAN
M. Kramer, Edwin Ma- smorgasbord in early summer

Jordan, Ronald B. Kensli,

Long, Teresa Lovdjieff, Gary

Marie Miles, Timothy M.

relatives, Mr. and at St. Paul Lutheran School.

Mrs. William Hauck of

Pack 153 was a Blue and party at her home again this

Hi deaw ord
218 N. DUNTON - ARLINGTON HEIGHTS - CL 5-0700

dates with a dinner which in- pulled a lot of tricks from his
cluded friends from McHenry, bag of fun to liven the event

Ale was the beverage of the
Walt Fitzgibbons, Darlene D. evening, and a Scottish dance
Geimer, Sherry L. Harper, by the Boyles the piece de
Craig W. Hoopmann, Sharon resistance of entertainment.

Lynne Julien, V. G. Cross, Leonard M. Eaton,

4

of the Lundin clan went to combo furnished music for
their home to mark the two entertainment, and a clown

Chicago.

Joyce.
4

too!

Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

Not so those eight women
Peggy J. Caprio, Debra Dreischarf, Timothy Q. Ebel,
long ago named
Carioti, Shelly Carlson, Alan T. Ernst, Mark W. who
themselves the "Holly Girls"

James D. Johnson, Joseph P.

cost of other dryers ... you
save money on installation,

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, S10.00 a year; 56.00 far six months.

III., and

Huebner, C. M. Hwalisz,

other laundry, tool

Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Bass, Sue M. Conroy, Linda weeks or months and the idea

Holmbl'ad, Karen Sue
ModelDQ-4520D

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Holm, James M. Howard,

Pamela J. Baker, William

d3 L

Managing Editor

Robert P.

Hight, Nancy J. Hobbs, Scott

Olson, Lawrence J. Pahl,

;.\

William J. Kiedaisch"

Decker, Daniel Denbeste,

Linda M. Nohejl, Judith L.

K. S. Johnson, Central Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

C. Haas,
M. Martin, Barbara Guthrie, John
Hatch, Susan C.
McCauley, Karen L. Meyer,

ap
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John W, Wester, William
Wichmann, Elizabeth A.

Michael Carroll, Patricia

ett

V

'Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's' freedoni and Intellectual integrity."
Marshall Field III

Schoenberg, Deborah Seegers,
Diane Skafte.

Thomas C. Andrews, Vanhorn, Elizabeth J. Ward,

Rainer L. Bauer, Joseph T.

Frye

Michael H. Sander, Kurt

Tenuta, Mary G. Thulin,
Joann Vaccarello, Ellen J.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

"Dieting, and giving up smoking, and talking about
.Vietnam leaves me weak and irritable!"

C. Pierce.

Barbara Smith, R. J.
Faust, Paula K. Fisher, Niemczyk, Nancy J. Nitch, Yeazel, Nancy A. Zalud, Snyder
Richard Snyder,
Felicity Frisbie, Robert Lynda L. Norris, Mary Anne Thomas R. Zeinz, Robert Ronald Jr.,
Tanouyf, Bruce R.

Kathleen L Bauer, Susan L.
Becton,

Meisner, Linda M. Mertz,
Kenneth D. Meyer, Glenna

Gregg J. Turley, Maria S.

frey Morris, Robert N.

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
30 good, 38 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

Two close -together

The Dist.

214 Board of

Education will meet tonight at

7:30 p.m. with the Wheeling
Park District to discuss a

combined effort in building

an indoor swimming pool

birthdays in the Raymond
Lundin family are usually

near Wheeling High School.
The meeting will be held at

year was no exception as

Administration Center.
Immediately following, the

celebrated together, and this

Hedy Lundin, with a March

the

Harold L Slichenmyer

ment.

At a meeting last month,

the question of expulsion
resulted in controversy, blocking a final decision. Tonight,
board members will try to
resolve this problem and reach

an agreement on policy, in
which case the code may be
approved at the next regular
meeting, March 25.

Until now, the Board of

3 birthday, and daughter

board will meet again as a
Committee of the Whole to

5 marked the events.

discuss policies for a set code

definite written policy of stu-

family decided a good movie
was their choice to fete Mrs.
Lundin. On Sunday members

chiefly involve suspension, ex-

responsiblity in the suspension
and expulsion of students.

Susan who was 14 on March

Saturday night the entire

Education has not had a

of student conduct and dent management. By state
management. The code will law, the board has final
pulsion and corporal punish-

Regional Statistics Add Up to Chore
The most successful local
team in last week's Wheeling
regional of the state basketball
tournament was coach Gary

serves only the crazed desires
of a statistics -addicted IHSA
bureaucrat, Tjarks points out
that the summaries are useful
in formulating new rules and

statisticians, who survived the
week without succumbing to

evaluating present ones.
"It's a little unnerving at

Tjarks' six -man squad of
apoplexy.

times trying to keep track of

sophomore "A" team coach,
was in charge of compiling

where these summaries could

Tjarks, the Wildcats'

everything, but I can see
be of great value," he says.

the Illinois High School

Association -required

AS AN EXAMPLE, Tjarks

summary for the

said, the duration, of the

THE SUMMARY includes
everything up to --but not in-

the summaries --could be used

statistical
regional.

regional games --included in

to evaluate the effect on

cluding -how many nasty
thoughts the coaches had
about the. officials. Every

game -length of the rule calling

for officials to handle the ball

after violations in the offensive team's backcourt.

substitution, every free throw
lane violation, every three sec-

Tjarks' statistical crew for
the regionals included Gary

ond call, every time the ball

Gary Tjarks, Wheeling cross-country and basketball assistant
turned statistics coach, Finishes up the box score anslothooting
' statistics after Friday's Arlington -Grant final in the Wheeling
regional of the state basketball tournament. Those details were

Kawell, Kim Denton, Phil
Lemler, Terry Kneip, Bob
Miller, and Mike Menia. All
except Menia worked on all

goes out of bounds, and nearly
everything is recorded
quarter -by -quarter, game -by game.

only a fragment of the statistical summary required by the

Lest anyone think all this

Illinois High School Association.

X.

five nights.

Two members of Gary Tjarks' statistical rangers, Phil Lemler (left) and Mike Menia, work
at the statisticians' table during the Wheeling regional last week. Lemler and Menia were
only two of the six assistants Tjarks used in preparing the regional statistics summary.

4 Area Wrestlers Get AAU 1st

Crystal Lake Passes
Elk Grove Trackmen
Elk Grove's varsity track
team fell victim to their third
loss of the new season, falling
to Crystal Lake, 601/2-481/2,
but managing to break a pair
of school records and tie one

they managed to take their
meet, 57-52.

Gary Domme topped his
old :58.4 quarter -mile record

Pat Texidor's 7.8

low hurdles was low enough

mark. The team flashed

performance in the 60 -yard

sophomore eight -lap relay

to give him a first in the event
and surpass his twin brother's

through the event in 2:43.3,
breaking their earlier 2:46.3

old record of 8.0. The senior
speedster also took second in

effort.

the 60 -yard high hurdle race.

Not to be outdone, twin

Bob got into the record -breaking act as he teamed with Bob

10:47.13

him the event's top honors

set by Jilm Oplt last year.
Crystal Lake's two relay
teams both established new

Elk Grove fieldhouse records,
the eight -lap quartet finishing
with a 2:36.6 clocking, almost
three seconds better than the
old record set by Conant last

year. The four -lap team
finished

in

a

1.12.6,

nifty

four -tenths of a second better
than last year's top time.
Aside from their participation in the Grennies' eight -lap

team, Flesch captured the

Bruns broke the tape in
10:43.7. while Swiatek finished in 10:44.5.

WAYNE WILLE and Bill
LaMont added two more blue
ribbons to the team's secondbest effort, Wille sweeping the

mile run in 4:54.3 and
LaMont taking the 880

in

took second in the 97 -pound
novice division, while Mike
Weber at 135, Rich Stanczak

165

in

the

The Gren sophomores also

shattered a few records, but

School, Mount Prospect, won

its own eight -team in-

Driving in at the end of a two -minute fast break, Elk Grove
police Sgt. Richard Losch zips up a shot during the Village
Notables' win over the Elk Grove Booster Club in the second
half of Sunday's donkey basketball double-header.

vitational basketball , tournament March 1 by beating Mac
Arthur of Prospect Heights.
48-29.

Mark Hanson of River

Trails led' all scorers with 23
points. Tony Schuld scored 22
points for Mac Arthur.

Holmes. Junior High,

Mount Prospect. beat Holmes
of Wheeling, 59-54, in the
consolation game for third
place.

1

14

0 22
1

29

largest crowd ever to witness
a basketball game at River
Trails --about 800 --saw the
championship battle.

Zikes, with the. beginners

Trails High School said the

RIVER TRAILS (48)
Player
FG FT TP
0 0 0
Tarrant
10
3 23
Hanson
Hoyt
4
3
7
Gould
0
McCarthy
-Comerford
4 6
Pan
0 2
Totals
19 10 48
I

9,

I
I

1

I
I

MAC ARTHUR (29)
Player

FG FT TP

The youngsters will be concluding an eight -week program under instructor Lex

Arlington Heights
Masonic Lodge#1162

Team standings: 1. Sele
Floor Company; 2. Doretti
Pharmacy; 3. Landwehr's; 4.
Winkelman's; 5. Persin and
Robbins; 6. McDonald's; 7.
Arlingtbn Furniture Mart; 8.

145
130
125
107
100
92
106
102

43
65
74
92
85
82
49
56

99
84

61

81

83
27
37

82

99
89

.71

66
56
52
57

73
68
65
69

333
325
324
306
285
266
261

260
259
250
245
225
215
208
202

40

188
187
178

49

63

161

59
-57

41

159
146
133

32
45

44

13.3
14.8

27
23

13.0

22
26
27
25
22
20
24
34

13.3
12.4
11.6
11.9
11.8
10.8
11.4
14.4
10.7

23

20

8.6

15

9.0
9.6
9.0

24
26

8.9
'7.1
7.6
7.6

IS

21

16,

20

8.1

19
17

6.6

f8

411114/11M4=1

M141111H1111111111M

New! Exciting!
14 Day Deluxe Golden
Hawaiian Holiday

Beauty Bar.

High team series: Sele

Floor Company, 2471. High
team game: Sele Floor Company. 879.

Honolulu & The Outer Islands

A NEW SERVICE

finishing at 4 p.m. Thursday
and the advanced class at 4

in-

FOR PROFESSIONALS

cluded 72 bowlers, the Friday

p.m. Friday.

league 36.

AND BUSINESSES IN
THE NORTHWEST AREA

The Thursday league

TYPING ... Legal, Engineering, Scripts, Res-

01 ideal for Groups, Clubs or Individuals
Dollar for Dollar,
..The Best Travel
Value Todayl
i,

umes - All

on IBM Executive
Equipment
DICTATION .. Service in our office & by phone
TRANSCRIPTION ... Magnetic Belts & Tape.
CREATIVE WRITING . . From proofreading

RENT

O NLY

$i10

041;, MILEAGE

VIA CONTINENTAL &
UNITED AIRLINES

SPACE LIMITED!
Call or come in soon.
(Weekly depart ires)

to complete letter

^alb

FORD 1 -TON
SUPER VAN TRUCKS

VA 4-9654

17. Jim Oplt, E.G.
23
18. Earl Thomas, P.V.
21
19. Dave McGuffey, ArI.21
20. Steve Brown, F.V.
21
21. Mike Anderson, Pros.25
22. Doug Dahle,' F.V.
21
23: Ron King, Whl.
21
24. Mark Liddell, Arl.
18
25. Mike Messer, F.V.
20

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
WOMEN KEGLERS
March 5, 1968.

STATED MEETINGS
FIRST & THIRD THURSDAYS

Gustav Albrecht -Secretary
119 Cornell, Des Plaines

22
25
23
23

13. Dave Erfort, St. V.
22
14. Don Wright, Whl.
17
IS. Bob Artemenko, E.G.21
16. Don Reising, St.V.
25

scratch: Jean Brogdon, 202.

DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

296.5132

25'

8. John Knopf, E.G.
9. Jim Baumgartner, Arl. 23
10. Phil Smith, Whl.
22
II. R.J. Collins, Arl.
22
12. George Timson, Pros.24

High individual game --

1104 S. Arlington 'Its. Road
Arlington Ms., Ill.
Donald W. Irkfetz iklaster
1301 Cork Tree 1.n.,
Prospect Heights
s

6. Butch Leonard, Pros.
7. Tom Pomey, E.G.

Wildcats, 758.
High individual series -scratch: Jeannette Doyle, 495.

this week with trophy
presentations Thursday and
Friday.

4. Jim Gumz, Pros.
5. Jack Bastable, Whl.

2054. High team game:

end

Tournament director. Louis
Bissa, a gym teacher at River

I

TOP 25 INDIVIDUAL SCORERS
Player
G FG FT PTS PPG HG
I. Carl Fricke, Whl.
22 133
96 362 16.5 27
2. Jack Brawley, St.V.
25
118
108 344 13.8 33
3. Bill Yaeger, St. V.
25 129
86 344 13.8 30

Zebras; 5. Tremblin Tigers; 6.
Pussy Cats; 7. Lil Lambs; 8.
Laughin Hyenas; 9. Wildcats;
10. Gazelles; 11. Hush Pups;
12. Pink Panthers.'
High team series: Wildcats,

Park Bowling Winds Up Friday
The Arlington Heights Park
District bowling leagues for
sixth -through -eighth graders

I

Forest View
Includes all games, conference, exhibition, and tournament

Nutty Squirrels; 4. Zippy

Another Elk Grove policeman, John Bantner, flips a shot past the stubborn defense of

OPPG

5 .773 1565 71.1 1334 60.6
'18 7..720 1661 66.4 1536 61.4
12 .478 1293 56.2 1338 58.2
9 16 .360 1472 58.9 1590 63.6
8 15 .348 1235 53.7 1385 60.2
7 14 333 1153 54.9 1348 64.2,
17

Arlington

Bunnies; 2. Yakky Yaks; 3.

the Boosters' Jerry Wollard. The Booster -Notable clash followed a first game victory by the
Elk Grove High School faculty over a team of students. The animals wore chamois hooflets
to protect the Elk Grove gym floor.

W L Pct. Pts. PPG OPTS

Elk Grove
St. Viator

OPENERS
March 7, 1968
Team standings: 1. Hunnie

CL --5'4"; 2. Priest, CL --5'2";
3. Greathouse, EG--4'10"

I

Page 5

FINAL TEAM TOTALS

Team
Wheeling
Prospect

THURSDAY EYE

Pole Vault: Margulis, EG-10'; 2. Ludwigson, CL --9'6";
3. Priest, CL, and Greathouse,

2

19613

Final Area
Basketball Leaders

II

EG--17'3"

1

differs from that used
under high school rules.
ing

P/1RTS

wrestlers placed fourth in the

Bowling
Results.

CL --17'81/2"; 3. B. Texidor,

O

freestyle wrestling, and scor-

March 12,

Two other Arlington

4

CL --17' 101/2"; 2. Harper,

0
4
0

both wrestlers standing in

Rumore from Prospect.

loss string in a 4:30 contest at WestLeyden.
West Leyden lost to Wheeling, 55-54, in its only other competition against an area school this season.

Schweikle, CL --39'51/2"
Long jump: I. Schweikle,

0
0
0

division used freestyle rules.
All three periods begin with

Tuesday,

Elk Grove, 1-3 in duals, hosts Ridgewood in another 4:30
meet, and winless Forest View will try to stop a three -meet

Lake --2:36.6; 2. Elk Grove -B. Texidor, Uselding, Bachus,
Flesch--2:39.0
Shot put: Bainbridge, CL -45'4"; 2. Tews, EG--40'2"; 3.

0

while those in the open

165 earned thirds. Weber and
Stanczak are from Arlington,

8.2; 3. Walker, CL --8.2

2

Highland Park. Weber and

and novice divisions com-

at 118, and Ross Rumore at

60 low hurdles: P. Texidor,
EG--7.8; 2. Schweikle, CL --

O

North District finals at

at 4:30.

56.4; 2. Uselding, EG--56.5;
3. Lundwigsen, CL --58.0

1

Stumpf and 135 -pounder Ed
Leister -- were eliminated at
Navy Pier after Stumpf' won
first and Leister second at the

Wheeling, 2-3 in duals on the strength of wins in its last
two two -team meets, is at home against rugged Maine West

Flesch, EG--

1

PAIR OF Arlington

wrestlers -- 105 -pounder Gary

triumph against Highland Park.

ris, Taylor --1:16.9

O

peted under high school rules,

A

be out to extend a two -meet winning streak built with a
triangular win over Conant and Crystal Lake and a dual

P. Texidor, McClellan, Har-

Wicler
Anderson
Bohstedt
Field
Agurek
.Schuld
Totals

Heights Park District

Prospect, 1-2 in dual meets, is at home for a 4:15 meet
against Mid -Suburban League rival Fremd. The Knights will

River Trails Wins 8 -Team Tourney
River Trails Junior High

Highland Park.
Wrestlers in the primary

Four area track teams face dual meet competition this af-

EG, --9'
High juniip: I. Schweikle,

2:09.2.

Mike Peck at 175.

Shumate at 145 pounds and

ternoon.

Lake --1:12.6; 2. Elk Grove --

Mile run: I. Wille, EG- -

novice division, Todd Wakely were also first at

4 Area Teams in Duals

2:09.3; 3. Guss, CL --2:1I.5
Four -lap relay: 1. Crystal

meager tenth behind Flesch.
Rick Bruns and Tom Swiatek

Uselding's example, finishing
one-two in the two-mile event.

Cobe was third in the 165 -

Prospect High School's Randy

novice division, for wrestlers

2:09.2; 2. Bachus, EG--

5:00.9: 3. Thomas, CL --5:04.4
04.4
8 -lap relay:
I.
Crystal

followed Flesch and

while Prospect senior Gary

and Pat McCoy -- and

105 pounds, Cordova at 118,

880 run: I. LaMont, EG--

4:54.3; 2. Moriarty, CL --

Uselding placed second, a

175,pound open division,

Arlington's Rich Wakely

and McCoy at

8.5; 3. McClellen, EG--8.8
50 dash: I. Kested, CL -5.9; 2. Shenk. CL --6.0; 3.
Harper, CL --6.I

440 -yard run in :56.4, while

finished second in the

wrestlers -- Gary Prochaska

l'ROCHASK A WON at

60 high hurdles; I. Walker,
CL --8.4; 2. P. Texidor, EG--

I.

dock,

pound open field.

division.

10:44.5; 3. Jervais, CL --

440 run:

who never finished higher

while two of his Card varsity

Cordova, won in the novice

50 -yard dash record established by Ron Fink last year.

more than a second.

and tied the school standard

Myers took the title in the

I55 -pound open division,

returned later to tie the 6.1,

CRYSTAL LAKE 601/2
ELK GROVE 481/2
Two-mile, run: I. Bruns,
EG--10:43.7; 2. Swiatek, EG--

1t0 -foot pole vault leap gave'

Pier in Chicago.

Miche.la, a freshman

Uselding,' Bob Bachus, and
John Flesch in the eight -lap
relay, taking second place by
less than three seconds and
topping the school record by

HOWARD MARGULIS'

(A.A.U.) tournament at Navy

by a tenth of a second and

returned with Mike Michela,
Steve. Boggs, and Greg Haar
to trim three seconds off the

in the process.

Four area wrestlers, in-

cluding Arlington High than fourth in a district meet
School coach Bill Myers, won of the state high school
state championships over the tournament.
An ex -Wheeling High
weekend in the Illinois
Amateur Athletic Union School wrestler. Rich Had-

composition

COPY PREPARATION FOR
PER

DAY

Plus Mileage
Includes, Automatic
Transmission

,Coil

CL 3-5000

66941e ?ode lod INC.
400\W. NORTHWEST HWY., ARLINGTON HTS.

REPRODUCTION

COPY SERVICE ...1-10,000

pitOtte

III
11

2 5 5 -82 82

MOUNT

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

SIX NORTHWEST

SEC-RETARIAL

6 WEST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY MT. PROSPECT 60056

Air Tickets & Reservations
"ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD"
FREE TRAVEL PLANNING VACATIONS
CRUISES TOURS STEAMSHIP

01

PROSPECTIfan

11

1:

259-6030

666EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

,8

THE DAY

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

Tuesday, March 12, 1968

Page 6

0

z

Bu get Includes
Alert 1 Survey
a

$17,000

penditures and receipts in the

aerial, survey of Elk Grove

general assistance fund is

Township has been made in

$67,010,

the 1968-69 fiscal year
budget, The total budget

is

$167,460

If the budget, as proposed
gets final approval, the aerial
survey will help the township
tax assessor make property appraisals

Township officials recommend

that

$33,000 of the

Northwest Mental Health

Clinic and $28,626 for
Retarded.

health, $39,700 for township
office expenses, $33,000 for
general assistance, $36,310

far general assistance,

The estimate of total
receipts for this year is
$342,232

for, other

services

tingencies.

The township fund budget
for the 1967-68 fiscal year
was $125,285, plus $136,500
in transfers for a total of
$261,785

The estimated total of ex-

The road and bridge fund
includes an estimated total of
$131,250 in expenditures.

A public hearing on the
budget is scheduled for March

reported Tuesday that House
Speaker Ralph Smith has advised her that committee hear-

meaningful, it would be

4 session of the Illinois House
of Representatives.

Mrs Chapman is a member

of the House Committee on

Education and the House
Committee on Higher Education

SMITH HAS SET June 18
and 19 for committee work in

Springfield If committees
need more time to work, they
will meet again in the capital
June 25 and 26.
The next session

of the

General Assembly is schedul-

ed for July 15. It is expected
that the General Assembly
will be in session the weeks

of July l5 and 22 for the
purpose of floor action on
bills

THE BILLS introduced
March 4 cover a wide range
of subjects Numerous bills
relating to education were introduced One provides for increasing annual state aid from
the present $400 per student

to $485 Mrs Chapman said
she doubted that this bill, or
others involving major state

necessary to increase state
substantially,
2hapmari said.

Mrs.

Expected to
Benefit Area

ment complex is scheduled to
resume Monday.

The sanitary permit for the
project has been re -issued, and

the proposed sewer line

leading from the apartments,
west of Fairview Gardens, to

the Metropolitan Sanitary
District interceptor on Rand
has received the approval of
village officials.

Construction was stopped

A special committee of the
village board of trustees met

the water retention basin
system in Arlington Heights.
Mayor John G. Woods told

none What it boils down to
is that the community is split
into factions It's about time
the town got together to make

a better park and school

district, But unfortunately it
isn't working out that way."

Board Vice President

Woods said 'that an improvement in Arlington flood

conditions would benefit
residents of Mount Prospect.

said,
back

can."

O

65
13

32

98

Devices

56

Personals

14

Real Estate -Apt. Building

BS

CL 5-5452

Real Estate -Bus. Property

89

Real Estate -Houses

86

Resort Properties For Sole

91

Real Estate -Loans Mortgages

94

Real EstateService
Real EstateVacant
Real Estate Wanted
Rooms-BoardHousekeeping
Situations Wanted -Men
Situations WantedWomen
To Rent Apartments

95

Nursery Schools - Child Care

69

88
96
70
21

CASH
1. You name the item

2. Include the price

22

74

3. Include your address or
phone number.

Write your ad here. One word on
each line. It's easy. It's fun, and
it's profitable.

18

92
42
82

TUTORING

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

All subjects and languages
taught in your home.
CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

Willis

S.

1150

528-7665

24 -Help Wanted Men

DAYS

2

Dick's. Standard
Service

DISHWASHERS

WANT ADS

5

6

7

NORTHWEST HWY. &
QUENTIN RDS.
PALATINE

Let us help make your DAY!
ple in your community. Call one NOW!
Catering

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators CL 9-0495

9

INVENTORY

X3,5

10

MANAGER

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400

11

Paint Store in Northwest
suburb.

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

12

Also part time salesman.

Alterations

WRITE

Box 1140
Day Publications, Inc.

13

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

Arlington Heights, Ill
60005

14

ON MEN'S WEAR

Remodeling, Relining,
Pleats
Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten-

plans for the permit did not
indicate that the sewer line
ran inside the village limits.

In the course of the

O

17

for the golfers.

Jackson told the residents

to consider the size of the

29

Count words and figure, 4 average words per line. 12 average
words equal a 3 line ad.
COST

0
z

the discussion, "May I remind
the new members of the park

building and grounds com-

GET RESULTS

255-4400

Miller said at the close of

with the park district's

"the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
Call

ADVERTISERS

$3.15 for 3 days
This

in "Market Day" if your ad ap-

PLEASE

pears in the regular Wednesday
edition.

CHECK YOUR ADS!
Enclosed is

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of

their advertisement and in
case of ertor to notify the
department of
once in order that correction
can be made. In the event of
error or omission, the newspaper will be responsible for
ONLY
the first incorrect
Insertion and only to the extent of the space that the ad
classified

requires.

Errors

will

5

You. Use

ar
WANT
ADS'

Name
Address

'City

Please check your ads and
notify us at once. Correct -

Saturdays.

PHONE 255-7.200

cleans

Carpet Installation
DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall -to -Wall,
new or used.
Repairs, & Shift Steps, Free
Estimates.

255.3642

Help with income tax
in your home.
Vince Beuder
CL 5-0313

Instructions
Violin Lessons - Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.
CL 5-8239 CL 3-5050
DO YOU HAVE THE DESIRE
TO SING?

individual or group. Whether
you are 13 or 103 you will enjoy

the satisfaction of singing from
the heart. We guarantee an
exploration into the wonderful
world of the voice. Far further
info contact Mr. Carter, 27 W.
Prospect, Mt. Prospect, or call

CL 3.5592

.

Concrete Work
WINTER PRICES

Cement Work by Vito Pelagic..
Garages,
Driveways,
Stairs,
Patios. Free estimates.

CALL

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

Moving

MAIL TO:
THE ARLINGTON DAY
!217 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.

'Arlington Heights, III.

TODAY
'BEFORE 4 P.M.

PHONE:
'

255:72-M

255-0348
Rondhurst.
Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, fur coats; repair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255.8161
Graduate designer So. American
fashion school, perfect alterations. Rees. 358-7791.
by

Alterations & Finings
Professional in my home.

Appointment only.

437-6588

Photography
Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

255-4400

Pianos - Organs
Tuning Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

392.6817

Ned Williams

Plastering

Radio -TV Repair
TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates
FL 8-5359

SAVE YOUR EYESI

Moving
LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

358.9710

Save 50%

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under $45.
529.2840

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.
CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL

255.4062
Arlington Hts.
Limited spring openings.

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

3 Generations
Decorating in the finest
Scandinavian tradition.

CL 9-0495
Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone call takes
care of home maintenance?
* Painting: Interior & Exterior
* Machine Wall Washing
o New Method Carpet Cleaning
*Floor Care for Home & Office
Top quality moterials & careful
workmanship.

.381-4651

CL 3.1118

Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
529.7774

CALL ED

Painting -Decorating

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
order. Alterations. Near
to

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting &

Wall Papering.

Fast
clean
service.
Small
'jobs a specially. Free estimates
255-3823

Beautify your home for Easter.
.

Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL3-4182
CL 5-4833

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

'Carter School of Music is now
offering vocal training either

Murals

Catering

358.9038

&

Dressmaking -Sewing

Phone

255-7200

$17.95

$9.95 & up. 894-5722

State

re accepted by phone.

9 to 9 weekdays & 9 to 12

Special

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.
Fully insured.
Sholl Decorating

Mdsonry

Carpet Cleaning

766-1943

be

recitifiod by republication
far one insertion.

>-

includes one FREE insertion

When

Furniture Refinishing

lob too small. 766-8034

Winter

PROSPECT

program on Saturdays.

Several of the citizens in
the group decided to meet

WANT ADS

24

MOUNT

of children in the basketball

other."

FAMILY

.22

255-7200

park district and the hundreds

is

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359.1906

21

Mount Prospect and the

ing about programs for hundreds of children and not just

J. J. cr Brien Constr.
Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5-5056

DISCOUNT STORE

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

complex. Both the Village of

Miller said that he was talk-

Carpentry -Remodeling

TOPPS

19

HEIGHTS

A ruling is expected shortly
from the Illinois Commerce
Commission on who will supply water to the apartment

sider some of these things."

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

ARLINGTON

through two other sewer lines.

"Apparently," said Boddy,
"we're going to have to con-

TOWING SERVICE.

20

tion was planned to run

ditional fees to get more of the
Programs that they wanted.

Hardware Automotive

392-0190

investigation, -village officials
learned that the line in ques-

would not mind paying ad-

BUY OR SELL CARS

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

See Mr. Ellison.

Average rm. sanded, sealed' S.
finished. 519.95
766-4687

Income Tax

MANAGER

Excellent future with top company. Good starting salary

18

BEFORE 4 P.M.

We Don't

$20 Paints Most Rooms

Ecklund Floor Service

Wayne's Furniture Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns
scratches removed. FL 8-4543.

Auto Repair

DEPT.

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

ed.

16

TODAY

CL3-4182

CL 5-4833

SALESMAN

DAYS

GET RESULTS

Consult this daily guide of reliable services offered by reputable business peo-

APPLY IN PERSON

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

III.

BUSINESS
Service ineectoriy

& BUS BOYS

LINES

Wheeling,

An equal opportunity employer

GAS STATION

1

4

Phone LE 7-2510

23 -Instruction

Mechanic and
Attendant

102

CALL

the approval of the village and

mittee for further discussion.

22 -Situations Wanted Women
Will do ironing in my home.
Experienced & references.
253-3443
WILL DO IRONING
IN MY HOME.

QUICK

15

holding an olive branch in,
one claw and arrows in the

citizens seemed to be that they'

FOR

50

437.4051, After 4:30 P.M.

CL 9.0849

Presidental Seal the eagle

THE CONCENSUS of the

PART TIME
DRAFTING

ONLY

Mount Prospect as I possibly

"to try and give as much on

programs "

5

90

55

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

21 -Situations Wanted -Men

23

"I would like to hold
as much water from

park district's policy has been

ditional fee for many of the

47
83

Musical Instruments ......

drains from Arlington Heights
into Mount Prospect. Woods

board that even on the

without charging an ad-

26
30

Noting that flood water

Edward Boddy said that the

the tax dollar as possible

24

..

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property

3

Kirchoff Rd. and Wilke.

Rap Park
Recreation Program
board got together, we could
have a community second to

2

Help Wanted Men or Women
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings -Furniture
Industrial Property

Residents

the park board and the school

Emmett L. Pate
P.O. Box 1961
York, Pa. 17405

7

the committee that he will
seek the co-operation of Rolling Meadows in constructing

a retention basin near

MACHINIST

tion,

36

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors

3

revenue bond issue to improve

the apartments.

added "We thought that, if

for free sample and informa-

3

to review proposals for a

sanitary permit did not have

parks second "
"We weren't crazy when we
suggested Central School," he

$3.15 postpaid or send stamp

28
29
57

Golf Rd. & Arlington Hts. Rd.

Fairview Gardens Utility Co.
are bidding to supply water to

from page 1)
this town and the philosophy
is that schools come first and

Gold,

residents.

in January by the village
building department. The

(C onunued

NEW MIRACLE DISCOVERY!
Raised
Silver, Copper letters,

Write your name in

27

Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

For Apartments
Construction on the sewer

KIT

44

may benefit Mount Prospect

Work to Resume
On- Sewer Line
line at the Westgate Apart-

RAISED WRITING

10
12

Trucks, Trailers

Arlington Heights village

DES PLAINES

824-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

16
17
9

Travel

officials last night discussed
flood control measures that

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

1365 LEE ST.

tion. Check now! 255-7200

15

78
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73
76
To Rent Houses
81
To Rent Miscellaneou's
79
To Rent Resort Properties
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices

Flood Plans

General Molded Products, Inc

Services" in the Classified Sec-

39
66

Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes

In order to make passage

revenues

38

1

Office Furniture

(D -Arlington Heights)

APPLY
9-5 MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

CL 3-6951, ofter 6 p.m.
EVER -READY HELPERS are walling to servo you in "Business

3"

0
3

ri.la Wonted Men

JANITORS

starting 8 a.m. quiting 5 p.m.;

64

Motorcycles and Scooters .... 111

axpenditures, would be passed
Airing 1968.

ings will be held in June on
the approximately 300 bills
introduced during the March

14 -Personals

99

Food and Delicacies

26 at 8 p.m. at the Township
Hall on Arlington Heights Rd.

-

Pleasant working conditions paid rest periods. Steady employment, bonus fin. nite work, paid vacation - free life insurance. Paid holidays - Free hospitalization.

Transportation needed to & from'
N. Arlington Hts. to Ampex Corp.,

101

Florists

0

SHIPPING CLERK

phone 259-8844.

106
103

Dogs, Pets and Equipment
Employment Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies.
Women
Employment ServiceWomen
Equipment Rentals

June Hearings Slated
On New Bills: Chapman
Rep Eugenia S. Chapman

20

Dr..y Ccrnp

cc

(Hydraulic or electrical experience preferred)

from In front of Monaco Drugs
on Arlington Heights Road on
Wednesday, March 6, please

109
105
107

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots
Coins
Hobbies

and ex-

penses and $27,000 for con-

Arts and Antiques
Auction Soles
Aviation
Auto Leasing
Auto Parts and Access.
Auto Repairing and

34

MAINTENANCE MEN

Call CI. 3-1688.
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of a blue 10 -speed
Schwinn boy's bicycle missing

71

Business Services

The township fund includes
$36,850 for township officers;
$16,000 for township hall expenses, $100,000 for school

$29,421 for mental health and
$100,000 for school districts.

75

Business Opportunities
Business Personals
Business Service Directory

Clearbrook Center for the

districts, $11,500 for elections, $29,421 for mental

35

Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Share

MEN!

WE NEED: - FOR DAY SHIFT

FOUND --watch found on grass
near St. Paul Gym; School St.

Air Conditioning

MEN!.

MEN!

1.3.tost and Found

INDEX

Equipment

$9,639 is budgeted for the

7895 aft. 7:30 p.m.

CLASSIFIED

Auto Trailers 8 Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wonted
Barter and Exchange
Boots and Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Building Materials

In the mental health fund,

mission income be transferred

$329,881 township tax com-

124 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Mon

1

$30. Leaving stale. Call WE 5-

Elk Grove Tivp.
Provision for

24 -Help Wanted Men

2 lots Memory Gardens Cemetery.

438-8387

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen

Arl. Hts.

CI 5.5692

sewer Service
SEWER TROUBLES?
All types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service
837-2345

Sewing Machine Repair
DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

$4.95 & $5.95. 359-3593 .

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile- New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
An. His.

830 W. N.W. Hwy.

259-9440

''",-"'"-----'"

BUSCH AUTO

ic.

Stockman

benefits

including

count a

clod.

Exp'erience

train. Must
portation.

Industrial

clis-

.'

PRODUCTS INC

BUTLER

We have positions available in Process Engineering, and Tool Design.

Also spots for qualified
machinists to be trained
in tool and die making.
We have excellent op -

eds.

_

.

out

Div. of Addressograph
Multigraph Corp.

Excellent opportunity for top
pay, lob security and promo-

Electronic

tion to service management.

Staffing new Service department. Training and/or experience in repair of refrigerators,

testing

DAY WANT ADS

Phone 595-0315

W. T. GRANT
SERVICE CENTER

"

increased

our

handle

help

volume. Our unique training
program Is perhaps the finest
of its kind anywhere In the
United

If

States.

you

are

Page 7
24 -Help Wanted Men

PART TIME

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT
439-1334

salary with increases as you

learn. Paid vacations and paid
holidays. Paid hospitalization
and insurance, plus other company benefits. Experience not
required but helpful.

Drafting

TRACERS

MACHINE

INKERS

DRAFTSMAN
Young

exempt.

married
Some

man, draft
experience,

small assembly drawings and
machine part detailing, to

WORLD CARPETS

work with chief engineer In
product design. Profit sharing,

7405 N. Oak Park
Ave.
Niles, Ill.

371/2

Full Time

CALL MR. REISENER

Box 1139, The Day Pub-

PARKER

lications, 217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington

117 So. Emerson

Hts., III. 6005

2nd Floor
Mt. Prospect

PHONE 595-0315

NECESSARY
Immediate

COME IN OR CALL

Ken Berger
CL 3-2800

NEEDS

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

BUYER

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

Outstanding opportunity for Buyer with one to

DAYS and NIGHTS

two years experience in purchasing. Prefer MRO
.experience.

AIIIMIPIIIMMEIMEAMMINEW

250 North 12th Street
(Off Dundee Road)

Wheeling, III.
537-2180

MAINTENANCE MECHANICS
2nd shift (4:15 PM to 12:45 AM)
15c per hour shift premium
EXPERIENCED
Many company benefits: 9 paid holidays
free medical and life insurance

Molon Motor & Coil Corp.
.CL 9-3750

A COMPANY WITH A FUTURE

ENGINEERING, INC.
800 W. Central Rood
Mt. Prospect
An Equal Opportunity Employer

These men will carry out maintenance
duties in both plai and office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,

DESIGN

Illinois.

DRAFTSMAN
JOBS OFFER:

ghe hal/crafters coo

component manufacturer, looking for an individual
tronics

Good Starting Pay

to work in an atmosphere of

°Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan

should have 2 to 5 years ex-

in mechanical or
electrical -mechanical drafting.

perience

You will work with our en-

Profit Sharing

gineering department, developing creative ideas into

new products for the growth

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

APPLY

The Ideal Company

supervision with
minimum
for
opportunity
maximum
personal growth. Applicant

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

of the firm. Excellent advancement potential.

AT

for your future

Rolling Meadows

METHODE

Call 537-1100
or visit us at

To

Wheeling, Ill.

777 Wheeling Rd.

MEN WANTED

an equal opportunity employer

Start Work

BILL of MATERIAL WRITERS

3rd shift
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
1st, 2nd,

PRODUCTION

- GENERAL FACTORY

DRAFTSMEN
TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

MFG. CORP.

MOTOROLA.

1700 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadows

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

392-3500

An equal opportunity employer

(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc, arts)

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and prof it sharing.

WORKERS

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

eXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

- ;The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and...commeb
cial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling, III.

1150 S. Willis Ave.

SENIOR

ACCOUNTANTS

TECHNICAL WRITERS

IMMEDIATELY
.

in

our Mt. Prospect office.

Northbrook

We ore on expanding elec-

Immediate Openings

Contact Engineering Dept.

opening

272-6060

MOTOROLA

Div. of MARTIN.MARIETTA CORP.

PACKAGING INC.

Immediate opening for high school graduate with ability to
letter or print neatly.. Opportunity to learn mechanical drafting. Company will train. We offer an excellent future plus
pleasant working conditions.

Part Time

NO EXPERIENCE

hour week and other

company benefits.

647-0011

formation come in or

Mil FP 7- I AI lac 4E 7neil £5

EKCO

GET. RESULTS

3737 industrial Ave.

fabrication, has created a
new position for a Q. C. technician. This position will report to our Q. C. Manager and
have the responsibility of
supervising the inspection personnel in one of our production departments. Should have
experience in mechanical and
°leen° - mechanical inspection procedures. Send resume
In complete confidence to

619 Thomas Drive
Bensenville, Ill.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Drafting Trainee

.

for
opportunity
Excellent
several at our new Niles Warehouse. Excellent starting

component parts and metal

out-

standing growth record and
need several new men to

APPLY:

SERVICE CENTER

-255-1910

Technician

air -conditioners, washers, dryers and ranges necessary.

(1 blk. N. of Lawrence)
Chicago
UN 7.8000

M/F

,

an

SERVICEMEN

MAGNAFLUX CORP.
7301 W. AINSLEE

An Equal Opportunity Employer

619 Thomas Drive
Bensenville, Ill.

agency with

ment

owe it to yourself to investigate our offer. For more in-

benefits.

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect

T: GRANT

WAREHOUSEMEN

Our tremendous growth in the
manufacturing of electronic

leading Independent ernploY-

man. Liberal employee

necessary.

W.

and commission. We are a

O'Hare Field

and sorting instruments.
Prefer trade -school graduate with some industrial experience. Permanent position for right

BRIINING.

Apply:

is an excellent opportunity to achieve professional
statys and a five -figure income within one year, salary

Here

ambitious, energetic and have
a positive mental attitude you

-TECHNICIAN
Custom build and check

work experience.

ment. Training and/or experience In repair of electronic
products, TV, stereo, tape recarders and test equipment

Q. C.

$800-$900 MO.

AVIATION

ELECTRONICS

pay, lob security and promotion to service management.
Staffing new Service Center of
nationwide service depart-

24 -Help Wanted Men

Call 253-6600

education and previous

Excellent opportqnity for top

299-2781

APPLIANCE

atdi various
portunitiesd
on
ep en ni g
levels

TV Servicemen

' HAMILTON

OPERATIONS

APPLY STORE MANAGER:

Mt. Prospect Plaza
Rand, Central & Mt. Prospect

Permanent position.
Good company benefits.
Clean modern plant.

necessary -will
have own trans-

not

APPLY IN PERSON TO

Engineering

HILLMAN'S

Mature man, 40-62, needed for
varied, light production work.

REFUELERS

358-1234

Work near home in well
paying job with a future
in a fast growing busincompany
Many
ess.

INTERVIEWER
TRAINEE

PLANT WORKER

DISPATCHERS &

SERVICE CENTER

THE DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

Tuesday, March 12, 1968

Car nee. Mr. Howard. 774.5353

AVIATION

Full Time

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Part Time & Sat. Earn $3.54
hr. Ans. calls to take orders.

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

day, 12 to 4:30 p.m., Saturday,
10 to 2:30 p.m. Call Mt. Prospect News. Agency. 392-1830.

Grocery

24 -Help Wanted Men

24.:He1p Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men
Man wanted Monday thru Fri-

Ages 45-65 are welcome

YOUR JOB WILL GROW

engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

WITH OUR

r

Contact Mr. Pinder
Weekdays 8:30 AM to 5 PM

STEADY EMPLOYMENT.

AUTOMATIC INCREASES

SHEAR OPERATORS

FREE LIFE-HOSP. INSURANCE

Experienced in Setting Up and operating a Shear.

MAINTENANCE MEN

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

Positions available for mechanical and electrical Mainten-

COATER HELPERS
There are lobs available in our Paper Coating Dept. 74o experience necessary. Math aptitude helpful.

TMA
LE 7-5700

POSITIONS AVAILABLE ALL 3 SHIFTS
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN
Monday thru Friday
8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
TUESDAY & THURSDAY
8 A.M. to 8 P.M.

Whee I ing

MOTOROLA

BRUNtNGe

2nd Shift Openings

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

ELK GROVE

255-1910

for

An Equal Opportunity Employer

and

JOBS

endperators

for

layoffs due to weather.

-

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
2nd Shift Bonus
.

Liberal Fringe Benefits:
.

Profit Sharing

2 weeks paid vacation

paid holidays
paid sick leaves

, overtime
insurance
automatic raises

Is On The Move

At
Schaumburg
in

ACCOUNTANTS

APPLY

accounting courses very helpful.

DATA PROCESSING TRAINEES
Position now open on second shift for tabulating and computer operator trainees. Data processing schooling desirable, but we will train qualified applicant.

CLERKS (Accounting Department)
Retired postal employees would be ideal for clerical assignments in accounting department.

PRODUCTION AND OFFICE

* Assemblers

UTILITY MAN

Wirers and Solderers

Individual desiring variety of duties would enloy this job which Includes light office maintenance
work, minor repairs to office furniture, servicing of pool cars, etc.

JANITORS

Inspectors

Evening hours 5 p.m. to MO a.m. No experience necessary as we will train.

Communications Technicians

Cafeteria Attendant
Secretaries and Typists

JOBS OFFER:

MEN.

Individual with 0 to 3 -years consumer credit experience or recent college graduate, desiring
key position in our credit organization will find this a challenging lob with growth potential.

*Packers
Stock Handlers

Light Assemblers

Come in now for permanent full time. jobs. No

MOTOROLA
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

(Division of Addressogroph Multigraph Corp)

1800 W. Central Rd.

-SP 5-4300

1020 Noe I Avenue

'

CREDIT REPRESENTATIVE

0 to 3 years accounting experience desired for general accounting openings. Some college

desirable, but

is

Mohancraliersaa
600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ASSEMBLERS
Electric Mechanical Assembly experience
we will train if needed.

259-9600

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Hours 8 AM to 4:30 PM

ance Men.

GROWING ORGANIZATION

(7'

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
AT
_

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

PURE OIL
Welcomes you to loin our organization. Come in to our employment department for an interview. Many fringe benefits are available to all regular employees; major medical, disability.
sick pay, profit sharing

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization
*Excellent Working Conditions
Good Vacation Plan
* Profit Sharing
APPLY

No experience necessary

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

MART/N. METALS"

MOTOROLA
ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.
250'N. 12th St.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Wheeling
537-2180

Att equal opportunity employer

AT

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
PALATINE, ILL.
LA 9-7700
200 E. GOLF RD.

MOTOROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Roads Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

if,,egTfr;-.

et?

-

THE DAY'

'"

24 -Help Wanted Men

'Tuesday, March 12, 1968.
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ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

in new Elk Grove plant.

We. are interested in engineers with a B. S. M. E.

AIRLINE EQUIPMENT

Ono in a thousand lobs. Our

call
for appointment

or equivalent in engin-

FREE

client, one of America's LARGfirms, will
EST BROKERAGE
train you in all the In and outs
of Brokerage Management.

Here Is an exceptional opport.
if you are seriously, thinking

You will be sent to school at

and

people

using

phone we need you.

MECHANICAL

SHEETS

SALES TRAINEE

eering experience at the
project level. Respon-

sibility from original design layout thru prototype testing will allow
for diversified work in

439-7600

about a successful career in

the area of

CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB - AAA
Our relocation to new modern office requires additional salesmen to handle increase of business.

High earnings selling memberships, auto Insurance and financing Guaranteed $600 per month salary with tst year earnings averaging between $10,000 and $12,000.

Qualified men will Immediately handle a sizeable amount of
renewal business, and constant growth guarantees future
earnings Prefer experienced salespeople - car necessary.

to represent them to all major

airlines discussing and showing
some of the most sophisticated
yet
equip.
communication
made. No previous experience
nec.

PARKER

117 So. Emerson
2nd Floor

117 So. Emerson

'An equal opportunity employer

Women

26-tielp).Wanted Mon or
Woman

.

MACHINIST

SERVICES

will perform machining and

fitting operations on all kinds
of -metal parts and machines.
Also layout work from sketches and written specifications.
Highly diversified work in-

MOLDERS

volving vary close tolerances. 5
to 10 years experience or

8 AM. to 4 P.M.

formal train desirable.

INJECTION & COMPRESSION
PLASTIC MACHINE OPERATORS

NO EXPERIENCENECESSARYVALUABLE TRAINING GIVEN
* Free $10,000 medical hospital plan and life
insurance.
* Free sick pay insurance.
* Rest periods
* Attendance bonus
* Automatic 3 month increases

$500 TO $650
Men with service schooling and

experience desperately needed for variety of internal
trouble shooting and field service/support programs. Full
training and orientation at
company expense. Any electrielectronic, efectro-mech-

cal,

onkel or mechanical MOS
qualifies. Most are in the gen-

eral O'Hare area; some re-

Good Starting Pay
and Many Benefits

quire location. ALL JOBS FREE.
Call 299.7131 until 7 pm.

tpERSONNEL INC. -

CALL HAROLD MATHESON NOW!

VARO BNC
An equal opportunity employer

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

1365

LEE

DES PLAINES

ST

Palatine

[Loa, acre

LAB TECHS

$10,000-$11,000 YR.

Challenging position in a brand

Part Time weekend hours. Day
Shift. Excellent salary for

qualified persons. Pro -rated
holiday and vacation benefits.

NEEDS
PLEASE APPLY

new plant. You will start as a

manufacturing engineer. Ideally you have some background
in electromechanical assembly,
time -study, stopwatch or work
factor experience. You will
contribute to capital asset

investigations. You can move

QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS
To Fill The Following Positions

up to project leader on new engineering project and cost
studies. For a confidential
summary of our client call,

Holy Family
Hospital

NO FEE.

Coll 253-6600

DRAFTSMAN

-

Start between 4 & 6 P.M.

is willing to see a project through.

Will train on exciting new
automatic typewriter. Regular company benefits.

Des Plaines

RECEIVING CLERK

27 -Employment Agencies- i*
Men

FEMALE

IBM KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
Prefer 2 yrs. experience. Punching and
verifying Alpha and Numeric Systems

o CARTON CLOSERS

interesting

fob???
299.7131

CpERSONNEL INC.
2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

695-3440
Day or Evening
Interviews

RESERVATIONS
SECRETARIES
TYPISTS
Sharp girl to work in complete
training program. Free travel,

isms. You will work with engineering staff on all phases of
R -D. From there it's up to you.
For details call:

Des Pldines, III.

ASSISTANT
No experience necessary. 4 day week. Wed. and Sat. off.
8:30 to 5:30.
Call CL 3-8598

spection, new features, etc.
YOU'LL MEET THEM ALL' Answer

phones, set the day's ap-

CREDIT

1100 HICKS RD.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

STAFF NURSE -- LPN

NURSING ASSISTANT - For Any Tour
of Duty

CRAVENS CO.
CONTACT NURSING CARE OFFICE
437-5500, Ext. 633

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Illinois

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.

SECRETARY

Telephone

SALES

Clerk

Experienced - good typing skits, shorthand helpful. Should have good telephone communication.

customer

ACTIVITY

service

Age over 30.
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

requests,

filing, some light typing and
general office responsibilities.

Retail sales experience helpful. Full or part time. An equal
opportunity employer.

Excellent benefits, top pay.

TMAi

APPLY

W. T. GRANT

Call 255-1611
Miss McFeely

SERVICE CENTER

GENERAL

Age 18-55
"We Cover All Suburbs"

207 N. Evergreen

WOMEN,

WOMEN
PART TIME
$1.75 per Hr. & Lunch

80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830

Arlington Heights

METHODE MFG. CORP.

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. Weekdays

FILE CO.

Salaries $325 to $800

The opening of our new plant addition has creat-

ed additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the
following
ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

MOTHERS - earn $1.75 an hr.
and lunch, filling orders at

lunch time 11 A.M. to 2 P.M.
weekdays from now
school is out in June.

SECRETARY -STENO

office. Many company benefits, free hospitalization.

(Some part time positions available)
We have just opened a large modern addition to our plant

which is complete with lunch room, large clean locker rooms,

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

255-2955

. .W1-ibettIVIE.At

MACHINE OPERATORS

until

FREE UNIFORMS

A young woman with good
shorthand and typing skills.
Modern new air conditioned

excellent lighting, and a central heating and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary in the assembling of
our electronic component products. Advance with a growing
electronic company.

WE OFFER

McDONALD'S

CORPORATION

Bonus & incentive jobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits

HAMBURGERS

-....".........
2201 Estes Ave., Elk Grove
439-1100

Wilke & Northwest Hwy.

METHODE MFG. CORP.

typing qualifies you for most
of these very desirable positions in choice O'Hare area

392-3500

TEMPORARY

phone familiarity 'helps. Call

for appointment or drop in unannounced - we like surprise
visits.. Ask for Miss Dee.

Typists

SECOND SHIFT

Key Punch Operators
(days and nights)

FAB. INSPECTOR

Graphotype Operators

ghe hath'cra Tiers co.
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

O'HARE PERSONNEL
Rewarding position open for

RECEPTIONIST

individual with basic inspection
to perform in -process inspection ,-on complete assemblies

and' first piece inspection on
fabricated parts.

FREE

SALES

experience or special
background necessary to land

MANAGERS
'
TO $25,000
Must have 5 years successful soles background in one of the
following: Consumer Products, TB/N, Aircraft, Intangibles,
Capital Equipment. College Degree desirable, but not necPlumy. Spanish secondary language required for International- positions. Age open to 40. Call 299-7131 to schedule Interview. Resume may be necessary.

eAREER O'HARE

iERHONNEL

INC-

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

of primary measuring
gouges necessary and knowledge of blueprints helpful.
Use

No

.

SELECT STIVERS!!!

messages,

clients,

type

TYPISTS,

For

Fine Hourly Rates
Pleasant Assignments
More Convenient
Locations
Choice of Days,
Weeks, or Months

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering 8. Administrative Center in Rolling
MeadoWs. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located an Hicks Road is lug,
'a few minutes drive from your home.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

this once in a life time pos-

ition. Gr$et

ROLLING MEADOWS

1700 HICKS ROAD

locations at top salaries. Dicta-

PARKER

LE 7-5700

PHONE 595-0315

OFFICE.
Interesting and diversified responsibilities. Light typing in
small pleasant national sales
and distribution office.

Business or Secretarial school
not required. High school

Wheeling

1020 Noel Avenue
SP 5-4300

619 Thomas Drive
Bensenville, Ill.

Miss & Mrs. Office Girl

CENTER

Elk Grove Village

272-2300

New branch office of national
service department needs office telephone clerk to handle

VERIFICATION

PICK YOUR SPOT
CLOSE TO HOME

CAREER

DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL

ROLLING MEADOWS'

SUPERVISOR - for P.M. Tour of Duty.

Office

Milwaukee, AV 2.5050.

FOUR

avai

THE ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL FAMILY?
We need you if you are a:

_

$400 to $450

GJL U1

Join el

BARRETT-

BEAUTICIAN
Experienced

Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942 N.

2nd Floor
Mt. Prospect

Please Call Mrs. Kobus
at 259-1620

To

STOP IN OR CALL

your community? Choose your
hours. No canvassing. Guaranteed income. Call after
4 P.M. Mrs. Pierce. 255-7073

ing in & when) type letters, do
detail. It's a busy jobl A lot of
fun tool FREE IVY, 7215 W.

117 S. Emerson

Paid Vacations
7 Paid Holidays
Paid Sick Leave
Attendance Bonus,
Pension Plan
Free Coffee
0 Free Hospitalization

Like

pointments (tell boss who is com-

DIAL 392-6100

Park Ridge

You

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

2590 E. DEVON (At River Rd.)

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
1661 N. Northwest Hwy.

Would

perience desired. Salary commensurate with background
and experience.

FULL TIME

299-7131.

MACHINE TRAINEES

SUB -ASSEMBLERS

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

counting or bookkeeping ex-

all over seek him out for car in-

Call Dom Giambrone 827-7706.

You will start by doing designs
of electro-mechanical mechan-

for

DOCTOR'S OFFICE

diversified
Interesting
and
assignments in the general
accounting area. Some ac-

on Sport cars. Famous racers from

CAREER

Cumberland
Office Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.

An equal opportunity employer

ATTRACTIVE POSITION

FULL OR PART TIME

DENTAL

Your boss is mechanical expert

SECRETARY'S

Personnel

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

back-

For young lady in Research Department of Editorial Division. Must have B.A. degree, preferably in
Library Science. Good salary, pleasant surroundings and many benefits.

CLERK

SICK PAY, HOSPITALIZATION
& PROFIT SHARING

MEET FAMOUS
RACING DRIVERS!
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

status Your inquiry
handled in strict confidence.

Ideally ybur the kind of man
who is tired of doing routine
drawings and would like the
challenge of something new.

and

experience
ground.

challenging.

ACCOUNTING

Would you like to earn $40$100 per week representing
World Book and Childcraft in

AIRLINE

BEGINNING

253-6600

(Staple operators and nylon room trainees)

and

775-2550

MOTHERS

3 hours can qualify you; anything over 12 hours makes

Hallmark

For Details and Interview

ary commensurate with

Deal

helpful. High school arad.,
excellent company benefits,
37Va hour week.

Per Hour to Start

Find something different and

ing positions with new divisions
of leading national companies.

$800-$1000

FEMALE PACKERS (Days or Night!)

wants,

girl

Airline experience would bo

PAID VACATION lit YEAR

BORED

senior

DRAFTSMAN
THAT WANTS
DESIGN

every

MODERN PLANT

EMPLOYERS PAY
OUR,FEES
We are staffing for 7 account.

1500 Birchwood

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537-1100

public.

a lob that never stops being

$2.05-$2.25

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

Seniors
$950

WINGS & WHEELS

STOCKMEN (Shipping Department)

able to meet the
Legal, Real
Estate, or Governmental
background helpful. Salbe

with an array of people on

and easy factory work.

W. Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942 N.
Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

ACCOUNTING

Capable individual needed to run tests, make
reports, assemble Firototype tools & etc.

lob

NECESSARY

NICHOLSON

Juniors
$600

PHONE -MISS DONNA
686-7630

ENGINEER TRAINEE

RECEPTIONIST

Wp will completely train
' you in unusually clean

that's all. $440. FREE IVY, 7215

2nd Floor
Mt. Prospect

FULL OR PART TIME

Ambitious draftsman 'who enjoys variety and

and responsibility. Must

392-6230

typing for bills & things, but

117 So. Emerson

TYPISTS

munications and human relations
skills desired. Opportunity to
assist in other personnel de partment activities.

secretary seeking variety

EXPERIENCE

PLETE BEGINNER. You need same

PARKER

MALE

Responsible high school grad
withgo od typing, math, com-

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, III.

205 S. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge
An Equal Opportunity Employer

299-2281

I

Deputy Village. Clerk
of Arlington Heights
experienced
For

33 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

CL 3-8983

(Degree Not Required)

re,rito,i;serid experienced

RECEPTIONIST

Randhurst Shopping Ctr.
Professional Level Suite 23A

Industrial Engineer

of four group medical in-

surance plans under one compe-

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Top Salary & Commission

358-2852

ties

SECRETARY

NO WORK

Holmes & Assoc.

Des Plaines, III.

,

APPLY
FINANCE DIRECTOR

PERSONNEL
Cumberland Office

in person. Ask for Gene.
Rt. 12 & 53

An equal opportunity employer

CALL 392-2700

Male or Female. Call or apply

ADMINISTRATION
!Careful analysis has resulted
in a decision to combine activi-

all expenses paid. 18-45 age.

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.

Larry's Restaurant

AGE 18-45

HALLMARK

GENERAL MOLDED

PRODUCTS, INC.

GIRLS

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, III.

MRS. ALLEN

So will you.

Coll Chris Grant 827-7706

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

medical experience necessary]
DOCTOR WILL TRAIN A COM-

his shoes. He'll move up soon.

One of the highest paying companies
in the industry

NEED

FROM

appts., take messages. No

shop oriented man
will not need a degree on this
one. Be an assistant to o top
rated mfg. engineer willing to
educate you on the job to fill

INSURANCE

live

YOUR AREA

NO FEE

$9000
Practical

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537.1100
FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW

WE

eAREER O'HARE

ASSISTANT

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

Prospect, Ill.

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

259.8100
Mt. Prospect

but got essential. Good
starting salary, pleasant working
conditions, excellent opportunity
for personal and professional
growth.
ful

SQUARE 13 COMPANY

present

Should

train.
437-1050 MORNINGS

with figure ti Some exposure to
bookkeepin or accounting help-

Mart, 400 W. Central Rd., Mt.

unusual.

215 E. Prospect Ave.

for

HURRY & CALL

Dee at

in

store.

girl with god secretarial skills
plus ability to work accurately

5 Raises 1st Year

With
Call Miss

drop-off

work

near Mt. Prospect Depot. Will

welcome folks into office, usher
them into examining when Doctor is ready, answer phones, set

your

ENGINEER'S

824-6135

TRAIN TO BE
DOCTOR'S GIRL
Nearby Doctor will train you to
be his receptionist. You'll

CAREER O'HARE

APPLY AT

VARO OPTICAL

BENEFITS:

TECHS

With minimum supervision you

cleaning

Hero's your chance to get the

28 -Employment Agencies Women

ARMED

-

Des Plaines, Ill.

2nd. Floor
Mt. Prospect

opportunity

Outstanding

Woman, part time, Monday thru
Friday, no Saturdays, Sundays,
or holidays. Open Pantry Food

Call 253.6600

Mt. Prospect

Pleasant

To The Controller

30 -Help Wanted Worren -

your way to a VERY SUCCESSFUL CAREER. No previous exp.
required -NO FEE.

PARKER

WANTED (2)
SECRETARY

GET RESULTS

change. Take advantage of
this training. And you are on

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1900

various

DAY WANT ADS

full salary and expenses. You
will learn WHAT STOCKS TO
BUY, WHEN TO SELL. How to
take a position in a stock ex-

Call 253-6600

for

MATURE LADIES

Ph. 537-9430
PARK EMPLOYMENT
_ 251 E. Dundee Rd. Wheeling

$700 & Free School

Division of Addressograph
Multigraph Corporation

Contact MR. REYNOLDS -827-1186
-

sales -marketing.

No previous exp. required. Our
client, a large Chgo. based
manufacturer, will train you

BRUNING'

26 -Help Wanted Men or

of

392-1600

Janitor

1789 Oakton Street

Lots

action, good potential.

Engineers
-

you
the

30 -Help Wanted Women

30-HelpWanted Women

clerical positions.

Want to Make
Money in the
Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee

Our office. Age open. If
like

Gals

WANTED:

PERSONNEL

Project

T

i.

_ Men

30 -Help Wanted Women

28 -Employment AgenciesWomen

27-Employmgrit

27 -Employment Agencies Men

quick advancement.

take

reports, in-

voices. The plush offices and
friendly people make this

Call or Apply

. Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to offer you and your family.

an ideal spot for you.
Call Pete Briggs 827-7706

METHODE

teficr--re
Lifesavers, Inc.

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.
Cumberland Office
Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, III- 60016

MFG. CORP.'
Randhurst Center 392-1920
Room 63
Prof. Level
1700 HICKS RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

392-3500

3 S. Prospect Ave. 8234175
Park Ridge
24 Hr. Ans. Serv. 332.521(

Contact: George Pinder
&30 AM to 5 PM

259-9600
,

....

.of

ghe ha' If/crafters co.
A

Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

02141Hiticallaard, Rolling Meadows, III. 60000

41*EquatpppeutoptEmployer

'1

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

T 30 -Help Wanted WOAtc.ri

30 -Help Wanted Women

Wanted Women

.

ii.

PART TIME WORK

1\OMEN WANTED

Interesting variety of duties
relating to Transportation and
Traffic. On the lob training

Needs

provided. Duties include typing
forms and
reports. Some outside telephone
contacts and basic arithmetic
starting
Good
computation.
of
salary,
complete range
memos,

letters,

STENOGRAPHERS -TYPISTS- CLERKS

Many company benefits including profit sharing.
ANI EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Earn money for those extra things you want by

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling
LE 7:2510

C

benefits, and excellent advancement opportunities. Prefer business minded woman interested
in career employment.

joining our temporary office force. We are seeking
additions to our temporary employment pool.

.

If you do not want permanent employment but
would enjoy working one or two weeks at a time

CALL OR APPLY IN,PERSON

we have the ideal job for you. Must be able to
work from 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

You are invited to come to our employment deoartment for an interview.

.Technical Secretary

I

a

(J

Four

wheels. 3 weeks old.
259-9438

stove,

Duette

yrs.;

3

Best
piano.
upright
CL 3.6229 after 6 P.M.

offer.

'

lion. $40. 392-4903.

Crib, chest of drawers, chif
Basement Sale: Furniture, toys,
clothes, misc. Wednesday only,
Mar. 13, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 302
W. Euclid, Arl. Hts.

BEAUTICIAN
A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
200 E. GOLF RD. LA 9-7700 PALATINE, ILL.

Will
Salary plus commission. Liberal
fringe benefits. Flexible hours.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

2nd Floor Wiggery
Mrs. Roper
392-1500, Ext. 249

537-2180

hallicrafiers cra
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

Good secretarial skills required plus ability to
set up files and maintain bookkeeping records.
Other varied and interesting duties. Full time -

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just

-

8 hour, 5 day week. Challenging position re-

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious.
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

PLEASE APPLY

CONTRIBUTIONS
NEEDED NOW

Switchboard-Recep-

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

No Shorthand Required

259-9600

Excellent starting salary.
Modern pleasant office.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

ERs

4 mos. Also toy puppies. Stud
Service. 358-9233.

puppies, 6 weeks old.
Terrier and Pa - Alley

296-8659
German Shep. pups AKC, Champ
bred for temperment.
sire,

439-5834 aft. 6 or weekends.
Poodles AKC reg. 2 white miniamale,
female
tures,5 wks.
$85. ea. 255-6324
1

Schnauzer puppies AKC,

Min.
home

raised selective breeding. 392-3737 after 4 pm.
FREE KITTENS
6 WEEKS

JOIN OUR ORGANIZATION

e STEADY EMPLOYMENT
0 AUTOMATIC INCREASES

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

0 FREE LIFE -HOSPITAL INSURANCE

0 to 3 years experience ideal for secretarial positions now open in several departments. Duties are varied and interesting.

SP 5-4300

elec.

oven

range,

&

washer & dryer. $23,000.
owner. 259-7326 aft. 6.

By

diving board, screened

-

PROTOTYPE

last 2 yrs. Being sold by owners
moving
to
Barrington. Call
381-4670 aft. 6 p.m. or call

CLERKS
No typing Involved.

ELECTRONIC

Huge discounts. 824-7353

cabinets, sink & lazy Susan; misc.
hsehold items. 392.0960 aft. 5.

venience of this An, Hts. area.
3 nice bedrms., 11/2 baths, and
a full basement all make this
an ideal family home.

Exc. coed. 259.9182

2 white 6 yr. cribs complete -alike
$15 each.

CL

5.8713

Kit., bedrm & living rm. furniture. 911 E. Miner St., An. Hts.,

ASSEMBLER

1st

Beginning positions now open in credit department for individual wanting clerical assignment
No typing involved.

bell. Wed. & Fri. 10 am to

DICTAPHONE OPERATOR

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver
Will separate.

Willing to train above average typist to operate dictaphone. Variety of work involved in this

Phone 296.7771

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

ous name brand carpets, as low
as 53.95 a yd. Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

Day shift openings for experiences operator or we will train individual with moderate typing

724-.6257

skills.

!IHELPII

JANITRESSES

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just
-

.

.Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.
773-0252

Evening hours 5 p.m. to 1;30 a.m. No prior experience necessary as we will train.

You'll enjoy our interesting work building proto-

E.

NW. HWY.

Background should include small parts assembly
In government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experi-

-

PURE OIL

Welcomes you to join our organization. Come in to our employment department for an interview. Many fringe benefits are available to all regular employees; major medical, disability,
sick pay, profit snaring.

ence a must.

4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full basement, att. 21/2 car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

Member: M.A.P. Mutt.
List. Serv.

.$22,500

Ranch. 3 bedrooms, full basement. Low Taxes.

$23,400
frame ranch, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths. 1st floor
Brick , and

family room. Full basement,

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect

brakes, radio, Low mileage.
Very clean. $1450. Ph. 639-7559
JEEP. DEALER

BARRINGTON.MOTOR SALES

136 W. Northwest Highway

Barrington, III: 381-6663

has everything at a reasoncibte
price. Spacious -family kitchen,

20'x14' 'paneled ferrety room,
13/4 baths. 2 car garage. Ex
celient floor plan. $24,000.

ELK GROVE
fun. Spacious living room dining "L". Excellent eating
area off the kitchen. 11/2 baths,

FOR A
SALE TOMORROW

separate utility room. For summer fun, you'll just love the enclosed porch. Don't wait! Call
us today! $23,900

-64 BELAIRE

WAGON

speed,

4

Power

Steering,

Radio, Heater, w/w's.

$1295

OPEN 9 TO 9

through
Personal & Effective Service

'65 BISCAYNE
WAGON
Personal & Effective Service
259-1500
Open 9 to 9
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

$945

IN SHERWOOD

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

4 MODELS

101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-0744

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

Open Sunday 1 to 5 P.M.
539-6221 or 392-3978-

Parkhaven Bldrs.

*Member

M.A.P.

Multiple

listing Service

*Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

/4-17-orn

Country Living"
to this 3 bedroom family home on a large 100' x 200' lot.
10' x 20' kitchen has custom birch cabinets and adjoining
dinette. $27,500.

102 -Trucks, Trailers
CLOSEOUT SALE

Brand

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds

Roselle in Town

Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, travel trailers, pickup coaches &

"Roman Brick"
foyer opens to a 12' x 30' living and dining combination.

s-

size

guitar,

one only, special at
$32.50
El Rey Music Center
7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180

Sun. 12 noon to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E.

of McHenry. PH. 815.385-6333

103 -Auto Trailers &
Campers
sleeps 4;-awnihg,.Reese.straig ht.
line hitch incl'd. Will accept
camper
on
trade.
$1400.
1439.3970

111 -Motorcycles and

Child Care

Will care for your child in my

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.

Travel Trailer,. 16', self , cont'd.

69 -Nursery Schools -

licensed home.
Call B24-6463

'Wick

AUTHOVIOZIE0

All Brick Ranch

New Harmony concert

$1495

at MT. PROSPECT
900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259.9030

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

Full basement, 11/2 baths, extra large 2 car garage attached

guitar.

CONVERTIBLE
Power
glide,
Power
Steering, Radio, Heater w/w's.
V8,

at PALATINE

on 100'x150' lots

homes. Big savings. Will separate. Cash or terms. Free deny -

bass

'64 PONTIAC

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.

BUYS LIKE:

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

automatic, power steering and

FAMILY EXPANDING

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

..'64 Pantiac.Catalina Convertible,

4 bedroom, ranch ;home that.

CHECK qUR CLOSEOUT
INSTRUMENT SALE

PALATINE, ILL

a/t, good second car, best
offer. Call CL 3-9122 after 5 pm.

EZEUTTCJ

.Here Every Wednesday

LA 9-7700

1963 Volkswagen, radio, snow
tires, clean. Asking $650.
'392-2856
`

fer you and your family.

200 E. GOLF RD.

Lion, call CL 5-0406.

99 -At; tOmobire For Sale

1954 Mercury, 2 dr, hard top,

MT. PROSPECT

11/2 ceramic baths with vanities. Kitchen boasts formica finished cabinets. The full basement is sectioned into a family
room and utility area. 2 car attached arcpe. n3,500

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

going places --Join us -Enjoy MAGIC MOMENTS with
JOHN O'NEIL tN HAWAII. Two
tours forming now. For informs We're

728 Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
358-5560

Is featured on this exceptional 3 bedroom ranch. The Slate

Me hainCraffierS ea

Realtors
403 N. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
359-3400

Well designed brick and frame

LIST TODAY

595-0034

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

!KOERNER 8 POORE,

ranch home, ideal for family

new, never used. Make Offer,

'

frontage.

92 -Vacation Places

Eko Hallow body base guitar,
including case, $175, Phone
437-4049

259-9600

foot

$7,500 each.

sion. $36,900

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from - deluxe model

Electric

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

residential
Two
building sites. 80

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses-

55 -Musical Instruments

quick advancement.

DES PLAINES

Roselle

After 12 Noon

CALL 358-6800

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization,, major medical and the opportunities for

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

ING RM., family kitch. with

Palatine

358-1800

40% to 60% OFF

type models of electronic military equipment.

MT. PROSPECT

1300 N. on Yale St.

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

a few minutes drive from your home.

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
255-6320 358-1502 894-1330

Philippe Bros. Realty
434

DISPLAY FURNITURE

1/3 off the regular price fam-

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

537-8660
9-0200
Member M.A.P. Multiple
Listing Service

4 pm.

assignment.

WORK IN:
0 New, Ultra -Modern Facilities
0 Completely Air -Conditioned Offices
0 Close -To -Home Company

of.

$30,900.

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES
.

CL

Contemporary wal. veneer bedrm. get: bkcase dble bed, dble.
dresser, mirror, chest & 2 rite
new.

room. 2 car

QUICK SALE PRICE

2 twin bed headboards tufted
vinyl, nylon frieze beige sofa.

Like

t.C.

attached garage. Lots
extras.
Now ReduCed to $40,900

PIE???

(tree in yard) and a beautiful

Furniture for all rooms, living

tables.

GENERAL CLERKS

room &

ily

M.A.P. Molt. List, Serv,
253-7600

maker who will love the con-

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile

Call after 5, 259-0566

Prior general office experience desired for clerical assignments in accounting department.

Don't miss this large 3 bedroom Brick & aluminum sided
split level. 21/2 baths, fam-

'real

in.

porch, 4 huge bedrres. (5th one

avail.), 3 comp. baths, far. rm.
w/frplc & copper -hooded barbecue, built-in bar, huge log.
rm. w/frplc, dining rm., kit.,
dinette, olumbwaiter..All newly.
decorated by inter. desigher in

large cabinet filled kitchen.
You provide one happy home-

259-8618

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR (Payroll)

Mt. Prospect

COMPLETE,
PACKAGE

estateca

PALATINE

Moving to Louisville area? Real
country & exquisite living avail.
Clarksville, Ind. )10 min. downtown Louisville). Dream home on
small lake w/terrace, dock,

CAN YOU MAKE APPLE

must see to appreciate. Call

Experienced keypunch operator for payroll deportment. Payroll experience very helpful but
not required. Individual should be able to prepare program cards.

i,

built-in

Beige sofa, 80", good condition,

-

Whee I ing

JOIN THE WORK-IN

Hts. -- 3 bedrm. brk., irreg.
lot, Ivg-dng rm., 2 comp. baths,
1 -car att. gar., plenty of closet
& storage space, gas heat, wallcrptg,
custom-made
to-wall
drapes, self -defrosting refrig.,

This home provides the apples

Moving to apt: white metal kit.

TYPISTS

.

570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove
439-4700
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
255-9111
28 E. Northwest Hwy:, Arl. Hts.
253-1800

Barrington, Ill.

IN TIME FOR EASTER.

room, bedrooms, kitchen, & rec.
room, good cond. 299-3959.

We will train qualified typists to operate billing machines in accounting department. Excellent
opportunity to learn new skill.

Priced at $17,900.

945-6705 when in Louisville.

Furniture

SECRETARIES & STENOGRAPHERS

living room & hall. Low taxes.

AKC Min. Schnauzer pups. Home
raised. FL C-2699 after 6
or week ends.

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

Annen & Busse

'

ranch located near
schools and short walk to shopping. Beautiful carpeting in

259-4087

47 -Home Furnishings -

How's 8 AM to 4:30 PM

basement, 2 baths, cabinet
kitchen. Steel pier. Located in
Southern Wisconsin. 299-0253.

126 W. Main

GENERAL

Ages 45-65 are welcome

$150,000.

Mt. Prospect

room

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
DU 1-3434

Poodles AKC apricot min. male,

1

above.

apt.

with

garage

12 E. Buise' 1209 N. Elmhurst,
Prospect Hts.

BRIGHT

LAKE FRONT 3 bedroom year
round ranch. 2 car garage, full

$43,500

Romeo. $5 ea. 253-3454.
AKC German Shepherd puppies,
all shots, champion sired.

2201 Touhy
Elk Grove Village, III.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

soLDEis

& tae): room. 5 bedrm. Colonial. home, 3 baths, family
rrn., den; 2 fireplaces, 3 car

_-

and cheery is the cute 3 bed-

last house on a dead end street
and only 3 miles from the village.

439-1805

CALL MRS. GOLZ

hafficrafiers

posture,. riding area, huge barn

tatla

86 -Real Estate -Houses

ing a wild life refuge. It is the

44 -Dogs, Pets and

-

fect horse form with fenced

seeking eminent rental ac-

poss. Owner. 392.5429.

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(employee's entrance on
Biesterfield Rd.)
437-5500, ext. 591 or 592

Mixed

in
Per-

.

220 E. Northwest Hwy., An. Hts.
'392-1855

YOUR FAMILY will appreciate
this 5 bedroom home overlook-

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

,Ma

Baird & Warner

Member: M.A.P. Multiple
Listing Service

Hills.

Barrington

lovely

heavily traveled

on

B-2

HOWARD KAGAY

Prospect His. Beautifully ldcpd
I/2 acre deluxe 3 bdrm. custom
bit. brk ranch, full bsmt., cent.
air cond'g, hot water bsbd. heat,
2 car att. gar., carpets, drapes,
etc. Nr. Randhurst. $37,900 or
best qualified offer. Immed.

Equipment

fer you and your family.

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

to

cessing.
o Customer Service
0 Gen.
Office
and

quick advancement.

299-2281

THE CHANDELIER

0 Billing and Order. Pro-

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL

Come in and Save

We have several job opportunities for good typists who
would like to advance
interesting career jobs in:

a few minutes drive from your home.

quiring stable, responsible person.

at

Sold

March 16 from
9 nm to 7:30 pm

ARLINGTON HTS.

30 acres of rolling hillside

60' x 130' commercial lot zon-

CL 3-7600

Barrington
commodations in
area for 1-yr. or less. 381-6311.

TYPIST?

OPERATORS'

GAL FRIDAY

room. Finished rec. room. Attached 2: car garage. Mid
530's. By' owner. 824-4530.

fices, Only $21,000.

GOING OUT

RUMMAGE SALE
ODDS AND ENDS

Member Homeric°,
national hornet indleg service' '

259 E. Rand, Mt. Prospect

ily

GOOD

PROSPECT HEIGHTS'

COACH LIGHT MANOR

street. Ideal for stores or of-

tLYu

-

82 -Wanted To Rent

35 S. Vail, Arlington Hts.

KEY PUNCH

Arlington Realty Inc.

ed

pf,lcCABE

Transf'd exec. w/4 member fam-

OF BUSINESS

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

PUBLIC RELATIONS

North Arl. His.
392-8100
208 S. Main St.
CL 5-1515
Mt. Prospbct
535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.
South Arl. Hrs.
CL 3-8100

FOR RENT

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358.3200

Everything Must Be
Terrific Reductionsl

-

3 bedrooms. Enclosed breeze-

Garage.
Immediate
way,
Possession. Arlingtcin Heights.
$200.

Page '9

550 W. Northwest Hwy.

baths,

11/2

-

86 -Real Estate -Houses

y.ecsr =old brick and cedar 3
bedroom bi-level. 11/2 baths,
carpeted living and dining

Member MA.P.

water softeners & water conJOHNSON WATER

WIEBOLDT'S

bdrm.,

2

76 -To Rept Houses

curved glass,antiqued. Bestof for.
253.4701 after 7 p.m.
Encyclopedias 1965 20 yak. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 ,sac. $125, new; bedrm. Set,
new $165.251-7385.
For information about the FINEST

ditioning equipment contact -

537.8092
SEE THE ....

Action
Realtors-.'

pliances. Arlington Heights,
Willow, Palatine Rds. Behind
A 8. P Shopping Center.
Models open 10.6 p.m.
Weekdays
12-5 p.m. Saturdays & Sundays
For rental information Call.
Model PH, 253.0800; Chicago weekdays only - 267-7270

86

,6
Bi-Level
Buffalo Grove
rooms 3 bedrooms - paneled
family room - like new carpeting - ref. & stove Inc. $22,510.

APTS.

CL 3.6493.

FULL OR PART TIME
train as a wig stylist.

419:.41(10

-Real Estate -Houses- -

COUNTRY CLUB
Deluxe

ferobe. Excellent condition. $75.

Wheeling, Ill.

1020 Noel Avenue

1441 5,.13U55E..

26" boy's bike; port. TV, Zenith
22", 6 mos. old; China cabinet,

Div. of MARTIN. MARIETTA CORP.

LE 7-5700

bdrm.opts. Includes heat, hot
-water, cooking gas range, refrig.
'plus: SWIMMING POOL. Depos
its now being accepted for
immediate occupancy.

apts. Air conditioned, all ap-

Men's ice skates, size 0, black,
Canadian CCM, like new, good
cond. Coll 259-0177 after 6 p.m.
Crown

MUUNTPROSPECT'

.

TIMBERLAKE VILLAGE

chrome reversed

14 -inch

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.
An equal opportunity employer

a"- 17443 g. el

250 North 12th Street
(Off Dundee Road)

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL 9.32C0
CL 5.1107

21" walnut console Zenith TV,
black and white, good concli

pay, outstanding benefits.

a/AseZI MIT11 Pig

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537-1100
FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, Ill.

Outstanding= -opportunity for qualified secretary.
Dictaphone typist and general secretarial duties in Engineering department.
Good

DAY WANT ADS

GENERAL OFFICE.

TEMPORARY STAFF

2nd & 3rd SHIFT

1150 S. Willis

_

HOUSEWIVES. Work at
Part' time phone soliciting.
774-5353
MR. HOWARD

1

THE .DAY
Tuesday, March 12; 1968 ". S

74 -To Rent Apartments

30 -Help Wanted Women

Spoters

it

529-2235
PARK RD:

-

Roseli; at.

1967 HONDA 90.
Very low mileage -Best offer.
Call 392.1570 after 5 p.m.

.

SHORT RIBS

"

-.1.

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

WHAT DO `iOU "PINK OF THE
PRESIDENTS' PLAN .TO KEEP
AT Noma?
DO

Tuesday, March 12, 1968

Page 10

OUT OUR WAY
Ir STILL AT IT, EH, WART? INSTEAD OF REPLACING THAT
BANDAGE WHEN IT GETS

WELL, YOU CAN QUIT FLAP PIN' YOUR JAW, 'CAUSE I'M
GONNA CHANGE IT! THIS
ONE'S BEGINNING TO PUSH
THE OTHER TWO FINGERS
TOO FAR APART!

SOILED, YOU KEEP WRAPPING NEW STUFF OVER THE
OLD: WHAT LAZINESS, WHAT
INDOLENCE, WHAT...

,,,,,,,figgini1111111111111111111111111111

IT WON'T WORK.

7-12

How DO

VA. Les.113. M. wt.

t) 11014 M.

`IOU KNOW?

"He says he understands this is the DOMESTIC PEACE

Corps and thought we might have some suggestions
about car keys!"

"It says: 'You weigh 170 pounds and tend to
your identity in strawberry cream pie!'"

seek

ROBIN MALONE
mR.aav, I
AWITZY1/45 TO
SAVE Y:7/.1 FROM

A CHARGE OF

MY DAD'S BEEN 112YINel0

MY PEAR LADY
INDUSTRIALIST,,,
IF YOU REMEMBER,

KIPHAPP11419/Y

DO IT FOR YEARS, AND
HE EMS ITS IMPOSSIBLE!

IHATis PRECISELY WHY
X AM TRYING Tr2,,,

SAVE MEI??

'"

SAVED

AVE6 YOUR 5/4F,(2ry
FOR 710.11N6 A PROFIT

youg VAST
AND POWERFUL.
INDUSTRIAL WITH

COMPLEX!! j

YOLIff

PO NOT REQUIRE.
YOUR CHARITY.?

3- I.

INS I,

1... T M. let. 03. Pat 011.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
O Ins

I HEARD I'M NOT AcCUSIN'
SOME- ANYONE, OAKS,

ONE
MORE
WORD
BUT WHAT DO
WE'RE FAcIN' A GRIME BODY USED A
FeciTABLE COCK.BIG DIAMOND
WAVE 11-1AT BLIND
AN'
YOU
NEWS VENDOR AT ROACHAT A
R11466 60 FOR-GET
COUPLE OF
THE KIND THAT
11-IE STATION 'AYE
IT!
US'S GETTtst PLAY RESTAURANTS BREAK WHEN
MONEYAGAiN1
YOU DROP THEM
TO BEAT THE

MU.

BUGS BUNNY
BUGS! HAVEN'T I TAUGHT
ANY MANNERS? THE
LADY LEAVES oc7RS7:1

rER... I WAS (JUST
TI OPEN THI
DOOR PER YA,

YOU

Answers to
Hideaword
HANDLER

PETUNIA!

Ii"

nIOTHING

N grP'

Your
Horoscope
FOR WEDNESDAY

l'ER501,1-

L.
3AAKE =

MORTY MEEKLE
RALPHIE5 STIL-L.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar. 21)

-- The wise Pisces will avoid

overdoing on any level.

TRYING TO
TEACH HIS NEW

cWELL, 5.0 FAR HE'S TAUGHT)
HIM TO FETCH.

HOWLS HE
MAKING

OUT?

1,00

rale
real
learn

heard
hand
herd
head
herald
hare
heal
held
handle,
hale
harden
dear
dare
deal
darn
dean
read
rand
rend
rhea

BiLL!

44.4.

lard
laden
land
lean
lane
lead
lade
lend
nare
near
nard
alder
earn
elan
eral
eland

EEK & MEEK
NOW MX CAL)
MAW YOUR MIIJD

DOG SOME

'

WHILE YOU BRUSH
YOUR TEETH

DR.BRMBIlt'S

Benefits ara the reward for a
calm exterior and cool think-

MOD DENTURES
IN FASHiomusis

ing

ARIES (Mar 22 - Apr. 20)

PSYCHEDELIC

-- Arm yourself against some
unpleasantness today. Others

COLORS

arc prone to speak out with
neither tact nor diplomacy.

DICK

TAURUS (Apr. 21 - May
21) -- Your best way out of
the present situation is to hold

your tongue about it.

THE BORN LOSER

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Unpleasantness should pass
over if left to itself.
GEMINI (May 22 - June
21)

-- The Gemini who re-

in jeopardy will be
doing himself a favor. Rise to
appear

ACROSS

an occasion

1 Propitious
6 Cauterizes,
as a wound

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) -- Keep to your own way
of doing things today. New

11 Idolizes
13 Disclose

methods may be intriguing -but they may not be fully

14.111 -humored

tested as yet

15 Without end
(poet.)
16 Broadway

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)

-- A day to pass through with
as little discomfort as possible.
See to the wants of those who
depend upon you for their
well-being

VIRGO (Aug. 24
23) --

-

Sept.

make any ir-

Don t

revocable decisions at this
time The wise Virgo will go

CAPTAIN EASY
HERE'S, A
LI5T OP WOT
LELAND WANTS

PROM TOWN, LINK:

WOT DOUGH; iT TOOK ALL
AH GOT FOR YOUR CART() FEED

THAT BRAT AN' RAM5E5: WE
CAN HOLD UP A BANKI

GIVE BUSTER
DA* DOUGH!

with a
line -tooth comb seeking er-

over recent

actions

YOU GOT U5 IN
ENOUGH TROUBLE,

ALREADY:

THEN ONE
OF U5 HASTA

GIT A JOB: AN'
ARM TOO OLDS

DUN -H,.
DON'T LEAVE
NOBODY BUT ME. AND EM

TCK.

TCK: ME

730 51C1C,', OF DAT KID!

BACKS BEEN

ACTIN' UP
LATELY:

DV'S A
DIGNIFIED
WAY OUTA

DIO ME55

FOR Q.
GON:

rors

9 Wild (dial.)
10 Winter vehicle
12 Appear

13 Has recourse to
18 Witticism
21 Heavy drinkers

29 Specimens

33 Principal meal
34 Assist
1

2

3

DEMONS!!

tions
-

19) -- Seek the advice of

if .you must

6

17

0-1Z

9

10

18

19

21

24

26

27

28

30

31

32
35

action
53 Penetrates

37

54 Showed a

by liquids
4 Golf teacher

8

15

44 Born
46 Give
49 Ohio, Utah
and others
52 Spheres of

second time,
as a movie
55 Succinct
DOWN
1 Certain actors
2 Embellish
3 Permeable

7

13

14

42 Feminine name
43 Lords (ab.)

THEY-THEY'VE TRADED
' LEFTY GOURMET
TO THE
5/1E CITY

6
12

40 Snooze

THE WILLETS

36 Raver
47 Collect on
37 Sleeper's sound
of sayings
39 South African
98 Light brown
fQx
50 Powerful
41 Equals
explosive
42 Hebrew month 51 Goddess of
45 Essential being
infatuation

4,

11

38 Polynesian herb 7Pal

avoid falling into a trap set
for you by your own emo-

make a decision on a present
situation or circumstance.

matter (slang)
28 Footlike part

35 Ventilate
37 Bud's sibling

around obstacles' and you will

experts today

convulsively
26 Worthless

outcast

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) -- Common sense will
stand you in better stead than
any learned knowledge today

Feb

24 Weep

32 Depot ( ab.)
33 Stage play

regardless

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21

6 Coterie
7 Night before
8 Make
effervescent

sign (ab.)
17 European river 23 Weaken a
19 Put to
muscle by
20 Woody fruit
wrenching
22 Cow's call
25 Greek letter
23 Pigpen
27 Particle

31 Japanese

as being at cross-purposes
with your intcrests. Continue
working toward your goal.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) -- Keep a tight hold
on your emotions. A day for
facing issues realistically and
rationally
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan 20) -- Step cautiously

5 Affirmative

30 Rocky pinnacle

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)
-- A day which may strike you

as you make an effort to solve
a current problem.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Medley

mains calm when his interests

40

42

46
62

64

60
63
55
I2

O

Residentts Progeog Noise,
Poggusttion, From, Air
to carry on a conversation in

will all be raving maniacs

my home."

before this is taken care of."

angry and deafened Des

could be offered was given by

asked if the city couldn't pass

prevent airplanes flying in and

night.

Representative Paul Leanard.
"I'm confident there will be a
bill passed in Congress this
year limiting aircraft noise.

BY TED LACEY

Air Transport Assn.

Plaines residents complained
about the noise of low -flying
airplanes to O'Hare International' Airport officials last

"Next to safety, our

doesn't fly."

demanded one citizen, A.D.

Roach, whose home is

engines. We have to admit

that airplane engines are

situated near Runway 22.

noisy, and probably we will

sacred cow," and said he was
displeased that police enforce
ordinances against noisy muf-

motorcycles, but not .on

"But there is a great

,airplaines.

amount of competitipn among,
manufacturers to build the
quietest engine. We want you

AS FOR WHAT the airline

industry is doing itself to

curtail noise, Leanard said a
$200,000 contract has been

to be our customers, so we
buy the quietest engines and

means of take -off and landing,

manufacturers compete to

Roach said "I'm not interested

supply them."

in these charts and technical

Des Plaines Ald. Corvin
Wagner suggested that "we

data.

flers on autos -and

never completely eliminate the
noise.

movie and slides showing

and answered questions about airplane noise.

Roach called airlines "a

trolling the noise level of the

Agency representative Daniel
Vucurevich on the air traffic
control system, flight patterns,
instrument landing systems, a

Plaines residents the landing strip layout of O'Hare airport

out of O'Hare from making
noise, to which suggestion
Leanard said "if there isn't
any noise inside, the plane

greatest interest is in con-

chief of the O'Hare control
tower and Federal Aviation

Air Transport Assn. representative Paul Leonard showed Des

some kind of ordinance to

"What can we do to get rid
of this earth shaking, car shattering, nerve racking noise?"

After a presentation by the

'

Aid. Ewald A. Swanson

THE ONLY HOPE that

A group of rattled, nervous,

I just want to be able

entered with the Illinois

on hearing," a worried Des Plaines resident, Del Biddison said.

"So everyone of our kids is just going to grow up deaf, is

(Continued on Page 2)

WEATHER

that right?"

313ap

Tonight: Fair, low in lower
20s; Tomorrow: Considerable
cloudiness, warmer, high in
lower 40s.

Your Home Newspaper
Mount Prospect, III.

117 S. Main St.

Wednesday, March 13, 1968

Volume 2, Number 282

BY DIANNE CLERIHAN

understand that the officers
have to pay for their own

The Mount Prospect Youth
Commission last
night

schooling in juvenile work."
"Maybe we ought to recom-

mendations on their study of

dy said.

juvenile division in the police
force because of a lack of information.

recommend that the village

withheld any recomestablishing a separate

$1/4

to them by the Mount

Prospect Police Department,

instead of the individual

personal interviews which had
been requested
"I believe that our approach
probably was wrong," Edward
Soddy, commission member,
said. "We have to realize that

Wheeling. Township will
distribute nearly a quarter of
a million dollars at its Town
Meeting in Arlington Heights

mend hiring more men," Sod\

"Or perhaps we could

April 2.

increase the police force so

Wheeling Township

that the officers could be

Supervisor Albert C. Peters

we are dealing with a department that is run on a military -

like basis. Are we being fair
to ask subordinate individuals
questions they could get their
heads chopped off for answering?"

"If this information from
the police department is, in
fact, what is being done then

say at present we have an
adequate juvenile program,"
said Commissioner William
I

Falsey.

"THE POLICE department

does have separate files foi
juveniles," Roddy said, "so we

have the mechanics, even
though it isn't a separate
division."

Commissioner Irene

Waterhouse said, "There's a
shortage of manpower in the

police department and

I

met Tuesday evening with

that we're poking our

others?"

"Let's hope that it wasn't
misconstrued that we meant

ill," said Rev. Richard
Lehmann, commission
member. "We certainly
weren't trying to do the police
department in. I think this
might have been an oversensitive issue.

Rev. Lehmann said that he
had interviewed Dr. Donald

Duckers, part-time

psychologist who is paid by

the village to counsel

juveniles. He said that Dr.
Ducker had seemed pleased
with the present system and
had said that some of the
parents and even the juveniles
themselves sometimes come to

the police knowing that they
can get help. He said that this
type of preventative service
had existed even before, the

village hired John Strong,
youth counselor.

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman of Arlington Heights today an-

nounced his candidacy for re-election to the Illinois House
of Representatives.

Schlickman Seeks
341 AssemblyTerm
State Rep. Eugene F.

Schlickman (R -Arlington

IN 1966, Schlickman was
selected by Rutgers University

Heights) Wednesday formally
announced his candidacy for
re-election to a third term.
Schlickman, 38, was first

as one of two outstanding
Illinois legislators, and in

in the unprecedented 1964 at -

his

elected to the Illinois House

large elections. He ran

statewide and was one of only
59 Republicans elected to the
177 -member Illinois House.

sigh School oar Clarifies
Policy on Student Suspension.

1967, he received the

Distinguished Service Award
of the John Howard Assn. for
sponsorship of criminal
corrections legislation.

BY BETSY BROOKER

Regulations on expulsion

shorter.

BOARD MEMBER Leah
Cummins objected that a stu-

and suspension were clarified

by the Dist. 214 Board of

dent who had committed a
major offence on a Friday

Education Tuesday night.
The board met to discuss a

could have a relatively short

suspension if the board

student conduct committee
report on suspension and expulsion. The committee had
recommended that the board
adopt the report as district
policy. Dist. 214 now does not

have a written code on student conduct.

No action was taken

because the board met as a
committee of the whole, but
action on a revised code may
regular.

meeting is on the following
Monday.

Dr. Lawrence' Jenness,
Forest View High School

Principal, said that in such a
case, a principal can ask the
board to extend the student's
suspension for the full seven
days.

The board agreed that the
district policy should allow
the principal to set the duration of suspension, but that it

remedy in all cases.

Mrs. Cummins suggested

that provision in the policy require a defense for each stulaurels with an 11'6" leap,
said that, when parents refuse

to meet with the board, the
child is left defenseless. She

Several word changes were

flict with the Illinois School

tioned the practicality of

before action is taken.

Edward H. Gilbert, district
superintendent, the code empowers the board tv authorize

She said an -additional day out
truant.

made in the policy. More
emphasis was placed on direct
contact with the parents when
their child is suspended.

State law requires that a

Bachhuber, board secretary,

differentiate between acts that

limited to seven calendar days
or until the next regular board

punishment, but as a chance
to get the student out of the

suspension and what acts that

suspension, but doeSn't require it.

student's suspension be

According to Richard

suspension is not used as a

surplus funds.

$20,972; Dist. 57, $14,294,
and Dist. 23, $10,626.

The board also decided to

25,

$60,019;

Dist. 21, $27,594; Dist. 26,

The school districts to be

included in the distribution

are Dist. 25 of Arlington

Heights, Dist. 57 of Mount'
Prospect, Dist. 21 of Wheel-

ing, Dist. 23 of Prospect

Heights and River Trails Dist.

record $234,163.78. In 1967,
the surplus funds for distribu-

26.

$195,175.71. The surplus

tions participating in the

tion amounted to
funds in 1967 were distributed

at the Town Meeting as
follows:

To school districts --

$140,000.

To the community mental

health fund -- $30,675.71

To senior citizen activities
-- $9,500.
- To historical societies -$10,000
To the Township Youth
Committee -- $5000

THE CONFERENCE held

Library, Villa e
To Resume Hunt

For Peace Pact
Exploration of ways to settle a 2 -year -old dispute over

village department budgets.

Prospect Library Board will
be resumed Wednesday night

board's budget requests, on

The village board has
finances with the Mount repeatedly cut the library

In the past there have been
three mental health organiza-

at a special meeting of the

distribution. They are
Clearbrook School, Countryside School and the

requested Village Manager

fourth organization, Com-

have quarreled over since

Northwest Community Mental Health Assn. This year a

munity Social Services of 999
Dundee Rd. in Wheeling, has
asked to be considered.

HOW THE MENTAL

health organizations will share
in the distribution is yet to he

village board of trustees.
The village board last week

Robert Moore and Village At-

torney John Zimmermann to
prepare detailed definitions of
terms that the two boards
1966..

ALTHOUGH the two

.bodies are separately elected,
their finances are handled by
the village treasurer. The pro-

THE LIBRARY board on
the other hand, has contended

that since it is separately
elected it doesn't have to
answer to anyone but the taxpayer for its expenditures.
About a year and a half ago
the library board won a court
decision in which the village
board was ordered to pay all

library bills as they are in-

curred. However, no un-

derstanding has been reached

posed budget of the library

on whether the court order
was effective for only one

board of trustees as are the

year, or is continuing.

determined. It will he board is presented to the
determined either by agree-

the grounds that it is responsible for any funds it approves.

$214,000 will be divided 75 -

Slowly l k eturns to Normal

mission for the Diagnosis of
Criminals.

BEFORE ELECTION

to

the March 26 public hearing

the senior citizens and
$10,000 for the historical
society. The remaining

the state legislature,

Schlickman is a member of

Schlickman in Arlington
Heights:

He and his wife, Margaret,
and their four children reside
Derbyshire Ln.,
Arlington Heights.
N.

at 311

it,..azwznwn=mmmx..<aaAmw

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Village

Board of Trustees, 8:30

fire that destroyed their home.

Mr. and Mrs. O'Neal and
their 17 -year -old son, Kevin,

their home at

left

Drainage and Clean

Monday and moved in with

221

S.

Mount Prospect

WaPella, Mount Prospect, late

Streams Commission, 8
p.m. in the Public Works

relatives in Arlington Heights
at 406 S. Carlyle. They took
along little more than the
clothes on their backs.

Building.

Mount Prospect Board

of Health, 8 p.m. in

"I

had about

11/2

hours

sleep last night," O'Neal said.
His possessions included a T-

Council of Dist. 59, 8

shirt, a pair of socks and a

Dempster.

anything could be recovered
at the gutted house was pure

p.m. Dempster Junior
High School, 420 W.

Day

Life slowly is returning to
normal for the Henry O'Neal
family after Monday night's

p.m. in Village Hall.

School -Community

Gripe
Of The

pair of trousers. What if

Mothers who keep clothhome from dancing school
when it does not belong to
them.

F.Q.

Beer Taken
From Garage,
William Buel told Arl-

ington Heights Police Tuesday a half case of beer was
taken from the garage of his
&Tag,

7TV,

department to begin clearing

four years, took firemen

the area, but an explosion was
averted when the flame came
back on.

home at 1427 S. Evergreen.

worst in Mount Prospect in
almost four hours to put out.
It

evidently started when

Kevin was trying to pour
gasoline into his motorcyle's
tank in the basement of the
house. Once started, the fire
went out of control and by the
time fire department trucks
arrived, it was impossible, to
enter the basement because of

the smoke. Firemen had to
break holes in the roof, and

pour fire -extinguishing foam
into the basement before the
fire finally was struck.

One firemen, Jack Mueller,

O'Neal, an employe of the
Chicago and North Western
Railway, said he hopes

to

return to work today. Kevin
is attending school as usual,
but future plans are uncertain.

ALTHOUGH THE house
was insured, O'Neal said that
he thought his family would

have to move into an apart-

ment until the damage can be
assessed. Whether the house

will be rebuilt, he 'said,
depends on the extent of the
damage.

sprained his wrist while
This is the second time the
fighting the fire and was O'Neal family has lost all its

he had not been able to get

treated and released from Holy Family Hospital.

possessions by fire. In 1952,
while living in Des Plaines,

Tuesday.

disaster because of a gas

awakened his sleeping mother,

speculation, O'Neal said, since

into the house all day

ing their daughters bring

THE FIRE, which was the

BY LARRY WILLS

Village Hall.

will cause a student's
may result in suspension.

The amount to be

distributed this year is a

Dist.

follows:

tributions and to recommend paid into the township general
a formula for distribution of fund. It is this excess which
surplus funds.
is distributed at the annual
By, law, the township tax Town Meeting.

urned-Out Family's Life

the law firm of Burfeind &

Code'. Accoring to Dr. suspension in truancy cases.

of school is a reward rather
than a punishment for the'

their assessed valuation. Last
year school districts shared as

after deduction of the

will again include $10,000 for

suspension period provides an
opportunity to discuss his difficulties with his parents."

suspension may not be a

$53,500 going to the mental

cess,

distributions to be proposed at

Township.

THE BOARD decided to
recognize the possibility that

Meeting, would mean that the
school districts would receive
approximately $161,500 with

pointed by the township to

study the relative con- collector's compensation, is

Municipalities committees,

Appropriations and

needs to be forced into a crisis

with his parents. The

Such a division, when approved at the April 2 Town

ment among representatives of collector retains 2 per cent of
the participating organizations all taxes paid locally as a fee
or by a special committee ap- for local collections. The ex-

and is a member of the Illinois
Legislative Council and Com-

-

Mrs. Cummins also ques-

not exceed seven days.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

last evening indicated that

situation and before the as an Arlington Heights
board.
village trustee. In 1966 he was
"A habitual truant,:" said elected Republican comDr. Jenness, "sometimes mitteeman of Wheeling

added that this reveals a need
to investigate the case further

meeting, Mar. 25;
No district policy can con-

Telephone
2554400

Schlickman serves on the

Schlickman served five years

meeting, whichever period is

ing Township families.

township and -representatives
of the mental health organizations serving the township to

The Town Meeting will be
held in the auditorium of
Miner Junior High School in
Arlington Heights. A public
hearing will be held March
26, also at Miner Junior High.

nose in the business of

districts and the mental health
organizations serving Wheel-

health organizations. School
districts share in proportion to

discuss the distribution of

ting up here recommending
when we're only going to be

25 between the' school

surrintendcats of elementary

school 'districts in the

commissio member, said.
"We're Stopped before we
get started," Mrs. Waterhouse
said. "What's the sense in sittold

o

lion at April Meeting

BY RICHARD CRABB

Commission members relieyed to go for more
seemed,-stymied::by-:a-- trainin at the taxpayer's exmimeographed copy of pense;" Kathryn Anderson,

juvenile proceedures supplied

24 PAGES

60056

/inn

eating Township to Divide

Second. Thoughts Hit
Youth Commission
On juvenile Division

be taken at the next

"I know for a fact that those jets have a deafening effect

Institute of Technology for a
study to pinpoint the source

Everyone in the area had
offered to help the family,

O'Neal said. "I want to ex-

press my gratitude and thanks
to my neighbors, the people of

Mount Prospect and the
mayor for being concerned
Monday night that we had a
place to sleep."

The fire nearly became a

burner in the basement. Fire
Chief Edwin Haberkamp said

that, while there was little

Kevin, then 2 -years -old,

Frances, to warn her that the

house was on fire. Shortly
before, O'Neal had left for

danger from the gas flame work.
itself, when the flame went
"Being wiped out of all that
out there was a danger of an you own," he said, is one of
explosion. The flame at the the worst feelings in the world_
burner went out for a few
"We're just a burned -out
moments, forcing the police family."

!Dist. 23 oardl. Approves
Drawings oir New Schap°
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4 File for 3d Dist
BY RICHARD CRABB

0

Regner of Mount Prospect.

Democrats who have filed

Four candidates, two

are the incumbent, Mrs.

Republicans, have filed for

ington Heights and John Morrissey of Hoffman Estates.

Democrats and two

state represtntative in the 3d

District. The filing period

elected in November. Since

each party is running but two

one district. This means that

Three representatives from
the 3d District arc to be

candidates there will be no

contest in the June 11

The Prospect Heights
School Dist. 23 Board of
Education Monday gave

Eugenia Chapman of ArlBy mutual understanding
both major parties agree to
run only two candidates for
the three Illinois House .of
Representatives seats in any

ended Tuesday.

1Zlc:J

ihr

there will be two

flees and a resource center. parative costs of using gas and
The classroom section will be electric heating, but by Mon two stories high, made to fit ,day's meeting he hadn't given
the contour of the land. The Ihis figures to the utilities comrest of the building will be one panies for their approval.
story high.
At next Monday's meeting
the board will hear the com-

Architect Rose DeYoung the
green light to proceed with

final drawings' for a new

elementary schoo.
The decision was based on

:4r-

the material list and cost

school, provided for by a

PAYMENT FOR the

pleted presentation and decide

estimates he submitted.

referendum passed Nov. 18,
1967, will be made initially by

panies are expected to attend

The building will cost about
$388,960 and the preparation

tk`

the

Illinois School Building

representatives from the majority party and one from the

and finishing of the site, op-

Commission. The school

November ballot. There is a

district then will repay the
cost, interest free, to the state

strong probability that the

district, The Republican party
is dominant in the 3d District.

posite Schoenbeck Rd. at the
corner of McDonald and Elm,

will cost about $17,670, ac-

over a period of years.

'three incumbents will be re-

Under this operating pro-

prepared by the architectural
firm of Alexander Borkon,

material to be used in the

Westphal & DeYoung.

heating system to be installed.

primary Names of all four
candidates will appear on the

elected

The two Republicans who
have filed are the incumbents,
Eugene F. Schlickman of Arl-

ington Heights and David J.

minority party in each

cording to the figures

cedure, Schlickman and
Regner are practically assured

of re-election. By virtue of
being the minority party incumbent, Mrs. Chapman also
is likely to be re-elected.

It took a bulldozer from Barrington Trucking Co. about one hour to destory the

Plans call for a

house

at 114 Maple in order to clear the way for expanding the parking lot behind village hall.

The board approved all
building except the type "°

17 -

Mechanical Engineer Dick

multipurpose room plus of-

Alexander of the architectural
firm prepared a study of corn-

classroom school with a

esidengs Progesg Air gane'Noise,Fumes

EAT

IDEA

(Continued from Page I)
of noise in the engine. When
that is found, a second phase,

EVERYME.

of the plane which shows the
pilot's face looking out the

have to come straight in."

Atmospheric conditions
have a great effect on noise

window --that's low!" she Said.

to cost $800,000, will be level, he said, especially such
undertaken to cut down the factors as temperature,
humidity, height of clouds
noise.

The FAA rigidly regulates
the altitude of planes, the of-

and wind direction and veloci-

plane is required to climb as
quickly as possible to 1500

"On departures,"

ficials said. At departure, a

Then "glide slopeNs entered
and the plane descends at the
rate of about 250 feet per mile
of forward travel.

IN DEFENSE OF airline

pilots, Captain Donald

said.

Airline Pilots' Assn. Airways

Leonard said that special
recorders keep an account of

ty.

available runways as much as
possible, so the same areas

Mrs. Delores McCabe that the

Vucurevich said. At least

planes fly overhead not only

don't get the same pounding

frequently and loudly, but also
low.

1,000 feet must be maintained
above populated areas. Des-

Traffic Committee, said
"Pilots just don't come

cent onto a runway is made

screaming over the rooftops.
It's bad technique and it's

noise all the time.

feet before leveling off, Airlines and Chairman of the

The charge was made by

"When you can stand
"On arrivals, unfortunately
we can't do too much. When outside on a summer day,"
the planes are lined up they she said, "and take a picture

at. a predetermined angle, and

is not begun unti 3,000 feet unsafe technique.
"There is no such thing as
from the end of the runway.

FA ULOUS OnV
rh

z

5)

said.

is made of altitude and speed
periodically.

In addition, all pilots get
through examinations every

jets have a deafening effect on

uncil.

"-Mount Prospect Village

on the books.

outlines the general intended

hearing. So every one of our
kids is just going to grow up

presentation to the public by
December of last year.

ONE GROUP OF residents

from the area near Mount
Prospect Rd. and Northwest
Hwy. objected to rezoning the

land along the Highway for
townhouses. The property

ROACH COMPLAINED

use of all areas in and near
the village when those propertics are developed. Much
of the comprehensive plan

also about "the air pollution
you are bombarding us with.

village zoning, although there

objections, the plan com-

are some areas which the plan

mission modified the plan on

-

conforms to the present

now is used primarily by small

businesses. The residents
wanted the property zoned for
office buildings.
After hearing the residents'

Industry, cars, and everything
else has to control it. You are

commission intends to

the only ones getting away
with it."

upgrade in the future.

Plan Commission

office buildings only. No
further objections were

Chairman Maclolm Young

presented.

association is working closely

(told the board that his group
had been working on the plan

Village Manager Robert

November, 1965. A use map,

Moore to investigate the cost
of printing 500 copies of the
plan in pamphlet form. Copies

Leonard said that his

with the U.S. Department of

Health, Education and

since they took office in

Welfare. "They've told us that
the emissions from the planes

showing the areas and their

are innocuous," he said.

Another resident com-

plained about bad odors left
in the air by aircraft.

At least a partial solution
was suggested by Alderman
Charles Bolick: "Let's close
down all airports between I I

p.m. and 7 a.m., so we can
get some sleep."

Northwest Hwy. to include

The board instructed

ultimate intended use was
ready last summer and the
text had been prepared for

will be available for in-

Euclid Lake
Homeowners
Elect Officers

will be displayed in the

The Euclid Lake Home

spection at the village clerk's
office and the public library.

The map showing the plan
mayor's office.

Anderson Urges
Extension of
Language Class

UT KM@ S

The meeting was arranged
by Des Plaines Mayor Herbert

when your clothes
are dry!

Behrel. "The aldermen and I

Owners Assn. has elected its
1968 officers and board mem-

had an informal meeting in

bers.

my office about a month ago,
and we asked these officials

Inman, president; William

report

Hasse, vice president; Peggy
Schenk, secretary. Conrad De
Latour, Jack Eldridge, Ronald
Horstman, Everette Kelley,

program and the preliminary

No need to set a timer! No

if they would come out to a

running back for periodic

'public

indignation hearing,'

checks. No underdrying or

overdrying -and fewer
wrinkles! Automatically

ry

Alan Peterson, Robert

Schmidt, Ann Sundt, and
George Zukowski were named
directors.
The following appointments

raytheragi

Gerald Barnbaum R.Ph.

... LIFT TIPS ...

machine washables...

Leaves your regular
loads

soft,

fluffy and Ilnlfreel

Everyday we have an occasion to lift many things...
shopping bags,
boxes,
briefcases, books, etc. The

Fluff dries "no4ron"
fabrics to ellmIndte

Model 8726-1

wrinkles altogether!

hand washables...

shoes and boots!

A.M.A. says "Before that
lifts
bundle
too -heavy
you off your feet and puts
you on your back, be sure
you can handle it."
Here

are

s

basic

rules on lifting:

a Pm

Stop tumble to dry
stuffed tom tennis

New officers are: Raymond

Malese Mayo, Gil Miller,

shuts off when a load is dry!

wash

which will be presented to the

about them."

The plan, which was the
result of the work of village
plan commission members,

deaf, is that right?"

I

The city council's code

.committee is meeting with
local realtors to work out a
rough draft of an ordinance

nothing that can be done

village comprehensive plan into law Tuesday night.

that of Del Biddison. He said
"I know for a fact that those

MARCIM7TH

in considering fair
housing legislation.
suburbs

Board of Trustees passed a
fair housing resolution last
month, and Arlington Heights
has a fair housing ordinance

The Mount Prospect

Among other reactions was

SALE ENDS SUNDAY

The City of Des Plaines has

joined two other northwest

"But, of course, the airlines
already knew what problems
exist. Unfortunately, there is

Village Board of Trustees
voted the long -discussed

he said.

OHL

Fair Housing
Law Studied
In Des Plaines

Comprehensive e'lan

throughout the flight, and
these profiles are audited

months, so there is not
much room for irregularity,

Q

also.

Village oard OKs

each plane's flight. A profile

six

FULLY
AUTOMANIIC

,a

residents might have," Behrel

on a clear day. "If there is a
cloud, it looks higher," he

Anderson of North Central

Vucurevich said, "we try to
vary the routes and use all

to answer any questions

deviating from the established
procedure. There is only one
way to do it."
Anderson suggested that a
plane only seems to be too low

on the heating. Representatives from utilities com-

1 ...Stand close to the
12
feet about

object,

inches .apart and flat on
the floor.
2...Keep

Fran dry nylon stock.
Ings safely with. cool

your

Spine

straight, bend knees and
grasp object.

air and no tumble!

3... Lift by straight('
your legs. (Do not pull
upwards with your arm and
back.)

4...Face the direction in

which you plan to carry the

object, its weight will pull
you in the right direction.
5...When lifting an ob-

ject higher than your head,

keep your back straight

HANDLES EVERY DRYING JOB VOID CAN IMAGINE!

hips.
This can prevent a backward fall or tt sprain from
arching.
and in line with .y

Automatic plus timed dry
Exclusive 4 -way dryingwith heat or air, with or

WARDS

without fumble action
o Special permanent press

REG.

cycle to end wrinkles
Freshens woolens, dries'
blankets, fancy pillows

$20995

o Drying rack included
Giant 16 -pound capacity

Giant fan' and lint filter

NO MONEY DOWN
No Trade -In Required

White, copperfone or avocado

,

(ALA

-

:

NDHURST STORE
STORE HOURS:

9:30 TO 9:30 MON. THRU FRI.

A basic rule in having

SIGN T RE
GAS

YERS

your prescriptions filled is

to bring them to END-

LER'S PHARMACY where
prescriptions are a specialty not it sideline.

SOLER'S

START AS LOW AS

PHARMACY
%V. Algonquin Rd:

X10.9

Mount Prospect
phone 439-5255

Rand Rd. & Rte. 83'.

392-2500
9:30 TO 5:30 SAT. 12 TO 5 SUN.

Record Tax System ... 11V-.
vlon ... Bonnie 11ell . .
Max Factor. ... Christimi

'Moe s.. English Leather...
Tills WEEKS
HELPFUL IIINT
Lifting requires 32 times
the energy of pushing. So
relax and push when pos.
snde. Keep your spine
straight ... your hips low ...
and push the object from
its center weight.

were made by the board:

Everette Kelley, delegate to

the Northwest Suburban

Assn. of Home Owners; Ann

Sundt, chairman of the

The Mount Prospect School

Dist. 57 Board of Education

met Monday to discuss a
on

foreign language

1968-1969 sehool budget.

Assistant Supt. Robert
Anderson told the board that
children in the district had

shown an overwhelming

positive reaction towards the
study of foreign language. He
based his opinion on a recent
survey.

Anderson recommended
that the practice of teaching
Spanish on the south side of
the district and French on the
north be continued. He urged

Recreation and Block Captain

that the program be continued

chairman of the Civic Committee, and Jack Eldridge,

in grades five through eight,
but that the program be an
elective subject on the fifth

Committee; Gil Miller,
chairman of the Publicity
Committee.

Boy Warned on.
Blowing Safes
A 15 -year -old boy was cau-

tioned by Arlington Heights
Police not to blow up any
more safes.

Tuesday a resident reported
to police that he heard a loud
noise and said a toy safe had
been blown up.

The youth told police he
forgot the combination to the

toy safe and blew it up with
flash powder.

No injuries or damage were
reported to police.

grade level. No action
taken on the proposal.

was

The preliminary education
for 1968-1969

fund budget

was presented by the ad-

ministration. Next year's
budget was estimated to

be

$2,602,114 which is $354,748
over last year's budget needs

of $2 247,366. The budget
shows the estimated increase
in teacher's salaries.

Eggs Thrown
At House
Herbert Froehlich, 615 S.
Edward, told Mount Prospect
Police Tuesday that vandals
had thrown eggs at the back
of his house.

eller Creek Project
1 Month Off Schedule
Contrary to earlier reports
that work on widening Weller

Creek will start on time, the
project is now running about
a month late.

State Rep. David Regner
(R. -Mount Prospect) said that,
two property easements along

the creek in Des Plaines are
holding up bids and contracts
for the work.

The improvement will consist of widening the creek and
removing obstacles from the

Chicago and North Western
Railway tracks in Des Plaines
upstream as far as Mount

Prospect Rd. The estimated
cost is $1.4 million.

Regner was the sponsor of
the bill to improve the creek
and succeeded in getting it
signed into law last summer.

Contracts are expected to

be awarded for the con-

struction by 'April 30. Work
can begin anytime after that.

We're Celebrating Our 16th Birthday with Tremendous
"Money -Saving" Values In Every Department!

*We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities.
All Prices Effective thru March 17th.

gE311{E IZMSET MODSZED2

TAPE 2 7MPIS WJEk
HELP UOE &)0,ZPII.EME
WUDE2 SE V CXF

GO®ehtioug ©mgonnure
Get Simple etails in Store

MB ow SEM=

EKDRIEID OT MOSS

C11015 ©r `111-EME

BAG HEIL (IP

o

GROCER ES
If the number on your cart matches the

number on our "Wheel of Fortune" you

will receive a Bag Full of Groceries!

Mountain Grown

YOU ac151`7 1:32 Z:\ =MEW

MIVEETO

Cut from Young Tender Porkers

COME

CEEB CUT

Boneless Rolled
BOSTON ROUND or

-lb.
can
DP

Limit 1 Coupon Per Adult Customer- Expires March 171

Stgii

BONUS

DEL MONTE

PIIMEAPPLEGRAPEFRUIrff

46 oz.
Can

®L II

Limit 1 Coupon Per Adult Customer - E pires March 171F

DOLE'S LOW -CALORIE

Corned Beef ....

69c
23c

lb.

Turkey

Drumsticks

lb

1b r

Mickelberry's

Sliced Bacon .... Pk-lg.. 59c

Beef Liver

IOUS BLITZ

STOCK UP
AND SAVE

Sliced

Columbia Brand Round

DEAN'S Country Charm

lb.

lUELEF

Jankowski's Smoked

Polish Sausage lb.

EL LL

Mickelberry's Bologna, Garlic Bologna,
Olive Loaf, Dutch or Pickle .4 Pimento.
llb. C Cbc

Pint
Ctn.

o

Limit I Coupon Per Adult Customer-Expires March 17th

Lunch Meats

EaSV L'ura©MIDAV
Co[rocerfarnaQed

MRS. POE=

Gallon
jug

"BLITZ" PRODUCE SPECIALS

'...

LOTIGM
ETERGEEIT

U.S. No. 1 Wisconsin Grown WHITE

Quart
Plastic
Btls.

Limit 1 Coupon Per Adult Customer - Expires March 17th

(Reg. 89')
ALL POPULAR BRAND

Texas Grown Med. Size

Cello Carrots ...
Cols( Green Fresh

Asparagus
Wash U.S.
Wash U.S.No. I

Winesap Apples

lb.

29c
Limit I Coupon Per Adult Customer- Expires March 17th

3

Lb.g 59C

Cold large 30 size

Pascel Celery

Regular,
Kings or
Filters

1Qc

Save

90c

Cabfornia

NEW 100
MILLIMETERS

0

Ctn.

Ctn.

IR SEIM F "OZEN

Fresh Broccoli .... bunch&

$299

5c Off Label -Reg. 74c

;RESIT
111

'

Extra

EDITIIPASTE

Large
Tubes

Limit 1 Coupon Per Adult Customer-Expires March 17th

10 oz.
Pkgs.

MARHOEFER'S FROZEN

UTILITY

SEM,BEEF

STOAGE

In Gravy or Barbecue Sauce

EIIMS

aNicliz7 CRE
Your
Choice

-lb.
Loaf

Banana
Coconut
Chocolate
Lemon

Limit 1 Coupon Per Adult Customer - Expires March 17th

9 -Inch White

P
Reg. $1.49 Value

(reg. 69c)

Dresses Frozen Chocolate

WHO RED CRE

Reg. 79c

LAVES

One 1 -Lb. Loaf of Imperial Sliced

1.

PERK ICKLE

USSO jig N P

With the Purchase of Imperial's Bakers Dozen 55c
BROWN N' SERVE ROLLS
... Pkg. of 13

rAll merchandise offered far sale in our Liquor
..Department are products of first rate producers. We aro proud of our values and quality
All merchandise carries our guarantee that it
Is exactly es we represent it
Available Only..in Stores With Liquor Dept's

VLASIC "Fresh -Pak"

SIM
ILLS

Quart
Jar

Yo -Ho Fresh 'N Crisp

P TATO
.

SIX -YEAR STRAIGHT KENTUCKY BOURBON
FROM THE HEART
OF THE KENTUCKY BOURBON COUNTRY

ANTI UE
OUR ON
LITE OR GOLD

LA CONGA
IMPORTED RUM

Plus Deposit

POURS IT ON

CHIRPS

S-YR:OLD 86 -PROOF

POPULAR BRAND

SOUTHER11
ORT
CO

Straight
Bourbon

900 W. IRVING PK. AT RT. 53
ITASCA

ISKEY

Fifth

Vino Rosso Red Table Wine

RED MOUNTAIN

(Reg. 49c)

Reg.
51c

Dialogue

.

they're worrying about is -what

throughout the United States'
and stressed that draft -dodging Americans are not con-

to do regarding an anti -draft
bookelt that is being mailed

sidered criminals in Canada."

"And it's legal to use the

United States."

sidered illegal, the booklet

perty."

"That's true. One thing

about the new regulations
regarding postal employes'
clothing, hair and jewelry.

"I just wanted to point out

that hippies who want to
deliver mail or even sort it out
inside the Post Office will

have to loo elsewhere

militant organizations'

live-in on government pro-

"No, I wasn't picking on
the mailmen yesterday, telling

that be illegal?"

there are regulations like that.

"You wouldn't think so, but
from what I've learned about
it, if the booklet is illegal, no
one, in a position to decide has

enough to worry about

"The booklet is called

"I guess it's just as well

The Post Office people have

Made a decision yet.

without being concerned
whether the employes are

'Manual for Draft Age Im-

3t,

Kites and string and

marbles and jump ropes spell
spring'
Last week's warm weather

Nought out kids you hadn't
seen all winter

Gone were the scarves and
the mittens and the hoots. In
their place came mud.

SPRING brings out the

can be
mails."

banned from the

"Could be. But if nothing

else, the booklet shows 'the

draft dodgers already in

Canada have,a sardonic sense
of humor.

"Describing the conditions

a defector may find in

Canada is the same as encduraging draft dodging.".

Cahada, the booklet tells

where cheap lodgings may be
found. One of them, in Toron-

"Maybe they:re just biding

their time, hoping that the
hippies, who are no longer

to, is called. the Lyndon

welcome to work in the Post

Johnson Memorial Mansion."

';.:&

'u" eexw,xrfl

Spring is a Special Time
tions on the season are pinned
to her school bulletin board;
"Once there was a cat,"
printed Susan. "She was having kittens. She was happy."
Bugs and worms and mice
and grass and seeds appeal to
future scientists. So do other
natural phenothena.

"GRAVITY IS

a

thing

holding people to earth,"
wrote another Forest View

creative flair in budding student. "Gravity holds
writers Like Susan Schreiber, water."
Spring obviously is a
a first -grader at Forest View
Elementary School, for instance, whose astute Observa-

the hippies and their. ap-

pearance and then the book

benefits of defecting to

Daylight
BY JAN BONE

"That way, the Post Office
will solve the first problem of

"But the Post Office legal
eagles haven't made up their
minds yet if telling about the

migrants.' It has been mailed
to colleges, high schools and

going to hold a hippie -type

book and take off for Canada.

would have to encourage people to become draft dodgers.

"Wouldn't something like

employment if they don't wear
shoes oi if they do Wear long
hair, psychedelic beads or furs
on the job "

Office anway, will read that

U.S. Mails for that purpose?"
"Apparently so. To be con-

in Canada and delivered by
the Post Office here in the

for:.

with George Hamilton

special time for Lynda Hill,

a first -grader at the same

Daniel wanted to con- doing our arithmetic, and an-

school. "Happiness," she

nounced he'd lent them 23
cents to help them pay for a

tribute 79 cents, which he'd
left behind in a sealed en-

wrote, "is----" And she drew
a birthday cake and party hats

model of The Red Baron ---

velope in his top bureau

to illustrate.

I was trying to decide

drawer ---

Christopher had a $5 bill
which he hand't deposited in
his savings account. It was
part of the money he'd earned

Spring can also bring

unexpected problems of high
finance to parents.

Like the new pink, stuffed
rabbit with black eyelashes

that joined our family

whether four pair of socks for
a $1

weekend ----

His cost was $3.99 plus tax.

socks for 99 cents, which do ---

on his paper route.

(taking into account that one

half of $15.75' plus -a-dollar
he'd been charged for a new

boy won't be caught dead in

our si x -year -old, Daniel.

paper -carrying bap.minus the
$3.98 he'd paid for a Bill

LITTLE KNOWING that I
was to be plunged abruptly in-

had 40 'cents allowance com-

He was to be the property of

son insists 'on.wearing nothing
but white socks, and the other

THE GIRL at

Cosby record on sale ----

who's 11.

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

"How arc we going to pay
for it?"

EVERYONE STARTED

talking at once. When I

finally got the stories

24 good. 30 excellent

straightened out, we sounded
like one of those puzzles you
find in the Readers' Digest.

Answer on Comic Page

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper 'sfreedont and Intellectual integrity."
Marshall Field III

pick up the six pairs of black'
pants I'd put on layaway ---

ing,

"Wait!" shouted Chris,

FIDTEAN

the store

helpfully asked if I'd like to

Bob, our eight -year -old,

checkout counter.

Pro5pect map

them) ---

minus the 7 cents I'd
to modern math, I drove our
four boys to the store. We previously advanced him for
picked up the three -foot -long gum balls. He also claimed I
rabbit and headed for the owed him 50 cents for baby-

Hideaword

"Honestly, you're the only person I know who, for Lent,
would think of giving up LENTIL soup!"

economical than three pair of

He should have received

last

package which don't

wear well would be more

Somehow, we checked out
noisily, creating considerable
confusion when the boys in-

sitting fees ----

sisted on separate bags and

Bob didn't want to help pay
for the rabbit. He wanted two

separate receipts.
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by check, and collected

SOMEONE (unidentified
in the confusion) said they'd
left a red, white, and blue

from assorted sons.

Wednesday, March 13, 1968

John E. Stanton, Editor and Pub/'slier

I paid for the whole thing

39 -cent plastic gliders.

I'm still not sure we came

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount ProspeCt, Ill. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, 111. 60056

out right on the arithmetic.

And my husband wanted to

it under a bed ---

know why it took us so long

Jonathan, 12, ran into two

at the store!

classmates while we were

K. S. Johnson, Genera/Manager

William J. Kiedalsch
Managing Editor

assorted handfuls of change,

"Mailbox" bank with $2.10 in

,

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. 510.00 a year: 56.00 for six months.
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

-

Letters to the Editor

Another Vote
Against Merger
Of Communities
.

We're taking inventory March 31st ... stock
MUST be reduced ,.. and we mean REDUCED!

This message concerns the

recent proposal for com-

BIG

ALL

LAMPS

JEWELRY

OFF

The people who would be

'

REDUCED

FOR THE PRICE

OF'l

MANY
ITEMS TOO

NUMEROUS
TO MENTION
qaut eitaga:

1o4

A lea*

COLORADO
VACATION

FOR 2 ... AT OUR
WINDING RIVER
RANCH.
With each purchase you shall receive a FREE

chance With every sale item purchase you

FLOWERS

5'

In

the

community

from

where we came a house renumbering change was propos-

ed. We made an analysis of
cost to the individual house-

Slmfia,113a4eined $a141.11

.

Ask one of our girls to take you down to the
"Dungeons"! Only 4 customers at one time.

holder and found that in each
home on the basis of the number of automobiles and vari-

all of the homes which would
be affected it would represent
a terrific cost to the public in

BE SURE TO CHECK
OUR, UP.. AIRS
DISPLAY D'EPT.

Moto.

CL 3-1218

the expert, at a price to the

It is reasonable to presume

he done this way instead of

whole affair.
I would like to highlight the

destroyed.

Caution my neighbors to think

government there is only the

proposed change is to save the

say

the

communities money Ill bet it

to

increase

I
like the halfatmosphere of local govern- way rural atmosphere that we
ment would become have out here and I would

If the big excuse for this about this seriously. I would

expenditure to match the income or the savings. It is my
opinion that if this change

could be done without the
consolidation. I have never

came about any savings which

forbid the communities men-

might be affected would be

that the whole

matter

should be proven and

documented in advance before
a vote would be called for.

heard of a state law which

Hubenthal
Prospect Heights

tioned from forming a

Open Letter Urges Greater
Interest in SchOol Affairs
A Prospect Heights resident

who has been unable to get

any action on an alleged
secret meeting of School Dist.
23, is issuing an appeal to tax

payers in the district to take
greater interest in school affairs.

neglecting to notify some of
the board members,, allowing
their school administrators to
dismiss children illegally and

violating school codes

whenever, and however, they
pleased.

"I PERSONALLY have

In an open letter she said:

"Perhaps many of you in

just been through a rather

School Dist. 23 are not aware

start it off, I received a
telephone call from Board

of the many problems that

confront our district. As taxpayers you should be aware;

"For almost three years

I

have been observing the antics
of the Dist. 23 Board of
Education. Many times I have

attended when only the
newspaper reporters and

,pensate, from his proposed
change. Also, imagine the cost
of record changing to the
communities and businesses.

meetings. No wonder the

get back a savings to coin-

107 S. Main St.
Mt., Prospect

Department reciprocity

found to be no more expert already exists between

is proposed.
Obviously

I would like Mayor Woods
to show irrevocably where the
individual householder would
.

Of course, people would
have to transcent their petty
differences. Police and Fire

community of course, and the

be concerned with this phase of the
this change to

by

ous records there were, the as parents you should be
cost would be at least $20 alarmed.
per household.
Now if this is multiplied by

area.

by a great legal move such as

in

inclination

place.

therefrom without changing
the entire complexion of the

more and more inclination to
lean on the spoken opinion of

I would caution the people
the communities' affected

payer had better think about

4C

could certainly benefit

hourly charge. If the objective
is to create savings it might

the professional politician

each

personal experience have

ings then the communities

stupid things. In the large
community there would be

the supposed savings but

anyofthecomaffected
munities is much different

munity name was changed,
personal records would have
to be changed all over the

so called experts which in my

purchasing could afford sav-

never discussed the, added

would take over with the "Big
Brother" attitude.
Another thing that the tax-

MU9 GS

simply go on the opinion of

analyzed and if mass

they ever did was talk about

fact that in all levels of

hi mst chief.inOdividualif tchooset mt

believe that the taxpayer

should subjugate his voice and

readily investigated and

so-called experts testify at that other public services
public meetings and could be handled on such a
sometimes they say pretty basis also with a per dierin or

tion would be destroyed and

COFFEE

community would become
larger. Personally I don't

purchasing coalition.
This possibility could be

neighboring communities.

thought anyone can realize

Individual feelings of

immediately gobbled up by

other new expenditures which
had been held in abeyance
heretofore in the individual
community.
Also the voice of the people
would become smaller as the

than the next man.
I have heard some of these

virtually impossible to get the

responsibility and participa-

shall receive an EXTRA chance. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE . YOU MIGHT WINII

FOR DISCONTINUED
ITEMS ... YOUR CHANCE
AT TERRIFIC BARGAINS.

where we came, it was

costs.

do.

created.

30% OFF
ARTIFICIAL

In the community from

jump on the bandwagon and
agree with what he proposes

today
and more desirable
than it would be in the larger
community which would be

GLASS BOTTLES

financial disclosure of not only what he thinks the savings
-to the communities might be,
but what the added costs due
to the change will also be.

proposals that they made. 'All

that the living atmosphere i n

COLORED

obliged to make a complete

better stop and do some very

All of us who live in small
communities moved there for
a specific reason which, in
most cases, was to get away
from the large inner city atmosphere. With a moment of

STATIONARY & NOTEPAPER

with this proposal the man
who proposed it should be

local government to draw a
balance sheet on any of the

hard 'thinking before they

10% to 40%

these communities agreed

affected

by, such a drastic
change as he proposes had

& PICTURES

SALE

Y2

munity merger that was made
by Mayor Woods of Arlington
Heights. While Mayor Woods
so far on his record is a man
who is worthy of the respect
of all of us, I believe he is
now moving out into left field.

Benefits and savings so far
have been outlined in a very
vague and indefinite manner.
I think before the people in

I

were there. 'Tis pretty sad you
people in the community don't
care enough to attend the

board felt they were ir-

reproachable. Calling im-

promptu sessions, even

frightening experience. To

President Robert W. LeForge,

which, to say the least, was

vindictive. Perhaps I will go
to my grave thinking as I do.
My only consolation in the
whole matter is that some

which they, the Board of
Education, have been told
both by the Cook County
Superintendent of schools and

the state superintendent of
public instruction's office to
be illegal, is disgusting. As If
taxpayer, I feel rather alarmed
to find that the state's at-

torney and attorney general's
office refuse, to get involved
because of local politics. I certainly hope there is not 'a
serious crime committed here
in

this area, especially until.

after April 13.

have also observed board

If all of you who proclaim
to agree with me really want
to prove it, get out to school
board meetings. Their recent
Reporter 'asked for questions

meetings agree with me. Both
newspapers in the area agree
and have been extremely fair
in their coverage.
'

numbers, you know. Also be
sure to vote April 13. For the
first time we have a choice.

legislators and people who

For the Dist. 23 Board of
Education to 'be allowed to
hold 'informal coffees' in someone's home, plus charge

parents a $10 supply fee,

and opinions. Safety in
Let's make it.

.

Signed: A discouraged Citizen
Mrs. Jo Ellen Clawcs 203 N.
Parkway

I

......
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Rolling Meadows Girl
Wins DAR State Award
Kathy Johnson, Forest

View High School senior has
won the Illinois Good Citizen

Award of the Daughters of
the American Revolution.
1

Miss Johnson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl J. Johnson,
Rolling Meadows, r'eceived a
$25 savings bOnd as one of

seven winners in the

divisional competition at the
Good Citizenship luncheon
Saturday at the Conrad Hilton

tr.

Hotel. Miss Johnson was

elected by the students and
faculty of Forest View High
School for this position.

Miss Johnson was selected
as state representative from
the seven divisional winners.

St. Viator Men's Club

For this honor, she .received
an additional $100 savings

Planning Dinner -Dance

bond and a DAR pin.

THE DAR presents the 'award on the basis of depend-

of St. Viator's High School's

Co-chairmen for the fund
drive are Jack Shanley, Paul

Room, of Arlington Park.

Mount Prospect, Jack Schultz;

C. Joseph. Kaskie, president

ability, leadership, service and
patriotism.

Men's Club has announced Sieger, and Bob Brawley.
Area captains are, in Arlplans for a dinner -dance on
March 30 at the Turfside ington Heights, Jack Shanley;

Miss Johnson is president
of the Student Council, a
member of the National Honor
Society, junior and senior physical education leader, Pep

and Rolling
The affiar will be the Palatine
Meadows, William Griffin;
culmination of the current

Club, and a delegate to the

Kathy Johnson, Forest

national and state Student
Council Conventions.
Miss Johnson is now eligible

View High School senior, was
presehted the Illinois Good

Des Plaines and Park Ridge,
Fund -Raising campaign for Jack
Albers; Buffalb Grove,
the school.
Barrington, and Wheeling,
Tickets will be $15 per cou-

Citizenship Award Saturday

pIe,

April in Washington D.C.

American Revolution.

chairman.

by the Daughters of the

Martin McHugh; and Roselle,

according to Tony Hoffman Estates, Elk Grove
Crnich, dinner dance and Schaumburg, Tom

for the national DAR award
which will be presented in

Mullin.

From The

Batter up! Mothers of the Prospect Heights Little League Auxiliary are going to bat to
help buy uniforms for their boys in the senior, major and minor divisions. They are giving

a dance March 15 at 8 p.m. at Old Orchard Country Club, with a midnight buffet and
music by the Twilighters. Thomas Blosser, 8, (left) counts tickets for his mother, Mrs. Robert
Blosser, chairman of the dance, as Mark Hirt, 9, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hirt, watches.
Tickets at $10 per couple may be obtained by calling Mrs. Hirt at 255-5787.

sour fASH 1011 dare

Grace's Daze
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FASHION FLOOR

Rolling Meadows Shopping Center

Happiness is Baby Arrival

new fashion splash!

By Grace Mott
About the biggest happiness

in any family is the arrival of
a tiny bundle of baby, and it

happens often and usually
brings with it other important
family events.

The birth of Margaret

Elizabeth to Mr. and Mrs.

William H. Layer brought the
infant's aunt and uncle, Mr1
and Mrs. Robert Penter here
from Atlanta, Ga., to, keep
. things running smoothly in

the household while Mrs.
Layer was in the hospital.

to -be at a party at the

Ahltinan, Prospect Heights,
whose present that day was

Evanston Golf Club in Skokie
last week.

fraternal twins, Michael
William and Richard Harold.

Any -Weather

HOSTESSES were Mrs.

THE COUPLE had a

James Ludford of Northbrook
and Mrs. William Maypole of

month's notice that the strain
of twins in both Mr. and Mrs.
Ahlman's families would be

Woodstock whose 35 guests
from Chicagoland included

present.

from Mount Prospect Mrs.

daughter, Cynthia one, who

Daniel O'Brien. It is expected

The Ahlmans have a Warren Hanssen and Mrs.

COATS

the Ludford nursery will be

was the miniature house guest

occupied about the end of

of her aunt and uncle, Mr.

and Mrs. Dennis Crick of Arl- 1March.
Back from a month's vacation are Mr. and Mrs. James
mother was hospitalized.
Feb. 14 brought a first Brown, Sr. Original idea was

Versatile coats for rain and shine
in a brilliant explosion of
color! Bright new solids, dazzling new
prints and beautiful new stripes

There are five other ington Heights while her

children from six to 16
assisting with plans for the
new baby's christening,
scheduled for before Easter.

AN ADOPTED baby is the
big news in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Lyle Grooters whose

of a

to get into warm sunshine to
further aid recovery of Brown
who was seriously ill much of

Ann to Mr. and Mrs. James

warmth was lacking, the

child, Amy Christine to Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Larsen,
and the recent

birth

daughter named Christine

the winter. Although the sun's.

Matthew John arrived when

family dinner after the baby's

recovery was aided, and the
hospitality of friends where
the couple stopped on their

couple's other child is Rebecca 3, also adopted.
Already on the scene have
been grandparents, Mr. and

Congregational Church, Des

auto tour was unlimited.

Rockford, and hopefully Mrs.
Kathryn Grooters will come

Oshkosh, Wis., and the John
Rechtorises of Glenview join-

long close friends of the

Kramer and Mr. Kramer from

Time flew for the four.

he was nine days old. The

0. Hackbarth prompted a

christening at the First
Plaines.

Twenty-five relatives, in-

Mrs. Oscar Hackbarth of

from Orange City, Iowa at

ed sponsors Mrs. Gilbert

Eastertime.

Valentines Day brought
more than ordinary packages
to several area families. The

biggest bundle went to Mr.
and Mrs. William. Charles

Browns' hosted the couple in
their home nearly two wweks.

Wooddale, and Mr. Gary
Hackbarth of Oshkosh for the
event.
Mrs. Robert E. Ludford,

From there it was on to Ft.
Pierce where Mable and Jim
Brown stopped for two days

with Dr. and Mrs. Edward

Martin, mother and father of
Anh Martin Brown, and from
Ft. Pierce the home of young
Dr. James T. Brown Jr., and
Ann near Pittsburgh was the
destination.

Jr., was the honored mother -

The Cook County Zoning to the village. Shortly afBoard set aside a request by , terward the boards of River
builder J. M. Brickman of the Trails Park District and River

At Sun City Center the
Browns also caught up on

news of others who have mov-

ed there from here, including
Mr. and Mrs. La Vaughn

Brickman Mid West Corporation for rezoning of property
at Wolf and Foundry Rds. for
a service station Monday.
The action was taken after.

Trails School Dist. 26 both in-

Tawney, and found Nina

dicated that they would like
to have their lands at Wolf

recovery from a recent heart

Moore told board members
that the property in question

pected to be deferred until the
outcome of the annexation is
decided next month in Circuit
Court.

probably would be annexed to

the village soon. Mount

Tawney making continued

and Foundry brought into the

attack.

Currently hospitalized:

village.

The county action

$16

Mr. and Mrs. Ross Steinle,

County Zoning Board
Defers Brickman Plan

Village Manager Robert

and lust

AT SUN CITY Center,
former Mount Prospectors

cluding grandparents, Mr. and

Mrs. A. D. Sabin from

with out -of -the -ordinary detailing!

Kenneth Brogni, son of Mr.

is ex-

and Mrs. John Brogni in
Lutheran General, and at
Northwest Community, Mrs.
Eugene Segin.

ProspectiVillage officials have

taken action to annex park
district property at Wolf and

Foundry along with the
Fairview Gardens subdivision. The annexation

BILL KELLY SAYS:
YOU CAN BUY A NEW

A. Tackle -Twill Pin Dot

Mould include the Brickman
property. The developer is ex-

pected to object to the proposal.

Fairview Garde'ns residents

CUTLASS

aide -buttoned, loop closing coat with back

FOR LESS THAN THE

voted Jan, 15 to be annexed

`Portrait 01
A Dream'

LOW PR10E_THREE

which will be held by the
Mount Prospect Jaycees on

Apr. 6. at Prospect High
School.

The winner, who will succeed Sofia Andoniadis, Miss
Mount Prospect of 1967, will
represent the village in the
Miss Illinois Pageant to be
held in July.

Any single girl between 18

and 28, who has a Mount

rrospect mailing address, is
eligible to compete in the

pageant, said Ronald

1968 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME

HOLIDAY Coupe

TEST DRIVE
HOTTEST CAR
-04)

MARTIN J. KELLY
ItippILE,._

Girls interested in

are asked to call Joseph
Charles, entrants chairman,
CL 3-1377.

tom Petite sizes 5-13.

$16.00
Double-breasted styling, with patch pockets, novelty back belt and button detailing.
Black or Navy. Sizes 8-18.

$16.00

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS
AND

Weinrich, chairman.

.participating in the' pageant

White/Navy. Powder Blue/White. Cus-

B. Laminated Tricolette

"Portrait of a Dream" is the

theme of the 1968 Miss
Mount Prospect Pageant

felt and pleated skirt. Navy/White,

otps6

392-1100 - CLOSED SUNDAYS

C. Side -Zip Mini Coat
Striped tackle -twill with modified side. zipper closing and stand -away, brass -buttoned

neckline. Powder Blue, Green, Yellow.
Sizes 0:13.

$16.00

Support Arlington Heights Community Concerts Association

C.

ajY

Compu,aerized Schedrdes
PEoliEe Wingaers 611-Aosti nmi ELLimotasine9 an Way a& Harper Cog§e
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BY LINDA GAMMILL

By spring of, next year, all
schedule changes. at Harper

a chauffeur -driven limousine?

1205 Cottonwood Dr., Mount
Prospect, did last SaturdayAs
winners of The Day Publica-

cessed in a matter of minutes

tions "First Baby Contest,"

Seward, director of counsel-

the Makinens were treated to
a night on the town but they
had a little trouble finding the

ing, the college is working

towards decentralized

in divisions, rather than

tion.
Dr. J.

Counselors will be housed

Melanie Ann Stauder, 17,
of 825 S. Walnut, Arlington
Heights was named senior co -

winner of the Penny Flame
Home Economics Awards
Program held last Saturday.

disposal of each counselor in

Blackstone Theatre to see

his office.

Hugh O'Brien in the stage

THIS PROCEDURE will
eliminate gross duplication of
records. By merely pushing a
few buttons, the counselor can
process a schedule change and

play, "The Cactus Flower."

IT SEEMS that the

pull into a filling station "in
this big Cadillac limousine,"

and ask difections, related
Mrs. Makinen.

Ann Marie Lockwood, 14, of

But the incidentlust added
to the fun" of the evening she

Heights Miss Lockwood was

The Makinens met and

Also taking honors was

515 E Orchard in Arlington

named the winner in the
junior competition.

Miss Stauder attends Arl-

ington High School. Miss

Lockwood is a student at
South Junior High.
The two girls will now com-

pete with other home

economics students from all
over northern Illinois in final
competition March 30. The
senior division winner will

receive a scholarship of

$1,000 and the junior winner
will receive a cash award of
$200

said.

chatted with actor O'Brien for
a few minutes, and then it was
back to the Flying Carpet for
dancing.
The 'first baby of the year,'
Colleen Lee, was born to the
Makinens at 6:14 a.m. on Jan.
1, and they entered The Day's
contest. The contest ended
Jan. 15, and the Makinens

Township High School
District. 214, (subject to
change without notice)

boutonniere for the special
evening and a transistor radio.
Mrs. Makinen also received
a $10 gift certificate from

, thusiasts who will be out in
force with the gusty winds of
March to follow five basic
rules to have fun safely:

that," she said.

Gifts for the baby included

trees and utility lines can he
avoided.
wet.

5. Don't put yourself out on

a limb by trying to retrieve
a tangled kite. If your kite
becomes snagged and you
can't tug it free, abandon it
rather than risk injury by

"The basic rule, of course.

to use common sense,"
Lambert said, "and to keep
your kite in the air and your
is

feet on the ground."

Eithr Allso

Dist. 25 - North Elemen-

tary, Miner, Thomas and
South Junior High Schools
Hamburger on bun
French fries
Buttered corn
Chocolate cake
Milk

Dist. 23 - MacArthur
Junior High School
40 cent lunch
Chop suey over rice
Orange delight
Pan roll
Finger food
Long John
Milk

30 cent lunch
Beanee weenee
Cheese butter and bread
Fresh fruit
Milk

0

s

0
O

0

0
O
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0

THE CONN

Milk

hiciiiiiirri

ORGAN

//

Pun -Ulster

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Ctorco Expression Control.

Chorus Control

toteri on each monad
Separate sus albotain on

ard

pod

Two separate speaking
systems, including o
Zepeed Leslie

a0

28 peaking voices
82 varkolorod Illuminated
yoke out coupler NW

ea

0
00

e

.

o
o
o
0

c

old-time movie palace organ was
called upon to Interpret every
emotion, so does the spectacular
Conn Theatre model offer an
endless array of effects -from
"Oh Promise Me" with chimes
(If you like It that way) to
"Old Grey Mare" with brushes and

wood block. Coma In...hear
the Theatre model recreate the
past and picture the fun -filled
future it can bring your family!
Choice of walnut or antique
white finish (special order).

OW venting terms If desire

000,CIMS

©©

g

Primarily, yes, but just as the

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

00

0

0
0

0

00

MUSIC SHOP
and School of Music
.

O

Hill

1111IFP-Mn

27 W. Prospect 0 Mt, Prospect

Phone: CL 3-5592
OPEN MON., TUES., THURS., FRI., 'TIL 9:00
CLOSED WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

0
0
0
0

11 1

1'1 l'ITIll'ITI'ITITI
po

99
COMPLETE WITH

LIMIT - 1

EARPHONE-BATT. -CASE

spiegel catalog store

ICE CREAM

SUPER 8mm

COLOR FILPA
WITH PROCESSING

33 flavors foe crea=

VALUABLE COUPON

572 PAGES OF FASHIONS
QUALITY AND SAVINGS

1'1'1'1'1' '1'1

LIMIT - 6

11

1

hRiTcriTi'll'i RAW 111'1'1'1'1'111
p2
...nem

.

VALUABLE COUPON

11111111

1

11111

OUR SPRING CARNIVAL
OF VALUES SALE

295

IS NOW ON!

sherwin

polls bros.

MEM.

00

FREE WITH COUPON
BIG SPIEGEL CATALOG

I.
omen:

SHOES

VALUABLE COUPON

11111'11111111111 IITMV 1'1'1'1'1'1'1'1

g111111111111111111%1111111111111111111111111'1'1

1,1,1,1.

Joel shoes

1111 lit ill

LIMIT -2

walgreen drugs
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LOW CALOR E PINTS

R A11'1'1'1'1T FRAM

'1'1'1'1'1'1111

Do

11111111 'III 00
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VALUABLE COUPON

THE BANK & TRUST COMPANY
* * * * * * :k of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CDGARETTES

.11=0

ACO
REG
68ct

608 8

3

walgreen drugs
.. ......_- ----'
,, 1 TM1'111
Frac ITITITIIIR clil 111 1 11111

S.S. kresge
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g

COUPON

1.1,1,

CTN.

0198
1.;

LIMIT -2

war.

So Many Services
. We Hove People's Hours Tool
LOBBY SERVICE: Monday thru Saturday -9 a.m. to 3 p.m., frida

REG., KING, FILTER LL

.1111=.

LIMIT

R44

I

1.1,1,

STATIONARY

I

VAEU BEE COUPON

111

.

..11110.

:=

5.5. kresge

Jewel food store

cliclicruchirra
VALUABLE COUPON'

COUPON GOOD FOR

SUPER PERMA-LUBE

dannegars bakery
RA1t1'1;1;1"1;1;(11'i 51 TITITi'f'ri'i'fi A
,

MEN.

1i

11
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CHEFS KITCHEN
REG. 790 PIE - 690 WITH COUPON

licsicri

LAYER CARE

raa,

TY ©FP OTta
APPLE PIE

VALUABLE COUPON

OF ANY

4
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ON PKG. OF ECKRICH

66663 6656661

o B pas, Tuesday thru Thursday -3 to 610 p.m.
511191.111 WINDOWS: Deily 9 am. toe p.m, friday -9 am. to
Saturday -9 a.m. to 3 p.m. And don't forget, there are
fate driye.in windows to serve you.

INSTALLMENT LOAN A 1.1MITID 10BAY SERVICE: Monday -3 p.m.
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Dist. 15 - Jonas Salk and
Carl Sandburg Schools
Spaghetti with meat sauce
Buttered green beans
Grapefruit and orange cup
Hot french bread
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Hamburger, hot dog, thur-

load

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY., ARLINGTON HTS.
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ala carte
Soup
French fries
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walgreen drugs

0
0
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Milk

Inger, cheeseburger, chili
Choice of desserts

REG.

0
0
0
0

ter ---113 qt. milk

Barbecue on bun
Mashed potatoes and gravy
Vanilla dessert

..m.. :

0

Molded: tropical, ap-

Menus subject to change
without notice

Plus Mileago
Includes, Automatic
Transmission

ONLY $10 IT( MILEAGE

75 years

r,c731.7.1n

COLD CAPSULES

0
0
0
0

plesauce grapefruit
Lemon, apricot halves

St. Viator High School

Taken by
millions
for over

fa PILLS.

Colleen's birth.

CONTACT

REG. 290

Relish dish

Pear half
Tapioca pudding
Rhubarb cherry crunch
Applesauce cake
Chocolate chip cookies

-1"-

entering a hazardous area.

Salad (one choice)
Fruit Juice
Tossed salad

Available desserts:

commemorate the year of

LITTLE

LIMIT 6

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Harvard beets

Prune muffins and honey but-

CARTERS

arket

4. Never fly kites during
storms or when the string is

string; don:t substitute wire or
metallic cord.

Main dish: (one choice)
Plain or stuffed meat loaf.
Beef liver
Hot diced turkey sandwich
Wiener an bun

PER

DAY

FORD 1 -TON
SUPER VAN TRUCKS

ficials of the Savings and

VALUABLE COUPON

climbing a pole or tree, or

2. Never bttach metal or

JC

LJ

Seward. There will be a cen-

KENSINGTON RD.

I. Use only ordinary kite

tinsel to any part of the kite.
3. Fly kites in unobstructed
areas where traffic is light and

00

alimmino

Ethel's Golden Thimble. "I
sew a lot, so I appreciated

If You Do Fly a Kite,
Here Are Your Don'ts

Lambert urges kite en-

proach at Harper College."

well as the corsage and

book, a year's supply of shoes,

monwealth Edison Company's
Northwest District, has his
eye to the sky.

Harvey, Dean of

DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

Loan changed it to $19.68 to

Mount Prospect Savings and
Loan, was to be $15, but of-

Journal features an article he
wrote explaining the system
entitled, "The Counseling Ap-

proach doesn't preclude a cen-

restaurants were awarded, as

were judged the winners.

superintendent of Com-

The following menus will

Several dinners at nearby

a high chair, stroller, baby

With spring just around the

be served Thursday.

the couple and their baby.

who also have a son, Shawn,

curner, Walter C. Lambert,

anus

merchants donated prizes for

and two savings accounts.
One of the accounts, at the

The October issue of the

American Junior College

A gp

tral counseling area," said

and to the play.

of Junior Colleges.

AS LOW AS

have it recorded for the
counselors' reference.
"The decentralized ap-

Actor Hugh O'Brien, star of ths stage play "The Cactus Flower" meets Judy and Mike
Makinen, 1205 Cottonwood Dr., Mount Prospect, winners of Day Publication's First Baby
of the Year contest at the Blackstone Theatre in Chicago last Saturday night. The couple
was treated to a night on the town including a limousine ride to dinner at the HALT Carpet

IN ADDITION. to' the
night on the town, local

computer

1969 the

system will be expanded to

counseling.

couple was to go to the

Blackstone, although it is a
fainous theatre, is a bit difficult to find, and nobody in
the party was able to find the
way. As a result, they had to

IT IS HOPED that by the
fall of

such an extent that it will encompass all _student records,
pre -registration and registra-

together. A terminal with a
visual screen will be at the

consultants in the country for
student personnel programs in
community colleges, chosen
by the American Association

rooms.

According to Dr. T.

After dinner at the Flying
Carpet Restaurant on Mannheim Rd. in Chicago, the

at Harper. He is one of 20

ment center and interview

by a computer.

town.

development of the program

place-

library, a

vocational

Junior College will be pro-

Judy and Mike Makinen,

Melanie Stauder
Named Home Ec
Prize Winner

Students, has directed the

counseling, a testing center, a

from the back seat of a

MELANIE A. STAUDER

tral station offering group

BY BETSY BROOKER

Ever have to ask directions

_10W30

OTS.116

ALL WEATHER

walgreen drugs

9

ear
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river Ed. Program Revised

111'

H. Lester, District Co-

A revised driver education
program for 1968-69 was approved by the Dist. 214 Board
of Education Monday night,
March 11.
The present one -team plan
can accommodate only 1,680

ordinator of Driver EducaAuditions for Best Off
tion, explained to the board Broadway's Players next prothat it will be necessary to ex- duction "The King and I",
pand to two six -man teams,
increase personnel, and in-

will be held on March 18,,19,
and 20 at the Little Theatre --

students.

ditional hours.

School, 502 W. Euclid, Arl-

An increase of 1,666

start at 8 p.m. and it is ad$160,700.00 in 1968-69. The visable to be there all three

School.

district for $133,820.

new John Hersey High. state will reimburse the

MEE PROSPEIT
'W,4--\0

AU'

0

FREE CAR WASH
'

COMPLETE THOROUGH WASHING'
INSIDE & OUT

DOn

OF SATISFACTION
BY MARATHON
AND BY US!

r.7c3,
:6),.,1

't) "Across the tracks

r

at the. Water Tower"

Lun Tha, the young romantic male lead, sings "We Kiss

ez)

0

Rehearsals are held at the

Orton, a British sea captain:
Sir Edward Ramsey, an ex -

Heights until the last week
when the show is moved on

suitor of Anna and an English
diplomat: and the Interpreter
who is a minor official of

stage.

Siam.

park districts in Arlington

Margaret Landon. The play

14. 0

0

"A Puzzlement." Crown

Prince Chulalonghorn is a

King but who loves Lun Tha.
Her vocal range is C -High A sharp and she sings "My Lord
and Master," "We Kiss In A
Shadow," "I Have Dreamed",
and she narrates "The Ballet
of Uncle Thomas."
The number one wife of the
King is Lady Thiang and she
sings "Something Wonderful"
and "Western People Funny."
The voice is contralto and the

range is C -sharp high G.
There are six chorus numbers

and four dance numbers in-

cluding the 27 -page ballet of

Uncle Thomas. Four tall

women are needed to be the
Amazons.

Best Off Broadway Players
will provide the scripts, music

and accompanist for audi-

tions. Any persons playing in-

in New York City, with the
late Gertrude Lawrence as

struments who wish to audition for the orchestra should

King.

Anna is the female lead, a
strong-willed English teacher

call Mrs. Pitchford 392-8633;
Mrs. Vassmer TW 4-6046; or
Mrs. Gillogly 381-3264 in the
mornings or after 3 p.m.

Rodgers and

who sings "I Whistle A Happy

Tune," "Hello Young

Hammersteins' beautiful

Lovers," "Getting To Know

music and lyrics charmed the
audiences, as well as the story

OVAG,410,11,*.my.

girl given as a "gift" to the

teen-ager who matures during
the ,play to accept -his role as
future King, and he also sings
"A Puzzlement."

Anna and Yul Brynner as the

ass --0)

lingtran

Whistle A Happy Tune" and

was first produced March 29,
1951 at the St. James Theatre

Nyamn

Es

Anna, Louis, will sing "I

is

The King of Siam" by

presented at the Elk, Grove
High School on Friday, June

avre.3

1/4.)

The young teen -aged son of

"THE KING AND I"

THE PLAY will be

'

strong imposing Prime
Minister of Siam: Capt.

back stage; are always needed

based on the book "Anna And

'93

;;\)my.

middle C to high G range.

and should call the numbers

and then it will be night
rehearsals.

OD "

-.1140,

In A Shadow," and "I Have
Dreamed," is a tenor with a

listed below.

ais

C7-

Oil k

choreographer.

to carry a tune and they will
probably be asked to sing

'Mount Prospect

GOA)

voice.

Heights until the last weeks,

113 E.. PROSPECT AVE

6

tor, and Carol Walker of

in any phase of production,
such as set painting, set con-.
THE MALE speaking roles
struction, costuming, etc., or arc that of the Kralahome, a

weekends in Arlington

,r

THE ROMANTIC ingenue
lead is Tuptin, a lovely young

will be looking for 20 children
age 5 through early teens
(depending on size and a set)
of male twins.
The children should be able

rehearsing afterl school or on

11V.7376.1 DOUBLE GUARANTEE

sings "A Puzzlement," "Song
of the King," and "Shall We

Dance." The vocal range is
middle C to E and a baritone

anyone interested in the play;
also people that prefer to help

"Getting To Know You."
Children selepted will be

MAIIRTHOU

range is low B -flat and the
voice should be soprano.

Auditions are open to

only on Monday, March 18,
and Wednesday, March 20,
from 7-8 p.m. The director

"Song Of The King", and

of Siam, an ambitious, strong-

willed stubborn ruler who

Highland Park as

You," "Shall

Tell You,"

I

220

Scott Meyer and Jim Donchey, both of Rolling Meadows,
rehearse for the Mar. 18 band concert at Carl Sandburg Junior

High School. Both are members of the junior high band.

phone the numbers listed.

Intermediate band students, also led by director George Yingst,
will perform. So will the Forest View High School band, led
by Fred Elliott. The public is invited to the free concert.

For further information,

4five land@ C© ?Ray

ancake
runch

11n ..5-3,riiirn.g Concert

An Aunt Jemima Pancake

A spring band concert,

Brunch, co -sponsored by Boy
Scout Troop 53 and Cub Pack
53, will be held Saturday,

grade intermediate students

2:30 p.m. at St. John's Junior High School, 2600
Martin, Rolling Meadows.

will play "Star Spangled Banner," "Careless Clyde," and
"This Old Man."

band director for five Rolling
Meadows schools, will lead

play "Manhattan Beach
March- by Sousa, "Sym-

Forest View High School, will
lead his band in several selec-

LeRoy Jackson.

9 a.m. to

7:45 p.m. at Carl Sandburg

1.1,1,1.

IBLE COUPON

1

Brunch donations will be
$1 a person. Children under

:
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IFLASILHE

GALORE AT OUR
SPRING SALE!

$6 2 X

TM' 11111111"1
111111

4k,

REG. 1.50

Arlington Heights. He is a
graduate of Lake Forest

College and joined the Harris

salary of a teacher with equal
experience plus an additional

amount determined by a set
index range.

It was decided by board

Wisconsin Club of Chicago.
He joined Harris in 1953.
Carlson joined Harris in

restrict the discussions to a

.

1954 after his graduation
from Augustana College,

Graduate School of Business
alumnus, joined the firm in
1962; and Blythin joined the
bank in 1966 after attending
Cleveland College of Western

Rock Island, Ill. He also holds

Reserve University.

:""

and the University of

nere's

1'1'1'1'1'1'1'1

'

salary could become too
personal. They agreed to

closed meeting with the

Administrative Salary Committee.

Duo Me Arr..
THE FINEST FROM

PA

13

r-

SONY EASYMATIC CASSETTE -CORDER

MODEL 100
So easy you can operate It with your eyes closed. Snap in a

Sony Tape Cassette, press a button and you're ready for
business or pleasure. A sin-.ole push of the eject button and
the cassetts pops out, ready to reload. Completely equipped with built -In extended range speaker, Cardioid Dynamic Remote Control Microphone, Leather Carrying Case,

$99.50

CT :

cs 1=2

arxnu

45 R.P.I1

27Z7

nIECORDS
bros.

33 fIllavora ice Cream
1,1, .1,
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HMI STYLING

WASHERS

PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT
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ORDER OF
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VALUABLE COUPON
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AFTER YOUR SHOPPING
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Record indicator Moter-Also Indicates battery level.

HAVE LUNCH AT
0

fl how cl amors

.1.1

Auxiliary Input -For recording from radio, television, or magnetic
phono with RK-66 adapter.

Ic

VALUABLE COUPON

1

111

SONYMATIC 900-A
Compact battery powered portable performer with a big,

0
11

og

...me.
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COFFEE CAKE
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20C (DV
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AC or Battery Operation -Built-in adapter provides instant switching from battery power to household current.

COUPON GOOD. FOR

TEE A BREAK!!

500 ORMORE
COUPON GOOD WHOLE MONTH OF' MARCH

.

aril. sea. brarbor shop

wash CI shop

beauty bona

GOOD ON REG. CLEAN &
FINISH WORK ONLY

without your ever touching a knob.

DANDRUFF
CONTROL HAIR TONIC
LIMIT 2
2.00 SIZE

ON

.1Mm

'1 DO

41

c cryi--171-

Automatic Record Level- Automatically adjusts recording levels

VALUABLE COUPON

WE HAVE 12 LB.

GET THE LATEST

1111111

Both Models Have These Features:

CAA.

1111'11111'11 1111111111111'11
VALUABLE COUPON

1

and Mrs. Holly P. Blessing of

Personal Earphone and one 60 -Minute Sony Tape Cassette,
all for only

LIMIT 2

vQ 1,1,1,1,

00 Opf3u

the present index system.
Under this plan, an adBlessing is the son of Mr. ' ministrator will receive the
.

is a member of alumni

VALUABLE COUPON

.41

VALUA_s LE COUPO

recommends continuation of

,

LIMIT -

1'1'1'1'1'1'1'1

oQ 1,1,111,

administrative positions,

11/2 LB. BOX

LIMIT

s.a. Earesgo
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WEISENBORN received
his masters degree in Business

William Blythin, 1010 Greenfield Ln., assistant cashier,
operation department.

members that a discussion of

spllo3goll cab:a/log stoma

MO mon

CE
WATS
r C"

603 Na-Wa-Ta Av., trust tax
officer, trust department and

Graves, a Northwestern

VYM 1'1'1'1'

emu:,

vice presidents.

in 1955.

CAA

11[1,1I

PLASTIC

Heights, and Rolland S. banking officer, banking
Carlson, 205 Wa-Pella, department; James A. Graves,

night to a closed session 7:30
p.m. March 19.
The Administrative Salm-,
of
Committee, camposed
representatives of the different

associations of both schools

103rd AralIVERSARY

7.

sfinervallan eaflflflflammas

P44

Lowden Ln.,, commercial

University of Wisconsin. He

7.

WITH THIS COUPON

1111 11'

William C. Blessing, 1412 E.

University of Chicago and his
Bachelor's degree from the

...MM.

VALUABLE COUPON

.7.-

pont bros.

111111

Schedule for 19 68-69 was
postponed by the Dist. 214

COUPON GOOD FOR ONE

OE NEE BARGAINS

mallow

Q

Discussion of the

Administrators Salary

of Mount Prospect, are Board of Education Monday

Administration from the

oaall allaoos

R5or "if FfiriT Fru' ir )7 ru7irguarj
14 1..1,1, VALUABLE COUPON
111

THE NEW OFFICERS, all

Mount Prospect were named

TIES OR SLIPONS

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

C

1

raill

ER.

CAMAS SHOES

-

University of Chicago.

Admistration
Pay Schedule
Talks Deferred

administration from the

1014 E. Olive, Arlington

111111

MENS', WOMENS', CHILDR ENS
FAMOUS U.S. MAKE

. We Have People's Hours Tool

LOUT SERVICE: Monday sluts Saturday -9 cm, to 3 P.m., 'tidal'
evening
to 8 p.m.
INSTALLMENT LOAN a WAITED 101157 SERVICE: Monday -3 pm.
to
p.m., Tuesday thru Thursday -3
6:30 p.m.
DRIVE-IN WINDOWS: Daily 9 m.
a p.m., Friday -9 a.m. to
pm, Saitscday -9 am. to 3 p.m. And don't forget Mere are
lea drive.in windows lo servo you.

LIMIT - 1

REG.,
180

1

VALUABLE COUPON
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Savings Bank, Chicago.

Wallace C. Weisenborn,

CANS

(1 (1.11.11.11.11.11.11.11.11.fiijy)

a master's degree in business

were elected officers.

EH POP
98
CASE OF 26 120Z.

So Many Services
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VALUABLE COUPON

1 11 1
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BRIGHT
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1
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'-7'HE BANK & TRUST COMPANY
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1

Five area men have been
promoted by Harris Trust &
Two of the men were promoted to vice president, three

1

.1,1 pooa 1,1,1.1,

,

COUPON 29c
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REG. 7.95
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VALUABLE COUPON
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1

Savmgs
Promotes 5 Area IVI-en

Mein we oil

HAOR SPRAV

GOOD WHOLE MONTH OF MARCH

Harms Trust

- COVERS 5,000 sq. f t.

LUSTRE CREAra

WITH CLEANING ORDER

milk.

20- 10- 5
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VALUABLE COUPON
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1
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111111
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Dowell flood store
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BAG OF

MIMS

LIMIT 12

VALUABLE COUPON
GREEN TURF

The junior high band will

both the intermediate and phonette for Band" by
junior high bands. Fred Erickson and "Three Classic
Elliott, band director for Miniatures" arranged by

6 will be admitted free, if accompanied by their parents.
The menu will consist of..pancakes, sausage and coffee or

fi

e44

111111

George Yingst, Dist. 15

Main, Mount Prospect.

Pa

Yingst's fifth and sixth

open to the public, will be

Episcopal Church, 20 0 N.

a4teg

ite'l'i'11;(11;iti'i

it it

.

tions.

given Monday, March 18, at

March 16 from

DRYDEN

KENSINGTON

Page 7

"Shall We Dance". Her vocal

The male lead is the King

ductions are directed by professionals in the theatre. BOB
has Richard Tyler of Chicago
as director, Ray Chiorgno of
Barrington as musical direc-

Children will be auditioned

is

true).

All Best Off Broadway pro-

nights.

15

them (which some claim

29.

ington Heights. Auditions will

Total cost will be

students is expected next year
along with the opening of the

With Every 22 Gal. Purchase

14; Saturday, June 15; and
Saturday, June 22 and June

Arlington Heights High

crease the class time 24 ad-

THE' DAY
Wednesday, March 13, 1968

_41,acagionS ATe.zg Week

eyer
CUSTOM

big voice. Powerful enough to fill a room with the sound of a
marching band --sensitive enough to clearly reproduce your
slightest whisper. Weighing a mere 51/2 pounds, the Sony
900-A can be your home or traveling companion Complete
with Dynamic Remote Controlled Microphone, Personal Earphone and Vinyl Carrying Case, only

$69.50

gV&

BACKGROUND MUSIC PAGING & SOUND SYSTEMS
524 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
MOUNT PROSPECT 0 255-2500

,

.

ordinator of Driver Education, explained to the board

March 11

pand to two six -man teams,

H. Lester, District Co-

Auditions for Best Off

duction "The King and r,

increase personnel, and in-

will be held on March 18, 19,
and 20 at the Little Theatre --

ditional hours.

School, 502 W. Euclid, Arlington Heights. Auditions will
start at 8 p.m. and it is ad-

Total cost will be

$160,700.00 in 1968-69. The

School

district for $133,820.

visable to be there all three

new John Hersey High state will reimburse the

nights.

Children will be auditioned

-

\1A2
With Every 22 Gal. Purchase

willed stubborn ruler who
sings "A Puzzlement," "Song
of the King," and "Shall We

THE ROMANTIC ingenue
lead is Tuptin, a lovely young

tor, and Carol Walker of

Highland 'Park as

voice.

Lun Tha, the young romantic male lead, sings "We Kiss

sharp and she sings "My Lord

choreographer.

middle C to high G range.

of Uncle Thomas."
The number one wife of the

to carry a tune and they will

listed below.

Orton, a British sea captain:
Sir Edward .Ramsey, an ex -

There are six chorus numbers

cluding the 27 -page ballet of

stage.

Siam.

The young teen -aged son of

Anna, Louis, will sing "I

"THE KING AND

tions. Any persons playing in-

teen-ager who matures during
the play to acceptNbis role as
future King, and he also sings
"A Puzzlement."

Anna is the female lead, a
strong-willed English teacher

King.

Rodgers and

who sings "I Whistle A Happy

Tune," "Hello Young

Hammersteins' beautiful

Lovers," "Getting To Know

music and lyrics charmed the
audiences. as well as the story

You," "Shall

I

Tell You,"

...ea..

111101.11
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beauty bar
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,lloo or3r3 ON CLEANING
ORDER OF
500 ORMORE
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VALUABLE COUPON

CU!!

HAVE LUNCH AT
ELMER'S

es"

armor's resitouron2
1111

Wallace C. Weisenborn,

1014 E. Olive, Arlington

d

of Mount Prospect, are

William C. Blessing, 1412 E.

Lowden Ln.,, commercial

603 Na-Wa-Ta Av., trust tax
officer, trust department and
William Blythin, 1010 Greenfield

Ln., assistant cashier,

his masters degree in Business

operation department.

University of Chicago and his
Bachelor's degree from the
University of Wisconsin. He

Arlington Heights. He is a
graduate of Lake Forest

associations of both schools

in 1955.

Wisconsin Club of Chicago.
He joined Harris in 1953.
Carlson joined Harris in

Graduate School of Business

and the University of

NMI I

.

.

.

Blessing is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Holly P. Blessing of

College and joined the Harris

Schedule for 1968-69 was
postponed by the Dist. 214
Board of Education Monday
night to a closed session 7:30
p.m. March 19.

The Administrative Salar,

of
Committee, composed
representatives of the different

administrative positions,

recommends continuation of
the present index system.
Under this plan, an administrator will receive the

salary of a teacher with equal
experience plus an additional

amount determined by a set
index range.
It

Graves, a Northwestern

was decided by board

members that a discussion of

alumnus, joined the firm in

salary could become too
personal. They agreed to

1962; and 'Blythin joined the
bank in 1966 after attending

closed meeting with the

Cleveland College of Western
ke'serve University.

restrict the discussions to a

Administrative Salary Committee.

11

1

Sony Tape Cassette, press a button and you're ready for
business or pleasure. A simole push of the eject button and
the cassetts pops out, ready to reload. Completely equipped with built-in extended range speaker, Cardioid Dynamic Remote Control Microphone, Leather Carrying Case,
Personal Earphone and ono 60 -Minute Sony Tape Cassette,

all for only
1

1

1

1

$99.50
Both Models Have These Features:
Automatic Record Level- Automatically adjusts recording levels
without your ever touching, a knob.

4:s

Record Indicator Meter-Also Indicates battery level.

AC or Battery Operation --Built-in adopter provides instant switching from battery power to household current.

VALUABLE COUPON

,

.1.1.1 00

Auxiliary Input --For recording from radio, television, or magnetic
phono with RK-66 adapter.

HASK

DANDRUFF
CONTROL HAIR TONIC

said.
1'11'1
1

1 11 1

"""'
0111
I

egg

111111

SONYMATIC 900-A

LIMIT 2

Compact battery powered portable performer with a big,

man. harbor chop

1111141111111

ITITITI

VA UABLE COUPON

.1.1

eg

'lii

:Ill ;II

1111

II

big voice. Powerful enough to fill a room with the sound of a
marching band --sensitive enough to clearly reproduce your
slightest whisper. Weighing a mere 51/2 pounds, the Sony
900-A can be your home or traveling companion. Complete
with Dynamic Remote -Controlled Microphone, Personal Earphone and Vinyl Carrying Case, only

ii,

$69.50

-

COUPON GOOD FOR

11@C 0[F13
OF ANY

ON PURCHASE

e.x

eyer 61

COFFEE. CAKE

V&

CUSTOM HI-FI BACKGROUND MUSIC PAGING .# SOUND SYSTEMS

dannegars battery

524 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
MOUNT PROSPECT 0 255-2500
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f

THE NEW OFFICERS, all

MODEL 100

2.00 SIZE

TARE A BR

11 incur clean rs
1

Two of the men were promoted to vice president, three

Discussion -of the

Administrators Salary

25c ©IY[

'1.1.1.1.1'1'.1M1P 1'1'1'1

er.

COUPON GOOD WHOLE MONTH OF MARCH
,

...swop

ON

AFTER YOUR SHOPPING

GOOD ON REG. CLEAN &
FINISH WORK ONLY

ititlitachst

oQ I,I,I,I,

V ALUABLE COUPON

%mph a Shop
1

University of Chicago.

administration from the

So easy you can operate it with your oyes closed. Snap in a

'1'1'1 1 11'1'1'1'1 III T1 'I' 1'1'1'1'1'1'1'1

'1'1'

ONLY

1

Savings Bank, Chicago.

SONY EASYMATIC CASSETTE -CORDER

pats bros.

STILL

PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT

VALUABLE COUPON

a master's degree in business

Admistration
Pay Schedule
Talks Deferred

THE FINEST FROM

RICORDS Ogt.

WASHERS

IN HAIR STYLING

LeRoy Jackson.

March" by Sousa, "Sym-

both the intermediate and

'Mertes Music fin Me Aire...

lei

1

VALUABLE COUPON

WE HAVE 12 LB.

GET THE LATEST

Forest View High School, -will

The junior high band will

Five area men have been
promoted by Harris Trust &

VALUABLE COUPON

33 flavors ice crown

SA. hresge

play "Manhattan Beach

WITH THIS COUPON

CIFE

a4 IT1'111111111111

REG. 1.50

6

band director for five Rolling
Meadows schools, will lead

lead his band in several selec-

Rock Island, Ill. He also holds

spfiegell calliE1110g 0208.0

11/2LB. BOX

LIMIT

"This Old Man."

George Yingst, Dist. 15

milk.

HARD CEP

=0,

Martin, Rolling Meadows.

phonette for Band" by
junior high bands. Fred Erickson and "Three Classic
Elliott, band director for Miniatures" arranged by

1954 after his graduation
from Augustana College,

LIMIT - 1

fr

LIMIT 2

1111111111
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EMI

1'1'1'1' 1'11'1 0o

I I

1

1

103rd ANIVERSARV

sherTain WillinE121120
1

will play "Star Spangled Ban-

COUPON GOOD FOR ONE

GALORE AT OUR
SPRING SALE!

'1,1,1

18

11111111

tRIE HAVE BARGAINS

pont bros.

1

1

loan shoes

1111111111111

VALUABLE COUPON

795 $(525

r-ric

II CO0

7:45 p.m. at Carl Sandburg

Brunch donations will be
$1 a person. Children under
6 will be admitted free, if accompanied by their parents.
The menu will consist of pancakes, sausage and coffee or

Administration from the

MENS', WOMENS', CHILDR ENS
FAMOUS U.S. MAKE

INSTALLMENT LOAN A LIMITED 10569 SERVICE Monday -3 pm.

ILASKLENIF

1111111

Q

CANVAS SHOES

'lilt

1

1

60159 SERVICE, Mond, thro Saturday -9 a.m. to 3 p.m.; friday
evening - 5 to 8 p.m.

EVEREADY RECHARGEABLE

170166AWAV

ner," "Careless Clyde," and

9 a.m. to

is a member of alumni

of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Yingst's fifth and sixth

2:30 p.m. at St. John's Junior High School, 2600

WEISENBORN received

WITH COUPON

R'507136-9776Tru'ul7117(75 irguat7

Awa,)

DO

r-

tions.

grade intermediate students

vice presidents.

OV.7011 flood Ooze

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

l'iViciPYR)

VALUABLE COUPON

24

will be

given Monday, March 18, at

Mount Prospect were named

REG. OR DIET

CASE OF

A spring band concert,

open to the public,

Heights, and Rolland S. banking officer, banking
Carlson, 205 Wa-Pella, department; James A. Graves,

If[inall POP

to 0 pm.; Tuesday thru Thuraday -3 to 6:30 p.m.
511191.111 WINDOWS: Daily 9 am. to a pm.; friday -9 a.m. to
8 pm.; Saturday -9 a.rn. to 3 p.m. And don't forget, there are
lour driveip w;ndowa to
you.

O

Five Itands_ito Flay
TilS--])ring Concert.

Pancake
runch

were elected officers.

00

eg,vasVALUABLE COUPO
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. . . We Have People's Hours Tool
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BRIGHT
1943 P.D.S. STEEL
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1

trallgreern drugs

11 hour cliearners

REG.,

1

171)

0

rtaa's pure an

WITH COUPON 2:Dc

GOOD WHOLE MONTH OF MARCH

REG.

1

UR &M

WITH CLEANING ORDER

VALUABLE COUPON

$
$4.950.)
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arnica Tig 44

DRESS SHORT FREE

GQ

LIMIT 1

OT.170/1 good store

I1IIIti 1111'1

1,1,

1.1

20 - 10 - 5

COVERS 5,000 sq. f t.

VALUE

1

'111'

call Mrs. Pitchford 392-8633;
Mrs. Vassmer TW 4-6046; or
Mrs. Gillogly 381-3264 in the
mornings or after 3 p.m.

High School. Both are members of the junior high band.

Harms Trust Savings
Promotes 5 Areal en

FeiElETER

BAG OF

POTATOS

oQ

'MVO

20 LI3.

,1.1.1

VALUABLE COUPON

9MMI.

-

.
1

1

1
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egg

WORTH 20' Off

LIMIT 12

1

11

1

e..

STORV BOWS

1

Intermediate band students, also led by director George Yingst,
will perform. So will the Forest View High School band, led
by Fred Elliott. The public is invited to the free concert.

For further information,

Main, Mount Prospect.

CHILDREN'S

II

phone the numbers listed.

March 16 from

eake

,I.1,1

I

Scott Meyer and Jim Donehey, both of Rolling Meadows,
rehearse for the Mar. 18 band concert at Carl Sandburg Junior

Brunch, co -sponsored by Boy
Scout Troop 53 and Cub Pack
53, will be held Saturday,

DRYDEN

KENSINGTON RD.

11111111

struments who wish to audition for the orchestra should

Episcopal Church, 200 N.

ariti
I;sT

and accompanist for audi-

An Aunt Jemima Pancake

AMR
\/

Amazons.

Prince Chulalonghorn is a

"A Puzzlement." Crown

Anna and Yul Brynner as the

o

women are needed to be the

Margaret Landon. The play
in New York City, with the
late Gertrude Lawrence as

0OO

Uncle Thomas. Four tall

Best Off Broadway Players
will provide the scripts, music

was first produced March 29,
1951 at the St. James Theatre

0"

and four dance numbers in-

Whistle A Happy Tune" and

The King of Siam" by

presented at the Elk Grove
High School on Friday, June

range is C -sharp high G.

based on the book "Anna And

night

THE PLAY will be

and Master," "We Kiss In A
Shadow," "I Have Dreamed",
and she narrates "The Ballet

Rehearsals are held at the

strong imposing Prime
Minister of Siam: Capt.

and should call the numbers

weekends in Arlington

Mount Prospect

King but who loves Lun Tha.
Her vocal 'range is C -High A -

King is Lady Thiang and she
sings "Something Wonderful"
and "Western People Funny."
The voice is contralto and the

THE MALE speaking roles

suitor of Anna and an English
diplomat: and the Interpreter
who is a minor official of

be

girl given as a "gift" to the

are that Of the Kralahome, a

Heights until the last week
when the show is moved on

and then it will
rehearsals.

0

In A Shadow," and "I Have
.Dreamed," is a tenor with a

park districts in Arlington

AND BY MI

at the Water_ Tower"

middle C to E and a baritone

back stage; are always needed

Heights until the last weeks,

't) "Across the tracks

Dance." The vocal range is

"Getting To Know You."
Children selected will be
rehearsing after school or on

113 E. PROSPECT AVE

'N

voice should be soprano.

ductions are directed by professionals in the theatre. BOB
has Richard Tyler of Chicago
as director, Ray Chiorgno of
Barrington as musical direc-

in any phase of production,
such as set painting, set construction, costuming, etc., or

DOUBLE GUARANTEE
OF SATISFACTION
mattur fRoSfttr
BY MARATHON

-,

range is low B -flat and the

:Page 7

"Shall We Dance". Her vocal

of Siam, an ambitious, strong-

anyone interested in the play;
also people that prefer to help

asked to sing

The male lead is the King

All Best Off Broadway pro-

will be looking for 20 children
age 5 through early teens
(depending on size and a set)
of male twins.
The children should be able
probably be

COMPLETE THOROUGH WASHING'
INSIDE 8. OUT

134"

THE, DAY

Wednesday, March 13, 1968

"Song Of The King", and

true).

Auditions are open to

only on Monday, March 18,
and Wednesday, March 20,
from 7-8 p.m. The director

FREE CAR WASH

elpo

-

..

is

them (which some claim

29.

Arlington Heights High

crease the class time 24 ad-

students is expected next year
along with the opening of the

14; Saturday, June 15; and
Saturday, June 22 and June

Broadway's Players next pro-

that it will be necessary to ex-

An increase of 1,666

-

t/,

A revised driver education
program for 1968-69 was approved by the Dist. 214 Board
of Education Monday night,

students.

,-

.

Ten and I' Ausdithons Neia Week

Driver Ed. Program Revised

The present one -team plan
can accommodate only 1,680

.

Lpt3.4.4

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

Wednesday, March 13, 1968

Page 8

OUT OUR WAY
HOW YOU CAN BE. TOO ILL 70
GO TO WORK IN THE MORNING,
CLUMPAROUND THE HOUSE
THE MORNING, DRAG IT
FROM ROOM 70 ROOM WITH ALL DAY, AND RAID THE REFRIGERATOR EVERY HOUR ON
YOU, AND LEAVE ITON ALL
THE HOUR, IS BEYOND ME.'
DAY IS BEYOND ME:

7 HOW YOU CAN TURN) THAT
THING ON FIRST THING IN

--A MY -LIVERED YELLOW SEWED LOW-DOWN SNEAKING

EON OF A COYOTE.

YOU HAVE 'THE AMBITION

OF A COW. TI-IE BRAINS OF
A CHICKEN AND THE
COURAGE OF A MOUSE!

"Dad says there were practically no school drop -outs

"Would you care to step outside and translate that?"

in his day . . . of course there were a few throw -outs!"

ROBIN MALONE
... BUT WHEN YOU
STAND WITHIN THE

PERIMETER OP

ioUVE BEEN TALKING

THIS TINY PORTO.]

10 MY WIFE.

GF1HE EARTH
WHICH leMY
6ANCTLIARY
AGAINST THE
1.0:95 OF YOth.

3-i3

TO EACH HIS OWN

C.ocHRAM
.3

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
EASY, JAKE! I'M NOT SAYIN'
YOU'RE WEAK,
I COULD

BUGS BUNNY
AREN'T YOU GOING

(SURE ELMER !I'LL

NOW I CAN'T

PUT THIS ONE ON TOP

70 HELP ME GET

FER YA:

THESE CARTONS

70 THE

STOREWOOM?

SEE WHERE
GOING/YOU
WACKY
WABBITI

FER A MINUTE I THOUGHT
VA WAS GONNA HAVE 71

MAKE TWO TRIPS.,

Answers to
Hideaword

3AKE, BUT YOU'RE
GUYS THAT THINK A BOWL OF TAKE YOU
CHILI IS HIGH liViNs ARE Au.u5 ONE HAND "THE. ONLY TWOAND SHAVE HANDED DOUGH3EALOUS OF ANYBODY WHO
NUT DUNKER
WITH THE:
FANGS STEAK REGULAR!
I KNOW!
OTHER /
BUT'GET OFF MY BACK

DEFIANT
FAINTED

BEFORE I GIVE YOU A
KNUCKLE- MASSAGE

tide
tied
dean
dine
diet
date
deaf
daft
dent

aide
ante

anti
adit
feint
fine
find

IL

fiat
fiend

116

3-1:

CAGEPING

^^

Horoscope

THEIR.
COOL

fade

dint

fined
fain

deft

fate
fend
feat
tend

neat.

idea

naif
edit

MORTY .MEEKLE

EEK & MEEK

I3LITTC-12FiNGE75.

FOR THURSDAY
_PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar. 21)

If there 'are prizes to be
won:gird yourself for the contest. Friendly cooperation will
--

DR.BRITEBITE'S

MOD
DENTURES

take you farther than opposition.

IN FASHIONAP

ARIES (Mar. 22 - Apr. 20)

PSYCHEDELIC..
COLORS

-- Take care how you use even

the most harmless -seeming
words today. Now is the time
when 'a casual conversation
could backfire.

3-13

TAURUS (Apr. 21 - May
Even the most pro-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

21)

mising offer

could

contain

barbs on which to
hang yourself up. Watch for

THE BORN LOSER

unseen

Ione A ?ASV- PISPOSITIONED, BAD-

the fly in the ointment.

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) -- Keep your wits about

TEMPERED, IMPETUOUS

Answer to Previous Puzzle

W16,1-IPORI

you and you should be able
to ride out a storm on your
personal horizon today. Give
in if need be.

ACROSS

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) -- Conservative action is

1 Fat

7 - coats

the watchword for today. The
rash Cancer may well see his

11 Cafe with

smoke.

12 Unicorn fish
13 Canine breed

entertainers

favorite dream go up in

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)

14 Sup

-- Friction with partners, professional or domestic, should

be smoothed over at

15 Let it stand
(print.)

once.

Don't cut off your nose to

spite your face.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

Sept.

23) -- The more alert you are

to. the changing mood of
another, the, more capable you

will be of dealing with It.

16 Type of

CAPTAIN EASY
DUH.H.,,HAS
'101) F1GOEREP

railroader (pl.).

I HAS: WE'LL SCRAM AN' LET LINK
FACE DA MUSIC HIS ORNERINESS HAS

11/1HAT

NIGHT

HOW U5 INNOCENT STIRRED LIP: PIS AIHI el& PROBLENO
twSTANDERS CAN

6E7 OUTA DIS

HOLD IT, YOU
YOUKS:
SKUN

WANT eag TO

RETURN LELAND

yo BOYS THAT SHERIFF WANTS
FOR ascApiN'.,AN' BULL RUSTLIN1
SAY AK TAILED YOU AND RECOVERED
TH' LAP ../(211 KIDNAPERS

DA DEVIL,11
HISSELF, CART

TO HIS FOLKS

SY ME5ELF

szvoLm;

BE DAT CALLOUS'

SITUATION.

SONS

POP

Don't expect miracles.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -.Oct. 23)

will 'come to success later in
the day.

policy, the wise Sagittarius
will consult all concerned.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

-

Jan. 20) -- Progressive action
must follow progressive ideas;

otherwise, neither will be.

worth much. Consult others.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21

-

Feb. 19) --,The race is to the
swift today. You should meet
with special success if you act

upon matters regarding promotion of ideas.

-

26 - dresses

27 Handsome
21 Evil genius of 28 Before
Hinduism
29 Speaker
22 Biblical
31 Pair
patriarch
35 Care
24 Kind of nut'
37 Velvet
27 Fix
2
1
30 Crazy

.R81010M10011[0'
mtmonomotra
OBIOUrg0
OMMW151
UOIAMMO MMUMWM

frJOOM

38 Wapiti
40 Accomplish
42 Time periods
44 Knots

45 Habitat plant
form

4

5

6

46 Decali er (ab.)
47 Cease
48 Bulrush

7

8

9

2

4

43 Put on, as

a IOU ley HEA.

THE WILLETS
20DGEHoLD
XYSTERIES

WHERE DO ALL THOSE.

HANDY PENS GO WHEN

YOU NEED ONE ?

AND WHERE DO THEY
ALL COME FROM WHEN
YOU COULDN'T NEED ONE. LESS

clothes
47 Walked hautily
50 Cocaine source
51 Ballet skirt
52 Aviation award
(2 words)
55 Swan genus
56 Retreated

57 Father (Fr.)
58 Beer mugs
DOWN

1 Unclothes

2 Encouraged
3 Evil
4 Masculine'
appellation
5 Like a moray
6 Cut of beef
7 Confuse
8 Adverse

°

49 Food regimen
53 Route (ab.)
54 1.002 (Roman)

41 Depend

issues

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) -- Where a decision
must be made on a matter of

23 Carnelian
25 Brazilian
macaw

WMOUOW
gi510MUU.

39 Pedestal part

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) -- Minor problems should
be. solved without upsetting
into your confidence.

MEOFIWKILIgrg

19 Printer's
measure
20 Boisterous play

33 Epoch
34 Look closely
35 Talon
36 Pluck

mprning, the more nearly you

are concerned, take another

18 Annoy

'9 Number
10 Sharp
11 Quote
13 Viper
17 Knock

32 Form of "to be"

The more carefully you
organize your work in the

otlers. Where major

MOOOM
1-'001MOM
OAMWO
MMU.MOM
MOM :..[1120.1000
M00.-01010

Feminine Foibles

7
13

10

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT TO

Oar Publicaltioncs,
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13,196$
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-The.. St. Patrick's Day parade -this. year will march"
Gish. fashions -right into the spring limelight. A young
group of Dublin designers are "carving ,a niche in the .:."
international faShion market with'.their preference for
the soft feminine look.

p$,

NJ

.

lb Jorgensen has incorporated lots of movement

: with precise detail. Dresses are easy. fitting with a

-ad

hint of a return to the more defined waist through the
use of cummerbund insets. Skirts are flared featuringdeep wrap -pleats with the hemline generally two inch-.
es above the knee.
For evening wear he has chosen ravishing printed
silks; chiffons and crepes in colors evoking summer
flowers and fruits, sweet -pea pinks, poppy reds, citrus

LT

.greens, yellows and orangeS.

Clodagh, one of ,the youngest 'Irish' designers, pre:::
.--,
fers wearable; travel,worthy fabrics in cloques, stripes,.
raschels, prints and twills. She has included a
. ingly denitire high 'buttoned ottoman rib.two-piece in
creamy, white for. more sedate occasions.

411.

t if

p

Gathered into a richly beaded collar in
emerald greens, pure silk chiffon falls to
a swirling circular hemline. From the lb
Jorgensen spring/summer collection.

'41141°

j
The romantic look for evening -- white embroidered organ-

dy blouse, grey and white brocade skirt. The roses are pale

pink and the velvet belt is jade. From the Irene Gilbert
spring collection.
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A cashmere - like Molloy
Donegal Handwoven Tweed

of pillar - box red features
the softly tailored feminine
look, with navy and white

buttons and matching tie

' - ;,
,..

belt. From the Neilli Mulcahy Spring 1968 Couture

:.

'

Collection.
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Mary O'Donnell, has made Irish lace her specialty using
hand crocheted Irish lace in a cocktail dress, Irish designers
have slillifully adapted their handwoven tweed in weight and
texture to suit outdoor and evening wear.
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dew Leg Look Turns Groovy

FABRICS

With an eye on the increased motion in fashion styling,
the soft, supple fabrics loom to the fore.

Voile and batiste, flattering and feminine, float into '68 with
many easy -care interpretations.

Midis and maxis may be
creeping down on the fashion
scene, but the miniskirt is still
up there at the top.

.
Legwear raced into first

GET IN STEP WITH SPRING

place in every girl's wardrobe

the minute skirts started inching to mini length and today the new look in hosiery
is setting fashion's smartest
pace,

PANTY HOSE, with its
unbroken line from waist" to

twist when -shaped into tiny
cut-out carats.

corporates the features of a ' hose

every pattern and color you
can think of.
Sizes 121S to 4

Sizes 121/2 to 4

$8.99

$8.99

There's a lively, look -

through acorn design shaped
into a tiny bikini top.

stocking. The stretch panty

You'll find the lacy look

mond designs, the offspring of
the fishnet pattern, take a new

Free Parking % Block From Store
Between Davis St. and Railroad Station

soft pastels.

So step into style in the new

hose that's right in fashion's
stride.

spring hosiery. And solid col-

or crepe panty hose come in
soft garden pasteli hs well as
bright hothouse shades. !One
new style sprouts a cluster of
daisies down one leg. It's all
in step with fashion's flair for
fun.

,

You can .even step out in

a colorful liquidlike shimmer.

t

are sheer pastel styles with a
water -bright glimmer. You
can wear them one pair at a
time, or if you don't care how
long it takes you to dress as
long as the result puts you in

the fashion hit parade, you

" 'es

with eyeletlike accents to can try a color -play of two or
complement this season's three pairs worn at once.
EVEN SUPPORT hose has
softer silhouette. And dia-

Styling just like Dad's. Cushioned construction,
for extra comfort. Guaranteed sole and heel.

in a full

COLOR IS important in

toe suits the abbreviated The new "wet set" stockings
hemline best. Andit comes !in

is designed

'panty girdle and support :range of neutral shades and

come into the fashion picture.

An all -in -one style now in-

'

ALRO SHO
8 E. NW HWY. - ARLINGTON HTS. - CL 9-4575

We Honor All Midwest Bank Cards

7

NEW FASHIONS IN LEGWEAR take a cue from living flower power. New collections
of opaque stockings and panty hose are color -cued for spring in a series of pastel and shockingbright garden colors (left). See-through acorn design panty hose (right) stretches into a tiny

bikini top, perfect for a smooth silhouette even under the most abbreviated costume. These

lorentine
Y'ashions

are designs by Hanes.

Spring Jewels -Bright, Beautiful

We'll give you a FREE rendezvous

When her world is farily bursting with color, a woman can
hardly do less. So, at the first robin's peep, the first crocus
bud, she garlands herself with costume jewelry. For instant

with beauty. We'll awaken your
skin the natural way with our
THREE STEPS TO BEAUTY. We'll

show you how to select flattering
shades in powder base, lipstick,
and eye shadow. We'll give you a
complete make-up too. It's FREE
at your Merle Norman Cosmetic
Studio. Call today.

MERLE

noRmnn

blooming she chooses the enamels, done up in brightest spring

fever colors. She pins them to sunny fashions, circles them
'round her arm in colorific bands. Then, for a light, airy change
from winter she turns to bamboo jewelry sparkling with touches
of gold, to pristine white fresh as all springtime.

t Carved°

b

HER EARS take to soft, geometric shapes, softer button
styles, gay little clusters. And she's just discovered a new way:
to gild the lily: long, playful golden tassels to toss about in
front and behind the ear!

DOROTHY MUELLER

255-1270

Spring is certain to be a medieval land of joy, where she
can reign in giant jewelled collars with their fabulously fake
looks that could fool any fairytale princess. In this land of
make-believe she can joyfully indulge her love of the antique
look with earrings, pendants, bracelets, and the newest of the

NEW 1968 FLORENTINE

COSMETIC STUDIO
16 W. CAMPBELL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SOLITAIRE

DIAMOND RINGS.
MODELS ILLUSTRATED FROM Vs CARAT TO
1 CARAT BLUE WHITE

&Ms?

A $250

C -.$500

B - $350

D-$1,000

COLOR HER SPR-

INGTIME -- with the colors
of Spring in costume jewelry.
A QUICK switch to the tempo of tomorrow puts a "with The budding white clusters
it" woman in cooling lucitb jewelry warmed by hammered gold. that hang so demurely from
She knows its clear beauty, futuristically shaped at ears, throat each ear, the shiny golden
and wrist, responds to the vibrating colors of Spring.
globe of a ring, the enameled
Finally, costume rings give her the best of both worlds. bracelets gracing her arm in
Here's where she'll find the traditional shapes and the gold, black, white and green
marvelous flights of fancy; the unadorned gold and the colorful - all carry a springtime -fresh

"old": a collection of stick and bar pins.

mixing of stones; the perfect ring to accent the hand that graces! fashion message. Courtesy
The Jewelry Industry Council.

Spring.

+7..";triaNni9

101 S. MAIN

CAS' blit R&M,:

:0.4:`'..7411.1.14';'151494i!

White Stag

ruing the Northwest for over 16 years"
PHONE
CL 3-2668

MT. PROSPECT

'ALDEN
'NIMBLE

tabuttous

shape
is
the
look

First shipment of
new spring 1968
sportswear arrived
during the past

41.

week...

r

BERMUDAS

JAMAICAS

0
0

SLACKS
CULOTTES

7abric Shoppe

T-SHIRTS

JACKETS

All in New Spring Colors

To Keep Your Cool...
Plan your, Spring and Easter creations
now while selections are at their best.
We offer a wide range of Spring Fashion Fabrics from the Orient, Europe,
California, Texas and New York.

...White Stag fashioned these
actlonmates light and trim for
warm days. The sleeveless
mock turtietop Is 100% cotton
flat knit. $4.00. The side zip
Bermudas are tailored In
,

A totally masculine, gently contoured expression .
deepnered side vents... and very well thoughtout detailing. Enjoy the look of shape In unique Eagle suitings.

From $115

CAMP M,00

Stag-Prest Sportstretch so they
never need Ironing. $7.00.Both are
,colored In White Stag's
lustrous SportlIght Pastels.

EUCUD RD.

KENSINGTON

Camp McDonald

Wheeling

& Wolf Rds.

Phone

299-4444

Hours:
Mon. thru Thunt.
9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Fridays
9:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M,
'Saturdays:31to

5:30 P.M.

STORE FOR MEN
Randhurst Shopping Center

Mt. Prospect

392-8280
,

L ASK FOR THIS ITEM IN OUR KEY CLUB
Open Mon. thru Fri. 10 to 9:30 Sot. 9:30 to 5:30

SUNDAYS NOON TO
USE YOUR MIDWEST BANK OR CARTE BLANCHE CHARGE CARDS

LADIES'
APPAREL

9 W. Prospect Mt. Prospect
CL 3-7622
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Flower Power in the Underworld.
If you want to make the
fashion scene this spring,
break into print,.
You can do' it without protests or marciies; all you need

a vote in favor of flower
power in the underworld of
is

fashion.

Lingerie and foundations

on striped grounds. Together :into print, no matter what
that will grow under cover of 'these smashing prints make a your size.
icomplete bouquet for your
If you are shy about showminis and midis come, spring.
wardrobe, whether you are ing off potent prints because
FLOWER power in the tiny or tall, large or small, and they have bold designs on
Gossard collection means the whether you want petti-pants, your figure, you can have
elegant simplicity of the slips, pantie girdle or bra. In your flowers and wear them
Japanese inspired Japonica fact, this is the first season too as your own hidden inflower, or free floating daisies that you'll be sure of breaking' dicator of spring fashion.
daisies, camellias, and roses

are blooming with gardens of

,

bright flowers and you can

,

take your pick among the

==

tt

771,-",

'",>4/{

t'

Small Bag
Still Big

KIMBERLY KNITS a pure wool
Paris inspired ensemble Full of

In Fashion

at the top and widening toward

swagger and dash The fitted
and flared coat, shaped small

The small bag is still the big

the hem, exposes at the notched
collar its matching dress Definitely for doers

bag of fashion, but it's
roomier, chunkier, squatticr
to accommodate all the essen-

$130

tials.

The new trend to softness

Easy Knits for Spring
In double knit (right) this dress comes in hot pink and poppy
with a piped trim -white hem band. Culotte costome (center)

combines a pants skirt with dark ground stripes and an at-

is apparent in mellow, glowing
antique leathers with two-tone

+r -

/

shadings; in ouchy shapes; in

Chenille in all wool (left) has three pieces - cardigan, striped
sleeveless shell turtleneck and color co-ordinated skirt. All are
by Dalton of America.

,

strap handles that are often
narrowed or tapered for a
daintier look.
Tortoise appears in handles,

locks and shell ornamen-

tractive short -sleeved shirt. These are James Kenrob designs.

--tion.

'34

The walking shoe with a fashion view...

WAICIORF

by

1344.14,
What a comfortable way to face a busy
day! What allovely way, tool Come see
Waldorf soon. It's just one of the wonder-.
ful styles from our Natural Bridge collection.

$15.

5,

33

Colors.avollable, Bone,
White, Brown, Black Calf,
Block, Block Patent

Distinctive Fashions
For Suburban Women
CL 3-1766
28 S. Dunton Court

Arlington Heights, Illinois
'

'"""so

ELEGANCE AT ITS NEWEST (left) is this dynamic coat
of geometric worsted gabardine, narrowed at the top and lightly
flared toward the hem. It is a Zelinka-Matlick design. The
coat that looks like a dress (right), is in navy wool gabardine.
It Is by James Allison for Golet Originals. Spice is added via

white leather collar, cuffs and red satin bow. Fabrics are by
Anglo.

'SQUARE DEAL SHOES
Your Family Shoe Centek
260 PARKING SPACES AT OUR REAR ENTRANCE
DES PLAINES
1516 MINER ST.

BUTTE
NIT

Soft

But
Tailored
Coats and suits with the

I

look of spring are soft and sw-

inging, but always well -

tailored and carefully constructed Because tough chic

is out, yet no one is ready for
a flourish of ruffles and frills

Suits have nippy skirts and
body fit Jackets are straight

short-stops, best with flared
skirts. Or they are mini -flared,
worn over mini -flared skirts
Vi

The Bonnie and Clyde look
a designer's favorite this
season, too -- the long, fitted
jacket, pleated skirt and shirt
is

A DRESS often looks like
a coat and can be worn as one
-- and vice versa A sleeveless
coat over a dress doubles as
a jumper
The ensemble -- or costume

a wonderful collection o
assorted fabrics
lovely colors

is indispensable. A suit
becomes a chic dress when the
jacket is slipped off Coats

have dressmaker details,

slotted belts with brass

buckles and Mao collars. And
capes are new in graceful cocoon shapes

ANGLO wools and
worsteds are stars of designer
collections There are
gabardines and worsteds with

refined surface interest And

remarkable
values
All you need is'a needle
and,a length of our >

satin weaves, failles and

bengalines join the spring

march

It's SEW -easy ... to turn a wish into

there are the bieges, dove and

a wardrobe! You'll love our new

and all the blue tones And
misty browns, often teamed
with vanilla

Much of the success of

these fashions for spring is the

result of imaginative use of
supple woolens and worsteds

Patent belted
jacket with ball
buttons and
contrasting yoke
on blouse.
100% Dacron®

polyester. Pewter/
Brown
Sizes, 10 - 16

ldukta lakticts I

Colors are bright and clear
reds, oranges and greens

--

Look to Butte for
fashion that's
suited to town and
travel in
impeccable taste:
Especially
welcome in fresh
new color
combinations for
Spring.

$46.

season collection of with -it fashion
fabrics ... zingy textures, exciting
colors, new -as -tomorrow wpaves1
Sew a this minute dress ... select
the pattern that says "you" ...
you'll be fdshionably unique!.

Amusing
Jewelry for pure amusement, inspired by the tattoo

look, can be found in a

()

Garden of Eden serpent to

twist around the legs and
arms. Knuckle-duster rings
that can be worn as singles or
together as the total finger

ring; Camelot necklaces of

chain mail mesh, giant pendants and epaulettes will be
the adornment.

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
1467 ELLINWOOD ST.

824-6164

r,
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Lighter Brighter Spring for Men

Wednesday, March 13, 1968

.,

Men's wardrobes are due to go lighter and brighter this

'components - sport coat, slacks, shirt and vest. The blazer,

spring, as color and pattern explode throughout the whole range
of suits, topcoats, rainwear, sportswear.
The shaped look comes into its own. Slight waist suppression,

Men who live in northern areas and like the vested look
can now have it the year around. Many of the new tropical

with a bit of flare, is seen in sport 'coats as well as in suits
and topcoats.

Itoo, now goes to business.

weight suits are available with matching vests.

As colors go lighter or brighter, textures ar more muted.

Stripes, glen plaids, checks make news.

Double-breasted styles get a stronger share in the style selection, appearing in suits, topcoats, sportcoats. Still another look
is that of the relaxed, or casual, suit, created from sportswear

Whatever the style, chances are it's planne for the total
look. Shoes, socks and shirts - hats, too - are all color -keyed
to go well with suits and topcoats.

,"St. Patrick's DayliANNIVERSARY
NEW
ARRIVALS

For Spring
& Summer

SPRING
PREVIEW

r

Dresses

Formals
Cocktail Dresses
Spring Suits

of High School

In the picture for spring are the doublebreasted topcoat, shown here in twill with

Double-breasted suits continue on the upswing for spring - witness this one, in glen plaid.
shaped waist, and hat with the contoured "Now Slight flare, waistline suppression add up to
Look." Suggested by American Institute of , a more shaped silhouette. From Hardy Amies'
Men's and Boys' Wear. To snap the scene is U.S.A. collection, in J. P. Stevens' "Worumbo"
fabric.
Kodak Instamatic 804 camera.

and
Collegiate Fashions

Imported Knits
Beach Wear

Easter Ensembles
Party Dresses
Formals

A Fun -Filled Fashion
Spree For Little Girls

CELEBRATION
Thurs., Fri., and Sat.
MARCH 14, 15 & 16

Co-ordinated Sportswear
Beach Wear

Men's suits for spring offer
a variety of looks. Shown here
is the shaped, single-breasted
suit, making news in cor-

Little girls wing into spring

on a fun -filled fashion
spree, full of fresh colors, new

styles, plus a pretty, practical

duroy. By Oleg Cassini in

point of view' Big and little
sister styles combine tradi-

Cone Mills corduroy.

Pattern and color shift to
slacks, for a new coordinated

look in men's wear. Here,
solid color sport coat pairs

with wool plaid slacks. Slacks
by Jaymar-Ruby.

tional looks in coats, suits and

dresses with a touch of the
contemporary Fashion moves
from dress -up to school to

SAMPLE SHOP

play

For "Sunday best," coat

392-2063

and dress costumes show fitted waistlines with more flare
Pretty is as pretty does, in

10 N. DUNTON

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

:ZU::::::::Unt::::::

sashed Victorian style dresses,
with ruffles and lace
Traditionally well-bred and

suited for spring, suits now

have longer jackets, Just like

Mom's, and are fitted and

sometimes belted over a

flared, gathered or box pleated

skirt Coats fit for the Easter
parade -- demi-fit or fitted and self -belted are the fashion

news in double or single-

breasted styles They're found
in tweeds, stripes, plaids and
solids

FOR THE real school -girl
this spring, there's a bright
selection of separates - shirts
and skirts of all sorts Bouncy
jumpers combine with pretty -

Polka dot rain or shine coat
is ready for any weather. The
girl's coat is double-breasted,
with side slit pockets. Casual
Time coat by Elkay.

Flower power for girls appears in a smock of polyester cotton voile, with print -on -

print pattern. In Eastman
Kodel polyester and cotton.

Canvas takes the ragged
young look for spring, in a

Sweaters coordinate, in color or black and white. Striped
crewneck pullover, shown, is

beltline jacket. By Levi

topped by solid -color

Strauss in Graniteville's cot-

cardigan. By Puritan.

ton canvas.

girl blouses And the dresses with full, puffed
shirtwaist heads straight for
the classroom New peasant -

sleeves - whether short or

style dresses arc suited for that
"little intellectual "

pleating and choir -boy or
sailor collars carry out the

In the Victorian mood are

it

long. Hand -smocking, crisp
mood

it

Cool, Calm and Collected.
Quiet color -framed stripes on muted
colored backgrounds tailored with singular
precision in a zephyr -weight cotton oxford.
Half sleeves. Trim Hugger body. In calm
and collected colorings.

Now for Spring! A terrific selection
of Jackets. Reversibles, C.P.O.'s,
Nylons. Bright new colors.

$600

-"Sizes

8 to 20
EZ7.'

to

$1 1 00

Just say...
Ifivlieglrooman

Z1Z.Z7 51,ErZ4-"Parilaa="tsrmenalitiMMINEr

Say "Hickey -Freeman" in any company-any time

-anywhere-and folks immediately know the
Fine combed infer -lock knits in

long or short sleeves. White --,
Blue - Maize. Limited Supply.
sizes

10 to 20

3

0.0

$

and

name means the ultra -fine in clothes for men.
We're proud of our Hickey -Freeman clothes ...
proud of their hand -customized® elegance...proud

of what they do to and for you...so much better
than any others. You'll invariably, find HickeyFreeman Clothes on men with a strong drive to
get ahead.

NEW! Craslan

From $165

Sweat Shirts

Delightful we -mill with lightweight, easy
can, excellent washability, smooth cornfrirt. Ideal for outerwear or next to- skin.
Non -allergenic. Short and long sleeves.
MIDI'S
.

$500

:Berm

J. SVOBODA SONS'

s46o

IL
_-_

store tor- Mew,
1122 LEE AT ALGONQUIN
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

CLEARBROOK 5-2696

105 S. Main St., Mt. Prospect CL 3-7911

Headquarters for all
OFFICIAL BOY SCOUT UNIFORMS

°

EQUIPMENT

OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT TODAY

12 SOUTH DUNTON AVENUE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

Open Mon. & Thursday Evenings

_

The ay's Prospects

trio ic Servi

70 Ye TO 0
44)

.

What do the Daughters of

of "What Do the Daughters

THE DAR property composed of three buildings is

and spirit of the men and

Northwest, Washington, D.C.
It is the largest group of
buildings in the world owned

of primary importance, institutions for the general diffusion of knowledge and to
cherish, maintain and extend
the institutions of American

freedom, to foster true
of the Kaskaskia Chapter of patriotism and love of country
and aid in securing for
the DAR.
Prospect Heights is a member

Columbia. It was built to

house the DAR Continental
Congress and annual society
meetings during the week' of
April 19, the anniversary of
the Battle of Lexington.
Through the efforts of local

exclusively by women.

Memorial Continental Hall

handcrafted objects.

OTHER PROJECTS
Americanism and DAR
include the provision of the

Manual for Citizenship,

assistance to Children of the

American Revolution, interest

conservation, DAR good
citizens, library, a magazine,
in

a museum, American flag
distribution (over 46,000 have
been given to newly naturalized citizens, scouts, churches,
etc), preservation of historical
sites, and student loans.

chapters, all nationally af-

The area chapter of the

and musical programs in

full time job for many of the

DAR is the Eli Skinner. Some
area members of the DAR are
American heritage in the actively interested in other
fields of arts, crafts, drama,' chapters.
The collecting of antiquities
literature, music provides
scholarships, essay contests' of our American heritage is a

filiated, many varied projects
are perpetuated, including the

cornerstone laying of this

building in April, 1904, the

gavel used by President

George Washington at the

cornerstone laying of the U.
S. Capitol in 1793\vas used.

The Administration

schools. American Indian aid,

Building houses the offices of

co-ordinated through the

organizations dedicated to
their preservation..

bsa-nrn

621 (IMO a 0

exhibiting.

Prospect; Mrs. Susan

Women's Club will hold its

Antonette Gasparott, Arl-

March

14 at the Carousel
Restaurant. Social hour is 6

Lossen, Arlington Heights;

p.m. with dinner at 7.

ington Hts., Mrs. Mary

Chairman of the Membership
committee will welcome the
following new members: Miss
Catherine Aland, Des Plaines;

Miss Margaret Mueller, Rolling Meadows; Miss Katheryn
Newberg, Arlington Heights;

Prospect Hts., Mrs. Marilyn

Magdalena Schmies, Arl-

Page 13
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DeMeritt, Roselle; Miss

ington Heights; Mrs. Betty

A Touch of Irish

Mrs. Amelia Heiden, Arl-

Mrs. Ann Ostroski, Des
Plaines; Mrs. Catherine
Schira, Elk Grove; Mrs.

ington Heights; Mrs. Thersa
Sears, Mount Prospect; Mrs.

Lillian Quinn, Mount

1

1

26.

Mrs. Ralph E. Lockett of

the Mount Prospect Woman's
Club who is in charge of bus
reservations, says'the reserva-

tion deadline is Tuesday,
March 19.
A round trip ticket is $1.50.

leave from St.

Mark Lutheran Church at

'9:30 a.m. and return from the
Amphitheater at 3 p.m.

Call Mrs. Lockett at 4393424. Tickets for the flower
show are also available from

members of the Mount
Prospect Woman's Club and

the Garden Club of Mount
Prospect at a reduced price of
$1.50. Door price is $2. Mrs.
Arthur Jaehnke (259-4273) is
Garden Club ticket chairman.

New Session
Of Art Classes
The Mount Prospect Park

District Adult Art Class
which meets at the Community Center, 600 See-

donated. Busse Food and Li-

20..

The fee is $7.50 and the
class is open to all residents
of the park district who have
completed 20 weeks or more
of art instruction in previous
park district art classes or
have comparable painting experience.

Members also will donate

Mrs. Helen Macior, president.
4

Easter Seal Foundation,
which' is the charity of the
year for the Illinois State

Mrs. William Smith, Mrs. Edward Krajic and Mrs. William Cameron are bearing baskets

Organization of Mothers of

of shamrocks depicting a touch of old Ireland to set the theme for the Mount Prospect

Twins Clubs.

Center of Infant Welfare "Bit O'Fashion" to be held tomorrow at Itasca Country Club beginning
with 11 a.m. cocktails. Fashions are by Beatrice Dorsey. Ticket information may be obtained
by calling Mrs. John Ostrom at 259-2046.

the 2d Thursday of each

ID

ack2 7 Hosts Dinner
Al$
A

A

Mayor Daniel Congreve,

Fire Marshal Edwin

Haberkamp, and Police Chief
Newell Esmond were honored

guests at Cub Pack 207's
recent Blue and Gold Dinner.
Den 6, which conducted the
flag ceremony, was invited by

awards to the following boys:

Denner to Mike Needham,

Tom Starkey,, and Jeff
Wallem; Assistant Denner to
Bill Loftus, Tom Needham
and Gerald Wright; Aquanaut
to David Geisler; Craftsman

Mayor Congreve to

to Bill Loftus and Bob Hoban;
Geologist to Mike Needham;

be available for questioning and PTA officers are

ceremony at one of the future
Village Board meetings. Den

Wright; Sportsman to -Matt
Hower and Bill Loftus; and

to be elected.
Classrooms will be open for
visits at 7:30 p.m.

Contest.

participate in the- flag

4 won the table decorating

CONGREVE presented

Outdoorsman to Gerald

dinner. After the meal, all of
the boys had the opportunity
shake hands with their

.to

committee for the national
AAUW convention to be held
in Chicago in 1969. Mrs.

The Mothers of Twins meet

Fiester is also a fashion
designer best known for the
collection she did for Mrs.

month. For membership in-

formation contact Mrs.

Nugent for the JohnsodNugent wedding.

Eli Skinner Chapter -

At the March meeting Mrs.
Charles Toot will assume the
presidency due to the transfer
of Mrs. Charles Aldag. Elec-

Daughters of the American
Revolution -- Kyle G. Clark,

assistant special agent in

tions for

charge of the FBI, will present

the program, "Overall

De,i mothers and members

were, thanked for their

Scholar to Gerald Wright.
The Webelos led the prayer

assistance. Chairman for the
dinner and program was Jack

which preceeded the chicken

Patterson.

Golf Mill Store, at 1 p.m. The
regular meeting of the garden
club will be held on this date.
Mrs. Payne, who will present
"A Lesson in Japenese Arrangements," was a resident

of Okinawa for 18 years and
received diplomas from the

Ikenobo School under the
direction of Mrs. Kobouashi.

1st

and 2d

vice

School. Those attending are
reminded to bring their own
materials and necessary equipment.

Josephine B: Phillips will be
presented at their Mdrch 21
dinner meeting at the club.
Cocktails are at 6 p.m. with
Veal Pamesan dinner served
at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Phillips will transform
old felt hats that members. are

asked to wear to the meeting
. into unusual creations. This
Membership in AAUW is meeting is open to members
open to college or university with 1968 membership cards.
For reservations call Mrs.
graduates. Any interested
be held at this meeting.

1

of the Cub Pack Committee

Information Center, Sears

presidents and treasurer will

honored guests, who in turn Activities of the FBI" at the
p.m. Thursday, March 14
invited the Scouts to visit the
Village Hall offices and en- meeting at the home of Mrs.
couraged the boys to carry Basil Regione, 645 S. Ridge,
their scout principles through Arlington Heights, Mrs. G.
life.

MRS. ROY PAYNE, a

member of the Garden Club
of Mount Prospect, will conduct a workshop March 15 at
the Garden Club of Illinois

branch of AAUW and is She also has the Royal Purple
chairman of the program Curtain from the Sogetsu

Robert Berg at 537-5452.

Gregory.

,School board candidates

MRS. FIESTER is a past
president of the Lake Forest

tion bake sale to benefit the

-

meeting. For reservations,
contact Elinor Peterson at

will

admitted since 1953.

bakery goods for a silent auc-

1r

All working women in the
area are invited to attend the

in the school at 400 E.

The international federa-

tion was founded in 1919 for
the purpose of promoting international understanding and
to raise educational standards.
Half of the 54 associations affiliated with IFUW. are from
countries in Asia, Africa and
Latin America and have been

ington Heights.

Betty Schlaver assisted by,

and the community at 8 p.m.

has at the international level.

and Oehler Funeral Home,
2000 Northwest Hwy., Arl-

participation project was Mrs.

director, will speak on procedures used by the school

Mrs. C. Donnan Fiester,

speaker, will be a delegate to
the International Federation
of University Women's conference in Germany this summer. She will discuss the influence and action AAUW

p.m. March 14 meeting in the
meeting room of Lauterburg

quor donated a sizeable
amount of items.
Chairman of the civic

ment, village Civil Defense

p.m.

Double Dydee Mothers of
Twins -- club will hold their
spring rummage sale at the 8

ing items other than those

9:30 p.m., will start another
session beginning March 18
and continuing through May

14 meeting at Pioneer Park.
Coffee will be served at 7:45
p.m. with the program at 8:30

equipment for the Lending
Closet.

contributions by the club were
used for postage and purchas-

Lt. Lawrence Pairitz, of the
Mount Prospect Fire Depart-

and after 8 weeks are painted
with a clear plastic. Seeds are

University Women will be the
topic for the Thursday, March

scholarships and hospital

of the 30 pound boxes. Cash

Gwun, Mondays from 7:30 to

ternational aspects of the
American Association of

Benefits of the art fair will

proximately 100 items in each

meeting Thursday.

Arlington Heights Branch

of the A.A.U.W. - The in-

and high school artists will e5hibit.
Also on exhibit will be
Bunny Miller's "little people."

be used for nursing

nam. There were ap-

the Gregory School PTA

former regent.

people" for leukemia research.

items which were sent to the
3rd Battalion, 9th Marines,
3rd Marine Division in Viet-

Safety procedures during
tornado watch and warning
periods will be discussed at

citizens,,hd,Mrs. Ruth Oster,

earnings from the "little

boxes of food and personal

PTA to Hear
Of Pre -Tornado
Safety Practice

and from 12 - 5 p.m., Sunday,

librarian; Mrs. D. F.
H. Loug rin Jr., good
Gutzman, kgistrar; Mrs. E.

painted red. Bunny donates all

MEMBERS collected four

253-2040.

Mrs. G. jwight Meade,

added for eyes, mascara for
eyebrows and the tongue is

1

whicticonsists of 18 clubs.

desiring to see the Chicago
World's Flower show March

An art fair sponsored by
the Arlington Heights Nurses'
Club will be held from 12 to

Faces are carved on apples

presented a special award for
having the largest number of
new members in District

show. Buses will be available
for Mount Prospect residents

eke d Attraction

March 17 in the Boys Gym
of Arlington Heights .High
School. Profe§sional, bear

The club recently was

All aboard for the flower

Nurses Art Fair
6 p.m., Saturday, March 16

Welch, Wheaton.

Now

Club News

Hollenbach, Arlington Hts.,

Prospect; and Mrs. Marion

Sign
Up

will

auditorium in the District of

DAR, assists Indians to help
themselves through sales of

Examining the first print of an etching to be exhibited at the March 16-17 Art Fair sponsored
by the Arlington Heights Nurses Club is art instructor Fritz Michaelis, student Linda McElhose
and Mrs. Harold Ehlers of the Nurses Club. Area high school students will be among those

The Mount Prospect

Buses

contains the largest

is-a-rnrrtrinnns a -n tra am a -a

eicome New
Members At
BPIV Meetin,g

Mrs. Mary Conklin, Mount

CONSTITUTION Hall

houses the DAR library and
28 period state rooms. In the

address to the American people, to promote, as an object

Calvert, Hoffman Estates;

housed there.

located at 1776 D Street,

Washington in his farewell

Mrs. Maurine Bailey, Des
Plaines, Mrs. Betty Bieg,

Rooms and a chapel are also

their wives.

Do" the society, founded Oct.
11, 1890, states its purpose:

women who achieved
American Independence, carry out the injunction of

Miss Marge Pahr,

Collection in the Archive

Revolutionary soldiers and

"to perpetuate the memory

regular meeting Thursday,

turn reports to the United

terms without remuneration
and personnel of over 125. A
Mdseum Gallery, Americana

of location of graves of

In a Diamond Jubilee copy

Business and Professional

serve the society for three year

States Congress relating lists

year of existence, do.

Mrs. Paul L. Krenzer of

liberty."

The society reports to the
Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution annually and he in

the American Revolution,
now celebrating their 78th
,v,

the national officers who

mankind all the blessings of

BY DOLORFS HAUGH
Women's Editor
Second of three articles

women are invited to the H. Kramer, 359-3690 or Mrs.
meeting or may call Mrs. W. Youngstrom, CL 5-5949,

Dwight Meade and Mrs. L. S.

James Andrew, 255-1346, for
more information.

Harmer are co -hostesses.

Members who attended the
State DAR Convention were:
Mrs. H. W. Post, regent; Mrs.
Maurice Garland, treasurer;
Mrs. John Bowen, secretary:

before Monday, March 18.

Slowpokes Square Dance

Arlington Heights Elks

Club will have its St. Patrick's

to Chapeau-ology" by

prize will be -given to the one
wearing the most green.

Ladies Auxiliary -- "Hats Off

Dance Friday, March 15. A

Dances are held at the

Euclid School, located at the
corner of Euclid and Wheeling Rds., on the 1st and 3rd
Fridays from 8 to, 11 with
workshops frog' 9 to 9:30.
Gene Tidwell calls squares

The Things He Did Last Summer

raveller Recall Russian Visit

Yourag
BY ELEANOR RIVES

What can an active, adventurous high school boy
from a quiet suburb do for

summer excitement? We
found one who spent four
weeks in Russia?
All it

takes is a spark of

interest in international af-

is now in his junior year at
' Forest View High School.
Mrs.

Donald Stevens, now

teaching at Harper College,
was his English teacher. She
encouraged Tom to enroll in
her Russian course. He did.

The $1,221 was harder to
come by. Tom earned every
bit of it by working year

fairs, a nodding acquaintance
with the Russian language, a

around as a stock boy in a

like its

ON JUNE 28, 1967, Tom,

high school teacher who
spreads enthusiasm

\ contagious, and $1,221.

Tom Stuebe, 17 year old
son of Mr. and Mrs. William
F. Stuebe. of Mount
Prospect,
.

supermarket.,

Mrs. Stevens and 30 other
teachers and students left for

Copenhagen for an international exchange. They
visited Helsinki; then on to

Russia to spend four weeks at

the Leningrad Polytechnic
Institute, followed by a trip to
Moscow.
In Leningrad, they were
joined by Italians, Swedes,

Danes and Frenchmen in

what was termed the "Sput-

nik" program. They also came
in contact with East Germans,

North Vietnamese and

Cubans studying in Russia.

Everywhere Tom's exchange group went, they were
accompanied by a friendly but
firm Intourist guide.

TOM BECAME skilled at
photography and took color

slides of almost everything in
sight. His enthusiasm nearly
cost him his films. When he
photographed a Russian slum

people "friendly but frumpy".
Neither old nor young would

and accused him of "taking

were off at summer work

area, the guide was furious

dirty pictures".

After profuse apologies

from Tom, with promises to
use better judgment in the
future, he was begrudgingly
allowed to keep his pictures.

"The Russians are very big
on Revolutionary Museums,"
Tom said. "And everywhere

we toured, every place we
stayed, there were pictures
and statues of Lenin."

TOM FOUND the Russian

'the food at the hotel
nearby, 'however, was

all he saw; those in between

reasonable and very good. He
could get beef stroganoff with
parsley buttered potatoes for

camps helping to bring in the

like borscht.

allow him to photograph

them. The old and young were

crops.

When asked about his living accommodations, Tom
wrinkled up his nose.
"We stayed in a second-rate

Youth Hostel with greasy
food and a bug problem.
There was one small sad
television with three channels.

If you got one channel tuned
in, you didn't strain your luck
by switching."

and Youwers with the rounds.

For information, call 5372043.
.1

Plant Now

$1.14. Tom even learned to

Want to

Russia, the exchange group
traveled to Sofia, Istanbul,

Athens and Lisbon, returning
home on Aug. 14. Other local

You'll need three or four
inches of potting soil. Add

one or more plants of any
hanging variety of petunia -or

of Forest View and Karen

other flowers and hang with

Bootz of Prospect.

he "sure had fun".

a jump on

moss.

students in the group were
Leslie Traub and Ted Seibeck

Tom is still "confused by
the dialects of the Russian
language"; but just the same

get

spring? Try planting a hanging flower basket by lining a
wire basket with sphagnum

AFTER THEIR stay in

strong cord.

Soak the basket thoroughly

TOM STUEBE

after planting, then keep it
well watered in a sunny place.

t
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Card Gymnasts Take Iiinals Seriowdy

Ridgewood. Runs

BY RALPH NOVAK

Pawl, Grceno 60-49
Buoyed by the addition of

three point -scorers

previously tied up in basket-

ball but hampered by the

absence of two speedsters, Elk
Grove's varsity track team
lost its third straight dual

10:55.1

60 high hurdles:

1.

the trackmen with two firsts -one a school record -breaker --

Tom Pomey added a second,
and John Knopf took a third.
But Bill Lamont and Gary
Steen --Lamont ill and Steen

50 dash: I. Gervasi, EG--

vacationing with his family were missing

THE GRENS had three
firsts in addition to Oples
winning 5'10" high jump and
45'1" shot put Mike Gervasi
took the 50 -yard dash in 5.9
seconds, Bob Bachus the half -

mile run in 2:09.5, and

Gervasi, Roy McClellan, and
Bob and Pat Texidor teamed

to win the four -lap relay in
1

15 5

Oples high jump broke the
5'8" record he set last year.
Ridgewood's Bob Sandberg

shattered an Elk Grove field
house mark in zooming to a
4 35 2 mile win

The Grens' frosh-soph

squad gave Elk Grove a split
with a 64-44 win, taking first

he was watching Doug Atkins

Maine East. Defending state

mount.

has 13.

TUESDAY, CARD coach
Tom Walthouse put his dozen
finalists through their paces,
less harassed than he was during the regular season, but

c

Four -lap relay: 1. Elk

P. Texidor, McClellan, Gervasi-Grove --B. Texidor,

still intense, trying to

1:15.5; 2. Ridgewood --1:17.8

Cichon, R-55.3; 2. Uselding, EG--55.8;

overcome a shortage of time
and an overabundance of pro-

Sf

1.

blems.

3. J. Flesch, EG--5.6
60 low hurdles: 1. Ciringani, R--7.7; 2. Dourer, R-7.8; 3. B. Texidor, EG-8.0

"I'm beginning to feel like

a drill sergeant," he said Tues-

a

day. "I'm a perfectionist, and

I'm not sure the kids un-

Mile run: I. Sandberg, R-4:35.2; 2. Wille, EG--4:57.3;

derstand why I can always
find things wrong with what

3. B. Flesch, EG--5:16.6

they're doing."

Eight -lap relay: I.

During the season,

Ridgewood --2:39.8; 2. Elk

Walthouse at times had 60

1

Grove -2:39.8
Shot put: I. Oplt, EG45' I"; 2. Larson, R-44'111/2";
3. Radosky, R--41'43/4"

gymnasts working on six
events to keep track without
an assistant. Now he has just

Long jump: 1. Hutton, R18'13/4"; 2. B. Texidor, EG-17'4"; 3. Blan, R-16'111/2"
Pole vault: 1. Wiatr, R--11';

2. Schaedel,
10'6"

out of the corner of an eye

varsity gymnastics team has
12 of its members in this

champion Evanston Township

Bathauer, R--6.0

440 run:

While he was working with
his horizontal bar specialisti,

weekend's state finals at

8.4

Half mile: 1. Bachus, EG2:09.5; 2. Gall, R--2:11.4; 3.
Wirta, R-2:23.1

business -- not quite grim but

Arlington High School's

ingani, R--8.2; 2. McClellan,
EG--8.4; 3. P. Texidor, EG--

With the Gren basketball
season over, Jim Opit helped

tioned.

far from gay.

Cir-

5.9; 2. Wiatr, R--5.9; 3.

is

in sight, even practice
sessions become serious'

,

WV.

10:40.4; 3. Bruns, EG--

meet Tuesday, 60-49 to

Ridgewood

When a state championship

the 12, but what remains to
be taught is harder to learn,
and his attention is still ra-

-- the Cards' only side horse

finalist - working on a dis"YOU KNOW YOU can

do that every time,"

Walthouse called to Atkins.

"What you've got to do is

work on your routine."

Atkins started working on
his routine.

Later, on the other side of
the Arlington Igym balcony
the gymnasts' Itwo-eared prac1
Walthouse was
tice area
heading for the trampoline to

work with district champion
Terry Haines when tumbler

Pete Metz rolled by.

Walthouse kept going for the

trampoline, turning to point
out to Metz the mistakes he
had just made.

Arlington's hard-working
all-around performer, Wayne
Crockett, was having a rough
afternoon, and Walthouse lost
patience with him as he practiced his still ring routine.

R Mallek, R-

Arlington gymnastics coach Tom Walthouse gives a graphic

"I CAN'T SPEND an hour

demonstration to George Creswell, one of the 12 Cards to

High jump: 1.0p1t, EG--5'
10"; 2. Pomey, EG--5'8"; 3.

with you on

this, Wayne,"
Walthouse said. "You'd better
go work on the parallel bars."
Walthouse left to get his

make the state finals coming up this weekend. Walthouse and
his team take their chances for a state championship seriously,

Knopf, EG--5'6".

and showed it in a practice session Tuesday.

in seven events

trampolinists and tumblers

BOB KUSSIN won the 60 -

yard high hurdles in 9.2

started, and Crockett went to
work on the parallel bars. He

Whistle Stop

practiced

seconds, Greg Haar the 440 -

yard run in 58.7, Mark

Gary Domme, and Mike

Some Pressing ecisions

Michela the eight -lap relay in
2.48 4
Jerry Ancona took the mile

BY JOHN KATZLER
Our local heroes have

Lichter the low hurdles in 8.8,

and Lichter, Steve Boggs,

run in 5 04 8, Bill Tews'

40'83/4" shot put earned a
first, and Bob Byrne long -

jumped 17'4" for another
Gren win
Varsity results:

Notre Dame - New Trier. East
game at Niles West; there was
an all -court press by the Dons
throughout the game.

fallen, but excitement still
reigns. Who will emerge victorious from the Arlington
sectional? Can Grant and Lee
(Oler) overcome Evanston and
the others? Friday will tell. In
the meantime, let's look at

In two instances, a Notre

Dame player slapped the ball
away from his opponent while
the

ELK GROVE 49
Two-mile run: I. Grote, R--

curred in the various regionals
last week.

10 19 8, 2 Swiatek, EG--

PLAY NO.

1

--

was still

in back

In the

left.

Then he moved to the

horizontal bar, with

RULING -- Since team

Walthouse coaxing and prodding him to perfect his dis-

ball was slapped away, the 10 -

grudging and incomplete, but

10 seconds elapse.

BY THE TIME he quit for
the afternoon, Crockett was

pressing situation --

safety belt, and almost smiled.

over again?

mount. The progress was

control did not end when the

it came.

second count continues and
New Trier must advance the
ball to front court before the

PLAY NO., 2 -- Another

doing the dismount without a

before New Trier could Waukegan vs. North Chicago
recover it. Does the 10 -second at the Waukegan Regional.
count continue or start a I During a press by North

mvoing around like a neutron

court. The ball rolled along in
back court for several seconds

some of the plays that oc-

RIDGEWOOD 60

ball

Even with Walthouse

Chicago, a Waukegan forward

came back to help out. He
received a long pass while

straddling the center line, and
then dribbled the ball in front
court before moving his feet.
RULING -- When a player

kl 1-

is straddling the center line,

he is in back court. Ac-

cordingly, when the ball was
bounced in front court and

Walthouse, toying with the safety belt ropes, and his all-around star, Wayne Crockett,
discuss a horizontal bar dismount Crockett was having trouble with Tuesday.

While Walthouse was

working with Crockett's ring
routine, Jim Brousseau was

critiquing Gerry Withey's

horizontal bar workout and
Withey in turn had some suggestions for George Creswell.

Ewell "Bucky': Jones, a
still in back court, it became former
Forest View High
a back -court violation.
School basketball standout

from the Waukegan fans.

emerging as a top propsect for
future University of Kentucky

Carlson kept an eye on Kevin
Lindsey's workout, pointing
out mistakes and offering ad-

varsity teams.

vice.

forward finished his 2I -game
season with 260 points for the

group, muttering subdued

PLAY NO. 3 -- During the
Prospect - Maine South final
game, one play in particular
drew a large audible response
from the fans. It occurred on
a fast break when Prospect's
Forrest Haney, moving at top
speed, dribbled the ball once

Choice of 3 fine quality Firestone Linings

lei EST

GUARANTEED 20,000

GUARANTEED 30,000

MILES OR 2 YEARS

MILES OR 3 YEARS

and then lost control due to

his momentum. The ball

bounded forward toward the

points. No whistle was blown.
Did the officials goof?

Wildcat frosh. Jones led the
14-7 Kentucky freshman in

field -goal shooting and
percentage, hitting for 103
two -pointers in 212 tries, a
team -topping .486 percentage.

RULING -- No, they did

may thereafter regain

GUARANTEE: We guarantee our'hialte lining
for the specified number of miles or years from
date of installation, whichever comes first.
Adjustments prorated on mileage and based on
prices current at time of adjustment.

117 rebounds and
managed to keep his personal

grabbed
fouls

to 26, a low for the

team's top seven players.
Bellarmine University felt

encounter.

possession of the ball, but he
Kentucky's frosh coach
may not dribble again. Since pinpointed Jones as "doing a
he simply regained control, creditable job despite his lack
Haney did not violate the of height." The report went on
rule, and the basket counted.

Metz is the comedian of the

wisecracks and comparing the

With their coach forced to ration his teaching time, George
Creswell (left) and Gerry Withey work over their horizontal liar
Problems together.

Prospect Teams Pick Their Best

Jones finished second per-

not. The entire act was legal. the most pain from the former
Once a player loses control of Falcon's scoring habits, Jones
a dribble, the dribble ends. He hitting for 24 points in that

Price includes installation. Fords, Dodges, Chevrolets,
Plymouths and American compacts. Others slightly higher.
Replace old linings and shoes with
Firestone Linings
Adjust brakes for full drum contact
Inspect drums, hydraulic system.
return springs and grease seals

left the ring area,- Rich

The 6-11/2 freshman

basket with the Prospect centage -wise from the free
player in hot pursuit. He throw line, hitting on .750 of
caught it just in front of the his 72 attempts. He also
basket, took one step, and put
the ball in the basket for two

Here's what we do:

AFTER WALTHOUSE

Following the whistle, the ball

just completed his first
was awarded to North has
Chicago amid a rousing "boo" year of college basketball,

Guarracrateed

in a chain reaction, the Arlington gymnasts have to indulge in something akin to
group therapy to keep things
moving.

Jones Leads
Kentucky Frosh
In Shooting

then touched by the player

ETTE

there and on the

side horse, alone most of the
time until everyone else had

Prospect High School's
Mid -Suburban League champion varsity wrestlers and co -

champion basketball team
have elected their honorary
captains and most valuable
athletes.

The wrestlers picked 127 pounder Terry Holshouserwho didn't lose all season un-.
til

the state finals --as their

most valuable wrestler and

named 103 -pounder Gary

McMurrow and I65 -pounder
Ron Richardson as honorary
co -captains.

The basketball squad picked sparkplug guard. Forrest
Haney as their honorary captain and chose all -conference
forward Butch Leonard their

length of his Beatle-ish hair
with Haines'. And Walthouse
took time out to needle Nick
Isaacs as "the heaviest tram-

polinist around." (In any

other than gymnastics

circules, Isaacs would be
classified as mediumto thin.)

But when Haines and

Isaacs finished their tram-

polining and stopped on their
way to the locker room to put-

ter around the parallel bars,
Walthouse looked up from

most valuable player.

working with Crockett.

I80 -pounder Maurice Loeffel
as the most improved member
of their squad.

that stuff," he said, "until
after the season is over."

The wrestlers also named

"Maybe you'd better forget

to state that Jones is a good
speedster, passer, dribbler, and

PLAY NO. 4

LL S LE
WKEITE
do a' on Deakins CM, glee
start

as Dow as
All sizes on sale!

SERVICE STATION

with softly lighted dial

Open Mon. through Fri.
'til 9 P.M.
Sat. 'HI 5 -- Sun. 9 to 3 P.M.

lectric by Westclox

Handsome electric clock
in white or antique gold

Shatterproof crystal
Sweep second hand and
sweep alarm indicator

Just tap the top $
to silence alarm

PROSPECT
J920 N. Elmhurst Rd. 253-6880
64).145

99

Across from

Limit One
Additional 64.95

Randhurst Shopping Center
Open Every Nite 'til 9 P.M.
Sat. 'til 5. Sun. 1I to 5 P.M

RULING -- No, in this
case a substitution had been
made, but the substituted -for
player did not leave the floor

immediately. Had the ball

become alive before the detection, a technical infraction
would have been called.
3

Richard Price

20

feet.

Bowling
Results
NW SUBURBAN MEN'S
March 11, 1968
Team standings: I. Team 8,
61; 2. Universal Paint, 571/2;
3. Team 10, 45; 4. Lauterburg

Peter &

On Dean's List

& Oehler,

Richard Price, son of Mr.
and Mrs. S. Robert Price Jr.,
of 220 S. Belmont, Arlington
Heights, has been named to

Metal, 42; 7. Arlington

semester at Williams College

Klehm, 2929. High team

the Dean's List for the first
in Williamstown, Mass.

A graduate of Arlington
High School, he is a member

of the Class of 1970 at the
college.

I

push shot from outside

technical foul?

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
259-2244

ball handler. The head coach
praised the forward's excellent
hook shot and "deadly" set -

ington players on the floor.

Plus 91.57
Fed. Excise
tax, sales
tax and
6.50-13
trade-in
Tubeless tire off
whitowall your car.

Northwest Hwy. at Euclid

In the

Was this an automatic

WHITEWALLS at BLACKWALL PRICES!

Prices $

--

Wheeling Regional (Arlington
- Grant), following a time out
and just prior to a free throw,
the officials detected six Arl-

- 44; 5.

Evans, 43; 6. Steves Son Sheet

Furniture, 401/2; 7. Top Hat

Barbers, 401/2; 9. Charles
Klehm, 37; 10. Team 9, 251/2.

High team series: Charles

game, Team 9, 1031.
High individual series --

scratch: Bob Zimmanck, 585.

High individual game --

scratch: Bob Zimmanck, 279.
ii

This is the St. James schoo eig th-grade team that battled its way to the finals of the
unday before losing to St. Agatha of Chicago. Kneeling
are (left to right) Jerry Krewer, hris Marszalek, Terry McBride, Vic Incinelli, and Mike
Holleran. In the second row are coach Jim Enright, Ed Hellesen, Mike Schroeder, Bill Covington, Jim Enright Jr.,' Mike Villemure, Capt. Steve Baliaski. In the back row are Curt
Manning, Andy Pancratz, John Preib, Dave Nordyke, and the Rev. James Hinterberger. The
Chicago Arch -Diocese Tourna rent

players are holding some of the trophies they earned in the course of 38-4 season.

._

:

Mantle 0WinsIaot
Padd_es Whee

Knights Zip Past iFirenid,
73-36, Even Duall II: &cord
Prospect High School's indoor track team set their dual
meet record at 2-2 Tuesday,
clobbering Fremd, 73-36, and
picking up 10 first places and
sweeping a pair of events en
route.

6"; 2. Basch, F--5'6": 3.
Boward, F--5-4--.

PROSPECT 75

MEMO 35

AgTwo-mile run:
gerbeck, F--10:13.6; 2.

wins in the 440 and 50 -yard

runs and the broad jump;
Rohrback also assisted in

grabbing five more points for
the winners as he ran anchor

4:48.5; 3. Bach, P-4:51.4.
Pole vault: 1. Imhoff, P--

MacBride, P--10:13.7; 3. Dall,
P--10:26.
Long jump: 1. Rohrback,

60 -yard low hurdles: 1.

44'71/4"; 3. Green, P--43'10".
60 high hurdles: Ducey, P-8.5; 2. Stolt, F--8.65; 3. Busse,
P--9.0

on the team's winning mile
relay team.

Corteen,

with both the 60 -yard high
and low hurdle first -place

Herb Imhoff, Steve

Holmes, and Bill Verley all
-pitched in for single wins,
Imhoff copping the pole vault
laurels with an 11'6" leap,
Holmes taking the mile run in

4:33.5, and Verly going 5'6"
fora high jump victory.

The Kngihts' vaulters and
50 -yard dashers picked up all

the marbles, or at least the

ones with point values. Gary

Nicholson finished second
behind Rohrback in the 543

yard dash with a 5.7 showing,
while teammate Mike Corteen
followed in third in 5.8.

MIKE CROKE settled for
second-best in the pole vault
event, going I l' for the honor.

2:05.3; 2. Proudfoot, P-2:10.7; 3. Bittman, P--2:13.2.
High jump: I. Verley, P --S.

Maury Loeffel picked up a
solo point in the event, clearing the bar at 10'6".

Prospect's 880 relay quartet

picked up a win, Bill
Benoche, Gary Nicholson,
Ted Passarelli, and Corteen
also

Forest View's varsity track

team managed its highest

scoring afternoon of the indoor season Tuesday, but was
still on the short end of a 6841 tally against West Leyden.

The Falcons, now 0-4 in
dual meets, won just three
firsts, by shot putter Chuck
Smith, hurdler Mike Messer,
arid miler Tom Daugh.
Varsity results:

The Knight sophomores
their end of the
dual, slipping past the Vikalso took

ings, 57-51.

The fledglings came

Mike Skop picked up the

only other individual win,

going 10'6" for a pole vault
victory. The sophomore 880

relay team's 1:47.6

performance rounded out the
team's first -place streak.

Prospect will travel to York
Thursday to do battle with the

Dukes and return home for a

triangular meet with Forest
View and Notre Dame (Niles)
Friday.

1 0:3 7.6; 3. Glitz, MW -10:53.6

Junior High

Long jump: L. Kahler,

MW -19'71/2' "; 2. Behrens,

Wrestling Meet

MW --19'5"; 3. Silvestri, W-17'10"
60 high hurdles: 1. Ham-

Hammer, FV

mer, MW --7.8; 2. Johann,

Prospect high school will
host the annual junior high

W--7.85; 3. Silvestri, W--8.0

50 dash: I. Silvestri, W-5.8; 2. Peterson, W--5.9; 3.
Hooper, MW --6.0

school wrestling tournament
March 23.

Prospect varsity coach

Half -mile run: I. Wolf,
MW --2:08; 2. Dreischarf,

Dave Ziemek says all sixth,

seventh, and eighth grade

weight levels --65, 70, 77, 83,
90, 97, 105, 112, 118, 125,

Final Area
asketball Leaders

1:44:5.

5'6" jump.

MW -10:20.7; 2. Gresens, W--

Prospect Hosts

high schools are eligible.

Long jump: I. Schlenker,
WL--18'8"; 2. Lighthoff, FV;
3. Barbour, FV
High jump: I. Prioli, WL-5'8"; 2. Rioux, WL; 3.
Pataroki, WL
Pole vault: I. Almada, WL-9'6"; 2. Gallagher, FV; 3.

TOP 25 REBOUNDERS
Player

G REB ,RPG HG

I. Butch Leonard, Pros.
2. Carl Fricke, Whl.
3. Don Reising, St.V.
4. Bill Yaeger, St.V.
5. George Timson, Pros.
6. Earl Thomas, F.V.
7. Tom Pomey, E.G.
8. Phil Smith, Whl.
9. Jim Oplt, E.G.
10. Jim Gumz, Pros.
I. Greg Doyle, St.V.
12. Dave McGuffey, Art.
13. Doug Dahle, F.V.
14. Mark Liddell, Arl.
15. John Knopf, E.G.'
16. Bob Artemenko, E.G.
17. Mike Anderson, Pros.
18. John Green, Pros.
19. Steve Brown, F.V.
20. Ron King, WhI.
21. Jack Bastable, Whl.
22. Dean Schmelzer, Arl.
23. Dave Erfort, St.V.
24. Don Wright, WhI.
25. Mike Messer, F.V.

25
22
25
25

260
242
223
202

10.4
11.0

24

191

21

190

23

181

22
23
25

158
158
118
110
110
105
104
98

8.0
9.0
7.9
7.2
6.9
4.7
5.8
5.4
5.0
5.8
4.3
4.6

I

19

21
21
18

23
21

25
21
21
21

22
23
22
17

20

96
86
84
82
82
82
82

78
76
67

8.9
8.1

3.5

4.0
3.6
3.9
3.7

19

Competition will be at

MW --2:09.2; 3. Licupo, W-2:09.3

Four -lap relay: I. Wheeling
Peterson, Oakley, Johann,
Schuller -- 1:11.5; 2. Maine.
West -I:12.2
440 run: I. Hildebrandt,
W--56.5; 2. Sommer, W--56.8;
--

15

135, 145, 155, and 165

pounds and heavyweight, with
individual awards for the top

3. Drake, MW --57.3

four boys in each class and

60 low hurdles: I. Hammer,
MW --7.4; 2. Silvestri, W--7.5;
3. Pruit, MW --7.55

trophies for the first- and
second -place teams.
Weigh-in will begin at 8
a.m. March 23 at Prospect,

Nick Silvestri (right) of Wheeling nipped Maine West's Pruit for second place in the 60 -yard
low hurdles Tuesday. The Warriors won both hurdle races, usually a Wildcat strong point.

High jump: I. McKee, W-5'6"; 2. Behrens, MW --5'6";
3. Nelson, MW --5'6"

Mile run: 1. La Badie,

a,m.

The tournament is co-

MW --4:28.7; 2. Smith, MW --

Grant Battles Evanston in Arlington Sectional

sponsored by Dist. 214 and
the Arlington Heights VFW.
Last year's tournament was at

Sectional competition in

Elk Grove.

Further information can be
obtained by calling Zieme f or

the state basketball tourna-

George Gattas.

p.m. at Arlington High

ment begins tonight, with
Evanston facing Grant at

Prospect athletic director

8

School.

Evanston won last week's

.4:44.9; 3. Schneller, W-4:51.8

WNWC-FM (92.7) will

Pole vault: I. Oakley, W-12';

2. Nelson, W--1 l'6"; 3.

Maslin, W-11'6"

Grant took the championship

broadcast all three games of
the Arlington sectional, with
Rick Van Pelt doing the play-

at Wheeling.

by-play.

4:17

Niles West regional, while

12 -lap relay: 1. Maine

West --4:12.6; 2. Wheeling --

16
17
19
18
18
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GLENN RATHKE'S 6.0 second 50 -yard dash won for

3. Abbott, MW --39'3 314"
Two-mile run: I. Flages,

settle for second to the Warriors, 58-5L

Dreischarf, FV
.

anyway.

Shot put: I. Butow,,
43'; 2. Gardell, W--40'6 1/4";

with matches beginning at 10

flashing through the event in

the high jump field with a

Eight -lap relay: 1. West

Bill Hopkins -- chopped nearly five seconds off the school
sophomore record, but lost

WHEELING 51

Page 15

IWheeling's Al Lieupo (right was passed up by both the
Maine West runners trailing him here, and had to settle for '
a third place in the half -mile run Tuesday. Wheeling had to

43'43/4"; 2. Biry, FV; 3.

50 dash: 1. Kula, WL--7.0;
2. Hibbler, FV; 3. Kartch, WI
880 run: 1. Stevens, WL--

winning the half mile run in
2:10 and Reynolds heading

Mile run: 1. Daugh, FV; 2.
Smith, WL; 3. Stebens, WL

Savage, Tim Di Spain, and

Rathkc, Kawell, Kurt Kieffer,
and Jim Knotts in the four -lap
relay. Pole vaulter Al Stavros
tie for first at 1 I'.
MAINE EAST 58

Four -lap relay: I. West

Leyden; 2. Forest View
440 run: I. Powell, WL-54.8; 2. Keller, FV; 3.
Lighthall, FV

sophomore meet by an identical 58-51 score, and again
the 12 -lap relay decided the
win for Maine West.
The Wildcats' 12 -lap relay
team -- Doug Sanders, Frank

Kawell's 5'2" high jump, De
Spain's 2:09.7 half -mile, and

1968

WEST LEYDEN 68

Mailer, WL

more five -point awards to the
Prospect showing, Mathews

Martymawrcz, WL

10)

The Warriors won the Wheeling, as did Gary

March 13,

FOREST VIEW 41

FV--8.2; 2. Eahms, WL; 3.

KEITH MATHEWS and
Steve Reynolds added two

to win the four -lap' relay.

Wednesday,

boys at schools that serve as
"feeder" schools to Dist. 214

Thayer, FV; 3. Distel, WL
60 high hurdles: I. Messer,

a :59.5 quarter mile effort.

2:08; 2. Joyce, FV; 3.

Shot put: I. Smith, FV--

Patrowski, WL--11:07; 2.

through with six first -place
finishes in the meet, Tom
Klinker accounting for a pair
with a 16'5" broad jump and

Hildebrandt in the 440 -yard
run, Brad McKee in the high
jump and Stew Oakley in the
pole vault earned individual
firsts for Wheeling. Oakley,
Skip Peterson, Tom Johann,
and Steve Schuler combined

1/41

Leyden, 2. Forest View

1

NICK SILVESTRI in the

50 -yard dash, Gary

Passarelli, Corteen, 1:44.5; 2.
Fremd, 1:45.7
Mile relay: 1. Prc4ect-Benoche, Hamilton, Corteen,
Rohrback, 3:48; 2. Fremd.

W. Leyden Deals Falcons
4th Track Loss, 68-41

Two-mile run:

Wheeling, now 2-4 in dual

races, usually a Wildcat

B e n o c he, Nicholson,

competition in the low

highs.

house.

meets, won just five firsts, and

P--55.5; 2. Westner, F--57.5;
3. Woyts, F-58.3.
880 relay: I. Prospect --

event with a 7.9 clocking,
while finishing in 8.5 in the

Maine West profited for a 5851 indoor track win Tuesday.

points that were the margin of

Quarter -mile: 1. Rohrback,

honors. The speedster topped
all

strong point.

j victory at the Wildcats' field
4 '

Half mile: 1. Wojtas, F--

DAN DUCEY went home

the Wildcats after a cluster of

ing's 4:17, earning ,The five

11

'

Ducey, P-7.9; 2. Buchanan,
F-8.15; 3. Stolt, F-8.2.

Shot Put: I. Dolatowski,

Maine West took both hurdle

The Warriors won the 12r , lap relay in 4:12.6 to Wheel-

Loeffel, P-10'.

F--45'5"; 2. Schneider, P-

Wheeling s 12 -lap relay
team wasn't able to pick up

-, sub -par performthices, and
-1

11'6"; 2. Croke, P--11; 3.

19'1"; 3. Sellke, P-18'51/4 ".

50 dash: 1. Rohrback, P-5.6; 2. Nicholson, P--5.7, 3.

-9

4:33.5; 2. Sommers, F--

P-19'41/4"; 2. Buchanan, F--

Steve Rohrback was the
'Knight's big gun, collecting
15 points of his own with

';

Mile run: 1. Holmes, P--

I .

.;"
; t.

puicaeloo°

duation Team

The Day welcomes and will publish any signed comment on
or criticism of its Sports Essay. Ralph Novak is The Day's
sports editor, Tom Waists a staff writer.

BY RALPH NOVAK
AND TOM WALSH

We already have a Mid -Suburban
League coaches' all -conference basketball team,
and will soon be deluged with All -Area teams,

All -Region teams, all -city teams, all -state

teams, all -Midwest teams, all-American teams,
and everything except (so far) all -world teams.
So rather than try to outdo the MSL

coaches --whose choices were nearly un-

debatable--or pick an all-star team from the
area of our accepted influence, The Day hereby
presents its All -Situation team.
The rules are simple. Think of a basketball
situation that requires a certain kind of player,

then pick the local high school player --from
the Dist. 214 schools or St. Viator--whom you
would want on your team if you were a coach
and the situation arose.

Feel free to second-guess us as we pick the
area player we'd choose if we needed someone
to:

Get A Big Rebound -We'd take Prospect

forward Butch Leonard, who made up in hustle

and determination what he lacked in size. If
/we couldn't have him, we'd take Wheeling's
,Carl Fricke.

Break a Press --Arlington guard Jim

Baumgartner would be our choice. Wheeling's

Jack Bastable, who should know, says
Baumgartner "dribbles so close to the floor you

can't take the ball away from him." Bastable
himself and Prospect's Forrest Haney would

tion, but if we couldn't, we'd rely on

LaBloc house

Baumgartner, St. Viator's Jack Brawley, or
Wheeling's Don Wright.

Make a big steal --We'd take Bastable, here,
and not be very disappointed if we had to settle

to t day's "T p

for Baumgartner.

Sing- -ion

accurate enough at ;the foul line to convert the
three pointer.
Bill Yaeger of St. Viator would be our se-

WHEN IRISH EYES ARE SMILING . . . . PEG -O -MY HEART
McNAMARA'S BAND . . . . WHERE THE RIVER SHANNON
FLOWS . . . . MY WILD IRISH ROSE . . . HARRIGAN . . . .
PLUS ALL THE OTHER SONGS OF THE DAY!!

Come up with a three-point play --Fricke
would be our choice, because he's strong
enough to break through a foul to score and

cond choice, with Elk Grove's Tom Pomey

third because his free throw shooting is a little
weaker than the others'.
THROW A DECISIVE PASS --Wanting take

.

.

.

above all to avoid a turnover, Bastable again
here, with Haney, Leonard, and Wright other

BA

possibilities.

o PITCHERS & STEINS OF

Shoot two free throws with our team trailing
by a point and time expired -The statistics say

we should take Yaeger, Fricke, Wright, St.
Viator's Dave Erfort, or Forest View's Earl
Thomas. But intuition and past experience

(Green if requested)

would lead us to take Baumgartner again.
Come off the bench to pick up a team --Our
selection here would be Mike Messer of Forest
View, who was the closest thing to John

0 MOUTH-WATERING

Havlicek around here this season. Prospect's
Dave Somers would also deserve consideration.

Have a high -scoring outing in an important

game --We'd count on Gumz, erratic but

z

be other candidates here.
Hit a 25 -foot jump Shot with the score tied

Wheeling; if it were a guard, we'd want Mike

Otherwise, we'd just as soon -avoid this situa-

Leonard, and stay out of their way.

Anderson or Prospect or Bastable.
Recover a loose ball -We'd be satisfied with

PLEASE NOTE!!
AT THE REQUEST OF THE MANAGE-:
MENT.
ALL SHILLEAGHS MUST BE:
CHECKED AT THE DOOR FOR THIS
: SATURDAY & SUNDAY ONLY!
41

OPEN SATURDAY: 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.
OPEN SUNDAY: 11 a.m. to Midnight

0 AND A FINE SELECTION OF

capable of having the big game. Brawley would
be another possibility.
Cover a high -scoring opponent -If it were a

forward Or center, we'd take Phil Smith of

Ni s

Ye PuBlic house
ABSOLUTELY

NO RESERVATIONS!

865 S. Elmhurst Rd. (Rt. 83) Des Plaines

JUST SOUTH OF DEMPSTER - NORTH OF ALGONQUIN
and one second left -If he were having a hot
night, we'd want Jim Gumz of Prospect. either Jim Oplt of Elk Grove, Bastable, or eeeoep000seeoc000ectooectooecooseGooecootiecobeecoooeoes000mmeoloocooecoseeeeeoseososoeoeeeeopooecoecreeoeceseammos
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resented to and Winners

Band members of Holmes

Jr. High School received
medals Tuesday for "excellent" and "superior" ratings
in a recent area solo and
ensemble contest.

Assistant principal Philip

Grail presented the awards at
an all -school assembly.

Band director for Holmes,

John Jay, Juliette Low, and

Forest View Elementary
Schools is Thomas Mcegan.
MEDALS were awarded to:
Gary Line, Terry Palmberg,

Matt Catton, Eric Miller,

Randi Mokas, Bradley
The building is located in the Rolling Meadows Industrial

Artist's sketch of the midwest distribution center scheduled
to be occupied early this spring by the Coleman Flooring Co.

Center, and was fold by Kenroy, Inc. realtors.

Industrial Center,
Rolling Meadows The site in Meadows

warehouse and office

eludes a newly -constructed
23,600- square foot midwest

The price tag for the complex, including the building to

distribution center situated on
Tollview Dr.

be built by Lee Construction

The building consists of a

.

Benefit Din ner-Dance
Arrangements for the se-

cond annual benefit and dinner dance sponsored by the

Board of Directors of the

Clear brook Center for the

Retarded were announced 4t
board meeting by

a recent

chairman Richard Impey.

The dance will be held on
Saturday evening, April 6, at
the Itasca Country Club in
Itasca, Illinois Cocktails will

terman, Peter Casey, Jack
McClure, Ed Krebs, Lisa

Baugh, Cindy Swetman, and
Karen Whitehead, all of Arl-

Coleman Flooring Moving to Rolling Meadows
The Coleman Flooring Co.
has purchased 60,000 square
feet of land in the Rolling

Hockhalter, Beth Lyon, Jacqueline Nitz, Danny Rhodes,
Jeffery Kennedy, Gary Wet-

ington Heights.

Co., was set at $180,000 by
Ralph M. Gerstenfeld, assistant vice president and head
of the Industrial Sales Div. for
Kenroy, Inc. realtors.

Anita Gassman, Donna Village. During the all -school assembly, the Forest View High School band gave a concert.

Marinello, Audrey Kirsten,
Donica Oberhardt, Vincent

Cortina, Paul Bjork, and
Patricia Long, of Mount

Prospect.

Louis Thomas, Lori Maddox, Doreen Hansen, Crystal

will be served at 8.

Music for dancing will be

provided by the 17 -piece

The Dist. 214 Board of 1960 be re-examined and
education authorized the brought up to date.

In 1966, Berger-Kelley-

orchestra of Art Hale.

employment of Berger-KelleyUnteed-Scaggs and Associates
for the Life Safety remodeling

Unteed completed a Life Safe-

Tickets, at $20 per couple, are

Monday night, Mar. 11.

September, 1967 to acquire
the funds.

ty survey of Prospect High
Dinner tables will accommodate 10 persons. of Prospect High School, School. A tax was levied in

available from board
members, or may be ordered

"the state requires in the

by calling the Clearbrook Life Safety Code that all

buildings constructed before

Center at 255-0120.

According to state law,

remodeling must be completed

within three years of the

Schuman, and Cheryl Turban,
all of Elk Grove Village.

Accompanist for many of

the musicians in the area contest was Miss Sharon Wilson,
a music teacher at Holmes.

In S ecial Tr mit

Prospect High Remodeling OKd

be served from 6:30. Dinner

survey. In order to meet this
date, the board has authorized
the architects to prepare drawings for approval and bidding.
The board has decided that
all construction shall be done
on a time and material basis.

t

It was discovered in the

remodeling of Arlington High
School, that this method is
cheaper.

An Arlington Heights resident, Bonnie Baarts (second from right), 107 N. Wilshire Lane,
is in special training at The Suburban Cook County Tuberculosis Sanitarium -Hospital near
Hinsdale. Other students there from Lutheran General Hospital arc: (from left) Sharon Rek,
Niles; Marjorie Altergott, Chicago; Linda Willoughby, Norridge; Karen Fryksdale, Niles;

'SAVE NOW ON AUTOMATIC GAS
DRYERS ... ON WASHERS, TOO!

Cheryl Brieshke, Mount Prospect, and Miss Jane Eyer, instructor at Lutheran General.

Stanley Perly Named
Bank Vice President

EE

E

Medals were awarded Tuesday to 29 Holems Jr. Higl School band students who recei'ed
"excellent" and "superior" ratings in a recent area nu ic contest. (L to R) Jeff Kennedy,
2214 Goebbert Rd., Arlington Heights; and Pat Long, 1207 Sunset, Mount Prospect; watch
band director Thomas Meegan pin a medal on Doreen Hasnen, 361 Brighton, Elk Grove

The Bank & Trust Co. of
Arlington Heights has an-

Dry clothes any time. This automatic has an
all -fabric time cycle for all -fabric drying. Con-

trol panel; safety dry and many other features Free delivery; 1-yr. service. Model 155N

No Money Down

$1.25 a Week!

Suburban Trust and

Savings

nounced the appointment. of
Stanley A. Perry to its officer
staff as vice presdient and
trust officer. Perry now heads
the trust department which

Bank in Oak Park and the
O'Hare International Bank of

was opened on March 4.

tional Bank in Chicago.

Chicago.

He later joined the

Land'

Trust Div. of the LaSalle Na-

Perry was graduated from
DePaul University College of
Law with an LLB degree and

During' the Korean War,
Perry served as Chief Legal

was adMitted to the Bar of the

General's department.

State of Illinois in 1953. He
is also a graduate of the Na-

0 Gas Dries Clothes Better for Less

department at both the

Advisor in the Adjutant

tional Trust School conducted
at Northwestern University by

BEN BALDWIN

the American. Banker's
Association.

FRIGIDAIRE

GAS MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE.

... COSTS LESS, TOO!
White, Coppertone or Green

Automatic Gas Dryer
No Money Down

159

No iron fabrics are ready to wear --,no ironing!

Timer lets you set exact drying time; signals
when done! Rust resistant drum won't snag or
mark delicate fabrics!
0 Gas Dries Clothes Best for Less!

New 1968 Model Automatic

2 -Speed Washer
White, Coppertone
or Green
No Money Down

188

2 different agitation and spin speeds
for multi -fabric washing; cold water wash
selector; jet -away rinse; rapid dry spin cuts
drying, time! Noise reducing lid for quiet

With

operation!

MT. PROSPECT

,

Thursday, Friday 9:15 to 9 - Saturday 9:15 to 5:30

PLAZA
RAND & CENTRAL RD.

Plenty of Free Parking

SUNDAYS 11 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Perry has more than

.To Attend
Conference

10

of experience in the
trust field. He was executive
officer in charge of the trust
years

Ben Baldwin., 1404
Dogwood Ln., Mount

Netv Rides. For
Absentees At
Holmes Jr. High.

Prospect, will attend the 1968
National Leaders Conference
of the Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States
in Century City, Calif.

New rules for parents to

Baldwin was chosen for

follow when their children are
absent from school went into

outstanding performance as a
representative of the Woody

effect Monday at Dist. 59's
Holmes Junior High School.

Agency in Chicago.

misses school, parents should
call the Holmes office at 4371000 imween 8:30 and 10:30

has been a resident of Mount

He has four children and

On the day their_ child

a.m.

When the student returns to
school. he can .go directly to
his homeroom. He will. not
have to stop in the, office and
he will not need an admission
slip. His parents will not have

STANLEY A. PERRY

St. Alphonsus Players
Offer 'Campaign Capers'
The St. Alphonsus Country

Players of Prospect Heights
are rehearsing a musical revue
called "Campaign Capers," to

to write a note.

ProSpect for three years.

"Campaign Capers" will be

presented at Wheeling High

School, Hintz and Route 83,
Wheeling. Performances will

ten to call in, they must send

31.

be at 8 p.m. March 29, at 8
p.m. March 30, following a

a note which the student must
bring in the office when he

piditicking through the ages.

at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. March

returns.

It starts in

31.

to Holmes students only.

the chariot era and 'shows

purchased in advance, may be
ordered by calling 296-4241
or 296-7312.

IF PARENTS have forgot- be staged March 29 through

The musical's theme is

the days of the
This new procedure applies Flintstones, passes through

Dinner -Dance
To Aid,Home

Christopher Columbus

playing politics so he could

discover America and includes the medicine man,

For Retarded

Pilgrims and Indians.

A dinner - dance will be held
Friday, May 24 by the Parents
Assn. of the Misericordia
Home.
The annual dinner -dance

the Gay 90's, the Roaring
the 30s, 40s, 50s, and climax-

will

be held at the Ferrara

Manor, Central and ' North
Avenue, Chicago.
Proceeds will go to the home

to help enable continued service

to

retarded

children.

Tickets may be obtained by
calling CL 9-3556.

Then it continues through
20s,

es with contemporary
suburban living.

THE PRODUCER and

buffet dinner at 6:30 p.m. and

Tickets which must be

Palatine Eyes
Fair Housing
Villagd board members in
Palatine are considering a fair
housing ordinance proposed
by

Palatine's Human Rela-

director, Georgine Reynolds
and assistant director Dodie
-Cassidy agreed that by the

tions Commission.

help donated by the St.

Alphonsus parishioners this

similar to the ordinance
which Arlington Heights

will be a really big show.

recently adopted.

size of the cast and all the

The suggested ordinance

was presented Monday at the
village board meeting. It is

'

THE DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

DAY WANT ADS

0

24 -Help Wanted Men

Page 17.

-

I24 -Help Wanted Mon

PET RESULTS

z

0,x

0

MACHINIST

For the best coverage
and the finest service
use DAY PUBLICATIONS.

Call

255-4400

PUBLIC NOTICE
NOTICE OF PROPOSED FILING

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

To the Patrons of the
Illinois Bell Telephone Company: '
The Illinois Bell Telephone Com-

cin

Wednesday, Mach 13, 1968

hereby gives notice to the pub.
Iiany
c that it has filed with the Illinois
Commerce Commission tariffs which

provide for the revision of certain

charges for message toll telephone
including

service,

LC!)

LO

the

introduction

of a minim: n charge for messages
requiring special operator handling.
and certain related charges for local
telephone service.
A copy of the

proposed filing
may be inspected by any interested
party at any business office of this

Phone LE 7-2510

Company in Illinois.

CNI

All parties interested in this mat.
may obtain information with
respect thereto either directly from
this Company or by addressing the
Secretary of the Illinois Commerce
ter

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

Commission at Springfield, Illinois.
ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE

HN

11'

ii

COMPANY

.

O

1VE GOT

By J.J. TRUTTER

General Manager

Wednesday, March 13, 1968

4,- -ILet us help make your DAY!

Air Conditioning
Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Share

Arts and Antiques
Sales

Aviation
Auto Leasing
Auto Parts and A

...

Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange

Boats and MarineSupplies
Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities
Business Personals
Business Service Directory

35
75

[IL

71

e -e

20
109
105
107

_

101

38

15
16

1

36
2

24
26
30
47
83
5

23
90
50

loansPenonal, Business

65

Lost and Found
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes

32

13

98
55
69
56

Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools - Child Core
Off ice Furniture - Devices

IntrA6""
For

nor

94
95
88

96
70

21
Situations Wanted -Men
22
Situations Wanted -Women
74
To Rent Apartments
78
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73

To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous

76

To Rent Resort Properties
To Rent, Stores, Offices

79
77

Travel

18

81

102

92
42
82

Ditttriclts

Pleats
Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten ed.
CL 9-0849

Auto Repair

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne 's Furniture Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns
scratches removed. FL 8-4543.

Carpentry -Remodeling
Room Additions
& General Remodeling

CL 5.5056

rest" then call
Call "the
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
job too small. 766-8034

$17.95

CL 5-8239 - CL 3.5050
DO YOU HAVE THE DESIRE
TO SING?

Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

individual or group. Whether
you are 13 or 103 you will enjoy

Pianos - Organs

the

new or used.
Shift Steps. Free

....-

Nri Night
..

:

lior iiit

fit Iii_

255.0348
Randhurst.
Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, fur coats; re-

APA(E1211SERS

-,
pte4se

ci4E0(Yoult3Apst
Advertisers or* g.4

Tefr

4f1414 the first insarliers

their adorttisement `nd lit
rant

200or

-4400

our experienced ad takers will help you pike your ad.

tr.5beZtriingtonriapbrbe Vroopect 31Daybitiarket Zap

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yri. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen
Ad. HI,,
Cl 5.5692

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under 545.
529.2840

Sewer Service

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.

SEWER TROUBLES?
All types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding.. Sinks,

.

CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL

bowls, tubs opened. Free estim-

255.4E062
Arlington Hts.
Limited spring openings.

ates. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service

Painting -Decorating

837-2345

Sewing Machine Repair

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

3 Generations
Decorating in the finest

$4.95 & $5.95. 359-3593

Scandinavian tradition.CL

9-0495

pair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
'
255.8161
Graduate designer So. American
fashion school, perfect alterations. Rees. 358-7791.

Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone call takes

Alterations & Fittings
by Professional in my home.
437-6588
Appointment only.

Top quality materials & careful

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

care of home maintenance?
*Painting:, Interior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
*New Method Carpet Cleaning
*Floor Care for Home & Office

437-4093

Transmission Service

wOrkinanship.

.381-4651

AAMCO Transmissions
Ad. His.
'
259-9440
-

830 W. N.W. Hwy.

438.8387

,

-error to nvtgy. thr.'

xlessltigd
,Isparttotritt "ai
141c4,` in pater that "Cortoctioe

,adt

Repaired. Home Service Calls'.

358-9710

Murals

-

FL 8-5359

SAVE YOUR EYES!

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
order. Alterations. Near
to

is

Call

Reasonable Rates

Dressmaking -Sewing

DAYS

ar ors V.

TV SERVICE & REPAIR
CALL ED

Save 50%

ant 6* mode. to tk tikreni of
error or o'litiottt, the news.
remostiikle tot
esrr
ONLY " Ilse tot locOr`ratt
imertiott and ally to thiftto,
slot ofttittt'spoiottiat shoed

"PM", :t trts;
'retifified 04y, :tipubilootott.
"iteitt4ttotOort:1
`014.14

may, *4irt)

B

Small

Radio -TV Repair

Moving

766-1943

service.

.

Beautify your home for Easter.

Driveways,
Stairs,
Garages,
Patios. Free estimates.

clean

Fast

Moving

.

To be
-

Plastering
jobs a specialty.' Free estimates
255-3823

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

DEPENDABLE CARPET

392-6817

Ned Williams

CL 3-5592

Carpet Installation

Cement Work by Vito Pelagio.

at ArIltic4,ton
.....
110111. _..., ,

Tuning. Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

world of the voice. For further
info contact Mr. Carter, 27 W.
Prospect, Mt. Prospect, or call

WINTER PRICES

Park

heart. We guarantee an

exploration into the wonderful

Concrete Work

1:::pt }fall
11011

255.4400

the satisfaction of singing from

cleans

--

Center Village

Photography

1Carter School of Music is now
offering vocal training either

Mcisonry

Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL3-4182
CL 5-4833

LINES

Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
529.7774

Advanced &
Violin
beginners. New easy method.

$9.95 & up. 894-5722

Repairs &
Estimates.

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803
Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118
Wall Papering.

Lessons -

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

Wall.to-Wall,

358-9038

&

Instructions

Carpet Cleaning
Special

Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

Help with income tax
In your home.
CL 5-0313
Vince Bender

J. J. 0' Brien Constr.

Winter

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.

Income Tax

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

.

$20 Paints Most Rooms

Ecklund Floor Service

Average rm. sanded, sealed &
finiahed. $19.95
766-4687

We Don't
BUY OR SELL CARS

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR
TOWING SERVICE..

Catering

-1)'C°6ti

\

ON MEN'S WEAR
Remodeling, Relining,

25.:3642
ex

yvi%sllllllll g,

illnallt,'Joltyelnn"tion
1.Xlit'ltriti
:

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

poot

clutter ( ttt:sttiOr

.

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

Alterations

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work- Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359-1906

91

t

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

14

Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

tortPar

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators CL 9-0495

85
89
86

Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate -loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate Wonted

CL3.4182

1

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Houses

1

.,

Personals

Real Estate -Bus. Property

"'rg

Catering
CL 5-4833

14

-

7

---

vices offered by reputable business peapie in your community. Call one NOW!

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400

17

Motorcycles and Scooters .... III

Mir WAN AD

lk

Consult this daily guide of reliable ser-

ks

39
66

Food and Delicacies

I

Tri

,

64

Florists

ap

,-.

..A

106
103
99

9
Cord of Sympathy
8
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & lots
10
Coins - Hobbies
12
Day Ccmp
44
Dogs, Pets and Equipment
Employment Agencies -Men ....27
Employment Agencies 2B
Women
29
Employment Service -Women
57
Equipment Rentals

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
F1,.lp Wanted Men
Help Wanted Men or Women
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings -Furniture
Industrial Property
In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
landscaping

4,7,4

,

1. f-

34

Business Services

UYEIRS WITH A

Ill.

USIlla
SS
'riceer Dinvdory

CLASSIFIED

Auction

TO SELL

Wheeling,

An equal opportunity employer

INDEX

ING

Willis

S.

1150

Published by the
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

G IN

ICED

DAY WANT -ADS
A 3 Line Ad

:Boxitge

1

tr.

THE -DAY
Wednesday, March 13, 1968

Page 18
3 -Cemeteries & Lots

_

2 lots Memory Gareens Cemetery. $300 Leaving state. Coll
WE 5-7895 oft. 7:30 p.m.

Part Time & Sat. Earn $3-$4
hr. Ans. calls to take orders.
MONEY MINDED

392-6282

Cantor,

927-6908

16.

Drafting Trainee

Industrial

Immediate opening for high school graduate with ability to
letter or print neatly. Opportunity to learn mechanical drafting. Company will train. We offer an excellent future plus
pleasant working conditions.

BUYER

Engineering

Outstanding opportunity for Buyer with one to

DISHWASHERS

& BUS BOYS

14 -Personals

AVIATION
DISPATCHERS &

out

tion. Check nowt 255.7200

NORTHWEST HWY. &
QUENTIN RDS.
PALATINE

RAISED WRITING

Experience
train. Must

portation.

levels

OPERATIONS

DEPT.

NEW MIRACLE DISCOVERYI
Raised
Gold, Silver, Copper letters.

Write your name in

$3.15 postpaid or send stamp
for free sample and information.

MANAGER

BUTLER

Hardware Automotive

AVIATION

Ages 45-65 are welcome

See Mr. Ellison.

TOPPS

STEADY EMPLOYMENT

DISCOUNT STORE

21 -Situations Wanted -Men

tt

:

392-0190

AUTOMATIC INCREASES

PART TIME

DRAFTING

437-4051, After 4:30 P.M.

FREE LIFE-HOSP. INSURANCE

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

22 -Situations Wanted Women

EKCO

Full Time

WILL DO IRONING
IN MY HOME.
CL 5-5452

358.1234

All subjects and languages
taught in your home.

Stockman
Work near home in well
paying job with a future
in a fast growing busin-

EXPERIENCED

528-7665

APPLY STORE MANAGER:

FAMILY

go hagcrafieri

Call 537-1100
or visit us at

-

INSPECTOR
Some experience preferred but will train individual with
knowledge of blueprint reading and simple measuring de-

for your future

-

JOBS'OFFER:

Assemblers

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan

* Packers

Profit Sharing

275 12th St.
U.N. Alloy Bldg.
Wheeling, Ill.

APPLY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
AT

537-9436

SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

.-

vices.

TECHNICAL.WRITERS

GET RESULTS
Excellent opportunity for top
pay, job security and promotion to service management.

LATHE OPERATORS -Production

Staffing new Service Center of
nationwide service depart-

Clean work machining flourocarbon plastics: Teflon, Kel-F,

Mar,

ment. Training and/or experience in repair of electronic
products, TV, stereo, tape recorders and test equipment

BILL of MATERIAL WRITERS

EXPERIENCED OR TRAINEES

S/(14.

MOTOROLA
ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

POWER TOOLS

o DRAFTSMEN

Detrin, etc.

1/2 block North of Dundee
3/4 Mile west of Wolf Rd.

An equal opportunity employer

-TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

Permanent positions - no layoffs. New air conditioned plant.
Many fringe benefits including company paid profit sharing.

(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)

necessary.
eXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

Apply:

WIN?

INORGANIC PLASTICS, INC.'
150 Gaylord St.

W. T. GRANT

'The 'Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed.
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

439-7400

YOUR JOB WILL GROW
WITH OUR

engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

SERVICE CENTER

ADS

layoffs due to weather.

Excellent opportunity for top
pay, job security and promotion

25-5_11:720C.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Come in now for perManent full time jobs. No

SERVICEMEN

BEFORE 4 P.M.

Mg hagcrafiersca

MEN,

APPLIANCE

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

to service management.

Staffing new Service department-Training and/or experience in repair of refrigerators,

0 2 weeks paid vacation
0 paid holidays
e paid sick leaves
.0 overtime
0 insurance

air -conditioners, washers, dryers and ranges necessary.
APPLY:

-

Vt

At

W. T. GRANT

No experience necessary

Mechanic and
Attendant

SERVICE CENTER

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

DAYS

619 Thomas Drive
Bensenville, Ill.

Dick's Standard
Service
Golf Rd. & Arlington Hts. Rd.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

MA FP 7 7 Al METAL 35

*Assemblers
*Wirers and Solderers

Wheeling
537-2180

250 N. 12th St.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

*Packers
°Stock Handlers
*Inspectors

To Start Work

Hi?

IMMEDIATELY
1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

Experienced in Setting Up and operating a Shear.

accounting courses very helpful.

DATA PROCESSING TRAINEES
Position now open on second shift for tabulating and compator operator trainees. Data processing schooling desirable, but we will train qualified applicant.

CLERKS (Accounting Department)

UTILITY MAN
Individual desiring variety of duties would enjoy this job which includes light office maintenance
work, minor repairs to office furniture, servicing of pool cars, etc.

JANITORS
Evening hours 5 p.m. to 8:30 a.m. No experience necessary as we will train.

*Cafeteria Attendant
*Secretaries and Typists
.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

Positions available for mechanical and electrical Mainten-

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

COATER HELPERS

Wheeling, Ill.

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

MAINTENANCE MEN
ance Men.

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

is

desirable, but

SITIONS AVAILABLE ALL 3 SHIFTS
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN

McDona Ids is

Hiring NOW for Summer Help

APPLY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

8 A.M. to 8 P.M.

AT

fiD

(Division of Addressograph Multigraph Corp)

McDONALDS HAMBURGERS;

1800 W. Central Rd.

MT. PROSPECT
Rand Rd. & Rt. 831

Mr. Schwartz

-

sick pay, profit sharing

*Profit Sharing

-TUESDAY & THURSDAY

-.

Welcomes you to join our organization. Come in to our employment deportment for an interview. Many fringe benefits are available to all regular employees; major medical, disability,

°Good Vacation Plan

Monday thru Friday
8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.

Work 1 or 2 days after school plus weekends now, and be
trained for a good 'paying job this summer.

Good Starting Pay
Merit Increases
Free Meals & Uniforms

,

ric Mechanical Assembly experience
we will train if needed.
Ele

PURE OIL

Good Starting Pay
*Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization
°Excellent Working Conditions

There are jobs available in our Paper Coating Dept. No experience necessary. Math aptitude helpful.

ASSEMBLERS
-

START NOW FOR A GOOD SUMMER JOB

14@OG:rib

0 to 3 years accounting experience desired for, general accounting openings. Some college

0 Communications Technicians

SHEAR OPERATORS

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit sharing.

19Pi-

ACCOUNTANTS

PRODUCTION AND OFFICE

MEN WANTED

1150 S. Willis Ave.

Individual with 0 to 3 years consumer credit experience or recent college graduate, desiring
key position in our credit organization will find this a challenging job with growth potential.

Retired postal employees would be ideal for clerical assignments in accounting deportment

in

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

GENERAL FACTORY

CREDIT REPRESENTATIVE

Schaumburg

PHONE 595-0315

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

moiro Rex,
Is On The Move

0 automatic raises

24 -Help Wanted Men

GAS STATION

GROWING ORGANIZATION

259-9600

for

CALL
TODAY

Contact Mr. Pinder
Weekdays 8:30 AM to 5 PM

-JOBS

619 Thomas Drive
Bensenville, III.

Phone 595-0315

N.W. Hwy. & Wilke,
Mr, Kimpel

Illinois.

TOOLS
TOOLSPOWER

EXPERIENCED OR TRAINEE

TV Servicemen

ARL. HTS.

These men will carry out maintenance
duties in both plant and office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,

CCD.

The Ideal Company

Rds.

DAYS and NIGHTS

Superior Company
Benefits

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Wheeling, Ill.

Mt. Prospect Plaza&
Rand, Central & Mt. Prospect

When
You Use

Whee I ing

an equal opportunity employer

HILLMAN'S

WANT ADS

SP 5-4300

LE 7-5700

A COMPANY WITH A FUTURE

777 Wheeling Rd.

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

255-1910

IN WHEELING

1020 Noel Avenue

Many company benefits: 9 paid holidays
free medical and life insurance

company
Many
benefits including discount on food.
ess.

M/F

POWER

TINA

MAINTENANCE MECHANICS
2nd shift (4:15 PM to 12:45 AM)
15c per hour shift premium

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Hours 8 AM to4:30 PM

Immediate Openings

Grocery

23 -Instruction

NEEDS

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

PACKAGING INC.

BUSCH AUTO
SERVICE CENTER

Will do ironing in my home.
Experienced -References
253.3443

it

.

,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Wheeling, III.
537-2180

TORO1

Div. of Addressograph
Multigraph Corp.

(1 blk. N. of Lawrence)
Chicago
UN 7-8000

O'Hare Field

Excellent future with top company. Good starting salary

250 North 12th Street
(Off Dundee Road)

" BRUNING

_

MAGNAFLUX CORP.
7301 W. AINSLEE

I

Div. of MARTIN -MARIETTA CORP.

on

work experience.

PRODUCTION

benefits.

APPLY IN PERSON TO

depending

education and previous

man. Liberal employee

KIT

machinists to be trained

in tool and die making.
We have excellent opportunitiei at various

and sorting instruments.
Prefer trade -school grawith some indusnot necessary-willduate
trial experience. Perhave own transmanent position for right

MET LS

riZsgraP7,7

Also spots for qualified

Rolling Meadows

REFUELERS

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

Services" in the Classified Sec-

3737 Industrial Ave.

testing

Electronic

We have positions available in Process Engineering, and Tool Design.

Melon Motor & Coil Corp.
CL 9-3750

TECHNICIAN
Custom build and check

APPLY IN PERSON

EVER -READY HELPERS are waiting to serve you in "Business

TUTORING

two years experience in purchasing. Prefer MRO
-experience.

Contact Engineering Dept.

ELECTRONICS

phone 259.8844.

14 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Short Hrs. Good Pay. 539 -1240 -

from in front of Monaco Drugs,
on Arlington Heights Road on.
Wednesday, March 6, please

Emmett L. Pate
P.O. Box 1961
York, Pa. 17405

I 24 -Help Wanted Men

to 6 p.m. Monday thru Friday.
Randhurst Shoppling
Mt. Prospect.

HELPER

Young Men Wanted: 12 to

MAN NEEDED
To clean store from 10 a.m.

FULL TIME

Car nec. Mr. Howard. 774.5353

13 -Lost and Found
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of a blue 10 -speed
Schwinn boy's bicycle missing

PACKAGE
LIQUOR STORE

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

MOTOROLA'

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

25-5-1910

Algonquin & Meacham Roads ''Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

wr

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
PALATINE, ILL.
LA 9-7700
200 E. GOLF RD.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

,

24 -Help Wanted Mon

Technician

24 -Help Wanted Men

.

Good company benefits.
Clean modern plant.

Our tremendous growth In the
manufacturing of electronic

component pans and metal

fabrication, has created a
new position for a Q. C. technician. This position will report to our Q C. Manager and
have the responsibility of
supervising the inspection per
sormel in one of our production departments. Should have
experience in mechanical and
electro - mechanical 'Inspection procedures. Send resume
in complete confidence to

Light Assemblers

Drafting

TRACERS
INKERS

JOBS OFFER:

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
2nd Shift Bonus
e Profit Sharing

INTERVIEWER
TRAINEE

Full Time

Engineers

1500 Birchwood
Des Plaines

trouble shooting and field service/support programs. Full
training and orientation at
company expense. Any electri-

Part Time

opening

PLEASE APPLY

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1900

COME IN OR CALL

Ken Berger
CL 3-2800

AT

'An equal opportunity employer

and commission. We are a

DAY WANT ADS

leading independent employment agency with on out-

program is perhaps the finest
of its kind anywhere in the
United

States. If you are
ambitious, energetic and have
a positive mental attitude you

owe It to yourself to investigate our offer. For more information come in or

GET. RESULTS

_

MOTOROLA

26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

ENGINEERING, INC.

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

--

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

800 W. Central Road
Mt. Prospect
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Larry's Restaurant
Male or Female. Call or apply
in person. Ask for Gene.

An equal opportunity employer

358-2852

26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

Rt. 12 & 53

Call 253-6600

2nd Floor

Mt Prospect

Janitor
WAREHOUSEMEN

salary with increases as you
learn Paid vacations and paid
holidays Paid hospitalization
and insurance, plus other com-

GROW WITH US!!!
FULL TIME HELP!
your own working
hours ... we've opening for experienced workers or "willing
-to-learn" In the following departments.
SELECT

26 -Help Wanted Men o:
Women

WORLD CARPETS

26 -Help Wanted Men -or
.

SEE THE STORE MANAGER

Women

11GILICIO

YOU'LL MEET THEM ALLI Answer

phones, set the day's ap-

using
Lots

The Following Positions Are Now
Available For Men & Women
in Our New Air Conditioned Plants:

QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS

you
the

of

NO FEE

ASSEMBLERS

We are an expanding elec-

DRAFTSMAN
THAT WANTS
.
DESIGN

SECRETARY'S

MALE

to work in an atmosphere of
minimum
supervision
with
maximum
opportunity
for
personal growth. Applicant

should have 2 to 5 years ex-

or

eleCtrical mechanical drafting.

You will work with our en-

* DRAFTSMAN
Ambitious draftsman who enjoys variety and

CENTER

is willing to see a project through.

of the firm Excellent advancement potential.

Capable individual needed to run tests, make

AMPEX

reports, assemble prototype tools. & etc.

METHODE

STOCKMEN (Shipping Department)
O RECEIVING CLERK

MFG. CORP.

...

Profit Sharing bonuses
Good starting rates
Automatic increases
Two weeks vacation 1st year
Company paid insurance

Tuition aid
1700 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadows

392-3500

FEMALE

Early seniority in new plants
Promotional opportunities
Air-conditioned new plants, parking lot,
cafeteria

O FEMALE PACKERS (Days or Nights)

typing qualifies you for most
of these very desirable positions in choice O'Hare area

Prefer 2 yrs. experience. Punching and
verifying Alpha and Numeric Systems

A

2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

.6th minimum supervision you

will perform machining and
fitting operations on all kinds
of metal parts and machines.
Also layout work from sketches and written specifications.
Highly diversified work in-

volving very close tolerances. 5
to 10 years experience or

o CARTON CLOSERS

VARO OPTICAL
215E Prospect Ave.
259.8100
Mt Prospect

27 -Employment Agencies- t. 27 -Employment Agencies-

BENEFITS INCLUDE

o Paid Vacations
7 Paid Holidays
Attendance Elimus
Paid Sick Leave
free Coffee
Pension Plan
0 Free Hospitalization

Men

'

Men

FOUR

MANAGERS

11G:A 110,, om.
VARO INC

TO $25,000
Must have 5 years successful sales background in one of the
following: Consumer Products, TBA, Aircraft, Intangibles,
Capital Equipment. College Degree desirable, but not necessary. Spanish secondary language required for International positions. Age open to 40. Call 299-7131 to schedule interview. Resume may be necessary.

eARE ER O'HARE

CAREER

SECOND SHIFT

O'HARE PERSONNEL

FAB. INSPECTOR

2590 E. DEVON (At River Rd.)

Rewarding position open for

RECEPTIONIST

ROLLING MEADOWS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

(pERSONNEL INC.
2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

individual with basic inspection
to perform in -process inspect-

on complete assemblies
and first piece inspection on
ion

$400 to $450.

fabricated parts.

FREE

client, one of America's LARGBROKERAGE' firms, will
EST
train you in all the In and outs
of Brokerage Management.

this once in a life time pos-

full salary and expenses. You
will learn WHAT STOCKS TO
BUY, WHEN TO SELL. How to
take a position In a stock ex-

of primary measuring
gauges necessary and knowUse

ledge of blueprints helpful.

ition. Greet clients, take

reports, in-

type

voices. The plush offices and

change. Take advantage of
this training. And you are on
your way to a VERY SUCCESSFUL CAREER. No previous exp.
required-NO FEE.

PARKER

experience or special
background necessary to land
No

messages,

friendly people make
an ideal spot for you.

this

Call or Apply

Call Pete Briggs 827.7706

Call 253-6600

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.

PARKER

Cumberland Office
Center

.

METHODE

MFG. CORP.
1700 HICKS RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

Mt. Prospect

117 S. Emerson

2nd Floor
Mt. Prospect

Recruiting
Counselor
over 300% In 3 years and hove
a
professional
reputation

second to none. No previous
experience

necessary.

Would

ACCOUNTING.

Opportunity to join the most
progressive recruiting firm in
the suburbs. We have grown

To

In this business you
must have the ability to work,

succeed

sell, and think. If interested
in a prestige position offering
an above average income call
Dud Cairns 392.5151.

AIRLINE EQUIPMENT
SALES TRAINEE
FREE
Here is an exceptional opport.
if you are seriously thinking
about a successful career In
the area of sales -marketing.
No previous exp. required. Our

client, a large Chgo. based
manufacturer, will train you

to represent them to all major

airlines discussing and showing
some of the most sophisticated
yet
equip.
communication
made. No previous experience

392-3500

30 -Help Wanted WoatC.f,

Juniors
$600

You

Seniors
.

.

Like

$90

To

EMPLOYERS PAY
OU.R.FEES '
We are staffing for 7 account.

ing positions with new divisions
of leading national companies,

3 hours can qualify you; anything over 12 hours makes
senior

status.

Your

inquiry

Join
THE ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL FAMILY?
We need you if you are a:

SUPERVISOR - for P.M. Tour of Duty

handled in strict confidence.

STAFF NURSE

Call Dom Glambrone 827-7706

NURSING ASSISTANT - For Any Tour
of Duty

LPN

Hallmark
Personnel
Cumberland
Office Center
380 E. Norirmest Hwy.

CONTACT NURSING CARE OFFICE
437-5500, Ext. 633

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.

Elk Grove Village

`Des Pldines, Ill.

'PAY WAND AD$.
28 -Employment Agencies Women

METHIO,AliEoftil\FiGEWRP.

nec.

Call 253.6600

PARKER
117 So. Emerson

2nd Floor
Mt. Prospect

Sfluiet.dp
100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS
Salaries $325 to $800
207 N. EVERGREEN, ARL. HTS.

28-Employmerbt Agenties- !
Women

392-2700

DIAL 392-6100

- YOUR MONEY LINE

graduates of '68
opportunity seekers

The opening of our new plant addition has creat-

ed additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the
following
ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

MACHINE OPERATORS
(Some part time positions available)
We hove just opened a large modern addition to our plant
which is complete with lunch room, large clean locker rooms,

excellent lighting, and a central heating and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary in the assembling of
our electronic component products. Advance with a growing
electronic company.

WE OFFER
Bonus & incentive lobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits

* young careerists
housewives returning to work
392-2700

1100 HICKS RD.

An equal opportunity employer'

299-7131.

117 So. Emerson
2nd. Floor

SALES
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL

Please Call Mrs. Kobus
at 259-1620

An equal opportunity employer

An Equal OPpOrtunity Employer

(Staple operators and nylon room trainees)

O SUB -ASSEMBLERS

APPLY AT

956-0990

O MACHINE TRAINEES

formal train desirable.

Good Starting Pay
and Many Benefits

OW

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, Ill.

phone familiarity ' helps. Call
for appointment or drop in unannounced - we like surprise
visits. Ask for Miss Dee.

Ono in a thousand jobs. Our

253-6600

Phone, visit or write
Mr. R. J. Cramer

O IBM KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

MACHINIST

gineering staff on all phases of
R -D. From there it's up to you.
For details call:

Many Benefits at

ENGINEER TRAINEE

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

Business or Secretarial school
not required. High school

Want to Make
Money in the
Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

gineering department, developing creative ideas into

new products for the growth

You will start by doing designs
of electro-mechanical mechan-

7:45 AM. to 4:15 PM. 4:30 PM. to 1:00 AM.
11:00 PM to 7:00 AM.

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537-1100
FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW

CAREER

You will be sent to school at

Ideally your the kind of man
who is tired of doing routine
drawings and would like the
challenge of something new.

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS

component manufacturer, looking for an individual
tronics

for

bookkeeping or accounting helpful but not essential. Good
starting salary, pleasant working
conditions, excellent opportunity
for personal and professional
growth.

BEGINNING

shop oriented man
will not need a degree on this
one. Be an assistant to a top
rated mfg. engineer willing to
educate you on the job to fill
his shoes. He'll move up soon.

opportunity

girl with good secretarial skills
plus ability to work accurately
with figures. Some exposure to

Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

5700 & Free School

isms. You will work with en-

To Fill The Following Positions

Outstanding

Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942 N.

.._

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

'

To The Controller

ing In & when) type letters, do
detail. It's a busy lob! A lot of
fun tool FREE IVY, 7215 W.

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

SHEETS

A

SECRETARY

pointments (tell boss who is com-

PERSONNEL
Cumberland Office

PERSONNEL

action, good potential.

NEEDS

DRAFTSMAN

,

spection, new features, etc.

392-1600

DESIGN

mechanical

all over seek him out for car in-

2201 Estes Ave., Elk Grove
439-1100

locations at top salaries. Dicta-

27 -Employment Agencies
Men

and

CORPORATION

.

on Sport cars. Famous racers from

HALLMARK

phone we need you.

ihrLottatZeiSlitit

PARKER

Call Chris Grant 827-7706

$800-$1000

in

MEET FAMOUS
. RACING DRIVERS!
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING
Your boss is mechanical expert

$9000
Practical

GET RESULTS

people

fits, free hospitalization.

ASSISTANT

DAY WANT ADS

t70:e.,,;

647-0011

perience

that's all. $440. FREE IVY, 7215
W. Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942 N.
Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

Call 253-6600

BAUM CO.

A young woman with good
shorthand and typing skills.
Modern new air conditioned
office. Many company bene-

typing for bills & things, but

So will you.

JOIN

7405 N. Oak Park
Ave.
Niles, Ill.

PLETE BEGINNER. You need some

ENGINEER'S

3225 Kirchoff Road
Rolling Meadows, III.

JOIN A PROFIT SHARING COMPANY

DOCTOR WILL TRAIN A. COM-

2nd Floor
Mt. Prospect

STEINBERG

Our office. Age open. If

SECRETARY - STENO

medical experience necessary!

117 So. Emerson

EXCELLENT WORKING conditions In modern stores of-

like

80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830

appts., take messages. No

NO FEE.

0 SPORTING GOODS
0 CASHIERS
0 DOMESTICS
0 HEALTH' & BEAUTY
AIDS

MEN & WOMEN

FILE CO.

BE

welcome folks into office, usher
them Into examining when Doc
for Is ready, answer phones, set

manufacturing engineer. Ideally you have some background
in electromechanical assembly,
time -study, stopwatch or work
factor experience. You will
contribute to capital asset
Investigations. You can move
up to project leader on new engineering project and cost
studies. For a confidential
summary of our client call,

0 JEWELRY -CAMERA

Phone: 433-3256 (Anytime)

439 -7600-

pany benefits. Experience not
required but helpful.

TRM T

DOCATOR'SO GIRL
Nearby Doctor will train you to

now plant. You will start as a

To Reserve Your Neighborhood

.

NICHOLSON

St0,00-St 1,000 YR.
Challenging position in a brand

Mole & Female

TODAY

call
for appointment

for
opportunity
several at our new Niles Warehouse
Excellent starting
Excellent

and distribution office.

(Degree Not Required)

fits.

in new Elk Grove plant.

small pleasant national sales

be hit receptionist. You'll

299-2281

Call PAUL, "The Egg Man"

sponsibilities. Light typing in

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

Industrial Engineer

Holy Family

or on Saturday.

OFFICE
Interesting and diversified re-

TrZE IISONNE I. INC.

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

Here is a new opportunity for your ambitious boys and girls
TO EARN THEIR OWN SPENDING MONEY ... taking orders
and delivering "FARM FRESH EGGS" in the immediate
vicinity of your home only one afternoon a week after school

117 So. Emerson

GENERAL

AREER critiortE

CpERSONNEL INC.

fering the top employee bene-

I

Ira

PARKER

Palatine

job???
299-7131

unusual.

AREER O'HARE

sibility from original design layout thru prototype testing will allow
for diversified work in

in

present

your

Miss Dee at

Find something different and

qualifies. Most are in the gen-

Hospital

in-

help handle our Increased
volume Our unique training

With
Call

electronic, electro-mechanical or mechanical MOS

Part Time weekend hours. Day
Shift.
Excellent salary for
qualified persons. Pro -rated
holiday and vacation benefits.

come within one year, salary

standing growth record and
need several new men to

CL 3.8983

cal,

LAB TECHS

Division of Addressograph
Multigraph Corporation

Top Salary & Commission

BORED

Internalnee

quire location. ALL JOBS FREE.
Call 299-7131 until 7 pm.

BRUNING'

Wheeling

251 E. Dundee Rd.

$500 TO $650

gineers with a B. S. M. E.
or equivalent in engineering experience at the
project level. Respon-

our Mt. Prospect office.

APPLY

tunity to achieve professional

WINGS & WHEELS

NECESSARY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

Here is an excellent oppor-

Project

NO EXPERIENCE

Immediate

$800-$900 MO.

Men with service schooling and
experience
fio7covadrieerroatfely

We are interested in en-

BEAUTICIAN
Experienced

PARK EMPLOYMENT

eral O'Hare area; some re-

Machine Operators

Hts , III 6005

PHONE - MISS DONNA
686-7630

MECHANICAL

and

Box 1139 The Day Pubhcahons;%217 S. Arlington Hts Rd., Arlington

439-1334

299-2781

various

Ph. 537-9430

TECHS

automatic typewriter. Regular company benefits.

for

Gals

clerical positions.

Will train on exciting now

PRODUCTS,INC.

for

WANTED:

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

HAMILTON

ELK GROVE

SERVICES

Page 19

I30-HelisWanted Women

j 28 -Employment Agendas I
Women

ARMED

TYPISTS
Start between 4 & 6 P.M.

PART TIME

O Permanent position.

in

THE -DAY
Wednesday, March 13, 1968

ctcs-

Women.

FULL OR PART TIME

Mature man, 40-62, needed for
varied, light production work.

2nd Shift Openings

26 -.Help Wanted Men or 127-Ernpktymertt

Man wanted Monday thru Friday, 12 to'4.30 p.m. Saturday,
10 to 2:30 p.m. Call Mt. Prospect News. Agency, 392.1830.

PLANT WORKER

MDTC) OE3if2

Q. C.

status and a five figure

24 -Help Wanted Men

I I 24 -Help Wanted Mon

24 -Help Wanted Men

'

METHODE MFG. CORP.

Holmes & Assoc., Inc.
Randhurst Shopping Center (Suite 23A-LiFiper Le;iol)

Mt. Prospect, III.

1700 HICKS ROAD

ROLLING MEADOWS

392-3500

"s

THE' DAY

30 -Help Wanted Women '

"

30 -Help Wanted Women

(30-.ftelp Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted

Wednesday, March 13, 1968

Page 20

CREDIT.

ghe hafficrenraes co..

VERIFICATION

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

ACTIVITY

Would you like to earn $40$100 per week representing
World Book and Childcraft in

Retail sales experience helpful Full or part time. An equal

Call 255-1611
Miss McFeely

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to offer you and your family.

RECEPTIONIST
lob every

girl

wants.

Deal

a job that never stops being

Interesting and challenging.
Airline experience would be
helpful High schOol grad.,
excellent company benefits,

Phe heirikiefMrS

CO0

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

600. Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60000
An Equal Opportunity Employer

775-2550

255-2915

8i30 to 5:30.
Call CL 3-8598

Clerk
service

would like to advance
interesting career jobs ini

to

ELECTRONIC

cessing.
O Customer Service
o Gen.
Office
and
Switchboard -Receptionist.

ASSEMBLER

Park Ridge

CALL MRS. GOLZ

GENERAL
2201 Touhy
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for

starting
computation.
Good
of
complete range
salary,
benefits, and excellent advancement opportunities. Prefer busi-

Tm

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has' to offer you and your family.

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

Wheeling
LE 7-5700

Careful analysis has resulted
in a decision to combine activi-

_GET RESULTS

ties of four group medical in-

A Subsidiary of Northrop 'Corporation

An equal opportunity employer.

DAY WANT ADS

259-9600

do hall/crafters co,

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, III.

INSURANCE.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

,

surance plans under one compe-

munications and human relations
skilli desired Opportunity to
in other personnel department activities

JOIN OUR ORGANIZATION

Outstanding opportunity for qualified secretary.
Dictaphone typist and general secretarial duties in Engineering department.

CONTACT

MR GUZZARDO
537-1100
For Details and Interview

programs, 'communications &

STENOGRAPHERS- TYPISTS- CLERKS

joining our temporary office force. We are seeking
additions to our temporary employment pool.

If you do not want permanent employment but
would enjoy working one or two weeks at a time
we have the ideal job for you. Must be able to

private secretarial duties.
Prefer girl with secretarial
skills
and perionality who
offers.

Good starting salary, regular
salary reviews, profit sharing,
5 day week and air conditioned executive offices located
near major expressways.
Phone, write or visit:

work from 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

You are invited to come to our employment deoartment for an interview.

2201 Lunt Avenue
Elk Grove Village
956-0990

A DIVISION of UNION OIL COMPANY

Replies Confidential

OF CALIFORNIA
200 E. GOLF RD. LA 9-7700 PALATINE, ILL.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

appointments arranged

Evening

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ghe hancrafters

10

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Good

pay, outstanding benefits.

1/4/14 icr 7"/

777 Wheeling Rd, Wheeling, Ill.

IV

ogarria 4 1511

SECRETARIES & STENOGRAPHERS
0 to 3 years experience Ideal for secretarial positions now open In several departments. Duties are varied and interesting.

An equal opportunity employer

Div. of MARTIN.MARIETTA CORP.

250 North 12th Street
(Off Dundee Road)

WOMEN
PART TIME

TYPISTS
We will train qualified typists to operate billing machines in accounting department. Excellent
opportunity to learn new skill.

excellent

shape. $175.
CL 3-6916.
Duette stove, 3 yrs.;
piano.
Best
offer.
upright
CL 3-6229 after 6 P.M.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Crown

KEY PUNCH

21" walnut console Zenith TV,
black and white, good condition. $40. 392-4903.

OPERATORS
Work close to home. at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just
You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious.
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

Crib, chest of drawers, chitferobe. Excellent condition. $75.
CL 3-6493.

26" boy's bike; port. TV, Zenith
22", 6 mos. old; China cabinet,
curved gl ass, antiqued. Best offer.
; 253-4701 after 7 p.m.
Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost

$200 sac. $35; hide-a.bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bedrm. set,
mew $165. 251-7385.

tion, major medical and the opportunities for
RUMMAGE SALE
ODDS AND ENDS

quick advancement.

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has -to of-

March 16 from
9 am to 7:30 pm

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

CONTRIBUTIONS
NEEDED NOW

259-9600

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

ghe half/crafters co.

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(employee's entrance on
Biesterfield Rd.)
437.5500, ext. 591 or 592

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Wheeling, III.
537-2180

ft. mahog. sailboat, 16 ft.

mast,

fer you and your family.

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

R. J. CRAMER

.

a few minutes drive from your home.

Technical Secretary

assist

major electronics company.
personnel
involves
Position

Needs

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

ness minded woman interested

FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW

with good typing, math, com-.

plant personnel functions for

quick advancement.

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537-1100

PHONE 595-0315

tent and experienced individual
in the group insurance field.
Responsible high school grad

Unusually interesting job assisting top Industrial Relations
executive in direction of multi -

CORP.

ence a must.

in career employment.
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

1020 Noel Avenue
SP 5-4300

TEMPORARY STAFF

Indus. Relations Mgr.

Background should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experi-

contacts and basic arithmetic

Age over 30.

ADMINISTRATION

Weekly

essential. For more information,
Call Mrs. Harrison
679-4900

type models of electronic military equipment.

provided. Duties include typing

Experienced - good typing skills, shorthand helpful. Should have good telephone communication.

619 Thomas Drive
Bensenville, Ill.

'urnished.

work than the average job

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just

Interesting variety of duties
relating to Transportation and
Traffic. On the lob training

SALES

SERVICE CENTER

PART TIME WORK

Earn money for those extra things you want by

WORK IN:
0 New, Ultra-MOdern Facilities
0 Completely Air -Conditioned Offices
0 Close -To -Home Company

GENERAL OFFICE

Excellent benefits, top pay.

W. T. GRANT

addresses

would like to do more creative

JOIN THE WORK-IN

No Shorthand Required

letters, memos, forms and
reports. Some outside telephone

APPLY

Permanent p Olen. Names and

earnings 587.50 to $92.50. Car

a few minutes drive from your home.

SECRETARY

general office responsibilities.

about infant and family care.

You'll enjoy our, interesting work building proto-

requests,

filing, some light typing and

;has opening in local area for a
pleasant, 'neat appearing lady
with interview and/or sales experience to talk to new mothers

EXEC. SECRETARY
TO

PROTOTYPE

We have several lob opportunities for good typists who

439-1805

New branch office of national
service department needs office telephone clerk to handle
customer

WIEBOLDT'S

Work 5 -hours per day - Monday
Friday. Notional institute,

Ithru

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
1661 N. Northwest Hwy.

392-6230

TYPIST?

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

Telephone

Pediatrician's Office

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

GOOD

'

Office

in
'

LE 712510

2nd Floor Wiggery
Mrs. Roper
392-1500, Ext. 249'

Registered Nurse

,

Modern pleasant office.

For young lady in Research Department of Editorial Division. Must have B.A. degree, preferably in
Library Science. Good salary, pleasant surroundings and many benefits.

Will
Salary plus commission. Liberal
fringe benefits. Flexible hours.

Doctor's Office

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling
1150. Willis

Excellent starting salary.

ATTRACTIVE POSITION

BEAUTICIAN
FULL OR PART TIME
train as a wig stylist.

I

Receptionist

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

FULL TIME

soliciting.
774-5353

fbEE$

Secretary -

No experience necessary. 4 day week. Wed. and Sot. off.

D COMPANY

205 S Northwest Hwy.
Pork Ridge
An Equal Opportunity Employer

PART TIME

Many company benefits Including profit sharing.

o Billing and Order Pro-

_

371/2 hour week

SQURRE

259-9600

Contact: George Pinder
'
' 8:30 AM to 5 PM

Here's your chance to got the

with an array of people on

time phone
Part
1MR. HOWARD

WANT TO MAKE YOUR
CHILDREN'S HOURS PAY OFF?

sitter my home, 5 day.
week. 7:30 am to 4:30 pm. 1

DENTAL

quick advancement.

trans. References.
392.2779

Baby

2nd & 3rd SHIFT

ASSISTANT

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

Own

'child, own. trans. Refs. 392.6273

4 P.M. Mrs. Pierce. 255-7073

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spaciousi
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliia-

$10.

30-HelpWantedWona.n .41!
'HOUSEWIVES. Work at home.

`Prospect, Ill.

WOMEN WANTED

hours. No convening. Guaranteed Income. Call after

Work close to home- at Hallicrafters' new EM
gineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditionod foeility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is Iva
'
.. !!
a few minutes drive from your home.

opportunity employer.

Cleaning lady I morning a week

Mart, 400 W. Central Rd., Mt.

your community? Choose your

TYPISTS,.

130 -Help Wonted Women

Woman, part time, Monday thru
Friday, no Saturdays, Sundays,
or holidays. Open Pantry Food

MOTHERS

___OELRES_ULTS_

30 -Help Wanted Women

. 30 -Help Wanted Women

600 Hicks. Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

30 -Help Wonted Women

.

11 A.M to 2 P.M Weekdays

PUBLIC RELATIONS

$1 75 per Hr & Lunch

MOTHERS - earn $1.75 an hr.
and lunch, filling orders at

Experienced keypunch operator for payroll department. Payroll experience very helpful but
not required. Individual should be able to prepare program cards.

lunch time 11 A M. to 2 P.M.
weekdays from now
school is out in June.

LET

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR (Payroll)

DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

BETTY BEE

until

GAL FRIDAY

FREE UNIFORMS

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
255-2955

Good secretarial skills required plus ability to
set up files and maintain bookkeep,itig records.
Other varied and interesting duties. Full time 8 hour, 5 day week.. Challenging position re-

HAMBURGERS

PLEASE APPLY.

In our Office:
ftCLERK-TYPIST

GENERAL CLERKS
Beginning positions now open in credit department for Individual wanting clerical assignment
No typing,Involved.

Veriou5 positions available for qualified individuals. Previous office experience
' helpful but not always necessary.

DICTAPHONE OPERATOR

CONTROL CLERK
.Firpaagrgrging Control Clerk to check and adjust orders. Will learn keypunch

Wilke & Northwest Hwy.

HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL;

Willing to trpin above average typist to operate dictaphone. Variety of work Involved in this

299-2281

assignment.

TEMPORARY

Office Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
In our Warehouse:

Typists

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

Key Punch Operators
(days and nights)

WIRERS

Graphotype Operators

Day shift openings for experiences operator or we will train individual with moderate typing
skills.

DEALER'S SUPPLY CLERK
,
ill and pack orders from our Stylists; supply them with necessary forms,

JANITRESSES

SOLDERERS

For

Evening hours 5 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. No prior experience necessary as we will train.

Ages 45-65 are welcome
'

0 FREE LIFE -HOSPITAL INSURANCE.

you slim!

QUALITY CONTROL

Warehouse Hours: 8:15 a.m. to 4:45 p.m.
Earn while you enjoy a pleasant day's work with friendly suburban housewife
companions. Good pay, regular increases, excellent benefit program, cafeteria, liberal employee discount on beautiful Beeline Fashions-, modern airconditioned facilities. You'll love itl

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE '

Hours 8 AM to 4:30 PM

Lifesavers, Inc.

TMA'
A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

3 5 Prospect Ave. 823.2175
Park Ridge

24 Hr Ans Sery 332.5210..,

-help9RDER
to keep

Inspect new merchandise for size, color and fabric consistency. We'll teach you
what to look for.

' AUTOMATIC INCREASES

Randhurst Center 392-1920
Room 63
Prof Level

!catalogs, and incentive gifts.

PICKING
lean, lite work selecting merchandise for our customers. The walking will

PURE OIL
Welcomes you to loin our organization. Come in to our employment department for an interview: Many fringe benefits are available to all regular employees; malor medical, disability,
sick pay, profit sharing.

o STEADY EMPLOYMENT

XCHANGE OPENER AND INSPECTOR
Open and inspect returned merchandise. Lite and interesting work.

.

SELECT STIVERST.

Fine Hourly Rates
Pleasant Assignments
More Convenient
'
Locations
Choice of Days,
Weeks, or Months

BEEN WAITING FOR

No typing involved.

quiring stable, responsible person.

McDONALD'S

OFFER YOU THE JOB YOU'VE

CLERKS
Prior general office experience desired for clerical assignments in accounting department.

LE 7-5700

1020 Noel Avenue

sr 5-4300
Wheeling

200 E. GOLF RD.

LA 9-7700

PALATINE, ILL.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

380 Meyer Road

FASHIONS. INC.

Bensenville

PO 6-2250
Interviewing Hours: Monday -Friday 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.,
'
Saturday, till 11 a.m.

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

47 -Home Furnishings -

Furniture

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL 9-3200.
Cl. 5-1107

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile
Huge discounts. 824.735X
Moving to apt: white metal kit.

14 -inch chrome reversed
wheels 3 weeks old.
Four

cabinets, sink & lazy Susan; misc.
hsehold Items. 392.0960 aft. 5.

259-9438.

For information about the FINEST

DISPLAY FURNITURE

water softeners & water conditioning equipment contact JOHNSON WATER

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

'

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver
Will separate.

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358.3200

GOING OUT

Phone 296.7771

OF BUSINESS
Everything Must Be
Terrific Reductions!

THE CHANDELIER

35 S Vail, Arlington Hts.

724-6257

!!HELP!!

44 -Dogs, Pets and

Equipment

Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe mode) homes.
Save up to 70 por.freht. Terms

Poodles AKC apricot min. male,

4 mos Also toy puppies. Stud

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

MT.

PROSP.--3 bedroom town
house, 1-1/2 baths, $175; available April 1st. possibly sooner.

YOUR FAMILY

MUUtIrPROSPECT-

spit & span kit., water sftener,
air cond. bdrm.: wall to wall

Buffalo' Grove - Bi-Level - 6
TOOTS 3 bedrooms - paneled
family room - like negk carpeting - ref. & stove Inc. $22,500.

TIMBERLAKE VILLAGE
'1 bdrm.apts. Includes heat, hat
.water, cooking gas range, refrig.
plus: SWIMMING POOL. Depot- its now being accepted for
immediate occupancy.

40% to 60% OFF

'Romeo $5 ea 253.3454.

German Shep pups AKC, Champ
sire,
bred for temperment.

439-5834 aft 6 or weekends.
Poodles AKC reg. 2 white miniatures, 5 wks
male,
female
$85 ea 255-6324

COUNTRY CLUB
APTS.
2

'pliances.

bdrm.,

Arlington

Heights,

Arlington Realty Inc.
Member Homerica,
national homef inding service

Member MA.P.
Multiple Listing Service

76 -To Rent Houses

FORT RENT
3 bedrooms. Enclosed breeze.
way,

homes. Big savings. Will separate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

$200.

Electric

Garage.
Immediate
Possession. Arlington Heights.

bass

guitar.

FiccABE

Gibson Model ES330 "King of the

Rood'' guitar, with case. $300
or offer. CL 3-6512.

47 -Home Furnishings -

Member: MAP. Multiple

Beautiful Supro acoustic guitar
spruce top, new, regularly $85,

Beige sofa, 80", good condition,

now only $64.501

must see to appreciate. Call
259.8618

Supro classic guitar, spruce
top, nylon strings, regularly
$99.50, brand new, $77.501

2 twin bed headboards tufted
vinyl, nylon frieze beige sofa.
Exc cond 259 9182

National amp, 2 inputs, 2 6"
speakers,
regularly
$119.50,
one only reduced to $89.501

electric
refrigerator,
10 cu ft, good condition. $25.
255 6814
Servel

Modern 9 pc dining room set,
light wood, drop-leaf table, 2

red Supro guitar, single

Ised

Listing Service

82 -Wanted To Rent
seeking eminent rental ac-

commodations in
Barrington
area for I-yr. or less. 381-6311.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

LAKE FRONT 3 bedroom year
round ranch. 2 car garage, full
basement, 2 baths, cabinet
kitchen. Steel pier. Located in
Southern Wisconsin. 299.0253.

Prospect Hts. Beautifully ldcpd
1/2 acre deluxe 3 bdrm. custom

bit. brk ranch, full bsmt., cent.
air cond'g, hot water bsbd. heat,
2 car att. gar., carpets, drapes,
etc. Nr. Randhurst. $37,900 or
best qualified offer. Immed.

leaves, pads included. CI 5.6424.

pickup, vibrato, strap and case,
$75. Bring this ad with you and

DANISH MODERN LIVING ROOM

take it home for $701

poss. Owner. 392-5429.

Brand New Gibson LGO, regularly $139.50, has small scuff

,PALATINE

REASONABLE.

sofa

mark on face, $1201

and wing chair. Excellent cond.
Will separate 259.2562

Gibson Scout
$169.50, our

2 white 6 yr cribs complete -alike
$15 each
Call after 5, 259.0566

amp,
price

regularly

you and it's yours for $1401

Contemporary wal. veneer bedrm set bkcase dble bed, dble.
dresser, mirror, chest & 2 nice

Ranch. 3 bedrooms, full basement. Low Taxes.

and frame ranch. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths. 1st floor
family room. Full basement.
Brick

EL REY MUSIC CENTER

7 W. Eastman St.

Kit, bedrm & living rm. furniture 911 E Miner St., Arl. Hts.,

1st bell Wed & Fri. 10- am to

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Pro pect

$140. 3 blks. to N.W. depot &

Member

Occup.

April

1st.

259-4901

Xan

diving board, screened

in

-

porch, 4 huge bedrms. (5th one
avail.), 3 comp. baths, fam. rm.

w/frplc & copper -hooded bar.
becue, built-in bar, huge ivg.
w/frplc, dining rm., kit.,
dinette, dumbwaiter. All newly
decorated by inter. designer in
rm.

last 2 yrs. Being sold by owners
moving
to
Barrington. Call
381.4670 aft. 6 p.m. or call
945-6705 when in Louisville.

M.A.P. Mult. List. Serv.

253.7600

FLORIDA
Prices aro going up April 1st.
Now for a limited time $300
down, $40 mo. starts you on
sun for less than your present
Chicagoland rent. You can own a

brand now completely finished
6

rm.

masonry

constructed

home in the heart of Florida's
high, dry dairy land, 53 miles
south

of the

proposed

new

Florida Disney properties for a
total price of $8,995. This price
includes a large landscaped lot
& rights & privileges to a white

ped with birch built In kitchen,
ceramic
tile
bath, carport,
spacious utility room & large
screened Florida room. Call
for pictures. Chicago phone

a full basement all make this

E.

NW. HWY.

Barrington, Ill.

126 W. Main

30 acres of rolling hillside

has everything at a reasonable
price. Spacious family kitchen,

Barrington

lovely

Hills.

In

Per-

fect horse farm with fenced
pasture, riding area, huge born

& tack room. 5 bedrm. Col.
onial home, 3 baths,

family

rm.. den, 2 fireplaces, 3 car
garage

with

apt.

above.

$150,000.

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENT

2 bedrooms, large living room.

Wooded Charm
wooded half acre. 3 spacious
living
bedrooms, carpeted
room with fireplace, full basement, complete new kitchen
with all built-ins. Large dining
area, ceramic both, gas forced
air. heat, 2 car garage, block
top drive. REAL. SHARP -for
$24,900.

ELK GROVE
Well designed brick and frame

fun. Spacious living room dining "L". Excellent eating

FOR A

J.

Personal & Effective Service
Open 9 to 9
259-1500
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

IN SHERWOOD
1300 N. on Yale St.

4 MODELS

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

BRIGHT

area off the kitchen. 11/2 baths,
separate utility room. For summer fun, you'll just love the en-

and cheery is the cute 3 bed-

closed porch. Don't wait! Call

located near
ranch
schools and short walk to shopping. Beautiful carpeting in
room

living room & hall. low taxes.

tached

2

530's.

By

car garage. Mid
owner. 824.4530.

99-At.tomobito For Salo
1963 Volkswagen, radio, snow

per. acre.

tires, clean. Asking $650.
392-2856

1954 Mercury, 2 dr. hard top,

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

a/t, good . second car, best
offer. Call Ce 3.9122 after 5 pm.

Don't miss this large 3 bedaluminum sided
room Brick

'65 MGB, British racing green,
wires, 5 bearing engine. $1450.

fam-

.1y room &
-room. 2 car
attached garage. Lots of

255.5655

1964 Cust. Tempest 2-dr, P/S,
auto. trans., like new tires, very

extras.
Now Reduced to $40,900

'clean. $800. 259-2094 aft. 4.

NE. Cor. Rte. 20 and Rte. 53
(Lake St.), Itasca, Ill.
Phone 773-0701 or NA 5-9399

1209 N. Elmhurst
Prospect Hts.
Mt. Prospect
CL
9.0200
537-8660
Member M.A.P. Multiple
Listing Service

'60 Mercury 4-dr V-8, mite. trans.,

R&H, low miles. $395. Must be

Mon. to Fri. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

1962 Ford Country Squire wa-

gon, 9 pass. full power, air-

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

cond. 392-1195.

'64 Chrysler 2 dr. hdtp. 383-4

bbl., 3 spd. Hurst, mugs, chrome
reverse. R/H, $1000 or best offer. CL 3-7244

Roselle

1965 Buick Le Sabre 2 dr. hdtp,
P/S, P/B, A/T, R/H. Top shape.

"Country Living"
All Brick Ranch

OPEN 9 TO 9

about other equipment.
$1495 or best offer. 439.1953

Ask

JEEP DEALER

Full basement, 11/2 baths, extra large 2 car garage attached

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES

to this 3 bedroom family home on a large 100' x 200' lot.
10' x 20' kitchen has custom birch cabinets and adjoining

real
estate

136 W. Northwest Highway
Barrington, III.
381-6663

dinette. $27,500.

102 -Trucks, Trailers
CLOSEOUT SALE

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds

Roselle in Town

Arlington Heights
255.6320 358-1502 894.1330

Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, Ira.
vel trailers, pickup coaches &

"Roman Brick"
MT. PROSPECT
4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full basement, att. 21/2 car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

ING RM., family kitch. with
all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses-

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 1V2 mi. E.

of McHenry. PH. 815-385-6333

room and utility area. 2 car attached garage. $33,500

at PALATINE

103 -Auto Trailers ft
Campers

*Member

M.A.P.

Travel Trailer, 16', self - cont'd.
sleeps 4, awning, Reese straightline hitch incl'd. Will accept
camper on
trade.
$1400.
439.3970

MULE

900 E. Northwest Hwy.i
259-9030

Member:MA.P.Mult.

Sun. 12 noon to 5.

101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358.0744

at MT. PROSPECT

728 Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
358-5560

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.

Is featured on this exceptional 3 bedroom ranch. The Slate
foyer opens to a 12' x 30' living and dining combination.
We ceramic baths with vanities. Kitchen boasts formica finished cabinets. The full basement is sectioned into a family

REALTY CO

Multiple

111 -Motorcycles and
Scooters

listing Service

*Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

-

111

List. Sera.

529-2235

E. ,RViNG PARK RD.

1967 HONDA 90.

Very low mileageBest crffer.
Call 392-1570 after 5 p.m.

ROSELLE, ILL.

1965 AMBASSADOR 990 CONV

ORT-3.8."

Exceptionally clean luxury convertible

complete with all the finest appointments. Power Steering, Power Brakes,

Bucket Seats, V-8 Engine, Automatic

STAR OF THE
AUTO SHOW

I

baths,
dining

11/2

and

tion, call c1. 5-0406.

vacant parcels can be bought
on terms. A real good investment in top location, $2000

Mt. Prospect

sion..$36,900

GET RESULTS

living

room. Finished rec. room. At-

going places -Join :is Enjoy MAGIC MOMENTS with
JOHN O'NEIL IN HAWAII. Two
tours forming now. For informa-

WAYNE AREA - 5 to 15 acre

255.9111

28 E. Northwest Hwy., Arl. Hts.
253.1800

us today! $23,900

Priced at $17,900.

Open Sunday 1 to 5 P.M.
539-6221 or 392-3978

DAY WANT ADS

bedroom bl.level.

carpeted

92 -Vacation Places

Vacant Acreage

12 E. Busse

ranch home, ideal for family

.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

COACH LIGHT MANOR
2 year old brick and cedar 3

seen. 437.3977.

220 E. Northwest Hwy., Arl. Hts.
392.1855

through
Personal & Effective Service

NW RR station. 392-3486.

Sharp vinyl sided ranch on

cellent floor plan. $24,000.

Baird & Warner

SALE TOMORROW

Transmission, Wheel Discs. Sales Mana-

ger wants this one for his wife but the
Big Boss says SELL THIS WEEK.

MINI -PRICED at $1375
1967 PONTIAC G.T.O.

THE ALF, NEW

SPORTS HARDTOP
This is "Beep -Beep's" Hot One. Complete with floor shift automatic, Power
Steering, Power Brakes, Radio, Heater,
White Walls, and Vinyl Roof. Low One
Owner Miles. Low Gene Patrick's Day
Price)

NO BLARNEY

STANDARD EQUIPMENT:

GET YOUR SHARE OF IRISH
LUCK! SAVE YOUR GREEN
AT GENE'S!
OPEN ST. PATRICK'S DAY

csa BBL V -B
04 SPEED FLOOR SHIFT TRANSMISSION

-

°TACHOMETER
OWIDE OVAL TIRES
*RECLINING BUCKET SEATS
*TRACTION BARS

1966 MARLIN
Fast back 2 -door hardtop with sticic
shift and bucket seats. Perfect for
FUN LOVER who wants full sized car

at compact car price. Only 12,000
One Owner Miles. Still under Factory
Warranty,
GENE PATRICK'S DAY PRICED AT

ONLY

LIST PRICE

1968 RAMBLER

1968

ECONOMY SPECIAL"

Other Companies'
Sized Sports Cars.

and FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING.
Previously owned by local'executive.

1966 AMBASSADOR 990
4 -DOOR SEDAN

Poor Man's Cadillac with Automatic
Transmission,

Power

AMERICAN
MOTORS

and

must be seen to be appreciated.

Power Steering, Power. Brakes, Factory
Air, V-8 Engine, Bucket Seats, Now selling for one/third original price.

MINI PRICED

rt etheedlLined toitds.

River

OPEN: 9 to 9 Weekdays, Saturdays 9 to 6, Sundays 12 to 5

$1795

1967 AMERICAN 2 -DOOR
SEDAN
America's Economy Champ complete
with 6 cylinder engine, Gas saving
Standard Transmission, Radio and
Heater. Low, Low Miles. Save when you
buy it -- Save when you drive it.

ONLY $1595

NO BLARNEY

.

1500 RAN

Steering

Brakes, V-8 Engine, Factory Air Conditioned. This luxurious automobile

(-7-J"

0 AMERICAN © REBEL 0 AMX
o AMBASSADOR © JAVELIN

$2195

MINI -PRICED

1965 AMBASSADOR 990
STATION WAGON

MANY MORE TO
CHOOSE FROM
STARTING AS
LOW AS $50

"Pony"

Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission,

1963 CHEVROLET IMPALA
CONVERTIBLE
This beautiful sporty convertible is
one of the cleanest 63's we've seen.
WEEK.

Compare Car ND Price to

1966 BUICK LeSABRE 400
Immaculate condition for the family
that wants luxury and comfort. Four
door hardtop with Power Steering,

GREEN SAVING PRICE ... $1950

NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED!!

1.

ONLY $2695

'.... $1595

Automatic transmission, Radio, Heater.
Big Boss Says SELL THIS CAR THIS

ELI

"America's

With

or without appliances. Convenient to shopping. 2 blocks to C &

Wood Dale

We're

570 E. Higins, Elk Grove
439.4700
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

21/2., baths,

patio.

conditioned,

Air

Annen & Busse

level.
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86 -Real Estate -Houses

Palatine

358-1800

it

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
DU 1-3434

split

20'x14' paneled family room,
13/4 baths. 2 car garage. Ex-

HOWARD KAGAY

Philippe Bros. Realty
434

- - 'THE DAY
Wednesday, March 13, 1968

last house on a dead end street
and only 3 miles from the village.

AD 67 LB 174.16

FAMILY EXPANDING

fices. Only $21,000.

ing a wild life refuge. It Is the

sand beach and best landing on
Florida's largest lake, 3 miles
south. The home comes equip-

4 bedroom ranch home that

street. Ideal for stores or of-

this 5 bedroom home overlook-

your way to living In the Florida -

SP 7-3600

Parkhaven Bldrs.

cRileAteli

Arl. Hts. attractive 1 bdrm. apt.
shopping.

4 pm

Moving to Louisville area? Real
country & exquisite living avail.
Clarksville, Ind. )10 min. down.
town Louisville). Dream home on
small
lake w/terrace, dock,

CL 3-0180

74 -To Rent Apartments

5-8713

& storage space, gas heat, wallcrptg,
custom-made
to-w'all
drapes, self.defrosting refrig.,
built-in elec. oven & range,
washer 8: dryer. $23,000. -By
owner. 259.7326 aft. 6.

'will- appreciate

$43,500

x 130' commercial lot zoned B-2 on heavily traveled

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

$23,400

Arl. Hts. - 3 bedrm. brk., irreg.
lot, Ivg.dng rm., 2 comp. baths,
1 -car ott. gar., plenty of closet

ARLINGTON HTS.

on 100'x150' lots

MT. PROSPECT

$147.50,

brand newl Bring this ad with

$22,500

537-8092

maker who will love the con-

LIST TODAY

Transf'd exec. w/4 member fam
ily

CLOSEOUTS

Furniture

large cabinet filled kitchen.
You provide one happy home-

QUICK SALE PRICE

CL 3-7600

Call 253.2416.

(tree In yard) and a beautiful

an ideal family home.

259 E. Rand, Mt. Prospect

Eko Hallow body base guitar,
including case, $175. Phone
437.4049

IN TIME FOR EASTER.

This home provides the apples

$30,900.

Brand

595-0034

AKC Min Schnauzer pups. Home
raised FL 8-2699 after 6
or week ends.

CAN YOU MAKE APPLE
PIE???

venience of this An. Hts. area.
3 nice bedrms., 11/2 baths, and

Uhl REALTY

new, never used. Make Offer.

259 4087

CL

550 W. Northwest Hwy.
392.8100
North Arl. Hts.
208 S. Main St.
CL 5-1515
Mt. Prospect
535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.
South An. Hts.
CL 3.8100

A & P Shopping Center.
Models open 10-6 p.m.
Weekdays
12-5 p.m. Saturdays & Sundays
For rental information Call:
Model PH. 253-0800; Chicago weekdays only - 267-7270

CALL 358-6800

FREE KITTENS
6 WEEKS

new.

baths,

11/2

Willow;)Palatine Rds. Behind

55 -Musical Instruments

Ing 392.3737 after 4 pm.

Like

Action
Realtors

ery.

Min Schnauzer puppies AKC,
home raised selective breed.

tables

407 N. Forest.
SEE THE ....

439:(10

1444 S,B1_1§§S

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe model

1

CL 3-5239
Early American oversize

carpeting, garage, 1/2 block from
elementary
school;
$24,500;

773.0252
After 12 Noon

Mixed puppies, 6 weeks old.
Ma - Terrier and Pa - Alley

FURNITURE

ranch with many unusual extras,
paneled bdrm. & utility rm.,

and delivery areanged.

Service 358-9233.

1

86 -Real Estate -Houses

OPEN HOUSE SAT. & SUN.
MT. PROSP.
spacious 3 bdrm.

apts. Air conditioned, all ap-

1/3 off the regular price famous name brand carpets, as low
as $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

Come in and Save

86.Real Estate -Houses

Mt. Prosp. deluxe I bdrm;apt.,
pool, alecond., utilities. Sublease May 1st. 439.5294

Deluxe

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

at

Sold

74 -To Rent Apartments

i"")

)

ES PLAINES

Call 824-3196 for Free Credit Check

-

Drive Up To
rs.

Aft

=4-tiery

os.;k
IftP6-

*
A

4i.45:54:1P' 4

D

150 BRAND NEW
PLYMOUTHS & CHRYSLERS
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. NO WAITING! MANY WITH AIR. SPORT FURY'S - V.I.P.'S FURY III'S

AO Oak

WE'VE GOT IT

Gene Czarnik

iroo.

'Our Cars Are As Describ-

OAP Et

ghe

ed. Please Do Not Confuse

NE

Them With 'Other Advertised
Can
Reflecting
Only A Low Price Image.

§:gni/WE

fro

Brand
New
'68 FURY

Step Up To A

2 Dr., 6 CylinctorMeater, Padded

Dash, S.V. Mirror & All Other
Standard Factory
Equipment

CHRYSLER
NEWPORTS, 300!S, NEW
YORKERS & BEAUTIFUL
TOWN & COUNTRY STATION WAGONS IN STOCK

$2295

WE HAVE VALIANTS
THE COMPACT WITH
PRACTICALLY NO
COMPETITION

FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

ONE WAY

LT

0

II

1965 BARRACUDA,

2 Dr, std trans, radio, htr, ,

VI; Auto,. runs, pow, Si,',,. etc.
Gold finish. with matching

Factory air cond full power, a
sharp car

-

1962 RAMBLER

0

$39500

DES PLAINES

PLYMOUTH

.

2.

Norih est

2 Dr 6 cyl , auto trans, Gold

1

I

I

$650°°

I

s

ig_hvg_.

n 5,1 9611:021
Ve Plai11.
Bloc a '
'h

: :

nd tam

finish Very clean

$139500

ul

CHRYSLER -

1964 RAMBLER
AMERICAN

is

black top. Sharp

VISIT IJSI JUST
I MILE WEST OF
DOWNTOWN
DES PLAINES

6 Pass Station wagon, auto ,
trans, good 2nd car

:r

' I

"B" model, dark green finish,

like new thruut.

S99500

$84500

5

$2078

0

$11145°°

ROADSTER

From

OVER 90 USED CARS TO SELECT

.

new

1965 M.G.

2 Dr. Mop. Full power, low miles,

$1895

DELUXE

9295°'

1963 OLDS "88"

Vinyl Interior.
Sharp

4 Dr. 4 Spd trans , air cond.
white finish, red interior Like

Interiot.

$645°°

1962 OLDS 98"
HOLIDAY SEDAN

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY 1112 DR. HARDTOP
.V-8, 4 Speed Transmission, Dark Blue Finish, Blue

1965 VALIANT

1964 PLY. SAVOY
-tc very clean
a

VL

TO TOP USED C

ys

I.

oil
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NEW AND WED CARS

FORTOP

A

You'll need Sods and

lots of....

I

Special Irish Special for
people with extreme
Scottish principles
Atifittnik
1.0

to beat John Oltufich Buick's
"SWEET SELL OF SUCCESS" Deal!

OPEL

Even with the "Luck of the

during the week of St. Patrick it just
couldn't happen! You just can't buy a
new Buick, Opel or Double -Check
Used. Car for less than you can right

here and now during Buick's and

John Mufich Buick's "Sweet Sell of

So, don't trust to "luck" o
any kind. Trust your own

Success" Sale!

good judgement and get out

1964 BUICK SKYLARK CONY.
Red with white top. 6 Cyl. Std. trans. Radio W/W

today!

YOU'D HAVE
'

TO BE LUCKY
TO TOP THESE
USED CAR

BUYS TOO!

Green In Color P.S , P.B , R.W/W
ONE OWNER

1962 BUICK LeSABRE

$1,275

4 Dr. H.T. V8, A.T., P.S., P.B.

$1,995

Red with Red Buckets. A.T., Radio, ONE OWNER

9 Pass.

NEW COND.

$2,475

OPEL!

1965 PONTIAC

-

wgn. AT., P.S., P.B., P,W., Radio W/W-Rack

KADETTS

Special Buick Specials!

1966 CHEVROLET BISCAYNE

LIKE NEW

Blue Ext. Blue Int. 6 Cyl. Powerglide Trans.

$1,850

$1,395

BUICK!

Buick Special Deluxe!

-IN-

-11N-

SAYINGS

DEALS

30 S. MAIN (RT 83 )

Jutside Rear View Mirror
'IPadded Instrument Panel
-Many mare extras too numerous
to mention!

Priced Right

$1,495

$2,495,
1965 CROWN IMPERIAL

1965 CORVAIR MONZA

6 Pass, V-8, A.T. P.S., P.R. Window
ONE OWNER

AM/FM Air Cond't.

Shoulder Belts
TWay Emergency Flasher

$895

1964 BUICK SPECIAL WAGOI

ONE OWNER

4 Dr Hard Top Green W/Blk Vinyl Top, Full power

$1,195

1964 BUICK SPECIAL CONV.

1966 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE

Mounted Shift
Heater and Defroster
'Steering Column Lock
Back -Up Lights
"Dual Speed Wipers
Seat Belts

Priced as low as

8 Cyl. STD Transmission, Power Steering Radio W/W

4 Dr. Hard Top, Gold with Blk. Vinyl Roof, P.S., P.B.,
AT Air Cond

PRICE. INCLUDES
.4 -Speed Transmission, Floor

Brand new 1968

to John Mufich Buick.

1966 ELECT. 4 DR. SEDAN

vie

2 -4.. Sedan

PROSPECT* 253
:

4420

is a good deal! But at
John Mufich NOW, the
deal is even better!
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C2,©-\\ITAr
FORMERLY FORD IN PARK RIDGE

TILE NEWEST, FINEST, LARGEST A UTOMOTI E P ACILITIES IN CHICAGOLA ND.
--THE NORTHWEST'S NEWEST CORTINA DEALER --

9401 Milwaukee Ave. - 965-6700 - Niles,
Open Daily 9-9 - Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 11-5

Opposite Golf Mill Shopping Center

777i7Z711177;771711711
',-.;NN/WEST AREA COME TO DODGE IN
-',1iES PLAINES! ALL MODERN FACILITIES

'.CH.

: & FACTORY TRAINEPTECHNICIANS!

NEW 1968

C H ARGER

11

ORDER YOUR
COLOR CHOICE

-

W/FACTORY EQUIPMENT

_ .------

77,77,

se_

/ 4-1 0

RCM

'67 PLYM. SATELLITE, Loaded! Sharp! $85 DN.

'67 DODGE RT,

426" HEM!, 4 -on -floor

'66 VALIANT SIGNET, Cpe.. V-8, A/T.

65 DODGE CUST. no, 4 -DR. Loaded!

$197 DN.
$97 DN.
$1095

'6711116STANG
Automatic, Power Steering,
White with black vinyl roof,
very low mileage.

$1995

66 TRIUMPH 5' Pass. Sed. 5 -Pass. Sed $25 ON.
actory Warranty

'62 BARRACUDA, CONY. PLYM.
A/T,P/S, Console, Buckets, R&H

actory Warranty

$2275

'

'66 PLYM, SATELLITE
V 8, A/T, P/5 Can't be told from new!

'66 CHEV. IMPALA
2 -DR, H/T, V -B, A/T, Factory Air, R&H

$1775

'66 CHEVELLE SS

2 -DR, H/T, V-8, 383", A/T, P/S, R&H

'63 TEMPEST, LEMANS
A/T, Buckets, Sharp!

'64 CHEV., 4 -DR., SED.
V-8, P/S, Clean Carl

'66 BUICK, LeSABRE,
4 -DR, H/T, V-8, P/S, P/B

'65 PONTIAC, CONY. 2 + 2
A/T, P/S, P/B, Buckets

BNCjU1®

'66 BUICK
9 Passenger, Factory Air
Cond.

$1895

HDTP.

$35 DN

$995

$35 DM

9 Passenger Vista Cruiser.
Full Power

/-61=1EVROLET

D

MANNHEIM,

ICI

'65 DODGE
Dart G/T

'66 MUSTANG
Hardtop

- $1395

DES

'66 FORD

'64 FALCON
Automatic Trans.

'440 Hdtp.

PINES
N. OF OAKTON 8244151

'64 DODGE

'62 VALIANT

'64 PONT.
Catalina Hdtp.
'65 DODGE

Automatic Trans.

Coronet 9 Passenger

Top of the Linell
Priced to Sell Fast!!

1964 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN V -8,

Cruise-o-maticll

1964 CHEVROLET V-8 WAGON-

'65 OLDSMOBILE
Hdtp.

'63 RAMBLER

Power!!

'64 COMET

$795

9 Passenger Polara
Full Power

Full

1963 FORD SQUIRE WAGON -

$895

'65 BARRACUDA
Fastback

Full Power

Wall to Wall Kid%??

1963 FORD CONVERTIBLE V -8 -

1964 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN -

2 Door

9 Passenger Vista Cruiser.

Nice 2ND Carl!

1964 FORD 4 DOOR HARDTOP -

'65 CORONET

65 BUICK

1963 FAIRLANE 2 DR. SEDAN .

1963 FORD 9 PASSENGER WAGON -

10 Pass. Cntry Squire

OPEN SUN. 10.6 0 DAILY 9.9 * SAT. 9.6

k

$795

101c10-11C9In
ALIT H 01712 CO

.p7ff'7,L

Convertible

Satilite

NO MONEY DOWN :AST{ FORAL!
Ii

V-8, Automatic

'64 MONZA

'66 PLYMOUTH
'65 OLDS

$1995
$1875

Cond.,

'66 CHARGER,
Buckets

9 Passenger, 2 to Choose

CLASSIC 550
Dr., Automatic Transmission,
Radio, Heater.

Air

'66 CHEVROLET
From

4

Full factory equipment on all cars.

'67 FORD '500

'65 RAMBLER
$1775

low mileage cars with new car warranty.

'65 TEMPEST

'67 CORONET
R/T HDTP.

,

1967 Ford tudor hardtops, Fordor hardtops,
Mustangs, many colors to choose from. All

Compacts

4 Speeds

Sta. Wagons

Exceptionally clean.

$1795

42 Ford Motor Co. executive driven cars.

318 V-8 engine, custom vinyl
roof, push-button radio, power steering, bucket seats, tinted glass, elect. clock, tachometer, undercoating and more.

V8, Power glide, Power steerw/w's.
ing, Radio, heater,

actory Warranty

'66 DODGE POLARA,

S299

YUflIMlf

V -8,

Full Power!!

1964 OLDS V-8 COUPEFullPower

Full Power!!

1964 OLDS VISTA CRUISER V -8, Air Conditioned!!

1965 FORD LTD 4 DR HARDTOP Lincoln

Hardtop

$495

Luxury!!

Automatic Trans.

$495

1965 FORD WAGON 6 Passenger Modell!

1965 MALIBU SEDANEconomical!!

Very

1966 FORD 500 SEDAN Hurry

Folks!!

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN-,
Full

Powerll

1966 FALCON SEDAN Economy Champ!!

1966 FAIRLANE 500 WAGON Can't Miss!!

3924300

ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE RACE TRACK

SUNDAYS

ahtlf

Full Power, Bucket Seats!!

Air Cond, Power Everything!!

TRACK

1966 FORD 2 DR. HARDTOP V-8, Air Coed, Full Power!!

1966 FORD COUNTRY SQUIREV-8, Full PowerIF

I,

0 OPEN EVES. 'TIL 9 0 SATURDAY 'TIL 6 0 SUNDAYS 'TIL 6

$893

$793
$993
$993
$1393
$1 593

$1293

9293
9093
$1293

$1393
$1193

$1593

$1893

$2493

9893
$.2093

POCELTS NAIIILIT BIRD SPECIA1
Stock #4000A

1966 FORD 500 4 DOOR SEDAN

customer:

irycketiraroliAiiggig,vgygeocasaArower Steering, Power

You LATTOF salesmen must be
on some sort of sales
Promotion drive.

Wherever I go

1966 FORD XL HARDTOP COUPE1966 OLDS 98 LUXURY SEDAN -

/181.1.116T0i4 PAS*

'Ls
z as

$893
$793

'62 RAMBLER

bdra Nice Carl!

OPEN

$793
$893

OPEN SUNDAYS - 1 p.m. to 5 p.m
For Your Convenience

1965 FALCON FUTURA SEDAN -

ALATINI

$595

Start Spring Early!!

$1493"

71.

see LATTOF
stickers.
I

Salesman:
Pj.

ARLINGTON DAY - 255-7200
PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400
MARKET DAY - 255-7200

litittIS

ARLINGTON HIS.
OPEN EVENINV

.

ccosEp SUNDAY

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. - CL 9-4100

400 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 0 CL 3-5000
Weekdays 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Saturday 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.; Sun. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
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NW C

Parochial

mumity enefit all May
1.

I I

The Northwest Community area devoted solely to the proHospital Benefit Ball Com- blems of coronary care is
mittee has designated as its much in evidence.

objective for the 1968 Ball a
The unit would provide
Coronary Care Unit. The in- people with serioUs heart
creased need for' a hospital disorders, the newest scientific

School Cuts

1 Are Denied

and technological advances of

held May

audio-visual alarms and heart

satisfaction of knowing they
have helped to provide these
life-saving devices for service

parochial schools in the

THE CORONARY Care

of Bishop William E.

11

at Arlington

Park, will have the

cardiac monitoring with
resuscitation devices..

Participants and patrons of
the Third Annual Ball, to be

to the community.

Unit, like, the Intensive Care
Unit, is a relatively new concept in hospital nurse and care
specialization. Each bed in the
unit is directly, monitored to
a fully instrumented nursing
station with heart rate meters,

by

Rev. Father H. Robert Clark,

archdiocese and school board
building, Chicago.

"There is lots of con-

tients.

about it.

THE BALL will be held at

"Our school board has considered it, but we have considered many possibilities. As

such as the Hospital Benefit
Ball.

The evening will include
cocktails, hors d'oeuvres, dinner, entertainment from three

musical groups playing
throughout the entire evening.
Invitations have been mailed

to many people in the area
who have shown an interest
in previous balls.

Anyone interested in sup-

porting Northwest Com-

Heights, is one of nine co-eds
at Florida SZlothem College in

Lakeland, who have been

nominated for the title of

"Miss Interlachen" to be

featured in the 1968

As to what may be done in
the near future, Father Clark

chosen from photgraphs by
comedian Red Skelton. Miss
Bost, a senior history major

said "this is much too

yearbook. The winner will be
!.,

hypothetical. Our archdicesc

was nominated for the title by

is still committed to providing
a full program of first through
twelfth grades."

Omega.

her sorority, Alpha Chi

Those schools offering
kindergarten may, if they

wish, discontinue those

classes, "providing of course
that they clear it through us,"

501.

kindergarten."

the hospital, CL 9-1000, Ext.

E. Lillian Ln., Arlington

eliminate the lower grades."

cordially invited to contact

received an invitation' is

Pamela Bost, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Bost, 1914

of now there are no plans to

Father Clark said. "But it
would be up to the individual
schools. Right now I don't
know of any school which is

munity Hospital who has not

Crown

McManus' office, in the

up, and parents are asking

especially designed for events

Annual Benefit Ball of Northwest Community Hospital.

grades has been denied

attached to each of the pa-

the newly -constructed

Lloyd Pettit of WGN-TV, a northwest suburbanite and father of several occasional users
of the hospital, reviews the details of a Coronary Care Unit with J. Ryon, Director of Development of the Hospital. The cost of a Coronary Care Unit will be the objective of the 3rd

out the lowest elementary

and other monitoring devices,

Futurity Room at Arlington
Park. This new facility has
direct access elevators to the
outside parking area and is

For iss
interlachen'

northwest suburbs may, phase

versation," Father Clark said,
"about phasing out grades' I,
2 and 3, but it is still in the
rumor stage. Prices are going

audio-visual alarm systems

Nominated

The rumor that the

considering eliminating

Ito V tor)
The names of students at
St. Viatof High School in Arl-

ington Heights who have
earned placement on the

quarter Honor Roll.have been
announced.

Students listed on the "A"
Honor Roll are:
Le

I

SENIORS

Cushing, George; Fitzgibbons, Walter; Littwin, James;
Madden, Michael; Niemet,

John; Rohrer, Lawrence;'

Rooney, Brian; Taylor,
Robert.

JUNIORS

Digiulio, James; Klein,

Herbert; Merges, John;
Rubinkowski, Conrad;

Rutkowski, David; Wcislo,
Francis.
SOPHOMORES
Bateman, James; Bosshart,

Patrick; Browning, Mark;

STUDENTS LISTED on
the "B" Honor Roll are:

s.,

ad

ission` tindreshments.

-

'

'

Salerno, Stephen;

Mark; LaMonica, John; Schlickman, John; Scott, JefLevan, Thomas; Linsner, frey; Shemanski, John;
Steven.
Snyder, Steven; Sweeney,
McCaffrey, William; James; Tully, James; VanMcMahon, Michael; Moons,

Michael;

Pallardy, Stephen;

denbergh, John; Vandendolder, Richard; Walsh,

Rech, Richard; Reising, Michael; Willow, Martin;
Donald; Repede, Gregory; Wist, James; Wieklinski,
Rodell, Thomas; Schneider, Gary; Wynn, John.
John; Schuster, James; Shay,
Robert; Sifferman, Robert;
FRESHMEN

Smedinghoff, Thomas;
Allare, Gregory; Aubry,
Tarpey, Neal; Toledano, John; Aubry, Richard;
Anthony; Vallely, Henry; Becker, Bruce; Becker,
Vandendolder, Paul; Weber, Richard; Bengal, Robert;
Donald; Woods, David; Bianca, Joseph; Boylan,
Yachetti, Stephen; Zarzynski, Walter; Brady, Michael;
Kenneth.
Buchholz, Keith; Cusick,
Charles; Daleiden, John;
SOPHOMORES

Andresen, James;

Doherty, James; Dougherty,

William; Dwyer, Daniel;
Eells, Earl; Enzenbacher,
Michael; Francis, Mark.

roll, Robert J.; Costello,
James; Danis, Wayne; Danna,

Jospeh; Delorenzo, Martin;

Dohn, Richard; Doroba,

Ganze, Thomas; Ganzer,

William; Gillespie, Timothy;
Hake, William; Harcharick,

Thomas; Hastings; James;

Thomas.

Healy, Timothy; .Hoag,
Thomas; Horrell, John;

Gilfillan, Michael; Girard,

Kevin; Klingberg, Edward.

Goulet, Lionel; Haerdegen,

Scott; Luhr, James; Miller,

Fitzsimons, James; Kellerhals, Joseph; King,

Jeffrey; Gocke, Randall;

Lark, David; Lindberg,

Keith; Henkels, Stephen; Thomas; Mooney, James;
Morgan, Mark; Perrona,

Horecks, Michael; Jenkins,

Patrick; Jordan, Kevin;
Kaskie, David; Kiesel,

James; Pettenuzzo, Michael;
Repede, John; Ryan, Richard.

Kowall, Robert; Krewer, Kenneth.

Schrock, Michael; Slack,

ry; Brennan, Dwight;

McCrane, Michael; McGrath,
J. Patrick; McHugh, Edward;

Patrick;

Lyle; Carlson, Barry; Crump,

Stephen; Mullin, Thomas;

Williams, Edward.

SENIORS

Adams, John; Albers,
Michael; Allare, John;

Atkinson, James; Aubry, Ray-

mond; Bales, William;
Bellino, Dominic; Bienke, Jer-

Brunsfeld, Michael; Buchholz,

Richard; Cunningham,
Edward; Dale, Kenneth;

Decesare, Michael;

Delgadillo, Louis; Dempsey,
.

Ryndak, James.

Johnson, Leonard; Kushner,

James; Curtin, John; Dalton,

FRESHMEN
Beltran, Steven; Czeropski,
Charles; Harrison, Thomas;
Hornof, Gerald; Moran, John;
Richardson, Gerald,

hw:on !the'
Coffee
PrO:Inks' en:Thursday & Friday,
e
March
S teaturmsWOmen & Children's f h.10
ro;
the M
Randhurst:sh'o' . See
P of ssiOn I models a ivse_d-ei -"byrlive mu ic. Sit do...n, see the shows, no charge or

Ostermann, Stephen; Plzak,

Edward; Hynes, James;

Hoppe, Paul; Hussey, John; Roschman, Russell;

Kivlahan, Daniel; Lehnus,
James; Williams, Robert.

hairs
' 7Mal

David; Hillenmayer, James;

Barnowski, Robert ; Brock,
Thomas; Caffrey, Kevin; Car-

Joseph; Kertay, Leslie;

11

Gilfillan, James; Hayes, O'Neil, Dennis; O'Neil, John;

Foreman,

Cullen, Terrence;

You' e coiaHy invitedthoioanm
attend ,tha, flan,d7

Honor

William; Koempken, John;

Schlickman, Stephen;

David; Smedinghoff, James;

McElroy, William; Snyder, William; Stearns,
Takata,

David;

Vallot, Lawrence; Walsh,

Moore,' Kevin; Moore, Kenneth; Wenzel, Gregory;

esigning.

Oman'

Thomas; Doyle, Francis;
Dubay, Mark; Duffy, Robert.
Dwyer, William, Eichhorn,

William; Elmore, Mark;
Elwart, Michael; Fedor,
Richard; Gerlach, Karl;
Halstead, Michael; Henneman, Michael;' Houlihan,

Terence; Howard, Lee; Jeuck,
Philip; Jones, Daniel; Jordan,
Dennis.

Kelly, James; Kowall,

Richard; Kushner, William;

Liss, Paul; Lux, Steven;

McHugh, Thomas;

McMahon, John; Megge,
Robert; Mulcahy, Thomas;
Murray, Thomas; Owens,
James; Palubicki, Dennis;
Patzke, Frank; Phee, John;

Pilewski, Thomas; Polich,
Charles; Ponsot, Paul..

Reising, William;

Reynertson,

Rogowski, Gary; Ro eo,

Daniel; Rose, Robert; abin,
Robert; Schmidt,' Kimberly;
Schott, Lawrence; Sheehan,
Terrence; Sieger, Paul; Smith,
Joseph; Solger, Robert; Soper,

Ralph; Sophie, Kenneth;

Toledano, Michael; Ward,

Michael; Weber, Girard;
Wegner, David; Yaeger,
William; Youssi, Robert;
Zeinz, Thomas.

JUNIORS

Abate, Mark; Batchelor,

Robert, Bluett, Jerry;

Bosshart, Michael; Botterman, Mark; Brennan, Terrence; Bujan, Gregory; Burns,

Thomas; Carlson, Ralph;
Carnevale, Ralph; Clery,

James; Doczi, Robert;
Druding, James; Dudzik,

James; Dutro, Daniel.

Enrigh-t, Patrick;

Fleischauer, Gerald; Froelich,
Christopher; Gager, Russell;

Peggy Hoskins, "The Designing Woman," shows what to
wear to a dog show. The poodle on her arm is a purse. Her
program at 8 tonight at the Northwest Suburban YMCA Is

sponsored by the North Suburban Home Economists In

Homemaking. Open to the public, tickets may be purchased
at the door or from Mrs. Kenneth Wall, 908 S. See-Gwun,
Mount Prospect, phone 392-1979..

-Ma-

Mr._ daa-Alima...

WEATHIE
Tonight: Cloudy, warmer,
showers, low in mid 30's; Tomorrow: Cloudy, mild, showers, high in 50s.

Telephone
25S-4400

Your Home Newspaper

50 per cent chance of rain
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eafidento Granted
::epirieve on Tam Peapnerats
BY RICHARD CRABB

Wheeling and Elk Grove

Townships taxpayers, as well

as those elsewhere in

suburban Cook County, today
got a 30 -day reprieve on payment of personal property taxes and the first installment of
real estate taxes.

Personal property taxes and
first installment of real estate

toxicated.

MARJORIE ANNEN

tax collector, and Arnold

work to do in that much less

time. Payment of tax funds to
governmental units such as

If ro,ffifecgd.,-OnCrush,

Tonight

ud effg Mks.: e Afforne

The driver of the second

River Trails Park

nesday eveing in an auto ac'-

cident at Dempster and
Algonquin in Mount Prospect.

Mrs. Marie Cotten, 37,
2710 Briarwood, and her
daughter, Marcia, 18, were

lacerations.

auto in the head-on collission
was John Russell, 30 Chicago,
who was treated and released
from the hospital.
Police charged Russell with

admitted at Northwest Com- driving while intoxicated,
munity Hospital for treat- driving too fast for conditions
ment Mrs Cotten was and using improper caution
described as in good condition while passing on the left side

with injuries to her knee,

of another auto.

17 Prospects in Line
For School DisL 23
Superintendent Post
The committee for screening candidates for a successor
to resigning Prospect Heights
School Dist 23 Supt. Louis
Pansino has received names of

perience

actual

12

applications

on

placement bureaus from three

colleges containing four additional names In addition,
board member Roy Weinberg
has found another possible
applicant "

THE COMMITTEE has

arranged no interviews,

LeForege said. Members of

the committee are Patrick
Treacy, J Donald Elston,
Mrs Martha Koelsch and
LeForge

Pansino is leaving his post
as superintendent after four
years to return to school. He
wants to work toward a doctorate in education

HE HASN'T announced

which college he will attend,

Arlington
Parks Seek
Summer Help
Teenagers and adults look:
ing for summer jobs may find
the end of their search at the

Arlington Heights Park
District

1800 E. Kensington.

Tire Taken
From Car

"and I'd like to find a job that
would allow me to function as
one."

Firemen Douse
Two Blazes

rim were taken from a car
parked in the company lot at
666 E. Northwest Hwy.

Fermo said the equipment

was valued at $45.

BY DIANNE CLERIHAN

mount.

instructor, cashier, locker

room attendant, concessions
and clerical help, playground

supervisors, evening
supervisors, athletic_
supervisors and instructors for

tennis, tumbling, dance,
drama, crafts and model making

Applications may be made
to Thornton, at the Arlington
Heights Park District, Pioneer
Park, 500 S Fernandez, CI 30620

boards to settle a 2 -year -old
quarrel. The village has been
trimming library budget requests for three years. All

mermann's statement agrees village board members have
with a recent decision of the agreed that they want to exIllinois Appellate Court in a aibine library budgets before

'similar fight between the
village and the library in

any library must go to its

they will approve them.

Library board members

village board still refused to

the library board wanted,
Mrs. Mary Gardner, library

board president asked the

village board to pass a resolu-

tion guaranteeing that all

needed funds would be supplied. Although she said she

battle, the library went to

court and received an order
that the village must pay all
that the village held final the library's bills as they are
incurred. Library members
authority on the matter.
municipal government for approval of a bond issue shows

26 was started in the fall of
1965 with an enrollment of

THE LIBRARY board
must make several aspects of
its budget public within 30
(Continued on Page 2)

31,000 tax bills will be affected in Elk Grove Township
approximately 10 per cent of

the tax bills are paid at the
collector's office in the Elk

Grove Township building on
South Arlington Heights Rd.

ago, the City of Chicago is
trying

three years, as has the band

and the junior high school.
Three bands were formed --

School Dist. 26, it constitutes
a success story on the part of
the program's directors, the
administration, and the individual participants.
The band program in Dist.

a sixth grade beginners' band,
a junior high beginners' band,

team. Kuehl directs the junior

grade band while his wife,

Prospect, practices a French
horn solo, accompanied by
her director, William Kuehl,

made up of students who had

Susan, teaches beginning band
lessons at the sixth grade level

School.

program in River Trails

Kuehls, a husband and wife

and an intermediate band

band experience and a

number of beginners who had

Photos by Greg Vojack

a few points.

Pahl may join Mount

Congreve in his race to annex

as much property as he can

along the tollroad before

Chicago moves in. "We want
to take a real hard look at our
own (annexation) policy and
our timetable," Pahl said.

The Mount Prospect Liquor

PAHL SAID that tradi-

Commissioner' will hold a

tionally all the land south of

public hearing at 8 p.m. Mon-

da y in Village-Hall--2to the tollroad ,axtending

investigate charges that liquor eastward to Mount Prospect
served at Thunderbird Rd.; was considered for in,
Bowl, 821 E. Rand, before elusion in his village. About
three-quarters of that land
noon on a Sunday.
According to state law, now is- in Chicago. Pahl said

was

that he thinks Chicago was

alcoholic drinks may not be

taking too much.

sold before noon on Sunday.

direction of the William

high bands and one sixth
and directs the Indian Grove

Right: Sue Sandlund, 932

Greenfield Ct., Mount

at River Trails Junior High

and Parkview bands.

This year the program in-

cluded three beginning bands
at the sixth grade 'level with

a total membership of 120.

There are two beginning sixth

grade bands at Parkview
School and one at Indian
Grove.
In addition, River Trails

in a field in the 1500 block
of Highland.

Junior High has both an in-

A resident said he was

termediate band and a concert
band. The enrollment for the
district's total band program is
220 and Kuehl, citing the

burning trash when a lighted
paper apparently blew into the
field and started the small fire.

Below: Linda Schovanec,
1112 Sycamore Ln., Mount
Prospect, practices alone on

her flute.

enthusiasm shown in the
lower grades, predicts the

r

band program will continue to
enlarge each year.

KUEHL SAID' that

students are allowed to enter
the band program in the sixth
grade as beginners. "Many

Two 7 -foot trees in the
backyard of the home of Fred
Brietze, 1354 S. Dunton, were

.,

schools begin at a younger age
but we feel that a child in the

cut down Wednesday.

sixth grade is sufficiently

Brietze told Arlington

mature to make a much wiser

choice of an instrument and

to assume the responsibility of
studying music," he said.
The Kuehls said experience

4t -

has taught them that children
who play in an instrumental

organization not only find

Gripe
Of The

that producing music is fun
but also "gain such an insight

into the techniques of
performing, that their ap-

Day

preciation of music exceeds,
by far, that of students who

do not belong to a musical

group, whether instrumental

People who don't realize
that we are all members of

or vocal."

For this reason, the Kuehls
said that it gives them "much

a minority group at one

time or another because of
our, thoughts, feelings and

satisfaction" to know that

many of the students will continue their training in high

actions. T.C.

Band Director William Kuehl coaches Judy Heideman, 1106

Barberry Ln., Mount Prospect, through a difficult musical
passage.

to move west from

O'Hare International Airport
and its limits now are situated
slightly east of Elmhurst Rd.
Pahl's village is west of the
road, but only touches it at

THE PROGRAM has con-

tinued to enlarge under the

Firemen also doused a fire

enrlit'e.","",'SMI:Mil=116":=1=biria

APPROXIMATELY

made "remarkable" progress.

more than 100 students from

certificates in life saving and

The jobs still available include pool manager, assistant
pool manager, life guard and

at any bank.

Jack Pahl, mayor of Elk
Grove Village, said that, contrary to report of about a year

Hearing Set.
On Liquor Law
Violation Charge

the summer to be filled, by

water safety instruction.

cent per month. Tax bills in
Wheeling Township are paid

raise all the tax money that

parked at 811 W. Maude.

4gMWRMMWZM=WitMMMeraW

City Annex

30,000 are for real estate taxes. The penalty for non-payment on June 1 will be I per

budgets to any reasonable a-

authority to cut library

Thomas Thornton, Heights Police the trees were
superintendent of parks, said cut six inches from the

Some jobs require

Aid on ay
In Limiting

The Mount Prospect State Prospect Mayor Daniel

Harvard, Arlington Heights.
The car ignited when it was

qualified adults and teenagers.

assessed valuation as equalized is $295,629,673. Wheeling
Township personal property
taxes amount to $39,124,489.

ty on its budget. When the

it specifically
gives the library final authori-

When a school program can

tinguish a fire in the car of
Gordon Kubiak of 234 S.

ground.

Wheeling Township for

one and that

double its membership in the sixth grades in the district

summonded Wednesday to ex-

there arc several positions for

proximately 50,000 tax bills.

because of the change of the
equalization factor from 1.42
to 1.44 and because of the extensive new building done in
these townships during the
past year. The new figure in

yver Trails Schoog TrBands
Double Members in 2 Ye rs

Arlington Heights firemen

Vandals Cut
Down Trees

say this order is a continuing

the resolution for
Dominick Fermo of Franklin Park. The appellate have insisted that they have neededplanning,
the village
Morton Pontiac told Arl- court ruling stated that the the final say on their budget future
they are separately board tabled the resolution inington Heights Police village could control the funds since
Wednesday that a tire and a of a library and the fact that elected. At one pmt in the sisting that it isn't necessary.

and training. "It's
taken me 15 years of my life

to become a generalist in
education," Pansino said,

THE MEETING of the

delay will affect ap-

The assessed valuation in

Village Attorney told the board Wednesday was to lay
board of trustees Wednesday ground rules for a future
night that the village has the meeting between the two

Attorney John Zim-

In such a situation he said,

Robert LeForge announced,
recently, "We currently have

Board of Com-

missioners, at 8 p.m.,

district in a large city.

he thinks he will be able to
make the best use of his ex-

hand, and also letters from

District

but he said that afterwards he
will try to get back into school
system administration with a

17 prospects.

School board President

p.m. in Village Hall.

The Mount Prospect

numbers. Next year and in

Of the total, approximately

have the

Trusgees Can Cug 1T,ibrurry

The Mount Prospect Li-

have a permanent file number
different from all other file

same amount of

pected by township collectors.

Meetings
quor Commissioner will
hold a public hearing at 8

numbers. This year a

years after only the permanent
indeX number will appear on
tax bills. The volume and item
numbers will be dropped.
In Wheeling Township the

Two Women Burg
Two Arlington Heights Marcia was in serious conwomen were injured Wed- dition with severe facial

billing. In the past, tax bills

Township collector, expressed
regret that it was necessary to
delay collection of taxes. Last
year there was a 60 -day delay

in mailing the tax bills. The
delay means that collectors

Monday evening with county
officials concerned with bill-

both townships is substanially
higher than it was a year ago,

permanent index number is
being added. This means that
each item of real estate will

registered notices of the delay.

on the regular date, Sept. 1.

They met as recently as last

ment station.

The delay in the mailing of
tax bills comes as a result of
changing to a new system of

matter yesterday were mailed

others concerned with the

Bank also is a major tax pay-

delayed.

have carried volume and item

Scharringhausen, Elk Grove

The delay had been ex-

school districts also is

Township collectors and

May I. This year they will be
due June I. The tax bills will
be put into the mail not later

The second installment of
real estate taxes will be due

Ing in a head-on collision at Dempster and Algonquin. The

not be necessary to delay the
mailing of tax bills, but the
decision came two days later.

Carter, Wheeling Township

than April 30.

driver of the other auto was ticketed for driving while in-

Even four days ago county officials still hoped that it would

normally are due on

taxes

Two Arlington Heights women were injured Wednesday eve-

ing and collection of taxes.

school and college because of

the instrumental program
developed in Dist. 26.

5'

e.
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Pogice Describe Procedures

COG Executive Moan& Urgeb7,

nirn

DR. DONALD Thomas of

The executive committee of

Elk Grove Village, head of
the council's committee on

of Cook County yesterday

health and welfare, accepted
the responsibility of heading

voted to develop a common
approach in suburban Cook
County to control Dutch elm

an investigative group to draft

disease and to reduce air 'an air pollution ordinance
pollution.
that meets the standards

established by federal, state
and county governments. The
municipalities in subUrban
Cook County then may adopt
the air pollution control pro-

Bernard G. Cunningham,

Park Forest representative on
the executive committee, was
named to head a special group
sF

4.

to develop an effective program for the control of Dutch
Elm disease. Dr. Carl Mees,

i

Cunningham group. Mees cil's making recommendations
played an important part in on legislation to the Illinois
developing the Arlington General Assembly. Should the

council decide that it wishes
to make recommendation, a
meeting late this year would
be held with members of the

Heights control program. The

village of Arlington Heights
has reduced its tree loss to
about 2 per cent yearly.

procedures for handling

Dr. James Banovetz, direc-

The procedure is outlined'

tor of the council's staff,

0

and

0

Bushel of Booze Mite
SAT., MARCH 16, 1968.

fender is handled individually.

police school counselor or a
school counselor -at the ap-

units in the county.

ways,

news of local government

JEROME W. SCHWARTZ

through a complaint

an on -sight arrest by an of-

with appropriate recommendations on behavior,

ficer.

THE MAJOR item on the

agenda at Wednesday's

After the juvenile is taken
into temporary custody, these

Schwartz
Promoted

meeting was a consideration
of the work of the committee
on constitution and by-laws
headed by John G. Woods of
Arlington Heights.

11.

The Woods group presented
a number of proposals. On the

THE SCHOOL officers

of the offense,
and the attitude of the child

assigned to School Dist. 59

the severity

and his parents. Or the patrol
officer can take the juvenile
to the station to see a juvenile
officer. The patrol officer also
can write a report requesting
a followup by a juvenile of-

Jerome W. Schwartz, 1113

Prospect, has been promoted
by the Illinois Bell Telephone
Co. from facilities supervisor
to facilities staff supervisor in

ficer.

THE JUVENILE officer,
acting on this request, or on

the traffic department.

Schwartz, who joined the

company in 1952, studied

his on -sight arrest, will hold
a conference with the parents

business administration at the
University of Arizona.
He and his wife, Mary, are

applicants are bing received
daily with village, school and

of privileges.

The patrol:officer can release
the juvenile, depending upon

Greenwood Dr., Mount

creasing rapidly. Two or three

curfew, restrictions and loss

procedures are adhered to:

ell

y 1111.

referral is designed to be an

where several dispositions can
be made.

end in itself, since there

Dennis and Denise, I5 -year -

park district memberships

old twins; Gary, 12; Glenn,

leading.

THE OFFENDER can be
referred to local court or the

10; and Ann Marie, 3.

'T.-/<-7:5\

and Prospect High School use
the measures mentioned and
usually use the facilities of the
school also. They may make
a referral to the village youth
worker.
The officer or counselor
handling the juvenile takes into consideration the record of
the offender, his school status,
his social adjustment and the
attitude of his parents.

NO DISPOSITION or

and the juvenile offender,

the parents of five children;

psychiatrist. The offender also
can be released to his parents

is

constant communication
between all persons involved

RUGS

offender and many other

Arlington Heights and
Mount Prospect residents

0

adults and juveniles, but until

an apprehension is made all
followup' work is done by the
detective division.

All three detectives in the

Mount Prospect Police

Department are qualified for
juvenile work, as are both officers assigned to the schools.

The qualifications of all of-

ficers are in the files of the

of the damage. For strictly
minor damages, we probably
won't do anything.

estate tax relief.

Arrangements for a tax cut

just temporary; only during
the time it takes to restore the

Serpico, a representative of

year the assessment will go

"The adjustment would be

A ady Didn't Have. Many

Mrs. Eileen Degan

must forward signed affidavits

Eileen R. Degan, 53, will' be
offered Friday in St. Hubert

orries

been damaged by flood
waters.

Deputy Assessor Russell
Johnson, of the county of-

ficer, said yesterday that ArlBut fig leaves have gone the way of the wind. Now a lady has to be concerned with her
hair and nails and eyes and complexion and so many other things. At Kare's Cosmetic
Department, you can find all the things you need to make you lovelier and increase
your appeal ... fig leaves are not in fashion this season.

.

ington Heights and Mount

Prospect residents also may
qualify for tax reduction, but

that he would not use the
same flat rate system.

Homeowners interested in
applying should contact their

Spray Can

$2

flat rate here," Johnson said,
ment according to the extent

Vain.

Reef

Mouthwash

22 -oz.

Bottle

Toni
3
Moisttthe

Shod,, PLUS up mu.

budget whether or not the

library board wants to reveal
it. The village officials then
could determine whether the

budget could be trimmed,
"Trustee George Reiter said,

"even if we have to do our
own homework."

ZIMMERMANN ALSO
said that, in his opinion, no

$1.00 Value-Rott-on or Cream

Desert Flower
Deodorant
ST. PATRICK'

ALL MIDWEST
BANK CARDS

115TH AND WESTERN, CHICAGO

WEST

)\)7 2127 W. LAWRENCE AVE., CHICAGO

'op

GOLF ROAD AND ROUTE 03, MT. PROSPECT

4610 N. CLARK, CHICAGO
11\

r

1705 N. MAIN, WHEATON
MADISON AND CICERO, CHICAGO
1703 N. HARLEM, CHICAGO
NORTH AND YORK ROAD, ELMHURST
HARLEM AND WASHINGTON, FOREST PARK

Nettie Kanak, 82, were

ilit,(14,41(14A1414,411

DAY COUPON

TA fii,_PS
The Purchase of Any Item In The
Drug

right te lireit

moutiate.Prkte

Marti lith.

Officer Charles Barr has a

certificate from the Illinois
Youth Commission School.

aweN
_.ernossen

back up to normal.'

County Assessor P. J.

Cullerton "feels that people
who suffer damages in natural
disaster areas should get some
consideration on their taxes,"
Johnson said. "This is the first
time we've done this in the
history of the office:'

scheduled Thursday morning

in the Friedrichs Funeral

Home chapel in Mount

Prospect. Burial was to be in
Bohemian National Cemetery
in Chicago.

Mrs. Kanak, of 513 S.

William, Mount Prospect,

died Monday in Holy Family
Hospital in Des Plaines.

She is survived by a son,

and four grandchildren.

Annexation OKJ
The Mount Prospect Park

District Board of Com-

missioners has approved the
annexation of Pheasant Trails

and the arca north of State

Dr. in Colonial Heights" subdivision.

With The Color GREEN In It Department
or On It
Good at the Pharmacy

1-

The library board has the
exclusive control over all ax-

$11,000 last year at the end
of the fiscal year which the

mermann said. Any money

The following menus will

Township High School

Dist. 214, (subject to change

penditures of money deposited

in the library fund, Zi mthat is not in the library fund
is not under the control of the
library board.

Macaroni and cheese
.Tello

Bread and butter
Milk

Dist. 25 - North Elemen-

Main dish: (one choice)
Tuna noodle casserole
Beefburger in bun
Wiener in bun
Vegetable: (one choice)
Tater rounds
Butter green beans
Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Cole slaw

Molded: strawberry, sliced

UEN'

WELCOME HERE

Wo reserve the

Illinois Youth Commission
school.

the following year unless there
is a specific fund provided for
it. Village officials wiped out

peaches, orange, pineapple

1,1,411r,LIAll1411.14,4,141(11,41411,MitAll

WAUKEGAN AND LAKE STREET, GLENVIEW

DIVISION AND OAKLEY, CHICAGO

Funeral services for Mrs.

grape

Your IMIDNILContelailfikocatrd Kt:

if

Mrs. Nettie Kanak

library board wanted to use to
pay off a land mortgage.

village can inspect the library

^m, mottenr

5346 5. ASHLAND, CHICAGO
CERMAK AND HOYNE, CHICAGO
ALGONQUIN AND LEE STREET, DES PLAINES
2321 5. KEDZIE, CHICAGO
2623 5. PULASKI, CHICAGO
2993 KIRCHHOFF ROAD, ROLLING MEADOWS
47TH AND CALUMET, CHICAGO
CAMP McDONALD AND WOLF ROAD, WHEELING 6611 5. HALSTED, CHICAGO
167TH AND OAK PARK, TINLEY PARK
DIVERSE? AND HALSTED, CHICAGO

Kansas City.

without notice)

Waste Basket"'

3745 N. LINCOLN, CHICAGO

California, and Frank

knowledge and can be obtained. In other words, the

Bottle

$5.00 Value-SLIn Cream

SOUTH
CICERO AND CERMAK, CICERO

Prospect Police Department.
Yost ,also has attended the

Prospect; one grandchild; two

available, properties acquired
during the previous year, the
extensions of library service
provided in the previous year,

formation to the village, Zimmermann said it is public

165-Ct.

DuBarry
Moisture Petals

----__

Michael of Arlington Heights

and Bernard of Mount

be served Friday.

Basket Weave

NORTH

a member of the Mount

Clarence of California; a
She is survived by her hus- daughter, Mrs. Beatrice
band, Edward; two sons, Hogan of Mount Prospect,

not provided all this in-

Lipsticks

SHCIAl

Berkley Ln., Hoffman Estates.

money can be carried over to

that is needed for the coming
year. Although the library has

Harriet Hubbard Ayer

99, Value

in her home at 280 W.

$2.99 Value

31.00 Value -6

Radio

Mrs. Degan died Monday

and a statement on money

Tablets

wih Bel, and FoTphen

City.

Happy Face
Gelusil

5),difecui

Calvary Cemetery in Kansas

(Continue d from Pane l):
days after the end of the fiscal
year, Zimmermann said. It
must reveal the amount of
funds received, the number of

-b-ooks and periodicals

$1.09 Value

HAPPH RICE
,$)

P

youth officer for five years on
the Berwyn police department.
Detective Richard Yost has"
been a police officer for more
than 10 years and has worked
with juveniles for two years as

OP

$1.39 Value

Serving-Storage3f,.
Bowl Set

Detective Robert Barone
has been a police officer for
10 years. He was detective -

Trustees Can Cut Libruiry
fliud et: Vi§ga e Attorney

5 -oz.

Bottle

Breck
Go -Go tight

rariuttnriltiglis

send out appraisers to

"but we will adjust the assess-

Duragloss Nail
Polish Remover

Mo.

Clatanoff of Kansas City, and
a sister, Mrs. Helen Stoltz of

"It's impossible to give a

49, Value

Kansas City,

Burial will be in Mount

assessors, Johnson said.

make the tax rate adjustments.
4 -oz.

Deodorant

Church,

brothers, Geln Clatanoff of

will

5 Day

1. itg (

A funeral mass for Mrs.

township assessors who in
turn will contact the county
THE COUNTY office then

A)

Commission.

ITUA IEs 1ES

in the assessed valuation of
their homes. The residents
stating that their homes had

Six Transistor j

10. years. He has attended the

school of the Illinois Youth

.

whose homes were damaged
by Weller Creek flooding last

awarded a flat 20 per cent cut

...............

Detective Richard Pascoe
has been a police officer for

brought to the station he is
turned over to the detective

residents that they would be

I

in-service youth training

ty as soon as possible so, as
soon as a juvenile offender is

A NUMBER OF offenses
that are committed in Mount
Prospect are committed by

Youth

courses.

attention of the police.
Departmental policy is to
return the patrol officer to du-

division.

at the

Chicago Police Academy. He
also has patricipated in several

the number of subjects apprehended or brought to the

office, told Des Plaines

CLIP THIS ENTRY BLANK
AND DEPOSIT AT KAREI

mission and

Division school of the

percentage varies according to

the Cook County assessor's

PHONE

the Illinois Youth Com-

of a detective's work is spent
on juvenile offenders, but this

were made after Ralph damaged property. The next

I
I
I

SGT. JOSEPH BOPP has
had training at the Delinquency Control Institute of

Leal estate Tax lelief
summer may apply for real

ADDRES5_,--

division:

of-

A kw-ed. for Filood. Damage

ALAIN

NAME

below is the experience of officers 'assigned to the detective

fender is new and is handled

variables are considered.
Between 10 and 25 per cent

signed by a citizen or through

police department in two

Each situation with an

psychologist, a private
counseling service or a

organization's first newsletter
by mid -April. It will carry

Fire Commission. Listed

EACH JUVENILE of-.

as such. The degree of co-:
operation of the parents, the

referral to the school

A juvenile offender is

1 Mount Prospect Police and

Other alternatives include

propriate school.

brought to the attention Of the

Pahl reported that membership in the council is in-

Adults & Children §7 50
goe.eozso=sc=oc=m=ors=sc=ro.c=eczst=sc=s0s=so=s1=o

village social worker, the

reported that preparations are

being made to issue the

meeting.

6:00 p.m.
Dancing 8:30 to?

in the juvenile referral.

as follows:

adopted at, the April 24'

St. Patrichs Day Mulligan Stew Event

Juvenile Court of Cook County, depending on the offense.

Or he can be referred to the

juvenile offenses to the Mount
Prospect Youth Commission.

draft of the by-laws. It is
hoped that the by-laws may be

Poiosped tJ.fleVVo Pos(! '0331
601 N. Main St., Mt. Prospect, Illinois

0

The Mount Prospect Police
Department has released its

the General Assembly.

basis of discussion, the committee will rework the present

4:::34/ZOC=r4=1C=DCZeCZ:11=.4=1.0e=nC=3C=ter1=DO=SCTDQC=,

YYYIlo

House and Senate before the
opening of the 76th session of

gram.

President Jack Pahl of Elk
director of University of Grove Village asked the exIllinois extension work in ecutive committee to study
Cook County, will assist the (the possibilities of the coun-i

uzveni§e Offenses

kliandllin,

Disease, Pollution Controlis
the Council of Governments

wit

Caramel roll and butter -- 113
qt. milk

tary, Miner, Thomas and
South Junior High Schools
Fish sticks
. Parsley buttered potatoes
Coleslaw
Pudding
Milk

Dist. 23 - MacArthur

Junior High School
40 cent lunch:

Fish puffs with blarney

sauce

Irish tater tots
Shamrock spinach
Erin cornbread with honey
'butter
Leprechaun cake
Milk

Available desserts:
Apricot halves
Lemon pie
Yellow cake
Chocolate brownies
Gingersnap cookies

30 cent lunch:

Viator High School,
(subject to change without

Carl Sandburg Schools
Tuna surprise on a bun
Coleslaw
Chilled peach
Chocolate cup cake

Beef' vegetable soup,

crackers
Fruit cup
Surprise bun
Milk

Counter Only

limit One Coupon

iTYNTYPITITIT

Coupon Expires March 16Th

)111111111171"I

St.

notice)
Oven fried fish
Mashed potatoes and cream
gravy, or

f,"..r
DRUGS

t

Dist. 15 - Jonas Salk and

Milk

MUM
FOOD STORES

We reserve the

right to limit
t

I

National Food Store. You can always be sure of

will be cheerfully refunded. You'll find a huge selection
to choose from . . . whatever your needs or budget
. . . at low, low prices to fit every budget. So, stop in

National's fine meat . . . in fact it is unconditionally
guaranteed for satisfaction and quality or your money

For Fine Meat.

The next time you're looking for something
"special" in fine meat .. . stop in to your neighborhood
quantities. Prices
effective through
March 16th.

CARMEN

STAMPS

today and see for yourself why National is Famous

--o-_

n

mart

n

Join the Fun !

HILLSIDE, AGAR or MICKELBERRY

SLICED BACON

0

1 -Lb.

Pkg.

&11 jl

-

I: I. A I EMI

Corn Country Pork

PORK STEAK

S" POirterOIN

I

Be A Winner!

Lb.

S

I

L

Play

KNEIP Round

Double Money Bingo!

CORNED BEEF

I

T

II

I

1'1 Ziestli1M.

I

I

I

Lb.

SAVE 50%
.Ahigisy,

AGAR

Value -Way Trimmed

'129§1P`

RUMP ROAST

Sheffield

CANNEDHAM

-Lb.
Can
C

HAWTHORN MELLOD

CHOCOLATE
FLAVORED 2% ctn.

1/2 -Gal.

77/

U"

4

HILLSIDE Yellow Cling

SLICED
PEACHES

29 -oz.
Can

A

Whole Kernel
GREEN WANT

Home Laundry Aid

EASY LIFE
BLEACH

i

NIBLETS

Niblets.

Gal.

dr^ Cern

CORN

Bd.
_.
i

HAWTHORN MELLODY-Assorted Flavors
I

Extra Fancy Red Delicious Washington

1/2 -Gal.

ICE

I

VANILLA

14CEMILKosa.'

Lb.

Ctn.

PMILK

14'
5.

Roasted

-Lb.
Bag

7 -oz.

BAN

Spray

U.S. No. 1 Idaho

Can

DEODORANT

POTATOES 19.-g;
Fresh Crisp

a

RAISIN

or Cracked

Wheat 1 lb.,
or Warsaw
Rye Mb.

BREAD

Hot House

,44. 4,

014.

MIMEMIAME

41.

AV! An

II..

1/1

MaliltUystilikUlskkWafsiMitaL

' "14..

ri STAMPS
25"j42(

50-i64 -ii GREEN

March 16th

REG. OR SUPER KOTEX
Coupon Expires

-G

4,11 In. Co..

March 16th

"uhsii GREEN

STAMPS

STAMPS

11 t C.iron s P.O...

al

J.2# CAN NATCO-REO.OR DRIP
NATCO COFFEE

SALADA TEA BAGS
Coupon Ex Ir.

.........

....................... . LULU!, .... .......
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with George Hamilton
"Watching the local basketball teams during the regular

what about the rest of them?"

"Take the crowds, for ex-

season, then the regional

ample. There's the mothers
and fathers and sisters and

playoffs last week and now
the sectionals this week is

brothers of those on the
students from the opposing
schools and the entire group
makes quite an enthusiastic

Prospect, lost to Maine
South."

"Then there's the girl
of them retain their en-

you're missing out on some of

friends of the players. Some

the best part of the season.

That is, if you know what to

"Well, if you had begun to

observe the crowds, the

would like to sign up for his

opmeassowmmis.:"..m".6.'""slimMuarcns2..

ing about the players he
team."

"Perhaps. We'll have to

watch and see how he does
at the Maine South -Waukegan

game at Arlington tonight. If

tions to his team members."
"I thought coaches weren't

"I suppose so. It's good to
see so much enthusiasm from
those who come out to back
the team. And, but for a few

the basketball games."
"I'll admit, I did keep an
eye on the cheerleaders, but

Chicago Bears football coach.

playing court to shout direc-

"That's understandable."

teams, you'd still be going to

had never heard the song
before."
"Maybe he was busy think-

casionally would step onto the

plain."

visiting press, the cheerleaders
and the coaches as well as the

the game with Prospect, he
reminded us of a 'basketball
"All during the game, he
was so involved in the play
that he was walking up and
down the sidelines and oc-

the newspaper story of the
game mentions their own
hero, then call up to com-

what else?"

Arlington tonight, certainly

version of George Halos, the

thusiasm long after the game.
They count how many times

look for."
"I look for our side to win,

which beat Prospect last week
and which plays Waukegan at

"During the singing of the
national anthem before the
game, they gazed around tffe
room looking as though they

has plenty of just that. During

cheering section.

"You shouldn't do that,

well-known college basketball
coach and his wife at the
Evanston -Grant game at Arlington last night.

the coach of Maine South,

teams. And there's the

quite an experience."
"I lost interest last week,
when the final local team,

exceptions, everyone is a good
'sport about it all, whether
their team wins or loses.
"Speaking of enthusiasm,

we get seats, that is. Last night
we arrived 20 minutes before

the game and were told, 'We
just gave your seats away, we
didn't think you would be
here.' "

supposed to do that."

"So did I. But that, too, is

understandable. One thing
that wasn't, though, was a

''''' ';?.; ''''''

Dayli ht

only
as those that could be con-

BY RICHARD CRABB

There is an old expression
among idea men which runs
like this: "Let's put it on the
local and see if it comes back
on the express."

Mayor John G. Woods of
Arlington Heights is about
ready to agree that this is

what he did on the evening
of Feb. 21 in the Palatine

Village Hall. In a seven -

solidated logically. Those included

in

the Woods sug-

g es tion are Wheeling,

Schaumburg, Rolling

Meadows, Palatine, Prospect
Heights, Mount Prospect, Elk
Grove Village, Des Plaines,
Buffalo Grove and Arlington
Heights.

The Woods suggestions got

nation-wide attention in

newspapers and on radio and

minute talk before the television networks. As a

T

Northwest Municipal Con-

ference, Woods proposed that

10 northwest Cook County
villages consolidate into one
new municipality that would

have the second-largest

population in Illinois. In let-

ters, phone calls and speaking
invitations, the idea has been
"coming back on the express'
ever since.

Woods mentioned nine

municipalities and a village in
unincorporated Cook County

result, the Arlington Heights

mayor has received letters and

calls from persons across the
country who generally wished

to congratulate him on his
suggestion or who desired
more information. Most of

the letters and calls have come
from Illinois. There have been

a few communications to
Woods that are critical of his
suggestion.

PERHAPS MOST surpris-

rece ent on Continent

ing to Woods has been the im-

mediate letters and phone
calls inviting him to speak

before a wide range of

organizations in the Chicago
area. Woods cannot fill many
speaking engagements, but he
has agreed to appear before
four organizations in the next
two months. Let it be record-

ed that his first talk on the
subject was before the Elk
Grove Village Kiwanis Club
on March 4.

On March 22, Woods will
speak before the Des Plaines
Rotary Club. He has accepted
an invitation to speak in April
before the Chicago area unit

of a national planning

Woods.

President Elroy C.

Sandquist called Woods /and
secured

a promise thae,he

would speak before members
of the City Club if a satisfactory date could be arranged.
Yesterday Woods received a
prompt follow-up letter from
Sandquist which read:

"I want to thank you for

your willingness to speak to
the City Club Forum on your

proposal for the merging of 10

northwest suburban communities.
"As I told
telephone, our

you on the
Forums are

held on Monday each week at
the Shermad House. Between

now and the first Monday in

organization. He has been invited to speak before officials

and members of the Plan

Commission of Evanston in
May.

The City Club of Chicago
didn't take a chance on being

turned down by Mayor

May we have three open dates
as follows: March 25, April
and April 15... I am hoping
1

that you can fit one of them

into your busy schedule.
Otherwise, we would have to
go over until some date later
in the spring, and I think your

subject is of great importance
at this time."

JOSEPH F. Zimmerman,

director of the Graduate
School of Public Affairs, State

University of New York at
Albany, would also like to
learn more about the proposal. Zimmerman is also
editor of the National Civic

Review. He said that nothing
like the Woods proposal has
yet taken place in the United
States, but there is one precedent in Canada. In his letter

be Pro5pett Dap

to Woods, Zimmerman said:

"Your proposal is a
development of major

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's' freedom and intellectual integrity."

significance which we wish to

report on the National Civic

Review and in the

Metropolitan Area Digest of
which I am also editor. The

Marshall Field III
Page 4

only similar merger which has
occurred in North America
was the recent creation of the

Thursday, March 14, 1968

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

William J. Ktedatsch
Managing Editor

City of Laval in the Province
of Quebec. This amalgamation of 14 small municipalities
was brought about in 1965."

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.

Norman N. Gill, executive

Second Class

front, page of the Milwaukee
Journal: Gill asked Woods for
all existing and future information on the matter.
I. M. Brown of Arlington
Heights wrote the mayor, "I

March 28

Letters to the Editor

`Leave Mount Prospect Alone!'

noticed that you are promoting a city of a million peo-

ple. The article in the

Editor:

have received no opposition to
your plan. To make the record

fast nowadays. People used to
say that "A bird in a bag was

newspaper stated that you
correct, I am opposed to any
such plan....You mentioned

that the elders in Arlington

Things are sure changing
worth two birds in a bush."
Many a man has profited by
following this old maxim.

Heights would not be for conBut now, John G. Woods,
solidation. You are very cor- ' Mayor of Arlington Heights,
rect. We have helped to -build has come up with a new
this suburb and we are trying "truth," namely: "Ten birds
to keep it so... I rwas happy together in a bag could live

schools, wrote, "I have read
with much interest on more
than one occasion of your sug-

gestion that a study be made
relative to a consolidation of
several suburban districts."

Kathryn M. Tilich of

Chicago wrote Woods, saying,

"There is going to be -a new

city on the northwest

boundary of Chicago. I sug-

gest you call it 'Ability'.

That's an encouraging name.

And let's hope that it's

in-

tegrated, industrial and as in-

old friend like you.

through this communication,
"I have been racking my brain

trying to come up with

Part of the Nationwide Boll System

any more prestige nor wield
more power than a mayor of
a village half that size, like
Daniel Congreve, Mayor of
Mount Prospect, or even than

a mayor of a smaller village
for that matter.

Politicking is more

lucrative in big cities like
fishing in big rivers.
But being a mayor of a city

yard or murdered in your

back yard. Such incidents are
no longer big news in the big
cities.

Once I lived in Chicago for

four years. Not once in four

summers the streets were

government for all that. It is
the .bigness of the city that

would feel like sitting in
Richard Daley's, Chicago
Mayor's, living room.

Being that kind of

tury B.C., devoted his lifetime
fighting encroachment of bigger and stronger governments
upon the smaller and weaker

ones. Once he said:
Leave Mount Prospect

alone! It is a great village to
live in.

Anton J. Dvylis
Mount Prospect

monarch, one would be in
position to bend the mayors

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

were any mayors left) to his

using all seven of these letters.

of other villages (if there

Truly --Roger."

'

ington Heights wrote,

"Congratulations for a most
exciting idea in municipal.
government."

.

There are many more let-

ters, not counting today's mail
or tomorrow's.

17 good, 24 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

were times when these two

communities had been at
swords' points.

At one time Arlington

Heights had turned on and
emptied its big sewers over
Mount Prospect domains.

In spite of everything,

Mount Prospect stands today

I

Demosthenes, the greatest
Greek orator and statesman,
who lived in the second cen-

removed.

Of course, it would be
with 250,000 population (10 stupid to blame the city
suburbs would add up to that
figure) is another story. One

good village government,
will eat my hat.

"Everything great (big) is not
swept in that neighborhood. always good, but all good
Not once in four winters the things are great."
streets were plowed or snow

honor's wishes, like aldermen
something equal to 'Bird. or members of a city council
Watcher Bjorvik'. Based upon in -any big city are supposed
the reaction to your recent to do.
proposal suggesting that the
Mount Prospect has been a
suburbs'unite, I have come up pain in the neck of Arlington
with 'One World Woods.' Heights for some years. There

Clifford Johnson of Arl-

Illinois Bell Telephone

may be raped in your front

of a village with 60,000 hour of the day or night. You

serve its people better than a

TEATREN

A. Bjorvik promptly sent

Now's the time to make your change, whatever it is. The'
new phone book for Arlington Heights,. Palatine, Mt.
Prospect, Elk Grove Village, Inverness, Prospect Heights,

population (that's Arlington
Heights), one doesn't carry

In a big city you may be
assaulted and robbed at any

Let anybody prove to me
that a big city governmerit can

patronage, prestige, power and
unlimited fringe benefits.

of these. Woods' friend Roger

before March 28. Her number is listed on page one of your

of discontent, rampant crime!

ment.

stimulating idea."

Then there had to be one

telephone directory. We wouldn't want to disappoint an,

It is obvious how Mr.
Woods stumbled upon this
fantastic idea. Being a mayor

village. Here the village crew
sometimes catch the falling
snow, with their snow plows,
before the snow hits the pave-

Merchants Association, writes

Illinois Retail

"Congratulations on your

Or you might wont to list the name of someone in your

overcrowded schools, shouts

And let me tell you about

removal of snow in our

HIDEAWORD

dent of the

family, so his friends can keep in touch.

streets, slums, ghettos,

in the fall.

sooner or later) of plucking a
fat political plum, juicy with

JOSEPH T. MEEK, presi-

Bell Service Representative

at the big city like Chicago

mer, arid leaves are removed

Then one could envision an
opportunity (it would come

vogorating as Chicago."

So please call your Illinois

Heights' perennial problems.
For some strange reason

and compare what we see with
our own small villages.
What do we see then? Dirty

Chicago superintendent of

, have to soy we're sorry.

to solve some of Arlington

right, let's peek over the fence

Benjamin C. Willis, former

be,'so you don't miss important calls.

and all public places. The
streets in the neighborhood
where I live sometimes are
swept ,vice a week in sum-

This translated in political
jargon reads: "Ten northwest
suburbs would do a lot better,
economically, financially and
otherwise, if they merged to

municipal fire protection."

If your name isn't listed, maybe this year you'd like it to

its streets, parking lots, parks

Putting Mount Prospect in
a bag would help Mr. Woods

bush."

by authorities in the field of,

to Mount

Heights.

came

same dollar in Arlington amazed at the cleanliness of

with your plan."

been discussed to some extent

When I

Prospect five years ago, I was

wandering separately in a other side of the fence. All

form one big city."

must be blamed. There are not
enough funds to go around.

though inflated it is, buys
more village services than the

happier than each one

is an extremely interesting
concept and one which has

Rolling Meadows and additional communities goes to
press March 28. If we don't hear from you by then, we'll

Here a taxpayer's dollar,

to read that the Mayor of
Mount Prospect disagrees

A CONSULTING

Maybe you'd like to change the way your name is listed.

unscratched and prosperous.

people, like cows, think that
the grass is greener on the

engineer, Boyd A. Hartley of
Chicago, wrote Woods, "This

iL

Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.
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Milwaukee, wrote Woods,
enclosing a story from the

a new phone book

ft

117 S. Main, Mount Prospect. III. 60056

director of the Citizens'
Governmental Research
Bureau of Metropolitan

We're printing

K. S. Johnson. General Manager

All letters to the editor must be signed, but names will
be withheld upon request. Letters should be as brief as
possible, typewritten, if possible, and should contain an
address or phone number so their authenticity can be checked.
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'Tor Lent

Jesus: Near the Riots and Dogs
By Rev. David Poling

Charles J. Gilley of 1407

Camp McDonald Rd.,'

Dare we to say that Lent is for Wild Living?

Should we have the nerve to state that the
Christian is going to be a regular and dependable player in the pushing and shoving that
so often accompanies the hard issues of our

Prospect Heights, has been

time?

pany. The promotion is the

promoted to assistant general

sales manager, eastern

division, for Paslode Com-

Sure, we can piously condemn long hair,
short skirts and tortous music, or get cranky
over the loss of prayer and Bible reading in
the public schools. We can alarm the faithful
about dog tracks and bingo and dirty movies.

third Gilley has received since

[(fining Paslode in 1964 as a
salesman in his home town of
Hickory, N.C.

They do worry me.
But all these favorite concerns are like

nothing when you decide to move out on the

"40,4 teast

tough, abrasive questions which have no
automatic answers or printed script to follow.

ONE STOP CLEANING
Self Service
Cleaning Machines

Like napalm and draft card burners, black
power, gambling syndicates, prison reform, the
religion of pro football, political conventions,
drug apostles and sex merchants.

Also
Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaged

If our Lenten experience', has given us

spiritual insights and genuine religious power,

it will be found in this world of wild living'

where Jesus chose a Cross and gained a

r.

Pressed, Decorator
Folded
.

Kingdom.

Slorge,Colonial Village

Mrs. Marge Everett of Arlington Heights was the first woman to be the guest of honor
at the Great Lakes Naval Training Station's Recruit Graduatipn Review. The ceremonies
took place at the Great Lakes Naval Training Station Friday. Mrs. Everett was singled out
for this honor because of the desire of the Armed Forces, with the Navy acting for them
all, to express appreciation for her assistance in making the Christmas Holidays more bright

220 N. Dunton St.
Arlington Hts:

OUR 2nd LOCATION

B -W Branch

for the Chicago area children of servicemen on duty overseas and in the military hospitals.

T

420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Mc' rs =vox

Language Students: 48 -Week Vietnamese Course Open
If you are a foreign week schedule of study of

qualifications for the Vietnam
Training Center

Vietnam, its people, and

language student who wants
to go where the action is, try
your luck at being accepted

Not the least of our dif-

Amencan operations there.

ficulties in our overseas at-

tempts

MOST OF THESE are

for training in the Vietnamese
language by CORDS
Be warned: the full course
takes 48 weeks, and the first
graduates who will emerge on
March 29 at the language

nel, and similar recruits Just

being a linguist does not
qualify you

school in Virginia will have

But if you are aware of

completed almost 2,000 hours
of study.

some special abilities along

There are shorter courses,

you a distinct challenge to apply for the course. Check with
your congressman about your

language lines, it will offer

and about 260 persons hen
gone through the 6 -or 11 -

to convey the

Amencan ideal to other nations has been the language

State Department officials, U.
S. Information agency person-

gap In Vietnam this has been
true more than in most areas

Revolutionary Development library, video tapes, actual
Support, which is a civilian utensils and weapons from
BUT HAVE you met any pacification effort headed by Vietnam, do their share to
American citizens lately who U.S. foreign service officers, conduct the trainees across
are descentants of a family responsible to the military ! the language gap, which, long
after hostilities have ceased,
from the paddy -fields of arm. in. Vietnam.
will be one that must be spanSoutheast Asia?
CORDS stands for the
The staff of 38 instructors, ned to keep peaceful dialogue

FACTORY -AUTHORIZED

with natives of their ancestral

ANNUAL SALE!

lands.

Civilian Operations and backed by a well -stocked

FINAL
DAYS!

UP TO

going without break.

$1

Many GIs with ethnic

family roots in Italian,
German, French, Spanish and
other more traditional

ENDS MARCH 31, 1968.

backgrounds have found it
fairly easy to communicate

ASTRO-SONIC STERE

PPENING.

the most magnificent way
to enjoy beautiful music!
Thrill to unequaled tonal dimension and flawless
fidelity from your records, Stereo FM/AM radio (or
optional tape recorder). Solid -State circuitry replaces

A

tubes-prevents component -damaging heat ; maintains
superb performance with lasting reliability.

tt
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ACE SAVES

YOU MONEY!

I.

11

I
I

i

1

/

---COPPERTONE

A

33'

Expires: March 26, 1968,

ed'iniVOCADO
WHITE

Authentic Mediterranean-model 3803 with

922 W. Northwestwest Highway, Arlington Heights

SAVE

100
Steak gager
Stealziarger
'

194
194

I

on um me am NE imo am

PITus

a

A

24 W. Golf Road
Schaumburg -Hoffman
(Corner Golf & Roselle Rd )

Call 894-1900
1615 N. Rand Road

STORE HOURS -Other Weekdays T115:30
Closed Sun.

Steesieurge4

/90

11111

GURUS BROS.'

N111 IN11

NM 11M MN

Expires: March 26, 1968
INN= 1M1 INR NM
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heavy-duty high -efficiency 15" Bass Woofers Two

1,000 cycle Exponential Treble Horns-have the
equivalent acoustical efficiency of 20 cone -type
speakers Fabulous Micromatic Player banishes

INk

.

Plus

Mi 11M8

on a wide selection of Annual Sale'

Values' C0101 TV Iron] $349.90 Stet eo
Consoles horn St 35.50 Qu.slity TV front
$79.,30 Pot table Stereo from $64.90 Tape
Re. 01,11'1, I tom 544.90 Radios It ohi $8.95

A

Staterreitgeit

/9c

Seca/dec.:gee..

/9f

Maria Schaefer

Oag-6a-a-nelleam 2.9c

"'49

WASHER -,&

DRYER CO.

more 40 -Watts undistorted music power Two

Stylus wear Now your records can last a lifetime
Choose from 25 Astro-Sonic authentic furniture
styles-all price reduced-FROM $268.50 to $550.

TERMS
AT ACEI

$395

pitch distortion, plus discernible record and Diamond

EASY

Arlington Hts.
Call 392-2800

MON., THUR., FRI.
EVE'S Til 9:30

194

ONe-4i-sa WeelleoN 290

ALWAYS

k

titer tti an on No no um me on Ism EN

.gtealevuive

ONNOWLY

You'll agree that Magnavox Astro-Sonic Stereo FM/
AM Radio -Phonographs surpass all other achievements in the re-creation of sound-yet cost you no

Expires: March 26, 1968

OM MI

beautiful fine furniture styles.

Listen to it. Look at it. Price it!

ate-ea-a-7/ellie« 2 9$

49
a

storage for over 130 records; on concealed
swivel casters. Also available in four other

Music Store, Inc.
Plus
Ta

Expires: MarCh 24 1988
NI111

MI MI

MN MI Ell

Sim' ce 1922
1415 EWNWOOD ST. DES PLAINES
PHONE: 824-4131
"Northwest Suburbs Oldest Magnavox Dealer."
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GIRLS,:.
GET
YOUR
BOYS,
DUCE

.PEED.

WHEN YOU OBTAIN ONE 'NEW SUBSCRIBER
TO THE ARLINGTON DAY OR PROSPECT DAY
Use the attached order blank below. Have the NEW customer fill
out and sign. Then mail to The Arlington Day or The Prospect Day
and we'll rush your sign to you right away. You get one road sign
for each new subscriber. There are 9 different signs in all, so
start now ... supply Is limited.

SLIPPERY

WHEN WET

T

NO
SSING
NO
PARKING
ANY
TIME

YIELD
I

STOP
w
Tbe Pro5pect 31Dap
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.

-0
0
0

I Accept home delivery of the Prospect Day and agree tosubscribe
for 3 months and thereafter until discontinued by me. F am not at
present a subscriber and have not been for the past 30 days. I will

cx

pay the regular home delivery rate of 25 cents per week to our delivery

0
-5
4-

boy.

41)

NAME

w
.

I

ADDRESS

TOWN

APT

'PHONE

41)

w

0

..tt'

Z

0
I-

'
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For St. Patrick's Day
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

Sunday there'll be the wearin' o' the green
and 'even if your mother didn't come from
Ireland the bright color, a herald of Spring,
is a welcome addition to any March table.

To be as clever as a leprechaun, start the

day with a suggestion by Amana Refrigeration
Home Economist, Ann McGregor and top your
morning with minted fruit.

SHAMROCK SHAPED cinnamon rolls
fashioned from quick and easy refrigerated
dough can be dusted with green sugar. These

can accent little specks of chopped chives added to sunny scrambled eggs to complete your
family, or "come by for brunch" guests' fare.
For a luncheon entree, there is an "End of
the Rainbow" sandwich made by slicing a large
loaf of French bread length -wise then filling
with corned beef, green pickles, lettuce, sliced
unpeeled cucumbers. Add one hearty Irish appetite.

Sure 'n begorra what could be more ap-

propriate for a dinner than a main dish of corned beef and cabbage? When cooking the cab -

bage add a few drops of food coloring to keep
the green, green. Never cover cabbage when
cooking as this will make the vegetable turn
yellow. Parsley potatoes add more of "the" color too.

AN EMERALD Isle salad mold of lime

ft.'

gelatin which has been beaten to a light frothy
green may be topped with tinted pear halves.

Desserts are as endless as your cookbook.

recipes. Plain cake topped with white frosting
bearing paper shamrocks on toothpicks. Make

A great way to start St.

this by cutting a stencil of wax paper in a

Patrick's Day is with a Top

shamrock shape. Place it over the white cake

o'

and sprinkling open section with green shot.
Top vanilla ice cream with Creme de Menthe
and serve with Irish coffee.

the

Morning

Minted

Fruit. This is made with one

can of grapefruit and pear

halves to which 1/2 teaspoon
of peppermint extract and 2

To spark your table reverse the colors and

use a Kelly green tablecloth with white

drops of green food coloring has

shamrocks popping up helter skelter. A cen-

been added. Chill overnight in
a covered bowl and serve alone
ior as a Spring accompaniment
to lamb.

terpiece may' be made by using a white
shamrock -studded green paper kite, complete
with tail bearing green paper shamrocks. Place
the bottom of the kite in a large Irish potato.
Paper napkins with an Irish brogue will keep
your family's Irish eyes smilin'.

*
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Linda
Heitzman
Engaged

Cook of the Day

From The Peanut Gallery'

,t,ez
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BY ELEANOR RIVES

Nielsen, Marty Whipple and

When Gail Nebel, Rita

Fashion

Louise Novello opened up

their artsy-craftsy "old town"

type of gift shop in Des

Show At

Plaines last November, they
set up a large help -yourself

Randhurst

peanut cart for customers and

A fashion show "Shades of
Spring," featuring the newest
colors of the season, will be
given in the Randhurst Mall
on Friday March 15 at 10:15

browsers.

It seemed quite logical to
name their boutique at 722
Lee St. "The Peanut Gallery."

Womens' and childrens'

ensemble provides
background music.

Terrace Singers." Rita was a

neighbor, Louise another

had arts and crafts items in
other shops. Why not set up

Both are graduates of

toys; hand -knitted articles;

Heitzman is currently at-

"mod" corner with huge

tending Si. Francis School of
Nursing in Evanston and will

posters for the younger crowd,
is now well established.

graduate in June.

spends a day and an evening
there per week. It still has a

primitive type antiques; and a

Her fiance is attending

Roosevelt University and is
also employed by All State

at Prospect High School on

basics of floral design at the March 13 meeting of Alpha

large help -yourself peanut

meeting will begin at 7:45
p.m. in the school fieldhouse.
Name tags and schedules will

2848 (Arlington Heights).

daughter, Susan. Both are

Eastern Star
Chapter 992
Anniversary

peanut butter fans. So she has
come up with a couple of the
"peanuttiest" recipes.
The first is a delightful

variation of the tired peanut
butter and jelly sandwich:

Today marks the 38th an-

niversary of the Arlington
Heights Chapter 992 of the
Order of the Eastern Star's

ORANGE PEANUT
BUTTER SNACK
Mix 1/2 cup peanut butter

Institution into the Order.

A meeting will be held at

members will be honored and
Past Matrons and Patrons will

for new board members for
the 1968-69 school year dur-

Cook of the Day.

periods will be held with
teachers stationed in their
classrooms.

with Vs cup cream or milk un-

`Can -Can'
To Benefit

Remove from heat. Pour

til smooth and light in color. 'over the well -beaten egg yolks

Spread generously on thin and mix thoroughly. Cool
slices of bread. Add a layer completely. Fold in egg
of orange marmalade. whites, beaten stiff. When
Marmalade may be mixed well mixed, pour into ring
with peanut butter, if mold. Set in a pan of water
preferred.
The second recipe is called:

in. a 375 degree oven. Bake

.

ing a brief business meeting.

Five-minute discussion

Poultry: Whole fryers, larger eggs, frozen turkeys.

Meats: Sirloin and round steak, corned beef, beef pot roast,

ground beef; pork chops, spare ribs, ham, loin end roasts,
bacon, picnics; lamb shoulder and leg roasts.

Produce: Cabbage, broccoli, carrots, onions, lettuce,

tomatoes, oranges, grapefruit and bananas.

Clearbrook
performance of
The first

"Can -Can" on Friday, March

15, will, be a benefit

30, minutes. Serve im- .performance for, the
Clearbrook Community
mediately
Association for the .Retarded

Melt fat and flour, peanut Nebels have added another litbutter and seasoning. Cook 3 tle peanut to their family. A

Wheeling, by Music on Stage.
Tickets, priced at $2.50,

Imported Irish Linen Novelty Suitines
(and dress weight). Wait till you see

Jeanie, 7; Peggy, 5.

Add scalded milk. Continue March 5 weighing 9 pounds
cooking until mixture reaches 3 ounces. Congratulations Mr.

Mrs. Michael Ancona, 437-

the colors instripe, check or plaid
weaves. It's 36" wide, washable and
on sale now. Ask for my special

three sisters: Michelle, 16;

Grandparents are Mr. and

Heights and Mrs. Alvin
Nordell of Rockford, Ill.

Herda and Miss Mrytle. Frey;

Marron lives in Chicago.

Mrs. Lester Plant of Arlington

and Marshal, Mrs. Cleta

The Nebels have lived in

PEANUT SOUFFLE
1 tablespoon fat
6 tablespoons flour
3/4 cup peanut butter

Hospital March 5 to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald G. Plant of Rolling Meadows. Elizabeth has
one brother, Michael, 14 and

Secretary and. Treasurer,
Mrs. Magdalena Nuts and
Mrs. Ruth Leuden; Chaplin

Great grandparent Mrs. Edith

moving there from Des

11/2 teaspoons salt
few drops lemon juice
11/2 cups scalded milk
4 eggs (separated)

'

ing High School Little

to the Prospect Day, the Theater, 900 S. Elmhurst Rd..

minutes, stirring constantly.

the boiling point.

The Cole Porter musical

son,

Brian Ross, was born

and Mrs. Frank Nebel.

may be ordered by calling

0897, or may be purchased at
the door.

"It's on sale at
MARY ANN SILKS and WOOLENS!

and you'll pay $2.95 yd. instead

MaeBelle DeMoch proudly announces ...

of $4.95 yd. Wow!"

p.s. "Oh, by the way, mention
this ad and you'll receive a
special free gift!"

Brett Edward, 7 pounds 12

Ola

ounces, was born at

Kelsey and Mrs. Catherine
Schmidt; Esther and Martha,

Northwest Community

Hospital March 6 to Mr. and

Inez Sharp and Mrs.

Florence Luckner; Elects and

Mrs. Larry E. Chapman of

and Mrs. Lydia Albrecht;

Grandparents are Mr. and

Mount Prospect.

Warder, Mrs. Adah Wilson

has joined her styling staff.

Mrs. Edward R. Chapman of
Warrensburg, Ill. and Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Cordes of Decatur,

Present Worthy Matron and

Patron, Mr. and Mrs. Neil
Livington.

Inside View of Nigeria

all that's new and unusual In designer fabrics Imported and domestic wools
fresh cottons beautiful silks. notions and the "Unique" zipper, too.
THE MORE YOU SEW THE MORE YOU SAVE AT

de classes, the Nigerian's

Sixth grade classes at

homes, the food they eat, and
their daily tasks.-

Sunset Park School in Mount
Prospect Dist. 57 recently got

years in Nigeria, described for

Week's Food Values

Nominations will be made

Mrs. Frank Nebel of Prospect Heights displays a personalized picture from the children's corner
of the Peanut Gallery in Des Plaines. Peanut fanciers may help themselves at the peanut cart in this
unique gift shop. Mrs. Nebel, one of the four owners, uses peanuts in her cooking, too. She is our

will be presented Friday and
Saturday, and March 22 and
23 at 8:30 p.m. in the Wheel-

Northwest Community

Beverly Albrecht.

students and a missionary
teacher for', the past three

lobby:

Plaines. Mrs. Nebel still sings
and plays the folk guitar with
the "Terrace Singers."
Since sending these recipes

81/2 ounces, was born at

riello and Mr. Raymond
Herda; Conductress and
Associate Conductress, Mrs.
MargeHedjuk and Miss

Miss Lois Berggren, an

be available in the cafeteria

in Rolling Meadows.

Elizabeth Mae, 6 pounds

'Those being honored are:
Worthy Matron and Worthy
Patron, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Carlson; Associate Matron
and Patron, Mrs. Betty Guar-

aunt of one of the sixth grade

Omicron Pi's local alumnae chapter. More information about
the local AQPi's may be obtained by calling Mrs. Linguist
at 259-5869 (Mount Prospect) or Mrs. Sidney Little at 359-

Prospect Heights 21.4 years,

New Arrivals

hold offices.

life in Africa is really like.

Tuesday March 19. The

.

8 p.m. at which charter

a first-hand report on what

Arranging roses in a Japanese manner is Mrs. Richard
the theme of the final meeting ,
of the Teacher -Parent Council Linguist, 600 Oriole Lane, Mount Prospect. She explained the

Each of the four owners

Gail is Mrs. Frank Nebel
of Prospect Heights. Her own
personal peanut gallery consists of a son Todd, 7 years
old, and a little one-year old

Northbrook.
A wedding date of June 29
has been set.

"=1111111Zialzess...-

"Partners for Progress" is

cart.

Insurance Company,

Mrs.

FOr Progress
TPC Theme

handcrafted items of all types;

Prospect High School. Miss

Mrs.

Partners

ing the works of local artists
- painters, sculptors, potters;

Dorothy Higgins of Des

Adah and Ruth,

down audience.

a shop of their own?
The Peanut Gallery, featur-

Plaines.

I

-Complimentary coffee and
rolls will be served to a sit-

friend. Some of them already

Gary Sullivan, son of Mrs.

Si

fashions will be shown by professional models while a string

a folk singing group, "The

Heitzman of Mount Prospect
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Linda Ray, to

S.

Merchants Association.

Gail and Marty were part of

Mr. and\ Mrs. Ray J.

'

a.m. by the Randhurst

THE WHOLE idea took
shape over a cup of coffee.

LINDA HEITZMAN

The Japanese Way

,

The students were

Wee- dad Wookimis-

particularly inteksted in the

animals native to Nigeria and
were very impressed. by the
various types of destructive
ants, principal Robert Guthrie
said.

GOLF MILL SHOP. CENTER: Niles. Illinois

EVANSTON: 626 Church Street
OAK PK. SHOP. DIST.: 7245 W. Lake Sheet

Free Parking

(Golf Mill open evenings Mon. thru Fri. 'I ii 9:30)

THE
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lawyer is not always a
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ing apart of the closest of

human relationships. In

divorce cases perhaps more
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traordinary talent to merely go

person,

a divorce is the effect of a bad
marriage on the kids

mati-imoniitl

volved

well he will do everything in

them Everyone is motivated

personal failure, dread and
fear -especially the women.

smooth and .orderly visitation fercntettlerncnt."
program; to continue the ela"Without a doubt, the
tionship between the kids and, remedy of divorce is an essen"c absent parent."
tiai service in our society.
A common error is corn- Certainly a bad marriage can

counseling the people

ifl

'l

"The lawyer's real task lies

relations, and doesn't end up answer, and if so, then getting
in court at all. Maybe 50 per the separated people back on
cent of the people we get in theirfeetagtun
here, for divorces decide not

to follow through after the
first few interviews (for which
we don't usually charge.)"

MANY PROBLEMS arise

' THE BIGGEST job

Moore said, "is making them

believe in themselves igain,

and helping the ego-assasination that can result from -'3ad
marriage You must crcg(e-a

Moore said especially true
with todays

attitude of emoçional self

considerate of the feelings of

to be a hurdle at
d 0 eS n t S e C m

society is a dependant one so

mgton Heights Atty William
Moore of Franzen & Moore
102 S Arlington Heights Rd

"p

out byise stntutc.

from lack of experience

ACCORDING TO Arl

'-

'a'

society with a new identity --as

It doesn t take an cx

than any other type of case
ever to enter the courts socalled impartial justice must
the people whom it judges

1L
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st
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with doing the best job is
sk;lied in dealing with the

t

'...._")"
t

providing "quickie" divorces'
But the attorney concerned

...?

'

great deal of understanding.

"Often the problem is.just in recognizing whether
respected one either, since
some lawyers specialize in , 'one of adjusting domestic divorce is actually the best
for a high fee.

.

?

'

lawyer's time spent on a

at least

:'

'

Murthige@ EndI@ hTi ]ll).v©ir

uf Tllmre
divorce case is taken up with

The role of the divorce

I I

'

'-.,''

'

.

a single and independant
but with the social

through the legalities ot stigma of being a divorcee
The great majority of peo- terminating a marriage once after so many ycar in a
found meamng for the one out
of every three couples, whose pie who enter into divorce the settlement is decided sociaUy secure identity as a
marriage ends in divorce in proceedings," Moore said, upon. Whether there are legal housewife." .'
"enter with a great sense of grounds for divorce is spelled
To be of real help a lawyer
Cook County.

)''''T.'

'

"

-

"-

i';'.

i5

fl'

BY TED LACEY

Divorce is an ugly word to
most people yet it has a pro-

I

%,,

Omi

':

''-A'

'

-

age
5 0

i

18
n

surmountable at age 30 Ex

Iawyers

psychiatrists

aren t

but to do our

from a situation of total

dependency she has some one
to turn to who Will help her
readjust to single life The
lawyer is more than legal
counsel he is a friend and

confidant.".

A COMMON attitude
laywers find particularly
disturbing Moore said is that
it is better for parents to stay

Th: woman s role in our
as her relationship with her
mate goes bad the degree of

perience breeds a certain emotional wounding pro-

resilience

must establish a relationship
of trust with a client, Moore
said, so that as she emerges

gre ss e s She could be
desperately unhappy with her
husband yet be afraid to sever

50 per cent of a job successfully it requires a Connections and re enter

the children

"If a lawyer does his job said. "You just can't compare

his power to facilitate a differently and wants a dif

mitted by people who try to be as destructive as any
compare divorce cases. "There

,', .

has never,, in the history of
-:'''

.

--

- . -. -

kids to live with one tranquil
parent than with two parents

in a constant state of
disharmony In fact

sometimes the best reason for

-'

,
-

-

,

,

..

J ,-

a'"

disease can."

'
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ç

"

"1'

-

t

for th sake of
This is a gross

disservice to the kids
he
said It is much better for the

law, been_ two
divorces exactly alike Moore

-''
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e .me 0 ,,your 1 e...
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Mrs. George Lebsock, Mrs. Bruce Butler and Mrs. Richard

Sikora wearing furs by The Mink Barn and by Taildas to

be modeled at the Alpha Chi Omega salad.luncheon and bridge
on Wednesday March 20. The affair, a benefit for the Easter

Seal SocIety and Cerebral Palsy, will begin at 12:30 p.m. at
the Arlington HeIghts Masonic Lodge. For tickets, contact Mrs.
Lowell Oleson at 392.9618.

Parents Without Partners
To Elect Officers Friday
An important business nominated will be able to do

meeting of Parents Without
Partners, Inc., Chapter 168,
will be held March 15 at the
Knights of Columbus Hall, IS

N Hickory, Arlington

so from the floor.

The elected officers will

take over their positions at the
chapter's annual "Installation
Dance," which will be held at

.

the O'Hare Concord Inn,
Mannheim and Higgins,

Heights The meeting will
beginat8.I5.

Rosemont. The dance will be

-

Election of new officers held on Saturday, March 30.
and the passing of new byMembership for the Parents
laws will be the featured Without Partners is open to
events A nominating com- all qualified single parents.
mittee will present a slate of Information can be obtained

candidates for each office,

by calling 255-3834, or by at-.
tendingthemeetings.

Others wishing to be

Gir Scwi Week
Being Observed
Sc outs o f the

day. After the tour 'the group

Council are observing Girl

Restaurant. During Girl Scout

with many activities,

new girl to their meetings.

Beginning with Girl Scout
Sunday, March 10, obervcd

Cadette Troop 333 helped
Brownie Troop 262 at Byrd

0irI

Northwest Cook County hadlunchatthePaulBunyan
Scout Week, March 10-16,

Week each girl will invite a

in most churChes of all

School learn songs and dances

denominations, different areas

of the country they

be emphasized during the

Friendship Night, March 8.
The Cadettes staffed an in formation booth as a means
of raising funds to carry out

represented on World

of the scouting program will

week. Homemaking,

Citizenship, Health & Safety,
International Friendship, The
Arts, and Out-of-doors,

future plans. The Senior troop
had the flag raising ceremony.

DISTRICI' 59
Senior Troop 666 will sell
soft drnks at a rummage sale
sponsored by the housekeeping department of St. Alexius

Brownie Troops 339, 758
and 559 at Grant Wood in vited Cub Scout Pack 295,

the hospital Proceeds of the
sales made by the girls will be
used for new draperies for the

Troop No. 1, including

den 7 to watch magician
Deny the Clown.

Hospital from 9 a.m. to 5
p m, Saturday, March 16 at

PALATINE

three senior scouts and leader

Mrs. Lethem attended the

International Thinking Day
ceremony at the Girl Scout of.

maternity section,

Junior Girl Scouts at

fice in downtown Chicago
Feb. 22. The speaker was a

Robert Frost will present a

program to the PTA cx-

Girl Scout Guide from

plaining the parts of the world
friendship pin
Brownie Troop 524 is mak-

Sweden and three sisters from
Lithuania played a zither -like

ing favors for the nuns at St.

instrument and told of their

Day.

Girl Scout organization.
Candles were lighted for all

Zachary's for' St. Patrick's

the countries who are

Brownie Troop 476 will
make shamrock candy for

members of the World

their families The girls in this

.

troop brought Girl Scout

Association, for Lord' and

Lady Baden-Powell, Juliette
Low, the World Centers, Girl
Guides and Girl Scouts from
different countries.
Senior Scout Troops 1, 21,
433 and' 334 from Hoffman Palatine area together with
- Cadettes in the 9th grade saw'

Week to the attention of all

in the parish by putting flyers
in the church bulletin,

Feb. 24, 80 girls from the
Junior and Brownie troops of
St. Zachary's visited the Wax

Museum in Old Town. The
group chartered a bus forthe
trip and each Brownie was
paired with a Junior for the

the play "Man of La Man -

cha." A bus was chartered for
the trip.

Librarian Training

Conducted By UofI
Twenty of the 1,225

persons who will receive
librarian training during

1968 -69 academic year will be

participants in the courses

conducted at the University of
Illinois in Urbana.

type services are eligible to at -

tendthescssions.
The program is a federal sponsored one, authorized un-

der Title il-B of the

1965

Higher Education Act, and

will provide stipends to

will deal with

trainees at the institutes and
allowances to the instiwtions

technology to school lil,raries.

The, U., S. Office of

Th
librarianshi

d'

h

'

1

the application of new

to help defray trainingcosts.

in announcing the
All applicants must apply Education,
directly to the institute for ad- training offer, listed as

participants 35 colleges and
universities in 21 states, the

mission

Library educators and District of Columbia, Guam,

persons serving all types of and Puerto Rico. Each in libraries, information centers,, stitution will set up its own

or instructional materials standards for selection of
centers which offer library. "trainees.

2
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Butcher Shop
U.S.D.A. CHOICE - BLADE CUT

Pot Roast

LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Sirloin Steak
LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Rib R oast

YOU
SAVE

T

Meathur Family Li
I A 'Thrifty Cut' Now !

- ist THRU 5th

0109
I

LB.

19cLB. CENTER CUT

\:

Pork Chops
GOV'T. INSPECTED

WHOLE

GRADE "A"
YOU
SAVE

'

LB.

Frying Chickens

10C
-LB

Being able to more frequently serve your family

LB.

FRESHLY GROUNDLB.

Ground Beef

the meats they enjoy is probably the nicest part of
Jewel's new meat pricing policy.

While before many meat cuts could fit into the

JEWEL'S FREEZER

family budget only when they were teatured at sale
prices, -now Jewel offers them to you at regulcir low
prices every time you shop. So you don't have to wait
for once -in -a -while specials. You can take home
your family's favorites whenever you like.

CHERRY VALLEY

Leaf Spinach

IED

8120Z
PKGS.

$100

DEWKIST

Of course, these week-long low meat prices also

Peas & Carrots

mawninbar

have other advantages. Now you can shop any day
of the week you prefer and enjoy "Saturday meat price"
savings. And you can include more meat variety in
your menus at no penalty to your budget.

cur

MARY DUNBAR

;

61,:vz.$100
510oz
$1 oo
PKG.

Cut Corn
MARY DUNBAR

Baby Lima Beans

41P°K°1.

It's not surprising many homemakers are now
saying: Jewel's everyday low meat prices are the
best news since "Miracle Prices"!

It

Dairy Food
JEWEL

HOME OF

"Miracle
Prices"
SAT., MARCH 16, 1968

LB.

Enjoy Your Favori e Seqfoods At Savings!
No matter what your preference,
the wide selection of canned
fish and seafoods at Jewel always
makes it easy for you to enjoy
your favorites. What's more,
they're all featured at low
"Miracle Prices" every day. If
you're serving more meatless
meals than ever now, it
would pay you to shop Jewel
and save.

,00

"mIRACLE
GULP BELLE

SILO

Imported

Jewegkiiitae&A

"MIRACLE
71/2 07.. CAN

4s

-II Go

WIN $1000

CTE?1

98c

. .

I

King Crabmeut

CASH!

..,

DEMING'S

r

au&gepa,

Play Jewel's TV Game .

14/
PR

Sardinestfc
v'zi

Thieed

FRIDAY,
SATURDAY
ONLY

PRICE"

PRICE"

HY PAY MORE?

3

TH URSDAY,

- DEV EINED

1W
Large ShrimilacAM

"MIRACLE
CROVVN

I ,1\

Asparagus

8 OZ.
PKG.

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU

Produce Market!

ALL GREEN

Cream
Cheese

Food

900

.

:TeivegMbtae& Aocl Piticed Seuif&gou. /1/14le&.

SIDE GLANCES

cARmvm,

SHORT RIBS

Thursday, March '14, 1968.
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OUT OUR WAY
MERELY ASKED HMO I'LL MAKE IT MY AFFAIR IF HE
RETURNS WITH A NEW BASETO GO TO THE DRUGSTORE
BALL AND BAT! i'VE ASKED
FOR A MAGAZINE! I TOLD
WHY, I

HIM TO KEEP WHAT WAS LEFT YOU TO QUIT SPOILING HIM, AND
OF THE MONEY FOR DON' ME I DISTINCTLY HEARD THE
WORDS 'BASEBALL" AND
THE FAVOR! WHAT HE DOES
'BAT' WHEN YOU TWO WERE
WITH IT 15 NOAFFAIR OF
TALKING IN HUSHED VOICES!
MINE!
ENOUGH SAID /I

-MY KNIGHTS ARE HAVING

A SNOWBALL

3-14
e Ita It NEA. Ise. TM. trt. US ht. Off.

'Those two were made for each other! She's strong

where he's weak-in geometry!"

"I stand fotu=square behind support for everyone in the
style to which he would like to become accustomed!"

ROBIN MALONE

KNOCK IT OFF WITH

DISAPPEAR

ONE LAST
LOOK -.AT

FOREVOR fr

X PO WANT

1HE ROCKS!!

BUT FIRSTGRANT ME

BOY 5COUTE

A PROFOUND SERVICE...

CRAY. BLACK KNIGHT.

ALL RIGHT.,.

...THEN GATHER LIP
YOUR GAILY -DRESSED

M. MALONE, IF YOL
TRULY WANTIO Doma-

THE LOVELY
5CULPTURES
YOU HAVE
CREATED
IN THE

TO HELP YOU,
LEONARDO
CLAY...

GRAMPAW

OD 1101 Ir NIA. Isr.

T.M. tel. US. 1st Off.

3-14

FOIZESTI

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

3.14
miss

'EM TO GET ARE SO FUNNY THEY

BUGS BUNNY

MARTHA ,YOU'RE TOSS1N'
AWAY YOUR YOUTH WAtTIN'

ANYBODY GIN LEARN

HERE'S HOW T1 RIDE
WITH NO HANDS,

OUT IF
YOU'RE

Answers to
Hideaword

PAY ROOM AND BOARD

TOO

ON THOSE CLOWNS/YOU
OuGHTA PUT N A COUPLE -TENDEROF APARTMENTS UPHEARTED!
ATAIRS AN' BE WAY
AHEAD, MoNEYWi6E!

T1 DO IT WITH A LIIL
PRACTICE- URKI

CICERO:

I-MPH/II-lose CLOWNS

I'LL TELL

NE,A, Ear.

EACH WEEK YOU
HAVEN'T GIVEN Ms A
LAUGH LIKE THAT
SINCE YOUR FIRST

ENTREAT

WEEK

eaten

'

44)*

...,

A

.

eater
earn
erne
eared
neat
near
nare

7

rent
rant

,%..tiiiii i f:

<-"I)

.1

.

3-I

3-49

Ar,

Your
Horoscope

1961111 Warrser Ira:
Urea Arts, I.K.
...,,T.1.4. Ititg. U.S. fat. Off.

©

YEP- ITS ANOTHER.

-- Today s success should

ISN'T IT

/ co St.0 REALLY THIMIG

THRILLING?

MUSTARD CUSPIDS MUD A
DASH OF PISTACHIO !

U Nu sort. i.r.

0
0

.4

S

11440

I

tt

FOR COLOR TELEVISIOFJ!

REDS. YEL(OLUS, ME% FURRES,

0t

ter tr1.1A

3 14

<AVALL-1

TAURUS (Apr. 21 - May
21) -- Complete at least one
project today and consider it
work well done. This is no
time to overdo -- even for

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER
ION PARE 0./
USE HI 1i40.111ERV

unexpected profit.

GEMINI (May 22 - June

CURE THE CHILD'S

21) -- A daring move in

-

be well thought out before

being embarked upon.
Consider others.

CANCER (June 22

well depend upon

the

of a

and career

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

Sept.

23) -- No success without effort today Don't place your
responsibilities upon another
-- unless you want another to

15 Law enforcer

CAPTAIN EASY
LOOK, UNCLES

,JAKE: LELAND
GOT HISSELF
UNITED LAST
NIGHT:

17 Sesame

ay 00Na fl ORVYt AH'VE HAD
ALL OP THAT ;Arne MONSTER
AN CAN STUMMICK:

DUH 14...WELL

HE'S STILL HERE:
LOOK, HE'S LETTIN'
PA AIR OUTA
OUR TIRES:

THEN You STILL HAVEN'T
REPORTED HIM
MISSING?
AND HAVE
POLICE FIND
HIM 50 SOON?

OH, LORDY1 DA KID'S.
GROWER TOO ATTACHED

TO US TO LEAVE:

NOr ELLIE..,VVE

COME TO A
DECISION:

38 Flat-topped hill
39 Let it stand

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) -- Exert more effort than

41 "- a fine

matters may come up for your
attention at this time. Rely on

the excellent judgment of an
expert

AQUARIUS (Jan.

2.1

-

Feb 19) -- Keep on your toes
and the project you undertake
today should get off to a good
start Don't expect too much

ly

1

I

I

;NALE

7 Shakespearean

s

"-

RELY
TALKED 13 ONNE0
COCA

TUTU
PERE

RMEDAL
RET RED"
STE NS

A

OL.OR

thar hills !hem

16 Lost warmth
20 Heavy drinker

I

I
I

31 In a line
22 "Red - fo'r a 33 Sma I insects

47 "The door is

35 Little (Fr.)

48 Mature

40 Appellations

43 Baseball term
45 Palatable
46 Canadian

hillside

50 Interpret
51 "Garden of

52 The seven 55 Permit

THE WILLETS
AND WHY

Mar ?

111111111MMIIIIII61

goddess

LINCOLN -

PAD ONE , GRANT NAP
ONE, ADAMS HAD-NO,
ADAMS WAS CLEANSHAVEN 000
1/.."

II
111111111
111111111
IIIMEMINMEN MUM

seam"
42 Suffix of ordinal
numbers
44 Egyptian
24

required of you and you

CAPRICORN (Dcc. 23 Jan 20) -- Legal or technical

crop

18 Bout (coll.)
19 Make believe
Blue Lady"
21
as a boil" 24 First man
23 The sun
25 Citrus fruit
24 Swiss mountain 26 "- at court"
27 "Little -28 Drivels
Fauntleroy"
30. Surrender
29 Magpie genus
32 Mournful songs
34 Kitchen gadget
36 Full apology
37 Shipworm

mistake of the year.

with you, however.

A-

I

MEM MEM

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)
-- If you insist upon keeping
business and pleasure apart.
you may well be making the

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) -- There's romance
in the air for the Sagittarius
who has his heart set on it.
Don t let emotions run away

6

5 Exist

About Nothing"

gain your benefits.

should be amply. rewarded.
Don t expect others to work
for you

place like
5 Ready, willing

BABIES MIN
ABARET U N 19

RE ID
D NE
STET
N
PE 5 T E
_AROME
A L
E N0 S
ECA
ENO MAD
ARE
E A
RY C)L W
EIRRVEP DADO
A

king
8 Domestic slaves
manger
9 Item beginnings
12 Retired for night in newspapers
13 Regrets
10 Norse god
14 "Much
11
in t

obligation Combine pleasure

else Don t blow your lines!

4 Redacts

9 - in the

sucsocial

-- A day when you may well
meet one who can do more
for your career than anyone

ACROSS
1 "There's no

and -

23) -- A business ventut

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Missing Words

HICCUPS!.

business or profession should

too soon

TIFUL AS RAIWBOLAJS WITH

0

PSYCHEDELIC
COLORS. BY
DR.BRITEBITE
tt-

RES RIGHT. AVID JUST
LUNAT IT'LL D0

IT... SMILES AS BEAU-

CO FOR SOUR IDEA OF
MULTIMODFD TEETH,
DR.BRITEBITE ?

IN BRILLIAIJT

your career

is

OF =mei THINK OF

PEOPLE ARE GOING. TO

HAVE YOUR
'METH CAPPED

center on the home front. See
that the family is working
toward mutual goals.

meeting

tret

EEK & MEEK

FIRST R.

FOSIF-L) NORMAN.

ARIES (Mar. 22 - Apr. 20)
-- Don t be depressed by the
idea of a business journey at
this time It may be the best
thing that could happen to

tern

1-14

HE5 COING111
WINTHROP;

PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar. 21)

teen

ranee
rate

MORTY MEEKLE

FOR FRIDAY

cessful

treat
tent
teat
tare
tear
tarn
tart
tree
tenet

enter

.

AND NONE
MAD SHORT
REMEMBER!

46 "Prince -"

49 Biblical weeds
53 Choose

54 Myriapod
creature
56 Golfer's mound
57 Fencing sword

25

32

38

59 Finale
60 Pause

61 Low haunts
DOWN
1 Chances

2 Musical

instrument.
3 Dissolve

29

28

33

34

36

30

3T'

35

37
4-0

41

44

58 "I haven't the

faintest -"

i27

26

iii1111111111111111 6111
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11111111111MEMIN

611111111 ®AEI 6111111M
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en Get

Athlete of the

Ffrots,

eek

View, :Mlle@ IE sit
Arlington's varsity track

team won its second straight
indoor triangular Wednesday,

mile run in 2:15.1, Bell took
the quarter -mile in 56.4, and

Lee Oler's Grant Bulldogs,
the team that rudely bounced
Arlington and Wheeling out

Dave Miller led the high jump

collecting eight firsts and competition at 5'4" for the
trouncing Niles East and Falcons' other wins.
Forest View at Niles East.
Forest View picked up only

one first, on Dave Lighthall's
19'9" long jump, as the Cards
kept the Falcons far away

of .the Wheeling Regional.
Tournament last week, met its
doom Wednesday night, falling to Evanston, 73-53, in the
Arlington Sectional opener.

Vince Wiedner's 11:26.5

two-mile run, Jeff Kowalski's

5:09 mile, Sam Wit's 19'5"

The Wildkits held Oler to
a .mere 19 points, 18 shy of

long jump, and Fred Harth's
I l' pole vault took firsts for

from their first win of the Arlington.
season, racking up 76 points
to 41 for Niles East and 20

Varsity results:

for Forest View.

ARLINGTON 76
NILES EAST 41
FOREST VIEW 20
Two-mile run: 1. Swanson,

ARLINGTON'S TOM,

Swanson won the two-mile
"run in 10:15, while two other
Card cross -countrymen --Rory

center, matched Oler's effort,
pumping in eight field goals
snd three free throws for his
19 points.
Lackey

a 2:04.3 half -mile.

NE --8.8

and eight rebounds.
The win advances Evanston

to the finals where they will

.clash with the winner of

50 dash: I. Rich, NE --5.7;

tomorrow's 8 p.m. Waukegan -

yard high hurdles for Arl-' 2. lesler, NE --S.9; 3. Hibbler,
ington in 8.1 seconds, while FV--6.I; 4. Price, A--6.15

Bill Price ripped off a 56 -se-

cond first in the quarter, mile.
Tom Chandler --with a 52'9
1/4"shot put --and Tom White -with a 5'8" high jump --earned
the Cards' two other
other
individual firsts while Arlington also won the mile -plus
relay in 4:04.9.

MIKE MESSER accounted
for six of Forest View's points
with seconds in both the low
and high hurdles.

Arlington also won the

frosh-soph half of the meet,

but had to struggle to clip.
Forest View, 56-51. Niles
East's underclassmen recorded
29 points.
The Falcons' Terry Shakon

won two of his team's six individual firsts and helped out
on a relay win.

Shakon took the 50 -yard
dash in 5.9 seconds and the
60 -yard low hurdles in 8.0,
and joined Ray Rochelle, Ray.

Bowersox, and Bob Bell to
take the mile -plus relay in
4:15.3.

Bill Price was one of seven Arlington individual winners
Wednesday as the Cards romped through an indoor triangular
with Niles East and Forest View. Price won the 440 -yard dash

in 56 seconds, while Arlington accumulated 76 points to 41

DAVE LONG won the 60 -

yard high hurdles in 8.7,
Bowersox captured the half -

880 run:

I.

also wrapped up

nine rebounds, while Farrell
Jones chipped in 17 points

Marsz.alek, A; 4. Burke, A .
60 high hurdles: 1. Steele,

A-8.1; 2. Messer, FV--8.2; 3.
Graham, A--8.4; 4. Gardiner,

Dave Steele won the 60-1

his regional average. Bob
Lackey, the winner's 6'4"

A--10: 15 ; 2. Butler,

Cassidy and Dave Dieters -also took firsts, Cassidy with
a 4:30 mile and Dieters with

Oler, Smash
Grant,73-53

Maine South game. Maine
South earned its sectional

Dieters, A--

berth by thumping Prospect in
the championship game of the
Prospect Regional.

2:04.3; 2. Rotkis, NE --2:04.5;

3. Vaughn, FV--2:08; 4.

Shriber, NE --2:08.5
880 relay: I. Niles East -1:11.3; 2. Arlington --1:13.9;
3. Forest View --1:14.2

EVANSTON (73)
Player _____L.11
7 2 0
Perrin
I
0 2
Cooper
7 3 8
Jones

4
3

FRP

440 dash: I. Price, A--56.0;

2. Dority, A--57.0; 3.

Gargano, NE --58.6; 4. Kelley,
FV--60.0
60 low hurdles: I. Rich,
NE --7.5; 2.' Messer, FV--7.6;
.6; 3. Steele, A--7.65; 4. Greg,

Lackey
Battinus

Johnson
Arrieta
Hart
Keith

A--7.8

Mile run: I. Cassidy, A-4:30; 2. Saxton, A--4:30.2; 3.
; 3. Stubbs, A--4:34; 4. Garb,

8
5

3

9

1

5

1

I

0

0
0

1

4
1

4
0

0
0

I

2
6

0

4

I

1

0

Hill

5

I

0

Totals _______31 11 40 19

NE --4:53

Mile -plus relay: I. Arlington --4:04.9; 2. Niles East -4:07.4; 3. Forest View --4:18.9

GRANT (53)
Player
Oler

Shot put: I. Chandler, A-52'9 '/4"; 2. Tollefson, A-48'7"; 3. Stlke, NE --45'1 I"; 4.

BFRP

R. Heitman
Koenig
Spencer

Deluski, NE --45'2"

B. Heitman

Long jump: I. Lighthall,
FV--19'9"; 2. Price, A--19'8";

Schad
Miller

3. Mormol, NE --19'7"; 4.

Tootals

Belamo, A--19'4"
High jump: 1. White, A--58--; 2. Gardiner, NE --5-6--; 3.
4.
NE --5'6";
Green,
Hammer, FV--5'4"

4

8

3

8

1

2
2

4

8

4

I

6

8
8

4

4
2

0

0

I

0'

I

1

1

0

0

1

0

2

19 15 34 13

SCORE BY QUARTERS
18 18 29 8 - 73
Evanston
13 5 16 19 - 53
Grant

Pole vault results

unavailable

for Niles East and 20 for Forest View.

Thursday,
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FREE THROW PERCENTAGE

G ETA FTM

Team
Wheeling

22
23
25

Elk Grove
St Viator

I

Forest View
Arlington
Prospect

21

23
25

596
533
616
517
520
625

397
355
401
325
320
363

Pct.
.666
.666
.651

.629
.615
.577

Player

G FTA FTM

Kevin Grismer, F.V
I
2 Don Wright, WhI
3. Carl Fricke, Whl
4 Bill Yaeger, St V
5 Dave Erfort, St V
6 Bob Artemenko, E.G
7. Jim Oplt, E G
8 Mike Hatten, WhI
9 John Knopf, E.G
10 Jack Brawley, St V
II Jim Baumgartner, Arl
12. Earl Thomas, F V
13 Chris Buttenob, Arl
14 Phil Smith, WhI
15 Dave McGuffey, Arl
16 Jim Weber, Whl.
17. Dean Schmelzer, Arl
18 Ron King, Whl
19 Ed Haskell, Pros
20 Tom Pomey, E G
21 Jim Gumz, Pros.

16

38

17

113

22
25
22

131

22. R J Collins, Arl

23 Mike Messer, F V
24 Steve Brown,`F V
25 Butch Leonard, Pros

21

23
19

23
25
23
21
21

22
21
15

22
21
15

23
25

22
20
21

25

96
- 35
124
158
120
82

49
73
79
32
66
63
37
142
67

90
73
93
124

The Arlington Heights Park

District men's basketball
leagues have ended with

Krause and Kene taking the

TOP 25 INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
(minimum 30 attempts)

119
115
38

Krause & Kehe, 7 NW Wrestlers
Sellergren Win Capture Titles

Pct.

Classic League championship
and Sellergren Sports winning
in the Sportsman's League.
Louis Werd Builders took
second in the Classic League

30
83
96
86
82
27
66
24
85
108
82
56
33

.789
.735
.733
.723
.713

49

.671

52
43

.658
.656
.652

dual meet win, Prospect's
varsity trackmen travel to

41

.651

York this afternoon for a 4:15

24
92
43
56
45
57
74

.649
.648
.642
.622
.616
.613
.597

meet.

21

.711

.688
.686
.685
.684
.683
.683
.673

while Klehm's Nursery was
Sportsman's runner-up.

The Park District's

volleyball leagues are still
going.

Knights Travel
To Meet York
Stalking their third straight

The Knights have beaten
Highland Park and Fremd in
their last two outings. They
meet Forest View and Notre
Dame in a home triangular
Friday.

In YMCA Meet

Wheeling's M scle -man, Rick Orna,
Athlete of ee Aw rd.
Earns
Rick Orna, the Wheeling

beaten the best around, and
there's just no one who can

Orna's latest win came last

He says he had to give up

weekend at the Barrington

district meet of the state gymnastics tournament, where he
won his specialty with an 8.65
seven individual first and took judges' average. It was only
the nine -years -old and under the most recent of a string of

Northwest Suburban won

class championship in the triumphs that includes
Chicago area YMCA wrestltournament at Leaning
Tower Y last weekend.
ing

in

firsts

all Wheeling's dual meets

and at both the Waukegati
and Maine East invitationals,

Dave Kennedy, Dan Bar- and the Mid -Suburban League
ringer, Jeff Layer, and Keith meet.
Mason all won their weight
classes for the Northwest
TO WHEELING COACH
nine -and -under contingent, Wayne Selvig, all this success
while Phil Laier, Ken Kriske,
Jeff Slater, and Buckeye Epstein chipped in seconds, and

means one thing.

"Orna could fall on his
head in the state finals this

Dave Hughson earned a weekend, and he'd still be the
fourth.
best ring man in Illinois,"

Bob Gran and Steve

Selvig says. "He's already

muscle -man who has finished
no lower than first on the still
rings all season, has earned
this week's Day Athlete of the
Week award.

stand up to him when he's hitting."

The Wildcat senior

is, to

understate it, muscle-bound.

playing baseball because he

became too "tight" in his upper arms and shoulders.

And he can't touch his right

shoulder with his right hand
or left shoulder with his left

hand, not because he has

short arms but because he has
gigantic biceps.

MUSCLES LIKE that

don't grow on trees -- or still
rings. Orna developed his carrying pipes last summer while

always trying to improVe,"
Selvig says.

Orna inherited his interest
in gymnastics from his father,
a one-time YMCA champion
in Chicago, and the Wheeling

star says his mother and
father are his two biggest fans.

"I WAS HAVING some
troubles earlier this season,

and part of the problem was
that we were getting some

Orna's college intentions

JIM BAUMGARTNER

points in Prospect's regional
game Tuesday against Glen brook South;

arc divided between the and R.J. COLLINS, ArlUniversity of Oklahoma and

tent practice this season.

for collegiate varsity com-

but wherever he goes, Selvig
says his ring ace is ready now
petition.

ington's hard -driving basketball guards, who propelled the
Cards to two wins in the

Wheeling regional,

Baumgartner whipping Bar-

rington with a last -second

shot and Collins driving Arl-

Egesdal won championships
in the bracket for boys 10 and

ington past Mundelein;

ANDY PANCRATZ, the

II, with Mike Dodd and

6-3 center of St.' James

Dave Savino adding second

school's eighth grade basket-

place finshes for Northwest.

ball team, which battled to the

Northwest was shut out of

finals of the Chicago

championships among the 1213 year -olds, but Bill Moore

Archdiocese tournament
before losing to St. Agatha of

placed second, Rich Veith
third, and Greg Fairhead and
Ron Campopiano fourth.,

Chicago Sunday;

ringer wrestled his way to a
first in the 14 -15 -year -old

wrestler who won the

ingame and Bruce Corr ad-

Athletic Union state tournament over the weekend, cap-

GARY PROCHASKA,

Arlington High School varsity

Northwest's Craig Bar-

105 -

pound novice division cham-

division, with Ron Burl-

pionship in the Amateur

ding seconds and Keith Gow

turing four decisions and
three pins;

Bulls Announce
Playoff Ticket

RANDY CORDOVA,

Prospect varsity wrestler and

another area winner in the

A.A.U. tournament, in the
I I8 -pound novice division;

Sales Set -Up

KEN BARR, Prospect side
horse whiz and another gym-

The Chicago Bulls have an-

nounced that tickets for the

nastics district champion;

TERRY HAINES, Arl-

National Basketball Association playoffs will go on sale

ington's trampoline champion
in the Barrington district;

at the Chicago Stadium

GARY DRAKE, the

March 22.

district tumbling champion

The Bull -Laker series

and another Arlington athlete.
All area athletes are eligible

would open March 24 in Los

Angeles, with games in

for The Day Athlete of the

Week award. Nominations --

Chicago March 27 and 29 and
April 3, if necessary.
Ticket prices will be $3 for

Lee Combs, an Illinois State University sophomore from Arlington Heights, was one of

Knights beat Conant in the

teammate, who scored 26

a fourth.

the mainstays of the Redbird gymnastics team that wound up its competition in the Interstate Conference championships March I and 2. ISU coach Wayne Truex says Combs "came around real well"
in varsity competition.

scored 24 points and grabbed
14 rebounds Thursday as the

though, I'm getting used to it,
and a crowd just picks me up
and makes me want to do better."

Southern Illinois University,

"He's always working,

GEORGE TIMSON,

Prospect's all -Mid Suburban
League basketball center, who

good crowds and all the Prospect regional of the state
people made me a little tournament;
nervous," Orna says. "Now,
JIM GUMZ, Timsons

working under his father,
Richard, as an apprentice
electrician and during persis-

Orna qualified for last

year's state finals, but finished
out of the top ten.
He had strong competition
for this week's award. Others
nominated were:

which can be anonymous .should be made at The Day

general admission, $3.50 for
first balcony seats, $4.50 for

Mount Prospect office, 117 S.

the mezzanine, and $6 for box

7200, ext. 53.

Main St., or by calling 255-

Nominations should be

mail orders at their office at

Athlete of the Week Rick Orna occupies the winner's step Friday after the still ring competition in the Barrington district of the state gymnastics tournament. Kevin Lindsey of Arlington was second, Rich Carlson of Arlington (in front) and Tom Arnold 'of Glenbrook North

made before midnight

221 North LaSalle St:.

tied for third, and Bill Van Sky of Prospect was fifth.

week's award.

scats.

The Bulls are accepting

Monday for the previous
(.

-
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classes. At Prospect and
Wheeling high schools, a

some success for the first
time," said Cudney.

Agreement between three
state agencies They are the
State Board of Vocational

THE DISTRICT is also using a work-study approach in

junior high school teachers in
the area. A prognosis must be

by the schools.

superintendents and park

under the direction of Curtis
R. Larsen, Industrial Arts instructor, is constructing 40

Cudney, District

The students attend a oc-

Coordinator of the

Cooperative Work Program,
efforts are being made to find
courses that will stimulate the

cupational English course
that is applied rather than

and offer the students'

redwood picnic tables' and

basic skills in written and oral
communication.

program worked with different industrial concerns.

benches for the Palatine Park
District.

A $1,000 routing machine

services.

was received at Arlington

Previously students in the

theoretical. They learn the

drop -out prone student

Arlington High School,

district representatives in the
area to explain the program

evident.

ACCORDING TO Robert

services such as camping trips

engaged in realistic pro-

duction activities in class, according to Cudney.
Last fall, Cudney met with

are given to the district by

Rehabilitation

in the form of extended

the program. Students are

RECOMMENDATIONS for enrollment in the program

Division of Vocational

NOW THE STUDENTS.
work only for tax -supported
agencies and are reimbursed
monetarily by the division of
Vocational Rehabilitation or

fered in home visitations.

high potential for change."

Rehabilitation, the Division
of Special Education, and the

the students as cheap labor.

counselor teaches the course.
Parent counseling is also of-

"The child who is mentally
retarded or truly emotionally
disturbed is not included. We
feel the program is more applicable to the student with a

The program is a product
of the Cooperative Working

E

once a week in the English

for many of them to achieve

A special program is in
operation in Dist. 214 for
students who are academically
capable but poorly motivated

Citizens in the area objected
that this procedure exploited

Group counseling is offered

"We provide an opportunity

BY BETSY BROOKER'

rome Students

Ai

224 Pro

High School last week.

Larsen's class will use the
machine to make redwood

direction signs for the

Palatine Park District Golf
Course. The signs will feature
a diagram to illustrate the
area pointed to.

7 *V- A

,it

Richard G. Etherton's industrial arts class at Prospect

-High School is using an

engraving machine to make
the Diversified

plaques for

Occupations Program. The

machine is also used

for,

nameplates and other signs.

AT ELK GROVE High

School, students in the

r)
1_,.....,.11..;.....:....,
....1t...

C.W.A. program are making

lecturns for all of the class

rooms in the building, Bob

ILT

:::..1.)r..ir

,.

.

0

1

...

Lorenz is directing the class.

-.-.1

The electronics cabinets

and the typing tables for the

.;))

new John Hersey High School

ka.a.4.0:3
4,

....

i

'''"'*':'-"'-''Z'il-,,,.._,.

1I

-

.

"

:.

ate being constructed by

,;:\
't

students at Forest View High
School. The class is directed
by John L. Hangey.

All contracts with the

'::1

C.W.A. program state that the
different agencies using the

student's services must provide the necessary materials.

"These are not skill

development classes," said

r>

"./

-

'-I

Arlington High School freshmen Joe LaLond and Dario
Cudney. "We hope that
through their individual Henandaz follow the directions of instructor Curtis R. Larsen

-

creativity the students will

are being made by students for the Palatine Paris District as
part of the Cooperative Work Agreement Program.

in the construction of a redwood picnic table. Forty such tables

become productive employees

Curtis R. Larsen, Arlington High School industrial arts instructor, demonstrates the use
of a routing machine received at the school last week to freshman John Sadecky. The machine
is used for a class in the Cooperative Work Agreement Program. (Photos by Betsy Brooker)

and more vocationally
oriented."

OM -Fashioned. Ways'Will. ecome More So
If you're old-fashioned
enough to recall when school
involved readin' and 'riting
and 'rithmetic, and you think

on future educational needs
and resources is published
under the combined auspices

of Stanford Research

today's students are 'way Institute, Menlo Park, Calif.,
ahead of you, what with and Syracuse University
speed-reading and the new
math, stick around for a few

Research Corporation in New
York.

months.

At least until the new report

THE TWO CENTERS

have been selected by the U.
S. office of education, which
provides about $500,000 to
each institute for the current
fiscal year, to conduct a con-

future needs.

The year 2000 is nearer
than you think since the Stan-

ford Research group has

already -been put to work, as

tinuing survey which will of this week, studying
furnish data and techniques to alternative states of society in
aid educational policymakers the year 1990, based on
in school and colleges at all prevalent individual needs and

levels to decide and plan for

Grace's Daze

interests, and will identify
alternate programs for the
various needs.

Other studies at the center

I

will focus on a policy analysis
of urban ghetto education and

i.L,17'19

\\\

S

DISAPPEARING STAIRWAY

regional, and national levels.

////

I

WICKES QUALITY

A
For hundreds of antique

N KILN DRIED WHITE FIR /

95
ready for easy installs(Q)each

eConvenient, self storing
le

who cannot resist an out -of - surgeon whose hobbys include
the -ordinary day away from the presidency of the Marihome, the Antiques Fair copa County Posse and who is
which began yesterday at the also a professional rodeo ridMount Prospect Community er.

Lion Into any 8' ceiling

EXTERIOR DOOR FRAMES
36" wide, clear pine with $7.95
brick mould

Center was the stellar at-

Ready for paint or stain

.

7c LIN. FT.

.

9c. LIN. FT.

//

WICKES HAS

SPECIAL PRICES ON

I

STAMPED

z,

//

SHEATHING
ASSOCIATION GRADE MARKED

MIDWEST
BANK CARDS

,/
I

SUMP PUMPS! Submersible - op it
414--crates In and under ;I
w.

R°9.

$45.44

IAN p - pumps
3000 gals per
hour

1

i

i

WALLBOARD!

Save Big Now

water

x

$29"

1.50
1.75
2.65
3.36

3/13"x 4' x 8'

1/2"x 4'x 8'
1/2f x 4' x 12' ... : .

20# Joint Comp.
250' Perf. Tape
Sealer, (Gal.) .....

///

Rea.

Easily cuts lumber up to

Club added up to an af- who gave a luncheon for
ternoon out for women from Martha Alden in their home.
In addition to her literary
all over this village and her
talents, Mrs. Hopkins counts
town on the north.

\\

Bubbling all over with
enthusiasm after a recent
vacation are Mrs. Alden
Hopkins, prominent area

blade guard.

v." PARTICLE BOARD $0.00
'-$0.00
------- .215" HARDBOARD .

-'

.

.

.

Ideal way to make a smooth, strong
base for new or remodeled floors.

*'s\ 8"

\\\

x 24"

$2.34 10"

x 36"

133:92: 102:

43::

.

.

New Winter Hours: Fri. 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. - Sat. 8 A.M. to 4 P.M. - Sun. 9 A.M. to 1 P.M.

LUMBER and BUILDING
SUPPLIES CENTER

BARTLETT, !WHO'S

3410iniscN.ttstScftreflaotITIjn.r2nO)Raad

837-6000

AS LOW AS

--1)471

o

scenarios are planned to be

developed at Syracuse to indicate alternate possibilities
Janett went on to Bloom- for society in the years 1980

n
Trail, and Wednesday Jeans1

to spend some to 2000.
time with son John, student
Factors such as economic
at Illinois Weslyan Universi- growth, technological
ty. The Janetts now make development, the structure of
their home in Somerville, N, the family, how the populaJ.
tion is distributed, and changNow at the University of ing human values will all be
Arizona is Patricia Rittle. The important pigments on the
young woman who last June palette used to depict the
ington, Ill.,

completed four years of pre - school scene of tomorrow.
medicine at Loyola University

and spent a semester at

through her undergraduate executive committee of Radio
college courses, Patricia was Corp. of America, declared in
given the school's biology late Jan, 1968 that "in this era
award as a sophomore and in of wideband-satellite com-

her senior year received munications, we can readily

A NEW

Loyola University's award in imagine televised lectures
research.

$3.87

DAY, WEEKDR MONTH

144:5997,

FORD 1 -TON
SUPER VAN TRUCKS

ONLY P

DAY MILEAGE

George ?ode

Plus Mileage
Includes, Automatic
Transmlulon

eall
CL 3-5000

Ind

INC.

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY., ARUNGTON HTS.
V

overnight guest of Mr.
Mrs. L. C. Dodge, We

own day. Elmer W.
An honor student all our
Engstrom, chairman of the

DAY

12" x 48" . $5.85

what technolo'gies will
be available to future schools.
MONDAY SHE was the
"Future -pictures" or

anthropology.

PER

.

has spent some of her time.

ONE SPOKESMAN for
Loyola's Stritch School of the "new look" in schools
Medicine
has
decided
to
work
Highschooler who are just this week, and Tuesday mornpoints to how educational
ing was the guest of honor at for her advance degree in facilities can be expanded in
back from Scottsdale, Ariz.

WICKES QUALITY WALNUT

SHELIA' G

3.44

I 101 I r V-\\\\

Save $4.07

By Grace Mott BOTH THE Syracuse and
Stanford groups will deal with
a coffee given by Mrs. Irving four major themes: What
Opsahl of Golf View Estates, demands society will make on
where the Janetts formerly liv- schools in the future and how
ed.
schools might begin preparing
Her, midwest visit was to meet them now; future curprompted by the wedding in riculum objectives and their
Council Bluffs. Iowa of Scott implications for today's
MacDonald, son of Mr. and schools; resources for future
Mrs. Gordon MacDonald, schools and how this will afDes Plaines where Mrs. Janett fect today's plans; and just

13, River Trails Junior has been in and about town

4' x 8' UNDERLAYMENT

65e
-

music among her avid in-

terests, and is the organist for
the Trinity Methodist Church
of Mount Prospect.
Popular Mrs. Leslie Janett
book reviewer, and son Steve,

$19"

21/2"

thick. Includes rip guide and

GYPSUM

..,N

WELCOME HERE

/\\\\\
,

\, kill / //
\ \\
//
\

bert Schirmer formerly of
Welfare luncheon and fashion Northbrook who recently
show today at Itasca Country moved to Paradise Valley and

7 !N. CIRCULAR SAW

4ix8ix1/2" C.D.X. - $3.32 ::-

/

Precision Trimmed Premium Quality
Low Low Price
Large Inventory

///

4ixtrx1/2" C.D. - $3.22
..

Prospect Center Infant

EACH

CONST./BTR. 20/25% STAND. 10/15% UTILITY

00
.

laboration in staging it of two and the Kiva Club where Dr.
woman's clubs; those of Baker entertained his Mount
Mount Prospect and Prospect I Prospect friends.
Going in to Phoenix, the AlHeights.
This and the Mount ders visited Mr. and Mrs. Ro-

ASSOCIATION
GRADE

\\\I;IIIIII///

4.

HIGHLIGHT of the

The show took on a new Aldens' visit with him was his
face this year with the col- performance in the rodeo ring

ALL

-

LIN. FT.

. 3c

traction.

2"x 4"x 8

32" wide, Ponderosa Pine $3.15
DOOR CASING
BASEBOARD
DOOR STOP

There the pair were guests

lovers and a lot of women of Dr. William Baker, well
who are less interested but known oral and plastic

unit comes complete -

INTERIOR DOOR JAMBS

new methods of social
forecasting. The studies are to
be made at local, state,

A Stellar Attraction

NOR IS IT ALL work and
no play for Pat whose sporting

interest has long been in

from such universities as

Stanford or Oxford or Leyden
to science or sociology classes
in Nigeria or Indonesia.

"We can picture teachers
during Regina Dominican and students in these and
High School days and who other undeveloped areas makrecently was awarded the ing daily use of computer
horses; wild owned her own

coveted horsewoman's colors
by the Wayne-DuPage Hunt

reference centers in Paris or
Leningrad or Princeton."

If you have any memories
Patricia is the daughter of of the little red schoolhouse,

Club,

treasure them.. They are
The family have lived in already curiosity pieces, and
the senior Lawrence J. Rittles.
Mount Prospect six years.

subjects for nostalgia only.

L

ex -

Will do ironing in my home.
Experienced - References
253.3443

123 -Instruction

sit;,

35
75

Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Shore

Staffing now Service Center of
nationwide service depart-

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

ment. Training and/or overience, In repair of electronic

528-7665

products, TV, stereo, tape recorders and test equipment

Architect's rendering of a 14,000 square toot plant winch will be built this year on a
90,000 square foot site in the Arlington Heights Industrial and Research Center by the Air

The weekly listing of tne
Wheeling Twp. real estate
been

received

from the office of Sidney R.
Olsen, Cook County recorder
of deeds

The price of the sale is indicated by the amount of state
revenue stamps on the docu-

ment, $1 for each $1,000 in
market value.

TRANSFERS IN Arlington
Heights were: 409 S. Yale,

Charles A. Aldag Jr. to
Edward A. Knight, $46;
1608 W Oakton, Theodore

W Swinford to Harry E.

Stirmell Sr., $22; 1736 N.
Fernandez, Edward A. Selby

to Rogert K. Lundborg, $26;

1805 N Kennicott, John E.
Morgan to Arthur Hichcock,

$26, 704 Lynden, Donald A.
Jackson to Lester A. Jensen,
$28 50, 727

N.

Evergreen,

Harold M. Lorenz to Per
Pedersen, $25.

The only property transfer-

red in Mount Prospect was

1819 Forest Dr., Shirley

Heckman to Robert J.
Malkiff. $35,50.
IN PROSPECT HEIGHTS,
properties transfecred were:

305 Park Dr., Hollis Homes,
Inc to Phillip R. Horka, $35;
109 Park Dr., Hollis Homes
Inc to George E. Radtke, $8;
113 Red Bush Ln., Edward H.

Stelziter to Richard A.
Mueller, $25; 408 S. Sunset
Ln , Paul R. Wright to Nick
C Scalfani, $8.50; 376 Leslie
Ln , Philip L. Coan to John

ington Heights Industrial and

Moving and Conditioning
Assn., Inc.
The transaction was reveal-

struct a 14,000 -square -foot office 'and test laboratory on the

15
161

Women
Employment Service -Women

28
19

MONEY MINDED

Equipment Rentals

571

ACA is a trade association
of manufacturers of fans and

other air moving equipment
used in industrial ventilation

manufacturers in the United

States and Canada. The
association is presently headquartered in Park Ridge.

Real EstateApt. Budding

has bonding power of
$500,000.

If joint construction of a
education, the park board'will

The board will read U. S.

M Dirksen (R -III.) and

is approved by the board of

79

as fing for their Opinions,

trees
said.

and

shrubbery, Weiss

OF THE BOARD'S position, Weiss said "it's like sitting on a powder keg. There
are a hundred things to do,

need to get started. The board

proved,' Park Director

John Cardinal Cody,
archbishop of Chicago, has
agreed to the formation of a

money we get far land

purchase already has been us-

ed We went ahead and acquired land because we were
afraid that, if and when a
grant came through, the prices

would be higher or the land
would be gone."

The government may help

pers 70 per cent said they
would purposely shop at
"new item" section of their
supermarket. Just goes to

LOST -- lady's diamond engage.
ring, March 9, vicinity shop. ctr.,
River Rd. & Euclid Ave. REWARD.
392-2817

--

14-Personals

rounding unincorporated

Church services now

The chapel, if built, would

of Foundry Rd., Fr.
McLoraine said.

PARISH BUILDING committee members from Mount
Prospect are: Robert Bluett,

100 N. Stevenson; Julian.

Anthony Campana, 16 N.

Emerson; Robert Trotter, 800

Brentwood Lane; Philip
Meyer, I15 Westgate Rd.;

David Malone, 1820 Forest
Dr.; Clarence Huening, 270

show women are always

Woodland Rd., and Frank

trying to find better products

Lombardo, 707 Wilshire Dr.

for the home.

13 -Lost and Found

Plaines,
sections of

serve about 450 families north

Committee members from

increased

States.

If

you

For the best coverage
and the finest service
use DAY PUBLICATIONS.

Call 255-4400

BRACE yourself for a thrill the
first time you use Blue Lustre to
clean rugs. Rent electric shampooer Si. The Paint Spot, 11 W.
Davis, Arlington Heights, Illinois.

FILL JOBS FAST with Classified
Ads. For an ad -writer, dial
255-7200 today.

Notice of Award of Contract "B"
Pine Sanitary District

SERVICEMEN,

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400

ON MEN'S WEAR
Remodeling,
Relining,

Pleats

Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten- .
ed.

hereby given that the
Board of Trustees of the Pinegate
Notice

is

RAISED WRITING

Illinois, of a regularly called meeting
held on the 6th. day of March 1968
A.D. awarded a contract for installing
sanitary sewers in Wheeling Township, Cook County, Illinois to Teeger
Jones Co.
HARRY R. WITTINGTON

President of the Pinegate
Sanitary District

SERVICE CENTER

TOWING SERVICE.

PHONE 59 5-03 15

Published by the
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Wednesday, March 14, 1968

TRACERS
INKERS
Part Time

J. J. 0' Brien Constr.
Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5.5056
BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359-1906

"the rest" then coil
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions, No
Call

job too small, 766-8034

Carpet Cleaning
Winter Special 517.95 cleans
living run. & hall carpet. Sofas
59.95 & up. 894-5722

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall -to -Wall,
new or used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

255.3642

NEW MIRACLE DISCOVERY!

$3.15 postpaid of send stamp
for free sample and informa-

ENGINEERING, INC.
Emmett L. Pate
P.O. Box 1961
York, Pa. 17405

!BOO W. Central Road
Mt. Prospect

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CL 5-8239 - CL 3.5050

Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

!Carter School of Music is now
offering vocal training either
-individual or group. Whether
you are 13 or 103 you will enjoy
the satisfaction of singing from
the

Concrete Work
Cement Work by Vito Pelagio.
Stairs;
Garages,
Driveways,
Patios. Free estimates.

766.1943

Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
529-7774

Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

255.4400

Pianos - Organs

heart. We guarantee an

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

exploration into the wonderful

world of the voice. For further
info contact Mr. Carter, 27 W.
Prospect, Mt. Prospect, or call
CL 3.5592

Plastering
clean

Fast

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates

Moving

by

Appointment only.

437-6588

FL 8.5359

CALL ED

SAVE YOUR EYESI

Moving
LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

358-9710

Save 50%

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cords Honored.
Ray's

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under 545.

Radio and TN. Repair
(Color or black a white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. Hts.

17 S. Evergreen

CI 5-5692

529-2840

Sewer Service

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.

SEWER TROUBLES?
.

CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL

Arlington Hts.
255.4062
Limited spring openings.

All types of
Electric power

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

3 Generations
Decorating in the finest
Scandinavian tradition

CL 9-0495
Why contact 5 different people
when I quick phone call takes
care of home maintenance?
*Painting: Inte'rior & Exterior
* Machine Wall Washing
* New Method Carpet Cleaning
*Floor Care for Home & Office

Top-quality materials & careful
workmanship.
.381-4651

438-8387

sewer repairs,
roddin-g7'Sinks,

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service
837-2345

Dressmaking -Sewing.

Alterations & Fittings
Professional in my -home.

Smolt

service.

Radio -TV Repair

Painting -Decorating

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
Alterations. Near
to order.
255-0348
Randhurst.
Shortening of hems on coots,
skirts, dresses, fur coots; repair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255.8161
Graduate designer So. American
fashion school, perfect alterations. Rees. 358-7791.

392-6817

Ned Williams

jobs a specialty. Free estimates
255.3823

Masonry

Beautify your home for Easter.

Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL3-4182
CL 5-4033

358-9038

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803
Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
Wall Papering.
CL 3-1118

Photography

DO YOU HAVE THE DESIRE
TO SING?

Murals

Catering

our Mt. Prospect office.

Ken Berger
CL 3-2800

Instructions
Violin Lessons - Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.

'

WINTER PRICES

opening in

Help with income tax
in your home.
CL 5.0313
Vince Beuder

Arlington Body Craft

Carpentry -Remodeling

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

Income Tax

201 W. Campbell 259-6160

619 Thomas Drive
Bensenville, Ill.

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.

Wayne's Fumituro Service

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

APPLY:

Write your name in Raised
Gold, Silver, Copper letters.
tion.

Furniture Refinishing
Refinishing, repairs, burns &
scratches removed. FL 8.4543.

BUY OR SELL CARS

air -conditioners, washers, dryers and ranges necessary.

KIT

Sanitary District, Arlington Heights,

Average rm. sanded, sealed &
finished. 519.95
766-4687

CL 9-0849

pay, job security and promotion to service management.
Staffing new Service department. Training and/or experience in repair of refrigerators,

520 Paints Most Rooms

EcklundFloor Service

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

.

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

Alterations

opportunity for top

Immediate

CL3-4182

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

We Don't

APPLIANCE
Excellent

Catering

Lau r tz Jensen
Decorators CL 9-0495

COME IN OR CALL

Special Assessment No. 1

255-1910

ore

lots Memory. Gardens Cemetery. 5300 Leaving state. Call

of Des

school basement.

our

2

The parish, with nearly
1,800 families, serves the

are held in the parish hall and

handle

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

Ave., Mount Prospect.

M/F

TOOLS

CL 5-4833

Carpet Installation

WE 5-7895 aft. 7:30 p.m.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Mg.avao©zto7

-

out-

Saturdays

PHONE 255-7200

whether to build a church at
Central Rd. and Homer Ln.,
or a "chapel of ease," in the
area of Wolf Rd. and Euclid

areas.

an

,

committee will determine

east

with

W. T. GRANT

J. G.

Peck and Edward Norwick.

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect

vices offered by reputable business people in your community. Call one NOW!

Auto Repair

9 10'.9 weekdays a 9 to 12'

Epi BRUNING

Consult this daily guide of reliable ser-

CHECK YOUR ADS!

pastor of St. Emily's, said the

north and

agency

2nd Floor
Mt. Prospect

Correct-

work experience.

.Let us help make your DAY!

117 So. Emerson

ions are accepted by phone.

education and previous

an0w Aoa

PARKER

recitifiecl by republication
for and insertion.

275 12th St.
U.N. Alloy Bldg.
Wheeling, III.

portunities at various
levels
depending on

)(=)=OEMMOO

formation come in or

bu

in tool and die making.
We. have excellent op-

machinists to be trained

An equal opportunity employer

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1900

PLEASE

will

Superior Company
Benefits

POWE

Division of Addressograph
Multigraph Corporation

gate our offer. For more in-

notify us at once

Vincent' Pelletieri, Dr.

Rev. John Mclioraine,

%/ARO lNC

owe it to yourself to investi-

Burlage, George Gibson, Fred

Emily Parish.

Wcislo, 101 N. Elm St.;
SPECIAL SECTIONS
In a recent survey of shop-

BRUNING'

Call 253-6600

requires... Error

Also spots for qualified

eor.

for diversified work- in

ambitious, energetic and have
a positive mental attitude you

at
lassified department
once in order that correction
con he made. In the event of
error or omission, the newsImper,will ha -responsible for
ONLY
the first
incorrect.
inserthin..and only to the exittai of the space that the ad

0 Packers

Div. of Addressograph
Multigraph Corp.

sign layout thru prototype testing will allow

United

their advertisement and in
fC5f3 of error to notify the

We have positions available in Process Engineering, and Tool Design.

Assemblers

block North of Dundee'
3/4 Mile west of Wolf Rd.

program is perhaps the finest
of its kind anywhere in the

Advertisers. are requested to
check the first insertion Of

Engineerin0

V2

volume. Our unique training

ADVERTISERS

Industrial

537-9436

standing growth record and
need several new men to

315

(Tggo

259.8100

sibility from original de-

ment

Please check your ads and

building committee for St.

Mount Prospect and the sur-

our land, theoretically the

Mt. Prospect

leading independent employ-

DAYS

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

0

215 E. Prospect Ave.

$800-$900 MO.

Des Plaines are Thomas
Minter, Harold Anderson,
Ray Kautz, Edward Miller,

properties, plus 50 per cent of

"Since we already bought

gineers with a B. S. M. E.
or equivalent in engineering experience at the
project leVel. Respon-

status and a five figure income within one year, salary
and commission. We ore a

Committee Approved

north side

of approved park

The board meeting will be

St. Emily &mill:Ling

Marvin S Weiss said, "the
government would pay half
the purchase price of park
developments.

VARO OPTICAL

that goes with it, Weiss said.

8 p.m.

is ap-

We are interested in en-

Here is an excellent opportunity to achieve professional

pool on Euclid west of Wolf
Rd. with a parking lot, lights,
walks, landscaping and all

Kensington Rd., beginning at

"If our application

APPLY AT

LINES

the plan to build a swimming

at Parkview School, 1800

near of Robert Frost School.

MECHANICAL

INTERVIEWER
TRAINEE

If financing can be ar-

to inform the public of the

School and on Chestnut Av.

Engineers

An equal opportunity employer

ranged, the board would begin

(HUD), which handles such

dry Rd east of Parkview

82

Golf Rd. & Arlington Hts. Rd.

IN WHEELING

Good Starting Pay
and Many Benefits'

Weiss said.

for the grant is approved.
Then they will discuss ways

Wolf Rd and Euclid Av., on
Lee St across from Indian
Grove School, on Foundry
Rd near Wolf Rd., on Foun-

42

blk. N. of Lawrence)
UN 7-8000
Chicago

P OWER TOOLS

formal train desirable.

Project

help

Department of Housing

FIVE FUTURE park sites

102
92

ONLY

out of baseball diamonds, also
would begin, Weiss said.

have been purchased, for a
total price of $803,000. These
are located at the corner of

77
18

further plans to the board of

of funding the development
program until the application

Meanwhile, the district

22
74

To Rent Resort Properties
To Rent, Stores, Offices

education.

this fiscal year.
The senators say that the U.

board members are anxious to
get the program started.

21

The joint committee on the

Development of the other
four sites, including grading,
seeding, planting and laying

is approved.

96
70

Wheeling pool will submit

At tonight's meeting board
members will discuss means

the fiscal year beginning July

BB

plan would involve an independent building.

grading, seeding and planting

made."

when the federal budget for

volvingOery close tolerances. 5
to 10 years experience or

81

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

the staff.

may decide to send a newslet-

14 month delay is that land

grants, will reconsider the
park district's application

95

Travel

board of education would pay

pay for basic development of

but we just have to wait to
do them. The plans are all

and Urban Development

94

76

parks, such as surface ter to park district residents

Charles H Percy (R -I11.), explaining that the cause of the

grant funds for park development have been used up for

91

To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous

Trails Parks Seek Developmen,t
Funds While Awaiting Grant

letters from Senators Everett

439-1334

To Rent Business Property .....78
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73

A pool at Arlington High
vestigating the possibilities of
issuing general obligation or School also is under conrevenue bonds. The district sideration by Dist. 214. This

William E Barron. $19.

grant to come through.

85
89
86

Real Estate -Bus. Property
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties Far Sale
Real Estate -Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate Wanted
RoomsBoardHousekeeping
Situations Wanted -Men
Situations Wanted -Women
To Rent Apartments

will perform machining and

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

65

Lost and Found
Miscellaneous Merchandise .. 32
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .... 111
55
Musical Instruments
69
Nursery Schools - Child Care
56
Office Furniture - Devices
14
Penonols

With minimum supervision you

fitting operations on all kinds
of metal parts and machines.
Also layout work from sketches and written specifications.
Highly diversified work in-

PART TIME

district trustees are in-

pool at Wheeling High School

The River Trails Park Dist.
tonight will consider
how to proceed with its park
development program while
waiting for a $475,000 federal

Young Men Wanted. 12 to 16.
Short His. Good Pay. 539-1240

13

A plan to connect the pool
construction.
to the school is under conAccording to Audrey sideration. It would lessen the
Christiansen, president of the costs, but would put the pool
Wheeling Park District Board, under Life Safety restrictions.

T Swisher, $19.50; 761 S.
Dennis, Betty J. Harper to

board

24

Loans -Personal, Business

A joint committee to con- buy the land from the district.
sider a swimming pool for
Wheeling High School was
IN THIS arrangement, the
authorized by High School park board would handle
Dist. 214 and the Wheeling maintenance costs while the

relate facts on the

7
2

Help Wanted Men or Women .. 26
30
Help Wanted Women
47
Home Furnishings -Furniture
83
Industrial Property
In Memoriam
23
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping

arks Planning 'y°o

DAYS

MACHINIST

Cor nee. Mr. Howard. 774-5353

36

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
Wanted Men

MAGNAFLUX CORP.
7301 W. AINSLEE '

24 -Help Wanted Men
Part Time & Sot. Earn $3-54
hr. Ans. calls to take orders.

.

testing

Electronic

Dick's Standard
Service

619 Thomas Drive
Bensenville, Ill.

44
27

Dist. 214, Wheeling

Park District Tuesday night.
The committee will cor-

10
12

Food and Delicacies

by October of this year.

Mechanic and
Attendant

Phone 595-0315

Florists

According to Gerstenfeld,

FULL TIME

66

Employment Agencies

ed by Ralph Gerstenfeld,
assistant vice president of and commercial air conKenroy Realtors, Inc., ditioning applications. Its
developers of the 350 -acre in- membership includes 70
dustrial park.
The association will con-

Business Opportunities
Business Personals
Business Service Directory

Employment Agencies -Men

Research Center was an- the building will be occupied
nounced Thursday by the Air

SERVICE CENTER

Hobbies

,

and sorting instruments.
Prefer trade -school graduate with some industrial experience. Permanent position for right
man. Liberal employee
benefits.

38
39

DcV

Purchase of a 90,000 - property which fronts on
square -foot site in the Arl- University Dr.

out

PACKAGE
LIQUOR STORE

GAS STATION

Building Materials

Cs,P'emtsP and Equipment

Custom build and check

99
101

Cord of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots

Trade Association
To It aid HQ Here

TECHNICIAN

RD. & DEMPSTER, 437-1616.

392-6282

W. T. GRANT

-

ELECTRONICS

CHEF HAMBURGER, ELMHURST

Apply:

103

64

Coins

Part time, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
weekdays. Earn $1.75 an hour &
up, filling orders at lunch time,
noon meal furnished. BURGER

HELPER

106

'

MEN

necessary.

Business Services

Moving and Conditioning Assn.

Property
Transfers

tion to service management.

20
109
105
107

..

Aviation
Auto Leasing
Auto Ports and Access.
Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wonted
Barter and Exchange
Boats and Marine Supplies
Boat Storage

I/

has

34

i

Sales

Auction

the cost

All subjects and languages
taught In your home.

71

Arts and Antiques

I

TUTORING

Excellent opportunity for top
pay, lob security and promo-

'

Air Conditioning

S

TV Servicemen

Page 13

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

1'1181811.

\Aft

transfers

THE "DAY
Thursday, March 14,' 1968

24 -Help Wanted Men

22 -Situations Wanted Women

Sewing Machine Repair
DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

$4.95 8. $5.95, 359.3593

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile New & Remodeling
Also Tito Repairs

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
830 W. N.W. Hwy.

259-9440

Arl, Hrs.

THE 'HAY
Page 14

Thursday, March 14, 1966

,

24 -Help Wanted Men

anted Men

24 -Help

24 -Help Wanted Men

MQNEY MINDED

Youbg Men Wanted.
124o 16 Short hrs.
'Go d Pay 539-1240

24-

I

---

Wanted Men

I

24 -Help Wanted Man

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

MOTOROLA

JOB'S

NEEDS

for

Grocery

Stockman
MEN FOR

' TR E TRIMMING
& LANDSCAPE
WORK

Work near home in well
paying job with a future
in a fast growing busie

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

company
Many
benefits including discount on food.

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

ess.

Experience desired but not
necessary, we will train. Overtime, paid holidays and vacations AA N insurance.
Call Mon thru Fri 9 am to 5 pm

APPLY STORE MANAGER:

Mt. Prospect Plaza
Rand, Central & Mt. Prospect

3602 Glenview Rd., Glenview

MEN
Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

These men will carry, out maintenance
duties in both plant and office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,

HILLMAN'S

Ralph Synnestvedt
Assoc.

MACHINIST

DAYS and NIGHTS

724-1300

24 -Help Wanted Mon

24 -Help Wanted Men

layoffs due to weather.

Liberal Fringe Benefits:
2 weeks paid vacation

paid holidays
paid sick leaves

Illinois.

overtime
insurance
automatic raises

Rds.

Phone LE 7-251.0

JOBS OFFER:

necessary

No

janitor

Iexperience

Good Starting Pay
*Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan
*Profit Sharing

in new Elk Grove plant.
cal I

for appointment

COME IN TODAY,- START TODAY

1150

439-7600

MARTI IV METALS

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
S.

Willis

APPLY

Wheeling,

III.

Wheeling
537-2180

250 N. 12th St.

An equal opportunity employer

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

AT

Drafting Trainee

MAINTENANCE

,

Immediate opening for high school graduate with ability to
letter or print neatly. Opportunity to learn mechanical draft -

mg Company will train. We offer an excellent future plus
pleasant working conditions.

'

*

Contact Engineering Dept.

MOTOROLA
ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

Molon Motor & Coil Corp.
CL 9-3750
3737 Industrial Ave.

An equal opportunity employer

Rolling Meadows

.

MEN WANTED

gL

MOTOROLA
2nd Shift Openings

ELECTRICAL

in

WELDING

ELK GROVE
for

STATIONARY ENGINEERING

Light Assemblers

MACHINE REPAIR

half/crafters co.

PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

To Start Work

Outstanding opportunity for applicants with experience in any
of the following.

Operators

aMachinen;

LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDING

IMMEDIATELY

The Ideal Company

2nd, 3rd shift
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

for your future

1st,

GENERAL FACTORY
Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and prof it sharing.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling, III.

1150$ Willis Ave.

EKCO

+41PACKAGING

INC.

Immediate Openings

MAINTENANCE MECHANICS
2nd shift (4:15 PM to 12:45 AM)
15c per hour shift premium.

EXPERIENCED
Many company benefits: 9 paid holidays
free medical and life insurance,.
A COMPANY WITH A FUTURE

Call 537-1100
or visit us at

Wheeling, Ill:

777 Wheeling Rd.

0 PAID HOLIDAYS
OVERTIME
0 2 WEEKS PAID VACATION
PAID SICK LEAVE
0 MEDICAL & LIFE INSURANCE
AUTOMATIC INCREASES
COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

MARTIM

SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS
TECHNICAL WRITERS

BILL of MATERIAL WRITERS
DRAFTSMEN
TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

250 N. 12th St.

Wheeling

OFF DUNDEE RD.

537-2180

McDonalds is
Hiring NOW for Summer Help

Work 1 or 2 days after school plus weekends now, and be
trained for a good paying job this summer.

Free

Increases
Meals & Uniforms

The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,

YOUR JOWBgV-IEGROW'

MOTOROLA

GROWING ORGANIZATION

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

Contact Mr. Pinder
Weekdays 8:30 AM to 5 PM

259-9600

An equal opportunity employer

go hal/lc-rafters co.

CREDIT REPRESENTATIVE
Individual with 0 to 3 years consumer credit experience or recent college graduate, desiring

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

key position in our credit organization will find this a challenging job with growth potential.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

AN

MT. PROSPECT
Rand Rd. & Rt. 83

elsOotalde.

A
A

Mr. Schwartz

'

SHEAR OPERATORS
Experienced in Setting Up and operating a Shear.

ACCOUNTANTS
0 to 3 years accounting experience desired for general accounting openings. Some college

MOTOROLA

accounting courses very helpful.

'

Schaumburg

Positions available for mechanical and electrical Maintenance Men

COATER HELPERS
There are jobs available In our Paper Coating Dept. No experience necessary. Math aptitude helpful.

Retired postal employees would be ideal for clerical assignments in accounting department.

in

PRODUCTION AND OFFICE

'Assemblers
*Wirers and Solderers
Packers
Stock Handlers

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS

JANITORS

Inspectors

Evening hours 5 p.m. to 8:30 a.m. No experience necessary as we will train. -

Cafeteria Attendant
Secretaries and Typists
BENEFITS INCLUDE:

PURE OIL

Many Benefits at

Welcomes you to join our organization. Come in to our employment department for an interview. Many fringe benefits are available to all regular employees; major medical, disability.
sick pay, profit sharing

AMPEX

...

Profit Sharing bonuses
Good starting rates
Automatic increases
Two weeks vacation 1st year
Company paid insurance

Tuition aid
Early seniority in new plants
Promotional opportunities
Air-conditioned new plants, parking lot,
cafeteria

Profit Sharing
APPLY

Phone, visit or write
Mr. R. J. Cramer

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
AT

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
PALATINE, ILL.
LA 9-7700
200 E. GOLF RD.

(Division of Addressogroph Multigraph Corp)

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

WANT- ADS'

7:45 AM. to 4:15 PM. 4:30 PM. to 1:00 AM.
11:00 PM to 7:00 AM.

-

'Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization
'Excellent Working Conditions
Good Vacation Plan

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ASSEMBLERS

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

Goo'd Starting Pay

256-1910

The Following Positions Are Now
Available For Men & Women
in Our New Air Conditioned Plants:

UTILITY MAN

Electric Mechanical Assembly experience is desirable, but
we will train if needed.

1800 W. Central Rd.

'

AMPEX

Individual desiring variety of duties would enjoy this job which includes light office maintenance
work, minor repairs to office furniture, servicing of pool cars, etc.

ASSEMBLERS
POSITIONS AVAILABLE ALL 3 SHIFTS
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN
Monday thru Friday
8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
TUESDAY & THURSDAY
8 A.M. to 8 P.M.

MEN & WOMEN

-------

CLERKS (Accounting.Department)

' Communications Technicians

MAINTENANCE MEN

Women

JOIN
Position now open on second shift for tabulating and computor operator trainees. Data processing schooling desirable, but we will train qualified applicant.

At

26 -Help Wanted Men a.

JOIN A PROFIT SHARING COMPANY

DATA PROCESSING TRAINEES

Is On The Move

McDONALDS HAMBURGERS
N W Hwy & Wilke
Mr Kimpel

26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
ARL. HTS.

AT

cXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITION

Good Starting Pay

Merit

APPLY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)

START NOW FOR A GOOD SUMMER JOB
.

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
2nd Shift Bonus
Profit. Sharing.

ETA 41.5

an equal opportunity employer

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

JOBS OFFER:

MOTOROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Roads Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

p,..

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

956-0990
An Equal Opportunity Employer

z

,.

24 -Help Wanted Men '

26 -.Help Wanted Men or

27 -Employment Agencies-

Women

______.

wanted Monday thru Friday, 12 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday,
10 to 2 30 p.m. Call Mt. Prospect News Agency, 392-1830.

PERSONNEL

UNDER NEW

MANAGEMENT

Larry's Restaurant
Male or Female. Call ar apply

action, good potential.

in person. Ask for Gene.

WAREHOUSEMEN

358-2852
Palatine

Rt. 12 & 53

for
opportunity
several at our now Niles Warehouse
Excellent starting

Women

SHEETS
392-1600
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

pany benefits. Experience not
required but helpful.

own

perienced workers or "willing
-to-learn" In the following de-

WORLD CARPETS

partments.

7405 N. Oak Park
Ave.
Niles, III.

o JEWELRY -CAMERA

647-p011
26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

TYPISTS
FULL OR PART TIME

Start between 4 & 6 P.M.

pointments (tell boss who Is com-

You will be sent to school at

Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942 N.
Altilwaukeo, AV 2-5050.

experience

full salary and expenses. You
will learn WHAT STOCKS TO
BUY, WHEN TO SELL. How to
take a position In a stock ex-

must have the ability to work,

change. Take advantage of
this training. And you aro on

Opportunity to loin the most

working
hours .., we've opening for exyour

o SPORTING GOODS
o CASHIERS
o DOMESTICS
o HEALTH & BEAUTY
AIDS

progressive recruiting firm in
the suburbs. Wo have grown
over 300% in 3 years and have
reputation
a
professional

second to none. No previous
To
necessary.
succeed in this business you

sell, and think. If Interested
Bud Cairns 392.5151.

STEINBERG

BAUM CO.

PARKER

SALES TRAINEE

$9000 +Car +Free

Ind. Floor

28 -Employment Agencies Women

qualified persons. Pro -rated
holiday and vacation benefits.

DRAFTSMAN
THAT WANTS
DESIGN

PLEASE APPLY

Holy Family

$800-$1000
Ideally your the kind of man
who is tired of doing routine
drawings and would like the
challenge of something new.

Hospital
299-2281

You will start by doing designs
of electro-mechanical mechan-

* CARVER
* COOK'S HELPER

Fine growth opportunity for
qualified candidates. Meals
and uniforms provided.

gineering staff on all phases of
R -D. From there It's up to you.
For details call:

medical experience necessary!
DOCTOR WILL TRAIN A COM-

ENGINEER'S

PLETE BEGINNER. You need some

ASSISTANT

that's all. 5440. FREE IVY, 7215
W. Touhy, SP 4.8585, 4942 N.

typing for bills & things, but

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

So will you.

Call Chris Grant 827-7706

Baby sitter my home, 5 day
week. 7:30 am' to 4:30 pm.

PLEASE APPLY

DIAL 392-6100

2nd Floor
Mt. Prospect

HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL

255-2915

Like

Part time,

11

a.m. to 2 p.m.

THE ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL FAMILY?

CHEF HAMBURGER, ELMHURST
RD. & DEMPSTER, 437-1616.

We need you if you are a:

SUPERVISOR - for P.M. Tour of Duty
STAFF NURSE

your community? Choose your
hours. No canvassing. Guaranteed Income. Call after
4 P.M. Mrs. Plaice. 255-7073

CONTACT NURSING CARE OFFICE.
437-5500, Ext. 633

PERSONNEL

SERVICES

CENTER

locations at top salaries. Dicta-

cal, electronic, electro-mechanical or mechanical MOS

CAREER

eral O'Hare area; some re-

O'HARE PERSONNEL

phone familiarity' helps. Call
for appointment or drop in unannounced - we like surprise
Ails for Miss
299-7131.

visits.

Doe.

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

following

Secretaries
Key Punch Oprs. '
Clerks
Dictaphone

MACHINE OPERATORS
We have just opened a large modern addition to our plant

TEMPORARY HELP - offers a

(ppgree Not Required)

excellent lighting, and a central heating and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary in the assembling of
our electronic component products. Advance with a growing
electronic company.

reports, assemble prototype tools & etc.

STOCKMEN (Shipping Department)

it ion . Greet clients, take
messages, type reports, In-

new plant: You will start as a

voices. The plush offices and
friendly people make this

Needs

METHODE MFG. CORP.
ROLLING MEADOWS

1700 HICKS ROAD

392-3500

If you do not want permanent employment but
would enjoy working one or two weeks at a time
we have the ideal job for you. Must be able to
work from 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

BETTY BEE

You are invited to come to our employment deoartment for an interview,

OFFER YOU THE JOB YOU'VE
HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.

BEEN WAITING FOR

In our Office:

Cumberland Office

PARKER

Center
380iE. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill. 60016
27 -Employment Agencies-.
Men

Mt. Prospect

CLERK -TYPIST
Various positions available for qualified individuals. Previous office
experience helpful but not always necessary.

CONTROL CLERK
Data Processing Control Clerk to check and adjust orders. Will learn
keypunch as part of job.

FOUR

Prefer 2 yrs. experience. Punching and
verifying Alpha and Numeric Systems

EXCHANGE OPENER AND INSPECTOR
Open and inspect returned merchandise. Lite and interesting work.

MANAGERS
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL

CARTON CLOSERS

TO $25,000

MACHINE TRAINEES
(Staple operators and nylon room trainees)

Must have 5 years successful soles background in one of the
following: Consumer Products, TBA,' Aircraft, Intangibles,
Capitol Equipment. College Degree desirable, but not necessary. Spanish secondary langudge required for International positions. Age open to 40. Call 299-7131 to schedule Interview. Resume may be necessary.

SUB -ASSEMBLERS

(pERHONNEL INC.
2590 E Devon (at River Road)

28 -Employment AgenciesWomen

392-2700

Please call Personnel Dept.
at 259-1620

'

28 -Employment AgenciesWomen

- YOUR MONEY LINE

graduates of '68
opportunity seekers
young careerists
housewives returning to work

'PAG hall/crafters ca
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

KEY PUNCH

forms, catalogs, and incentive gifts.

OPERATORS

ORDER PICKING

QUALITY CONTROL
Inspect new merchandise for size, color and fabric consistency.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Paid Vacations
Paid Sick Leave
Free Coffee
Pension Plan
Free Hospitalization

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

DEALER'S SUPPLY CLERK
Fill and pack orders from our Stylists; supply them with necessary

- Clean, lite work selecting merchandise for our customers. The walking
will help to keep you slim)

eAREER O'HARE

o 7 Paid Holidays
o Attendance Bonus

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
200 E. GOLF RD. LA 9-7700 PALATINE, ILL.

Office Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

SALES

IBM KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

' Earn money for those extra things you want by
joining our temporary office force. We are seeking
additions to our temporary employment pool.

Call Pete Briggs 827-7706

Call 253-6600

FEMALE PACKERS (Days or Nights)

TEMPORARY STAFF

LET

an ideal spot for you.

117 So. Emerson
2nd Floor

FEMALE

Bonus & incentive jobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits

special

$10,000-$11,000 YR.

manufacturing engineer. Ideally you have some background
in electromechanical assembly,
time -study, stopwatch or work
factor experience. You will
contribute to capital asset
investigations. You can move
up to project leader on new engineering project and cost
studies. For a confidential
summary of our client call,

PART TIME WORK

WE OFFER

background necessary to land

NO FEE.

RECEIVING CLERK

STOP IN OR CALL

this once in a life time pos-

Challenging position in a brand

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

which is complete with lunch room, largo clean locker rooms,

of Alpha Engineering, Inc.
Mt. Prospect
800 W. Central
or

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

(Some part time positions available)

Temporary Help Div.

FREE
experience

259-9600

STENOGRAPHERS- TYPISTS- CLERKS

$400 to $450

No

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

hailicrafiers co.

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

255-7330

RECEPTIONIST

Industrial Engineer

fer you and,your family.

ed additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the

Typists -Stenos

BILL BOX

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

WOMEN

days, weeks or months.

eAREER O'HARE

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just
a few minutes drive from your home.

variety of opportunities with
local suburban firms. Work

2590 E. DEVON (At River Rd.)

TYPISTS

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facYou will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

The opening of our new plant addition has creat-

experience desperately needed for variety of Internal
trouble shooting and field service/support programs. Full
training and orientation at
company expense. Any electri-

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

quick advancement.

CAREER

?ERSONNEL INC.

Capable individual needed to run tests, make

Elk Grove Village

BEAUTICIAN
Experienced

ARMED

typing qualifies you for most
of these very desirable positions In choice O'Hare area

,fie haincrafters

LPN

NURSING ASSISTANT - For Any Tour
of Duty

METHODE MFG. CORP.

Business or Secretarial school
required. High school

LE 7-5700

Join

up, filling orders at lunch time,
noon meal furnished. BURGER

Top Salary & Commission

not

Wheeling

1020 Noel Avenue
SP 5-4300

To

weekdays. Earn $1.75 an hour &

OFFICE

quire location. ALL JOBS FREE.
Call 299-7131 until 7 pm.

ENGINEER TRAINEE

TMA

WOMEN

qualifies. Most are in the gen-

is willing to see a project through.

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

You

Doctor's Office

SECRETARY'S

Men with service schooling and

Ambitious draftsman who enjoys variety and

Age over 30.

Would

Receptionist

BEGINNING

$500 TO $650

DRAFTSMAN

.

SECREARY

299-2281

CL 3-8983

TECHS

MALE

-

Experienced - good typing skills:, shorthand helpful. Should have good telephone communication.

1

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.

HALLMARK

COMPANY, INC.

To Fill The Following Positions

0 -Help Wanted Women

SALES

child, own. trans. Refs. 392-6273

Salaries $325 to $1300
'07 N. EVERGREEN, ARL. HTS.

117 S. Emerson

QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS

420. Crescent circular saw with
3 hp motor. Small Backe' industrial oven. 3 hp motor,
220.440 V., 3 phase. Small air
compressor with motor. All
items in good cond., best offer
considered. Call Mr. Saemrow.
evenings
384.6100,
Jays
392.5987.

An equal opportunity employer

quiring stable, responsible person.

Would you like to earn $40$100 per week representing
World Book and Childcraft in

Practical shop oriented man
will not need a degree on this
one. Be an assistant to a top
rated mfg. engineer willing to
educate you on the job to fill
his shoes. He'll move up soon.

PARKER

NEEDS

50, The Major, makes copies
from original 14" wide. 21"
reel type Pincer lawn mower
with impulse starter. AB Dick
Mimeograph machine, Model

8 hour, 5 day week. Challenging position re-

MOTHERS

Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

NO FEE

$9000

WESTERN ELECTRIC

Women

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

3M Thermofax machine, Model

PART TIME

appts., take messages. No

FOOD SERVICE MGR.

26 -Help Wanted Men or

bookkeeping or accounting helpful but not essential. Good
starting salary, pleasant working
conditions, excellent opportunity
for personal and professional
growth.

Good secretarial skills required plus ability to
set up files 'and maintain bookkeeping records.
Other varied and interesting duties. Full time -

Secretary -

GIRL

welcome folks Into office, usher
them into examining when Doctor is ready, answer phones, set

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

Rolling Meadows, Ill.

girl with good secretarial skills
plus ability to work accurately
with figures. Some exposure to

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, Ill.

GAL FRIDAY

ing and answering phone.

bo hit receptionist. You'll

253-6600

3800 Golf Rd.

eAREER O'HARE

Part time, 10 hrs. a week typ-

Nearby Doctor will train you to

PERSONNEL
Cumberland Office

APPLY:

unusual.

T BE

DORAINCTOR'SO

isms. You will work with en.

Merchandise
for

opportunity

1st BAPTIST CHURCH

2rid Floor
Mt. Prospect

27 -Employment Agencies Men

Outstanding

132 -Miscellaneous

439-0276 before noon

PARKER

GET RESULTS

Part Time weekend hours. Day
Shift
Excellent
salary for

DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

Find something different and

SECRETARY WANTED

Ph. 537-9430

T

DAY WANT ADS

various

PARK EMPLOYMENT
Wheelie
251 E. Dundee Rd.

117 So. Emerson

LAB TECHS

PUBLIC RELATIONS

clerical positions.

.

Des Plaines

for

Gals

WANTED:

Call 253-6600

1500 Birchwood

Prospect, Ill.

To The Controller

392-2779

No previous exp. required. Our
client, a large Chgo. based
manufacturer, will train you
to represent them to all major airlines discussing and showing
some of the most sophisticated
yet
equip.
communication
made. No previous experience

3225 Kirchoff Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

Mart, 400 W. Central Rd., Mt.

SECRETARY

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537-1100
FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW

BORED

Cleaning lady 1 morning a week
$10. Own trans. References.

if you are seriously thinking

WINGS &WHEELS

Park Ridge

With your present job???
Call Miss Dee at 299-7131

'30 -Help Wanted Women

Mt. Prospect

nec.

30 -Help Wanted WO:11C...
Woman, part time, Monday thru
Friday, no Saturdays, Sundays,
or holidays. Open Pantry Food

'

2590 E. Devon (at River Road)

117 So. Emerson

about a successful career in
the area of sales -marketing.

PHONE -MISS DONNA
686-7630

1661 N. Northwest Hwy.

Page 15

?EtISONNEL INC.

AIRLINE EQUIPMENT

Here Is an exceptional opport.

SEE THE STORE MANAGER

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

ing in & when) type letters, do
detail. It's o busy lobl A lot of
fun- tool FREE IVY, 7215 W.

Call 253.6600

fering the top employee benefits.

automatic typewriter. Regular company benefits.

your way to a VERY SUCCESSFUL CAREER. No previous exp.
required -NO FEE.

in a prestige position offering
an above average Income call

EXCELLENT WORKING conditions In modern stores of-

Will train on exciting new

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

phones, sot the day's ap-

FULL TIME HELP!
SELECT

YOU'LL MEET THEM ALLI Answer

client, one of America's LARGBROKERAGE firms, will
EST
train you In all the In and outs
of Brokerage Management.

Counselor

and insurance, plus other com-

spection, now features, etc.

all over seek him out for car in-

One In a thousand jobs. Our

GROW WITH USW

THE DAY
Thursday, -March 14, 1968

ATTRACTIVE POSITION

on Sport cars. Famous racers from

$700 & Free School

Recruiting

Male & Female

salary with increases as you
learn Paid vacations and paid
holidays Paid hospitalization

30 -Help Wanted Women

For young lady in Research Department of Editorial Division. Must have BA. degree, preferably in
Library Science. Good salary, pleasant surroundings and many benefits.

Your boss Is mechanical expert

Excellent

-

30 -Help WantedWomen

MEET FAMOUS
RACING DRIVERS!
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

Want to Make
Mqney in the
Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee

Our office. Ago open. If you
like. people and using the
phone we need you. Lots of

30 -Help Wonted Women

28-Employni,m1Ag9ncies-

27-Employmorit itgleDC143.
Men

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just
a few minutes drive from your home.

We'll teach you what to look for.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

Warehouse Hours: 8:15 a.m. to 4:45 p.m.

tion,, major medical and the opportunities for

Earn 'while you enjoy a pleasant day's work with friendly suburban housewife
companions. Good pay, regular increases, excellent benefit program, cafeteria, liberal employee discount on beautiful Beeline Fashions, modern air'
conditioned facilities. You'll love itl

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

quick advancement.

fer you and your family.

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

259-9600.

.

JLAUL

acca,

392-2700

1100 HICKS RD.

ROLLING MEADOWS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Holmes & Assoc., Inc.
Randhurst Shopping Center (Suite 23A -Upper Level)

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

.e.

380 Meyer Road

Bensenville

PO 6-2250
Interviewing Hours: Monday -Friday 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.,
Saturday, till I 1 a.m.

hafficrafiers co,
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation
.

...

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE' DAY

30 -Holy Wanted Women

30 -Help Wonted Women

-

- Page 16
30 -Help Wanted Women

.

30 -Hall{ Wanted Women

soliciting.;
774.5353!

time phone
MR HOWARD
Part

SECRETARY - STENO

A young woman with good
shorthand and typing skills.
Modern new air conditioned
office Many company benefits, free hospitalization.

sponsibilities. Light typing

2nd & 3rd SHIFT

in

small pleasant notional sales
and distribution office.

Many company benefits including profit shoring.

PROTOTYPE

PART TIME
11 A.M. to 2 P.M. Weekdays

ELECTRONIC

$1.75 per Hr. & Lunch

MOTHERS -.earn $1.75 an hr.
and lunch, filling orders at

ASSEMBLER

lunch time 11 A.M. to 2 P.M.

Rewarding position open for

weekdays from now
school is out in June.

individual with basic Inspection

to perform in process inspection on complete assemblies

and first piece inspection on
fabricated parts

primary' measuring
gauges necessary and know-

Use
'

of

ledge of blueprints helpful.

until

FREE UNIFORMS

McDONALD'S
HAMBURGERS

0 Close -To -Home Company,

would like to advance
interesting career jobs in:

Call or Apply

to

4 pm.

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon r'

Switchboard-Receptibnist.

DISPLAY FURNITURE'

MFG. CORP.

You'll enjoy our interesting work building proto-

Interesting variety of duties
relating to Transportation and
Traffic. On the job training

provided.' Duties include typing
1700 HICKS RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

392-3500

letters,

memos,
forms ..,nd
reports. Some outside telephone
contacts and basic arithmetic
starting
computation.
Good
salary,
complete range of
benefits, and excellent advancement opportunities. Prefer busi-

ness minded woman interested

Juniors
$600

type models of electronic military equipment.

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver
Will separate.
Phone 296-7771,

CALL MRS. GOLZ

1/3 off the regular price fam-

GENERAL

ous name brand carpets, as low
as $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.
724-6257

2201 Touhy
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

ACCOUNTING
Seniors
$950

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537-1100
FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW

fer you and your family.

EMPLOYERS PAY
OUR.FEES
We are staffing for 7 account-

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, Ill.

ing positions with new divisions
of leading national companies.,

An equal opportunity employer

3 hours can qualify you; anything over 12 hours makes

Your inquiry
status
handled in strict confidence.
senior

259-9600

executive in direction of multi.
plant personnel functions for

DAY WANT ADS

programs, communications &

near major. expressways.'

Call

Conrad rhythm guitar & Gibson
Voyager amplifier, excel. cond
evenings &
weekends,
439-4431.
CHECK OUR CLOSEOUT
INSTRUMENT SALE

R. J. CRAMER

LIN

1st.

I

TIMBERLAKE VILLAGE'
bdrm.apts. Includes heat, hot
,water, cooking gas range, refrig.
iplus: SWIMMING POOL. Deposits now being accepted for
immediate occupancy.

'1

0 to 3 years experience ideal for secretarial positions now open in several departments. Duties are varied and interesting.

Here's your chance to get the
job every girl wants. Deal

a lob that never stops being

TYPISTS

challenging.

Airline experience would be

We will train qualified 'typists to operate billing machines in accounting department. Excellent
opportunity to learn new skill.

ment, brand new, $60 value,
$45. Coll CL 9-3533.

371/2 hour week

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR (Payroll)
Experienced keypunch 'operator for payroll department. Payroll experience very helpful but
not required. Individual should be able to prepare program cards.

SPURRED COMPRNY
205 S Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Prior general office experience desired for clerical assignments In accounting department.

Beginning positions now open in credit department for individual wanting clerical assignment
No typing involved.

Clerk
DICTAPHONE OPERATOR

general office responsibilities.

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR.
Day shift openings for experiences operator or we will train individual with moderate typing
skills.

sick pay, profit snaring.

44 -Dogs,. Pets and

tent and experienced individual
In the group insurance field.
Responsible high school grad

Equipment

with good typing, math, com-

German Shop. pups AKC, Champ
sire,
bred for temperment..

munications and human relations

439-5834 aft. 6 or weekends.

skills desired Opportunity to
assist In other personnel de-

Min. Schnauzer puppies AKC,'
home raised selective breed-

partment activities.

CONTACT

MR GUZZARDO
537-1100
For Details and Interview

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.
777 Wheeling Rd , Wheeling, Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
200 E. GOLF RD.

LA 9-7700

PALATINE, ILL.

ing. 392-3737 after 4 pm.
FREE KITTENS
6 WEEKS

259-4087
IN TIME FOR EASTER.

AN EQUAL.OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

FAMILY EXPANDING

AKC Min. Schnauzer pups. Home
raised. FL 8-2699 after 6
or week ends.

255-5655

1964 Cust. Tempest 2-dr, P/S,
auto. trans., like new tires, very

fam-

OPEN 9 TO 9

'67 MUSTANG

poss. Owner. 392-5429.
MT. PROSP.--3 bedroom town
house, 1-1/2 baths, $175; avail-

'66 CHEVELLE SS

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION? This

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

at MT. PROSPECT

eitAt6

*Member

M.A.P.

V8, Power glide, Power steering, Radio, heater, w/w's.
Exceptionally clean.

$1795

at PALATINE
101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358.0744

Multiple

'65 RAMBLER
CLASSIC 550
4 Dr., Automatic Transmission,
Radio, Heater.

listing Service

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

Arlington Heights
255-6320.358-1502 894-1330

*Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

$995

Dick,

Roselle

WieforFyrn

"Country Living"
All Brick Ranch

AUTHORIZQO

Full basement, 11/2 baths, extra large 2 car garage attached

to this 3 bedroom family home on a large 100' x 200' lot.
10' x 20' kitchen has custom birch cabinets and adjoining
dinette. $27,500.

Roselle in Town

..52 9 L70 .
PEWSUNOCYS.

"Roman Brick"
Is featured on this exceptional 3 bedroom ranch. The Slate
foyer opens to a 12' x 30' living and dining combination,
11/2 ceramic baths with vanities. Kitchen boasts formica finished cabinets. The full basement is sectioned Into a family

102 -Trucks, Troikas

room and utility area. 2 car attached garage. $33,500

Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, tra-

CLOSEOUT SALE

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds
vel trailers, pickup coaches &

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.

Call 253-2416.

1 Sun. 12 noon to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E.

Arl. Hts. - 3 bedrm. brk, irreg.,
lot, Ivg-dng rm, 2 comp. baths,.
1 -car att. gar., plenty of closet

"

iof McHenry.
PH. 815-385-6333
,.

& storage space, gas heat, walltowall crptg, custom-made
drapes, self -defrosting refrig.,
built -In elec. oven & range,
By1

Steering,

$1995

able April 1st. possibly sodner.

washer & dryer. $23,000.
owner. 259-7326 aft. 6.

Power

very low mileage.

OPEN HOUSE SAT. & SUN.
MT. PROSP.
spacious 3 bdrm.

air cond'g, hot water bsbd. heat,'
2 car att. gar., carpets, drapes,
etc. Nr. Randhurst. $37,900 or
best qualified offer. ' Immed.

1960 PONTIAC 2 DOOR.

AfT, P/B, PS. Best Offer.
253-6673

White with black vinyl roof,

900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9030

bit. brk ranch, full bsmt, cent.

1959 CHRYSLER VERY CLEAN.
$300 or best offer.
CL 3-6264 after 5 pm.

Automatic,

present price. $28,950.

Prospect Hts. Beautifully Idcpd
1V2 acre deluxe 3 bdrm. custom

1962 2 -door Rambler American.
Stick shift, $200. 392-2592 after

of

Lots

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

carpeting, garage, 1/2 block from
elementary
school;
$24,500;

136 W. Northwest Highway
381.6663
Barrington, III.

area off the kitchen. 11/2 baths,
separate utility room. For summer fun, you'll just love the enclosed porch. Don't wait! Call
us today) $23,900

TRANSFEREE IN NEED OF

spit & span kit., water sftener,
air cond. bdrm., wall to wall

cond. 392.1195.

fun. Spacious living room dining "L". Excellent eating

spacious bedrms., new carpet.
ing. 21/2 car attached garage.
Priced well under builder's

ranch with many unusual extras,
paneled bdrm. & utility rm.,

1962 Ford Country Squire wa9 pass. full power, air-

gon,

ELK GROVE

has separate formal dining
room, huge Rec. Room, 3

86 -Real Estate -Houses

seen. 437-3977.

has everything ate reasonable
price. Spacious family kitchen,
20'x14' paneled family room,
114 baths. 2 car garage. Excellent floor plan. $24,000.

Prospect Hts.
Mt. Prospect
537-8660
CL 9.0200
Member M.A.P. Multiple

seeking eminent rental ac-

R&H, low miles. $395. Must be

4 bedroom ranch home that

9 month new deluxe hi -level

basement, 2 baths, cabinet
kitchen. Steel pier. Located in
Southern Wisconsin. 299-0253.
a

'65 MGB, British racing green,
wires, 5 bearing engine. $1450.

1967 OLDS 88 HARDTOP.
LOADED WITH EXTRAS
LIKE NEW. 259-2651

Listing Service

LAKE FRONT 3 bedroom year
round ranch. 2 car garage, full

GOING OUT

1954 Mercury, 2 dr. hard fop,
cdt,
good second car, best
'offer. Call CL 3-9122 after 5 pm.

JEEP DEALER

Bu.s

407 N. Forest.

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358.3200

35 S. Vail, Arlington Hts.

surance plans under one compe-

FOR RENT
3 bedrooms. Enclosed breezeImmediate
Garage.
way,
Possession. Arlington Heights.

commodations in Barrington
area for 1-yr. or less. 381-6311.

wheels. 3 weeks old.
259-9438
For Information about the FINEST

tires, clean. Asking $650.
392-2856

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES

'

THE CHANDELIER

ties of four group medical in-

Et ME
REALTY

82 -Wanted To Rent

FL 9-3200,

1963 Volkswagen, radio, snow

Ask

E A LVTP.1
12 E. Busse 1209 N. Elmhurst

Transf'd exec. w/4 member fam-

Come in and Save

resulted

baths,

RR

CL 3-7600

OF BUSINESS

In a decision to combine activi-

21/2

garage.

'George:

ily

10x50' x '67 mobile home, wallto-wall crptg., mint cond, low

1965 Buick Le Sabre 2 dr. hdtp,
P/S, P/B, A/T, R/H. Top shape.
about other equipment.
$1495 or best offer. 439-1953

11.11

extras.
Now Reduced to $40,900

Member: M.A.P. Multiple
Listing Service

14 -inch chrome reversed

Everything Must' Be Sold
Terrific Reductions!

level.

attached

76 -To Rent Houses

HOSPITAL

98 -Mobile Homes

ranch home, ideal for family

ily room & rec. room. 2 car

259 E. Rand, Mt. Prospect

JOHNSON WATER

ADMINISTRATION
hos

split

REALTY

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(employee's entrance on
Biesterfield Rd.)
437-5500, ext. 591 or 592

We're going places -Join us Enjoy MAGIC MOMENTS with
'JOHN O'NEIL IN HAWAII. Two
tours forming now. For information, call CL 5-0406.

Well designed brick and frame

room Brick & aluminum sided

;CABE

ditioning equipment contact -

Welcomes you to join our organization. Come In to our employment department for an interview. Many fringe benefits are available to all regular employees; major medical, disability,

sion. $36,900

COMPLETE PACKAGE
Don't miss this large 3 bed-

$200.

water softeners & water con-

PURE OIL

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses-

Mt. Prospect

A & P Shopping Center.
Models opon 10-6 p.m.
Weekdays
12-5 p.m. Saturdays & Sundays
For rental information Call:
Model PH. 253.0800; Chicago weekdays only - 267-7270

ST. ALEXIUS

Four

Evening hours 5 p.m. to 1;30 a.m. No prior experience necessary as we will train.

ING RM., family kitch. with

Member: M.A.P. Mult.
List. Serv.

Arlington Heights,
WilloW, Palatine Rds. Behind

CONTRIBUTIONS
NEEDED NOW

sell on contract. 773-0491

92 -Vacation Places

bbl., 3 spd. Hurst, mags, chrome

Palatine

baths,

apts. Air conditioned, all ap-

March 16 from'
9 am to 7:30 pm

cf..5-1167-

JANITRESSES

PHONE 595-0315

INSURANCE

RUMMAGE SALE
ODDS AND ENDS

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

W. T. GRANT
619 Thomas Drive
Bensenville, III.

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bedrm, set,
new $165.251-7385:

assignment.

requests,

filing, some light typing and

SERVICE CENTER

CL 3-6916.

Willing to train above average typist to operate dictaphone. Variety of work involved In this

Excellent benefits, top pay.

11/2

CL 3-6493.

CLERKS

GENERAL CLERKS

APPLY

ft.
$175.

16

excellent shape.

ferobe. Excellent condition. $75.

Office

New branch office of national
service department needs office telephone clerk to handle

ft. mahog. sailboat,

Crib, chest of drawers, ch if-

No typing involved.

Telephone

10

mast,

bdrm.,

pliances.

Lewyt vacuum cleaner, all equip-

helpful High school grad.,
excellent company benefits,

775-2550

412 S. Phelps, An. Hts.

2

Ig.

fer. CL 3-7244

728 Northwest Hwy.
358.5560

APTS.
Deluxe

16 rm.

rm. house,

reverse. R/H, $1000 or best of-

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full basement, att. 21/2 car garage, 2t/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

COUNTRY CLUB

Bsmt. Sale: Duncan Phyfe dinette tble; TV; much misc. Mar.
15 aft. 5, Mar. 16 & 17, 9 to 5.

10

barn, 40 acres on Sisabagama
Lake with 1800' frontage. Ideal
for camp grounds $38,000. Will

'64 Chrysler 2 dr. hdrp. 383-4

Mon. to Frl. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 10 am. to 5 p.m.

Member

M.A.P. Mult. List. Serv.

.439.4100:

.!..444

p.m.

with an array of people on

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect

253.7600

MWNT PRU

lodge plus

i 6 P.M.

-MT. PROSPECT

An Equal Opportunity Employer

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise
Deep freeze deluxe chest, 12
cu. ft., 300 lb. cap., $50, 1st.
class cond. VA 4-0988, after 4

REALTY

259-4901

ease May 1st. 439-5294
lool,

appointments arranged

per acre.

Phone 773.0701 or NA 5-9399

bdrm. apt.,
Mt. Prosp. deluxe
air-cond., utilities. Sub1

Evening

vacant parcels can be bought
on terms. A real good investment in top location, $2000

NE. Cor. Rte. 20 and Rte. 53
(Lake 51.1, Itasca, III.

MCCABE

$140. 3 blks. to N.W. depot &
April

3

family room. Full basement.

Arl. Hts. attractive 1 bdrm. apt.
Occup.

ranch.

bedrooms, 2 baths. 1st floor

El Rey Music Center
7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180

shopping.

frame

and

Brick

$69.501

956.0990

Hayward, Wisc. area,

'clean. $800. 259-2094 aft. 4.

$22,500

$34,400

electric guitar, red,
double pickup,Americanmade,

Replies Confidential

RECEPTIONIST

$24,900.

WAYNE AREA - 5 to 15 acre

MT. PROSPECT

Hero Every Wednesday

2201 Lunt Avenue
Elk Grove Village

SECRETARIES & STENOGRAPHERS

sided ranch on

wooded half acre. 3 spacious
living
bedrooms, carpeted
room with fireplace, full basement, complete new kitchen
with all built-ins. Large dining
area, ceramic bath, gas forced
air heat, 2 car garage, black
top drive. REAL SHARP for

ment. Low Taxes.

74 -To Rent Apartments

Des Pldtnes, Ill.

Careful analysis

Brick & frame 4 bedrm. bi-

vinyl

Ranch. 3 bedrooms, full base-

.

New

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Sharp

FENCED -YARD 16' x 34'
SWIMMING POOL, COMPLETE
W/FILTER SYSTEM.

PALATINE

Phone, write or visit:

JOIN OUR ORGANIZATION

Wooded Charm

Palatine

Realtor
123 S. Ar . Fits. Rd. 150 S. Main
M Prospec
Arl. Hts.
392.7150
255-8000

or offer. CL 3.6512.

CORP.

Cumberland
Office Center
380 E Northwest Hwy.

service

Philippe Bros. Realty
NW. HWY.

91 -Resort Properties
For Sale

i 99 -At; tomobile For Sale

Wood Dole
E.

Annen & Busse
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
255-9111
28 E. Northwest Hwy., An. Hts.
253-1800
570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove
439-4700

payments. 437-6542.

$30,900.

LY.1.0.

Rood" guitar, with case. $300

Personnel

customer

an ideal family home.

spacious utility room & large
screened Florida room. Call
for pictures. Chicago phone
AD 67 LB 174-16
SP 7-3600

ed garage. $38,900.

'60 Mercury 4-dr V.8, auto. trans.,

Gibson Model ES330 "King of the

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

._GET RESULTS

new

Vacant Acreage

Good starting salary, regular
salary reviews, profit sharing,
5 day week and air conditioned executive offices located

Hallmark

and

maker who will love the con-

venience of this Arl. Hts. area.
3 nice bedrms., 11/2 baths, and

55 -Musical Instruments

work than the overage job

Call Dom Giambrone 827.77061

interesting

You provide one happy home-

BUYS LIKE:

DAY WANT ADS

proposed

GET RESULTS

private secretarial duties.
Prefer girl with secretarial
skills and
personality who
would like to do more creative

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

the

Florida's largest lake, 3 miles
south. The home comes equipped with birch built in kitchen,
ceramic tile bath, carport,

(tree in yard) and a beautiful
large cabinet filled kitchen.

level. 21/2 baths, 2I/a att. car
garage. Built-in oven, range,
dishwasher.
disposal
&
iRaperies, carpeting. $36,900

CALL 358-6800

major electronics company.
involves
personnel
Position

Me ha/A-rafters co.

CAN YOU MAKE APPLE

358-1800

homes. Big savings. Will separate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

of

Florida Disney properties for a
total price of $8,995. This price
includes a large landscaped lot
& rights & privileges to a white
sand beach and best landing on

40% to 6d% OFF

offers.

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service -

434

ery.

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

south

QUICK SALE PRICE

773-0252

constructed

masonry

rm.

home in the heart of Florida's
high, dry dairy land, 53 miles

!HELP!!

Unusually'interesting job assist.
ing top Industrial Relations

in career employment.

6

Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.

ence a must.

quick advancement.

brand new completely finished

a full basement all make this

After,l2 Noon

EXEC. SECRETARY'
TO

Chicagoland rent. You can own a

PIE???
This home provides the apples

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

439-1805

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe model

ization, major medical and the opportunities for

your way to living in the Florida
sun for less than your present

Member Homerica,
notional homef indlog service

Indus. Relations Mgr.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious

535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.
South Arl. Hts.
CL 3.8100

Arlington Realty Inc.

Background should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experi-

company parking lot, free life insurance, hospital-

Prices are going up April 1st.
Now for a limited ,time $300
down, $40 mo. starts you on

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

a few minutes drive from your home.

GENERAL OFFICE

208 S. Main St.
Mt. Prospect
CL 5-1515

Huge discounts. 824-7351

Excellent starting salary.
Modern pleasant office.

FLORIDA

550 W. Northwest Hwy.
orth Arl. Hts.
392-8100

bell. Wed. & Fri. 10 am to

1st

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just
METHODE

Action
Realtors

ture. 911 E. Miner St., Arl. Hts.,

cessing,
e Customer Service
and
Office
0 Gen.

259-1500
Open 9 to 9
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

SEE THE ....

Kit., bedrm & living rm. furni-

o Billing and Order Pro-

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

Wilke & Northwest Hwy.

Call after 5, 259-0566

bedroom Colonial. Family
room, fireplace, formal dining
room, 21/2 vanity ceramic
baths, custom cabinet kitchen
w/built-ins. 1st floor utility
room, basement. 2 car attach4

Parkhaven Bldrs.

Contemporary wal. veneer bedrm. set: bkcase dble bed, dble.
dresser, mirror, chest & 2 nice
tables. Like new. CL 5-8713

Barrington, Ill.

126 W. Main

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION

Oflaggrd9T-19PiX.

2 white 6 yr. cribs, complete -alike.

No Shorthand Required

WORK IN:
ci New, Ultra -Modern Facilities
O. Completely Air -Conditioned Offices

SALE.TOMORROW

. $15 each.

We hove several job opportunities for good typists who

JOIN THE WORK-IN

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
255-2955

$43,500

Will separate. 259-2562

TYPIST?
WOMEN

-FAB INSPECTOR

CL 3.5239

American oversize sofa
and wing chair. Excellent cond,

GOOD.

YOUR FAMILY will cippieciate
this 5 bedroom home overlooking a wild life refuge. It is the
last house on a dead end street

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

Early

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

att. 2 -car gar. On 1 acre wooded
lot. $35,500. 815-338-1399.

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
DU 1-3434

FOR A

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

REASONABLE.

FURNITURE.

LE 7:2510

2201 Estes Ave , Elk Grove
439-1100

on 100'x150' lots '-

All red brick, living rm, fam. rm,
ding rm, 3 frplcs, full band,

and only 3 miles from the village.

LIST TODAY

DANISH MODERN LIVING ROOM

Call 255-1611
Miss McFeely

Wheeling

1150 S. Willis

80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830

carpeted living and dining
room. Finished rec. room. At.
2
car garage. Mid
$30's. By owner. 824-4530.

Packed

4 MODELS

leaves, pads included. CL 5.6424.

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

FILE CO.

SECOND SHIFT

1300 N. on Yale St,

light wood, drop-leaf table, 2

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

NICHOLSON

CORPORATION

IN SHERWOOD

refrigerator,
10 cu. ft., good condition. $25.
electric

Modern 9 pc. dining room set,

opportunity employer.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS
COACH LIGHT MANOR
2 year old brick and cedar 3
bedroom bi.level. 11/2 baths,

With

Exc. cond. 259.9182

255-6814

Retail sales experience help.
ful. Full or parttime. An equal

patio.

NW RR station. 392-3486.

2 twin bed headboards tufted
vinyl, nylon frieze beige sofa.
Serve)

Interesting and diversified re-

conditioned,

or without appliances. Convenient to shopping. 2 blocks to C &

259-8618

ACTIVITY

OFFICE

Woodstock, 11g. 3 bedrm. home.

2 bedrooms, large living room.
Air

must see to appreciate. Call

VERIFICATION

WOMEN WANTED

GENERAL

86-Re61 Estetti-Hotisit 7..

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENT

i.
Beige sofa, 80", good condition,

CREDIT

HOUSEWIVES Work at home.!
-

!

186-Rpal Estate:Mouses

106 -Real Estate -Houses

47 -Home Furnishings. Furniture

30 -Help Wanted

Thursday, March 14, 1968'

11.1 -Motorcycles and
Scooters

529-2235
t P.RVING PARK RD.

ROSELLE. ILL

'

1967 HONDA 90.
Very low mileage -Best offer.
Call 392-1570 after 5 p.m.

womeett git Reed edatz
Women have long been active in real estate_ selling.
Presumably their natural instinct for home making has
been a predominant factor in their phenomenal success in this field, Women have wielded a big influence
in increasing the number of home owners in this area
and deserve their rightful praise. We present our wo-

BUYER'S GUIDE

men in real estate!

Real Estate &Builders

'

Mary Matteson
Kemmerly Real Estate

F. B. K. Real Estate

Jean Slonlan
Falkanger Real Estate

Arlyne Morrow
Kemmerly Real Estate

Muriel Maitland
Baird A Warner, Arl. Hgts.

Ann Purdy

Jeanne H. Harris
Homefinders at Palatine

Barbara Snyder
Annen A Busse Real Estate

Carlene Kumla
Gallery of Homes Northwest

Mae Kraybill
Annen Z Busse Real Estate

Lillian Marshall
Arlington Realty

Bee Hanson
Gallery of Homes Northwest

Cecila Schwartz
Falkanger Real Estate

Dorothy tYleary McCabe
McCabe Real Estate

Melba Berg
McCabe Real Estate

Charmaine Anderson
George L. Busse Real Estate

Dorothy Jacobs
Arlington Realty

June Broberg
George L. Busse Real Estate

Lucille Henke
Kemmerly Real Estate

Annen

Reva Peters
Busse Real Estate

ORA

Corinne Wegner
McCabe Real Estate

Margaret Christian
Baird b Warner,

Evelyn Hines
Arlington Realty

,
Kay Lenten
George L Busse Real Estate

Mt. Prospect
.Estasetbs..._

SUPPLEMENT TO

Map flublicationo, Jut.
THURSDAY, MARCH 14, 1968
Mary McAndrew
F. B. K. Real Estate

Jan Jacob
. Bruns Real Estate

Lola Allen
Bruns Real Estate

HOME BUYER'S GUIDE
Thursday, Marche 14.11968
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Corar.Co
That's all you need - WALK -TO -EVERYTHING: shopping, schools,
train, PIONEER PARK. All this - plus 3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths, full
basement, 1 V2 car garage.

MR. AND MRS. SELLER
How quickly your home sells
depends upon how many
potential home buyers SEE
your home. This is the
advantage which THE
GALLERY OF HOMES
NORTHWEST has over
competitive home -selling
methods. Your home is
continuously ON DISPLAY...,
night and day ... in attractive
attention -getting backlightet
display showcases.

$30,900.

Debate

The Northwest Suburban Board of

Realtors will hold its regular monthly din.:
ncr meeting tonight at 7 at Rolling Green

Country Club, Rand Rd.. at Euclid. Arlington Heights.

358-180
OPEN

9 to 8

434 E. Northwest Hwy., Palatine III. 60067

CONFIDENCE

YOU CAN SHAKE ON!

The program will cqnsist of a debate
on whether or not Minas should have a
Constitutional Convention --a question
which will appear on the ballots for the
Nov. 5 election.

Speaking against the Constitutional
Convention will be Gilbert Feldman, a
partner in the law firm of Kleiman,
Cornfield and Feldman in Chicago.

Feldman's firm specializes in the field of
labor law and represents numerous labor
unions in the midwest area.

Feldman was the attorney who argued

the judicial reapportionment case involving the State of Illinois in the federal
courts. He also successfully fought the case

of Germano vs. Kerner, which resulted.in
legislative reapportionment in the state of
Illinois. Feldman is currently assigned by

the United Steelworkers of America to
repreSent it in implementation of its resolution to oppose Con -Con.

Supporting the Constitutional ConA color slide projection system features the community around your
home, schools, churches, as well as
recreational facilities. If you plan
to sell, CALL ONE OF. OUR thoroughly
qualified and professional sales
counselors to discuss The Gallery
Way of Selling Your Home.

vention will be James T. Otis, a partner
in the law firm of Spray, Price, Hough

George

SSe

& Cushman of Chicago. Otis is a member
and current chairman of the Chicago Bar
Association Committee on Constitutional
Convention Information Service and, since

REALTORS
The Grand Old Name in Real Estate!

the Illinois Consitution Study Com-

965. has been serving as a member of

mission, by appointment of the governor.

T e Face
Of _Future
Unlike awards in many other fields, the '
13 International Design citations handed

Area's Exclusive Member
Gallery of Homes, Inc....
Continent's Largest Franchised
Real Estate Organization with
over 150 offices from New
England to Hawaii.

out by the American Institute of Interior
Designers at the Pick -Congress hotel in
Chicago do not merely assign top honors

for home and business designs of the

NEED ROOM! CHECK THIS TEN ROOM
Raised ranch with its 4 -bedrooms, 21/2 ceramic baths, big family room plus a recreation room.
Lower level completely carpeted with radiant heat in floor. Its a beauty!

AT ONLY $38,000

previous year.

They depict the face of the future and
identify the new technological trends in
furniture design, and will guide amateur
home planners by indicating creative ideas
in interior furnishings.

The annual A.I.D. award program was
started 23 years ago, and while winners
in the various categories come from the
widest possible range of lands across the

Member M.A.P.

globe, all nominees and winners have their

products available for American

Multiple Listing Service

homeowners in national outlets.
WELL

LANDSCAPED

3 -BEDROOM. BRICK

ranch with good size kitchen with built-in general electric oven and range. Carpeting in living room. 2 -car garage. Good location - well
maintained
$19,500.

ATTRACTIVE 3 -BEDROOM RANCH that our
salespeople say is in terrific condition. Big
12x24' kitchen, 11/2 ceramic baths, Viz car
hooted garage, new carpeting in living ream,
hall and 1 -bedroom, drapes thruout.
ASKING $26,500

Open Weekday evenings 6 to 8 p.m.

or

REALTORS

314 S. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Phone 253-2500

1.1.SSe

Integrity in Real Estate ... Since 1923
1209 N. Elmhurst Rd.
Cocof Hintz & Elmhurst Rds.
Prospect Heights

537-8660

12 E. Busse Ave.

Next to the Library
Mount Prospect

CL 9-0200

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

ONE ATTRACTIVE NEW idea,
equally suitable for indoor or outdoor use,

a one-piece fiber -glass chair with a
sculptured look. A Swiss entry, this winis

ning design also lends itself to business and
institutional decor.
Other top awards went to such products
as
a
French chaise lounge featuring

synthetic foam over steel tubing and with
zippered two-way stretch fabric covering;
an Italian light stand allowing adjustment
of height and of light beams at any angle;
a collection of bold hand -printed fabrics
from Finland; textured chevron wallpaper
patterns; pin -stripe vinyl wall coverings by
Comark Plastics; an electric desk clock of
aluminum and rosewood with an off -center
window for telling time; textured vinyl

coverings for hard floors in a 50 -color
range; Pittsburgh Corning's structural glass

window clear glass units, sculptured and
decorated versions of glass bricks: soft floor

coverings of nylon and Zefran acrylic

fiber, outlining shapes of Greek houses;
and Architectural Fiberglass' offering of
street furniture of 'a planter bench to scat
eight.

.

.

.

,,

: ..........
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Fresh Driving

How to Win The War On Pesky Jobs
Decisions, decisions . . . where to
start on those home repairs?
"Divide and conquer" can help you win

the war on those pesty jobs 'which keep
piling up and cause the familiar condition
known as Homeowner Harassment.

Winter is an ideal time to tackle the
problem. Your best tools are always ,at
hand: paper and pencil.

START BY MAKING two lists, one for
indoor jobs, the other for outdoor repairs.

hardware store, or stop in at the lum-

beryard. And don't fail to discuss your
repair job, big or small with your local

quite possible there is an easier way to

homeowners have done to solve their
repair problems. They usually. take a

returns. But right now is the time to list

There's a big mental "lift" you'll get,
too, each time you draw a line through

Do the same thing when drawing up
your indoor roster of repairs, but subdivide these into work you can 'handle
right away, a little at a time, and piojects

a neighbor.

Outdoors Indoors

like, when you go shopping in the

PRIME ARUNGTON HEIGHTS LOCATION

MOUNT PROSPECT -9 ROOM COLONIAL

Spacious 7 room Split Leval with 4 bedrooms and

bedroom. Thermdpane windows. CLOSE TO

This brick & frame 5 bedroom home offers lust
about everything ... attached 2 car garage,
large family room, 21/2 ceramic tile baths, 1st
floor laundry room, carpeting in Jiving room,
dining room, stairs & all bedrooms, drapes
throughout, electric range, storms & screens,
thermopone polio doors, ... beautifully land-

EVERYTHING ... $34,900

scaped ... 538,900

11/2 baths, 21/2 car (heated) attached garage.
Large patio leads off to a beautifully landscaped
secluded yard. Fireplace In living room. Extras
include; dishwasher, disposal, range, carpeting
in living room, dining room, stairs and master

To give a room that look of absolute
luxury there's nothing like ceiling -to -floor

drapes of rich fabric. The fiber

glass

,®

materials now available are usually fire
resistant, washable and need no ironing.
ACCENT WALL
Decorated or sculptured ceramic tile can

which can best be done later in the year.

YOU'LL ALSO FIND these lists real
time-savers no matter what the weather is

rrs

achieve the result you're looking for, and
local merchants are just the men with the
know-how who can best advise you, or at
the very least tell you what other suburban
personal interest in you as a customer and

them in the order of their importance, cost,
and amount of time needed to finish them.
You will find you automatically are breaking down outdoor chores into big repairs
. or improvements and little ones.

nothing at all.

northwest suburban dealer of the tools and
products you will need for those jobs. It's

Most of the items, needing attention,
which are on the exterior will probably

have to be put off until good weather

another item and a feeling of satisfaction
as you see that long list dwindle to just

Before closing up your car for the night,
spray some air freshener into it. But don't
keep the spray can in an unheated garage
during freezing weather.

provide an attractive accent wall in any
room of the house, suggests the Tile Council of America.

REALTORS
123 5. Arlington Hts. Rd. Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

Arlington Heights

OPEN WEEKDAY EVENINGS

150 S.

Main

Mount Prospect
392-7150

255-8000

EXCIUA.1:011, 312(11V:till",

mmerl

O'Hare Transportation (Call for pickup service)
o National Referral Service (Relocation in and out of area)
TOP FINANCING; OPEN 9-9
m GUARANTEED

(TRADE IN)

PROGRAM

n

,

.

,

t;
.......r^,,; -

FOUR BEDROOMS
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, full basement, 21/2 full baths, SEPARATE

DINING ROOM, 21/2 car garage, FAMILY ROOM adjoins fully
equipped kitchen, $36,900

V

r.....:,...e..a.-4:...,_

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

SEPARATE DINING ROOM, 3 triple sized bedrooms, 21/2 ceramic
baths, basement, carpeting thru.out, complete bit -in kitchen, 21

ft. FAMILY ROOM, completely sodded front and rear yards,
CENTRALLY AIR CONDITIONED, $37,500

P.,. -r.:.,,,,,

...

FIVE BEDROOMS

TWO FIREPLACES, full basement, GAS AIR CONDITIONING, all

_POS-

carpeting, complete bit -In kitchen with large paneled FAMILY
ROOM adjoining, WALK TO ALL SCHOOLS, IMMEDIATE
SESSION, $42,500

COZY FIREPLACE

IN SPACIOUS LIVING ROOM, all lath & plastered construction,
2 large bedrooms, like new carpeting, close in WALK TO EVERYTHING LOCATION in Arlington Heights, June 30 possession,
$23,900

.,......:-.,...,i.:..

FOUR BEDROOMS

DRAMATIC ENTRY FOYER leads nto spacious FAMILY ROOM
21/2 full baths,
CARPETING, bliAns included, $34,900

which has entrance to large family kitchen,

FIVE BEDROOMS

NEWLY PAINTED exterior, TWO BATHS ,basement, 120 x 160 lot,
LOW TAXES, quiet neighborhood all add up to a terrific home buy
in a very fine area of Palatine, $23,900

See our Display of Homes

lull N.

emmerb
REALTORS

OPEN 9 to 9
In Palatine
728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

Member M.A.P.

Multiple Listing Service

at the Holiday Inn
in Rolling Meadows
Use Our HOT LINE
SERVICE

In Arlington Heights

In Hoffman - Schaumburg

6 E. Northwest Hwy.

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

253-2460

894-1800

Membei- Northwest Suburban

Board of Realtors

16.,-(4.7.-?.:,StrI.

C

eo,ig
'1111 IIII

!Id
II
tri

MOUNT PROSPECT BEAUTY
Lovely L-shaped ranch with 3 bedrooms and 2 baths, kitchen
built-ins, crystal chandelier. Front and retir patios; garage.
Exceptionally immaculate.
S

$30,500

Well maintained 4 bedroom Cape Cod. 11/2
tile baths, comfortable paneled family room,
birch cabinet kitche, full basement, patio and
plenty of extras. Immediate possession!

$29,700

f

3 bedroom ranch on choice 100foot frontage.
Beautiful family room with bar, 11/2 baths, 2
car att. garage, stove, washer, dryer, carpeting,
awnings & humidifier. $25,900

-

Close to everything. 3 bedroom ranch, full)
basement, 2 clever family rooMs with fireplace, 21/2 ceramic baths, formal dining room,
Crab Orchard fireplace in living room, built-in
kitchen appliances, patio, 2 car att. garage.
$44,900

This big raised ranch has everything. 4 bed.'
rooms 25' family room with bar, formal dining
room, 2 ceramic baths and custom kitchen with
,built-in appliances. Deck Patio, 2 car att. garage, sodded lawn & attractive trees. $32,500

er,?t,

beautiful 2 bedroom brick ranch in ideal
location. Separate dining room, tile bath, full
basement,

room

fireplace, bamboo
paneled recreation room with fireplace & bar,
screened porch, patio, Youngstown kitchen and
att. garage. $31,900

5

_

living

Well kept 3 bedroom ranchl Walking distance)
to schools. Full ceramic bath, basement with

newly decorated recreation room & study,
screened porch & IVs car garage, dishwasher,
disposal, range, automatic humidifier and
more. $28,900

4 bedroom ranch in quiet, convenient neigh-i
borhood. Family room, 1 full and 2 half baths,
large kitchen -dining area with built-ins, fenced
yard, patio, 11/2 car att. garage. $28,500

BEST BUY IN 4 BEDROOMS

3 bedroom Ranch with 24'
enclosed pool,

This big 8 room raised ranch in Hoffman
Estates has taxes below $500. Has 211/2
ft. family room, 11/2 baths, garage, many

patio & pool equipment. 2 baths, 24'
family room, bar, breakfast nook kitchen

extras. See it today.

includes

range -oven,

disposal,

dish-

washer, reffig & freezer, washer, dryer,

$27 900

intercom system.

$29,500
3 bedroom split level bargain!
tile baths, huge "I." shaped family
room, living room with fireplace, unique
balcony, spacious kitchen with built-ins,
oak trim, 11/2 car att. garage & sodded
21/2

Tji

lawn. Lots of storage space.

ELKGliOVE VILLA

$32,900

570 EtH

0
ADVERTISEMLNT
!

El

11
.417511,-

L ESTATE

MOUNT PROSPECT SPLIT-LEVEL
Another great A -R value! Has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, family
' room, 2 -car garage. Added attraction is sub -basement for all
your storage needs.
$35,500
JOIN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS COMMUNITY CONCERTS
MARCH 18 TO 23

CORNER

1

By Robert L. Nelson
President, Robert L. Nelson, Realtors

FALL -PROOF LIGHTING
Do you know the best methods of lighting your home to make it safe?

Check your lighting carefully. Improper lighting is one of the prime causes of falls in the home.

Many people simply can't see where they are going I

All stairways should have lights. The light should be operable both from the top and the botton.
All rooms should have a switch near the door. Then the light can be turned on without stumbling
in the dark. Night lights are a wonderful safe -guard for the whole family. Put them in hallways,
bedrooms, bathrooms, wherever people walk. Eyes do not adjust too quickly to changes in light.
Many people have been momentarily blinded by the sudden switching on of a light.
It is always good to keep a flashlight on the bedside table.
Robert L. Nelson, Realtors sold 55 homes in February, in cooperation with M.A.P. Multiple Listing Brokers. When you think of Real Estate ... think of Robert L. Nelson ... MOST PEOPLE DOI
WATCH NEXT WEEK FOR
"FALL -PROOFING YOUR FLOORS"

,tri7tV,..sir;;F.:4-...-
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Humidity Is Key To Indoor Green Thumb

The "tender loving care" needed by your
house plants during winter can be all wrapped up in one word: humidity.

home' has the proper atmospheric humidi-

Don't worry too much if your rating
as amateur plant grower of green things
indoors seems to drop to a new low when

there is improper moisture in the soil, you
can do something about that easily.

ty, there is no problem. The plants will
thrive. If they lack adequate moist air or

SUPPORT THE ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS COMMUNITY
CONCERT

Sometimes emergency measures arc
needed, and you can speed up the humidity

increase by covering the plants with a

transparent plastic, or even spray the in-

your plants show signs of languishing.

The probability is high that the humidity factor is the one you've ignored. If your

attractive by sticking sprays of any green
cuttings in them.

Put some decorative vases, jars or door garden with water at room tem-

glasses filled with water near the plants. perature. Of course, plants near sunny winYou can even make these containers look .. dows need more frequent watering.
ANY WAY XOU TURN 1T1

You can't beat this buy. Maintenance free

exterior. Large carpeted LR. 10 x 15 cep. DR.
3 twin size BR's. 2 ceramic tile baths, kitch.
w/built.in eating space. Spacious family room
& 14 x 14 den or office. Many extras.

Will sell quick at $34,900

CHANNEL LAKE - YEAR 'ROUND! 3 -bedroom, 11/2.both Cape Cod. Carpeting throughout, enclosed knotty pine porch. 12 -ft. aluminum boot with
21/2 HP motor included. Only $16,900.

FOR

JUST REDUCED - - OWNER ANXIOUS - 3 BEDROOMS, carpeted living

room, stairs, hall and all bedrooms. Large family room. In extremely
nice residential neighborhood. This one will sell fast at ... $28,900.

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
3. bedroom, attached breezeway

N& garage ... $200 per mo.
RET

FOR THE FAMILY ON THE LAKE

IA ;CABE

Come in

MOUNT PROSPECT

and
browse
thru our

20 min. from ARL. HIS., 4 BR, Igo. 18, 33 x 35
rec. rm. Guest house, boat and other extras.
Now only $32,500 Call Larry Dieter

ANNOUNCING

TODAY

listings.

259 E. Rand Rd.

MIA ,111.4

I

CL 377600

Palatine, 3 BR; 2 baths, tam. em., brick

alum ranch on 87 x 105 lot. Central air,
2 cargar.
IDEAL MOUNT PROSPECT AREA - 8 rooms, 4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, 2
car attached garage, 21'x13' family room. This Brick & aluminum home
has excellent floor plan, kitchen with all built -Ins, drapes & carpets in living room. Central Air-conditioning, washer & dryer, large patio hos redwood privacy fence ... FAST POSSESSION ... $47,900.

Call Roger Evans $27;950

Nrrirtlar-*
n

Pros. Hts., 2 baths, bi-level wintsvi48,000 fam.

rm. W/fireplace. Owner already Id-talif. Lge.
Kitch. w/top qual. wood cabinets, built-in
oven & range. Call lorry Dieter $32,9$0

Mt. Pros. Country Club area. Overlook the
course. 3 BR 2 baths, all brick ranch. Quality
thruout. Full bsmt., 2 fireplaces.
Call Roger Evans. $42,500

OUR SOUTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NUMBER IS CL 3-8100
GRACIOUS LIVING

An. Hts., 4 BR 2 full baths pluss 2 half baths.
Large gourmet bar in kitch., soda bar in fam.
rm., Dble gas Bar -B -Q on patio. Other extras. A
MUST TO SEE. Call Martha Lang

FIRST TIME OFFERED

LORRAINE LARSEN is a member of the Arlington Realty MILLION DOLLAR CLUB. Mrs. Larsen

Extra sharp, 3 BR ranch, close to schools

has resided in this area for 22 years and has been

shop. Assume 51/4% mortgage. 1 car att.
garage.

and park. Wall to wall carpet. LR, kitch
w/large dining area, fam. rm. plus work

in Real Estate since 1948. She knows her business

Call Larry Dieter $20,250

and she cares about your interests. Call her at
our South Office in Arlington Heights.

259-1500
Membet M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

Arlington Realty
INCORPORATED

The Action Realtors
Mount Prospect Arlington Heights ® Palatine
Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

Member HOMERICA, national homefinding service

OPEN 9_9

---

-Says
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the BIG MAN

in Real Estate

Iesi_Easy

No Matter what your home

To Make
A Rack

needs -we have it!
oit

See

An aquarium stand? An under stairs
rack? A bicycle stand...an off-season

the

otte

storage rack...a pet cage or an overhead
garage storage shelf...even a hand puppet
theater --whatever that special project is,

EA E

4,1`7A C:;"3.4

there's a good chance you can do the
whole job with two tools: an ordinary
wrench and a hacksaw.

E VEER

And, of course, a package of Dexion

steel slotted angles.

JUST THREE easy steps enable you to
out- a sturdy, long-lasting and
good-looking unit. A rough sketch of your
proposed item will guide you to a cutting
schedule, and you usually need only bolt
the structure together. For more elaborate
turn

A17

xea3A.--

jobs, you can always add plywood or

hardboard table tops or shelves. Dexion
products come in kits or in a choice of
standard size or heavy duty lengths all the
way up to 61/2 feet.

There is literally nothing, permanent or
temporary, that you cannot put together
with the slotted

angles and the same

material can be used over and over again.
A go-cart, for instance, can be changed

into a machine stand, then into a saw
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS LOCATION

JUST LISTED - QUICK OCCUPANCY

Well landscaped 3 bedroom brick & frame ranch, 11/2 baths, full

6 room, 3 bedroom ranch, 11/2 car attached garage. This home is

carpeting in living room, hallway & one bedroom.

convenient to just about everything. Patio, parquet floors, paneled dining area. Included are; washer & dryer, refrigerator &

basement with paneled rec. room and wet bar. Utility room,

$25,900

range. Priced for quick sale ...

$23,500

RESIDENTIAL -VACANT
from $4,400 to $17,000
BENSENVILLE ... 100 x 220
ROSELLE

... 145 x 160

FOREST ESTATES, PALATINE 3/4 acre
PLENTY OF HOUSE FOR THE MONEY

PALATINE

...

3 RESIDENTIAL LOTS

60 x 1.50 $6,000 each

6 rooms, 3 bedrooms, patio, 2 car garage. Huge family room ...
must be seen to be fully appreciated ...

$22,500

horse or an off -the -floor platform, without

any additional cost. Durability and appearance are guaranteed by the cold rolled
steel, ,etched, painted and finished with a

tough, baked enamel, while plastic feet
protect floor surfaces and produce a smart
professional look to your finished project.

DEXION PRODUCTS are available
from the New York -based firm, according
to the manufacturer, in these northwest

suburban outlets: In Arlington Heights, at

Bowen V & S

Hardware; in Mount

Prospect, at Ace Hardware and at Wille
Hardware; in Palatine, at Hansen V & S
Hardware and at Zimmer Hardware.
xcuse us while we gerback to our ping-

pong table activities. By the way Ping
Pong Table, which is Idea No. 17 on the
Dexion list of suggestions, does call for
a piece of plywood, but it's easily con.:
verted into a slot racing surface or a model
railroad table.
Quick, where's that wrench?

Shutters Good
Inside or Out
Shutters need not be just for exterior
use.

The high decorative effect afforded by
shutters when brought indoors is many faceted.

Try hinging them together as a screen,

or using them to conceal an unsightly

radiator or piping, or as a background for

4 BEDROOM, 2 BATHS CAPE COD
Tremendous buy for the handy man ... This home is situated on
a large corner lot (125'x126') two unfinished bedrooms and bath
upstairs with plumbing roughed in ... Hardwood floors, storms

& screens, drapes & curtains, stove. Two car garage ... Built
to order for the large family ...

7 ROOMS, 2 BATHS
OUTSTANDING BRICK & FRAME RANCH

You can create the illusion of a wider

THIS HOME HAS EVERYTHING ... 11/2 car attached garage, 30x
14.6 paneled family room. Storms & screens, jalousie storm doors,
12x18 utility room, drapes in all rooms, copper tile & wood pan-

or longer window by hanging them inside.
A paper -strewn desk or a cluttered sewing
machine can be kept from sight by shutters,
which you, can fold away snugly when not

tractive landscaping ... This is a must on your SEE list ...

in use.

eling in large family kitchen, hardwood floors throughout, at-

$23,500

large potted house plants.

$23,500

The variety.of decor in your house need

not hinder your planning: shutters are
available

OFFICES TO SERVE YOU!

plementary colors to match your mood.
They also lend themselves gracefully to
serving as a background for hanging such
bric-a-brac as strings of metal bells, exotic
fans, or even Chinese scroll -type paintings.

estate

Tea,Ptott
PALATINE
' 132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-1502

Look of Luxury
SCHAUMBURG
7 W. Schaumburg Road

894-1330

High traffic areas where soiling is a daily, even hourly problem, demand the new
outdoor type carpeting. Increasing use of

in such indoor locations as kitchens,
basements, and family rooms shows that
the American woman knows a good thing
it

when she sees it.

......

,

rustic

be painted in contrasting or com-

real

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
255-6320

in every design, from

simplicity to Victorian elegance, and can

11
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Winter is here and our men need inside work!
To keep them busy, We offer you an exceptional

10%
4*

ISC UNT!

ONTO

on any inside remodeling job. Don't wait
offer expires April 1st.

..

ii,0111111

Check your needs:

Set
New
Records

Members of Baird & Warner's Arlington Heights and Mount
Prospect sales staffs are pictured during the firm's annual dinner meeting in the Marriott Motor Hotel. Seated (left to right),
Don Geary, Harlan Jones, Muriel Maitland, Margaret Christian, Harry Cronin. Standing; Robert. Walters, district sales

El RECREATION ROOM
CI KITCHEN
BATHROOM
PANELING

0
0

manager, Willard Walworth, Hal Culver, Don Bondy, Tom
Grisell, Roger Baum, all of whom were singled out for outstanding sales production. At the extreme right is Howard Kaygay,
who recently joined the staff.

Baird - Warner's Arlington Heights
and Mount Prospect offices have reached
new records in sales, according to Robert
G. Walters. assistant vice-president and
district sales manager. He reports that the

two offices under his supervision
participated in gross sales totaling

$11,095,212 during 1967 for a 22.8 per
cent increase over the $9,036,883 tallied
the previous year. The number of sales improved 13.8 per cent from 2971/2 in 1966
to 339 last year.

All members of the sales staff in these
two offices associated with the veteran real

estate company over the past year were
honored as star salesmen for outstanding
production during Baird & Warner's annual meeting at the Marriott Motor Hotel

ROSELLE GIVES YOU MORE!
Our prices are as low or lower than all the larger
Garage builders

at 8535 Higgins Rd., Chicago.

`,Accorded the honor by John L. Hall,
geeral sales manager and senior vice-

Plus ... all lumber used is selected at Roselle

president, were Robert G. Walters, Harlan

Plus ... 7 year financing, No money down and
5% interest

Formers Lumber Yard

Jones, Margaret Christian, Muriel

Maitland, Donald Bondy, Harry Cronin,
Hal Culver, Tom Grisell, Nick lvi, Willard
Walworth, Roger Baum, and Don Geary.

Jones was the highest producer in Arlington Heights for the fourth quarter and
Margaret Christian achieved the same goal

in Mount Prospect. Jones also tied with
Ellen Young of the Glen Ellyn office as
producer of the greatest number of sales

Rolle "Zaildeu
"a local builder for over 21 years"

?km

among suburban sales staff members.

Jones, Mrs. Christian, and Walters also
gained membership in Baird & Warner's
Million Dollar Club.

381-3169

02

12ee het mates

358-1838

lot

BEAUTIFUL VILLA ON THE LAKE

CONVENIENT DES PLAINES LOCATION

This new brilliantly designed residence offers the ultimate
in spacious elegance in the European manner. 9 rooms,

3 or 4 bedrooms, 3 luxurious baths. 26 x 20 family
room affords captivating views of the many magnificent
properties encircling this scenic spring fed lake. For your
pleasure, boating, fishing, swimming, winter sports, fully

equipped billiard room. Guardians of the Villa, a pair
of regal lion statues enhance the formal, garden. Truly
beyond compare.

RAISED HEARTH FIREPLACE

Income Property ... 2 Apartments ... Beautifully Maintained! Living rooms are 15'x 17' bedrooms... 3 to each

S

E
L
L

In living rm, 3 bedrms. 11/2 baths. Kitchen with built-ins.
Att. Garage. Fenced yard. $23,900.

apartment are; 121/2" x .12', 12'x111/2' and 12' x 101/2'
. Kitchens are:
14'x12' With dining area, 11/2 baths
each ... finished rec. room in full basement, separate

heating units. Extras: bronze - tone built-in range &
oven, carpeting in living rooms both apts., storms &
screens ... Fine residential area -$59,900

w

LAKE COUNTY

21/2 ACRE Estate. 4 Bedrms. 3 Baths on 1st floor, V2
bath on lower floor. 5,700 Sq. Ft. area. 3 Fireplaces.
Kitchen w Blt-ins. See this Modern Home with it's extras
at $64,500. Adjoining 21/2 acres con be purchased.

I
T

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

8 room red brick ranch with full basement on beautifully
landscaped 1/2 acre. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, 1st floor laun-

dry room. Paneled family room, enclosed porch with
fireplace. 2 car garage plus space for boat. $45,750

I
T
H

a-

MT. PROSPECT

Newly decorated. 3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths, white ash
paneled recreation room with unique bar. Built-in oven range, garbage disposal, carpeting, storms -screens, fenc-

ed yard. Within 6 blocks of Randhurst, grade and high
schools- $26,900

call 359-3400

call 255-3535

KOERNER & POORE, inc.
403 N. Northwest Hwy.
in Palatine

FOLZ REALTY
1810 E. Northwest Hwy.
in Arlington Heights

call 392-0660
TO

SONTAG REALTY
960 E. Northwest Hwy.
in Mt. Prospect

p

e
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ARLINGTON HGTS

CRYSTAL
LAKE

Annen & Busse, Realtors

A

A

LAKE

ZURICH

10 MINUTES

BUFFALO

TO EDENS

WHEELING

GROVE

ANN EN

BARRINGTON

BUSSE
REALTORS

28 E. Northwest Hwy. 253-1800

DUNDEE 'RD.

ARLINGTON REALTY INC,

the
Action
Realtors

NORTHBROOK
<<L1).

PALATIN

550 W. Northwest Hwy.- 392.8100
535 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
CL 3-8100

PALATINE RD.

Baird & Warner Inc.

PROSPECT

220 E. North!,r,estHwv. 392.1855

Barton Stull, Realtor

ROLLING
MEADOWS

750 W. Northwest Hwy. 392.0900

"TOLLNA),

Behrens Carl M. & Asso.
205 S. Arlington Hats. Rd. CL 5.6600

GLENVIEW

MT.

Bruns Real Estate

PROSPECT

Open daily 9 to 9 Sun., Noon to 6

BRUNS'

HEIGHTS

AR .INGTO
HEIGHTS

real

estate

member of M.A.P. multiple listing
service
255-6320
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

.

E-

TO LGIN
20 MINUTES

HOFF
ESTATES

ePLAINES

STREAMWOOD

F -B -K Inc.

SCHAUMBURG

B 121

Realtors

ELK

123 S. Arlington Hgts Rd. CL 5.8000

The Gallery of Homes

GROVE
VILLAGE

ROSELLE

O'HARE
AIRPORT

WOOD

= HOSPITALS

314 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd. CL 3-2500

NOVER PARK

CHICAGO

Kemmerly Real Estate

ONLY 20 MINUTES

OPEN
9
TO
9

6 E. Northwest Hwy. 253-2460

Hoffman Estates Realty Co.
Serving

Krause & Kehe, Realtors.
1 E. Campbell CL 3.2111

Peters & Evans, Realtors
Personalized and Effective Service

Madinah Schaumburg - Hanover Park & Hoffman Estates.
529-7800
Northeast corner of
Scl.annhurg & Roselle Rds.
...

Roselle,

Busse Geo. L. & Co.

Falkanger Real Estate

Member 1M.A.P.) Multile Listing Service
CL 9.0200
12 E. Busse Ave.

110 S. Northwest Hwy. 358-0110

"C" Francek, Realtors

KemMerly Real Estate

W:tvti.L
FLALTOM,

259-1500

Higgins & Roselle Rd.

BARRINGTON

REAltORS

Country Squire
DES PLAINES Baines Realty Inc.
1093 Lee St.

824-6131,

Hansen Ronald

PinggPROSISECYng Plaza

Annen & Busse, Realtors

208 S. Main St.

570 E. Higgins Rd. 439-4700

')pen 9 to 6 daily - Sun., noon to 6

INIMENIMMPOSi
a

CL 5-1515
..,,

estate

member M.A.P. multiple listing service

7 W. Schaumburg Rd.

Barton Stull, Realtors

894.1330

_

estate

member of M.A.P. map multiple
listing service
132 S. Northwest Hwy.,
358-1502

1:14030
fOr Top - Quality Heath" Oil

Starck Robert W. & Co.

9 N. Elmhurst Rd. 255.0900

N.

t.

Elmhurst

....

JStarck

537.8660

ROLLING MEADOWS

79 Weathersf ield 894-1660

WHEELING

Rolling Meadows Realty

Andersen L B & Co. Inc.

real
BRUNS

Baird & Warner Inc.
21 E. erospecl . 259.1855,

38.1800 _

PROSPECT-MTS.

1209

Bruns Real Estate

the
Action
Realtors

REALTORS

434 E. Northwest Hwy.

Busse Geo. 1..-& Co.

43pVAtArriff-2290

arlin ton Realty Inc.

BUSSE

0

tarck
1,41.1004,

0AMERZ'
ANN EN

ANN EN

0'

Starck Robert W & Co.

104 E. Northwest Hwv. 255-9111

Annen & Busse, Realtors.

real

BRUNS-

704 N. River Rd. 299-6121

REALTORS

ELK GROVE

Bruns Real Estate
Open daily from 9 to 6 Sun., noon to 6

Philippe Bros. Realty

253.7600

Stape & Daniels, Inc.

BUSSE

554 Lee St. 827.5185

0'

259E Rand Rd.

SCHAUMBURG

728 E. Northwest Hwy. 358,5560

McCabe Realty

894-1800

209 Pork Ave. DU 1-A464

9

Realtors
150 S. Main 392-7150

OPEN
9
TO
9

9
TO

ni orb

REAtIORS

B

Kemmerly Real Estate
Renunerly

N.:

529.2235

111 W. Irving Pk. Rd.

OPEN

F -B -K Inc.

529.3900

101 N. Arlington Hts. Rd

CL 5.2020

8 E. Northwest Hwy.

B & K Realty
OPEN 9to 9

Roselle Realty

ROLL/NS

r
lAffelfgi,6.

20 W Dundee Rd.

Shadle - Sauter & Assoc.
I/O

-'34?3kircktral

CL 3-3030
Automatic Keep -Fill Delivery

ARLINGTON OIL- CO.:- 23 -W. DAVIS ST.

LE 7.4300

-*WE-GIVE-PLAID-STAMPS '

E

Dundee

537.8880

Sinclair
afff
DilvsWIt h, Core
And Buy SIndair

ttr.

.11

21

V.

V

ce,

,V
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7,500 A

Of the 47,500 students, a

' Dist. 25 of Arlington Heights
with an enrollment of 9,414.
The greatest percentage in-

Prospect. The enrollment on
June 1, 1966 on June 1, 1966,
was 4,485 as compared with

elementary school students is

attend private schools. The

Dist. 21 schools of Wheeling,

4,310 on Feb. 1, 1968.
Eight of the 13 private
schools of the area lost enroll-

parable area in the state, in-

enrollment is approximately

go on to one of the high

BY RICHARD CRAB!)

,rate of 15 additional students
every school day.

schools of Dist. 214.

Approximately 47,500
children are attending elementary schools in Wheeling and
Elk Grove Townships. Enroll-

ment has leaped by 4,447 in

THE INCREASE in

little less than one-fourth

crease was recorded by the

the greatest for any com-

total private sc'ho'ol

whose enrollment increased
1,250 from 4,401 on June 1,
1966. The greatest numerical
increase occurred in the Dist.

cluding Chicago. The growth
rate provides students for one
additional grade school of 500

the last 19 months.

The rate of increase is so
great that the schools in the

e Sch,o

P72,d° PT,

10,750.

THE MAJOR GROWTH

59 schools of Elk Grove

districts. The three most

jumped during the period by

two townships expect to have

students every nine weeks.

is in the public school

50,000 early in 1969.
These facts emerged from a

enrollment in these schools
stood at 42,568. By Feb. 1,

rapidly growing grade school

moved up to 44,982. On Feb.
1, 1968, the enrollment was

Village and Wheeling. The

elementary school district

three districts increased

district in the two -township

the 19 -month period. Largest

gradtiating from these schools

elementary schools of the two
townships is increa7ng at the

ment. This occurred in the
Dist. 57 schools of Mount

On June 1, 1966, the

a combined enrollment of
mid -year school attendance

report given Friday by
superintendents an$ private
school principals. tudents

1967, the enrollment had

47,033. Enrollment in the

districts are those of Arl-

ington Heights, Elk Grove

enrollment by 3,963 during
school district in the area is

Village, whose enrollment

rent enrollment of 82

WEATHER

first grade. St. Colette School
of Rolling Meadows does not
have kindergarten, first or second grade.
Enrollment in public school
districts and in the private
schools June I, 1966, and
Feb. 1, 1968, was as follows:
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

students, down from 87 on
June 1, 1966.

Only four of the private
schools offer kindergarten.

Dist. 25
Dist. 59

1968

1966

9,414
9,293

8,563
7,433

ect 3Dap

Tonight: Fair, low in middle
30s; Tomorrow: Partly sunny,
mild, high in the 50s.
SUNDAY: BRIGHT GREEN

Friday, March 15, 1968

117 S. Main St.

M rchants
Downto

Hain r Sale Charge
commissioner Thursday dur-

ing a public hearing on
charges that the bar was open
before noon on Sunday,
March 3.
Action is expected from the

liquor commissioner, Mayor
Daniel Congreve, within five
days on the alleged violation
of the village ordinance.

Glink

assured

Congreve

sold

at the

bowling

alley

about 11:30 a.m., "that this
looks very sloppy. It's impossible that something like

this could happen. I en-

courage you to do what you
can to see that the laws are
enforced." '

this will never happen again."

Police Officer James Lang

testified that he found open
bottles of beer that were still
cold at the alley about onehalf hour before the legal
opening time. Three bottles

By Ted Lacey

Merc'hants in the

were sealed and placed in his
personal locker.

The one witness, Harvey

beer, but was unable to say
what time it was when he
received the beer or which
member of his group had

owner of the bowling alley,
said the incident was "unfortunate and careless." The
bartender, he said, "was not
careful in what he was doing."

Congreve to
Spell Out
Liquor Laws

1

Loscialo, said that a customer
had ordered a drink before he
officially opened the bar. He
said he told the customer that
the liquor was locked up, and

Mount Prospect Mayor
Daniel Congreve, the village
liquor commissioner, will hold
a meeting for all liquor license
holders in the village Saturday
morning to review the regulations for the sale of liquor.
The meeting is being called
after four alleged violations of

Faith! 'Tis the "Finian's Rainbow" cast of the Best Off Broadway Players Talent Bank
rehearsing for their St. Patrick's weekend performance for Elementary School Dist. 59's Parents

Art Council. Cast members, from left are: Edward Michael Joyce of 942 N. Walnut, and
Mrs. Phyllis Locker, 2225 Champlain, both of Arlington Heights; Lynn Tomiello, 8, of 403
S. Main, and Kimberly Scherer, 9, of 802 W. Milburn, both of Mount Prospect. The players
will present a capsule version of the play Saturday and Sunday at 1 and 3:30 p.m. in the
little theater of Elk Grove High School. Joyce has the lead role of Finian and Mrs. Locker
is the featured dancer.

andidates
s t PTA

Mount Prospect Police within
the last three months. Striking
Illinois Rt. 83

and

Golf, and Thunderbird Bowl,
BY DIANNE CLERIHAN

owner of both establishments
received a 10 -day suspension

School Dist. 57 Board of

of his liquor license in each
bowling alley.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
another tavern owner was

warned by police after
customers allegedly were

found at the bar after

1

a.m.

No citation was issued.

Congreve said this is *the

first time in two years that all
the license holders in the village have been called to a gen-

the large majority of residents

careful selection of teachers

be whether to purchase four

With Mount Prospect

schools are a good investment
and are willing to pay the cost

adequate ones before they get
tenure; in providing updated

School or to transport

Education elections drawing

of maintaining them. I will
do everything I can to insure
that the taxpayers' dollars are

texts and well-rounded curricula; in providing adequate

students to Lincoln School.
She said that the new board
must offer decisive leadership.

well spent," he said.

maintaining the neighborhood

newsletter, but said that

nearer, caucus -endorsed candidates elaborated their views
last night at a Lincoln School

PTA meeting and a coffee
hour at Gregory School.

"Good schools are a basic

underpinning of the community and represent one

aspect most of us considered
when we decided to live here,"

caught violating the law."

Old and new regulations

will be explained to the
tavernkeepers. New procedures for license ap-

plications also will be

presented.
twautr.z..w.ratmemtamxemazo

"I personally believe that

A judge who has spent
(

Day

almost a lifetime in courts and

who recently served on the

bench for 13 months in

Chicago's traffic court, said

that the suburban district
Drivers who edge into an
intersection just before the

light turns green. E.C.W.

Ronchetto said, "As a

out of the way."

Siech's business has

decreased, he said despite the
parking area to the rear of his

atrocious, it's very bad.
"I 'can see prohibiting park-

BOTH JIM CONROY and
Don Victorson of the Esquire

E. Northwest
Highway, said the no parking
ordinance has "murdered us.

during

6

board member, I would conceive my basic job as maintaining high quality education

for our children and would

propose to do this by working
for the following: competitive

ministrators and other
heartily applaud
the action of the board in apemployes.

I

proving the new salary
schedule for teachers; in

in court"under the crowded
condition existing in Chicago
traffic court..

"In courts like the one in
Mount Prospect," the judge
said, "the defendant gets a
chance to fully state his case
and the judge has the time to

"We're trying to decide how

to pay the rent now. Our
stocks are low and we are

to let all the help go and we
have to close every day at 3

enough business.

Busse said.

trying to decide whether to

keep filling up the supplies or
to just close the doors. We had

p.m. because there isn't

"BUT THERE'S a big investment with a restaurant..
You might have $10,000 invested in ducts, water pipes,
and so forth. But I 'can't sell
the

place.

If

there's

no

place for people to park, it's

MRS. PATRICIA Kimball,
600 Go-Wando, said that one
of the major decisions facing
the people of Dist. 57 would.

federal government will not
(Continued on Page 2)

started again."

The dispute began two

years ago when the village
State Division of Highways.

than hinder them," Mrs.

"Parking always has been
a problem in this town, but
in the 15 years I've been here,
the trustees have never made

one effort to help solve the
problem.

I know this for a

fact. When I was secretary of
the Chamber of Commerce, I
kept pushing for some action,
but the trustees never did
anything. It's a disgrace."

"I believe," LaVern Funk,
owner of the Mount Prospect
Jewelers, 108 S. Main, said,

"that the only time there is

congestion is when the trains
start coming in from
Chicago."

one-year moritorium on the
ordinance. The state granted
two years.

Al Siech, owner of

Alanson's, 105 S. Main, said
that, if parking were allowed

the customers are angry.

"Take a poll of the people'
Mrs. Loretta Piepenbrink of
the Mount Prospect Jewelry
store said, "they are madder

than the merchants. Everyone
who comes in here is woofing
about it.
"There used to be weekend
shopping in Mount Prospect.

Now, it's whenever you can
find a parking space."

Funk called it "an

unhealthy and unsafe condition.
"I think Main street is more
dangerous now. Boy, do those

cars go through here fast -

much too fast for a downtown
area, with pedestrians crossing

streets and children around

after school. Someone is going
to get hurt ons of these days.

"It's very unhealthy all the
way around. For every good.

er
planning to attend the reception are the Illinois House

ing) and assistant whip Ray
Anderson (Galesburg).

Richard B. Ogilvie, presi-

dent of the Cook County

GOP leader William E.

whip, Rep. Jack Waller (Lans-

Two candidates for state of-

fice plan to attend the recep-

tion are: Brian Duff of
candidate for
candidate for the GOP Wilmette,
nomination for governor, secretary of state, and Sen.
Board of Commissioners and
plans to be at the reception.

ALSO AMONG those

"I DIDN'T EVEN know
no -parking ordinance and .
now they are all over the place
giving tickets. I think its for
revenue."

business, especially from

Assembly will take place from
3 until 6 p.m.

ing the Mount Prospect

bad points."

Vincent Dinella, owner of

member of the 75th General

in the afternoon.

ing, there probably are five

Jan's Home Bakery, 118 S.
Main, said that he has lost

Pollack (Chicago), the GOP

noted Kelly. "That means that

Not only are the merchants
irate about the lack of parking
space for customers, but

we had squad cars downtown.
until they began enforcing the

blem."

THE RECEPTION honor-

federal afternoon and is to board a
.government as an assistant at - plane at O'Hare Airport in the
evening. He hopes to be able
(Continued on Page 2)

on weekdays.

cross, there would be no pro-

Village trustees asked for a

up waiting for the train to

seconds of the judge's time. become the field headquarters
There is a terrific burden on for Illinois Republicans' Sunthe judges shoulders because day afternoon as leaders

that Sen. Everett Dirksen will
KELLY HAS been an at- be present. Dirksen is to speak
torney for 28 years. In 1943, in Lake County early Sunday

They suggested that parking

only be prohibited from 7 to
9 a.m. and from 4 to 7 p.m.

two-hour parking.

ordinance eliminating the

to stop in at Old Orchard late

their cases are called."

the day.

agreed to enforce an

The Old Orchard Country

have taken time off of work Rep. David J. Regner (R -3d
to appear, must wait as long Dist.)
There is even the possibility
as six or, eight hours before

agreed that there is no need
to eliminate parking during

point for eliminating the park-

14),

Oor

the court room are packed gather from both Cook Counand some defendants, who ty and downstate to honor

Barbershop, 109 S. Main,

Berlinger agreed that "the
problem is the train crossing.
If people didn't have to back

Northwest Hwy. (U.S.

Dir sen, M
Rece

each defendant gets -70 Club in Mount Prospect is to

for a defendant to get "his day

handles 650 cases a day,"

"I don't know if I should
just close up or what, but a
man 58 years old can't get

survey door-to-door on issues
facing the school district."
Arthur E. Kent, 210 Bobby

Ln., said that the state and

enough traffic to cause con-

town who want to shop at the
local business. Since there is
no place to park, they are
chased up to Randhurst.
"The village trustees should
do more in this town to help
the local businessmen rather

reasons, every effort should be
made to keep smaller children
possible."

isn't

parking and aggravating the
citizens of Mount Prospect.
"We have many women in

providing that the village

in school as close to home as

the day there

live on the town trade.

"We banked on travelers
stopping to eat, We couldn't

two-way street."
She said that she has received positive "feedback from my

problems and for other

ing during the rush hour, but
gestion.
"I can't see jeopardizing
local businesses by refusing

point, to avoid lunchroom

possible. From a safety stand-

Chicago's traffic court he served with the

"The average judge in

mobile classrooms for Central

said "It's ridiculous, it's

Our business dropped in half.

The state improved Rt. 83 and

Prospect Branch of Circuit

Court, said that it is difficult

rush hour traffic already is

an understatement."
Jerry Catenazzo, co-owner

"communication must be a

school system to the extent

fully examine all facets, of the
case before rendering a judgement."

Judge John J. Kelley, now
presiding jurist in the Mount

would be relieved,

"Since most stores don't
open ty.;i1 9 a.m., the morning

a parking space," he said.

entered an agreement with the

country club."

court system is a "judge's

better parking ar-

said.

of The Gift Box, 107 S. Main,

Mrs. Kimball favors a district

building facilities, and in

Circuit Court Judge Lauds
Suburban Judicial System
BY MEL MILES

Gripe
Of The

share my view that good and weeding out of in-

Jack Ronchetto, 514 S. wages for teachers, ad-

William, said. "Our schools
eral meeting. "I want to tell affect our children's future,
them," Congreve said, "that the caliber of our town and
we don't want them to get the value of our homes."

village's trustees requesting a

Market, 110 S. Main, said.

worthless.

821 E. Rand, were cited for
alleged selling of short shots
of unmixed whiskey, and the

merchants went to the

4 p.m. traffic would
flow just as freely as it does
now. "Traffic is only a problem during rush hour," he

until

FINALLY, THE signs store. The area is small and
"You'd better believe it went up and sales in local usually congested, and "people are reluctant to travel,
as," Bob Berlinger, part stores went down.
Mrs. Robert Busse, owner around the block to wait for
owner of the J & B Meat

Restaurant,

the law were discovered by
Lanes,

rangement prohibiting parking
from Friday night to Saturday
afternoon, to see if congestion

of the Prospect House

sold the customer four beers.
This is the second time that

days each on alleged selling of
short shots of whiskey.

Illinois Rt. 83 and U.S. 14.
When asked if the no -parking regulation has affected

"To say that we are bitter is

not there, held the only keys.
He did have access to a cooler
containing beer, he said, and

Last January the bowling
alley, along with Striking
Lanes, Illinois Rt. 83 and
Golf Rd., received liquor
license suspensions for 10

scheduled to post signs forbid-

itA

answers.

The bartender, Salvatore

Thunderbird Bowl has been
cited for alleged violation of
laws on the sale of alcohol.

Shortly before the state
highway department was
ding curbside parking, local

their businesses, many
merchants gave pointed

purchased it.

111

downtown section of Mount
Prospect are reacting angrily
to the three month -old pro-

hibition on' parking along

MARVIN GUNK, at- that the manager, who was

torney for Martin Weber,

a.

Farki

that his client would "double
every possible effort to see

"I should warn you," Ferguson, Palatine, told
Congreve said after hearing Congreve that he drank a
testimony from parties concemed alleging that beer was

Newsstand Price 10 Centi

16 PAGES

Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

.

The owner of Thunderbird

1,978
1,276

255-4400

Bowling Alley Owner
Warned on Illegal
Bowl, 821 E. Rand, was warned the Mount Prospect liquor

3,516

Telephone

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 2, Number 284

4,401
4,485

PRIVATE SCHOOLS
St. James
1,418 1,517
Our Lady of
1,317 1,145
Wayside
St. Raymond's 1,118 1,145
1,036
976
St. Emily
787
St. Mary
880
668
790
St. Zachary
767
783
St. Alphonsus
607
653
St. Peter's
667
648
St. Colette
521
459
St. Joseiih
470
419
St. Paul
82
87
St. John

have either kindergarten or

the group is St. John's School
of Mount Prospect with a cur-

4,310
3,555
2,476
1,584

Dist. 26
Dist. 23

Heights and St. John's School
of Mount Prospect. St. Joseph
School of Wheeling does not

total enrollment of 1,418,

ONLY ONE public school
area had a decrease in enroll-

Peter's School of Arlington

of Arlington Heights with a

1,654

Dist. 21
Dist. 57
Dist. 15

School of Mount Prospect, St,

the private group is St. James

down from 1,517 on June 1,
1966. The smallest school in

month

They are St. Alphonsus of
Prospect Heights, St. Paul

men't during the 19 -month
period. The largest school in

1,860 or almost 100 per

Ar3

William Harris (Pontiac) can-

didate for auditor of public
accounts.

people who like to stop in the

morning to pick up rolls or
coffeecake. "These people are
in a hurry, and don't have the
time to park the car and walk,

so they used to just pull up
to the curb for a minute and
run in," he said.
But this can't easily be done
anymore, Dinella said.

Meetings

Tonight
The Mount Prospect

Plan Commission, at 8
p.m. in Village Hall.

.-^

4
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Obituaries

I

Mrs. Mayne E. Streich, 69,

of 210 Washington Sq., Elk
Grove Village, died Thursday ,
m St Alexius Hospital in Elk
Grove Village.

She was a resident of the

School Board C:andidates Orchesis
ncers
Hine 0 inio s t T
ntertain Kids
(Continued from Page I)
support all the financing need-

ed in the district. "It is up to
the people and the parents of
this district to provide the

village for seven years.

She is survived by her hus-

band, Paul A.; two sons,
Grover A. of Elk Grove

financing for education.

Village, and Paul M. of Arl-

We've had referendums turned down three times," he said,
"but we can win if plans are

ington Heights; our
grandchildren; a brother,

Frank J Hedit of Chicago,
and two sisters, Mrs. Anna
Manow and Mrs. Margaret

made that are good for the

children."

Kent said that, in order to
make a referendum pass in the
district, complete plans should

Jutzie, both of Chicago. -

Visitors may call- after 7

p.m. Saturday at the

be made and explained in a

brochure. The brochure
should explain "what will happen, exactly, to Central
School; .who must walk and
how far; the alternative,

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights.
A mass will be offered Mon-

day in Queen of the Rosary

education is a public en-

ning for the school board is

terprise"

to convince people that more
adequate financial support of
the school system and board

"THOSE THINGS they say

is needed.

can't be done, can be done,
if the public and the schools

"An unconscious result of
three referendum failures is

get together and work things
out," Mrs. Holt said.

danger of slipping into a less

great concern for Dist.

the .short-changing of the
school system. We are in

James. Frankowski, 1718
Verde Dr., said, "I have a

than first -hate system,"

The functions and activities in
this district will have a signifi-

Houchins said. "Refusing to
support our school district is

cant effect on my children's
future, the value of my home,
and the reputation of my community."
"I realize," he said, "as I'm
sure most of us do, that there

ill-advised," he said, "short
sighted and bad economics."

"To be honest," said Mrs
Nancy Wilt, 121 N. Russell,
"I never went to a junior high.

are problem areas in our

We went to grades one
through six in' one Wilding,
which would be busing, and and seven through 12 in

Church in Elk Grove Village.

Burial will be in the family
lot

should explain in total how
much it will cost each tax-

another. While wandering

payer."

School, I met Mt. Steven

"We, as parents, have the
right and obligation to sup-

A GREAT

port the schools and our

children," said Kent. "If this

IDE

costs 30 or so dollars, the cost
is small when weighed
against benefits of a more
than second rate education."

FOR
DAD!

Caruso. Now Mr. Caruso is
nothing like I ever had as a
principal. These kids these
days don't know how good

School 'as part of School Dist.

Right: Tom Foley, 804

Mount Prospect, 2nd
57 PTA's Cultural Arts Cathy,
grade student at Westbrook
Program.

The group, composed of 26

girls is directed by Linda
Powell, physical education
instructor at Prospect High.

School, gives his hearty ap-

proval of the Prospect High

School dancing performance.
(Photo by Greg Vojack)

Miss Powell said that "Skill,

originality, and expressive

character are 'required to

participate in a demanding
and strenous class such as
this."
The dancers performed four
modern interpretative dances

blems, and logically develop
solutions," Frankowski said.

The seventh caucus can-

they've really got it," she said.

didate, Leo Floros, 705

"Running a school district

Prospect Manor, was out of
town, but sent a statement to

like running a business.

You, the public act as share

Michael Consoer told Arlington Heights Police Thurs-

defeating measures," she said.

us some money, or else be

final decisions," she told the
audience. "Everything begins

Tires Slashed

the students of Westbrook

ty to gather facts, analyze pro-

the meeting.

chief aim and reason for run -

School performed Tuesday for

ed to continue to maintain a baged on the themes of
level of high quality educa- patriotism, pirates, the Roartion. Of course, I don't have ing 20's and cowboys for the
all the answers to these pro- children.
blems, but I d have the abili-

or stockholders, and do, in effect, own the schools. If you,
the owners of our business, do
not approve of some proposal
of the directors, you let them

CHARLES HOUCHINS,
318 S. Albert St., said his

T

district which must be resolv-

midst the corridors of Lincoln

is

57.

The orchesis modern dance

group from Prospect High

He said, "Dist 58 finds
itself at the crossroads. We,
have to face up to the fact that
either we make some changes,
changes that are going to cost

!know through your vote, by

satisfied

with

having

a

day that three tires were cut

"You are the ones who
have the power to make the

second-class educational

on his car when it was parked
at his home ah 2206 Geobbert
Rd., Arlington Heights.

and ends with you. Public

ourselves in a situation where

system."

"We presently find

three out of eight schools in

the district are either in-

complete or inadequate. Now

that's a pretty poor percen-

MaeBelle DeMoch proudly announces ...

Floros said. "This

tage,"

ought to be of genuine con=
cern to all the people of the
district, not simply to those

Mr. Anthony

whose children attend schools

which are deficient for one
reason or another. The pro-

has joined her styling staff.

blems of a school district are
problems of the community at

large, and the people of
Mount Prospect have got to

come to realize that." FLOROS SAID, "It isn't
the condition of these school
buildings alone that cries out
for remedy, it is the fact that

Phone: 259.6262

Maegellee

1.%

Members of the orchesis dance group from Prospect High Barbara Showers, right. Back row, from left to right, are: Sally
School entertained students at Westbrook School on Tuesday. Yoder, Jan Lobenhofer, Pam Weir, Cary Wromhauer, Linda

Kneeling In the front row are Barbara Markus, left, and Wulbecker and Sue Haut.

rais

these conditions make it in-

BEAUTY STUDIO

creasingly difficult to keep

good teachers in the district,
let alone new ones."

Richard Young, 416 N.

II East Prospect Avenue
Mount Prospect. Illinois

Elm,

independent candidate

(Continued from Page I )

torney general. After a stint
in the armed forces, Kelly
returned to private practice.

"I went to work .for my
Gregory School coffee hour as father. My brother was a

for election attended the

a member of the PTA, but did
not address the group.

partner in the firm, 'too. We
were called, appropriately,
Kelly, Kelly, and Kelly."

Kelly made headlines

in

ourts

s

are the leading cause of

state penalties for speeding
during its last session. The

highway accidents.
"All I did was level the

Aug. 17 by Gov. Otto Kerner.

judge maintains that speeders

maximum fine under law,"
the judge said. "I could have

the man to jail if I
wanted to - yet I earned a
sent

reputation as a hanging
judge."

Chicago a few years ago when

Kelly pointed out that the

he fined a speeder $300. The

Illinois legislature revised the

amended law was signed on

impressive, but the ceremony
and tradition in the court
itself is really moving," he
said.

"At the exect stroke of
noon, the inarshall comes out
could be fined at least $10 and and orders everyone to stand.
not more than $100 or sen- Then, clad in their majestic
te nced to 10 days im- black robes, the justices appear from behind a red velvet
prisonment," Kelly said.
"For those ticketed for the diape. Then, court is in
"A FIRST-TIME offender

second time in a

12 -month

session."

period the law provides stiffer

Judge Kelly leaned back in

much as $200 or sentence him
to 20 days in jail or both."
"If a motorist is caught
speeding three times within a

that every day when I first appear on the bench, I stand for

Kelly said.

system of justice. Without

penalties," Kelly said. "A his chair and lit a cigaret.
"Perhaps you've noticed
judge can fine a defendant as

Playing next Week a

a moment and face the
American flag," he said.

12-nuinth period, he faces a "That's because I believe that
fine of $500 and a possible people have to have faith si x -month jail sentence," unwavering faith -- in our

Air

that, there is no hope for our

"IF A MAN has a good society."

driving record and has gone
years without a ticket and if
the charge is a minor one, I

would tend either to place the
man under court supervision
or to send him to driving

Village to Act
On Downtown

Parking Lots
Action is expected on the

school," Judge Kelly said.

Court supervision requires

that the defendant appear
0

J ACK AND THE

6:30

BEANSTALK

WHILE THE KIDS ENJOY THEIR PIZZA
Tho Beanstalk Zoom .

SEE

and the golden

.

eggs ...Giant

cCHHAAplf LLI NI E

REMEMBER "Laffing Gas "?

SEE

7:30

Chaplin as dentist's assistant taking over with his
unusual dental technique!

P

M.

REMEMBER

. Jack

crashing. In color and sound!

9:00k

S

O

A

SEE

OUR GANG
COMEDY

Imamnarv?
cIttnerr

"Mickey's Clean-up!

Mickey Mc Guire and his gang
washdown the whole city.

In black & white and sound!

FIRST RING'S
10:15Ki. GREAT BOXERS

Euclid &River Rd.
Mt. Prospect

again in court in a month or

Mount Prospect, probably
within a few months.

The village board referred

two and prove that.he has not
violated any traffic laws. If he
does this, the judge dismissed

to the

the charge against him.

Mayor Daniel Congreve asking that sites in the downtown

Kelly, who lives with his
wife and young daughter in

299-6691

EVE YB DY
WEARS A

Famous Tunney-Dempsey

Just South of Dempster - North of Algonquin.

439-7050

Mon..Thurs. 114 am. Fri. t Set.11.2 am. Sun. lloon.1 am.

LONG COUNT . . Dempsey
kn.-out of ring, by Firpo, MORE!'

GREEN

CARNATION
FOR

ST. PATRICK'S

DAY

BRING YOUR NEIGHBORS!,

Save 50c on advance sale
of Chicago World Flower & arclert Show.
Tickets available herel

lowe's lloteas &

tit°

- Phone: 259-2210 -

Mickey Mouse W.C. Fields

MONDAY, MAR 25th. Keystone Cops

local im-

section of the village be

PIZZA MOB &
Ye PuBlic house
865 S. ELMHURST RD. (Rt. 83) DES PLAINES

board of

provements a letter from

suburban Edgebrook, lists his studied for use as municipal
several appearances before the parking lots.
The purchase and developUnited States Supreme Court
as high points in his legal ment of the lots would be
financed by the merchants
career.
"The majesty ahd pomp of themselves through a special
the Supreme Court building is assessment plan.

EIGHT HISTORY MAKING FIGHTS

SEE

parking problem in downtown

Marciano-Louis

WE ARE SMALL, BUT GROWING,
We Need Your Help To Pay For Bigger Ads!

Inc.

Elm St. 8 Evergreen Ave., Mt. Prqspect
block east of Water Tower
Hours: Monday =Saturday 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
1

V r t-"1,4F-or- 1, s V

t

s

Rock Hunters
Meet March 21

Dempster Band Set For Contest Summer Job'
Dempster Junior High 'Division honors for solo

First Division ensemble

School band members will

work: Barbara Bassford, Fred

Grade School Band and

Mueller and Gail Ristau for
Debra Nowak, Linda Bogard, a flute duet; Lynette Wade
Linda Sealy, Lynette Wade, and Judy Blair, flute duet;
Larry Friedrichs, Jay Kinder,' Linda Bogard and Debra

DiCoscia, Dave Evensen,
Robin Hill, Jo Ann Miller,

compete March 23 in a contest sponsored by the Illinois

Orchestra Assn.
Individual players recently

awards went to: Claudia

Nowak, flute duet; Ron

Geological Society will hold
its March meeting in the West

Park Field House, 651 Wolf
Road, Des Plaines, on Thursday, March 21, at 8 p.m.

At this meeting the society
will hold its annual silent auc-

received awards in the
There is going to be a
Erskine and Rich Hein, cor- shortage
association's -solo and
of jobs for teen-agers
Friedricks,
Larry
duet;
net
ensemble contests...
this summer, according to a
David
Kuikorion
and
Bill
Rokowsky,
Linda
Swenson,
THE POLL° WING
survey conducted by the
students received First Paul Caldarella and Dennis White, trumpet trio.
Mount Prospect Youth ComTHE FOLLOWING mission.
The survey, according to

Eugene Friker suggested that
the commission not give up
the summer employment pro-

the commission, indicated 118

discover what this summer's

Eric Eichorst, Jeff Cook,
Mike Kocik, Ted Uvda,
Yvoitne Powers, Donna

School Menus
ala carte
Soup
French fries

The following menus will
be served Monday.

Hamburger, hot dog, thur-

Township High School

Dempster students received
Second Division ratings for

Robert Bennett, president of

solos: David Swaim, Mike
White, Myrna Hamm, Judy

jobs would be available for

Kushto, Glen Thiel, Kevin
Kelly, Tom Potinella, Dave

teen-agers.

Krikovian, Bill White, Dennis
Kocik, Jeff farion, Ron Stiff,

ly 20 of the jobs were new.
This, he said, indicated that

District 214, (subject to

inger, cheeseburger, chili,

change without notice)

Janice Lynchj
Second Division honors
Dist. 25 - North Elemen- also
went to the following
tary, Miner, 'Thomas and ensemble
players: Linda Sealy

barbecue
Choice of desserts

Main dish: (one choice)
Swiss steak or Spanish steak
Toastie
Wiener in bun
.

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Buttered carrots

South Junior High School
Sloppy Joe on a bun
Crispy lettuce wedge
Hot buttered carrots
Cupcake
Milk

Dist. 23 - MacArthur

Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Cole slaw
Pear -shredded cheese
Peach, red gelatin cube

Molded: raspberry, fruit

cocktail

Biscuits and butter -113 qt.
milk

Junior High School
40 cent lunch
Gravy train
Whipped potatoes
Buttered vegetables
Bread and butter
Cookie
Milk
30 cent lunch

Fruit cup
Milk

Dist. 15 - Jonas Salk and

St. Viator High
Swedish meat balls
Mashed potatoes and gravy
Corn bread and butter
Orange juice
Milk

most of the jobs would be filled by last year's employes.

tion. Minerals, crystals,

the area high schools to
demand will be," he said.

said.

any of the auction items.

Commission members

Powers, oboe duet; Dennis
Kocik and Mike Kocik, cornet duet.

said, results of the

excellent

response to ques-

Cocker Spaniel Poppies
)

OT
A

--

Perfect Family Pet
Disposition

A

decided to design a survey to
be given, with the local high
schools' permission, to juniors
and seniors to determine how

E

f AVAILABLE

PET RANCH

259-8655
1415 E. PALATINE ROAD
ARLINGTON HTS.

many teen-agers would be
looking for jobs this summer.

local businessment for their

AKC Champion Sired,

,

The public is invited to attend the meeting and purchase

BENNEITCOMMENDED

and Vicky Shova, flute duet;
JoAnn Miller and Marianne
Yundt, clarinet duet; Donna

Complete Pet
Department Store

fossils, and lapidary

specimens will be auctioned.
Many specimens not available
gram.
in rock shops will be on sale
"NOW THAT we know at reasonable prices, R. A.
what the supply is, let's survey Markus, publicity chairman,

sipoeoecn000lsee0000000

Rokowsky and Yvonne tionnaires submitted to them to

04011000000P400005

by the commission. But, he

survey

Iieboldt:s

showed there will not be

Dempster, in Mount

enough summer jobs available

Prospect, is a Dist. 59 school
with students from Arlington
Heights, Mount Prospect and,
Des Plaines.

to warrant a full-scale teenage employment program as
the commission had planned.

Commission member

JOHN F. GARLISCH HAS

spectacular gas range
and gas dryer values!

Grilled peanut butter

sandwich
Buttered vegetables

Available desserts:
Pineapple ring
Butterscotch pie
Peach crunch
Butter cake

However, Bennett said, on-

Page 3

The Des Plaines Valley

Shortage Seen
For Teen-Agers

O'Shaughnessy.

THE 'DAY

Friday, March 15, 1968

BIG

Carl Sandburg Schools
Beef 'n gravy
Mashed potatoes
Buttered corn niblets

AD,

.

Hot muffins with peanut

butter
Milk

Crown deluxe 40 -inch
gas range has simmer
burners, roomy storage

AKE
THE
MOVE
TO

It's the range that has everything including

a modest price! Center simmer top burners

INVERNESS
RIG T

I.

N
QUICK ATTACH

Here Is an unusual opportunity for you to purchase a home
for Immediate occupancy in incomparable Inverness. In addition to the homes shown below, a portfolio of two to six
bedroom homes in the $40,000 to $100,000 price range is
usually available due to transfers. Every Inverness home site Is an acre or more and no two homes are alike. There's a

WITH THE PURCHASE OF AN

INTERNATIONAL'

"GAS COOKS BEST

CUB CADET®

and swimming pool, tennis courts, stables and bridle paths
-all within this unique 27 Year old countryside village of 400
families. Drop in at our historic "4 Silo" Office. We'll be de.
lighted to show you all the homes available.
-

FOR LESS"

LAWN AND GARDEN
TRACTOR

-

OR CHOICE OF

SHOW
THROWER

Gas makes the big difference
... costs less, too!

irtaftwiti#
SEE THE COMPLETE SELECTION OF
QUICK- ATTACH IMPLEMENTS

II

HURRY!
Back View

BUY

NOW!

NO MONEY DOWN-PAY ONLY $7 MONTH
PLUS You Get
1580 S&H Green Stamps

down

Save even more on remaining 1967 models.

Barrington. Convenientto Northwest Tollway(north
from Rte. 53 exit).

Arthur T McIntosh
6. Company
ESTABLISHED IN 1907

103 West Madleon Sweet Chicago. 1111noha 60602 FR2.2040
Inuernese Office Phone, FL 9.1776 Area Code 312

JOHN F. GARLISCH
1200 East Higgins Road
Elk Grove Village SHOWROOM HOURS:

8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. DAILY

PHONE 8:00 AA. to 4:30 P.M. SATURDAY
PARTS

HE 7-2220

SERVICE DEPT.

ClOSED DAILY AT 5:00

"GAS DRIES BEST.
FOR LESS"

O.

& SONS

-

e

Large windowed door.

le

$26.63 MONTHLY FOR 30 MONTHS

Inverness
THE VILLAGE

Control your drying temperature, and time ...

match them to the type of fabric and size of
loadl Famous. machine safely ,dries all
fabrics soft, fluffy and lint free as they
gently tumble in a satin -smooth, zinc -clad
drum. Unique design boasts biggest drum
capacity in a space -saver cabinet only 271/2
inches narrow. Unusually quiet operation.

120

room Kitchen has all the conveniences and loads of storage
space 4 bedrooms and den that can be used as fifth bedroom 3 baths. Full -basement and patio. Ideal for a goodsized family.

Northwest Hwy. (Rte. 14) between Palatine and

$158

0

FRENCH PROVINCIAL- $68,000
Charming one-story painted brick with circular driveway.
Large living room shares a mutual fireplace with the family

WITH A HERITAGE

Hamilton giant -drum
4 -temperature gas
dryer --the new reliable!

11

P.

YOU CAN OWN ONE FOR AS LITTLE AS

Our 4Silo Office is open daily on Baldwin Rd. just west of

0
NO MONEY DOWN -PAY ONLY $8 MONTH
PLUS You Get 2080
S&H Green Stamps

MOWER

5 -acre playfield, private country club with 18 -hole golf course

ELEGANT SPLIT-LEVEL - $99,000
Immaculately maintained on a beautifully landscaped 1-1/4
acre homesite. Living room with fireplace, separate formal
dining room. Kitchen abounds with built-ins and storage,
plus eating area. Powder room and laundry adjoin kitchen.
4 bedrooms including master bedroom complete with loads
of closet space, a dressing room and bath. Fabulous lower
level recreation room with 5 -foot fireplace, book shelves,
built-in bar and powder room. Workshop, too. Lots of extras
air -cleaner
including carpeting, draperies, electrostatic
and electrically operated garage doors.

assure correct cooking temperature for
everything on your range top ... pots never
boil overl Even -action, Direct Ray oven
roasts and bakes to delicious goodness.
See-thru oven door window allows you to
view your cooking with ease. Removable
oven door, sides, rear wall and bottom for
easy cleaning. Plus storage space, clock
and timer.

gi

.RANDHURST

WIEBOLDT'S-HOME APPLIANCES

Rand and Elmhurst Roads
Mt. Prospect

open Monday through Friday 10 to 9:30; Saturday to 5:30; Sunday 12 to 5 p.m.

6

kl

,es

Dialogue
"Well, if it isn't Anon.

Didn't expect to see you today."

"That's me. In person. A.

Constant Reader.

"Anonymous" on my voter
registration card, Anon 'to my
friends."

"Got any goodies for the

with George Hamilton
editors pay taxes too.
/In fact, it seems every time

same thing; readers who are
suffering from motheein-law
trouble, taxpayer syndrome,
ill-fitting wigs, etc. take pen

weed out a little clump of

"They all amount to the

in

rest of the readers?"

come up with something that

"I'm approaching this from
a new angle. I've compiled a

will fill a long felt want, to
coin a phrase."

"Of course we do cherish
the phrases you coin, but I'm
busy. What've you got?"

for careful study. As you

know, It's common practice

for newspapers at home and
abroad to run a "Letter to the
Editor" section."

remarks in their suggestion
box."
"Sort of strong, isn't it?"
"Maybe, but how about this
one? 'Dear Indignanh Writing

batch of "Letters from the

' Editor," so a busy editor like
yourself can simply select- an

to you

"Besides, we do get

thoughtful and constructive

letters in the mail. We'd rather
you sat down and worked up

the one ray of

a letter starting with 'Dear
non -writer: We appreciate

sunshine brighteningl my day.

appropriate epistle and hand it

I don't often get a chance to

to the typesetter. Saves a lot

your letters (praising)

write this kind of letter

(complaining) about things in
town. Why not send us a letter
to the editor, so all your

without adding my zipcode.

"Also cutting down on the

reapirs needed to the

My opinion of you is ' "
"You then leave it blank for
any timely phrase?"
"That's it. What do you
think?"

newsroom. But I have my

doubts. Read me a

is

typical

"Letter from the Editor."

"Here's one. 'Dear Tired

friends and neighbors will

know how you feel about the
situation?"

,amrstsigarserasgs017,:ax:rznaw...7=1.MMs4,11.Wrak,r:

Daylight
The long-standing feud
between Mount Prospect

"Thanks, but no thanks. I
think we'll just continue to let
folks keep sending in their letters with or without the blank
spaces filled in. Seems more
normal that way.

village hall and slip your nasty

AT:0,

BY LARRY WILLS

"Then you want a set of

these letters?"

for which I'm assessed at a
higher rate. So run down to

of wear and tear on editors."

"Slowly, slowly. This calls

"Well, Anon, basically your
idea has some merit. But --"

crabgrass it's considered an
Improvement on my property

hand and write to the

hapless editor."
"Go on."

"I do. And I think I've

Taxpayer: In case you didn't

"We have one too. What
about it?"

A Mellowing Feud
Although some village hall
observers attribute the relative

and minority members Robert
Teichert and Joseph Grittani.

become less frequent in the

meetings to off -election -year

have been at each other's

quiet at the village board

Teichertfqd Congreve

last two months, however.

members.

Another reason for the lack

Part of the calm that has of controversy at the board

come to the board meetings is

level is the skill with which

Mayor Daniel Congreve and

doldrums, many of the board's

political throats since the two
officials tsplit over a village
manager issue last year. A

due to the fact that only two
of the trustees have served
with Congreve since he took

Moore has handled his job
since he was appointed last

mellowing.

the part of the majority bloc,

referendum last Spring defined

power.

Village Trustee Robert recent actions have shown a
Teichert appears to be unanimity of policy' both on

Amusement
Calendar
MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE, 115 N. Evergreen, Arlington
Heights.
,

Thoroughly Modern Millie--Weekdays--5 and 8 p.m.;

Saturday -2, 5:15 and 8:30 p.m.; Sunday -2, 5 and 8 p.m.
CATLOW THEATRE, 116 W. Main, Barrington
Guess Who's Coming to Dinner-Friday and Saturday -7:30
and 9:30 p.m.; Sunday through Thursday -8 p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.

The Comedians-Friday-8 p.m.; Saturday -6:05 and 10:10
p.m.; Sunday --3:55 and 8:05 p.m.; Monday and Wednesday --9
p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday -7 p.m.

More than a Miracle -- Friday -- 6:05 and 10:10 p.m.;

Saturday -4:10 and 8:15 p.m.; Sunday -1:00, 6:05 and 10:10

p.m.; Monday and Wednesday --7:05 p.m.; Tuesday and
Thursday -9:15 p.m.
GOLFMILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
Barefoot in the Park-Daily--1:15, 4:30 and 8:30 p.m.
The President's Analyst-Daily-3, 6:35 and 10:15 p.m.

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount
Prospect..
The President's Analyst-Daily-2:10, 5:50 and 9:35 p.m.
Sol Madrid-Daily-=4:20 and 8 p.m:
PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.
The Dirty Dozen-Weekdays--7:50 p.m.; Saturday -3:45 and
8:05 p.m.; Sunday --1:55, 6:10 and 10:25 p.m.

The President's Analyst-Weekdays--6:05 and 10:20 p.m.;

Saturday -6:15 and 10:30 p.m.; Sunday --3:40 and 8 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
The Dirty Dozen --Friday and Saturday -7:10 and 9:49 p.m.;

Sunday -3:40, 6:20 andAt p.m.; Monday through Thursday -6:30 and 9:10 p.m.
RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
Prospect.

Cool Hand Luke --Friday and Saturday --I:30, 3:45, 6, 8:20
and 10:30 p.m.; Sunday through Thursday --2:05, 4:30, 7 and

the powers of the village

manager in more strict terms

than previously had been
defined by village ordinance.

THE REFERENDUM was

sponsored by Teichert and

Teichert and Grittani are

the last

of the

old hands.

Donald Rogers, Earl Lewis
and John Kilroy all took office last spring, and George
Reiter was appointed to the
post in December.

Village Manager Robert

October. He has taken a

strong stand with his department heads, and has clearly
made it known that he is the
boss.

ally and

split the Republican Party
over the issue. Despite the
lack of party backing, the

Robert Colfer used to provide

board gave Congreve was the
Fairview Gardens annexation
issue. After Congreve learned
that Des Plaines City Council
failed to pass a resolution of

Jersey Dec. I, and the other

division as was expected Feb.
5, Congreve worked all the

A STAUNCH Congreve
strong debater of

referendum passed, leaving
Congreve and Teichert bitter

Teichert's critical views of the

administration, Trustee
zest to the meetings. He,
however, moved to New

The referendum gave the

members of the majority
group appear to be more

village manager more powers
than previously had been pro-

debates because of a lack of

opponents.

-

vided and restricted the

powers of the board and the
mayor.

The two men since have
fought over aspects of the
building code, settlement of

lawsuits against the village,

the village policy toward the
library board and which local
newspaper, should be used for
legal notices. The scraps have

intent to annex the subfollowing day to prepare a

subdivision in time for his
board meeting that night.

experience in village politics.

Both municipalities wanted
to annex Fairview and, when
Des Plaines lost the initiative,
Congreve knew that time was
of the utmost importance. He
and Moore had the resolution

responsible for the truce. He
has removed the barbs from
what his fellow trustees have
called "Teichert's epistles,"
advocating one course of action or another. He has avoided making anyone angry or

intimidating the majority

Prospect.

Barefoot in the Park -- Friday and Tuesday through

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.

Out of town U.S. mail rate, S10.00 a year: $6.00 for six months.
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

Letters to the Editor

the resolution.

NONE OF the board

Charges Plan For Merger Of Villages 'Stupid'

meeting, and much of what
they knew they had gathered

REETHAB
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

from press reports.
Rogers appeared hesitant to
hold a hasty vote on the
resolution, saying that this
was the first time he had
heard of it.

Coming to the aid of

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday. by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Setond Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

board meeting, and the mayor
asked Lewis to present it to
the board.
Lewis himself didn't appear
to be too well acquainted with

members had been briefed on
the Fairview issue before the

27. good, 33 excellent

Congreve, none other than

Answer on Comic Page

fellow members, and the

Teichert gave a long, detailed
explanation of the issue to his

resolution passed unanimous-

Thursday -8.30 p.m.; Saturday --7:30 and 11 p.m.; Sunday --7:30
p.m.

ly.

Editor:

This is a new adventure for
me to write to any newspaper,

and express my opinion on
this stupid proposal by Mr.

)fBUICK

munities, and I'm sure you have many slum areas,

We here in Mount Prospect
have a very fine group of intelligent men who control our

solidation should be up to the moving farther north or
people who live in these com- northwest, and you will soon

arisen and we hope this will

BONNIE MOTORS
RAMBLER

explain our position.

1. First of all, this lot has
been obtained over the years
at great expense to be used by
members of the church when

they come for church functions.

2. An arrangement has

been made with Bell

MARTIN

KELLY

Telephone Co. for it to use the
western section.
3. Almost daily a minimum
of 20 spaces is needed for the

folk who work at the church
on the staff, in the Office of

:OLDSMOBILE,

Economic Opportunity of-

CHEVROLET

fices, and in the Nursery
School.

tATTOF

blems to deal with.

So please leave our little
cities intact, and let us have
our own system of govern-

when it looks as if space is ment.
going to waste, there is hardly
a day that some church group
will

not come and use

it.

Mondays, are cooking groups
preparing suppers; Tuesdays,
there is a Bible Class or two;

Mr. Woods should put his
head in the sand to have such
a ridiculous idea. All he has
to do is look at the problems
of any large city - just mentioning Chicago, New York,

Wednesdays are Circle, Detroit, St. Louis, Los
Board, and Association Angeles, and many more, too
meetings; Thursdays, Ladies'

Aid and sewing groups;

numerous to mention.

for evening events.

the judge of this consolidation
of villages, not just a few
politicians.

Fridays, people getting ready

Nearly every day, too,

parents are waiting for

children's choirs and communicants classes to dismiss.
When they come, there should
be parking space available.

Therefore, we have asked
the publiC's

cooperation in

refraining from parking on
our premises.
The Board of Trustees
First Presbyterian Church
Arlington Heights

"Bon Voyage!"

CHEVROLET

as

will find 95 per cent of them there are now in Chicago.
That city is a prime exwould vote "No" on this issue,
ample of big government and
if given a chance.
have many very serious pro4. While there may be times

misunderstandings have

MOTORS

If this merger goes through

that large cities create.

much confusion, and frustration, plus undesirable people,

St. James Sts. Some
AMERICAN

their problems.

did it to get away from so

who moved to these suburbs

We feel that an explanation
is in order to explain why we
ask commuters, workers, and
shoppers in the area not to use
our parking lot at Dunton and

COOK:

OUR LO ER OVERHEAD
ILL SAVE YOU MONEY
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

policemen are the finest.
So why take all this in-

dividuality away from folks without the consent of the
who are very content to live people who live in these
in a small community. All this suburbs, you will find many
fuss and talk about con- of our better class of people

Woods of Arlington Heights.
I'm sure many homeowners

Editor:

Northwest Suburban
Auto Dealers are

No doubt our taxes would
system of Government. Our
housing codes are the best, be increased to keep the
and safest, and our fire and smaller communities with

Refrain From Church Lot Parking

46.

I

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kiedalsch
Managing Editor

the issue when he presented

HIDEAWORD

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's' freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field 11,1
Friday, March 15, 1968

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

the written speeches ready minutes before the

9:30 p.m.

THEATRE

Page 4

similar resolution for the

hesitant to take Teichert on in

Teichert also has been

Tbe Prooect 'Dap

A RECENT example of the

solid backing that the entire

administration did not hack
the referendum and it almost

other interested residents. The

"But if we DO nominate Rocky, what about our 'DEATH
WISH'?"

We, the people should be

Name withheld by request.

Says Coverage
By The Day
Helps Wrestling
Editor:

I want to. thank you very

much for the excellent

coverage given to, our sport of

wrestling this past season.

You have helped us tremendously in creating more of an
interest in wrestling and also

"See Me S

in making wrestling more prorninent as a winter sport.
On behalf of my wrestlers,
I want to thank you. The boys
need publicity, and really appreciated all that you gave
them.

MACK
CADILLAC

All of your sports writers
have been wonderful to our

sport, and to the boys and
coaches.

OfoliS
aARKY

tER-

.(PLYMOUTH

Thank you again for helping us so much with excellent
newspaper coverage.

,DvYNOosItAT4R
t',11

David W. Ziemek
Head Wrestling Coach
Prospect High School

Sout minster C oir

Bishop Burrill

oncert with Symphony

To Visit Holy

Innocents Church

A rare musical treat

Presbyterian Church, Arl-

L.H.D., Bishop of the

Episcopal Diocese of Chicago,
will make his episcopal visitation to the Church of the Holy
Innocents, 238 Illinois Blvd.,

Page 5

cert with the Du Page

Symphony Orchestra Sunday,

March 31. The two-part

concert, will be held at 3:30

Hoffman Estates Sunday,

Meditation

p.m. at. Barrington High

March 24.

School.

Bishop Burrill will be the

There will be no 8 a.m.

service Sunday. The Bishop
will also speak to the primary

as a social worker and was em-

ployed in the child welfare
division of Hennepin County
Welfare Board for four years
prior to his enrollment in the

seminary program. He is a

veteran pf the second World
War and the Korean conflict,
having served with the Marine
Corps as an officer.

Pastor Watson is married

and lives- with his wife Ruby
and two children, Peggy and
Jane, at 123 South Pine,
Mount Prospect.
Matthew 16 26 reads, "For what shall it profit a man, if
he gains the whole world and forfeits his own soul? Or what
shall a man give in return for his life?"

Christmas has always been a season for giving. Lent has

always been a season for giving up. Yet, the popularly accepted

notion of giving something up for Lent has almost always
been linlited to giving up some kind of fringe benefit in life,
like a movie, or a type of food regularly used otherwise, or
some other enjoyment, the loss of which in the mind of the
deprived is supposed to constitute some sort of sacrifice.

The real purpose of Lent is best seen where men do not

simply give something up, but where men give themselves up

to God. God doesn't want our candy bars or our movies or
our television time, or anything else unless he first has us.
If I read the New Testament and the Old Testament rightly,
God's first call to human beings is not to give an offering

Impey, the choir has grown
from three members to its
entirely volunteer. It

"Substance" is the subject
of this week's lesson -sermon
to be read in all Christian

The Golden Text is from

Matthew: "if ye have faith as

shall say unto this mountain,

Remove hence to yonder

Dr. Bryan F. Archibald,

president of Northern Baptist
Theological Seminary, will be

the guest speaker at the
Women's Guild luncheon

meeting March 19 at South
Church Community Baptist.

Cumberland
Choir In
Easter Cantata

being, to give ourselves up to Him and to serve Him through

a life lived with and for each other.

stake out His claim on us. The evidence of Scripture indicates
that we are separated from God at birth, not inclined to love

that has led us to the conflicts and separations that loom so

Clark at 7 p.m., Sunday, March 17.
The cantata marks the beginning

large among us today in America. We are helpless to motivate

ourselves to do anything about the problem. We can see it,
and define it, but the hold ourselves have on us is a strong

He came to save us from ourselves, to free us so that we
might live, properly related to God our maker and at peace
rule, or His claim upon them, against an individual's will.
This business of faith is a matter of invitation. You may not
like to be invited, but you cannot ignore the invitation. Every
man in word and in deed answers God. How will you answer
Him this Lent? Will you say, "I'll give up this or that?" or

Fifth Wheelers, Trinity

'

Lutheran Church, 7:30 p.m.
MONDAY
Prospect

Mount

Prospect High Field House,
7:45 p.m.

Mount Prospect Nurses
Club, home of Mrs. Carl
Frans, 7:45 p.m.

Mount Prospect Village

Rotary

Club, Old Orchard Country

Board, villagehall, 8 p.m.

Club, 12 15 p m
MT TOPS, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 1 p.m.

ladies auxiliary social

VFW Prospect Post 1337,

meeting, VFW hall, 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Jaycees,

Girl Scouts, committee
leaders meeting, St. Mark

Striking Lanes, 8 p.m.

Lutheran Church 1 p.m.
St. Emily's Women's Club,

26, Board of Education, Park

Pot Luck supper, 7 p.m.

View school, 8 p.m.

followed by business meeting,
Parish hall

the school, 8 p.m.

Senior Citizens, Mount

Prospect Community Center,
7:30 p m.

Mount Prospect

River Trails School Dist.

Fairview School PTA, at

'Toastmasters Club, Mount
7.45 p.m

Mount Prospect Community

Columbus Hall, Arlington

Buffalo Grove Over 50

WEDNESDAY

ington Heights, Pioneer Park,
10:30-3 p.m.

Republican Women of Elk
Grove Township, "Springing
into Fashion", luncheon and

fashion show, Sheraton
O'Hare, 1 p.m.

Satellite No. 2,

Homemakers Extension

FRIDAY

Welcome Wagon

Prospect welcome coffee, St.

Mark Lutheran Church,
a.m.

Grandmothers club, Mount

St. Paul Lutheran School,

St. Paul Lutheran School,

Prospect Community Center,
1 p.m.

science fair, in the gym, 6:308:30 p.m.

Branch AAUW, South Park
Field House, Des Plaines, 8
p.m.

Des Plaines Valley

Geological Society, West Park
Field house, 8 p.m.

FIRST

St. Raymond's Catholic

auditorium, 8:30 p.m.

1

1
1

APtIST

Mount Prospect School

DLst. 57, board meeting,. ad-

ministration building, 8:15

of Commerce, Holiday Inn, 7
p.m.

Prospect Moose 660, VF11
Hall, 8 p.m.

p.m.

TUESDAY

""

THURSDAY
Arlington Heights Over 5(

CL 5-1394

Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.
Worship Service -10:45 A.M.

Nursery Care -All Services

CHURCH
Sunday School ... 9:45
IMorning Worship ... 10:50
SERMON SUBJECTS

f

.
AM
"In Times Like Those"

PM

"Concert with the Moody
Evening School Singers"

--;*

gnr:iusa:ir.;nll
8:30 - 9:45 - 11 a.m.
Church School and
Worship Services
Pastors
DAVID I. QUILL
NOLAN A. WATSON

30.0 N. ELMHURST - MT. PROSPECT
JEROME ENGSETH, PASTOR - 255.4671
9.95 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Junior Church
11.00 a.m. Morning Worship
7.00 p.m. Vesper Hour

Telephone
CL 3-0631

"Your Christian Community"
LENTEN SERVICE

THURSDAY 8 P.M.
Nursery Sorvice During
Vesper Elf.us

Why Not Be Informed?

Lutheran Church of the Cross
Larry D. Crttord S.T.M. Pastor

phone 937-5191
SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL

9:00 AND 10:30 A.M.

The cost of funerals is a subject wide-

WORSHIP SERVICES

ly discussed but quite generally mis-

9:00 AND 10:30 A.M.
SUNDAY

"War, A Tragic Necessity"
LENTEN SERVICES

A movie: "The Parable"
2023 S.00

s
r

D., ARLINGTON HIIGHTS

NUT TO WRIST VIM HIGH SCHOOL

Over a Half Century of Respected Service

St. Raymond
de Penafort Church

k)
k)

Itil

School, 8 p.m.

Pastors, Robert Rushing,
Roger A. Creamer

?cop& Ora Only Comm

"The Triumph of the
Cross"

High'

rmsameor;

308 E. McDonald - Prospect Heights

-

mart shopping center, 10:30-3

Junior

mummr..

Prospect Heights Baptist Church

understood. A visit to our Funeral Home
will acquaint you with the extent of the
facilities and services available.

F4

MacArthur

r11,7,StaleaD,T,tmr..,..zw......,,samor---rt

Mount Prospect

munity Center, 8 p.m.
Central PTA, at the school,
8 p.m.

Northwest Suburban

827-7229

"MATERIALISM & RECOUNCIUNG LOVE"

p.m.

Evening Service 7:00

Mount Prospect Chamber

Pastor Keith Davis
10:15 is.m. Chundt School -Morning Worship

'

"How to Have Victory"

Prospect Heights School Assn., Mount Prospect ComDist. 23, board of Edueation,, munity Center, 1 p.m.

United Church of Christ --

Rand and Central

Arlington Heights, 10:30-3

Morning Worship 10:50

munity room of the ranch
Homemakers Extension

Church of the Master

10

Club, drop in center, Comp.m.

Nursery Care at All Services

Arlington Heights Over 50
club, Ceramics, Pioneer Park,

Assn., Mount Prospect Com-

PTL, at the gym, 8 p.m.

"Security"
BY PASTOR WATSON

Newcomers Club of Mount

Heights, 8 p.m

Democratic Women's

9:15 - 11:00 A.M.

"THE SILENT OPPOSITION

tend these special events.

BY PASTOR WATSON

Center, 9:30 a.m.

Organization, Mount Prospect
Country Club, 8 p m.

CHURCH SCHOOL 9:15 - 11:00
Worship Services

tr

SPEBSQSA, Knights of

Elk Grove Township

PHONE 392-3 1 1 1

Gilbert Bowen
Thomas A. Phillips

focus on the issue "What Can
Christians Do?"

"The Finger of God"

E -hart Leaders meeting,

Arlington Heights Chapter,

PASTORS

p.m., Sunday, March 17 at the
church.
The voices of U. N.

SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY.

Prospect Community Center,

thumb

407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.

Corner
Wille and Evergreen

Country Chords Chapter, Women's Club, in the

Sweet Adelines, International,
Community church of Rolling
Meadows, 8:15 p.m.

community

pizesByteman

MOUNT PROSPECT

Club, drop in center, Arl-

<

Gospel with people.

AWL The American Lutheran Church

Calendar of Week's Events

week

Freedom, and Commitment of the

St. MARK Lutheran Church

will you say, "God, I'm ready to give up myself.".

Prospect High TPC,

Aimed Toward Sharing the Joy.

"Standing withbut apology for the old-time gospel"

The choir is under the direction of Mel

is invited.

POSIT-Cr,

Worship Hours 8:00, 9:30, 11:00 A.M.
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.
Christian Day School - Kindergarten Tim..., 8th

D. C., and New Jersey and Lutheran Church of the

Plaines.

in world evangelization.

with our fellowmen.
But God does not force anyone to accept Him, His sovereign

p.m.

tians" will be sponsored by the

THE SERMON during the
by the Board. Call the church
office 253-0501 for luncheon worship service Sunday,
March -24 will be concerned
and child care reservations.
Circle 4 will meet at 1 p.m., with this issue as Pastor
Wednesday, March 27 at the Cartford speaks on "War, a
home of Mrs. Jerry J. Keller, Tragic Necessity."
The public is invited to at450 W. Kathleen Dr., Des

of a

Kasen. Accompanists will be Cheryl Edblom,
organist, and Barbara Dietz, pianist. The public

SUNDAY

Massachusetts, Washington,

be held.
The luncheon will be served

through April 7. It describes through songs,
hymns and scripture narration the plan of God

What Jesus means to faith is that the chains can be broken.

Camp Fire girls Birthday

A seminar entitled "Viet-

MOW,

JOHN E. GOLISCH
VICAR DANIEL KOCH

had held pastorates in nam, a Dilemma for Chris-

presented and an election will

missionary conference that will continue

one indeed.

TOPS of the Evening, Bank

Baptist Education Society. He

"at

PASTORS

E.A. ZEILE

Women's Guild will be America. Discussion will

Prospect will present the missionary cantata
"The Greatest Story Yet Untold" by Eugene

wishes and our goals. This is the sort of self-centered infection

of Roiling Meadows, 7:30

vention and of the Northern

_LI

.50iftit

El

ccI

CPO

the Du

business meeting, the list of crucial issue as recorded by
vacancies on the Board of the the Lutheran Church in

The 30 -voice choir of the Cumberland Baptist Church, 1500 E. Central Rd., Mount

Him or serve Him, chained by nature to ourselves and our

Heights Pioneer Park, 7 to 12

SktiV PRIM

THE REV. Paul Sandin Secretary General U Thant,
will be soloist accompanied by President Johnson and Pope
his wife Irene. During the Paul will be heard on this

Another reason we ought to give up is that God paid to

7:30 p.m.

Seminar
Sunday

bia.

is to know God and to love Him with every fiber of our

Club, Party Nite, Arlington

Dr. Archibald is a graduate
of Acadia University in Nova
Scotia and is a past president
of the Mass. Baptist Con-

BY REVEREND SANDIN
(Nursery Care Sunday Mornings)

EMT DC 5

Page Orchestra, among them

Vietnam

cils in the District of Colum-

ty within it The knowledge of this fact ought to be enough.
You and I should not need any convincing beyond this truth.
Yet, our nation and particularly our urban society, is feeling
the effects of what happens when people live as if God was
not the sovereign ruler of all of us. Our first responsibility

Friedrichs Funeral Home,

Harvey also directs church
choir, the Chicago
nfonia
and is on the staff- o the

Northern Seminary."

BY REVERENss SANDIN
WEDNESDAY

"DEFENSE WITNESSES
FOR CHRIST"

Russell Harvey since its
beginning 14 years ago.

I

"The Word of the Chief
Priest Como Down"

0,00- 10,30

members. The orchestra has

has served on numberous Cross, 2025 S. Goebbert Rd.,
Baptist committees and coun- Arlington Heights at 7:30

THERE ARE SEVERAL REASONS for this. The first is

Prospective Waist -sways,

tirely of non-professional

Evangelical Challenge for
Forthright Development at

Our Lady Board
To Meet Tonight
will be held at 8 p.m., tonight
in the Rectory meeting room.
All meetings are open to all
who wish to attend.

Sunday School and RIM. Class
9.15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services

The Du Page Symphony

guest starred with

SUNDAY

"The Word of the
Bystander"

Tel. 437.3223 - 439.0412

Orchestra also is made up en-

Northern Baptist Theological
Seminary, will speak on "The

place; and it shall remove; and
nothing shall be impossible
unto you."

meeting of the school board
of Our Lady of the Wayside

paid soloists, and often a paid
double quartet.

19 at the church in Mount
Conservatory in
Prospect. Dr. Bryan F. American
Archibald, president of Chicago.
Many fine soloists have

a grain of mustard seed, ye

The regularly scheduled

Pastor

,Southminster's size to have

South Church Community
Baptist Women's Guild will
hold a luncheon meeting at
12:30 p.m:, Tuesday, March

Pastors, Edwin I. Slovens
Paul L Sandia
Jack E. Frehn
Paul M. Rowley,
Seminary Assistant
Worship A Church School
9,30 8 11.00 A.M.

Rev. Waldemar B. Streufert,

been under the direction of

Science churches Sunday.

501 S. Emerson St.
Mt. Prospect
Phone 253-0501

1100 S. Linn ema nMt. Prospect

is not

uncommon for a church of

Seminary
Is Guild
Topic

Substance
Is Science
Subject

Community Baptist
Amorkon Boptist Convention

St. John
Lutheran Church

is the fact that the choir is

that God claims ownership over the creation and all of humani-

SATURDAY
Arlington Heights Over 50

Soloists from the

present strength. Also unsuual

to Him, hut to give themselves to Him.

I

Southminster Presbyterian

direction of Mrs. W. R.

polis.

Paster Watson was trained

the life hereafter.

concert.

Mrs. George E.
SOUTHMINSTER'S 45 - Choir will be
soprano; David R.
voice choir has been in ex- McKenzie,
tenor and W.
istence 7 years. Under the Halliday,
Richard Impey, baritone.

afternoon.
All parishioners are invited
to a 2 p.m. luncheon to honor
the Bishop and Mrs. Burrill at
the Holiday Inn.

Glencoe, Minn. He is a graduate of the University of
Minnesota and Luther Theological Seminary in St. Paul.
His family home is Minnea-

..

Faure's "Requiem" will com-

prise the second half of the

mittee at the church in the

Tacoma, Wash., and in

other mass. Requiems are

afforded by the Christian
half of the program, and joy
faith - bOth now and in

school before the service and
meet with the Bishop's Com-

Mark last April from Ortonville, Minn., where he served
a two -point rural parish. He
has also served congregations

church office, and will be offered at 'the auditorium door
the afternoon of the concert.
position is different from most Admission will be $1.50 for
Requiems in that it omits the adults and 75 cents for
mass for the dead. The children under 12. The charge
liturgical structure is essen- is necessary to meet expenses.
tially the same as that of any

Symphony" during the first

department of the church

associate pastor at St. Mark
Lutheran Church in Mount
Prospect. He came to St.

in

The Du Page Symphony

9:30 a.m. Family Eucharist.

Pastor Nolan A. Watson is

Southminster Choir, the

in the Protestant
Orchestra will perform performed
not as part of
Handel's "Overture" and Church,
worship, but as an
Dvorak's "New World liturgical
expression of peace, hope, and,

Celebrant and Prepcher at the

Lent's P r1 Ise

James Buswell, famed young
Tickets for the concert are
violin virtuoso.
avilable from members of the

THE FAURE "Requiem"
is a cantata for soli, chorus,
_and orchestra
of
ington heights, joins in con- seven sections.consisting
This com-

The Rt. Rev. Gerald Fran-

cis Burrill, S.T.D., D.D.,
Friday, March 15, 1968

will

be provided when the
Sanctuary Choir of
Soutftminster United

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
RADIO SERIES

SUNDAY.

.

YOU DON'T NEED
TO BE AFRAID
WIJD 11160 KO 7:00 AM
WLS (890 Kt). MO AM
WaR (850 Kc) -9r00 AM
WAIT (B20 ICc) - 9.30 AM

k)

i

Nursery Provided For
All Services

rk

Pastor: Albert A. Iambi

1

CL 3-2407

'1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

I!
,

lioo

311 Southl-Oka
Mt. Prospect

Lauterburg &
Oehler

CL 3-2444
.

FUNERALHOrtA

E

THOMAS J. DONOVAN, ROBERT E. S6HAER-Owners

Sunday'Masses:

Church: 6:30, 7:30, 8:45, 10:00,
11:15 and 12:30
3.
.

INS E NORTHWEST HWY. 253-5423 ARLINGTON HTS. MT. PROSPECT

Auditorium

8:50,10:05 and 11:20 '

0 NATIONAL SLUG I ED MORTICIANS

,
'

k
k,
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.

.
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4 C °ices of Action
For
The original Cherub Choir of the 25 year old Prospect Heights Community
Church was directed by Helen Nelson and began in 1961. First adult choir

the Sunday School and thd

direction of Warren Birkett.

culmination of the celebration
will be Sept 22, Anniversary

original hymn, "Open the

Prospect Heights Com-

Sunday.

each Sunday features something special in conjunction
with the church history Each
month one particular inner organization of the church is
honored

A printed brochure relating

the entire history of each

group, complete with early

J1. -

phasized in February

March 17 features the

Organ Vesper Service and
Tea; April the "Stitchers",

May, Women's Guild, June,
the Men's Club, September

The service included an
Doors of Faith" by Mrs. L.

and the first gift was 50 hymnals from an Elgin church.
The first Board of Trustees

J. Stanley with music by
Birkett.

Instrumental hymns, a new

included George Sheppard,

president, William Lancaster,
vice president, Charles Kule;

jazz chant, and a new ar-

service

also included along with many treasurer, William Spears,
scribe and Carl Stehman,
of the old favorite songs.

members attending the

Chapters of the Church

History appear at intervening

Sundays with a complete,
printed and bound history

becoming available after the

anniversary dinner in September

The book, entitled "Church

History and Special Group

YOUTH SUNDAY was
held and the choir was em-

THE FIRST churdh service

was held February, 1943 at
the Prospect Heights School

pictures, is distributed to the

Recognition Bulletins" will be

T

shopping and buying,

sold for $5 with delivery in
October

rangment of a spiritual were

The instrumental group included Pete Marti, band direcArlington Heights, Clarence

In October, Rev. Robert
Klepper was installed and the

grdtip, Gary Hedberg

vancements recognized by the

tor of Miner Junior

High,

THE OBSERVATION of

Chicago Church Federation

unusual in that it was a blen-

neighboring churches who
volunteered to serve during

worship music under the

five

ministers of

the organizational period.

travel constantly.

does it present overnight

make this choice don't go to I one clod at a time. Having
We buy a made this choice, we realize
jected a few of our parents' Haight-Ashbury.
values; now our children call house in the countryside, or that it is not glamorous, nor
results.

In a Harper's magazine

activities.

having faith in our churches,
and in the sanctity of family
life.

1966. Rey. Klepper left late in

the world gradually one clod

water or air pollution, poverty
or any of those "impossible"
Many agree that the problems; we are looking for
younger generation is making our island.

WE KNOW, as mothers
that we are in an enviable

to Prospect Heights Community. Church in July of
1965 and Rev. Dan Jones

Membership by 1945 was 85,

became the church's full time

the work of many, enthusiasm
of an inspired band and with

minister.

most of our society "phony".

MOST OF US try to

article John Fisher, lists four
SOME OF US literally pull
choices that are open to the
young adult as "(1) Drop out, down the shades or draw the

Any church that is a success knows that it is through

and that year Rev. Kepper

change the world gradually,

Many of us "flee." -- The

present day congregation of
over 500. Rev. Donald S.
Hobbs, present pastor, came

Northern Illinois Synodical served as pastor for a 9 -month
Council. The congregation period.

founded in 1942 by the

group of housewives who

participate in any community

The history continues to its

representing the church

obtained its first property
dedicated in Sept., 1946.

"what about me."

martinis.

We may build an imaginary
Knowing that "the world is
WHAT ARE the younger
and McDonald Rds, anreal wall around our home a mess," we choose to act. We
nouncing the top goal of generation's responses to our or
in the suburbs. We never may'fight communism by
society? What are yours?
$50,000.

church then made rapid ad-

youth, Hazel Vogeney, church
organist and adult choir director Birkett.
The community church was

freedom.

children, react to the "mess of
the world today" to a degree
unknown to most of the older
generation. We may have re-

northwest corner of Elmhurst

Peterson, active in his own

Choir Sunday was quite aided by
ding of the old and new in

trustee.

We demand a career, sexual
freedom, and economic.

ailments, or a pitcher of one on earth, and our cry is

Young people today, from

serious students to flower -

but it took courage and true
pioneer spirit. Perhaps some
of you will remember the
!alp thermometer at the

a radical change in family life.

We condone- divorce,
tranquilizers, compulsive believe
only in dne life, the
housework, neurotic physical

today?

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

stead of having one event,

daily bridge games, endless

and intimidated by youth

Year or ommuntty Church

Donald Beldon chairman began on January 7, 1968 In-

don't need L.S.D.-we have

Are you appalled, disgusted

The Day's Prospects

its 25th anniversary
The program which is being
conducted by a lively anniversary committee with

Some of us "drop out". We

BY GERRY WALSH

was directed by Alan Pierce.

munity Church is celebrating

1 Cent ratti

a lot of help front a higher
source that keeps it working.

THE BUILDING of the Congratualtions Prospect
church was no easy matter, Heights Community Church.

(2) Flee, (3) Plot a Revolu- drapes. We say, "don't talk
tion, and (4) Try to change about the war, open housing,
at a time."

Escape becomes neurotic

these choices.

However, these four with some of us. We are

choices could just as validly
be applied to' the mother of
the younger generation, who'
is a well-informed thinking
adult, and who also knows

countless organizations.

position for we have the first
word against injustices.

Our lack of prejudice, our
intolerance of war, our belief
in goodness can be taught and

caught by our very young
hippies, but also used for children with impressionable
minds.

escape.

A few of us plot a revolu-

All of these small efforst,

tion. -- The feminine mystique
clique started it -- we have
SO WHAT do we do? Like joined them. We refused to be

add up to a powerful force for
coping "with the mess of the
world today".

that "the world is a mess."

the young adult, we make a
choice, and our reactions are
not unlike the "kids." Here's

Camp
Fire

afraid to go out of our house.
It is our pad; cleaner than the

We fight poverty, by giving
our time, effort and money to

what we do:

a homemaker, a wife or a

mother.
We feel we have been slaves

long enough, so we demand

Most of.us do choose this
but effective
way. We hope and play that
difficult, slow,

the "under 25's" will join us.

Alphabet Pretzels

irl
Sunda
Left-Sunday, March 17 is
Camp Fire Girl Sunday and
the beginning of a week long
observation of the organiza-

tion's 58th year. An active

family in Camp Fire and '
members of St. Paul Lutheran

Church includes (left rear)
Blue Bird Patty Stearns, 8 and

sisters, Cathy, 10, (front)

Mary, 14 and Lindy, 12. Mrs.
Charles Stems is a Camp Fire
Leader and teacher at St. Paul
Lutheran School.

I

St. Alphonsus
Women to Meet
St. Alphonsus Women's
Guild of Prospect Heights will.
meet Monday, March 18 at the

church at 8:30 p.m. The program will feature "Hats by
Sue" on Central. Chairman of

the evening will be Mrs.
Robert Kawell.

Book on Dead Sea Scrolls at Library
"The Shapira Affair," a

book by John Allegro,

committed suicide Scholars
today believe it may not have

declared fake because they

His insufficient knowledge
of Semitic linguistics caused

oldest Bible in the world.

Sea climate, and because the
experts had already had a bad

discoveries under suspicion.
Six months before his death

experience with Shapira.
He was made to look a fool

victim

them forgeries, and Shapira

BY LAURIE ROSSI
is a

been a fluke but part of the

fascinating account of the
This book is one of a
controversial parchments special collection of books set
found in the late 1880's near
the Dead Sea by a Jerusalem
shopkeeper, Moses Shapira
He claimed they were part of

an early version of
Deuteronomy
At the time experts delcared

Shapira's manuscripts were

were thought to have been him to be duped in by the
unable to survive the Dead plan, and lay all his further
he indicated that he was the

valued at one million pounds.

The author, like many

scholars, of today, firmly
believes that the parchments
were authentic. He has traveled to the Dead Sea area and
was the first British represen-

of false accusations

tative on the international

neither the skill, the character,

one struck me as being of

parchments and that he didn't
to the German government, think he'd be able to survive
which were actually being 'the shame. Three years after

its yet unsolved mystery.

planted for his men to find.

will know for sure.

for Lenten reading at
the Mount Prospect Public

aside

Library. Many are of special
interest this season, but this

particular interest because of

by forgers in 1873 when he

about the Deuteronomy

innocently sold pottery vessels

manufactured, locally. and

his death the strips were
displayed in London and

fr

.2"

el 6

M

*1

team editing the fragments.

He feels that Shapira had

or the nerve to attempt such
a hoax. Perhaps someday we

How many letters could a nibbler, nibble if she wanted to start with B? The whole alphabet
(except' X) if she started with Baclunan-Jack's new "B" -shaped pretzels. Pretzels have been
given a new twist and by artful nibbling the B can be converted into any letter except X.

:=2:i1AMMUMMEMSN'
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Wiser Wised Up About Cats

HOLLYWOOD--(NEA)--Bud Wiser is up to

his ears in cats. It's his own fault, because
he is producing a coming television special
about them, but you have to feel a little sorry

(r

for him, anyhow.

I

What happened was that Wiser, a producer
for Wolper Productions, was assigned a show
called "Big Cats, Little Cats." It won't be on

NBC until May II, but Wiser started accumulating unusual cats early.

HE ADVERTISED in a cat -lovers'
magazine. That was his first mistake. Then he
made an appearance on a local television sta-

tion, and he said something about how cats

can't be trained. Second mistake.

Since those two drastic errors, he has been
deluged --letters, wires, telephone calls and

personal visitors. All telling about their
maTommrimmommemuzazzw.ca,-

er)

Wiser's desk is piled high and a bulletin

without success. And there's one in Garden
Grove, Pa., which conducts music with his
tail-his preference is for The Monkees' "I'm

board nearby is full of pictures of cats, all kinds
of cats.

Beautiful," which is a pretty nutty medley to

wonderful cats which should certainly be on
the show.

WISER SAYS he has yet to discover a cat
that does anything cats are not supposed to
do. But here is one he's going to investigate.
This lady says her cat goes to the cupboard,

drags out a can of cat food, rolls it over to
the electric can opener and opens it. Wiser
figures that ought to, be worth a minute of
prime time.

Meanwhile, he's having fun opening his

mail. He gets to hear from a lot of nutty cats.

THERE'S A CAT in Haslett, Mich., which

is being taught to stand on its head-so far

a Believer," followed by "America the
start with.

A cat in Farmer City, Ill., is a little behind

the times --it growls when the name
"Khrushchev" is mentioned. A Philadelphia cat
is mad about car wax.

One in Denver is claimed to bark like a

dog. Another Philadelphia cat springs at his
mistress when she hits the high note in "if
I Loved You."

And there's the cat in Long Beach, N. Y.,
who takes a shower with his mistress every
night.

"For some reason," Wiser says, "the lady
feels that it is the cat who is unusual."

'
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Just AroOtid
The Corner!
This coming Monday is the day when a new Jewel-Osco is opening
near your home. And what a store it is!

While it's designed to bring you all the conveniences you've always
liked about Jewel-Osco, this brand new store has more to offer than you've
ever enjoyed elsewhere. It's actually the biggest and finest of its kind
in the vicinity. With plenty of parking space. Lavish variety in every
department. Friendly, helpful folks to give you the kind of personal service
you appreciate.

In order to properly introduce this exciting new store to you,
a very special Grand Opening celebration is being planned for this
Monday. Fabulousbargains will be waiting. Plus a lot of other fun and
surprises.

We hope you'll be able to join.us. It's not much longer now!

Grand Opening
OF A NEW JEWEL-OSCO AT

50 W. Golf Road
GOLF AND ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (STATE RD.)

In Arlington Heights
Monday, March 18,1:00 P.M.
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Grace's Daze

THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday, March 15, 1968
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What better proof of our

Wedding Day for Frances

QUALITY, SERVICE, AND PRICE
than our

"GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION"

By Grace Mott

If within six months of purchase date you are not

Along with close friends,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Tures of
Kaup and Robert Browne, son shower given by Mrs. LeRoy Des Plaines, the Hammerls
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gardner, Mrs. Frederick made their first trip to the
Browne at 11 o'clock tomor- Balfanz, and Mrs. Clifford land of pineapple and sugar

A low mass at St. Emily bridal parties were concluded
Church will unite Frances with another miscellaneous

completely satisfied with your glasses. we will replace
them or refund your money in full.

CHICAGO
AREA
OFFICES

WASHINGTON AT STATE

Ph. 372.6605

NORTH SIDE

LINCOLN NEAR BELMONT
Ph. 472.3610
3301 North Uncoln
LINCOLN AND LAWRENCE
Ph. 728.3864
4749 North Lincoln
BROADWAY AND LAWRENCE
Ph. 334.6508
4752 North Broadway
MILWAJKEE NEAR ASHLAND
.
Ph. 278.1662
1324 Milwaukee

Ph. 278.1985

WEST''SIDE7V51
NORTH AVE. & AUSTIN BLVD.
Ph. 848.5142
MADISON AND PULASKI

6001 W. North Avenue

Ph. 638.3297

SOUTH SIDE
42ND AND ARCHER

TWIN PARTIES in

Rockford were hosted by Mrs.

David Wick and Mrs. Glenn
Collins and found a number

spite of a rough crossing!"
The four left home Feb. 9,

given a miscellaneous shower

REGARDLESS o

THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION,

REGARDLESS

WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAL LENSES.

and buffet supper while the
men gathered at the Wick

WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES.

young Browne.

OF

REGARDLESS o

Ph. 488.1440

REGARDLESS o

9124 South Commercial
ROSELAND
11127 South Michigan

Ph. 374.8196

REGARDLESS OF THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR CHOICE OF OVER 200
OF FASHION'S NEWEST.FLATTERING FRAME STYLES IN EXCITING

SOUTH CHICAGO

F

home for a bachelor party for

Two weeks ago Frances
was again feted when Mrs.

WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR. OR TINTED. OR SUNGLASS LENSES.

Gary Nierhoff and her
mother, Mrs. Earl Liesenfelt
hosted an all -relative shower
in Oak Park, and March 3 the

NEW SHAPES AND COLORS! ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE.

Ph. 568.3251

87TH AT COTTAGE GROVE
Ph. 846.7597
95TH AND WESTERN

8641 S. Cottage Grove Ave.

Your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S prescripticins
filled In the frame of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

Ph. 238.3660

OAK PARK
Ph. 383.2911
BLUE ISLAND
Ph. 597.0041
13046 South Western
OAK LAWN
1115 Lake Street

COMFORTABLE, EASY TO WEAR
LEE OPTICAL SINGLE VISION

87th & Cicero Corvette Ctr. Ph. 425.9078
MT. PROSPECT
Ph. 259.9456
1074 Mt Prospect Plaza

Ph. 896.3124

:OPEN .DAILY. MONDAY:,THRU 'SATUHD7t47 9:00 -'AM

,

Wis.,

In San Francisco the Hammerls and Tures were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. David

Dubuque,

Hammerls' neighbors when all
lived on S. George St.

mother, Mrs. Emil Lawson of
Chicago. The newlyweds will
live in Mount Prospect.
While genial executive vice
president Carl Hammer' was

In Los Angeles Mr. and

Mrs. Hammer] visited other

former Mount Prospect

neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Cle-

absent from his desk at the ment Mors while Mr. and

Mrs. Tures spent an evening

Mount Prospect State Bank,

he and his Betty were very with her aunt and uncle, Mr.

much present in the Hawaiian and Mrs. Fred Worth before

rall met at the airport for the

Islands.

trip home.
This weekend will find Bet-

601 N. Main St., Mt. Prospect, Illinois

grandparents when Mark, 4,
and Peter, 2, adopted sons of
the junior Carl Hammerls of

their favorite role of

St. Patricks Day Mulligan Stew Event
and
SAT., MARCH 16, 1968

6:00 PM

Albert D. Wilson, 7 N.

Bloomington, Ill., arrive to

Owen, Mount Prospect, has

father attend a bankers'

distribution services -

stay while their mother and

been appointed as manager of

6:00 p.m.
Dancing 8:30 to?

meeting in St. Louis. Young
Mr. Hammerl is with the La

furniture of the Mohasco

Adults & Children $1.50

Chicago in 'its Bloomington

tensive experience in all

Bushel of Booze Nite

REGARDLESS OF THE POWER
OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.

Ph. 741.1616

Montello,

ty and Carl Hammerl back in

ONE LOW PRICE

Ph. 336.8555

Chicago.

winds.

Mt. Prospect V.F.W. Post 1337

CONTACT LENSES

CHICAGO

underwriting, of the American

Mutual Reinsurance Co. in

against the rocks in high

THESE INCLUDE friends
and relatives from, Rockford,

MIX14114411110.011401.1M110.41110-4111111.411

CHICAGO SUBURBAN

111114M1H11.419.414

Industries, Inc. For the past

Salle National Bank of

18 years, Wilson has had ex-

offices.

phases of distribution.

' :4 ;:t
(

I

1,, 4.

Gilbert D. Tosch of 1004

All of the pre -wedding were in the islands two weeks, W. Pendleton P1. Mount
Prospect, has been appointed

Iowa, and Louisville. An upof women at the Collins' front seat at the wedding will Coffman who now live in
home where Frances was belong to Robert's grand- Tiburon and who were the

Ph. 376.2656

AURORA
31 North Broadway

Mr. and Mrs. Browne are givFAVORITES of the trip
ing in their Northbrook home, were the outer islands and the
but the final goodbye to wed- outstanding new Polynesian
ding -guests will not come un-,
cultural center. A note of
til the last one leaves the tragedy entered the trip when
Kaup home where Mr. and

Said Betty Hammerl, "the

Prospect and Miss Elvera
Kemp of Prospect Heights Mrs. Kaup are hosting a late the quartet from here saw T.
gave a miscellaneous af- afternoon luncheon for those V.'s Richard Boone lose a
ternoon shower in the from out of town the day of $90,000 yacht as it jumped its
moorings and was dashed
Boschin home.
the wedding.

4218 South Archer
ENGLEWOOD
6351 South Halsted

15 Douglas Street

Frances and Robert first met.

Sue Boschin of Mount

ONE COMPLETE PRICE,
NO EXTRA CHARGES OF ANY KIND...

LAWRENCE AT MILWAUKEE
Ph. 725.1361
4787 Milwaukee
LOGAN SQUARE

ELGIN

trip on ship was wonderful, in

soon after the first of the y r
when her maid of honor, Miis

LOW PRICE

N. -THWEST SIDE

WAUKEGAN
1825 West Glen Flora

ner.

Parties for Frances beg

NE

DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

9515 S. Western

buffet luncheon afterward.
Both the Browne and Kaup
families are camping and sailing enthusiasts, and it was on

will be climaxed and returned last Wednesday
a blind sailing date that festivities
assistant vice president,
tonight with a bridal dinner night,

1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
Telephone: 259-9456

3942 Madison

via the Lurline.

will go on to

Nielsens' Restaurant for a which included a buffet din-

MT. PROSPECT

2747 N Milwaukee Ave.

coast and from San Francisco

Gardner home. Twenty-eight
attended the all -women affair,

ding guests

At,

3 East Washington

Gardner in the LeRoy cane by plane to the west

row morning, and the couple

and their families and wed-
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Passbook
ccount.

Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday -- 8:30 a.m. to
2:00 p.m.
Friday -- 8:30 m to
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7:30 p.m.
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BANKING HOURS:
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Insurance Corporation.
Withdrawals in any amount provided 90 day's written notice 4given.
The initial deposit shall be in the amount of $2,500.00 or i itegral multriples thereof and each subsequent deposit shall be at least * 100.00.
Deposits may be made by mail or otherwise at the bank.
,
Interest given quarterly.
Come where fast efficient service has built a good institution.
Plenty of parking space.
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to do what we have and do Rainer -- badk., Rainer was

BY RALPH NOVAK

Arlington High School's.
varsity gymnasts, tugging
along a strong chance for the

school's second state cham-

seventh in all-around coin -

though it has only three gymnasts in the finals, may be the
biggest threat of all, because

parallel bars as a junior.

And Maine East, even petition and ninth on the

one of the three

populated Dist. 214 con-

three first places if he's hit-

Maine East this weekend.

PROSPECT PLACED se- - Haines.
cond in last year's finals, pilForest View, which will
ing up 361/2 points to have three representatives in
Evanston's 511/2. And Knight this year's finals, had no
coach Richard Chew has two scorers last year.
seniors who scored in last
Arlington had little trouble
year's finals.
All-around workhorse taking the Barrington district

tingent into the state finals at

The Cards, with 12 gym-

through the
rough Barrington district, will
nasts qualified

be aiming to match the state
title earned by their school's
cross-country team last fall.

But they'll have to be in

the trampoline fifth place by

then -sophomore Terry

ting.

.

team championship last

weekend, racking up 90 5/6

champion Eviuiston has 13 of and took sixth on the horizonits athletes in the finals after tal bar in 1967. And side
7, -,,horse star Ken Barr - a
a relatively easy tour thro
the Rich East district:tale fAvorite for an individual state

title if there ever was one --

The Cards had one champion -- Haines -- and a co champion -- tumbler Gary
Drake. Barr and Wheeling's
Rick Orna on the still rings

was sixth last year.

also won at Barrington, while

DEFENDING STATE

schools that finished 2-3

to >

Arlington in the Mid -

Suburban League conference
meet, Wheeling and Prospect,

will also be in the way of a
Card win, the Wildcats with

five strong performers

qualified and the Knights with

points

for fourth on parallel bars,

WHEELING WAS 11th in
last year's meet, and has one

Mazur took three firsts:

of its point -scorers -- Dick

and all-around.

horizontal bar, parallel bars,

Lineup of Area Finalists

seven.

The lineup of area gymnasts in the state finals that

Chew said Thursday his

begin today:

seven qualifiers concentrated

SIDE HORSE

on polishing their routines

RICH CARLSON

Doug Atkins, Arlington; Ken Barr, Prospect; Kim

this week.

"It's a matter of what's been
done over the last six months
or so now," he said. "We have

Butler, Wheeling, Dave Mattson, Prospect
STILL RINGS

State Gym Final

ing; Dick Rainer, Wheeling; Bill Van Sky, Prospect

Arlington; Wayne Crockett, ArlRich Carlson,
ington; Kevin Lindsey, Arlington; Rick Orna, Wheel-

When, Where

PARALLEL BARS
Jack Finch, Arlington
HORIZONTAL BAR

mile east of the Tri-State
Tollway.)

Bruce Boult, Prospect; Jim Brousseau, Arlington;
George Creswell, Arlington; Rainer, Wheeling; Gerry
Withey, Arlington; John Whittington, Wheeling
TRAMPOLINE
Jay Bensen, Prospect; Gary Dimas, Forest View; Terry Haines, Arlington; Nick Isaacs, Arlington; Glenn

The side horse, tumbling,
and still ring preliminaries
will be this afternoon, with

horizontal bar, parallel bars,

and trampoline tonight beginning at 7 p.m.

The top 10 gymnasts in

Owsiany, Forest View
ALL-AROUND

each event in the

preliminaries will advance to
Saturday night's finals, which

Boult, Prospect; Crockett, Arlington; Steve Gieger,
Wheeling; Bob Gleichman, Arlington; Rainer, Wheeling

begin at 7:30 p.m..

Arlington High School from becoming state

St:gun:lents bOrde'r on the convincing,
but they tend more certainly to be in the realm
of missing the points, which concern (1) the

Any new districts would probably make as
much sense geographically as having north

contingent, or a one-man show by Maine East's
Dennis Mazur.
A third factor --and this would be the really

AT LEAST THREE area coaches --Arlington's Tom Walthouse, Maine East's Tom

unfortunate one -would be the Illinois High Gardner, and Wheeling's Wayne Selvig--agree
School Association, the governing body over that changes are needed, and Walthouse and
almost all Illinois high school interscholastic Gardner have been frustrated in attempts to

included such schools as Arlington, Maine

East, Wheeling, Prospect, and New Trier East.
The other two districts were at Rich East and
West Leyden

Since only the top 10 performers in each

event --ranked by judges' averages -advanced to

the finals, the district alignment meant that

many of Illinois' finest gymnasts were

convince the IHSA of their belief.

Gardner hints that the IHSA gerrymanders
the districts in the state swimming meet to pre-

vent Evanston and New Trier from meeting
before the finals, and contends that "you can't
justify that by geography."

(Evanston had its own district meet in this
year's swimming tournament, while New Trier
East swam at New Trier West's district.)
Gardner suggests divvying up the gymnastics
teams that competed at Barrington this season
among at least two districts.

THIS COULD BE done by cyeating more
districts, but Fry says the current setup is "at

Hawks into the Friday night

York's varsity track team
nearly acted as if it were in
a solo meet Thursday, thumping Prospect 85-23 in the
cozy confines of the Dukes'

So Arlington, a team battling for the state
championship, had its ranks thinned by the
rough Barrington competition, while Evanston

hauled a good chunk of its squad through at

field house.

Rich East

Even though many of the Wildkits' weaker
performers will probably be eliminated in the
preliminaries of the finals, they'll still have a

'

The Knights were zooming
on a two -meet winning streak

going into the dual, but had

chance to come up with a hot performance
and score some team points The Arlington
that chance.

retorted with a field goal, han-

ding the Hawks a two -point
cushion.

A BASKET by Martin at
but Tom McClayton set the
Hawks up by a point with a

-

Waukegan again crept within
a point on a free throw.
The Bulldogs fell short on
VERNON MARTIN, a 64- freshman center, led the their next four offensive tries,
Bulldog scoring struggle, hit- taking advantage of the cold

game -high 15 points.

FIRST, HE SAYS, "no one has the right

suburban Evanston compete in far south

to determine how many boys make up a team."

suburban Park Forest, or having East St. Louis
perform in that same Rich East district.

"This year, I have three boys in the finals
and have a chance for the championship, as
does Arlington with 12 boys," Gardner says.
"If we win, who's to say that our team wasn't

Another possibility would be to set a
minimum qualifying standard, a judges'

average that would guarantee a gymnast a spot
in the finals even if he finished in 23rd place

champion."

in his district. This would be similar to the
current swimming set-up, which probably

And Garnder adds that the state

makes up for any gerry-mandering effects.

BOTH FRY AND Gardner say this might
merit consideration, but caution that the occasionally wide variances in judging could

"should be for the elite, the very top in teams
and individuals." Injecting whole teams --and
ultimately a few mediocre gymnasts -into the
finals would have a dampening effect on the

situation, change there should be. The

were forced to play catch-up
basketball throughout the remainder of the game. Maine
South's sparky defense held
Waukegan to five points in
the second quarter, halting all
Bulldog scoring threats until

be done to avoid a similar situation next year.

popped in eight points in the
quarter, setting the half-time

Now wouldn't be too soon to start doing

championships, but team balance and depth

half.

After relinquishing their

awareness of the problem shown by Fry and
the IHSA is a good sign that something can

would advance to the finals all gymnasts from,
say, the top two teams in each district, so that
there would still be individual competition for

Hawks relinquished only one
more basket, but popped in an
equlizer at the buzzer.

total coming in the crucial last
first-quarter lead, the Bulldogs

Whatever steps are taken to remedy the

-One more method would make the team
championship more truly a team honor. This

spell for five points. The

ting for 13 points, 10 of the

finals

tournament's glitter, he argues.

make comparisons based on averages difficult.

problem.

back to take the- 440 -yard

dash in 54.9 seconds. Dan
Ducey in the high jump, Dick
Paulson in the half -mile, and
Jeff Schneider in the shot put
took seconds for the Knights.
Prospect didn't field any

the problems," but feels it is "difficult to justify
breaking up the existing set-up "

'The IHSA's philosophy is to try and provide competition for all students all over the
state, giving everyone as much opportunity as
possible to be the best in his field," Fry says.

"In line with this, we try to allot as equal a

number of individual competitors as
Fry says the problem of premature elimination of contenders occurs in all sports, not to

their varsity, the sophomores
losing 74-35 and the freshmen
falling 77-23.

John Manning, and a 3:32.7

12 -lap relay (12113 mile) by
Manning, Ken Pitts, Keith
Matthews, and Tom Klinker.
The freshmen got a 1-2
finish in the two-mile run by

Mike Dittman and Ron

4:16

of the

MAINE SOUTH (42)

Player __II F R
McClayton
Schmitz
MaSoncup
Lange
Butz
Perez
Totals

period. Maine

pole slot'-- the box into which

Prospect firsts in the freshman
meet, however.

Prospect and Wheeling

sooner or later, so why not sooner?
ANOTHER POINT, Fry adds, is that strong

each will be the hosts for a
triangular indoor track meet
this weekend.

-

The Knights will entertain
Notre Dame and Forest View
this afternoon at 4:30.

Prospect is 2-3 in daul

meets and won its only
trangular outing so far. Forest

Hackbarth, Y--9:54.6; 2.

Goss, Y--10:11.2; 3. Wagner,
Y--10:20

40 high hurdles; 1. Valant,
Y-5.6; 2. Toombs, Y--5.7; 3.
Grenier, Y--5.7

40 dash: 1. Cote, Y--4.8; 2.
Bradshaw, Y--4.85; 3. Corteen, P--4.9

Long jump: 1. Rohrback,
P-21'21/4"; 2. Greiner, Y20'21/4"; 3. Sellke, P-19'4"
High jump: 1. Casazza, Y-

5'10"; 2. Ducey, P-5'8"; 3.
Toombs, Y-5'6"

880 run:

Weigel, Y--

1.

4/13 mile relay: 1. York --

.

59.4; 2. Prospect --1:02.6

440 run: 1. Rohrback P-54.9; 2. White, Y-54.9; 3.
Hagansee, Y-57.0
40 low hurdles; 1. Greiner,
Y--5.4; 2. Casazza, Y--5.45; 3.
Ducey, P--5.47

Pole vault: 1. Burgner, Y-12'3%2. Dyer, Y-9'6"

Shot put: 1. Jacoby, Y51'1/4 "; 2. Schneider, P43'21/2"; 3. D. Jacoby, Y-

-

-

Those were the only two

View

is 04 in

duals -and

finished third in its only
triangular.
Wheeling greets Elk Grove

and Fremd Saturday at noon.
The Wildcats are 2-4 in daul
meets, with a second in their
only triangular. The Grens are

1-4 in duals, and took third
in their only three -team meet.

throw, but the Bulldogs

6eage ?Dole

GO -

2

0

1

2

1

18

6 30 11

1

1

um

E

SUNDAY ONLY 11 AM to 5 PM
1

DISCOUNT COUPON WITH
PURCHASE OF 2 TIRES
SAVE

Plus Mileage
Includes, Automatic
Transmission

PER

WHEEL

FRONT WHEEL
I

$

COUPON

WHEEL

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY., ARLINGTON HTS.

0

11

Maine South10 8 13 11 - 42
Waukegan
8 5 16 7 -- 36

29-29, with 20 seconds left in
the quarter.

L_ -

out INC.

7

1.

SCORE BY QUARTERS

roared back to tie things up,

12/13 mile relay: I. York --

CL 3-5000

0

5

1

of two -pointers and a free

L_
ONLY $10 .1P3EAllt MILEAGE

2

1

Hawks countered with a pair

BALANCE

FORD 1 -TON
SUPER VAN TRUCKS

2
2

6

1

lead, 25-24, at 4:15. The

A NEW
DAY, WEEKOR MONTH

5

1

39'101/2"

--

1

1

quarter, finally regaining the

2:06.9; 2. Paulson, P--2:09.6;
3:21; 2. Prospect --3:27.
3. Foote, Y-2:10
--

2

1

baskets' early in the third

I

3

7

3

1

roll over and play dead,

Mile run: 1. Reiff, Y--

4:34.1; 2. Rowe, Y--4:37.3; 3.
Holmes, P-4:50.1

school record by winning the

'Cats, Knights Host Trtangulars

mention debating And he points out that a
champion has to face its best competition

1

P

0

2

FRP

WAUKEGAN REFUSED

broke his own freshman
half -mile run in 2:14.1.

--

Two mile run:

0

WAUKEGAN (36)
It
Player
Van Hove
0 4 2
De Von
0 0 2
5
Rucks
10 3
Calhoun
3 10 2
6
6 5
Martin
0 0 .2
Hudson
3
Bradshaw
15 6 35 16
Totals

mark at 18-13.

that something.

Hankel, Dittman winning in
11:20. And Bob Pomrenke

pole vaulters. Knight coach
Walt Storm said he felt the
vaulters brace their poles

geographically possible to each district."

The Knights' underclass
teams fared no better than

Rohrback.

of making the finals, not a small part of the

IHSA ASSISTANT executive secretary

field house.

two-mile run by Al Morrison,
a 58.3 second quarter -mile by

Rohrback won the long jump
with a 21'21/4" leap and came

David Fry says his organization is "aware of

was dangerously placed for
vaulters not used to York's

THE SOPHOMORES collected three firsts, a 10:59.3

THE RELIABLE

Not only that, but the Cardinal athletes, and
others cut at Barrington, will miss the honor

philosophy."

another charity shot to knot
the score, 31-31. Masoncup

throw eight seconds later:
Fry points out that this might expand the cup paced the winner's of- freeAfter
Maine picked up
finals beyond the limit of viability by sheer fensive attack, pumping in another
solo point at 3:12,
seven of 12 floor shots and
quantity, and drag mafters out.
one of five free throws for a making the score 35-33,
Gardner offers two objections here.

in for what would amount to seeding.

to settle for the consolation of

two first places by Steve

gymnasts eliminated at Barrington won't have

problem if they're within the bounds of our

free throw, and teammate Ron
Bradshaw followed suit with

Senior guard Mike Mason -

York Trackmen I azzle Prospect, 85-23

that won for them last weekend

Fry also says, however, that the IHSA is

Dave Caloun pushed the

Bulldogs within a point on a

though and rallied with' four

AN EXAMPLE, neither the horizontal bar
winner at Rich East nor the parallel bar winner
at West Leyden could have made the top 10
in their events at Barrington with the scores

"open to suggestions on how to deal with this

with a 31-29 advantage.

action, 73-53, Wednesday 3:40 once again tied the score,

to

districts.

field goal

last -second

Hawks into the final quarter

downed Grant in first -round

talented athletes made it through the other two

may not always be

A

by Masoncup sent the slowing

final with 23-1 Evanston, who

eliminated at Barrington, while many less

areas in any sport chance over the year. The
northwest suburban area is strong now, but

there, edging a lanky

champion.

ing the district lines, every year if need be,

chances of winning the team championship and
(2) the elimination of boys from the state finals
who, by any absolute standards, belong there.

year's gymnastics tournament
A disproportionate portion of the state's best
gymnasts were in the Barrington district, which

Maine South overcame a
six -point first-quarter deficit
Thursday to take a slim two point lead and hang from

would play a part in determining the -state night.

d,sith for maximum efficiency?`' t could also
be accomplished, however, by simply redraw -

One would be a bad performance by Arlington's 12 state finalists Another would be
a strong performance by Evanston's 13 -man

for state tournaments And it was the IHSA
that drew up the distnct alignments for this

BY TOM WALSH

The win boosts the 23-1

istrie t Horn o Plenty Gver ows
with coaches or league representatives sitting

competition, athletic and otherwise.
IT IS THE IHSA that draws up ground rules

Maine S. Nips aukegan,
42-36; Meets Evanston

Arlington Heights Sectional
Tournament.

effects of a talent -laden district on a team's

gymnastics champions this weekend.

1968
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Waukegan squad, 42-36, in
the second -round play of the

A Day Sports Essay
BY RALPH NOVAK
There are a number of things that could keep

March 15

Forest View

at Maine East High School,
Dempster St. and Potter Rd.
(Potter Rd. is about a half-.

Gy n i sties

Friday

TUMBLING
Steve Bang, Prospect; Bruce Benard, Prospect; Gary
Drake, Arlington: Pete Metz, Arlington; Jim Olmon,

The state gymnastics finals
open at 2 p.m. this afternoon

GEORGE CRESWELL

--

Bruce Boult placed fifth in the
all-around competition, tied

form to do it.

p

Arlington managed only a

Dennis tie for 19th last year, all of
Mazur -- could swing off with its points coming on a tie for

pionship of the 1967-68

academic year, lead a well -

DICK RAINER

it well."

R EPACKED
MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

Rand Rd. and Central Ave.
PHONE SP 5-3933

4

I

a-
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Friday, March 15, 1968

A.rr°Ilin ,i1 ton IP

ark Dist. Cnritnfin

To JoaPin Area Counen Going U?

o Friday Nile
THE LITTLE

BOY BLUES

The Arlington Heights°

pin.

Board of Park Commissioners
has approved participation in
the formation of a Nortliwiist

THY
DAZESHAD

$2.00Adm

*Saturday Nue
SATURDAY'S
CHILDREN

Suburban Council dtf Park
Districts.

The new council would include the park districts of Arl-

plus

Great New Group
THE BOY'S

ington Heights, Mount

Prospect, Salt Creek, Rolling
Meadows, Elk Grove Village,
Prospect Heights, River Trails

NEXT DOOR

Music on Stage is bringing
Last month the Mount Paris
to the stage of Wheeling
High school by
a meeting to discuss the Township
presenting Cole Porter's gay

Prospect Park District hosted

formation of the group to
work for the resolution and
discussion of common pro-

musical "Can -Can".

The high -kicking maidens
typical of France will be wearing the full-length skirts of the
1890's. Their legs will be en-

blems.

"I hope that what this

council twill accomplish will
be the jconsolidation of some

cased in the classic stockings

Thomas Thornton,

denied glimpses

of the period - black cotton.

of these park districts," said

Audience's will not be

superintendent of the Arl-

and Elk Grove Village.

dances call , for high kicking
revealing flashes of legs and

The next meeting of the

fancy garters. These

group, hosted by the Rolling
Meadows Park District, will
be held at the Holiday Inn in

"unglamorous" thick stockings are thought to be more
provocatively attractive than

Rolling Meadows at ,8 p.m. on
Thursday, April 4.
Each participating district
will have two voting delegates
on the council board.
The Arlington Heights Park

To Open
VII- in March '68

the modern day nylons.

A REAL TREE will be the

main scenery in the Garden

District voted to reject an in-

of Eden ballet, where the
members of the dancing

of Governments of Cook

animals frolicking in the

chorus protray various

vitation to join the Council

Omen ingao

County. The commissioners

garden. All is happy and gay
until the serpent presents the
infamous apple, resulting in
one of the most unique dan-

said that the district has mem-

bership and participation in
other park and government
groups and that they do not
feel their membership in the

RESTAURANT
DIRECTLY WEST OF MANNHEIM (LEE ST.)
ON OAKTON, DES PLAINES

cing numbers seen

A costume ball in the production referred to as the
Quatz Arts Ball', will bring all

Plaines

A

cast members to the foot

e.atre Guild

k

A,

lights in some of the most col-

orful costumes ever used by

0
ssno.i

m.o..

the Music On Stage group.

A beautiful golden bird of
paradise, a striking rooster, a
pair of black cats, two leaping
kangaroos, a pair of waddling
penguins and a pink plumed

i,

flamingo to name just a few.
"Can -Can" will be staged

We Are Now Taking Reservations

March 15, 16, 17, 22 and 23

for BANQUETS and WEDDINGS

in the Wheeling Township
High School theater. 8;30

MARCH 8, 9, 15, 16, 221E 23
Curtain rises at 8:30 p.m.

STARTING MAY 1968

Up to capacity of "400" Persons!

p.m. 7:30 p.m. Sunday

$2.00
Phone 296-1211 (4-6:30 p.m.)
for reservations

For Information Call our Catering Manager

BESS TRIHAS

any

in

Broadway production.

council was vital.

I

of shapely

legs, however, since their

ington Heights Park District.

299-0011

620 Leo Street

La Mome Pistache portrayed by Beth Woulds advises "Can Can" girls (Left) Diana Lonergan and (Right) Patricia Sacco

performance. Tickets $2.50

3905.

but most quickly get used to
handling and seem to want a

BY JIM CROSSLEY

Hamsters are the goldfish
of the animal world.

*- The top

ots in the Nor hwest Suburbs is
-3(

NAPPY

If a home must have

a

petin-residence, this is the one
mess and care.

FOR RESTIRCTED

quarters of a small house or
apartment, the hamster is the
prescription

for

the 1-wanna-pet fever. Coun-

try kids don't have to be the
only lucky ones with animal

).4f

companions.

Hamsters are hardy.

TAKE YOUR
COLLEEN TO
DINNER THIS
WEEK -END!

certain amount of it.

They can even be allowed

a restricted amount of
freedom.

that causes the least trouble,

sure-fire

St. Patrick's

They're clean and odorless.
They eat just about anything.

ffach individual has a different personality, of course,

RESEMBLING A little

bear when sitting erect, this
little animal has an unusual
history.

Widely used as laboratory
animals, they became popular

when lab employes started

taking them home as pets.
Most of the familiar golden

hamsters found in the United
States have descended from a
single litter captured in Syria

1930. In their wild state
several types are distributed
through Europe and Central
in

Asia.

ADMISSION - Adults -$1:50
Children 75c
Nominee of 7 Academ Awards!
RESTAURANT
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

tr;

HO SPECIAL
All the Fish You care to eat!
55 0 Creamy'Cole

COMPLETE

*ALEX REEVES

SERVICE

Grove & Crocicer in Downtown Elgin

at THE PIANO BAR NITELY

1ER

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

COLUMBIA MC1URLS p'unt'

coo

O Golden French
Fries

Nominated for

1LCHN,COLO8

ACADEMY AWARDS

Spencer

Sidney

TRACY

POITIER

Incl. BEST PICTURE

guess

who's
coming
to diuner

Katharine.
HEPBURN

Restaurant and
Cocktail Lounge

602 W. Northwest Highway

NEW ©VERO

Stanley Kramer

ARLINGTON

Slaw

DINNER
CARRY OUT

ing right ' away as if they

meant to stay.

They're fussy and have a
place for everything and want
everything in its place, thus
reflecting an inheritance.

Wild hamsters construct
deep, intricate burrows divided into several chambers with
different functions. One is a

THEY ADAPT to the fine
cages sold by stores. A few
pieces of facial tissue will be
ripped up for a nest. Hamsters
are nocturnal, so most of the
day they'll disappear into it,
deftly drawing scraps of paper

Disturb one in daytime

and you'll see why humans
consider them natural comedians. They'll impress you

At night it's different. They
cat, prowl and get exercise by

running on the wheel which
is standard equipment in the
cages.

liestuurunt & Ihmml n

WE'VE
GOT A

Famous For Our
Fresh Strawberry Pie
I omplrte Cnrr,-Out 'ferrite
392-22 to
105 F:. Hand Howl
%rim. from Mt. Prmprrt Plaza

NEW NAME!

ATIci
OLD TOWN
INN

DELIGHTFUL DINING!

(fortirer4, Thccxs

PIZZA

SAME mom -sAmg PLACE

1618WIlorthwast

Atingkm Heights
CALL:

CL 5-

Steaks* Chops° Chicken
Seafood* Lobster Tad

Businessmen's Luncheons.
Phone 392-3750
18 W. Busse Mt. Prospect, III

The Arlington,r4

/411575011/7rE

PICKUP 022
DELIVERY

FOR RESTAURANT
GUIDE ADVERTISING

Smorgasbord

II am

Mount Prospect, is one of 26

ic side.

Sot

S.,

F..

to 9 p

5 p m lo B 30 p

II am lo 8

Lea Aretos, 622 N. Pine,

prospective teachers from
Northern Illinois 'University
who recently spent three days

tion, was introduced to outteaching opportunities.

Ty.o THE FOUREveryIMPERIALS
Fri,
Sat. Night. Enter-

G

SU. PAIIIICK'S DAY
$EPEC

tainment
Every

STARTS
FRIDAY ON OUR
WIDE BRILLIANT
SCREEN IN COLOR!

MARCH 16th & 17th All Day

,THIS IS AN ADULT PROGRAM

Dance Music

SEE YOUNG PEOPLES

QQ

Fashion Show Brunch
Sunday 12:30 p.m. with

Nlla Betty Calri.

'UNCLE

MATINEE LISTED AT BOTTOM
OF AD.

* ELIZABETH TAYLOR
* RICHARD BURTON

o The Finest Menu + Selection
of food in the Northwest

EWE STEN

The COMEDIANS

at

gletry0:4/51,41
Plus

.

PHONE;

Children Under 3 Free

255-4400

Children 3 Iluovph, 8 15, luPth 5135 thnnet
Privole d.n.np roam avo.lable lo.

E HARRiS
ORGAN BAR

.4%.111:1"42"S

COW PALACE

* SOPHIA LOREN
* OMAR SHARIF

MORE THAN
A MIRACLE

NITELY.

Friday 6:05,

litiiiiiuurant and Coattail Lounge

*LUNCHEONS

.5°..2301°;...

Dinner 52.15
Mon

well --hamsters.

our. Hall piano bar nightly

All You Care To Eat!
Open 7 Days a Week
51.15

coaxing with food and they'll
come right our from a -hiding
place in a dark comer.
They do well singly and
don't seen lonesome. In pairs?
Beware. They multiply like --

door education and its

Come To The

Just South,. Mira Ins Rd.

Evergreen & Miner 392-5585

Iron,

stack his booty in the larder

Miss Aretos, a junior ma-

The House of Plenty;

Luncheon.. Mon Op. Fr,

doggy -bags, ever ready to be
filled in event of a lucky encounter with food.
Back home he'll carefully

joring in elementary educa-

For a Fun Filled Evening that You'll Long Remember,

SwedishHouse4i.'''.0
II

food. The pouches are twin

Field Campus, Oregon, Ill.

Parties CI Banquets

MOTOR INN

determination is to hoard

at Northern's Lorado Taft

* Midwest Bonk Cards Honored

6465 N. Mannheim
Phone 299-4422

squirrels, their main

[11 9:30 p.m.

a. 5-4300

ic LI( 11

Mouth pouches are their
most unusual feature. Like

languid forefoot and you'll get
another glimpse of their com-

Louise Brooks Combo
Fri. & Sat. Nights
"They're Terrific"
Sunday Evening Buffet from

Arlington His. Ill.
1/2 Block East of Rte. 53

this is the ham(ster).

Visits Campus

wheel, turning it with a

* Brunch Every Sunday
'HI 2 p.m.

Euclid Avenue & Rohlwing Rd.

ii, ju..Y
1")). P.M.

.

11%.1,rd:d7;clajtri.1.5 ONLY;

At The Organ Bar Nitely
lounge Fri.

Private Facilities
For Weddings
Sales Meetings
and Banquets.

4.

10:10; Saturday 4.10,

0:15; Sunday 1,00, 6:03, 10110; Mon.

Joe Harris

-

* D I NNERS STARTINDGAIll 4 P.M: Daccncngmibctin SAT. NITE
Fashion Shute Lunrhocut Every Uordnonthty, BOOR PRIZE:.;
.
Free Birthday
Cake When You
Celebrate
With Usl

P.

Among animal "actors,'

CATCH ONE indolently
loafing on the outside of the

LUNCHEONS
& DINNERS

ic]

;

fY

or in his eating dish.
with your impoliteness by corner
They seem to like people.
their enormous yawns and Even
if they get loose, a little
sleep -eyed stares. Hamming it

Open 7 Onyx

Arlington Heights

,

granary for supplies.

up.

3405 ALGONQUIN RD.
ROLLIN,- `IrADOWS. ILL

d Tasty Fillet
of Sole

A PET THAT ceaselessly
tries to escape is more agony
than fun. Hamsters aren't like
that. They set up housekeep-

over their heads.

MOW SHOWORIGI

RESTAURANT

charming tunes heard in the Cole Porter's rollicking musical.

mister Ideal Pet or Small P§aces

for adults. $1.75 for students,
except Saturday.
All seats are reserved. For
ticket information call CI 3-

Des Plaines

in her song "Never Give Anything 'Away." One of the many

NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
AND QUENTIN ROAD
PALATINEOLL.
FL 8-2800

Call 'For Reservations
FL 13
NORTHWEST HIGHWAY andQUENTIN RD. PAI,ATINE

YOUNG PEOPLES
MATINEE SATURDAY
,

SLIM CARTER
plus color CARTOONS

Igram.

Pri-r :rn,s
P

fliniar"

est Sliow Boy in tlie Area.

THE DAY
Friday, March 15, 1968
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Dist. 59 to Auction 'Little Acre' Monday
School Dist. 59 will hold

a public -auction of its
unwanted "little acre" at

are that Dist. 59 can swap the
acre for other land it prefers.

Arlington Heights Park

talking later in the day with

and with School Dist. 15 of-

In fact, the district will be

District people, with builders,

trading possibilities.

10

ficials about some land -

a.m. Monday, March 18.

The acre is located at the
north end of the Juliette Low
School big parking lot, in the
Surrey Ridge subdivision of

Celebrate St. P trick's Day with Us!

Arlington Heights.

You can come and watch
the auction.
You can even buy the acre,

if you want to bid the $10,000

minimum that the school
board has established.

Actually, the school district
won't be too upset if it has
no customers. Latest hopes
group entertains -only for selected local organizations such as
Clearbrook.

"The Rhythm Club, Inc ," the non-profit businessmen's band

that will play for dancing at the May 6 benefit dance to be
held for the Clearbrook Center at Itasca Country Club. The

eke
Friday Na..

usinessunen's Orchestra to Play
classroom situations and in
sheltered workshop and voca-

goes by the name of "The

those popular in the 30s and
40s, the group formed "The
Rhythm Club," incorporating
its membership in a not -for-

Rhythm Club, Inc ," will provide music for dancing at the

profit organization to avoid

second annual Clearbrook

accusations of

include the townships of

"moonlighting."
Members of the orchestra

Schaumburg, Palatine and

now hail not only from Park
Ridge and Des Plaines but

benefit

gregation, possibly unique in
the northwest suburbs, which

Benefit and Dinner Dance, on

April 6 at the Itasca Country
Club

tional training activities.

Suburbs served by the Center

Wheeling, Elk Grove,
Maine (in part).
Cocktails for the

(Ed. Note An earlier news from communities as far away
release identified the group, , as Rolling Meadows,
incorrectly, as The Art Hale Mudelein and Wheaton. OcOrchestra.)

The 18 -piece orchestra,
composed of businessmen
from the area, is unusual in
that it is entirely non-profit
and plays only for selected

plus

group's business manager, Art
Hale, the orchestra was form-

brand of music but from lend-

ACCORDING TO the

ed about eight years ago
around a nucleus of a few
musicians in and around Park
Ridge, who played in the "pit
bands" for variety shows produced by the Field School and
Washington School PTAs and

by the Mothers' Club of
Maine East High School.

Seeking to expand their

SHADY DAZE
$2.00 Adm.

Sa

event will be served from 6:30

rday Nita

follow at 8 p.m. Tickets for

SATURDAY'S
CHILDREN

the dinner, at $20 per couple,

a Great New Group

p.m. A roast beef dinner will

plus

may be purchased from any

THE BOY'S
NEXT DOOR

member of the Clearbrook
Board, or may be ordered by
calling the Center at 255-

300 E. RAND RD. 0 IVIT. PROSPECT 0 259-2493

FO glIFSteirerraFIEMP: 14
P

0120.

N

COUNT ON

,

GET THIS FRIGIDAIRE

,

Hale, not only from the opportunity to play its favorite

TEFL

ihg a helping hand to comorganizations which
could not otherwise afford
professional -quality musicians

munity

"The Rhythm' Club" plays
standard written arrangements

of the era of the "big bands,"
as well as arrangements composed by its director, Jim
Matson.

The April 6 benefit dinner

bias for tunes in the style of

dance has been planned by the
Board of Directors of the

*FLEE

KANT-SLIDE GRIDDLE

locks on 8" surface unit. Sturdy

aluminum con-

11.

struction with dur-

for their functions.

musical efforts, and sharing a

Beckley -Candy

THE

THE ORCHESTRA gets
satisfaction, according to Mr.

N
N

-74

cupations of the executives involved range from engineering
and sales to printing and road
contracting.

civic affairs and benefits, such
as that for Clearbrook

I

SERVING ON SUNDAY
12 TO 9

THE LITTLE

BOY BLUES

For CLeairbr©ok Ii Dinner Dance
An unusual mus cal ag-

Corned Beef
& Cabbage
Dinner

F I

able non-stick
cooking surface.
Perfect for bacon
and eggs, ham-

II

Eli I FRE

burgers.

RANGE
.

.

O

9a

a

Clearbrook Center for the

Promotes Straits

Retarded, 3201 W. Campbell,

Richard E Strahs, 403 N.

raise building and operating

Pine St., Mount Prospect, has
been named manager of data
processing at Beckley-Cardy
Co , Chicago

funds for the fast-growing

I. AMC ITS 011flAY

community service organization.

MEAL MINDEN CONTROL lets you cook In the oven
at the temperature you want ... then switches auto.
y.rto a lower holding temperture. Cook now ...
.rnati:laolits

CLEARBROOK currently
provides day care for about
125 mentally handicapped
children and young adults in

TWO big 8 -Inch and 2.6 inch fast.heeeeting Radiantube

Before his promotion,

Straits was senior programmer

and systems analyst for the
firm

Rolling Meadows, to help

EU/

surf ac units.

MAT-MINDEN for right front surfac unit (8 -Inch)
fats you dial desired cooking temperature. Automatically regulates heat . . guards against burned or
.

scorched foods?

EAST-CLIAN features

inclidet

tilt.up

self.cleaning

surfac units, recessed rang top, pull -off control

knobs, no anus -catching cracks anywhere.
SPEID.HLET (6 -inch) surface unit gets cooking -hot
in a hurry. Bacon sizzles In lust 23 seconds.
AUTOMATIC APPLIANCE OUTLET starts and stops
any appliance you plug in. set timer and push -In.
Woke up to I reshly.brewed coffee!

DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT

th kaeetid

5 -year Warranty backed by General Motors!
1 -year Warranty on entire Range for repair of any defect with-

out charge, plus 4.year Protection Plan (parts only) for furnishing replacement for any defective Surface Heating Unit,
Surface Unit Switch, or Oven Heating Unit.

The Northwest Suburb's most versatile
,Restaurant, Lounge, Banquet & Special Party Facilities

OPEN 7 DAYS . .. 10 A,M. 'TILL CURFEW

Frigidaire Range with
extra Cooking and
Cleaning features

ELEGANT DINING
Superb menu including fresh Maine Lobster,
prime Steaks, express luncheon & delight=

stops cooking automatically.

D Cook -Master oven control starts,
o Automatic ApplianSe Outlet-makes

ful desserts. Brunch every Sunday 'till

your coffee -maker automatic.
E Big 23" wide Even -Heat oven - convenient waist -high broiling.

2 p.m.

INTIMATE COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Pleasant, friendly atmosphere . - . the per-

fect meeting place for that before dining

MODEL RCDE-39N

cocktail or after dinner entertainment.

Featuring enjoyable combo entertainment
Friday and Saturday evenings.
FAMOUS SUNDAY NIGHT BUFFET

Delicious carved Beef Au Jus, vegetable
selections, relishes, soup, assorted salads,
molds and dreamy desserts from our own
bakery.

$395

Special menu for children under .12

END "WASHDAY BLUES"

WITH THIS 1968
FRIGIDAIRE
WASHER and DRYER

A FRIGIDAIRE "CLEANABLE"
THAT'S A "COOKABLE", TOO!
lip 23' wide Even -Heal oven with heavy,
all-around insulation assures uniform baking
heat at any shelf position. Keeps more heat

WASHER -$199°°
DRYER -$159°°

In oven-less In your kitchen.

RRney Frigidaire rang top has asy-clean
features galore? Self-cleaning surface units,
recessed rang top, pull -off control knobs,
no grease -catching cracks anywhere!

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOMS
Perfect for any occasion . . business rizeetlags, banquets, weddirigs and private parties.

Infinite heat settings for all four surface units
(Warm to High). No pushbuttons to limit your

PAIR PRICE

choice of settings.

Complete catering and professional party

planning all year round.

ztoi/i ty tI ewioulze
CONDITOREI
THE FINEST IN PASTRIES
Bakery ,delights fresh from our ovens daily.
Specializing in Birthday & Wedding Cake
creations, pulled sugar work, heavenly pal tries and unique pies, rolls and cookies.
Call for Reservations cmd Banquet Details

CL 54300

MODEL RSA-301-CP

MODEL WCDAN, DCDAGN

W

RodIwIng Rd. IREE3) at Euclid Rd.

Arlington Heights, Ill.

FRI. 9 A.M. - 9 P.M.
WED., SAT.

TUES.,

T.V. and
APPLIANCES

THE BEAUTIFUL

"100i6 Ca/eated

OPEN MON., THURS.,

7243
we Touhy
PHONE 823-3171 or NE 1-6934

*P't

9 A.M. . 6 P.M.

weeks I.
REVOLVING

CHARGE
for ellifOuriiiireleises

SHORT RIBS;

Tbe ;)etp

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL!
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.

OUT OUR WAY
THAT'6 WHAT HAPPENS TO
AN OLD FOOT FOREMAN!
AFTER. HE'S FINALLY
PROMOTED TO A DESK!

HE GETS USED To

DOWN VERYQUICK

'EH, BUT IN A
YEAR HE'LL BE
SO INGROWN
INTO THAT DESK
HE'LL PEER OVER
IT AT YOU LIKE

A DRUNK IN

BUT TAKES SOME TIME
TO GET OVER LISINs HIS
POCKETS AND LEFT
HAND FOR. A DESK!

BED WITH 1415

HAT ON!

)1:) 1Ki IT HU, I.s. TM. Log. US. Pat OM

'In your lectures I'd go easy on the right of free speech,
Professor! At least until we've collected your fee!"

"Why don't you go to the beauty shop sometime,
Verna? I mean, a nice YOUNG MAN might
turn up under the very next dryer!"

MRS. MALONE...YOU'RE
DUE IN SAN FRANCISCO

OF COURSE NOT! WHY

FORA MEETINS WITH
LIMITED IND115112/AL151-5...

'Do bu 'THINK I WANT

3-15-48

"TO GO TO THE MOoN?

R.WILLIAM5.

THE NEW FRONT

I

.2.NIA to, TM i.,

us to

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
THE INGREDIENTS CoNGRATuCOULD BE
LATtoNS!
BE, AT
SCRAMBLED IN THE
HOW
THAT - CAMP CEMENT
ABOUT
PROVIDED MIXER!THEN ANY THE SAWTHE CAMP LEFTOVERS.
BUCK YOU
DOCTOR
COULD BE USED BORROWED
IT

MIGHT

GREAT NEWS! THE
OWNER OFA BOYS' CAMP
SENT 110.0 FOR MY SHISH
KAWiENIE RECIPE -SAYS

BUGS BUNNY
I'M GLAD TO SEE

THIS IRKSOME TASK

Horoscope

WS JUST THETHING FOR
HE CHEF'S NIGHT OUT!

IS FINALLY FINISHED:

YOU'RE DOING A LITTLE
CLEANING AWOUND
HERE:

STAYS
ON DUTY!

Answers to
Hideaword

?

FOR PAVEMENT!

BREATHE

MORTY MEEKLE

FOR SATURDAY
PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar. 211
-- Take care not to allow

FIND THAT

I'VE iNvi it D
Too MANY

10 MY
PARTY,
WI NTHQOP...

yourself to be talked into ac-

tion you'll regret later on.

Loved ones make good pro-

OWAI-2-1

EEK & MEEK

SO I CALLED TO

TELLYCILI 7HAT
I'VE cRossEo YOZ12
NAME OFF MY
INVITATION LIST.

here
hear
hate
heart
hart
heat

breath
beat
bath
bather
bear
brat
bare
beret
berate
bate
berth
beer
beta
beet
rate
reheat
rebate
herb

WHAT DO YOU 'THINK.
OF DR. ERITEBITES IDEA
OF MULTICOLORED

hare
hereat .
earth
ether
eater
abet
arete
tear

tare

there
three

IT MAY APPEAL TO

SOME PEOPLE BUT irs
NOT FOR MEI / PREFER

Teem, CON.?

MY TEETH HJ THEIR
PRESEJJT COLOR...

tection

ARIES (Mar. 22 - Apr. 20)

-- Trust your own responses
today

The way you "feel"

about situations and

circumstances may be far
more important than what

3.46

0 .1114.4.1... TIA. lot ut 11.1. at

you think

TAURUS (Apr. 21 - May

21) -- You may have to
change your plans for a social

Saturday Business matters THE
important to your future may

CROSSWORD PUZZLE,:

BORN LOSER

call for attention.

TNia IFORNAPPLES ARE ENTERTAINING:, TONIGHT AND
BRUTUS INSISTED ON BUILDING:, A Cozy,CmcgLINC0

GEMINI (May 22 - June

21) -- Make snap. judgments
- especially where strangers
are concerned -- at your own
risk. Chance of error is

FIRE. SOON 61,ADY5 WILL DETECT 71-IE AROMA
OF WOOD SMOKE AND ASK BRUTUS IF WE MOT
TO OPEN THE CHIMNEY VENT- _I-

particularly high today.

ACROSS

CANCER (June 22 - July

IA good 6 Wine, - and

23) - The Cancer who can

avoid any show of temperament stands the best

you today bears full in-

19.8

vestigation Others may have

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.

23) - Stick to what you know

today, even where home

chores are concerned. The

Virgo who tries new ventures
may be in for a sad surprise.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)
-- An offer important to your

WA 4. TA L. U.S. Ia. OM

3-45

CAPTAIN ,FAsY
EVERY

TIME THE
PHONE RINGS

I JUMP HALF

SOONER OR LATER
BEEN
IT'LL BE A CALL THAT 50 PEACEFUL.
LELAND), TURNED UP
LATELY. EVEN
EOMEWHEREI
OUR NEIGHBORS
ARE SPEAKING
AGAIN:

YEAH: MY NERVES
WONT TAKE 11415
9U$PENOE:

OUT OF MV

5KIN1

FOR OUR OWN PROTECTION

WE HAVE NO CHOICE...

17 Requires
19 106 (Roman)

BUT TO

20 Fruit drink
21 Hawaiian bird

MOVE To SOME
DIBTANT POINT
AND LEAVE NO.
FORWARDING

22 Metal
23 Play 18
25 Touch (comb.

APPRE59:

form)

will remain skeptical
regardless of how good an' of-

tariq%

fer looks on the surface.
Investigage.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20) - Opportunities offered today may be too vague

to be worth your decision at
this tame. Wait for something
more solid

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21

-

Feb 19) -- Make every effort
to avoid even the appearance

of deception. The wise
Aquarius will be scrupulously
honest.

32 Obstacle
33 Wild cats
34 Dislike of
26 Exclamation of
exertion
triumph
35 French dances
27 Heavenly
39 Definite

31

.

18 Consume food
24 Even (contr.)

30 Have an in the hole

29 Greek letter

1

Israelite

2

3

article

4

38 Whale

(comb. form)
40 Eaten away

THE WILLETS
'

ritA GOING TO
MAKE ONE, LAST;
HEROIC EFFORT

., r-i--o

JUST MO

.

../

USE -MY LEGS

ARE 11:70 LONG ;

44 Males
45 Belonging to
him

47 Printing (ab.)
48 Bowlike curve
49. Expended
51 Choler
52 Steadfast

-

50 Confined

6

7

8

9

4
16

17

10

21

23

33
37

28

3
38

54 A good steak
56 Skull

protuberance
57 Hindu queen
(var.)
58 Property item
59 Watchful

DOWN

1 Skin blemish
(med.)

hfare

ary
(var.)
46 Vedic divinity
49 Wild plum

2

informal meal

36 Winglike part
37 Feminine
appellation

5

42 Thorc
43 Elbe

53 Twice
55 Compass point

41 Thinker

33 Outdoor

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) -- The Scorpio who sees
to it that the family enjoys a
change of scene and pace to-

Dec. 22) -- The wise SagIt-

15 Tendon

28 Number

family's well-being may be
made today. Don't hesitate
too long before making a
decision

day encourages domestic tranquility
SAG11TARIUS (Nov. 23 -

3 Gazette (ab.)

4 Combative
5 Renovate
6 Noxious plant
7 Unequal
(var.)
conditions
13 Virago
8 Marble
14 Woodworking
\9 Voter
machines
10 Nerve tonic
16 Social beginner 13 Lamech's wife
(coll.)
(Bib.)

LEO ZJuly 24 - Aug. 23)
-- Whatever does not please

it if you can

2 Feminine name

song
11 Siouan Indian
12 Roman official

chance of success in personal
relationships

vital information; get hold of

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Masculine Likes

7
48

32
7

10

Off.

SHORT RIBS 1

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL,

Abe
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OUT OUR WAY
YEH, BUT IN A
YEAR HE'LL BE
SO INGROWN)
INTO THAT DESK

THAT'. WHAT HAPPENS TO
AN OLD FOOT FOREMAN
AFTER HE'S FINALLY
PROMOTED TO A DESK!
HE GETS USED TO

11

a

DOWN VERY QUICK

HE'LL PEER OVER
IT AT VOL) LIKE

A DRUNK IN

BUT TAKES SOME TIME
TO GET OVER USW' HIS
POCKETS AND LEFT
HAND FOR. A DESK!

BED WITH HIS
HAT ON!

0 ma M HU. I.,. Tx I. W. M. OM

'In your lectures I'd go easy on the right of free speech,
Professor! At least until we've collected your fee!"

41

"Why don't you go to the beauty shop sometime,
Verna? I mean, a nice YOUNG MAN might

turn up under the very next dryer!"

ROBIN MALONE
MRS. MALONE.,.YOU'RE
DOE IN SAN FRANCISCO

OF COURSE NOT!

FORA MEETING WITH

DO 1OU 'MINKS WANT

I Warr
BE LONG,
KENNEDY...

UNITED INDUSTrtALISTS-

ID GO TO THE MOON?

3-15-48
. R.W'WAMS

THE NEW FRONT

TY II., U S 1.1. 01/.

,L.NIA

Vifffa:t;

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
IT

3.1s;

o

1.611 ti le14.,e. Tlat

w u...

MIGHT

GREAT NEWS! THE

BE, AT

OWNER OFA BOYS' CAMP
-THATSENT 4100 FOR MY SHISH PROVIDED
KAWIENIE RECIPE -'-SAYS THE CAMP
rr5 Jus-rms-rNINe FOR DOCTOR

BUGS BUNNY
I'M GLAD TO SEE

HE CHEF'S NIGHT OUT!

YOU'RE DOING A LITTLE

CLEANING AWOUND
HERE:

THE INGREDIENTS
CONGRATUCOULD BE
LATIONS!
SCRAMMED IN 11-M
140W

CAMP CEMENT

ABOUT
MIXER!THENANY THE SAWLEFTOVERS.
BUCK You
COULD MUSED BORROWED

Answers to
Hideaword

FOR PAVE-

STAYS
ON DUTY!

BREATHE

MENT

here
hear
hate

breath
beat
bath
bather
bear
brat
bare
beret
berate
bate
berth
beer
beta

heart
hart
heat
hare
hereat
earth
ether
eater
abet
arete
tear
tare
there
three

beet

I Horoscope

rate
reheat
rebate
herb

MORTY MEEKLE

FOR SATURDAY
PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar. 211
-- Take care not to allow

I FIND THAT
INVI ICU
-TOO MANY

GLJC-ST5 TO MY

yourself to be talked into ac-

otc./.z.
<AVM -L-1

TELL.YOL171-LAT
I'VE azasser, YOUR

WI N71420P....

Loved ones make good pro-

WHAT DO YOU THINK

IT MAY APPEAL lo

OF DR. earreerres IDEA
OF MULTICOLORED

NAME OFF MY
INVITATION LIST.

PARTY,

tion you'll regret later on.

EEIC & MEEK

50 I CALLED TO

SOME PEOPLE: Bur IT'S

MoT MR MEI I PREFER

TEETH, EEK.?

MY TEETH IIJ THEIR
PRESEUT COLOR...

tection

ARIES (Mar 22 - Apr. 20)

dP

- Trust your own responses
today The way you "feel"

about situations and

circumstances may be far
more important than_ what

3.16

W. ler. T41.. 1111.1. IML

you think

TAURUS (Apr. 21 - May

21) -- You may have to

change your plans for a social

Saturday. Business matters

important to your future may

CROSSWORD PUZZLE.

THE BORN LOSER

call for attention.

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) - Make snap. judgments
- especially where strangers
are concerned -- at your own
Chance of error
particularly high today.
risk.

THE THORNAPPLES ARE ENTERTAINIVo TONIGHT AND
BRUTUS INSISTED ON BUILDINC9 A COZY,ZRACKLINC0
r

is

FIRE. SOON 61,ADYS WILL DETECT THE ARO/0,
of WOOD 5/A0145
0TUS I 1-1.:.5:(26;;

Masculine Likes

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) -- The Cancer who can

,.....

ACROSS
- ISAP-":-- --.

avoid any show of temperament stands the best

-

Sept.

23) - Stick to what you know

today, even where home

chores are concerned. The
Virgo who tries new ventures
may be in for a sad surprise.
LIBRA (Sept 24 - Oct. 23)

45 lose, oUt 4c. TA ley Ill Ir...OIL

3-I5

CAPTAIN EASY
PHONE RINGS

I JUMP HALF

YEAH: MV NERVES
WON'T TAKE THIS

SUSPENSE!

OUT OF NH

SKIN!

SOONER OR LATER
IT'LL BE A CALL THAT
LELAND', TURNED UP
SOMEWHERE!

FOR OUR OWN PROTECTION

BUT TO

WE HAVE NO CHOICE...

OUR NEIGHBORS

MOVE TO SOME
DISTANT POINT
AND LEAVE NO

ARE SPEAKING

FORWARDING

IT'S BEEN
50 PEACEFUL.
LATELY. EVEN

AGAIN!

ADDRESS:

38 Whale

(comb. form)
40 Eaten away

THE WILLETS
'

44 Males
45 Belonging to
him

fer looks on the surface.

47 Printing (ab.)
48 Bowlike curve
49 Expended

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan 20) - Opportunities of-

M A good steak

fered today may be too vague

to be worth your decision at
this time Wait for something
more solid.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21

Feb. 19) - Make every effort
to avoid even the appearance

of deception. The wise
Aquarius will be scrupulously
honest.

51 Choler
52 Steadfast

--

2

1

informal meal

36 Winglike part
37 Feminine
appellation

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

Investigage

1

1

22) - The Scorpio who sees
to it that the family enjoys a
change of scene and pace to-

tarius will remain skeptical
regardless of how good an. of-

E H TAT

33 Outdoor

too long before making a
decision.

Dec. 22) -- The wise Sagit-

R
1- 0
E

.

EVER,/

TIME THE

- An offer important to your
family's well-being may be
made today Don't hesitate

day encourages domestic tranquility.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

Ar r. L
1

you today bears full inVIRGO (Aug. 24

0

T

N

OR
5 Renovate
6 Noxious plant
AMENDE
7 Unequal
E S AEI
(var.)
conditions
13 Virago
8 Marble
T Le
14 Woodworking
9 Voter
machities
LI PIR EL
10 Nerve tonic
16 Social beginner 13 Lamech's wife
EET
(coll.)
(Bib.)
17 Requires
15 Tendon
32 Obstacle
42 Thort 'hfare
19 106 (Roman)
18 Consume food 33 Wild cats
43 Elbe .bu ary
20 Fruit drink
24 Even (contr.) 34 Dislike of
(var.)21 Hawaiian bird 26 Exclamation of
exertion
46 Vedic divinity
22 Metal
triumph
35
French
dances
49
Wild plum
23 Play 18 27 Heavenly
39 Definite
50 Confined
25 Touch (comb. 30 Have an article
53 Twice
form)
in the hole
41 Thinker
55 Compass point
28 Number
29 Greek letter
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
31 Israelite
song
11 Siouan Indian
12 Roman official

LEO ZJuly 24 - Aug. 23)
- Whatever does not please

it if you can

2 Feminine name

3 Gazette (ab.)
1 A good 6 Wine, - and 4 Combative

''''

chance of success in personal
relationships.

vestigation Others may have
vital information; get hold of

I

TO OPEN THE CHIMNEY VENT. 1- 'h-',ir.a'.;:--!-,543.74,i;74::
,.

Answer to Previous Puule
1:1011i1A LIIL=IIPIA
wilLeXel
01[Allila Paig3ffIE-1 LIMN]
C

4
16

17

20

21

9

23

29

31

33
37

44

46

32

34

56 Skull

protuberance
57 Hindu queen

(var.)
58 Property item
59 Watchful
DOWN

'7

59

1 Skin blemish
(med.)
1'

11:

.

J

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Mon

3-Cemeteriei & Lots

4:

'INDEX
35I

Air Conditioning

75

Apartments To Exchange
Apts and Rooms to Share

Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales
Aviation
Auto teasing
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Repairing and

y71

,

Equipment
Auto Traders & Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange
Boats and Marine Supplies

34
20
109
105
107

River Rd. & Euclid Ave. REWARD.
392-2817

call
for appointment

14 -Personals

64

3"
38
39
66

Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities
Business Personals

15
16
17
9

Business SIMI. Directory
Business Services

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots

8
3

Coins - Hobbies

10
12

Day Ccmp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment
Employment Agencies Men
Employment Agencies.
Women
Employment Service -Women
Equipment Rentals

44
27
28
19
57

Florists

Drafting Trainee

Free Meals & Uniforms_

Immediate opening for high school graduate with ability to
letter or print neatly. Opportunity to learn mechanical drafting. Company will train. We offer an excellent future plus

Molon Motor & Coil Corp.

ARL. HIS.

Rand Rd. & Rt. 83

' Mr. Schwartz

'

7
2

24
26
30
47
83

Help Wonted Women
Home Furnishings Furniture
Industrial Property
In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping
Loans Personal, Business
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters

Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools Child Core
Office Furniture - Devices

50
65

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

55
69
56

Personals

14

Real Estate -Apt Building
Real Estate -Bus Property
Real Estate Houses
Resort Properties For Sale

85

Real Estate -Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant

94
95
88
96
70

Real Estate Wanted
Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

Situations Wonted Men
Situations Wanted Women
To Rent Apartments

layoffs due to weather.

2 weeks paid vacation

98

B9

86

GENERAL FACTORY
Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit sharing.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

24 -Help Wanted Men

22
74

78
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73
76
To Rent Houses
81
To Rent Miscellaneous
79
To Rent Resort Properties
77
To Rent, Stares, Offices
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places

Wanted To Buy

42

Wanted To Rent

82

CHEF HAMBURGER, ELMHURST
RD.& DEMPSTER, 437.1616.

hall/crafters coo
The Ideal Company

for your future

Dick's Standard

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

DAYS

Golf Rd. & Arlington Hts. Rd.

OFFSET PRESS

Contact Mr. Pinder
Weekdays 8:30AM to 5 PM

259-9600

Me hall/crafters co.

At

Must be good, clean, enthusi-

Schaumburg

Telephone (Dr. Rockley)

1

TREE TRIMMING
& LANDSCAPE

CALL

MOTOROLA

BEFORE 4 P.M.

2nd Shift Openings
ELK GROVEn

but not
necessary, we will train. Overtime, paid holidays and vacaExperience desired

255-7200

Assoc.

MOUNT

PROSPECT

255-4400
ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

eering experience at the
project level. Respon-

*Good Vacation Plan

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1900
*An equal opportunity employer

,- PHONE 2154i7260

MOTOROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Roads Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

TOWING SERVICE.

Help with income tax
In your home.
CL 5.0313
Vince Bauder

Arlington Body Craft

J. J. 0' Brien Constr.
Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5-5056".
Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359-1906

Call "the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry; remodeling & additions. No
job too small. 766-8034

$17.95

ELECTRICAL

255-3642

Catering

WELDING

Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL 5-4833 .
CL3.4182

CL 5-8239 CL 3.5050

WINTER PRICES

PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

Cement Work by Vito Pelagio.
Garages,
Driveways,
Patios. Free estimates.
Stairs,

766-1943

LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDING
-

OVERTIME
PAID SICK LEAVE
AUTOMATIC INCREASES

PAID HOLIDAYS
2 WEEKS PAID VACATION

MEDICAL & LIFE INSURANCE
COME IN TODAY - START TODAY -

Al lir 77 IV

E7-441 L,S

Div. of 'MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

250 N. 12th St.'

Wheeling

OFF DUNDEE RD:

537-2180

Photography
Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

lCarter School of Miislc is now
offering vocal training either
individual or group. Whether
you are 13 or 103 you will enjoy
the satisfaction -.of singing from

255-4400

Pianos - Organs

heart. We guarantee an

the

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

exploration into the wonderful

world of the voice. For further
info contact Mr. Carter, 27 W.
Prospect, Mt. Prospect, or call
CL 3-5592

Plastoring
clean
service.
Smolt
Foil
'jobs a specialty. Free estimates
255-3823
-

Radio -TV Repair
-TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates

Moving

SAVE YOUR EYESI

LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

Save 50.%

Its T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's

Murals

Radio find T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service

Beautify your home for Easter.

Murals hand painted on any
vital!. Washable. Under $45.
529-2840

Nursery Schools

17 S. Evergreen

Limited spring openings,

Painting -Decorating .

3 Generations
Decorating in the finest
Scandinavian tradition.

dresses, fur coats; repair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255-8161
Graduate designer So. American
fashion school, perfect alter-,
ations. Rees. 358-7791.
skirts,

Alterations & Fittings
by Professional In my home.
437-15588

Appointment only.

_

CL 9-0495
..

-

' Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone call takes
care of home maintenance?
* Paintings Interior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
' New Method Carpet Cleaning
'Floor Care for Home & Office

Top quality materials & careful
workmanship.
.4381-4651

SEWER TROUBLES?
.All

types

of

sewer

repairs.

Electric power rodding. Sinks,
bowls, tubs opened. Free intim' etas. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service
037-2345

Sewing Machine Repair
DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

$4.95 & $5.95. 359-3593

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & Remodeling
T
Repairs

44093

Also 37-ile

"

Transmission Service
AA/4C0 Transmissions
830 W. NW. H

43§-83137

sss

Sewer Service

Dressmaking -Sewing

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

Arl. Hts.

Cl 5-5692

Enr011 6civ;f67fall.

Bus service available.
CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL
255-4062
Arlington Hts.

Shortening of hisms on coats,

FL 8-5359

CALL ED

Moving

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
to order. Alterations. Near
255-0348
Randhurst.

392.6817

Ned Williams

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Concrete Work

MACHINE REPAIR

MOTOROLA.

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall -to -Wall,
new or used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
529.7774

DO YOU HAVE THE DESIRE
TO SING?

cleans

Carpet Installation

358.9038

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803
Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
Wall Papering.
CL 3-1118

Instructions

Mdsonry

Carpet Cleaning
Special

Fully insured.
Sholl Decorating

Violin Lessons - Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.

$9.95 & op. 894-5722

'STATIONARY ENGINEERING

WANT ADS
CALL
25-5:7M,

Income Tax

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Outstanding opportunity for applicants with experience in any
of the following.

AT

s4,

'9 to 9 'writtlidayiX'9 la 12

AT

MAINTENANCE

APPLY

'fin one inserters:
Phiase check your' ads and
tnot(fy as -,at ante. CorreCthins cire'cieseptitd by phone.

We Don't
BUY OR SELL CARS

Carpentry -Remodeling

APPLY

$20 Paints Most Rooms

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.

Wayne's Furniture Service

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

Profit Sharing

An equal opportunity employer

Furniture Refinishing
Refinishing, repairs, burns &
scratches removed. FL 8-4543.

We Specialize In QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

Winter

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

Average rm. sanded, sealed &
finished. $19.95
766-4607

201 W. Campbell 259-6160

IIIIIINING.

their adyertisarnent .mid in

error or omission, the newspaper wilt be responsible for
ONLY the first incorrect
Insertion and only to the extent of the smite that the ad
plauires. these wilt be
rreclittied by ropuldicotion

--

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
t

Pleats

Auto Repair

*Profit Sharing

sibility from original design layout thru prototype testing will allow
for diversified work in

ON MEN'S WEAR
Remodeling,
Relining,

EcklundFloor Service

CL 9-0849

Low Cost Hospitalization
*Excellent Working Conditions

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

Alterations

ed.

*Automatic Increases

gineers with a B. S. M. E.

,case of 'error to notify the
can bitMetle. in theetont of

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten-

*Good Starting Pay

We are interested in en-

Advertisers are requested to
shack _the first insertion of

department at
(ince, in order that correction

For ADVERTISING CAI 255-7200 or 255-4400

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

MECHANICAL

8t00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
CHECK YOUR ADSI

Lauritz Jensen

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

Engineers

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
2nd Shift Bonus

CL3-4182

Decorators .CL 9-0495

*Cafeteria Attendant
'Secretaries and Typists

Project

Machine Operators
JOBS OFFER:

Catering
CL 5-4833

Communications Technicians

3602 Glenview Rd., Glenview

Division of Addressograph
Mu Rig raph Corporation

HEIGHTS

ple in your community. Call one NOW!

Inspectors

Ralph Synnestvedt

Light Assemblers

vices offered by reputable business peo-

*Packers
*Stock Handlers

tions. A.A.N. insurance.
Call Mon. thru Fri. 9 am to 5 pm
724-1300

for
ARLINGTON

Let us help make your DAY!
Consult this daily guide of reliable ser-

*Wirers and Solderers

or equivalent in engin-

TODAY

(41,1==.14f.,11.

BUSINESS
Service sts eatory

Assemblers

WORK

110

tin

PRODUCTION AND OFFICE

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

$

Ill.

Wheeling,

An equal opportunity employer

in

MEN FOR

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Willis

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

296-7735

(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)

engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

Is On The Move

ate small A B Dick press.
Experience helpful but not necessary. Full Instruction given.
astic worker.

S.

1150

MOTOROLA

Young man required to oper-

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS
:The Hallicrafters Co., d leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,

Wheeling
537-2180

250 N. 12th St.

Service

MATERIAL'WRITERS

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

GAS STATION

cm-EtLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

ONLY

IIMMEMM

Mechanic and
Attendant

DRAFTSMEN

V DAYS

MART/111 METALS

392-6282

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Phone LE 7-2510

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

HELPER

TECHNICAL WRITERS

LINES

An Equal Opportunity Employer

No experience necessary

*-e

PACKAGE
LIQUOR STORE
FULL TIME

SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

insurance
automatic raises

up, filling orders at lunch time,
noon meal furnished. BURGER

Wheeling, Ill.

1150 S. Willis Ave.

overtime

Part time, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
weekdays. Earn $1.75 an hour &

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

BILL of

(I blk. N. of Lawrence)
Chicago

UN 7-8000

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

paid holidays
paid sick leaves

MEN

91

21

HILLMAN'S

MACHINIST

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No

To Start Work

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

32

MAGNAFLUX CORP.
7301 W. AINSLEE

Mt. Prospect Plaza
Rond, Central & Mt. Prospect
Rds.

MEN
MEN WANTED

90

111

benefits.

Rolling Meadows

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

13

man. Liberal employee

for

CL.9-3750
3737 Industrial Ave.

IMMEDIATELY

5

23

APPLY STORE MANAGER.

7405 N. Oak Park
Ave.
Niles, Ill.

testing

Electronic

1

36

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
H. In Wonted Men
Help Wonted Men or Women

and sorting instruments.
Prefer trade -school graduate with some industrial experience. Permanent position for right

out

JOBS

I

528-7665

Stockman

Many
compdny
benefits including discount on food.

647-0011

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

Custom build and check

ess.

All subjects and languages
taught in your home.

1

Food and Delicacies

pany benefits. Experience not
required but helpful.

WORLD CARPETS

MT. PROSPECT

N.W. Hwy. & Wilke
Mr: Kimpel

TUTORING

pleasant working conditions.

Contact Engineering Dept.

.r

Grocery
Work near home in well
paying job with a future
in a fast growing busin-

and insurance, plus other com-

McDONALDS HAMBURGERS

123 -Instruction

for
opportunity
several at our new Niles Warehouse. Excellent starting
Excellent

salary with' increases as you
learn. Paid vacations and paid
holidays. Paid hospitalization

Merit Increases

Experienced - References
253-3443

101

ELECTRONICS

-

TECHNICIAN

Good Starting Pay

22 -Situations Wanted Women
Will do ironing in my home.

99

WAREHOUSEMEN

Work 1 or 2 days' after school plus weekends now, and be
trained for a good paying lob this summer.

-

106
103

MONEY MINDED
12 to 16. Short hrs.
Good Pay. 539-1240

Hiring NOW for Summer Help

FILL -JOBS FAST with Classified
Ads. For an ad -writer, dial
255-7200 today.

439-7600_

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Young Men Wanted.

McDonalds is

LOST - lady's diamond engage.
ring, March 9, vicinity shoe i ctr.,

in new Elk Grove plant.

to

START NOW FOR A GOOD SUMMER JOB

I -3 -Lost and Found

'Page 13

Friday, March 15, 1968

take orders.
iCar nec. Mr. Howard. 774-5353
ihr. Ans. calls

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

WE 5-7895 aft. 7.30 p .m._

Janitor

THE DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

Tart Time & Sat. Earn $3-$4

2 lots Memory GardensCemetery. $300 Leaving state. Call

CLASSIFIED`

24 -Help WantedMen

24 -Help Wanted Men

259-9440

M.Hn.

THE DAY
Page 14 -

Friday, March 15, 1968

.

Women

.

28-,EinploymrmtAgenciesWomen

Full or part time. Management
opportunities.

BRU INGe

Larry's Restaurant
in person. Ask for Gene.

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

.

358-2852
Palatine

Rt. 12 & 53

Evenings and Weekends

Experienced in Setting Up and operating a Shear.

MANAGEMENT

Male or Female. Call or apply

PART TIME

SHEAR OPERATORS

UNDER NEW

collect:

Call

741-7130

APPLY

MAINTENANCE MEN

Male & Female

Positions available for mechanical and electrical Mainten'

Drafting

There are jobs available in our Paper Coating Dept. No ex-

ASSEMBLERS

hours ... we've opening for'experienced workers or "willing
-to-learn" in the following departments.

I N KERS

Electric Mechanical Assembly experience is desirable,. but
we will train if needed.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE ALL 3 SHIFTS
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN

Monday thru Friday

Part Time

JEWELRY -CAMERA

NO ,EXPERIENCE

SPORTING GOODS
CASHIERS
DOMESTICS
HEALTH & BEAUTY

NECESSARY

8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
TUESDAY & THURSDAY

Immediate

8 A.M. to 8 P.M.

opening

COME IN OR CALL

Ken Berger
CL 3-2800

TYPIST -SECRETARY'

on Sport cars. Famous racers from

Efficient junior. Small office,

excellent prospects for early

YOU'LL MEET THEM ALLI Answer

executive responsibility.
Telephone Dr. Rockley

FOR

MOTOROLA
IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

2. Include the price

These men will carry out maintenance
duties in both plant and office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,

3. Include your address or
phone number.

Write your ad here. One word on
each line. It's easy. It's fun, and

Illinois.

IYs profitable.

Also spots for qualified

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan
Profit Sharing

this once In a life time pos-

Div. of Addressograph
Multigraph Corp.

APPLY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

6

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MP

AT

Doctor's Office

SOltiire
POWER TOOLS

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
$CHAUMBURG

IN WHEELING

An equal opportunity employer
26 -Help Wanted Men or!
Women

26 -Help .Warited Men

2201 Estes Ave., Elk Grove
439-1100

Call Pete Briggs 827-7706

GENERAL OFFICE
Work

Women

i

13

Packers

14

MEN & WOMEN

Superior Company
Benefits

15

JOIN A PROFIT SHARING COMPANY

Full Time

For Details and Interview

PHONE FOR APPT.

EKCO PRODUCTS,

HABERKAMP'S

JOIN

275 12th St.
U.N. Alloy Bldg.
Wheeling, Ill.

17

AM Ppx

18

537-9436
19

Vu block North of Dundee
3/4 Mile west of Wolf Rd.

20

The Following Positions Are Now
Available For Men & Women
in,Our New Air Conditioned Plants:

AcifiC.,
POWER TOOLS

,22

ASSEMBLERS

20

!ASSEMBLER HANDLERS

'24

people

and

using

phone we need you.

you
the

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.

of

Des Plaines, 111. 60016

Lots

Will train . as a wig stylist.
Salary plus commission. Liberal
fringe benefits. Flexible hours.

2nd Floor Wiggery
Mrs. Roper
392-1500, Ext. 249

.-

action, good potential.

SHEETS

30 -Help Wanted Women

392-1600
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Cleaning lady 1 morning a week
$10.

trans. References.
392.2779

WIEBOLDT'S

SECRETARY WANTED

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

1st BAPTIST CHURCH

NO FEE

$9000

Own

Part time, 10 hrs. a week typing and answering phone.

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

_GET RESULTS

26 -Help Wanted Men or
Count words and figure, 4 aver -I
age words per line. 12 overage'
words equal a 3 line ad.

7:45 AM. to 4:15 PM. 4:30 PM. to 1:00 AM.
11:00 PM to 7:00 AM.

$3.15 for 3 days

This includes one FREE insertien

Many Benefits at
AMPEX

...

Profit Sharing bonuses
Good starting rates
Automatic increases
Two weeks vacation 1st year
Company paid insurance

in "Market Day" if your ad appears in the regular Wednesday
edition.
(Enclosed

Is

$

will not need a degree on this
one. Be. an .assistant to a top
rated mfg. engineer willing to
educate you on the job to fill
his shoes. He'll move up soon.
So will you.

Call Chris Grant 827-7706

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL
Cumberland Office

ATTRACTIVE POSITION
For young lady in Research Department of Editorial Division. Must have B.A. degree, preferably in
Library Science. -Good salary, pleasant surroundings and many benefits.

GENERAL,

SECRETARY

Part Time weekend hours. Day
Shift. Excellent salary for
qualified persons. Pro -rated
holiday and vacation benefits.
PLEASE APPLY

Hospital

Address

sponsibilities. Light typing in

small pleasant national sales

Early seniority in new plants
Promotional opportunities
Air-conditioned new plants, parking lot,
cafeteria,
Phone, visitor write
Mr. R. J. Cramer'

AIVIREX
2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

956-0990
An Equal Opportunity Employer;,

ICIty

Wonrn

'ttate
Phone

I

r

!IMAM TO:
;THE ARLINGTON DAY
1217 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.

!Arlington Heights, Ill.
-PHONE:

'2557740.

,

NICHOLSON

FILE CO.

Hours 9 to 4, paid hospitalilife

insurance.

80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830

APPLY
FINANCE DIRECTOR

SECOND SHIFf

OFFICE
Rewarding position open for

PERSONNEL

individual with basic inspection
to perform in -process inspect-

on complete assemblies
and first piece idspection on
ion

Typists -Stenos

fabricated parts.

Secretaries
Key Punch Oprs.
Clerks
Dictaphone

Use

of

primary,

measurin

gauges necessary and knov
ledge of blueprinti helpful. -

TEMPORARY HELP - offers a

Call or Apply

STOP IN OR CALL

METHODE
BILL BOX

MFG. CORP.

255-7330

Temporary Help Div.

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

of Alpha Engineering, Inc.
Mt. Prospect
800 W. Central

1700 HICKS RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

392-3500

Park Ridge

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Counselor

WOMEN WANTED

Opportunity to join the most
progressive recruiting firm in
the suburbs. We have grown

2nd & 3rd SHIFT

over 300% in 3 years and hove
professional
reputation

second to none. No previous
experience

necessary.

To

sell, and think. If interested

in a prestige position offering
an above average income call,

Juniors
$600

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

8 hour, 5 day week. Challenging position requiring stable, responsible person.

Wheeling

1150 S. Willis
1E722510

PLEASE APPLY'

HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL

EMPLOYERS PAY
OUR.FEES
We are staffing for 7 accounting positions with new divisions
of leading national companies.

3 hours can qualify you; anything over 12 hours makes
status. Your inquiry
handled in strict confidence.

senior

Hallmark

299-2281

SECRETARY

Seniors
$950

Would

SALES

You
Experienced - good typing skills, shorthand helpful. Should have good telephone communication.

To

Join

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

THE ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL FAMILY?
We need you if you are a:

TMA

SUPERVISOR - for P.M. Tour of Duty

1020 Noel Avenue
SP 5-4300

Wheeling

28 -Employment AgeniiesWomen
various

CONTACT NURSING CARE OFFICE
437-5500, Ext. 633

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.

ghe hag/crafters co,

Wheeling

TRAIN TO BE
DOCTOR'S GIRL
Nearby Doctor will train you to
be his receptionist. You'll
welcome folks into office, usher
them into examining when Doctor is ready, answer phones, set

appts., take messages. No

medical experience necessaryl
DOCTOR WILL TRAIN 'A COM- .

that's all. $440. FREE IVY, 7215
W. Touhy, SP 4.8585, 4942 N.
Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

392-2700 -'YOUR MONEY LINE
graduates of '68
opportunity seekers
young careerists
housewives returning to work
392-2700

ghe hafficrafiers co.

KEY PUNCH

Holmes & Assoc., Inc.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

OPERATORS
Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road. is lust
a few minutes drive from your home.

TYPISTS
Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just'
a few minutes drive from your home.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious.
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

quick advancement.

company parking, free' life. insurance, hospitalizaquick advancement.

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to offer you and your family.

'

Contact: George Pinder
'
8:30 AM to 5 PM

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to offer you and your family.

259-9600.

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

259-9600

ghohaincraftersco.

ghehafficraftersca,

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

.

Randhurst Shopping Center (Suite 23A -Upper Level) Mt. Prospect, III.

Elk Grove Village

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Ph. 537-9430
PARK EMPLOYMENT

NURSING ASSISTANT - For Any Tour
of Duty

LE 7-5700

38Q E. Northwest Hwy.
'Des Pldines, Ill.

for

Like

Age over 30.

STAFF NURSE -- LPN

Personnel

251 E. Dundee Rd.

Good secretarial skills required plus ability to
set up files and maintain bookkeeping records.
Other varied and interesting duties. Full time -

'CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

-

Gals

-

GAL FRIDAY

Many company benefits Including profit sharing.

Bud Cairns 392-5151.

typing for bills & things, but

20 -Employment Agencies-

and distribution office.

FOR HEALTH DEPT.

DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

PLETE BEGINNER. You need some

299-2281

OFFICE"

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

clerical positions.

LAB TECHS

An equal opportunity employer

days, weeks or months.

' 1661 N. Northwest Hwy.

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy,
Des PIdines/ Ill.

WANTED:

Holy Family

Name

Tuition aid

Women

'

variety of opportunities with
local suburban firms. Work

439.0276 before noon

Practical shop oriented man

Cumberland
Office Center
DAY WANT ADS

:

FAB. INSPECTOR
FULL OR PART TIME

Call Dom Giambrone 827-7706

21 -

-'

INC.'

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, III.

15 N. Elmhurst Ave.
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-1187

BEAUTICIAN

Cumberland Office

PERSONNEL

ACCOUNTING

16

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537-1100

Some experience necessary.

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
253.2340

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.

27 -Employment Agencies Men

must hove the ability to work,

0 -As -s -ebb I ers

o.-,

with good typing, math,. corn-

,munIcations and human relations
skills desired. Opportunity ..to
assist In other .personnel
partment activities. ,

and

zation and
Salary open.

succeed in this business you

12

i

high school,, grad

Responsible

BOOKKEEPING

CORPORATION

voices. The plush offices and
friendly people make this

Recruiting

10

surance plans under one compe-.

tent and experienced individual
in the' group insurance field.,

255-1910

MOTOROLA

!ties of four group medical In-

255-2915

/&413111,4E.ollt

it ion . Greet clients, take
messages, type reports, in-

4

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect

Careful analysis ,has resulted
I in a decision to combine activi-

Receptionist

IRY THE

ASSISTANT

e BRUNING'

fits, free hospitalization.

.BAUM CO.

portunities at various
levels
depending on

3

ADMINISTRATION

PART TIME

office. Many company bene1

ENGINEER'S

2

$400 to $450

A young woman with good
shorthand and typing skills.
Modern new air conditioned

experience or special
background ;necessary to land

in tool and die making.
We have excellent op-

work experience.

SECRETARY -STENO

No

machinists to be trained

education and previous

JOBS OFFER:

RECEPTIONIST

on ideal spot for you.

like

We have positions available in Process Engineering, and Tool Design.

INSURANCE*

Prospect, Ill.

Interesting and diversified re-

STEINBERG

Our office. Age open. If

DAYS and NIGHTS

CL 3.8983

FREE

3225 Kirchoff Road
Rolling Meadows, III.

Mart,' 400 W. Central Rd., Mt.

Top Salary & Commission

DIAL 392-6100

WANT

1. You name the item

BEAUTICIAN
Experienced

Salaries $325 to $800
207 N. EVERGREEN, ARL. HTS.

SEE THE STORE MANAGER

ENGINEERING, INC.

Engineering

your community? Choose your
hours. No convassing. Guaranteed income. Call after
4 P.M. Mrs. Pierce. 255-7073

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

Industrial
CASH

Would you like to earn $40$100 per week representing
World Book and Childcraft in

fits.

QUICK

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

MOTHERS

Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

fering the top employee bene-

800 W. Central Road
Mt. Prospect
An Equal Opportunity Employer

NEEDS

PROSPECTS HEIGHTS

Touhy, SP 4.8585, 4942 N.

EXCELLENT WORKING conditions In modern stoles of-

40"

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1

296-7735

ing in & when) typo letters, do
detail. It's a busy lob! A lot of
fun tool FREE IVY, 7215 W.

Woman, part time, Monday thru.
Friday, no Saturdays, Sundays,
or holidays. Open Pantry Food

Secretary -

all over seek him out for car in-

(Division of Addressograph Multigraph Corp)

Mt. Prospect, III.

CHEF HAMBURGER, ELMHURST
RD.& DEMPSTER, 437-1616.

Your boss is mechanical expert

AIDS

in

our Mt. Prospect office.

BRIJNI

working

own

your

SELECT

TRACERS

perience necessary. Math aptitude helpful.

up, filling orders at lunch time,
noon meal furnished. BURGER

pointments (tell boss who Is com-

FULL TIME HELPI

COATER HELPERS

a.m. to 2 p.m.

11

weekdays. Earn $1.75 an hour &

phones, set the day's ap-

GROW WITH US!!!

ance Men.

Part time,

spection, now features, etc.

_1800
- N. Arlington Hts. Rd.

1800 W. Central Rd.

WOMEN

MEET FAMOUS
RACING DRIVERS!
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

130 -Help lkanied Women

30 -Help Wanted WO, ;:,.

30 -Help Wanted Wanton
'

MECHANICALLY MINDED. MAN

T 24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

26 -.Help, Wanted Men cr

24 -Help Wanted Men,.
-

.

600 Hiaks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

,

,
30-Ho1p Wanted Wqmon. -

30 -Holy Wanted Woman

1

3041o1pi1ilantedWOMCM

,...,......

timo phone
MR HOWARP
Part

. Furniture

.

SECRETARY

Must bo 21 or over.
10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday-

Gonoral unskilled but onthuelastic help required. Good
prospects, small office.

BELLA PIZZA

Tolophono Dr. Rockloy
296-7735
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

15 E. Campbell CL 9.0222

To The Controller

4 pm.

variety of dullest
relating to Transportation and

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

lob

the

On

bookkeeping or accounting helpful but not essential. Good
starting salary, pleasant working
conditions, amens:int opportunity

benefits, and excellent advancement opportunities. Prefer business mindod woman interested;
in career employment.

METHODE MFG. CORP.

for personal and professional

WOMEN

CONTACT

The opening of our new plant addition has creat-

MR GUZZARDO
537-1100

ed additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the
following
" ASSEMBLERS

growth

FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

INSPECTORS
(Some part time positions available)

An equal opportunity employer,

"IIHELPII

773-0252
Aftor,12 Npon

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537-1100

40% to 60%'OFF

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

CREDIT

ACTIVITY

WE OFFER
Bonus.& Incentive jobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits

to,

&

Used Kay electric guitar,
clear for $25 with this ad.

to

METHODE MFG. CORP.

cessing.
o Customer Service
o Gen.
Office
and
Switchboard -Receptionist.

ROLLING MEADOWS

1700 HICKS ROAD

El Rey Music Center
7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180

Call 255-1611
Miss McFeely

KC,

1

392-3500

pool, air-cond., utilities.
lease May 1st. 439.5294

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

PROTOTYPE

No Shorthand Required
Excellent starting salary.
Modern pleasant office.

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Soft:7par
FL 9:320v,,
a.511107
Crosley-Salvador

electric

re-

frigerator, 10 cu. ft., good condi-

CALL MRS. GOLZ

ELEC-RONIC

439-1805

Don't miss this large 3 bedroom Brick & aluminum sided
split level. 21/2 baths, fam-

GENERAL

attached
.

ASSEIV BLER

2201 Touhy
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

16

shape.

ft.

d -humidifier; Ken-

more washer; Hamilton dryer;
Simmons hide -a -bed. 255-0404.

WORK IN:
o New, Ultra -Modern Facilities
0 C9mpletely Air -Conditioned Offices

Indus. Relations Mgr.

O Close -To -Home Company

Unusually Interesting lob assisting top Industrial Relations

Early Amer. port. bar, 2 stools;
48" Venetian glass tbl lamp; 2
matching tbl lamps. HE 7-4767,
Oak dinette sot w/4 choirs $65.
self-propelled Snowblower $95
& lawn mower $25. All in oxc.
condition. 392-7887

p.m.

would like to do more creative

work than the overage lob

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just
a few minutes drive from your home.
You'll enjoy our interesting work building proto-

offers

type models of electronic military equipment.

412 S. Phelps, An. Hts.

Good starting salary, regular
salary reviews, profit sharing,
5 day week and air conditioned executive offices located

Background should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experience a must

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bodrm. set,
new $165.251.7385.
For information about the FINEST

plant personnel functions for
major electronics company.
Position
involves personnel

programs, communications &
private secretarial duties.
Prefer girl with secretarial
skills and porsonality who

near major expressways.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for

Phone, write or visit:

R. J. CRAMER

quick advancement.

A M EOC

Call now and see what Hallicrafters hai to offer you and your family.

CORP.
2201 Lunt Avenue
Elk Grove Village

Contact: George Pinder
8:30 AM to 5 PM

,

Replies Confidential

appointments arranged

606 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.

Bsmt. Sale: Duncan Phyfo dinette tblo; TV; much misc. Mar.
15 aft. 5, Mar. 16 & 17, 9 to 5.

Sold

MT. PROSPECT

LOU

commodations
In
Barrington
area for 1-yr. or less. 381-6311._

420. Crescent circular saw with

basement,

2
baths, cabinet
kitchen. Steel pier. Located in

3 hp motor. Small Boekel In-

Southern Wisconsin. 299-0253.

392-5987.

new library & *chit. Mid 30's.
Appt. only. Poss. in Aug.

An.

Hts.-4 Irg. bodrms.;

DEALER'S SUPPLY CLERK1
Fill and pack orders from our Stylists; supply them with necessary:
forms, catalogs, and incentive gifts.

1

Ing. 392-3737 after 4 pm.

Clean, lite work selecting merchandise for our customers. The walking'
will help to keep you slim I

QUALITY CONTROL!
Inspect new merchandise for size, color and fabric consistency+
We'll teach, you what to look for.

3 pc. mod. sec'1; Hotpoint auto.

CL 5-4710

Brand now carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

Modem 9 pc. dining room sot
light wood, drop -loaf table,
REASONABLE.

CL 3-5239

Early American oversize sof&
and wing choir. Excellent cond.
,

. -.

2.Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8-404.8.
automatic
steering.

V-8,

trans.,

power

91295

tires, clean. Asking $650.
392-2856
1962 2 -door Rambler American.
16 P.M.

4 bedroom ranch home that

Barrington, III.

unamsponnoo

'65 MGB, British racing green,
wires, 5 bearing engine. $1450.

has everything at a reasonable
price. Spacious family kitchen,

' 255-5655

cellent floor plan. $24,000.

dean. $800. 259-2094 aft. 4.

moo

1964 Cost. Tempest 2-dr, P/S,
auto. trans, like new tires, very

20'x14' paneled family room,
13/4 baths. 2 car garage. Ex-

1959 CHRYSLER VERY CLEAN.
$300 or bast offer.
CL 3-6264 after 5 pm.

2 year old brick and cedar 3

bedroom bi-level. 1 Vs baths,
carpeted living and dining
room. Finished rec. room. Attached 2 car garage. Mid

ELK GROVE

824-4530:

Well designed brick and frame

1967 OLDS 88 HARDTOP.
LOADED WITH EXTRAS
LIKE NEW. 259-2651

fun. Spacious living room dining "L". Excellent eating
area off the kitchen. 11/2 baths,
separate utility room. For sum-

1960 PONTIAC 2 DOOR.
A/T, P/B, P/S. Best Offer.
253-6673

ranch home, ideal for family

mer fun, you'll lust love the enclosed porch. Don't wait! Call
us today! $23,900

1962 Ford Country Squire wa-

gon, 9 pass. full power, aircond. 392.1195.

'61 Ford 4 -Door

Stock #P -484-B

'62 Dodge Dart

Stock # 8-477-A

'63,Simca

Stock #8-478-13

'63 Ford 4 -Door

Stock #8-393-A

'62 Ford 2 -Door

Stock #9-711-A

'64 Chrysler 2 dr. hdtp. 383-4
bbl., 3 spd. Hurst, mags, chrome
reverse. R/H, $1000 or bust of-

OPEN 9 TO 9

1

Contemporary vial. veneer bedrm. sot: bkcase 'clble bed, dble.
dresser, mirror, chest. & 2 nits
tables. Like now. CL 5-8713

1965 Buick Le Sabre 2 dr. hdtp,
P/5, P/B, A/T, R/H. Top shape.

...

about other equipment.
$1495 or best offer. 439-1953
Ask

1100 IELET

H

'-

- JEEPWALER

Parkhaven Bldrs..

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALE5

136 W. Northwest Highway

Barrington, III.

SEETHE

Action
Realtors

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

550 W. Northwest Hwy.
392-8100
North Arl.Htsi
203 S. Maln St.
Mt. Prospoc
,C1. 5-1515
53.51,,&j_. His. Rd.
South M. Hts.
CL 34100

Member HomerIca,
national homefindIng servIcei

I

at PALATINE

Member MAP.
;
Multiple Listing Service:-

ban Board of Realtors

of McHenty. PH. -815-385.6333'
I 1 L1. -Motorcycles and
Scooters,

-

:'Member of Northwest Subur-

-

Snowmobiles. See our complete,

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, i V2 mi. E.

Multiple
,

'

s.vaibi
-

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds;

Sun. 12 noon to 5.

900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9030

:

1

toppers. Open 7 days a wk:

at MT. PROSPECT

MAP.

I

line of 1968 tent trailers, tra-:
vel trailers, pickup coaches &

358-0744

listing Service

,

..i

lot S. Northwest Hwy.

.*Member

'

9 M5: Wc2r;444yz

CLOSEOUT SALE

I

:

Arlin. ton Realty Inc.

:

381-6663c

`102 -Trucks, Traitors

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

_.

Hugo discounts. 824-7353.

Will separate. 2.59-2562

'64 CHEV. IMPALA

1963 Volkswagen, radio, snow

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
DU 1-3434

Open Sunday 1 to 5 P.M.
539-6221 or 392-3978

washer; 24" blond cons. TV.

DANISH MODERN LIVING ROOM

PO 6-2250
Interviewing Hours: Monday -Friday 8:30 a.rn. to 8:00 p.m.,/
Saturday, till 11 a.m.

4990

fer. CL 3-7244

leaves, pods included. CL 5-6424.

Bensenville i

Stock #P-4054, 4 -speed, air
conditioned.

519 -As tomobile For Salo;

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

Exc. cond. 259-9182

FURNITURE.

'65 SHELBY G.T.O.

Stick shift, $200. 392-2592 after

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

2 twin bed headboards
vinyl, nylon frieze beige sofa.

1

Earn -while you enjoy a pleasant day's work with friendly suburban housewife
companions. Good pay, regular increases, excellent benefit program, cafe -1
teria, liberal employee discount on beautiful Beeline Fashions, modern air-)
conditioned facilities. You'll love It!

power brakes, radio, whitewall
tires, air conditioned.

payments. 437-6542.

FAMILY EXPANDING

4 MODELS

All good cond. Roos. 439.4866.
Amoco, 13 cu. ft. upright)
freezer. Good condition. $100.

Warehouse Hours: 8:15 a.m. to 4:45 p.m.

$2119

Stock #8.367.A. Power steering, V890

10;i50* x '67 mobilO home, wall.
to -wall crptg., mint cond, low

on 100'x15ly lot!

4Z -Home Furnishings;..Furerture

Stock #722-A. V.0, auM. Crane.,
power steering, power brakes,
whitewall tires.

4990

98 -Mobile Homes

Open 9 to 9
259-1500
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

1300 N. on Yale St.

AKC MM. Schnauzer puos,. Homo
raised. FL 8-2699 after 6
or week ends.

ORDER PICKING'

through

"04,AY,./?9,

IN SHERWOOD

IN TIME FOR EASTER.

'65 T -BIRD 2 -DR. H.T.

I sell on contract. 773-0491

$43,500

830's. - By owner.

Dachshund & German shepherd;
puppies, AKC, also part poodle,
& other mixed pups. 658-5588..

Stock #8-409-A. V-8, automatic
trans., power steering, air cond.

Hayward, Wisc. area, 16 rm.
lodge plus 10 rm. house, lg.
barn, 40 acres on Sisabagama
Lake with 1800' frontage. Ideal
for camp grounds $38,000. Will

..s,

PROSPECT HEIGHTS
COACH LIGHT MANOR

Min. Schnciuzer puppies AKC,;
home raised selective breed -

'66 CHEV. S.S. 2 -DR.

'65 T -BIRD 2 -DR. H.T.

ing a wild life refuge. It Is the

126 W. Main

1490

,

.

91 -Resort Properties
For Salo

Personal & Effective Service

407 N. Forest.

f 09 0

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

FOR A

carpeting, garage, 1/2 block from
elementary
school; $24,500;'

-

390 V -B, 4 -speed, radio, whitewall tires.

.Mon. to Frt. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
'Sat.& Sun. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

SALE TOMORROW

air cond. bdrm., wall to wall'

last house on a dead end street
and only 3 miles from the village.

2.Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8.509.A. S

I),

LIST TODAY

ranch with many unusual extras,
paneled bdrm. & utility rm.,
epic & span kit., water softener,.

power,

'66 FORD GALAXIE 500

gar1=17

',Member: M.A.P. Mule.
.Lint.Serv. .. -

'

#8-449-A. Full

4 -Dr. 6 cylinder. Stock #P.528.

_

728 Northwest Hwy.
'Palatine
358-5560

OPEN HOUSE SAT. & SUN.
MT. PROSP.
Sparkling 3 bdrm.,

$2690

'66 T -BIRD LANDAU

NE. con. Rte. 20 and Rte. 53
(Lake St.), Itasca, Ill.
Phone 773-0701 or NA 5.9399

26 x 16' W/frplc; dining rm., 18 x
15'; carpets & drapes; full bamt.;
garage; walk to transp., stores,

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Westerfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(employee's entrance on
Westerfield Rd.)
437-5500, ext. 591 or 592

6 cyl., auto. trans., power steering, whitewall tires, radio.

sion:_$36 900

baths; mod. kitchen, cust. birch
cabinets, brkfst bar; living rm.,

YOUR FAMILY will appreciate
this. 5 bedroom home overlook-

2 -Door Hardtop. Stock #P-474. 811 090

'66 CHEV. BEL AIR

21/2

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

'66 FORD GALAXIE 500

per acre.

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adloins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses-

llLts'aiiulu

dustrial oven: 3 hp motor
220.440 V., 3 phase. Small air
compressor with motor. All
Items In good cond., best offer
considered. Call Mr. Saemrow.
Days " 3846100;
evenings

sided ranch on

.2792

Vacant Acreage

EICALTY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

LAKE FRONT 3 bedroom year
round ranch. 2 car garage, full

vinyl

WAYNE AREA - 5 to 15 acre
vacant parcels can be bought
on terms. A real good investment In top location, $2000

ING RM., family kitch. with

50, The Major, makes copies
from original 14" wide. 21"
reel type Pincor lawn mower
with impulse starter. AB Dick
Mimeograph machine, Model

2 -Door Hardtop. Stock #7-63.

390 V.8, automatic trans., power
steering, air conditioned.

air conditioned.

Member
MAP. Mull. List. Serv.
253-7600

trciMi'CI;x7:c.w/4 member family seeking eminent rental ac-

'67 FORD GALAXIE 500

Stock

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect

132 -Wanted To Rent

THE CHANDELIER

auto. liens., power steering, radio, whitewall fires.

and

ii
...----,------

Listing Service

Come in and Save

Convertible. Stock #7.124. V -B,

$24,900.

frame ranch. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths. 1st floor
family room. Full basement.

Member: MAP. Multiple

439-5834
,
aft. 6 or weekends.:

.

ment. Low Taxes.

LounaALTY

at

'67 FORD GALAXIE 500

wooded half acre. 3 spacious
bedrooms, carpeted
living
room with fireplace, full basement, complete new kitchen
with all built-ins. Large dining
area, ceramic bath; gas forced
air heat, 2 car garage, black
top drive. REAL SHARP for

Ranch. 3 bedrooms, full base-

riccArm

German Shep. pups AKC, Champ
sire,
bred for tomporment.

EXCHANGE OPENER AND INSPECTOR '
Open and inspect returned merchandise. Lite and interesting work.

Sharp

-MT.-FROSPECT-..

44-Dess,Pets and
" Equipment

In our Warehouse:(

Palatine

$22,500

PALATINE

$200

CONTRIBUTIONS
NEEDED NOW

380 Meyer Road'

NW. HWY.

E.

4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full basement, att. 21/2 car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

Bo

2 -Door Hardtop. Stock #7.140.
390 V-8, automatic trans., power V
steering, whitewall tires, radio,
air conditioned.

Wooded Charm

-

CL 3-7600

Everything. Must

'67 FORD GALAXIE 500

Wood Dole

259 E. Rand, Mt. Prospect

March 16 from
9 am to 7:30 pm

Office Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.'

/

venience of this An. Hts. area.
3 nice bedrms., 11/2 baths, and

GOING OUT

BEEN WAITING FOR

keypunch as part of job.

-

maker who will love the con-

OF BUSINESS

OFFER YOU THE JOB YOU'VE

CONTROL CLERK'
Data Processing Control Clerk to check and adjust orders. Will learnt

-

large cabinet filled kitchen.
You provide ono happy home-

358-1800

3 bedrooms. Enclosed breezeway,
Garage.
Immediate
Possession. Arlington Heights.

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358-3200

RUMMAGE SALE
ODDS AND ENDS

experience helpful but not always necessary.

"
,

(tree in yard) and a beautiful

255.5314

CLERK -TYPIST
Various Positions available for qualified individuals. Previous office.

1

This home provides the apples

434

FOR RENT

JOHNSON WATER

wall tires, factory air cond.

ceramic

Annen & Busse
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
255-9111
28 E. Northwest Hwy., Ad. Hts.
253-1800
570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove
439.4700

$34,400

ditioning -equipment contact -

vanity

ed garage. $38,900.

CAN YOU MAKE APPLE
PIE???

Brick

water con-

8,

21/2

baths, custom cabinet kitchen
w/built.ins. 1st floor utility
room, basement. 2 car attach-

Philippe Bros. Realty

76 -To Ront Houses

BE

In our Office:

room,

$30,900.

,

3M Thermofax machine, Model

A Subsidiary of Northrop 'Corporation

Evening

room, fireplace, formal dining

Arlington Heights
255-6320 358-1502 8941330

Heights,

I

35 5. Vail, Arlington Hts.

theheincreffers

956-0990

4 bedroom Colonial. Family

QUICK SALE PRICE

A & P Shopping Center.
Modals open 10-6 p.m.
Weekdays
:12-5 p.m. Saturdays & Sundays
For rental information Call:
I Model PH. 253-0800; Chicagoweekdays only - 267-7270

Deep freeze deluxe chest, 12
cu. ft., 300 lb. cap., $50, 1st.
class cond. VA 40988, after 4

water softeners-

aatatc!''

an Ideal family home.

Willow, Palatine Rds. Behind

Terrific Reductions!

259-9600

Arlington

4 -Door Hardtop. Stock #7-152.
390 V-0, auto. trans., power V
steering & brakes, radio, white-

a full basement all make this

APTS.
pliances.

'67 FORD GALAXIE 500

1714 5. Northwest Hwy.

Deluxe 2 bdrm., 11/2 baths,
apts. Air conditioned, all ap-

after 6 p.m.

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

executive in direction of multi -

COUNTRY CLUB

radio, vinyl roof, whitewall tiles.

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION

-

-

bdrm.apts. Includes heat, hot'
'Water, cooking gas range, rofrig.
:dui: SWIMMING POOL. Depot kits now being accepted for
Immediato occupancy.
t, arse 5)&551,_
4124ing

V-8, auto. trans., power steering,

Listing Service

.,.rti.lP'.s.
,
-t'",

' TIMBERLAKE VILLAGE'
-

CL 3-6916.

Crib, chest of drawers, chit-

4 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8-286-A. V2141

Member MAO. Multiple

.

MTJUNIPICOSPCLU

$175.

CL 3-6493.

EXEC. SECRETARY
TO

spacious bodrms., now carpotMg. 21/2 car attached garage.
Priced well under builder's
present price. $28,950.

1st.

'67 FORD GALAXIE 500

IT -4
1209 N. Elmhurst
Prospect Fits.
Mt. Prospect
CL
9.0200
537-8660

259-4901

ft. mahog. sailboat,

Stereo hi-fi;

April

Occup.

shopping.

forobo. Excellent condition. $75.

JOIN THE WORK-IN

I12 E. Busse

room apartment, garage,
$110. Mount Prospect. Call

auto. kens., power steering,
radio, whitewall fires, air cond.

extras.
Now Reduced to $40,900

G-eorg 1 ba be -

4

2 -Door Hardtop. Stock #P-509. V2080

of

Lots

has separate formal dining
room, huge Roc. Room, 3

$140. 3 bike. to N.W. depot &

$45. Call CL 9-3533.

oxcollont

month.

Palatine Plaza. $125
359-3811 or 296-6805.

garage.

9 month new doluxo bi-level

Arl. Hts. attractive 1 bdrm. apt.

Mont, brand nova. $60 value,

mast,

large modern rooms, near

3

'67 FORD GALAXIE 500 e

ily room & rec. room. 2 car

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION? This

'after 4 P.M. 259-5714

tion. $25. 255-6814
Lowyt vacuum cleaner, all equip -

10

Sub-

Immediate Delivery. Choose from tho
largost selection of suburban driven
used cars in the northwest suburbs.

COMPLETE PACKAGE

TRANSFEREE IN NEED OF

74 -To font Apartments
Mt. Prosy. doluxi-Tbdrm. apt.,

MB! FORDS OM STOCIt

AD 67 LB 174-16

SP 7-3600

-

o Billing and Order Pro-

CDVE2 1©©.

arport,
ceramic tile bath,
large
spacious utility room
screened Florida roe . Call
for pictures. Chicago ph ne

Realtors
123 S. An. Hts. Rd. 50 S. Main
Arl. Hts.
M . Prospoc
255-8000
392-7150

BUYS LIKE:

constructed

home in the heart of Florida's
high, dry dairy land, 53 miles
south of the proposed new
Florida Disney properties for a

Mt. Prospect

Jr

Here $vory Wednesday

opportunity employer.

oven

Brick & frame 4 bodrm. bi-

CHECK OUR CLOSEOUT
INSTRUMENT SALE

Retail sales experience helpful. Full or part time. An equal

eloc.

masonry

, rm.

6

level. 21/2 baths, 21/2 att. car
garage. Built-in oven, range,
disposal
&
dishwasher.
D applies, carpeting. $36,900

evenings & weekends,
439.4431.

Call

brand now completely finished

W/FILTER SYSTEM..

Conrad rhythm guitar & Gibson
Voyager amplifier, excel. cond.,

VERIFICATIO

eloctronic company.

would like to advance
Interesting career jobs in:

1\1

Chicagoland rent. You can own a

FENCED -YARD 16' x 34'
SWIMMING POOL COMPLETE

CALL_358-6800

or offer. CL 3-6512.

excellent lighting, and a central heating and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary In the assembling of
our electronic component products. Advance with a growing

We have several lob °poortunitlos for good typists who

total price of $8,995. This price
includes o largo landscaped lot
& rights & privileges to a white
sand beach and best landing on
Florida's largest lake, 3 miles
south. Tho home comes equipped with birch built In kitchen,

65 -Musical Instrumonts

which is corn lots with lunch room, largo clean locker rooms,

TYPIST?

range,

sun for lots than your present

owner. 259-7326 aft. 6.

Road" guitar, with case. $300

lot. $35,500. 815-338-1399.

your way to living In the Florida

washer & dryer. $23,000. By

Gibson Modal ES330 "King of the

7:

porch, 3 car
garage; Close to all schools, 3/4
:ml. to depot. $43,000. CL 3-0583.
Arl. Hts.,-3 bodrm. brk., Irreg.
lot, Ivg.clng rm., 2 comp. baths,

ery.

An equal opportunity employer I.

86-Tiod I Ersti3rti-Ho

Woodstock, Ira. 3 bodrm. home.
All rod brick, living rm, fain. rm,
ding rm, 3 frplcs, full bsmt.,
att. 2 -car gar. On 1 acre wooded

FLORIDA

x -large . back

built -In

ate. Cash or terms. Froo deliv-

I

Prices aro going up April 1st.
NOW for a limited time $300
down, $40 mo. starts you on

on 75x132' lot, all face brick,
separate dining rm, 11/2 baths,
paneled bsnit. (sunny & dry)

1 -car att. gar., plenty of closet
& storage space, gas heat, wallto-wall crptg.,
custom-made
drapes, self -defrosting refit.,

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe', model
homes. Big savings. Will separ-

FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW

f

.

ARL. HTS. - STONEGATE
Spacious 3 bedroom Colonial

Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.

Wo havolust opened a largo modern addition to our plant

GOOD

'NW RR station. 392-3486.

ous name brand carpets, as low
as $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.
- 7S-6257.

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, Ill.

MACHINE OPERATORS

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, III.

1/3 off the regular price fam-

training;
provided. Duties Include typing
Traffic.

for

opportunity

girl with good secretarial skills
plus ability to work accurately
with figures Some exposure to

r.86461 ViiaTit;Ifciu
If
CONDOMINIUM APARTMENT4
2 bedrooms, largo living room.
Air conditioned, patio. With
or without appliances. Convenient to shopping. 2 blocks to C &

1st ball. Wed. & Fri. 10 am to

Interesting

Page 15

;

turn. 911 E. Minor St., Ad. .Hts.,

GENERAL OFFICE

forms and I
letters, memos,
reports. Somo outside telephone
contacts and basic arithmetic
starting
Good
computation.
of
salary, complete range

Outstanding

I

`Kit., bodrm & Iving rm. urn:-

OFFICE HELP

WAITRESS

soliciting.
774-4353

THE!DAY
Friday, March 15, 1968

47 -Homo Furnishings-

;30-1441pWaD1cviWantLo
t

HOUSEWIVES Work at home.

".""'"'''"'"'","'"'"'"`-",..,-.-:-..-

1

1967 HONDA 90.
Very low mileage -Best offer.
Call 392-1570 after 5p.m.

I

TrrEE 'DAY
Frida

Page 16
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FORMERLY FORD IN PARK RIDGE

.......

11-a.

THE NEWEST, FINEST, LAILIGES7'AUTOMOTIVE FACILITIES IN CHICAGOLAND.
-- THE NORTHWEST'S NEWEST CORTINA DEALER --

9401 PviihrJaultee Ave. - 965-6700 -Exiles, OIL
Open Daily 9-9 - Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 11-5

,,,u.,

?oott

Gw7/e

Opposite Golf Mill Shopping Center
.....
,

r.no,

,

.`

1

Sr,

FOR BEST PP.ICE4 SERVICE IN
._ '' N/WEST AREA COME TO DODGE IN
DES PLAINES! ALL MODERN FACILITIES
' ' 8. FACTORY TRAINED TECHNICIANS!

NEW 1968

ORDER YOUR
COLOR CHOICE

CHARGER

/

426" HEW, 4 -on -floor

'66 VALIANT SIGNET, cp... V-8. A/T.
'65 DODGE CUST. 88o, 4 -DR. Loaded!

$85 DM
$197.DN.
$97 DM
$1095

'66 TRIUMPH 5' Pass. Sed. 5 -Pass. Sed

'62 BARRACUDA, CONV. PLYM.
Console, Buckets, R&H

318 V-8 engine, custom vinyl
roof, push-button radio, power steering, bucket seats, tinted glass, elect. clock, tachometer, undercoating and more.

FACE2
'6711116ST/9SM
Automatic,

Steering,
White with black vinyl roof,

Power

very low mileage.

$2275

4 Speeds

'66 BUICK

'67 CORONET

'66 PLYM, SATELLITE

$1 775

V-8, A/T, P/S. Can't be told from new!

'66.CHEV. IMPALA

V8, Power glide, Power steering, Radio, heater, w/w's.

'66 DODGE POLARA

$1775

2 -DR, H/T, V-8, 383", A/T, P/S, RAH

'66

$1795

$35 Did

A/T, Buckets, Sharp!

'64 CHEV., 4 -DR., SED.
V43, P/S, Clean Carl

'66 BUICK, LeSABRE,
4 -DR, H/T, V-8, P/S, P/B

'65 PONTIAC, CONY. 2 + 2

$995

$1995

Inck

NO MONEY DOWN ASK FOR 'Ail
OPEN SUN. 10-6 0 DAILY 9-9 0 SAT. 9-6

'65 PLYMOUTH

1.0ix,Wfusirn
ALrrHoritzeo

-

.

'64 FALCON

1964 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN -

Priced to Sell Fastll
V -8,

$8C5

'65

.,

FullPowerll

1964 CHEVROLET V-8 WAGONFull Power!!

'64. DODGE

$495

Catalina Hdtp.

'65

'63 RAMBLER

OPEN SUNDAYS - 1 p.m. to 5 p.m
For Your Convenience

-

'62 RAMBLER
Automatic Trans.

DODGE

1965 FORD WAGON$

6 Passenger Modell!

$495

Coronot 9 Passenger

Automatic Trans.

Lincoln Luxury!!$1593

Hardtop

'64 PONT.

$1393

Air Conditioned!!

1965 FORD LTD 4 DR.HARDTOP-

'62 VALIANT

Hdtp.

.

9 Passenger Polara
Full Power

1964 OLDS VISTA CRUISER V-8,-

$795

OLDSMOBILE

$793
$993
$993

V -8, Full Power II

1964 OLDS V-8 COUPE-

'64 COMET

Fastback

193

Cruise-o.maticll

1964 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN -

2 Door

Full Power

INES

$893
$793

Top of the Linell

1964 FORD 4 DOOR HARDTOP-

Automatic Trans.

i'65 BARRACUDA

9 Passenger Vista Cruiser.

MANNHEIM, N, OF OAKTON 824-7151
.,...,...

.

193

Power!!

$1395

'440 Hdtp.

65 BUICK

Full

1963 FORD SQUIRE WAGON -

'65 CORONET

CHEVROLET

1963 FORD CONVERTIBLE V-8-

Dart G/T

FORD

$793

Wall to Wall Kids??

'65 DODGE.

10 Pass. Cntry Squire

Fury III with Power'

$595

Nice 2ND Carll

1963 FORD 9 PASSENGER WAGON -

'66 MUSTANG
Hardtop

'66

1963 FAIRLANE 2 DR. SEDAN-

$795

Satilite

9 Passenger Vista Cruiser.
Full Power

DES
P

,

'66 PLYMOUTH

'65 OLDS

Radio, Heater..

"..---ntv7-nr"nri-c-Innrin,prer

Convertible

Buckets

'65 RAMBLER
CLASSIC 550

$35 DN

$1875

A/T, P/S, P/B, Buckets

'66 CHARGER ,

9 Passenger, 2 to Choose
From

4 Dr., Automatic Transmission,

'63 TEMPEST, LEMANS

$1695

.

'64 IIIIONZA

CHEVROLET

AM 0

V-8, Automatic

Exceptionally clean.

$1895

2 DR, H/T, V-8, A/T, Factory Alr, R&H
Factory Warranty

'Air Cond.,

'500

'67 FORD

-

L77

'65 TEARER'

R/T Hdtp.

9 Passenger, Factory Air
Cond.

'66 CHEVELLE SS

Full factory equipment on II cars.

Compacts

Sia. fragotts

$1995

$25 D61.

Factory Warranty

.-..-, -

42 Ford Motor Co. 'executive driven cars.
1967 Ford tudor hardtops, Fordor hardtops,
Mustangs, many colors to choose from. All
low mileage cars with new car warranty.

ONCLUDORIG:

Factory Warranty

...

g

L.-ia)

whit

L'cj) (12)

'67 PLYM. SATELLITE, loadedISharpl

,

)

,,._,--),4-z,

W/FACTORY EQUIPMENT

'67 DODGE RT,

CH.A

1965 MALIBU SEDAN -

9293

Extra Nice Carll

1965 FALCON FUTURA SEDAN Very

$1093
$1293

Economical!!

1966 FORD 500 SEDAN Hurry

4GT,

LID

DO

ARE FROM

'

Ei

9593

Can't Miss!!

1966 FORD XL HARDTOP COUPE -

$1893

Full Power, Bucket Seats!!
243C3I

1966 OLDS 98 LUXURY SEDAN-

$2493

Air Cond, Power Everything II

1966 FORD 2 DR: HARDTOP-

'ftve

i

$1191

1966 FAIRLANE 500 WAGON -

"ti&triT4Corg

0,.......2........Oviewu

;)

Economy Champ!!

I

1400 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE RACE TRACI&
AUSTIN!
-..

OPEN
SUNDAYS

$1393

Full Power!!

1966 FALCON SEDAN-

,

II

Folks!!

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN -

14,11-A

1293

$1893

V-8, Air Cond, Full Powerll

1966 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE-

...

$2093.

V-8, Full Power!!

14.011

Sediltr

POOE'S EARElf BIRD SPECIAL

0 OPEN EVES. 'TIL 9 0 SATURDAY 'TIL 6 0 SUNDAYS 'TR 6

Stpdt #4000A

.

customer:

,-

,,L.:-.. LE.1.._

.

i.11001131MMIr

10
110.1

on some sort of sales
promotion drive.
Wherever I go
see LATTOF
stickers.

v9,?..

tri&

-

/

WE ARE

IOW
----

_3:1T_CVE

-

'5c:t'

isiii

OPEN EVENINr

,

1111111

- 4;

\

u '-'

Start Spring Early!!

$11493"

42tiA15.

,

'''

4.4,a.

IIIIIIIIII III

.4.1

G=2, ar---

-

so

0

/

4i

n Ler-

,.CLOSED SUNDAY

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. - CL 9-4100

ID

t.- ''

_."-'

ARLINGTON HTS.

-Asis

r.,,

s

A

1I

r171:111:13M/

VY'

al 1111"2-

I

04:

IllIlIlIl ,
41:?-13>&1!*;44.,,

.i.:112."
.,..4,,..,,,,4,8

.

ctlEriciLFT'

-

(5...1-rffloi

tirlp.

TroiiTir

-,--
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-

salesman:

_.----

ARLINGTON DAY - 255-7200.
PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400
MARKET DAY - 255-7200

,

'r

-----ZA:

4.--Trii----- ---e-f.-C):'P---1-

I

e...t.
,,,,,u,L, III

-

iatetiorettagg,vateaciirsaArower Steering.; Power

3ontl...., -"41-..A.
:14

You LATTOF salesmen must be L.V___., ,ALUI

1966 FORD 500 4 DOOR SEDAN

400 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 0 CL 3-5000
.

Weekdays 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Saturday 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.; Sun. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

f

.

-

-

Vro5 et

Tonight: Showers, low upper
Showers
Tomorrow:
likely, high In the 60s.
40s;

60 per cent chance of rain

Telephone
2554400

Your Home Newspaper
117 S. Main St.

Monday, March 18, 1968

Volume 2, Number 284

Trustees to Get
FairiHousing 1,au,
Proposal April 2
The Mount Prospect
Village Board is scheduled to

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

12 PAGES

Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Des Plaines Plan
Group OKs Kenroy
Apartment Project

,

Emerson and Sha Bonee, at

2:30 p.m. The ordinance,

The Des Plaines Plan Comin the third time

Dempster. Des Plaines made
initial attempts six months

consider a fair housing

Johnson said, draws heavily

ordinance April 2.
Paul Johnson, president of

from those passed in Wheaton
and Park Forest.

mission,

around with Kenroy Builders,

ago to take the farm in-

mittee, made the announcement about a month
after the village board

board one," Johnson said. "It

development on a 77 -acre site

voluntarily, but the city council did not pass an ordinance
formally annexing the property. On the advice of legal

housing resolution. The

ordinance would not employ
a watch -dog human relations

the human, relations com-

unanimously passed a fair

resolution, unlike an

ordinance, cannot be en-

but is applicable to

Illinois Rt. 83 as part of a pre annexation agreement.

homeowners as well." The

forced. It is an expression of

citizens of the village to

Heights

as

is

used

The announcement came

4

on the heels of a move by the
Village of Mount Prospect last

in

week to annex the last remaining piece of property

The Village of Arlington

months
ago passed a fair hoursing

ordinance which is aimed at

citizens.

regulating practices of the real
estate agencies. Des Plaines

is working on the rough draft

next Sunday during a general

of an ordinance now and

meeting at South Church,

details are not available.

City of Des Plaines. In
Illinois, a municipality legally
may annex only property that

4

is adjacent to it.

The 3rd Dist. GOP team at Old Orchard Country Club during the reception honoring Rep.
David J. Regner are left to right, Sen. John Graham of Barrington, Mrs. Margaret Schllckman
of Arlington Heights, Regner of Mount Prospect, Mrs. Regner and Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman.

The village board moved to
annex the Louis Haberkamp

Farm property at 406

Card Gymnasts 1st in State; (alights 3d
BY RALPH NOVAK

Arlington High School's
varsity gymnasts, deep and
cool, battled back from some

preliminary round disap-

pointments. to win the state
championship at Maine East
Saturday.

The Cardinals, who now

own three of the nine

gymastics championships

state championship of the

decided since the Illinois High
School Association began the
tournament, earned 64 points

school year, matching the title

the Cardinal cross-country
team earned last fall.

53 points.

To win, Arlington had to

Prospect taking third at 31
points and Wheeling fifth at

school, which for all gymnastic purposes could be

211/2.

known as Mazur East. Dennis

secured

Mazur, Maine East's strong,
smooth, and unshakable all-

ARLINGTON ALSO
the school's second

around man, won three individual championships and
accounted for 40 of his team's

to lead a strong showing by

Dist. 214 schools, with

counsel, the village board
passed the ordinance last
Tuesday. The owner of the

beat a challenge by the host

But coach Tom

finals despite the jolt of losing
six in the preliminaries.

WAYNE CROCKETT accounted for 16 of Arlington's

Walthouse's Cardinals had
two individual champions of

points, taking third in both
the all-around and still ring

their own -- trampolinist Terry Haines and tumbler Gary
Drake, both juniors -- and ad-

competition, while Doug

Atkins on the side horse and

Jim Brousseau on the

star, Ken Barr, and Wheeling's brawny ring man, Rick
Orna, joined the two Arl-

vanced seven gymnasts to the

horizontal bar added thirds,

(Continued on Page7

Plaines and has only entered

initial negotiations with

Plaines.

THE TWO TOWNS have

been struggling over the
Kenroy land since last April
a r adriM X r

1

r

kra r Xt= X

Meetings
Tonight
The Mount Prospect Li-

Gripe
Of The

quor Commissioner will

hold a public hearing
tonight in the village hall

Day

at 8 p.m.

The Mount Prospect

School Dist. 57 Board of

Education will meet
tonight at 701 W. Gregory

earned a fourth.

Mazur didn't.
Prospect's slick side horse

in efforts to find out what
building and zoning requirements would be set. He
twice was rejected by Des
Mount Prospect.
Gottlieb has changed his
(Continued on Page 3)

Mount Prospect not Des

and ring man Rich Carlson
Dist. 214 athletes won all
the individual championships

Gottlieb, vice president of the
company, has, approached
both municipal governments

land reportedly wants to join

linking the Kenroy land to the

about two

voluntarily accept the principals to fair treatment to all

The committee will work
out details of the ordinance

south of Golf and west of

not just realtor-centered,

is

commission,
Wheaton.

intent and appeals to the

has approved a proposed

"THIS ORDINANCE is a

when the proposed project
first was announced. Roy

Trusting teachers who
are unaware that some stu.
dents cheat during exams.
Clear Conscience.

at 8 p.m.

The Elementary School

Dist. 59 Board of Educa-

tion will meet tonight at

8 p.m. in the ad-

ministration building,
2123 S. Arlington Heights.
Rd., Arlington Heights.
11 SI5UTA:U111WZNTOOMPX, 'AV=

Class Helps Suburban Women
Sharpen Their Shootin' Eyes
in Arlington Heights and

Mrs. Robert J. Werner of
Prospect Heights, Mrs. Bennie

titled to use a gun in their
home at anytime that, in their
judgment, an intruder constitutes a threat of body injury
to themselves or members of
their family.

ed. They are the homes of the
women who took part this
winter in the first adult educa-.

-Duresa of Rolling Meadows
and Mrs. Harvey Weclew of
Arlington Heights, came to

need for gun safety. The class
was introduced to the .22,.38,

tion class on marksmanship
given by High School Dist.

the class without any previous
experience with guns.

and .45 caliber revolvers.
"Accidents don't just happen",

THE FIRST TWO weeks of

caused. There are eight simple
rules which when learned and

BY RICHARD CRABB

such as Mrs. Joanne Surratt
of Arlington Heights, already

Attention all holdup men!

had had experience in the use

There are a number of homes

Mount Prospect to be avoid-

214.

"We wanted to determine
whether there might be
interest in a course on gun

education
and
marksmanship," said William
Randle, adult education direc-

tor for the district." "So we
organized one class in cooperation with th& Arlington
Heights Police Dept. and were
surprised to see it filled so

quickly that we arranged for

a second class in Mount
Prospect. We may have un-

covered another important
area of service for our adult
education program."

The classes were open to
both men and women, but the

majority of those taking part
were women. Some of them,

of revolvers. Others, such as

the course were devoted to
gun education and safety in-

struction. In Arlington
Heights, these were taught by
Lt. Jack Aldrich. Members of
the class learned that it is legal
in Illinois to keep guns in the
home. There is a new gun law,
effective July 1, 1968, which
requires owners of firearms in

Illinois to register. The

registration is for a five-year
period. Forms for registration
are not yet available, but are
expected to be in the police
stations early this summer.
Individual guns are not to be
registered, only the owners.
Members of the class learn-

ed that they are lawfully en-

Lt. Aldrich stressed the

explained Aldrich. "They are

-s

followed make gun accidents
impossible".

THE RULES require

1)

never point a gun loaded or
unloaded at a person unless
you expect to shoot; 2) find
out yourself if a gun is empty,
finger off the trigger and gun
pointed away; 3) never practice snapping or dry -firing ex-

cept at a place provided for

it; 4) when on the range,
always carry the revolver with
the cylinder swung out; 5) firing on the range is done only
after someone is in charge; 6)

Joanne Surratt of Arlington Heights became an outstanding marksman during the course.
With some experience with her husband's gun before the class, she developed the ability
to put five slugs in quick succession into the "heart" area of a human sized target at a distance
of 21 feet. FBI records reveal that almost all gun wounds are inflicted at distances of 21

use only standard loads for
(Continued on Page 3)

feet or less.

Left: Mrs. Harvey Weclew

of Arlington Heights learns
from- Sgt. Ostermann that
"combat shooting" has the ob-

jective of firing a bullet accurately into the "heart" area
of a life sized human diagram
at a distance of 21 feet.

p

Right: Sgt. Joseph

Ostermann of the Arlington
Heights police department
shows Frances Meeks of Buf-

falo Grove how to press the
trigger with the finger tip

down to the first joint with

the thumb along the left side
of the gun. Firing a gun, even
at a target, is serious business

as Miss
reveals.
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OBITUARIES
Mrs Irene McNeil, 90, of

207 N Dunton, Arlington

Heights, died Friday at the

home of her daughter in

Hastings, Mich. She was a
resident of the village for 34
years

She is survived by a son,
Myron L. of Belmont, Calif;
two daughters, Mrs. Dorothy

Lamb of Carrol, Iowa, and

River Trails Caucus Backs
6 School Board Candidates

VevAltd0

Astrid; a son, Robert S. of
Arlington Heights, and two

ti

14,:t:..n Pt,'"

grandchildren.

oirf

Bertram Kisselburg
Funeral services for

't

Bertram E. Kisselburg Jr., 26,

475,- ,14,

j

j

of Milwaukee, Wis., were

...?"

scheduled this morning in the

4htioN,

chapel of the Lauterburg &

Six candidates for the April
13 election to fill three vacan-

Halvorsen said, "It has
always been my personal

cies on the 'River Trails belief that every man should
School Dist. 26 Board of contribute time and effort to
Education have been endorsed

the support of his community

fort," he said.
Raymond
also

caucus.

place to,live and raise

Oehler Funeral Home in

grandchildren

Rev. Robert S. McDpnald of-

Visitors may call after 7
tonight at the Haire Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights.

scheduled for Memory

Garwood Dr., Mount
Prospect; Gene Quirini, 1903
Prospect Dr., Mount

Services will be Wednesday at

ington Heights.

DeBruzzi, 710 Timothy Ln.,

10:30 a m in the funeral

home chapel with the Rev.
Dr Paul Stumpf officiating.
Burial will be in Arlington
Heights Wheeling Township
Cemetery

Eloisa Romero
Mrs Eloisa Romero, 69, of

130 Tanglewood Dr., Elk

Grove Village, died Sunday in
St. Alexius Hospital in Elk
Grove Village She was a resi-

dent of the village, for

10

years.

She is survived by her husband, Samuel, and two sons,

Samuel E of Elk Grove
Village, and Gabriel of
Missouri

Visitors may call after 7

p m. Tuesday at the
Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral

Home in Arlington Heights.

A mass will be offered

Wednesday at 10 a.m. in
Queen of the Rosary Church

in Elk Grove Village. Burial
will be in St. Michael the

Archangel Cemetery in
Palatine

Arthur J. Freitag
Former Arlington Heights
resident, Arthur J. Freitag 60,

of West Bend, Wis., died

Saturday in St. Joseph

Hospitl in West Bend.
He is survived by his wife,
Viola, two daughters, Mrs.
Bernice Leonard of Chicago

and Mrs Virginia Thorsen of

Mr. Kisselburg died Thurs-

Susan C.; his parents, Bertram

E. Sr. and Helen of Mount

The spring -like weather drew Mount Prospect residents to their parks over the weekend
to enjoy the sunshine and practice kite flying. Richard Pokorny, 545 E. Lincoln, shows his

and neighbor's children the fine art of kite flying at Lion's Park. Children from the left
are Doug Olson, son of Larry Olson, 535 Lincoln, and Chris and Leslie Pokorny. (Photo
by Greg Vojack)

Class Helps Suburban Women
Sharpen Their Shootin' Eyes
the members of the class are

taught to draw the gun and
keep the gun clean; 7) never fire five shots as quickly as

which the gun is designed and

the

reach of anyone and 8) never

which is diagram of the

shoot at objects from which human body.
bullets may ricochet.

In the third week the class
moved to the firing range with

Sgt. Joseph Ostermann in

tice began. Firing was done

EVEN WOMEN WHO
had never used a gun before
were surprised how accurate

the firearm and fire five slugs
into the vital areas of the

50 and 75 feet from the target.
As one of the women remark-

target at 21 feet away.

at 75 feet than it is at 50 feet."
In the final two weeks of
the class the work was entirely

women had lost all fear of

forcement officer calls "com-

formidable adversary if

"By the time they had com-

ed, "The target is lots smaller pleted the course, these

handling the gun, had
developed a considerable con-

brothers, Walter of

bat shooting." Sudies made by

Lautherburg & Oehler
Funeral Home in .(krlington
Heights Masonic services will

be conducted Tuesday at
p m by members of Ivanhoe
8

A.F. & A.M.
Funeral services will be
Lodge 1100,

Wednesday at 1:30 p.m., in
the funeral home chapel with

the Rev Don Waldron officiating Burial will be in
Memory Gardens Cemetery in
Arlington Heights.

Sven A. Larsen
Funeral services for Sven
A. Larsen, 65, were scheduled

this afternoon in the

use of a revolver is done at
a range of 21 feet or less. As
a result, in combat shooting

Hatlen, Mount Prospect, died
Friday in Evanston Hospital.
He was a process engineer for

before, but I feel much more
confident in the handling and

Village

Resident

Thieves Busy

At Randhurst
Center Friday
Three thefts totaling $1,200

were reported within a few
hours of each other at the

Randhurst Shopping Center
Friday.

Thieves stole four coats

Village of Mount Prospect in

a suede coat with a black fur

limits extend along the west side of

Store. The coat was valued at

MOUNT PROSPECT

ap-

pears to have the upper hand,

even though its building and
zoning requirements are more

strict than those of Des

the last six months. The collar from the Lane Bryant

Illinois Rt. 83 south to

Dempster, the Bel Aire sub-

division, the San Soucci

Apartments on Algonquin,
and a strip of land extending

from San Soucci to Oakton
and Elmhurst Rd.

children and their future and

Dist. 57 Board of Education
will hold a meeting tonight at
the Administrative Building,
701 W. Gregory, at 8:15 p.m.

of Central School and a
discussion of the 1968-1969
educational fund budget are

Striking Lanes, 1050 S.

Elmhurst, for allegedly selling
narcotics to juveniles.

The hearing, which will be

held in the village hall at 8
p.m., was called by Liquor
Commission Chairman Mayor
Daniel Congreve after Robert
J. Jones, who works at Striking
Lanes, was arrested by police
and charged with selling mari-

juana. The arrest

was

the

Community Scholarship

through the parking lot. She
said that there was $210 in

ACCORDING TO police,

arrested on that date.

Oven baked meat loaf
Mashed potatoes with gravy
Buttered mixed vegetables

change without notice)

Hot roll
Lemon cream pie

Milk

Dist. 23 - MacArthur

Hamburger in bun
Wiener in bun
Vegetable. (one choice)
Whipped potatoes

Junior High School
One, 40 cent lunch:
Hamburger on bun
French fries
Cole slaw
Chocolate cake

Buttered green beans

Salad (one choice)

Milk

Fruit juice
Tossed salad

Relish dish
Molded strawberry, sliced
peaches, lemon, apricot cherry

Cornbread and butter -qt milk

113

Available desserts:
Purple plums
Cherry gelatin
Cream puffs
Prune cake
Peanut butter cookies

St. Viator High School,

(subject to change without
notice)
Beef and noodles

Corn bread and butter
Buttered vegetables
Orange juice

Milk
A la carte
Soup

French fries

Hamburger, hot dog, thur-

inger, cheeseburger, chili,
barbecue
Choice of desserts

Dist 25 - North Elemen-

,tary, Miner, Thomas and

National Bank of

Mount Prospect, vice president 'of the Mount Prospect
Rotary Club, director of the
Mount Prospect Chamber of
of the Scout -O -Rama.

Stating his interest in the

board, Johnston said,

"Interested in community -- a

good school system helps
build a good neighborhood."

,H. E. STUBBS, 40, an in-

cumbent, is an assistant
divisional accountant of the
Business Forms. He is a member of the Euclid PTA.

Stubbs wants to be re-

elected to the board because
"I have always been interested

in being an active member of
the community where I lived
and to do what I could to help
improve it. I was formerly a
deputy sheriff in Schenectady
(N.Y.) and 'an auxiliary
policeman and Civil Defense

member in Niagara Falls
(N.Y.).

I

became more con-

scious of contribution as a
school board member when

elementary school,

is an in-

s tr uc tor at the Illinois
Institute of Technology and at

Zenith Radio. He is writing

instructional manual in
collaboration with a computer
manufacturer for high school
use. He already has written a
an

book entitled "Fortran IV
Basic Programming."

DeBruzzi seeks a position

on the board to "perform a
public service to my corn-

Theodore J. Watten berg,

59, is a lawyer, and has been

employed by an insurance

company since 1937 in

various legal administrative
and managerial duties. He is

a member of the American

Bar Assn. and the Euclid
Lake Homeowners' Assn.
Wattenberg said his most
valuable qualification is his

"ability to differentiate
between imperative and important opportunities. In other
words, not all problems can be
solved at one time. So it's vital
to decide which should

the

BERLITZ CAN TEACH YOU
ANY LANGUAGE
AS FAST AS
YOU WANT TO LEARN IT.

This is the second hearing
called regarding practices of a

bowling alley in a week. Last
week, Congreve held a hearing on charges that the bar at
Bowl, 821 E.
Thunderbird
Rand, served liquor before

all we ask is that
you want to learn
as fast as
we can teach.

noon on Sunday, March 3.
Action is expected on this
hearing shortly. Both bowling

alleys are owned by Martin
Weber.

The liquor license for Striking Lanes was suspended for

vestigation.

Set on Street

BERLITZ

Mount Prospect Police said,
that someone, constructed a
barricade across the street in
the 200 block of Robin lane

SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES
Winnetka
950 Linden Ave.
Tel: 446.8771

last Friday. The barricade
constructed of wood, was
removed by police.

Chicago
207 North Michigan Avenue
Tel. 782-6820

one of the youths co-operated

with police in the arrest of

Equitable's National Citation
Award Winner

Dist 15 - Jonas Salk and
Carl Sandburg Schools

Chicken fried steak on a

bun

French fried potatoes
Green giant peas
Applesauce salad

Milk

Time is running out-hot sticky days near.

ONE STOP CLEANING
Self Service

Cleaning Machines
Also
Professional cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
o Draperies Cleaned
Pressed, Decorator
Folded

Norge Colonial Village
220 N. Dunton St.

Arlington Ht..

B -W Branch

Illinois

In recognition of an outstanding managerial accomplishment in 1967,
Mr. Buck has been awarded a National Citation Award, Equitable's
annual honor to a District Manager for sales and manpower develop-

Inaali Trane Central Air
Conditioning NOW

ment.

Realize a tremendous savings with
our preseason air conditioning

Enjoy the best possible summer
comfort with first-rate, professional
'nstallation and service

Call us now! Our hand-picked air conditioning experts will be right out
bo survey your cooling needs.
AIR CONDITION NOW WITH NO DOWN PAYMENT!
PAY NOTHING TILL SPRING!

Mr. Buck is an achiever, a man who has proven his skill in guiding
many new agents to successful careers with Equitable. If you are
dissatisfied with your present position and are interested in a career
offering growth opportunity, a two-year salary plus commissions and
liberal fringe benefits, arrange to talk over your future with Mr. Buck.
Call or write today.

F.J. BUCK, JR.

District Manager
401 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago 60611,111.
Telephones: 321-4884

392-0650

ORTHERN AIR INC.
AIR CONDITIONING 'HEATING SPECIALISTS

OUR 2nd LOCATION
420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Mt. Prospect,

Time is running out-wife'll soon be boiling.

promotion

tfifiviza+lositeerj

F.J. "Jim" Buck, Jr.

Time is running out-sleepless nights soon.
Don't let it happen
to you!

830 West Baldwin Road (Route 14)

Palatine, Illinois 60067
Phone: (312) 358.2030

be

given priority."

South Junior High Schools

Township High School
District 214, (subject to
Pizza casserole.

He is a teacher in an

OF HIS INTEREST in

Barricade

Plaines. If Des Plaines does
not fight the Haberkamp an -

be served Tuesday.

Main dish (one choice)

terms is Dalward DeBruzzi,

42.

School Menus
The following menus will

didates running for three-year

Patent Law Assn. of Chicago.

youths were arrested in the
parking lot of Prospect High
School March 11. One 17 year -old Arlington Heights

other 16 -year -olds also were

of school

AMONG THE FOUR can-

Chicago Bar Assn. and the

plying the youths with

term. He is president of

the First

my children started school."

Swedish Glee Club, the

seven days during the in-

youth, Paul Wavrunek of 107
S. Ramer, was arrested and

because

costs."

Foundation, the Chicago

result of an investigation
which began when three

grams of marijuana. Two

the purse at the time.

of sight

Dist. 26 school board,

At 9 p.m., Eydie Gorgan,
Norridge, told police that someone snatched her purse

while she was walking

without putting local taxes out

becoming a member of the

slated for the agenda.

charged with possession of 1.7

$150.

for the best interest of the

the Wheeling High School

narcotics.

disappeared.

This is the fifth annexation

present territorial

torney with Illinois Tool

a public hearing tonight on
circumstances surrounding
the arrest of an employe at

Lonnquist,' told police that
about 9 p.m. he saw an orange

He is interested in gaining

to guide the local schools in
a proper and logical direction

Jones, who allegedly was sup

David Van Hine, 708 W.

Republican precinct captain.

which ends in 1969.

The Mount Prospect Liquor
Commissioner has scheduled

resident.

were valued at $250 each and
a fourth at $165.
Minutes later someone took

property. This latest change is

board membership "to be able

north to south. The object appeared to break up and then

ject was spotted Saturday
night by a Mount Prospect

be unable to annex the land.

ordinance, passed by the

establish a permanent replace-

Agency Group. He is alumni
director of the Evans Scholar
Foundation and an assistant

Works, also is a member of

year,

41,
three-

J foohrn sat o n

runnings.

central division of Moore

journalism society and the
AIA Industrial Advertising

Halvorsen, a patent at-

Mount Prospect School

feel capable of a quality ef-

vertising. He is a member of

SDX, a professional

ment to complete that term

Set for Review

I

Commerce and vice chairman

for a one-year term. He has
been on the board since the
first 'of the year after taking
the place of Russell Cossart
who resigned. There is one
more year remaining in the
term begun by Cossart, but

this April's election will

munity in an area in which

work is his "background and
training in the law, as well as
my general ability to get along
with people and to appreciate
their individual problems and
needs..
Also interested in filling the
last year of Cossart's term is
Quirini, 34.

Quirini works in ad-

Halvorsen, 44, is running

object cross the sky from

An unidentified flying ob-

village, any approval of the -Norman's Women's Apparel
Kenroy plan will be mean- about 8 p.m. while the store
ingless since Des Plaines will was crowded. Three coats

further changed the plans to
comply with the requirements
on the number of apartments
in relation to the area of the

Prospect, and Theodore J.
Wattenberg, 1407 Orchard
Dr., Prospect Heights.

Narcotics Sale
Charges Prompt
Public Hearing

Spots UFO

ordinances. Last week, he

comply with Des Plaines

mission approved the project.

Mr Larsen, of 719 S.

with my husband's pistol

Condition of
Central School

A report on the condition

nexation attempt by the valued at $915 from

Heights with the Rev. Robert

Chicago

"She is an excellent shot,"
is the way her teacher describ-

(Continued from Page I)
plans from eight -story units to
five -story units in order to

close enough to the law that
the Des Plaines Plan Com-

S. McDonald officiating.
Burial was scheduled for
Mount Olive Cemetery in

"I had done some shooting

Des Plaines Planners
OK Kenroy Apartments

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral

Home chapel in Arlington

surprised by an intruder," Sgt.

the FBI have revealed that Ostermann observed.
more than 95 per cent of the

ratt.
ed her.

charge. The class began dry they could become. As skill
firing, practicing such things improved members of the
as grip, stance, sighting and class were able to draw the
trigger control. In The fourth gun, fire it by area aiming
week, with two instructors rather than using the sights on
present, actual shooting prac-

use of a gun since attending
the class," said Joanne Sur-

possible into a target, life-size,

with what the law en- fidence and could be a

Burlington, Wis., and Charles
of Kansas City, Kan.
Visitors may, call at the

Mount Prospect; H.E. Stubbs,
1210 Crabtree Ln., Mount

He is survived by his wife,

West Bend; four

grandchildren, and two

Plaines; Raymond S.
Johnston, 1110 Sycamore Ln.,

.4r

Milwaukee.

a loaded gun in

nection with school board

Des

day in an auto accident in

leave

siders most important in con-

Prospect, and Dalward

Gardens Cemetery in Arl-

(Caiitimiedfrom Page I)

The qualification he con-

are J. R. Halvorsen, 505

4

ficiating. Burial was

Orphans of the Storm.

children."

Those backed by the caucus

Arlington Heights, with the

Prospect, and a sister, Barbara
Ann of Mount Prospect.
Mr. Kisselburg was a buyer
for Marshall Field & Co. Contributions may be made to the

to make it a more desirable

by the district's general

)k.'

Mrs. Marie Hem of Hastings,

Mich., and four

.1.

vav

He is survived by his wife,
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Bell & Howell in Chicago.

Irene McNeil

T
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Dialogue

... with George Hamilton
reality and the suggestion of

other here in Illinois called

agree with the second

pointment over the -weekend,

the name was made merely for

version."

when I visited the National
.Boat and Vacation Show at

conversation's

Berlin and New Berlin. I'll bet

the International

course, it wouldn't be a bad

Amphitheater in Chicago."

though."

"A lot of people are disap-

"There are so many other
names to choose from. If the

"I had quite a disap-

sake. Of

the founding fathers in those
towns are glad they didn't call

idea if we were serious,

pointed at those big shows.

idea did

Didn't like it, huh?"

them East and West Ber in.

"Then there are a lot of
places where everyo e apparently gave up and hose a
name from some other town.
We have Annapolis, E Paso,

they

succeed,

shouldn't have any trouble

"It wasn't that. The show
was all right. But I stopped

Brooklyn, Philade phia,

finding a name for the new

Wyoming, Panama, Bunker
Hill and so on."

city."

an exhibit showing the
locations of the few remaining
covered bridges in the State of
at

"There's a trick to selecting

"What they ought to do is

just the right name, as a lot
of parents trying to name a
' baby have discovered. What
may sound good today may
sound ridiculous or at least

Illinois. "One of the bridges
is near the Mississippi River,
near a town called Hamilton."

"And you were disap-

pick some kind of Indian
name or impressive -sounding

foreign name for a new
municipality."

be embarrassing in a few

pointed that the proposed

merger of 10 municipalities

"Yeah, like Chicago. The
origin of the name is still in
doubt. Some people say it

years."

here can't be called

"I know. I've heard of

'Hamilton.'"

towns changing their names

means 'wild onions' and some

really not certain that the pro-

for those reasons."
"Sure. For example, there's

with skunks."

"Right. Although we're

posed merger will ever be a

say it

has something to do

"And a lot of people will

a couple of towns near each

"I know. And the trouble

with picking a pleasant -sounding foreign -language name
is, you'd better find someone
to translate for you before you
make it official.

"For instance, we have a

town in Illinois called Cerro

Gordo, which means

,something like 'Fat Mackerel"
in Spanish."

"Sounds like someone who
speaks Spanish played a 'prac-

tical Joke. Are there any

that might be thinking
about discarding the present
places,

name of the town?"

"There are a few

possibilities. One is called

Lyndon. The other is

Johnsonville. I understand the
hippies in both places want to
call their town 'Birdland.'"

atteriZZASMV"

Questions for Job -Hunting Teens
Calling all teen-agers ...
Looking for a job?

Or are you doing

it

in

reverse: letting the job find
you?

Before you find the

answers, ask yourself some
realistic questions.

ARE YOU LOOKING for

a summer job, a fulltime
position, a part-time spot? Are

you a graduate, with some
definite goal in mind in the

business world? Perhaps
you've never figured out that
your prospective employer
may be and usually is a busy

You'll naturally stand a betman, son. He'll appreciate if
you have all the necessary ter chance of landing a job if
data, papers such as driver's your initial appearance is in
license, draft card, even birth your favor.
certificate to prove your age,
High school and college
right in your pocket.

It's always helpful to bring
along

a

resume

of

your

background, abilities,

previous employments, interests, references.

WE'LL ASSUME you girls
being interviewed will present
yourselves dressed neatly, at-

tractively, but with a

minimum of flashy bangles
and elaborate make-up.

students who look sloppy, act

indifferent, and in general
don't seem to care whether
they can contribute anything
to the firm where they're seek-

ing employment are first on
the reject list
spective hirer.

of any pro-

Don't get discouraged if

there seems to be no demand
for the special talents you feel
you have.

IF YOU GET turned

down, politely but definitely,
check it out with yourself: see

Hideaword

if you can find out whether
there was some skill you lacked or ability you didn't have.

ROLSTIF

Don't be afraid to take on
one of the so-called service

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

jobs: there are plenty of open-

using all seven of these letters.

ordinary unskilled labor.

ings

for young and old

in

work which calls for plain,

Or for moderate skills,

21 good. 28 excellent

which anyone can master,
with a little willingness and

Answer on Comic Page

effort.

Service jobs which arc

usually in your range could

DON'T BE AFRAID to

include attendant (gas station, ' ask relatives or friends of the
family for leads to possible job
work, fountain clerk, counter openings, but do your best to
girl, stock inventory, shipping land the position on your

concessions, etc.), delivery

and receiving, window
washers, many clerical spots.

THE "EARLY BIRD"

own.

Keep looking, keep knocking on doors. Keep asking for
interviews.

Keep checking the

who's on the prowl fora job
is more apt to land one than
the latecomer. Start now to
draw up a list of possible

classified advertisements of

firms where you feel you have
something to offer.
Before you know it, it will
be April, and that's the month

believe? -- most employers

When the Illinois State

Employment Service will accept registrations for summer
jobs.

Meantime, if you're in-

terested in working close to
home, start your list with the
roster of area merchants and
factories which are nearby.

If you are looking for

something further afield, get
out maps and see which are
the best routes by car, bus, or
train, and do some inquiring

by letter or phone. Always
remember to suit your con-

venience to that of the person

who's willing to interview

your

daily

newspaper.

"It's more than a simple generation-gap-HE thinks
we're winning in. Vietnam, and HE thinks we're losing
in Vietnam!"

It may never have dawned
on you, but -- would you

Prooett 33etp

keep looking for just the right
person for that certain job in
their firm. It might just be

"Honor the original dream by always lealausli, keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity. 7

you.

New Areas
May Join
Harper Dist.
Lacking- a quorum, the

Marshall Field Ill.
Monday, March 18, 1968
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John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Harper Junior College Board
of Education was unable to

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

hold its regular meeting

Thursday.

The meeting has been

postponed to Tuesday, March

19, at 8 p.m. in the Harper

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday., by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main. Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mrnt Prospect. III. 60056

Data Processing Center.

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, 510.00 a.year: 56.00 for sin months.
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

In informal discussion,

you.

board members said that new
areas may be annexed to the
Harper District. If so, the col-

lege must prepare for an in-

New Left Choking
Campus Voices

creased enrollment from

graduating high school
students.
Dr. Robert E. Lahti,

The

Harper College President,
commented on the need for
the state to hire a full-time

employe to answer the

numerous questionnaires

received by the junior college.
He said that many hours now
are wasted in this task.

Discussion of an addition
to the Harper power plant has
been added to the agenda for
next week.

To See Slides
The Elk Grove Township
Democratic Worhens Club
will meet tonight at 8 p.m. at
the community center.

The program for the evening will consist of a showing
of slides of Hong Kong taken

by Lt. Thomas Anderson

while he was on leave from
Vietnam.

in Real Estate

Anderson is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. H. Anderson, 310 S.
Wa Pella, Mount Prospect.

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

"It can't happen here," of course, but cer- the Old Right -- and they will deserve them,
tain developments in American intellectual Whitaker warns.
The right to proclaim truth as one sees
life suggest how it did happen in Russia and
it is not doing very well on the American
elsewhere.
Freedom of speech on the campus is being campus today, he says. For many students
throttled by pressure from the academic New and teachers, what really determines the
Left, from professors and students alike, right or wrong of what a person does is not
charges Dean Virgil K. Whitaker of basic principles but where he stands on certain overriding contemporary issues like the
Standford University's Graduate Division.
"Even during the darkest days of (Sen. war in Vietnam.
Whitaker says that many faculty members
Joe) McCarthy we would never have
tolerated or even dreamed of the inroads seem to feel that the "right" attitude on Vietupon the right of free speech on a university nam or similar social problems of today is
campus that have occurred within the last adequate justification for the most flagrant
breaches of various kinds of scholarly obligatwo or three years," he says.
"The darkest day in history of Stanford tions."
The New Left has no national political
was surely that in which Dean Rusk decided
power -- nor will it get any, if Americans
that he could not safely speak at Stanford."
If faculties tolerate suppression of free have learned any lesson from other countries
discussion by the New Left, they will in- where groups with all the answers and all
evitably -have to face attacks upon them by the truth on their side have gained control.

Grace's Daze

RALPH H. BRUNS

"Ito mat& dud fowl Item tteeds - We Iteuie itl

Yesterday Was Katie's Day
By Grace Mott

See our display of Homes
as advertised every week in
Mar Pub It ratio sio

HOME BUYERS GUIDE

j

Sunday was really a day for

the Wearin' 0' The Green for
Mrs. Katie Riordan. She was
born on St. Patrick's Day in
County Cork, Ireland 83 years
ago, still has her Irish brogue,
is in good health, and as
usual, according to her grand-

daughters, Mrs. H. J.

3 OFFICES TO SERVE YOU!

DeSmidt of Mount Prospect,
was the center of attention in

real

the big family March 17.

Katie has six living

children of an original nine.
And that's not all. There are
36 grandchildren and 48 great

grandchildren, and the

estate

matriarch of the Riordan clan

knows the statistics on, and
seldom loses track of, any of

cPedtotts
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
255-6320

SCHAUMBURG

PALATINE
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

7 W. Schaumburg Road

3584502

894-1330

ty. to which all relatives would
be invited has now been aban-

Parker Ekren of Mount dinner with

doned in favor of small im-

Ekren were among those from

promptu come -and -go

celebrations.

Most of the Riordan

relatives come from in and

around Chicago. Mr. and

Mrs. De Smidt were among
those who visited their
grandmother on Sunday.

-

A BENEFIT for the

Augustana Nursery, one of
the Lutheran Welfare Services
of Illinois, was the stellar attraction for a number of men

and women from Mount
Prospect last week.

President of the Council of
her more, than 100 living. Associates, important part of
descendants which comprise the Lutheran Services which
four generations. A resident includes 15 supporting
of Oak Park where she lives; organizations and is owned
with a daughter and her hus- and operated by the Illinois
band, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Synod, Lutheran Church in
Connon, Katie is always on America and the Illinois

hand for

all special family

functions, but a birthday par -

District of the American
Lutheran Church, is Mr.

Prospect, and he and Mrs.

here who entertained friends
in boxes they had taken for
the Fifth Annual Night at the
Symphony in Orchestra Hall.,

Other local holders of the
$100 each boxes for the gala
affair included Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Amren, Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey P. Cleven, the Edwin
C. Friesendorfs, the Paul C.
Johnsons, Mr. and Mrs. Clif-

Mr. and1 Mrs.

Gene Raasch of Arlington
Heights before the symphony.

OTHER GUESTS of the
Ekrens who arrived just in
time for the opening were
Rev. and Mrs. Quill, Mount
Prospect, the Paul Johnsens, of
Prospect Heights and Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Kurtz, Arlington
Heights.

Boxes for the benefit were
bringing plaudits

a sell-out,

from members of the nursery's

ton T. Hesness (he is president
of the Mount Prospect branch
of the services), Mr. and Mrs.

board of directors and others
in its council who were skep-

Mrs. Charles J. Peter.
Before -the -concerts plans of

can't be done!"

N. M. Nesset, and Mr. and

Parker Ekren and his Laura
included entertaining Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Ayres Sr., and the

tic when the idea was sug-

gested by Ekren and said "it

Back just in time to complete plans for the evening of
fine music were Mr. and Mrs.
Amren who flew to Florida,

Edwin V. Anderson, all of rented a car and spent most
Mount Prospect at dinner in of their time in the south at
the Lake Shore Club. For the
Stanley Amrens, it was off to
the Mid -America Club atop
the Prudential building for

St. Petersburg with Arlington
Heights friends Mr. and Mrs.

Jack Goelzer and in Ft.
Lauderdale

The Day's Prospects

ee..

it cout

ell Done

Job

for the aged or used to en-

These, in turn, were shown to
the public as area merchants

tertain mothers at Flying -Up
ceremonies, special banquets

the various levels of Girl

are taken to hospitals, homes

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor:

Girl Scout Week in Mount
Prospect and Prospect Heights

or Daddy -Daughter dinners.

Scouting with a special

birthday of the group,

display at the Mount Prospect
Public Library.

March 12 was the official

can be marked "another job
rwell done".

Officially marking the

established in 1912 by Juliette

beginning of the special week
with Girl Scout Sunday, near-

among Girl Scouts is practiced at every meeting with

This two-week library
display was prepared by
Senior troop 499, Cadette

Gordon Low. Citizenship,

ly 1,000 area girls and adult
leaders began a very busy

Troop 453, Junior troop 293
and 370 and Brownie Troop
75. Troops displaying crafts
include Troops, 730, 8, 597,

the presentation of the flag as

well as posting colors at

time. The sale of the famously

village board and school PTA

delicious Girl Scout cookies
resulted in many boxes being
sold to aid the overall

meetings.

212.

March 16, out-of-doors

dy, marked the very nucleus

RESPECT FOR the flag is

scouting program.

one of the most important

of the scouting program. Two
Junior Troops, of Feehanville
School 872 and 198. of .puclid
School in Prospect Heights

parts of the Girl Scout code

EACH DAY OF the week

of ethics.

emphasized a phase in

Health and Safety was

scouting with local troops
especially observing these

i

displayed the handcrafts of

presented Indian skits and

March 13. Through the earning of first aid badges scouts

principles as they do through

dances and a special display

can "be prepared" for any

the year.

of Indian lore.

emergency.

Monday, March II was

During the year, local

designated as "Homemaking

OTHER EVENTS were

troops joined with Boy Scouts

Day". Brownie Kim Gawne

also held

easy it is to cut cookies. These

Lutheran Church with about

aid bandaging and use of

are for tasting only as most

200 girls attending. Mrs.

splints. Safety in the home,
school and even church was
stressed also, aided by fire

of them are for servicemen or

Winners Of
Cub Pack 264
Pinewood Derby

Archie Beck supervised the
program.

If you are wondering where
to find a good scout just note
the windows in local homes.

and police officials.

Thursday, March

14

ex-

emplified International

Cub Scout Pack 264,

THESE SISTER troops in-

vited Vera da Silva, foreign

there are 13 such trefoils.

exchange student from Brazil,

Derby Sunday.
Winners in each den were:

- Worlds to Explore."

March 15 featured the arts.

Den 1: 1. Herb Brandt, 2.

Mike Suchecki, 3. Ron
I. Bob Keck, 2.
Dan Nikalich, 3. Michael
Thomsen.

and Troop 730 will participate Tuesday in honor of the Girl Scout's 56th anniversary.

Dean.

Den 4: 1. Richard Kloster,

2. Dave Kloster, 3. John
Butler.

Den 5: 1. Jeff Ratcliffe, 2.

Philip Wright, 3. Alan
Saarinen.
Den 6: 1. Mark Wo-

`Bit 0' Fashion'

jtkiwicz, 2. Billy Schmidt, 3.
John Guarisco.
Den 7: 1. Bruce Haaland,

Luncheon Benefits
fant elfare

JULRIASLIU.L.WW1 11.9

RS

9...9 Q.SUL9 9.99.9 9..11.9
Pat.t.9ge 511

LWV Reviewing Con -Con Speeches

Sjoholm.
Den 1:

Flag bearing and posting of the colors are part of every Girl Scout's pledge of citizenship.
Color guard for Brownie Troop 8 is Lori Plattos, Julie DeMeyer and Sandra Kehr. Troop
742 conducted the flag ceremony at the Mount Prospect Village Board meeting March 5

letters, treats and books to Navy men in Vietnam.

Good luck Girl Scouts on
to share her country and its, your year theme - you cercustoms with them.
tainly have "Values to Hold Monday, March 18, 196E

held its annual Pinewood

Den 3: 1. David Dykinga,
2. Timmy Dixon, 3. Richard

Brownies are beginner Girl Scouts and one of their values
to learn Ls homemaking. Kim Gawne of Troop 492 shows
how to cut a clever cookie. Their troop is sending boxes of

Every Girl Scout symbol (a
trefoil) displayed means this
home has one or more good
scouts. On the 100 block of
S. I -Oka, Mount Prospect

Friendship. Troops 41 and
900 held one of many to mark
the theme.

sponsored by Robert Frost
School in Mount Prospect,

including a "Big

Sing" held at St. Mark

and were instructed in detail
on the many phases of first

of Troop 492 showed how

Sample speeches on the

vention will be read and

discussed by members of the
Arlington Heights League of '

Women Voters at unit

of Mrs. John Muller, 418 S.

speaking services may call

Heights.

7252.

Lincoln Lane, Arlington Mrs. Anthony Mamo at 253-

need for a constitutional con-

THE LWV, which has

worked for a constitutional
convention for many years, is
actively supporting the con-

meetings today, tomorrow and
Wednesday.

the LWV's Con Con committee.

vention referendum which

The first unit meeting was

held today at the home of
Mrs. W. Eugene Harris in

will be on the ballot in Nov.

Mount Prospect. At 9:15 a.m.

dress \ interested organizations
in the area explaining the con-

2. Steve Calderone, 3. Craig Tuesday a unit meeting will
be held at the Congregational
Jewart.
Webelos: 1. Scott Hogy, 2. United Church of Christ,
Kirchoff at Kennicott, ArlJohn Dunphy, 3. Dave Tolle.
Pack champions were: I. ington Heights.
Wednesday's meeting will
Mark Wojtkiwicz, 2. Richard
begin at 8 p.m. at the home
Kloster, 3. Bob Keck.

Mrs. Fredric Marks of Arlington Heights is chairman of

League members will ad-

vention pro5ess and presenting the needs for a new
Illinois document.

Persons in the area who are

interested in obtaining more

information on the League's

John Klussmann of Arlington
Heights.

Mrs. Schroeder is serving as

co-chairman of the citizens
committee of Wheeling and
Elk Grove townships to work

for the passage of the con-

ASSISTING HER are Mrs.

Duane Ainlay of Wheeling;
Mrs. Ralph Waterhouse of

vention referendum.
Local league members will
study recommendations made

Mount Prospect and Mrs.

by all leagues in the country

Marier, Mrs. Dan Pearson,

tional program for the next

Gardner, Mrs. Hal

study and action items will be
made at the national convention in Chicago in April.

George Schroeder, Mrs. and submit second round sugRobert Korte, Mrs. Bill gestions for the LWV's na-

Mrs. Frank Psota, Mrs. two years. Final decision on
Russell

Cress, Mrs. Dwight Walton,

Mrs. John Solon and Mrs.

m

Green was the predominant
color of hats and ensembles in
the Shamrock -bedecked Itasca

Country Club last Thursday.
Bright leprechauns jigged on
the covers of the green programs to the tune of "Danny

-AMOLTS_
Y-4

Boy" and "Molly Malone"

sung by members of the

Choraliers of Arlington High

%.I
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Left -Among the 325 happy

Gust and Mrs. Lee Barsi attending the Bit o' Fashion

GREATEST MAGAZINE BARGAIN AVAILABLE TODAY!

benefit luncheon sponsored by

the Mount Prospect Chapter

Akiati

ro5pect 3Dap'5

ECONOMY READING PLAN GIVES YOU THE

Colleens were Mrs. Louis
.

die

r

School.

of Infant Welfare.

REDBOOk

but that's n t all!

4

CHECK THESE 5 GUARANTEED BENEFITS
NO DOWN PAYMENT.

Cooking over the Irish
linen and lace centerpieces

kk

ONE SMALL PAYMENT ON YOUR CARRIER'S REGULAR COLLECTION DAY
COVERS THE COST OF BOTH YOUR NEWSPAPER AND THE MAGAZINES.

...._

'....S1111111Ri .....7..............-'.

created by Mrs. R. Hoyt and
Mrs. R. Novak and their com-

VOINI/011MOOODIMIO
MORO
.111000
OOKIDE itiArs

mittee are Mrs. Donald

Oen IMIVOITTIONirtYOORO

YOUR MAGAZINES WILL BE DELIVERED BY UNITED. STATES MAIL SERVICE.

Bohanan and Mrs. Irving
Opsahl of Mount Prospect.

YOUR NEWSPAPER WILL BE DELIVERED BY YOUR REGULAR CARRIER.

The proceeds of the event will

benefit many mothers and
babies through the Infant

A GUARANTEED OFFER .

Welfare sponsored agencies.

. . THERE WILL BE NO PRICE INCREASE ON THE
MAGAZINES YOU SELECT FOR YOUR FULL SUBSCRIPTION PERIOD.

two

YOU PAY ONLY 500 PER WEEK FOR. YOUR
take ft
from me!

Rev. alkington
At 1st ethodist

FROM UST SHOWN BELOW

New Renewal
0 0 TV GUIDE

New Renewal
0 0 MODERNKOMANCES

0 0 ARGOSY

0 0 CAMPING JOURNAL
0 0 MODERN SCREEN
O 0 GOLF MAGAZINE

0 0 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

associate pastor at First Methodist Church of Arlington Heights
this week. The Rev Mr. Walkington is a graduate of Cornell
College in Iowa and received his Divinity Degree from Perkins
School of Theology at Southern Methodist University.

0 SPORTS AFIELD

0 REDBOOK
0 HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
0 AMERICAN HOME
0 HI Fl/STEREO REVIEW
0 HOUSE & GARDEN
0 CHRISTIAN HERALD
0 TRUE STORY

Prior to his assignment in Arlington Heights by Bishop
Thomas Marion Pryor, the Rev Mr. Walkington was in a

0 INGENUE (Teen-Agers)
0 HAIRDO t BEAUTY
0 RUDDER (For Boaters)
0 CAR AND DRIVER

training program in Milledgeville, Ga , under the auspices of
the Council for Clinical Training of theological students

Ave. this week

'Mk ANY 4 MAGAZINES

El 0 SATURDAY EVENING POST 0 0 ELLERY QUEEN'S
0 El PARENTS' MAGAZINE
MYSTERY MAGAZINE

The Rev. Jay P. Walkington assumes his duties as an

The Rev. Mr Walkington is a native of Ringwood, Ill and
was active in the Rock River Conference youth program He
and his wife will move into the parsonage at 341 S Prindle

NEWSPAPER AND YOUR CHOICE OF MAGAZINES
00000000000000000000000000000 o *** am*
*****
***********

NEW REN

REV. J. P. WALKINGTON

O 0 ELECTRONICS WORLD
O 0 POPULAR ELECTRONICS

'0 0 LOOK

O 0 McCAIWS
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O 0 POPULAR MECHANICS

0 0 GLAMOUR
O 0 POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY

O 0 FIELD i STREAM
CI 0 HARPERS BAZAAR
O 0 U. S. CAMERA

USE THIS. ORDER FORM
.

New Renewal

O 0 CHILD UFE (Ages 4-12)
O 0 AMERICAN GIRL (Ages 10.17)
O 0 YOUNG MISS (Ages 9.14)
O 0 CHILDREN'S DIGEST
(Ages 5-12)
0 HUMPTY PUMPTY (Ages 3-7)
0 SCIENCE & MECHANICS

0 TRUE - The Man's Magallne
0 MOBILE LIFE
0 SPORT
0 CATHOLIC DIGEST
0 PHOTOPLAY
0 MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED
0 ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED

0 BOATING
0 FLYING

NEW KEN

ANOTHER CHOICE: 0 0 UN or 0 0 FORTUNE and any 2 MagaillIOS from list shown above.

HANp TO YOUR CARRIER OR MAIL TODAY

DO NOT WRITE HERE

Newspaper Delivered by
Date

I hereby agree to subscribe for or extend my present
subscription to THE PROSPECT DAY and the magazines
checked for 12 months. At present newspaper price, 50c

weekly will cover the entire cost of both the newspaper
and my complete magazine selection.
NAME

PHONE NO

ADDRESS

APT NO.

CITY

STATE

ORDER TAKEN BY

RT

ZIP

CODE-

NO.

ALL MAGAZINES MUST BE DELIVERED TO THE SAME ADDRESS
0 NEW NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTION fl OLD NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTION
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`OUT OUR WAY
LISTEN TO THAT! I
WELL, IF THAT'S \
WANTED TO DICTATE WHAT YOU THINK,
TIME TONIGHT, BUT THEM TO HER --WHAT YOU'RE LETTING
I'LL TYPE A COUPLE SHE'S SAYIN1 IS SHE
YOUR CONSCIENCE
OF BUSINESS LET- HASN'T GOT TIME 70 SHOW! DO ITHER
TERS FOR YOU!
SIT AROUND AND \
WAY AND DON'T
WRITE THEM IN
WAIT, ON ACCOUNT
LOOK A GIFT
LONGHAND AND
OF l'M SUCH A SLOWHORSE IN THE
WELL, OKAY, DAD--

I'M PRESSED FOR

I'LL COPY THEM!

MOUTH!

THINK11.1' THICKHEAD!

lt1RN UP PE HEAT/
3-11

e INS I/ HU, b.. TJA. W t13. ht. Off.

"We just want to dine here. Is topless a must?"

"Daddy likes to know a few things about a boy before
I go out with him!"

`ROBIN MALONE
ROBIN IS
INVITED TO

THESE PICTURES Op
PRESIDENTS." KINGS CABINET MEMBERS...

kV/I
c-

G

THE NATIONS
CAPITAL GY

INTIMATELY INSCRIBED
TO THE EAGLE FAMILY

ITE INCREDIBLE!

ONE OF THE

2

TO A DYNASTY WHICH

ADVISED GEORGE
WASHINGTON ON THE
CONDUCT OF THE
REVOLUTION... ITIG
HARDLY ASTOUNDING.

-. . * -- .--.
. . - --

THIS WAY, PLEASE,

MOST RENOWNED

POLITICAL
FAMILIES IN
THE

-,

5-/E3

WHY MOTHERS GET GRAY

a:, I48 by NU, lu. TM. Li. U.S. M. Of"r

\

THE EAGLES

4

OF
wasfunisroN...

0\

1 1.

IS

t4a6:.3-

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

BUGS BUNNY

(LET ME TWY ON

ONE MORE' HAT
AND BLAZER,
FWIEND1

1961 by %mar Hose

(.1 WANT TO BE
SURE I LOOK JUST

S... AM. lb.

T.M. V.

US. rd. Off.

.014,NO,YOU DONT, 3AKE4--YOU
FORCED ME TO TAKE OVER THE
FRANCHISE AND MS DEBTS!-LIMYOU KNOW ME, AtA05--- T.
A PITY YOU DIDN'T
USUALLY DON'T PAY NO
PAK
ATTENTION TO THE BOARDERS, HAVE THE FORESIGHT 10
APPEARPERSEVERE!
BUT TREY CAME UP WITH A
ANCES,YOU COULD USE THE
KNEE-SLAPPER1114EY'RE

Answers to
Hideaword
FLORIST

CLAIMIN` SOMEBODY WANTS

WIGHT FOR MY DANCE
WOUTINE AT THE
LODGE PARTY:

MY RECIPE FOR THE
SHISH KAWIENIE!

fort'

sift

fist

stir
soft
slit
slot
silt
rift
roil
riot
left

flirt
foil
first

4Ire..4;D;;=.

frit
flit
frost
foist

Cf."/IL
""m711,111%.

toil

z4711111111%.

soil
silo

TWISTING
"THE

.4A,

KNIFE

11,

EEK & MEEK

-rwo *C4IL0125 AND THEIR. Par
PARROrAize OHIPWRECKEDON
NO MOD...
AN ISL,AND,W

FOR TUESDAY

lost
list
loft
loris
oils

trio
tiro
sort

4,4"..4...0407777,

EVERYONE HAS 70

GET uP YoU
u:kz.1 13.01,4

FULL HIS OWA) ILEIGHT

!

DJ THIS WORLD

'\
OH, YEAH. WELL DO
ME A FAVOR . AND PULL
YOURS SOMEPLACE ELSE I

PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar. 21)

-- Devote the day to getting

ahead professionally and

I

you'll not regret it. Give up
attending a social function if

r

a

need be

a

ARIES (Mar. 22 - Apr. 20)

er

- Don't start the day too
energetically Best to build up
to your full speed slowly and
deliberately A good day.
TAURUS (Apr. 21 - May

id

21) -- Action away from the. THE
employment scene may call

0

GAVAL1-1

.r)

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

BORN LOSER

for your attention this afternoon Use the morning to

014, FOR 14EAVelT5 SAKE, IF 61VIN6 UP SMOKI146

IS THAT DIFFICULT, FOR6ET IT!

clear away work.

tests the addition of

ACROSS

responsibilities to his load

1 School mark
6 Student

may be making just the impression he hoped to avoid.

CAPTAIN EASY

his wit and strength for an
unexpected afternoon hap-

IT'S FROM
WHAT'S THAT LETTER TH'
HIRED HAND BROUGHT SISTER! THEY'RE
FROM TM MAILBOX' MOVING WEST IN

IT'S A CRYINI
SHAME YOU HASTA
WORK BECAUSE :INK

pening will be doing himself

GOT IJ5 N DIG FIX!
50H: BUT WE AND

a favor

A B16 VAN: AND

WILL STOP HERE

OVERNIGHT!

GAD! rLL'MOVETH' LIVESTOCK CALM aomg
LELAND ISN'T
OUT OF THEIR KID'S REACH'.
COMING: BUT
LAST YEAR HE BURNED 111'
WHO N RISING
MILK.
HENHOUSE. PASINTED
STAR WOULD
cOVJI AND

KEEP

DAT BLOOMIN' BULL

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23).

HASTA EAT!

-- A good day for con-

templating your past and
looking forward to your
future Let the former guide
you in considering the latter.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.,
22) -- Unplanned events seem

likely to invade your afUse

the morning.

THE WILLETS

'

Dec 22) -- What appears to
be strictly a routine day may'

be quite something else:
beneath the surface. Don't
take things at face value.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20) -- A high -risk day
where money is concerned.

Don't invest in anything
where you can't afford to lose.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21

-

Feb 19) -- Though it may
seem like a run-of-the-mill

day, you may be surprised by

the out -of -the -ordinary
benefits that can come of it.

ff1C1111111111

11171[0ffIGIO

OEM
6 Juicy fruits
7 Footed vases
fflUO
8 Greek god of
QuAmuN;).pmo
fields
gas
9 Follower
a©0:::
14 Ancient Persian 10
Conducted
QUM
. holy book
12 Consumers of
GEOL4g
15 Fortified
food
iRamEMEA14,
16 Jujube
13 Prayer endings
nmDC]© alOMIfflff1
17 Not these
18
Student's
chore
19 "Palmetto
20 Navigator's map
State" (ab.)
Wife of Zeus
29 Fal into disuse 44 - paper
21 Ages and ages 22 (myth.)
31 Misplace
46 Arabian gulf
22 Chance
Mine entrances 32 Before (comb. 47 German man's
25 Son of (prefix) 23
24 Turkish
form)
name
27 Damages
dignitary .
35 Be present
48 Oppositionist
29 Mother of
25
Violin
maker
37
Social
group
(coll.)
Helen (myth.)
of Cremona
40 Shaves, off
49 Roof finial
30 Feeling of
26
Wood
product
42
Serious
50
Cooking
utensil
discomfort
28 River island
43 Struggle
51 Seven (Roman)
(med.)
32 European city
2
3
6 7: 8
4 5
9
10
33 On the left
(naut.)
3
11
12
.34 Hostile course
of action .
14
15
36 Examination
37 Sheds for sheep 16
18
38 Symbol for
samarium
39.Choler
40 Segment

then, to get routine matters
out of the way
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

[03610Cd

F1MITZEilCi]M1
10ffIC:1

5 Within (comb.
form)

VIE3fft-' 11121G1`",

mwmgio-lablom

no©

miaomi4

O 100 by WA. w, TAL It. Ut PO pc

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.
23) -- The Virgo who saves

ternoon

REIMUlal

11 Gully
13 Combine with

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) -- Settle financial obligations immediately and you
will tip the scales in your
favor where business matters
are concerned
LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23) -The more cheerfully and
work, the more likely you are
to find relief from it.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

School Life

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) - The Gemini who pro-

41 For instance
(ab.)

HAVE YOU NOTICED
MY

BELIEVE

NE HAS!

43 Coffin

30

48 - card

33

45 College cheer

26

2 Praise highly
(coil.)

3 Declares
.positively
4 Roman god of
the lower world

27

28

29

31

34 35

51 Western state
53 Narrative poem 36
.54 Pushed forward
55 Takes
bait
56 Deportments
DOWN
1 Grasp

22

19

25

37
41

44
48

49

52

42.

23

SgrlaME1stWr-77

0

II

©P

Here are the results of the state gymnastics tournament held

rake, Illairges
gn Crowns
(Continued front Page 1)

ington champions,
place finishes.

over the weekend at Maine East..

The top 10 gymnasts from three district tournaments in each

of seven categories advanced to the finals and competed in
Friday's preliminaries.

From these, the top ten in six categories advanced to the
championship competition Saturday night. The all-around competition was decided on the basis of Friday's events.
an 11-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis.

in first
1.

HAINES PLACED third in

with an 8.35 judges' averages,

but came back Saturday to

Maine East
3. Prospect
4. Niles East
5. Wheeling

win and draw "oohs" from the
sell-out crowd with an 8.80 on

an improvisation after he

6.
7.
8.
9.

trampoline leader --

11.
12.
13.

Evanston's Mark Yedor - fell

off the trampoline bed after
his second bounce and ended

up 10th, while Rich East's

John Hoffman and Bar-

rington's Tim White, who
finished 2-3 in Friday's round,
stayed that way Saturday.
Forest View's Gary Dimas,
10th in the preliminaries with
a 7.5, came back with a

steady, confident 7.9 in the
finals to pick up a fourth, and
the Falcons' only points of the
meet.

22

Dist. 214 gymnasts are included.

211/2

Trampoline: 3. Haines, Arl.--8.3, 8.4, 8.3, 8.5--8.35; 5. (tie)
Bensen, Pros. -8.1, 8.3, 8.1, 8.0--8.I; 10. Dimas, FV -- 7.3,

20

Hinsd le S.
Hinsd le C.
New rier E.

10. Wha n C.

The preliminary round

The first four scores are the averages awarded by the four
event judges. The highest and lowest of these are eliminated,
and the remaining two averaged to give the final total. Only

53
31

Willowbrook

broke his planned routine.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

64

Arlington

2.

Friday's preliminary round

Team points were awarded for the all-around competition
Friday and for all six events Saturday, with points given on

TEAM STANDINGS

19
18

Glenbrook N.
Proviso W.
Rich East

7.4, 7.7, 7.6--7.5; 21. Isaacs, Arl. -- 6.8, 6.9, 6.9, 7.3--6.9.
Side Horse: I. Barr, Pros. -- 9.9, 9.0, 9.2, 9.0--9.0; 3. Atkins,
Arl. -- 8.3, 8.3, 8.5, 8.5--8.4; Butler, Whl. -- 8.4, 7.4, 7.8,
7.5--7.65; 9. Mattson, Pros. -- 7.5, 7.6, 7.5, 7.5--7.50;

171/2
161/2
13
121/2

Horizontal Bar: 2. Boult, Pros. -- 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, 8.3--8.45;
3. Brousseau, Arl. -- 8.1, 7.9, 8.6, 8.7 -- 8.35; I1. (tie) Rainer,
Whl. -- 7.4, 7.6, 8.1, 7.7--7.65; 13. Whittington. Whl. - 7.7.
7.5, 7.6, 6.6; 34. (tie) Withey, An. -- 5.2, 5.2, 5.1, 5.9--5.2;

10

Glenbrook S.
Barrington
York
Rich East
Lincoln Way
Forest View
20. Maine S.
21. Evanston
22. New Trier W.
23. Rich Central
24. Fremd
25. West Leyden
26. Oak Park
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

9
8
8
8
7

36. Creswell, Arl. -- 5.3, 4.8, 4.3, 4.5--4.65.
Parallel Bars: 13. (tie) Finch, Arl. - 6.4, 7.3, 7.3, 6.7-7.0;

a et. .01

14,.....Newhy.a....

rqt:e 4

i 511

.1)

'

7

6

Tumbling: 2. Drake, Arl. -- 8.2, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4-8.25; 12. (tie)
Bang, Pros. -- 7.2, 7.7, 7.6, 7.2--7.40; 15. Metz, Arl. - 7.4,
7.9, 6.8, 7.0--7.20; 19. (tie) Benard, Pros. -- 6.8, 7.0, 6.9, 6.7-

4
3

6.85; 22. Olmon, FV 5.7, 6.9, 7.2, 5.9--6.4
ALL-AROUND COMPETITION
The all-around champion was decided by adding the scores
of the all-around performers in four events: side, horse,

3

Prospect sophomore Jay

horizontal bar, parallel bars, and still rings. Top 10, with

day coaxed a resounding
Rich Chew and earned him a
tie for fifth, went off the tram-

t

I

-4,131.0

"

Orna, who wrenched gasps

zttl
41A-

,00.*

from the crowd in working to
a 9.20 championship.

averages in order of events listed above:

I. Mazur, ME -- 6.15, 8.85, 8.9, 8.9--32.80; 2. Cahill, HS
6.6, 8.2, 7.4, 6.85--29.05; 3. Crockett, Arl. -- 7.5, 6.95,
6.55, 7.9--28.90; 4. Boult, Pros. -- 5.3, 8.45, 7.65, 7.25--28.65;
5. Showalter, WC -- 4.15, 7.4, 6.95, 8.05--26.55; 6. Rainer,
Whl. -- 4.55, 7.65, 7.1, 7.35--26.65; 7. Scully, NTE 4.05,
8.3, 6.2, 5.85--24.40; 8. Rifkind, NE -- 3.4, 6.15, 8.2, 5.723.45; 9. Gleichman, Arl. --3.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.4--23.4; 10. Mirot,
--

poline on his 6th bounce
Orna, who led the
Saturday and settled for preliminaries
at 9.05, limited
eighth.
to second place and
Two area trampolinists, Mazur
Maine East to nine points
Arlington's Nick Isaacs and
Forest View's Glenn Owsiany,
were eliminated Friday. Isaacs

slipped on his final landing
and had to settle for a 6.9 and
21st, while Owsiany's 7.1 got
him a tie for 18th.

BARR SURPRISED

nobody by winning the side
horse championship. He led
the preliminary field with a
9.0 to an 8.6 for second -place

Dick Kaziny of Glenbrook
South, and edged Kaziny 9.15

.8.75 in the finals with his

usual floating, slow -but -dead sure performance.

Atkins increased his

average, 8.40 to 8.60, from

with his win. But Arlington

providing the Cards with eight
crucial points.

Wheeling's Kim Butler

pulled to an 8.3 in the finals

for fifth place after a 7.65
sixth in the preliminaries,

while Barr's teammate, Dave
Mattson, ninth Friday at 7.50,
took tenth Saturday at 7.7.
Mazur got a ' fight from
Prospect's Bruce Boult on the
horizontal bar, but the broad shouldered Maine East marvel

had enough reserve to pull it
out, clipping Boult 9.15 - 8.80
in the finals after edging him
8.85 - 8.45 Friday.

BROUSSEAU, THE only
one of a three-man Arlington
horizontal bar contingent to
escape the preliminaries, was
third both nights, with an

8.35 Friday and an 8.55

under heavy pressure Saturday.

Carlson picking up fourth at
8.35.

Kevin Lindsey. slipped off
dismounting after a strong

performance and finished

CARLSON'S 8.05 tied for
fourth and Lindsey's 8.25 was
third in the preliminaries, but
Crockett managed only a 7.90
for ninth in qualifying.

Prospect's Bill Van Sky

r a' tie for 19th. only for a tie for 19th.
performance left the Cards,

Mid -Suburban League and
Barrington District champs
tied with Maine East 53-53
with one event left, and that
left the Cards state champions

bar -bumping routine and fell
34th place tie at 5.2.

And the Cardinals' George
Cresswell, missing two vaults,
was 36th at 4.65.

WHEELING'S DI
Rainer barely missed the

finals, recording a 7.65 to tie
for Ilth, while the Wildcats'
big John Whittington rolled to
a 7.55 for 13th:

Mazur and Maine East

teammate Gene Kalin finished 1-2 on the parallel bars at

9.10 and 8.80, with Niles

East's Seymour Rifkind a distant third at 8.40.
The only area gymnast who
qualified for the preliminaries

on the parallel bars - Arlington's Jack Finsh -.got off

to a,bad start, walking

halfway across the bars before
solidifying his opening handstand, and closed with a disap-

pointing 7.0 that tied him for
13th.

ARLINGTON TOOK the
3-4-10 spots on the still rings,

and got help from the

steely.

Wheeling's varsity track

Grennies were held to a pair

Kawell were busy wrapping

of victories.

up the two-mile and high
jump honors, respectively.

Wildcats won their triangular
contest with 61 points, pick-

16 points with wins in the 50 -

rivals Saturday, as the

ing up eight wins en route.
Fremd finished second with

50 points, and Elk Grove was

Nick Silvestri was Wheeling's high -point man, scoring
yard dash and the low hurdle

;:events arid second -place
finishes in the high hurdles
and the long jump.

Sommer, AI Lieupo, and Tom
Johann also took blue ribbons
in the meet. Oakley and Som-

WHEELING 61
FREMD 50
ELK GROVE 26

mer teamed to take the pole

Two-mile run: I. A g-

second -place Ward Black of
Hinsdale Central, 8.55 - 8.20,

-- 10:31.5.

to add 11 points to Arlington's total and make the
team win decisive.

Shot put: 1. Oplt, EG -46'81/2"; 2. Dolatowski, F -46'; 3. Tavve, F -- 42'10"
Long jump: 1. Bacaaran, F
--

FOUR OTHER DIST. 214
tumblers were eliminated Friday, Prospect's Steve Bang
finishing highest among them
12th.

cumulating 32.80 points in
the four -event totals.

19'1"; 2. Silvestri, W --

18'51/2";
18'33/4"

3. Texidor, EG

tied him for ninth if he had

Mini Award I's
To 4 from Area
Four area varsity athletes
and two area freshmen have

Boult, Pros. -- 8.8, 8.7, 8.9, 8.8--8.8; 3. Brousseau, Arl. --

3. Westner, F 56.8
60 low hurdles: I. Silvestri,
W -- 7.4; 2. Johann, W -- 7.6;
2oPeterson, W -- 7.6

Mile run: I. 'Wojas, F --

4:40.4;. 2. Pittenger, F -4:49.8; 3. Howl, F

4:51.0

440 relay: I. Wheeling -1:14.3; 3.
1:12.2; 2. Fremd
Elk Grove -- 1:16.9

and win.

Nelson, W -- 12'

880 relay: 1. Wheeling -4:11.6; 2. Fremd -- 4:13.1; 3.
Elk Grove 4:20.0

RE
T
A NEW
DAY, WEEK'OR MONTH

FORD 1 -TON
SUPER VAN TRUCKS

ONLY $10

.PER

MILEAGE

events.

numerals distributed.

vault, shot put, and 440 two of the 52 freshman

Monday,

March 18,
1968

Page 7

Parallel Bars: 1. Mazur, ME -- 9.1, 9.0, 9.2, 9.1--9.I; 2.
Kalin, ME -- 8.5, 8.8, 8.8, 8.8--8.80; 3. Rilking, NE --8.5, 8.4,
7.7, 8.4--8.4; 4. Arnold, GN -- 8.4, 7.9, 7.4. 8.0--7.95; 5.

Constantine, GN -- 8.3, 7.8, 8.0, 7.8--7.90; 6. Kite, NE -8.3, 7.7, 7.2, 7.7--7.70; 7. Levin, NE -- 7.8, 7.4, 7.4, 7.9--7.60;

8. Cahill, HS -- 8.0, 7.5, 7.5, 7.5--7.50; 9. Reichstein, E -7.0, 7.2, 6.8, 7.2; 10. Switzer, MS -7.I, 6.7, 6.5, 6.9--6.80.
Still Rings: I. Orna, Whl. -- 9.2, 9.4, 9.2, 9.0--9.20; 2.

Mazur, ME -- 8.8, 9.1, 9.0, 8.9--8.95; 3. Crockett, Arl.

--

8.6, 8.7, 8.4, 8.I--8.5; 4. Carlson, Arl. -- 7.9, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5--8.35;

5. Sale, NTE 8.1, 8.3, 8.3, 8.3--8.3; 5. Showalter, WC -8.2, 8.5, 7.8, 8.4--8.30; 7. Mowry, PW -- 8.2, 7.8, 8.2, 8.4-8.20; 8. Reidel, Will - 7.7, 8.0, 8.0, 8.0--8.00; 9. Frowick,
E. -- 8.0, 7.9, 7.8, 8.1-7.95; 10. Lindsey, Arl. -- 7.1, 7.7,
7.6, 7.9--7.65.

Tumbling: 1. Drake, Arl. -- 8.1, 8.7, 8.4, 8.7--8.55; 2. Black,

8.8, 7.9, 8.0, 8.4--8.20; 3. Ramirez, Wau -- 7.9, 8.3,
8.0, 8.1--8.05; 4. Weibel, NTE -- 7.3, 7.9, 8.0, 8.2--7.95; 5.
Stein. Will -- 6.7, 7.7, 7.6, 7.9 -- 7.65; 6. Simmons, NTW
-- 7.5, 7.7, 7.4, 8.3-7.60; 7. Lillig, HC 7.5, 7.5, 7.4, 8.0
7.50; 7. O'Brian, PW -- 7.3, 7.6, 7.4, 8.3--7.50; 7. Berg,
-6.5, 7.5, 7.5, 7.6--7.50; 10 Kramer, OP -- 5.7, 6.8, 6.8,
Y
HC

IM1123821821182111211211121111211121121111/28:2121113312111Z1122129PJ

put on an impressive show,
the Wildcat sophs winning 10

of the meet's 13 events. The

sophomores won their
division easily, racking up 77
points en route.

Wes Babcock led the

sophomore attack, taking both

hurdle events, while teammates Greg Gawlik and Gary

',WNW(
.92.7 FM
,LISTENERS MEMO.
.STOCK REPORTS,

0
CHICAGO,
(Original ownership since 1929)

7000 W. BELMONT AVE.

MONDAY MU FRIDAY.
!ROM!. F. HUTTON CO:

ILL. 60634

"x7" COLOR ENLARGEMENT
from KODACOLOR

Opening Market
12:00 Noon
Midday Prices

negative

Including Dow.lone

DO NOT SEND SLIDES OR PICTURES
This FREE Mail Order Offer Expires April 30, 1968
ONLY. THIS COUPON
SEND NO MONEY

6:00 P.M.
Market -Wrap -Up
Plus Mileage
Includes, Automatic
Transmission

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY., ARLINGTON HTS.

8.2,' 8.2, 8.4, 8.4--8.30; 9. Harbor,

HC -- 8.2, 8.2, 8.1, 8.4, -- '8.20; 10. Adams, RE -- 8.0, 7.8,

jump honors.
Wheeling's sophomores also

Closing, Averages

6eolife ?oole lad INC.

8.4-8.35; 8. Johnson, WL

ESDERDBEGORDIDIKSIDRZEDIRRECRIMMEEDISSRUI

Madmt Movements

CI 3-5000

WC - 8.5, 8.5, 8.2, 8.I--8.35; 7. Riss, MS -- 8.4, 8.2, 8.3,

6.4-6:60.

13:00p.m,

6ill

Fencer Jim Phelan,

parable showings in the pole

hog p.m.

FORD

ters.

Prospect, and wrestler Robert
Youngquist, Prospect, earned

110:00 O.M.

AS LOW AS

athletes awarded varsity let-

ner colliding with a pole

JIM OPLT WAS the only.
Elk Grove winner, copping
both the shot and the high.

Oakley, W 5.9
440 run: I. Sommer, .W -56.6;
55.6; 2. Flesch, EG

track man George Morris,
Prospect, were among 70

the

the track.

3.

Wayne Coats, Wheeling, and

1:12.2, while the 12 -lap

F

High jump: 1. Oplt, EG -5'8"; 2. Knopf, EG -- 5'6"; 3.
Paasch, F - 5'6"
Pole vault: 1. Oakley, W -with Wheeling's Rainer sixth 13'; 2. Maslin, W - 12'6"; 3.

Mid -Suburban League title

in

Silvestri, W -5.9;

relay team's win with com-

8.0, 7.8--7.9

squad finished in 4:11.6. Elk
Grove's 440 relay team was

vaulter while flying around

5.8; 2. Gill,

Sanders followed the four -lap

graduate, gymnasts Bob
Broome, Arlington, and

Mike Vitoux, an Arlington

'Cats four -lap team finishing

W--7.7; 2. Silvestri, W--7.8; 3.
Peterson, W--8.2
1.

Jerry Gardell, and John

8.7, 8.4, 8.6, 8.5--8.55; 4. Cahill, HS -- 8.3, 8.5, 8.2, 8.5--8.40;
5. Le Gar, Will -- 8.6, 8.0, 8.4, 8.3 -- 8.35; 6. Showlater,

Wheeling also ran away
with both relay events, the

event, the first Elk Grove run-

50 dash:

Hopkins added another
pair of wins to the total with
victories in the 50 -yard dash
and the 880 run. Al Stavros,
Bill

7.8-7.8; 10: Mattson, Pros. -- 7.8, 7.0, 8.2, 7.6
Horizontal Bar: I. Mazur, Me --9.1, 9.2, 9.0, 9.2--9.15; 2.

earned winter sports awards at
the University of Illinois.
Illini athletic director Gene
Vance announced that fencer

went home with the half -mile
and high hurdle laurels.

slowed considerably in

not just competed in the event
as an all-around gymnast.
Boult took fourth in the allaround standings at 28.65,
at 26.65.
The championship capped a

vault and 440 run honors,
while Lieupo and Johann

60 high hurdles: I. Johann,

Half mile: Lieupo, W -The hard-working Crockett
was third behind Hinsdale 2:07.6; 2. Somers, F -- 2:07.7;
South's Mike Cahill with a 3. Bachus, EG -- 2:09.2
28.90 total, including a 7.5 on
the side horse that would have

STEW OAKLEY, Bill

GLENN RADTKE and

1.8, 1.7, 0.8, 1.0-4.35

Side Horse: I. Barr, Pros. - 9.1, 8.9, 9.2, 9.3; 2. Kaziny,
GS -- 8.7, 8.8, 8.7, 8.8--8.75; 3. Atkins, Arl -- 8.9, 8.6. 8.5,
8.6-8.6; 4. Nelson, L -W - 8.9, 8.7, 8.3, 8.0--8.5; 5. Butler,
Whl. - 8.3, 8.4, 8.2, 8.3--8.3; 5. Gentile, PW --8.0, 8.2, 8.4,
8.5--8.3; 7. Lake, HC -- 8.1, 7.2, 8.3, 8.2--8.15; 8. Keller,
Frd -- 8.4, 7.9, 8.0, 8.1--8.05; 9. Dilger, ME -- 7.9, 7.8, 7.7,

(Photo by Bob Richardson)

squad flexed its ,strength to a
pair of Mid -Suburban League

gerbeck,T -- 10:19.5; 2. Stitt,
F -- 10:31.2; 3. Bowman, F

somersault, he outpointed

decided by scores in
minor excitement with petition,
competition, Mazur
showering sparks, but no ap- Friday's
set a state record by acparent injuries. The meet con-

off once, ending up with a

putting a snappy end to Arlington's capture of the state team
title. The Cards racked up 64 points to 53 for second -place
Maine East to win their third state gymnastics championship. 4.8, 4.9, 6.0--4.85; 10. Yedor, E

eelin Track men Take
First in Trian, ul r

a lofty, double -back

some burnt clothing and

Withey struggled through a

Arlington coach Tom Walthouse was there just in case, but
Gary Drake wasn't needing any help Saturday night. The double back somersault Drake is spinning through here was instrumental in his winning of the state tumbling championship,

tumblers qualified.

The Knights' Bruce Benard
I5 -minute delay caused when tied for 19th at 6.85, while
used
by.
lights
one of the
Arlington's Pete Metz was
WGN-TV to illuminate the 15th at 7.20 and Forest
Maine East gym for its color View's Jim Olmon 22nd at
cameras caught fire. The fire
was put out after creating 6.40.
In the all-around com-

"

Hoffman, RE -- 8.8, 8.6, 8.8, 8.5--8.70; 3. White, Barr -8.0,
8.5, 8.2, 8.0--8.1; 4. Dimas, FV -- 8.2; 8.1, 7.7, 7.5--7.9; 5.
Kruse, Will -- 7.8, 8.3, 7.9, 7.2-7.85; 6. Berg, Y - 6.3, 6.5,
5.9, 6.3--6.30; 7. Hughes, RC -- 4.9, 5.2, 5.4, 5.6--S.30; 8.
Bensen, Pros. -- 5.2, 4.4, 4.7, 6.0--4.95; 9. Mandel, NE -4.2,

41,

third with 26. The Vikings
because Maine had no won
three events, while the
All Drake would have had
to do was roll down the mats
sideways to win the state title
for the Cards, but he hardly
settled for that. Springing off

'

SATURDAY FINALS
Trampoline: 1. Haines, Arl. -- 8.9, 8.7, 8.3, 9.2--8.80; 2.

10th even though he drew a

7.65.

Brousseau was the first
gymnast to perform after a with a 7.40 to tie for

tinued with the bank of lights
on one side of the gym floor
extinguished.
Four area horizontal bar
men were eliminated Friday.
Arlington's no. 2 man, Gerry

NTE--22.80

didn't need anyone to fight its
battles, with Crockett grinding
out a determined 8.50 to take
third behind Mazur's 8.95 and

a 7.15 in the
Friday to Saturday, and pulled
preliminaries, good enough
stayed third in the standings

7.6, 8.5, 8.3, 7.8--8.05; 9. Crockett, Arl. - 8.1 7.7, 8.0, 7.8-7.90; 18. Rainer, Whl. - 7.8, 7.0, 7.5, 7.2--7.35; 19. (tie) Van
Sky, Pros. -- 6.8, 7.6, 7.3, 7.0--7.15

5
5

Bensen, whose sharp 8.1 Fri-

"yeah" from Knight coach

Still Rings: 1. Orna, Whl, -- 8.9, 8.9, 9.2, 9.4--9.05; 3.
Lindsey, Arl. -- 7.6, 8.4, 8.4, 8.1; 4. (tie) Carlson, Arl. -
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Page 8

24 -Help Wanted Men

I

24 -Help Wanted Men

1 13 -Lost and Found

3 -Cemeteries & Lots
lots Memory Gardens Cemetery. $300 Leaving state. Coll

Yellow parakeet, black
markings. Rolling Meadows.
Friday, March 15. 392-2626

2

Prospect Grabs
Own Trian lar

CLASSIFIED

shunned all rules of etiquette
last Friday, discourtesly run-

P--8.5

triangular meet on 77 points.

Matter, ND --5.9

Notre Dame finished

Forest View was last with a

1:43.5; 2. Notre D4e;-1:45;

3. Forest View --1:48

Pole vault:

and the two hurdle events.

12';

Steve Rohrback picked up a
pair of blue ribbons for the
winners, taking the quarter -

Hammer, FV--10'

Mile run: I. MacBride, P-4:44.2; 2. Dall, P-4:49.8; 3.

broad jump competition with

Kovach, ND --4:50.9
Mile relay: I. Prospect --

mile race in 0:54.6 and the

2.

Croke, P -I0'6";

3.

Nicholson, and Steve Holmes
added a victory apiece to the
winning kitty, Bach winning
the two-mile event, Nicholson

sweeping the 50 -yard dash
honors, and Holmes winning
the 880 -yard run.

Herb Imhoff, Owen

Flo

99
101

64
38
39
66

'

56

Devices

Personals

his win

The Falcon sophomores

made up for the varsity's not quite -perfect showing by runFor the best coverage
and the finest service
use DAY PUBLICATIONS.

THE THREE contingents
went into the final event, the

Call 255.4400

880 relay, with the score knot-

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING.

ted, 42 apiece. The Falcon
quartet pulled out the final

COMMISSION WILL CONSIDER A

points to second -place
Prospect's 45 and Notre

TON HEIGHTS ROAD AND EAST-

THE ARLINGTON HEIGHTS PLAN

O

REQUEST FOR A SPECIAL USE FOR A
DRIVE-IN BANKING FACILITY AT THE

win to take the meet with 47

AT

Terry Shakon picked up 10

Arlington Heights Road, Arlington
Heights, Illinois, by the Arlington
Heights Plan Commission to consider

yard dash. Dave Long took
the Falcon's only other first,
winning the high hurdles in
87

a request for a special use to per-

mit a drive-in banking facility on
property presently zoned B-5 Central Business District Classification

Prospect picked up four individual wins, Al Morrison
and Keith Matthews topping
the two-mile and half -mile
fields, while Steve Reynolds
and Mike Skop combined for

and legally described as follows:
Lots I and 2 in Block 13 in the Town
of Dunton, being a subdivision of the
West 1/2 of the Southwest 1/4 of
Section 29, Township 42 North, Range
11, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois.
Commonly described as a lot 132
feet x 132 feet at the southwest
corner of Eastman Street and
Arlington Heights Road.
Interested persons will be given on
opportunity to be heard.

high jump and pole vault
wins
PROSPECT 77

NOTRE DAME 38
FOREST VIEW 22
Two-mile run: I. Bach, P--

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PLAN COMMISSION
FRED AINSLIE, Chairman

10.27, 2 Wilcox, P--10:37.8;
3. Treece, P-10:44.1

WILLIAM HANNUM, Secretary
Published In

Shot put: 1. Smith, FV--44'

DAY PUBLICATIONS

81/4", 2. Schneider, P--44' 8";
3. Stark, FV-44'31/4"
Broad jump: 1. Rohrback,
P--19' 103A"; 2. Toohill, ND --

14

Real EstateApt. Building
Real EstateBus. Property

05

Real Estate -Houses

86

.ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

89

Let us help make your DAY!

EXTRA

ment to be held at McGaw

or

-

of Trustees;

3) A proposal to amend the Zoning
Ordinance of the Village of Arlington
Heights to permit office uses for the

it

has

to

$315

TOWING SERVICE.

have a happy way of solving many problems, both for buyer and seller.

Carpentry -Remodeling
Room Additions
& General Remodeling
Cl. 5-5056

Let a Want Ad provide a happy solution
for you. Dial 255-7200 or 255-4400

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Coll for Estimate'
359-1906

Call "the
rest" then call
. "THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No

3 LINES 3 DAYS

ONLY $3.15

Special

The Hawks finished the

R-5 Multiple Family Dwelling District
to R-3 Single Family Dwelling District
the following described territory,
to wit:
All of Block 3, including the public
alley therein, in Arlington Heights

record, but they were no
match for the ETHS squad.

Although the Hawks were
.

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall -to -Wall,
new or used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CI. 5-4833
CL3-4182

Concrete Work

PROSPECT

Cement Work by Vito Pelagic,.

YOU NO LONGER NEED '

Stairs,
Garages,
Driveways,
Patios. Free estimates.

766.1943

ADVERTISERS

CALL

CHECK YOUR ADS!
Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of

of Section 32, Township 42 Ndrth,
Range II East of the Third Principal

thpir advertisement and in

Meridian In Cook County, Illinois; and

classified
departritent. at'
once its order that correction
can be made. In the event of
error or omission, the newspaper will be responsible for.
ONLY
the first incorrect
Insertion and only to the extent of the space that the ad
requires.
Errors
will be
reeltified by republication
'for one insertion.

case of ernir to notify the
-Ph.

quarter of Section 32, Township 42
North, Range 11 East of the Third
Principal Meridian in Cook County,
Illinois.

Commonly known as that area -between Roosevelt Avenue and Cleve-

land Avenue, north of Fairview Ave-

nue and south of the Chicago and
Northwestern tracks.
All persons desiring to be heard on

said proposals shall be, given an
opportunitVt6 be heard.
'

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PLAN COMMISSION
FRED AINSLIE, Chairman

WILLIAM HANNUM, Secretary
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Monday, March 18, 1968

z
0

Please check your ads

and.

notify us at once. Corrections are accepted by phone.'

9 to 9 weekdays &

,its

SaturclisyS.'

ARLINGTON DAY - 255-7200
PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400
MARKET DAY - 255-7200

Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

255.4400

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wonted

further

info

contact

27 W. Prospect,
Prospect, or call CL 3-5592.
Co rter,

Mr..
Mt.

Ned Williams

392-6817

Plastering
Fast
clean
service.
Small
-jobs a specialty. Free estimates
255.3823

Radio -TV Repair
TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED

FL 8-5359

LAWN MAINTENANCE and general landscaping, power rakrototilling, trimming
&
ing,

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

spraying work. Rototiller rental.
Snow Plowing. 437-4870

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

SAVE YOUR EYESI

Repaired. Home Service Calls.
Ray's

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen

Arl. Hts.

CI 5.5692

CL 3.5964

sewer Service

-

SEWER TROUBLES?

Moving
LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

All types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

Jim's Sewer Service

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under $45.
529-2840

Sewing Machine Repair

Alterations & Fittings
Professional in my home.

437.6588

Mutual

Continental
Experts in
Floor Maintenance
CONCRETE
WOOD
TERRAZZO
WALL WASHING

358.9710

Murals

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.
CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL
Arlington His.
255.4062

Limited spring openings.

Painting -Decorating

Lauritz Jensen
3 Generations
Decorating in the Finist
Scandinavian TraditiOn,

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

837-2345

DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

$3.95 & $5.95.359.3593

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & ReModeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
830 W. N.W. Hwy.

259-9440

M. Hts.

Carpet Shampooing
Guaranteed Satisfaction
Estab. 45 Years
Free Estimates
ALL PHONES

243-4804
I
4.

and a

the wonderful world of voice.
For

438.8387

Photography

Beautify your home for Easter.

TILE

PHONE 2,45f1290

Top quality materials & careful
workmanship.
.381-4651

Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, fur coats; re-

Floor Maintenance

To Start Your
Low -Cost Want Ad
Working Today

care of home maintenance?
*Pointing: Interior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
'New Method Carpet Cleaning
*Floor Care for Home & Office

Save 50%

Appointment only.

Ad-Wiritet

-

guaranteed full exploration Into

Moving

pair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.,
255.8161

lid*/

Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone call takes

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
order. Alterations. Near
to
255.0348
Randhurst.

by

lac a

teacher

CL 3-1118

Pianos - Organs

is now being offered at Carter
School of Music. Join the fun
while there aro still openings.

Dressmakirig-Sewing

PLEASE

All of Block 7, In Arlington Heights

the wonderful
world of the voice. For further
info contact Mr. Carter, 27 W.
Prospect, Mt. Prospect, or call
exploration into

Mcisonry

WINTER PRICES

TO REACH BUYERS FOR THINGS

Park Manor, a subdivision of the
East half of the Southeast quarter
and the East half of the Northeast

heart. We guarantee an

the

Landscaping

Catering

MOUNT

East half of the Southeast quarter and
the East half of the Northeast quarter

the satisfaction of singing from

Professional

255-7200

Pork Manor, a subdivision of the

able to keep up with their foes

individual or group. Whether
you are 13 or 103, you will enjoy

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,

Wall Papering.

VOCAL LESSONS

255.3642

CTI

DO YOU HAVE THE DESIRE
TO SING?

Carter School of Music is now
offering vocal training either

358-9038

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

The universal language of song
cleans

$9.95 E. up. 894-5722

to a Residential District from 75 feet

season with an admirable 24-2

$17.95

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

HEIGHTS

to 50 feet;

CL 5-8239 CL 3-5050

CL 3.5592

Carpet Cleaning
Winter

ARLINGTON

255-4400

Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.
Violin Lessons

job too small. 766-8034

Carpet Installation

0

Instructions

J. J. 0' Brien Constr.

longer need. It's easy and it works.

BEFORE 4 P.M.

Help with income tax
in your home
CL 5.0313
Vince Beuder

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259.6160

fit in this particular spot. Want Ads

Fully insured.
Sholl Decorating

Income Tax

BUY OR SELL CARS

to reduce yard requirements adjacent

5) A proposal to reclassify from

Furniture Refinishing

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.

Wayne's Furniture Service

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

to place a low cost Want Ad which
will find a buyer for the item you no

TODAY

opment and Manufacturing District

Arlington sectional.

Average rm. .sanded, sealed S.
Finished. $19.95
766.4687

Refinishing, repairs, burns &
scratches removed. FL 8.4543.

Auto Repair

a

$20 Paints Most Rooms

Ecklund Floor Service

CL 9-0849

Want Ads the very size TV set she needed

CALL

would

authorize a land use not Included In
the permitted uses of the zoning district which would be subject to final
decision by the President and Board

ed.

for sale in a "Day" Want Ad...

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

Remodeling,
Relining,
Pleats
Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten-

happy new owner.
Happy, indeed, to have found in the

r-

lating to the M -1-A Research, Devel-

defeat on the Hawks at the

berth in the' Elite Eight next

which

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

ONLY

4) A proposal to amend section
13-A of the Zoning Ordinance re-

The 'Kits hung a 74-49

Central's tough Porters for, the
Super -Sectional crown and a

decisions

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400

YOUR WAY...

Today

CL3.4182

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators CL 9-0495

M-1 District;

Hall, Northwestern University
Tuesday afternoon.

will be up against Lockport

Catering
CL 5.4833

We Don't

Board of Appeals shall be final administrative decisions except varia-

tourna-

state, a rough , road follows

vices offered by reputable business people in your community. Call one NOW!

Alterations

DAYS

provide that decisions by the Zoning

Evanston's classy Wildkits
Friday clawed their way past
Maine South into the Super -

Friday night's cakewalk. They

Consult this daily guide of reliable ser-

DOLLARS

.3LINES

2) A proposal to amend section
14.4.4 of the Zoning Ordinance of
the village of Arlington Haights to

BY LINDA GAMMILL

For the 'Kits, long rated
one of the best teams in the

SS
Service Directory
13USI

An equal opportunity employer

Recently this T.V. set was offered

Districts;

tions

basket output, getting seven of
their 16.

'265-7200

ON MEN'S WEAR

that the Plan Commission of the Village of Arlington Heights will hold a
public hearing at 8:00 P.M. on April
3, 1968 on the following proposals to amend the Zoning Ordinance of the
Village of Arlington Heights:
1) A proposal to amend residential
provisions of the Zoning Ordinance
to permit the erection of six-foot solid
fences in rear yards of Residential

Maine South
In Sectional

ly half of Maine South's

C

Wheeling, Ill.

WANT ADS

me today?

MOTOROLA

Resort Properties For Sale
91
Real Estate -loans Mortgages 94
95
Real EstateService
Real Estate -Vacant
118
Real Estate Wanted
96
70
RoomsBoardHousekeeping
Situations Wanted -Men
21
22
Situations Wanted:Women
To Rent Apartments
74
To Rent Business Property
78
Ta Rent Furnished Apartments 73
To Rent Houses
76
To Rent Miscellaneous
81
79
To Rent Resort Properties
To Rent, Stores, Offices
77
Travel
18
102
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
92
42
Wonted To Buy
Wanted Ta Rent
82

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN

'Kits Stomp

'Kits with 10 of their 29 two pointers. Dave Butz had near-

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

COME

Monday, March 18, 1968

19'1"; 3. Barbour, FV-18'31/4"
60 high hurdles: 1.

BOB LACKEY led the

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

that you no
longer use.

Why not call

public hearing will be held on Wednesday, April 10, 1968, at 8:30 P.M.
in the Municipal Building, 33 South

finishing first in both the 60 yard low hurdles and the 50 -

opponents in the most important column, field goals.

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitaliza
tion,life insurance, and profit sharing.

1150 S. Willis Ave.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a

points for the winners,

Evanston out -distanced their

GENERAL FACTORY

items around
your home

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

MAN STREET.

Kits 17-16 at the line,

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

NO p(PERIENCE NECESSARY

SOUTHWEST CORNER OF ARLING-

Dame's 42.

in rebounding, tying them
with 38, and outscored 'the

IMMEDIATELY

13

32
Miscellaneous Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .... 111
Musical Instruments
55
Nursery Schools - Child Care
69

tossing the shot 44'81/4" for

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those
still valuable

23
90
50
65

lost and Found

MEN WANTED
To Start Work

APPLY

5

loans -Personal, Business

0-

FAMILY
WANT AD?

Profit Sharing

83

439-7600

YOUR

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan

24
26
30
47

Instruction
Investment Property

high jump event.

'MAY
HELP YOU
PLACE

JOBS OFFER:

7
2

Home FurnithingtFurniture
Industrial Property
In Memoriam

Office Furniture

call

Illinois.

36

landsiaping

triangular on a last -event win.

for appointment

1

Ducey, P--8.0

sophomore end of the

These men will carry out maintenance
duties in both plant and office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,

10

54.6; 2. Maher, ND --57.2; 3.
Joyce, FV--5.8
High jump: 1. Ducey, P5'10"; 2. Dewey, ND --5'8"; 3.
Hammer, FV--5'6"
60 lows: I. Brozoski, ND --

ning away with the

in new Elk Grove plant.

3

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
H..10 Wonted Men
Help Wanted Mon or Women
Help Wanted Women

Forest View's Chuck Smith
was the Falcons' only winner,

Janitor

DAYS and NIGHTS

15
16
17
9

Food and Delicacies

MacBride traveling the mile
event in a winning 4:44.2 effort, and Ducey winning the

Friday.

103

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

Duy CcmP
12
Dogs, Pets and Equipment
. 44
Employment Agencies -Men ....27
Employment Agencies Women
28
29
Employment Service -Women
Equipment Rentals
57

pole vault first place,

Sectional basketball

106

Coins Hobbies

7.6; 2. Messer, FV--7.62; 3.

MacBride, and Dan Ducey
were the other Knight winners, Imhoff going 12' for a

Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange
Boats and Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities

Cemeteries Et Lots

3:45.2; 3. Forest View --not
time available
440 run: 1. Rohrback, P--

DOUG BACH, Gary

109
IOS
107

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks

3:45.1; 2. Notre Dame --

a 19' 101/4" leap.

Aviation
Auto leasing
Auto Ports and Access.
Auto Repairing and

Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Services

fnnhoff, P--

1.

34
20

Auction Sales

2:04.7; 3. Paulson, P-2:08.9
880 relay: I. Prospect --

scant 22 points.
The Knights picked up blue
ribbons in 10 of the meet's 13
events, dropping only the shot

River Rd. & Euclid Ave. REWARD.
392.2817

71

Arts and Antiques

2:03.4; 2. Voular, ND --

FILL JOBS FAST with Classified
Ads. For an ad -writer, dial
255-7200 today.

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

35
75

Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Shore

880 run: I. Holmes, P--

se-

14 -Personals

lady's diamond engage.
ring, March 9, vicinity shop. ctr.,
LOST

Air Conditioning

dash: 1. Nicholson, P-5.75; 2. Rohrback, P-5.8; 3.

cond in with 38 points, while

13 -Lost and Found

NEEDS

50

ning away with its host

it

INDEX

Prospect high school's Brozonski, ND --7.9; 2.
varsity indoor track team Messer, FV--8.2; ; 3 Ducey,

Lost:

WE 5-7895 aft. 7:30 p.m.

24 HOUR SERVICE

CL19-0495
Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
529-7774

WANT
ADS

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

22 -Situations Wanted Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

Full or part time. Management

Experienced - References
253.3443

FULL OR PART TIME

HELPER

wanted. Some heating experience desired. Permanent. Write

MOTEL -HOTEL

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

TREE TRIMMING
& LANDSCAPE

Evenings and Weekends

WORK

Make excellent salary plus your
apartment as motel -hotel manager. Live and work 'in location,
climate of your choice. New
motels and hotels ore being
built every day. Many opportun-

1800 N. Arlington His. Rd.

opportrinity
for
several at our new Niles Warehouse. Excellent starling
salary with increases cis you
learn. Paid vacations and paid
holidays. Paid hospitalization
and insurance, plus other company benefits. Experience not
required but helpful.

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

ities for managers & assistant

2 weeks paid vacation

Men -Women -mar-

ried couples. Train at home In,

paid holidays
paid sick leaves
overtime
insurance
automatic raises

your spare time. Free placement
assistance.
Get
Information
about age & requirements nec-

essary to qualify for a position
In the motel -hotel industry. Write

now for complete details. No
obligation.

NORTHWEST SCHOOLS, Motel
Training, Dept. M3-74, Box

TUTORING

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

250 N. 12th St.

Part time, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
weekdays. Earn $1.75 an hour &
up, filling orders at lunch time,
noon meal furnished. BURGER
CHEF HAMBURGER, ELMHURST
RD.& DEMPSTER, 437-1616.

Ans.

BILL of MATERIAL WRITERS
DRAFTSMEN

GAS STATION

Mechanic and
Attendant
DAYS

Dick's Standard

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

Service
Golf Rd. & Arlington Hts. Rd.

Young man required to oper-

ate small A B Dick press.
Experience helpful but not necessary. Full instruction given.

Must be good, clean, enthusiastic worker.

Rand Rd. & Rt. 83

Mr. Schwartz

Day

shift openings

offering

stallation,

maintenance

and

repair of production and building equipment. Liberal bene
fits including profit sharing.

OVERTIME
PAID SICK LEAVE
AUTOMATIC INCREASES

CRAVENS CO.
630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

PROPERTY DAMAGE

APPRAISER

component manufacturer, looking for an individual
to work in an atmosphere of
with
supervision
minimum
for
opportunity
maximum
personal growth. Applicant
should have 2 to 5 years extronics

burban area. Must be
qualified in auto body
appraising.

Must - be married and

living in northwest area.
Complete benefits program, car furnished. For
appointment call

372-7227

OFF DUNDEE RD.

537-2180

IN WHEELING

Packers

296-6611

Superior Company
Benefits

Wheeling, Ill.

1700 SOUTH MT. PROSPECT RD.
1/2 block North of Dundee
3/4 Mile west of Wolf Rd.

POWER TOOLS

Tax Accountant
$8,400 Free
Be

and

correct and dependable

but a good chance at a wonderful future.
Confidential
Reports

using
Lots

you
the

of

392-1600
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

TRACERS

$500-$600 - FREE
Make private investigations of

finances and assets of firms
and individuals for credit dept.
Must be close - mouthed and
dependable for this confidential work.

10 DRAFTING TRAINEES

5 ACCOUNTANTS

$390-$433 - FREE

Beginners and highly trained

No experience required! Technical schooling is the key to
top money and high speed pro-

men are needed here. Top pro-

motion.

$450-$800 Free

spects.
Executive Assistant
$550 Free

General

4 DRAFTING
CHECKERS
$600-$750 - FREE

NECESSARY

Mechanical or electrical board
experienced men will be train-

opening

1150

S.

Willis

Wheeling,

CONTROL TRAINEE
$450 FREE

Young chap to learn inventory
records and routines. No exp.
PURCHASING
TRAINEES

5450-5500 FREE

392-8450

9 AM 9 PM

COME IN OR CALL

6 PRODUCTION

Ken Berger
CL 3-2800

$85-$110 Wk.
High School Grads with no
special experience can be
trained in a hurry for this

ical aptitudes will suffice. Any
experience of an allied nature

CENTERS, Inc.

CALL DON PETERS

392-8450
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.

I

Rd

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

nelson
ENGINEER'S

ASSISTANT

CENTERS, Inc.

NO FEE

$9000

Practical shop oriented man

MARKIN 1-

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

Career Minded

READ THIS

will not need a degree on this
one. Be an assistant to a top
rated mfg. engineer willing to
educate you on the job to.t41
his shoes. He'll move up soorV.
So will you.
Call Chris Grant 827-7706

Bright, articulate and self
confident young men are need-

111.

Custom Machine

Custom Machine
Assemblers

CustoM Machine
Inspector

Layout Draftsman

TECHNICIANS

ed for two progressive opportunities! Our well established
firm has just opened new
Mount Prospect offices.

We offer a total service to
industry that is predicated on
"Quality". Our company employs no conmen, pitch artists
or slick operators. Our offices
are

not

hole -in -the -walls,

giant supermarkets or cold
water flats. We do not hit
gongs, give away motor -cycles
or in any other way challenge
the integrity of our business.
PARAMOUNT'S offices are
ultra -modern, our bonus picture is the only one of its kind
in our business and progression is from within.

positions ore inside

These

Bench Assemblers

personnel opportunities - representing a QUALITY SERVICE

Order Pickers
Custodians

TO INDUSTRY. You will talk to
people on all levels while

learning and training for your
career with our company. This
is not a blind ad - or misof what PARAMOUNT is. If hired you will
receive a generous base plus
commission. To start with the
emphasize on "Growth".
statement

Our employees enjoy .a liberal
benefit program including
profit sharing, free life in-

surance, group health Insurance, a credit union and regular wage reviews.

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

SYSTEMS, INC.
711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights
-

26 -.Help Wanted Men cr
Women

LAB TECHS
Part Time weekend hours. Day
Shift. Excellent salary for
qualified persons. Pro -rated
holiday and vacation benefits.

Holy Family
299-2281

ASSISTANT
CHIEF DESIGNER
$12,000 -- FREE
Quickly leads to chiefs spot.
Background

in

electro.mech-

anical product design is wanted, but any man with creative
ability will be considered.

10 DESIGNERS

$10,000-$12,000
FREE
Little board work. Layout men
and detailers make workable
'

prints from your sketches.
4 ELECTRICAL DRAFTSMEN

$550-$650 - FREE
Will train 4 men of medium experience for design duties with

our new line of custom products. Initiative is what we
want!

CALL ART SCHRANZ

Rdnefoon

WEBER MARKING

Hospital

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

9 AM - 9 PM

"A Good Place To Work"

.

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL
Cumberland Office

255-6630

439-8500

MOTOROLA

ed.n. Lon

typo of work. Ordinary cler-

800 W. Central Road
Mt. Prospect
An Equal Opportunity Employer

DS

Schaumburg
Algonquin & Meacham Roads
An Equal Opportunity Employer

392-1236
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.

will get you top dollar.

MOTOROLA

AT

Here's your chance to get into
this well paying, interesting
.field

CALL RED NELSON

CHECKERS

Setters

Excellent Starting Wage
Automatic Increases
Promotion From Within
Excellent Working Conditions
Low Cost Hospitalization
Profit Sharing

background

Right hand.

CALL CHUCK WIER

in

office

makes you the division supt.

NO EXPERIENCE

PLEASE APPLY

plan for progress company.

people

ENGINEERING, INC.

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

DES PLAINES

An equal opportunity employer and a

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, III.

SHEETS

41111"

Phone LE 7-2510

APPLY - 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.

537-9436

3225 Kirchoff Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

Drafting

.

275 12th St.
U.N. Alloy Bldg.

Cumberland Office

NO. FEE

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

Cal I or send resume to
E.L. McGehee

BAUM CO.

and you not only get this post,

our Mt. Prospect office.

JOBS OFFER:

Assemblers

HALLMARK

ed for these fine spots.

MACHINIST

up but they

PERSONNEL

action, good potential.

Immediate

it

STEINBERG

GET RESULTS

Part Time

These men should have attended a technical school or received training in the
service in 2 -way communications equipment. They should have the ability to
test and analyze various types of electronic equipment, including transmitters
and relays, and have knowledge of solid state devices.

POWER TOOLS

hated to give

SEE THE STORE MANAGER

phone we need you.

COMMUNICATIONS
cluding Tuition Aid and Profit Sharing.

Young man, no degree required, to service established, protected territory and acquire
new accounts. Complete training program. Any job you have
ever held which required any
public contact qualifies you
for this growth opportunity.
The lad who hod the territory
made him district manager.
Ask for Frank Victor, 827-7706

like

Wheeling

facturers.

In addition to this challenging position,
we offer excellent employe benefits in-

fits.

Our office. Age open. If

250 N. 12th St.

nation's leading paint and resin manu-

PERSONNEL DEPT.

fering the top employee bene-

27 -Employment Agencies Men

392-3500

WEBER

available with one of the

SALES TRAINEE
$525 to $650
Car Plus Expenses
Employer Pays Fee

O

I N KE RS

Accountant

portunities

EXCELLENT WORKING conditions in modern stores of-

of the firm. Excellent advancement potential.

PAID HOLIDAYS
2 WEEKS PAID VACATION

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Meaningful assignments within our Corporate Accounting Department will prepare you for the many advancement op-

deinto

SPORTING GOODS
CASHIERS
DOMESTICS
HEALTH & BEAUTY
AIDS

new products for the growth

An equal opportunity employer

Insurance company hos
opening in northwest su-

Bud Cairns 392-5151.

PERSONNEL

MAI Air 77 /If META LS

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

alert young Accountant possessing a recent degree in Business Administration
with a major (or at least 12 credit hours)
in Accounting. Experience would be
helpful but is not necessary to qualify.

in a. prestige position offering
an above average iecome. call

.

We are an expanding elec-

gineering department,
veloping creative ideas

If interested

sell, and think.

your

JEWELRY -CAMERA

1700 Hicks Rd.

Contact Personnel Dept.
Weekdays 8:30 AM to 5 PM

A challenging opportunity exists for an

must have the ability to work,

DAY WANT ADS'

MEDICAL & LIFE INSURANCE
COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

BARRETT-

To
necessary.
succeed in this business you

experience

own working
hours ... we've opening for experienced workers or "willing
-to-learn" in the following de.

LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDING

Mahal/lc-rafters ca,

varied assignments in the in-

second to none. No previous

FULL TIME HELP!

MFG. CORP.

259-9600

Electrical -Mechanical

GROW WITH US!!!

over 300% in 3 years and have
reputation
professional
a

METHODE

Telephone (Dr. Rockley)

MAINTENANCE

Palatine

.

3602 Glenview Rd., Glenview

You will work with our en-

engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

296-7735

Opportunity to join the most
progressive recruiting firm in
the suburbs. We have grown

358-2852
Rt. 12 & 53

Male & Female

perience in mechanical or
electrical -mechanical drafting.

(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)

'The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,

in person. Ask for Gene.

Rolling Meadowi

cm..11.1.ENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

OFFSET PRESS

MT. PROSPECT

N.W. Hwy. & Wilke
Mr. Kimpel

PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

TECHNICAL WRITERS

12 to 16. Short hrs.
Good Pay. 539-1240

ARL: HTS.

Counselor

Mole or Female. Call or apply

Ralph Synnestvedt
Assoc.

McDONALDS HAMBURGERS

MACHINE REPAIR

for your future

Recruiting

pa rtments.

STATIONARY ENGINEERING

MONEY MINDED

Young Men Wanted.

tions. A.A.N. insurance.
Call Mon. thru Fri. 9 am to 5 pm
724-1300

DRAFTSMAN

WELDING

Sat. Earn $3.$4
calls to take orders.

Car nec. Mr. Howard. 774-5353

not

ELECTRICAL

The Ideal Company

Part Time &

but

DESIGN

Merit Increases
Free Meals & Uniforms

Outstanding opportunity for applicants with experience in any
of the following.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

.

desired

Good Starting Pay

MAINTENANCE

Me ha/A-milers ca

MEN

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

SELECT,

111111/777111 METALS
Wheeling
537.2180

Experience

27 -Employment Agencies Men

Larry's Restaurant

Work 1 or 2 days after school plus weekends now, and be
trained for a good paying job this summer.

647-0011

528.7665

24 -Help Wanted Men

Hiring NOW for Summer Help

7405 N. Oak Park
Ave.
Niles, Ill.

No experience necessary

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

McDonalds is

Excellent

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

All subjects and languages
taught in your home.

START NOW FOR A GOOD SUMMER JOB

WORLD CARPETS

1141 Day Publications, 217 S.

Arl. Hts. Rd., Arl. Hts. III. 60005
Name
Address
City
Zip
State
Age
Nearest Phone

- HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

Come in now for permanent full time lobs. No
layoffs due to weather.

Women

necessary, we will train. Overtime, paid holidays and voco-

WAREHOUSEMEN

MANAGEMENT

26-Help Wanted Men or

MEN FOR

217 S. A.H. Rd., An. His.

MEN.

Page 9

-----------

PART TIME

PEOPLE TO TRAIN FOR

hr.

Monday, March 18, 1968

APPLY

392-6282

Box 1143, c/o Day Publications,

for

WE'RE LOOKING FOR

PACKAGE
LIQUOR STORE

opportunities.
Call
collect:
741.7130
Experienced air conditioning
and refrigerator service man

JOBS

23 -Instruction

managers.

THE'DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

MECHANICALLY MINDED MAN

do Ironing in my home.

Will

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

PARAMOUNT

CENTERS, Inc.

259-7330

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
Chicago
36 So. State St.

28 -Employment Agencies Women

392-2700

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

28 -Employment Agencies Women

- YOUR MONEY LINE

graduates of '68
opportunity seekers
young careerists
housewives returning to work
392-2700

Holmes & Assoc., Inc.
Randhurst Shopping Center (Suite 23A -Upper Level)

Mr. Prospect, Ill.

-30 --Help Wonted-Women

THE DAY
Monday, .March 18, 1968

Page 10
28 -Employment Agendas Women
Gals

WANTED

for

Cleaning lady 1 morning a week
trans.

References.

1392.2779

SECRETARY WANTED

Part time, 10 hrs. a week typ.
log and answering phone.

To The Controller

439-0276 before noon

opportunity for
girl with' good secretarial skills
plus ability to work accurately
with figures. Some exposure to

GENERAL OFFICE

PARK EMPLOYMENT

1st BAPTIST CHURCH

WOMEN
Part time,

a.m. to 2 p.m.

weekdays. Earn $1.75 an hour &

BEAUTICIAN
Experienced

CHEF HAMBURGER, ELMHURST

Top Salary & Commission

11

Outstanding

TRAIN TO BE
DOCTOR'S GIRL
Nearby Doctor will train you to
be hit receptionist. You'll
welcome folks Into office, usher
them into examining when Doctor Is ready, answer phones, set

up, filling orders at lunch time,
noon meal furnished. BURGER
RD. & DEMPSTER, 437-1616.

CL 3-8983

WAITRESS

OFFICE HELP
General unskilled but enthusiastic help required. Good
prospects, small office.

BELLA PIZZA

Telephone Dr. Rockley
296-7735

15 E. Campbell CL 9-0222

order manager' with
writing orders, billing, filing
and scheduling.. Interesting
work with much customer and
salesman

medical experience necessary!
DOCTOR WILL TRAIN A COM-

Good salary, paid vacations
and holidays, profit sharing,

Letki,
100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

life

To

437-9400

Arlington Heights
APPLY -

TYPIST -SECRETARY

Early Amer. port, bar, 2 stools;
48" Venetian glass tbl lamp; 2
matching tbl lamps. HE 7.4767,

STAFF NURSE -- LPN

after 6 p.m.

NURSING ASSISTANT - For Any Tour
of Duty

Oak dinette set w/4 choirs $65.
self.propelled !Snowblower $95

CONDITIONING CO.

FINANCE DIRECTOR

Small office,

-

executive responsibility.

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
253-2340

1950 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

Telephone Dr. Rockley

Deep freeie deluxe chest, 12
300 lb. cap., $50, 1st.
class cond. VA 4.0988, after 4
cu. ft.,

Elk Grove Village

p.m.

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bedrm. set,
new $165. 251-7385.
For information about the FINEST

ReceptionistTypist

Me ha/A-ref/ears co.

.

Experienced or Inexperienced

TYPIST?
We have several job opportunities for good typists who

Day Shift Only

would like to advance
interesting career jobs in:

(Some part time)

255-7970
to

date new hospital. Good

starting salary and benefits.

all over seek him out for car in-

GENERAL

YOU'LL MEET THEM ALL! Answer

OFFICE

spection, new features, etc.

phones, set the day's appointments (tell boss who is com-

ing in & when) type letters, do
detail It's a busy job! A lot of
fun tool FREE IVY, 7215 W.

o Billing and Order Processing.
o Customer Service
o Gen.
Office
and
Switchboard -Receptionist.

Apply Personnel Dept.

Interesting and diversified responsibilities. Light' typing in
small pleasant national sales
and distribution office.

Holy Family

NICHOLSON

100 N. River Road
Des Plaines
299-2281

Hospital

Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

FILE CO.

DOCTOR'S

Neighborhood doctor will com-

GENERAL OFFICE

and

pletely train you to greet pa-

Work

tients, ass phones, keep track

of him when he's out on call.
Constant public contact and

Full Time

,

fascinating field qualify. $500

Mo FREE

HABERKAMP'S
15 N. Elmhurst Ave.
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-1187

Miss Paige

OFFICE

YOUR

Typists -Stenos

Work in your area in a variety
of interesting offices for a full
day, a week, or months, as a
skilled temporary office work-

Secretaries
Key Punch Oprs.
Clerks
Dictaphone

er. Earn the finest rates for
every assignment.

600 Hicks Road, RollieMeadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

TEMPORARY HELP - offers a
variety of opportunities with
local suburban firms. Work
days, weeks or months.

BEAUTICIAN
FULL OR PART TIME

Will train as a wig stylist.
Salary plus commission. Liberal
fringe benefits. Flexible hours.

2nd Floor Wiggery
Mrs. Roper

experience or special
background necessary to land
this once in a life time pos-

392-1500, Ext. 249

ition Greet clients, take

Lifesavers, Inc.

WIEBOLDT'S
Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

24 Hr. Ans. Serv. 332.5210

Cumberland Office

ACTIVITY
Retail sales experience helpful. Full or part time. An equal
opportunity employer.

AWAY TO GOOD HOMES.
CL 3-7652

Dachshund & German shepherd

puppies, AKC, also part poodle
& other mixed pups. 658-5588.
'AKC Min. Schnauzer pups. Home
raised. FL 8.2699 after 6
or week ends.

47 -Home Furnishings -

2 twin bed headboards tufted
vinyl, nylon frieze beige sofa.
Exc. cond. 259-9182

WE OFFER

CL 5-4710

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

30 -Help Wanted Women

METHODE MFG. CORP.
ROLLING MEADOWS

1700 HICKS ROAD

392-3500

SECTIONAL

PIECE

4

time

phone

MR HOWARD

Mart, -400W Central Rd., Mt.

15 Keypunch Oprs.

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

1/3 off the regular price fan -0
ous name brand carpets, as low

'

Park Ridge

as $3.95 a yd, Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

Secretary -

100% FREE

ASSEMBLER

2nd & 3rd SHIFT
Many company benefits including profit sharing.

392-2525

CALL OR APPLY. IN PERSON
'

in a decision to combine activities

of four group medical in-

surance plans under one compe-

tent and experienced individual
In the group insurance field.
Responsible high school grad

FAB. INSPECTOR

CONTACT

MR GUZZARDO
537-1100
For Details and Interview

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.
777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, Ill.

Rewarding position open for
individual With basic inspection
to perform in -process inspect-

on complete assemblies
and first piece inspection on
ion

fabricated parts.

TYPISTS

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

primary measuring
gouges necessary and knowledge of blueprints helpful.
Use

of

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

GENERAL OFFICE
Married Over 35

METHODE

CALL 392.1300

MFG. CORP.

Middle Age or Over

1700 HICKS RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

$125 PER WEEK
Rolling Meadows
CALL 392-1300

CHECK OUR CLOSEOUT
INSTRUMENT SALE

Here Every Wednesday

392-3500

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM
--

259-9600

259-9600

Me hail/crafters c oa

Me haOcrafiers co,

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

A Subsidiary of Northrop 'Corporation

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
i

Family

bedroom Colonial.

room, fireplace, formal dining
MOT,

vanity

21/2

ceramic

baths, custom cabinet kitchen
w/builtins. 1st floor utility
room, basement. 2 car attach-

550 W. Northwest Hwy.

-'

q---

.1.

Member Homeric°,
r--_, oir national homefind
ing service

I --...T..,1

living room, separate
dining room, 21/2 baths, 2I/a
car attached garage. Recrea
Lion room, 2 fireplaces. Charm
and' appeal in an excellent
cious

Mt. Prospect location. $42,900.

SHARP AND READY
FOR APPRECIATION
3 bedrooms. Paneled wall in
living room, and family size
large

Extra

kitchen.

patio

with well landscaped yard. 2
car garage.
$19,000

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service
FENCED -YARD 16' x 34'
SWIMMING POOL, COMPLETE

LOW

TAXES.

OPEN 9 TO 9

W/FILTER SYSTEM.

level. 21/2 baths, 21/2 att. car
garage. Built-in oven, range,

.

disposal

&

74 -To Rent Apartments
room apartment, garage,
$110. Mount Prospect. Call
after 4 P.M. 259-5714.
mtiUNTTiRCISPECT'.

TIMBERLAKE VILLAGE
bdrm.apts. Includes heat, ho
woter, cooking gas range, refrig
plusi SWIMMING POOL. Deposits now being accepted for
immediate occupancy.
,I444 S:,,BUS$L,
439.4100.

COUNTRY CLUB
APTS.
Deluxe 2 bdrm., Ph baths,
opts. Air conditioned, all ap-

pliances.

Arlington

\

...*-0

Realtors
123 S. Ar . Hts. Rd. 150 S. Main
An. His.
Mr. Prospect

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090.
I

3927150

255.8000

TRANSFEREE IN NEED OF

at PALATINE
101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-0744

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION? This

9 month new deluxe hi -level

separate formal dining
huge Rec. Room, 3
spacious bedrms., new carpetroom,

at MT. PROSPECT
900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9030

ing. 21/2 car attached garage.
Priced well under builder's

*Member

present price. $28,950.

*Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

M.A.P.

Multiple

listing Service

real.
91 -Resort Properties
For Sale

411RFERA estaSe0
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

Arlington Heights
255-6320 358-1502 894-1330

Hayward, Wisc. area, 16 rm.
plus 10 rm. house, Ig.
barn, 40 acres on Sisabagama
Lake with 1800' frontage. Ideal
for camp grounds $38,000. Will
lodge

sell on contract. 773.0491

CAN YOU MAKE APPLE
PIE???
.

This home provides the apples

(tree in yard) and a beautiful
cabinet filled kitchen.
You provide one happy home
maker who will love the convenience of this Arl. Hts. area.
large

3 nice bedrms., 11/2 baths, and

98 -Mobile Homes
10x50' x '67 mobile home, wall-

to-wall crptg., mint cond., low
payments. 437.6542.

99-At,tomobile For Sale

a full basement all make this

1963 Volkswagen, radio, snow

on ideal family home.

tires, clean. Asking $650.
392-2856

QUICK SALE PRICE

1962 2 -door Rambler American.

Philippe Bros. Realty
434

E.

NW. HWY.

Palatine

358.1800

Stick shift, $200. 392-2592 after
6 P.M.

'65 MGB, British racing green,
wires, 5 bearing engine. $1450.
255-5655

$22,500

PALATINE

Ranch. 3 bedrooms, full base-

$34,400
and

1964 Cust. Tempest 2-dr, P/S,
auto. trans., like new tires, very
clean. $800. 259-2094 aft. 4.

frame

ranch.

3

family room. Full basement.

lAcCABE

ro REALTY
259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect

Member
MAP. Mull. List. Serv.
253.7600

MT. PROSPECT
4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full base
ment, att. 21/2 car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

ING RM., family kitch. with

all built-ins . FAMILY RM. adjoins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate possession. $36,900

Willow, Palatine Rds. Behind

.cwmrKl

A & P Shopping Center.
Models open 10-6 p.m.
Weekdays
12-5 p.m. Saturdays & Sundays

r[41IUo5

For rental information Coll:

11 ILIT

ROM

.

1967 OLDS 88 HARDTOP.
LOADED WITH EXTRAS
LIKE NEW. 259-2651

1960 PONTIAC 2 DOOR.

A/T, P/B P/S. Best Offer.
253.6673

'64 Chrysler 2 dr. hdtp. 383.4

bbl., 3 spd. Hurst, wags, chrome
reverse. R/H, $1000 or best offer. CL 3.7244
JEEP DEALER

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES

136 W. Northwest Highway
Barrington, III.
381.6663

102 -Trucks, Trailers
CLOSEOUT SALE

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds

Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, travel trailers, pickup coaches &

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.
Sun. 12 noon to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E.

Heights,

Model PH. 253.0800; Chicago..
weekdays only - 267-7270

/

dishwasher.

Draperies, °rooting. $36,900

bedrooms, 2 baths. 1st floor

1

fer you and your family.

4

looking the golf course. Spa

ment. Low Taxes.

BUYS LIKE:

4

fer you and your family.

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION

on a 1/2 acre wooded site over-

Action
Realtors

Brick

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

Listing Service.

4 bedroom Colonial

SEE THE ....

El Rey Music Center
7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180

Call now and see .what Hallicrafters has to of-

-.

.1209 N. Elmhurst
Prospect Hts.
Mt. Prospect
537-8660
9.0200
CL
Member M.A.P. Multiple

MT. PROSPECT

Parkhaven Bldrs.

type models of electronic military equipment.

quick advancement.

quick advancement.

RitAILST,1012:512 E. Busse

Open Sunday 1 to 5 P.M.
539-6221 or 392-3978

MT. PROSPECT

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for

..,

3E!:1-1:Pri

28 E. Northwest Hwy., Arl. Hts.
253-1800
570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove
439.4700

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

new, cut to $401

ence a must.'

..

'

255-9111

You'll enjoy our interesting work building protoBackground should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experi-

a few minutes drive from your home.

evenings & weekends,
439-4431.

Harmony baritone uke, brand

0

WAREHOUSE
SUPERVISOR

on 100'x150' lots

$30,900.

Conrad rhythm guitar & Gibson
Voyager amplifier, excel. cond.,

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just

Call or Apply

PART TIME

Road" guitar, with case. $300

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

ghe hafficranersca

'ing $33,500.

Annen & Busse
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

or offer. CL 3-6512.

a few minutes drive from your home.

An equal opportunity employer

Rolling Meadows

Gibson Model ES330 "King Of the

Call

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

with good typing, math, com-

munications and human relations
skills desired Opportunity to
assist in other personnel department activities.

55 -Musical Instruments

.

LE 7:2510

SECOND SHIFT

homes. Big savings. Will separate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

CALL 358-6800

WORK IN:
o New, Ultra -Modern Facilities
Completely Air -Conditioned Offices
o Close -To -Home Company

Wheeling

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe model
ery.

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

INSURANCE

resulted

40% to 60% OFF

JOIN THE WORK-IN
1150 S. Willis

ADMINISTRATION

773-0252

,

Conveniently

2 baths, completely
remodeled kitch, with built-in
appliances. Family room plus
.den. Attached. garage. Ask-

ed garage. $38,900.

4 MODELS

After 12 Noon

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MULLINS & ASSOC.

.

1300 N. on Yale St.

04;

Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.

ELECTRONIC

WOMEN WANTED

5 Lead Spots

Receptionist

Careful analysis

IN SHERWOOD

has

WANTED

PART TIME

has

drapes, self -defrosting refrig.,
built-in elec. oven & range,
washer & dryer. $23,000. By
owner. 259-7326 aft. 6.

area.

good
located.

lot, Ivg-dng rm., 2 comp. baths,
I -car att. gar., plenty of closet
& storage space, gas heat, wallto-wall crptg., custom-made

724.6257

Prospect, Ill

Doctor's Office
255-2915

Arl. Hts.,--3 bedrm. brk., irreg.

IIHELPII

soliciting.
774.5353

Woman, part time, Monday thru
Friday, no Saturdays, Sundays,
or holidays Open Pantry Food

SOFA,

BEIGE, GOOD CONDITION.
$100. 259-4840.

HOUSEWIVES Work at home.
Part

Aug.

in

Poss.
255-5314

Huge discounts. 824-7353.

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

1661 N. Northwest Hwy.

only.

3 pc. mod. sec'!; Hotpoint auto.

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

Call 255-1611
Miss McFeely

Ap pt.

PRETTY AS A PICTURE!
Lovely 3 bedrm. split level in
a

Brick & frame 4 bedrm. bi-

Furniture

washer; 24" blond cons. TV.
All good cond. Rees. 439-4866.
Amami,
cu. ft. upright
13
freezer. Good condition. $100.

Bonus & incentive jobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits

DAY WANT ADS`
GET RESULTS

new library & schls. Mid 30's.

Mt. Prospect

IN TIME FOR EASTER.

.

our electronic component products. Advance with a growing
electronic company.

For young lady in Research Department of Editorial Division. Must have B.A. degree, preferably in
Library Science. Good salary, pleasant surroundings and many benefits.

21/2

baths; mod. kitchen, cust. birch
cabinets, brkfst bar; living, rm.,
26 x 16' w/frplc; dining rm., 18 x
15'; carpets & drapes; full bsmt.;
garage; walk to transp., stores,

Arlington Realty Inc.

excellent lighting, and a central heating and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary` in the assembling of

ATTRACTIVE POSITION

,

bedrrns.;

PUPPIES TO BE GIVEN

which is complete with lunch room, large clean locker rooms,

of Alpha Engineering, Inc.
Mt. Prospect
800 W. Central

kg.

Hts.--4

WOMEN

We have just opened a large modern addition to our plant

CREDIT

VERIFICATION

Woodstock, Irg. 3 bedrm. home.
All red brick, living rm., tam. rm.,
ding rm., 3 frplcs, full bsmt.,
att. 2 -car gar. On I acre wooded

German. Shop. pups AKC, Chomp
sire,
bred for temperment.
439.5834 oft. 6 or weekends.

MACHINE PERATORS

Temporary Help Div.

Barrington, Ill.

MFG. CORP.

(Some part time ositions available)

Coll Pete Briggs 827-7706

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.

126 W. Main

North Arl. Hts.
392-8100
208 S. Ma in St.
Mt. Prospect
CL 5-1515
535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.
South Arl. Hts.
CL 3-8100

INSP CTORS

Room 63

3 S. Prospect Ave. 823-2175
Park Ridge

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
DU 1-3434

.

Equipment

ASSEMBLERS

BILL BOX

255-7330

Randhurst Center 392-1920
P -of. Level

messages, type reports, invoices The plush offices and
friendly people make this

44 -Dogs, Pets and

ed' additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the
following

Open 9 to 9
259-1500
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

$43,500

motor,

dustrial oven.
220-440 V., 3 phase. Small air
compressor with motor. All
items in good cond., best offer
considered. Call Mr. Saemrow.
evenings
384-6100,
Jays

The opening `of our new plant additibn has creatSTOP IN OR CALL

through
Personal & Effective Service

86 -Real Estate -Houses

392-5987.

METHODE

SALE TOMORROW

YOUR FAMILY will appreciate
this 5 bedroom home overlooking a wild life refuge. It is the
last house on a dead end street
and only 3 miles from the village.

3 hp motor. Small Boekel in-

.

'

bath,

2

,

420. Crescent circular saw with
hp

bdrm,

3

FOR A

Listing Service

50, The Major, makes copies
from original 14" .wide. 21"
eel type Pincer lawn mower
with impulse starter. AB Dick
Mimeograph machine, Model
3

Hts.,

LIST TODAY

REALTY

Member: M.A.P. Multiple

3M Thermofax machine, Model

259-9600

cCAB E '

CL 3-7600

920 N. Elmhurst Rd. across
from Randhurst, Mt. Prosp.
253.6880

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

1

No

.

Me hafficranersca

PERSONNEL

JOB!

966-0700

RECEPTIONIST

LAWNMOWER

not working properly??
Start spring off right.
1968 lawnmowers in cartons
Save 15%

Prosp.

259 E. Rarid, Mt. Prospect

FIRESTONE STORE

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

ENJOY

PHONE FOR APPT.

and the desire to learn this

lamps; gym set. 358-5809.

fer you and your family.

2201 Touhy
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Some experience necessary.

will gladly train a girl
without medical experience.
Light typing, neat appearance
he

'

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

Office Workers

BOOKKEEPING

35 S. Vail, Arlington Hts.
Job transfer. Upright piano;
chrs; sofa; stove; sofa -bed;

quick advancement.

GENERAL

at

THE CHANDELIER

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

439-1805

Sold

Come in and Save

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious.
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

CALL MRS. GOLZ

TEMPORARY

RECEPTION

OF BUSINESS
Everything Must Be
Terrific Reductions!

a few minutes drive from your home.

Excellent starting salary.
Modern pleasant office,

80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830

TRAIN AS

Or:

Arl.

GOING OUT

STONEGATE

carpeted ranch, 1/2 acre, many

lot, $35,500. 815-338-1399.

JOHNSON WATER

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358.3200

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road. is just

No Shorthand Required

Touhy, SP 4.8585, 4942 N.

ditioning equipment contact-.

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

to

Permanent work in modern up

on Sport cars Famous racers from

water softeners & water con-

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

FULL TIME

For medical office in
Arlington Heights. Full time.
.

GOOD

Laundry Workers

Your boss is mechanical expert

Center
380 E Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

condition. 392-7887

296-7735
PROSPECTS HEIGHTS

MEET FAMOUS
RACING DRIVERS!
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

an ideal spot for you.

& lawn mowet $25. All in exc.

CONTACT NURSING CARE OFFICE
.,
437-5500, Ext. 633

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.

ARL. HTS.

extras $24,400 Owner 296.3501

CL 3-6493.

SUPERVISOR- for P.M. Tour of Duty

With

Spacious 3 bedroom Colonial
on 75x132' lot, all face brick,
separate dining rm., 11/2 baths,
paneled bsmt, (sunny & dry)
x -large
bock porch, 3 car
garage. Close to all schools, 3/4
mi. to depot. $43,000. CL 3-0583.'

$200

$45. Coll CL 9-3533.

We need you if you are a:

RAINSOFT WATER

DIAL 392-6100

FREE

Crib, chest of drawers, chi f-

' THE ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL FAMILY?

Village Of

excellent prospects for early

07 N EVERGREEN, ARL. FITS.

$400 to $450

Join

patio.

NW RR station. 392.3486.

3 bedrooms. Enclosed breezeGarage.
Immediatd
way,
Possession. Arlington Heights:

ferate: Excellent condition. $75.

An equal opportunity employer
Efficient junior.

.-1--- T.

insurance.

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, Ill.

Salaries $325 to $800

6028 Dempster

zation and
Salary open.

FL 9.3200

Lewyt vacuum cleaner, all equip
ment, brand new, $60 value,

conditioned,

or without appliances. Convenient to shopping. 2 blocks to C &

FOR RENT

CL 5-1307

Like

Hours 9 to 4, paid hospitali-

PHONE MRS. COLE

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

that's all $440 FREE IVY, 7215
W Touhy, SP 4 8585, 4942 N.
Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

You

hospitalization, etc.

PLETE BEGINNER You need some

typing for bills & things, but

Friendly,

contact.

modern, air-conditioned office.

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537-1100
FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW

Air

large modern rooms, near
Palatine Plaza. $125 month.
359.3811 or 296-6805.
3

76 -To Rent Houses

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

FOR HEALTH DEPT.

2 bedrooms, large living room.

lease May 1st. 439-5294

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

'

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENT

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

Would

SECRETARY

Assist

bookkeeping or accounting helpful but not essential. Good
starting salary, pleasant working
conditions, excellent opportunity
for personal and professional
growth.

appts., take messages. No

bdrm. apt.,
Mt. Prosp. deluxe
pool, air-cond., utilities. Sub-

Must be 21 or over.
10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

Wheeling

251 E Dundee Rd.

T

Own

$10.

SECRETARY

clerical positions
Ph 537.9430

66 -Red! Estate -Houses

74 -To Rent Apartments

30 -Help Wanted Wont.....1

anted Women

1

30 -Help Wanted Women

various

30 -Help

ed Women

30-HelpWant;c1Wo.lic.;

-

of McHenry. PH. 815.3135-6333
.

728 Northwest Hwy.
'Palatine .
358-5560

Member: M.A.P. Mutt.
List. Serv.

111 -Motorcycles and
Scooters
1,967,HON DA 90.

Very low mileage -Best offer.
Call 392-1570 after 5 p.m.

maltepp

-1

.11

eAMS

11ND

71111:111111rEEL,

111

C2VZII'Q' Tan

FORMERLY FORD IN PARK RIDGE

THE NEWEST, FINEST, LARGEST AUTOMOTIVE FACILITIES IN CIIICAGOLAND.
--THE NORTHWEST'S NEWEST CORTINA DEALER --

9401 Milwaukee Ave. - 965-6700 - Niles, Ill.
Open Daily 9-9 - Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 11-5

Opposite Golf Mill Shopping Center

FOR BEST PRICE & SERVICE IN

N/WEST AREA COME TO DODGE IN
DES PLAINES! ALL MODERN FACILITIES
& FACTORY TRAINED TECHNICIANS]

MEW 1968

-

CKARGIER

/-ic,...0jc)) IllWPI

'67 PLYM. SATELLITE, Loaded! Sharp!

'67 DODGE RT,

426" HEMI, 4 -on -floor

/66 VALIANT SIGNET, Cpe.. v -e. A/T.

CL ®OM:

, 65 DODGE CUST. aeo, 4.DR. Loaded!

'67 MUSTANG
Automatic,

Power

Steering,
White with black vinyl roof,

very low mileage.

66 TRIUMPH 5' Pass. Sed. 5.Pa. Sed $25 DN.
rectory Warranty

'66 CHEVELLE SS

$2275

A/T,P/S, Console, Buckets, REM

$1795

'66 CHEV. IMPALA

$1895

2 -DR, H/T, V-8, A/T, Factory Air, R&H

$1775

2 -DR, HP', V-8, 383", A/T, P/S, R&H

'63 TEMPEST, LEMANS

$35 DN

A/T, Buckets, Sharp'

V-8, P/S,Clean Carl

'66 BUICK, LeSABRE,
4 -DR, H/T, V-8, P/S, P/B

'64 MONZA
Convertible

$795
$1395

$1995

'66 FORD

'64 FALCON

NO MONEY DOWN ASK FOR ALI
OPEN SUN. 10-6 0 DAILY 9-9 0 SAT, 9-6

CHEVROLET.

DES

Full Power

'64 COMET

,'65 BARRACUDA
Fastback

$795

Top of the Line!!
Priced to Sell Fast!!

1964 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN V -8,

'65 OLDSMOBILE
Hdtp.

'62 VALIANT

Cruise-o-maticll

1964 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN V -8, Full Powerll

1964 OLDS V-8 COUPEFullPower II

1964 CHEVROLET V-8 WAGONFull Powerll

1964 OLDS VISTA CRUISER V-8,Air Conditioned!!

1965 FORD LTD 4 DR HARDTOP Lincoln

MANNHEIM, N. OF OAKTON 8244151 $

'64 DODGE
9 Passenger Polara
Full Power

'63 RAMBLER
Automatic Trans.

Hardtop

$495

'64 PONT.
Catalina Hdtp.

Luxury!!

$893
$793

$993
$993
$1 393
$1 593

'62 RAMBLER
Automatic Trans.

'65 DODGE

$495

'Coronet9 Passenger

1965 FORD WAGON 6 Passenger Modelll

1965 MALIBU SEDAN Extra Nice Carl!

iC1=L,

Economical!!

Very

CROW MO

1966 FORD 500 SEDAN Hurry

Folks!!

1966 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN Full

Powerll

1966 FALCON SEDAN Economy Champ!!

ARE FROM

1966 FAIRLANE 500 WAGON Can't Miss!'

1400 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

392-6300

ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE RACE TRACK
An1.1016TOPi

RAC[

.

$893
$793

OPEN SUNDAYS - 1 p.m. to 5 p.m
For Your Convenience

1965 FALCON FUTURA SEDAN -

ALATINI

$893

Powerll

1964 FORD 4 DOOR HARDTOP -

2 Door

9 Passenger Vista Cruiser.

PLAINES

WEALS

$895

'440 Hdtp.

65 BUICK

Full

1963 FORD SQUIRE WAGON -

Automatic Trans.

10 Pass. Cntry Squire

'65 CORONET

*

I

$793

1963 FORD CONVERTIBLE V-8-

Dart G/T

$35 DN

AUTHOGIIPZIZO

$595

Nice 2ND Carl!
Wall to Wall Kids??

'65 DODGE.

'66 MUSTANG
Hardtop

'65 PLYMOUTH

1963 FAIRLANE 2 DR. SEDAN-1963 FORD 9 PASSENGER WAGON -

9 Passenger Vista Cruiser.'

.

1601

Air Cond., V-8, Automatic

Satilite

$1875

'65 PONTIAC, CONY. 2 + 2

'65 TEMPEST

R/T Hdtp.

'66 PLYMOUTH
'65 OLDS
Full Power

'64 CHEV.,4-DR., SED.

A/T, P/S, P/B, Buckets

4 Dr., Automatic Transmission,
Radio, Heater.

'67 CORONET

'66 CHARGER,
Buckets

'65 RAMBLER
CLASSIC 550

\ low mileage cars with new car warranty.

Compacts

4 Speeds

'66 CHEVROLET
9 Passenger, 2 to Choose

1967 Ford tudor hardtops, Fordor hardtops,
Mustangs, many colors to choose from. All
Full factory equipment on all cars.

'67 FORD '500
Hdtp.
From

rectory Warranty

'66 DODGE POLARA,

9 Passenger, Factory Air
Cond.

Exceptionally clean.

$1775

V-8, A/T, P/S. Can't be told from new!

Sta. Wagotis

V8, Power glide, Power steering, Radio, heater, w/w's.

Factory Warranty

'66 PLYM, SATELLITE

meter, undercoating and more.

'66 BUICK

:*

'62 BARRACUDA, CONY. PLYM.

42 Ford Motor Co. executive driven cars.

318 V-8 engine, custom vinyl
roof, push-button radio, power steering, bucket seats, tinted glass, elect. clock, tacho-

©D

$85 DN.
$197 DN.
$97 DN.
$1095

0

S2980

witt agir.

/7,,,(7,7-rz,

W/FACTORY EQUIPMENT

A37E11

CHEVROLET

ORDER YOUR
COLOR CHOICE

1966 FORD XL HARDTOP COUPEFull Power, Bucket Seatsll

1966 OLDS 98 LUXURY SEDAN -

PARK

Mica

Air Cond, Power Everything!!

1966 FORD 2 DR. HARDTOP-

stivt,

V-8, Air Cond, Full Power!!

1966 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE V -8,

9293
9093
9293
9393
9193

9593
$1893

$2493
$1893

$2093

EARElf
BEM SPECEIA1
Stock #4000A

0 OPEN EVES. 'TIL 9 0 SATURDAY 'TIL 6 0 SUNDAYS 'TIL 6

;i:A0S01100101010114w1100N0000010

.

customer:

Full power!!

$1293

1966 F9RD)500 4 DOOR SEDAN

i/at,etitiggroliAisi3Tgm,veligeacgsajfd,ower Steering, Power

You LATTOF salesmen must be

Start Spring Early!!

$149300

on some sort of sales
promotion drive.
7.
Whereve'r I go
I see LATTOF
stickers.

salesman:

ARLINGTON DAY - 255-7200
PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400
MARKET DAY - 255-7200

CHE"OLE r

ARLINGTON HIS.
OPEN EVENING

/

cCosED SUNDAY

ORTHWE T HWY.
400 WE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 0 CL 3-5000
Weekdays 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Saturday 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.; Sun. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

(ode n: If

ros ect

entticre famr][]y

Ui

ii©W get

* PAYS AM TO AMY OTHER COVERAGE YOU NAVE

P ys you $14.28 forr each day you spend in its hospittal.
* PAYS to a aid u of $10,000.00 CASH
you; gooney may be used any way you see fit

* Chub eve seatdirectilly

Act No

ice

GET F[ TIST MONUH'S P OTECT1 N OR ONLY $1
THEN YOU MAY CONTINUE AT WORLD MUTUAL'S REGULAR LOW RATES

(OR $2 FOR YOUR ENTIRE FAMILY.)

Money back in full if not 100% satisfied. No age limit- Apply NOW This Introductory Offer Lasts Only 17 More Days
will have someone in the hospital
this year! It could be you -or some beloved member of your
family, tomorrow ... next week ... next month. Sad to say very
ONE OUT OF TWO FAMILIES

T

IF YOU ARE OVER 65
WORLD MUTUAL WILL PAY YOU
IN ADDITION TO MEDICARE

few families have anywhere near enough coverage to meet
today's soaring hospital costs. These costs have TRIPLED in
just a few short years. They are expected to DOUBLE AGAIN
in the few years ahead.
Stop for a moment. Think how much a long stay in the hospital will cost you or a loved one. How would you ever pay for
costly but necessary X-rays, doctor bills, drugs and medicines?
What would you do if your pay check stops, but living expenses
go right on -rent, phone, food, all the day-to-day expenses that
never stop.' What is the average bread winner to, do?
Now you can receive $100.00 a week tax-free cash, from the
very first day you enter the hospital for as long as you are confined there -even for 100 full weeks, if. necessary!
This new plan relieves you of worry about the terrible finan-

Why are smart folks over 65 now hastening to protect
themselves with The World Mutual Plan in addition to
what "Medicare" will do for them?

Only $1 for First Month -Money -Back Guarantee

to what you receive from Medicare - or any other

After your first month's protection, you may continue at
World Mutual's regular low monthly rates - and the rate you
pay note will never be increased because you grow older!

What Would Happen To Your Family?
The chances are one in seven that you will spend some time
in the hospital this year. A fall on the stairs, in the bathtub, or
on the sidewalk -a sudden illness or operation - could lay you
up for weeks, months, perhaps even years.
Right now, you probably have some hospital coverage. You
may think you're "safe" from all the financial burdens of sickness and accident. But hospital coverage usually takes care of
only part of your expenses.
Can you afford the soaring costs of doctor, surgical, and nursing bills? Can you afford missing your weekly paycheck during
the time you're laid up in the hospital? Even though you probably have some protection now - will it be enough? Sickness,
accidents, hospitalization, cost many people their savings, their
cars, even their homes. Don't take chances with your financial
security. Now for only pennies a day, YOU can enjoy the added
protection, the peace of mind, the freedom from worry that this
new World Mutual $100.00 -A -Week Extra Income Health and

cash starting your
PAYS YOU CASH free
very first day in the hospital. No waiting period!

...to a maximum of
any time you
PAYS YOU CASH $10,000.00
go to the hospital and

stay fo as long as 100 weeks.

PAYS YOU CASH

3. Will I be paid if I am in the hospital for less than a

For Older Folks - Greater Protection Than You
Ever Would Have Thought Possible!
Right now, would advancing age prevent you from getting
hospital insurance, or income protection with another company? Or if you could get a policy elsewhere, would you have
to pay a big premium for it? Or perhaps you no longer have a
regular income, and are living on Social Security. What would

... Money mailed directly to you -not to the doctor or hospital

... you get $100.00 -A In addition to whatPAYS YOU CASH Week
everyou receive from Me-

Application to World Mutual Health and Accident Ins. Co.
for the Extra Income Health & Accident Plan

0-0-5-1716-038

MR.

\

First

ADDRESS

Middle Initial

Last

Street or RD #

ZIP

STATE

CITY
DATE OF BIRTH

AGE
Month

Day

SEX

Male 0 Female II

Year

1 also hereby apply for coverage for the members of my family listed below: (DO NOT include name that appears above.)
NAME (Please Print)'-

RELATIONSHIP

SEX

DATE OF BIRTH
DAY
YEAR

We are so sure that we offer the best protection at the lowest
cost, that we make our famous MONEY -BACK guarantee.
When you send for your policy, and it arrives in your hands,

we want you to look it over - as carefully and as often as you
wish. See how thoroughly it protects you. See how exactly it
meets the needs that you want covered. See how here, at last,
is the policy that makes it possible for you to get the sickness
and accident protection you need, in greater measure than ever
before!
If you are not 100% satisfied that your policy is exactly what
we have promised it to be, and exactly what YOU want it to be send the policy back to us within 30 days and we will REFUND
YOUR MONEY IN FULL, AT ONCE. But meanwhile you will
be protected. And, if you decide to cont in ue this wonderful pro-

tection, you may do so at the low rate shown below -a rate
which will never be raised because you grow older!

World Mutual Plans Are Nationally Known
This money -saving World Mutual $100.00 -A -Week Income Pro-

tection Plan truly offers outstanding value. Here's why: You
can buy ordinary insurance from most companies at regular

THIS LIMITED ENROLLMENT OFFER ENDS SOON

Only $1 for First Month -

tion, you may do so at the low rates as follows for each member:

0.39
40.54
55.64
65.74
75 and over

3

4
5

Neither I nor any person listed above has been refused any health, hospital or life insurance. I hereby apply for the Extra Income
Health & Accident Plan. I understand that this policy shall not be in force until the Effective Date shown in the Policy Schedule; that
I, or any person listed above, will not be covered (during the first 3 years only) for any sickness or injury I (we) had before the Effec-_,
tive Date, but that such conditions will be fully covered after the policy has been in effect for 3 years. Meanwhile, of course, any'''
new conditions are covered right away. I am enclosing $1.00 for the first month's coverage for myself only 0. I am enclosing $2.00
for the first month's coverage for myself and all other Family Members listed above 0. If, for any reason, I am not completely satisfied with this new protection -1 may return my policy within thirty (30) days for cancelling and my payment will be promptly refunded,

Date

L MAIL ENROLLMENT FORM BEFORE MIDNIGHT WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20, 1968

.

Unconditional Money Back Guarantee
To introduce ypu to this new Plan, we make you this unusual
offer: Act during this enrollment period and get your first
month's protection for only one dollar (only $2 for your entire
family)
Simply fill out the enrollment form here and mail it with just
$1 (or $2 for the entire family), before midnight, of the date in
the coupon. A full month's protection will go into effect on the
same day we accept your enrollment form. Your policy will be
sent to you right away BY MAIL.
When you get your policy, examine all its benefits and features. Have it checked, if you wish, by your lawyer, doctor,
clergyman, or other trusted adviser. If you are not 100% satisfied, return the policy within 30 days and your money will be
refunded. But if you decide to continue this worthwhile protecWorld Mutual Monthly Renewal Rates

2

-

551.14a7

4. Does this policy have any "waiting periods" before
I can use it?

No. It will go into force on the same day we accept your
completed enrollment form and $1 premium (or $2.)

5. How long will I continue to receive hospitalization
benefits?

For every dny you are in the hospital to a maximum of
100 weeks, as a result of any one accident or illness.
6. Suppose I am paid benefits for any sickness or acci-

dent. What happens if I am again hospitalized for
the same condition?
After you have resumed full normal activities for just
six months, you are again eligible 'for benefits for a

7. How may I use these benefit payments?
You may use them in nay way you wish - for hospital
and doctor bills, rent, food, household expenses, or anything else. This is entirely up to you!

8. Can I collect from World Mutual even if I carry
other insurance?
Of course. This plan will pay you in Addition to whatever
you may receive front any other policies. including
Medicare, for folks over 65.

Our Famous MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

Ago at Enrollment

1

SIGNATURE X

other benefits, too, during all the years to come.

AGEMONTH

full week?
Yes. This new plan pays whether you are in the hospital
for only a day, or a week, a month, or a year!

dintely!

Now, at less cost than you may ever have thought would be
possible, you can set up a "gold mine" of protection from
desperate financial straits if the need arises. Thanks to this
unique new Plan, you can assure the solid, substantial protection you need -and not only save money, but assure yourself of

This "mass enrollment" method keeps our underwriting,
processing and all other overhead expenses down to a bare
minimum - and these savings are passed on to you!

WORLD MUTUAL, 11401 ROOSEVELT BLVD., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19154.

The day you enter the hospital.

recurring condition, to a maximum of 100 weeks. And
of course, any new condition would be covered inane-

Can You Afford to Miss This Chance?

The Added Protection You NEED!
All benefits of this World Mutual $100.00 -A -Week Income

COMPLETE AND MAIL WITH $1 ($2 FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY) TO:

MISS

be eligible!

Accident Plan WNL-1-667 offers.

OiFFIelti4Ork60,WO f*k*

NAME (Please Print) MRS.

Your "life saver" could be this wonderful World Mutual

rates all year long. They are happy to issue one policy at a time.
But World Mutual issues many new policie; at one time during
ft limited enrollment period.

Protection Plan are paid directly to you, in tax-free cash, in
addition to whatever you may receive from your other insurance! Spend the money as you see fit - for hospital or doctors'

dicare, Workmen's Compensation or any other Insurance.

r-

happen to you then if you had to suddenly go to a hospital?

of all ages into its Plan. You can even be OVER 100 and still

$100.00 -A -WEEK tax

$100.00 per week.

confined there, even for 100 weeks, if necessary.

How can $1 buy so much?
You can buy ordinary insurance at any time and pay the regular rates, if you wish. But World Mutual can now provide you
with $100.00 a week tax-free Income Protection for just $1 the
first month ONLY BECAUSE WE ENROLL A NUMBER OF
PEOPLE AT ONE TIME -direct by mail! This highly efficient
"mass enrollment" method cuts costs to the bone. We are able
to issue thousands of policies in a few short weeks -rather than
spread the procedure over many long months -or even a year.
Our overhead and processing expenses are reduced drastically
- and the savings arc passed on to you!

These are the ONLY Exclusions!
The new World Muival.Plan covers every conceivable kind of
sickness and accident except, of course hospitalization caused
by the use of alcoholic beverages or narcotics, mental or nervous disorders; act of war; pregnancy, childbirth or miscarriage; expenses resulting from any sickness or injury you had
before the policy (during the first 3 years only) ; or where care
is in a government hospital. Everything else IS covered.

1. How much will this policy pay me when I go to the
hospital?
2. When will my hospitalization benefits start?

Income Protection Plan -because World Mutual welcomes folks

To encourage you to see how much this Plan can mean to you
and your family, we make this unusual, money -saving offer:
You can now have your first month's protection for only one
dollar! But, you must act immediately, because this unusual
opportunity is offered for a limited time. Your request for this
wonderful Income Protection plan must be mailed on the convenient form below NOT LATER THAN MIDNIGHT, of the
date in the Enrollment Form.
This midnight expiration hour cannot be extended. If your
enrollment form is mailed later, it cannot be accepted.

AND ANSWERS
Tell you how World Mutual's $100.00A -Week Income
Protection Plan gives you the protection you need at amazingly low cost!

- from your first day in the hospital, and as long as you are

health insurance you may have.
Remember, all checks will be sent directly to you, to
give you that "extra" help just when you need it most
- to help pay any bills you choose. Best of all, your
World Mutual protection will pay even for 100 weeks,
if necessary!

coupon below.
THIS LIMITED ENROLLMENT OFFER ENDS SOON

you need or want!
You get your $100.00 per week ($14.28 per dny) -TAX FREE

THESE 20 QUESTIONS

Even though Medicare is a great boon to folks
over 65, it will not, of course, pay all the bills that

quickly pile up as a result of illness or accident.
Regardless of your age, you will still need
additional health protection.
We have designed this plan as the important addition

cial threat of accident or illness. But you must apply during
this limited enrollment period BEFORE the date shown in the

bills, mortgage payments - or any necessary but costly extras
not fully covered by usual hospital policies.
Everything costs more these days (need we tell you?) and
hospital care is certainly no exception! While 7 out of 8 Americans have some hospital insurance, most have found it does not
cover all the bills that pile up when sickness or accident strikes.
That's why World Mutual developed low-cost Income Protection that helps you pay either hospital costs or anything else

Monthly Premium

only $3.95
only $4.95
only $5.95
only $6.95

9. Why do I need this World Mutual Plan in addition to

my other hospital and health insurance?
While hospital costs have tripled in recent years, very
few people have tripled their insurance. The chances

are one in seven that you will require hospital care this
year - and you will need money to take care of all tour

other expenses, as well as your hospital bills. Your
World Mutual checks are rushed to you by air mail to

use as you see fit!
10. May I apply if I am over 65?

Yes, you tiny. Folks any age are welcome to apply there is no age limit!
11. Will my protection be cancelled because I have too
many claims?
No. World Mutual guarantees never to cancel your protection because you have too many claims or because
of advanced age. We also guarantee never to refuse to
renew your policy unless the premium is not paid before
the end of the grace period, or unless renewal is declined on all policies of this -type in your entire state.
(Of course, if deception is used in making application,

the policy may be ineffective.)

12. Will bedefits be reduced because of advanced age?
No. Regardless of how old you become or how many
claims you have, your benefits remain the seine.
13. Will my rates be raised as I grow older or if I have
too many claims?
No matter how many claims you have, or regardless of
how long you keep your policy, your rate will remain the
same as it was for your age when fob applied. Wood
Mutual guarantees never to adjust this rate unless the
rates ere adjusted on all policies of this type in your
entire state!
14. What is not covered by this policy?
The only conditions not covered are those caused by:
the use of alcoholic beverages or narcotics; mental or
nervous disorders; pregnancy, childbirth or miscarriage;
expenses resulting from any sickness or injury you had
before the policy Effective Date I during the first 3 years
only!; act of war: or where care is in a Government
hospital. Everything else is covered!

15. What are the requirements for membership in this
World Mutual Plan?
You must not have been tefused any health, hospital or
life insurance. and. to qualify during this enrollment
-

period, you must apply before midnight of the dote in
the coupon.

16. Why is this offer good for a limited time only?
Because by entailing a hinge number of people at the
same time, underwriting, processing and policy issuance casts can be kept et a minimum - and we can pass
these savings on to you.

17. Besides the savings, are there other advantages to

joining World Mutual during -this enrollment period?
Yes. -A very impotent one is that you do not need to
complete n regular application - just the brief form in
the lower left hand caner of this page. Also, during this
enrollment period there are no other requirements for
eligibility - and no "waivers" or restrictive endorsements can be put on your policy!
18. Can other members of my family take advantage of
this special offer?

Yes, as long as they can meet the few requirements

listed under Question 15.
19. How does the money -back guarantee work?
Examine your policy carefully in the privacy of your
own home. If for any reason you are not completely satisfied, return it within 30 days and we will promptly
refund your money.' Meanwhile you will be fully protected while making your decision!
20. How do I join?
Fill out the brief enrollment form (be sure to sign your

name) and mail it, with just $1 for the first month's

protection. ($2 covers your entire family.) Mail to: World
Mutual, 11401 Roosevelt Blvd., Philadelphia, Pa. 19154.

only $9.25

NOTE: The regular Monthly Premium shown here (for your age at time of
enrollment) Is the seine low premium you will continue to pay; it will not
automatically Increase as you pass from one age bracket to the next! Once

you have enrolled in this World Mutual plan, your rate can never be
changed because of how much or how often you collect from us -or be.
cause of advanced age- but only if there is a general rate adjustment, up
or down, on all policies of this type In your entire state!

Act NOW -"Later" May Be TOO Late!
TIME IS PRECIOUS! Act quickly. Get your enrollment form
into the mail today -because once you suffer an accident or sickness, it's TOO LATE to buy protection at any cost:That's why
we urge you to act today -before anything unexpected happens.

World Mutual, 11401 Roosevelt Blvd., Phila., Pa. 19154
Home Offices King of Prussia, Pa.
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Mount Prospect, III. 60056

etiorl in owling Riley
unor zw Case Delayed

Unit Likely
The Mount Prospect

Village Board of Trustees is

expected to rule Tuesday

night on whether to create an
arbitration board to handle

grievance which presently is

The hearing, which was

OTHER ALLEGED viola-

circumstances surrounding

tions included failure to list
the owners' home addresses

the arrest of Robert Jones on

summer Village Manager

board meeting Zimmerman
recommended forming the
board in order to handle the
problem since in his opinion
no official village body had
the authority to arbitrate the
dispute. The fire and police
commission, Zimmermann

Weber, also runs the

BY RICHARD CRABB

said, had authority to hire and
fire, but not to settle personnel

Mayor Robert Atcher of

problems.

Elk Grove Village and Mount
Prospect. Personally, I think

the towns in the four

might be provided

services

think we will find

as was listed on his driver's

Palatine constitute the most

ly under some form of con-

He said he does not have a

logical geographic area for effective consolidation."

solidation.

townships of Wheeling, Elk

though

As an alternative, the board
may decide to rewrite the

Schaumburg yesterday praised

the plan for consolidating 10

Grove, Schaumburg and that they will come most easi-

fire and police commission, to

Cook County into a single ci-

municipalities in northwest

ordinance which created the

ty.

give that commission the

,

At the February meeting of

power to arbitrate all personnel matters in the fire and

the Northwest Municipal

Conference, made up of officials of communities from

police departments.

Park Ridge to Barrington,
Mayor John Woods of Arl-

Meetings

ington Heights proposed an
immediate study of merging

Tonight

County into one new

I

"THERE ARE MANY area, we can turn our

at-

tention to what I call the four
township area is logical," major services -- education,
Atcher said, "but the most im- cultural, health and recreation
portant single reason is the programs. To achieve the full
highway development for this benefits of these, and I think
region. We have the great our citizens are entitled to full

'municipality. Woods proposed

highways coming to an in- benefits, we will likely have to
tersection right in the center have consolidation.
"Our study of consolidation
of this area. The Northwest

consolidation of towns from
Des Plaines to Schaumburg,

Hwy., the Northwest Tollway,
Routes 62 and 72, the new ex-

10 villages in northwest Cook

including Wheeling, Elk

The Mount Prospect Village Board of Trustees will
meet tonight in the village
hall at 8 p.m.
River Trails School Dist.
26 Board of Education will

Grove Village, Mount
Prospect and Arlington the corner of these four the cost of public school
Heights.

"John Woods included Des
Plaines in his list of proposed
towns to consolidate. I think
Des Plaines may belong to a
consolidation group involving
Park Ridge and towns east of

meet tonight at 1800 E.
Kensington at 8 p.m.

Gripe
Of The
Day

townships."

education if there could be

services," said Atcher,. "To

district."

of
flooding, water and air polluothers such

as

control

tion control or garbage

(Continued On Page 2)

Parkvi w Group Blasts
a e for Store
Zoni

The horn that blows every
morning waking me before

the alarm goes off. D.H.T.

said, "and residehts along Ivy
Ln. already have experienced
seepage into their basements

Members of the Parkview
Homeowners Association are

when the refuse from the

laundromat stopped up the

protesting to the Cook County

drains."
-

She said that storm water

as other business classifications. "What will happen to

traffic hazard," she said.

should go out of business?"
she asked. "With this type of
zoning someone else could

jacent to the proposed store
will be that people may cut
across backyards in order to

the building if the store
come in and open a taproom,

next to the Convenient Food
Mart on Euclid, west of River
Rd. The area now is zoned for

from the existing building

property is channeled into a

which is exactly what
residents along Camp

residential property.

McDonald Creek. "When it

fought against this winter."

ditch reaches three feet; deep
or more. What will happen if

of the Northwest Suburban
Council of Associations, an

grocery store also

Mrs William Gardner,

president of the homeowner's
association, said Sunday that
residents of the area are con-

cerned about additional

drainage problems she said,
would result if another com-

merical building is constructed in the neighborhood.

ditch which drains into McDonald and Wolf Rds.
rains now the water in the

water from the proposed
is, drained
into this ditch?" she asked.

MRS. GARDNER said
that residents anticipated
other problems that could

"The main thing is that the

result from a change in zon-

tied into our sewer lines," she

owner's request for a B-3 zoning which is not as restrictive

Convenient Food Mart and
the laundromat already are

ing. One is the property

Last December, members

Illinois Commerce Com-

fered to supply the water for
Westgate in an effort not to
tax the capacity of the private

Westgate Apartments will
receive its water from the

utility company.

In a surprise

move, the

mission ruled that the
Fairview Gardens Utility Co.

Fairview, residents had

resisted the private company's

fronting home owners adreach the store, Mrs. Gardner
said. "Some of the people are
contemplating fences to stop
the present yard -cutting. This
would only cause more of it."
An additional problem will.
arise if the store is built, said

More Girls

pupils from the Catholic
archdiocese to suburban
schools could affect Elk

Cardinal Cody has declined
to say which suburbs or outly-

ing Chicago parishes will be
involved in the busing, which

will transport about 500

Arthur M. Stevens of. the
Mount Prospect Jaycees said

the Rosary School in Elk

Sunday that more girls are
needed to compete for the
1968 Miss Mount Prospect title.

ages of 18 and 28 with a
Mount Prospect mailing address is eligible to enter, he
said.

The Jaycees will award $10

to the person recommending

the girl who eventually
becomes Miss Mount
Prospect, $25 if the girl
Illinois, and

$50 if Miss Mount Prospect
becomes Miss America, he

pupils from inner-city schools.
For the past two years,

ty of taking money from the

Dist. 59 taxpayer and that he
did not speak for any board

School has dual enrollment.

policy.

Heights; Dempster, Holmes,
Frost, Forest View Elemenbeautifully as it has," Stansky tary and John Jay in Mount
said, "I hope that much con- Prospect; Devonshire, High
sideration is brought froth as Ridge Knolls, Einstein and
to public opinion regarding Brentwood in Des Plaines,
any damage to the fine public and Rupley, Ridge, Clear"With our dual enrollment

relations we presently enjoy.

board might have to decide Schools in Elk Grove Village.

fficials to Visit
ington in iY= id

program at Dist. 59's Grove

school.

They then cross the street
to Grove School for their
work in science and math.
Home

economics

and

in-

For Anti -Floc i Funds
By Charles Mouratides

Arlington Heights officials
will go to Washington, D.C.,
to ask for federal financing of

a proposed extensive anti -

to Washington March 29

Catholic schools in the along with Village Engineer

Charles Tower and John R.
Sheaffer, water management
out how many seats are. consultant, to try to arrange

problems which existed
in the city," Mrs. Gardner

Andoniadis who now is ma-. meeting.
joring in drama at However, board member One proposal suggests the
Charles Stansky, 603 Oakton construction of a 100 -acre
Northwestern University.
lake along McDonald Creek
to contain strom waters now

in-

cluded in the original pro-

constitute a neighborhood
traffic hazard.

"It's not that we want to
particularly keep this property
residential," she said, "but we
feel

that perhaps a medical

building or a real estate office

with regular closing hours

would be preferable to
anqther grocery store."

same

said.

School Dist. 59's "little

Highland, showed up at the

School still has found no

He said he wasn't going to

the plans presented to the

up.

homeowner group, Mrs.

takers.

It was offered at public auc-

who wanted to buy it showed

This morning, represenGardner said, the builder had of Engineers, the Village of
Perry Owens,, president of included parking lots in front Arlington Heights, Miller
the company said there was and in the rear of the building Builders, the Arlington
enough water, and claimed connected by a 15 -foot drive. Heights Park District, Rolling
that expanding the company's
franchised area would not in-

"A narrow drive such as the

bought by the residents.

which will pose an additional

one proposed would only
crease the purchase price of permit one-way traffic to
the company when it is enter or exit onto Euclid,

NEWS

OF THE an-

Meadows School Dist. 15, Elk
Grove School Dist. 59 met to
discuss the acre's future.

One potential buyer, Mike

Montaperto of 1523 S.

auction, but didn't bid.

bid on something that was

federal financing of two projects to curtail flooding in the
area.

nouncement came too late for

Scheaffer proposed the two

enrollment program at

the village as long-range solutions to flooding in Arlington
Heights and Prospect Heights.

isto 59 Finds No Buyers
For Disputed ittle Acre
acre" near Juliette Low

He and village trustees are

not happy at the though of
Dist. 59 selling the, acre.

Dist. 59 has said that it can

flooding Prospect Heights and

the northeastern corner of
Arlington Heights.

THE SECOND project pro-

The lake would alleviate
storm water floodings in the

Arlington Heights Patton -

Dwyer area, which was

sell the acre or can trade it
for other land.

severely damaged in the June

MONTAPERTO SAID he
wants Dist. 59, which holds
legal title to the acre, to con-

"Right now, the site we're
considering, if we can get it,
is out of our school district,"
said Supt. Donald Thomas,

1967 storm.

view of the legal complications which exist.

Arlington Heights Building

The village would have to
buy or condemn the land and
foot the construction bills.

A special committee of the
board of trustees, headed by

.Burlingame, already has

negotiated with developers for
two easements that may be us-

ed for a grassy swale leading

the storm water to the Golf
Rd. basin.

Joseph Bernstein, developer

of White Oak Apartments,
White Oak and Wilke Rds.,
yesterday agreed to provide a
30 -foot easement

MILLER BUILDERS
previously had agreed to pro-

vide a similar easement
through his Surrey Ridge sub-

Both lakes would be

available as recreational

(Continued on Page 2)

Merchants
Warned: Cover
Garbage Cans
Mount Prospect Police
warned merchants along
Prospect Av. Monday to

How the Elk Grove district
got the land in the first place

fer is making contacts with

cover their 'garbage cans, and
to permit no loose garbage to

federal officials and the con-

be placed behind their,

sultant believes the village has

buildings.

is

School, said the village won't
let anyone who builds on the

trading was involved.

not completely clear to

Then the district sold the
acre to the Northwest Mental
(Continued on Page 2)

Burlingame said that Sheaf-

a good chance to qualify for
special funds.

Sheaffer has told the
trustees that the federal

The warning was issued

after Mrs. M. McNeil 410 S.
Albert complained about rats
in her neighborhood.
Fes.

;

along his

development.

head of Dist. 59.

who showed up at Low board members. Some land
lines.

control methods.

facilities, too, according to
Sheaffer's plan.

Commissioner Harold Best,

acre to tie in village utility

will experiment with flood

poses a 40 -acre water reten- division, immediately south of
tion lake south of Golf Rd. Bemstein's development.
The 40 -acre retention pond
and the Northwest Tollway.

"this unsound."

sider dropping the price in

is

looking for communities that

but it is expected to be high.

take part in the program.

yesterday's Dist. 59 board

tavern, which was not

studied here because it

students. About 300 children

Trustee George Burlingame.
said yesterday that he will go

Prospect was Sofia

freedom and escape these

Last year's Miss Mount

upon projects such as those

The costs of the two lakes
has not yet been estimated,

open to dual enrollment

any mention of the dual programs in a recent report to

and their parents to explain

government looks favorably

dustrial arts courses also are flood program.

the details of the competition.

"It's perplexing when we

Jaycee committee will arrange
to visit prospective entrants

mont, Hopkins, Byrd, Salt

"The question that the Creek and Grant Wood

Grove Village have been taking part in a dual enrollment

and religion at the parochial

Other Dist. 59 schools are

Juliette Low, in Arlington

program working as

Catholic students at Queen of

Junior High School.
Seventh- and eighth -graders
in dual enrollment take classes'
in language arts, social studies

taxpayers in Dist. 59 to

Stansky said that he was educate Chicago children."
speaking as an individual
Only Grove Junior High

consider that most of us moved out here to have some

Wolf and Camp McDonald
Rds. Residents of the community had objected to the

tion yesterday for $10,000
minimum bid, but nobody

VILLAGE officials had of-

plans to bus Chicago Negro

discussed the question with
The Day.

Ascot Shopping Center at

for a tavern in the proposed

were hazardous enough since
the road in the Euclid -Lake
area is full of chuckholes. In

through their water rates. According to one source the cost
of the company will be about
$350,000.

Rd., Elk Grove Village, would be possibly the morali-

available.

franchised area claiming that
there was not enough water
for both the residents of the
subdivision of single-family

village. The village eventually

The court is to reconvene

today.

Charles at CL3-1377. A

Prospect had been competing

will take over the company
after the residents pay for it

suspension, in effect since Friday, be lifted.

organization of homeowner's which will create both smoke
groups in Prospect Heights, _and odor in the neighborhood
successfully blocked a request she said.

Westgage project in its traffic problems in the area

homes and the 126 -unit apartment building.

ing that the liquor license

archdiocese will be surveyed,
Cardinal Cody said, to find

SHE SAID THAT existing

apartments as a preliminary
move to annex the Fairview
Gardens subdivision to the

the case before trial and ask-

received the marijuana, and
through the two youths ob-

Needed for
Beauty Contest

Girls interested in entering
Gardner. The builderl
has proposed an incinerator' the contest may call Joe

efforts to include the

to supply water to the

that Congreve was prejudicing

On March 15, the police

ing.

Miss

against Congreve claiming

purchase more of the drug.

district is included in the bus-

becomes

Glink Monday signed a

complaint in Circuit Court

police and arranged to

enrollment program if the

Mrs.

Both the private company

and the Village of Mount

Weber.

employe was not pertinent to
the liquor license as issued to

said.

posal, since they said it would

Private Utility to Supply
Water to Westgate Apts.

Another situation con-

allegedly was caught selling

Grove School Dist. 59's dual

Any single girl between the

BY DIANNE CLERIHAN

narcotic violation by an

nouncement yesterday of

"I THINK OUR people

here in the northwest

Glink also insisted that a

Three police detectives and
Police Chief Newell Esmond

John Cardinal Cody's an-

"These are the standard established a unit school

them can be added many

vestigation.

BY JAN BONE

in educational facilities

already has begun. We have
pressway and the new known for a long while that
Interstate 90 all intersect at there would be reductions in

bowling alley and one for the

Catholic Student Busing Plan
Could affect Dual Enrollments

have been provided for the

reasons why thisfour-

members of management
would have aided the in-

the youths who were caught

license and auto registration.

"After the standard services

Striking Lanes, one for the

with marijuana March 11
agreed to cooperate with

Congreve, that he did not actually live at the bowling alley

under a plan of co-operation,

making the arrest. Glink insisted that Weber and other

the narcotics to juveniles from
Prospect High School. Two of

missioner, Mayor Daniel

disposal facilities. These

co-operation of Weber in

testified on how Jones

Thunderbird Bowl and, if the
Striking Lanes liquor license
is revoked, revocation will be
automatic for Thunderbird.
Jones told the liquor com-

F i=r 10 -Suburb Unification

made by police to enlist the

cocktail lounge.

bowling alley owner for about
four years. The owner, Martin

Atcher Praises Woo s lan

said. No effort reportedly was

porations are involved at

He was an employe of the

Grove, Schaumburg and Palatine.

AT THE LAST regular

operated with police, Glink

the building. Two cor-

Jones was arrested last Friday at Striking after a threemonth investigation by police.

Mayor Robert Atcher of Schaumburg has urged that the suggestion to join 10 northwest
Cook villages into one new municipality be immediately considered. He said that the consolidation might best embrace the area and villages in the four townships of Wheeling, Elk

after he received his injuries.

Weber would have co-

relationship
contractual
between the Striking Cocktail
Lounge Inc. and the owner of

at lea,st three other alleged
violations.

pensation until some time

knowledge. If he had known,

failure to explain clearly the

ing marijuana, soon included

was injured on the job. The
man also reportedly did not
apply for workmen's com-

was done without Weber's

on the permit application, and

charges of selling and possess-

Robert Moore said that it was
questionable whether the man

Zoning Board a request for
construction of a food store

day a week off.

called to investigate the

last July, and has not received
medical compensation or his
regular pay since late last

the bowling alley owner had
any part in the sale of marijuana to local youths. The
selling of the drug, he said,

workers to have at least one

violations of state laws.

A FIREMAN was injured

WEBER'S ATTORNEY
Glink,
asked
Marvin
Congreve not to consider that

worked up to seven days a
week, State law requires all

public hearing on alleged

confronting the village.

testimony of Police Detective,
Sgt. Joseph Bopp.

time at the Striking Lanes or
the Thunderbird Bowl. In the
course of his testimony Jones
revealed that he occasionally

Rand, could be taken shortly
by the Mount Prospect Liquor
Commissioner after Monday's

be created to handle a

for the sale, according to the

spent much of his o -duty

licenses of Striking Lanes,
1050 S. Elmhurst Rd. and
Thunderbird Bowl, 821 E.

mermann is expected to give
the board a legal opinion on
whether such a board should

tained the marked money used

he slept in different plaand

Action to revoke the liquor

grievances.
Village Atty. John Zim-

TT

definite address. He said that

BY LARRY WILLS

fire department personnel

Dist. 57 Board Delays Vote
On Learning Dis bility Class
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Obituaries
Frank A. Novak

Bernard of Chicago, and a
sister, Mrs. Mary Cichowicz

Frank A. Novak, 65, of 314
S. Dunton, Arlington Heights,

of Chicago.

Visitors may call after

Mr. Novak was an elevator

operator for the Federal
Reserve Bank of Chicago for

died Monday in Holy Family
Hospital in Des Plaines. He
was a resident of the village

p.m. Tuesday at the

for seven years.

A mass will be offered Thurs-

Home in Arlington Heights.

He is survived by his wife,

day at 10 a.m. in Our Lady

Worth, Tex , a daughter, Mrs

of the Wayside Church in Arlington Heights. Burial will be

Northwest Community

Mary Ann Schaus of Arlington Heights, a brother,

in Maryhill Cemetery in

Si

Heights, died Monday in
Hospital. She was a. resident

of the village for six years.

Niles.

She is survived by her son

Imir041104MCID41=42042104:1047p4=114ffaCZ,C224=0C1
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New! Exciting!
14 Day Deluxe Golden

Kenneth of Arlington

Heights, and three
grandchildren.

Visitors may call

1

Hawaiian Holiday
Honolulu & The Outer Islands

Forest Home Cemetery in

11 a.m. in the funeral home

chapel. Burial will be in

Ideal for Groups, Clubs or Individuals
Dollar for Dollar,
...The Best Travel

VIA CONTINENTAL &

I

UNITED AIRLINES

,

SPACE LIMITED!
Call or come in soon.
(Weekly departures)

I
I

Seek

now administrative aide to
Rep. Donald Rumsfold's (R 13th Dist.), will be honored
for his new book of political

11

"ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD"
FREE TRAVEL PLANNING VACATIONS

111

CRUISES 0 TOURS STEAMSHIP

about 100 acres south of

Grove. It would draw its

water from a 4.22 -square -mile
drainage area.
1110"10111V'
-

presented by Asst. Supt. Dr.

pected results too soon, but
that, if the program were set

The program

incudes

children in grades one

Ladd's book, "Crisis in

through four, but the ad-

Credibility" was published

ministration had proposed to
extend the program through
grade five and to initiate a

March 1 and is already in its
second printing.

On Thursday, Ladd will be

similar program at Fairview

The storm water would be
treated before it is channeled

Dr. Anderson said that there

LADD WILL BE the guest
Friday at an autograph party
at the Book Nook Bookstore
in Mount Prospect from 5 un-

primary schools.

DR. ANDERSON said that

the program was not to be

til 9 p.m. The party's sponsors

confused with the EMH,
educable mentally handicapped, and the TMH,
trainable mentally han-

will be Mrs. Ethic Kolerus of

would be pure enough to

Virginia Macdonald of Arl-

permit swimming.

ington Heights.

The new Ladd book has

favorably reviewed in
such journals as the National
Library Review and the Saturday Review of Literature. The
book traces the events which
been

credibility of the U. S.
Government.

Sanitary Dist.
Sets Hearing
On Sewer Plan

at the Mount Prospect Police
Station in basic familiarity
with firearms, for six weeks.
When questioned about the
incident, Yost said the woman

is walking alone down a side

Suddenly, two dark forms

up on a continuing basis
through grade school, the

loom in front of her. One man

pulled it off quite well. "She,

moved behind her while the
other reaches out to grab her

herself. Someone else in the

Mrs. Holt

purse.

To Speak at
Receptions

fingers, she catches the handle

As the purse slips from her
of a tear gas pistol, kept there
for emergencies. Pointing the
pistol at the second man, she
tells him that if he doesn't call
his friend back with her purse,
she will shoot him.
His voice pierces the air as

Mrs. Edwin Holt, candidate
for the Dist. 57 Board of
Education has announced that
she will appear at informal
coffees throughout the district

he screams to his friend,

purse in the air as he turns
and runs, the other close at

said, "and my friends have
responded by offering to give
me coffees so that I may meet
their neighbors and friends."

his heels.

tale is a graduate of the first

adult education class on

Holt has listed are those to be

marksmanship given in Dist.

given by Mrs. Earl Carlson,

Mr. and Mrs. Charles DitFrerk, Mrs. Robert Graham,

214.

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence

According to William Randle, district director of adult
education, the woman, who

that someone might be carrying a firearm in public, said
Yost. The woman acted on

wishes to remain unidentified,

her own.

attributed her ability to handle this situation to the confidence and capability she

handling a firearm before the
course. She is now an ex-

police counselor at Prospect

No Buyers

class of 15 men and women

three-year school board term
in the April school election.

High School, instructed a

the outstanding health

departments to be found in
any town in Illinois. This is
a service that would mean a

villages, these things are

grams on a village -to -village

beyond our reach. Through

basis."

great drama. As small

consolidation into one

here anyway, we could

develop our own cultural pro-

ment or health program of
significance. Were we to con-

rb$AVISTADM2R-11111,SOEMOOPtritiVr91=1:62103P/' 6tC4itisD96:

$5,000. The association

wanted to build a clinic on the
acre.

Nearby Surrey Ridge

residents objected and village
officials said they would keep

"The same thing is true of

important recreational pro-

leaders of nearby villages had

Atcher said that two years
ago he had written down his
own list of towns which could
most effectively figure in an

discussed consolidating

advertised the acre for sale at

municipal services in the area.
Atcher said that it is im-

$10,000 minimum price tag.

economy of pool buying for

'area consolidation.

"I was glad that Mayor

northwest suburban villages as
quickly as possible. Police and

John Woods made his proposal, Atcher said. "I have
given this matter a lot of
thought. Had Woods not

fire protection are other
services

which Atcher

said

ultimately must be worked out
on an area basis.

spoken out; I would have pro-

WE'RE NEW IN TOWN!!
..e

r,

These businesses are not k
yet in your local phone

Cooling Thermostat-

book. Check each week :f
for new additions,

Regularly $669.

KEEP THIS LIST BY YOUR PHONE!

$519

LINDMEIER T

INSTALLED

UNTIL

type of heat you want. There are 5 basic
types of flameless electric heating equipment. Depending on your heating require-

Hintz Rd. and Route 83,
Prospect Heights

0-

537-2233
I ttiZigig,,,,,,,=,L4,

or several may be teamed together.
If you're planning a new home or think-

ing of converting your present heating
system, check into electric heat. You'll

$595
$695
$795
$895

WALLPAPER

+ complimentary
moke.up

CARL ETING

537-1245_

+ color Selection

RAND PERSONNEL

P

Positions Available - Call Today
_,,259 E. Rand"Rd.

suloted tubing all included for a complete operating installation.

All Nationally Rated & Accepted Brands

ARNIE'S

McGraw Edison Mueller Bryant
0 Lenox Carrier .10 York

For more information about electric

lit

heating, call our nearest office.

Commonwealth Edison Company

le bright new ideas
C. E. Co.

it

GM!!

BREAKFAST SPECIAL!!

For Carry.

Out Berri''
537-9505
Sausage or Bacon ONLY 62c
Route 83 & Hintz Rd. Prospect Heights

PARK
,.Empioyment Agency'.
Gvt'S `14 Wit.°

.251 E. Dundee Rd., Wheeling 537-9430

5915 W. LINCOLN AVE. MORTON GROVE

Phone 965-8500
wpannsianntswetwesocesnuntimga

'Attention new businesses "in the Mt. Prospect and nearby area? not
:.Ilisted in the local phone directory! To be included, call 255-4400. Cos.
is low to cover 30,000 homes.

L,1

Featuring the

Mt. .Prospect

2Eggv-Coffee

NORTH
AMERICAN
HEATING VENTILATING AIR CONDITIONING

complexion
analysis

255-5500

it

ing thermostat with fan selector switch, wiring, precast slab, in-

We Handle

The annual budget of the
township and proposals for
distribution of surplus funds
will be considered at an open
meeting to be' held March 26
at Miner Junior High School
in Arlington Heights.

from

731 W Dundee

Above units include "A" coil, deluxe combination heating and cool-

find that it's the most modern, convenient
type of home heat today. And it's clean.

support again this year.

MERLE NORMAN

SYSTEMS LISTED BELOW INSTALLED WITH "A" COIL

2 TON - 24,000 BTU SYSTEM, REGULAR $697
21/2 TON - 30,000 BTU SYSTEM, REGULAR $027
3 TON - 36,000 BTU SYSTEM, REGULAR -6937'
31/2 TON - 42,000 BTU SYSTEM, REGULAR $1040

The meeting is being held
to discuss the program of the
club, to which the 1967 Town
Meeting contributed financial
support. The club is asking for

',skaffa.

Spring Crest

DRAPERIES

FOR A FREE SURVEY AND ESTIMATE
WRITE OR PHONE US FOR DETAILS TODAY

ments, onesystem may be used separately,

building at 1818 E. Northwest
Highway in Arlington Heights
with members of the Over Fifty Club.

Admiral. Zeniili, RCA

Ft

JUNE 1st, 1968

With electric heat, you can pick the

An informal meeting of the
Wheeling Township Board of
Auditors will be held at 8 p.m.

Authorized Factory S'''ire

Coil for furnace NO PAYMENTS

GUARANTEE
ONE YEAR FREE SERVICE POLICY on all parts and labor.
PLUS AN ADDITIONAL 4 -Year WARRANTY
ON COMPRESSOR

are kept to a minimum.

e Electric.

Pi:

we'd like

to meet you!
Combination
Automatic Heating 8.

longer, wall washing and redecorating

Over 50 Club,
Wheeling Twp.
Auditors to Meet
Tuesday in the township

AIR MIMI MN

"Bonnet" or ductwork

a public auction with a

portant to establish the

PRE -SEASON SALE!

,

(Continued from pcige I )

Health Co-operative Assn. for

posed a similar study within ...zoning for single-family
the year. There are so many residences.
services which small villages
When the Mental Health
can no longer provide and group
was unable to build its
which our citizens can only clinic, it sold the land back
have through some form of to Dist. 59 for the original
consolidation."
$5,000 purchase price. The
two groups split costs for
ATCHER SAID THAT, as blacktopping a small portion
long as two years ago, he and of the
acre. Dist. 59 then

solidate, we could have one of

Now Many Wear

cleaner, more comfortable. And because
an electrically -heated home stays clean

"She was familiar with

disturbances or to the children
generally referred to as "slow

"Most of our villages canpasty taste or feel. Helps check plate not afford a' health departodor. Dentures that fit are essential

fuel, and it keeps your whole house

However, consideration
was never taken in the course

Detective Richard Yost,

Mrs. Holt is a caucus -en-

recreation. We cannot develop

Outside nominal 3 -ton air cooled
refrigerator complete with
connecting tubing
Cooling

dark.

difficulties or emotional dorsed candidate for the

doesn't sour. No gummy, gooey,

Electric heat is unlike any other type of
home heating. It's flameless-it burns no

also practiced shooting at a
moving target and into the

cellent shot," Yost said.

Oswald.

great music or see the world's

ik`Viicel",,,,,to

THE COURSE is basically

directed at defending the

gained from the class.

board members were referring
to children with perceptual

tures firmer and more comfortably. grams," Atcher said.
Makes eating easier. It's alkaline-

is as clean
as the sun.

particular incident, he said the

home and property. Students

THE HEROINE of this

Among the coffees Mrs.

the Busse School program had

municipality serving just the
Do your false teeth annoy and embarrass by slipping, dropping, or wob- people who are going to live

Only modern
electric heat

police officer. In this

loaded.

Schoenbeck Rd., at 8 p.m.

to health. See your dentist regularly,
Get FASTEETH at all drug counters.

you have a permit or are a

men hesitates, then flings the

voters as possible," Mrs. Holt

great deal.

Then sprinkle a little FASTEETH on
your plates. FASTEETH holds den-

courage:
Students in the class were
told that it is illegal to carry
a concealed firearm unless

is going to kill me." The first

with going to Chicago to see

bling when you eat, laugh or talk?

very impressed with her

"I want to meet as many

tmer, Mrs. James Fleming,

MacArthur School, 710 N. the world's great art, hear the

With Little Worry

wouldn't have thought to do
what she did. The class was

woman was carrying "a toy"
and that it was probably not

dicapped, programs in the
district and that children 'in

Prospect Heights Old Town
Sanitary District Trustees will
hold an open meeting tonight
to answer residents' questions
(Continued from page 1)
about the proposed $900,000 suburban area will insist on
sanitary sewer plan going developing their own cultural
before the voters in a referen- programs. I do not think they
dum March 23.
will continue to be satisfied

FALSE TEETH

same situation probably

"You'd better come back, she

Atcher Praises Woods Plan
For 10 -Suburb Unification

The meeting will be at the

is in complete control of

during the weeks before the
April 13 election.

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Kiner,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kraft,
telligence.
It was not clearly stated in Mrs. Edward Miller, Mrs. D.
the discussion whether the M. O'Keefe and Mrs. Robert

low regard for the

BY BETSY BROOKER

It is a dark night and she
street in Chicago.

average or above average in-

Ladd says resulted in a
present

Anderson said that the ad-

teachers available to extend

the program to the other

new social worker could assist
with these problems.

M rksman Training
el s out Thugs

gram at Busse School as' ministration may have ex-

said.

Incal into the lake and the water Mount' Prospect and Mrs.

*co
v.P Lnolil
7IONI 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAYio.

a number of years.

are not enough facilities or

II Hintz Rd. and west of Buffalo

11 PROSPECT

.

months. Extending the program through the fifth grade

would happen to these

Board members were considering a report on the pro-

and Mrs. Jack Keller and Mr.
and Mrs. William Swinford.

IIThe reservoir along

MOUNT

board members.

School. The program receives
reimbursement from the state.

McDonald Creek would cover
a

answer was given by the

students, in the district.

members that the social factors that disturb some of the

Program, children who receiv-

children if the program were
discontinued, since the program currently allows them to
stay in the smaller classes for

children emotionally often do

Fred Collett, director of therefore had been urged. He
pupil services, told board said that, in many cases, the

proposal for the Busse

decision on the program at the
next meeting?" No affirmative

the average and their studies
are directed towards their individual needs, Dr. Anderson

analysis Thursday and Friday.

Robert Russell said that they
understood that in the original

of months to their classrooms.
Ruff said he wondered what

Robert Anderson.
Children in the program are
placed in smaller classes than

Prospect newspaperman and

and the Board President,

Supt. Eric Sahlberg asked,
"Do we have agreement that

children would be as prepared

for high school as other not change in a matter of

Board Member James Ruff

extend the program.

The reservoir could hold guest of honor in Arlington
four inches of runoff water Heights at a cocktail party
given, by Veva Hembd, Mr.
from 1,200 acres.

i

Air Tickets & Reservations

Bruce Ladd, former Arland Mount

learners."

ed the individual instruction
would return within a matter _

the board will make a final

Receptions
To Honor
Author Ladd
ington Heights

(Continued from Page I )
would detain storm water and
then gradually release it into
Salt Creek which runs west of
the tollway.

i

BRUCE LADD

Chicago.

Federal Aid

II

I

0,

the

Services will,be Wednesday at

I

T

at

Lauterburg &- Oehler Funeral

Home in Arlington Heights.

Value Today!

11

After a marathon session
on its pilot learning disability
program the School Dist. 57
Board of Education voted to
continue the discussion at a
later date without deciding to

Mrs. Rose Thornton

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral

Mrs. Rose H. Thornton, 79,
of 1009 W. Oakton, Arlington

Lillian, a son, Frank of Fort

BY DIANNE CLERI HAN

26 years.

7

it

3 Steps to Beauty
Your FREE

Hour of Beauty

MERLE

noRm n n
COSMETICS
"In The Mall"
Mt. Prospect Plaza
Phone 259-2241
Open 10 to 5 Daily,
10 to 9 Thursday
t.

The Day's Prospects

`A Bit o Britain' at Prospect High School
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

A bit of Britain blossomed in Prospect High School's production of "My Fair Lady." It is a "smashing" hit.

Bob Pape as Professor Higgins is astounding with his
persistently haughty delivery of untold totals of lines in the
18 -scene presentation. A comfortably portly supporting role
of Colonel Hugh Pickering is given by Don Feyereisen.

TWO LEADING ladies trod the boards, with Ginny
Anderson playing the part of Eliza Doolittle March 14 through
16 and with Pam Toenjes scheduled for March 21 through
23.

The difficult role is split because of the many variations

Ginny Anderson, portray-

in voice accents, accompanying the actual musical scores.

ing Eliza Doolittle learned her

Roger Kelly. gives a rousing, lusty presentation of Eliza's

sewed tea by one of the five

father with Larry Pankau as Freddy Eynsford-Hill.
A true touch of Britain is given by foreign exchange student

P's, Q's and H's too. She is

merry maids, Lynn Futch.

Paula Blundell -Jones portraying the elder Mrs. Higgins. A

The title female role will

feature Pam Toenjes at this
week's performance.

thorough presentation of Mrs. Pearce, the housekeeper is given
by Donna Hutching.

1

r'

''

(%(

BOUQUETS are usually given, but in the case of this productiop, the whole bloomin' market should go to the responsible
group'of adults, students and aids who produced the show.

\

The scenery, created by another area visitor from England,
exchange art teacher, Terry Edgar, was as outstanding as the
singing, dancing and acting. Vile scenes magically changed
before the eys of the audience while the outside of the curtain,

- -dais
_AsiffT.,Cr

,

during other more major scene changes, was utilized.
Entrances from the back of the auditorium made every spectator an integral part of the play.
To list the entire cast would be impossible, but every student
became a part of the well-known play based on George Bernard
Shaw's "Pygmalion."

"From line 28" says Howard Sandlund as Sterling Mische
helps mark the changes during dress rehearsal preceding the
6 performances of "My Fair Lady" at Prospect High School.
There were over a dozen separate songs not including the

THE UNSUNG heroes and heroines indeed arc the prop
managers, the lighting and sound director, wardrobe chairman

for the Ascot and ballroom scenes), make up,
publicity and last but by no means least the able musicians

(

St. Paul Lutheran
School Planning
Science Fair Fri.

Dr. Tyrell Speaker
Tonight at Fairview

The Science Department of St. Paul

annual Science Fair on Friday in the gymnasium. The public is invited to attend from

The "Man for All Seasons" production took second place

Northwest Community

Hospital with private practice
in Arlington Heights and has

worked at various local

in-

Chicago Board of Education
Family Court of Cook County, Downy Veterans Hospital

Bureau

does darkness affect our coordination, terminal
ballistics, how do different aged people react

to different words, uses of ammonia, effects
of smoking, density of woods, how do vitamins

affect us?, boiling water without heat, which
came first, the chicken or the egg?

With the variety of objects on display, the
educators feel there will be something of interest to the public.

`Trip' Wed.

Tuesday, March 19, 1968
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of Child Study,

BPW 'Easter Elegance'
Fashion Show Thursday

and Little City, Palatine.

It

titrations to quantitative CO2 analysis, how

Delta Japan

geryog:f

psychologist at

stitutions including the

Medals will be given to outstanding projects.
Some of the projects will include: volumetric

and director Lewkowicz.

Alpha Xi

Fairview School PTA at 8
tonight. He is currently con-

The fair will consist of about 175 projects
prepared by students in grades 6 through 8.
They will be judged by Science teachers from
surrounding schools on the basis of creative

is expected that all projects have some
kind of experimentation. All participants will
be awarded a ribbon of 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place.

in drama sectionals and will compete in the March 29 and
30 state tournament at Normal. It will be a first for Prospect

The director, Mrs. Patricia Lewkowicz, of the fine arts.

division can again say that "success blooms again."

Dr. Donald J. Tyrell,
the featured speaker at

6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

ability, scientific thought, thoroughness, clarity
and technical skill.

overture and finale.

directed by Howard Sandland and Sterling Mische.

clinical psychologist will be

sulting staff
Lutheran School, Mount Prospect will hold its

(especially

DR. DONALD J. TYRELL

Nurses Offer Scholarship
At tonight's meeting of the
Mount Prospect Nurses Club,
Sister Ethelreda, of the Con-

vent of the Holy Spirit

in

Techny, will discuss her ex-

in a New Guinea
Leper Colony. The meeting
will be held at 7:45 p.m. in
the home of Mrs. Carl Frans
Jr., 205 N. Elmhurst, Mount
Prospect. All area nurses are
periences

invited.

Final plans are being made

"Come to Japan" will be
the theme for the March 20
meeting of the Alpha Xi Delta
North Area Alumnae Group.

Robert Girard of Drake

Travel Agency will present

slides and discuss the opportunities for travel in Japan.

Founder's Day will be plan-

ned during the regular
meeting.

The 8 p.m. meeting will be
held in the Carriage Room of
the Drake Funeral Home, 625

by the Mount Prospect
For the tenth year, the Business and Professional
Mount Prospect Nurses Club Women's Club for their

Busse Highway, Park Ridge.

will award a $350 scholarship

hostesses. Any new women

to a Mount Prospect student

Mrs. Michael Rogers, Des

Plaines, and Mrs. Thomas

March '23 "Easter Elegance"

Hall, Prospect Heights, are

luncheon and fashion show.

may contact Mrs. William
Myers, 824-4861 or Mrs.

The fashions by Bramsons
who has been accepted for admission to an accredited nurs- will be long remembered, as
one of the main prizes will be
ing program.
Application forms may be three wardrobes valued at
obtained at all District 214 $300, $200 and $100 each. A

Rogers, 299-3776.

Meetings are held the third
Wednesday of each month at

the Carriage Room in Park

schools, Maine West, St. sable boa will also be given.
Committee chairmen inPatrick's Academy in Des
Plaines, and Sacred Heart clude Mrs. Enola Watson,
High School in Rolling decorations; Mrs. Marian
Baker, reservations and
Meadows.
Former winners now in tickets; Mrs. Gertrude

Ridge. The local philanthropic

project is Clearbrook Center

for the Retarded in Rolling
Meadows.

Lions Teachers
To be Honored

school are Barbara Bathgate Francek, door prizes; Mrs.
at Wesley Memorial Hospital;

Ann Ostroski, wardrobe raf-

St. fle; Mrs. Mary K. Johnson,
Theresa's in Winona, Minn.; boa raffle; Mrs. Anna Kenny,
Carole Komorowski at the cocktail ticket; Mrs. Dolores

Mary Martha Waldo at

An. expression of ap-

preciation to all the teaching
staff and personnel of Lions
Park School, 300 East Coun-

University of Illinois; and Haugh, program design.
Kathleen Trznadel, last year's

winner from Forest View

High School who is studying
at the University of Evansville
in Evansville, Ind.

For additional information
or applications, please contact
Mrs. Leonard La Passo, at
439-3972.

cil Trail, Mount Prospect, will

A salad bar luncheon will
be featured at the March 20

Heights Area Alumnae
Gamma.

The 1 p.m. meeting will be

the Mine of Mrs.
Robert H. Fletcher, 1315
held at

Watling Rd., Arlington

Meet Wed.

Park School PTA.

meeting of the Arlington

Association of Kappa Kappa

Kappa Alpha
Theta Will

be given Wednesday, March
20 when they are to be guests
at a luncheon given by Lions

Kappa Kappa

Heights.

"How's that for a pretty Easter egg?" asks Allison Wargo,
2, granddaughter of Mount Prospect Business and Professional
Woman's Club member, Lorraine Rabe. The fancy egg centerpieces will add to the tables of the organizations' Easter
Elegance Luncheon and Fashion Show to be held at Itasca
Country Club, March 23. For ticket information call 253-2043.
(Photo by Fern Schneider)

the broad way
to keep up
with the times

"The wide ones"
*CARAVELLE*

The Northwest Suburban

Alumnae Club of Kappa

Alpha Theta will meet at
p.m. Thursday, March 21 at

7171111111111111111,

1

the home of Mrs. R. W.

Fruechtenicht, 614 Banbury,
Arlington Heights.

Mrs. Helen Knopp of

Looking over their kits of promotional material are three volunteer campaign workers for
the 21st annual membership drive of the Arlington Heights Community Concert Association.
They are (from lett) Mrs. William Wilcox, Mrs. Hartley Bond, and Mrs. Donald Everhart.
The membership drive will be conducted during the week March 18-23.

Community Concerts Week
Arlington Heights Mayor

John G. Woods has proclaimed March 18-23 as Community Concerts Week.

Symphony, Rise Stevens, The

March 18. Chairman of the

March 20 at the Mount

Orchestra, The De Chormier
Folk Singers, The Norman

Rockefeller Chapel Choir,

pianists Whittemore and

Lowe, The Paris Chamber

Village, Wheeling and sur-

Luboff Choir, and most

The price of an adult

York representative from

membership

$10; a
subscription for a high school
student is $5 and $7.50 for a
college student.

is

Members who attended

Beehive to Meet

artists such as: The Columbus

Prospect, Prospect Heights,
rounding areas to join the
association for the 1968-69
season.

5-8826.

will be demonstrated at the

have heard worthwhile concerts presented by renowned

Boys' Choir, The St. Louis

Rolling Meadows, Elk Grove

by a number of paintings from
the gallery. All new members
interested in attending may
call Mrs. Fruechtenicht at CL

A kickoff dinner for more
than 90 volunteer workers,
their spouses and the association officers was given at

concerts of the past 10 seasons

During this week the Arlington Heights Community
Concert Association will be
inviting all residents of Arl-

ington Heights, Mount

Countryside Art Gallery will
present a program illustrated

recently, The American String
Quartet.
Community Concerts' New

Columbia Artists' Management, Dorothy Duncan, will
be in Arlington Heights dur-

Faith Lutheran Church,

dinner was Mrs. Rudy
Kaspar, assisted by Mrs.

Frank Palmatier.
Tables prizes were given for

the most renewal mem-

berships secured earlier in the
month. At the end of the campaign a prize will be given for
the largest' number of new
subscriptions obtained.

A volunteer worker may
earn complimentary mem-

"Macaroni Picture Frames"

fish that
catches
people...

The very latest news

-1W wide nylon
grosgrain straps-the

McDonald's Filet -O -Fish

big, young, fun look.
But the watch means
business. It's a
jeweled -lever,

Mount Prospect Homemakers

"Beehive" on Wednesday
Prospect Community Center
at 1 p.m.

Members are asked to bring

white glue and a styrofoam
wreath frame. A discussion on
"Delinquency is our Concern"
and a demonstration on Merle

Norman cosmetics will
follow.

It's deep-fried, golden -brown filet

of ocean fish ... slipped into a

warm, freshly baked roll and top-

ped with smooth, tangy tartar

ARLINGTON HTS.

should call Mrs. Alvin Gilso,

ing campaign week March 1823.

of memberships sold.

392-0625.

division of BULOVA

McDonakflt is mi. kind of place.
N.W. Hwy. & Wilke
"Across from Arlington Pk"

meeting. Anyone interested

CARAVELLIr

sauce. Irresistible. Try it today.

Members are also asked to
bring 2 white elephants to the

berships for his or her family
or friends for a given number

waterproof', shock
resistant Caravelle.
Also with wide
white leather
or suede straps.

4...0

MT. PROSPECT

Rand Rd. & Rt. 83
"Across from Rondhurat"

CL 3-4690
2 N. DUNTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

gue

...

"Modern communcations
systems are getting so com-

switchboard when the

Day offices "

"You think the computers
are plotting against you at the

plex, I've been wondering
whether, as so many science

everything have become in-

"It's a possiblity. Over the
weekend we had a shift in our
offices so various departments

against us."

result, the telephone hookups

computer give you a had time
with your telephone bill?"
"Not this month. I did have

different locations in Ad;

computers that run

telligent and are plotting

ington Heights and Mount
Prospect were changed.

phones at two different ad-

now? Oh, over there at

"Jim, will you come over

"What phone is ringing

supposed to get the calls will

Diane's desk. It's for Linda."

when the primary phones are
already busy, the 'brain' will
search for a vacant phone and

Dify."

"Good evening, Prospect
"Hi, this is the Prospect
Day. I'm calling from the next
desk."
"Hello, is this the Arlington
Day?"

"So for the past two days
had gone something like

"Well, yes. Sort of.

this:"

in the setup "

Actually, I'm in Mount

"Larry, will you take the
phone here. The call is for

"You mean, you're getting

"But that's been corrected,
I think No, I was talking
about our telephones at The

so that the people who are

it

and there are a few 'bugs'

dresses, about two miles apart,
were on my bill.

"It's designed to ring in-

to Ralph's desk? There's a call
here for you."

ring it.

"The entire system was integrated into one switchboard

I discovered that two different

to go back to school.

be able to do just that. But

at the desks and at two

a problem last month, when

Jim's phone."

coming calls at certain desks,

could be consolidated. As a

"What's the matter, did a

"Mel, you're wanted on

operator goes home late at

night or on Sunday may have

office?"

fiction stories suggest, the

with George Hamilton

the wrong calls?"

Prospect. You see, we had our

phones changed over the
weekend and you'd never
believe..."

you."

"Not exactly but the

"George, there's a call at

'brain' that operates the

Larry's desk for you."

V

Daylight

The Dist. 25 Miracle

How did Arlington Heights more amazing, Dist 25 voters in the second and the third
Public Elementary School had turned down school tax varied in their details. The

March 9, 1968 - Carried
by 2,206 votes, total vote,

Dist 25 pull off its miracle? , increases three times in the 17
Earlier this month, in a months and 15 days before
year when most efforts in the March 9
Chicago suburbs to increase
Specifically, there were four

voting results follow:

the citizens of Arlington

38 votes; total vote, 3,730 --

administrators, especially

yes, 1,846; no, 1,884.

those who have been involved
in an unsuccessful referen-

school tax rates have failed,

Heights approved a maximum
331/2 cent tax rate increase in
a record vote and by a record
majority Making it all the

special school elections in

Dist

25 between Sept. 24,

1966, and March 9,

1968.

The propositions for the first

and most recent elections

were identical The proposals

Sept. 24, 1966 -- Lost by

1,100 votes; total vote, 4,396
- yes, 1,648; no, 2,748.

June 10, 1967 -- Lost by

Aug. 12, 1967 -- Lost by

102 votes; total vote, 2 508 -yes, 1,203; no, 1,305.

7,3687 yes, 4,787; no, 2,581.

CLEARLY, MAJOR

developments had taken place
in this school district. School

of the school district. Nine
out of 10 persons attending
asked that the quality of the

could be useful in years to
come in Dist. 25 and could

Arlington Heights schools be
maintained. More than 80 per

months which led to the

."' Soon after the Dist. 25

raise sala'ries of present

school districts.

$30,500

Here is a recap of the important steps in the last five
historic voter decision:

referendum failed last August,

the school board announced
that there would not be another school election in 1967.

"EARLY IN October the
school board began studying
development of a budget for
the 1968-69 year. Enrollment
would increase by 400 to 500

retire June 30, met with Assistant Supt. Robert Campbell in

what has to be regarded as a
decisive event. Clabaugh told

Campbell that the people of
Arlington Heights always had
wanted an outstanding school

system and he believed they
still did. The problem was a
communication breakdown.
Clabaugh put the problem in
Campbell's hands, directing

.
BEST BUY IN 4 BEDROOMS

him to give as much of his
time as necessary to find a

This big 8 room raised ranch in Hoffman
Estates has taxes below $500. Has 211/2
ft. family room, 11/2 baths, garage, many

solution to the financial crisis
facing the district.
** Campbell moved quick-

ly. He decided to take the

extras. See it today.

Dist. 25 financial crisis to

$27,900

community leaders and to

hear their views on what the
district should do in planning

the 1968-69 year. In

-MOUNT PROSPECT SPLIT-LEVEL
Another great A -R value! Has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, family
room, 2 -car garage. Added attraction is sub -basement for all
your storage needs. $35,500
JOIN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS COMMUNITY CONCERTS
MARCH 18 TO 23
Member HOME1i1CA,

national hometinding'service

Min to Rea

INCORPORATED

Member M.A.P. Multiple,Listing ServiOe
NORTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SOUTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MOUNT PROSPECT

PALATINE

550 W. Northwest Hwy.

535 S, Arlington Hts. Road

209 S. Main St.

-119 North Northwest Hwy.

CL 34100

CL 5-1515

392-8100

'

359-4100

wrote from 20 to 40 letters to
persons having no children in
the Dist. 25 schools, but who
were known to be interested
in maintaining good educational opportunities. A record
number of civic leaders and

The last of them was held the

** CAMPBELL'S PLAN

country completed four years
of service in the navy for
Robert Humphrey, son of Mr.

Ryan, whose birthday it was,

President's cabinet filed in.

10 W. Hiawatha.
The 26 -year -old sailor is

Resells, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace

and Mrs. Elmer Humphrey,

currently enjoying an

brought army draftee Dennis

educators living in Dist. 25
and teaching elsewhere. The

from Vietnam where he was
stationed for 14 months. The

American vacation in Florida

where he has been visiting

grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. E.

E. Beem and Rev, and Mrs.

The end of February

eligible to vote, but the

Wicker, N. Fairview home

teachers association placed a

Prospect High School
graduate returns to Ft.

full -page advertisement in
Arlington Heights newspapers
urging approval of the tax rate
increase.
** Campbell had expected

Leonard Wood April 2 to re-

ed, he figured. On the evening

several small parties for their
son who alsd spent part of his

main until August when he

March 2 found Robert

and Mrs. Ryan hosting the
usual potluck dinner for the

room of the White House, and

left just as members of the
The same afternoon found
Hollensteiner filling a speaking engagement in Cincinnati.

A RECENT vacation took

Brodeur, Mr. and Mrs. John
Spooner, the junior Leonard

Mr. and Mrs. Edward

From Lake Forest comes

returned to have Mrs.

Mount Prospect. She is the
former Margaret Alice Mar-

the count of 10 to host a late
morning cocktail party before
the Mount Prospect Chapter

Schoeneberg to Mexico.
Johnsons, and the H. D. Bronzed and happy with the
Blocksoms.
relaxing trip, the couple
word of the marriage of a Schoeneberger felled by the
young woman who spent flu. Down but not out,
much of her childhood in however, she was up before
ble, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Buckingham Marble,

who was the February bride
of Dennis Albert Nahnsen of
Churdan, Iowa.

THE COUPLE met when

Infant Welfare benefit last
Thursday.

On the invitation list were
Mount Prospect women Mrs.

William Anderson, Mrs.

will receive his service both were students at Drake -Donald Bohannon, Mrs.
discharge.
University and are making Charles Kimball, Mrs.
their first home in Devils William Eilbracht, Mrs.
as many as 2,750 "no" votes
MEANTIME at home his Lake, No. Dak., where young
Hanson, Mrs. Guy
to be cast. A minimum of mother and father, the junior Mr. Nahnsen is a territory Charles
Courtney, Mrs. Robert
3,000 "yes" votes were needmembers, administrators and
a majority of the home -coffee

leaders expected approval.
votes.

A vote count showed
that voters had approved the
tax rate increase in every one
of the 13 precincts. A record
total of approximately 7,400

Hollie Wickers have given

leave in Lead Hill, Pa.,

visiting grandparents, Mr. and

community communications

formational program early in

concern for maintaining the

votes. Under the intensive

developed in the 60 days
before the referendum, the

schools reached proportions

district's financial problems.
In addition to PTA programs,

no one could accurately have

newspaper publicity, direct
mail and all the previously
employed means, Campbell

There were other unexpected results. Many of the

anticipated.

community leaders have said
that they want *some form of
the new school -citizen communication to be continued.

Plans are taking shape and

10 to 15 persons, small

soon will be ready for board

enough so that everyone could

consideration.

manager for the Oliver Corp.

Their marriage took place

Spirit in Lake Forest where
the Marbles now live. They

were residents of Mount

High.

teiner, S. Albert St., a conference with President Lyndon Johnson is all in a day's
work. Jim, who represents a

Diane, senior at Prospect
Although none in the group

can claim a birthday as low
as 15 years, that is the ripe
age as clubs go of the one that

and women have been
celebrating each other's

birthdays since one member
of the group suggested it long

Shanley, Mrs. Robert Haugh,
Mrs.

Louis Lembesis, Mrs.

in the Church of the Holy James Baker, Mrs. William

Mrs. Hollie Wicker Sr. The
trip east by car also included
Dennis's mother and sister

Mount Prospect couples
votes had been cast. The six
miss except for rare
plurality exceeded 2,000 wouldn't
reasons. Together the 12 men

" In December, Campbell
presented an ambitious plan
of citizen communication to
the Dist. 25 board. It was approved. The plan called for

suggested a new dimension in
citizen communication.
He proposed a series of
home meetings with groups of

League, met with the President last week in the cabinet

own list which included not
only Dist. 25 staff members

Most thought the margin
would be from 200 to 300

January to explain the

By Grace Mott
Home, happy to be here, birthdays (wouldn't you know
and in good health, are two it would be December?) the
veterans of the war in Viet- dates are well spaced
nam. Twelve months in that throughout the year.

James Fresh, all of Dunedin.

Clabaugh contention. Community leaders showed deep
concern about lowering the
educational opportunities of

beginning an intensive in-

Happy to be Home

called for a voting day checking system so airtight that, by
early afternoon, the home -coffee leaders knew exactly how
many of the persons attending
had voted. Teachers had their

November, a series of small
meetings with PTA, business
and civic leaders was held.

the public schools. They urged
that the Dist. 25 financial
situation for the 1968-69 year
be spelled out in simple terms
as soon as possible.

Grace's Daze

members, administrators and
a considerable list of com-

before the election, board

The results confirmed the

60056

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, 510.00 a year; 56,00 for six months.
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

directly to citizens. Board

evening before the referendum. The total reached 254.

announced his decision to

117 S. Main, Mount Prospect. Ill. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect. III.

of newspapers serving the

"In mid -October, Supt. R.
E. Clabaugh, who earlier had

penditures for the next school

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.

** Newspaper articles appeared in almost every issue

year.

revenue and probable ex-

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kiedatsch
Managing Editor

time of the action, for a
referendum.

organizations endorsed the
proposal and urged a "yes"
vote at the referendum. Still
the home -coffees went on.

develop projections on

Tuesday, March 19, 1968,

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

mediately and set March 9,
barely a month away at the

munity leaders personally

district to hire additional
teachers. The board asked
district administrators to

Marshall Field III
Page 4

teachers to competitive levels.

were being built, but existing

1968-69 year might make it
financially impossible for the

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's' freedom and intellectual integrity."

The board responded im-

district. Mailings were made

provide for complete staffing.
Higher teacher salaries for the

Profipert map

additional teachers and to

students to another record
level in September, 1968.
Twenty new school rooms
revenue sources would not

I

week. On Feb. 10, Campbell
summarized an amazing total
of 152 home -coffee meetings
attended by more than 1,200
individuals from all sections

cent urged the board to call
a new referendum to ask approval of a maximum 331/2
cent tax increase in order to
get the funds to hire enough

be adapted for use in other

"Wouldn't you like to go on strike?"

** THE HOME -COFFEES
began during the second week
in January. Twenty were held

to -person discussion of school

problems. The technique

qiiiAtwur

1968-69 year in Dist. 25

the first week, 40 the next

board -voter communication.
It is an adaptation of the age
old "town meeting" concept in
which school district officials
met with hundreds of citizens
in small meetings for person -

Exceptionally immaculate.

with a separate copy for every

in school

a new technique

built-ins, crystal chandelier. Front and rear patios; garage.

uniform list of 15 questions

schools.

portant discovery, uncovering

MOUNT PROSPECT BEAUTY

leaders working with a

since "How did Dist. 25 do

Officials of Dist. 25 think
they may have made an im-

Lovely L-shaped ranch with 3 bedrooms and 2 baths, kitchen

The meetings never were
given a name. They were just
called "home coffees." Each
was provided with discussion

districts and interested

from neighboring school
it?"

1111111111111

ions.

person attending. At the end
of the meeting, every person
was asked to report in writing
his or her suggestions for the

dum, school board members
citizens have been asking ever

-

ask questions and express opin-

Prospect on S. Candota for 15
years.

For James A. Hollens-

national trade organization of
savings and loan companies
and who is vice president of
the United Savings and Loan

Mott, Mrs. Robert Wybest,
Mrs. L C. Dodge, Mrs. Irving
Opsahl, Mrs. Edward Brady,
Mrs. Robert Bryant, and Mrs.
Kenneth Wilson.

Staying over in town long

enough to see a number of
friends she might otherwise

have missed was, Mrs. Leslie

G. Janett who came to the
party then left in time for a
plane back to Somerville,
N.J., where the family now
lives.

Hideaword

ago.

At that time, all were

neighbors on S. Pine St. Most
still live, in Mount Prospect.
The Edward Resells who moved to Trout Valley, near Cary,

still return regularly and

generally host a summer picnic at their country home.

SPELADE
Make -as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

24 good, 31 excellent

EXCEPT FOR the month
of December when there are
three in the crowd who have

Answer on Comic Page

4,4

S

Fins

Co ch's Fi yee -Keroves

Toxin
state -championship hunting
Arlington gymnasts falter in
the preliminaries of the state
finals Friday, but he was far

the nine decided in Illinois,

judges," Walthouse said.
Crockett, who missed quali-

if we want to."

HIS CARDINALS wanted

to. Although two of Arlington's most consistent

performers -- horizontal bar

artist Gerry Withey and

parallel bar man Jack Finch
- had been eliminated in the

preliminaries, Wayne

Crockett had taken third and
Bob Gleichman ninth in the
all-around competition.

That gave Arlington a 10-

another to take Arlington's
third state championship of

and the first since Walthouse

T

Breuck.

and swimming

Reszke, Jeff Scott, Greg

Bill Yaeger, captain of the
varsity basketball squad, was
voted most valuable player by

Stewart.

Golback, Kevin Kavanagh,

were given to members of the
varsity teams

Kloempken,' Kevin Knauf,
Terry Lannon, Tim McCue,

Viator are

Mooney, Keith Mundt, Mike
Nelson, Tim O'Malley, Matt
Pancratz, Larry Scalzitti, Pat

Those honored by St.
BASKETBALL

Erfort, Mike Halstead, Don

Rich Ryndak, Mal Squires.

Zeller, Tom Brown (Mgr.)

Minor (Jv) Letter: Dan
Dutro, Jim Hynes, Dave

Kaskie, Pete McGee, Chris
Mijal,

Dan Kivlahan (Mgr)

Jim Sweeney (Mgr)
Sophomore Letter: Mark
Kevin Caffrey,
Browning,

Steve Carley, Wayne Danis,
Mark Delaney, Dennis ForeMark

man,

Keehan,

Bill

McElroy, Steve Ostermann,
Tom Renno, Andy Schlickman, Gary Wenzel

Freshman Numerals:

Bill

they gave all season, good

expected -- and arrived --'first-

fourth.

Mazur, Crockett put on the

Bari, Mike Regan, Greg

Wenzel

WRES FLING

ningham (Cant), Rod Ayers,
Bob Batchelor, Greg Gripen-

trog, Bill Hitzeman, Jim

Howard, Ed Klingberg, Mike
O'Malley, John Wendell.

'

Minor (Jv) Letter: Chuck

Ayers, John Cavers, Tom
Dougherty, John Forsberg,

Jim O'Grady, Larry Quinnett,

John Shields, Mike Squires,
Mike Sutton, Tony Toledano,

Mark Troester, John Vandenberg, Martin Willow.

Sophomore Letter: Joe
,111v

Geiser, Mike Gilfillan,
Tom Harrison, Bruce Kelly,

McMahon, Mike McShea,

Chuck Nozickc, John Moran,

Mark Scheidt, Ed Schultek,
Dave Takata, Jim Tully.
Freshman NumeraLs:.Steve

Beltran, Bill Bourous, Bill
Byrnes, Steve Carroll, Dan

Coha, Mike Conley, Dan

Craig, Steve Crawford, Gene
Dougherty, Carl Eells, Mark
Kranz, Scott Lindberg, Mark
Mannion, Pat McGrane, Tom
McMahon, Larry Miller, Dan

Murphy, Mark Schroeder,

G FGA FGM Pct.'

Arlington
Forest View

23
25
23
21

1352
1590
1149
1433
1240
1162

586
648
468
545
454
413

.433
.408
.407
.380
.366
.355

Includes all games, conference, exhibition, and tournament
TOP 25 INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
(minimumS0 attempts)

Player

Carl Fricke, Whl.
2. Tom Pomey, E.G.
3 Bill Yaeger, St.V.
4 Mark Liddell, Arl.
5 Mike Messer, F.V.
6 George Timson, Pros.
7 Butch Leonard, Pros.
8 Bob Artemenko, E.G.
9 Ed Haskell, Pros.
10. Phil Smith, Whl.
11. Don Wright, Whl.
1-2, Dave McGuffey, Arl.
13 Jim Gumz, Pros.
14 Jack Bastable, Whl.
15. Chris Buttenob, Arl.
16. Forrest Haney, Pros.
17 Doug Dahle, F.V.
18 Keith Bauer, F.V.
19 Doug Somers, Arl.
20. Greg Doyle, St.V.
21. Mike Anderson, Pros.
22. John Knopf, E.G.
23. Dave Erfort, .St.V.,
24. Jim Oplt, E.G.
25, Dave Somers, Pros.
1
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the Arlington coach said.

"I knew he had it in him,"

The final surprise came
from tumbler Gary Drake,

who had only to make an appearance on the mats to take
the title for Arlington, but instead zipped through a routine
that, won him an individual
state championship and. put

Atkins, and Carlson

-- are

seniors. This will' probably

G FGA FGM Pct.

Steve Chernicky is in his
last

team turned in last year.
Wheeling has six lettermen

Swim Club, swam in the

Bastable, third baseman Keith

Clark, shortstop Cary Salm,
first baseman Dave Powell,

place in the 100 -yard

and utility man Robin Melzer

backstroke with 1:10.0.

weekend and came home with

all earned letters last year.

Miss Kaipus has qualified
for the cutoff ,times in four

two seconds, and a

sixth place finishes.

Chernicky hasn't decided yet

Regional Six Open Mens' and

Womens' 'Swim Championships to be held in Akron,
Ohio, later this month.

200 -yard

Maine West will be the site

of the
":. 1

1

To Compete in
4 -State Contest

21.

88
105
126
62

145
130
35
41

24
21
9
16
19

52
94

25. 181
23 266
22 224
23 192
19 127

68

.401

.400
.390
49 .389
24 .387
20 .385
36 .382
69 .381
100 .376
84 .375
71 .370
.

47. .370

"I

hear Evanston had

caller Sunday night.

a

"Everyone else is in bed, but
I was just sitting here looking

really strong sophomore group
this year," he says.
In the meantime, though,

at the trophy and enjoying it.".

High team series -handicap.
;

Swensons, 2802. High team
game --handicap: Swensons,

Coming Up,

High individual series --

Sunday, April 20, at the 593, Gus Roessler. 623. High
game --handicap:
Roosevelt High School individual
Carol Egan, 224, Gus
Roessler, 260.

Barrington at Elk Grove, 4

p.m.
Arlington vs. Maine East

and Hinsdale at Maine East,
4:30 p.m.

If things are uncertain

there, on the pitching mound
still more confusions reigns.

'

WITH HIS experienced
hurlers lost to graduation,

Chernicky says he'll go with

Jim Muelhausen, and John

Fedyski, both left-

1

handers, with Newman

another possiblity for pitching
chores.

The Wildcats open their
season April 8 at Deerfield,

and face Prospect at the

A
H
A
H
A
A
H
H
A
A
A
H
H

H
A

H
A

All games begin at 4:30
p.m. except the Niles North

Knights' diamond April 15 in
their first MSL game.

and Niles West games, which
start at 11:00 a.m.

brief umpires, coaches, and
athletic administrators on rule
changes and interpretations.

1TTLE
PILLS.

The Maine West session

begins at 7:30 p.m. on April
3.

Taken by
millions
for over

CARTER'S

75 years
in homes
like yours

so

iiitArswate

Rea t r

UYE S GUI

00

A NEIN

FO

E

Tack IA

Open
9 to 9

PER

DAY

DAY, WEEKOR MONTH

STATED MEETINGg
FIRST & THIRD THURSDAYS

FORD 1 -TON
SUPER VAN TRUCKS

Donald W. Irkfetz - Master
1301 Cork Tree Ln.,
Prospect Heights

ONLY $10 DARY MILEAGE

PS

6eolege ?oole
400W.

as.

pDubtication0

AS LOW AS

1104 S. Arlington Hts. Road
Arlington Hts., Ill.

296-5132

8 Deerfield
Apr. 13 Niles N.
Apr. 15 Prospect
Apr. 17 Fremd
Apr. 19 Palatine
Apr. 20 Niles W.
Apr. 22 Elk Grove
Apr. 24 Arlington
Apr. 26 Forest View
Apr. 29 Conant
May
Fremd
May 3 Prospect
May 6 Palatine
May 8 Arlington
May 10 Elk Grove
May 17 Conant
May 24 Forest View

for grabs, Chernicky says.

See our display of Homes
as advertised ea'('r) Thursday in

door or from the ticket

Gustav Albrecht -Secretary
119 Cornell, Des Plaines
VA 4-9654

way
Apr.

lack Kenning -1y

p.m.

agers will be competing for

Masonic Lodge#1162

OpponenL.Home-A-

Date

Newman, will probably man
one of the outfield positions,
but the other two are still up

When Buying or Selling
Your Home

TUESDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS
Indoor Track
Varsity & Sophomore
Prospect at Wheeling, 4:30

scratch: Shirley Winkelman,
530, Jerry Mockenhaupt, 557.

High individual series --hanin the Music Standstill dicap:
Shirley Winkelman,
7 p.m.

Arlington Heights

Schedule:

Another letterman, Jay

See

I

1043.

Concert -Contest, at

chairman, Francis E. Deiss, at
TE 4-8218.

who his second baseman will
be, but expects it to be either
Greg Messina or Don Wright.

Be Money Ahead

MARSHA KAIPUS

game
--scratch:
Swensons, 888.

Mount Prospect's drum and
bugle corps The Guardsmen, High individual game -will compete with 19 other, scratch: Shirley Winkelman,
corps from a four -state area 199, Jerry Mockenhaupt, 233.

Tickets will be available at the

356
324

High team series --scratch:

Andrews; 2. Swensons; 3.

honors with their groups.

25
22

Walthouse assured a late

getting cautious already.

.

Swensons, 2337. High team

Team standing: I.

.475
.465
.440
.434
.429 .
.420
.407

81

he and his Arlington team will
be savoring their triumph.
"No, no I was still up,"

Michelsons; 10. Harths

March 11, 1968

Straits; 4. Mockenhaupts; 5.
Hawkins; 6. Sundquists; 7.

The meeting is one of 15
held throughout Illinois to.

Pattocks; 8. Kellers; 9.

RIDGE PARK
COMMUNITY MIXED

local session in the

series of high school baseball
rules interpretation meetings
that begin late this month.

'

Bowling Results

.481

17 ' 189
21 162

give Walthouse a base of two
established state champions to
build on next season, but he's

Maine West Hosts Baseball Rules
Interpretation Meeting April 3

other events at the 1968

She won the 200 -yard individual medley with a time
of 2:23.9 and took seconds in
the 100 -yard freestyle with
:58.8 and in the

CATCHER JACK

SHE ALSO took a sixth

Ninth Annual Hinsdale Open

is

strongest.

yard freestyle relays.

Age Group Swim Meet this
a first,

them in the infield, where

Chernicky says his team

freestyle with a 2:04.8. Both
times earned berths for Miss
Kaipus on the 400- and 800 -

Marsha Kaipus, 1308 N.
Kennicott, Arlington Heights,
a member of the Lake Forest

99

75
244

returning this season, five of

Swimmer Earns Four Places

125
99
33
106

15

Chernicky will be heading
for Hersey High School when
it opens next fall and would
like improvement on the 7-11
record and fifth -place Mid Suburban League finish his

pictured.

267
213

22

it to be a good send off.

has just passed. The front row (left to right) has Bill Pool, Chuck Oldenburg, Steve Keubler,
and Ken Schriener. In the second row are Dave Connelly, Steve Hinton, Dean Taggart, Ken
Peters, and Ken Martin. And in the back row: Rick Bronwell, Steve Millham, Bill Welton,
Mike Cleveland, Pat Teefey, John Kulla, and Mark Leonhard. Coach Bob Ostrander is not

24. 206
21

baseball

School, and he is looking for

4=.
The Thomas Junior High School eighth grade team reflects on the successful season it

Auditorium, Wilson and Kimball Ave., Chicago.
Approximately 1,400 teen-

25

year as head

coach at Wheeling High
1

.662
.535
.510
.496
.494

201

64 state title -winning points.

Chernicky Relying in Six
Lettermen, in Fin,a1 Season

133
200 107
253 129
19
115 57
44
20
89

22
23
25

Wayne Crockett dismounts, putting a smooth end to the
routine that earned him third place Saturday in the still ring
Finals with an 8.50 judges' average. Crockett also took third
in the all-around competition to account for 16 of Arlington's

Wheeling Baseball Preview

Franzen, Ed Kilfoy, Ed

22
25

St Viator

all was reserved for Crockett.

finals, only three -- Crockett,

Costello, Jim Fitzsimmons,

FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE

Prospect
Elk Grove

1968

AMONG THE CARDS
seven scorers in the state

Sophomore Letter: Jim
Breen, Jim Campana, Bill

asketball Leaders

Team
Wheeling

performed,

the Cards in with style.

Ron Umdenstock (Mgr.)

Bill

a

was almost all smiles Saturday, and one of the biggest of

Merit Certificate: Paul

Steve Salerno, Fred Schmidt,
Ralph Soper, Martin Wendell,

Jeff Lavin, Jim Martin, Terry
McCue, Mike McGrane, Bob

Major Letter: Mike Cun-

athlete has just

March 19,

Gene O'Hara, Bill Saigh,

Mark Fleming, Marty Fortier,
Tom Gallagher, Mike Gasey,

A', T IWM

good barometer of how his

Tuesday,

Kanabay, Rich Lynch, John
McNamara, Mike Madden,
Ed Martin, Bill McCaffrey,
Dave Mullan, Tom Murray,

Minor (iv) Letter: Bob
Doczi, Mike Dom, Dan

r;TII;', (;HAt4I'I

WALTHOUSE, WHOSE
post -routine demeanor is

Randy Bocsin, John Driscoll,
Gary Fern, Jeff Foley, George
Hales, Mike Kaminski, Alan

Latham, Mike Locasio, Tim
McGuire, Kevin McCall, Pat
McGary, Tom McNamara,

Starck, Joe Trawinski, Jim

career.

because three other gymnasts

SWIMMING Major Letter:

Weber, Kevin Chantry (Mgr.),
Leonard Johnson (Mgr.), Jim
Semitekol (Mgr.).

Wendell, Steve Yellin, Mike

best performance of his

But part of it happened

Mark Abata, Mike Albers,

Maguire, Bob Schultek, Bill

Shanahan, Tom Smith, Randy

or second -place finish by

enough for two thirds and a

Cook, Rick Komar, Jim Lux,

Ganzer, Bill Hake, Jim Tully, Ed Vallely, Don

tenuzzo, Bill Reilly, Mike

And on the rings Saturday,
when Arlington had to have
a good showing to offset an

Merit Certificates: Tom

Broeren, Kevin Cosgrove, Bill

Mike O'Hara, Mike Pet-

if he'd been eligible.

Brousseau, and ring man Rich
Carlson all provided the consistent top-flight performances

Barry McEneely, Pat
Stearns.

Reising, Bill Reising, Pat

all-around man that would
have put him in the top 10

horse man Doug Atkins,
horizontal bar steady Jim

Mike Kingsley, Mark

Major Letter: Bill Yaeger
(Capt ), Jack Brawley, Terry

Cullen, Greg Doyle, Dave

district a week before, reeled
off a score on the horse as an

Freshman Numerals: Bill
Dougherty, John Geiser, Bern

his teammates

Forty-one major letters

night at the Barrington

Walthouse said he had planned all year for Crockett and
Gleichman to both make the
all-around top 10. And side

Mike Sliwa, Bob Tabbert,

Meersman, Pat Packard, Mike

fying for the side horse field
in the finals because of a bad

took over in 1963.
Part of it was premeditated.

Forty -One Viator Athletes
Awarded Major Letters
John Ireland, Chuck

"But he's such a great tram-

polinist that he was able to
improvise his way through,
and he mist have fooled the

Walthouse said Friday. "We
can get back up and still win

Tom Tillman, Matt Turner.

early.

clutch performance after

the fourth round or so,"

Bill Henrickson, John Horrell,

won the state individual trampoline title, broke his routine

The seven Arlington gymnasts who made it through to
the finals Saturday finished it
off, coming through with one

"We're just like a boxer
who's been knocked down in

Ampulski, Greg Dryanski,

TERRY' HAINES, who

Maine East, but with a start.

from despairing.

The Winter Sports Awards
have been given to 187 St.
Viator athletes for participation in basketball, wrestling,

rose to the occasion.

behind Dennis Mazur -led

Coach Tom Walthouse had
just been jolted, seeing his

Arlington High School principal Bruno Warm (right) congratulates coach Tom Walthouse
on the Cardinals' state gymnastics championship at Maine East Saturday. The Arlington finalists
are (left to right) Jim Brousseau, Doug Atkins, Wayne Crockett, Gary Drake, Terry Haines,
Rich Carlson, Bob Gleichman, Kevin Lindsey.

v

point cushion, still a point

BY RALPH NOVAE:

Viory

hinte

Plus Mileage
includes, Automatic
Transmission

BEAILIOES
Member Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

eall
CL 3-5000

Ind

INC.

NORTHWEST HWY., ARLINGTON HTS.

Member MAP. Multiple Listing Service

In Arlington Heigl ts
6 E. Northwest Hwy.

253-2460

In Palatine
358-5560

728 E. Northwest li.y.

in lloffman-Seltaurnburg
Shopping Plaza

894-1800

24 -Help Wanted Men

THE DAY
Tuesday, March 19, 196$

Page 6

Dist. 59 Students Look Over Camp Site

i

24 -Help Wanted Men

Janitor
in new ,Elk Grove plant.

call

BY JAN BONE

for appointment

Richard Jenness, Holmes Junior High

School Principal, (Dist. 59) ran open house
Sunday at Camp Hastings, north of Mundelein,

439-7600

for families of students who'll take part in a
week-long camping experience with inner-city
children.

Parents, sixth -graders, and younger brothers
and sisters showed up to tour the campsite.

OTOROLA

They saw large, bright cabins with bunk

beds, lavatory facilities with Formica -topped
counters, dining hall with piano; .a medical
center where registered nurses will be on 24-

NEEDS

hour duty

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

HIT OF THE day was clearly the science
center, where microscopes, rock samples, tree

sections, and a live garter snake were on
display. Outside, two pheasants and several

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

rabbits in cages kept younger fry fascinated.

DAYS and NIGHTS

On hand also to answer questions was Fred
L Betz, program co-ordinator for the Chicago
public school system

These men will carry, out maintenance
duties in both plant and office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,

I.

Holmes children from Mount Prospect, Arl-

ington Heights, and Elk Grove Village will
leave March 25

Illinois.

Several staff members from the Dist. 59

school will go along

Also on hand will be student counselors

from Forest View High School.

JOBS OFFER:

DIST. 59 board members voted to let the
Holmes students take part in the program on

Good Starting Pay

a,completely voluntary basis. Parents who want
their sixth -graders to take part must pay $30.

Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan
Profit Sharing

Teachers who'll be going are turning over
the $125 pay a federal grant would give them
to take care of costs of hiring substitutes. No
tax money will be used for the project.

Other Dist 59 schools are Low, Dempster,

Jay, Frost, and Forest View Elementary;

Devonshire, Einstein, Brentwood; and High
Ridge Knolls, and eight Elk Grove buildings.

Parents of Holmes Junior High sixth -graders who'll spend
a week at Camp Hastings with inner-city children showed up
Sunday to look over facilities. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sheehan,

1704 Milbrook Ln., Arlington Heights, talk with Holmes principal Richard Jenness; while 11 -year -old Christine Sheehan
tests the bunk beds. The Sheehans will pay $30 to give Chris

APPLY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

the week-long experience.

T
1 _

AT

School
Menus

-1-1

The following menus will

Left-Rocks, fossils, a live
garter snake, and a complete,
weather station are part of the

science center at Camp

Hastings. Christine Sheehan,
1704 Milbrook Ln., Arlington
Heights, is one of the sixth graders from Holmes Junior

be served Wednesday.

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

Township High School

District 214, (subject to 73

An equal opportunity employer

change without notice)

High School who'll leave
March 25 for a week-long

Main dish: (one choice)
Oven fried chicken
Bar-6e-que in bun - or
Beef -burger in bun
Wiener in bun

ran open house Sunday so
that Holmes parents could

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Buttered peas

camping experience with inner-city children. The camp

MOTOROLA
EXTRA

DOLLARS

look over facilities.
Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Lettuce wedge

COME

Molded: cherry, banana

pineapple
Orange, fruit cocktail

YOUR WAY...

Prune muffins and honey butter ---one-third qt. milk
CC,,AITIRN

I

Available desserts:
Grapefruit sections
Cheese cake
Apple crunch
Chocolate brownies
Sugar cookies

S

St. Viator High School

ty33.:Pre_.

Menus subject to change
without notice
Hot meat loaf sandwich
Mashed potatoes and gravy
Orange juice

Tbe Pro5pect Dap/5

19110. WWI WU R4ms«wefl
1.081811141WAII AMC MOM
IMS 6,11.0 RP
MT.
U
Rat, SMUT RIO UPI W PA* WMM

IkUl

Dessert

ECONOMY READING PLAN GIVES YOU THE

ala carte
Soup
French fries

Hamburger, hot dog, thuringer, cheeseburger, barbecue,
chili

but that's not all!

Dist. 25 - North Elemen-

tary, Miner, Thomas and
South Junior High Schools
Spaghetti with meat sauce
French bread
Tossed salad
Hot beets
Fruit cup

NO DOWN PAYMENT.

121111 SINTX

it has a happy new owner.
Happy, indeed, to have found in the

Today

Want Ads the very size TV set she needed
to

fit in this particular spot. Want Ads

have a happy way of solving many problems, both for buyer and seller.

Let a Want Ad provide a happy solution
for you. Dial 255-7200 or 255-4400

place a low cost Want Ad which
will find a buyer for the item you no
to

longer need. It's easy and it works.

Choice of desserts.

CHECK THESE 5 GUARANTEED BENEFITS
ONE SMALL PAYMENT ON YOUR CARRIER'S REGULAR COLLECTION DAY
COVERS THE COST OF BOTH YOUR NEWSPAPER AND THE MAGAZINES.

SPORTireAtA

for sale in a "Day" Want Ad...

.

Milk

GREATEST MAGAZINE BARGAIN AVAILABLE TODAY!

Recently this T.V. set was offered

3 LINES 3 DAYS

ONLY $3.15

Milk

ST 131010RI1 MRCV..S

A 014.101, .1.4ilv ON A
PO4 441(;(4.71.07474140OTP

Dist. 23 - MacArthur

YOUR MAGAZINES WILL BE DELIVERED BY UNITED STATES MAIL SERVICE.

Junior High Schools
40 cent lunch
Grandma's beef stew
Red bean salad
Pan roll and butter
Orange fluff

YOUR NEWSPAPER WILL BE DELIVERED BY YOUR REGULAR CARRIER.

A GUARANTEED OFFER . . . THERE WILL BE NO PRICE INCREASE ON THE
MAGAZINES YOU SELECT FOR YOUR FULL SUBSCRIPTION PERIOD.

I

TO REACH BUYERS FOR THINGS
YOU NO LONGER NEED

Milk

30 cent lunch

YOU PAY ONLY 50* PER WEEK FOR YOUR
NEWSPAPER AND YOUR CHOICE OF MAGAZINES

take it
from me!

*0

Citrus salad
Roll and butter

sal.*****

1110******11

USE THIS ORDER FORM

CHOOSE ANY 4 MAGAZINES

HAND TO YOUR CARRIER OR MAIL TODAY

'FROM LIST SHOWN BELOW

7:4
New Renewal
0 MODERN ROMANCES

New Renewal
O 0 TV GUIDE

ID 0 SATURDAY EVENING POST
O CI PARENTS' MAGAZINE

O 0 EMERY QUEEN'S
MYSTERY MAGAZINE

O 0 ARGOSY

0 CAMPING JOURNAL

O 0 REDBOOK

0 MODERN SCREEN
0 GOLF MAGAZINE
0 ELECTRONICS WORLD
0 POPULAR ELECTRONICS

O 0 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
O 0 SPORTS AFIELD
O 0 HOUSE BEAUTIFUL

O 0 AMERICAN HOME

O 0 HI FI/STEREO REVIEW
O EIHOUSE & GARDEN
CI 0 CHRISTIAN HERALD
CI 0 TRUE STORY

0 LOOK

0 CI HAIRDO & BEAUTY

0 GLAMOUR

O El INGENUE (Teen-Ages)
O 0 RUDDER (For Boaters)
O 0 CAR AND DRIVER

NEW REN

0 McCALL'S
0 BETTER HOMES & GARDENS
0 POPULAR MECHANICS

0 POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY
0 FIELD & STREAM

HARPER'S BAZAAR
0 U. S. CAMERA

DO NOT WRITE HERE

New Renewal
0 0 CHILD LIFE (Ages 4.121

O 0 AMERICAN GIRL (Ages 10.17)

0 YOUNG MISS (Ages 9.14)

.

Newspaper Delivered by

I hereby agree to subscribe for or extend my present
subscription to THE PROSPECT DAY and the magazines
checked for 12 months. At present newspaper price, 50c

0 SCIENCE & MECHANICS
O TRUE The Man's Meg asine
0 MOBILE LIFE

weekly will cover the entire cost of both the newspaper
and my complete magazine selection.

SPORT
MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED
0 ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED

0 BOATING
FLYING

NEW REN

ANOTHER CHOICES 0 0 LIFE or 0 0 FORTUNE and any 2 Magaiines horn list shown above.

NAME

PHONE NO.

ADDRESS

APT NO

CITY

STATE

Milk

LEGAL
BID NOTICE

District 59 will accept sealed bids
on cabinets to be installed at Lively
Jr. High School and various school

a ileifrid

Ad-khata

Specifications and further in-

formation may be obtained

CODE -

Wednesday, March 20, 1968 at the
business office, 2123 South Arl-

ington Heights Road, Arlington
RT

1(94

Community Consolidated School

additions in the district.
ZIP

ORDER TAKEN BY

ARLINGTON DAY - 255-7200
PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400
MARKET DAY - 255-7200

NOTICES

Date

O 0 CHILDREN'S DIGEST
(Ages 5-12)
0 HUMPTY DUMPTY (Ages 3.7)

0 CATHOLIC DIGEST
0 PHOTOPLAY

CALL

Three men -in -a -tub

NO.

ALL MAGAZINES MUST BE DELIVERED TO THE SAME ADDRESS
CI NEW NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTION n OLD NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTION

Heights, Illinois.
Published in the
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Tuesday, March 19, 1968

To Start Your
Low -Cost Want Ad
Working Today

24 -Help Wanted Men

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

MEN WANTED

-

35
75
71

34
20
109
105
107

106
103

IMMEDIATELY

Yellow parakeet, black
markings. Rolling Meadows.
If seen, call 392-2626.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

64
3-

38
39
66

Business Opportunities
Business Personals
Business Service Directory

15
16
17
9
a
3
10
12

Business Services

Card of Sympathy
Cord of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots

Coins Hobbies
Doy Ccmp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment
Employment Agencies Men
Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service -Women
Equipment Rentals

fied and get them bock. Dial
255-7200 now.

22 -Situations Wanted Women
Will do ironing in my home.
Experienced - References
253-3443

START NOW FOR A GOOD SUMMER JOB

. 23 -Instruction

44
27

All subjects and ranguages
taught in your home.

28

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

36

Food and Delicacies
Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
H. Ip Wanted Men
Help Wanted Men or Women
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings -Furniture
Industrial Property
In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping
Loans Personal, Business
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters
Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools - Child Care

7
2

24
26
30
47
83

McDONALDS HAMBURGERS

HELPER

392-6282

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

ARL. HTS.

MT. PROSPECT

N.W. Hwy. & Wilke
Mr. Kimpel

Rand Rd. & Rt. 83

The Ideal Company

ADS_

for your future

Real Estate -Apt Building
Real Estate -Bus Property
Real Estate Houses
91
Resort Properties For Sale
94
Real Estate Loans Mortgages
95
Real Estate -Service
88
Real Estate -Vacant
96
Real Estate Wanted
70
Rooms -Board Housekeeping
21
Situations Wanted -Men
22
Situations Wanted Women
74
To Rent Apartments
78
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73
76
To Rent Houses
81
To Rent Miscellaneous
79
To Rent Resort Properties
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

it ice

® TECHNICAL WRITERS

ineectoiry

BILL of MATERIAL WRITERS

Let us help make your DAY!

DRAFTSMEN

Consult this daily guide of reliable services offered by reputable business people in your community. Call one NOW!

'The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

259-9600

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting. -

Mutual

Pleats

Experts in
Floor Maintenance

Auto Repair

TILE

We Don't
BUY OR SELL CARS

TERRAZZO
WALL WASHING

Carpet Shampooing
Guaranteed Satisfaction

TOWING SERVICE.

Estab. 45 Years
Free Estimates

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5-5056

Income Tax

Call "the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpen-

try, remodeling & additions. No
job too small. 766-8034

$17.95

cleans

266:3642

Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL 3-4182
CL 5-4833

WINTER PRICES

Cement Work by Vito Pelagio.
Stairs,
Garages,
Driveways,
Patios. Free estimates.

766-1943

their advertisement and in
case of 'error to notify the
'department at
true 'in order that correction
con be made. In the event of
error or 'omission, the news.,
paper will be responsible for
ONLY the first incorrect
!median and only to the extent of the space that the ad
classified

be

iecitified

by ' republication
'foe one insertion.

dresses, fur coats; repair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255-8161
skirts,

Alterations & Fittings
by Professional in my home.
437-6588
Appointment only.

Floor Maintenance
Ecklund.Floor Service

Average rm. sanded, sealed &
finished. $19.95
766-4687

Wayne's Furniture Service
repairs, burns
scratches removed. ft.8-154!.
Refinishing,

&

Please 'cheek your ads and

FAMILY

Saturdays.

PHONE 2.554200

WANT ADS'

alert young Accountant possessing a recent degree in Business Administration
with a major (or at least 12 credit hours)
in Accounting. Experience would be
helpful but is not necessary to qualify.

Photography
Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

255.4400

Pianos - Organs
392.6817

Ned Williams

Meaningful assignments within our Corporate Accounting Department will prepare you for the many advancement op-

Plastering
clean

Fast

Small

service.

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
1150

S.

Willis

.

Wheeling,

Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wonted

lobs a specialty. Free estimates
255.3823

portunities

available with one of the

MOTOROLA

nation's leading paint and resin manu-

Radio -TV Repair

facturers.

COMMUNICATIONS
NED

FL 8-5359

CALL ED

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

SAVE YOUR EYESI

Repaired. Home Service Calls.

175. Evergreen

In addition to this challenging position,
we offer excellent employe benefits including Tuition Aid and Profit Sharing.

Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service

-

'

Arl. Hts.

Cl 5-5692

SEWER TROUBLES?

LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

358.9710

Murals
Beautify your home for Easter.

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under $45.
529-2840

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.
CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL
Arlington Hts.
255.4062

Painting -Decorating

3 Generations
Decorating in the Finist
Scandinavian Tradition.

All types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Cal I or send resumeto
JOBS OFFER:

E.L. McGehee

Jim's Sewer Service
837-2345

Sewing Machine Repair

296-6611

DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

$3.95 & $5.95.359-3593

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

11-.NaScrtichairice.,

437-4093

AAMCO Transmissions
Arl. Hts.

259-9440

1700 SOUTH MT. PROSPECT RD.

An equal opportunity employer and a

Quality Paint Service -

plan for progress company.

ADS

Profit Sharing

AT

DES PLAINES

Clf1-0495
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
529.7774

Excellent Starting Wage
Automatic Increases
Promotion From Within
Excellent Working Conditions
Low Cost Hospitalization

APPLY - 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.

Transmission Service
830 W. N.W. Hwy.

TECHNICIANS
These men should have attended a technical school or received training in the
service in 2 -way communications equipment. They should have the ability to
test and analyze various types of electronic equipment, including transmitters
and relays, and have knowledge of solid state devices.

sewer Service

Lauritz Jensen

Furniture Refinishing

A challenging opportunity exists for an

438.8387

spraying work. Rototiller rental.
Snow Plowing. 437-4870

Limited spring oppnings.

,

notify its at ente. Cornett ion. are accepted by phone.'
to9 mou,tutays & 9 to 12

workmanship.

181-4651

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Save 50%

Phone LE 7-2510

-

Reasonable Rates

Moving

255.0348
Shortening of hems on coats,

Accountant

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Moving

Randhurst.

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of

care of home maintenance?
*Painting: Inte'rior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
*New Method Carpet Cleaning
*Floor Core for Home & Office

LAWN MAINTENANCE and general landscaping, power rakrototilling, trimming &
ing,

Dressmaking -Sewing
Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
order. Alterations. Near
to

will

further info contact Mr.
Carter, 27 W. Prospect, Mt.
Prospect, or call CL 3-5592.
For

Mcisonry

Concrete Work

CHECK YOUR ADS!

and a

Landscaping

Catering

PLEASE

-

the wonderful world of voice.

DEPENDABLE CARPET
new or
used.
Wall -to -Wall,
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

ADVERTISERS

is now being offered at Carter
School of Music. Join the fun
while there are still openings.
guaranteed full exploration into

Carpet Installation

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118

- Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.

teacher

MACHINIST

Wall Papering.

Violin. Lessons

Professional

537-2180

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

VOCAL LESSONS

$9.95 & up. 894-5722

255-4400

-

The universal language of song

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

PROSPECT

358-9038

Instructions
CL 5-8239 CL 3.5050

Carpet Cleaning

OFF DUNDEE RD.

Top quality materials & careful

Help with income tax
in your home
CL 5-0313
Vince Beuder

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359-1906

Special

243-4804
24 HOUR SERVICE

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Errors

-

J. J. 0' Brien Constr.

Wheeling

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Fully insured.
Sholl Decorating

Why contact '5 different people
when I quick phone call takes

ALL PHONES

Carpentry -Remodeling

Winter

S CONCRETE

WOOD

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

MOUNT

BLSM

if 1 $

250 N. 12th St.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

All work guaranteed.

Continental

CL 9-0849

255-7200

MAU ai? 7

ghehallicraftersca,

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

ed.

HEIGHTS

LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDING

PAID HOLIDAYS
o OVERTIME
2 WEEKS PAID VACATION
PAID SICK LEAVE
0 MEDICAL & LIFE INSURANCE
AUTOMATIC INCREASES
COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

engineering, and research development Laboratories.

Contact Personnel Dept.
Weekdays 8:30AM to 5 PM

Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten-

ARLINGTON

PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400

ON MEN'S WEAR
Remodeling,
Relining,

BEFORE 4 P.M.

SATURDAY

March 23, 10 to 12 a.m.

cAL:EtLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

CL3.4182

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

TODAY

3602 Glenview Rd., Glenview

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

Catering
CL 5-4833

Alterations

CALL

Room 1 1 2
DES PLAINES

(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)

V LINES

1

-

Ralph Synnestvedt
Assoc.

MACHINE REPAIR

SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators CL 9-0495

ONLY

Call Mon. thru Fri. 9 am to 5 pm
724-1300

STATIONARY ENGINEERING

WANT

85
89
86

'40 DAYS

INTERVIEWING AT- ,
380 NORTHWEST
HWY.

WELDING

98

14

desired but not
necessary, we will train. Overtime, paid holidays and vacations. AA.N. Insurance.

ELECTRICAL

111

Personals

WORK

Experience

MAINTENANCE

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

13

Office Furniture Devices

TREE TRIMMING
& LANDSCAPE

Outstanding opportunity for applicants with experience in any
of the following.

ghe ha/Pa-afters ca

Mr. Schwartz

32

55
69
56

requires.

Wheeling
537-2180

250 N. 12th St.

FULL OR PART TIME

ventories Saturday evenand
Sundays
ings,
occasional week nights.
No experience necessary. Starting rate $1.75
per hr.

MEN FOR

CALI:437-3760

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

o Free Meals & Uniforms

PACKAGE
LIQUOR STORE

23
90
50
65

CALL 392-1300

O Merit Increases

--

24 -Help Wanted Men

Inventory Help
Permanent part time to
take grocery store in-

M. Fr 77 RI METALS

© Good Starting Pay

528-7665

296-1818

Rolling Meadows

OVERTIME

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

trained fora good paying job this summer.

1

Full Time

man. Prospect Heights.

Good starting wage &

No experience necessary

Work 1 or 2 day; after school plus weekends now; and be

CHEF HAMBURGER, ELMHURST
RD.& DEMPSTER, 437-1616.

up, filling orders at lunch time,
noon meal furnished. BURGER

Good opportunity for right

benefits

Hiring NOW for Summer Help.

SERVICE STATION

11

MECHANIC

WANTED

McDonalds is
TUTORING

weekdays. Earn $1.75 an hour &

RECEIVING CLERK

overtime
insurance
automatic raises

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

Part time,

12 to 16. Short hrs.
Good Pay. 539-1240

- SHIPPING &

o 2 weeks paid vacation
o paid holidays
e paid sick leaves

Wheeling, Ill.

1150 S. Willis Ave.

a.m. to 2 p.m.

Young Men Wonted.

Sat. Earn $3-54
to take orders.

$125 PER WEEK

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

MEN

MONEY MINDED

Middle Age or Over

layoffs due to weather.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

Page 7

"

24-HelpWanted Man

.24 -Help Wanted Men

collect:

WAREHOUSE
SUPERVISOR

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit sharing.

'THE -DAY

-

Car nec. Mr. Howard. 774.5353

MEN

GENERAL FACTORY

14 -Personals

29
57

Florists

hr. Ans. calls

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

Lost:

99
101

Part Time &

for

River Rd. & Euclid Ave. REWARD.
392-2817

DON'T GIVE UP on lost artiCTes
place a "Lost" ad in Classi-

Call
opportunities.
741-7130

JOBS

To Start Work

LOST - lady's diamond engage.
ring, March 9, vicinity shop. ctr,

Apartments To Exchange

-

Tuesday, March 19, 1968

Full or port time. Management

13 -Lost and Found

Air Conditioning

24-He1p Wanted Men
MECHANICALLY MINDED MAN

WE 5-7895 aft. 7:30 p.m.
,

INDLX-

$

124 -Help Wanted Mon

24 -Help Wanted Mon

2 lots-Memory Gardens Cemetery. $300 Leaving state. Call

CLASSIFIED

Apts and Rooms to Shore Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales
Aviation
Auto Leasing
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange
Boots and Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Building Materials

1 24 -Help Wanted Men

MOTOROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Roads. Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

or

.

41".

_.

THE DAY

2641elp Wanted Mon or
Women

Tuesday, March 19, 1968
24-Hoip Wanted Mon

OFFSET PRESS
ate small A B Dick press.
Experience helpful but not necessary Full instruction given.

358-2852
Rt, 12 8, 53

Palatine

'

astic worker

'

TRACE RS

296-7735

LAB TECHS

shop oriented man
will not need a degree on this
one. Be an assistant to a top
rated mfg. engineer willing to
his shoes. He'll move up soon.

qualified persons. Pro -rated
holiday and vacation benefits.

APPRAISER

NO EXPERIENCE

Insurance company has
opening in northwest su-

NECESSARY

burban area. Must be

Immediate

qualified in auto body
appraising

opening

Holy Family

PERSONNEL
Cumberland Office

helpful

but we

blending.
progressive retail chain.

Many company benefits.. IM-

MEDIATE 20 percent 01$.

372-7227

COUNT ON PURCHASES.

ENGINEERING, INC.

10 AM to 9:30 PM, Mon. thru
Fri. Sat. 9:30 to 5:30.

for

potential

OFFICE WORK

background who has desire
to advance with company.

A fine opportunity for

Full time or part time to start.
Many company benefits. IM-

aggressive

an

MEDIATE 20 percent DIS-

'

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

MAINTENANCE

varied assignments in the inmaintenance
repair of production and building equipment. Liberal bone fits including profit sharing.

stallation,

ELGIN-MACOR INC.

EXCELLENT WORKING conditions in modern stores of-

READ THIS

801 N. State. St.

fering the top employee bene-

Bright, articulate and self
confident young men are need-

fits.

741-3963
SEE THE STORE MANAGER

POWER v TOOLS

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, III.
272-2300

0 Assemblers
ASSISTANT

SALES TRAINEE
$525 to $650
Car Plus Expenses
Employer Pays Fee

Superior Company
Benefits

BOOKKEEPER

Prefer young man with
accounting and
bookkeeping experience.
Excellent
Will
train.
some

Young man, no degree required, to service established, protected territory and acquire
new accounts. Complete training program. Any job you have
ever held which required any
public contact qualifies you
for this growth opportunity.
The lad who had the territory

275 12th St.
U.N. Alloy Bldg.
Wheeling, III.

opportunity in area GM
dealership.

537-9436
Write Box 1144
The Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
60005

TO INDUSTRY. You will talk to
on all levels while

earning and training for your
leople
career with our company. This

not a blind ad - or mis-

statement of what PARAMOUNT is. If hired you will

receive a generous base plus
commission. To start with the
emphasize on "Growth".

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

HALLMARK
'PERSONNEL

7eg 0

.

Cumberland Office
Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

26 -Help Wanted Men cr

26 -Help Wanted Men or

259-7330

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
Chicago
36 So. State St.

26 -Help Wanted Men or

Women

Women

, MARKING

PARAMOUNT

Women

$700 & Free School

One in a thousand jobs. Our
client, one of America's LARGEST BROKERAGE firms, will
train 'you in all the in and outs
of Brokerage Management.

You will be sent to school at
full salary and expenses. You
will learn WHAT STOCKS TO
BUY, 'WHEN 1.0 SELL. How to

One of the Best
Training Programs
for Management!
No Experience
Needed
Start at $9,000
Career growth is the main objective of this comprehensive
mgmt. development program.
The sky is the limitl This large

national corp. takes pride in

HELP WANTED

potentialli Ask for details. No
Fee.

Industry Giant

Ormta Eagles

.

0 Custom Machine
Assemblers

RESTAURANT

Initially you will be trained in
inside sales and mid - management administration. The CON-

STANT GROWTH of this corporation affords TREMENDOUS

POTENTIAL for the right mart.
YOU BE the RIGHT MAN. Call
now. NO FEE.

Pleasant Working Conditions
Paid Vacations
Full or Part Time in All Categories

0 Custom Machine
Inspector

0 Layout Draftsman
0 Bench Assemblers

KITCHEN

0 Order Pickers
®Custodians
Our employees enjoy a liberal
benefit program including
profit sharing, free life insurance, group health insurance, a credit union and regular wage reviews.

(Men and Women)

WAITRESSES

BARTENDERS

BUS BOYS

PORTERS

BANQUET HELP

HOSTESSES and CASHIERS
APPLY AT RESTAURANT IN PERSON BETWEEN

3:00 P.M. and 5:30 P.M. OR CALL MANAGER
FOR APPOINTMENT, 299-0012

439-8500
"A Good Place To Work"

gin
RESTAURANT

WEBER MARKING

SYSTEMS, INC.

Trainee --$750 Mo.

'

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

DIRECTLY WEST OF MANNHEIM (LEE ST.)
ON OAKTON, DES PLAINES
.)

and

You will probably find this to
be one of the most Interesting
jobs ever offered. You will represent your company to major industrial users of their product over the phone. You nev-

er have to make an outside
soles call. After teaming you

Some experience necessary.

Learn Programming
$600 + Free
Schooling

Once in a lifetime opportunity to learn programming bt
co. expense. Salary + free
schooling. No exp. nec. Unlimited opportunity. No fee.

PHONE FOR APPT.

TYPISTS

15 N. Elmhurst Ave.
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-1187

for beginning or experienced
typists. One position is from
6 p.m. to midnight; the others
day positions. Excellent
starting rates, interesting and
are

GENERAL

and distribution office.

1865 Miner St. Des Plaines
827-6111

FILE CO.

SY6T1 111

An equal opportunity employer

YOUNG LADY'

tunity in area GM deal-

pointments (tell boss who is com-

ership. Fringe benefits.

You will start by doing

designs of electro-mechanical
mechanisms. You will work

with engineering staff on all

Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942 N.

Doty Shift Only

MR. JUSKIE

Permanent work in modern up
to

$7,800-$9,000 +
Car

your

potential

GENERA OFFICE

DOCTOR'S

as

quickly as possible. In addition to salary and a company
car, you get a liberal, expense
account and a year - end bonNo previous experience
necessary. NO FEE.
us.

Assist

order

Holy Family

manager' with

writing orders, billing, filing
and scheduling. Interesting
work with much customer and
salesman contact. Friendly,
modern, air-conditioned office.

RECEPTION

Good salary, paid vacations
pletely train you to greet pa-

and holidays, profit sharing,
hospitalization, etc.

of him when he's out on call.
Constant public contact and
he will gladly train' a girl

PHONE MRS. COLE

Neighborhood doctor will com-

without medical experience.
Light typing, neat appearance

and the desire to learn
Mo. FREE.

6028 Dempster

437.9400

RAINSOFT WATER

966-0700

not required but
accuracy is needed for handling of cash.

Many company benefits

the area of sales - marketing.
No previous exp. required. Our

client,' a large Chgo. based
manufacturer, will .train you airlines discussing and showing
some of the most sophisticated

communication equip. yet
made. No previous experience

$400 to $450
FREE

Including
IMMEDIATE 20% DISCOUNT

SECRETARY

-

FOR HEALTH DEPT.

experience or special
background necessary to land
No

this once in a life time pos-

it ion . Greet clients, take
messages, type reports, in-

voices. The plush offices and
friendly people make this

Hours 9 to 4, paid hospitalization and
Salary open.

life

insurance.

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.

WIEBOLDT'S
Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

Village Of

OFFICE

Arlington Heights

PERSONNEL

an ideal spot for you.

nec.

Call Pete Briggs 827-7706

Like Working Outdoors?

Start as a Claim
Adjuster Trainee

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.

$550 + Car +
Expenses
You will be trained to adjust
and settle automobile claims
In the Chicago area of a major
casualty company in addition
to a fine company training pro-

Cumberland Office
Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, 111. 60016

APPLY
FINANCE DIRECTOR
33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
253-2340

28 -Employment AgenciesWomen

gram. You get the added bene-

fit of working on your own
without direct supervision. No
No

Fee.

Iii 7 So. Emeison
Mount Prospect

.CONTROL CASHIER
Experience

1950 Estes Ave.

RECEPTIONIST

if you are seriously thinking
about a successful career in

needed.

PERSONNEL CLERK

ings.

CONDITIONING CO.
k Grove Village

FREE
Here is an exceptional opport.

exp.

100 N. River Road
Des Plaines
299-2281

Must like public contact. Light
typing
required. Enjoyable
work and pleasant surround-

this

fascinating field qualify. $500

$9,000 + Car +

previous

Hospital

tients, ans. phones, keep track

Miss Paige

Move Into This
Industry - Airline
Communication
Sales Trainee

dote new hospital. Good

starting salary and benefits.
Apply Personnel Dept.

TRAIN AS

(7) Sales Trainees

develop

FULL TIME
(Some part time)

CL 3-2100

Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

Laundry Workers
Experienced or Inexperienced

Call

phases of R -D. From there it's
up to you. For details call.

This lob is so far above average that it's hard to compare.
It's with one of America's
foremost companies and offers perhaps the finest mgmt.
training available. It's constructed to give you brood exposure and at the same time

.....:

Yellow
Pages

CITA 3

phones, set the day's aping in & when) type letters, do
detail. It's a busy jobl A lot of
fun tool FREE IVY, 7215 W.

...iii.

GENERAL

YOU'LL MEET THEM ALL! Answer

spection, new features, etc.

General Telephone

Directory Co.

NICHOLSON

who is tired of doing routine
drawings and would like the
challenge of something new.

all over seek him out for car in-

varied duties. Liberal employee
benefits.

in

small pleasant national soles

Ideally you're the kind of man

on Sport cars. Famous racers from

positions

several

have

We

80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830

Your boss is mechanical expert

$800-$1000

TIME -LIFE

HABERKAMP'S

sponsibilities, Light typing

MEET FAMOUS
RACING DRIVERS!
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

PARKER
2nd Floor
253-6600

IN THE LOOP WE'RE AT
202'5. State St.

,

Full Time

NCR electronic accounting machine operator
and accounts receivable
clerk. Excellent oppor-

can move Into Office Services
Management. No experience
needed. No Fee.

359-2500

Work

OFFICE

Las,

to represent them to all major

Inside Sales
Trainee --$650

Nt. Prospect.

Interesting and diversified re-

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

Who Wants
Design

your way to a VERY SUCCESSFUL CAREER. No previous exp.
required - NO FEE.

promoting from within. You
can move into the area you desire. This diversified corp. provides you with s'Onparalleled

0 Custom Machine
Setters

GENERAL OFFICE

Milwaukee, AV 2.5050.

Draftsman

take a position in a stock exchange. Take advantage of
this training. And you are on

ty and diversification. Supervisory or bookkeeping experi-

TRAIN TO BE
DOCTOR'S GIRL
Nearby Doctor will train you to
be his receptionist. You'll

W. Touhy, SP 4.8585, 4942 N.

392-6500

1

personnel opportunities - representing a QUALITY SERVICE

vision. Must enjoy responsibili-

CALL MR. KOZLOV

DIAL 392-6100

These positions are inside

a

BOOKKEEPING

207 N. EVERGREEN, ARL. HIS.

Want to Make
Money in the
Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee

for

opportunity

woman interested In a dignified position leading to super-

ence desirable.

Salaries $325 to $800

ultra -modern, our bonus picture is the only one of its kind
in our business and progress-

GENERAL OFFICE

typing for bills & things, but
that's all. $440. FREE IVY, 7215

MULLINS & ASSOC.
11 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

made him district manager.
Ask for Frank Victor, 827-7706

POWER TOOLS

ER

392-2525

hated to give it up bUt they
1/2 block North of Dundee
414 Mile west of Wolf Rd.

GENERAL OFFICE

PLETE BEGINNER. You need some

ing.

the integrity of our business.
PARAMOUNT'S offices are

is

392.2525

medical experience necessary!
DOCTOR WILL TRAIN A COM-

$10,000-$20,000

General accounting, cost accounting, manufacturing account-

ion is from within.

© Packers

MULLINS & ASSOC.

28 -Employment Agencies Women

appts., take messages. No

or in any other way challenge

27 -Employment Agencies Men

100% FREE

Our new offices are located in

are

3225 Kirchoff Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

IN WHEELING

to $22,000

Systems and procedures managers, systems and procedure
analyst programmers, methods analyst, computer operators.

firm has lust opened new
Mount Prospect offices.

not
hole -in -the -walls,
giant supermarkets or cold
water flats. We do not hit
gongs, 'give away motor -cycles

Telephone Dr. Rockley
296-7735

253-4240

ploys no conmen, pitch artists
or slick operators. Our offices

BAUM CO.

CRAVENS CO.

5 Lead Spots

BOOKKEEPING

welcome folks into office, usher
them into examining when Doctor Is ready, answer phones, set

We offer a total service to
industry that is predicated on
"Quality". Our company em-

STEINBERG

BARRETT-

15 Keypunch Oprs.

General unskilled but enthusiastic help required. Good
prospects, small office.

FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

ELECTRONIC

Career Minded

WANTED

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

Army, Air Force, Navy or service schools ideal.

ed for two progressive opportunities! Our well established

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

Northwest Hwy. &
Quentins Rd.
Palatine

CENTERS, Inc.

controls,

Any electronics experience or training and trade schools or

ACCOUNTANTS

HEALTH & BEAUTY
AIDS

255-7970

Automobile experience
preferred. Small office.

to $22,000

plastics, packaging,

DATA PROCESSING

APPLY IN PERSON

Typist
For medical office in
Arlington Heights. Full time.

Excellent

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN ... to $ 9,600

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

Receptionist -

296-7735

255-6630

gears and cams.

CENTERS, Inc.

SPORTING GOODS

executive responsibility.
Telephone Dr. Rockley

ce.l. ART SCHRANZ

DESIGNERS & DRAFTSMEN ... to $15,000

d notoon

0 CASHIERS
* DOMESTICS

Elgin

our new line of custom products. Initiative is what we

Openings in schematics, sheet metal, plastics, packaging,

'

and

$550-$650 - FREE
Will train 4 men of medium experience for design duties with

eers.

392-1236
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.

* JEWELRY -CAMERA

Electrical -Mechanical
offering

own

partments.

and pre -

1700 Hicks Rd.

Openings for electronics, mechanical and Industrial engin-

CALL RED NELSON

perienced workers or "willing
-to-learn" in the following de-

buildinvolves
ing products, wood win-

dows, trim,
hung doors.

your

excellent prospects for early

PRODUCTION ENGINEERS ... to $18,000

TRAINEES
5450-5500 FREE

BELLA PIZZA
15 E. Campbell CL 9.0222

Efficient junior. Small office,

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

Rolling Meadows

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

Here's your chance to get into
this well paying, interesting
field

working
hours ... we've opening for exSELECT

Work

Shift openings

prints from your sketches.

HIRING IN OUR OFFICE

CONTROL TRAINEE
$450 FREE

.

OFFICE HELP

9 AM - 9 PM

PURCHASING

FULL TIME HELP!

* PHONE ORDERS
* CUSTOMER
CONTACT
* ORDER
SCHEDULING

WIEBOLDT'S

Day

MFG. CORP.

FREE
Little board work. Layout men
and detailers make workable

want!

Right hand.

_.

TYPIST -SECRETARY

10 DESIGNERS

..a-on
114

Openings in sheet metal,
appliances, gears, cams, etc.

30 -Help Wanted Women

WAITRESSES

anical product design is want.
ed, but any man with creative
ability will be considered.

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

background

Must be 21 or over.
10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

Apply in Person

Background In electro-mech-

$450-$800 Free

office

WAITRESS

GET RESULTS

ASSISTANT
CHIEF DESIGNER
$12,000 -- FREE

$10,000-$12,000

392.3500

5 ACCOUNTANTS

DAY WANT ADS

PROSPECTS HEIGHTS

METHODE

CENTERS, Inc.

Young chap to learn Inventory
records and routines. No exp.

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

Bud Cairns 392.5151.

Beginners and highly trained

Male & Female

GROW WITH US!!!

in a prestige position offering
an above average income call

4 ELECTRICAL DRAFTSMEN

makes you the division supt.

young

man. Will assist in sales
work for our order
department.

COUNT ON PURCHASES.

10 AM to 9:30 PM, Mon.
Thru Fri. Sat. 9:30 to 5:30

Rd

$500-$600 - FREE

General

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect.

sell, and think. If interested

Quickly leads to chiefs spot.

392-8450
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.

spects.
Executive Assistant
$550 Free

WIEBOLDT'S

person with jewelry

must hove the ability to work,

CALL DON PETERS

men are needed here. Top pro-

Excellent opportunity with

To
necessary.
succeed in this business you

experience

of the firm. Excellent advancement potential.

ical aptitudes will suffice. Any
experience of an allied nature
will get you top dollar.

Make private investigations of
finances and assets -of firms
and individuals for credit dept.
Must be close - mouthed and
dependable for this confider).
tiol work.

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

800 W. Central Road
Mt. Prospect
An Equal Opportunity Employer

FINE JEWELRY
earning

typo of work. Ordinary cler-

and you not only get this post,
but a good chance at a wonderful future.
Confidential

Good earning potential with

high

Into

new products for the growth

hurry for this

trained In a

de-

Reports

PERSONNEL DEPT.

I

gineering department,
veloping creative ideas

High School Grads with no
special experience can be

439.0276 before noon

Wheeling

In

You will work with our en-

NO FEE

$8,400 Free

will train person Interested in
color coordinating and paint

mechanical or
electrical -mechanical drafting.
perience

$85-$110 Wk.

correct and dependable

Be

Experience

'

CHECKERS

Tax Accountant

Ken Berger
CL 3-2800

living in northwest area.
Complete benefits program, car furnished. For
appointment call

component manufacturer, looking for an Individual
to work In an atmosphere of
with
minimum
supervision
opportunity
for
maximum
personal growth. Applicant
should have 2 to 5 years extronics

392.8450
9 AM - 9 PM

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

PAINT SALES

COME IN OR CALL

We aro on expanding elec-

6 PRODUCTION

in

our Mt. Prospect office.

Must be married and

ed for these fine spots.

Coll Chris Grant 827-7706

HALLMARK

299-2281

second to none. No previous

CALL CHUCK WIER

PLEASE APPLY

Hospital

over 300% in 3 years and have
professional reputation
a

Mechanical or electrical board
experienced mon will be train-

'So will you.

Part Time

PROPERTY DAMAGE

C!-IECKERS

$600-$750 - FREE

1st BAPTIST CHURCH

Ph. 537.9430

Opportunity to loin the most
progressive recruiting firm In
the suburbs. We have grown

-

SECRETARY WANTED

Part time, 10 hrs. a Week typing and answering phone.

PARK EMPLOYMENT

251 E. Dundee Rd.

Counselor

DRAFTSMAN

4 DRAFTING

NO PEE

$9000
Practical

educate you on the job to fill

Part Time weekend hours. Day
Shift. Excellent salary for

!NIERS

DESIGN

motion.

Must be good, clean, enthusiTelephone (Dr Rockloy)

ASSISTANT

in person. Ask for Gene.

217 S. A.H. Rd., Arl, Hts.

No experience requiredi Technical schooling Is the key to
top money and high speed pro-

various

for

Gals

clerical positions.

Recruiting

$390-$433 - FREE

ENGINEER'S

Male or. Female. Call or apply

wanted. Some heating- experience desired. Permanent.'Write
Box 1143, c/o Day Publications,

Young man required to oper-

10 DRAFTING TRAINEES

Larry's Restaurant

air conditioning
and refrigerator service man
Experienced

,

30 -Help Wanted Women

28 -Employment AgenCiesWomen

27-EMploym'ent AgenciesMon

WANTED:

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

24-Holp Wanted Mon

.

27 -Employment Agencies Mon

27 -Employment Agencies Mon

27 -Employment AgenciesMon

427-2882

392-2700

- YOUR MONEY LINE

0 graduates of '68
0 opportunity seekers
0 young careerists
0 housewives returning to work
392-2700

Holmes & Assoc., Inc.
Randhurst Shopping Center (Suite 23A -Upper Level) Mt. Prospect,

Typists -Stenos

Secretaries
Key Punch Oprs.
Clerks
Dictaphone
TEMPORARY HELP - offers a

variety of opportunities with
local suburban firms. Work
days, weeks or months.

STOP IN OR CALL

BILL BOX .

255-7330

Temporary Help Div.
of Alpha Engineering, Inc.
Mt. Prospect
800 W. Central

Zir

THE DAY
Page 9

Tuesday, March 19, 1968
30 -Help Wanted Women

--,--

-tleaning lady 1 morning a week
$10

Own

trans References.
392-2779

WOMEN

Pan time,

a m. to 2 p.m.

11

weekdays Earn $1.75 an hour &

up, filling orders at lunch time,
noon meal furnished. BURGER

30 -Help Wanted Women
HOUSEWIVES. Work at home.
time
phone
MR. HOWARD
Part

soliciting.
774-5353

Baby sitter nekcced full or part
time for 2 chll en. Prefer local
Palatine woman with or without
transportation. Call betw. B & 4.
686-4781

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL 9.-3200,
4.5-111:17Lewyt vacuum cleaner, all equip-

47 -Home furnishings Furniture

55 -Musical Instruments

For information about the FINEST

Crosley Shelvador electric

Road" guitar, with case. $300

ditioning equipment contact -

refrigerator, 10 cu. ft., good condition. $25. 255-6814.

Walnut dining room sot. 6 chairs,
buffet & table. $60.
392-7322

water softeners ,& water conJOHNSON WATER

CONDITIONING CO.

255-1107 or 368-3200._

$45. Call CI. 9-3533.

44 -Dogs,. Pets and

buggy, excel. cond.,
blue w/white lining, chrome carStorkline

Equipment

riage, sunshield. $30. 259-1325.
3

German Shop. pups AKC, Champ
sire,
bred for temporment.

colonial wing

1 year old -$100.
259-9566

SECOND SHIFT

Freezer, gas stove, gas space
heater, rotary lawn mower. C

FAB. INSPECTOR

430-5834 aft. 6 or weekends.
PUPPIES TO BE GIVEN

AWAY TO GOOD HOMES.
CL 3-7652

Dachshund & German shepherd
puppies, AKC, also part poodle
& other mixed pups. 658-5588.

5-6420 after 6 p.m.

terested in desk sales.

Rewarding position open for
individual with basic inspection
to perform in -process inspect-

on complete assemblies
and first piece inspection on
fabricated parts.
ion

AKC Min. Schnauzer pups. Homo
raised. FL 8-2699 after 6
or week ends.

not working properly??
Start spring off right.
1968 lawnmowers in cartons
Savo 15%

Must sell 4 mo. old female, black
miniature poodle. Loves child dam. AKC. $60. 392.8970.

FIRESTONE STORE

920 N. Elmhurst Rd. across
from Randhurst, Mt. Prosp.
253-6880

Wire Fox Terrier puppies, AKC,
from champion stock. 3 months
old. 259.9057

1

Use

ATTRACTIVE POSITION

Work involves building
products, wood
trim,and
dows,
hung doors

---

30 -Help Wanted Women

30-Help Wanted
of primary measuring
,,auges necessary and knowledge of blueprints helpful.

win-

For young lady in Research Department of Editorial Division. Must have B.A. degree, preferably in
Library Science. Good salary, pleasant surroundings and many benefits.

pre .

Call or Apply

APPLY IN PERSON

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

801 N. State St.
Elgin
741-3963

1661 N. Northwest Hwy.

ghe hallicrafievs boa

TEMPORARY

392-3500 '

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

ENJOY

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

YOUR

Maple crib; high chair; potty and
playpen, excellent condition. $30

er Earn the finest
every assignment,

washer; 24" blond cons. TV.
All good cond. POOL 439-4866.
Amana, 13 cu. ft. upright
freezer. Good condition. $100.

CALL_358-6800

CL 5-4710

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
4

PIECE

SECTIONAL

BEIGE, GOOD CONDITION.
$100. 259.4840.

as $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.

CONSOLE

PIANO

Trumpet, Reynolds Medalist B flat w/case.. Exc. cond. Sac.
$100. Coll Jack 255.3733

No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

CHECK OUR CLOSEOUT
INSTRUMENT SALE

724-6257

!IN E LP I!
Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cont. Terms
and delivery arranged.
773-0252
After .12 Noon

.

Hero Every Wednesday
BUYS LIKE:

10% discount on any music

purchase before March 23 with
this coupon only.
El Rey Music Center
7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180
1

OPERATORS

stainless steel sink; built-in oven
& range. Excel. cond. CL 5.5622.
(Hoffco) w/2V2 h.p.
Clinton 4 -cycle engine, good
condition. $90. 255-6208.
Go -Kart

Job transfei. Upright piano;
chrs; sofa; stove; sofa -bed;
lamps; gym set. 358-5809.

Early Amer. port. bar, 2 stools;
48" Venetian glass tbl lamp; 2
matching tbl lamps. HE 7-4767,
after 6 p.m.

Oak dinette set w/4 chairs $65.
self-propelled Snowblower $95

& lawn mower $25. All in exc.

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just

3 S Prospect Ave. 823-2175
Park Ridge

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious.
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

tion, major medical and the opportunities for
quick advancement.

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

tion, major medical and the opportunities for
Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to offer you and your family.

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

259-9600

Everything Must
Terrific Reductions!

ghe halli'crafters coo

THE CHANDELIER

35 S. Vail, Arlington Hts.

26 -Help Wanted Men or

, 26 -Help Wanted Men -at
Women

Women

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

METHODE

large modern rooms, near

month.

Palatine Plaza. $125
.359-3811 or 296-6805.

Women

MFG. CORP.

The opening of our new plant addition has creat-

ed additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the
following
ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

We hove just opened a large modern addition to our plant
which is complete with lunch room, large clean locker rooms,
excellent lighting, and a central heating and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary in the assembling of
our electronic component products. Advance with a growing
electronic company.

WE OFFER
Bonus & incentive jobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits

MT. PROSPECT

3 bdrm,

bath,

2

ranch, well cared for. Many extras. Close to schools. Weekdays
by appt.. Open house Sat. & Sun.,
$24,500. 407 N. Forest. 392-2586.

Woodstock, Irg. 3 bedrm. home.
All red brick, living rm, fam. rm.,
ding rm, 3 frplcs, full bsmt.,
att. 2 -car gar. On 1 acre wooded
,
lot. $35,500.815-338-1399.

& storage space, gas heat, wallcrptg., custom-made
to-wall
drapes, self -defrosting refrig.,

IN SHERWOOD
1300 N. on Yale St.

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

Realtors

Member MA.P.
Multiple Listing Service

98 -Mobile Homes
728 Northwest Hwy.
358-5560
'Palatine

Member: M.A.P Mutt.
List. Sere

PRETTY AS A PICTURE!
Lovely 3 bedrm. split level in
good
located.

area.

a

Conveniently

2

ing $33,500.

eiatzt*-,]

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR
AROUND THE CLOCK OPERATIONS

WORK IN:
0 New, Ultra -Modern Facilities
*Completely Air -Conditioned Offices
Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

MOLDERS

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just

824-6135

1209 N. Elmhurst
Prospect His.
537-8660
Member M.A.P. Multiple
Listing Service

12 E. Busse

9-0200

a few minutes drive from your home.

You'll enjoy our interesting work building prototype models of electronic military equipment.
Background should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for
quick advancement.

S-, INC.

'62 Rambler Classic 2 dr., auto.
trans., P/S, P/B, R&H. Very clean,
$475. 439-0631.

1960 Nash American 2 -door,
good 2nd car. Runs good. $100.

299-8507 before 4 p.m. or aft.
7 p.m.

'65 MGB, British racing green,
wires, 5 bearing engine. $1450.
1964 Cust. Tempest 2-dr, P/S,
auto. trans., like new tires, very

bedrm. ranch w/separate
dining rm. New wall-to-wall

1967 OLDS BB HARDTOP.
LOADED WITH EXTRAS
LIKE NEW. 259-2651

3

carpets thru out. Workshop in
garage. Good value at $21,900

clean. $800. 259-2094 aft. 4.

1960 PONTIAC 2 DOOR.
A/T, P/B, P/S. Best Offer.
253-6673

'64 Chrysler 2 dr. hdtp. 383-4
259-1500
Open 9 to 9
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

bbl., 3 spd. Hu,st, mogs, chrome
reverse. R/H, $1000 or best offer. CL 3.7244

JEEP DEALER

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES

4 bedroom Colonial. Family
room, fireplace, formal dining

136 W. Northwest Highway
Barrington, III.
381-6663

vanity ceramic
21/2
baths, custom cabinet kitchen
w/built-ins. 1st floor utility
room, basement. 2 car attached garage. $38,900.
room,

Annen & Busse
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
255-9111
28 E. Northwest Hwy., An. Hts.
253.1800
570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove
439.4700

FORECLOSURE

'67 MUSTANG
Automatic,

3 bedroom brick ranch with full basement. Attached over- sized 2 car garage. Paved driveway. In Village. $21,500.

Power

Steering,

White with black vinyl roof,
very low mileage.

$1995
'66 CHEVELLE SS
VB, Power glide, Power steering, Radio, heater, w/w's.

LOW DOWN PAYMENT!

Exceptionally clean.

This lovely well maintained ranch has 3 bedrooms, 11' x
18' kitchen and dinette. Artfully brick wall in gold carpeted living room. 11Vs baths, rear patio 2'x 36', 1 car attached garage. Shown by appointment. $23,500.

$1795

'65 RAMBLER
CLASSIC 550
4 Dr., Automatic Transmission,
Radio, Heater.

4 LARGE BEDROOMS

$995

2 FULL BATHS
18' kitchen and dinette. Artful brick wall In gold carpeted
car attach living room. 11/2 baths, rear patio 12' x 36'.
1

Call now and see what Hallicrafters ha& to of-

Dick
Wick/min
ALIT H oalzico

"DELUXE"
3 BEDROOM BI -LEVEL
Exceptionally large paneled family room for the entire family
to enjoy. Charming 20' kitchen -dining combination, comfor-

table living room. 21/2 car attached garage. Neatly landscaped lot. Fine Neighborhood. Walking distance to grade

N GIPS 4R

ROS_ELLE

school. Owner must sell, asking $32,900.

fer you and your family.

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

259-9600

OPEN SUNDAY
'

102 -Trucks, Trailers
CLOSEOUT SALE

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds

hankrafterslyoa

DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

convert.

255-5655

Subsidiary of Sunbeam Corp.
1365 LEE STREET

GTO

P/B, Bucket seats. $1500,

Private. 392-5695

heated work shop in
garage. Carpeting in living
rm. S/S, Priced to sell. $20,250

ence/a must.

E

Pontiac

1965
P/S,

Perfect
Triumph.
$450 or ("test offer.
827-7924

TR3

3 bedrm. ranch w/family rm.

resistor color codes. Wiring and 'soldering experi-

APPLY 9 to 5 Monday thru Friday

1960

shape.

.

FINISHERS

ELECTRICAL & HYDRAULIC MAINTENANCE MEN

99 -Automobile For Sale

1957 Chevy 2 -door, good cond.

EXCELLENT BUY

Close -To -Home Company
BUFFERS

payments. 437-6542.

pump & brakes. 392-8360.

Mt. Prospect
CL

10x50' x '67 mobile home, wall-

to-wall crptg, mint cond, low

Like new tires, battery, wafer

MAA

W/FILTER SYSTEM.

Realtor
123 S. Ar . Hts. Rd. 150 S. Main
Arl. Hts.
Mr. Prosper
255.8000
392-7150

Multiple

ban Board of Realtors

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION

D °aeries, arpeting. $36,900

M.A.P.
Member
listing Service

*Member of Northwest Subur-

Hoffman Estates

JOIN THE WORK-IN

ti.J3C

sion. $36,900

FENCED -YARD 16' x 34'
SWIMMING POOL, COMPLETE

ROLLING MEADOWS

ASSEMBLER

STEADY EMPLOYMENT

GENER

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses-

Arlington Realty Inc.
Member Homerica,
national homefinding service

900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9030

ING RM., family kitch. with

plus

550 W. Northwest Hwy.
392-8100
North Arl. Hts.
208 S. Main St.
CL 5-1515
Mt. Prospect
535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.
South Arl. Hts.
CL 3-8100

at MT. PROSPECT

ment, att. 21A car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

Wheeling

Action

at PALATINE
101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358.0744

4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full base-

baths, completely
remodeled kitch. with built-in
appliances. Family room plus
clen. Attached. garage. Ask-

on 100'x150' lots

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

M.A.P. Mult. List. Serv.
253.7600

range,

&

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Member

10% DOWN

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

OPEN 9 TO 9

CCA

V nEALTY

washer & dryer. $23,000. By

ELECTRONIC

TAXES.

3

An. Hts.,--3 bedrm. brk., irreg.
lot, Ivg.cing rm., 2 comp. baths,
1 -car att. gar., plenty of closet

level. 21/2 baths, Ws att. car
garage. B ilt-in oven, range,
di posal &
dishwasher.

PROTOTYPE

CALL

ranch.

MT. PROSPECT

392-3500

[D)

LOW

family rcgsm. Full basement.

Mt. Prospect: sharp 3 bedrm.

oven

garage.

$34,400
frame

and

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect

elec.

patio

largo

Extra

with well landscaped yard. 2
car

bedrooms, 2 baths. 1st floor

An. His. by owner. 3 bdrm.
Georgian. Nr. schools, church &
pork. S & 5, carpeting. Mid $20's.
253.7234

built-in

SHARP AND READY
FOR APPRECIATION

$22,500

PALATINE
ment. Low Taxes.

Hts.,

Mt. Prospect location. $42,900.

kitchen.

o'

255-6320 358.1502 894-1410

Clean, lite, air conditioned office.
Phone answering service. Good
road connections. Low rent. 359-

Brick & frame 4 bedrm. bi-

METHODE MFG. CORP.
1700 HICKS ROAD

GENERAL FACTORY WORK

Arlington Heights

SEE THE ....

MACHINE OPERATORS

4)

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

living room, separate
dining room, 21/2 baths, 21/2
car attached garage. Recreation room, 2 fireplaces. Charm
and appeal in an excellent

cious

3 bedrooms. Paneled wall in
living room, and family size

e tee°

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Parkhaven Mrs.

WOMEN

Women

N.7,0LRE

real.

looking the golf course. Spa-

Ranch. 3 bedrooms, full base-

Open Sunday 1 to 5 P.M.
539-6221 or 392-3978

(Some part time positions available)

PR

3

4 MODELS

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

26 -Help Wanted ,Men c-

26 -Help Wanted 1,4n

huge Rec. Room, 3
spacious bedrms., new carpeting. 21/2 car attached garage.
Priced well under builder's
present price. $28,950.
room,

Mt. Prosp. deluxe I bdrm. apt.,
pool, air-cond., utilities. Sublease May lst. 439-5294

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporatibn

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

at

Come in and Save

24 Hr Ans Serv. 332-5210

A & P Shopping Center.
Models open 10-6 p.m.
Weekdays
12-5 p.m. Saturdays & Sundays
For rental Information Call:
Model PH. 253.0800; Chicago weekdays only - 267-7270

9 month *new deluxe bi.level
has separate formal dining

Mt. Prospect

259-9600

ghe hallierafk.rs go,

Sold

Heights,

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

GOING OUT
Be

Arlington

MT. PROSPECT

4 bedroom Colonial
on a 1/2 acre wooded site over-

owner. 259-7326 aft. 6.

fer you and your family.

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

OF BUSINESS

2

extras $24,400 Owner 296-3501

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

255-5314

IMMEDIATE 'POSSESSION? This

carpeted ranch, Vs acre, many

TYPISTS

ml. to depot. $43,000. CL 3-0583.

TRANSFEREE IN NEED OF

bdrm., Ws baths,
opts. Air conditioned, all apDeluxe

Prosp.

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just

21/2

new library & schls. Mid 30's.
Appt. only. Poss. In Aug.
.

a few minutes drive from your hoMe.

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bedrm. sot,
new $165. 251-7385.

Randhurst Center 392-1920
Room 63
Prof Level

43?..,4 (IQ

86 -Real Estate -Houses

condition. 392-71387

Lifesavers, Irc.

S.,130qE._

3 bedroom Colonial

With

baths; knod. kitchen, rust, birch
cabinets, brkfst bar; living rm.,
26 x 16' w/frplc; dining rm., 18 x
15'; catpots & drapes; full bsmt.;
garage; walk to transp., stores,

Brick

ghe hallicraciers- ca

patio.

Spacious

on 75x132' lot, all faCe brick,
separate dining rm., 'Vs baths,
paneled bsmt. (sunny & dry)
x -large back porch, 3 car
garage. Close to all schools, 4/4

kg. bedrms.;

Arl.

74 -To Rent Apartments

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Wo.11:-,-,

bdrm.apts. Includes heat, hot
:water, cooking gas range, reedy.
iplusi SWIMMING POOL. Depustits now being accepted for
immediate occupancy.

Willow, Palatine Rds. Behind

437.1584

1/3 off the regular price fam-

TIMBERLAKE VILLAGE
1

pliances.

55 -Musical Instruments .

conditioned,

Air

STONEGATE

ARL. NTS.

CONDpM1NIUM APARTMENT

2 bedrdoms, large living room.

NW RR station. '392-3486.

MOUNTITRUSPECT"

-

APTS.

Phone 296-7771.

66,RedlEstatal-Houses

86-Real Estate-Houses

or without appliances. Convenient to shopping. 2 blocks to C &

74 -To Rant Apartments

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver
Will separate.

$500 or best reasonable offer.

ous name brand carpets, as low

or offer. CL 3.6512.

COUNTRY CLUB

WURLITZER

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

.

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

Hugo discounts. 824-7353.
SOFA,

-- Gibson Model ES330 "(Sing of the

DISPLAY FURNITURE

quick advancement.

Comp. kit. cabinets, birch;

rates for

ery.

a few minutes drive from your home.

KEY PUNCH

complete. 392-6870.

Work In your area in a variety
of interesting offices for a full
day, a week, or months, as a
skilled temporary office work-

ate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

3 pc. mod. sec'I; Hotpoint auto.

Park Ridge

1700 HICKS RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

JOB!

excel. cond. 392-3831.

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

MFG. CORP.'

Office Workers

green French Prov. chr; corner
Bassett tbl; set cork tbls, white;
coffee tbl; lamp tbl w lamp. All

40% to 60% OFF
Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe model
homes. Big savings. Will separ-

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

METHODE

ELGIN-MACOR INC.

2 barrel,
tufted back, beige contemp. chrs;

Beige contemp. chr;

IN TIME FOR EASTER.

LAWNMOWER

Will assist in our order
* PHONE ORDERS
* CUSTOMER
CONTACT
* ORDER
SCHEDULING

47 -Home Furnishings. Furniture

chairs, and 2 air -conditioners. CL
3-4980
Electric range Norge,

OFFICE WORK

department.

32-Miscellaneous
Merchandise

ment, brand now, $60 value,

Cedar chest,

CHEF HAMBURGER, ELMHURST
RD & DEMPSTER, 437-1616.

Excellent opportunity for
conscientious person in-

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 0968 tent trailers, tra-

A Subsidiary of Northrop borporation

600 Hicks Road; Rolling Meadows, III.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

vel trailers, pickup conches &

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.

529-2235.
Ill E.IRVINGPARK RD,

ROSELLE, ILL,

Sun. 12 noon to 5.

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 ml. E.

of McHenry. PH. 815-385-6333

-

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES
Tuesday, March 19, 1968
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OUT OUR WAY
HOLD
WART! SINCE I'VE
FOOLISHNESS?' WHAT I'M OOKINA
GOT A PRETTY GOOD IDEA
DO 15 FILLINI TUB, TAKE A BATH,
OF WHAT YOU INTEND TO DO AND WHEN 'I'M.FISJISHED INSTEAD
THERE, I WANT YOU TO CUT OF NAVIN' TO SCRUB OFF TH'
OUT THAT FOOLISHNESS
TIDE MARK, I SIMPLY
AND GET OUT OF THE TUB;
PEEL OFF 11-1' TAPE:
fun

3-19

"But, Dad, I CAN'T better my grades! The only girl
better than'Janie on homework has a boy friend who's
the school middleweight champion!"

S ma ti NIA, L. Tx

us. M. oft

'Ed is opinionated, outspoken and unemployed .

.

that order!"

. in

ROBIN MALONE
ALEXANDER
HAMILTON...

PLEASE DON'T'
DALLY WITH

AN EXQUISITE
THE EAGLE
PORTRAIT.,. FAMILY5 TIME.

ROBIN MALONE

DONT WASTE

IS HERE.

MY TIME WITH

EXCUSES!
HAVE A CIGAR/

FOLLOW mE!

YOUPE 30

NEB

3EcoN05

THE WORRY WART

<-4412AA

3.-pq

SS ISO

I/ NIA. It. TJA. I.

ISS. M. OM.

fog

LATE!

lovas
3.19

sow,r

.17

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
NOW ABOUT A FOLLOW- AW,40U
GUYS
UP ?I'VE ALWAN/5
FELT THERE WAS A COULDN'T
KAvviENIE TO 8E- ABIG HIT AT PLACE FOR THE
SELL
THE POLITICAL CONVENTIONS!
FIRST GUY THAT
FOOT
T. SUPPOSE THOSE TV NEWSPOWDER
COULD
TO A
CASTERS WILL BE PESTER^. RECONDITION
ING ME FOR INTERVIEWS!
CHEWING GUM!
MARATHONER!

-----"----

um siAs I sAncr THE s141514-

BUGS BUNNY
OH -014! THAT
MOOCHINI CLUCK

SYLVESTER IS
HEADED
INTA

Answers to
Hideaword
PLEASED
ELAPSED
apse
aped
asleep
lease.
lead
lade
lapse
leap

deal
deep
dale

JOINT:

dole
,slap
sleep
seed
sale
speed

F.T'S
NOT
WORLD

REALLY?. WI-I05

? IThA

FOR WEDNESDAY

PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar. 21)

-- Don't make decisions

regarding the domestic scene
on your own. Take those who
have a part in it into your
confidence.

THEYPE GOING LIKE HOTOAKE6
IN WleCONEIN.,

FOR ... NIXO 7
ROCKEFEU-ENR
ROMNEY?

KNOW MAT -MIS

PRE5IDENT1ALCAMPAIGN

V.

DICK.
eAVALLI

I HAVE THE

iii

FUNNY FEELING
THAT OUR ECOMMIC
SITIJATIOLI

(th

le

SERiops

t-Eary

,1

BARDI

3-19

THE BORN LOSER

O,. 10a... 4 TM. y 111 K OK

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

employment scene. Your opi-

I DON'T SEE
ANYTNIO.

nion may well be sought by
higher-ups.

SHEES1-1!
MEITHER

0191!

June

21) -- An important day to
ACROSS

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) -- Display that pleasing
personality of yours to its
fullest today. A time when
charm, wit, and the positiye

1

6 Stage play

11 Diminished
13 Benumbing

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.
23) -- Turn all your efforts
toward the most important
issue at hand. Don't waste

WHERE I WORKIPOP-H/AM:

wor'9 WRONG WID. UNI<

HE'S 5flAkIN'
OFF A HISSYFIT

IT TRAMPLED DA WOODS DOWN AND
RUINT HIS TRAILER, BEFORE WE GOT
TIED TO SOME TREES BY DA ROAD...

tr

...DUNN°
HOW JAKE
CAN RETURN
RAMSES TO
HIS OWNER
NOW t

HE SUFFERED
WHEN LELAND
LET DAT BULL

OUT:

0141-1.1...T00 BAD DAT BIG

MOVIN' VAN VISITIN' ME
BOSS AIN'T COIN' IN DAT
DIRECTION: ITS,. HEADIAP

WEST...PI:LOWLY WID L0T5A

wHY. You
LuNKHeAo9...

Sy DIRECTION

ROOM:

IS BETTERN
BEN' STUCK
HEREI

finishing touches on several
projects that have been left
hanging. Look forward to new

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) -- Take advantage of an
opportunity to advance both
socially and on the employ-

'45 Wicked
50

you must deal in larger issues

than you now do. Look the
field over.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21

-

Feb. 19) -- You can solve difficulties with co-workers ef-

fectively if you go about

it;

swiftly and fairly. Make no attempt to..fool another.

MOOMffIUMLOOM
IRIMMMO
01:0111MM

MIMMFa

11

13

14

15

16

44 Horse color
46 River islets
47 Versifier
48 Anglo-Saxon
theow
49 Soothsayer
51 Disencumber
53 Golfer's mound
7

9

10

19

MAKE A NOTATION IN/ MY

MEMO -BOOK, SO I WON'T
FORGET TO BUY A NEW

MIRROR

I CAN'T UNDERSTAND HOW YOU
GAN FA/L. TO

REMEMBER :

eat

perform

THE WILLE'FS.

Jan. 20) -- To achieve a larger

success than you now know

filLgOOMOKOMM
UrallAraWQ1-drai

46 Zoo priinates

ment scene. The two are link-

-

thoroughfare

VIAMITIONE
MtINMUMMOQQOUGO

tissue
24 Exclamation of 30 Dispatched
BEsheoegielipn2lowly
sorrow
36 Insurgent
20 Garment
25 Lease
37 Depot (ab.)
27
Honey
makers
40 Smell
26 Makes possible 28 Part of a
41 Certain
camera
European
fisherman
29 Cry of
42 Heavy burden
43 Things done
33 Joiner's gadget
34
term
3
4
5
6
35 Samplers, as of
.38 Property item
39 Division of
Sioux Indians
41 Fly aloft

beginnings.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

20

rzliZirOWNIO MUIZlIZIFAI*3
U1 L4;;1,F.:421111:11A WO,
ICITZMIUMITZQ

(Indian wild

DUH-H.,.SUESS WHO'S

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)
-- A good day for putting the

terference confuse you.

Writing table
13 Acquire
knowledge
18 Hasten
12

15 Undiminished
woolen cloth
body 22 Enclosed area
17 The urial
23 Anatomical

CAPTAIN EASY

projects.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) -- You should sec
immediate gains if you handle
financial affairs with accuracy
and dispatch. Don't let in-

WE:1011111 GII1QOUgi

10 Afresh

21 Scottish

your time working on minor

ed today.

Diminutive of

Patrick

approach brings gains.

thing at a time.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
COTOVICIffi
WIXIMMIE1

Olio

your future. Make certain that
you are not making decisions
on the basis of feeling alone.

-- Though there's much to do
today, you can get through it
all successfully. Take it one

IAJ

TRouEtEL,'

A

LoVAIIINCe

the smaller details.

GEMINI (May 22

EEK & MEEK

fr)r PRESIDENT

that you have a full grasp of

ing up nicely for you on the

please
plea
plead
pedal
peal
peel

FICTE(2.!

ARIES (Mar. 22 - Apr. 20)
-- If you are to understand the
larger issue,' it is necessary
TAURUS (Apr. 21 - May
21) - Things should be open-

seal
sled
sped
else
alee

BANK-

MORTY MEEKLE

pale

seep
ease

THE

Your
Horoscope

lees

spade

LIT 15NT 601N6
TO BE. EASY !

NEVER MIND- I

WON'T FORGET !

52 Unemployed
54 Sell in small
5655 Hstiygdmroacarbon

57 Compound ether
DOWN
1 Light touches
2 Encourage
3 snucffleixn: Irish

capital

4 One who

Hith erto
6 Low haunt
7 Rodents.
8

Mine entrance

55

56

57
18

9 Simple

tr

swers

e

YR@
"Costs are rising, sewers are coming. We have to accept

BY DIANNE CLERIHAN
Almost 300 Prospect Heights residents last night turned out
to hear what Old Town Sanitary District trustees had to say
about a proposed $900,000 referendum on sewer construction.

the facts: now is the time," he said.

When Sakach mentioned pollution Mount Prospect

Sanitarian Densil Brown tried to answer him verbally from
the floor, but was told he would have to wait until the written
questions were answered. Brown was able to say that he had

The occasion was a town meeting on the referendum, to

be held Saturday, seeking funds for the proposed sanitary sewer

tested and found contamination in 121 Prospect Heights wells,

system.

however, and the residents said that they wanted Brown to

Trustee Edward L. Sakach presented the facts and figures
on the proposed sewer system. He said that the system would

comment.

Brown later said, "I don't like to be in front of people or
to cause public sway. I am not opposed to sewers, but the

cost homeowners about $40 a year in taxes, based on an assessed valuation of $10,000. In Cook County, a home which costs
$30,000 is assessed at about $10,000. Over a 20 -year period?
the total sewer installation cost would be around $700, Sakach

facts on contamination have been distorted."

BROWN SAID that Schuld had been quoted as, saying that
30 per cent of the well in Prospect Heights were contaminated.
Brown said that the figure was 20 per cent and he was never
directly asked to quote a figure.
"Over 600 wells in Prospect Heights and Country Gardens
had been tested on a voluntary basis and, of these, 121 were
found to be contaminated throughout the area," Brown said.
Brown added that much of the well contamination was caus-

said.

Trustee Frank Kaman and District President Richard Schuld
opened the meeting to written questions from the audience
but would not acknowledge verbal discussion from the floor.
Residents asked for direct answers on exactly how much property damage to trees and shrubs the sewer construction would
cause.

ed by faulty well seals. "We can't assume that all the con-

SC ULD SAID that the district board had chosen the

tamination was due to the septic system," he said.
Sanitary officials had said qiat the sewer system would help

backy rd system because it would be more economical than
tearin up 1150 driveways to lay the lines along the road.
He s d that the trustees would try to make allowances when
laying the lines so that as little damage as possible would be
"Were these well samples picked at random?", Sarah Jestadt, 9 E. Palatine Rd., Prospect
Heights, asked members of the .Old Town Sanitary District at last night's meeting. (Photo
by Greg Vojack)

WEATHER
Tonight:

Cloudy,

end contamination. One of the residents had said that he was

done to shubbery.

Sakach said, "We have a pollution problem caused by septic
systems. We're in an island completely surrounded by sanitary

sure that McDonald Creek carried pollution from septic system,
but that he thought this came from the Des Plaines River.
Sakach said, "Some of you are taking this as a direct affront.

districts. We're unincorporated and subject to who knows

This was a discussion meeting. You have the right to decide

what."

by voting.

ap

Pro5pect

cooler,

upper 20s; Tomorrow:
Cloudy, chance of snow, or

low

Telephone

rain, high in 30s.

255-4400
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Cody Pupil Busing Plan
No s n Nays
Greete

JL

BY JAN BONE

4C,..";5.4:

C

Plans to bus 500 Negro

Mount Prospect, 111.

Liquor Licenses! of 2 Local
Bowling Alleys Suspe

children from Chicago's

parochial schools to suburban

Mayor

Catholic grade schools drew
mixed reactions here Tuesday.

"We have some room in
our school," said The Rev.
Robert Fenske of St. Raymond's School in Mount Prospect

"The plan might affect St.
Raymond's if there are some
Negro children who are will-

The Rev Donald Lutz, of

Elk Grove Village's Queen of
the Rosary Elementary School
said the proposed busing plans
might come up Wednesday at
an 8 p m meeting of parents,
but wasn't on the agenda.

2

"WE DON'T know exactly
what schools will be selected,"
said John Cardinal Cody in an
exclusive interview with The

Cardinal Cody was in

Palatine Tuesday to celebrate
mass in honor of the Feast of

"Our first step is to survey
the schools, to see what space
is available," Cardinal Cody

John Cardinal Cody, left, greets a Palatine woman as The
Rev. Father Alcuin Kerberg, chaplain at St. Joseph's Home
for the Elderly, watches. The Cardinal celebrated Mass at the

meetings We have had

in any

several already, but not in the
suburbs yet

SOME AREA Catholics
approve enthusiastically of
busing plans

"I think this is the sort of

thing that is absolutely

Home Tuesday, in honor of the Feast of St. Joseph.
parishioner, however, has dif- fectively working
ferent feelings. She asked that aspect."
her name not be used.

"Almost every parish

armihd here has long waiting
lists of Catholic children who
are trying to attend parochial
schools and cannot fit into the
classrooms," she said.

PALATINE - Rolling
Meadows Dist. 15's curOmiatek, has experience with

both public and parochial

education. He is a member of
the parish school board in the

"Without any moral im-

Fnsbie, 631 N Dunton, Arlington Heights, a member of

plications, there are simply

Church
of the
Transfiguration, near.

St. James' parish
"It's up to everybody to

here.

Wauconda.

"I'm delighted that our
cardinal is giving us this
chance to enter into what is

certainly the crisis of our age
in a positive way "

ANOTHER St. James

He indicated that two deputy liquor commissioners will
be appointed to hold another

had violated the state labor
law requiring all employes to
have off at least one day each

Jones, who listed his address
as Striking Lanes, was ar-

we"k.' Other violations at

tions in the village.

Striking Lanes charged Monday night were failure to give

Lanes, 1050 S. Elmhurst, was

on license applications and ir-

rested by Mount Prospect

detectives after a three-month
investigation. Police reported-

ly had received information

ordered suspension of Striking

ing held Monday night.

on a Sunday.

missioner be lifted. Glink

Village Board of Trustees'

Illinois Liquor Control Com-

suspension after an employe

The Mount Prospect

Plan Commission, at 8

powers as liquor comclaimed that the alleged
narcotics violations even if
proved, had nothing to do

$.111r

To accomodate more
its class space and time

Dr. Robert E. Lahti, president of Harper College, and
Dr. Edward H. Gilbert, Dist.

214 superintendent, were

allowance.

Dr. Lahti has been holding

preliminary discussions, on

by police and charged with

ed on a appeal by the bowling

High School students.

alley owner.

Marvin Glink, attorney for

the bowling alley owner

panding to Forest View High
School,

If Dr. Lahti and. Dr. Gilbert
decide today that such a move

is feasible, attorneys for the
districts, boards of education
will meet to draw up a joint
agreement. This agreement

formal education.

education.

and parking problems are

Education

Next year Harper will ex-

more severe than those in
Dist.

214. For this reason,

jections on the grounds of child and the white child need

pand to include freshman and

Harper began discussions with

racial implications.

1,500 students will graduate
from area high schools. Their
admission could almost dou-

View principal, and Robert E.
Haskell, Elk Grove principal,

bigotry -- that it has to have

"The simple fact remains
that it is not a practical idea,
and it has small chance of ef-

opportunities to work together
so that they can grow to
understand each other and
reduce the rebellious attitude
that seems to be growing."

sophmore classes. About
ble the Harper enrollment.

Man is a dog's best friend.

An Army paratrooper has

been searching the area

around O'Hare Airport for his
lost dog since Monday.
The paratrooper, Specialists
Dale B. Saville, 25, of Aurora,

will be at the airporttomorrow looking for Wolfie again.
He will come back on Friday,

and the days after until he
finds his dog, he said.

Saville said he shared his
field rations, the shell holes
and mortar fire with Wolfie
during his 13 months of duty

More the seven persons
who have heard of the lost

hausted all efforts to find his

Wolfie with dogs of their own,
but Saville has refused the of-

as he was being transferred
from an airline cargo center

dog have offered to replace
fers.

"I had other dogs before,"
Saville said. "But Wolfie was

my favorite dog and I will

keep looking until I find him."
SAVILLE SAID he spends

about five hours every day at
the airport looking for Wolfie.

The airport police, he said,

dog.

Wolfie was lost on Feb. 18

The faculty also would in-

session, from 42 to 80 fulltime teachers.
,

Palatine Dist. 211's space

Lawrence S. Jenness, Forest
a few weeks ago to compare
notes on the possibility of ex -

remembered seeing him.

Saville, who has been

discharged from the Army,
said he expects to enroll in a
college this September and

March

19,

nine

in mathematics; Donavin
Wachlin, assistant

professor
in biology; E. Lee Owens, instructor in English; Dianne T.

Catlin, instructor in English;
Walter F. Straub, instructor in
management, marketing and
finance; William E. Miller, in-

structor in world history and
political science; Eugene S.
Bondar, associate professor, in

him. Friends, strangers who

anthropology and sociology;
and Joseph Bowers, science

himself are offering a $300

In the fall of 1969, Harper
will open six new buildings at

would like to take Wolfie with

Wolfie as soon as I got off
the plane on Monday," said

have heard of the former
soldier's story and Saville

and mathematics.

reward for the dog's return.

its permanent campus in

for some brownish black
patches. He has a curled,!

to school officials, the move
probably will reduce actual
physical space, but will in-

Saville.

"I looked for two hours and

then went to meet my folks.
That dog was the best buddy

have been very helpful to him.

I ever had."
He said he wears his jungle

He is going to delay a trip
to Las Vegas until he has ex-

way Wolfie would have

fatigues .because that's the

Wolfie is "all white except

white husky tail; a big head,
and is half the
German Shepard."

size of a

Martin Weber, said he will
appeal a court judgment in
County Circuit Court early
Tuesday. Circuit Court Judge

Nathan Cohen dismissed

Fun

southwest Palatine. According

crease class time to almost
nine hours daily.

of Striking Lanes was arrested

selling marijuana to Prospect

The seven-day suspension

ordered for Thunderbird
Bowl, 821 E. Rand, for

allegedly selling liquor before
noon on a Sunday, is not

being appealed, Glink said.

Thunderbird also is owned by
Weber.

s

F mily

Left omeiess
y

are

The president of Mount

ii ire

Pella, broke out in the base-

Prospect State Bank has set up

ment of the house and it took

a trust fund to aid a family

Mount Prospect firemen

whose home was destroyed by
fire March I I.
William Busse, president of
the bank, said that he is placing all checks sent to his bank

almost four hours to put it
out. There were, no injuries
reported, but the fire was
described as the village's worst
residential blaze in four years.

new additions were made to
the teaching staff. They in-, marked for the H. L. O'Neal
elude: A. Harris Moeller, family in an account which
assistant Professor in the area will be used as Mr. and Mrs.
of admissions and records; O'Neal see fit.
One of the first conMary Ann Wherry, instructor
in dental hygiene; John tributors was Mayor Daniel
Flanigan, assistant professor Congreve, who donated $25

to the family car.

"I began searching for

Congreve ordered the

suspension until April 16.
The postponement was bas-

makes sense to transfer a child

p.m. to 10:30 p.m. This

than expected, we foresaw a
need to increase space in the

was made after a public hear-

mittee, at 8 p.m. in Village
Hall.

send the children into the
Dist. 25 school system for

The. 1,800 Harper students

now meet for classes at Elk

School Districts 211 and 214
officials since Harper opened

missioner Daniel Congreve

mission postponed that

Eyes Class

students, Harper must double

Glink's motion to set aside

Health and Safety Com-

Ex1 a t sic t+ F rest View
BY BETSY BROOKER

Only hours after Mount

Prospect Liquor Com- Congreve's decision, which
Lanes liquor license, the

with a liquor license regula-

ar er oar

License Suss=ension

The Mount Prospect

At the regular meeting of
Harper Board of
the

believe that the Negro

State Delays Liquor

p.m. in Village Hall.

Martin Weber, who owns

Lahti.

"I

mission.

701 W. Gregory.

Education, at 6 p.m. at

periods.
According to Harper officials, the problem is not
space, but time.

opposition has to denote ob-

and Frank Bergen, a
member of the plan comtani

both bowling alleys, tried to
stop Congreve's action early
Monday when he pleaded in
circuit court that Congreve's

Mount Prospect School

following year," said Dr.

"It's unfortunate that any

Village Trustee Joseph Grit-

Dist. 57'Board of

Marvin Glink, attorney for

schedule allows only six class

to a school for an improved

for the investigation are

building.

payments to the owner of the

official, said, "If there is room
in schools when other schools

are crowded, then I think it

quirements are met. Named

employe allegedly sold marijuana to juveniles.
Thunderbird Bowl, 821 E.
Rand, lost its license for seven
days, effective Tuesday, after
a hearing was held last week
on a charge that the establish-

crease for the 1968 fall

educational center, and to

District Circuit Court in Niles
on March 26.
Congreve said he intends to

all state and local re-

Meetings Tonight

Grove High School from 4:30

James just as a religious

3d

financial records of Striking
Lanes in order to insure that

regularities in listing rent

"As soon as we realized the
freshman class was 300 more

would like to maintain St.

scheduled to appear in

appoint two deputy commissioners to examine the

suspended for 30 days, effective last Friday, after an

would be submitted to the two
boards for approval.

dividual and not as a school

students were receiving marijuana. Three students were arrested in the school's parking
lot. Two of the students
reportedly implicated Jones
who was arrested. He is

the owners' home addresses

last fall.

said they were in such

that Prospect high School

The license of Striking

Paratrooper Searches for Canine uddy

in Vietnam.

LAST FRIDAY, Robert

High School.

financial straits that they

challenge

violation, it was charged that
employersof the bowling alley

sidered responsible for it.

alleys.

Omiatek, who told The Day
that he spoke strictly as an in-

"Last week," she continued,

is an opportunity for people

schools, because of their
ideals should take on the

drug and could not be con-

this problem with High

"the St. James school board

"It's p:.rticularly appropriate that religious

During a hearing Monday

tion. The management, Glink
contended, did not have any
knowledge of the sale' of the

scheduled to meet today at I
p.m. to discuss expansion of
Harper classes to Forest View

not physical facilities out

take some part in trying to

in the suburbs to do their part
in what should, and must, be
a national effort

on the alleged marijuana

riculum director, Marion C.

necessary," said Mrs. Richard

help," Mrs Frisbie said. "This

Commissioner Tuesday ordered the suspension of the liquor
licenses of two local bowling

THE ORDER ON Striking
Lanes has been postponed until April 16 pending an appeal

St Joseph at St. Joseph's

said "Then we'll have

Control Commission.

ment was open before noon

Day.

Home for the Elderly.

before the Illinois Liquor

Daniel Congreve,

the Mount Prospect Liquor

investigation into, alleged
violations of liquor regula-

ing to travel this far."

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

20 PAGES

60056

Tuesday night.
The fire, at 221 S. Wa
uaraurarmaaaww:mcammo

Gripe
Of The
Day

The only fatality was a
Siamese cat.

The family last was

reported to be living with
relatives at 406 S. Carlyle,
Arlington Heights.

18 More Car
Batteries
Reported Taken
An additional 18 batteries
have been reported missing

from cars parked in the

Morton Pontiac parking lots
on Northwest Hwy.

Friday school lunch menus: catholic schools: meat,
public schools: fish or
cheese. L.J.

Dominic Fermo, manager
of the auto agency, told Arlington Heights Police Tuesday the batteries were valued
at $900.

More than $1,000 worth of

equipment in batteries and

Itterra=rMana=gratt=rat

tires were reported missing to
police Monday.
.5
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Village May Join

1-1,aAlid

,

Township Expected to Trim
Funds for Over Fifty Clubs.
allocation from surplus

BY RICHARD CRABB

township funds for senior.
citizens. For the past , three
years the allocations have

Wheeling Township funds
for the Over Fifty Clubs may
be cut and a new group soon

been approximately $10,000

Tuesday evening at the
meeting between the Wheeling

$1500. The township board

representatives of the Over
Fifty Clubs in the area.

will recommend a total allocation of $2500 from this year's
surplus township funds.

Township Board and

After examining the in-

M

THE CLUBS HAVE

dividual club budgets, it was
agreed that there are enough
club funds on hand to permit
a major reduction in the 1968

sponsor one or more events

each week. The major activities include handicraft

9

sepc

similar program. There is a
limited number of members in
order to get an intensification

may be organized in time to

assistance.

Monday it was announced

that an Arlington Heights
Village Trustee, the village

engineer and a water management onsultant will go to

Washi gton, D.C., in an effort

Soil borings were started at the proposed Dist. 23 elementary school site, located on Camp
McDonald Rd., between Schoenbeck and Elm Rds. last week. Analysis of the soil samples
will tell whether the ground is firm enough to support a building.

membership of 218.. There are

R
C

190 members in Wheeling
Township and 29 who live

H

Trails Park District
Delays Hunt for Funds

outside the township.
The Wheeling club now has

a membership of 136. The
Buffalo Grove Club has 64
memberg, all but 13 residing
in Wheeling Township. There

has been consideration of a

club in Prospect Heights, but

senior citizens in that com-

The River Trails Park and Charles H. Percy (R111.) 4ditional bonds to finance the
District Board' of Com- the funds available for such pool, but other members don't

neighboring club.

missioners deferred taking action last week on how a needed $475,000 for park develop-

munity will take part in

1968 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME

THE MEETING WITH

HOLIDAY Coupe

the senior citizens was one in

a series of conference being
held with groups who have
applied for a share of the
surplus funds to be allocated

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS

AND

TEST DRIVE

at the annual town meeting in
April. Earlier meetings have
been held with officials of the

HOTTEST CAR

societies for Saturday morning at the Township Hall at

1818 East Northwest
Highway in Arlington

1516 W. NORTIIWEEM HWY.

392-1100 - CLOSED SUNDAYS

federal graiit has been
delayed.

proved.

do.

has purchased five park sites
for a total price of $803,000.
The next step, as soon as
filnds are available, is to build
a swimming pool on EUclid
Av. west of Wolf Rd., and to
begin grading, seeding, planting and laying out baseball

favor of borrowing money

diamonds on the other parks.
"We're at the crossroads

Roger Bjorvik, to prepare a

Board President Hiram

-Hanson instructed the finance

committee to prepare a
report outlining possible

the grant from the U. S.

tatives of the historical

Heights.

think so.

ment will be raised, since a

Township. A final meeting is
being planned with represen-

mental health in-

grants have been used up. The

board's aulication, however,
will be refonsidered when the
federal budget for the fiscal
year beginning July I is ap-

stitutions serving Wheeling

and the

AI MARTIN J. KELLY
06' OLDSMOBILE. INC.

_

means of getting the funds for
consideration at the board's
next monthly meeting.
The board is anxious to

elementary school districts

trustees will not oppose

Heights, he said, is about a
month or two ahead of Mount
Prospect in the flood control

project.

School Council
Meets Tonight
The Community School
Council of Mount Prospect
School -2oist. 57 will hold its

first meting tonight at the
Mount Prospect Community

THE PROJECT, which Center, 600 See Gwun, at 8

Heights club now has a

LOW PRICE THREE

seek assistance for

Creek.

three clubs has reached a
record high. The Arlington

FOR LESS THAN THE

t

flood 'control on McDonald

Membership in each of the

CUTLASS

federal aid. Arlington

will necessitate federal

Presbyterian Church has been
stressing activities for senior
citizens for a long while. It is
thought that the time has
come to organize a non-profit
Over Fifty Club. The first step
is to apply to the secretary of
state for a charter in order to
assistance.

YOU CAN BUY A NEW

said that, when two engineerscope of the project' probably

petition 'for financial support.

complete for about another

six months, but Congreve
estimated that his board of

prepared are complete, the

The Mount Prospect

The flood control surveys

in Mount Prospect will not be

to solve its flooding problems.

ing reports now being

A Mount Prospect Club

be eligible for township

BILL KELLY SAYS:

Mount Prospect may soon
be joining Arlington Heights
in appealing to the federal
government for financial aid

Mayor Daniel Congreve

Chicago area and parks.

The Buffalo Grove club needs
$1000 and the Wheeling club

portant developments revealed

of activities. The clubs

places of interest in the

Heights Club does not need
These are some of the im-C-additional funds this year.

Prospect.

Flood Control. Aid
I

work, card games and trips to

annually. The Arlington

may be launched in Mount

Appeal for Federal

hear whether application for

Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD)
has been approved.

According to letters receiv-

ed from U. S. Senators

Everett M. Dirksen (R -Ill.)

vV

The park district already

and we have to make a
decision," Hanson said.

"Some board members think
we should ask the residents to
let us raise taxes and sell ad-

"We could contact various

civic organizations to get
them to give us a consensus
on what the residents want to

"Personally, I'm not in

from a bank if paying it back

is going to cut our regular
year-round recreational activities programs."

The board has considered

authorizing its attorney,

study of the park

financial

district. ,Eventually it decided

to wait for the finance committee's report, to see if it will
be necessary to have a financial study.

would affect both Arlington p.m.
The meeting is open to
Heights and portions of unincorporated Prospect Heights, persons residing in School
may include a 100 -acre lake Dist. 57. The purpose of the
for water retention. A flood organization is to promote
control survey in Arlington communication between the
Heights already has been community and the school
district.

completed.

School Menus

The following menus will
be served Thursday.

Available desserts:

Fruit cocktail
Vanilla pudding
Raisin pie
Cherry cottage pudding
Chocolate chip cookies
St. Viator High School,
(subject to change without no-

Township High School

Dist. 214, (subject to change
without notice)
Main dish: (one choice)
Roast beef
Cheeseburger in bun
Wiener in bun

tice)

Mashed potatoes and gravy
Orange juice
Milk
A In carte
Soup
French fries

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Buttered spinach

Hamburger, hot dog, thur-

inger, chili, cheeseburger
Choice of desserts

Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Relish dish

Dist. 23 - MacArthur

Molded: raspberry, diced

peaChes, lime, grapefruit,
grape

Dinner roll and butter -- 113
qt. milk

Junior High School
40 cent lunch:
Spaghetti with meat sauce
Fruit salad
Buttered french bread
Frosted brownies
Milk

r.

WHEELING.
TRUST &
SAVINGS

BANK
own

\ SINCE

19 21

interest paid
with the new

BANKING HOURS:

Golden
Passbook
Account.

Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday -- 8:30 a.m. to
2:00 p.m.
Friday -- 8:30 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. & 5:30 p.m.,to
7:30 p.m.

Saturday -- 8:30 a.m.to
12:00 Noon

Lobby Closed On
Wednesday

DRIVE-IN
BANKING HOURS:

smioGs
voiEst.6,1°,111114°IS

Each account guaranteed up to $15,000.00 by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation.
Withdrawals in -any amount provided 90 day's written notice t given.
The initial deposit shall be in the amount of $2,500.00 or i itegral multriples thereof and each subsequent deposit shall be at least g 100.00.
Deposits may be made by mail or otherwise at the bank.
Interest given quarterly.
Come where fast efficient service has built a good institution.
Plenty of parking space.

IND

Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday 8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Friday - 8:30 a.m. to
7:30 p.m.

SAV NGS

BANK

f Ufa

MILWAUKEE AND DUNDEE ROAD
WHEELING, ILL.
PHONE LE 7-0020

Saturday - 8:30 a.m. to
12:00 Noon
is

.3,

log

!-

Uzi

04

,

Jet.
NIL

S_CIT2Tin,73[1

VISIT !ITASCA'S Thoroughly Delightful DELOCATIESSEN
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities. All Prices Effective thru March 24th.

0

U.S. Government Inspected

LE USE] MESISITEM

'REM DRESSED

TAPES UEDS VUEEE IT@
NEL VOID ®EnE-ALEE
YeKIDE ETU VF

a.

a
a

Anchor echilmo ®mom re

CUT-UP or QU

eg.

TERED

,V t'

Get Simple etails in Store

a

614:411.

"

"Make an Ordinary Mood a anconee . . .
with Our " &DYE" Aleae Prices

Quart
Jar

Miracle
n

Lean and Meaty

POR

Z'iPd

o o lb.

lb.

63
'

I

60

I

DP

Eapiree March 24th

Limit 1 Coupon Per Adult Cultomer

63

El E3 'El

111

Mil an, mall.--

00

$
14 oz.

,

WIS.

I

lb.

T

Fresh Lean

EV

;GROU

C
o

CUBE STEAKS

lb.

98c

-...,...-.4-3..-__

IIMMID.00111

lb.

7c Off Label

Our Own Country -Fresh

®lb.

ALL -WHITE FRESH

Mickelberry's

Lean tasty

.u.

C

BOLIELESS CHUGE: ROAST

DP

Limit 1 Coupon Per Adult Customer- Expires March 24th

(.4:C

1 -lb. AC

SLICED BACON

DP

Coupon Per Adult Customer - Expires March 24th

Pkg. V.P

Marhoefer's Bologna,
Kosher Zion

Wieners, Chub Liver or

2 -lb.

POLISH

SAUSAGE . Aug'

lb.

ALL BEEF

49c

WIENERS . ...

PAK

7Qc

CEINTRELLA
BATHROOPA
TISSUE

or Smoked

7 Sea C

12 ox
Pkg.

- Mickelberry's

POLISH
SAUSAGE

lb.

ilomaefmto,

Pickle

`resefe'P,tr
Cooked
C

79

Liver your

Pkgs.

C

Doz.

o

Aa

Half
Gallon

lb.

arrott 000000

Cello

LLB

.

BANQUET
DINNERS

A
Four
Golden

Quarters

Pb
CANNE(Regular can*
$3.89
HA

1 -lb.

Pkgs.

Populor Shades
FIRST QUALITY
SEAMLESS

NYLONS

Dressel's Danish Pecan

KRAFT'S
I -;;;;;;- AMERNC
7 CHEESE

46 oz.

00

BOXES

Limit I Coupon Per Adult Customer- Expires March 24th

In
Syrup

No. 21/2
Can

11/4 lb.

Loaves

Ctns.

In Sild

ore

3

Contadina
CALIFORNIA ROUND

TOMATOES

00

SARDINES

No. 21/2
Can

Full 1/4

Cans .

I ...Try a Lenten Sardine Salad

kept refrigerated.

Full Quart

Beer In The U.S.A.
NO Deposit
12411.
Des.

C

LOWEST PRICE

IN TOWNI

LA CONGA RUM

ANTIQUE BOURBON. ttFifth
Vine Rosso

MOUN

RT:1:"IiNINES....

SOUTHERN COMFORT

A Geed Product by a Large DistillerrPripelar Brand

GIN OR VODKA cm,

.....

Six -Year -Old Straight Kentucky Bourbon From
The Heart of the Kentucky Bourbon Country

RED

5
BRANDYAmericas

9.

AVAILABLE AT

Lite or Gold imported

Liquor Specials
MOGEN
PABST
DAVID
Blue Ribbon
BEER
WINES
Fastest Growing

DP

11016Momm

"ROYAL DANISH"
Pint

(reg.
49c
Values)

for

SHOE

wiches or your morning toast.

COFFSO
Stays Fresh 3 weeks when

Now-With Pastel

PLASTIC

Can

Our own enriched sliced, white bread. Perfect for sand-

Rich's Non -Dairy

RICH

DP

Lunit I Coupon Per Adult Customer - Expires March 24Ih

Value

WHITE BREAD.

12 oz.
Pkg.

m4

Reg. 69c

BANQUET-Enriched...Sliced

AMERI

Prs.

15 gauge...15 Denier

Color Covers

PURPLE PLUMS

Grilled Cheese Never Tasted S000 Good!

1.

-a

...........,..............

"Blue Dell- Whole

Chicken Beef Turkey Salisbury Steak

DP

Limit I Coupon Per Adult Customer - Expires March 24tIs

C1 TOMATO JUICE

11 oz.
Pkg.

DP

$IMPORTED POLISH

E

Libby's
Choose Your Favorite Frozen

Size

Coupon Per Adult Customer- Expires March 24th

f T' ALA or KRAKUS

COFFEE AKE mg

Bags

Family

itIONLISABLITZ-

lb.

1-16.

Limit

Ctn.

Arizona Large 24 Size

T xas Medium Size

E

OUTH WASH

16 -Oz.

Golden Ripe Delicious

13 mums 0 0 0 0 o 10
Letteme0000002 for 29
Southern Grown-Slicing
Tomatoes 0 0 0 0 0 25

DP

Regular $1.45 Value

-

California Large 113 Size

N

COTTAGE CHEESE

ICE CREAM

C

"Fresh Fruits and Vegetables"

Bag

OW 0 OMMaa0POWIMMWM M.WM

:

Choice

Roll

Limit 1 Coupon Per Adult Customer- Expires M- arch 24th

DEANS

HOMETOWN

6 oz. $

Bologna, Cotto Salami, Dutch

LUNCH MEATS

2

White or Pink

Dozen
Ctn.

Janowski's Mettwurst

Oscar Mayer
Roung or Square

VARIETY

1 -lb.

. ......

ITASCA OLEN
OAK LAWN LEMONT
ELLYN OAK FOREST PALATINE

Nationally Known Sweet or Dry

VERMOUTH ... Fifth

9c

WORTH ASHLAND WESTMONT STORES
ono ,.._J-1,11-1".

Pink, Regular, Sparkling Burgundy or Cold Duck
NEW YORK STATE

CHAMPAGNE

Fifth

:

"

S.Yr.-Old Si -Proof Popular Brand

WHISKEY tax.
Imported

SCOTCH

.

,Fut$h298

$139

Fiftkillif

Wolfsohmidt

LOWEST

INPZCE

.

VODKAFifth.

4ge.i

'

`I!-S.h11:°L.WEIr47.?

1300 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

inglrY4SILE PALATINE

,mr:.0.2..:w.a.mrmwasnmvEmmamm.9,

MTM",^t",..'"rat7V

lab ne

...

"I guess it was inevitable,
the proposal to establish a

bipartisan commission to
review the Vietnam war,
especially since this is an election year."
"You mean the one that has

ago at a bipartisan get-

together, without the benefit

also get letters and they print
the ones that don't agree with

of the press of course."

us."

"Well, gentlemen, I'm certainly glad you could all make

shows that the voters are

"Yes, and that's bad. It

Mayor Richard Daley?"

"Yes, it is reported that ha
came up with the idealor the
study some time ago."

"What makes you say the
proposal was inevitable this
"That's usually what hap-

Like when I say we're going
want to know when."
"I've had a similar problem.

He suggested we set up a
bipartisan commission to

people are' beginning to take
it seriously. They're writing

can do it."

to win in Vietnam. People

Every time I say we should
stop the fighting and get out_
people ask me how soon wd

letters."

pens when politicians on both
sides want to stop all the talking about an issue. They propose that a study be made.

that we get that are so bad.
We can always quote the ones
that agree with us and forget

"You can imagine what

the rest. But the newspapers

works in his area quite well.
study the Vietnam war."

"Of course! A study! Why
didn't we think of that before?
When the commission finally,

"That's no good,

finishes with the matter, no

Now you all know we can't
go around the country promising things that the voters
will want us to make good

but by the time the study is

gentlemen. This is an election
year, as, we mentioned before.

"We know. It isn't the ones

probably happened not long

"One of the boys from

to the point. As you all know,
this is an election year."
"We certainly do. What are
you going to do about it?"
"I've been thinking. We've
all been saying so much about

keeping track of what we say.

the war in Vietnam lately,

year?"

on."
"Right, chief. The question
is, how can we get their minds
off the subject?"

Chicago 'came up with a pretty good idea that he says

it here tonight. I'll get right'

been credited to Chicago's

with George Hamilton

one will remember what we've
all been saying about it."

"Not only that, gentlemen,

completed, the election will be
over."

..irarT,MWM=Vitn22=Uars=;'.44: MI,.Wil'A'S.',1',..7.,MnIaWniu.I:a!:.fILC:M:.;S:VMMI.Z..IXM=r=i:::::.; MS:

Daylig t
BY RICHARD CRABB

Wheeling Township's unique Republican "little promary" endorsement procedure

already has left a deep footprint on the Illinois political
scene

The decision of Sen. Arthur
R. Gottschalk of Flossmoor to

withdraw from the GOP

governor's race was primarily
a result of his failure to score
effectively against the other

Cook County contender,

Richard B Ogilvie, in the

Wheeling Township en-

T

dorsement run-off The results
of the Wheeling Township en-

A Deep Footprint
his roles as leader of a senate
investigation and a candidate

for. governor were incompatible.

Gottschalk maintained, and
still does, that the inquiry into
crime and public officials has

special importance in this
election year, but he also

knew that the man running it
could not be seeking high of-

fice. With the threat of a
senate investigation screening
his own reassessment, a week
passed. Although there was no
announcement until last Friday morning and no leak until
Thursday, Gottschalk's mind
was made up by the weekend.

"It was during Rowan and Martin's 'Laugh -In' that he

said his first words-'sock it to me'!"

Tbe Protect Dap

dorsement became known. He was concerned primarily
March 6 Just seven days later
Gottschalk withdrew in favor
of John H. Altorfer of Peoria.

The last 100 hours of the
Gottschalk candidacy were

with working out answers to

the many questions that

would arise after he bowed

devoted to almost continuous
conferences held throughout

THE FIRST TO know of
Gottschalk's withdrawal was
Timothy Sheehan, chairman

Flossmoor senator and his

Republican Central Com-

the Chicago area. The

family began a reassessment
of his candidacy immediately
after the Wheeling Township

verdict became known. He
kept his speaking engagements

and made aggressive plans to
conduct senate inquiry into

connections between crime,
public officials and business.

This was a tip-off to
Gottschalk's thinking because

-Honor the original dream by always iealously keeping
the paper's' freedoni and Intellectual integrity."

out.

Marshall Field Ill

of the Cook County

mittee. Gottschalk called him
Wednc.day morning and asked for a private luncheon.

Gottschalk told Sheehan of
his decision to remove his
name form the primary ballot,

something which could be

done until Saturday noon in
Springfield, He would bow
out in favor John H. Altorfer
simply because "he is my,kind

These three men won endorsement in Wheeling Township's Republican "little primary."
Left to right, Brian B. Duff of Wilmette, for secretary of state; Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman
of Arlington Heights, for state representative from the Third District; and Sen. Terrel E.
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of man." Gottschalk told
Sheehan that he sought no
deal with Altorfer other than

the opportunity to work for
the Peoria man's nomination
in the primary and his elec-

tion as governor in
November.

discuss the role that

round of conferences, with his
chief backers. Gottschalk got

Gottschalk would have in the
Altorfer campaign beyond the

a 100 per cent committment
from them to join him in

general principle that he would
take an active role.

ONE OF THE

working for Altorfer's can-

didacy with money as well as
with time and attention.

noon on Thursday.

or deny the report, but said
he would hold a press con-

After hearing Gottschalk,

ference at 8 a.m. the next day.
The political writer broke the
story on his own in the Thurs-

that this was the biggest

paper. His speculation was

Altorfer's first reaction was

day evening editions of his

development in his campaign.

correct, but in some of the

He said that he could accept

details were wide of the mark.

"without question or con-

about the Wheeling Township

the Gottschalk backing

How does Gottschalk feel

endorsement procedure? He
said it is a valuable

The men spent the re-

mechanism in speeding the
political processes in a general

mainder of the night mapping
plans for the announcement.
Gottschalk proposed that the

election year. Gottschalk

announcement be made the
following day, at an 8 a.m.
press conference in Chicago

recognized from the beginning

that he had entered the race

well as meeting briefly with

late. The Wheeling Township
"little primary" revealed how
late. As a result, the Altorfer
and Gottschalk forces have
been combined with the result
that the Republicans have two
strong candidates -- Ogilvie
and Altorfer -- seeking to carry the party's banner for

sympathetic political leaders.

governor.

called by and attended only by
Gottschalk. Gottschalk then

proposed that he fly to the
major cities downstate and ap-

pear in joint announcements
before downstate press, radio

and television reporters as

Hideaword
Cars

LOLCOEN
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

Parts extra, if needed.

using all seven of these letters.,

carservice work

8 good, I

Grace's Daze

Gottschalk refused to confirm

cern."

Most American

.Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

(ronted the senator before

Altorfer's motel in the suburbs
and Altorfer arrived at 2 a.m.
after a speaking engagement.

making steering difficult and causing unnecessary wear and tear on
tiles. Let our expert mechanics correct this conditionjtoday!

Out of town U.S. mail rate, 510.00 a year: 56.00 for six months.

Gottschalk startegy and con-

ment. Gottschalk went to

car's front end out of alignment,

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.

had figured out the

was unaware of the develop-

Chuckhole impacts can throw your

.The Prospect Day is published daily. Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main. Mount Prospect, 111. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

metropolitan political editors

AS LATE AS 1:55 a.m.
Thursday morning Altorfer

AU this week

William J. K tedaisch
Managing Editor

There was no time to even

After meeting Sheehan,
Gottschalk went into a fast

I

excellent.

Wishing You a Happy Spring
By Grace Mott
Spring arrives Thursday,
but the robins were here first.

March behaved like a lamb
the day it: was born and has
shown respect for that beginning most of its days since.
"Grace's Daze" wishes you a
happy spring!

To shorten or to lengthen.
That is the 'question. And for
a lot of women the clue may
come from the rash of fashion
shows on their calendars this
month, not the least of which
is that being hosted tomorrow

Answer on Comic Page

chairman of the event.
These include Mrs. Warren

Grunlee, Mrs. Ronald

Scherer, Mrs. James Ayers,

Mrs. Lynn Kloster, Mrs. Harrison Hanson and Mrs. Joseph
Stecker.

When all has been said and

done for the style show,

recognition for their patience
and help will go to the girls'
husbands at a party they will
give which will also include
final reports on the benefit.

THE ARLINGTON
Women of Elk Grove Heights home of Mr. and
by members of the Republican

Township.
Forty club members will set

Mrs. Richard Grimm found

the runway pace for Muriel
Mundy who is showing the

masse for a bridal shower late

apparel. Invited to be honored

guests at the luncheon and

show lave been Mrs. Alan
MacDonald, Mrs. Florence

the Grimm clan gathered en -

in February. Guest of honor
Carol, daughter of the
Clarence Grimms of Bensenville.was

Co -hostess for the party

Luckner, Carl Hansen, David

was

Schlickman.

shower and pot luck supper

Regner and Eugene
for the
event has brought together a
PRE -PLANNING

number of women who have
turned their work sessions in-

to sociable gatherings with the

WHITEWALL SALE!

K. S. Johnson; General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Clarke of Western Springs, for auditor of public accounts.

last yesterday at the home of

Mrs.

Kenneth Grimm.

The miscellaneous bridal
included Carol's grandmother,

Mrs. Olga Holmblad of Park
Ridge, as well as two families

from Mount Prospect; Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Grimm and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert'Grimm

whose niece will be wed in

Mrs. Gordon Rairdin, April to a young man from

0

6.50-13
Tubeless

All sizes on sale!

Electric by Westclox

,x

Clifford attended Con-

cordia College in Portland
where he and Rosie met when

she was also in school there.
Following this he attended
Concordia Senior College in
Ft. Wayne, and graduated
from Concordia Seminary in
St. Louis.

Rosie went on to attend

Concordia Teachers' College
in River Forest, and has since

taught school two years
Michigan and Missouri.

in
'

Rev., Kaufmann is now the

assistant pastor of
Lutheran Church.

St. Paul

From New York comes

word of the death March 12

recovering from surgery
performed March 8.

Letters To
The Editor

SERVICE STATION

tor must be signed. but

All letters to the edinames will be withheld up-

;1

920 N. Elmhurst Rd. 253-6880

Randhurst Shopping Center
Open Every Nite 'til 9 P.M.
Sat. 'til 5. Sun. 11 to 5 P.M.

Le
ers
should be as brief as poson request.

if possible. and should contain
sible, typewritten.

Across from

Limit One
Additional 64.95

eight months old.

in Holy Family where she is

Open Mon., Thurs., Fri.
'til 9 P.M.

MT. PROSPECT

99

couple have two children,
Rebecca, 3, and Timothy,

Northwest Hwy. & Euclid
259-2244

Sat. 'til 5 -- Sun. 9 to 3 P.M.

$

February. Clifford was born
in Ranchester, Wyo. Rosie is
from Portland, Ore., and the

munity, and Mrs. Arlie Pierce

whitewall your car.

Handsome electric clock

Just tap the top
to silence alarm

soon after the middle of

week at Northwest Com-

tire off

Shatterproof crystal
Sweep second hand and
sweep alarm indicator

6.Q.145

ford Kaufmann who took up
residence at 14 N. Owen St.,

Currently hospitalized are
Mrs. Thomas Wilnau who underwent major surgery this

Pius $1.67
Fed. Excise
tax, sales
tax and
trade-in

Open Mon thru Fri. 'til 9 P.M.

in white or antique gold

A NEW MINISTER and
his family have come to town.
They are Rev., and Mrs. Clif-

weeks.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

with softly lighted dialYxtlxJa

Ark.

Leonard Johnson, Sr., who
has been in the east several

WHITEWALLS at BLACKWALL PRICES!

start
as low as

met when their families were

vacationing at Hot Springs,

of Alesio Aieta, father of Mrs.

-firestone Deluxe Champion®
Prices $

Edwardsville, Ill., whom she

_is
Prospect Day Carriers attended an initial meeting last night

to learn details of a spring sales contest that will send 35
of the boys on an all -expense paid trip -to Cedar Point, Ohio

this summer. The Day carriers attended this meeting; the others
will meet Friday night.

an address or phone number so their authenticity
can be checked.

HEADWEAR FOLLOWS the light

and bright rites of spring, reports

-

the American Institute, of Men's and
Boy's Wear. This honey -tone straw
has a permanently shaped brim and
center dent, pinch front.

Lively spring and summer. sportswear-on top, a two-

button jacket in a honey -toned windowpane pattern

has plenty of shape and wider lapels. Below, a 6 -button
all -red blazer with white slacks, blue shirt and windowpane tie.

.![

SPRING

FLING!
HOW TO GIVE YOU AND YOUR FAMILY FASHION -"ABILITY"

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT TO

Oar Publicationc
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20, 1968

Who said there's no imagination in mens' fashion? This is definitely not the case for 1968. No matter what the occassion, the choice of
wardrobe is endless.

According to the American Institute of Mens' and Boys' Wear,
the assortments of models, colors and patterns in suits are so complete and so comprehensive, that men buying ready-made suits have
almost as many options of style, color and pattern as those patronizing custom tailors.
Suits come in dark, natural shoulder type, straight or shaped, single

or double-breasted, boldly patterned, neatly striped or plain and in
colored mixtures, white, businesslike grays or dark blues and blacks.

Spring raincoats for men include shaped coats in both single and
double-breasted styles, short above -the -knee casuals, dressy fly fronted town coats and slimmed -down raglans. Many of the new fabrics have a mixture look rather than the usual solid color. There are
mixture grays, black -and -white checks, usual tans, soft grayed -blues
and wheat and whiskey tones. New coats are blended of polyester and
cotton yarns and are treated to resist soil and stains.
,

Major trends in sport jackets? Look for light colors," Nehru
collars, gangster stripes, shape and double-breasted. There will be

N40.1.L

Give yourself a new spirit:
Indulge

your

Mood

and

Heart's desire. The big thing
is ... they're smart and pretty
and becoming. Hat by Sue.

New knit animation in lively
Mohair and Wool Souffles.
These new knits light up the
wardrobe for Spring. (Left)
Pullover with new side -shoulder buttoning. (Right) Lanky V-

neck cardigan with low hip
belt. Knits by Jane Irwill.

plenty of whites, beiges, and light grays --some in solid colors and some
grounding -powerful patterns of plaids, stripes and checks.

Well cared for shoes are the foundation of every man's smart
outfit. This season's shoes for men stress flexibility and comfortable
constructions_Wilt with fashionable good looks.

,--3rd

i

of
"'
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Cues From
Romantic Films
Dresses and sportswear
have gone soft and supple.
Gone are the stiff, cardboard
styles that have camouflaged

the flattering curves the pretty
girl delights in showing off.

for the
active days ahead"

Close -to -body styles that

Jr. Bathing Suits
Beach Cover-ups

Denim Slacks
Pant Dresses
Mix & Match Sportswear
Culottes and Skirts

r-1

enhance the elegant and

THE POPULARITY of

romantic look that today's

knits keeps_growing. There is
no limitation to their use.
They are cleverly constructed,

creates a rhythm of movement

when in motion; the Bonnie
and Clyde tailored shirt goes

392-2063

and from the standpoint of

wearability, women love
As hems flip out, jackets

shape in, and waistlines

,1

return, there'll be even

broader use of soft, drapeable
knits. For Spring '68 designers
have snapped up a new silky
knit that looks like silk matte

7-

jersey.

Women will love the luster
of the fabric and the luxurious

Prints of varying dimensions
go a little softer. Stripes are
"in," from the narrowed to the

silky new fiber, called texture -

feeling next to the skin. This

set Enkalure nylon, is from
American Enka.

Florals have grown to super

W dimensions in a collection of

t

them.

languid and moody.
Colors are clear 'and bright.

big, bold block busters.

mawMIIMMEMILw

match to coordinate or

fall fluidly and gracefully to

Hollywood and the art films
is everywhere. The Zhivago
belted look shows off a small
waist; the long draped Tom
Jones sleeve falls loose and
free; the rush of ea full skirt

10 N. DUNTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

and bright shades mix -and contrast.

,THE influence of

SAMPLE SHOP

the signature unmistakably
his; and solid colors in light

define the shape are nonrestrictive, with wraps that

movie -makers have inspired.

mg46,,LL

Haitian inspired prints. Puccilike prints still zig-zag and
swirl in hot colors that makes

DESIGNERS and

couturiers were inspired by
the wide variety of prints on-Enkalure nylon.
Loomtogs created a Haitian
inspired sportswear collection

Mayfield9S,

in exotic flower patterns of
Jasmine, Frangipani, Mimosa
and Orange Blossom; Guy D

translated today's romantic
mood in a form -fitting dress

"Around the clock fashions"

with a deep V neckline;
Mr. Thompson, the comaster, worked
ordinates

Piicci-like prints and mixed

37 S. Prospect Ave.
Park Ridge,

1120 Lee Street
(Lee & Algonquin Rd.)
Des Plaines

and matched them with solids
for a casual look; Gabriella of
Pranx styled tunics and tights

IT'S TUNICS AND TIGHTS for a very "in" look this Spring. Here, surrealistic black
and yellow daisies cascade over a white background on silken, softe texture -set nylon. The
mandarin neck swinger has long skinny sleeves and zips up the back. Perfect for tropic isles
or fun-packed vacations anywhere. About twenty-six dollars. Designed by Gabriella for Pranx,

in color -crazy pop prints.

of Enkalure nylon by American Enka.

Here Is the Wrap -Up

Spring Ensembles

The Spring fashion wrap-up

soft.

is the Bathrobe look . . .
ST. LAURENT gets credit
the newest, softest shape of for putting the woman into

The dress plus the coat to make you fashionable through a season of
activity. Wide selection of sizes from 5 to 20.

coats, suits and dresses.

The Bathrobe is part of a

pattern that began with pants,

pantsuits, ties, safari -shirts

and jackets, the whole

man's clothes and keeping her

.

removeable belted back. Done up in Rayon & Silk this Red, Navy,

.

. which now has turned

shawl collar -- ready to be fill-

a woman when he added

ed in with ruffles, tucks and

velvet,

turtle -necklines

cept. "Bonnie and Clyde" cer-

its sashed tie pulled up high
or down low -- it is moving
in and out of the best design

back the "Thirties" part of it.

rooms in New York.

lace and blousing to
his original "Smoking" con-

masculine look and more tainly gets credit for bringing

Coming out for spring, combination of coat with sleeveless sheath and

The Bathrobe is the newest
link in this stolen -from -the boys fashion with its deep
.

.

.

and

White ensemble captures the fresh look of Spring. Petite Junior sizes.

$30

etkeiS
CHECK that Caribbean

GOLDEN

flavor. Strolling on the cob-

blestone streets of Old San
Juan or braving the brisk

,Spring breeze on Fifth

Avenue, the tropical cool of
this tattersall suit makes quite
an impact. Everything about

it is news - the dirndl skirt,

snappy cropped jacket,

crocheted shell and all-important belt -nipped waist. The

light ... bright ... lovely. Missy 100% Acrylic in beige & brown
plaid coat solid beige sheath,, also available in black combination. Sizes 10 to 18. Get the season off to a swinging start.

I r1111/4413LE

$30

belt is the wide, soft,

crushable type so important
for Spring, '68. The colors
too, are newsy. Carib blue,

Puerto pink or Palm green

combine with Convento white
for a fresh, buoyant tattersall

that looks for all the world

like a sunny spring day.

Photographed in Puerto Rico

This season, your legs are long and lovely --

and tinted with a pale touch of mistiness.
For this season MAYFIELDS brings you

gabric Shoppe

for Russ.

Dandruff
If you're a summertime

the most exquisite hosiery of all times.

dandruff type, someone who
is troubled by the pesky flakes

Tired of Winter? Ready
to bust out for Spring? Is
your wardrobe ready?
SPRING IS HERE,

and EASTER IS ONLY

Charge your Fashions

THREE WEEKS AWAY

P S.: See our complete line o
sport fashions.

Mayfiehrs
Park Ridge

Del Plaines

of dandruff when drying sun
and moist humidity get at hair

and scalp, it's a good idea to
use a, special shampoo. There

are a number of good sham-

poos that leave hair

manageable and take care of
dandruff at the same time.
One is antibacterial and antifungal and is also good for
tinted and dyed hair.'

Tape, Not Clips
Women with lightened hair

Camp McDonald & Wolf Rds.

Wheeling

Phone

299-4444

Hours:
Mon. thru Thurs.
.9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Fridays
9:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.
Saturdays
9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.

often end up with unsightly
clip mArks after setting their
hair. Lightened hair tends to

be more porous and,

therefore, bends easily. If too

many clips are ruining your
set you can always solve it by

using tapi to keep hairs in

r"-
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Less Skirt? What Lengths
For many months now,

girlwatchers (male and

Ink

4.2

female) have wondered how
high is up. How far can the
mini -skirt go?

To endless heights, it

seems, judging from a pro-

BRINGS YOU

nouncement by the man who
invented topless swimsuits.
The man, with initials R.G.,

the

has come up with micro -

minis, bottomless dresses. Ah,

"SUNDAY -MONDAY'

but here's the clincher: they
sport bloomers.

IN THE exotic mood of

SHOE

what is termed his "Siamese"
collection, the bloomers have

been haremized, to create a
more attractive iige.

t

for

The models who displayed
these masterpieces of min -lure

pretty

dressed (or undressed) for the
occasion, depending on your
point of view. (And according

girls

to a male observer in the se-

cond row, the view was
unobstructed).

FROM A GROUP OF CRASH CONTRASTS, boldly striped wool knit (left) in oxford
and oyster with bone buttoned tab front and demi back belt has long sleeves. Rajah jacket
in honey wool knit over a slightly flared sleeveless dress with flap pockets (right) has welt
seaming and gold buttons. These designs are by Kimberly from the Spring '68 collection.

Alphabetically, from with tops that permit a free, comfortable shoes and carry bites or poison

Flowers suddently burst

forth on everything from

swim suits to sleepwear, and
spring's hands -down favorite
flower is the daisy As big as
sunflowers or as fragile as

violets, daisies are everywhere
-

It is in polyester doubleknit for easy care.

inded Score Points, Too

Spor

Frills,
Flowers
In Season

FLOWERS BLOOM on a bright navy background (left) in
this Westway Petites pantdress. Two tiers of ruffles hide the
pants. A bright red bow accents the collar. Nardis of Dallas
likes the look of the '30s for traveling to HemisFair (right).
The doublebreasted jacket has short sleeves for warm days.

a happy compromise

between the romantic past and
the with -it present
Some of the prettiest daisies

are Schiff!' embroidered

delicate yet remarkably easy -

care fabrics such as organdy
and georgette Designer Gay
Gibson scatters daisies on an
airy point d'esprit skimmer
underlined with sunny yellow
It's the influence of daisies

that makes the easy -fitting

skimmer shape suddenly soft

and feminine Another

feminine touch she uses crisp
Venise lace edging

archery through yacht racing,

unconstricted swing

sports

girdle underneath to provide
support and keep the hips and

Many female pros advocate
more women than ever are
participating in all kinds of wearing a lightweight sports

Whether you are a beginner

or a winner, chances are

you'll agree that the satisfactions of sport are having fun,
feeling fit and looking right
To add to comfort, enjoyment
and your good looks, here are
some sporting hints especially
for women

EVERY SPORT has its

own special fashion re-

quirements Some, like tennis
and riding, are rigidly strict
For example, white is still the
only color to wear on a tennis
court'
Golfers and bowlers should
take a tip from the experts and
wear simple, well -cut culottes
or slacks and shirts, teamed

tummy trim

Other sports, such as

sunglasses, scarf and rain bonnet Some seasoned stadium
spectators add little inflatable

pillows to prevent bench fatigue, too.

UNEXPECTED hazards

-

ivy,

and a

The models masked their

eyes with purple and red,
feathered their ears, or did
themselves up like the pro-

verbial Christmas trees. They
stuffed themselves into white

leotards, and added gold

Sizes 81/2-12

Sizes 121/2-4

pointed claws to their fingers.

$9.95

$10.95

AT THE other extreme, we
read how the London "birds"

are taking to the midi skirt.

preventive against infection of
cuts or scrapes such as Pfizer

One leading daily calls it Midi
Madness. The pound may be

ment.

the skirt is increasing.

essential as they are effective

romantic frou-frou are

bacitracin antibiotic oint-

Soothing eye drops are as

for restoring natural sparkle
to tired or "outdoor eyes."

FREE PARKING % BLOCK FROM STORE
BETWEEN DAVIS ST. AND RAILROAD STATION

WALRO
SHOES

devaluated, but the length of

Ruffled blouses and other

favored by the damsels.

For those of us who must

fishing, hunting, sailing and

insect bites or blisters, cuts

against weather, water and

for little emergencies by toting

tles.

pronounced "mee-dee" (not

terrain and is cut for ease of

first -aid supplied with her

8 E. NW Hwy. Arlington Heights
CL 9-4575

movement

gear

noun, meaning: "noon;

A suggested sampling in-

cream. Otherwise, your hands
may appear unfashionably red

We Honor All Midwest Bank Cards

sunscreen preparation, a quick
suitable for itch -reliever such as Calmitol

possible, apply lotion for

skiing allow more latitude in and scratches - can spoil the
dress Be sure, however, that pleasures of participating. The
clothing provides protection smart woman prepares herself

SPECTATOR sportswear cludes insect repellent, a
has fashion guidelines, too

Casual attire is
baseball, football and soccer
games, track meets and golf

to take irration out of insect

Choose eye drops which work
in a blink, and are easy to use
in self -applicator plastic bot-

And don't forget hand

brush up on our seventh -grade
French grammar, we note that

"midi" is French, is
"middy," as in "blouse"), is a
south."

and rough. Be sure to use
hand cream nightly, and if

22
Si

extra -dry skin during the day.
ii

matches More formal

fashions are usually worn to

Si

races, shows and tennis

11

matches

11

The knowledgeable wear

Indigo
Wide -Track® stripes

have it all
A

sq7:17

I

lag*

-2.116r
11
11
SI

ti

11

11

SS

11

Come in and see our
11

FIESTA '68 showing of

11

HICKEY -FREEMAN CLOTHES

"IRIPSOLIDS
t

If you want to be "in", be in them. Be
within the trim tapered lines ... with box
pleat. Be without wrinkles, ironing cares.

Fiesta '68 expresses the lively new mood of
fashion. Color is everywhere! Patternwork is
exciting! Newness is rampant! It's e breakaway from the sameness of dark tones. In our
Fiesta '68 collection of Hickey -Freeman customized' clothes we present the fullness of

11

11

it

ester/35% cotton oxford fabric even

releases stains in the wash ... thanks to
a new idea called "soil -release"! Come
down and be "in"! Be in solid.

141%.

$695

nro
Shirtbuilder

planned for men of affairs who want their style
in.the finer -quality, hand -tailored manner!

with SOIL -RELEASE

by

AYNEE

FROM $165

is

11

is

9

J. WNW SONS

is

We honor all Midwest Bank Cards
Also Des Plaines Credit Cards

ii

store for men
NNW

11

this new face-lifting of fashion ... specially

Endura-Press® OXFORDS $4

Dashingly deep Indigo alone is Enro fashion news . . and now lookl Indigo and
white Wide Track® blaze stripes, and famous Buffer b d. collar, and new miracle
soil -release permanent press batiste that
shrugs off wrinkles and color killing soil,
wash after wash! 50% Dacron'/50% cotton. Yellow and spruce colors too

11

is

The no touch-up 65% Dacron® poly1/-.tt4

11

:r

12 SOUTH DUNTON AVENUE

1122 LEE AT ALGONQUIN - DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS
Open Mon & Friday Evenings

CLEARBROOK 5-1595

is

824-6164

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
1467 ELLINWOOD ST.

11

.....

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

Open Mon. & Thursday Evenings

ii

Colorful
Foot Notes
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Wh
t's the Good. Word?
To paraphrase Mark

Twain, everybody talks about
fashion, but nobody explains
anything about it.
This season,

the fashion

pages will abound with terms
such as flocking, smocking
and fluting You'll also see

references to challis, crepe

and culottes. Unless you
understand these words, you

puzzle, you'll need two unlikely items: a pair of scissors and

a good dictionary, such as

meanings are new. Random
House dictionary is up-to-date

and contains all the newest

It also helps you

Random House Dictionary of

meanings.

the English Language.
The scissors are for clipping

with pronunciation.

FOR EXAMPLE, you'll

tionary gives you a thumbnail

include a new round of

Chanel, the French fashion
designer.
She's been a trend-setter for

with hardware . .
in non-stop colors .

biography of Gabrielle

see dirndl mentioned fre-

newspaper. The dictionary is

in dirndl
shows that the
is pronounced as a "u". The
word refers, of course, to a

years,

softly gathered skirt, patterned
after the attire of Tyrolean

cess fabric.

for learning to recognize those
styles.

You'll note that many of
TO PUT together fashion's . the words are old, but their

may be very confused.

1

NEW!
and

FORGET-ME-NOT
PRICE RANGE

white; the grained brown

leather wingtip with buckle,
strap, and elastic gores; the
straplbrass buckled elegance

SPEAKING OF fabric, a
popular one is challis. According to the Dictionary,
challis is "a soft fabric of

of a grained slip-on; the

smooth black strap and buckle
slip-on with a perforated toe;

$18.00
GAY GIBSON

and the three eyelet blucher
in a stained brown.

It's being made into smart

Catch the blunt perf toe
FOOTWEAR IN AMERICAN LEATHER sets the mood for spring.In bright yellow and
orange by Fiancees, D'Orsay cut shoe (left) has rounded toe and leather trompe d'oeil buckled dress shoe with the new,
effect. Genuine black patent leather round -toed afternoon shoe (center) by D'Antonio has double-breasted twill suit; and
semihigh chunky heel and a myriad of porthole openings embroidered in pastel colors. Win- a casual wingtip with buckle
dowpane screen print on soft kid leather (right) has tapered rounded toe and new higher' and strap, suggests a team -up

jamas.

Incidentally, pajamas are
also surprising this spring.
They've migrated from the

in choice
colors

TO

with a weekender relaxed suit.

heel. It is by John JCITO.

bedroom to the living room,
by way of the Orient.

Bells

The transition is easy to
understand if you consult the

Dictionary. The word "pa-

4.00

Be the girl with bells on her,

trousers, usually of silk or cotton, worn by both sexes in the

Orient." They'll give you an
elegant Eastern look at your

toes this summer at the pool.
A whimsical toe ring lends a
lighthearted touch to sunning
and funning days. Three little
bells dangle carelessly, from a
golden band and makes you

next dinner flatly.

easy to find in a crowd.

jamas" refers not only to night

MISS COUTURE

wear, but also to "loose

L'AIGLON
MAGGI STOVER
Sues 7 to 15 and 10 to 18
PRICE RANGE

FASHION
IS

A
WELL -

Wear to each

$18.00
TO

Classic styting in designs

$35.00
RAIN COATS
IN JUNIOR AND STRAIGHT SIZES
UP

SPORTSWEAR
JANTZEN
AND
WHITE STAG

Never -iron blend of 65% Dacron® polyester,
35% cotton, flattering "italo" collar and
a host of hues. You'll want several. 30 to 38.

The above illustration is one of the styles
ire our collection ... more arriving daily.
Assortment includes all of Ship 'N Shore's
new Spring blouses, sleeveless, short
sleeves, etc. White, colors and patterns.
Sizes 30 to 38.

that have the stamp of today's
fashion knack . . . that's
the beauty of some of the new
sleepwear collections that lead
a double life.

. And there is delicate

nocent enchantment in a
demure pinafore night dress of
pure white

Of course, there is the

morning, one house, John

a night owl print, springy butterfly pattern, or lively polka

OPEN ALL DAY ON WEDNESDAYS
FRIDAY TO 9 PM

Open All Day On Wednesdays
Fridaylo 9 P.M.

CL 3-7622

.

.

Lady -like

.

shirts and matching robes in

Meyer of Norwich, introduces
an undercover story and bed-

dot!

coordinates!

LADIES APPAREL

dream in

into date. For night into

time story of complete

NEW 1968 SPRING 8, SUMMER GARMENTS ALSO SWIM SUITS AND ACCESSORIES

'

.

design creating a mood of in-

famous Sweet William Print
(a garden of small blossoms)
in a cool sleeveless shift to

there are head -to -toe looks

Mt. Prospect

.

DRESSED

In '68 there's no doubt, the
campus brigade will march in
wearing the latest in hand tailored neo-classics from day

For the bare essentials,

9 W. Prospect

that match foundation lingerie

to minislips and the like, but
now the news is in the bedtime story . . . all wrapped up in wash 'n wear . . .

TAKE the heavenly baby
gingham check night shift to

wear to the beach over
swimsuits or to sleep in the
evening under the stars

Get in the parade! Come to us for expert dry cleaning, and put your best looks forward in
clothes cleaned and pressed to perfection. With very latest equipment and long exper-

ience, we're ready to give every garment a new lease on life, Eastertime and all the

FOR THE first brisk day
come crisp, fresh designs in a

time. Try us soon!

Shirt Laundry

24 -Hour Service
o Insured Fur Storage

collection of contemporary
clothes that boast jacketed
ensembles, salty skirts and

O Box Storage

Step Ahead ... with the Best -Dressed Look

bold striped sweaters, tailored
pantsuits for the bike set with
long, lanky jackets, in tender
colors, plus American plaids,
deftly designed. Coordinating
accessories include sculptured
dome hats, bangle bracelets
and swinging handbags.

Meet every mood

.

.

.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS o CL 5.6174

every occasion fashionably, be
it town or country . . . on
campus or off . . . at home

or away

.

.

7 N. Elmhurst Rd. (Rt. 83 & McDonald Rd.)

Our Trucks Are in
Your Area Daily!

in fashions

.

that go 'round the clock

MT. PROSPECT

CL 5.4600

o

862 E: northwest Hwy.

beautifully.

2

slip-ons
. suede
.
. red

ON THE town: tassled

shirtwaist dresses, a --far cry
from its original use in pa-

flair for

.

wingtip slip-on in fast-moving

little arniholes" have brought
back set-in sleeves with no ex-

or, more often, a small print."

hip'iahoree

.

hot sandals.

and now her "high,

rayon, either in a solid color

easy -care,

$15.00

$15.00

buckleistraps

plain weave in wool, cotton or

COTTON DRESSES
AVALON

T

in footwear fashion to stride
into next season. Bright ideas

And what do you know of

"Chanel -style"? The Dic-

your favorite styles. from

magazines and your quently. The Dictionary

Ready for some colorful
footwork? It's the newest look

peasants.

Start your little girl off
on the right foot ...
ENROLL HER IN A WEE WENDY CHARM COURSE
Top models and women with fashion know-how are the Wendy

Wards who will give your favorite little girl training that will
last her a lifetime Wards 6 -week course will teach her:

Setting the table and good manners
How to act with company
Personal grooming and wardrobe care

Sitting, standing and walking like a model
(4 to 10 years of age) All for only

1

4+1
ft!

$10

Classes also beginning April 2, 1968 for the tween and teen

age girls Call Wendy Ward at 392-2500 for complete de-

tails on 6 -week course

$15

Jumping jacks are

Girls feel springtime

Puppy love begins

a joy in

pretty in

with
plIMMI11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

spealth-tex,,,
Ir..
STA NTO GS

;111iHealth-tex.ii,

11 Health-tex'd

LusOnsimmutII

The jumping-est jumpsuit
for lively little Jacks and
Jills is this one -a polyes-

And bees buzz over these
sweet little sets. Health-tex
gaily coordinates patterned

ter and cotton blend treated

cotton shorts with cotton
knit short -sleeve shirts. The
sets have cute little -girl

with permanent press for
no -iron ease. Zip -front and
keep changes
from being a chore. In up-tothe-minute solid colors.
snap -crotch

' Sizes: 9, 12, 18, 24 mos.
sizes: T2, T3, T4

3.00
4.25

necklines and some shirts
even have embroidery. All
the springtime colors and
patterns stay fresh, wash
after wash'.
Sizes: 3, 4, 5, 6, 6X

Kids love to be seen in
Healthtex short sets.' The
solid pants have a zipper
and front tab closing. And
the cheerful shirts come in
a variety of necklines and
collars in sharp stripes and
solids. Naturally, they're all
washable.
Sizes: 4, 5, 6, 7.

3.25

.3.25

Gay Sinakaldi
Teen Advisory
Council

,
MID4agenbrIngS

.

RANDHURST STORE
Rand Road & Route 83

392-2500

STORE HOURS: 9:30 TO 9:30 MON. THRU FRI. 9:30 TO 5:30 SAT. 12 TO 5 SUN.

Vail at Campbell
Arlington Heights, Ill.

jagenbrIll.

Vail at Campbell
Vail at Campbell
Arlington Heights, IN. Arlington Heights, Ill.

THE DAY
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Set Sights on Spring and Summer
Here is a look -ahead at

high -fashion double-breasteds

men's fashions for the coming
spring and summer season."

order9 as will a new concept--

SUITS

Colors: Medium to near dark (or, as one manufacturer
puts it: "brighter than dark").

Selection runs a handsome

gamut and the colors are the

type to keep you looking cool

will

be available by special

the walking suit with longer
coat. Pleatless suit pants are

there's also a smart crop ofof the fashion picture but are
plaids,

checks

(these

two

especially in black -white

fabrics), and stripes, too. Except for the black -white pat-

favored predominantly.

terns, designs will be subtle.

SPORT COATS
Colors: Anything goes --and
does! Bright tones will be seen
everywhere in the sports field,

cool. Choose from such

colors plus white. All will be

worsted combinations.

preferred by men who like a

truly advanced look. Most

styles will be single-breasted

especially in blazers. Overall,
the look will be slim, and, in

breasteds will

some cases, slightly shaped.

but a number of doublebe

available,

Fbrics: All lightweight, all

fabrics as polyester -worsted
blends, lustrous 100 per cent
cottons that have the look of
silk, 100 per cent worsteds,

and crisp during warm and one manufacturer is linen -polyester, and silk offering blazers in 18 different

weather. You'll see hues like
Deep Sea Green, Tidewater
Blue, Surf Gray, Copper &
Brass, and Black Platinum.

Patterns: They'll be muted,

if there is any pattern at all.
The main exceptions to the
rule are the plaids and checks

in bold black -and -whites.

tailored in single-breasted

styles

and four in double-

Styles: The three looks in

suits predominate in

breas tes. Black -and-wh i tes sportswear as well. Two -butwill be popular as well as the. tons lead the parade, closely
followed by the three -button
copper and brass tones.
Patterns: Plain fabrics arc styles. One button styles acprevalent, of course. But count for a small percentage.

Soft-spoken stripes also will be
shown.

41,

Fabrics: They may be 100

per cent wool, all -silk or
ADVANTAGE: STRIPES. Whether you're a fan of "the
gentleman's game" or not, a Racquet Club stripe suit by Hart
Schaffner & Marx will be a handsome teammate this summer.

The striped pattern is slimming in itself, and the natural
shoulder styling returns the serve deftly. Whether you prefer
a fabric of lightweight wool or a cool blend of polyester and
worsted, get the advantage of stripes for the warm -weather
months ahead.

blends but they're all

lightweight and comfortable.
The blends include the famed
polyester -worsted as well as
wool -silk,

worsted -mohair,

polyester -wool -mohair,
polyester -worsted -silk, etc.

Styles: Three looks are
popular today: the natural

shoulder look, the con-

temporary look, the advance -

fashion look. Some men

prefer one only, while others
wear all three. Two -button
styling dominates the suit pic-

ture for spring and summer.

Three -button styles still com-

t

mand a strong following,
however. One -button models
account for a small percentage
of the over-all picture but are

growing in demand. Singlebreasteds are most important
for the coming season but

you'll see double-breasteds appearing more and more. Some

In The
Running
In this spring's junior collection of slip-ons and sandals, .brogues and oxfords,

boys' shoes are styled with

comfortable wide toelines in

An Eagle
For Easter is our fitting tribute to your

holiday appearance: an Eagle suit, patiently hand -fashioned
in the most currant weaves and quietly expressive shaptngs.

$115 to $145

full, rounded and square
silhouettes.

To serve for school and all
spring and summer activities

Don't live Just a little-live a lot: Do it with color. And

do it in style. In a Bombay blazer by Hart Schaffner & Marx
that combines both. Shown are examples of the Country Club
Classic Bombay blazer which is available in 18 colors plus
white. The shades range from the dark blues, browns and greens

to great new hues of gold, red, pale blue, olive, and tan. All
are available in the tapered single-breasted model shown above
left and a select number of colors in the double-breasted style
also pictured.

are new brogues that look hef-

ty yet are crafted from
lightweight smooth and grained leathers.

For a simpler tie shoe, the
classic oxford, in new spring
versions, sports combinations

of textures, high -rising
toplines and ghillie ties.

STORE FOR MEN
Randhurst Shopping Center

fashion boot
headquarters

392-8280

ASK FOR THIS ITEM IN OUR KEY CLUB

OPEN SUNDAYS NOON TO 5
USE YOUR MIDWEST BANK, CARTE BLANCHE
Or DINER'S CLUB CHARGE CARDS

GIGANTIC CARLOAD SALE!
1686 PAIRS OF SHOES ON SALE!
WOMEN'S & MEN'S

Miss America.
Shoes

CHILDREN'S & BOYS'

take you where
the fun

SAVINGS T 70%
MARCH 21, 22, 23

is!

$HOUSE SLIPPERS
$RUBBER FOOTWEAR

It's a mod, mod

world of color

The London group goes wild

with color Swinging out in
a patent pump with a bit of a
with the wacky, wonderful

$12.

mod fashions of today

SHANDBAGS

BLACK, GREEN
RED & BLUE PATENT.
BLACK CALF, AND
WHITE SMOOTH.
ALSO GREENS!

happening at the toe So right

$CH1LDREN'S
FOOTWEAR
SWOMEN'S DRESS
FOOTWEAR
$TENNIS FOOTWEAR

SQUARE DEAL SHOES
Your Family Shoe Center

260 PARKING SPACES AT OUR REAR ENTRANCE
DES PLAINES
1516 MINER ST.

$WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR
We'll give you -a FREE rendezvous

with beauty. We'll awaken your
skin the natural way with our
THREE STEPS TO BEAUTY. We'll

MERLE

noRmnn COSMETIC STUDIO
16 W. CAMPBELL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

show you how to select flattering
shades in powder base, lipstick,
and eye shadow. We'll give you a.
complete make-up too. Ifs FREE
at your Merle Norman Cosmetic
Studio. Call today.
DOROTHY MUELLER

255-1270

Who
turned on

I

the brights?
Miss America
shoes

Say goodbye to fashion's

dark ages and join the spring
parade of color. Sizzling shades

of petal soft leathers. What a
way to enlighten your wardrobe!

Black Patent, Yellow,
Orange, Green, Novy,
and White.

$12.95

SEWS SPORT
CASUALS
'S DRESS
$
SHOESMEN

TO D DS
20 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
CL 3-4137

MT.
PROSPECT
PLAZA

%Woo boot
headquarters .

1

SCHIFF

SHOES for the Entire Family!

PHONE:

255-

9797

I

)( )k
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ELLERY
QUEEN'S

there is!
EXCLUSIVE

TED TIME'OFFERT

NO DOWN PAYMENT.

modern screen

Illyet.ry Maga ,itte

orti 51 MOVIE MA

ONE SMALL PAYMENT ON YOUR CARRIER'S REGULAR COLLECTION DAY
COVERS THE COST OF BOTH YOUR NEWSPAPER AND THE MAGAZINES.
_

.

YOUR MAGAZINES WILL BE DELIVERED BY. UNITED STATES MAIL
SERVICE.

YOU PAY ONLY

504 A WEEK

FOR YOUR NEWSPAPER AND

c YOUR NEWSPAPER WILL BE DELIVERED BY,YOUR REGULAR CARRIER.

A GUARANTEED OFFER ... THERE WILL BE NO PRICE INCREASE ON

YOUR CHOICE OF MAGAZINES

THE MAGAZINES YOU SELECT FOR YOUR FULL SUBSCRIPTION PERIOD.

P/1010UY

e ...ID

41

IHE JFK

MISS
MA %MOO

11S1 MUM

um ant

t",::4*747

III

CHOOSE ANY 4, MAGAZINES

USE THIS ORDER FORM

FROM 'LIST SHOWN BELOW

HAND TO YOUR CARRIER OR MAIL TODAY

S

RUMORS

00

New Renewal

New Renewal

0 0 TV GUIDE

.
;

0 0 SATURDAY EVENING POST
0 CI PARENTS' MAGAZINE

0 0 ARGOSY

:

CI 0 HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
CI

CI AMERICAN HOME

0 0 HI FI/STEREO. REVIEW
0 0 HOUSE & GARDEN
0 0 CHRISTIAN HERALD.

.

: 0 0 TRUE STORY,
ii

CI 0 INGENUE (Teen-Agers)

0 0 HAIRDO & BEAUTY
; 0 0 RUDDER (For Boaters)

.

0 0 CAR AND DRIVER

; 0 0 MODERN ROMANCES

C3 0

ELERY QUEEN'S

MYSTERY MAGAZINE

.;

CI POPULAR MECHANICS

0 0 GLAMOUR
0 0 POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY
CI

0
0.
0
0
0
P
0

0
El
0
0

to THE PROSPECT DAY and the magazines checked for 12 months. At

0 U. S. CAMERA
0 CHILD LIFE (Ages 4-12)
0AMERICAN GIRL (Ages 10-17)
0 YOUNG MISS (Ages 9-14)

both the newspaper and my complete magazine selection.

0 CHILDREN'S DIGEST
CI HUMPTY DUMPTY (Ages 3-7)
CI SCIENCE & MECHANICS
CI TRUE -- The Man's Magazine
0 MOBILE LIFE
0 SPORT

0, ' 0 CATHOLIC DIGEST

0. 0 GOLF MAGAZINE
C]

0POPULAR ELECTRONICS

present newspaper price, 50c weekly will cover the entire cost of

NAME

PHONE .NO.

ADDRESS

APT. NO

CITY

STATE

ORDER TAKEN BY

RT. NO.

(Ages 5-12)

CI 0 MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED
CI 0 ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED
0 . CI BOATING

ELECTRONICS WORLD

I hereby agree to subscribe for or extend my present subscription

CI FIELD & STREAM
CI HARPER'S BAZAAR

CI

C3 0

Newspaper Delivered by
Date

0 0 BETTER HOMES & GARDENS

CI 0 CAMPING JOURNAL

CI 0 MODERN SCREEN

DO NOT WRITE HERE

0 CI LOOK
0 . CI McCALL'S
CI

: 0 0 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
0 0 SPORTS AFIELD
: CI 0 REDBOOK

0

ZIP
CODE

CI PHOTOPLAY

0 0 FLYING
NEW REN

ANOTHER CHOICE 0 0 UFE and any 2 Magazines
from list shown above.
- '

ALL MAGAZINES MUST BE DELIVERED TO .THE 'SAME ADDRESS

'

0 NEW NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTION 0 OLD NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTION

.

The Day's Prospects

y on School St.
do the right thing for freedom. You have our
thanks for your Vietnam duty and we wish

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

you well for the future too.

Flag Day is ordinarily on June 14, but it
came early in Mount Prospect.
Area residents of the 600 block of S. School

St. decided to show their appreciation for the
service in Vietnam of Spec14 Jim Pape.

Joe Wolf contacted all the neighbors and
every one agreed that as a surprise to his family

Your parents arc also to be commended for
the forthright view of your contribution and
the love they have for you. We are proud to

share in your return home and to show a
measure of our pride in your name, March

9 is dedicated to you as "Flag Day on School
Street."

and tribute to his service they would display
their flags on Saturday, March 9.

A letter was composed by Jack Black and

presented to Jim. The letter read:
"Dear Jim:
Your visit home from Vietnam reminds each

of us that the world is larger and much more
complicated than the quiet street we call home.

We appreciate the personal effort that you

United States Army Spec/4

James Pape and his family
will long remember March 9,
1968.

THE LETTER is signed by

all

neighbors.

of the

Mr. and Mrs. Howard E. Pape looked out
of their window and Mrs. Pape said, "I wonder
what holiday we've missed. We make sure to
display our flag whenever it is called for," she
explained. "Then Joe and Jack came over and
gave Jim this wonderful letter."

are. giving for each of us and want you to

Jim enlisted in the United States Army in
1966 and was stationed in Tay Ninh for over
a year and one half. He will return to active

doing for your country and for us.
No matter what anyone says you exemplify

duty and is scheduled to go to Northern Italy.

know that in. spite of the voice of unrest you
have our support and belief in what you are

the spirit and desire of the United States to

It

is nice to know the draft card burners

do not rule the world.

Alumnae
Agenda

Planning the "Cascade of Daisies" luncheon and fashion
show at O'Hare Inn on March 23 are (standing) Mrs. Ted
Drogosz, co-chairman; Mrs. Edward Shillington, prizes; Mrs.
Martin Feehan, tickets; Mrs. Neal Ficher, prizes; and (seated)

Chapter of the College of

Wednesday, March 20, 1968
9-94.99.99

9.R..2-9

Planning

T

WM cfecoattmagsrmatratWiesmiximi
:14111321."2712LIMPAg,

"'"" .47-.Mer."CIWT5f

GOP Show

T /121611,'
ZA.70.447"

Saint Teresa Alumnae
Association will be held

March 24.
A 5 p.m. Mass will be
celebrated at Saint Vincent

luncheon and fashion show

North Ave., River Forest. Im-

Altar and Rosary Society of
Des Plaines, will welcome

Ferrar Church, 7500 W.

sponsored by St. Zachary's

mediately following Mass,

Spring at noon Saturday at the

aciaciamacastaxxam taw
vats 4,:kM4M'a 'IVA 'T.

Teresan alumnae and

r
crtxxamatarsu cat ztaweramaw. T.:

O'Hare Inn, 6600 N. Mann -

Fashions will be furnished
by the Cynthia Shop of Des
Plaines and hair styles will be
done by Tricoci's.
Models in the show; all

husbands or escorts will enjoy

planning their annual luncheon -fashion show to be held
at the Sheraton -O'Hare Brass
Rail Thursday. Cocktails are
at noon followed by luncheon
at 1 p.m. Fixing hats for
"Springing into Fashion" are

Neilsen's Randhurst, 7400 W.
North Av.
Mrs. Donald H. Spethmann
of Arlington Heights, chapter

Hospital -School Receives
New Encyclopedia Set

ballot results of a proposed

From Alpha OMicron Pi

a smorgasbord dinner at

Grove Township are busy

president, will announce

amendment to the constutition of the chapter and

(from left) Mrs. Ronald
Scherer (chairman of models),
Mrm John Roberts, Mrs.

fices

may be secured from Tr --Deltas
Northwest section president
Mrs. Thomas Hanlon, 1505

Roosevelt University, holds a

N. New England, Chicago,

tended the University of

in

membership meeting and elec-

tion of officers at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 26 in the
meeting room located on the
ground floor of the hospital.

The meeting is open to all

women in the area who are

interested in learning more

about the auxiliary.

Refreshments will be served
and Mrs -William T. Sommers

of Mount Prospect will
preside

Edward Sandersfield, Arlington Heights, will be hostesses.

discussion entitled "Com-

made non-smokers out of
heavy smokers.

Autographing

The Woman's Guild orthe

The Countryside Mon-

Classroom" at 8 p.m.
Wednesday, March 21 at the
school.

This film was taken during

taken last spring when the

Kieppers visited the Near
East.

ONE -STOP CLEANING

actual classes at the school.

Self Service

The school's directresses, Mrs.

Cleaning Machines
Also

Jean Grabowski of Chicago,
and Miss Jean Ahye, a native
of Trinidad residing in Glenview, will be on hand to nar-

rate the film and to answer
questions about Montessori

after the film, when the
classrooms will be open for
inspection

The program is free and
open to the public. Information about the film or the.,
school may be obtained by'
calling Mrs. Kulle at 7295220,

Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaned
Pressed, Decorator
Folded

Norge.Coloniai Village
220 N. Dunton St.
Arlington Hts.

OUR 2nd LOCATION

B -W Branch
420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect,

polio.

The encyclopedias were

donated in the name of

O CREATIVE WRITING ... From proofreading
to complete letter
composition

Richard Eddy, superintendent
of the hospital -school until his
death last fall.

CO

Representing AOPi at the
March 14 presentation were

O COPY SERVICE .

COPY PREPARATION FOR
REPRODUCTION
.

.1.10,00.

Frerk, Mount Prospect, incoming president.
The alumnae plan to donate

0.R

basis of school staff sug-

ES

H

f. WEST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY MT. PROSPECT 60054

gestions.

O'HARE
INTERNATIONAL
BANK

YS

TRAVELS -

Public in
of the American the Awful Truth
Doubt-and
or the Adventures
of Deception,

GULLIBLE'S

I

Party!

ON

:ERT FIC vTES

DEPOSIT

OF

Mr.

ON FUNDS OF $100,000 OR MORE

and was a reporter and

DEPOSITED FOR 6 TO 12 MONTri-IS

Bruce Ladd, who
formerly lived in this area

editor for 'local newspap-

ers, has written his first
hook. In it, he examines
the practices of excessive
secrecy, out -right lying,
and news manipulation

ALSO 5% FOR 6 TO 12 MONTHS DEPOSITS
OF $2000 TO $100,000
41/2% FOR 3 MONTH DEPOSITS

by the Federal Govern-

etadieilampeotwipi

Equipment

DICTATION . . Service in our office & by phone
TRANSCRIPTION ... Magnetic Belts & Tape.

2 S. Emerson, at 8 p.m.

the Land

to an

umes - All on IBM Executive

dicaps. Many are paraplegics
or victims of cerebral palsy or

Ne tout ?lam BOOK NOOK
Invites you

THE NORTHWEST AREA

TYPING ... Legal, Engineering, Scripts, Res-

munication between Parents
and their Children," Thursday
March 21, at Central School,

bers in dress designing on Thursday, March 28 at the home

fortable and painfree for expectant mothers. He has also

FOR PROFESSIONALS

Anowin'ekna7AND BUSINESSES IN

57, will present a panel

William Ryan, Mount Prospect, are giving instructions to mem-

childbirth delivery more com-

At Community

Central School PTA in

As a workshop activity Mrs. Willis Proudfoot, and Mrs.

By means of hypnotism Dr.

Potluck Dinner

Bowen, both of Park Ridge.
All Tri Deltas in the vicinity

Mount Prospect School Dist.

Ford has helped overweight
persons reduce safely, made

Prospect Heights Community
gram and social chairman, . Church will hold a Lenten
has planned an unusual pro- Family Night service, begingram featuring Dr. Morton A.
ning with a potluck dinner at
Ford, master hypnotist. Dr. 6:30 tonight.
Reverend Robert Klepper,
Ford has traveled throughout
former pastor of the church,
the country giving lectures
will present "In the Footsteps
of Paul." He will show slides
tessori School, 727 Harlem in
Glenview, will show a film entitled "A Day in a Montessori

Co -hostesses are Mrs. Rex

Bothwell and Mrs. Brett

Panel Topic

nosis.

A NEW SERVICE

SECRETARIAL

A discussion on why delinquency has increased, and the
psychological and sociological factors involved, will be held.
Mrs. Herbert Kluczynski, Prospect Heights, and Mrs.

and demonstrations on hyp-

8828.

Robert Kramer, Mrs.

more books this spring on the

763-9053.

of Mrs. Daniel Kiner, Mount Prospect.

Mrs.

For ticket information, call

East Ave., Park Ridge.

undergraduate and graduate
work. He is a Marine Corps

Mrs Bennett Trapani, pro-

School Film

made by contacting chairman
Mrs. Richard Connon, 5525

Extension Service when they meet at the Mount Prospect Community Center, March 21 at 8 p.m.

Wants New Members

Mrs. Martin Feehan at 824-

phole. 255-8282

are invited to attend.

Because of the need for

Conrad Bieniasz, Mrs. Robert
Uselding, Mrs. Richard Ward,

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

A timely topic, "Delinquency is our Concern" will be the
subject of the discussion given by Satellite II Homemakers

rank of sergeant.

and Miss Karen Voepel.

Mrs. John Bicego, Mrs.

dent; and Mrs. Laurence

State College in addition to

Roosevelt University for

LaCorte, Mrs. Frank Barletta,

Suburban Alliance of Delta
Delta Delta will meet at 8
tonight in the home of Mrs.
George W. Rodormer, 619

Illinois, Loyola University

and Northeastern Illinois

Hospital Auxiliary
The Holy Family Hospital
Auxiliary will hold an open

will be served.

Thomas Hughes, Mrs. John
Giannone, Mrs. Joseph Platt

Mrs. Robert Juckett, Park

Delinquency Our Concern

a cooperative effort of the veteran, having served in
Chicago Boys' Clubs, the Japan and Korea with the

House and the YMCA of

will be taken. Refreshments

Ronald Bloch, Mrs. Lee

The Chicago Northwest Ridge, retiring chapter presi-

Reservations for the

smorgasbord dinner may be

Social Psychology and has at-

Meet Tonight

Heights.

such information, Wethers'
program will be open to the
Ignatius High School and public. A free will offering

Program, at their 8 p.m.

Chicago Youth Centers, Hull

E. Hawthorne, Arlington

Wethers, a graduate of St.

Bachelor of Arts degree

"Up Tight," which shows the
Youth Action street workers
in action in the inter -city of
Chicago The Youth Action is

Northwest Suburban Alumnae
Chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi.

Benefit Luncheon in October

Metropolitan Chicago.

director, Mid -South Unit,

Thursday meeting.
He will present the film

set of Compton's encyclopedias, thanks to the
new

change and the Scholarship

At St. aul Lutheran School
YMCA Youth Action

Chicago, is richer by a brand-

tion, the proposed amendment

erector will Speak

The Parent-Teacher League
of St Paul Lutheran School,
Mount Prospect, will present
William H Wethers, the area

operated institution in

Information on the elec-

formation, call 437-2893 or
437-4052.

CA.

of vice preiident and

secretary of the chapter.

William Lebsock. For in-

from the parish, are Mrs.

The Illinois Children's
The school serves children
Hospital -School, a state with severe orthopedic han-

the election \results for the of-

Norman Tomiello, and Mrs.

2

"Cascade of Daisies," a heim Rd., Des Plaines.

Republican women of Elk

_

chairman; all members of St. Zachary's Altar and Rosary Sockty. For tickets, call Mrs. Feehan, 824-8828.

`Casca e of Daisies' for Spring

The annual Laetare Sunday

meeting of the Chicago

Page 11

Mrs. Thomas Doherty, tickets and Mrs. James O'Meara,

ment - recently and since
1775.

OF $2,000 MINIMUM

by Bruce Uhl

BOTH IN MULTIPLES OF $500

Come to the Mount Prospect Book Nook
Friday, March 22nd, between 5:00 pm and 9:00
pm. Meet Mr. Ladd in person and share a cup
of coffee with your neighbors.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS:

TELEPHONE 259-9024

D

D

I

I1

I

'

-

.

109 Se MAIN STREET MT. PROSPECT
rr

e;

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

SHORT RIBS
SIRE,1HE

Wednesday, March 20, 1968

Page 12

PEASANTS ARE 11-IROWING
ROCKS AT 7715 CASTLE!:

'OUT OUR WAY
AH,THERE'5A SPOILWELL, YOUR POSITION
IS A MATTER OF CHOIC,c ER N EVERY CROWD!
NEVERI EVEN
DEPENDING ON WHETHER

LOOK! TURN
AROUND AND
YOU CAM

LEAN RIGHT
BACK ON
'THE WIND!

YOU PREFER TO FALL ON

THOUGHT OF TM' W1142

OLIITTBJG-ANI7 NOW
YOU'VE SET ME 10

YOUR FACE OR FLAT ON
YOUR BACK WHEN THE

WIND SUDDENLY
STOPS!

WORRYING, TRYING TO
DECIDE WHICH IS THE
BEST WAY 10 GO

DOWN!

IMO

0:01.

7.0
C IOW ty HU. l.c TA. 4. U3.

'They're so old-fashioned about their accounts! Imagine

C-_

}

a system today that insists that you put in as much
as you take out!"

CI

sit

"He wants to marry me, but I keep asking myself:
'What would he be without electricity?'"

ROBIN MALONE

011

I'VE FORMED
A THIRD PARTY...
AND YOU WILL BE

I'M CURIOUS TO
KNOW WHY YOU'VE
ASKED ME HERE...

11'5 PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATE t

YEAH, FETCH MY
CATCHER'S MASK AND MITT!

AND TO THE
EAGLE FAMILY
HOME, ffizE.

(e'

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

T
C 1%1 h

OVER THE. MAJOR'S PROFITS
THAT HE DIDN'T HEAR CHOW

CO BE

I CAN'T WORK

IF YOU DON'T FIX

UNLAX,THE O1
SUPER BRAIN IS

BASEMENT,

PIPE MY WHOLE
HOUSE WILL BE ,
FLOODED:

COAGULATIN'

THAT LEAKING

'

THE
START

CALL!

DAY-3AKS

vie BEEN PREDICTINV

A CRACKUP FOR A LONG

OF A
GREAT

A IDEA!

DIDN'T EVEN
FLINCH THE

HE MUST BE BRODDIN' .50 lAUCI-1

TRIG HAS

0' WATER:

HE

Answers to
Hideaword

'We

DROPPED HIS

FAVORITE DICE

DOWN A MANHOLE

"-ISA'? HE

Qtime

CHECKED OUT!

COLONEL

/

15NT HERE
MET

' cool
cone
coon
colon

(OKAY, NOW
HAND ME

TH PIPE

Ve:;1-

cell

cole
once
lone
loon
loco
neon

-6 4

4-141

Your
Horoscope

2

TA. Rep. Us. tot OH.,

NOT JAKE! HE

HEA, I...

BUGS BUNNY

ELMER, IT'S FULL

lAc

11,4111

Il

MALoNS1

DOWN IN VER

3-20

THE WET BLANKET

WELCOME To
WASHINGTON.,.

MORTY MEEKLE
WAITA MINUTE,
HERE'S THE

FOR THURSDAY
PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar. 21)
-- It is the Pisces with the inventive bent who gets farthest
ahead today. 13e sure that
higher-ups know what you're
about
ARIES (Mar. 22 - Apr. 20)

EEK & MEEK

DRAWIW-11-tATWA2
MYARITFIMET(C

' OKAY, LETS HAVE.
ALL YOUR.

MONEY!

MAUI TALK ABOUT
TIGHT MONEY!

THIS IS A STICK-UP!

PAPER I
sHoweDYOLI:

Take advantage of new

--

methods of advertising

yourself and your wares and
you should know quick gain

3-2.0

soon

TAURUS (Apr. 21 - May'
21) -- Allow plans some time
to ripen before you begin put-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

ting them into action. Not a
good day for moving ahead
too swiftly

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) -- Make sure that you're
achieving results

in

Answer to Previous Puzzle

proper

Marketing

proportion to the energy and
effort you re putting forth.
Get your share of gains.

ACROSS

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) -- Pursue your normal

1 Transfer of
property

days work, but add a measure
of creativity. You may be
surprised at .the results you'll

5 Sell,

9 Steamships
11 Indian boat

achieve

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)
-- Don t commit yourself to
work on any venture in which
you have the slightest doubt.
A glorious failure will do you
no good

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.
23) -- Don t mistake a petty
success for a great one. Make
sure you ve done all you can

CAPTAIN EASY
ME ONLY HOPE TO GIT RAMSES
OUT WEST IS INSIDE THAT BIG. YEP, OUT
BY DA ROAD,
VAN1 15 IT PARKED ON A

SLOPE, BUSTER?.

AWAY FROM
DA HOUSE:

DAT 50?

BUT PATS MILES FROM WHERE DA

DIM -H-1 DIDN'T GET TO

PAT A MIGHTY ROUND -ABOUT WAY

PAT- TRUCK 15 LELAND'S

TELL

BULL 15 TIED, UNK: BE5IDES.AINT
TO RETURN HIM BACK EAST?

IF AU WA5

Mi<EINDTulOpN51ENr5' DApAT

OLE GOAT!

ORVY1

NEVER GOT
NOINHERES:

before leaving the scene.

WOULDN'T
&ODDER HIM

WO IT, SON,.

ONE TO LET
DETAILS THROW

ME,

IN

71777..

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)

-- Take care of matters

irri

portant to your future early in
the day Afternoon hours can
be profitably used in socializing

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) -- Attend to business dur-

ing morning hours and you
will be able to mix pleasure

with duty during the aftern on
GITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec

22) -- A good day for

buys

r selling or

both..

Personal Matters may call for
your attention during evening.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

-

Jan. 20) -- Pay attention to
details and you should be able

THE WILLETS
zoosgHoLD

AVOTBRIES

?`..
YOU'RE. MAYBE
601/.95 OM A

to find a quick solution to
health and personal happiness.
-

Feb. 19) -- Take care not to

feel capable of doing two
try it.

t,t,:r7;=-1

MUN IGATION , PRIMARI LY..

REASONING DOES IT BECOAAE.

TNE. CENTERPIECE OF

A SMORGASBORD r
PRIMARILY, THAT IS !

C INSI NV. lac T.M. b. ILL Pet Off.

20 Ran away to
wed

A762051,

N

..

S

rkirzoimigi
oiiraoil
1,011fflIMIE
[Amigir.a
000R1111

.

,

kiLMILCMI

GOR1011

NOMIlifillAGIP1

RBIDA Es

DOWN
IDA' sr

9-'dog

48

1

41

55

42
45

44
49

53

37.

36

35

1 Poses
2 Remedy against 38 39
poison
j40
3 Hawaiian
43

7 Polite negation
(2 words)
8 Acts

overdo at this time. You may'
days' work in one -- but don't

WAS INVENTED
-iv EXPEDITE COM-

10 Close completely
11 Enchants
14 Bishopric
17 Grassy field

L EA D E

21 Property item
'12 Clothes.
13 Sibilant sounds 22 Eaten away
23 Cushion
S
OR E
T
15 Greek. letter
24 Spanish cheer
E T A L RE T N
16 Wolfhound
S T
B AN
18 Chemical suffix 26 City in Florida
19 Buyer and seller 29 One who sells
44
Nothing
more
36
Loiter
goods
22 Gaelic
than
38 Exclamation of
individually
23 Small ponds
46 Wrong (law)
disgust
25 Roman god of 30 Samuel's
teacher (Bib.) 39 Century plant 47 Bitter vetch
love
49 Know (Scot.)
40 More recent
27 Singing voices 31 Japanese
42 Defense group 51 Upper limb
currency
28 Very many
52 Cretan mountain,
lab.)
32 More profound 33 Blacksnakes
34 Feminine name
8
6
5
3
4
2
35 And others
37 Admit (2 words) 9
11
38 Group of
musicians
14
13
12
41 British dominion
43 Lifetime
18
15
44 Large (comb.
form)
22
45 Follower
48 Peddler
26
50 Garment maker 23 2
53 Shifts (naut.)
28
29 30 31
27
54 Commands
55 Sea eagle
34
33
56 Trading center 32

wreath
4 Be mistaken
5 Futile
6 Abstract being

problems having to do with

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21

IF THE TELEPHONE n n . BY WHAT MANNER OF

TY

A

50,

51

54
56

52

47

'

1101arlyal.1.

Schneller Sparks Win

t rac =en
r-7-1

0111.

Don Dail and Jeff

Some inspirational running
by Fred Schneller and a timely relay injury carried Wheeling's varsity indoor cindermen
to a nip -and -tuck, 57-52, win
over Prospect, Tuesday.

Schneider combined for a pair
of Prospect blue ribbons, Dail'
'opening the competition with
a first -place, 20:24 two-mile
showing. Schneider's 44' 41/2"

Schneller came through

Kevin Barthule and Bill

Hopkins won the shot and the

first places, respectively.

event, but the 'Cats ac-

cidentally returned the favor
in the 12 -lap classic when a

Wheeling runner was
disqualified for clipping

Prospect's Steve Rohrback.
ROHRBACK HAD a busy
afternoon, taking a long jump,

50 -yard dash, and 440 run
honors. The senior stalwart
traveled 19'51/2" for his initial

win and followed the effort

with a 5.7, 50 -yard
performance and a 53.9
quarter -mile finish.

lay:

Prospect and Wheeling

traded points in the relays
events on disqualifications,
but, when the final points
were tabulated, Wheeling had
done the mostest bestest and

triumphed by

a scant five

points.

High jump: 1. McKee, W-

Prospect captured the

440 run: 1. Rohrback, W-

53.9; 2. Sommers, W--55.6; 3.
Hildenbrand, W-56.6
60 lows: I. Silvestri, W-

freshman division, 56-52.

Wheeling's Stew Oakley
negate their efforts with a pole
vault win.

Four lap relay: 1.

5'8"; 2. Ducey, P--5-6--; 3.
'Schuler and Costella, W--5'4"

team also won, traveling the

desperate Knights.

it

2:10.5; 3. Royer, W-2: l2.7

course in 4:17.6.
Although little consolation,

ponents lead, teaming for the
high hurdle and the high jump

Prospect's Joe Wilcox and
Steve Holmes retorted with
victories in the 880 run and
the mile vent, only to have

Wilcox, P--

I. Wheeling --1:11.9; 2.
Prospect -no finish

titles.

Wheeling also took ad-

1.

Wheeling's 12 -lap relay

McKee followed their op-

vantage of an early Prospect
forfiet in the four -lap relay

880 run:

2:08.2; 2. De Stain, W--

long jump and 50 -yard dash

mile strength and picking up
the points needed to put the

meet out of reach of the

Peterson, W-8.1
50 dash: I. Rohrback, W5.7; 2. Silvestri, W--5.8; 3.
Oakley, W-5.81

in 9.1.

were busy wrapping up the

TOM JOHANN and Brad

breaking Prospect's traditional

7.8; 2. Silvestri, W--8,0; 3.

Bob Keyes and Glen Radtke

event's top honors.

finish in the mile event,

60 highs: 1. Johann, W--.

high and low hurdle events.
Babcock traveled the lows in
8.0 and weathered the highs

440 events, respectively,. while

shot put heave gave him that

with a second -place 4:46.5

KT11111 ht,

@1

WHEELING 57
PROSPECT 52

7.5; 2. Johann, W--7.51; 3.
Peterson, W--7.7

Two mile: 1. Dail, P--

Mile run:

10:24; 2. Dach, P-10:24.1; 3.

I.

Holmes, P-

Treece, P--10:30.2

4:36.0; 2. Schneller, W--

Long jump: 1. Rohrback,
W -I9'51/2"; 2. Silvestri, W--

4:46.5; 3. Oswaio, P-4:481

18' 111/2";
17'81/2"

12 lap relay: 1. Prospect --

4:08.9; 2. Wheeling --dis-

Schuler, W-

3.

With a three -second lead over the closely -following Knights,
Wheeling's 12 -lap relay anchor man prepares for the final lap

qualified.

Pole vault: 1. Oakley, W- of the event. The Wheeling runner went on to accidentally
12'6"; 2. Mazlin, W-12'6"; 3. knock down Prospect's Steve Rohrback, and the Wheeling team
, was subsequently disqualified from the race.
Nelson, W-42'6"

Shot put: 1. Schneyder, P--

44' 41/2"; 2. Green, P -- 42'
4"; 3. Laefsle, P -- 40' 81/2"

THE WILDCAT sopho-

mores added insult to inNick Silvestri was Wheel- jury,
sweeping their division,

ing's go-getter. Silvestri
competed in four events,

Prospect's Steve Holmes gets a bit of encouragement from

finishing second in the long
jump, the high hurdles, and

yesterday's Wheeling -Prospect indoor track meet. Holmes took
the event in 4:36, but the 'Cats edged the Knights, 57-52.

the 50 -yard dash and winning
the low hurdles in 7.5.

a teammate as he scampers around the Wheeling track in

60-49.

The fledglings copped seven

of the meet's 1? top honors,

A

Wes Babcock leading the con-

tingent with wins in both the

@y-aany 007 0 Bs ffe.ady aw keg

Track. Depth sands Cardinalts Victory
Depth is a factor that helps
strong track teams win meets,
and Arlington's varsity pave-

flashing around in 1:58.6 with
teammate Rory Cassidy right
on his tail in 1:58.8.

up individual wins for the

quality Tuesday afternoon as
they "depthed" their way to a

his fourth -place high hurdle

heading the pale vault field.

ment pounders flexed the

Steele bounced back from

showing to cop the low honors

triangular win over Maine

in

6.5, Graham playing the

backup role in third with a 6.7

East and Hinsdale.

The Cardinals racked up
731/2 points en route, while
second -place Maine East

effort. Gary Fagerson and

Hinsdale went home with 35.
The Redbirds picked up five
individual wins and the mile
relay blue ribbon in the process and had point finishers in
all but one individual event.
Junior Todd Somers opened

event, respectively.

finished with 3811 and

the Arlington attack with a
20' long jump leap good for

top honors in the event.

Teammate Bill Price backed

him up in fourth and later

returned to cop the 440 title
with a 52.6 performance.

AFTER BEING shutout in

the high jump event, senior

Somers kept the points com-

ing with a first and a third

place finish in the pole vault

ARLINGTON'S state

champion cross country team
leftovers finished two, three,
four in the form of Rich Saxton, Tom Swanson, and Scott

Butler in the mile event.

Maine East's Jack Gillio took
the top honors in 4:22.6.
The Cards rounded out the
scoring with a, mile relay win,

Sam Wit, Mike DiZonna,
and Fred Harth each picked

country standout Dave
Dieters picked up another win
in the 880 test, Dieters

owling
esults

OPENERS
March 14, 1968

Two mile: 1. Derge, H --

1 0:0 0.7 ; 2. Stubbs,
10:02.8; 3. Caponi, ME

- 20'; 2. Giampoli, ME; 3.

Grandy, H.
High jump: 1. Reinhardt, H

-- 6'; 2. Stone, H; 3.
Ryciewicz, ME

60 highs: 1. Kimball, H 6.8; 2. Graham, A - 6.9; 3.
Jurtchaltz, ME

High individual series -han-

dicap: Jean Brogdon, 548.
High individual game --handicap: Marilyn Owen, 213.
RIDGE PARK
COMMUNITY
MIXED
March 4, 1968

Team standings:

.

Andrews; 2. Swensons; 3.

Straits; 4. Mockenhaupts; 5.
Sundquists; 6. Michelsons; 7.

Kellers; 8. Patoocks; 9.
Hawkins; 10. Harths
High team series -- scratch:

Andrews, 2320. High team
game - scratch: Straits, 806.

High team series

-- han-

dicap: Straits, 2753. High

team game -- handicap:

Straits, 969.
High individual series -scratch: Shirley Winkelman,

487, Frank Egan, 568. High

individual game - scratch:
Shirley Winkelman, 203,
Frank Egan, 228.
High individual series --

handicap: Grace Ekstrand,

Shirley Winkelman, 550,
Frank Egan', 619. High in-

dividual game - ' handicap:

Shirley Winkelman, 224,
Frank Egan, 255.

13'; 2. Green, ME; 3.

SAVE sae°°

Lot this powerful Briggs & Stratton rotary mower fake the work out of grass

Somers, A - 11'6"
Mile run: I. Gillio, ME -4:22.6; 2. Saxton, A -- 4:28.6;
3. Swanson, A - 4:28.8
Mile relay: 1.Arlington --

"LAWNMASTER" 22" MOWER

cutting. It's built to give dependable

Solf-propollod, 31/2 h.p.

performance. Boasts. a 3 h.p., 4 -cycle
engine? .recoil starter and fingertip

controls. It has baffled dock for more

even cutting and elimination of

REG.

grass

$89.95

"clumping."
LAYAWAY $3.00

3:33.3; 2. Maine East; 3.
Hinsdale

$

OS

LAYAWAY $3.00

SAVE $10
22"

SAVE

$19.99

DELUXE

i

REG.

MOWER

.

$99:99
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931/2" wide
791/2" deep

$68.47

REG.

71" high

Grove ,Fa§§s Quarger Inch
Shy o Second Truck Win
trackmen were just a quarter
inch away from their second

The Grenadier sophomores
also fell, but not as painfully
as the varsity. The sophs piled

season,

up 42 points on six wins to

Tuesday, the Grennies falling

Barrington's winning 67 -point
total.

indoor win of the

The Broncos picked up

petition. Bob Texidor was
long jump, the Barrington

winner going 18'21/4", while

Texidor touched down at
18'2". The seemingly trivial

quarter inch added two points
to Barrington's score.
JIM OPLT ran into similar
luck in the shot event, having
to settle for second-best with
a 45'91/4 " toss. The winner

put the shot a quarter inch
farther than the Elk Grove
letterman, but Oplt had his

longest toss, and what would
have been the winning toss,
discounted when his inertia
carried him out of the alloted
circle. Chalk up two more for
the luck -ridden Broncoes.

1

--

Adjustable wheals

record en route. Lichter also

191.

REG.

$47.77

1968

edged by a quarter inch in the

High' individual game -scratch: Claire Bakowski,

$

Pole vault: 1. Fagerson, A

March 20,

place finishes in the shot put
event and the long jump com-

High individual series --

SAVE $10.00

Wednesday,

Nat), Squirrels; 4. Zippy

scratch: Edwina Heisig, 495.

n@MEE2

FAMOUS
BRIGGS & STRATTON
ENGINE

Arlington failed to finish.
440 run: 1. Price, A -- 52.6;
2. Hoffman, ME; 3. Prentiss,,
ME
60 lows: 1. Steele, A -- 6.5;

Long jump: I. Somers, A

MARK LICHTER led the
second-best effort, taking the
60 -yard high hurdles in 9.0
and knocking a tenth of a se-

game: Nutty Squirrels, 721.

Maine

- 6.7

their deciding points with first

High team series: Nutty.
Squirrels, 2005. High team

1.

A -- 2. Kimball, H; 3. Graham, A

Team standing: 1. Hunnie

Zebras; 5. Temblin Tigers; 6.
Pussy Cats; 7. Lil Lambs; 8.
Laughin Hyenas; 9. Wildcats;
10. Hush Pups; 11. Gazelles;
12. Pink Panthers

Four lap relay:

East - 1:16.8; 2. Hinsdale; 3.

Hinsdale compiling 2 I .

to Barrington, 56-53.

Bunnies; 2. Yakky Yaks; 3..

1:58.8; 3.Newman, ME

with 65 and last and least

Elk Grove's varsity

THURSDAY EYE

ARLINGTON 731/2
MAINE EAST 381/2
HINSDALE 35

EX727{27d

1:58.6; 2. Cassidy, A --

finished second in their

respectively.

finishing third in 5.9. Cross

Prospect to do battle on
Thursday at 4 p.m.

22 -Inch "LAWNMASTER."

or;

3. Price, A-5.9
880 run: 1. Dieters, A -

Pellard, and Dieters doing the
honors in 3:33.3.
The Arlington sophomores

division with 50 points, while
winning Maine East finished

ington point winner in the 50 yard dash, the junior speedster

Arlington will travel to

50 dash: I. Grambig, H 5.7; 2. Gorman, ME - 5.8;

Price, Mike Dority, Rick

Bob Graham and junior Dave
Steele teamed to take second
and fourth -place finishes in
the high hurdle competition,

Price was the only Arl-

sophs, Wit winning the low
hurdles, DiZonna grabbing
the shot award, and Harth

PvIURPHY VALUES1

Oplt returned to make up
for his blunder, taking the
high jump competition with a

5'10" effort. Texidor later

cond off the sophomore
placed

in the

low hurdles,

tying the sophomore record
for that event at 8.4.

Jim Ottinger and Greg

Haar added a win apiece, Ot-

tinger topping the two mile

field in 11:04.1 and Haar winning the quarter mile in 57.7.

Bill Tews pitched in with a
40'81/2" shot put effort for

another Grenadier win, while

Jack Hamm won the

pole

vault test with a 9' leap.
The squad's eight -lap relay
quartet rounded out the showing with a 2:43.7 win.
BARRINGTON 56
ELK GROVE 53
Two niiie: I. Bruns, EG -10:39.4; 2.
10:41.2; 3.
11:15.5 .

Swiatek, EG -Hineman, B --

' 60 highs: 1. Maxam, B

--

8.5; 2. McClellan, EG

"Walk In o Work In 0 Store In"

50 dash: 1. MacCarthy, B

-- 5.9; 2. Lafferty, B -- 6.0;
3. Engbrecht, B -- 6.0

Half mile: Bacus, EG -2:07.9; 2. Carstensen, B -2:11.0; 3. Nash, B -- 2:13.1

Grey and white prossurecoat plastics finish. Double gliding doors, move on nylon
rollers on INSIDE tracks that.won't bend,
clog or atop in snow. Double ribbed wall
panels,

mid -wall

plus

cross

880 relay: 1. Elk Grove -

2:39.0; 2. Barrington -- 2:42.1

Shot put:

1.

Pinotti, B

-

45'10"; 2. Oplt, EG --

45'93/i"; 3. Simon, B T.7.)

ion too"

Double-holml
BAREll.nnta

.

BANG! Wools eleeel

MoroL

Wm, hoed stren-sixs It the

SPECIALLY
PRICED!

Haar

It nttds to sup a .nd loot eeL

TRY IT!

VEIGOETO
Reg. $4.95

NOW

FOODN

$39Q/

20 Lb. Bag

--Crunchy chopped peanuts

VO

74

rough polyethylene; green
with black lid. Rust -proof,
watertight and lightweight
yet so strong it will stand

GARY STEEN and Rick

DAY, WEEK'OR MONTH

Bruns accounted for the only
other Grenadier wins, Steen
sweeping the mile honors in

FORD 1 -TON
SUPER VAN TRUCKS

4:48 and Bruns winning the
two-mile test in 10:39.4.

Oples high jump effort was'
not only sufficient to give him

the win in the event, but it
tied the Elk Grove school
record for the varsity event.

ONLY $1 0 DAY MILEAGE

6e8qe ?ode
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY

flavored icing.

perature changes. Use it indoors or out. (Ideal for storing winter woolens and blankets, too)
,

SWEAT SHIRTS

STP®
OIL TREATMENT'
16-0Z.
ZIP TAB

CAN

CHARCOAL

REG. $1.47

HAND TOWELS

4/9 00

37c

raglan sleeves. Knit cuffs and col-

=CHEN

LIMIT 1

CANNON
WHITE 18x27

eNog. 94c

UDGET

BRIQUETS

20 Lb. Bag 99e

Buy 1 lb. Get 1 lb. FREEI

FOR ENGINE,
TRANSMISSION

0 Heavy gauge steel bowl.
o UL approved motor, cord.
o Tripod steel legs fold
for storage!
ra Locking, ratchet grid
height adjustment.

Styled for comfort with

TUNA FISH
SALAD LUNCHEON
FRESHLY MADE LIGHT MEAT

TUNA FISH SALAD SERVED
ON CRISP LETTUCE, RIPE
TOMATO AND HARD COOKED
EGG WEDGES, DICED POTATO

SALAD, CRISP COLE SLAW,
BUTTERED TOAST STRIPS.

LIGHTNING BUG

larette. Silver grey, oxford grey,
white. S,M,L.

GLO JUICE
REG.

87c

DAY

59c

$ ti3 88 ug..97

extreme sunlight and tem-

brittle toffee with maple

in

GRILL

Reg $1.99

PER

2:07.9.

0004004**000*******.<
MAPLE NUT GOODIES

from the pack and copping the

half -mile blue ribbon in

10c

Clip -on Hood!

Men's Durable Cotton

lining.

00

Reg. 59c

with 6' cord!

Rugged 100% cotton with fleece

A NEW

GREEN SWORDS

24"

20 GALLON
CAPACITY

GARBAGE CAN

rood leedin6 To,,, port

AS LOW AS

crown.

27c

Gwing.00 Motor

BIG

over 103 other weds while it helps

11'6"; 2. Mickalak, B -- 11'6";
3. Greathouse, EG - 11'

Bacus, and Bob Uselding to
pick up the eight -lap relay

Reg. 79c

Chrome Plated Spill

and

killers.. Gins dsndelions

Pole vault: 1. Allen, B --

3. Heibrodt, B -- 5'4"

CATFISH

$2.31

LOCK -ON
COVER

Verso It/seder snd Feeder i, Golden
Visor° Lem r,,d spiked with treed

18'21/4 ' ; 2. B. Texidor, EG --

High jump: 1. Oplt, EG -5'10"; 2. Pomey, EG - 5'8";

17c

SAVE

Long jump: 1. Etters, B -17'91/4 "

00000 Reg. 49c

self -tapping, stainless steal.

bracing.

42'81/4 "

18'2"; 3. Pomey, EG --

23c

ANGELS

to a structure of strength. Screws era

Strong gable roof with ridge beam, holds
heavy winter snows. Moisture resistant FIRST QUALITY SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Homage% floor.

7.2;' 2. Lang, B -- 7.7; 3. B.

Texidor, EG - 7.9
Mile run: 1. Steen, EG 4:48.0; 2. Wille, EG 4:52.2;
3. Ancona, EG 5:04.5

e 0 e Reg. 59c

TIGER BARBS

Heavy-duty foundation: commercial type
design, locks walls and floor together in -

440 relay: I. Barrington -1:13.4; 2. Elk Grove - 1:14.9

440 run: 1. Flesch, EG -56.3; 2. Heimbrodt, B -- 56.4;
3. Pomey, EG 56.5
60 lows: 1. Maxam, B

LAYAWAY $3.00

."--trr't

)040-00-0**004000<>0*-00.0

GOAMT ELMO=

8.5;

3. Bowen, B -- 8.6

teamed with John Flesch, Bob

Flesch 'added another win
to his day's purse with a 56.3,
440 showing. Bacus followed
Flesch's lead, breaking away

SENSATIONAL

LOW, LOW PRICE

Eat Better For Less
At Murphy's

NOW 711 e

Plus Mileage
Includes, Automatic
Transmission

ed/
CL 3-5000

led

ARLINGTON HTS.

MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA
RAND & CENTRAL ROADS

CL 9-1840
STORE

HOURS: Mon. thru Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 5 30 p.m.

0

Sunday 11 to 5 p.m.

THE DAY
Page 14
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ebo

PROPERTY DAMAGE

OUNT

APPRAISER

T

Insurance company has
opening in northwest su-

burban area. Must be
qualified In auto body

FREE CAR WASH
With Every 22 Gal. Purchase

appraising.

COMPLETE THOROUGH WASHING
INSIDE 8 OUT

person with jewelry

Yellow parakeet, black
,markings.
Meadows,
Rolling
If seen, call 392-2626.

to advance with company.

Lost: gray cat w/ white un-

Full time or part time to start.
Many company benefits. IM-

1500 black N. Evergreen & State

high

ALE

TUTORING

Full Time & Part Time

>SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

JOBS

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

10 AM to 9:30 PM, Mon.
Thru Fri. Sat. 9:30 to 5:30

Experience Necessary
Rolling Meodows,Area
438.8045

24-' SIP Wanted Men

for

Janitor
.MEN

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

372-7227

in new Elk Grove plant

Come in now for permanent full time lobs. No

call
for appointment

layoffs due to weather.

INSPECTOR

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

2nd Shift

o

Fprer,

439-7600

2 weeks paid vacation
paid holidays.
paid sick leaves

Welding Department from,3:30
0.6,. to midnight.

9 overtime

insurance
automatic raises

Should be familiar with arc
welding, capable of reading
shop drawings and able to
work basic math.

L-L5)©,11A

No experience necessary

opportunity for a
young high school graduate to
become associated with a
well
established
growing
company.

NEEDS

Excellent

High Fidelity Stereo C©tnpouea ts?

ecrtr
en's

Listen . . . . University Sounds Better!

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

ME7r111L.S

FYI AI ow 7ro

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

SYMONS MFG.

DAYS and NIGHTS

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

COMPANY
200 E. Touhy, Des Plaines
Call 296-2251, Ext. 60

Wheeling
537-2180

250 N. 12th St.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

For Appointment

These men will carry out maintenance
duties in both plant and office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,
Illinois.

iirectory.

Sezwice

Here are the finest stereo high fidelity speaker
systems in the world. Each carefully created by
University to be the best valise on the market
in its price range. Each produces an uncolored,
natural sound that lets you hear music just as
the performing artists would want you to hear

JOBS OFFER:

Let us help make your DAY!

Good Starting Pay

Consult this daily guide of reliable ser-

it

Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan
Profit Sharing

vices offered by reputable business people -in your community. Call one NOW!

r'

Catering
CL3-4182

CL 5-4833

Ultra -D

APPLY

Lau r tz Jensen
Decorators CL 9-0495

The first true 3 -way system in its price
range. Acclaimed by technical experts
for obtaining optimum performance in
a limited space,
Three -speaker high efficiency acoustic
suspension system - contemporary

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
AT

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400
Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Scandinavian styling - aired walnut
finish.

$69"

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

Alterations

520 Paints Most Rooms

All Cracks Repaired
exterior
Wallpapering
and
painting.
All work guaranteed.

EXPERT. ALTERATIONS

Ott MEN'S WEAR
Relining,
Remodeling,

Mutual

Pleats

Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten.

Laredo

CL 9.0849

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

Moorish styling - walnut finish. SPECIFICA-

UR-4

$1095°

Arlington Body Craft

Estab. 45 Years
Free Estimates

201 W. Campbell 259.6160

ALL PHONES
.

Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5.5056

Income Tax

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile floors
Call for Estimate
359.1906

O

cleans

MAIL THIS BLANK
WITH YOUR CHECK OR CASH

O
oc

For

Mr.
Mt.

Masonry

WINTER PRICES

Driveways,
Garages,
Stairs,
Patios. Free estimates.

Tuning Repairing

766-1943

Moving

255.0348
Randhurst.
Shortening of hems on coots,
refur
coats;
dresses,
skirts,
pair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255.8161
Alterations & Fittings
Professional in my home.

437-6588

358.9710

Murals
Beautify your home for Easter.

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under 545.
529-2840

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.
CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL

255-4062
Arlington Hts.
Limited spring openings.

Ecklund floor Service

Average rm. 'sanded. sealed &
766.4687
finished. 519.95

Painting -Decorating

Lauritz Jensen

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne's Furniture Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns
scratches removed. FL 8-4543.

LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

Save 50%

&

paper and figure 4 words per line -.4 lines 3 days $4.08

FAMILY
WANT ADS

392.6817

Ned Williams

Plastering
clean

Fast

service.

Small

iobs a specialty. Free estimates
255.3823

Radio -TV Repair

Meaningful assignments within our Corporate Accounting Department will prepare you for the many advancement opportunities available with one of ,the
nation's leading paint and resin manufacturers.

FL 8.5359

CALL ED

SAVE YOUR EYESI

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's
Radio and T.V. Repair

In addition to this challenging position,'
we offer excellent employe benefits including Tuition Aid and Profit Sharing.

16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. Hts.

17 S. Evergreen

CI 5.5692

Sewer Service

SEWER TROUBLES?

Moving

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
order. Alterations. Near
to

Used Pianos Wanted

(Color or black it white)

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

Dressmaking -Sewing

in
'

Reasonable Rates

spruying work. Rototiller rental.
Snow Plowing. 437-4870

Cement Work by Vito Pelagio.

Accounting. Experience would be
helpful but is not necessary to qualify.

255-4400

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

LAWN MAINTENANCE and general landscaping, power rak&
rototilling, trimming
ing,

Floor Maintenance

NO REFUNDS OR CHANGES IN COPY.
TO DISCONTINUE AD AND AVOID UNNECESSARY
PHONE CALLS PHONE 255-7200 TO KILL YOUR AD
LIMITED TO HOUSEWIFE ADS ONLY.

contact

Landscaping

Concrete Work

Appointment only.

If more than 3 lines are needed for your message use a separate sheet of -

further info

Carter, 27 W. Prospect,
Prospect, or call CL 3.5592.

Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL3.4182
CL 5.4833

by

and a

the wonderful world of voice.

Catering

(12 WORDS)

-

guaranteed full exploration into

Carpet Installation

25:?642

>°-

teacher

Professional

DEPENDABLE CARPET
new
or used.
Wall -to -Wall,
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

cie

3 LINES 3 DAYS $315

517.95

59.95 & up. 894-5722

alert young Accountant possessing a re-

Pianos - Organs

VOCAL LESSONS

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

A challenging opportunity exists for an
cent degree in Business Administration
with a major (or at least 12 credit hours)

Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

The universal language of song

is now being offered at Carter
School of Music. Join the fun
while there are still openings.

438.8387

Photography

-

CL 5.8239 - a 3.5050

Carpet Cleaning

PLACE YOUR WANT AD ...
WITH THIS HANDY BLANK ...

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
60005

Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.

Violin Lessons

job too small. 766.8034

Winter Special

workmanship.

381-4651

Instructions

"the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No

V&

Top quality materials & careful

Help with income tax
in your home
CL 5-0313
Vince Beuder

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

CUSTOM HI-FI BACKGROUND MUSIC PAGING & SOUND SYS FLMS

217 S. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.

Accountant

core of home maintenance?
*Painting: Interior & Exterior
Machine Wall Washing
*New Method Carpet Cleaning
*Floor Care for Home & Office

243-4804
24 HOUR SERVICE

J. J. 0' Brien Constr.

Coll

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.

Why contact 5 different people
quick phone call takes
when

.

1

The full line of University Components Available at:

TO CLASSIFIED. DEPARTMENT

Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118
Wall Papering.

Guaranteed Satisfaction

Carpentry -Remodeling

$5950

524 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
MOUNT PROSPECT 0 255-2500

Rick's Decorating

Carpet Shampooing

TOWING SERVICE.

TIONS 12" Mustang woofer - 8" Mustang 2 -way
mid -range -- patented Mustang, tweeter 30-30,000 Hz - 40 watts Music Power - contin- This remarkable 2 -speaker system will
uously variable Brilliance Control - 24" x 15 3/4" fit anywhere. Ideal for upgrading exx 12 9/16"
isting modular stereo systems.
Two -speaker high compliance system
tit hackberry with oiled walnut finish.

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

CONCRETE
TERRAZZO
WALL WASHING

WOOD

BUY OR SELL CARS

from a beautifully compact unit. Three -speaker
- four-way - multi -chamber system - dramatic

An equal opportunity employer

358-9038

TILE

We Don't

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

Shall Decorating

Experts in
Floor Maintenance

Auto Repair

The only 4 -way stereo high fidelity speaker
system in its price range. Magnificent sound

MOTOROLA

Fully insured.

Continental

ed.

Meyer

253.3443

/4Help Wanted Mon

528-7665

*1Friellkic.g,ietza.

TT

Experienced -References

All subjects and languages
taught in your home.

Rd. CL 3-1721.

We are looking for a man to
work as an inspector in our

0

23 -Instruction

COUNT ON PURCHASES.

e>--

0
(5-)

use the

MEDIATE 20 percent DIS-

J "Across the tracks
at the Water Tower"

(--Y--t5C2)C

Will do Ironing In my home.

255-7200 now.

derneath, fluffy tail. Fri., area

PERSONNEL DEPT.

Mount Prospect

0

potential for

College student seeks summer
work. Available May 5th to Labor
Day. 392.6159

WIEBOLDT'S

113 E. PROSPECT AVE

0

earning

DON'T GIVE UP on lost artiC"reir7::
place a "Lost" ad In Classified and get them back. Dial

Lost:

background who has desire

living in northwest area.
Complete benefits programs car furnished. For
appointment call

OF SATISFACTION
BY MARATHON
AND BY US!

n...)

River Rd. & Euclid Ave. REWARD.
392-2817

Excellent opportunity with

Must be married and

lipla-OIDOUBLE GUARANTEE

LOST --'lady'sdiamond engage.
ring, March 9, vicinity shop. ctr..

FINE JEWELRY

1

i 22 -Situations Wanted1Nomon

21 -Situations Wanted -Men

14 -Personals

13 -Lost and Found

3 Generations
Decorating in the Finist
Scandinavian Tradition.

CL' -0495
Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
529-7774

All types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Cal I or send resume to
E.L. McGehee

Jim's Sewer Service
837-2345

Sewing Machine Repair

296-6611

DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

53.95 & 55.95.359-3593

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

IZDENScitakaxics.

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
Arl. Hts.

1700 SOUTH MT. PROSPECT RD.

830 W. N.W. Hwy.
'

259.9440

DES PLAINES

use the

WANT
ADS

An equal opportunity pmployer and a
plan for progress company.

L

- 24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

WAREHOUSE
SUPERVISOR

Film Processor
perience to run kodachrome

Middle Age or Over

$125 PER WEEK

WORK

machine Hours 4PM to 12:30 AM
forthls permanent position which
Includes our full program of company benefits

Rolling Meadows

Experience desired

CALL 392-1300

PART TIME

827-6141

High school or college boy

but not
necessary, we will train. Overtime, paid holidays and vacations. AA.N. insurance.
Call Mon. thru Fri. 9 am to 5 pm
724-1300

DES PLAIN ES

APPLY IN PERSON

Ralph Synnestvedt

JOAL SHOES

Assoc.

8 N. Dryden, Arlington Hts.

3602 Glenview Rd., Glenview

MAINTENANCE
Electrical -Mechanical

hafficrafters ca

openings offering
varied assignments in the inDay

shift

maintenance and
repair of production and building equipment Liberal benefits including profit sharing.

PART TIME EVES
WEEK NITES OPEN

537-6660

neces-

experience

sary. Starting rate $1.75

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

earning $30 to 550 per week.
received
Excellent training
In sales while earning money
Immediately. Call 539-1240

Wheeling, Ill.

TECHNICIANS

MACHINIST

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

JOBS OFFER:

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

Excel lent Starting Wage
Automatic Increases
Promotion From Within
Excellent Working ConditiOns
Low Cost Hospitalization
Profit Sharing

Phone LE 7-2510

APPLY - 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.

cm-ILLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

'The Hallicrafters Co., d leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,
engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

T

AT

Contact Personnel Dept.
Weekdayi 8:30 AM to 5 PM

..259-9600

Room 112

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

halkrafiers

DES PLAINES

1150

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

S.

Willis

Wheeling,

MOTOROLA

III.

Algonquin & Meacham Roads Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SATURDAY

March 23, 10 to 12 a.m.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

DAY WANT ADS

collect:

These men should have attended a technical school or received training in the
service in 2 -way communications equipment. They should have the ability to
test and analyze various types of electronic equipment, including transmitters
and relays, and have knowledge of solid state devices.

(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views end misc. arts)

INTERVIEWING AT 380 NORTHWEST
HWY.

Call

COMMUNICATIONS

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
1150 S. Willis Ave.

for your future

per hr.

7.11-7130

Lion, life insurance, and profit sharing.

Age 12 to 15. After school
work 4:30 to 8:30 p.m. Saturday all day. Our boys are

Permanent part time to

No

Car nec. Mr. Howard. 774.5353

opportunities.

GENERAL FACTORY

DRAFTSMEN

occasional week nights.

MECHANICALLY MINDED MAN

Full or part time. Management

Good skirting pay, company benefits including hospitalize.

BOYS WANTED

BILL of11ATERIAL WRITERS

take grocery store inventories Saturday evenand
Sundays
ings,

24 -Help Wanted Men

Earn 5344
hr. Ans. calls to take orders.
Sat.

MOTOROLA

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

JAKE'S PIZZA

. TECHNICAL WRITERS

Inventory Help

To Start Work

CHEF HAMBURGER, ELMHURST
RD.& DEMPSTER,.437-1616.

MMED IATELY

Car Required

SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

MEN WANTED

The Ideal Company

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

CRAVENS CO.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Part Time &

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

stallation,

BARRETT-

Part time, 11 am. to 2 p.m.

up, filling orders at lunch time,
noon meal furnished. BURGER

LIGHT DELIVERY

Page 15

Wednesday, March 20, 1968
.

weekdays. Earn $1.75 an hour &

orders. Call betw. 4 & 8 p.m.
392-7362

Wheeling

for stock work and selling.

BERKEY PHOTO

MEN '

Pick up & Deliver Fuller Brush
k

THE 'DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Meri

24,He1p Wanted Men

$3.00 An Hour

MEN FOR

TREE TRIMMING
& LANDSCAPE

man with same mechanical ex-

220 GRACELAND

24 -Help Wanted Men

'

GET RESULTS

An equal opportunity employer

26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

26 -Help Wanted Men AV
.

Women

.26 -Help Wanted .Men
Women

26 -Help Wanted Men oil 26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

Women

,

26 -Help Wanted Men or

- -Women

---

MAINTENANCE

Outstanding opportunity for applicants with experience in any
of the following.

ELECTRICAL

WELDING.
STATIONARY ENGINEERING

MACHINE REPAIR

PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDING

OVERTIME
PAID SICK LEAVE
AUTOMATIC INCREASES

'

PAID HOLIDAYS
2 WEEKS PAID VACATION
MEDICAL & LIFE INSURANCE

WE NEED HELP!!

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

AR 7-1 IV

FEMALE

A"

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

250 N. 12th St.

Wheeling

OFF DUNDEE RD.

537-2180

SECRETARIES & STENOGRAPHERS

DICTAPHONE OPERATOR

0 to 3 years experience ideal for secretarial positions now open in several departments: Duties are varied and interesting.

Willing to train above average typist to operate dictaphone. Variety of work involved in this
assignment.

JANITRESSES

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
Day and night shift openings for experienced operator or we will train individual with moderate
typing skills.

Evening hours 5 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. No prior experience necessary as we will train.

CLERKS (Night Shift)

TYPISTS

Prior general office experience desired for clerical assignments in accounting and credit

We will train qualified typists to operate billing machines in accounting department. Excellent
opportunity to learn new skill.

DRAFTSMEN

MODEL MAKERS
We are expanding our Research & Development Center in the
area of Mechanical Instrumentation and Flow Control. Two
positions are open now in each Drafting and Model Making.
The drafting positions require a minimum of 2 years board
experience in mechanical instruments, flow control components,
or similar experience. The model shop positions require tool
maker or tool room machinist experience.
The Research & Development Center now being formulated
will be hiring in these areas for the next 18 months. Interview
now for a position on the ground floor to insure best opportunity.

GENERAL CLERKS

SWITCHBOARD (Relief)

Beginning positions now open in credit department for individual wanting clerical assignment
No typing,jnvolved.

Experienced switchboard operator wanted as relief on our busy board. Substitute for vacations
and emergencies.

MEN
PROGRAMMERS

TAB OPERATOR TRAINEE

Additions are now being made to our programming staff. Programmers in IBM 360 experience
preferred, but not necessary.

Position now open on second shift for Tabulating Machine trainee. Data processing school
desirable but we will train qualified applicant.

PAYROLL CLERK

GROUNDSKEEPER

Prior payroll experience helpful but we will train qualified applicant. Recent college graduate
would find this job very challenging.

Seeking individuals with experience in aroundskeeping who'will work with tractors, mowers,

CLERKS (Accounting Department)

DRIVER

-

MAIL DEPARTMENT

A combination of driving company mail truck and clerical duties provides an interesting lob In
our mail room. Chauffers C license required.

UTILITY MAN

MAIL CLERK

Individual desiring variety of duties would enjoy this job which includes light office maintenance
work, minor repairs to office furniture, servicing of pool cars, etc.

Recent high school graduate or young man awaiting draft call would be ideal for position of
sorting and distributing mail in large office building.

JANITORS
Evening hours 5 p.m. to 8:30 a.m. No experience necessary as we will train.

, MODERN AIR CONDITIONED PLANT

PAID HOLIDAYS AND VACATIONS

etc. on Pure Oil property.

Retired postal employees would be ideal for clerical assignments in accounting department.

: EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS

HOSPITAL - INSURANCE PROGRAM

department. No typing involved.

Welcomes you to join our organization. Come in to our employment department for an interview. Many

fringe benefits are available to all regular employees; major medical, disability, sick pay, profit
sharing.

TOP WAGES
!OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT

SEEGERS

INSTRUMENT

COMPANY
A GROWING COMPANY

515 W. MAIN ST., Barrington, Illinois
381-2314
An Equal Opportunity Employer

PURE OIL
A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
LA 9-7700
PALATINE, ILL.
200.. E. GOLF RD.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

TICE -DAY
Wednesday, March 20, 1968
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2644olp Wonted Mon or

BOY WANTED, SAT. MORNINGS.
YARD WORK
CL 3.4253

SHIPPING &

LAB TEM
Part Time weekend hours. Day
Shift. Excellent
salary for
qualified persons. Pro -rated
holiday and vacation benefits.

Counselor

No experience required! Tech-

Opportunity to join the most
progressive recruiting firm In
the suburbs. We have grown

top money and high speed promotion.

Male or Female. Call or apply

358-2852

PLEASE APPLY

Palatine

Rt. 12 & 53

PAINT SALES
helpful

Experience

Hospital

but we

will train person Interested in
color coordinating and paint

Experience preferred but will
train)'!

CALL 437-3760

Holy Family
299-2281

blending.

Des Plaines Location

progressive retail chain.

686-7630

Many company benefits. IM-

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

10 AM to 9:30 PM, Mon. thru

DESIGN

Fri. Sat. 9.30 to 5:30.

Prefer young man with
accounting and
bookkeeping experience.
Excellent
Will
train.
some

DRAFTSMAN

WIEBOLDT'S

opportunity in area GM
dealership.

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect.

We ore an expanding elec-

tronics component manufac-

turer, looking for an individual

Write Box 1144
The Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.
60005

to work in an atmosphere of

with
supervision
minimum
for
maximum
opportunity
personal growth. Applicant

McDonald's

should have 2 to 5 years ex-

in mechanical or
electrical -mechanical drafting.

perience

You will work with our ennow products for the growth

of the firm. Excellent advancement potential.

Drafting

TRACERS
INKERS

MFG. CORP.

Cumberland Office
Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

NECESSARY

392-3500

Immediate opening

FOR

COME IN OR CALL

MEN -PART TIME DAYS

grams offered by our clients
in the O'Hare area. Attend
school at company expense;
promote from within to po-

Women

CL 3-2800

Experienced air conditioning
and refrigerator service man

11 A.M. - 2 P.M.

wanted. Some heating experi-

40"

217 S. A.H. Rd., An. Hts.

of real responsibility
and policy formulation. College
sitions

PART TIME NITES

ence desired. Permanent. Write
Box 1143, c/o Day Publications,

8 P.M. - MIDNITE
WOMEN - PART TIME

800 W. Central Road
Mt. Prospect
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Experienced for manufacturing

OFFICE WORK

.

A fine opportunity for
young

man. Will assist in sales
work for our order
department.

* PHONE ORDERS
* CUSTOMER
CONTACT
* ORDER
SCHEDULING

bearer.

firm, familiar with D&C and all
collection procedures - able to

Excellent

'

make own credit calls.

CALL MR. SCHENK
MON. - FRI.
1 PM - 5 PM ONLY

CALL MRS. GOLZ

439-1805

827-1220

2201 Touhy
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Little board work, Layout men
and detallers make workable

DES PLAINES

prints from your sketches.
4 ELECTRICAL DRAFTSMEN

$550-$650 - FREE
Will train 4 men of medium experience for design duties with

our new line of custom products. Initiative is what we
wontl
CALL ART SCHRANZ

255-6630
9 AM - 9 PM

BOYS & GIRLS

Rod 71,1,3011

Here is a NEW OPPORTUNITY for your ambitious boys and girls
TO EARN THEIR OWN SPENDING MONEY ... taking orders

the immediate
vicinity of your home only one afternoon a week after school

and delivering "FARM FRESH EGGS" in

741-3968

Phone: 433-3256 (Anytime)

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

o Custom Machine
Assemblers

RESTAURANT

o Custom Machine.
Inspector

Pleasant Working Conditions
Paid Vacations
Full or Pail Time in All Categories

*Order Pickers

(Men and Women)

BARTENDERS'

®Custodians

PORTERS
Our employees enjoy a liberal
benefit
program including
profit sharing, free life insurance, group health insur-fiarirc,z,acg=ii;,11iion and regular wage

"A Good Place To Work"

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS,

INC.

CHALMERS

Neighborhood doctor will com-

pletely train you to greet pa-

1161 McCabe Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Ill.
439-4666

tients, ans. phones, keep track

An equal opportunity employer

of him when he's out on call.
Constant public contact and
he will gladly train a girl
without medical experience.
Light typing, neat appearance

ACCOUNTANTS

Make private Investigations of
finances and assets .of firms
and individuals for credit dept.
Must be close - mouthed and
dependable for this confidential work.

$10,000-$20,000

General accounting, cost accounting, manufacturing accounting.

392-2525

RECEPTIONIST

5 ACCOUNTANTS
spects.
Executive Assistant
$550 Free

office

General

FREE

background

makes you the division supt.
Right hand.
CONTROL TRAINEE
$450 FREE

Greet clients, take

it ion .

Young chap to learn inventory
records and routines. No exp.

type

messages,

reports,

in-

voices. The plush offices and
friendly people make this
an ideal spot for you.

TRAINEES
5450-5500 FREE

YOUNG LADY

experience or special
background .necessary to land
No

this once in a life time pos-

NCR electronic accounting machine operator
and accounts receivable
clerk. Excellent oppor-

tunity in area GM dealership. Fringe benefits.

Call

Call Pete Briggs 827-7706

CALL RED NELSON

Want to Make
Money in the
Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee
$700 & Free School

One in a thousand jobs. Our
client, one of America's LARGEST BROKERAGE firms, will
train you in all the in and outs
of Brokerage Management.

You will be sent to school at
full salary and expenses. You
will learn WHAT STOCKS TO
BUY,' WHEN TO SELL How to
take a position in a stock ex-

change. Take advantage of
this training. And you are on
your way to a VERY SUCCESSFUL CAREER. No previous exp.
required - NO FEE.

One of the Best
Training Programs
No Experience
Needed
Start at $9,000
Career growth is the main OW
lective of this comprehensive
mgmt. development program.
The sky is the limit! This large

Industry Giant
Trainee --$750 Mo.

Initially you will be trained in
inside sales and mid - management administration. The CONSTANT GROWTH of this corporation affords TREMENDOUS
POTENTIAL for the right man.
YOU BE the RIGHT MAN. Call

Learn Programming
$600 + Free
Schooling

MR. JUSKIE

392-1236
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.

Draftsman
Who Wants
Design

$800-$1000

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.

ed nation

Cumberland Office

CENTERS, Inc.

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines, III. 60016

Ideally you're the kind of man

You will start by doing

designs of electro-mechanical
mechanisms. You will work

30 -Help Wanted Women.
1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

phone
time
MR. HOWARD

READ THIS

phases of R -D. From there it's
up to you. For details call.

articulate and self

Bright,

confident young men are need-

ed for two progressive opportunities, Our well established
firm has just opened new

$7,800-$9,000 +
Car

Mount Prospect offices.

This job is so far above average that it's hard to compare.
It's with one of America's
foremost companies and offers perhaps the finest mgmt.
training available. It's constructed to give you broad exposure and at the same time
develop

your

potential

as

quickly as possible. In addition to salary and a company
car, you get a liberal expense
account and a year - end bonus. No previous experience
necessary. NO FEE.

Move Into This
Industry - Airline
Communication
Sales Trainee
$9,000 + Car +

We offer a total service to
industry that is predicated on
"Quality". Our company employs no conmen, pitch artists
or slick operators. Our offices
not
holein-thewalls,
aro
giant supermarkets or cold
water fiats. We do not hit

gongs, 'give away motor -cycles

or in any other way challenge

ture is the only one of its kind
in our business and progress-

ion is from within.
These positions are inside
personnel opportunities - representing a QUALITY SERVICE
TO INDUSTRY. You will talk to
people on all levels while

about a successful career in
the area of sales - marketing.

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

No previous exp. required. Our
client, a largo Chgo. based
manufacturer, will train you
to represent them to all major
airlines discussing and showing
some of the most sophisticated

686-4781

PARAMOUNT

orders. Call

$550 + Car+

28 -Employment Agencies Women

Expenses
You will be trained to adjust
and settle automobile claims
in the Chicago area of a major
casualty company In addition
to a fine company training program. You get the added benefit of working on your own
without direct supervision. No
No

WANTED:

for

Gals

various

clerical positions.
Ph. 537-9430
PARK EMPLOYMENT

251 E. Dundee Rd.

Wheeling

between 8 & 11

Mount Prospect

2nd Floor
253-6600

IN THE LOOP WE'RE AT
'202 S. State St.

427-2882

LEE OPTICAL
74 Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect

motherless home. Children 10,
12, & 14. No laundry, hours
flexible, prefer 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
5 day week. Excellent pay. 1/2
mi. north of Randhurst.
CL 9-0573

TYPISTS
have

We

INSURANCE

are

ADMINISTRATION
Careful

analysis

has

several

positions

day positions.

Excellent

for beginning or experienced
typists. One position is from
6 p.m. to midnight; the others
starting rates, interesting and

varied duties. Liberal employee
benefits.

resulted

in a decision to combine activi-

ties of four group medical in-

munications and human relations
skills desired. Opportunity to
assist in other personnel de
partment activities.

General Telephone

Directory Co.
1865 Miner St. Des Plaines
827-6111

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537.1100

For Details and Interview

An equal opportunity employer

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.
777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, Ill.

PERSONNEL CLERK

An equal opportuinity employer

Must like public contact. Light
required. Enjoyable
typing
work and pleasant surround-

28 -Employment Agencies-.
Women

ARE YOU BORED??

A company in the suburbs claims that this posi-

Holmes & Assoc.

Randhurst Office
392-2700
Upper Lexiel Site 23A)
Mt. Prospect, III.

APPLY

HOMEMAKER
Desperately needed in

Salary to $400. FREE
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT,

PARKER
117 So. Emerson

train as a dispensing

optician. Excellent salary.

tion will not bore you. Handling phones, light

Fee.

LEE OPTICAL
Needs a young lady with
sales personality, age 21 to

392.4352

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

Start as a Claim
Adjuster Trainee

.0

Pick up & Deliver Fuller Brush

259-7330

Like Working Outdoors?

80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830

35, to

$30.00 A Week

with good typing, math, com-

nec.

needed.

transportation. Call betw. 8 & 4.

tent and experienced individual
in the group insurance field.
Responsible high school grad

made. No previous experience

exp.

Baby sitter needed full or part
time for 2 children. Prefer local
Palatine woman with or without

surance plans under one compe-

communication equip. yet

NICHOLSON

RD. & DEMPSTER, 437-1616.

not a blind ad - or mis

of what PARAMOUNT is. If hired you will
receive a generous base plus
commission. To start with the
emphasize on "Growth".

and distribution office.

CHEF HAMBURGER, ELMHURST

PARAMOUNT'S offices are

ultramodern, our bonus pic-

typing in

small pleasant national sales

FILE CO.

statement

If you are seriously thinking

OFFICE
Interesting and diversified re-

WOMEN

the integrity of our business.

is

Here Is an exceptional opport.

GENERAL

soliciting.
774.5353

Part time, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
weekdays. Earn $1.75 an hour &
up, filling orders at lunch time,
noon meal furnished. BURGER

learning and training for your
career with our company. This

FREE

previous

HOUSEWIVES. Work at home.
Part

Career Minded

with engineering staff on all

(7) Sales Trainees

CL 3-2100

sponsibilities. Light

who is tired of doing routine
drawings and would like the
challenge of something new.

figure work, and some filing. Light typing helpful.

DIRECTLY WEST OF MANNHEIM (LEE ST.)
ON OAKTON, DES PLAINES

253-4240

$400 to $450

men are needed here. Top pro-

MULLINS & ASSOC.
11 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

966-0700

Automobile experience
preferred. Small office.

Beginners and highly trained

392-6500

BOOKKEEPING

Miss Paige

6028 Dempster

$450-$800 Free

Once in a lifetime opportunity to learn programming at
co. expense. Salary + free
schooling. No exp. nec. Unlimited opportunity. No fee.

tun
Engin
RESTAURANT

GENERAL OFFICE

fascinating field qualify. $500

$500-$600 - FREE

Systems and procedures managers, systems and procedure
analyst programmers, methods analyst, computer operators.

needed. No Fee.

3:00 P.M. and 5:30 P.M. OR CALL MANAGER
FOR APPOINTMENT, 299-0012

RECEPTION

Reports

can move into Office Services
Management. No experience

.

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

correct and dependable

and you not only get this post,

to $22,000

DATA PROCESSING

er have, to make an outside
sales call. After training you

APPLY AT RESTAURANT IN PERSON BETWEEN

ALLIS-

Mo. FREE.

be one of the most interesting
jobs over offered. You will represent your company to major industrial users of their product over the phone. You nev-

HOSTESSES and CASHIERS

DOCTOR' S

and the desire to learn this

You will probably find this to

BANQUET HELP

TRAIN AS

derful future.
Confidential

Inside Sales
Trainee --$650

BUS BOYS

GENERAL OFFICE
time and part time girl
needed. Typing, filing and
Excellent opporreception.
tunity with many company
benefits.
Full

NO CONTRACTS PRESENTED

Army, Air Force, Navy or service schools ideal.

Fee.

WAITRESSES

DIAL 392-6100 -

Career
Contact
O'Hare Personnel at 299-7131
for particulars.

Tax Accountant
$8,400 Free

DesPlaines

220 Graceland

however.

to $22,000
packaging, controls,

BERKEY PHOTO

707 N. EVERGREEN, ARL. HTS.

wishing to enter or further
careers In this specialized
area. Positions available in
Flight Operations, Sales, Tech/
Support. Applicable FAA licenses required by most areas:
some companies willing to

but a good chance at a won-

now. NO FEE.

KITCHEN

827-6141

Salaries $325 to $800

Be

potential!! Ask for details. No

Engin

time considered.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN ... to $ 9,600

national corp. takes pride in

HELP WANTED

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

Any electronics experience or training and trade schools or

vides you with unparalleled

o Bench Assemblers

Top salaries paid by the selected few clients allowed to
use our facilities for recruitment of qualified candidates

gears and cams.

promoting from within. You
can move into the area you desire. This diversified corp. pro-

® Custom Machine
Setters

OPPORTUNITIES

Openings in schematics, sheet metal, plastics, packaging,

CENTERS, Inc.

TODAY - TO RESERVE YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

nites, we have on opening that
offers an excellent growth poten
tial. Our billing department is in
need of an operator to work the
hours of 9PM to 5:30AM. Part-

AVIATION

DESIGNERS & DRAFTSMEN ... to $15,000

'The Egg Man"
Call Paul ''The

o Layout Draftsman

CENTERS, Inc.

OPERATOR

If you are looking fora
permanent position and can work

Rd

PRODUCTION ENGINEERS ... to $18,000

for Management!

or on Saturday.

MARKIN r

call the

Openings in sheet metal, plastics,
appliances, gears, cams, etc.

in electromechanical product design is wanted, but any man with creative
ability will be considered.

This is for your ambitious

Elgin

392-8450
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.
11,7Lon

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

Background

FREE

MOM!

801 N. State. St,

friendliness that count. $433 Free
IVY. 7215 W. Touhy, SP 4-8585,
4942 N. Milwaukee. AV 2-5050.

CALL DON PETERS

KEYPUNCH

Some typing. It's alertness &

train outstanding candidates,

Quickly leads to chiefs spot.

$10,000-$12,000
McDONALD'S

pre -

ELGIN-MACOR INC.

ical aptitudes will suffice. Any
experience of an allied nature
will got you top dollar.

HIRING IN OUR OFFICE

ASSISTANT
CHIEF DESIGNER
$12,000 -- FREE

GENERAL

APPLY IN PERSON

type of work. Ordinary cler-

when they go to lunch or out
for coffee. You get to know
everyone in the whole place!

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 60057

10 DESIGNERS

involves
building products, wood win-

and

An equal opportunity employer

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

High School Grads with no
special experience can be
trained in a hurry for this

Here's your chance to get into
this well paying, interesting
field

Work

dows, trim,
hung doors.

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, III.

NO CONTRACTS PRESENTED

dynamic organization.

ern office.

"gadabout" receptionist. A really

several floors need you to fill In
for their SIX other receptionists

salaries,

Career opportunity. Excellent
starting salary, pleasant mod-

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

so unusual we call it the

PURCHASING

meals free. For a satisfying
and exciting position with a

FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW

Very different & fun! This lob is

HALLMARK

299-7131
NO CONTRACTS TO SIGN

AREER O'HARE

Join the team at McDonald's
newest unit, We need neat,
dependable people who are
willing to work. Age is no

RECEPTIONIST
COMPLETE TRAINING

(pERSONNEL

Collections

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537.1100

"GADABOUT"

big company with offices on

CI-ZERSONNEL INC.

education helpful, but degree
not required. Call for complete

Mon. - Friday
3 to 5 hours between
10:30 A.M. & 3:30 P.M.

Credit &

to

7215 W. Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942
N. Milwaukee, AV 2.5050.

bookkeeping or accounting helpful but not essential. Good
starting salary, pleasant working
conditions, excellent. opportunity
for personal and professional
growth.

PERSONNEL
Cumberland Office

edknEnn O'HARE

rundown: 299.7131

ENGINEERING, INC.

Is

like working with people & have
a real desire to learnt Free IVY.

opportunity for
girl with good secretarial skills
plus ability to work accurately
with figures. Some exposure to
Outstanding

NO FEE

further a career on its way,
the best way to accomplish
your objective
Specialists at

Doctor will gladly train if you

Call Chris Grant 827.7706

ELECTRONIC
Better your present salary and
working conditions. Start in one
of the several Training Pro-

26 -Help Wanted Men cr

Ken Berger.

MANAGE MENT

MEDICAL & LIFE
INSURANCE PLAN

our Mt. Prospect office.

392-8450
9 AM - 9 PM

eers.

TRAIN

PAID VACATIONS

in

thing in your life. But whether
you want to enter this exciting
or
challenging field,
and

receptionist to receive the many
patients, handle phones, take all
messages, makeappts.,typebills.-

So will you.

CALL CHUCK WIER

Openings for electronics, mechanical and Industrial engin-

MEN & WOMEN

Days 8 A.M. - 4 P.M.
Nites 4 P.M. - Midnight

AVAILABLE

HALLMARK
'PERSONNEL

1700 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadows

ed for these fine spots.

$85-$110 Wk.

made him district manager.
Ask for Frank Victor, 827-7706

MEN - FULL TIME

NO EXPERIENCE

aggressive

hated to give it up but they

FOR

Part Time

an

Young man, no degree required, to service established, protected territory and acquire
new accounts. Complete training program. Any lob you have
ever held which required any
public contact qualifies you
for this growth opportunity.
The lad who had the territory

WE HAVE 60 FULL &
PART TIME OPENINGS

METHODE

$600-$750 - FREE
Mechanical or electrical board
experienced men will be train-

will not need a degree on this
one. Be an assistant to a top
rated mfg. engineer willing to
educate you on the job to fill
his shoes. He'll move up soon

CHECKERS
SALES
CAREERS

Northwest Doctor will train a

NO FEE

$9000

6 PRODUCTION

$550-$700
You may never have sold a

SALES TRAINEE
$525 to $650
Car Plus Expenses
Employer Pays Fee

America's Largest
Carry -out Restaurant
Chain Is opening it's new
Des Plaines unit at
Oakton & Lee in
Mid April.

department, degineering
veloping creative ideas into

To

in

Bud Cairns 392.5151.

GET RESULTS

COUNT ON PURCHASES.

BOOKKEEPER

necessary.

this business you
must have the ability to work,
sell, and think. If interested
In a prestige position offering
an above overage Income call
succeed

27 -Employment Agencies Mon

MEDIATE 20 percent DIS-

-ASSISTANT

experience

No expl No nitosl No &its! This

ASSISTANT
Practical shop oriented mon

CHECKERS

DAY WANT ADS

Good earning potential with

CALL -MISS PEREYMA

4 DRAFTING

SECRETARY

To The Controller

TRAIN $450

ENGINEER'S

nical schooling is the key to

over 300% In 3 years and have
reputation
professional
a

30 -Help Wanted Women

28 -Employment Agencies Women

DOCTOR WILL

$390-$433 - FREE

second to none. No previous

Two air freight operations mon
needed night work. Must type must have own transportation.

--

.

27 -Employment AgonciosMon

10 DRAFTING TRAINEES

Larry's Restaurant

FREIGHT

Good Starting.Wage
, Benefits
Overtime

27-Employmont Agencies Mon

Recru ting

in person. Ask for Gene.

AIR

27-Employmont Agencies Mon

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

RECEIVING CLERK
WANTED

Woman

Women

124 -Help Wanted Mon

24 -Help Wanted Man

26 -Help Wanted Mon or

Loop Office
939-4866
63 E. Adams
Chicago, III.

ings.

CONTROL CASHIER
Experience not required

but

accuracy is needed for 'handling of cash.

Many company benefits
including
IMMEDIATE 20% DISCOUNT
APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.

WIEBOLDT'S
Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

Wy:

----

,TO-Help Wanted Women
SECRETARY WANTED

Part time, 10 hrs a week typing and answering phone

30 -Help Wanted Women

.

30 -Help Wanted Women

30-HelLo Wanted Women

LOCAL LADY FOR GENERAL
CLEANING - 1 -DAY A WEEK.

Receptionist -

WANTED

392-7310

1st BAPTIST CHURCH

GIRL FRIDAY

WAITRESSES

.15 Keypunch Oprs.

Must be 21 or over.
10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday .

Apply in Person
UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

15 E. Campbell CL 9-0222

Quentins Rd
Palatine

100% FREE

Some experience necessary.

Day Shift Only

Full Time
PHONE FOR APPT.

Permanent work in modern up

HABERKAMP'S

date now hospital Good

starting salary and benefits

receptionist. This person should

be a good typist and a pleasant personaility is a must in

CL 31187

dealing with patients and staff.
Hours 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,

Holy Family
Hospital

GENERAL OFFICE
Excellent

opportunity

for

Monday and Tuesday,

plus

alternate Wednesdays
Saturdays.

and

a

trim,and
dows,
hung doors.

pre -

SECRETARY

HOSPITAL

APPLY IN PERSON

800 W. Central Rd.

ELGIN-MACOR INC.

CALL MR. KOZLOV

Hours 9 to 4, paid hospitali
zation and
Salary open

life

Good salary, paid vacations
and holidays, profit sharing,

Rewarding position open for

Secretaries
Key Punch Oprs.
Clerks
Dictaphone

$90. Incl. attach, sweeper. 253-

Earn the finest rotes for

er.

every assignment.

1208

10 ft. aluminum awning; 5 ft.

of primary measuring
...auges necessary and knowledge of blueprints helpful.
Use

Amana freezer. All excellent
condition. 259.0155.
For information about the FINEST

water softeners & water conditioning equipment contact.

THE CHANDELIER

35 S. Vail, Arlington Hts.

variety of opportunities with
local suburban firms. Work
days, weeks or months.

ery.

excel. cond. 392-3831.

DISPLAY FURNITURE

Wire Fox Terrier puppies, AKC,
from champion stock. 3, months
old. 259.9057

toys, 6

tiny, quality black.
259.49 8

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver
Will separate.
Phone 296-7771

eeks. AKC,

PUPPIES FO SALE

Lifesavers, Inc.

BILL BOX

255-7330
RAINSOFT WATER

Randhurst Center 392-1920
Room 63
Prof. Level

Temporary Help Div.
of Alpha Engineering, Inc.
Mt. Prospect
800 W. Central

24 Hr. Ans. Serv. 332.5210'

1950 Estes Ave

Supplies

30 -Help Wanted Women

MFG. CORP.

For young lady in Research Department of Editorial Division. Must have B.A. degree, preferably in
Library Science. Good salary, pleasant surroundings and many benefits.

26 -Help Wanted Men

or..

Women

Women

of

8 pc. dining rm. set, 2 pc. sec

ous name brand carpets, as low
as $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

tional, chair, child's desk &
misc. 259-7445 or 256.0172
Kenmorewasher; Hamilton dryer;

.26 -Help Wanted Men

--

30 -Help Wanted Women

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

TYPISTS

New Supro top of line electric

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

now only $250. plus another 10
per cent off with this adl

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

Tuneable bongos, new, regularly
$22.50, with this ad, $15.001

fer you and your family.

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

259-9600

Me ha fficra fiers aa,
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

APTS.

ASSEMBLERS.
INSPECTORS

electronic company.

82 -Wanted To Rent

WE OFFER
Bonus & incentive jobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits

Mature responsible working lady
desires room, Palatine, Arl. Hts.,
Barrington area. 834-0260

Wanted house to rent
Grove

ROLLING MEADOWS

PROTOTYPE

limited number of openings

ELECTRONIC

,

°

An Equal Opportunity Employer

OPERATORS

WORK IN:
0 New, Ultra -Modern Facilities
0 Completely Air -Conditioned Offices
0 Close -To -Home Company
Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

lot, Ivg-dng rm., 2 comp. baths,
1 -car att. gar., plenty of closet
storage space, gas heat, wall.
to -wall
crptg., custom-made
drapes, self -defrosting
built-in elec. oven &

refrig.,
range,

washer & dryer. $23,000.

By

Woodstock, Irg. 3 bedrrn. home.
All red brick, living rm., tarn. rm.,
ding rm., 3 frplcs, full bsmt.,
att. 2 -car gar. On 1 acre wooded
lot. $35,500. 815338-1399.

TRANSFEREE IN NEED OF
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION? This

9 month new deluxe bi.level
separate
huge

formal
Rec.

dining

Room,

3

spacious bedrms., new carpeting. 21/2 car attached garage.
Priced well under builder's
present price. $28,950.

real._

e ..

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
255-6320 358-1502 894.1330

FENCED -YARD 16' x 34'
SWIMMING POOL, COMPLETE
W/FILTER SYSTEM.

You'll enjoy our interesting work building proto-

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious company parking, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for
quick advancement.

type models of electronic military equipment.
Background should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experi-

Brick 8 frame 4 bedrm. bilevel. 21/2 baths, 21/2 att. car
garage. Built-in oven, range,

disposal

&

dishwasher.

Draperies, carpeting. $36,900

ence a must.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for
quick advancement.

Realtor
123 S. Arl. Fits. Rd. 150 S. !,lain
Arl. Hts.
M . Prospec

392.7150

255.8000

.

SEE THE ....

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

fer you and your family.

fer you and your family.

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AAA to 5 PM

259-9600

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

259-9600

haincraffer.s.

go hallicrafirers ca
DES PLAINEST ILLINOIS

1365 LEE STREET

Elk

Inr

p.m.

room,

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just
,.
a few minutes drive from your home.

Subsidiary of Sunbeam Corp.

in

bdrin.

housekeeper. 544.4527 after 6

has

Bensenville

KEY PUNCH

CTS,

2

owner. 259-7326 aft. 6.

a few minutes drive from your home.

p

Village.

mediate occup. Exc.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

clean, light work available from 5PM to 9PM an Mon., Wed., and Fri. eves., and Sat. mornings;
or Tues., Thurs., and Fri. eves., and Sat. mornings.

ghe ha/Pcrefier.s- CC.
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation.

E

schools. $250. Mt. Prospect.
CL 3-8800

An. Hts.,--3 bedrm. brk., irreg.

-

hrs,

baths,

11/2

Bi-level, 2 bdrm., rec. room &
garage. Walk to train, stores,

392-3500

INTERVIEWING HOURS: Monday thru Friday 8:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday till 11 a.m.

by

bdrm.,

pliances. Arlington Heights,
Willow, Polptine Rds. Behind
A & P Shopping Center.
Models open 10-6 p.m.
Weekdays
12-5 p.m. Saturdays Sundays
For rental information Call:
Model PH. 253.0800; Chicago weekdays only - 267-7270

76 -To Rent Houses

JOIN THE WORK-IN

APPLY 9 to 5 Monday thru friday

2

excellent lighting, and a central heating and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary in the assembling of
our electronic component products. Advance with a growing

ASSEMBLER

CALL 824-6135

Deluxe

apts. Air conditioned, all ap-

We have just opened a large modern addition to our plant

e FAnNtoNs, INC.

ELECTRICAL & HYDRAULIC MAINTENANCE MEN

I
bdrrn.apts. Includes heat, hot
water, cooking gas range, refrig.
.plus: SWIMMING POOL. Deposits now being accepted for
immediate occupancy.
,1444 5:.131.1g...
439:4100

COUNTRY CLUB

which is complete with lunch room, large clean locker rooms,

SO APPLY IN PERSON

-MOLDERS

TIMBERLAKE VILLAGi:

WOMEN

(Some part time positions available)

PART-TIME

FINISHERS

CL 3:0180

74 -To Rent Apartments

Mt. Pros.
bdrm. deluxe apt.
pool, air-cond., & utilities.
May 1st or before 439-5294

MFG. CORP.

ROLLING MEADOWS

PO 6-2250

EL REY MUSIC CENTER

7 W.
W. Eastman St.

MOUNT 'PROSPECT

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

STUDENTS.

BUFFERS

Green tambourines, usually $9,
.only $7.00 with this ad. Check
our music stock, largest in Arlington Heights, and our discount

METHODE MFG. CORP.

AROUND THE CLOCK OPERATIONS

guitar, white, three pickups,
beautiful, regular price $325,

quick advancement.

1700 HICKS ROAD

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR

Used amp, 6" speaker, 2 inputs, 520.001

MOLON MOTOR & COIL CORP.

STEADY EMPLOYMENT,

with bag, $20.001

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

cant must have a high school education with some
general office and typing experience.
,-

375 Meyer Road

CLOSEOUTS

Used Silvertone electric guitar

a few minutes drive from your home.

c.

14/

PIANO

CONSOLE

$100. Call Jock 255-3733

following

RECEPTIONIST

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

55 -Musical Instruments
WURLITZER

Trumpet, Reynolds Medalist B.
flat w/case. Exc. cond. Sac.

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just

Park Ridge

We need a girl to greet applicants as they apply
for employment in our Personnel office. Appli-

,/

773.0252
After 12 Noon

437-1584 -

ed additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the

PERSONNEL

GENERAL FACTORY WORK

Must sell display furniture from'
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent, Terms
and delivery arranged.

$500 or best reasonable offer.

MACHINE OPERATORS

,c.

-

Pha hailicrafiers Sea

The opening of our new plant addition has creat-

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

3737 INDUSTRIAL AVE.

724-6257

!!HELP!!

255.0404

$6. ea. CL 3-3980

30-Hale Wanted

SOFA,

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

hide -a -bed.

PART TOY COLLIE

Women

Women

SECTIONAL

PIECE

BEIGE, GOOD CONDITION.
$100. 259-4840.

1

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

1661 N. Northwest Hwy.

26 -Help Wanted Men

4

1/3 off the regular price fam-

METHODE

ATTRACTIVE POSITION

392-3500

Elk Grove Village

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

stack.

37-ioats and Marine

METHODE

1700 HICKS RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

3 S. Prospect Ave. 823.2175
Park Ridge

CL 5.4710

Brand new carpdting made for

Call CL 9-3132.

STOP IN OR CALL

437-9400

washer; 24" blond cons. TV.
All good cond. Rees. 439-4866.
Amoco,
13
cu. ft. upright
freezer. Good condition. $100.

Huge discounts. 824.7353.

Kenmore wahser & gas dryer,
$25 ea; GE 2-dr. refrig., 12.8
cu. ft. $85; dehumidifier, $10;

machine, $25. All good cond.

CL 3-3547
Poodles,

3 pc. mod. sec'1; Hotpoint auto.

Westinghouse port. sewing

FREE CUTE KITTENS
5 WEEKS OLD

2 barrel,
tufted back, beige contemp. chrs;

green French Prov. chr; corner
Bassett tbl; set cork ibis, white;
coffee tbl; lamp tbl w lamp. All

IN TIME FOR EASTER.

Must sell 4 mo. old female, black
miniature poodle. Loves childdren. AKC. 560. 392.8970.

refrigerator, 10 cu. ft., good condition. $25. 255-6014.

homes. Big savings. Will separate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

CALL 358-6800

AKC Min. Schnauzer pups. Home
raised. FL 8-2699 after 6
or week ends.

Crosley Shelvador electric
Beige contemp. chr;

FIRESTONE STORE

920 N. Elmhurst Rd. across
from Randhurst, Mt. Prosp.
253-6880

259.5992

30 -Help Wanted

Call or Apply

not working properly??
Start spring off right.
1968 lawnmowers in cartons
Save 15%

6 HP Eska motor, 1 year old, 10
hrs. total time $85.

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358-3200

TEMPORARY HELP - offers a

PHONE MRS. COLE

26 -Help Wanted Men o

on complete assemblies
and first piece inspection on

riding rotary motor. A-1 cond.

JOHNSON WATER

hospitalization, etc

CONDITIONING CO.

$290 Sears Craftsman 26"

fabricated parts.

at

LAWNMOWER

individual with basic inspection
to perform in -process inspection

Work in your area in a variety
of interesting offices for o full
day, a week, or months, as a
skilled temporary office work-

Sold

Be

Come in and Save

296-2431

old. Needs drive belt. $50.
255.6410

Must

Terrific Reductions!

Craftsman riding mower, 4 yrs.

JOB!

Typists -Stenos

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS
Everything

Macgregor NicklausProshopGolf
Clubs. Set of Nine. Like new.

YOUR

PERSONNEL

GENERAL OFFICE
Assist order manager' with
writing orders, billing, filing
Interesting
and scheduling
work with much customer and
salesman contact
Friendly,
modern, air-conditioned office

Reasonable 392-0167

FAB. INSPECTOR

ENJOY

OFFICE

$300 sac. $1 25, new; bedrm. sot,
new $165.251-7385.

392-7322

puppies, AKC, also part poodle
& other mixed pups. 658.5588.

$200 sac. $35; hide-abed cost

box gutters, 4 downspouts.

SECOND SHIFT

Dachshund & German shepherd

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost

15 storm windows & screens, 100'

Office Workers

AWAY TO GOOD HOMES.
CL 3-7652

condition. 392-7887

ington Hts.

Arlington Heights

33 S Arlington Hts Rd
253-2340

Oak dinette set w/4 chairs $65.
self-propelled Snowblower $95
& lawn mower $25. All in exc.

- 9 til 4 - 218 N. Kasper, Arl-

TIME -LIFE

APPLY
FINANCE DIRECTOR

after 6 p.m.

Garage sale: old dishes, Mar. 23

TEMPORARY

Village Of

Early Amer. port. bar, 2 stools;
48" Venetian glass tbl lamp; 2
matching tbl lamps. HE 7-4767,

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

359-2500

insurance

lamps; gym set. 358.5809.

Arlington Heights

801 N. State St.
Elgin
741-3963

'

CL 9-1000

FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

Job transfer. Upright piano;
chrs; sofa; stove; sofa -bed;

CL 9.1000

Arlington Heights

FOR HEALTH DEPT.

(Hoffco) w/21/2 h.p.
Clinton 4 -cycle engine, good
condition. $90. 255-6208.
Go -Kart

800 W. Central Rd.

COMMUNITY

Our new offices are located in
lilt Prospect.

stainless steel sink; built-in oven
& range. Excel. cond. CL 5.5622.

COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

NORTHWEST

Freezer, gas stove, gas space
heater, rotary lawn mower. CL

be considered.

N ORTHWEST

vision. Must enjoy responsibili-

259.9566

Comp. kit. cabinets, birch;

Work involves building
win-

colonial wing

In

APPLY PERSONNEL

products, wood

3

Maple crib; high chair; potty and
playpen, excellent condition. $30
complete. 392-6870.

Fyn Time and
Part Time Openings

APPLY PERSONNEL

ence desirable.

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe model

5.6420 after 6 p.m.

housekeeping department.
Any combination of hours will

woman interested in a dignified position loading to superty and diversification. Supervisory or bookkeeping experi-

patient

for

food

WARD HELPERS

* PHONE ORDERS
* CUSTOMER
CONTACT
* ORDER
SCHEDULING'

ment needs a 3 day per week

40% to 60% OFF

PUPFrIES TO BE GIVEN

1 year old -$100.

trays.

Furniture

Walnut dining room set. 6 chairs,
buffet & table. $60.

439-5834 aft. 6 or weekends.

Full Time Days

preparing

47 -Home Furnishings -

Furniture

Lewyt vacuum cleaner, all equip.
ment, brand new, $60 value,
buggy, excel. cond.,

Page 17

Wednesday, March 20, 1968
47 -Home Furnishings -

Equipment

chairs, and 2 air -conditioners. CL
3.4980
Electric range Norge,

CART ASSEMBLER

THE -DAY

'

Ladies golf

-

German Shep. pups AKC, Champ
sire,
bred for temperment.

6 A.M. to 2:30 P.M. Assist in

department.

Our busy Radiology Depart-

15 N. Elmhurst Ave.
Mt. Prospect

Apply Personnel Dept

Will assist in our order

RECEPTIONIST

(Some part time)

Des 'Plaines
299-2281

Excellent opportunity for
conscientious person interested in desk sales.

RADIOLOGY DEPT.

Wanted to buy

Johnson Water Softener
FL 9-3200,
CL 5.1107

Cedar chest,

OFFICE WORK

Work

FULL TIME

714 -Dogs, Pets and

blue w/white lining, chrome carriage, sunshield. $30.259-1325.

Openings

GENERAL OFFICE

259-9019

StorklIne

Immediate

392-2525

and

Experienced or Inexperienced

hand blown & cut. Wheat pat-

clubs, bag and cart.
255.3930

$45. Call CL 9.3533.

392-9200

MULLINS & ASSOC.

BOOKKEEPING

Laundry Workers

72 piece Japanese crystal,

Soft Water $5.00 a month

255-7970

Space Home
Improvement

BELLA PIZZA

Northwest Hwy &

42 -Wanted To Buy

tern.

For medical office in
Arlington Heights. Full time.

typing, misc. office duties.

5 Lead Spots

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

Typist

Part time, minimum 25 hours
per week. Bookkeeping, light

WAITRESS

100 N. River Road

_

.

439 0276 before noon

to

30 -Help Wanted Women

A Subsidiary of Northrop 'Corporation

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation
,l.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Action
Realtors
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
392.8100
North Arl. Hts.
208 S. Main St.
CL 5-1515
Mt. Prospect
535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.
South Arl. Hts.
CL 3-8100

Arlington Realty Inc.
'Member Homerica,
national homefinding service

Member MA.P.
Multiple Listing Service

-

Prosp

Hts , 3

ARL. HTS.

bath,

bdrm,- -2

extras $24,400 Owner 296-3501

Hts -4

Irj. bedrms.;

separate dining rm., 11/2 baths,
paneled bsmt. (sunny & dry)

21/2

4 MODELS

PRETTY AS A PICTURE!
Lovely 3 bedrm. split level in

good area. Conveniently
located. 2 baths, completely
a

on 100'150' lots

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

remodeled hitch. with built-in
appliances. Family room plus
,den. Attached. garage. Ask-

ment Low Taxes

MT. PROSPECT

'ing

Areello4
qeorgelk

$34,400
ranch. 3
1st floor

usse,

VA'r
Li Riall it

family room Full basement.

12 E. Busse 1209 N. Elmhurst
Prospect Hts.
Mt. Prospect
537-8660
9-0200
CL
Member M.A.P. Multiple

pACCABE

Wu REALTY

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

NW RR station. 192.3486.

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

ROLLING MEADOWS
6 ROOMS --$22,000

Choice lot In Arbor Vista Estates.

Fantastic buyl Loads of value at
a budget price. Lovely 3 bedroom

of Mundelein.
259-627P,

Prestige area homes, utilities
underground, 170'x245' deep,
beautifully wooded. 2 mi, north

ranch. Separate dining room,

kitchen. Hardwood floors,
carpeting, full bsmt., 2 -car

'98 -Mobile Homes
10x50' x '67 mobile home, wallto-wall crptg, mint coed low
payments. 437.6542.

MT. PROSPECT

13 bedroom brick ranch with full basement. Attached over-

4 bedroom Colonial

ING RM , 'amity kitch. Wil
all built-ins - FAMILY RM. a

All natural woodw r

-

&

slate entry Immediate possession $36,900

728 Northwest Hwy.
358-5560
Palatine

Member: M.A.P. Mutt.
List. Serv.

',

looking the golf course. Spacious living room, separate
dieing room, 21/2 baths, 21/2
b attached garage. Recreotiob room, 2 fireplaces. Charm
and appeal in an excellent

392.5520

'59 Ford 2 -door hardtop, R & H,.
automatic transmission. $75.
439.5444

1962 CORVAIR MONZA, R&H,
AITO. TRANS. $395. CALL AFT. 6
PM, 392.9784.

'63 Buick LeSabre S.W. 9 pass.,
good cond., like new tires. $800;
'61 Dodge Pioneer $125..
CL 3.5302
Need a good 2nd car? Sharp '60
Buick LeSabre2-dr.H.T.A beauty.
$550. CL 3-3980.

after 5 p.m.

traction. $295. 437-4126.

1964 VW 2 dr. sedan, excellent
condition. W -W, like new tires
$800 firm. Can arrange finan-

1960. Nash American 2 -door,
good 2nd car. Runs good. $100.

1960

P/S,

Triumph. Perfect
$450 or best offer.
827.7924

Pontiac

GTO

Snowmobiles. See' our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, travel trailers, pickup coaches &

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.
Sun. 12 noon to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E.

7 p.m.

TR3

1965

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds

299-8507 before 4 p.m. or aft.

cing. 392-4080
shape.

CLOSEOUT SALE .

trans., R&H, tinted glass, dual

1967 OLDS 88 HARDTOP.
LOADED WITH EXTRAS
LIKE NEW. 259.2651

'

of McHenry. PH. 815-38$.6333

DAY WANT ADS

1960 PONTIAC 2 DOOR.
A/T, P/6, P/S. Best Offer.
253-6673

convert.

P/B, Bucket seats. $1500,

'Private. 392-5695

GET. RESULTS

111 -Motorcycles and
Scooters

JEEP DEALER

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES

'62 Rambler Classic 2 dr., auto.

1967 Vespo 150 -Super, low

136'W. Northwest Highway
Barrington, III.
381.6663

trans., P/S, P/B, R&H. Very clean.
$475.439.0631.

miles, excellent condition. $350
or best offer. 439-1824.

.

ilftL COOK BUICK ;

sized 2 car garage. Paved driveway. In Village. $21,500.
AMERICAN

MOTORS

Hoffman Estates

SHARP AND READY
FOR APPRECIATION

BONNIE MOTORS
RAMBLER

EXCELLENT BUY

Mt. Prospect location. $42,900.

LOW DOWN PAYMENT!
This lovely well maintained ranch has 3 bedrooms, 11' x
18' kitchen and dinette. Artfully brick wall in gold carpeted living room. 11/2 baths, rear patio 12' x 36'. 1 car attached garage. Shown by appointment. $23,500.

OUR LOWER OVERHEAD
WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

3 bedrooms. Paneled wall in

with well landscaped yard. 2
garage.

car

LOW

Roselle.

TAXES.

$19,000

bedroom Colonial. Family
room, fireplace, formal dining

4 LARGE BEDROOMS

4

2 FULL BATHS

OPEN 9 TO 9

vanity ceramic
21/2
baths, custom cabinet kitchen
1st
floor utility
w/built ins
room, basement 2 car attach.
ed garage $38,900.
room,

,

MARTIN J. KELLY
OLEI,M9NLE

'

CHEVROLET

FORMAL DINING ROOM. Lovely recreation room in basement.

Attached garage. Paved drive Quiet street. A lot of house
for $28,500.

Annen & Busse
104 E Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect

"See the S

Roselle -

"DELUXE"

255-9111

T

1959 CHRYSLER VERY CLEAN

$300 or best ,offer. CL 3.6264

on a 1/2 acre wooded site over-

living room, and family, size
kitchen. Extra
large ,patio

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION

Dr. station

99 -Automobile For Sale
'63 Rambler wagon Classic, auto.

Northwest Su ur an
Auto Dealers re

Roselle

10% DOWN

4 BDRM COLONIAL. Fu I basement, art 21/2 car gars e, 21/z.
IN-\
ceramic baths, SEPARA

1958 FORD V8 2
wagon $95,

102 -Trucks, Trailers

99 -Automobile For Sale

21 N. Vail, Arlington Hts.

CL 9.1400. Aft. 5, 392.0493

FORECLOSURE

PROSPECT

-

Boehmer & Hedlund

Parkhaven Bldrs.

253 7600.

loins

Air conditioned, patio. With
or without appliances. Convenient to shopping. 2 blocks to C &

tras. Close to schools. Weekdays
by appt.. Open house Sat. &Sun.,
$24,500. 407 N. Forest. 392.2586.

99 -Automobile Far 5rile

r.--

ranch, well cared for. Many ex-

garage. Choice landscaping, rose
garden.

Open Sunday I to 5 P.M.
539.6221 or 392.3978

MAP Mult List. Serv.

I

CONDOMINIUM AP RTMENT

2 bedrooms, large 'lying room.

largo screened glazed porch off-

Listing Service

259 E Rand Rd , Mt. Pro pect
Member

Mt. Prospect: sharp 3 bedrm.

IN SHERWOOD,
1'300 N. on Yale St.

$22,500

frame

car

Mt. Prospect

Ranch 3 bedrooms, full base-

and

3

by owner. 3 bdrm.

253.7234

mi. to depot. $'43,000. CL 3-0583.

255.5314

rooms, 2 baths.

porch,

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86-Retil Estate -Houses

Georgian. Nr. schools, church &
park. S & S, carpeting. Mid $20's.

garage. Close to all schools, 44

new library & schls. Mid 30's.
Appt only Poss. in Aug.

Irzk

back

x -large

baths, mod kitchen, oust. birch
cabinets, brkfst bar; living rm.,
26 x 16' w/frplc, dining rm., 18 x
IV, carpets & drapes; full bunt.;
garage, walk to transp., stores,

PALATINE

Arl. Hts.

STONEGATE

Spacious 3 bedroom Colonial
on 75x132' lot, all face brick,

carpeted ranch, 1/2 acre, many
Arl

8641e61 Estatil-youses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

28 E Northwest Hwy., Arl. Hts.
253.1800
570E Higgins, Elk Grove
439-4700

LATTOF
'CHEVROLET'

-Zeal--13eatat"

3 BEDROOM BI -LEVEL
at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

Wheeling

3 bedrm ranch w/family rm.

MACK,
CADILLAC

table living room. 21/3 car attached garage. Neatly landscaped lot. Fine Neighborhood. Walking distance to grade

at PALATINE

heated work shop in
Carpeting in living
rm S/S, Priced to sell. $20,250
plus

Exceptionally large paneled family room for the entire family
to enjoy. Charming 20' kitchen -dining combination, comforschool. Owner must sell, asking $32,900.

to} S. Northwest Hwy.
358.0744

garage

bedrm ranch w/separate
dining rm New wall-to-wall

at MT. PROSPECT

3

900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9030

carpets thru out Workshop in
garage Good value at $21,900

ROSELLE

Member
M.A.P.
Multiple
listing Service
Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

REALTY CO.

KOTO

529-2235
259-1500
Open 9 to 9
101 N, Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

ROSELLE, ILL

111 E. IRVING PARK RD.

DAY WANT ADS

'MERCURY,

,,

. GET RESULTS

JOHN
',MUFICH

'BUICK

MARK MOTORS
MORTON
PONTIAC

DYNO MOTORS
VOLKSWAGEN '

'CHRYSLER -

PLYMOUTH

THE DAY
Wednesday, March .20, 1968

Page 18

YOUR NAPPY ULIPtTING- GROUND

NEW MD USED CA

You'll get the 'Zing of Spring" with a Dodge in Des Plaines Deal
CHRYSLER CORPORATION
FACTORY WARRANTEED
USED CARS
'67 PLYM. BARRACUDA CONV.
6 Cyl. Torqflite, console, power steering, radio

'67 DART 270 HT.

CHARGER

6 Cyl., Torqflite, power steering, Radio

V8, 318 H.P., Full Factory Equip. Brand New.
Choice of Color.

2 66
Power

383 V8, P.S., P.B., Torq, Vinyl Roof, Vinyl Buckets

'66 DODGE CHARGER
383 V8, Torq, Power Steering, Radio

'66 PLYM. SPT. FURY HT,
V8, power Steering, Power Brakes, Torq, Vinyl Roof, Vinyl Buckets

'66 PLYM. SATELLITE HT
V8, Power Steering, Torq, Vinyl Buckets

1966 T -BIRD LANDAU
Factory Air,
Cruiso-Matic

'66 DODGE MONACO 500 HT

Steering -Brakes -Windows -Seats,

$2745

1966 BUICK LE SABRE

4 Dr. HT, Automatic, Power Steering and Brakes, Air. 9995
Condt.

$2295

POLARA

$2195

4 Dr. Sedan, V-8, Automatic, Power Steering and Brakes, W/W's, Radio, Remote Con-

$1995

$2095
$1895

$1795

Buckets,

Console

1966 CHEV. IMP. CPE.
Air Condt. Power Steering and Brakes, V8, Powerglide

1966 PONT. CAT. 4 DR. HT.
Hydro, Power Steering and Brakes

1966 VOLKS 1600

'66 DODGE POL. CPE.
V8, Power Steering, Tong:

Series,

Radio, White Wall Tires

$2495

'65 DODGE POL. 4 DR. SED.

9995

V8, Power Steering, Torq.

$1 795

9495

Mirror,

$1695

Fully

W/Covers,
Wall to Wall Carpeting.

SAVE $800

1966 TRIUMPH
Dr.

$ 495

Radio, Whites

1965 MUSTANG

.

V8, Cruise, Radio W/W's.

9395

1965 FORD 4 DR.

$ 995

Cruisomotic,

Radio

1964 CAD. SEDAN DE VILLE

A CTORYTRAI NEam EciAm g OR,..B E ST:'SERV7I CEI
IN;
NORTHWEST AREA:

Factory Air Condt., Ebony Black Beauty

1965 PONT. CAT. 2 plus 2 CONV.
427 V8, Power Steering and Brakes, Hydro

A-

O

$1 295

1965 PONT. CAT. CPE.

3 Speed, Stick, Radio, Heater

$1095

customized,

$2943
2

1967 OLDS CUTLASS CPE.
Vinyl Roof, Power Steering and Brakes, Hydromatic,

trol

n

OPEN SUNDAY 10-6

824-7151

Daily 9-9 Sat 9-6

Mannheim, N. of Oakton

:$1 695

9895

t

69 7';
Ckfr)/4.:LLL

cr

A7't.L.:1&77::

Llr;

SS YOUR CYANCE 1P '2

BlOGniii CASK WANGS O 66M

150 BRAND NEW CHRYSLERS & PLYMOUTHS - INCLUDING A LARGE SELECTION OF STATION WAGONS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

BIG, BM.

BEAUTIFUL!

1966 Plymouth Fury III
2 Dr. Hdtop., V-8, 4 -speed on
the floor; Dark blue finish, blue
vinyl interior.

1968 PLY ®UT

$1395

Seats, 4 Speed Trans., Sharp.

$895

1966 Ford Galaxie "500"
2 Dr. Hdtop., V-8, Auto. Trans.,
Factory Air Cond., Pow. Steer.,
etc. Gold Finish. Like New.

THE COMPACT WITH
PRACTICALLY NO
COMPETITION

-A.

f

Dr. Hdtop., Full Power, Low

Mileage, in Exec. Cond.

Powr. Steer. and all the goodies,

Trans. and Very Clean.

$395

63 Olds "88"
4

63 Dodge Polara 4 Dr.
V-8, Auto.

Very Clean.

$895

63 Dodge Dart

1964 Dodge Polara

2

"500" Convertible

Dr.,

6 CO., Stick, Radio &

Htr., Unusually Clean.

V-8, Auto. Trans., Pow. Steer.,

63 Ford Ctry. Sedan
9 Pass Wagon

1964 Ford Galaxie "500"

V8, Auto. Trans., Pow.
in Exec. Cond.

Dr., Hdtop, V-8, Auto. Trans.,

Factory Air Cond., Full Power,

s

incl. Windows. The Right One.

,owr. Steer.

$395

62 Ford Galaxie 2 Dr.

Steer.

6

Std.

Cyl.

Trans.,

Radio &

Htr.

$845

$895

$2495

Etc.

$695

61 Chrysler New Yorker

$1295

1966 Ford 10 Pass. Ctry.
Squire Station Wagon

Radio,

Trans.,

4 Dr. Auto. Trans., Power Steer.,
Radio.

$495

Low Mileage. Very Desirable.

The Proud Economy Car

111141111118111

Auto.

$995

1966 Chev. Impala

$1695

Auto.

6 Pass.,

61 Corvair Coupe

Dr. Hdtop., V-8, Factory Air

$1895

Steer., etc., Vinyl Roof.

Valiant Signet 2 -door Soden

Series,

$395

Cond., Auto. Trans., Pow. Steer.

2 Dr. Hdtop, V-8, Auto. Trans.,

1966 Pontiac LeMons

T

2

Low Miles, a Beauty.

$1895

Classic
Trans.

63 Chev. Impala

Hdtop., Red Finish, V-8,

Auto. Trans., Powr. Steer. and
Absolutely Like New Thruout.

$1695

2 Dr. Hdtop., Factory Air Cond.,
326", V-8, Auto. Trans., Power

1968 VALIANT

Dr.

Finish.

$995

1965 Chev. Impala
2

62 Rambler Station
Wagon

Dr., Hdtop., Full Power, Low

Mileage, Metallic Blue
-LII4 New. .

$1795
1966 Sunbeam 2 Dr.

Plymouth GTX
2 -door Hardtop

4

Finish, Black Interior, Like New.

Bright Red Finish, Black Bucket

ALSO AVAILABLE
ROAD RUNNER
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

1964 OLDS "88"

1965 M.G. Roadster
"B" model Cony., Dark Green

'

$395

CHOOSE FROM 90 USED CARS

AUTHORIZED DEALER

V-4 el CHRYSLER

se& MIROR8 C0RPORAI1ON

Phone 296-1121

622 E. Northwest Hwy. (Rt. 14) Just 1 Mile of Downtown Des Plaines

THE DAY

Page 19

Wednesday, March 20, 1968

CARS

NEW AND

'bug HAPPY UUIV111144. C1420UND

2

COME IN - FIGURE YO
N BRAND NEW 1,968 FOR

100's IN STOCK
TO CHOOSE FROM

IS HERE -VACATIONS ARE HERE NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR CAR:
I '66 FORD SQUIRE 10 PASS.SPRING
'65 FORD Custom 4 Dr. Sedan
'66 FORD CUSTOM
WAGON,
V8, automatic, power steering and brakes, factory air condt, deluxe luggage rack,
R,H, w/ws This is like brand new.

'64 FORD FAIRLANE 500 Sport Coupe
V8, 4 speed, power steering, bucket seats,

'62 CADILLAC COUPE DE VILLE,
2 dr HT, V8 automatic, full power, factory air condt., just like new.

'62 CADILLAC SEDAN DE VILLE
V8, automatic, power steering and brakes, power windows and seat

'65 THUNDERBIRD LANDAU
2 dr HT, V8 automatic, power steering and brakes, power windows.

'64 THUNDERBIRD
2 dr HT, V8, automatic, power steering and brakes, power windows.

'64 CHEVY Impala 4 Dr. HARDTOP
V-8, AT, PS, P13, Power Windows, FACT. AIR, Tinted Glass. 27.000 Actual Miles

'67 FORD COUNTRY SED. 6 pass wgn
V-8, AT, PS, PB, FACT. AIR COND

'62 FORD COUNTRY SED. 6 pass wgn
V-8, AT, PS, PB, R&H, WAN. 2 To Choose From

'64 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN
6 Cyl, AT, PS, PB. Luggage Rack

$2595
$1195

$1395
$1195

$2195
$1795
$1395

$2895
$695
$995

'66 FORD Galaxie 500 2 Dr.
HARDTOP

$1895

V-8, AT, PS, R & H, WW. 19,000 Mi. Car

4 dr, sedan. 390V8, power steering and brakes, bucket seats, radio, heater, w/w's,
price this one.

'65 MUSTANG 2 + 2 Fastback
'67 T -BIRD Landau 4 Dr. H.T.

$3595

Full Power. FACTORY AIR COND. Like Brand Now

'66 FORD XL 2 Dr. HARDTOP

$1895

V-8, 4 Speed. R & H, WW.

'64 FORD Galaxie 500 4 Dr. Sed.

$1095

V-8, AT, R&H, WW. Showroom New. Very Low Mileage

'67 MUSTANG 2 + 2 HARDTOP

$2595

V-8, AT, PS, Console, Wide Oval Tires. Factory New. 8,000 Mlle Car

'67 FORD XL CONVERT.

$2495

V-8, AT, PS, R&H, WW. 7,000 Orig. Mi.

'62 LINCOLN Continental

$1195

Full Power, FACT. AIR. Real Beauty and only driven 33,000 Miles

'67 FAIRLANE Custom 8 Pass. Wagon
AT, PS, Lug. Rack, Pwr. Tail Gate Window

$2395

'67 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE Wagon

6 Cyl., AT, R & H, WW.

'64 FORD 2 Dr. HARDTOP.
V-8, Auto. Trans., Power Steering

'64 COMET Caliente CONVERT.
V-8, AT, PS, Power Top

'66 PONTIAC Bonneville 2 Dr. H.T.
V-8, AT, Pwr. Windows, AIR COND. Vinyl Roof

'66 MUSTANG 2 Dr. HARDTOP
OP
Power Windows, Low Mileage Car. Excellent Condition

'66 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE
6 Cyl., stick. Radio, WW. PS

'66 ECONOLINE Heavy Duty Van
6 Cyl.

'65 CHEVY Impala 4 Dr. HARDTOP
Full Power, FACT. AIR. V-8, AT

MERCURY Monterey 4 Dr. H.T.
I V-8, AT, PS, R& H, WW

10 Pass. 390 V-8, AT, PS PB, FACT. AIR

'63 FORD COUNTRY SED.
6 Pass. WGN.

$895

352 V-8, AT, PS, PB. 32,000 Orig. Mi. 3 To Choose From

'67 FORD Galaxie 500 2 Dr.
HARDTOP

WAGON

RENT -A -CAR

$1395

6 Cyl., AT, R & H, WW. 50,000 MI. Wrty. Avail.

'67 MERCURY Cummuter 6 Pass.

390 V-8, AT, R & H, WVV.

$695

'65 FORD COUNTRY SED.
10 Pass. WGN.
V-8, Stand. Trans.,R&H,WAN

OPEN SUNDAY
11 AM - 6 PM
DAILY 9-9
SAT 9-6

FAtt AIR, R&H, WW

t

P06 2700
um

$1095
$1295

'$2195
$1795

$2795.
$1695

$1095
$1795
$1595
$1595

'63 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE

9 Pass.VGN.
$2895 V-8, AT, PS. LUGGAGE RACK
SPRING. IS HERE -VACATIONS. ARE HERE NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR CAR.:
V-8,

$895

$89$

104 W. Irving Park Rd.
Bensenville, III.

THE DAY
Wednesday, March 20, 1968
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CUPID

042014TOPIEr

LOCEMG FOR
SEE US FIRST

OPEN SUN

F

.
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FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

r

NO

ra=.11-tzl

41

THE DEALER WITH THE BETTER DEAL

-\r

ildF--[E

A,

FORMERLY FORD IN PARK RIDGE

'67 FORD

67 FORD

[N,

GALAXIE 500 ,0

GALAXIE 500

J

Hardtop.

2 -Dr.

B

#P-

Stock

509, V-8, auto. trans., power
whitewall
radio,
steering,
tires, air conditioning.

2 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #7-140.
390 V43, auto. trans., power
steering, whitewall tires, radio,
air conditioning.

$2619

$2489

THE NEWEST, FINEST LARGEST AUTOMOTIVE FACILITIES IN CHICAGOLAND.
-- THE NORTHWEST'S NEWEST CORTINA DEALER --

9401 Milwaukee Ave. - 965-6700 - Niles, III.

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500

5)\

Open Daily 9-9 - Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 11-5

Opposite Golf Mill Shopping Center

'67 FORD

4 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8-286V-8, auto. trans., power
steering, radio, vinyl roof,
whitewall tires.

A.

'66 CHEVROLET
IMPALA COUPE

$16 5

J

.299

4 Dr. Hardtop
Air Conditioned

$13 5

Sta. Wagons

'64 PONTIAC
BONNEVILLE

'62 OLDSMOBILE
98 Sport Sedan

$5'5

$2389

$2788

'67 FORD

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500

$2649

BRAVOS

$2695
cond., radio, whitewall tires.
True luxury at a low price.

0

'64 DODGE

ri>

$995

'65 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

BARRINGTON

'66 CHARGER

Automatic trans;

21n Stock

$895

440 E. Main St. DU 1-3400

CLOSED SUNDAYS

ii

9 Pass., Vista Cruiser

Fury Ill With Power

$1995
FUTURA

I> 4 -DR. Stock #8-812-A. 6 cyl.,

9 Pass., Vista Cruiser

'65 DODGE 440

$695

1'65 BARRACUDA
I

'62 OLDS
F-85, Automatic

SPRING TIME
CONVERTIBLES

Radio,

Stock

$1295

t
,

w/w's.

$1095

WAGON

$1695
'64 CHEVROLET
BEL AIR
4 -Dr. 6 cyl., auto., Power steering. Premium tires, radio,

whitewalls.

$1095

'64 CHEVROLET
IMPALA
Hardtop. V-8,
radio, whitewall tires.

'2 -Dr.

'65 MUSTANG

$1195

Stock #P-534, 8 cyl., auto.,
power steering, consol radio,
whitewalls.

$1695

TOP

Steering

F,

$795

mow

rft.

$2395

CH EVRO LET
.

MUMS III

Wherever I go

$1795

TOP

SDN.
19 -Pass. V-8, auto., power steer-

$2195

$1295

ing, radio, whitewall tires.

0

I see LATTOF
stickers.
.

steering,

#8-722-A, V-8, auto.,
power steering, power brakes,
radio, whitewall tires.
Stock

You LATTOF salesmen must be
;11-1;1 ;119 47
on some sort of sales
promotion drive.
r 1-

auto., power
radio, whitewalls.
V-8,

'65 T -BIRD HARD- I'64 FORD COUNTRY

customer:

saszeo

,0

'65 LTD 4 -DR.
HARDTOP

Stock

0 wall tires.

0 OPEN EVES. Ill 9 0 SATURDAY 'TIL 6 0 SUNDAYS 'TIL 6

11)i,e0-11r3i1)

#8-367-A, V-8, auto.,
power steering, power brakes,
. factory air,
radio,
white -

<1

HARDTOP

stick,

' '65 T -BIRD HARD;

'63 FORD CONVT

#

'66 RAMBLER
Stock #8-166-A. 6 cyl., auto.
power steering, radio, whitewalls. A great car for any purpo SO.

2 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8-404-B,
V-8, auto., power steering,
radio, whitewall tires.

Auto, Power Steering, white
with black top. Radio, heater,

,

wall tires.

'64 CHEVROLET.
IMPALA

'64 OLDS SUPER
88 CONVT.

.

auto.

$2095

$795

Au? H

V-8,

brakes, radio, whitewall tires.

Brakes, Red with white top.

DOI%

#8.856-A.

Stock

HARDTOP

$1195

trans., power steering, power

$495

Auto, Power Steering, Power

Auto, Power
Radio, Heater.

2 + 2 GTA

4'

#8-854-A: V-8, auto., power
steering, radio, heater, white-

'66 MUSTANG

INVICTA CONVT.

V8,

'4 -DR.
std.

$1995

4 Door

steering,

$995

bar. Ready to go.

'62 DART

'62 BUICK

tires,

trans, mag wheels, traction

$795

Automatic Trans.

whitewall

4 -DR.

auto, power
radio, whitewalls.
V-8,

'63 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

'66 MUSTANG
2 + 2 GT

re),

$1195

white-

$1395

Fastback

''65 OLDSMOBILE

heater,

4 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8-735-A.
V-8, auto., power steering,
radio, whitewalls.

'63 FORD GALAXIE

'65 FALCON
auto., radio,
wall tires.

#8-788-A.
whitewalls,

500

$795
Convert, 4 Speed

Stock

Radio,
heater,
power steering.

'64 FORD GALAXIE

'66 FAIRLANE
500 XL

Lots of driving left In this one.

'64 MONZA

4]

$1595

2 Door

SATELLITE

stick,

#8-736-A, V-8,
radio, whitewall tires.

$1795
V-8, auto. trans., power steering, radio, whitewall tires.

'64 COMET

'66 PLYMOUTH

'64 PLYMOUTH
CONVT.

HARDTOP

2 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8-585-A,

'65 PLYMOUTH

$1295

Stock

wall tires.
,,s,

#8-787-A.
whitewalls.

'65 MUSTANG 2 -DR IQ

power steering, radio, white-

'64 FALCON

Air Cond. Polara

Stock

heater,

Red.

$1095

[:)Convertible, V-8, auto. trans.,

IN

Radio,

$2895

Dart 270, Automatic

440 Eng.

'65 CORVAIR 2 -DR.
HARDTOP

-

L'66
T -BIRD LANDAU
Stock #8-449-A. Full power, air

$1395

'67 CORONET
R/T

e(

new.

G.T. Hardtop

Hardtop

Air Cond., 9 POSS.

'68 DODGE DART'
270 Hardtop. Stock #8-852-A,
V-8, stick, power steering,
radio, whitewall tires. Like

'65 DODGE

'67 FORD '500

'66 BUICK

V

GUARANTEE, 30 DAYS ON
SELECTED USE CARS
el

Compacts

4 Speeds

(,41}

$2692

IMO

INCLUDING

'66 CHEVROLET

OLDSMOBILE

Stock
#7-124.
V.8, auto. trans., power steering,radio, whitewall tires.

Convertible.

4 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #7-152.
390 V-8, auto. trans., power 12 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #7.63.
steering 8 brakes, radio, white- 1390 V-8, auto. trans., power
wall tires, factory air cond.
steering, air conditioning.

r>

318 V-8 engine, custom vinyl
roof, push-button radio, powo
er steering, bucket seats, tinte'd glass, elect. clock, tachometer, undercoating and more.

NI

GALAXIE 500

0 GALAXIE 500
_EL

exi.

HOURS: Weekdays 9 to 9:

salesman:

Saturday 9 to 6: Sunday 10 to5

WE ARE

SHOP

ARLINGTON DAY - 255-7200
PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400
MARKET DAY - 255-7200

SAVE

TRY

'OPEN EVENINGS

ARLINGTON HTS.

/

CHI.Vn °LC T
CLOSED SUNDAY

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. - CL 9-4100

750 E. Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines,
Phone 827-2163

1

.- -

NIPC A401* 111---dc cBd'FiflgerP
The original finger plan

By Charles Mouratides

total of 14 members, but the
state act which established it
in July, 1963, provides for as

suggestions by Arlington
Heights President John G.

The Northeastern Illinois

Planning Commission
adopted a plan governing the
development pattern of six
counties in a stormy session

Woods.

Woods was the only

many as 19 commissioners.

Five vacancies on the com-

speaker acknowledged by the

mission, caused by resignations and deaths, have not

commission yesterday, but
members of the Save Our

yesterday.

The commission adopted a

Suburbs organization

modification of the "finger
plan" which envisions suburbs

palm of the hand.
The, plan is exptected to af-

fect Cook, Lake, Will,

DuPage, Kane and McHenry
counties, but the -commission

has no direct enforcement

been filled, according to Larry
Aggens, an NIPC staff mem-

belligerently attacked the constitutionality and the goals
of NIPC in remarks from the
floor.

developing like the fingers of
a hand. Chicago would be the

powers.

not constitute a quorum.
The commission now has a

was modified after a series of

ber.

The question arose on

members of NIPC present did

supply, sewage disposal and

with intensive development

including apartments,
townhouses and small homes
located close to mass

mass transportation, water

transportation and business

recreational parks, golf
agricultural and large -lot

residential areas would be the
predominant land Use of the
spaces between the corridors.

New cities of 100,000

population or more could be
developed to relieve growth
pressures on existing suburban
communities.

Some of the development

corridors will reach the
satellite cities of Joliet,
Aurora, Elgin and Waukegan.

ro5pert

Tonight: Cloudy, chance of
low

Residential communities

with their own local facilities
would compiete the corridors

Those corridors would con-

stitutes a quorum for the

courses, cemeteries,

lines and utilities.

corridors (fingers).

access to adequate systems of

WEATHER
snow,

area" states that, if the proposed policies are followed,'
most new suburban growth

The act states, "A majority

some open space. Major

large hospitals and industrial
parks would be spaced at intervals close to transportation

Northeastern Illinois counties

The plan also provides for

expressways.

SHOPPING CENTERS,

for development of the

upper 20s; To-

morrow: Cloudy, rather cold,

Satellite cities, according to

centers.

is the railway system and the

office buildings, universities,

"The comprehensive plan

sist of land with convenient

of the Commissioners con-

The backbone of the plan

Act."

members.

claiming that the eight

services.

currence of a majority of the
Commissioners is necessary
for the Commission to take
any action authorized by this

would occur in development

the existing number of

the commission yesterday,

Commission and the con-

whether the act requires a
quorum of the potential or of

SOS ALSO challenged the
legality of any action taken by

other essential facilities and

transaction of business of the

the plan, are areas of at least
500,000 population that draw
most of the new growth.

They are separated from

each other and Chicago

primarily by greenbelts of

forest preserves and
agriculture.

The plan's open spaces,

satellite cities and new towns
features were introduced to
dilute the plan after Woods attacked the initial finger plan.

That plan proposed con-

tinuous corridors of development along railways and encouraged high -density growth
(Continued on Page 2)
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Mount Prospect, III.

Gas -Co. Expected
To Oppose Annex
Of Fairview Area
A second objector may appear at the April 1 court hearing on Mount Prospect's pro-

posal to annex Fairview

Draft Call

Gardens subdivision and

River Trails Park property at
Euclid and Foundry.

Village Manager Robert

Moore said that officials from
Northern Illinois Gas Co. pro-

_

bably will object to the an-

Village to Hire
More Policemen:
Mayor Congreve

Area Office No. 2, Des

nexation, which includes part
of their property, in an effort
to buy time to work out a pre annexation agreement.
Gas company officials have
not objected to being annexed,

duction, and 490 called for
physical examinations, ac-

but want to work out some

probably be a 13 per cent in-

sort of agreement that wbuld

crease in the village budget

be advantageous to them.
Before the gas company an-

earmarked for the police

department to provide three

The April draft call in the
area covered :))/ Cook County

Plaines, which includes draft
boards 101, 102, and 103, will
be 245 men scheduled for in-

cording to Gertrude C. Kiley,
chief clerk of the office.

more patrolmen for the force.
Congreve in .a speech before.

Brickman Mid -West Corp. officials objected to the an-

Day

the Chamber of Commerce,

nexation. Officials are asking
for rezoning so they can build
a service station. The request
is being opposed by the River
Trails Park Board. The park
board agreed to be annexed by
the village, and the village is

said the budget for the depart-

Brickman's rezoning request.
The County Zoning Board set

The announcement came
minutes before the chamber

ment will be raised from

$375,000 this year to
$421,000. Included in the
budget will be three more

patrolmen, one of whom will

be assigned to School Dist.
57.

consequently opposing

Why is there more conaircraft flying
above than there is for the
poor humans living below?
cern

for

R.R.

made his announcement,

told him that an increase is

penses to a minimum. He said
that "Parkinson's Law" might
take effect if too many police

revealed in a report to the

Velasco said.

were hired. If the force were
to become too large, he said,
each patrolman would do less
than he is doing now.

PATROLMEN ARE not
moved around from one shift
to another, Congreve said, so
that the men are able to take

second jobs in order to supplement their income. Other
villages have a regular shift
rotation program and their
personnel cannot take second

aside Brickman's request

was slated to discuss the

jobs.

annexation issue is pending in
court.

power and salary situation in
the village. The chamber was
to consider whether to recommend that the village board

from 29 to 36 people since he
took office in 1965, the mayor

present village police man-

earlier this month while the

'Residents of Fairview

Gardens voted overwhelmingly last January to be anaelMaakaaRaNZiaareia

the increase would be made,

Mount Prospect Mayor
Velasco of Louie's needed, although no specific
Daniel Congreve said he also indicated that he Louis
Wednesday that there will wanted to keep village ex- Barber Shop, 9 E. Prospect, number was mentioned,

nouncement, only J. M.

Gripe
Of The

nexed by Mount Prospect.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

28 PAGES

60056

Residents are reminded to keep the lids on their garbage
cans this summer. Last year, when rats were a problem in
the village, Village Manager Robert Moore urged residents to

keep the cans covered so that the rodents would stay out of
the neighborhoods. (Photo by Bob Johnson)

increase both.

When Congreve said that

At Lincoln Jr. High

The force has increased

continued, and the village
now is better patrolled than it
ever was.

Shortly after Congreve

chamber that there were 19
patrolmen on the street in
1965 and that there now are
17.

Part of the increase in the

POLICE CHIEF Newell

Esmond had -said that he

wanted five additional men.
He did not indicate then that

force since 1965, he said, was

one of the men would be

to, station two detectives at
public schools and to provide
two secretaries for the chief

(C(,ntinued on Page 2)

of police's office.

Velasco also said that,

although some shifts have as
many as five patrolmen, the
shifts arc at less than full

strength for as many as five
days a week.
dTi char eed villav ase ctoru ss at

in

The Day's
Sales Hit
New High
The circulation of The

that Prospect Day hit an all-time

they would be willing to en- record high yesterday, ac-

dorse an increase in the

cording to Richard Puetz, The

director of circulation.
department's strength, if a Day's
According to Puetz, 6,148
need for the increase were

Day
shown. The village police and copies of The Prospect
fire commission members had were delivered to homes in
Mount Prospect and Prospect
Heights. This figure represents
the largest circulation in a
single day since The Prospect

Day was first published
almost two years ago.

Creativity Emerges in Art Class
BY DIANNE CLERIHAN

design by allowing the

students to explore various

gram, he learns 'ceramics, textiles, drawing, painting and

Seventh grade students

STUDENTS INTERESTED
IN special areas work in-

School Dist. 57's Fine Arts media individually and to inProgram, as taught at Lincoln corporate their experience inJunior High School, attempts to many different areas.
to foster individual creativity.

The philosphy of the art study one semester of music
program, said Mrs. Judith and another of art. The eighth

Fischer, art teacher at Lin- grade student may choose a
coln, is to establish a basis for full year of either subject. If
understanding drawing and the student elects the art pro-

design.

dependently and are almost
totally

self -directed,

Mrs.

Fischer said. These students
set up goals for themselves

and then plan activities

to

meet the goals.

Last year, Mrs. Fischer

said, four students were interested in weaving textiles.
Although basic art supplies

itiated next year, she said,

provided that the studnets can
find enough darkroom equipment.

Mrs. Fischer has taught art

classes at Lincoln for two

years. Earlier this month
seven of her students won
awards at the regional student
art exhibit held at Wieboldt's.
"It's been an ideal situation

Right: Vicki Pabst, 127 S.
Kenilworth, Mount Prospect,'
weaves a blanket on a loom
by
built
students.

Lincoln

School

Puetz noted that the figure

of 6,148 does not include
newsstand sales of The Day.

Dist. 57 Board
OKs Merit Pay
For Principals
The Mount Prospect School

Dist. 57 Board of Education
has approved the 1968-1969
principals' salary schedule as
presented by the principals'

salary committee and the
board salary committee.

for a new teacher," she said.

Harrison Hanson,

"The program here is student centered and is based on their
general needs."

chairman of the board salary
committee, said that the new
schedule will permit increases

on the basis of merit rather
than on seniority. The merit

are furnished at school,

students with special interests

increases would be applied on

often must supply their own
materials. The four students

a percentage basis over the

and Karl Quist, a 'school
maintenance man, built a

base salary of the individual,

$50. The loom probably
would have cost $300 if

based on the salary scale of

he said.

complete weaving loom for

PRINCIPALS' salaries are

a teacher with a master's
degree, he said. The new

purchased, she said.

Another special interest

beginning salary for a teacher
with a master's degree and ho
experience is $7,300, Hanson

project which students have

requested is photography,
Mrs. Fischer said.' The program probably will be in-

said. However, most principals entering the district
have experience.

A principal is paid 10 per
cent more than the base if he
Left: Jim Wegner, 708 Can-

heads a primary school and 14

dota, Mount Prospect,___

per cent more if he ad-

meticulously carves a hand:

Eighth

Right:
students

at

grade

Lincoln School

work independently on

ceramic glazes. Standing from

,

left to right are Craig Vandervoort, Steve Anderson,
Greg Deringer, and Wayne
Bormann.

ministers a junior high school, Hanson said.
Si

MERIT INCREASES will
be "over and above" regular
salary increases, Hanson said.

He said that both merit in-

creases and regular salary,
scales would be subject to
periodic evaluation by Supt.
Eric Sahlberg.

'
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PlannersApprove
ustrilaL Park
evelopment
The Mount PrOspect Plan
Commission gave conditional
approval to the Algonquin -

Busse Industrial Park subdivision plat last night..

M. Edward Smith, presi-

dent of Smith-Pipenhagen, Inc.,

won approval for his plan to
build warehouses and offices
on a 10 -acre portion of the
partially developed industrial
park on the soutneast corner
of Algonquin and Busse Rds.

Although the park is in an
unincorporated area of Cook
County, development plans
must be approved by cities or
villages whose boundaries are
within a 11/2 -mile radius of
the site. Both Mount Prospect

3 Policemen
To Join Force;
Congreve Says
(Continued from Page 1)

slated for the public elementary school district.
After the chamber passed a

resolution asking the village

board to examine the manpower situation and to increase it if necessary, a second

resolution was defeated after
the question of salaries arose.

Velasco asked the chamber
to recommend that the police
salaries be brought in line

with those in neighboring

communities. The top salary
for patrolmen in the village
after three years' service is

$8,005. In nearby com-

munities' the schedules are as

follows: Wheeling, $8,400,

Palatine, $8

0, Rolling

Meadows $8,4214, Elk Grove

Village, $8,316 and Chicago
$9,300. The resolution was

defeated because chamber

members believed the subject
was not within its jurisdiction.

Bike Taken
From School

of Mount Prospect School
Dist. 57 heard a description
of the goals of the district's
new Community -School
Council at that group's first

the school board and

enough," he said, any group
in order to last, must make
a continuous effort to inform
the entire public. He sug-

meeting Wednesday night.

munity,"

Approximately 35 residents

ready granted approval, Smith
said.

THE FINAL approval of
depends upon the
report of Village Engineer
Frank Krebs. Krebs will examine the plat to make sure
the plat

village subdivision requirements.
Planners questioned

',successful organization can

He said that it had become
evident in recent weeks that

children as well as the system

munciation between the com-

whole," he said.

between the community, the
Dist. 57 Board of Education,

district. Not only has the
school board recently ap-

if the organization would

mailed to all the community

of the land for industry would

and civic organizations in

village's zoning system, but

Dist. 57.

be compatable with the

Mount Prospect and School

Mount Prospect firemen were called to 1107 W. Prospect at 2:55 p.m. to extinguish a
small fire in the basement of the apartment building. Damage was reported as minor, although
the smoke filtered through the entire apartment complex.

Smith assured the com-

"We want this to

be

a

broadly-based citizens' group

in which there will be room

mission members that there is

no chance of heavy industry
being developed on the site.

If Krebs approves the plat,
it will go before the village
trustees for their approval.

Magazine Lacks
Fire Department'
OK, Chief Says

Economic Iffecdth, Convenience
Go is Se & in Commission Pion
Economic health, at-

would be located between the
tractive, healthful and con- corridors of the development

venient environment and and as close to the heart of

The Mount Prospect fire

chief has warned village
residents that solicitations for

Today's Fireman Magazine

does not have the enment.

The magazine, Chief Edwin
Haberkamp said, is published
in Kansas, and solicitors have

dition. That includes urban,

health can be achieved in part
through a more convenient
relationship between the loca-

public or private.

houses.

development will be located

households in the same area

golf courses, cemeteries, quarries, arboretums, small airfields and residential estates.
A significant proportion of

in

tion of the employment
and the places where
been in the area asking centers
people live," a commission
businessmen to contribute for

statement says.

advertising.

Several instances of
solicitation have been
reported in Arlington Heights,
Haberkamp said, but none in
Mount Prospect.

School parking lot.

is invited.

fered at auction. The public

density in both the central

and the development corridors
(fingers).

LOCATING INTENSIVE
housing within the development corridors as close to the

mass transportation and

Park field house, 651 Wolf
Mineral, crystal, fossil, and
lapidary specimens will be of-

The environment would be
controlled by varying housing

portion of the urbanized area

Geology Group
Meets Thursday

the six -county area covered by
the commission reportedly has
houses in substandard con-

fullest use of natural resources the urbanized area as space
are the three reported goals of permits.
Land unsuited for intensive
the finger plan adopted by the
Northeastern Illinois Planning urbanization because of the
character of the soil would be
Commission yesterday.

"The goal of economic retained for open space,

dorsement of the fire depart-

8 p.m.

administration, but not for it.
gested that all comIt is not intended to be used . munications sent out could be
as an instrument and there checked by gathering feedwill be room for varied opi- back from' the community. "A
nions."

proposed bylaws had been

whether the county's zoning

Prospect Police Wednesday
that someone stole a bicycle
belonging to her son while it
was parked at St. Raymond's

council intends to work with

there was a gap

in

com-

munity and the school

the administration and proved the publication of a
newsletter, but the adteachers.
Miller said that a letter of ministration of Dist. 57 has
invitation and a copy of the proposed hiring an ad-

it does not conflict with

Rd., Des Plaines Thursday at

Miller said. "The

Edward Miller, temporary
chairman of the organization,
explained that the purpose of
the council is to promote and

maintain communication

The Des Plaines Valley

Mrs. Sam Tuminaro, 8 W.

for everyone in the com-

BY DIANNE CLERIHAN

this area. Des Plaines has al-

Geological Society will hold
its March meeting in the West

Hiawatha, told Mount

Head Explains Group's Goals

and Des Plaines are within

decided that Mount Prospect's
zoning is equivalent to that of
the county.

I

business centers as possible,
according to the commission,
would

facilitate social

mo-

bility and provide convenient
environment.

The plan' also proposes the
acquisition of 150,000 acres
for parks during the next 25
years.

Major recreation areas

Between the corridors of

toward improving existing

There were 1.9 million
1960, according

to the

commission report. By 1990
there will be
three million.

an estimated

(Continued from Page 1j

in the heart nf the
communities.

WOODS HAD said in a
statement to the commission
that the finger plan would
create a pattern of development that would repeat many
of the mistakes that plague
Chicago.

"It seems to us that the
finger plan contemplates

apartment development
through the heart of the
northwest communities,"
Woods stated.

"Such development would

result in a concentration of

population and a proliferation

of the problems that high -

density living has produced in
the City of Chicago."
Woods said, even after the
revisions, that there should be
no comprehensive plan which

does not consider the affects
on the area of a third airport.
He also said that flood con-

trol programs, water supply

problems and sewage and
refuse disposal cannot be
overlooked by any truly comprehensive plan.

day SOS stated the act
creating the commission

creates a new layer of government at a multi -county or
regional level for which there
is no ,authority in the Illinois
Constitution.

The comprehensive plan

"would result in usurping the
authority of the local, county

and state elected officials.
There is no authority in the

blems and does not suggest

The goals of thcom-

mission plan are hindered by
racial segregation, it is stated.

"Racial bias and de facto

segregation exist in
extent that any form of
discrimination exists, it will

prevent the achievement of
the above goals."

The NIPO report says

it

recognizes that legislative and
private action is necessary to

assure full and equal opportunities to groups in all

parts of the region;,

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

SOS ASKED FOR resigna-

tion of all the commission
members.

Mrs. Clarence McIntosh of
Winnetka, SOS President, said

that the organization has'
several future courses of action which will be discussed

soon, but she declined to mention them.
The commission, according

Senate Minority Leader

PHONE 259-7267

The statements came at a

Republican committeeman.

icks

authorized'the transfer of the
111/2 -acre school site to the

voted to join.

The school will be built by

the state which will rent the

16 213 years. Then the school
Northern Illinois Gas Co. and will become the property of
Commonwealth Edison Co., Wheeling Township.
Board members Maureen
and after hearing the opinion
of Mechanical Engineer Sandstrom and Roy Weinberg
Richard Alexander, the board voted "no" to the transfer.
"I don't feel right about
voted unanimously to install
pro.,gas heat.
_045*,1
' -"According to esti'murcSwperty to1 uae :dam, weinberg
presented by D. C. Williams said. "I would rather just give

of the gas company, the an- them only the property on
nual cost of heating the school which the school is to sit
for electric heat.
IN A SPLIT vote the board

April meeting.

Dwyer nly GOP
Lt. Governor
Candidate Left
to investigate the matter for
possible violation of the state's
laws.

The election board removed

six men who had made a lark that they were "registered
out of filing for high state of- Republicans." This is a new
fice early in March. Dwyer's requirement in a state law
passed in 1967
challenge was filed March 13.
"This is a significant step"
THE SIX AFFECTED , as
said Dwyer Thursday, "in the a slate, are Howard J. Doyle
preservation' of the Illinois of Chicago, who had filed as

election machinery. I compliment the board for its
prompt action in this matter."

a candidate for the

SECRETARY OF STATE
Paul Powell, with whose office all persons seeking to run

governor; G. Robert Johnson

11 primary must file petitions,

U.

S.

Senate on the Republican

ballot; Alfred Drummond of

Justice, candidate for
of Chicago, candidate for
lieutenant governor, Robert
Campbell of Chicago, candidate for secretary of state;

the six men ob- Earl C. Ott of Chicago,
viously were "making a candidate for auditor; and

gested that the state's at-

general.

Sangamon counties be urged

Dwyer said, "constituted a
serious abuse of the political

The six sponsoring com-

Donald Totten 'of

Schaumburg and Eugene
Schlickman of Wheeling.

tion process". Powell sug- candidate for attorney

torneys in Cook and

tending the conclave that the
mood of the country today is

directly. I don't feel we should

have to write the state to get
permission for special uses of
the property.

According to Hansen, the
meeting was held to discuss
campaign strategy and issues
in an informal and off -the -

Harper College
Building Designs
Near Completion
Harper Junior College

record manner.

According to Hansen,

Dirksen flatly predicted that
the Republican party and its
candidates would get a "good
hearing from the electorate in

November" and said that

America is badly in need of

a "moral transfusion and

committees of the six
townships, was Carl Hansen, "one of disquiet and unElk Grove Township certainity."

representatives of the

pared to the estimated $5351

til May so that more groups

can be represented at the

as a review board for federally
financed projects.

Palatine,

After presentations by school back to the district for

with gas would be $3919 com-

Miller suggested that election of officers not be held un-_

Edward P. Kave of Chicago,

"wants a change of leadership
and a new course of action."

of Education took steps Mon- Building Commission under
day to complete plans for the the voluntary "rental fund"
elementary school to be built program which the district has

BEAUTIFUL PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPH
OF YOU OR YOUR CHILD . . MAKE
YOUR APPOINTMENT TODAY

"A good start is not

fice.

mockery of the Illinois elec-

mitteemen included Hansen,
Harold B. Smith Jr. of Barrington, Eugene T. Devitt of
Hanover, Walter Schaw of

The Prospect Heights State of Illinois. This is reDist. 23 Board quired by the Illinois School

1-8 x 10 AND 2-5 x 7's

his organization should not be
afraid to seek outside sources'
of information.

endorse persons for public of-

subtle authortiy provided by
the federal government. He
said the commission will act

Everett M. Dirksen ZR.-IIIz
told key Republican leaders
from six northwest suburban

School

INCLUDES

proved." Sahlberg said that

trksen ells Part. Leaders
That Country Needs Change

Gas Heat for School

4013311===1)

is much that can be im-

The six, whose candidacies,
process, "had filed nominating

Dist. 23 oard

Roads.

tended 10 be non-partisan,
non-political and non-sectarian. It will not sponsor or

said that

told Republican leaders at-

between Schoenbeck and Elm

cessfully launch the organiza-

ACCORDING TO its

the names from the primary
acted Tuesday on Dwyer's ballots on the grounds that
challenge to the candidacy of their petitions did not state

which was attended by about
75 members of the executive

on Camp McDonald Rd.

bylaws, the council is in-

lieutenant governor;
The Illinois Electoral Board

mission's presentation.

BY TED LACEY

gestions on how to suc-

Republican candidate for

DIRKSEN, IN his first ap-

In a flier distributed yester-

represent a broad - based

mon organization.

Robert A. Dwyer emerged

meeting held last Saturday at

nings.

MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
AT RAND & CENTRAL RDS.

since its objective is to
persons representing a com-

this week as the only

high-level, closed -door

SOS, however, has been

the school district, but that,

supported any venture aimed
at better communication in
the district. He offered sug-

"It is an advisory commission," he said.
He said NIPC has only

economically through total
control of people and property.

replace any existing organization and that it would not take
on the nature of a PTA.
He said that the council
was open to 'all residents of

placed on the number of

for state offices in the June

socially, racially and

that the council would not

SCHOOL DIST. 57 Supt.
Eric Sahlberg said that he

it.

It also charged that the

replace the PTA. Miller said

group, there might be limits

ed.

commission promotes centralized government which
aims at integrating society

Some residents attending
the meeting wanted to know

school board candidates.

tion of power," the flier claim-

constitution for such delega-

and the community as a

Northeastern Illinois. To the

any solutions or alternatives.

.against NIPC since its begin-

tioned in speeches by all the

"We have a good school
district," he said, "but there

Woods had stated that he
in the northwest
is a staunch supporter of the O'Hare Inn motel in Rose- pearance
Cook County since the curNIPC, but he said he was mont.
Chairing the meeting, rent election campaign began,
disappointed with the com-

STUDIO OF PHOTOGRAPHY

munication had been men-

to Amens, has no real power
and none is delegated through
the legislation which created

THE PLAN proposed by townships that America
the commission makes only a
passing reference to these pro-

would promote public relations and communications.
He also said that better com-

tion.

NIPC Approves Modified
Version of 'Finger Ian'

concentration of high -density

Thi

suburban and rural housing.
THE GOAL OF a healthful
environment, the commission
statement says, requires action

minstrative assistant who

render a service to the

is

nearing completion of the

designs for the music
building, the little theater, and
the science wing addition.

Don Collins, college

some old-fashioned frugality."

The follow ng menus w II
be served Friday..

Township High School

Dist. 214, (subject to- change
without notice)
Main dish: (one choice)
Chop suey over rice
Tuna dog or
Wiener in bun
Vegetable: (one choice)
Tater rounds
Buttered corn
Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Cole slaw
Molded: cherry, diced pear,
grapes, orange sunset

Rolled wheat muffins and butter -- 113 qt. milk

documents 'of these three

Available desserts:
Peach half
Strawberry gelatin
Cocoanut cream pie
Chocolate sponge cake
Rolled wheat cookies

buildings will be considered

shortly.

According to Dr. Robert E.
Lahti, Harper president, con-

struction will move very

rapidly now. He said between
$9,000,000 and $15,000,000
will be allocated this spring by
the state for junior college
construction.

"Since we received the

largest grants last year from
state and federal governments,
we will be scrutinized the
hardest now," added Lahti.

names as Donald Duck, Adolf
Hitler and Spencer Tracy.

"The action of these men
in filing," Dwyer said, "may

have been taken in jest.

Nonetheless, their candidacies

could only have been an impediment to the voters in these
critical times."

Dwyer stressed that he

would have "welcomed the
candidacies of these men or
any others had they merely
followed the simple rules dealing with the placement of
names on ballots in Illinois."

School Mends

architect, reported to the
Harper Board of Education
March 19, that construction

petitions containing such

St. Viator High School

(subject to change without

a la carte
Grilled cheese sandwich
Choice of desserts
French fries
Soup

Dist. 25 - North Elemen-

tary, Miner, Thomas and
South junior high schools
Toasted cheese sandwich
Chilled sliced peaches
Wax beans
Potato chips
Orange puff
Milk

Dist. 23 - MacArthur

Junior High School

40 cent lunch:
Barbecue on bun
French fries
Carrot sticks
Plum cake
Milk
30 cent lunch:
Grilled cheese sandwich
Stewed tomatoes
Pumpkin pie
Milk

Dist. 15 - Jonas Salk and

notice)

Carl Sandburg schools

fried fish

sandwich
Homemade turkey soup
Lime jello salad
Chocolate chip cookie

Tuna casserole or oven

Mashed potatoes and cream
gravy
Cake
Milk

Grilled ham and cheese

Milk

t

T

The Day's Prospects

a ate Sesquicentennial
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

cookie - "Cookies with Cherry
on Top."

This is Camp Fire Week
celebrating the 58th year of

who has been turning out the
famed recipe for these many
weeks as samples must go

the girls organization.
Camp Fire girls are saluting

Melissa, and her mother

where Melissa goesto
represent the Camp Fire girls,
observation. Dinners originally called them
the state's sesquicentennial

involving all Mount Prospect
Camp Fire girls have included
some seven areas.

"Christmas Crunch."

Melissa has a sister, Jane,
in Aurora College, a brother,

Wayne, attending Palatine

Area 1 and 4 held their din- High School and a nursery
ner March 18, Area 5, March. school brother, Jim. Melissa

19, Area 2 and 3, March 21,
Area 7, March 27 and Ar7a
6, March 28.

Stores throughout the

village are featuring displays

and a special flag was
presented to the council.

HUNDREDS AND `hun-

dreds of boxes of candy were

sold to support the overall
program. To help alleviate
any overstock of candy you

may have is Camp Fire Blue
Bird Melissa Blaeser. She was
among 2,000 contestants who
submitted original recipes using the Heath Camp Fire Can-

attends Winston Churchill

Elementary School.
Here is the blue ribbon

champion recipe that won the
contest for the 8 year old Blue
Bird:

COOKIES WITH
CHERRY ON TOP
Mix together:
1 cup sifted flour
1/2 cup very soft butter
2 tablespoons sugar
Va teaspoon salt

Vz cup finely chopped
Heath Camp Fire Candy
1 teaspoon vanilla
Shape into 20 balls, bake in

Melissa is the daughter of

350 degree oven about 12 to
15 minutes. Use unbuttered
cookied sheet. Remove from

Blaeser of Palatine. She at-

powdered sugar. Cool and roll

dy.

Mr. and Mrs. James A.

oven and dredge with

tends Mrs. James Doss' third
-grade Camp Fire group and
is busily appearing this month

again in powdered sugar and

on various television programs including Garfield

top with cherry.
christened:

Goose, Bow's Circus and the

-4

"MELISSA'S MAGIC
MIXTURE"

Ray Rayner Show.

The contest, sponsored by
the Camp Fire Council, and
open to all girls 7 to 17 was

Cut pieces of pound cake
into 2 -inch squares. Make

Melissa, who just loves to

Place sandwiches in pan.

them into jelly sandwiches us-

fun and a challenge to ing "any old kind of jelly."
cook, sew, ice skate, dance or
go fishing.

A

Another quick dessert

Melissa "whips up" we've

dek

Camp Fire Blue Bird and champion cookie maker, Melissa Biaeser samples one of her

cookies made with Heath Camp Fire Candy.
1llfiflf3 t<

Cover with vanilla pudding
made according to box directions. Cool. Place in freezer

SHE ATTENDED the and when frozen slice in

Judilee Heaver, 8, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Heaver, and Barbara Baylis, 8, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Baylis, with their leader, Mrs. James Heaver, proudly show their
new flag to Mrs. John Welles, Leaders Association Chairman of the Mount Prospect Camp
Fire Girls. The flag, which has flown over the United States capital, was sent to the Friendly
Flock Bluebirds by Senator Everett McKinley Dirksen. They presented it to the Mount Prospect

Camp Fire Council at the annual Camp Fire birthday dinner March 19 at Old Orchard
Country Club.

pieces and serve topped with
held at the Lake Shore Club whipped cream.
but did not recognize her enCamp Fire Girls like Me-

special recognition dinner
try.

"They baked them and left
the cherry off the top", then
she quickly said, "and that
was the name I chose for the

lissa and the hundreds of

others active in our area are

like their sesquicentennial
slogan - "A Tribute to

Illinois."

University Women Plan
A Hippie Party Tonight

Thursday, March 21, 1968

Travel, Song at Southminster
"This Land is Your Land",
an evening of travel and song,
will be presented March 22 at

8 p.m. at Southminster
Presbyterian Church, Central
and Dryden, Arlington
Heights.

A wide-screen color motion

picture, "Grand Canyon
Adventure" with live nar-

Right-Planning a series of

ration by guide -author Ken

"experiences" and "happenings" for their March

Sleight of Utah, will be

presented. Sleight has hiked
solo for many days in areas
only recently visited by more

meeting - A Hippie Party - are

members of the Northwest

Suburban Branch of

1V1t4I7117Pial7,

than a few white men.

Ca'71r=

American Association of

VIEWERS WILL

University Women. From left,

Girl Scout Troop 212, Mount Prospect. Richard Barrett

are Mrs. R. Gerding of Park
Ridge, Mrs. R. Archamboult
of Des Plaines and Mrs. G.

William B. Gould, is one of the nine girls preparing the dinner
and giving the program.

Heights. The party will be
held at 8:15 tonight in South
Park Field House, Howard

March 26 will be a "chili" evening for fathers of Cadette

samples the main course, "Easy Chili," for the dinner at St.
Mark Church. Jean Gould, 13, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

BY ELEANOR RIVES

Though Spring is officially
here, the Dads of Cadettes in
Mount Prospect Girl Scout
Troop 212 will be given a

"chili" reception on March
26

Fathers of all 25 girls in the

will
meal,

prepare and serve the
set and decorate the

ing from the branches.

Following the dinner, the nine
girls will present a fashion

at St Mark Church at 7 p m
Adult leaders of Troop 212
are Mrs Eugene Gallup and
Mrs. Glenn Dailey

COMPLETELY

show featuring their own
Easter and school clothes.

These scouts have offered
to share their dinner recipes.
Try your luck, Junior cooks.

responsible for the success of

the dinner are Carol Shaler,

Patrol Leader, and Bev
Janata, Jeri Lou Luedke,
Robin Kauth, Janis Jones,

Carol Etscheid, Donna
Friewer, Jean Gould and Sue

7th and 8th
graders at Lincoln Junior
Wallentul, all
High

Since January, they have

been learning good habits of
social conduct, practicing how
to be gracious hostesses in action and conversation They

Au Jus Gravy
Now in Stores
Look for French's new Au
Jus Gravy now appearing in

the stores in our area. It is
excellent for expanding the
juices from roast beef, steak
or chopped sirloin - ideal for

handling the leftovers problem
and good with hot sandwiches

and casserole dishes A
package retails for 21 cents.

EASY CHILI
11/2 pounds ground chuck
2 cans Brooks hot chili
beans
1 can water
1 can tomato juice
1 cut-up onion
salt and pepper
Brown meat in 2 teaspoons

liquid shortening Add chili
beans, water, tomato juice,

'd

BY FERN SCHNEIDER

learn how to serve and en-

with us, including a Danish

In these days of quick

tertain graciously and correctly. It's well worth the little

apple cake

extra time it takes to do it
napkins, it's good to hear of right."
meals, plastic dishes and paper

a family who takes time to set
Their lovely home is enhanthe table correctly. This is ced by Mrs. Jacobsen's coldone often in the Paul lection of Bing and Grondahl
Jacobsen household in Mount Danish plates which are
Prospect, but it's a must on displayed in the dining room.

Her other interests include
"Linens, china and silver" knitting, bridge and as she
arc the order of the day as says, "I can't wait for spring

Sunday, especially.

Mrs. Jacobsen says.

"Particularly with our

daughter, Karen, 13, growing

so

I can get out to the

garden."

Mrs. Jacobsen

is sharing

up, it's important for her to some of her favorite desserts

AEBLEKAGE
(Apple Cake)
16 -ounce package zwiebach,
crushed into fine crumbs
'A cup butter, melted
Va
cup granulated sugar

mixed with 2 teaspoons of
cinnamon
4 cups apple sauce

Mix crumbs, melted butter

and sugar. Pat one third of
mixture in bottom or

top with remaining crumbs.
Bake

at 325 degrees for

about 45 minutes, or until
crumbs are nicely browned.

Cool and then chill well

before serving. Spoon into in-

dividual dishes and top with
whipped cream, and a small
daub of red jelly (preferably
current) on the cream.

11/2

quart glass baking dish.
Spread 2 cups of applesauce

!t"

R4
'4
I

mer about 30 minutes to

RABA1F1BERGROD

(RHUBARB PUDDING)
1-1/2 pounds rhubarb, trimmed and cut in 1/2 inch pieces

1 -'.cups water

Si cup sugar
3 tablespoons cornstarch
Va cup water
1/2 teaspoon vanilla.

Combine rhubarb, sugar

LEMON -LIME CAKE
1 yellow cake mix
x box lime jello
3/4 cup water
3/4 cup liquid shortening
4 eggs

River.

Judy Wurm, folk singer and
guitarist, will top off the evening with songs of our land and
its people. Mrs. Wurm mother

of three,

is

a

graduate of

Valparaiso University.

Art work by the children of
Clearbrook School for Retarded Children will be on display.

the program is a benefit to
raise funds for a nature area

for Clearbrook School, an

outdoor preserve to provide

learning experience and a
retreat for the children.

Tickets for "This Land is

Your Land" are $2 for adults
and $1 for children. They may

be obtained at Clearbrook

School in Rolling Meadows,
or from Mrs. David Toeppen,

409 S. HiLusi, Mount
Prospect, CI 5-2255.
They will also be sold at the
door. The public is invited.

By Alan Maslov, R. Ph.
IT DID NOT
JUST HAPPEN
Every development in the

battle against disease is the
result of slow, sometimes

1/2 teaspoon lemon extract
or rind of half a lemon

warm, carefully poke holes all

over cake with ice pick or

carving fork. Pour the following icing over the cake: 2 cups

Mrs. Paul Jacobsen serving one of the family's favorite Danish dessertsto daughter, Karen.
The plates and coffee server are Royal Copenhagen porcelain. The pattern is "Blue Flower,"
which has been made continuously since 1775.

painstaking research.

The

well, Add unbeaten eggs, one

thoroughly after each egg is
added. Gradually add flour,
sifted with baking powder,

interest is in molecular

at a time..., beating

and beat well.

Stir in extract or rind. Bake

in a well greased 9 x 5 loaf
pan or a 9" tube pan at 325
degrees for about

hour, or
until cake tests done. When
cool, sift confectioners' sugar
1

on top.

Summer Jobs
Open with
Park District
Mount Prospect Park
applicants for summer

tist does not look back.
That work is done.

With the atomic era his

biology. Who knows what
wonders may be produced
for better health. It may

well be that the

developments of the future
will make the wonder drugs

of today seem as quaint as
voodoo.

As new drugs are inyou can be sure

troduced,

that ENDLER'S
PHARMACY will have

them available. There is no
prescription we cannot fill..
Ask your doctor about us.
If it is made and you need
it, we will see that you get
it with a minimum of cost

and water and bring to a boil.
Cover and simmer until soft.
Blend cornstarch and V4 cup

District officials are seeking

cook about 5 minutes or until
thick and clear, stirring con-

pool attendants, playground

supervisors, personnel in

serve in the spring when fresh
rhubarb is available.

ENDLER'S
PHARMACY

recreational programs. Park
maintenance workers also are
needed.

1770 W. Algonquin Rd.
Mount Prospect
Phone 439.5255

stantly. Cool and then chill.
Serve with cream. Nice to

oven. While cake is still

frustrating, always
record of the past is great!
Many diseases have been
conquered, but ... the scien-

Cream butter until fluffy.
Add sugar gradually, beating

employment.

of water to make a smooth
Opportunities are available
paste. Stir into rhubarb and for positions as life guards,

Mix all ingredients. Bake
35 minutes in 350 degree

lemon Juice

over crumbs. Sprinkle another

one third of the crumb mixture over applesauce. Cover
with rest of applesauce and

thicken

smoothly with 4 tablespoons

on the turbulent Colorado

round, sirloin and butt steaks - lamb shoulder roasts and chops.
Poultry: Fryers - fryer parts - turkey.
Produce: Bananas - grapefruit - carrots - celery - lettuce
- radishes - green onions - broccoli - potatoes - mushrooms.

onion and seasoning and sim-

powdereillsugar mixed

Federation of Women's ClubS,

through rapids and whirpools

Linens, China, Silver Order of the Day

The girls made green and
yellow "Hi Dad" invitations
and a centerpiece inscribed

Father -Daughter Chili Dinner

Ruins, and ride rubber rafts

lagoons, climb to Indian Division of the Illinois

Cook of the Day

ing's program

troop have been invited to a

SPONSORED BY the 7th

District Conservation

Meats: Center cut pork chops - loin chops - pork steaks
- spareribs - pork butt roasts - ground beef - rump roasts -

I.

Refreshments will be served.

find hidden waterfalls and

Chicago -area food values for this weekend are:

W. Hrbek of Arlington

tables, and present the even-

with "Hi Dad" for each table -green branches in a styrofoam
base with yellow trefoils hang-

FOLLOW a group as they explore remote side canyons,

Weekend Food Values

and White St., Des Plaines.

A 'Chili' Reception

Page 3
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sports leadership; pool
management, and .other

SANDKAGE (SAND CAKE)
1 cup butter
1 cup granulated sugar

urged to call the ad-

6 eggs
2 cups, cake flour
1 teaspoon baking powder.

.5380, weekdays 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., and Saturdays from 9

and inconvenience.
Come see us ... or phone.
Prompt delivery.

Interested individuals are

Max Factor ... English

ministration office at 255-

Jade East ... American

a.m. to noon.

Leather ... Christian Dior ...

Greeting Cards ... Free gift
wrapping ... AMple parking

'

,.:-Mr.-0;.4,4.4

tX or-r.!...s.

tlpvly°r

re

your

Osco's Growing in Favor with Chicagoland Families (Yours, too, We hope!)
Clip these Coupons and Save!
YOUR CHOICE F:
== In=111

$1.15 SIZE 12 OZ. BOTTLE

Micrin Mouthwash
Prell Shampoo
Dristan Capsules
Dristan Tablets

Good thru Sat., March 23, 1968
CARYL RICHARD'S HAIR SPRAY

$1.09 SIZE 7 OZ. BOTTLE

Just Wond rgul

VALU E
1

C WITH THIS

13 oz. Can

98c SIZE PKG. OF 6 NASAL DECONGESTANT

COUPON

Only

WITHOUT COUPON 59c
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

$1.19 SIZE PKG. OF 24 NASAL DECONGESTANT

Xiiit,ASH-SAVI NG COUPON
II 111.

IMMO* ,11

mmMi ImmmIll MINIM

46c
CASH

Goo thru Sat., March 23, 1968
ORAL ANTISEPTIC

20c
CASH

FAST PAIN RELIEF

each

VALUE

Anaciri S

Only

C

Only

,

tt A,*

WITH THIS
COUPON

WITHOUT COUPON 83c
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

_

ammo mon* =nom 4N.

e

I

mem& immin owns
tim =MN OM.= IMINN. MEMO

mom, =moms mom

12 bout nasal
doeonSeslaca "Psules
ALL MOO

Good thru Sat., March 23, 1968
KODAK INSTAMATIC CARTRIDGE

Au. DAY1
.4;5!±,
FROP FROM

TER RY

DoE TO c0,"."-,..

.

"z4:4;d4 AND HAY

CX 126 Kodacolor Film

bus irtoorr`°"-:SI00029

20c
CASH
VALU E
1

PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY,
MARCH 23, 1968. WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.

F.. WHITER

TEETH,

New!

9.50 SIZE

00TH',

Mennen

SAVE

Deep Magic

1594

Maclean's

Deodorant

2 OZ. BOTTLE

Toilet Bowl

Deodorant

9.98

Soothes

oothpas e

WITHOUT COUPON 99c
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

PUSHBUTTON

Bath Oil

85` SIZE

C WITH THIS
COUPON

and
smoothes

deodorant,

away ,

VALUE

dry skin.

Pleasantly

10 OZ.

Reg. or

scented

CAN

mint flavor.

25c

Only
ft

Only
STURDY PLASTIC CONSTRUCTION -

MODEL T2240

G.E. AM/FM Radio
SLIM -LINE

T.V.
Antenna
Reg. Price

99c

C

SIZE

By

Video
Master

67

26 Qt.
Swingtop

Bell white
Solid state circuitry
Dual speaker system
Handsome 2 -tone cabinet

a

Reg.

$26.88 S

er

Reg. Price

ONLY

9.39
Only

C

hing organized, handy!

Keeps eve
BRIDGEPORT

FESCO

MODEL L40

Rotary Parts Keeper
Rotary Tool Keeper

Power
Beam Lantern
Push-button
switch, styled
for easy
carrying.

C

Both spin on ball
bearings. Choice
of colors.

88

each
Only

FAST DRAW
REG. 39c DORSEY

un

olster e

MILTON BRADLEY

Reg. Price
$3.47

4#

394 E. Irving Park Rd.,
Roselle

Barrington

S
,1,229
Men's Tee Shirts
(1

97c

Only

99

136 Main St.,

REG. $2.79 PKG. OF 3 SIGNAL

Reg. Price

Kreskin's E.S.P.
Game

REG. $2.79 PKG. OF 3 SIGNAL

C
470 Georgetown Sq.,
'Wood Dale

948 Grove Mall,
Elk Grove

1

Plastic Baby Pants

122 Vail,
Arlington Heights

Men's Briefs
10 Hoffman Plaza;
Hoffman Estates

819 Elmhurst Rd.,
Des Plaines

Qhly
1500 Lee St.,

pis.Plaines

.

45 Plum Grove Rd., .
Palatine

Jewe4 Mbeae& /God Pr S gam, /1/1~.

fave.a/Wt itae4 tto.d Petee.:1 Sew& 4/6"eb /Watt&

i

Fill Your Shopping Cart
With -Store -Wide Values!
Butcher Shop
CENTER CUT

Pork Chops

LB1

LAMB

LB.

Shoulder Chops
YOU
SAVE

Rath
YOU
SAVE
cL.

RATH, PATRICK CUDAHY
OR COUNTRY BREAKFAST

sal ran..
,es rriiss7

Sliced Bacon

LB.

.0*

FRESHLY GROUND

Ground Beef LB'

Why Settle For Less

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Minute Steak

YOU

FRESH

Than Total Food Savings?

- GRADE "A" WHOLE

Frying Chickens

When you shop at Jewel, you don't just save in a Certain department. Or on just a few selected items.

A 1 I FtrodLe"111: 1-12.k.e71

Jewel offers you values throughout the store. You can save,
,

2nd Big Week!

CHOPPED
OR LEAF

frozen food

Jewel's
Dollar Sale!

-

Of course, there are also special purchases Jewel calls
"Bonus Specials" that bring you even more savings. Plus
unusual buys in the Produce Market and other Jewel shops every
week.

"Miracle
Food

$1

2 OZ
PKGS

Suds

22 OZ.
BTL.

Golf & Arlington

20 OZ. LOAF

THE UNCOLA - REG. 6/69c + DEP.
r1B2T

C

-Up0+

.

SevenLS.

DEP

Ai

4

Play Jewel's TV Game
. . .

r

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

New Jewel-Osco
Road
50 W. Golf
Heights (State Road)

ONLY

a.

25

VALUES THIS WEEK!

AT YOUR
AVAILABLE ONLY

FRI.,
SAT.

LB.

0" Sandwich Bread

Grand Opening!

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

THURS.,

JEWEL MAID - REG. 27c

Cut Green Beans

SAT., MARCH 23, 1968

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

0

151/2 OZ. CAN

PRICES EFFECTIVE

894
984
Porterhouse Steak .
. 794
Round Steak

Bananas

BLUEBROOK - REG. 12c

AIR MAID - REG. 39c

Sirloin Steak

RIPE

Plus . . . This Week's Bonus Specials!

Only Jewel offers you total food savings like these.
Now, more than ever, why pay more?
--...e;;E HOME OF

GOLDEN

Spinach

And the Jewel Butcher Shop now brings you over 100 reduced
meat prices. So you can also save on many ofqour favorite cuts
beef, pork, lamb, poultry, every kind of meat - each time you visit.

ENJOY THESE EXCITING

terj

r4041"t

for example, on thousands of groceries and household products
you buy and use frequently. These.are items that have
"Miracle Prices" every. day - the lowest possible prices Jewel
can regularly offer you.

&hi

LB.

CHERRY VALLEY

Jewel's "Miracle Prices" Early June Peas
offer you savings on all of
your favorite groceries and
'household needs - no mat- Del Monte Peas
ter which sizes or brands you
prefer. Take canned peas,

for example. Here are just a
few of the sizes and brands
you'll find on Jewel shelves
every day. Notice how you

Sweet Peas

1L
TaCI)1Z.

I

Uc

JLAi&

Can
131/4°26C

GREEN GIANT

Sugar Peas

11372 4 C

WIN $1000 CASH!

MARY DUNBAR

Early June Peas

WHY PAY MORE?

AUNT NELLIE

Jewea Mbeete4 rood Peimi Sew& You, Move&I

11C

LIBBY- IN BUTTER SAUCE

save with "Miracle Prices"!

Arlington Heights

8C1/2:1Z.

1C6anz.in95 C
16oz.

I

I

Early Harvest Peascan ZU

Jeive4 /Kate& ?;.oel Mime

oeb Meit&I

-.!

Dialog

... will! George Hamilton

"Your face sure looks

"Our own brain -drain."
'"We have one going too?".

familiar. Don't I know you?

"You bet. It's going on at

You're..."
,

"A. Constant Reader. I
visited you as a guest col-

every level: national, state,

county, community, and of
course right in the home."
"Tell me more."

umnist some time back."

"What's bothering your

"Well, ours works dif-

brain these days?"
"Funny you should ask. It's
the brain -drain problem that's

ferently. Our brain -drain is

brain -drain affecting our own -

have been complaining about
and professional mental giants

more evident than ever.

Is

"Figure how much stress
and strain Our top cabinet
members, ambassadors, and

who have been making their
way out of the tight little isle
without troubling to purchase

legislators must endure

round-trip tickets."

"Do you have a solution for

tned, which ribbow-cutting
rites to share in, what smart

intelligentsia from the land of

the Beatles, the Liverpool

double-talk to devise for some
foreign envoy.

mod pantaloon designers?"

special dilemmas plaguing

"Some legislators have

sound, and Carnaby Street

"Not really. I think they'll

them, such as whether to appear on the Johnny Carson or

find some way of stopping the
exodus before the gangplanks
give in."

the Joey Bishop show, not
to mention reminding their

"Then what are you work-

secretaries

to check up on

how their records are selling,

ing on?"

arsazzassaoramizarizialartaristari

munities?"

"You must be kidding.

-Between trying to puzzle out
the income tax form in time

.to get under the line, trying
to find paridng places, helping
the kids with their speedreading, new math, and other
instant knowledge procedures,

Springfield, then depart for

time due them on the
parking meter, not to

fighting the battle of the

reconvene until July. Only
brain -fatigue can explain it."

budget at the supermart, the
average homeowner hasn't

"Maybe you're being

even showed up in force at the
recent referendums on library,
school, and similar issues."
"It's serious, then?"

charitable. What about your
survey of county officials?"

deciding which banquet to at-

this rapid escape of English

northwest suburban com-

rest if they meet Just long
enough to Jam hundreds of

home -while they still have

"During election year It

"Tell me, just how is this

"Figure it out for yourself.
Our own batch of lawmakers
must be in real need of a long

mental powers,"
"How does this work at the
national level?"

the throngs of top thinkers

"Well, let's Just take one

"Speaking for myself, it
definitely is. Just thinking

case of clear-cut brain -drain.
When sanitation experts from
this area find It necessary to

about it gets me so tired men-

flit all the way to the Orient
to put together aromatic data

tally that I can't even offer
any opinion about the pro-

garbage disposal, when all

munities into one Super

posed merger of 10 com-

on improved methods of

Suburbia."

they had to do was hop a

"In your case, that's a real

freight to New York to see

blessing. Everyone else

how. the Gothamites manage

_to get along without any

already has."

$:,06V,30,St

All letters to the editor mutt be signed, but names will,
be withheld upon request. Letters should be as brief as
possible, typewritten, if possible, and should contain an

Tbe profgurt 33ap

address or phone number so their authenticity can be check-

"SLOW DOWN, YOU CRAZY MIDDLE-AGED KIDS!"

bead -wearing folksingers."
"And at the State level?"

bills into the hopper down at

know, our British cousins

-pf

removal of the stuff at all.'

simply a sweeping away of

engaged my attention. You

rfr,

'

compared with the latest discs
by some psychedelic clutch of

ed.

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper'sfreedont and intellectual integrity.

-- Marshall Field Ill
Thursday, March 21, 1968
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K. S. Johnson, General Manager'

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor
The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday. by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second chug Postage paid at Mount Prospect. III, 60056
Subscription rates: 25 cent:, a week, home delivered.

Out of town U.S. mail rate, S10.00 a year: S6.00 for six months.
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

A Small Price to Pay
With fancies.., and spring ... and lova going around, a girl should think about
how she is going to look. Think about it and go to your Kara Cosmetic counter. Kare has all
you need to give yourself a SpringTime Radiance . . . maybe with Kare . . . this spring
will be one to remember.

ADORN
$1.35 Value

EMPIRIN
COMPOUND' Bcttle
$1.00 Value

!

,

'

home assessed at $ 12,000, the annual tax people at all levels of government. It involves more than cleaning up Lake Erie and
bill would be about $42.
A sewer system in a.modern suburb is Lake Michigan. It also is a matter of cleannot a luxury that can be by-passed in favor ing up one's own' backyard.
of the present septic fields which are in use.
The $42 bill is a small price to pay for
It is a form of health insurance. At present, maintaining the present character of the
there is some danger to the health of the Prospect Heights community and protecting
residents. In 'the summer, problems have the health of its citizens.

HAIR SPRAY

.

been experienced in the septic fields when
there is some difficulty in percolation. Last
summer Sanitarian Densil Brown found abnormally high pollution in some of the wells
The system would serve 1,150 homes which was due in part to seepage from the
already constructed, and have a carrwity for septic fields. The increase in population in
eventually serving 1,800 homes in the Prospect Heights which surely seems indistrict.
evitable at the present rate of building in
The cost of the construction to the average the area, will only make the situation worse.
taxpayer would be 40 cents per $100 assessPollution is a problem which is facing the
ed valuation, meaning that for a $30,000

S1.50 Value-Regular or Hard to Hold

2

The people of Prospect Heights will be
asked to vote Saturday on a $900,000 bond
referendum to construct a sewer system for
the Old Town Sanitary District.

Grace's Daze
$2.79 Value

Birthday Celebrations

IESTABS-

WITH IRON'"*"*
S1.09 Value

89c Value RinseOff

14.i.Botti
CEPACOL
MOUTHWASH .

.

. .

I- `rk'1

.

2.

'PEPSODENT
TOOTHBRUSH

.

'

By Grace Mott

A quartet of close friends

brance last Saturday night.

three in the foursome each

Celebrating was Mrs. James
Brown, birth date March 19,

the senior William H. Thedorf

neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Gary

mond Church at two o'clock

celebrate the birthdays of

,79c Value-Adult Size

.

.

.

year, and last 'week went to
Tralee Farm for dinner. They

are Mr. George Edgcumbe

and Mr. Charles Barrow

whose birthdays are March
13, and Mrs. Barrow whose
natal day is March 10. Mrs.

Edgcumbe doesn't get into the
category until November.

.

Mount
Prospect must have been of

the same mind when they
)C GC

Haim.

A PARTY early this month

was a first of

its

kind for

Gerald Miller, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Miller. Until this

near Carpentersville drew

and David Bigos and Robert

Kuhns of Prospect Heights

number from here.

Brady from Mount Prospect.

Club." They are Mr. and Mrs.
Knrc Has Low
Prescription Prices

..../.079.9tTyypyAr,z,

my. ealtanrciO.,"

ALL MIDWEST
BANK CARDS

.............

... 1`

OVVOYM572

J

.....

........... -KARS 7.: I.

.

-

WELCOME HERE

..... A SOZU.

ALGONQUIN AND LU STRUT, DES PLAINES

4

M MAW

*WA DA

e.(1)2.171°

DIVIRUY AND HALSTED, CHICAGO

DIVISIOrl,AND °AMY, CHICAGO
2127 W. LAWRINCE AVE., CHICAGO

.

................

115TH AND WESTERN, CHICAGO
5346 S. ASHLAND, CHICAGO

CIRMAK AND HOYNI, CHICAGO

2321 5. MEM, CHICAGO

2623 S. PULASKI, CHICAGO
47TH AND CALUMIT, CHICAGO
CAMP McDONALD AND WOLF ROAD, WHETTING 6611 5. HALSTED, CHICAGO

Whelps Omagh

INTO ittitrit

Alto littPOStT

CICIRO AND CIRMAK, CICIRO.

2995 KIRCHHOFF ROAD, ROLLING MEADOWS

""*"...11*
AIM to QM

ADORESS..7-7

CUP THIS

SOUTH

NORTH

3745 N. LINCOLN, CHICAGO

WAUKIGAN AND LASS STRUT, GLINVIIW

a

Is

P11014

Your Kare Drug Conveniently Located At:

GOLF ROAD AND ROUTE 03, MT. PROSPICT

4610 N. CLARK, CHICAGO

-4e:41111.4..../

4:7'"-:M.:

167TH AND OAK PARK, TINUY PARK
WIST

'

1705 N. MAIN, WHEATON
MADISON AND CICIRO, CHICAGO
1703 N. HARLEM, CHICAGO
NORTH AND YORK ROAD, UMHURST
HARLIM AND WASHINGTON, FOUST PARK

?410

birthday cake. These included

Scott Harden and David

they call the "Happiness

101

Jack Mueller, Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Nerge, the Roy Willes,
the junior Walter Nctibuhrs,
Mr. and Mrs Willis Priebe,
and the Henry Knosps who
chose the Tralee for their bi-t
monthly adventure in good

vited sponsors, Mrs. David

Smith and Mr. Robet Kalis,
their families, and Mr. Gerlad

Thedorf all of Milwaukee to
dinner in the Thedorf home
afterward.

Also in Mount Prospect for

day's festivities were
his guests for games and the
grandparents Mr. and Mrs.

day night, for Tralee Farm

women are members of what

of Russell William, fourth
child of the couple who in-

celebrated with family only.
This year, four friends were

decided to dine out last Satur-

TWELVE MEN and

qiitqaddd

home was marked with a

who with Mr. Brown were special family event. It was
dinner guests of next door the christening in St. Ray-

With them wetit Wit.: and
the ...year the little boy .who was
Mrs.
tdgetilMicie Alaue404:Misi., four : years old March 12 has
of

ST. PATRICKS DAY in

'

A family celebration Sun-

Howard Thedorf of Franklin,

Wis.

The important day had

more than the usual

day included Gerald's

significance, for Rita Thedorf,

weekend.

claim to improved health.

who underwent six hours of
Adolph Derrer who came surgery after the baby's birth
from Freeport, Ill., for the and who now gives grateful
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.

HIDEAWORD

food.

Unable to go this time,
however were the Knosps and
the Nerges.
Also at Tralee were the
William Motts who joined

friends, Mr. and Mrs. Vharles
Jensen from Glenview for dinner, and the J. Russell Bahrs
of Mount Prospect.

One -of the Chicago
foursome from here in

.Millionaires Clubs drew a

another birthday remem-

KALSPER
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
30 good, 37 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

People
On The

-

13 -Lost and Found

Giti-tfroY 6:11 W7-White underneath, fluffy tall. Fri., area
All subjects and languages
taught in your home.

14 -Personals
DON'T GIVE UP on lost artiCTes77
place a "Lost" ad in Classi-

Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales
Aviation
Auto Leasing
Auto Parts and Access.
Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange
Boats and'Marine Supplies'
Boat Storage
Building Materials

20

ling Blue Lustre for cleaning rugs
and upholstery. Rent electric

109
105

shampooer $1, The Paint Spot,
11 W. Davis, Arlington Heights,

34

'

)07
106
103
99
101

64

3"
38
39
66

Business Opportunities
Business Personals
Business Service Directory

15
16
17

Business Services

9
Cord of Sympathy
Card of Thanks '
'Cemeteries & lots
JO
'Coins - Hobbies '
12
Dov Ccmp
44
Dogs, Pets and Equipment
Employment Agencies -Men ....27
03

28
29
57

Women
Equipment Rentals
Florists

1

36

Food and Delicacies
Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors

LU

KAY BENZIN
Mrs. Kay Benzin has been
named branch manager of the

7
2

24
26

H,Ip Wanted Men
Help Wanted Man or Women
Help Wonted Women
Home Furnishings -Furniture
,Industrial Propert
In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
landscaping

Preferred Business Service

Corp. for the greater
metropolitan area

30
47

Loans -Personal, Business
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes

She has been personnel

manager of "Angels in

Disguise," the temporary of -.Tice personnel division of the

Motoycles and Scooters
Musical Instruments

Mrs Benzin will supervise

the administration of

Will do ironing in my heme.

layoffs due to weather.

253.3443
RN Exper'd In' Geriatrics will
care for elderly patients in
hospital or home. 259-3506

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

PERSONNEL DEPT.

2 weeks paid vacation
paid holidays
paid sick leaves
40 overtime
insurance
automatic raises

372-7227

years

Preferred's electronic data

processing division and

"Angels in Disguise" will be
soon headquartered in Oak

Brook where the firm's national office and computer

center building is nearing
completion

HT ADS
ihe haincrafters co.
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

for your future

Inventory Help

o SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

Permanent part time to
take grocery store inventories Saturday evenand
Sundays
ings,

No experience necessary

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

23
90
50
65

MiaORT®N ME7AI 419

Office Furniture - Devices

55
69
56

Personals

14

Real EstateApt. Building

85
89
86

CI TECHNICAL WRITERS

occasional week nights.
experience

No

neces-

O

sary. Starting rate $1.75
per hr.

Wheeling
537-2180

250 N. 12th St.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Rz7

o TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS
(Must bo familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc, arts)
cm-ELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

:The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in 'Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headq.uarters for Hallicrafters administrative,

SATURDAY

March 23, 10 to 12 a.m.

Sienewce E2direector7s.

engineering, and research development Laboratories.

r

Contact Personnel Dept.
Weekdays 8:30 AM to 5 PM

Let us help make your DAY!

ASSISTANT

Consult this daily guide of reliable ser-

BOOKKEEPER

vices offered by reputable business people in your community. Call one NOW!

259-9600
,

Me half/crafters co,

Prefer young man with
accounting and
bookkeeping experience.
Will
train.
Excellent
some

Catering
CL3-4182

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

opportunity in. area GM

'AT

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

dealership.

Lauritz Jensen
Write Box 1144
The Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,,lll.
60005

Decorators CL 9-0495

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400
Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day

LINES

Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Alterations

520 Paints Most Rooms

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

ON MEN'S WEAR

Continental

CL 9-0849

DAYS

Robert L. Ford, 909
Ironwood Dr., Mount

Experts in
Floor Maintenance

Auto Repair

TILE

We Don't
We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

ONLY

Carpet Shampooing
Guaranteed Satisfaction

TOWING SERVICE.

'

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

Chicago. Ford will be
responsible for building
distribution, establishing new
markets for the product and

for sales promotion, adning.

15

Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5.5056

D

TODAY

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359-1906

Call "the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
job too small, 766-8034

Carpet Cleaning
Winter

BEFORE 4 P.M.

Special

617.95

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas
59.95 & up. 894-5722

DEPENDABLE CARPET
new or used.
Wall -to -Wall,
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL3-4182
CL 5-4833

MOUNT

Kenneth J. Siegfried of'
206 N. Lincoln Ln., Arling-'

Catering

255-4400
ADVERTISERS

chemicals division, since

PLEASE

1964.

further Info contact Mr.
Carter, 27 W. Prospect, Mt.
For

Prospect, or call CL 3-5592.

CHECK YOUR ADS!

Snow Plowing. 437-4870

Masonry
Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

their advertisement and in
Case of ' error - to Itiatify the
'classified ''deportment
once ia,order' that correction
can be made. 'Wt,. event of
(Frei or, amtiiiria; the' newspaper' will 'be resPensibie' for
ONLY '

the

firs1

incorrect

insertion 'and only to the ox.
tent of the siaCe that the ad
'be;
requirei.' 'Priors
rgcitifiecl by republication

Moving

Dressmaking -Sewing

Shortening of hems on coats,
Advertisers are requested to
Chock' the firii intertian' of

drosses, fur coats; repair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. -Also men's clothing
255-8161
skirts,

Alterations & Fittings
by Prpfessional in my home.
437-6588
Appointment only.

Floor Maintenance.
Ecklund floor Service

Average rm. sanded, sealed &
finished.' 519.95
766-4687

Furniture Refinishing

Save 50%

358.9710

Murals

CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL

255-4062
Arlington Fits.
Limited spring openings.

Painting -Decorating

Lauritz Jensen

Ploaseciteik' yeti? ads er,d
tract.: Correctnotify
ions are oamptecl hy. kirno,

Paul Crevis, 922 Tamarack

'9' re 9, weekdays & 9 to )2

Ln. Mount Prospect, has'
been, appointed assistant ad %

Snturcloys:'
.

ministrator of Resurrection,
Hospital, Chicago.

FAMILY

-monommomb

PHONE 255,-7200

WANT ADS

3 Generations

Decorating in the Finist
Scandinavian Tradition.

CL 9-0495
Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insiired.
529-7774

JOBS OFFER:

WIEBOLDT'S

Good Starting Pay

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan
Profit Sharing

varied assignments in the in-

392.6817

clean

AT

ing equipment. Liberal benefits including profit sharing.

Plastering
Fast

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

stallation, maintenance and
repair of production and build-

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

Ned Williams

APPLY

Day shift openings offering

Pianos - Organs

Small

service.

jobs a specialty. Free estimates
255-3823

Radio -TV Repair

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL -DIRECTOR

BARRETT-

FL 8-5359

CALL ED

SAVE YOUR EYESI

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank. Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's
Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen

Arl. Hts.

CI 5-5692

Sewer Service
All types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

CRAVENS CO.

MOT

,

OLA

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

An equal opportunity employer

MAINTENANCE

Outstanding opportunity for applicants with experience in any
of the following.

ELECTRICAL

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Sewing Machine Repair

-

10 AM to 9:30 PM, Mon.
Thru Fri. Sat. 9:30 to 5:30

Electrical -Mechanical

255-4400

Jim's Sewer Service

Wayne's Furniture Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns &
scratches removed. FL 8-4543.

Illinois.'
APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

MAINTENANCE

Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under $45.
529-2840

Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.

These men will carry out maintenance
duties in both plant and office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,

MEDIATE 20 percent DIS-

Photography

Beautify your home for Easter.

Nursery Schools

DAYS and NIGHTS

438.8387

SEWER TROUBLES?

Moving
LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

:

fir enelinertion.

workmanship.
'381-4651

Reasonable Rates

spraying work. Rototiller rental.

Driveways,
Stairs,
Garages,
Patios. Free estimates.

person with jewelry

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

LAWN MAINTENANCE and general landscaping, power raktrimming &
ing, rototilling,

Cement Work by Vito Pelagio.

for

potential

Cl. 3-1118

care of home maintenance?
*Painting: Interior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
*New Method Carpet Cleaning
*Floor Care for Home & Office

Landscaping

WINTER PRICES

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
to
order, Alterations. Near
255.0348
Randhurst.

and a

guaranteed full enoration into
the wonderful warld of .voice.

766-1943

LU

-

earning

COUNT ON PURCHASES.

Advanced &
beginners, New easy method.

Professional teacher

high

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,

Wall Papering,

Lessons -

is now being offered at Carter
School of Music. Join the fun
while there are still openings.

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

Excellent opportunity with

Full time or part time to start.
Many company benefits. IM-

Instructions
CL 5-8239 CL 3-5050

FINE JEWELRY

to advance with company.

Top quality materials & careful

Help with income tax
in your home
CL 5-0313
Vinco Bauder

Concrete Work

PROSPECT

ton Heights, has been appoint-,
ed manager, foundry products, for the Quaker Oats
Company's chemicals division.
Siegfried had been supervisor,
market development in the

BUILDING CUSTODIANS
I

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

VOCAL LESSONS

2$$:4642

255-7200

Income Tax

Violin

NEEDS

background who has desire

358-9038

The universal language of song
cleans

Carpet Installation
Stn

Fully insured.
Sholl Decorating

Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone call takes

24 HOUR SERVICE

0' Brien Constr.

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS.

CALL

Es tab. 45 Years
Free Estimates
ALL PHONES

243-4804

Carpentry -Remodeling

$

0

vertising and product plan-

CONCRETE
TERRAZZO
WALL WASHING

WOOD

BUY OR SELL CARS

Prospect, has been named vice
president of sales, garage door
openers, of Perma-Power Co.,

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.

Mutual

Relining, Pleats
Remodeling,
Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten -

LA

Painting -Decorating

Floor Surfacing

BILL of MATERIALWRITERS

o DRAFTSMEN

INTERVIEWING AT 380 NORTHWEST
HWY.
Room 112
DES PLAINES

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

CL 5-4833

Bud Cairns 392-5151.

The Ideal Company

83

91
Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate -loans Mortgages 94
95
Real Estate -Service
08
Real Estate -Vacant
96
Real Estate Wonted
Rooms -Board -Housekeeping ...70
21
Situations Wanted -Men
22
Situations Wonted -Women
74
To Rent Apartments
78
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73
76
To Rent Houses
81
To Rent Miscellaneous
79
To Rent, Resort Properties
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wonted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

been with the company for 10

hen
on Use

111

Real Estate -Houses

Oak Park, Des Plaines, Golf
Mill and Oak Brook. She has

GET RESULTS

If interested

in a prestige position offering
on above average Income call

Must be married' and

living in northwest area.
Complete benefits program car furnished. For
appointment call ,'

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No

Experienced -References

sell, and think.

259-8085

qualified in auto body
appraiding.

MEN

must have the ability to work,

JMH Services, Inc.

burban area. Must be

Day. 392-6159

22 -Situations Wanted Women

second to none. No previous

over 300% in 3 years and hove
professional reputation
a

To
necessary.
experience
succeed in this business you

Insurance company has
opening in northwest su-

for

College student seeks summer
work. Available May 5th to Labor

ly. Top salary.

APPRAISER

JOBS

21 -Situations Wanted -Mon

Groat jopportunity for "take

charge' man. Right man will
advance to supervisor quick-

.

13

Real Estate -Bus. Property

Preferred's offices in Chicago,

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Counselor
Opportunity to join the most
progressive recruiting firm in
the suburbs. We have grown

Computer Operator
PROPERTY DAMAGE

32
98

Nursery Schools - Child Care

company

360

8 N. Dryden, Arlington Hts.

CALL 392-1300

24 -Help Wanted Men

Employment Agencies Employment Service -Women

Recruiting

JOAL SHOES

Rolling Meadows

528.7665

IT'S terrific the way we're sel-

71

24 -Help Wanted Men

boy

APPLY IN PERSON

Middle Ago or'Over

255-7200 now,

35
75

Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Share

High school or college
for stock work and selling.

$125 PER WEEK

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

fied and got them back. Dial
Air Conditioning

WAREHOUSE
SUPERVISOR

TUTORING

Rd. CL 3-1721.

INDEX

ay U

PART TIME

1500 block N. Evergreen & State

CLASSIFIED

THE -DAY
Thursday, March 21, 1968

24-He1p Wanted Men

24 -Help WantetMen

23 -Instruction

WELDING

837-2345

DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

53.95 & 55.95. 359-3593

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile = New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
830 W. N.W. Hwy.
'

259-9440

STATIONARY ENGINEERING

MACHINE REPAIR

PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDING

0 PAID HOLIDAYS
0 OVERTIME
0 2 WEEKS PAID VACATION
0 -PAID SICK LEAVE
0MEDICAL & LIFE INSURANCE
AUTOMATIC INCREASES
COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

M. Hts.

1711 SU'

fa- 17-440

use the

WANT
ADS

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

250 N. 12th St.

Wheeling

OFF DUNDEE RD.

537-2180

THE DAY

."

;":"; 94-HelpWante4 Men -

Thursday, March 21, 1968

Page 8
24 -Help Wantei!Men

Janitors'-''Nigfits

MEN MANTED

trim with some: Mecnahlcal ex.

! Machine. Hours'clPtMd 12:30 AM
I, for this permanent piisition which
includes our full program of com-

INSPECTOR

2nd Shift

Full 'or Part,Titne
3

pany benetills;

work as an Inspector in our

Men needed for clean-

It4elding Department from 3130
p.m. to midnight.

offer store
Full time 5 .nights ,371/2i
hour week, or port .time
5 nights 20- hour ,,week:
Full company benefits
disincluding liberal
count privilegbt.
ing

We are an 'expanding elec-

component manufacturer, looking for an individual
to work In an atmosphere of
tronics

supervision
with
minimum
maximum
opportunity for
personal growth. Applicant

should have 2 to 5 years ex-

:become

;''

!company.

You will work with our en-

gineering
department, developing creative ideas into

CA.RSop rP) RI E.

new products for the growth

of the firm Excellent advancement potential

AN ECRIAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
'APPLY IN PERSON

ATTENDNT

'

NITEl OPEN
Car Required

WEEK

JAKE'S
,.,,

call

Women .

ELP WANTED

turn Eagles
RESTAURANT

'

71anifOr
in new Elk ,Grove plant.

26 -.Help Wanted Men cr

-

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

For Appointment

392-3500

---

;

Top wages for experienced
nian. First shift. Benefits.
include profit sharing, uniform's,
-paidtvacation, paid holidays, 'and
4Raicl life insurance and hospitalization.

1700 Hicks Rd.

Pleasant WOrking Conditions
Paid Vacations

,;:Ful.libr,Part Time ,irfAll Categories

A

KITClack

forlappbtment

WAITRESSES

and

BUS BOYS

BARTENDERS
('It

PORTERS'-

439L7600

_GET RESULTS

Women

1150 S. Willis Ave.

METHODE

DAY WANT ADS

ti

COMPANY

Rolling Meadows

827-8181

26-Hel11 'Wanted Men' or

or

r

200 E. Touhy, Des Plaines
Call 296-2251, Eel. 60

Randhuts.t Center
Motint nisecict

2665 Mannheim, Des Plaines

immediately.,Calh539-1240

438-$045

'

CARDINAL TOOL
& MFG. CO.

earning $30 to $50 per week.
training received
Excellent
In sales while earning money

SYMONS MFG.

SCOTT4:COL..

MFG. CORP.

'

Good starting pay, cOMPiriey benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit shoring.

Experience N'ecess'ary

associated with a
'established

BOYS WANTED

Age 12 to IS. "After school
work 4:30 to 8:30 p.m. Saturday all day. Our boys ore

GENERAL FACTORY.)

'DES PLAINES

Rolling Meadows Aieci

growing well

.

Age a nd=trsate open

PAid,tibas

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY''

;SERVICE STATION

:

'Shipping & Delivery

'

EIGHT DELIVERY s'
:

;

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

;

V

4

IMMEDIATELY

:

Ftili Time & PehTiMe '

,

,EXcellent,,,opporttinityfor a
young high school graduate to

Persennel Office grid FloO;'..

perience in mechanical or
electrical -mechanical drafting.

"

.-

;

BERKEY. PHOTO

i

f 20 GRACELAND

:Should be ,familier, with, arc
reading
Welding, Capable:
"shop drawings' and able to
Work basicireath..,

!

827-6141.'

We! are. looking for a man to

DRAFTSMAN

'

Full or part. tenet tMandgement
opportunities.
Call
collect:
r, 2,74t1,1tv

orders. Call Why. 4 & 8 p.m.
.

.

MECHANICALLY MIND ED 'MAN

Pick up & DeliVer Fuller Brush

Film ProQessor

calls to take orders.
774-5353
Cdr nec.

parlance to run kodachrome

DESIGN

.

$3.00 An Nou'r

Part Time

' 24 -,Help Wanted Men'

:24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men.

24-Hetp Wanted Men
:

alp Wanted Mori

24:Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Plione LE 7-510

MOTOROLA

BANQUET HELP

'

HOSTESSESuand CASHIERS
APPLY AT RESTAURANT IN PERSON BETWEEN
-

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

NEEDS
S.

1150

Willis-

COMMUNICATIONS

tint Eagtes

1-",T,

III

! Wheeling,

:

3:00 P.M. and 5:30 P.M. OR CALL MANAGER
FOR APPOINTMENT, 299-0012

'RESTAURANT

An equal opportunity employer

c

26 -Help. Wanted Men or ,2641elp Wanted .Men

-

TECHNICIANS!

Women

These men should have attendecl q'techniced.thaol in.rdCeived training in the
service in 2 -way communications' equipment. They should have the ability to
test and analyze various types of electronic equipment, including transmitters
and relays, and have knowledge of solid state devices.

Women

DIRECTLY WEST OF MANNHEIM (LEE ST.)

26 -Help Wanted. Men a;

ON OAKTON DES PLAINES

Women

-

:

4

JOBS'OFFER: '

Excel lent Starting Wage

Automatic Increases
Promotion From :Within
Excellent Working Conditions
Low, Cost Hospital izatiop

Profit Sharing

i

WE NEED HELP!!

APPLY - 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
"1

1

2

MOTOROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Roads ..Schbq !rib
An Equal Opportunity Employer .,

cEMAI-E

4

.

.

.

.

4

.

,

.

.

SECRETARIES & STENOGRAPHERS

DICTAPHONE OPERATOR

0 to 3 years experience ideal for, secretarial positions now open in 'several departments. Duties are varied and interesting.

Willingito tcain,c:Move average typist to operate dictaphone. Variety of work involved in this

r'g

tassignment.

v.-:c.i

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
Day and night shift openings for experienced operator or we will train individual with rhodereta
typing skills.

,

JANITRESSES ,:

r

'

,

CLERKS (Night Shift)

TYPISTS
We will train qualified typists to operate billing machines in accounting departrnent. Excellent
opportunity to learn new skill.

1

1.

N
Ev,eningtlira-5,p.m.
to 1:30 a.m. Na prior experience necesS:cmit:4 we will train.

A

.

.

,:: Prior,general 'office experience desired for clerical essignipents in accounting and credit
i' department.. Na typing involved.

.

t

GENERAL CLERKS
GENERAL

DRAFTS

,'

'

!

',:'

Beginning positions now open In credit department for individucl %Tilting cletical assignment
r..
L
t
No typing involved.

,

/--..--;?-1.-----:-is

-and- eiifergenles." '

.

.

SWITCHBOARD (Relief)

.

Experiences', switchlsecird-oPerator wanted as relief:edZi.oribusy board. Substitute for vacations

,

.

MODEL. MAKER
.

,

-

,

: PROGRAMMERS

'
t

We are expanding our Research & Development Center in the

;

positions are open now in each Drafting and Model Making.

experience in mechanical inttrLiments;flowlcbntrol components,

or similar experience. The mo:el shop positions require too):
maker or tool room machinist experience.'
The Research & Development Center now being formulated
will be hiring in these areas for the', next 18 months. Interview

"\
I

\

\

\

'i

TAB OPERATOR TRAINEE

-,,

t

tbu wls,i;v111 JrPin qualified

desirabidt

.

GROUNDSKEEPER

,

Seeking individuals with experience in grourldskeeping who will work with tractors, mowers,
etc. on Pure Oil property.

CLERKS (Accounting Department)

DRIVER

-

MAIL DEPARTMENT

OVIlliar CO pony makituck,,and; clerical duties provides an Interesting job in

Retired postal employees would be ideal for clerical assignments In accounting department.
'

'

etir.diallfeerri.thikifferit liCerise required. '

'

'

UTILITY MAN
Recent high school graChteyr young man awaiting draft call would be Ideal for position of
sorting and distributing"maillnilarge office building.

Individual desiring varlety'of duties would enjoy this lob which Includes light office maintenance
work; minor repairs to office furniture servicing of pool cars, etc:

I

-11.,

wdRkiNdtiNOioNs

JANITORS

i

,

.'Evening hours 5 p.m. 10 8:30 a.m. No experience necessary as we wdtrilkt

MODERN AIR,CONDITIONED'PLANT
HOSPITAL --INSURANCE PROGRAM'

Al]

if1.1
t -11k4

'

Ii

to:-i\",t!ri

4:.!

k

Welcomes you icitioin our organization. Come in to our employment department for an interview. Many

fringe beilefits cre available to all regular employees; major medical, disability, sick pay, profit
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Machine trainee. Data processing school

Prior payroll exPerience helpful but we will train qualified applicant. Recent college graduate
would ftnd this '04 very challenging.

now for a position on the grbund floor to insure best opportunity.
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515,W. -MAIN ST.; Bbrrington, Illinois
381-2314
An,Equbl Opportunity Empl6Yer
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26-Holp Wanted Mon or

24-Ho1p Wanted Mon

BOY WANTED. SAT. MORNINGS.
YARD WORK
CL 3-4253

SHIPPING &

AIR

264!iolp Wanted Mon or
Women

RECEIVINGCLERK.

FREIGHT
Two air freight operations men
needed - night work Must type must have own transportation.

Experience preferred but will
train

Des Plaines Location

217 S.

Good Starting Wage.
Benefits
Overtime

Part Time weekend hours. Day
Shift. Excellent salary for

Col I ecti ons
Experienced for manufacturing
firm, familiar with D&C and all
collection procedures - able to
make own credit calls.

Holy Family
Hospital

GET RESUIJS

26 -Help 'Wanted Mon

in.-

Career opportunity. Excellent
starting salary, pleasant modern office.

299-228.1

.

CALL MRS. GOLZ

involves

dows, trim,
hung doors

and

helpful

but

we

now accounts. Complete training program. Any job you have

Many company benefits. IMMEDIATE 20 percent DISCOUNT ON PURCHASES.

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

9:30 PM, Mon.
Fri. Sat. 9:30 to 5:30.

\--NECESSARY
opening

MEN -FULL TIME

our Mt Prospect office.

Ken Berger
CL 3-2800

and

3

to

5

hours between 10:30 A.M. &

ACCOUNTANTS

field,

--

26 -Help Wanted Men -or
Women

$10,000-$20,000

,26 -Help' Wanted Men c

ultra -modern, our bonus picture is the only one of its kind
in our business and progression is from within.
These positions

are inside

personnel opportunities

-

re-

of what PARAMOUNT is. If hired you will

receive a generous base plus
commission. To start with the
emphasize on "Growth".

One of the Best
Training Programs

for Management!
No Experience
Needed
Start at $9,000
Career growth is the main objective of this comprehensive
mgmt. development program.
The sky is the limit! This large

national corp. takes pride in
promoting from within. You
can move into the area you desire. This diversified corp. provides you with unparalleled

potentialll Ask for details. No
Fee.

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR
AROUND THE CLOCK OPERATIONS

You will probably find this to

be one of the most interesting
jobs ever offered. You will represent your company to major industrial users of their product over the phone. You nev-

er have to make an outside
sales call. After training you ,

with engineering staff on all
phases of R -D. From there it's
up to you. For details call.

(7) Sales Trainees
$7,800-$9,000 +
Car
This job is so far above average that it's hard to compare.
It's with one of America's
foremost companies and offers perhaps the finest mgmt.
training available. It's constructed to give you broad ex-

posure and at the same time
develop' your potential as
quickly as possible. In addition to salary and a company
car, you get a liberal expense
account and a year - end bonus. No previous experience
necessary. NO FEE.

needed. No Fee.

Learn Programming
$600 + Free
Schooling

28 -Employment Agencies Women

-

WANTED:

.

for

Gels

various

clerical positions.
Ph. 537-9430
PARK EMPLOYMENT

251 E. Dundee Rd.

Wheeling

"GADABOUT"
RECEPTIONIST
COMPLETE TRAINING

Very different & funl This job is

so unusual we call it the

"gadabout" receptionist.A really

Call
Come To

CL 3-2100

No previous exp. required. Our
client, a large Chgo. based
manufacturer, will train you
to represent them to all major
airlines discussing and showing
some of the most sophisticated

communication 'equip. yet
made. No previous experience

several floors need you to fill in
for their SIX other receptionists

when they go to lunch or out
for coffee. You get to know
everyone in the whole place!

Start as a Claim
Adjuster Trainee

$440
$375
$650
$550
$475
$375
$475
$370

General Office
Secretary (V.P.)
Secretary
Bookkeeper

Figure Clerk

Keypunch
Typist
These positions are open NOW!
YOUR
LYNN
CAREER SPECIALISTS
SEE

DAVIS

299-3222

LEE OPTICAL
Needs a young lady with
sales personality, age 21 to

train as a dispensing

APPLY

LEE OPTICAL
74 Prospect Plaza

Mt. Prospect

259-7010
401 E. Prospect
Mt. Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

FULL TIME
30 -Help Wanted

salary and fringe
benefits.
Meals
provided.
Cleaning allowance.

WCIAkCti

HOUSEWIVES. Work at home.
Part
time phone
soliciting.
MR. HOWARD
774-5353

Baby sitter needed full or part
time for 2 children. Prefer local
Palatine woman with or without
transportation. Call betw. B & 4.

it ion . Greet clients, take
messages, type reports, in-

voices. The plush offices and
friendly people make this
an ideal spot for you.

11

a.m.

HOMEMAKER
Desperately needed in
motherless home. Children 10,
12, & 14. No laundry, hours
flexible, prefer 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
5 day week. Excellent pay.
mi. north of Randhurst.

Work
Some experience necessary.
Full Time
PHONE FOR APPT.

WAITRESSES

15 N. Elmhurst Ave.
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-1187

Northwest Hwy. &
Quentins Rd.
Palatine

GENERAL OFFICE
Full

time and part time girl

WANTED

15 Keypunch Oprs.

5 Lead Spots

needed. Typing, filing and
reception.
Excellent
opportunity with many company
benefits.

100% FREE

ALLIS-

MULLINS, & ASSOC.'
392-2525

CHALMERS

Women.

TYPISTS
We have several

positions

are day

Excellent

for beginning or experienced
typists. One position is from
6 p.m. to midnight; the others
positions.

starting rates, interesting and

ARE YOU BORED??

varied duties. Liberal employee
benefits.

A company in the suburbs claims that this position will not bore you. Handling phones, light
Salary to $400. FREE
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

427-2882

and

GENERAL OFFICE

HABERKAMP'S

28 -Employment Agencies-

2nd Floor
253-6600

BOOKKEEPING

CL 9.0573

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

Fee.

299-3222

392-4352

An equal opportunity employer

No

55 E. Rand Rd. Des Plaines

$30.00 A Week

Cumberland Office

in the Chicago area of a major
casualty company in addition
to a fine company training program. You get the added benefit of working on your own
without direct supervision. No

RED BALLOON
COFFEE HOUSE

Pick up & Deliver Fuller Brush

orders. Call between 8 &

No

this once in a life time pos-

APPLY

686-4781

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

experience or' special
background necessary to land

NIGHT HOSTESS
Excellent

Expenses
You' will be trained to adjust
and settle automobile claims

needed.

55 E. Rand Rd. Des Plaines

35, to

1161 McCabe Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Ill.
439-4666

exp.

RED BALLOON
COFFEE HOUSE

optician. Excellent salary.

$550 + Car +

IN THE LOOP WE'RE AT
S. State St.

Uniforms and meals provided.
Insurance programs.,

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.

Mount Prospect
- 202

Full Time

Current Listings:
Receptionist

Apply In Person

Call Pete Briggs 827-7706

Like Working Outdoors?

PARKER

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Day and Evening
Choose your own hours.

APPLY

RECEPTIONIST

nec.

117 So. Emerson

DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

WAITRESSES

Lynn
Davis

big company with offices on

friendliness that count. $433 Free
IVY. 7215 W. Touhy, SP 4-8585,
4942 N. Milwaukee. AV 2-5050.

about a successful career in
the area of sales - marketing.

previous

ership. Fringe benefits.

MR. JUSKIE

figure work, and some filing. Light typing helpful.

Subsidiary of Sunbeam Corp.
1365 LEE STREET

259-7330

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

Some typing. It's alertness &

Move Into This
Industry - Airline
Communication
Sales Trainee'

can move into Office Services
Management. No experience

Once in a lifetime opportunity to learn programming at
co. expense. Salary + free
schooling. No exp. nec. Unlimited opportunity. No fee.

CTS

designs of electro-mechanical
mechanisms. You will work

FREE

Inside sales and mid - management administration. The CON-

tunity in area GM deal-

Companies Have

PARAMOUNT

You will start by doing

Here is an exceptional opport.
if you are seriously thinking

Initially you will be trained in

MOLDERS

L

who is tired of doing routine
drawings and would like the
challenge of something new.

$400 to $450

Inside Sales
Trainee --$650

APPLY 9 to 5 Monday thrU Friday

966-0700

Ideally 'you're the kind of man

FREE

now. NO FEE.

CALL 824-6135

NCR electronic accounting machine operator
and accounts receivable
clerk: Excellent oppor-

Lynn
Davis

$9,000 + Car +

POTENTIAL for the right man.
YOU BE the RIGHT MAN. Call

ELECTRICAL & HYDRAULIC MAINTENANCE MEN

Who Wants
Design
$8.00-$1000

Industry Giant

poration affords TREMENDOUS

FINISHERS

YOUNG LADY

Miss Paige

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

Draftsman

Trainee --$750 Mo.

STANT GROWTH of this cor-

BUFFERS

this

fascinating field qualify. $500

not

learning and training for your
career with our company. This
is not a blind ad - or mis-

your way to a VERY SUCCESSFUL CAREER. No previous exp.
required - NO FEE.

STEADY EMPLOYMENT

and the desire to learn

80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830

articulate and self

TO INDUSTRY. You will talk to
people on all levels while

change. Take advdntage of
this training. And you are on

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

will gladly train a girl
without medical experience.
Light typing, neat appearance
he

61 North Suburban

presenting a QUALITY SERVICE

full salary and expenses. You
will learn WHAT STOCKS TO
BUY, WHEN TO SELL. How to
take a position in a stock ex-

GENERAL FACTORY WORK

of him when he's out on call.
Constant public contact and

the integrity of our business.
PARAMOUNT'S offices are

MULLINS & ASSOC.
11 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

Want to Make
Money in the
Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee
$700 & Free School

FILE CO.

tients, ans. phones, keep track

or in any other way challenge

392-6500

NO CONTRACTS TO SIGN

Women

NICHOLSON

pletely train you to greet pa-

Mo. FREE.

statement

DES PLAINES

Neighborhood doctor will com-

hole -in -the -walls,
giant supermarkets or cold
water fiats. We do. not hit

or

You will be sent to school at

PR

299.7131

small pleasant national sales
and distribution office.

gongs, 'give away motor -cycles

392-2525

client, one of America's LARGEST
BROKERAGE firms, will
train you in all the in and outs
of Brokerage Management.

GE

O'Hare Personnel at
for particulars.

are

ing.

One in a thousand jobs. Our

(.1

Career

sponsibilities. Light typing in

We offer a total service to
industry that is predicated on
"Quality". Our company employs no conmen, pitch artists
or slick operators. Our offices

299-7131

McDONALD'S

Contact

Interesting and diversified re-

RECEPTION

firm has just opened new
Mount Prospect offices.

to $22,000

'

CALL MR. SCHENK, MON-FRI. 1 PM- 5 PM ONLY
827-1220

DOCTOR'S

ed for two progressive opportunities! Our well established

position with a dynamic organization.
800 W Central Rood
Mt Prospect
An Equal Opportunity Employer

TRAIN AS

confident young men are need-

CAREER O'HARE
(pERSONNEL

3:30 P.M.

OPPORTUNITIES

Bright,

General accounting, cost accounting, manufacturing account-

Specialists at:

Join the team at McDonald's newest unit. We need neat,
dependable people who are willing to work. Age no barrier.
Excellent salaries, meals free. For a satisfying and exciting

ENGINEERING, INC.

challenging

253-4240

DIAL 392-6100
AVIATION

READ THIS

ELECTRONIC

further a career on its way,
the best way to accomplish
your objective is to call the

WOMEN - PART TIME MON-FRIDAY

,07 N. EVERGREEN, ARL. HIS.

Career Minded

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN ... to $ 9,600

thing in your life. But whether
you want to enter this exciting

MEN -PART TIME DAYS 11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
8 P.M.'- MIDNITE
PART TIME NITES

Automobile experience
preferred. Small office.

Salaries $325 to $800

6028 Dempster

Systems and procedures managers, systems and procedure
analyst programmers, methods analyst, computer operators.

$550-$700
You may never have sold a

Medical & Life Insurance Plan

Paid Vacations

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

NO CONTRACTS PRESENTED

DESIGNERS & DRAFTSMEN ... to $15,000

SALES
CAREERS

NITES 4 P.M.-MIDNITE

Days 8 A.M.-4 P.M.

COME IN OR CALL

to $18;000

PRODUCTION ENGINEERS

Openings for electronics, mechanical and industrial engin-

DATA PROCESSING

'

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

train outstanding candidates,

packaging, controls,

plastics,

GENERAL OFFICE

BOOKKEEPING

PERSONNEL
Cumberland Office

censes required by most areas:
some companies willing to

to $22,000

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

BELLA PIZZA
15 E. Campbell CL 9-0222

like working with people.1 have
a real desire to learn! Freo IVY.

gears and cams.

AVAILABLE

in

REZ

.

Openings in schematics, sheet metal, plastics, packaging,

27 -Employment Agencies Men

WE HAVE 60 FULL & PART TIME
OPENINGS FOR MEN -WOMEN

.

)

however.

Is opening it's new Des Plaines unit at Oakton & Lee In mid April

NO EXPERIENCE

Doctor will gladly train if you

Must be 21 or over.
10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

HALLMARK

wishing to enter or further
careers in this specialized
area. Positions available in
Flight Operations, Sales, Tech/

Army, Air Force, Navy or service schools ideal.

America's Largest Carry -out Restaurant Chain.

messages, make appts., type bills.

Top salaries paid by the selected few clients allowed to
use our facilities for recruitment of qualified candidates

11zY THE

Any electronics experience or training and trade schools or

McDONALD'S

Northwest Doctor will train a

7215 W. Touhy, SP 4.8585, 4942
N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

Coil Chris Grant 827.7706

eers.

Des Plaines, III.
Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect.

Part Time

Immediate

thru

WIEBOLDT'S

INKERS

So will you.

NO CONTRACTS PRESENTED

HIRING IN OUR OFFICE
Openings in sheet metal,
appliances, gears, cams, etc.

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

10 AM to

TRACERS

his shoes. He'll move up soon.

CAREER O'HARE
CpERSONNEL

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

Good earning potential with

Elgin

receptionist to receive the many
patients, handle phones, take all

educate you on the job to fill

Support. 'Applicable FAA li-

741-3963

414 E. Golf Road

rundown: 299.7131

blending.

SEE MR. SCHMITT

801 N. State. St.

education helpful, but degree,
not required. Call for complete

territory and acquire

tected

progressive retail chain.

ELGIN-MACOR:INC:

of real responsibility
and policy formulation. College

WAITRESS

TRAIN $450

, will not need a degree on this
' one. Be an assistant to a top
rated mfg. engineer willing to

sitions

Young man, no degree required, to service established, pro-

Cumberland Office

will train person Interested in
color coordinating and paint

Good working conditions - Good starting
salary - Liberal company benefits.

DOCTOR WILL

NO FEE

HALLMARK

PAINT SALES
Experience

ASSISTANT

Page 9
30 -Help Wanted Women

No expl No nites1 No Sats1 This

grams offered by our clients
in the O'Hare area. Attend
school at company expense;
promote from within to po-

PERSONNEL

FULL TIME ONLY - NIGHTS ONLY
HOURS: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.

28 -Employment AgenciesWomen

Practical shop oriented man

Better your present salary and
working conditions. Start in one
of the several Training Pro-

SALES TRAINEE
$525 to $650
Car Plus Expenses
Employer Pays Fee

WAREHOUSE WORK

APPLY IN PERSON

MANAGE BENT

mode him district manager.
Ask for Frank Victor, 827-7706

2201 Touhy
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

pre -

Palatine

The lad who had the territory
hated to give It up but they

MEN and WOMEN

ing products, wood win-

FOR.

THE 'DAY

-

Thursday, March 21, 1968

ENGINEER'S

$9000

public contact qualifies you
for this growth opportunity.

GENERAL

build-

TRAIN

Male or Female. Call or apply

over held which required any

439-1805

* PHONE ORDERS
* CUSTOMER
CONTACT
* ORDER
SCHEDULING

27 -Employment Agendas Men

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

Larry's Restaurant

27 -Employment Agencies
Mon

PLEASE APPLY.

DAY WANT ADS

young

27 -Employment AgenCiesMen

Women

In person. Ask for Gene.

Credit &

qualified persons. Pro -rated
holiday and vacation benefits.

CALL.437-3760

Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or

Rt. 12 & 53

man-Will assist in sales
work for our order
department.

Work

A.H. Rd., An, Hts.

LAB TECHS

OFFICE WORK
aggressive

air conditioning
Experienced
and refrigerator service mon
wanted. Some heating experience desired. Permanent. Write
Box 1143, c/o Day Publications,

WANTED

686-7630

A fine opportunity for

Womon

358-2852

CALL - MISS PEREYMA

an

2644olp Wanted Mon or

24 -Help Wanted Mon

Women

Holmes & Assoc.

Randhurst Office
Loop Office
392-2700
939-4866
Upper Level Site 23A) 63 E. Adams
Chicago, III.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

General Telephone

Directory Co.
1865 Miner St. Des Plaines
827-6111

An equal opportunity employer

.

:

THE DAY
Page 10

----

30 -Help Wanted Women

30-Holp Wanted WOnt....1

OFFICE WORK

opportunity

for.

girl with good secretarial skills
plus ability to work accurately
with figures Some exposure to

bookkeeping or accounting helpful but not essential. Good
starting salary, pleasantworking
conditions, excellent opportunity
for personal and professional
growth
CONTACT

MR GUZZARDO
537.1100
;FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW,

'EKCQ PRODUCTS,.,
INC.
777 Wheeling Rd, Wheeling, Ill.
An 'equal Opportunity emploYer

department.

INSURANCE

* PHONE ORDERS
* CUSTOMER
CONTACT
* ORDER
SCHEDULING

ADMINISTRATION
analysis: has resulted
in a decision to combine activi-

Careful

surance plans under one compe-

tent and experienced individual
In the group insurance field.
Respansible high school grad

hung doors.

KEYPUNCH

permanent position and can work

niths, we have en opening that
offers on excellent growth patenticil Our billing department is in
need of an operator to work the

individual with basic inspection
to perform ithprocess Inspect-

on complete assemblies
and first piece inspection on
fabricated parts.
ion

primary measuring
necessary and knowledge Of blueprints helpful.
of

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

- 9 III 4 - 218 N. Kaspar, Arl15 storm windows & screens, 100'

Retrionable 392-0167

METHODE

$90. Incl. attach. sweeper. 253-

MFG. CORP.

10 ft. aluminum awning; 5 ft.

water softeners & water conditioning equipment contact -

Excellent

opportunity

for a

woman, interested in a dignified'position leading to superviilon. .Must enjoy responsibili-

Our now officosare located in
Vt. Prospect.

259-9019

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

CART ASSEMBLER

Park Ridge

Full Time Days

6 A.M. to 2:30 P.M. Assist in
preparing food
trays.

ghe haificroffers co.
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

for patient

359-2500

a few minutes drive from your home.

Must like public contact. Light

Oak dinette sot w/4 chairs $65.
self-propelled Snowblower $95

Full Time and
Part Time Openings

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, now; bedrm. sot,
new $165. 251-7385.
Storkline

tion, major medical and the opportunities for
\ quick advancement.

ings.

NORTHWEST

chairs, and 2 air -conditioners. CL
3-4980

COMMUNITY

Electric range Norge,
1 year old.$100.

CL 9-1000

Help wented Women

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

Experience:; not required but

accuracy is needed for han-

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

IN TIME FOR EASTER.

AKC Min. Schnauzer pups. Home
raised. FL 8-2699 after 6
or week ends.

Must sell 4 mo. old female, black

miniature poodle. Loves child.
dress. AKC. $60. 392-8970.

Wire Fox Terrier puppies, AKC,
from champion stock. 3 months
old. 259.9057

MFG. CORP.

Me ha/Pero/Pers. co,

IMMEDIATE 20% DISCOUNT

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

The opening of our new plant addition has created additional jobs on' 1st and 2nd shifts for the
following
ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008'
An Equal Opportunity Employer

WIEBOLDT'S

MACHINE OPERATORS

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

259-4948
PUPPIES FOR SALE
PART TOY COLLIE

$6. ea. CL 3.3980

2 black poodles, 9 weeks old.

AKC, small miniatures. 1st shots.
439.7534

(Some part time positions available)

PERSONNEL

We have just opened a large modern addition to our plant

RADIOLOGY DEPT.
RECEPTIONIST

sant personaility is a must in
dealing with patients and staff.
Hours 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,

We need a girl to greet applicants as they apply
for employment in our Personnel office. Appli-

our electronic component products. Advance with a growing
electronic company.
WE OFFER

MOL01\1 .MOTOR & COIL CORP.

Bonus & incentive jobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits

Monday and Tuesday,

plus

alternate Wednesdays
Saturdays.

and

COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd.

Arlington Heights

((9.1 000

-, FULL TIME.
;

ELECTRONIC

Permanent work in modern up

to date, new, hospital. Good

Call now and see what Ho Ilicrafters has to of for you and your family.

Holy Family

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

100 N;;River Ropd

600 Hicks Rood; Railing Meadows, Ill. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

`,Des 'Plaines

299-2281

t'014IEALTH DEPT:9 to 4, paid hospitali-

and
Salary open.

life

insurance.

PART-TIME
clean, light work available from 5PM to 9PM on
Mon., Wed., and. FrVeves., and Sat. mornings;
or Tues., Thurs., and Fri. eves., and Sat.'mornings.

Village Of

SO APPLY IN PERSON

Arlington Heights
APPLY
FINANCE DIRECTOR
,

0 Completely Air -Conditioned Offices
Work close" to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just
a few minutes drive from your home.

You'll enjoy our interesting work building prototype, models of electronic military equipment.
Background should include small, parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experiYou will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spaciOus
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for
quick advancement.

Call, now and see what Hallicrafters haa to of-

,

PAsirictmitit. INC.

P0,6-2250

Contact: Personnel Dept.

259-9600

8:30 AAA,to 5 PM

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Bensenville

INTERVIEWING HOURS: Monday thru Friday 8:30 a.m:-8 p.m.
Saturday till 11 a.m.

green 'French Prov. chr; corner
Bassett tbl; set cork Ibis, white;
coffee tbl; lamp tbl w lamp. All
excel. cond. 392-3831.

Member Homerica,
national homeTinding service

Member MAP.

3 bedrm. ranch w/family rm.
heated work
garage. Carpeting

shop

MT. PROSPECT

cons.

in

living
rm. 5/S, Priced to sell. $20,250
in

bedrm. ranch w/separate
rm. New wall-to-wall

4 bedroom Colonial

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1958 FORD V8 2

Dr. station

wagon $95.
'59 Ford 2 -door hardtop, Ft & H,
automatic transmission. $75.
439.5444

1962 CORVAIR MONZA, R&H,
AITO. TRANS. $395. CALL AFT. 6
PM, 392-9784.

'63 Buick LeSabre S.W. 9 pass.,
good cond., like new tires. $800;
'61 Dodge Pioneer $125.
CL 3- 5302

Need a good 2nd car? Sharp '60
Buick LeSabre 2-dr. H.T. A beauty.
$550. CL 3.3980.

'63 Rambler wagon Classic, auto
trans., R&H,, tinted gloss, dual

traction. $295. 437.4216

living room, separate
dining room, 21/2 baths, 21/2
car attached garage. Recreation room, 2 fireplaces. Charm
and appeal in an excellent
cious

Mt. Prospect location. $42,900.

3 bedrooms. Paneled wall in
living room, and family size
kitchen.

Extra

large

patio

with well landscaped yard. 2
garage.

car

LOW

TAXES.

$19,000

Classic

station

wagon`,6 cyl., A/T, low mileage.
$825 or best offer. CL 3.6784

1961 Cadillac Convertible
Very Good Condition

looking the golf course. Spa-

carpets thru out. Workshop In
garage. Good value at $21,900

.

296.7973

1964 VW 2 dr. sedan, excellent
condition. W -W, like new tires
5800 firm. Cah 'arrange financing., 392-4080

196d' 0f23 I' Triurn'ph. Perfect
shape. $450 or best offer.
827.7924
1965
Pontiac
GTO convert.
P/S, P/B, Bucket seats. $1500,

Private. 392-5695

'62 ,Rarnii1Ori Classic 2 dr., auto.
trans., P/S, P/B, R&H. Very clean.
$475.439.0631.
;
.

1960 , Nosh , , Areorican . 2 -door,

.good 2nd car. Runs good. $100.
OPEN 9 TO 9

299-8507 before 4 p.m. or aft.
7 p.m.

JEEP DEALER

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES
Barrington, 111.

Open 9 to 9
259-1500
10,1 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

CL 5-4710

SECTIONAL

PRETTY AS A PICTURE!
Lovely 3 bedrm. split level in

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

good area. Conveniently
located. 2 baths, completely

remodeled kitch. with built -In
appliances. Family room plus
'den. Attached. garage. Ask -

at PALATINE

ling $33,500.

101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-0744

Gee

at MT. PROSPECT

0

900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259.9030

12 E. Busse .1209 N. Elmhurst
Prospect Hts.
Mt. Prospect
537.8660
CL 9-0200
Member MAP. Multiple
Listing Service

*Member

00

MAP. ., Multiple.

*Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors
'

ous name brand carpets, as low
as $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

'62 DUPER
INVICTA CONVT.

FORECLOSURE

Auto, ,Power Steering, Power

10% DOWN

Brakes, Red, with white top.

3 bedroom brick ranch with full basement. Attached oversized 2 car garage. Paved driveway. In Village. $21,500.

I

CONVT.
Polder' Steering, white
with' black top. Radio, heater,
Auto,

EXCELLENT BUY

LOW DOWN PAYMENT!
This lovely well maintained ranch has .3 bedrooms; 11' x
18' kitchen and dinette. Artfully brick wall in gold carpeted living room. 1
baths, roar patio 12' x 36'. 1 car attached garage. Shown by appointment. $23,500.

!HELP!!

CONSOLE PIANO

$500 or best reasonable offer.

'63 FORD trown
Auto, Power
Radio, Heater..

V8,

4 LARGE BEDROOMS

2 FULL BATHS
FORMAL DINING ROOM. Lovely recreation room in basement.

Attached garage. Paved drive Quiet street. A Jot of house

WiZk 141T-Onl
AUTHOLIOXISO

for $28,500.

CHEVF2OLFir

437-1584

Trumpet, Reynolds Medalist B flat w/case. Exc. cond. Sac.

$1095

$795

Roselle

773.0252
After '12 Noon

55 -Musical Instruments

$795

'64 OLDS SUPER

724-6257

Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe, model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent, Terms
and delivery arranged.

-

SPRING TIME
CONVERTIBLES

Hoffman Estates

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

A

listing Service

Roselle

SOFA,

1/3 off the regular price fam-

381-6663

Mt. Prospect

TV.

All good cond. Roos. 439-4866.
Amon°, 13 cu. ft. upright
freezer. Good condition. $100.

WURLITZER

of Mundelein.
259.6274,

on a 1/2 acre wooded site over-

SHARP AND READY
FOR APPRECIATION

Multiple Listing Service

3 pc. mod. sec'!; Hotpoint auto.

PIECE

beautifully wooded. 2 mi. north

'64' 'Rambler

Arlington Realty Inc.

tufted back, beige contemp. chrs;

Roselle

$100. Call Jack 255-3733

"DELUXE'.'

6-string' cherry wood
classical guitar, mint condition.
Gibson

$100 with case. 392-0514.
CHECK OUR CLOSEOUT
INSTRUMENT SALE -

Here Every Wednesday
BUYS LIKE:

Bring this ad before March 30

Mehaincronfersca
375 Meyer Road

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
253-2340

o New, Ultra -Modern Facilities

fer -you and your family.

number,of openings

Realtors
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
392-8100
North Arl. Hts.
208 S. Main St.
CL 5-1515
Mt. Prospect
535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.
CL 3.8100
South Arl. Hts.

BEIGE, GOOD CONDITION.
$100.259=4840.

ence a must,

STUDENTS

SECRETARY

Beige contemp. chr; 2 barrel,

4

259-9600

Pho hailkielifers. co.

,Hospital

xi:Ilion

JOIN THE WORK-IN

Prestige area homes, utilities
underground, 170'x245' deep,

437-4694.

a

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver
Will separate.

washer; 24" blond

80 -Real Estate -Vacant
Choice lot in Arbor Vista Estates.

'59 Olds 98 - I owner. All power.
Good running condition. $225.

255-9111

Action

8 pc. dining rm. set, 2 pc. sec-

Huge discounts. 824-7353.

o Close -To -Home Company

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

Apply Personnel Dept.

Boehmer & Hedlund

28 E. Northwest Hwy. Arl. Hts.
253-1800
570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove Vii.
439-4700
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

WORK IN:

starting salary and benefits.

Nours

ASSEMBLER

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious'
company parking, free life insurance, hospitalizaquick advancement.

(Sonia part time)

garage. Choice landscaping, rose
garden.

Annen & Busse

Phone 296-7771

OPERATORS

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

Day Shift Only

kitchen. Hardwood floors,
carpeting, full bsmt., 2 -car

.

Crosley Sholvador electric

PROTOTYPE

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just
a few minutes drive from your home.

Experienced or Inexperienced

.

DISPLAY FURNITURE

KEY PUNCH
Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

Laundry Workers

CL 3-3569

refrigerator, 10 cu. ft:, good condition. $25. 255-6814.

-NORTHWEST

392.2290
Member: M.A.P. Multi -List Serv.

ranch. Separate dining roam,

plus

3 BEDROOM BI -LEVEL
Exceptionally large paneled family room for the entire family
to: enjoy. Charming 20' kitchen -dining combination, comfor-

table living room. 21/2 car attached garage. Neatly landscaped lot. Fine Neighborhood. Walking distance to grade
school. Owner must sell, asking $32,900.

CLOSEOUT SALE'

musical accessories.
El RoyMuifc Center
7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.
my,

/

Devices

M. Hts. after 6 p.m.

ROSELEE

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E.

1.11 -Motorcycles and
Scooters

9-2.235
1)1 E.. IRVING PARK Rp.

Sun. 12 noon to 5.

of McHenry.. H. 815-385.6333

REALTY CO

Walnut sec'ty desks. 32x40
kneehold $40, 34x60 R.H. comp.
$60, Remington elec. adding

mach., dir. sub, list 10 tot. 11
w/cr. bal. $100. 912 N. Ridge,

102 -Trucks, Trailers
1968 Johnson , &, Trade Winds
Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, traeel trailers, piEkup coaches &

for a 10% discount on any

56 -Office Furniture -

-k

392.5520

Mt. Prospect Office

large screened glazed porch off

HIDE -A -BED $35.

255-0404

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

APPLY PERSONNEL

0

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
255.6320 358.1502 894.1330

894-1660

dinette kitchen, large patio,
21/2 car att. garage, $24,500.

GREY MODERN SOFA

392-3500

estate

136 W. Northwest Highway

hide -a -bed.

ROLLING MEADOWS

-

All good cond.

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

1700 HICKS ROAD

shopping.

to

reel

sewing

chair, child's desk &
misc. 259-7445 or 256-0172
Kenmore washer; Hamilton dryer;

METHODE MFG. CORP.

hoikrafiers co,

port.

convenient
$24,900

99 -Automobile For Sale
IIMAtt-,TiCrAZ
79 Weathersfield Common

Fantastic buyl Loads of value at
a budget price. Lovely 3 bedroom

dining

Kenmore washer & gas dryer,
$25 ea; GE 2-dr. refrig., 12.8
cu. ft. $85; dehumidifier, $10;

ROLLING MEADOWS

2 car att. garage. Complete
w storms,
screens,
water
so toner, wall-to-wall carpet.
ing, draperies. $27,500

3 bedroom ranch on 3/4 acre
lot near shops & schools! Enclosed breezeway family rm.,
full basement, recreation rm.,

3

CALL 358-6800

tional,

cant must have a high school education with some
general office and typing experience.

3737 INDUSTRIAL AVE.

ery.

excellent lighting, and a central heating and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary in the assembling of

Our busy Radiology Department needs 'a 3 day per week
receptionist. This person should
be a good typist and a plea%

homes. Big savings. Will separate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

which is complete with lunch room, large clean locker rooms,

RECEPTIONIST

to transfer, this lovely
split-level -now available. 3
bedrms., 2 ceramic baths, family rm. w/fireplace, dining rm.,

ROLLING MEADOWS
6 ROOMS --$22,000

Wheeling

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe model

bdrm, carpeted Brick &
Frame Ranch with slate foyer.
Garage, nicely decorated and
3

Id

Parkhaven Bldrs.

With

NW RR station. 192-3486.

tiny, quality black.

Westinghouse
machine, $25.
Call CL 9-3132.

Open Sunday Ito 5 P.M.
539.6221 or 392.3978

SEE THE ....

40% to 60% OFF

WOMEN

patio.

or without appliances. Convenient to shopping. 2 blocks to C &

21 N. Vail, Arlington Hts.
CL 9-1400. Aft. 5, 392.0493

CL 3-3547

[LK]

Realtor
123 S. Ar His. Rd. 150 S. Main
Arl. His.
M . Prospec
255.0000
392.7150

PRICE REDUCED!

Georgian. Nr. schools, church &
park. S & 5, carpeting. Mid $20's.
253.7234

Walnut dining room set. 6 chairs,
buffet & table. $60.
392-7322

Many company benefits
including

10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.

tras. Close to schools. Weekdays
by appt.. Open house Sat. & Sun.,
$24,500. 407 N. Forest. 392-2586.

toys, 6 weeks. AKC,

a

Due

ranch, well cared for. Many ex-

FREE CUTE KITTENS
5 WEEKS OLD

dling of cosh.

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

aft. 6 or weekends.

pect, $38,900.

OWNER WANTS OFFERS!

3 MONTHS OLD

conditioned,

FAMILY

&

4 MODELS

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

Wanted house to rent In Elk
Grove Village. 2 bdrm. 'Im-

47 -Home FurnishingsFurniture

METHODE
259-9600

Mature responifble working lady
desires room, Palatine, Arl, Hts.,
Barrington area. 834-0260

Air

patios

2

ROOM - 2 car gar., Blt.-in
appliances, carpet, drapes. A
charming spacious home in
lovely wooded area Mt. Pros-

on 100.x150. lots

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

2 bedrooms, large living room.

Dachshund & German shepherd
puppies, AKC, also part poodle
& other mixed pups. 658.5588.

5.6420 after 6 p.m.

Low

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENT

German Shep. pups AKC, Champ
sire,
bred for temperment.

baths,

1300 N. on Yale St.

An, Hts, by owner. 3 bdrm.

Equipment

Freezer, gas stove, gas space
heater, rotary lawn mower. CL

Arlington Heights

255.5314;

IN SHERWOOD

86 -Real Estate -Houses

44 -Dogs, Pets and

Poodles,

now library & schlsj Mid 30's.
Appt. only. Poss. in Aug.

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Mt. Prospect: sharp 3 bedrm.

ladies golf.

LUXURIOUS -MIRRORED WALL
IN LIV. ROOM

Brick & Frame - 4 bdrms. - 2

26 x 16' w/frplc; dining rm., 18 x
15'; carpets & drapes; full bsmt.;
garage; walk to transp., stores,

p.m.

42 -Wanted To Buy

419-5E134

21/2

housekeeper. 544.4527 after 6

6 HP Eska motor, 1 year old, 10
hrs. total time $85.

clubs, bag and cart.
255-3930

Hts.-4 lrg. bedrms.;

baths; mod. kitchen, cust. birch
cabinets, brkfst bar; living rm.,

mediate occup. Exc.

37 -Floats and Marine
Supplies

259-9566

800 W. Central Rd.

fer you and your family.

CONTROL CASHIER

FIRESTONE STORE

920 N. Elmhurst Rd. across
from Randhurst, Mt. Prosp.
253-6880

Cedar chest, 3 colonial wing

Enjoyable

work ancl.pleasant surround-

buggy, excel. cond.,

riage, sunshield. $30. 259-1325.

APPLY PERSONNEL

H OSPITAL

You will. also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

PERSONNEL CLERK

after 6 p.m.

blue w/white lining, chrome car-

Work close to home a Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our comple ely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just

TIME -LIFE

Early Amer. port. bar, 2 stools;
48" Venetian glass tbl lamp; 2
matching tbl lamps. HE 7.4767,

condition. 392-7887

housekeeping department.
Any combination of hours will
be considered.

TYPISTS

CALLMR. KOZLOV

FL 9-3200

& lawn mower $25. All in exc.

WARD HELPERS
In

FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

required.

tern.

I. 5-1107

ence desirable.

LAWNMOWER

not working properly??
Start spring off right.
1968 lawnmowers in cartons
Save 15%

-

Arl;

'02 -Wanted To Rent

259-5992

hand blown & cut. Wheat pat-

Immediate

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
1661 N. Northwest Hwy..

FOR SALE

Wanted to buy

mi. to depot. $43,000. CL 3-0583.

schools. $250. Mt. Prospect.
CL 3-8800

Good road connections.
rent. 859.4444.

,

72 piece Japanese crystal,

Openings

ty and diversification. Supervisory or bookkeeping experi-

typing

392-3500

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

GENERAL OFFICE

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358-3200.

on 75x132' lot, all face brick,
separate dining rm, Piz baths,
paneled bsmt. (sunny & dry)
x4argo . bock porch,. 3 car
garage. Close to all schools, 3/4

fice. Phone answering service.

Roy Rood - FL 9-0993

136 -Real Estate -Houses

ARL. HTS.-STONEGATE
Spacious 0 bedroom Colonial

Clean, lite, air conditioned of-

Mounted Efl" Sailfish

Amana freezer. All excellent
condition. 259-0155.
For information about the FINEST
JOHNSON WATER

DesPlaines

Mar.

4,

Light grey. Bost Offer.
392-8965

box gutters, 4 downspouts.

time considered ,

220 Graceland

to

12 x 15 WOOL RUG

1208

hours of 9PM to 5 30AM. Part-

'BERKEY PHOTO

10

Arl, Hts. Furniture & much misc.

riding rotary motor. A-1 cond.

1700 HICKS RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

ATTRACTIVE POSITION

Salo,

1108-A W. Hawthorne,

23-24.

old. Needs drive bolt. $50.
255.6410

An equal opportunity employer

For young lady in Research Department of Editorial Division. Must -have B.A. degree, preferably in
Library Science. Good salary, pleasant surroundings and many benefits.

Moving

water' cooking gas range, refrig.
'plus: SWIMMING POOL. Depot its now being accepted for
'immediate occupancy.
.!444
132:010
Mt. Pros.
bdrm. deluxe apt.
pool, air-cond., & utilities.
May 1st or before 439.5294

()Novel, 2 bdrm., roc. room &
garage. Walls to train, stores,

35 S. Vail, Arlington Hts.

Garage sale: old dishes, Mar, 23

VILLAGE

76 -To Rent Houses

THE CHANDELIER

$290 Sears Craftsman 26"

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

827-6141

at

Sold

Bo

Carrie in and Save

Craftsman riding mower, 4 yrs.

Call or Apply

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, Ill.

Elgin

MUURTpFrOSPECT-

rl bdrm.apts. Includes heat, hot

.

296.2431

portment activities.
537-1100
For Details and Interview

741-3963

392-9200

Macgregor NicklausProshopGolf
Clubs. Set of Nino. Like now.

skills desired. Opportunity to
assist in other personnel do.

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO

801 N. State St,,

Everything. Must
Terrific Reductional

86 -Real Estate -Houses

1

OF BUSINESS

ington His:
Use

(Hoffco) w/21/2 h.p.
Clinton 4 -cycle engine, good
condition. $90. 255.6208.
Go -Kart

GOING OUT

Space Home
Improvement

Rewarding position open for

munications and human relations.

ELGIN-MACOR INC,

If you are looking for

FAB. INSPECTOR

with good typing, moth, com-

APPLY IN PERSON

''OPERATOR

typing, misc. office duties.

of four group medical in.

ties

Work' involves building
products, wood windows,' trim,and ' pre -

Part time,, minimum 25 hours
per week.' Bookkeeping, light

SECOND SHIFT

255-7970

Will assist in our order

stainless stool sink; built-in oven
& range. Excel. cond. CL 5-5622.

GIRL FRIDAY

For medical office in
Arlington Heights. Full time.

Excellent opportunity for
conscientious person interested in desk sales.

74 -To Rent Apartments

'Merchandise

Comp. kit. cabinets, birch;

ReceptionistTypiSt

SECRETARY
TosTbe Controller

32 -Miscellaneous

--

-

30 -Help Wanted Woman

30 -Help Wanted Woman

Outstanding

Wanted Woman

Thursday, March 21, 1968

ROSELLE, ILL.

1967 Vospa 150 -Super, low
miles, excellent condition. $350
or best offer. 439-1824.

9.
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District all around corn
His unending string ol top
rata performances in all areas
but tumbling and trampoline

undefeated 14 0 dual season
Crockett averaged 72! on the

his all around honors

sidehorse in MSL competition
and 7 2 on the parallel bars

,..#

championship and the Bar

.

rington District cham

-,

c
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"b

!

J
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performance was somewhat of
a comeback after finishing

) is st" " "v'

f'

ability

sixth and 10th in the MSL
and diitrict ring trials first
and third in the MSL and

-

'

these kids walking around
school with hair as long as

Evanston we knew we could
beat Prospect From there on

girls and not able to conform

and he disciplines himself

district meets were just steppingstones."

good athletes who fold after
a couple years because they

meets. Many boys are good,

Nominations should be

out the conference and made before midnight Mon

to the rules You run into

well mentally during the

All area athletes are eligible

for the weekly award

He recalled that the team Nominations which can be
started out the season by just anonymous -should be made
aiming for the top live We at The Prospect Day office
were worried about beating 117 S Main St or by calling
Prospect and after we beat 255 7200 ext 54

sees he stays in line You see

Walthouse offered

High School

completition of four years

I put the tricks on
him but its his mother who

He has real fine

captain

Cup Playoffs at Arlington

To Crockett the state gym
nastic crown meant a good

mother

Torn Walthouse had nothing
but praise for the senior co

For Crockett his state

1108 GRAHAM, for his
outstanding performance in
last weeks World Bemidui

gymnasti scholarship at the
Big Eight school

petitor for us and one of the
workhorses of the team Any
other credit belongs to his

ARLINGTON COACH

pionship
4

tending the University of champion trampolinist

something like the decathalon
He s been a real corn

average

TERRY HAINES, Arl
ington High School s state

he will be at

as

Oklahoma this September His
abilities led to a full four year

is quite a grueling event

ing with a 6 0 high bai'

M i d Suburban League

foriers

around competition which is
only held in the conference
district and state meets This

high score being 8 1 Crockett
rounded out his league show

tumbler

nesn and other Arlington

,

all year toward the all

ing

cumulated a 7 8 average his

petition The win followed a

..-

''He worked two

GARY DRAKE, Arlington
High Schools state champion

Crockett will join Johan

sometimes three events per
meet for us aside from work

On the rings he ac

THE ARLINGTON vie
tory was the third for the
school in the nine years of
state wide gymnastic corn

ani number one man at

Oklahoma Universii.y holds
the point record with 310

this in Wayne

sparked Arlington to an

performance and a 7 9 ring
routine for his 16 points and
I

Others nominated for the
Athlete of the Week award

Johannesen, a former Arl-

but cant show it because they
don t feel it I ye never seen

petition

a 655 parallel bar

total to. 225, the third highest
total in Arlington history Jim

ington great and currently a were:
NCAA parallel bar standout

petition and the stamin-i

routine

14-

I

'

I/

-

The Cardinal muscleman
turned in a 7.5 side horse
routine a 6 95 horizontal bar

..

Page ii

taking the third -place posi-

demanding all around event

"a.

U
N
P

/ ,)

-.

tions in both the ring corn

'

3i

-

'

-

1968

I

fective coaching manner in

that, "it works. But, then
CItOCKE'rT'S 16 state again," he reflected, "his
points boosted his Arlington methods are the only ones I
High School varsity point know."

March 2!,

/.1

V

I

ington's winning 64 points,

V'

''

A

/

lIE WLNT on to explain
that Walthouse has an ef-

Walthouse ventured.

Thursday,

(t-tf
I

accounted for 16 of Art..

../ %

isi

"

Crockett single handedly

\'\"

L.iIt°©Wllh1

caq take the discipline.
Wayne is nothing like this,"

nastic team, has been awarded
this week's Day Publication's
Athlete of the Week award for
his impressive peilormancc in
the state gymnastic flnal..

-

-

,fl

T1O.,.

A

11

Wayne Crockett, a member

'

'

A

IU) IT P\.W 1Ifl9 &iriiiiinigtt©ni

of Arlington High School's
newly crowned state gym-

'

'I,

-

Sttiite Gym JEff©rt@

day for t1
award.

_______________________________________________________________
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WAYNE CROCK

-
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I

istle Stop
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Day Ref Explains

,

4'- :-''-.

Sec-lioniJI Rnhngs
BY JOHN KATZLER

knowledge of the rules by the

PLAY NO 2

By

Saturday one will stand

day was no exception as
Maine South fell to the

powerful Evanston Wildkits.
However, this may be of little

dilemma for the officials. He
frequently jumped in front of

Evanston could go on to pick

with contact ensuing. How
does the official determine
who is guilty of the foul?

disgrace to the Hawks as

that may have left some of the
fans a bit puzzled

RULING -. First of all,
these are basically judgment
calls, or a question of who got

PLAY NO. 1 -- In the first

criteria that the official must

I picked out a few situations

tion?

Before the ball went through
the basket, his teammate, Farrel Jones, touched the basket

basket

interference.

Accordingly, since no points
were scored, it had the same
effect as though the shot had
been missed Thus, Lackey
was awarded two free throws
in spite

of the

ball going

through the basket.

-

tC%fl
I"

,

-

-

in -

door track story, we cornpletely overlooked the shot
put event. Arlington's Tom
a 53' 6" toss.

and Hinsdale's 35.

-

FLCR SII1PLES & IE&iSTRATORS LT

The rate

]LE 11©
©jq

for an activity

pass -will be $32'; a family
pass, $20, and an adult pass,
$12. A child pass will remain al the $8 rate and there will

I

be no separate pass for ad-

r

2. King, WhI
3. Brawley, St.V.
4. Wright, WhI.
5. Haney, Pros
6. Knopf, E.G.

6
9

21

6

17

6
5

8

24
23
23
22
22
25

4

21

3
3

25
23
22

40
40
38

36
33
30
30
29
27
24

8. Collins, An
-

,'.

'

-

'

-

-

-

-

-

-

21. flatten, Whi.

-

-

'

-

5

6.

23-

-

-

5

23
.

-

-

..

'

(Note: four St. Viator gaines unavailable)

-

-

-

.

',

'

I

-

5
5

21
21
21

25

4

21

20

4

22

19
19
18
17

5

16
23

4
6

5'
3

14
12

5

On a daily admission basis,

The purchase of the

$8

child pass will be'rèquired for
admissipn to the wading pool

fortheseamn

-

UP TO 24 MONTHS. TO PAY

-

': 1St PAYMENT IN MAY
-.

': 7ii

,:
594

-

-

-

SATURDAYS SPORTS
EVEN'IS
Prep IndoorTriick
Varsity

Arlington, Wheeling, Elk
Grove, and Prospect at Blue

15
17

U(J

controi

flAN!E
________

,

3AESTORSTO'SRVEYOU

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

I

QEB]

SP

WGTYP
:iao'!t)

CALL 392-2800

-

24"

GUARANTEED
________
_______
--

FULLY OUA RANTEED

FULLY

-

HOFFMAN ESTATES

24-W Golf Rd

I...

'

': -r.
:','.
at Golf& Rosalie Rdi.
-'

-'

(AU 894-1,900'

"'

Alio...5614W.Dempstorst.MoytonOiove'

-

-

-.. SCHAUMBURG..
.

Just 2 Mp. North of
Randhur*t

-

KENMO
APTO WAS

-

EED
'

-

(U15. 12)

Coming Up

-

-

1615 N Rand Rd.

-

-

20
25
22

2
-

-

passes.

17

3

16

through the sale of swimming

-

-

I

Uéed & Rebuift-Washrs & 0ers in the idwost

MAYTAG'

IIUTO WISll

The board estimates an in -

reduced by 25 cents.

iggest-Selectioñ of

MAYTA

-.

"' '

-

.
-

come of $63,960 'this year

adults and children, will be

.

-

to the pools and 'recreation

the fee for non-residents,

,D'"

'

-;

programs,
-

\\

OASMAKESflEBIO
;'

tification card for admittance

25

I

-

-

charged for each iden22

cis cvs

llE7E

0

superintendent of parks, told
the commissioners Tuesday.
night that, although, the rates
are increased, there will be no
charge for the identification
cards. Last year 25,cents was

1

ASSISTS

7. Oplt, E.q.

I

Thomas Thornton,

8

-

-

-

.ses

District,

62
54

.

Arlington won the tra-

The cost of swimming pool
passes has been increased by
$2 this year by the Board of

4 HG GP

-

'XTA
-

Park District Hiks
Cost of Suhn

Player
I. Bastable, WhI.

-

-

ingular test, racking up 73½'
points to Maine East's 38½

and he conforms to the above
criteria, the foul is normally

-

-!JIi

Chandler won the event with

TOP25INDIVIDUALLEADERS

24. Pleickhardt, E.G.
25. Rxtdtke, E.G.

-. ":.-':..'T

.

©LY

In gathering information

for yesterday's Arlington

in the chest by .the dribbler,

(Assists, High Game, Games Played)

22. Yaeger, St.V123. Smith, WhI.

-

tourney highlights.

Rasketba(l Leaders

12. Anderson, Pros.
13. Baumgartner, Arl.
14. Andrews, Pros.
15. Kalisz, E.G.
16. Leonard, Pros.
17. Thomas, F.V.
18. Erfort, St. V.
19. Cullen, St.V.
20. Pomey, E.G.

..'

next week Ill present a first -

hand report, of the state

-

incgl /lrecli

9. Fricke, Arl.
10. Gumz, Pros.
II. Brown, F.V.

S

I

mission into the wading pool.
.11

.-. lJ

i-

joy the game. In any case,

Park Commissioners of the
This is one of those rare Arlington Heights Park,

,plays that requires a thorough

£

-

"

As in past years, we hope to

players' bodies were involved
in the contact?
If the defensive man is hit

Lackey went to the free throw

'mitted

-

observe the officiating and en -

3) What parts of the

The official indicated that
the basket did not count, and

,

1

'-

-

?

.-.

from the officiating fraternity.

2) Did the guard have both
feet on the floor after jumping
in front of the dribbler?

and the net

-

".?

41_

-

,..

-

I) Is the guard facing the
dribbler in a guarding posi-

the shooting procedure.

awarded'
RULING The basket did
not count because Jones corn-

1-

t-

-I'

-

.,,,

'.

I

consider arc the following:

Lackey drove in and made a
basket, drawing a foul during

throws should have been

-

with some of my brothers

there first. Some of the

quarter, Evanston's Bob

',-

-.

So much for the Sectionals.
This weekend, I'm traveling to
Champaign for the state finals

the Maine South dribblers

up all the marbles.
As a spectator at this game,

1-

.

-

J

.::

WHO SAID anybody can
blow a whistle?

main perpetraters of this

',,j1

-

.

charging or defensive block
me. Walt Perrin. Evanston's
shifty guard, was one of the

hometown favorites. Last Fri.

____

i'4

tJ

called on the defense because
he was not clearly in front of
his opponent

many foul situations that
could be either offensive

Over the past three weeks

many teams fell by the
wayside including our

line Why didn't the basket
count, and how many free

man is hit in the arms legs
or side the foul is usually

Evanstons

pressure defense and quick
maneuvering brought about

alone

U

called on the.offense. On theother hand if the defensive

official

And now there are eight
the elite eight!

previous weeks

-

HOURS AT AI.L STORES.

-'

,

Mon., Thurs., & Fri. Eve's til 9:30 P.M.
Other Weekdays tO 5:30, Sot, flU 5:00

- WASHEE &
-

CLOSED SUNDAY -------------

Demon Relays, 12 p.m.

-

S

-
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An Arlington Heights

junior high school student

with a flair for cooking, hopes
to prove Saturday, March 30,

that she can bake the

best

cherry pies in all of northern
Illinois.

For on that day, Ann Marie

Lockwood, 14, an eighth

grader at South' Junior High,
will vie with five other'unior
high age girls for top honors
in the final competition of
Northern Illinois Gas Company's eleventh annual Penny

Flame Home Economics
Awards Program.

First and second prizes for
senior level contestants are
college scholarships of $1,000

and $300. Ann Maire, and the

other junior level finalists,
will compete for monetary
awards of $200 and $100. In
all, 18 girls will take part in
the contest's final "bakecoff."

ANN MARIE earned the
honor of beintg in the finals
by winning the regional com-

petition held March 9 at the

utility's northern division
headquarters in Glenview.

In addition to evaluating
her cherry pie baking ability,
the judges scored Ann. Marie
on poise, personality and her
general knowledge of home
economics.

Miss Lockwood is the

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.""
MADE WITH

,to

Orchard, Arlington Heights.
Other semi-finalists who will
represent the north suburban

PET

C

Russell Lockwood, 515 E.

area are Melanie Ann

TOLE

Stauder, a senior at Arlington

High School, and Roberta

Marie Voss, a junior at Glen. brook South High School.

Ann Marie's home

economics teacher is Miss

Ann Marie Lockwood, center, holds the trophy she won
by being named a winner in the semi-finals of Northern Illinois

Gas Company's Penny Flame Home Economics Awards Mrs. Marylou Paxson, NI -Gas home economist.
Program. Sharing her happiness are (from left) Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Beldowski said. "I noticed all the judges returned after

the winners were announced
and asked for a piece to take
home!"

Ann Marie's interest in

cooking began when she was
four, according to her mother.
"She's been a big help in the
kitchen, and her desserts are

Carole Ann Beldowski. "If
Ann's pie at the finals is as
good as the one she baked in a favorite with all of us."

the regional competition,

she'll be a hard girl to beat,"

C. Russell Lockwood; Miss Carole Beldowski, Ann Marie's
home economics teacher at South Junior High School; and

MISS LOCKWOOD'S

prize-winning cherry pie is the

coins and sews. No novice

result of much practice and
evaluation of the ingredients
and methods used in prepar-

with needle and thread, Ann

ing both crust and filling. The
cherries, for instance, were
chosen only after baking pies
made with every brand of
cherries she could find in
stores in the area!
Her interests are not limited
to the kitchen, however. She
also plays the piano, collects

competition.

Marie made the dress she

wore to the regional

What about the future?

Well, it does include college,
which explains the importance

of the March 30 finals. Not
only would it contribute to
funds for college, but Ann
Marie would have real incentive to enter again next

year and try for the $1,000
scholarship.

With 01 this in mind, it's
easy to see why Ann Marie
has been pretty busy lately in

kitchen. And with her
parents, brother and sister,
and classmates rooting her on,
the

her chances of success on
March 30 are excellent.

Try her recipe for cherry
pie, yourself, and see if you
don't agree!

PIE CRUST

rt./

1-1/2 cup flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup lard
1 egg

'67

2 tablespoons water
1-1/2 teaspoon vinegar
1' teaspoon milk
Blend flour and salt in mix-

1

ing bowl; cut

in

lard with

pastry blender. Mix egg, water
and vinegar in small bowl and
add to first mixture. Turn out
on lightly floured pastry cloth.

1

Form into ball and divide in
half.

Roll out to fit a 9 -inch pie
pan. Roll remaining dough for
top crust two inches larger
than pie pan. Perforate top
crust.

FILLING
1 cup sugar
Va cup plus 1-1/2 tsp. Gold
Medal Flour
1-1/2

SEE 111 HEAP. M.

Demonstration on
Carpet Tile Laying

Pour cherries into pastry -

CH 24TFG

10 TB 1:30

lined pie pan. Dot with butter.
pb

Nimble fingers position the bottom crust of Ann Marie's
cherry pie during competition. All contestants baked their pies

BY TED LACEY

River Trails Park District
began clearing its new park
sites Monday.

The mowing of a 10 -acre

LUMBER YARD HOURS:

Mon. thru Fri. -7 to 8
Saturday - 7 to 8
Saturday - 7 to 6
Sunday - 10 to 1:30

Mon. thru Thurs. - 7 to 6
Friday - 7 to 8
Sat. - 7 to 6.
Sun. - 10 to 1:30

An independent candidate

for the Mount Prospect

School Dist. 57 Board of

Richard E. Young Jr., 416
N. Elm, said Tuesday: "In
view of recent developments
in Chicago in both public and
parochial schools. I would like
to re -state my position

on

federal aid to education,
DWARF

a firm believer in local

100 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT

autonomy and would resent

any encroachment on our

ning a clean-up of the pro-

perty, which was acquired in

February. But the owner of
unwilling to pay for mowing.

Education will be filled in the morning he mowed both lots
April 13 election. Young, - free.
Mrs. Edwin Holt, 121 N.
"I'm very grateful," DirecRussell; Mrs. Charles Kim- tor of Parks Marvin S. Weiss

ball, 600 Go-Wando, and said, "for the time Mr.

Damgaard saved me. Being a
William, are seeking election new park district, we don't

cies.

James Frankowski, 1718

Verde Dr. and Charles

have any equipment or

maintenance men yet. To get
a menial task done it takes us
a great deal of effort.

against anything that would

Houchins, 318 S. Albert, are
"If I had to get this mowing
running for the two-year term done myself I would have had,
vacancy.
to go out and talk to several
Leo Floros, 705 Prospect contractors and get the board
Manor and Arthur Kent, 210 to make a decision as to
Bobby Ln. are seeking elec- which would do the best job."
tion to the one-year school

result in a loss of our freedom.

board term...

civil liberties by either the

state or the federal government.

"I WOULD also vote,

.Kensington Rd. next to
Parkview School, Weiss said

"I will be meeting with our

brown. Cool.

Data Center
Remodeling
Is Approved
remodel the north stall area of
the Data Processing Center
for an administration com-

charge the park district and
Four vacancies on the not charge the owner of the
School Dist. 57 Board of other vacant lot. So Monday

for the two 3 -year term vacan-

sites on Chestnut Av. next to
Robert Frost School and on

minutes, or until golden

putting in baseball diamonds.
But we probably won't get to
the seeding of the parks until

munities."

children in School Dist. 57.

"However," he said, "I am

CL 5-1600

oven at 400 degrees for 30-35

the offer, since it was plan-

children of other com- Damgaard didn't want to

Jack Ronchetto, 514 S.

seal

and flute. Bake in preheated

Education has approved ex-

and do not feel that the tax
THE BOARD wanted the
money of this community weeds cut, and Damgaard
should be used to educate wanted the weeds cuts, but

which I favor to a permissible
degree to enhance' the educa-

tional opportunities of the.

PHONE

children in Mount Prospect

l k intoott top crust.cherries;

crustm

behind it, because of the

danger of weed seeds blowing
linto his nursery.
The park board accepted

I am also in favor of educa- the other vacant lot was

tion of Mount Prospect

top

landscape architects this week
to get the plans for these sites.
After getting board approval
of the plans we will advertise

another vacant 10 -acre lot

Candidate Clarifies
Views onFederalAid
Education has submitted a
clarification of his previously
stated views on federal aid to
education.

ACE

Glenview headquarters.

site on Lee St. across from In- cut the heavy growth of weeds
dian Grove School began the and to charge the park district
for the time involved.
project.
Damgaard said he was inOtto Damgaard, owner of a
nursery and landscaping com- terested in eliminating the
pany on River Rd. offered to weeds from that site and

GIFTS GALORE ON THE 2ND FLOOR
STORE HOURS:

in identical, modern gas ranges specially installed at NI -Gas'

iver rails Clearing Park Sites

Factory Representative will be
present to show you how and
answer all your questions.

Visit our complete Gift Dept.

cans of cherries and

juice
Red food coloring
Dot with 1-1/2 tablespoons
butter
Drain cherries. Heat juice,
sugar, flour in saucepan until
thick. Add food coloring and
cherries.

AS FOR THE two park

The Harper Board of
for bids on grading and for penditure of $17,300 to
late August or early September."

The site on Foundry Rd.
east of Feehanville School
presents the biggest challenge

for clean-up, Weiss said.
"About half of the site is

covered with -Weed.; and we
will clear these away. But the
rest is going to be an involved

situation, requiring heavy

machinery, bulldozers and so

forth.

"There is a foundation

from an old farm house that
will have to be destroyed.

plex.

Presently, most of the ad-

ministration offices arc

located at 34 W. Palatine Rd.,
Palatine. These Offices will

have to be moved because the

building will shortly lose all
of its parking spaces.

. Harper administrators will
movb to the Data Processing
Center, 1200 W. Algonquin
Rd., Palatine, on July I.

Current rental costs at the

Palatine Rd. building are
have to be hauled away, in- $13,300 yearly. This ex-

There is 'a lot of junk that will

cluding three or four old autos
and a hot water heater."

penditure will be transferred

postpone on plans for develop-

future remodeling of this area

The board decided to

ing the largest park, located
at the corner of Wolf Rd. and
Euclid Av., because that area
is isolated now.

to the remodeling costs.

The board also approved

after the administration

moves to. permanent campus
facilities in the fall of 1969.
The nortLend of the building
will be usCd as a temporary

When plans for the proposed swimming pool there physical education station
are complete, and funds are with shower facilities after an
acquired, the site will be im- additional expenditure of
proved, Weiss said.

about $3,000.

-
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the "Do-it-Yourselfers" or "Have-itDone-ers" this section is just for you! It's
For

loaded with fresh ideas in furnishings and remodeling to g ive your home that br ight new
look.

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT TO

Publicationo,Inc.
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Cozy

,

Garage

Noisy? Try These Mufflers
By cutting down on one !tantrum.

realize, - from smooth walls

Such wear and tear on your

kind of bounce, you can add

physical system leaves you
with less get-up-and-go for
house may be so annoyingly, daily tasks.

to slick ceilings to waxed

yourself with frayed nerves
and ready to indulge in a

ceiling is one way to remedy

to your own zip.
The noise levels inside your

high that you often find

Remodeling a cluttered garage ink) a
comfortable apartment sounds like a major
project. But, with a little handyman knowhow and the right building materials, one
homeowner did the job in his spare time,

and forth more times than you
floors.

with minimal expense and professional looking results.

ACOUSTICAL tile on a

Sound radiates out from its
source in all directions. In the
average room, it bounces back

A one -car garage, used primarily for

odds -and -ends storage, was the only place

the problem. Sound waves

to house a relative who had been living
alone and was coming to stay with the

that ravel upward are -absorbed. Result: fewer noise waves
bouncing around.

family permanently. The problem' was to
transform a garage with cinder block walls

Carpets will muffle

YOUR

BEST BUY

bedroom -and -bath apartment.

absorb noises inside the room
floored with them.
Similarly, heavy drapes or
even wall hangings are ef-

IS, MARTINSENOUR
POLY -FLOW VINYL FLAT

fective

AFTER A thorough clean-up, the first
step was to partition off a small area at
the back of the garage for a bathroom.

in cutting down the

The remaining space became a sizable sit-

decibel count. If you suspend
draperies several inches away

PALATINE PAINT & GLASS CO.

ting -sleeping room.

To give the new quarters an attractively
warm atmosphere, the walls were covered
with hardboard panels in a rich woodgrain
finish. Hardboard panels, which are easily
installed With nails or special adhesive over
furring strips applied to any type wall, including cinder block and masonry, were

from the wall, they not only
trap dead air behind

Window Shades - Kirsh Rods - Wallpapers
Glass Tops - Mirrors - Art Supplies

themselves, but also are
barriers to sound being

Flanders 9-0955

9 N. BOTHWELL

and a cement floor into a pleasant

footsteps and also tend to

?E44.1t4f6"..nce0X.14,141;i:Miii,3:c.'-rt

transmitted from outdoors.
SNSFOrkingelertadr

We say Beautyrest is the
World's Most Comfortable Mattress...

N

covered with rich -looking, woodgrained hardboard paneling to give the new room
a warm, comfortable atmosphere. .

chosen for beauty, sturdiness and low maintenance. The prefinished panels can

was laid over a base of hardboard un-

be cleaned with a damp cloth.

derlayment.

GOOD LOOKS and convenience were
also the requirements for, floor and ceiling
materials. Acoustical tile was used for the
ceiling, and resilient floor 'tile - which

furniture, such as a couch that opens into
a bed, a lavatory with countertop space
and a built-in cabinet, and end tables with

Prove it to Yourself!

comfortable separate apartment that kept

the relative close to the family while maintaining her privacy and independence.
Other practical ideas on how to improve

The apartment features double -duty

takes hard wear and is easily cleaned -

your home may be obtained by sending
ten cents to SR&A, Dept. HP, Box 3498,
Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y.

drawer space.

When completed, the garage became a

10017.
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This cluttered garage was converted into an attractive one -room apartment
by using easy -to -install, low -maintenance materials. The masonry walls were

-'..,

,
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INTERIORS

pFRie5

Anniversary SALE!.
Rotel

zeett Soul& lo/t

CUSTOM-MADE
DRAPERIES

AND
SLIP COVERS

111

CUSTOM MADE SLIPCOVERS
One Cushion
CHAIR
and up

Two -Three Cushion
SOFA (UP to 82")

and up

$34.50

$65.00

Includes Fabric AND Labor

$5.00 per yard
Velvet, Reg. $12.95-$15.95
Upholstery Fabrics, Values to $12.00 a yard . $1.98-4.98
$2.98 yard
Naugahyde

20%

Limited Time Offer!

Sleep on Beautyrest
for 45 Nights

OFF ALL
FABRICS

IN STOCK

If you're not completely satisfied ... return it!

Over 30,000 yds.
to choose from.

With Simmons Beautyrest, every part of your body-head, back, hips, arms, legsgets the individual support it needs. Beautyrest's individual coils-individually pocketed-respond separately to the different weight at each spot. And when two people
sleep on a Beautyrest, each gets individual support ... they don't roll together; don't
disturb each other's sleep.
Prove to yourself that the Beautyrest is the world's most comfortable mattress. Try
any Beautyrest set in your own home for 45 nights. If you're not ,100% convinced,
we'll take back the set. Make this test now! Time of offer is strictly limited.

$8950

discover the exciting world
of Bath Fashions ...
VISIT OUR

EXTRA LONG, Twin or Full Size, $99.50 each.
QUEEN SIZE, 60" x 80", $239.50 set.
KING SIZE, 76" x 80", $339.50 set.

Twin or Full Size, Mattress or
Foundation/Chow° regular or extra firm

IN STOCK

OFF ALL
BED'

50c

each

DRAPERYODDS 8 ENDS

FABRICS
yd.

We honor all Midwest Bani Cards

FURNITURE
`on

Arlington Heights Road

S. Arlington Hiights Rd. Arlington Heights

11 S. DUNTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Open MON., THURS, and FRI.
9-9 DAILY 9-5:30
WE FIIINCLRA

CL 3-5249

MIDWIEMILNIC

Carpet and Furniture Specialists
211.13

PILLOWS

IN STOCK

_-Man

Our decorators will aid in your selection without obligation

ARLINGTON

OFF ALL

REMNANTS

SPREADS

Convenient Credit Terms

SIMMONS Wo-ird's,l-apt:qst

20%

20%

CL 9.1110

Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. to 9; Tues. to 6; Wed. to noon; Sat. to 5

~-1

,

>live

if
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Crack /um
Little Cracks
Nothing makes a place look

as though it is going to seed
as quickly as a crack in the

Thuradar March 21, 1968

Power Drill

to match the oldfinish.
WOOD SIDING will now

The 1/4 -inch electric drill is

and then develop a slight

One inexpensive at-

crack. A crack in length -of
clapboard won't make it any
less strong. It will not allow
moisture to enter the house,
but moisture will accumulate,
keeping the board wet.

to drill a few holes that accounts for that popularity.

crack is. Then coat both edges
with glue. Since you can't apply a clamp you will have to
figure out another way to ap-

expensive attachments dud accessories available for the 1/4 inch drill the tool becomes
more versitile, More useful. If

prospect.

ply pressure.

you like you can almost turn

stead

it into the power unit for a

pearances, there is another

few nails along the ,underedge
of the part, a few inches apart
and NOT all the way in. Then

small home workshop.

available with a long handle

to structural defects. Normal

settling plus the bumps and
bruises of daily living can

cause them. They are
unslightly,, however,

and if

you plan to sell your house
they will turn away many a

But aside from ap-

good reason for tending to
cracks quickly. Though not
serious now, they can become

most popular power tool

around. It isn't just the ability

Use a putty knife to pry
apart the board where the

With the multitude of in-

One method is to drive a

serious through neglect. It

bend up the nail. This will
force up the board, pushing

THE BASIC IDEA is that
the drill provides the power
for a number of other tools
instead of having each one

ones into big ones.

together. When the glue

powered separately.

doesn't take long to turn little

the edges of the crack

is

use is one for polikhing. All
you need is a rubber disk
which is fitted with a metal
shaft that fits into the drill's
chuck. A lamb's wool bonnet

can use the polishing at-

swirling marks. More closely
resembling hand sanding is

down on power since the drill
does it for you.

of rubbing by hand.
Polishing attachments are

tachement.
Simple and inexpensive is a

THERE ARE circular -saw

attachments that will turn

which will permit you to

When you use it, remember
to pour off some of the paint
first if the can is full and insert the mixer all the way to
the bottom of the can. Turn

justments for angle and depth

the vibrating sanding at-

tachment to finish the job in-

paint -stirring attachment.

polish a floor with out stooping.

NEXT IS THE sanding at-

tachment. Simplest is the

with

angle,

blade guards and ad-

great for tight spots.

But there's another advantage.
It will change the speed of the
drill, either doubling it or cutting it in half.

of cut.

There also is a saber saw
attachment which turns the

Don't Buy It! Rent It!

For

spackling compound, a
material that comes ready to

Do the job right with
professional equipment
from your department
store of renting.

Extra
Leisure

cracks can be filled with

rL

use.

filled with a patching
material. Ready -mix plaster is

room will provide you with
extra leisure minutes, even

good. You just add water.

hours.

Plaster of Paris can be used

If you think you have a

but is not preferred because it
hardens too quickly.
Chip out the loose material.
Undercut the crack so that it

completely equipped laundry
room, check this list for fun
-- and for profit.
It might astonish you to

know how many housewives,
when interviewed, lacked one

is wider at the bottom than
at the surface. This will keep

or more of these articles or

the patch from pulling out.

arrangements:

: Wet down thoroughly and fill
with plaster. Keep it damp for
24 hours.for proper curing.

Besides the washer and

dryer, some indoor

:

clotheslines for quick convenient jobs.

CRACKS IN basement

A countertop space for

walls should be repaired as

sorting and folding. (This also
comes in handy for gift wrapping, flower arranging, picnic
packing of hampers, etc.)
A hamper for soiled linen.

quickly as possible to prevent
: seepage. Break away all loose

and crumbling concrete.

Again make it wider at the
bottom, like an upside down

A mobile cart for

An elegant sofa which is also a Hide -A -Bed sofa

always trowel away the ex-

For very slight cracks or

tiny dents the old reliable
shellac stick will do very well.

These are available in colors

ding and ironing.
How many items didn't you
have, Ma'am?

on a brushed steel frame and is upholstered in a black and

When the body is stuck in

white tartan plaid.

the mud, you walk on the

face. Nothing vicious here,

though. The "faCe" of ceramic

tile is always the surface you
walk on while "mud" is what
the trade calls one of the types

MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
Floor Polishers and Scrubbers
Rug Shampoo Machines
Vacuum Cleaners
Commercial Vacuums

We rent all the necessary tools needed
for home improvement.
For Your Convenience Until June 9
Daily 8 til 8 - Sat. til 9 Sunday til 4

'United gzat we
708 East Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights CL 9-3350

"body" of the tile in place.

install 3 rooms of carpeting
for $129.95, BUT we will
install a HIGH QUALITY,
100% nylon sculptured,
FHA approved carpet
with thick pad .for only

95
sq. yd.

a
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PANILI G IS SO EA 1:
Whin you do it yourself with quality ma vials from
Wic

s. Complete selection from w m molts
to textured vinyls, plus all a etsoriest
now at terri savingd.

g

available In prefinished 4x8 shoots
,

97

$

LAUAN MAHOGANY

EACH

NOW SAVE OW

38

available in prefinished 4x8 sheets
NOW SAVE PR

REGULAR *0.00

EACH

aver concrete)

A CARPET WE'LL BE PROUD TO
SELL, AND YOU'LL BE PROUD
TO OWN

ANTIQUE NORTHERN BIRCH

s

RIVIERA WALNUT

A44
$

PROVINCIAL ELM

SA44

1

11/

ALE SHEET

4.11 SHEET

GIA/ 4.1 SHEET

customer's choice for Carefree beauty and durability*

WE ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED CARPETING

OAK TEAK

i

9

&
CHERRY
beautifully finished 4x8 sheets

FROM $9.50 sq. yd. INSTALLED

REGULAR $5.68

PER PANEL

NOW SAVE 71c

h. weock.r.Mnproduct.

OLEFIN-NYLON-HERCULON & NEW

PANELING ACCESSORIES
Panel Life $1.59
Prefinighed Nails 79c
Putty Sticks 39c

ROOM -OUTDOOR use.

from $4.50 sq.yd. PLUS INSTALLATION

Panel Adhesive 1.12

Matching Prefinished Melo.
Furring Strips 3c in. ft.

PLUS! FREE CARTOP PANEL CARRIER!
with any purchase of 4 or more sheets of Wickes paneling.

VISIT OUR NEW SHOWROOM OR STAY IN. THE
COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME AND WE'LL
BRING A LARGE SELECTION OF SAMPLES
TO YOU.

DESERT SAND TILEBOARD
VINYL CLAD PANELING
OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLASS

SUSPENDED CEILING

NEW! GRID LIGHT
BUILDING SUPPLIES IENTER

VINYL ASBESTOS FLOOR TILE

$767 4x8

$2336

672 E. NORTHWEST HWY.'

BARTLETT,
ILLINOIS

.

I

Only

$259

Prompt Installation
This is it! Our annual pre -season, bonus dollar
days on Carrier Room Air Conditioners. You
have a big choice at big savings. What's more,

we can assure prompt installation. By every
measure, this is the best time to give yourself
a break before the weather breaks! There are
models for every purse, every purpose-from
5,000 to 30,000 Btu's. Choice of two- and three speed cooling, 208- or 230 -volts and 115 -volt
plug -ins. For variety and value, the new line of
Carrier Room Air Conditioners is hard to beat.

$11 47 EACH

9.171/2c 120216c

After Hours: Fri., 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Sat. 8 A.M. to 4 P.M. - Sun. 9 A.M. to 1 P.M.

Phone 358-1500

PALATINE -

$864 4x8

10x 12 ROOM

PEBBLE WHITE DESIGN

SALES -INSTALLATION -CLEANING

18,500
Btu's

Buy Now - Pay Later Complete Selection

nowt Wickes has a complete lino of ...

ACRYLIC FIBERS for KITCHEN -FAMILY

Carpets are our business...our ONLY business.

tioners

Take advantage of VVickos' super low prices on our first
quality pro -finished paneling...

WHITE SAND LAUAN

(extra

ir

ENDS THURSDAY, MARCH 28

REGULAR *0.00

installed!

Before prices climb
with the thermometer...

Pr seas n
s on
nna ler

of mortar used to hold the

on

f .

WALLPAPERING EQUIPMENT
Walk Boards Extension Planks
Wallpaper Steamers
Paste Tables and Tools

A sit-down area for men-

is the

"Kempton" created by Simmons Co. The convertible is supported

Cruel?

cess.

sand.

Cement Mixers
inishing tools
Power Trowels
Mortar Pans
Concrete Wheel Barrows

Paint Sprayers
Drop Cloths
Paint Removers
Extension Ladders
Ladder Planks and Brackets

removers.

to. Use plenty. You can

pounds. Overfill and then

CEMENT TOOLS

Cabinets or shelves for
detergents, bleaches, stain

the kind you just add water

plastic wood or similar com-

Electric Hammers
Power Saws
Chain Saws
Electric Drills
Car Polishers

and after washing.

a ready -mix concrete patch,

Cracks in wood should be

POWER TOOLS

transporting clothes before

Apply plenty of water to the
widened crack. Then fill with

sanded since dirt and wax will
keep fillers from sticking. Use

PAINTERS EQUIPMENT

Extra items in your laundry

Larger cracks should be

t.

your drill into a small power
saw. These come complete

the nails.

in a new home as it settles.
Older homes will develop
cracks due to stresses. Fine

1'

the work.

A right-angle drive is just
what it seems to be. The unit
consists of a housing containing a set of gears so that
you can drill and sand at an

off the power before removing

develop a few hairline cracks

-

position on your work bench,
leaves your hands free to hold

thoroughly dry, yank out

PLASTER IS bound to

;".

variable speed models and,
those that can be reversed.
With these it isn't necessary
to have an attachment to cut

One trouble with this sort
of sanding is that it leaves

your car, for example, you

A grinding -wheel at-

tachment makes the drill an
electric sharpener for knives
and other tools. But before
you use one, get yourself a
bench -mounting attachment
for your electric drill. This
holds the drill in a stationary

a new drill investigate the new

use successively finer paper.

in place.
Once you've applied wax to

unit into a portable jig saw.

hard job faster and easier.
However, if you are buying

start with the coarse grit and

is fitted over the disk and tied

Tool

©se

the nilier from the can.
Screw -driving attachments
take screwdriver bits, make a

same rubber disk again to
which are attached sanding
disks which are available in
a variety of grits. This type
is useful for removing paint
or rust. As with all sanding,

tachment which will get great

probably the first power tool
the home handyman will buy
or rent. It is easily the one

wall. Even the ,,smallest crack
in the foundation will give the
impression that the house may
be about to'tumble.
Tiny cracks are seldom due

ART

:a111

Page 15

44 Mile West of Barrington Road
On Lake Street (U.S. 20)

037-6000 r

ITV
218 N. DUNTON - ARLINGTON HEIGHTS - CL 5-0700
Open Daily 9-6; Monday, Thursday & Friday to 9

What; *etches .A ,Room?

111E DAY
Thursday, March 21, 1968

Page 16

Color, judicious use of

dual-purpose furniture and

unusual arrangement of wall
shelves help a small room put
on large -room airs.

A classic use of twin sofas

cornered in a room make a

WHAT'S THE BEST WATER

start in two settings. A one room apartment, for example,
leads many lives with a small
white -brick terrace and clay-,
potted plants extending its living space.

CONDITIONING PLAN FOR YOU?

THE ROOM appears to

grow through use of a
monochromatic color scheme

that avoids chopping up an

Take your choice:

In keeping with the
leaning to pineapple shades
this season, the walls are a

area.

1. Rent (as long as you wish).

sunny yellow and the color, is
echoed in window shades and

2. Buy.
3. Rent with option to buy.

a notched canopy -type
valance. In pineapple yellow
are steelbased love seats.

These were designed for
Chesapeake -Siegel -Land in
deeply tufted chenille velvet.
Again au courant is the soft beige, weltless design using
latex foam rubber cushioning.

YeurineMNy reiltil;Chaige can apply at full Value toward
= the pinthasir of your woter,corafitioning unit anytime der.:
t
"
'
!flathe fit#Yet"'

a'

The sofas convert to

corn-'

fortable beds.

Further expanding the area

for living -bedroom -dining life
is the use of smoke glass

Try it before you buy N

paneled screens in the dining
area corner.

Top-quality, fiberglass water conditioner
will soften, filter, and refine to give you
sparkling rust -free water.

$6.25

designer Don Russell of Stern
Bros. used a desk -table that

houses two upholstered ot-

tomans. These stainless

MONTH

steelbased pieces are for dining or extra seating. When not
in use, they slide back into the
unit and avoid cluttering the

FIRST MONTH'S

Model of your choice

corner.
A staggered arrangement of
wood shelves combines with a
painting to form an intriguing
wall design. The shelves hold
books and bibelots but take up
absolutely no floor space.

RENT AL FREE

Bran'd new
Fully. automatic

PLUS -

IN THIS space, interior

_ONLY

Another room using sofas

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

set at right angles and off -the -

floor shelving units does lean
on two bright color notes. The
main one acts to pull the small

--- finest hard copper installation
- soft water on both hot and cold lines
- outside silcock by-passed for lawn.

FREE

INSTALLATION

Sleep -sofas cushioned in latex
foam rubber and covered with
yellow chenille velvet provide
comfortable sitting and sleep-

ing in minimum of space.

Desk -table with roll -out ottomans (left) also add to compactness of setting. Clay potted plants on small terrace ex=

tend space to small outdoor
terrace.

Right-red area rug with
simulated sunburst design sets

key for single room. Black and -white sofas set at right

area together, though when

angles, phis two stools covered

furnishing (John Smart) and
pale gray walls.'This is a red

versation area.

used with neutral -toned

Call Us Today For More Information

SUNNY ROOM has dean,
uncluttered look through use
of mono -chromatic scheme
based on pineapple yellow.

in gold velvet, create a con-

sunburst effect area rug by
Egetaepper surrounded by a

Family Paint -Out
Gets job Done

black -arid -white sofa.

Bright gold velvet toss -

RENT -A -SOFT ,INC.

pillows accent the sofa, and
stools in the same fabric act

CL 9-3393

as frames for the conversation

ARLINGTON HGTS.

merely a few solid white and

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 9 P.M.

Division of Arlington Soft Water Company

216 EAST NORTHWEST HWY.

area. Again the economy of
furniture pieces is seen with

solid black chairs used

elsewhere in the room.

a moral obligation and an excuse for good food and good

captain who runs a tight ship
or, should we say, flourishes

humor.

The gal who shows up in heels

ONE suburban homeowner
revived the pitch -in recently
and talked a few neighbors into a Saturday paint -in of the

for girl.

a strict brush.

It's a natural move on the

part of the host or hostess not
to alienate the volunteer labor

by being too dictatorial. On
the other hand if someone
doesn't mark out work areas

stunf

and jobs to be done the result
could be psychedelic.

is

Awe glut/

A paint -out today is a spin-

yG

off from the neighborly attitude in rural areas where
barn raisings and such 'were

DON'T PAI NT
... PANEL! ...

paper cups and plates for

A paint party can be fun
and productive if there is a

refreshments for everyone.

and her favorite Pucci outfit
(and there will be one) can
tend to refreshments, answer
the phone and be the the go -

outdoor chimney and trim.
Another exchanged "time"

by buying good equipment

furniture. Whatever the project, it's fun to have company

specifically designed for the
job. Don't for example, use
left -over interior paint as a

Save money in the long run

and good quality paint

and touched up outdoor
while you work.

Save time and aggravation
by rounding up enough paint

house trim just to sape money.
You'll have to redo the job.

"My '

homeowners have swimming

brushes, paper paint tubs,

MANY suburban

pools that need touching up

-

t

-

before the season begins. It is

estimated that 514,000

:,..c:e".

;2-- .g

residential pools are in use
now.

Almost 80 per cent of the
pools built in the last year are
a paintable 15 x 30 -foot to 20
x 40 -foot size in a price range

Do it yourself ... or have
it done, you'll add unsurpassed
beauty to any room. Durable,

of $4,140. More energetic

pool owners have found they
can paint their own pools, ac-

surprisingly economical, and

cording to the makers of a
tilelike enamel pool paint

cherished for a lifetime!

is important to buy a pool

(Ramuc by Intertol). Again it

paint that will not chalk,

TODAY'S PANELING FOR TOMORROW'S LIVING

New! Weldwood

New! Weldwood

Georgia-Pacfic

RANCHERO

Lamplight Birch

Avocado (Green) Oak

$695.

EACH

$896

4' x 8' x 1/4"

Special Price 'til April 15, '60

First quality
WALNUT

115

,

$1 152

EACH
4'x 8' x1/4"

EACH

for the paint party. Good luck!

Informal

YOUR OWN PRIVATE DOORMAN

Plan your vacation house to

make it easy for you to

Just touch the button in your car.
Portable remote transmitter opens &
closes door, turns lights on & off, unlocks & locks the door - ALL AUTO-

prepare and serve informal

.

4IE,AxC8H,

4' x 8' x 1/4"

meals, says the Tile Council
of America, and make broad
use in the kitchen and dining
areas of surfacing materials
like ceramic tile that facilitate

MATICALLY.

Domestic Rustic

Beautiful paneling of

MAHOGANY

AMBER ELM

AUTUMN PECAN

EACH
4' x 7' x 3/16"

Whatever the paint job

ahead, the most professional
painters start by preparing the
surface. You may want to do
this before your guests arrive

2 hours
aday..,.

PANEUNG

Elrodaro Coral

$378.

Davy Jones theme for a party.

on duty

EACH
4' x 8'x 1/4"

14NYL WEIDA

Weldwood's
OLD ENGLISH ELM
(Thrifty Grade)
$995

AT A BIRCH PRICE

2

EACH

4'x8'xVs"

powder, blister or peel. Pool
painting makes an excellent

snn awn

$

by Weldwood

088
EACH 4'

8' x 1/4'!

NOWIONLY191977

fast clean-up afterwards.

Reg. $139.45

EACH

$1198 4'vs;,

DUFFY,EVANS
LUMBER & PLYWOOD

514 E. Northwest Hwy. Mount Prospect

CL 5-7141

,HOURS: Mon., Thurs., Fri. 8 a .m.#8:30 p.m.

Tues. & Wed: 8 to 5:30 Sat. 8 to 3 Closed Sunday '

PRE -SPRING
SALE!

Complete with remote control (without remote control

Skin Guard

$95.00)

Screw Drive Deluxe
Model G401

/

NOWIONLY S149771
Reg. $169.95
limo ation $35.00 additional

FREE.

DELIVERY
FREE

ESTIMATES

CALL CI 9-4020
'

After 4:30 P.M. Call HE 9-0331
'

(Bring exact
measurement%)

PROSPECT GARAGE POOR CO.
John Millar & Don Craig, Owners -"Our 10th Year"

5 S. PINE, MT. PROSPECT

Summertime cleaners and
gardeners need to guard their
. skin with protective clothing,
both indoors and out. For instance, keep hair away from
the face by tucking it neatly
under a band or scarf. Wear
well -fitting flats or sneakers
indoors, lightweight rubber
. boots outdoors. Choose com-

fortable slacks or jeans for

ease and practical, pocketed

tops or jackets. Whenever

,possible, protect hands with a

hand cream or lotion and

cover up with gloves.

Dehcate
Touch

A fresh facelift for a drab room needn't
be expensive or extensive. Sometimes, an

g

do you really know your
sandpaper?

If you're getting a wood

decorative radiator enclosure, a unique
piece of furniture - can work wonders.

surface ready for re -painting

or re -varnishing, or even if

The trick is knowing how to highlight"
a room and which materials will do the

you are using new wood fresh

best job.

from the lumber yard, you

kar

One decorative material that's growing
in popularity with' both amateur 'do-it-

should take care to do a prudent job of choosing the right

4 ......

because of its versatility is filigree

.1

This is the airy -looking type

4

Wet types are used with
water for quicker cutting.
Their flexible waterproof

of hardboard panel that has openwork
designs die -cut into the panels. Despite its

delicate appearance, filigree hardboard
panels are extremely sturdy, can be damp -

finishing and polishing. Oil is

sometimes used for wood

".

surfaces.

THEN THERE is also a

even exotic.

choice of closed -coat or open coat sandpapers.

AN EXAMPLE of how well filigree
hardboard works in modern room design
IS its use in a recent remodeling project
by Paul Krauss of the American Institute

Abrasive grains packed
close together produce a

closed -coat paper which cuts

of Interior Designers.

faster but also clogs more
quickly, particularly on soft

fashionable one -room apartment into an

materials. Open -coat papers,

elegantly functional living -sleeping -dining
area with rich -looking fabric wall

avoid the clogging action.

Mr. Krauss transformed an old, un-

best for machine sanding,

double -duty furniture.

armoire which could be built by any

types. However, aluminum
oxide, a brownish synthetic

handyman. Standard -sized filigree panels
form the doors of clothes cabinets flanking
built - in bookshelves. Duplicate panels,

paper, available in belts,

Focal highpoint of the room is a stylish

type, costing more, also lasts
longer and is an all-purpose

Ask the merchant before

you buy. Tell him the job you
plan on doing. You'll save
abrasive action on your own

be painted, or simply varnished or
shellacked, to blend with the room decor.

nerves, too.

FILIGREE PANELS also make
and room dividers. Installed on a wall,
they become a decorative accent or an

Beauty and function were

combined in this graceful

elegant backdrop for furniture groupings.
They're also used effectively as window

armoire, which uses filigree

hardboard panels to conceal a

- oriental -

TV, hi-fi and closet space.
The delicate -looking, but
sturdy, panels have many
other uses, such as privacy
screens and room dividers.

fashion - over a fixed pane or glass.

For ideas on how to use filigree and
other decorative hardboard panels, send

ten cents to SR&A, Dept. HP, Box 3498,
Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y.

(Photo: Avisco Rayon)

10017.

ever before

Because rooms in most
units are built for an as yet
nonexistent tenant they come

out four walls, a floor and a

Bloomingdale's decorating

department.

The room is almost traditional when put side by side
with the Larsen menage with
its Pierre Paulin pieces. Yet

thought about your teenager's

automatically deriving some

will take plenty of use and
even abuse, and that can be

tivities.

easily cleaned.

Closing the period gap is a
window shade laminated with

daughter of the house have a
share in deciding what,colors

ceramic tile

a black -and -brown flamestitch
fabric.

decor, and whether the

A hard linoleum or even
may be more
useful in the long run than
thick rugs, thought there's a
lot to be said for the noise -

what is suitable, not your

ter.

from a Portuguese rug.

Bell set black -and -white
sketches against mocha walls

and used two armless beige

browns, and beiges picked up

tangerine pillows for comfort.

You're doing yourself a
favor at the same time that

privacy for your own ac-

LET THE SON or.

will prevail in the room's

deadening qualities of the lat-

furniture meets their ideas of

_silltlifi
I_

t

.

coin

ttl._10. . .

i

a

phrase.

decorating drawback now has
economic and nostalgic value
neuter.

0'I

I

I

1

mom

i

0

t

i

worie4 to 4ack & flIAMItteed

L

distinctiveness to a room without investing in major
building changes. It is done
with fabric designs and color,
for example

A RECENT adept use of
the technique appears in the

apartment of Jack Lenor

""4117-SIMPOCiegisPu,ve-m

Custom Made Drapery up to

Home is where
the heart is!

the chair is a blue -red rippling

stripe and set against this is
a black, white and gold print
on the sofa. The furniture

Your home is your castle ... and if your
castle needs improvements, we're ready

shapes create an architectural
motif since they both look like
something out of Anatomy
.100.

easily. Whatever your needs ... a recrea-

to

lend you the money ... quickly and

room, pleasant family room, remodeled kitchen ... even a new drawtion

floor.

Added to this phase of'

mod -psychedelic -electric -contemporary furnishing is a

plexiglass cube table Larsen
built by putting five pieces of
the material together.

ON THE other end of the
decorating stick is a living

room created' by David.

Busse and Emerson

Mount Prospect. Ili. 60056
CLearbrook 9-4000
LOBBY HOURS 8:30 am to 2:00 pmdally thru
Saturday, except Wad. Friday evenings, 500 until 8.
IDRIVEUP HOURS 8:30 am to 4:00 pm daily
Friday, IWO am to ROO pm Sat.8:30 am to 2:00 pm

121;ifibill&

-V Aigkah;

SAVE 1

0%

TO

5%

WALLPAPER

..

,
/ Come in and see designs

FAST
DELIVERY

WALLPAPER

for 20 modern fences... They ore easy to build
If you have a beautiful yard, small children, a garden ...
have you considered the importance of selecting the right

SPECIALS

fence design to provide privacy and protection ...'and to

tastefully frame your home?

Let bs show you a complete selection of fence designs
planned to harmonize with today's modern homes. These
economical fences are easy to build They are expertly

designed for beauty as well as durable service ... to look
better ... last longer.

Cedar Fencing Lumber

bridge ... call us for the money.

Mount Prospeq
State Bank

6695

ON ALL

4x4 Posts '24c
1 x6 Boards 10c

further, Larsen used a neutral

Another tidbit was the use of
a silver foil window shade for
sparkle and iridescent wall
fabric is highlighted for evening with lights set on the

154 inches & 96 inches only

OFF REGULAR RETAIL

Larsen here Of course, he
had a hand in designing the

oi 5 feel/14

A

eioreN1=4.11410

With a budget in mind, it

is possible to bring a

Extending the feeling
stretch fabric on molded
frames that arched to the ceiling for a domed effect.

our New
SUNLINER

-zr471 I NIMINNIMMIIME 1

because it isn't sterile or

He built a room around an
undulating chair and sofa of
Pierre Paulin for Artifort. On

if selected from our large stock
You'll receive such values

-

what once was thought a

so creatively.

GUARANTEED EASTER DELIVERY
as...

many windows or doors. Yet

nylon stretch fab ics he used

PRE -EASTER

14144 pAdt all lilted lainio.

to

elaborately carved mantels
and rooms cut up with too

bold patterns of Caprolan

spilled cosmetics or misplaced lighted cigarettes.

..
...,

dows, dados and such that

THE OLDER homes, those
special "uglies" many like to
buy because they are totallly
different, resulted from an era
of gingerbread hangovers with

500 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS

worries about stains from

I____mak

I

beams, other special wall or
ceiling effects, unusual win-

personality from scratch.

of floor and wall tiles, will
also be an aid, eliminating

sensible floor covering, that

freinds because you are

sofas With bolsters and

Only those persons who
hire an architect to build in

worry about creating a

beneath, matching the decor

mark the comings and goings
of your adolescent, propose a

ceiling

make 40- or 50 -year -year old
homes something special don't

A ceramic tile counter

walls, not you.

yearning for his or her own

ee jekr

assistance to Milady's toilette.

you provide for an area where
the teen can study or entertain

it is the perfect balance of the

old and new, using rich

even projecting out from a
wall mirror, can be a major

hideaway.

ants to Live
In 'a Dull Drab Room
Eugene Bell, director of

theater -dressing -room style, or

own. The teen-ager will be
spending time within those

Take time out for a little

GALLON

Lights around a mirror in

Plan a Hideaway
For Your Teen-ager
Offer some practical suggestions. For instance, since
you know that activity will

o

renters of apartments than

Moore: 6 75

Lights

beautiful connecting doors, privacy screens

more home owners and

INTERIOR LATEX WALL PAINT
The world's best interior decorator! Easy to use;
washable. Rolls on quickly, dries in an hour to a
handsome, flat finish. Rollers, pans and brushes
rinse clean in soapy water. Ask for free color card.

sheets, and disks.

cut to size, hide a TV and hi-fi. Filigree
was chosen to give the heavy armoire a
graceful air, and because the panels can

frustrating question faces

as

Papers made with flint and
garnet are the least expensive

coverings, vivid area rugs and attractive

box for a room? This

;41t10
0

them in water for fine

........

...

and shape with ordinary carpentry tools.
Depending on its use and finish, filigree
can look dainty, luxurious, dramatic or

ah 0 4 0

backing allows you to dip

....... ......

wiped clean, and are easy to work, cut

What does one do with a

`et:
D A

sandpaper for the job.
Abrasive paper is available
as "wet" or "dry".

yourselfeis and professional designers

shutters, or can be installed

Page 17
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Do you just scrape along or

imaginative touch - an ornate room
divider, an interesting wall accent, a

hardboard.

ME DAY

Don't
Just
Serape

1.Z.4"

per foot
per foot

Our new plush pile Masland
Cherub Nylon Carpeting
Installed on Heavy Rubber
Padding This week only
$965 per sq. yd.
-

2x4 Boards 11c per foot
25 lb.. bug of Cedar Kennel
$3.00 per bag
Bedding

1

CARPETING

SPRING INTERIORS

HELLER Lumber Co.

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS

24 N. Hickory. Arlington Heights
I block N. of Foundry,1 block W. of Arlington Market
7:30-5 Mon. thru Fri., 7:30.3:30 Saturday
392.42114

.

154 NORTHWEST HWY. PALATINE PH. 358-7460
CALL FOR OUR "SHOWROOM ON WHEELS"
OPEN I)AlLY TO 5:30 THURS. & FRI. TO 9:30

_

Photo@ Add

Carpet
Your
Kitchen

bevel

special moment on a vacation
trip or of a suo-IKsfully com-

Experience shows that dry
mounting is best when you

Shots of the family, of a

most homemakers to accept
the use of fabric on the floor
as practical, eSpecially in a
room where food and liquid

pleted project make an
unusual display.
Most tend to frame pictures

spills are a way of life and the

in the conservative manner or
pin them on a bulletin board.
For your own special gallery,

traffic is heavier than at the
Main Street stoplight.

Inroads have been made,
though. Contributing to the

blow up shots, mount them

unframed and hang in a

use of carpeting in areas once
considered only for tile, wood,

grouped arrangement.

One career woman here

linoleum or other washable
materials in the variety of
synthetic fibers. Because of

the fiber's structure the

dust and most household
stains.

a checkerboard effect are
possible, too.

A small kitchen can be a

do-it-yourself project. Stylists
using a Herculon fabric learn-

; ed these important facets of

Insert thin strips of wood at

Before you start, assemble
your mounting materials. The
most common base is a mount
board. Once the photograph is

adhered you may want to

carpeting a kitchen:

- They discovered

it is

giraing Area

always better to have a little

extra carpet than too little.

Measure carefully and add ex-

tra inches for the areas that
jut out.

- Clean floor thoroughly

first and roll out carpet.

is to be installed. Start with
one side, carefully put down
carpet and press down firmly.

- Cut off additional inches
around cabinets, appliances
and at doors for an even appearance. To avoid damaging

With I' ers nality

the floor,

place a piece of

board or plywood under the
rug while cutting.

- Avoid tripping on corner

or at the doors by nailing
these spots with carpet tacks.

- Wedge corners into place

by pushing the carpet down
with a screwdriver.

Any woman who feels she

is not sharp with figures or

the mechanics of laying carpet

has a good excuse to ask a
fellow for help.

Solving
Sink
Probl ems
There wasn't much you

could do about the old oaken

bucket to improve its appearance or to stop it from
leaking.

If, however, your kitchen
sink is old-fashioned both in
looks and efficiency, there are
several ways you can solve the
problems it presents.
You can make a good start

by replacing your old sink
with a two -bowl or three -bowl

type, which magically allows

and movie stars, they take
quickly to dining with a flair.

- one from the shelf and the

other from the buffet

top.

Too Many
Closets?
If you're lucky enough to

have more than enough
closets in

your h6me, you

might consider living

without one of them and turning it into that needed sewing

area, laundry corner or bar.
Surfacing walls and floors

with tile will make water -use
no problem and cleaning easy.

burlap -type cloth with this.

8 W. Busse Ave.

AR1E1 NJ k RDWARE
Mt. Prospect

CL 3-0960

the top and bottom of the

cloth and hang from a cord,
scroll -fashion, after securing
the photo to the fabric with
rubber cement.

IF YOU WANT to

dry -

mount at home, put your iron

to work. Set the control
between "silk" and "wool" for

mounting black -and -white
prints and "synthetic fabrics"
for color prints. Press dry mounting tissue with edge of

OF

For wet mounting, use

YOU MUST WORK LIKE A DOG

rubber cement for best results.
A spray adhesive may be used, too. In either case, when

T HEN FEEL ELEGANT AS AN

AFGHAN IN YOUR NEW

using a nonporous material

ed.

for the mounting' board, coat
the back of the photo surface

moderns may prefer to use

and the board.
Allow adhesive to dry until

Stereo -prone young

.QUA KE

tacky. After about a minute,
center the print carefully and
press firmly in place. Smooth
down to force out air bubbles
and wrinkles.

KOTCHENS

(That's KN ABE-Our Mascot
-In Our Showroom)

Divider
1620 W. NW HWY. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Make your room divider do

A KEY to a distinctive din-

and hutch combination ing area is its complete
designed for Tounders in departure from the style
pecky pecan and cane design in other rooms. For exbecomes a server, bar or salad ample, break an Early
mixing spot with little effort.
By lowering the cabinet ofthe
hutch two work spaces result

BUSSE-DOE

fabric or oblong piece of

helpful, mistake -avoiding tips.

Or guests.

FOR EXAMPLE, a buffet

back to the Orient. This is the

supply stores along with some

With or without a defined such units to hold components
room for dining, space re- and records, plus the dining
mains a decorating hang up. pieces.
A small table, one that is
The problem of getting the
most out of what you've got 50 x 38 inches and expands
is solved through use, of with two leaves to 86 inches,
smallscaled tables, chairs, buf- becomes a game table when
fet and hutch units. These the whim to play hits family
serve many uses.

Another different approach

boards are available in art

personality certainly fits the shelves in such a buffet offer,
mood of the breakaway storage space for silver, linen
generation. Although the sw- and china. When buying such
ingers may cling to tradition furniture elements try to
via mooning over the '20s and visualize how they may be usfurnishings

double duty. It's an excellent

place for a built-in bar or

259-3205

serving counter surfaced in a

decorative, waterproof

SHOWROOM HOURS:
8-5 MON-THURS, 8-8 FRI, 9-3 SAT

material.

American mood in a home
with a dining area decorated
with the classical pedestal table

and pedestal -based chairs or
depart from a modern living
room by having a dining spot
in Spanish with carved chairs

SIDEBOARDS '68 are scaled for smaller dining areas. Buffet

Tat

and hutch combination with matching table and chairs are
in pecky pecan with cane accents. Dining area designed for
Founders shows effectiveness of striking contrasts with offwhite rug and Empiye green wall.

and all.

Another pleasant surprise
in decorating this area may be
the use of a canopied ceiling.
Tricks with a wall of mirrors,
alternating mirrors with a pattern in fabric or using a mural
on a ' wall lend a striking

background to a room that

This coupon to worth a 050 preseason
discount If you install Trans Central Air

was once a deCorating
stepchild because of a rigid
Victorian attitude toward
what went where for what

Conditioning cowl

purpose.

you to do two or three jobs
simultaneously.

OR INSTALL a single-hand-

dle faucet, which responds to
fingertip control and even lets

it's worth ION on a TRANE

it on or off when your hands -

CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

you use your elbow to turn
are full.

An aerator on your faucet
will speed up the sudsing ac-

tion of almost any soap by

creating zillions of bubbles in

the water. This makes any
cleaning task easier and saves
you money on your water bill.

Step up cleaning dishes,

washing vegetables, etc., with
a spray attachment. Latest improvement in this line has just

been marketed: a flexible
stainless steel hose.

Wrap -Up
Hang -Up
Modern appliances and pro-

ducts - self cleaning ovens,

electric mixers, freezers,
automatic coffee makers,

dishwashers, disposal units
and easy -to -clean surfacing
materials like ceramic tile 'have greatly eased cooking

drudgery. Sometimes, though,
the persistent mischief of
tiny cook -hating gremlins can

For sheer beauty Satin
Impervo is tough to beat.
For ease of application
and for choice of smart
decorator colors them
is none finer. You get

professionallookIng
results everytime as It
brushes to a satin smooth,
lustrous finish. With.
stands hard knocks,
can be washed as
necessary.
Berdande

Moore paha
m

still turn all to gall and
wormwood.

If 'at critical moments of

your kitchen life, rolls of wax-

ed paper, foil or plastic wrap
always get into unhandy positions - in other words, if you
have a wrap-up hang-up - a
battery -operated dispenser'

at the official

Basketball Backboard
of \Qdwoocr DURAPLY.
ONLY

Hand-picked air conditioning experts survey your cooling needs,
elect the right equipment, provide quality installation and service
with little muss and at lowest possible coat you save $fie
Ile Dawn Payment-Pay Nothing Till Spring

$850

ACT HOWE

Stays new -looking

Won't spilt or crack
Weatherproof

Wear, dent & scratch resistant

Prime coated for

1 -coat

painting

Official Weldwood Duraply Backboard is made of strong,
lightweight, warp -resistant Exterior plywOod with special

weather-proof surface. Takes paint perfectly-holds

RIME®

111101141pall COMMON

paint longer. Gives years of carefree fun. Never becothee

135

a backyard eyesore. Withstands year-round weather.

QUART

Junior deserves the best! Stop in today and treat him
to a Weldwood Duraply Basketball Backboard.

Easy to handle and install

HELLER Lumber Co.

may be just the gremlin dispatcher you need. The

CIETHERN AIR INC.
AIR CONDITIONINGi HEATING SPECIALISTS

.24 N. Hickory. Arlington Heights

dispenser, which can be

mounted on the wall, under a
cabinet or set upon a counter,
unrolls wrap readily at press
of alever.

how hot it was last summer? Don't put your family
through another unbearable one. Be ready. for that first warm
spring day. Install Trane Air Conditioning now and pay nothing
till spring-No Down Payment! Get a full season's return on your
investment. Take advantage of our matchless offer and save.
WE'Ril READY TO INSTALL YOUR SYSTEM NOW!
Remember

For Doors, Trim,
Cabinets, Walls In
Kitchens or Baths,
Children's Toys
and Furniture

500 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS

r

Both tissue and mounting

A dining area with total Two trays and two adjustable

'30s in clothes,

I

Amodta's favorite fertilizer
Makes grass multiply itself! Keeps it
greener because it's Trionized! Won't
harm' grass seed. Odorless, lightweight. 10,000 sq. ft. 0401
Regular OM $1
5,000 sq. ft. Reg. 5.45._ _.._.......4.95
15,01111 sq. ft. Reg.

iron to the photograph.
The tissue should be slightly smaller than the print. Tack
tissue to the mounting board.

- Place double-faced

carpet tape on the floor at the
exact places where the carpet

decorator's burlap, raw silk,
metal foil, straw matting or
wallpaper. If you mount on
acoustical tile or bricks use
the wet mounting process for

porous material.

mounting.

homemaker for a new look in the kitchen.

rough linen, calico, velvet,.

scroll. Use a window 'shade

mounting; the other is wet
WALL-TO-WALL CARPETING is spreading throughout the house. Man-made fibers,
especially, make it more feasible for kitchen use. Smaller kitchens look larger with such
carpeting. This Maslen is one reason why many homemakers prefer wall-to-wall carpeting
in living and bedrooms. Carpet is easily cut (top left) and tacked by fairly inexperienced

FOR A MAT you may add

drama to the photo by using

brick and cinder block. This
requires shellacking the
surface first, so the adhesive

using two methods. One is dry

Geometric or floral designs or

choose the synthetic Material.

to mounting photos reaches

YOU CAN mount your

TILD 114 F EiBLOGLEDE

material.

photos on the various sides of

photos quickly and securely

depending upon one's taste.

Styrofoam, it seems, also
Makes a good mounting

best results.

used won't soak into the

A SMALL kitchen takes on
a completely new atmosphere
when carpeted in vibrant red,
green, blue, gold or beige,

edges. Hang the photo, using
a cloth -backed hook and eye.

showed her individuality by

mounting black and white

carpets resist moisture, dirt,

-

..1, 1968

and paint the board

A photo gallery in the home
a modern look to a
room and adds a personalized
touch no one else on the block
can imitate.
lends

more than 10 years.
It has been difficult for

-

Thursday, Mart

armth to loom

Carpet manufacturers have
been trying to sell the idea of
carpeting bathrooms, recreation rooms and fitchens for.

-

THEDAY
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1 block N. of Foundry, 1 block W. of Arlington Market
30,4224
7:30-5 Mon. Okra Fri., 7:30.3:30 Saturday

830 West Baldwin, Road (Route 14)

.Palatine, Illinois 60067
Phone: (312) 358-2030

. .......

SHORT RIBS !.

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

,

Page 19
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;OUT OUR WAY'
rm WORRIED ABOUT

II WAIT A
MINUTE,

YES, THAT SELF-INFLICTED.
MISERY TO DEMONSTRATE

YOUR GRANDFATHER

SINCE HE QUITSMOK- HIS WILL POWER IS GETING, THE MAILMAN'S TING TO BE TOO MUCH
NEVER WITHOUT HIS' FOR HIM; HE'S EITHER

GRAM P --

I TH INK
THERE'S

ANOTHER

PIPE, AND GRANDPA'S

C.IOT TO START:SMOKLOOKING MORE DES- ING AGAIN OR STOP
PERATE EVERY
G00.1610 THE DOORTO
DAY/
GREET THE MAILMAN:

LETTER

FOR YOU

IN HERE

SOMEWHERE!

il(W

a DU 1, MA. 1.e. WA. 14.. W.F.,. WE

'When I said i correct you because 1 love you I didn't
mean I hate you when you behave!"

"Rita had 'surgery, Paul asked Carla for a divorce, and
June was accused of shoplifting. Then the tube went
pflooie and spoiled my whole afternoon!"

ROBIN MALONE
I'M RAMROD THAT YOU WANT
ME TO RUN FOR PR5SIDENr OF

YOU ARE BRILLIANT, DECISIVE,
HAVE VAST EXPERIENCE IN

THE UNITED STATES... our

vomasric ANP INTERNATIONAL

AM HARDLY QUALIFIED, FOR. -

AFFAIRG".AND YOU ARE FAR
AND AWAY THE MOST ATTRACTIVE

MF-M05R OFCUR GROUP.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

1I

HE SWAPPED -THIS ANY OF YOU L
FOR MY IMPORTED GUYS SEE
SAKE MUST HAVE HITCH -HIKED SILK I VVE SEEN THE PEI' SNAKE

}at
.40011/ MIA Est. Mtn. ui''.M

OWEN.

OUT OF TOWN IN MY NEW CAR
COAT! 114E -THREADS HE LEFT

BUGS BUNNY
I'M TIRED
0' BEIN' A

"THE ONLY WAY T! GET

ABETTER JOB IS T'

NURSEMAID

HAVE YA GOT A
URK

BARGE IN AN' sdiSile
PER IT:

TO AMON

LOOK LIKE BUFFALO BILOS
FIRST 'SADDLE. BLANKET!

7HEY, MISTER SC HNOOGLE>
MINUTE-

FEWER SOUP
STAINS ON A
DINNER MENU!

Answers to
Hideaword

t BOUGHT
YESTERDAY

I LEFT

SPARKLE

IT

THERE IN AN
EMPTY CANDY

.perk

&DX !

leak
lark
lake

DIPMINT

lapse
laser

ACENC14

kelp
earl
eral
apes

0410

lia0 /0Y

r.0En.e0R.

0000,c
400.1. MUM&
S...0T10t,

parse
pale
peal
plea
peak
pear
pare
pearl

sake

sale
seal
slap

apse
asker
dAKE'S

1111111"

uAMr

IHoroscope

I

EEK & MEEK

.

oie.AY,OstAv, I'LL LEI-

on the

employment scene in an

amiable way. The friend you
don't make today may be your

BECAUSE THEY'RE AUL/AK
ASICIAJG STUPID QC-MS.001J;

YOLI OUT-MAYBE
>4:KILL RUNOFF
SOME,GFTVIAT-

ARIES (Mar. 22 -'Apr. 20)'
Settle difficulties

ONLY

3-2/

MORTY MEEKLE

FOR FRIDAY
--

park

spark
spare
spear

'kale

JOBS

speak
slake
spar
sear

rake
rale
real
rasp
reap
rape
rase

leap

ROSY BEE

scooH

IT

JUST SO HAPPCMS

m e.to-

YOU

'M'S
AT UAW

wEtoi-rr YOLAE.SEEIN

Roe,

PUTTING ON

RoWFI

enemy of tomorrow.

TAURUS (Apr. 21 - May
21) -- A challenging day that

will require you to keep all
your wits about you. A day
when a small dream could

331

O

come true

a

GEMINI (May 22 - June

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

WA is HU, SK. TA. RH. US. ht:off.

21) -- Enlist whatever support

you can at this stage of the
game You can afford to be

0..4111444 TA I. VI. 004

.THE BORN LOSER

more selective later on.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23)

-- The plans that have

been carefully made should
begin to bear fruit now. Take

care, however,

to,

avoid

overconfidence.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)

- Take care that you don't

WHAT A PLEASANT. SURPRISE,
MOTHER! AND YOU TAUGHT

HELLO,

RP° To TALK.!

61-A17YS, MY
DEAR! WE'VE

Is

VICITI1Jev!

S

AWRK!

presented you. Seek another's

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.
23) -- Take care that you're
not so taken, up with looking
back that you fail to see an
opportunity that lies ahead.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)
--

Aspects of your personal

life that need to be set in order

should be seen to at once.

Domestic issues need no

outside interference.

5 Japanese gold

163

MIS

Burmeselic weight
.3-2/

CAPTAIN EASY
_llAKE RELEA5E5
THE . BRANE5

AND THE VAN
ROLL5 QUIETLY
DOWNHILL our

HMO 50 HEADSTRONG 150N. WE
CAN'T DO NUTTIN' BUT STAND BY AND
FROWN ON HI5 SHENANIGANS!

IT MAY Be A MITE CROWDED
IN HERE UNLEDE WE THROW
OFF A CHIFFONIER OR TWO'

HOPE
145 DON'T
BUST PAT
CUT GLA95014.0H: NOW

OF EAR5410r..1

VON PONE

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) -- Observe the most basic
rules of etiquette if you would
make gains socially as well as
professionally. Manners count

17;JAKet

for much

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) -- The Sagittarius
00 TM 1. US Pe 00

order over the next few days.

timistic

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21

-

Feb 19) - You may have to'

defend your own recent success today. Express yourself
clearly and succinctly in', the
presence of friendS.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar. 21).
--

Keep the doors open to,

family and friends. This is 'no
'

time to seek isolation in the,
hope that problems will fade.'
away of themselves.

1

C ma 1, NU, t.,: T14. Res US. M. 04i.

HAPPINESS IS WHAT
HAPPENS WHEN YOU

DISCOVER YOUR
ABILITY 70 PAY
YOUR INCOME
TA'A 11

$
TOS
P R

7 Masculine name D
8 New Zealand

172ii

parrot

9 Chatter (dial.)
10 Turns aside
Rigid
ulted
20 Edible things
18 Monosaccharide 23 Of the body's
arterial trunk
19 Anoint
Unkeeled
21 Feminine title 25
27 Statuary (ab.)
"
22 Heating(ab.) devices 28 Greek portico
33 Transgressor
24 Rugged
mountain crest 34 Bed canopy
26 Geological term 1
2
3
4
28 Heavenly bodies
29 Rodent
12
30 Make lace
31 Aunt (Sp.)
15
32 Kimono sash
33 Long-legged
limicoline bird
35 Sacrificial
22
23
block
14 Roof edge

15 For fear that
16 Indonesian of
Mindanao
17 Prayer ending

5.1%1

.

39 Lamprey
fisherman
41 Abstract being
42 U.S. coins
46 New Guinea port

26

49 Slight bow
50 Ancient Persian
'51 Look askance
52 Is able

33

A
RGTA
IL O

36 Declare under
oath
37 Peruser
38 Mountain in
Utah
40 Bamboolike
grasses
5

54 Makes -mistakes
55 'Collection of
sayings
56 Personal (ab.)

6

43 Quechuan

Indian
44 Low sound
45 Feminine
appellation
48 Bi ter vetch
50 Cartograph
8

7

13

14

16

17

20
24

'mot

9

10

11

'"21

25

.

28'

27

30

32

-

53 Old

(dial.)

L
A

DE
LR 5E
OR
CO R ES
A
L T
AD

VEERS OR '3ERS

29

47 Poker stake

DOWN
1 Squeamish'

R

M

1911

'38 - of eight

THE WILLETS

A

AL

0L

18.,19'

who desires to make afresh
start couldn't have a better
time for it. Get affairs in

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23
Jan. 20) -- Present course of
action is more likely to lead
to success if you forget about
past disappointments. Be op-

Consent
4 Seine
5 Chinese dollar
6 Feminine suffix

.3

13 Shoshonean

VEND
CANOE
H 5 S ES

NERS
LIALE
E

ATT
5

2 Wrenches

coin irnof
AnnamFormer(v

look over the opportunities
advice

ACROSS
1

make the wrong choice as you

Answer to Previous Pussy

Coins and Weights

H

COME

47
51

54

.

-

42

43

44

35

36

45

443

49

50

52

53

55

-

37

56
21

QUAL TY FOODS COST. LESS. AT -NATIONAL ...
The next time you're lo king for something
"special" in fine meat ... stop in to your neighborhood

National Food Store. You can always be sure of

I

We reserve the

CORMEN
!STAMPS

National's fine meat . . . in fact it is unconditionally
guaranteed for satisfaction and quality or your money

right to limit

Si

,

ftb0000..pooPrOt

will be cheerfully refUnded: You'll find,a bilge selection
to choose fratici. . . whateer, yptii needs or budget
. . . at low, low prices to fit every budget So, stop in
today and--s'eerfor yourself why National -is Famous

.

quantities. Prices
effective through

:March 23rd.

Fresh Lean

For Fine Meat,

.

I

GROUND BEEF

I

1

9-I

l'

n

Chops

0

Join the Fun!

ll

'tifi%flI

,v`colri:rOdo Brand Corn -Fed Beef

ala

FRIED'S FILETS

PORTERHOUSE

Be A Winner!

i

14 -oz.

Lb.

Pkg.

Valu-Way Trimmed
a

a

L

I

Play

:

Double Money Bingo

FLANK STEAKS

T

I

- -1

a.

Value -Way Trimmed

-5'1'AW 50%

-

LIVER SAUSAGE
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Shcificld 121

Lb.
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1

Lb.

b._
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1

a

Smoked,

RUMP ROAST
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1
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Lb.
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TOP TASTE -71/4 -Lb

Pineapple -Grapefruit

DEL: MONTE

PIN EAPPLE"

GRApEFRUIt

DRINK

paiced/u4

46 -oz.

"

(

WHITE
BRr;

o riilyoen

Can

Mix or Match-Your Choice Any

o'

.HILLSIDE
TOMATOES.

.

\Regutal- or Drip Grind

N,ATCO

Indiana

16 -oz.

-Lb.

Can

Can

COFFEE

SAVE CASH
SAVE,611STAMPS

DAWN -DEW FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

HAWTHORN MELLOD Y I.

.(A.California

55

HALF
HALF

*1:.

Loaifes

Dark1-

SAVE CASH
SAVE211STAMPS

SAVE CASH

SAVENSTAMPS

IS'

or Ilut ermilk
1,4 Lb.t, Honey
Wheat Mb., Dark
War4ow Rye 1.1.b.

Pint

9

Carton

5

'

Lb.

PARA\ all

,

t

.'

,Washington State Winesap

SAVE CASH
SAVEZ4NSTAMPS

-Lb.
Bag

3c Off Label

1

CLOR WI
BLEACH

1r

'

Gallon
46S

,Bottle

claize'Flori Wlritettiigrsh Seedless

for

us

GRAPEFRUIT

SAVE CASH
SAVE69(STAMPS

Fancy Slicing
2e1Off Label

ao

Lb.

.1.

e}s,

,

' Pkg.,

IIlE

TOMATOES. .

1 -Lb.
Imported

11'

Hot House
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Spring
Transplanting...
Many people are on the move this

Spring. The Northwest Suburbs offer
a rich soil for growing families. A good
balance of modern industry, well plan-

ned residential areas with parks and
forest preserves bring many "transplanted" families to our communities,

seeking to take root in a better life.
We welcome our new neighbors.

THURSDAY, MARCH 21,1968.
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The family garage does on a ouch kick.,This unit has been converted into
a teen recreation room, but still serves to caelte the car and the kids. Designed
by Lloyd Henson, A.I.D., for The Englander Company, Inc., bedding manufac,hirer, and Callaway Mills, carpeting firm, the garage adds much -needed 'living

E2- Er Er- Num -ai

space. Asymmetrical bunks have been built into one wall, along with a sink
and cabinet unit

.11" rr-22
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CORNER
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By Robert L. Nelson
President, Robert L Nelson, Realtors

FALL -PROOFING YOUR FLOORS
How can you foil -proof your floors?
Slipping on .0 rug is a common accident. Be sure to fasten your scatter rugs. Tacks will
work. There are also a number of paints, sprays, powders and paddings on the market.

They are all designed to put a non -slip backing on scatter rugs. The effectiveness of
these varies. Probably your best bet is a reinforced foam rubber sheeting. It can be
placed under the rug.
Polish those floors! When waxing, apply on even, thin coating. Shine thoroughly. High
shine on waxed floor does not make it more slippery. In fact, the more you buff the
harder and drier the surface becomes. This makes it safer.
Avoid using an oil mop on a waxed floor. The oil will dissolve some waxes, making
the floor more slippery.

Robert L Nelson, Realtors sold 55 homes in February, in cooperation with .MAP.
Multiple Listing Brokers. When you think of Real Estate ... think of Robert L Nelson ...
MOST PEOPLE DOI

WATCH NEXT WEEK FOR
"THE OLD HOUSE"

,

4,

A New

Out That.
Is In
The generation gap is expanding home
horizons.

Family rooms are becoming more
elegant, more formal and more often occupied by adults. So a new "out" has been

found for the platter parties and guitar
sessions younger members of the family
thrive on.

The "out" is convenient and within the
scope of parental supervision. It's the family garage.

THE LATEST IDEA for creating a
youth -geared recreation area is a joint pro-

ject by two home furnishings
manufacturets: The Englander Company,

Inc., who make bedding, and Callaway
Mills, who make carpeting.
3 bedroom Cabala!, huge foyer and double
closets, full tile bath, carpeted living -dining

"L", partial basement, fenced yard & att.

3 Apartments. First floor, 5 rooms. 2nd floor
apt. has
bedroom. Garden apt. has 2
1

bedrooms,

equipped

kitchen,

living -dining

garage. Lots of extras make this a real valued

area. Endosed patio, 2 car garage, full base-

$24,900

ment. Convenient location. $32,900

Nicely landscaped, convenient 2 bedroom

Lloyd Henson, A.I.D., of New York Ci-

brick ranch. Living room has fireplace, bay
window, dinette, ceramic bath, utility room,

ty has designed a teen-age guest garage for

patio, att. garage, beautiful yard. $24,500

Acrilan plush carpeting; a wall of poster
blowups of teen idols and symbols, and

the two firms. This has wall-to-wall
tiered bunk beds. The bunks are Englander
mattress and box spring ensembles covered
in sizzling stripes and solids of party -proof
canvas.

The carpeting is Callaway's "Ever

Wher" pattern and is treated to be im-

pervious to stains. It has been especially

developed for indoor -outdoor use. To
dramatize this, the interior designer shows

a Volkswagen convertible right on the
carpeted floor of the garage.

However, for actual use as a youth
Choice 3 bedroom Townhouse in pleasant
location. 11/2 baths, partially finished recrea-

tion room, modern kitchen with range, full
basement, patio and delightful'atmosphere
of convenience. $22,900

2 bedroom Cope Cod close to shops. Newly
tiled kitchen, plenty of dining space, enclosed
screen porch, large living room. Spacious lot
with fruit trees. $18,900
C.-

Immaculate 3 bedroom brick ranch close to
schools, shops & depot. Beautiful kitchen with
built-ins, fireplace, 11h Ceramic baths, full :
basement & att. garage.' Alum., storms &

recreation area, the car should be temporarily removed from the premises for

safety -- and also for room -making
reasons.

screens, carpeting & awnings. $37,500

TRADE YOUR HOME in on any
of the , -above homes! Call
us for details!

What To Do
With Leftovers?
.

,

Leftovers are not just a cooking problem: What to do with leftover quantities
of paint often presents the poser: what to

do with it, or shall I just throw it away?
Needless to say,: waste of this type will

(1*

"cut the thrifty homeowner to the quick.
Do yourself some good, by Attaching a

REALTORS'

color has been used in the house. When
you need a touch of it in one spot, later,
you'll find it easy to check the other areas
where you used ,Itiqt slime tint ,and see

ACT.

or

C.0.11111MIT

'''''''MEMBER MAP MULTI PLE LISTING SERVICE

,

label to the can holding the residue of
paint, and list all the places where that

whether they Fa.-ea..ab,o.tp4, a
simple task white you still have the can
of leftover paint open.

----...rn,a..
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Colors Are Big and Bold
The shrinking violet has little place in
today's home fashion schemes. Color it
deep purple and enlarge it several times,
yes!

It's big,, bold and wet - these are the
looks designers are heeding in 1968.

The new Fabricale collection of fabric -

backed vinyl wallcoverings by

represents a dramatic departure from a variety of color combinations.

bable, strippable and fully trimmed are

previous fabric -backed vinyl lines govern-

available at most dealers.

ed by the old stereotypes-dull designs
drab colors, and a one-dimensional appearance.

Now it is possible to have the ease of
maintenance and extreme durability of
these long wearing wallcoverings in exotic

UnitediDeSoto offers these looks in abun-

flocks, bold designs and the "wet look"

dance.

as well in the new shock colors.

In the group, the mod, "wet look" has
arrived in wallcoverings as well as boots,
stockings and raincoats. The glossy, shim-

mering surface of these patterns results
from a heavy Coat of shiny vinyl. These

designs almost drip with bright colors and
bold outlines.

The brilliant large-scale design of Ba-

These, wallcoverings which are scrub-

NOT TO SAY that nostalgia has been
eliminated. Old-fahioned designs are still

very much in evidence in Fabricale but
in more stylized versions than ever before.

If yOu have ever desired a Victorian
kitchen replaying the charm rather than
the convenience of the period, Fabricale

I

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS -EXCELLENT LOCATION

BUFFALO GROVE -4 BORM. 1Ys BATH
Lovely FAMILY ROOM in this Country Style home

This brick Georgian home is 4 blocks to every-

is only one of the many features! W/VV carpet
in living & dining room, appliances, drapes,
garage, and chain link'fence - so much morel
ONLY $25,900

landscaping is tops!

thing! 3 bdrms., 11/2 baths, separate dining
room, garage plus a very nice basement. Carpet, drapes & appliances are included & the
$31,900

is the answer. Fresh red and white flocked
designs, completely washable and fabric backed for long life, in the damask swirls
and curely-cues reminiscent of such turnnew feeling.
. of -the -century gingerbread are available.- ..
The shiny, silver white background and
ACCORDING TO the latest home
furnishing trends, big scale prints are rich flocking make, possible a delightful,
definitely "in" and psychedelic colors from ' dramatic food preparation or dining, area
passionate purple to turned on pink are which is totally practical.
123 S. Arlington Hts:Rd
Paisleys, polka dots, bold zinnias, stripes
being used increasingly by top decorators.
Arlington Heights
nyan with its heavy flocking of a leaf -like
motif in bright orange or cobalt blue offers
interesting decorating possibilities in the

This new group of wallcoverings

and textures also are in the collection in

REALTORS
Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

OPEN WEEKDAY EVENINGS

150'S. Main
Mount Prospect

255-8000

392-7150

® O'Hare Transportation (Call for pickup service)
o National Referral Service (Relocation in and out of area)
TOP FINANCING; OPEN 9-9
GUARANTEED. ITRADE IN) PROGRAM

r
*4....1.

PALATINE
JUST LISTED, 3 twin bedrooms, TWO FULL BATHS, sub -basement, FINISHED FAMILY

ROOM, chambers bit -ins, disposal refrigerator; carpeting, new draperies included,
WALK TO ALL SCHOOLS,

$30,500

PALATINE
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, 3 bedrooms, 11/2 full baths, FAMILY ROOM, 21/2 car garage, CENTRALLY AIR CONDITIONED, carpeting, CYCLONE FENCED YARD, hardwood
floors thru-out included.

$26,900

FIVE BEDROOMS
CENTRALLY GAS AIR CONDITIONED, full basement, 2V2 full baths, TWO FIREPLACES, complete bit -in kitchen, FAMILY ROOM lust off kitchen, WALK TO ALL
SCHOOLS, Immediate possession,
'

HEAVILY WOODED
TAXES under $200, FIREPLACE in spacious LR. 2 car garage, partial basement, enclosed porch, beamed ceilings in LR. and D.R., immediate possession,

$12,900

$42,500

See our Display of Homes

at the Holidcsy Inn
in. Rolling Meadows
REALTOJELS

OPEN 9 to 9
In Palatine
728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

Member M.A.P.
Multinle Listing Service

Use Our HOT LINE SERVICE

In Arlington Heights

In Hoffman - Schaumburg

6 E. Northwest Hwy.

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

253-2460

894-1800

Member Northivest Suburban

Board of Realtors
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Now It's Teflon On Saw Blades
Right out of the kitchen into your
workshop comes the latest improvement
for the man who uses his power saw on

reset or sharpened without impairing the
coating durability, and the film is said to
remain effective even if a metal scratches

a frequent basis or just now and then.

it.

A heavy-duty Teflon coating on a wide
assortment of commonly used power saw

Such tools as putty knives, pruning
gadgets and even wood planes will have

blades, such as jigsaws, circular saws, and

You'll surely flip for this big 4 -bedroom split-level Includes central air

belt saws, first introduced by the Disston
division of the H. K, Porter company, is
now generally available in products of,

conditioning, 21/2 baths, 2V2 -car garage, family room, many extras

other firms in the power tool industry.

A HOME YOU MUST SEE

$39,900

this protective surface by the time you
start on your 1968 outdoor chores.

COURTYARDS
Courtyards are becoming increasingly

CALLED, TEFLON -S, this industrial
coating is not like the one that became
}popular on pots and pans in the kitchen,
but takes a lot of wear and stands up to
normal abrasion without damage. The

popular in
apartments,

teeth in such Teflon -S -coated saws can be

manufacturers.

America, and many are being surfaced in
one of the numerous "Old World" patterns

of quarry tile now available from U. S.

YOU CAN SHAKE ON!

CONFIDENCE

usse

G-eorge

ftI1....

the design of town house
notes the Tile Council of

REALTORS
.....mmiffizza
The Grand Old Name in Real Estate!

.11

Unit
tEME.0

'MINI

MOM'

THIS HOME'S A HONEY
Elegantly appointed 3 -bedroom split-level is central-

MT. PROSPECT'S LOVELY TREE SHADED EAST SIDE

ly air conditioned Has 2 baths, 2 -car garage with

is where this comfortable ranch is located. It's brick, has 3 -bedrooms, a large kitchen, ceramic bath,

curved drive, large family room

Jalousied breezeway, attached garage, full basement with paneled recreation room - Nicely landscaped lot -

$37,900

$29,500
tai

14141-14/
m

A PRESTIGE RANCH IN BEAUTIFUL LONG
GROVE! On a 190' x 240' lot gives you lots of
privacy plus its well landscaped. 3 -big bedrooms, ash paneled family room, 3 fireplaces,
2 full baths, kitchen with built-in appliances, 2 car garage, 18 x 36 swimming pool with patio
plus many other wonderful features. $58,500

t.;11
1.13

SEE THIS HOME NOW

ATTRACTIVE BRICK SPLIT-LEVEL IN CREAM PUFF CONDITION, Living Rm. plus large dining
"1", kitchen with built-in appliances, lots of

room for the family in a 101/2 x 251/a family
room plus a 14 x 25 recreation room. Attached
garage big patio - loads of extros-$31,900

Open Weekday evenings 6 to 8 p.m.,

Lovely L-shaped ranch with 3 bedrooms and 2 baths, kitchen built-ins,
crystal chandelier Front and rear patios, garage Exceptionally immaculate,

$30,500
JOIN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS COMMUNITY CONCERTS
MARCH 18 TO 23

George

lasse
REALTORS

Integrity in Real Estate ... Since 1923
II

a

I

II

'

j

I I

12 E. Bussei Ave.

1209 N. Elmhurst Rd.
Cocof Hintz & Elmhurst Rds.
Prospect Heights

Next to the Library
Mount Prospect

537-8660

CL 9-0200

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

hel
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Nothing New?
Don't Believe It
There is nothing new under the sun, according to the Biblical sage, but each year
the men and women who set out to design
the furniture which will go into American
homes in the next twelve months do their
utmost to prove the ancient pundit wrong.
There is something to be said for both
schools of thought. New modern ideas are
sometimes only adaptations of designs so

old they belong to the primitive periods
of man. The upcoming "square squares"
in chair design remind us of ancient Minoan thrones carved out of stone, but it's
true, that they use foam rubber, vinvyl and
velvet and suede coverings.
The richly figured effects offered in
many types of drapes and even floor coverings remind us of tapestries that once lined

Winter is here and our men need inside work!
To keep them busy, We offer you an exceptional

10%

MOUT!

TE

I

on any inside remodeling job. Don't wait ...
offer expires April 1st.

PI
WALK TO EVERYTHING

An. Hts. 3 BR, 1,/2 baths, maintenance free
vinyl siding, 2 story, Lge. cptd. LR & DR. Full
bsmt w/paneled rec. room. 2 car gar. plus other
extras. Owner transferred.
Call Larry Dieter $25,250

Check your needs:
RECREATION ROOM

KITCHEN
0 BATHROOM

PANELING

castle halls.

The imaginative homemaker surveying
the new ideas presented to him will have
fun when deciding on homemaking items
this year and can easily apply yesterday's
adaptations to today's use.
a

SPA

Ogg

BEST BUY

ROSELLE GIVES YOU MORE!

Mt. Pros. 3 BR brick ranch, full bsmt. w/lge.
rec. rm. 2 car gar, Igo. kitch w/new oven and
range. Like new cpt. in LR 8 hall.

for the first
built in
garage
the Spring

Call Larry Dieter $27,900

Our prices aro as low or lower than all the larger
Garage builders
Plus ... all lumber used is selected at Roselle
Farmers Lumber Yard

Plus ... 7 year financing, No money down and
5% interest

FREE V11411
AROUND THE FOUNTAIN
Ceramic tile is a practical and'attractiN
material for surfacing walkways and terraces around a fountain, suggests the Tile
Council of America, and varying the pattern with decorative tile inserts often can
provide added design interest. Ceramic
tiles also can face the fountain and pool

Roate

in an unlimited variety of styles.

381-3169

JUST REDUCED

Pros. Hts., bi-level. 3 or 4 BR, 2 baths, plus new

to x 23 fam. rm. w/stone fireplace. Large dining area and kitch. plus formal dining room.

"a local builder for over 21 years"

?lone In
lZee &hums

358-1838

Like -new carpet in LR, DR, hall 8 kitchen.

Call Larry Dieter $32,950

POPULAR WINSTON
Pal. 3 BR, 2 bath, brick & alum ranch w/

central air. Fam. Rm. w/patio doors. 2
car garage, Ige kitch. built-in oven &
range, disposal, lots of wood cabinets.
Will sell fast. Owner moving to Calif.
Call Roger Evans.

$27,950
BUILD YOUR OWN
OR INVEST
Ad. Hts. 50 x 132 lot in popular Park
Manor.

$8,000
OUR MOUNT PROSPECT

JUST LISTED

NUMBER IS CL 5-1515

Ad. Hts. split level 3 BR, fam. rm. to be
finished. 2 car attached gar. fh acre lot.

Walk to schools.

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

RICHARD REIMANN is Sales Manager of our
Mount Prospect office. His extensive experi-

JUNE OCCUPANCY
4

ArlO

big BR Colonial,

21/2 baths, large
kitchen, fam. rm. plus full bsmt. 2 car att.

ence in home construction and brokerage adds
an invaluable asset to our staff. But Dick's great-,
est asset is his warm interest in people. Call
him at our office in Mount Prospect.

garage. Close to schools and parks.

$34,500

rton Realty

259.-1500
Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

OPEN 9-9

INCORPORATED

The Action. Realtors
Mount Prospect 0 Arlington Heights ® Palatine
Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

Member HOMERICA, national homefinding service

REALTORS

iOttlikspintaesvisavmalezc,...A.razzAl.W.M.
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RESIDENTIAL -VACANT from $4,400 to $17,000

v-sChetnical

ROSELLE ... 145 x 160
BENSENVILLE ... 100 x 220
PALATINE ... 3 RESIDENTIAL LOTS 60 x 150 $6,000 each

Removers
Best

FOREST ESTATES, PALATINE V4 acre

-

the
MT. PROSPECT BEAUTY
Lovely landscaping surrounds this 3 bdrm. 11/2 bath bt-level. 2 car garage, blt-in appliances, carpet & drapes -very close to shopping.

$37,900

EAL ESTATE
No Matter what

zItio

!,

your home needs-

we have it!

The new easy -to -apply wood finishes on

the market tempt more and more people
to refinish an old piece of furniture rather
than replace it.

The work of refinishing is primarily in
removing /he old finish. You can sand it
off, but the easiest way is to use a chemical

paint and varnish remover. A third

method, heat, is used to ,remove house

paint or finishes from other large, flat

..,>

ea 02 See

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY MARCH 24

1-5 PM - 1516 W. GROVE, ARLINGTON HTS.
3 bdrm - 21/2 car garage - 11/2 baths. Absolutely immaculate( Newly decorated, carpeting in liv. rm., hall, stairs & util. rm. Blt-in appl. FAMILY

ate oi Utz

. ROOM - A beauty!

$32,900

surfaces.

Sanding and scraping tends to remove
some of the wood along with the finish.
Power sanding is especially risky. Sand
lightly for cleanup after using aNOnical
remover.

Paint and varnish removers' have im-

proved amazingly in recent years.

I. 4

However, alongside the new removers, you
will still find older products being sold.
REMOVERS VARY in price. You pay
extra for speed' and ease in cleaning up.
The cheapest remover, a mixture 'of benzol
and acetone, is the slowest working. Since
it leaves a waxy residue, additional clean-

ing with solvents is needed or the new
finish will not adhere to the surface. The
mixture also is extremely inflammable and
fumes are dangerous, so work in a well -

PRICE REDUCED! OWNER WANTS OFFERS!

ventilated area.

3 bdrm., carpeted brick ranch with slate foyer. Garage, nicely decorated
& close to shopping.

.

Slightly better, and more expensive,

removers combine more ingredients, work

$24,900

faster, are still inflammable 7 but do not
leave a residue. The surface is ready for
the new finish. The instructions on the can
will tell you what you can expect.

The newest, and also most expensive,

are the nonflammable removers which you

wash away with water rather than scrape

'away. Sometimes called water -wash
removers, these work very fast, are safest
of all to use and leave the cleanest surface.

WHATEVER. REMOVER you use,
spread it on thick. Apply with an old paint
PANELED RECREATION ROOM AND OFFICE!

INCOME PROPERTY
Cape Cod Combined rental of both floors have brought owner $140. for
1st floor and $120. for 2nd floor. situated on large (65' x 311') lot -heated
2 car garage, large patio, rec. room is 13 x 17.4,2 gas ranges, storms &
screens, ful dry basement, An exceptional investment!

In this 3 bdrm. brick & frame ranch home. 11/2 baths, full basement,
carpet in liv. room, hallway & bedroom. Bar in basement. Good closet
storage. Priced right.

$25,900

$21,250

3 OFFICES TO SERVE YOU:

brush but do not brush back over it as
you would with paint.

A thin Coat of remover will evaporate
faster, leaving less time for it to work.

Check' the manufacturer's instructions for
the time needed - generally 20-30 minutes.
After that time, the finish should be soft

(enough so that you can rub right through
to the bare wood. If it isn't, you will need
another coat. after removing the first coat
of sludge. You can also give it a second
coat immediately, right over the first. This
is a matter of choice. You may find that

real

it becomes a lot to remove at once.

IF YOU ARE using one of the con-

estate
cPeaCtottg
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
255-6320

PALATINE
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-1502

SCHAUMBURG

7 W. Schaumburg Road

894-1330

ventional removers, the next thing you do
is scrape off the sludge with a wide putty
knife, being careful not to gouge the wood,
With water -wash removers, loosen the
. sludge with steel wool and then wash clean
with plenty of water. Work outdoors and
you can use the garden hose.
Now and then you will find areas that
are slightly stained, because removal was

not complete. Don't bother with more

remover. Go over these spots with a light
sandpaper.

n.

...

Moo" EXCMPOWE

ECLEMMGEER
..110f.T.ft.,

BEM

P

MT. PROSPECT
To lee this house is to see your next homel Immaculate condition. 3.bedroom split-level, 21/2

baths, family. room, "L" shape living room
dining room, 21/2 -car garage, central air conditioning. Fenced yard, walk to schools, close

BARRINGTON

.

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Charming brick and frame 7-rpom split-level.
3 bedrooms, family room, 11/2 baths. 2V2 -car
garage, beautiful V2 acre lot. Makeihis house
your home. Immediate possession.

to Randhurst. r.

38.000

$39,50

137,900

THIS FACE BRICK RANCH
features "4 twin size bedrooms with large closets, 21/2 ceramic baths, 2 linen closets, family room
with fireplace, new carpeting in LR and hall, hardwood floors thruout, huge full basement, kitchen
with built -Ins, 2 car heated garage and you can walk to train, schools, shopping, park and pool
and church.

SHOWS BEAUTIFULLY- DON'T MISS THIS
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
8 ROOM, 4 BEDROOMS, 21/2 BATHS. This lovely

JUST LISTED

JUST LISTED

CHOICE ARLINGTON

4 BEDROOM RANCH
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

HEIGHTS LOCATION

colonial has everything ... 11/2 car attached
garage, plaster walls, patio, ceramic tile
baths, First floor family room, full basement
with largo rec. room, Fireplace in living room,
carpeting In living room, dining room, hall and
three bedrooms., drapes, air conditioners,
awnings, disposal, storms & screens, fully

See and compare this truly better than new

Walk to schools, train and shopping from this
beautifully maintained quality built brick
RANCH with plastered walls, hardwood floors,
central air conditioning, full basement with
knotty pine rec. room, new kitchen floor and
counter tops, new ceramic tiled bath with vanity. If you can use 2 bedrooms, we suggest fast
action, as this will not last at only...

fenced rear yard ...

RANCH with 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, family room,
kitchen with built-in dishwasher, oven & range,
exhaust fan and hood, many cabinets and large

$42,900

counter top area. Carpeting in LR and. hall,
drapes and curtains thruout, alum. storms &
screens, slate entry. Ideal traffic pattern all
within walking distance to schools, park, pool,
library and shopping - we are sure you will
want to be the now owner of this fine home.

11/2 ACRES-MARDAN WOODS
IN LONG GROVE
Pleanty of living In this 7 room, 3 bedroom, 2
bath Capo Cod. 214 car oversized garage, full
basement with large (28 x 25) rec. room. 3
natural fireplaces, pan. den (14 x 11) built in
oven & range, dishwasher, disposal, thermo
windows, elect. garage door opener, carpeting
In stairs & hall, and situated on 11/2 acres of
beautifully wooded grounds ...

$49,500

'

Priced to sell quickly at ...

$29,900

REALlitangell ESTATE

$30,900
PHONE: 253-2500

ISE-7

314 S. Arlington His. Road
Arlington Heights, Illinois

C.014

11

7-7

Mernbee MAP-Multiple Mating Smite

rsn

Ames Era:sire Member GALLERY el Hemet Inc
Lmttime Franchised Real Estate Ortpuisetiew

with ame ISO °Mug from cease to coml.

LI

FL 8.0110

110 S. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

PALATINE
Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

-

to
MEMBERS

B
Y
A
N

ELEGANCE and QUALITY

Make this thoughtfully designed and carefully built residence of white rough -cut NORMAN brick, a home to be truly
proud of. The eight beautifully appointed rooms are: FOYER
12x16,.LIVING RM., 17x26, DINING RM., 16x20, KITCHEN 12
x21, BEDRMS., 17x17, -15x13 -12x13. FAMILY RM., 19x15.
First flr. laundry rm. 13431/2. Glamorous MASTER bedrm. suite
has MOSAIC SUNKEN bath. Last word in kitchens! Centrally

air-conditioned, gds radiant heat. Circular driveway, oversized 2 car garage. Terrace overlooks exquisite Japanese
garden. Ideally situated in executive area.

Offered at $84,500

4 1'

living rm, 3 bedrms. 11/2 baths. Kitchen with built-ins.

rooms, 2V2 baths, family room opening to patio. 20 ft.

Att. Garage. Fenced Yard. $23,900

S

S

E
L
L

L
L

w

w

H

MT. PROSPECT

Transferred. 9 rooms, excellent condition & location. 4 bed-

D

T

call 359-3400
KOERNER & POORE, inc.
.403 N:Northwest,HWy.,

A

RAISED HEARTH FIREPLACE
In

D.

I

'''SCHAUMBURG WEATHERSRELD SHOWPLACE

of the 'area. Skinning ranch home set on large landscaped
site. Huge free form patio enclosed with frosty white wrought
iron. 7 rooms, living room, woodburning fireplace.,Formal
dining, room, family room, 3 bedrooms, master has'private
owder ro m Ceramic bath. Dream kitchen - buttercup
yellow- G .E.' appliances. Radiant heat, many extras. Low
taxes. att. gar. $27,500

Y
kitchen, separate dining room. Paneled rec. room in basement. Carpeting, dishwasher, disposal and other extras.

$42,9013.

I

LAKE COUNTY

21/2 ACRE Estate. 4 Bedrms. 3 Baths on lst floor, 1/2 bath on

lower floor. 5,700 Sq. Ft. area. 3 Fireplaces. Kitchen w/Bltins. See this Modern Home with it's extras at $64,500. Adjoining 21/2 acres can be purchased.

T
H

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Air-conditioned. 4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths. Appliance kitchen.

Separate dining room. Family room with fireplace. Full
basement. Walk to grade and high schools. Transferred.

call 255-3535
TO

call 392-.0660

FOLZ REALTY

TO

1810 E. Northwest Hwy.
.
in ni'Angton
Height't,

SONTAG REALTY
960 E. Northwest Hwy.

1'1 ;'
v

("'

rrksiiect

I

I

I
A

A

k
A

ARLINGTON HGTS
Annen & Busse, Realtors

CRYSTAL
LAKE

LAKE

ZURICH

10 MINUTES

TO EDENS

BUFFALO
GROVE

ANN EN

BUSSE

9

WHEEL!. G

BARRINGTON

REALTORS

28 E. Northwest Hwy. 253-1800

DUNDEE Va

ARLINGTON REALTY INC,
4,42

the

5..

14

NORTHBROOK

Action
Realtors

12
so

-7,,.

PALATINE

550W. Northwest Hwy. - 392.8100
535 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
CL 3-8100

70

PALATINE RD.

Baird & Warner Inc.
220 E. Northwest Hwy. 392.1855

PROSPECT

Barton Stull, Realtor
750 W. Northwest Hwy. 392.0900

Behrens Carl M. & Asso.

HE GHTS

ROLLING
MEADOWS

IV* TOLL WAY

205 S. Arlington Hats. Rd. CL 5.6600

GLENVIEW

MT.

Bruns Real Estate.
Open daily 9 to 9 Sun., Noon to 6

PROSPECT

real

BRUNS'

estate
member of MAP. multiple listing
service
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

HEIGHTS

ARLINGTON

255-6320

F -B -K Inc.

GOLF RD.

TO ELGIN
20 MINUTES

I

HOFFMAN

DES

ESTATES

PLAINES

STREAMWOOD

B

NILES

SCHAUMBURG

Realtors
123 S. Arlington Hgts Rd. CL 5.8000

ELK.

ROSELLE

04
,Fifft4i
M
*WU /

PARK
'RIDGE

GROVE
VILLAGE

The Gallery of Homes

KENNEDY EXPRESSWAY

WIRIARST

O'HARE
AIRPORT

WOOD

HOSPITALS

314 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd. CL 3-2500

Kemmerly Real Estate
Kemmerly
REALTORS

CHICAGO

ITASCA

9

Krause & Kehe, Realtors
1 E. Campbell CL 3.2111

Peters & Evans, Realtors
Personalized and Effective Service
OPEN 9 to 9

259-1500

I

HOFFMAN ESTATES
Hoffman Estates Realty Co.

Busse Geo. L. & Co.

Falkanger Real Estate

Member (M.A.P.) Multile Listing Service

lio S. Northwest Hwy. 358-0110

Serving

12 E. Busse Ave.

...

Madinah

Roselle,

Schaumburg - Hanover Park 8 Hoffman Estates.
529-7800
Northeast corner of
Schaumburg fi Roselle Rds.

B & K Realty
Higgins 8. Roselle Rd.

529.3900

Kemmerly Real Estate

101 N. Arlington Hts. Rd
OPEN

BARRINGTON
Country Squire
209 Park Ave. DU 1-6464

DES PLAINES
Baines Realty Inc.
824-6131

Hansen Ronald M.
554 Lee St. 827-5185

-

kmmerly
REALTORS

9
9

894-1800

9 E. Higgins - Gol Shopping Plaza

MT. PROSPECT

Annen & Busse, Realtors

I
ROSELLE

CL 9-0200

Roselle Realty

CI. 5.2020

8 E. Northwest Hwy.

111 W. Irving Pk. Rd.

Kemmerly Real Estate

"C" Francek, Realtors -

SCHAUMBURG

Kunnicrb
REALTORS

B

TO
9

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

Bruns Real Estate
Open daily from 9 to 6 Sun., noon to 6

real

358-5560

Realtors
150 S. Main 392-7150

estate

Philippe Bros. Realty

McCabe Realty

434 E. Northwest Hwy.

253.7600

358.1800

member M.A.P. multiple listing service

Stape & Daniels, Inc.

7 W. Schaumburg Rd.

704 N. River Rd. 299-6121

PROSPECT HGTS.

Starck Robert W & Co.

Barton Stull, Realtors

tarch

IlLAL10.5

Busse Geo. L. & Co.

-

1209

ANN EN

N.

Elmhurst

....

Starck

537-8660

MLALTORG

.

437 W. Prospect 392.2290

BUSSE

04 E. Northwest Hwy. 255-9111

Arlington Realty Inc.
the

.79 Weothersfield 894.1660

BUSSE
570 E. Higgins Rd. 439-4700,,

PALATINE

208 S. Main St.

CL 5-1515

Baird & Warner Inc.
21 E. Prospect

259.1855

ROLLING MEADOWS
Rolling Meadows Realty

Bruns Real Estate
Open 9 to 6 doily - Sun., noon to 6

member of M.A.P.
listing siitvice

estate

132 S. Northwest Hwy.,

map

'

,

ROLL/NGMEADOWS

20 W Dundee Rd.

LE 7-4300

Shadle - Sauter & Assoc.

multiple

358-1502

WHEELING
Andersen L B & Co. Inc.

real

Action
Realtors

A NNEN
REALTORS

894-1330

Starck Robert W. & Co.

9 N. Elmhurst Rd, 255-0900

REALTORS

ELK GROVE
Annen & Busse, Realtors

529.2235

OPEN

F -B -K Inc.

259E Rand Rd.

TO

.

ONLY 20 MINUTES

OPEN
9
TO

6 E. Northwest Hwy. 253.2460

1093 Lee St.

2-

HANOVER PARK

3423 Kirchoff Rd.

255-4200

170

E

Dundee

3-37.8880

be Pr

WEATHER
Tonight: Mostly cloudy,
low mid 20s; Tomorrow: Partly sunny, a little wanner, high
in 30s.

os°

Telephone
2554400

Your Home Newspaper
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117 S. Main St.

Friday, March 22, 1968

Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Newsstand Price 10 Cents
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eating Called for Sunday

iannin Patrolmen's Assn.?

ace

BY MEL MILES

6

A: meeting that could be a
prelude for organization of a

patrolmen's association in
Mount Prospect is scheduled

for Sunday in the Mount

Prospect Police Statice
Police and village officials

reportedly know little about
the purpose of the meeting,
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which appeared in the police
station last night.
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first introduced, Congreve

IT IS EXPECTED that the
fledgling police association
may take issue with several

0

Any improvement of the drainage conditions on McDonald

Creek in Prospect Heights may have to wait until the next
session of the Illinois General Assembly. The state division
of waterways will have a report prepared by early next year.

.

Above, a bridge which collapsed two years ago still lies across
the creekbed, blocking the flow of storm water. (Photo by
Greg Vojack)

,

Prospect Hts. Residents
To Vote on Sewer System

service? Are you satisfied with
your professional status in the

previously -approved funds re-

cerned about the equipment

Park District had been denied

Reports that $450,000 in

Residents of Prospect

Heights Old Town Sanitary

ultimate capacity of the area,
Old Town District trustees

District will decide Saturday,

said.

their present septic systems or

the amount of 40 cents for

March 23, whether to retain

The district which was

of need."

vote in a $900,000 bond
referendum to construct a
sanitary sewer system.

There are presently 1150

homes in the district, but the

proposed system is designed to

handle'1800 homes, the

Coronets Host
For Drill Meet
The Coronets, Arlington

High School's girl drill team,
will be host to more than 16
drill teams and color guards
Sunday for competition in the
"Festival of Flags "
The demonstrations will be
1

to 4 30 p.m. in

the Arlington
Gym

High School.

Education and the

average -sized home assessed
at $10,000 which is about
$30,000 in actual resale value,
the homeowner would be tax-

The day camp is sponsored

by United Cerebral Palsy at
a cost of $28 for six weeks.
"The cost of a specially -equipped bus and driver," said Mrs.

Fred Hardman of Arlington
Heights, "is $40 per day. We
need a large bus because the
children have to bring their
equipment with them each

Interchange
Survey Report
Postponed
The Illinois State Toll
Highway Commission will not

consider until the end of this

month the survey on the

feasibility of an interchange at
Arlington Heights Rd.

be levied to defray the cost of

Rds., Prospect Heights.

initial installation and
maintenance of the system,
trustees said.

PROPERTY OWNERS

would pay for installation of
the connecting line from their
homes to the sanitary district
sewer.

High Schooler.

residents in Prospect Heights,
over whether a sanitary
sewer system should be provided in 1150 homes presently

using septic fields for the

zatitmr.k

.,%01.,:t.maantr

destroy the community. He

has written the "death of a

suburb", which he calls a play

in seven acts. First come the
sanitary sewers, followed by

higher taxes, next "storm
sewers, piped in water, street

lights, fire plugs, -sidewalks,

and annexation or in-

The day camp meets
three times a week for six

credit to the community, that,

weeks and this would cost us

focuses its interest on

Ritchie wrote.
wrote.

$720."

satellites, moon shots and

cle, normally priced at $18
would cost $125; full body
braces cost up to $800. When
the

child grows, the braces

have to be adjusted; this costs

$50 each time. A special
stroller costs $125.

Persons who can help these
children get transportation to
camp, may call Phyllis Freed-

man, 255-4020 or Judy
Hardman, 255-7776.

Burglars Take
Lawnmowers
Worth $1,000
Burglars broke into a park-

made the announcemen.t

took about $1,000 in lawn

commission's March 25

William Miller, sales

Thursday. He said that the

equipment.

meeting probably will take
place before the survey results

manager of the company, told

Mount Prospect Police that

burglars broke into a -parked
semi -trailer Borth of the main

building, taking 10 power

lawnmowers that were stored
inside.

disposal of wastes.
"It is not particularly a

while the rest of the nation

MUCH OF THE

lasers, we are still debating the
merits of pumping raw sewage

dissension has been caused by

Kaman, a trustee of the

are being contaminated by the
septic systems. Trustees of the

into our own yards," Frank
district said Thursday.

But a member of the opposition, Norman Ritchie,
407 W. Clarendon, said that

program.

"THIS IS quite a blow,"

Policemen have noted that

Hiram C. Hanson, president
of the park board said Thurs-

several recent occasions, been

day night, "but we're going to
keep on fighting. We are ter-

taxed to its manpower limit.
In one incident, while village
trustees were arguing whether

or not .a shortage in police

manpower existed, police had
to call in off -duty men to help
cope with a highway accident.

ribly disappointed in HUD's
refusal. The park district of-

were of the opinion
that our priority would be
ficials

high since we have no

a report that resident's wells

sanitary district said that 30

per cent of 600 area wells

tested were found to be con -

the sanitary sewers could

(Continued on Page 2)

three -and -a -half kids per fami-

ly unit out here, and no

struct drives and parking lots
at the pool site complex. The

architectural plans for the

pool, designed by Ralph H.
Burke and Associates, Park
Ridge, have been approved

and park district officials and

residents of the community

had expected to have a

partially completed pool complex by the summer of 1969.
THE REMAINING federal

facilities," he said. "People in
the district have been willing
to tax themselves quite heavi-

funds were to be used for
grading and improving the

ly to obtain these park sites

this summer. Park Supt.

and the office of HUD should
take into consideration that

Marvin Weiss said that these

plans included baseball

paying a good amount of this

nis court.

park sites for community use

our people are willingly

diamonds and possibly a tenHanson said that the board
will hold a finance committee

themselves."

A large portion of federal

funds were to be applied

meeting this Saturday at the
park district office, at p.m.

toward the construction of a

1

to discuss the matter.
"We'll have to begin to

swimming pool complex complete with ice rink and a
tobogghn slide in the com-

discuss alternate methods of

munity park site at Wolf and
Euclid Rds. Another portion

financing and

then contact

residents and civic organizations to see how people in the

of the money would have been

used to landscape and con-

district feel," he said.

Kre s to Leave.
Engineer st
engineering functions are

Frank Krebs, acting village

engineer, 'announced his

handled by the same depart-

resignation Friday to head the
department of public works in
Elk GroveVillage.
Krebs said he resigned for

ment.

M.) and U. S. Rep. Donald

"financial reasons," and that
the Elk Grove post will be a

paid in many neighboring Rumsfeld (R. -13th District.)
communities. At a Wednesday asking them to help River

promotion for him. In Elk

three years, and has been acting department head since
Bernard Hemmeter left the

Grove, the public works and

village last summer. Krebs
could not be appointed as

facilities."

Early in February, park
Another sore spot with
village policemen is that district officials sent letters to
Mount Prospect's police U. S. Sen. Everett Dirksen (R -

day.

property early Thursday and

alleviate traffic problems.

etball team loses a game,
the headlines are very big.
When they win, the headlines are very small.

corporation," each act followed by higher taxes. "Move out
of the city to a suburb again,"

Donald R Bonniwell,

summer after civic leaders
proposed the interchange to

Tomorrow's Old

The Old Town Sanitary Town Sanitary District's
referendum has caused a
stormy controversy among

chairman of the commission,

The survey was taken last

When our school's bask-

Sanitary Sewer Plan
Brews Heated Debate

District's proposal has been

High costs are not unusual
for parents of handicapped
children. For example, a bicy-

mind

and did not submit the resolu-

p.m., in the gymnasium of

additional charge of $2 may

ed trailer at the Charles B.
Grey Farm Equipment Co.

are available

The polls will be open
Saturday from 6 a.m. to 6

Ann Sullivan School, corner
of Schoenbeck and Palatine

Kids Need Ride
have no way to get there.

District,

ed an extra $40 a year. An

6 Handicapped
Six handicapped children
have an opportunity to go to
summer day camp, but they

Metropolitan Sanitary

by voters in a bond referendum Sept. 24, 1966. Since

board of trustees several then park board officials have

the village force has, on

each $100 of assessed evaluation would pay for the system.

This means that for an

VILLAGE TRUSTEE program which was approved

the Prospect Heights Lion's

Women's Club, School Dist.
23 PTA, Dist. 214 Board of

approach and contact them

funds was urgent. "We have

tion.

Club, Prospect Heights

"We'll take another avenue of

Department of Housing and
Development officials
The action by the Urban
policemen comes in the wake stated that the district did not
of a recent controversy among rank high enough on the list
village officials, Police Chief of areas in "relative urgency
ing, budgets, and policies?"

endorsed by the Prospect

An extra real estate tax in

Trails obtain -the funds.

HE SAID that in his opinion the River Trails Park
District's request for HUD

Robert Teichert first brought
the issue before the village

disregarded. In one recent

displeasure with the village's

used in performing your were confirmed Thursday in
duties? Are you concerned a letter to Roger A. Bjorvik,
about pay raises, cost of liv- attorney for the district.

parently changed his

Heights Improvement Assn.,

case, a policeman was changing a flat tire when the entire
wheel and brake mechanism

community? Are you con- quested by the River Trails

acquired five park sites totaling over 50 acres. Although
the land purchased was within
crease of two. men in the the anticipated budget, park
department. At the last officials had counted on the
minute, however, he ap- federal funds to round out the

Day

agreed to allow police to carry
it, but ordered them to pay for
it themselves.
Police also have expressed

personally and ask for a re -appraisal," Hanson said.

months ago. Last month, he
was scheduled to introduce a
resolution calling for an in-

Gripe
Of The

and brake failure have been

i¢

organized in 1965, had been
an increase in police depart- anticipating the federal aid as
part of a $1,325,000 land acment manpower.
quisition and improvement

41

chemical spray, MACE, was

Feder 1 Fund s enied
rks
To River Trails

village businessmen regarding
/t'

t

maintenance. When the quent complaints of oil leaks

extra income for police.
"About all we can do is dig
ditches," one policeman said.

BY DIANNE CLERIHAN

you like to improve police

Manager Robert Moore, and

held from

previously were a source of

tention, All Patrolmen," poses
five questions. These include,
"Are you interested in the
community you serve? Would

Newell Esmond, Village
V.

fic control assignments for village policies, including squad car maintenance prochurches and schools thit-. ,equipment purchases and gram. They claim that fre-

salaries are lower than those

meeting of the Mount
merce, Mayor Daniel
Congreve said that the
Prospect Chamber of Com-

village's police department
works on a permanent shift

basis which allows policemen
to take extra jobs and thus increase their incomes.

Some policemen have

claimed, however, that

ayor Denies eport
Of New Policeman
For Dist. 57 Schools

Mount Prospect Mayor
Congreve has ruled out many
opportunities for policemen to Daniel Congreve Thursday
moonlight. He has forbidden denied a press report that he
policemen to work in any told the chamber of commerce
a policeman would be
establishments serving that
alcoholic beverages and he provided for School Dist. 57
has allowed a private police next year.
reserve unit to take many trafCongreve Thursday insisted
that he told the chamber dur-.
ing Wednesday's dinner at the

Asst. Supt. Robert Anderson
said that he had no knowledge
that a policeman was needed

He has been in the village
engineering department for

permanent village engineer
because he has not yet completed state certification tests.

Village Manager Robert

Moore said he is considering
two men to replace Krebs but
no final decision has
made.
.

Recalling his experineces as

engineer in Mount Prospect,

Krebs said he "had no

regrets" and that the experience was "constructive."

by the district, and that the

He and his wife, Dorothy,
live at 517 Noyes, Arlington

press -report was the first he

Heights, and have four

had heard of the matter.

children.

Congreve reportedly told
the chamber Wednesday that

the policeman for Dist. 57
was one of three additional

Thieves Take
2 Snow Blowers

Meetings

Carousel Restaurant in Arl-

ington Heights that a

men who would be slated for
future hiring in next year's
budget.

blowers from Kersting

Tonight

policeman was slated for "one

of the school districts," but
denied that he specifically

The policeman for the Garden Center, 621 N. Main,
schools evidently will be Thursday. The machines were
hired, but it is now matter of
speculation whether it will be
for Dist. 26, Dist. 57 or Dist.

valued at about $90.
Mount Prospect Police said
that the owner discovered the

village.

Thursday morning.

The Mount Prospect Plan

Commission at 8 p.m. in
Village Hall.

(Continued on Page 2)

mentioned Dist. 57.

Congreve's announcement
to the chamber also confused
school officials in Dist. 57.

Thieves took two snow

59, all of which arc in the two blowers missing early

Plan Builds Fe eral Power: Wo ds
village officials such as

months ago, saying that the
plan would "bring Chicago's

abandon the corridor plan.
Woods said the commission

Mayor Daniel Congreve. The

commission was formed by

problems to the suburbs." He
suggested that the "satellite

listened to hini' as a "courtesy
gesture."

the Illinois General Assembly
in accordance with ,a re-

stead. The satellite cities plan

J. Daley, Woods said, favored
the plan, and perhaps had proposed it, since it would be "an

BY LARRY WILLS
Arlington Heights Mayor

Woods and Mount Prospect

Thursday that approval of the

Northeastern Plan Com-

John G. Woods charged

"finger plan" by the
mission was the first step in
taking power away from the

suburbs and giving it to
metropolitan and federal

quirement that all major
metropolitan areas )lave a

central planning agency
before federal funds for

governments.

development and renewal are

The plan, which provides
for high -density apartment
and office building development along main transporta-

approved.

tion corridors such as the

Chicago and North Western

Ry., was approved by the
edrilmision over the protests
of suburban civic groups and

The commission 'does not

have any power to enforce the
plan except through rejection

or approval of federal funds
to finance projects within its
jurisdiction.

been

WOODS OBJECTED to
the plan at a hearing three

cities" plan be adopted in-

Chicago's Mayor Richard

would utilize present
municipalities such as

Waukegan and Elgin for

between Elgin and Chicago
relatively undeveloped. The
net result for villages such as -

extension of Chicago." The
result of this plan, would be,
he said, to have a Chicago County metropolitan form of
government which is what

Arlington Heights and Mount

Daley wants.

development, and lea_ e areas

FEDERAL CONTROL of

Prospect would be that they

would be left alone to develop
as the residents see fit.

The Northeastern Plan

Commission, after hearing
Woods' objection, did -not.

-

the growth of metropolitan

areas has increased since the

introduction of the first
in 1949, Woods
said. "If you think of how far

legislation

the federal government has

come in the last 19 years, just

think of what it will be like

at the end of the next

19

years," he said.

Woods, however, is not entirely pessimistic about the

alternatives to the plan, even
though the plan has been approved. "We now have it on

the, record that the satellite

cities plan and the "new

cities" plan (Woods' proposal
to incorporate 10 suburbs into

one large city) were in-

troduced at the hearing. The
commission won't be able to
object if we try to put one of
the plans into effect."
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Recollection

Dist. 23 Taking Steps
For NI ster *la S rve

The women of St. Edna's
parish will participate in an
Evening of Recollection conducted by Father John Farley
of Techny, Ill at 7 30 p.m.,

Monday, March 25 at

St.

821

N.

James School hall,
State Rd

The board passed a resolution requiring that the scope
include a study of projected
enrollment; an evaluation of

The Prospect Heights Dist.
23 school board is taking ac-

tion to have a professional
master plan survey of the
school district made.

& THE

AMERICAN NAVY

Saturday Nile
THE LITTLE

BOY BLUES

plus

THE SHAPE
Adm $1 75

.an,,

ifb

4e 4i,votoot,

1

months, he said. He would

be made."

teachers and visits to'

classrooms this spring;

BOARD MEMBER Mrs.
Maureen Sandstrom asked if
the board could use Ingraham

and other reports during the

on

prepare the financial, building

"Iv
8. ,

IT IS TRUE!!

summer; attend a teachers in stitute in the fall, and take two

BUSSE'S
FLOWERS
AND
GIFTS carries a complete

,

4

recommending that a survey

begin with interviews of

es

40400!-,
oete
%V
/4'

T

service to your district by

study would require about six

_

,elo....el4e
0 ,e,.
eIe'-Ia{e

A

tendent has done a great

To do a comprehensive

i
'

district organization is a big
one. I'm sure your superin-

organization would do the
survey for about $4,000.

Of

"-,---

"This whole problem of

or three months afterward to

line of Jewelry for the entire family. Come in today

A

'', _-0 e ' -ID
'II

finish the study.

fora look at ONE STOP GIFT
headquarters.

THE FINAL report would

would be supplied.
TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR
Progress reports could be
CHICAGO'S FLOWER AND GARDEN SHOW - 50c OFF.'
submitted to the board every
PHONE 259-2210
SITTLER 'S CANDY
couple of months and a
Block East of Water Tower
preliminary study could be
Trno 'Al Agy? 44..
0-7.
supplied by Oct. 1, Belnap
said.
BUSSE'S vidUltV
turd
"Part of our study consists
Elm St. & Evergreen Ave., Mt. Prospeit
of sending out 1,000 to 1,500

t

1

"RS

HOURS

;el //

questionnaires to get a sampling of opinions from people in

MONDAY - SATURDAY 8 AM to 5:30 PM

Palo Alto, the expenses would

mount up fast. You're better
off with a package deal."

Ingraham's office is in St.
Louis, Mo.

David F. Schmid, from the
Naperville, Ill., office of the

Illinois School Consulting
Service, said his firm could
prepare the study in three

DIES
FOR THE

\

months, at a cost of $3,750.
If undertaken this summer,
about 75 copies of the report
could be supplied by Sept. 1,

N

r^

he said.

(...../.

BOARD MEMBER

Patrick Treacy asked why the

LY
I DI

\

\

.

.::.

)

1 iii

Reg. $114.95

4

.

,
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ONLY

MOUNT PROSPECT

surface water will still contain

village liquor commissioner,

polluted the residents' wells in
the past.
'We have heard voices say

the same bacteria which has

suspended the bowling alley's
liquor license for 30 days
earlier this week, pending investigation of the financial

that it is not true that one out

of 3 113 households were

drinking polluted water last
charge that an employe of the summer and that it was only

situation of the alley, and a
alley was selling marijuana to

juveniles.

one out of every five
households," Kaman said.

"Can anybody in our entire

The suspension has been

area gain any comfort from
the state liquor control com- this? We have heard thatt the
postponed until April 16 when

mission will hear an'ippeal by

pollutant may or may not

alley, Martin Weber.
SKIDMORE EXPLAINED that the bowling alley
originally was endorsed by
the school for after school
recreation. School officials, he

fields.

the owner of the' bowling have come from our septic

said, do not as a rule endorse
business establishments
children.

for

This endorsement was part

of a co-operative school
activity, the

"Can anyone really believe
that the true experts in pollution control such as the Arl-

same

They are backing up

-

said.

like, ours, and dissatisfied with

berland Baptist Church, 1500

is asking for a "no" vote to

E. Centrdl Rd., Mount
Prospect.

THE CITIZENS committee

evaluate the need for sanitary

authorize a firm to begin the
study until at least two other

pastor, invites the public to
view this 23 -minute sound

firms have been contacted.

film.

"Who are these concerned
citizens and where were they
when we asked for help?" said

Edward Sakach, another

,

;

.

_

'

.

Multi -color

versatility

,

.

conception seven months
ago."
"It's funny that the op-

position would make itself
known two days before the

office. Two other men have

been assigend to duty in
village schools as police
counsellors,

two men have

been added to the
department's detective

division, and a _lieutenant has

been assigned to permanent
off-street duty as a health officer.

Police Chief Newell Es-

mond said yesterday that he

for assistance from the

didn't know much about Sunday's meeting, but added that

Town Sanitary District

Richard Yost permission to

referendum when we've pleaded

community in every Old he had given Detective
Bulletin issued," he said.

poit the notices in the station.

School Menus
The following menus will

Bread and butter

be served Monday.

Milk

Township High School A la carte

Soup
French fries

Dist. 214, (subject to change
without notice)
Main dish: (One choice)
Chili

Hamburger, hot dog, thur-

inger, cheeseburger, chili,

Steak sandwich on sesame

barbecue
Choice of desserts

Dist. 25 - North Elemen-

tary, Miner, Thomas and
South Junior high schools
Not available

Dist. 23 -- MacArthur

Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Cole slaw
Pineapple, cottage cheese
Peach, green gelatin

Junior High School

40 cent lunch:
Hot dog on bun
French fries
Relishes
Molded: cherry, apricot
Cole slaw
halves
Jello

Hard roll & butter --

113

qt.

Available desserts:
Fruit cocktail
Tapioca pudding
Cherry danish
Blueberry crumb cake
Orange cookies

Milk
30 cent lunch:
Hot meat sandwich
Coleslaw
Chilled fruit
Milk

Dist. 15 - Jonas Salk and

St. Viator High School,
(subject to change without

Carl Sandburg schools
Barbecue on bun
Potato chips
Chilled orange juice
Succotash
Apple crisp
Milk

so

.

NYLON

the look of a deeply sculptured Wilton. Styling that
can adapt to any decor. A
hi -lo texture of deep springy
Nylon with 16 colors to
choose from.

N F. GARLISCH
SHOWROOM HOURS:

a color to coordin- 4,

,
.,4hrz:o--, : .,
',lisp°
; .i
-"AB 2
2
;. 5
r
-G9-`4111-

.
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OAKTON
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ICES

PLUSH

A long -wearing, deep, luxurious cut pile carpet. The,
smooth velvet texture goes
any
decorating,
with
scheme, casual or elegant.
19 colors.

5'

95

SQ. YD.
INSTALLED

SQ. YD.
INSTALLED

CLUD

_:.2.1.7? -[;.!.:-...;i7'

McDonald's understands kids. That's why all

TIP -SHEAR

A carpet with long wear &
versatile styling created by
a multi -level loop with ran-

dom tip shearing. A decorating delight for today's
home --yet

practical

be-

cause it's made of Fortrel

ADDING & A

Pros ec

for hard wear and easy
cleaning.

0

SS

NS A

the kid -proof free extras. Added to McDonald's
amazing "58c apiece per average meal,"

plus McDonald's fabulously fast service
and
sparkling clean surroundings, it's quite a value!

Matter of fact, it's the biggest family restaurant value in America. Which in turn is the reason McDonald's is your kind of place.

McDonald's
is yOur kind of place.

SQ. YD.
.INSTALLED
LA I

et

RT HVVEST,HWY. .o NIT. PROSPECT
Ci":5'DAILY.--.EvEr\iINGS MON. & FRI. 7 TO 9

PHONE CL 3-3310.

NORTH

FORTREL

NYLON.

SCULPTURED
A traditional design with

,

8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. DAILY
8:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. SAT.

combinations with .,,,t

loop texture of deep,
SQ. YD.
bouncy DuPont Nylon. Hides
INSTALLED
soil -cleans easily. 10 colors.

MANY OTHERS, RIDERS, TOP NAME BRANDS,
SOME ONE -OF -A -KIND AT BIG SAVINGS
CONVENIENT TERMS

Elk Grove

'Ns

hi -lo

Sorry, at these prices, strictly
cash and carry -NO Trade-ins.

CLOSED DAILY AT 5:00

citizens since the day of its

period, but police note that

eight men have resigned from
the force since Congreve took

ate witri most any decor in a
,

HE 7-2220

district trustee. "Your trustees
have asked for suggestions
and help from all interested

than in any other given

Nylon Tweed

..i

,-

It

PARTS & SERVICE DEPT.

they cross main thoroughfares,
merchants said.

SQ. YD.

Y.

-

customers is not only a lack
of parking, but the danger of
traffic to pedestrians when

"It makes you think' twice
about answering a call at 60

PER

,

,

PH ®NE

(Continued from Page 1)

Ot.

.._

,

1200 East Higgins Rd.

Police Assn.?

CABIN CRAFTS
CARPETS

_

.

,

Organize

SAVINGS UP TO

.

SELF PROPELLED ONLY'

Meeting to

m.p.h.," a patrolman said.
Congreve publicly has said
that the village has hired more
men during his term in office

:.,

Special Prices on

use, Congreve said.

unable to reach their stores.

milk

sewers.

The Rev. Elmer A. Fischer,

,

88

eir

could be developed for this

came off in his hands.

notice)
Italian spaghetti
Applesauce

JACOBSEN 21" ROTARIES

ONLY

.

facts by insisting that no more
houses be constructed On less
than one -acre lots," Kaman

from the construction. Three
lots in the downtown area

merchants said that they

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Applesauce

District Supt. Vinton Bacon

gallons of waste into it for 10
years you obviously must be
far below safe standards. This

Cumberland

Sorry at these prices, strictly
cash and carry -NO Trade-ins.

,

has affected seriously the'

and his staff are in er

,...,

POWER-FLO ENGINE

merchants, the merchants said

seed bun
Wiener in bun

.

H.P. 4 -CYCLE

poll of the downtown

ington Heights consultants
and Metropolitan Sanitary

.

1st QUALITY -FAMOUS 4 BLADE

with 3

even with sanitary sewers,

Tzeltal" will be shown at 7
p.m., Sunday, at the Cum-

The board will not

COMPLETE WITH CATCHER

the

polls of people, and many are

sulting agencies."
P.

withdrawal of the en-

is a fact. You could not get
a permit to do it again," he

some larger national con-

,

school notifying them of the

The film "Now God Speaks

satisfied with a smaller firm

Nes

parents of children in his

Film At

"In fact, we have taken

BRAND NEW 1967 MODEL

taminated. Opposition leader
Densil Brown, director of the
Prospect Clinical Laboratory,
said that only 20 per cent are
contaminated. He said that,

enough times before. It's our
full-time job, and there's no
doubt what it will cost us.

"NEVER AGAIN VALUES IN
TOP BRAND MOWERS

students, and guaranteed that

"We feel," Schmid said,
"we can do a top-notch job
at this price. We've done it

consultant firms.

..:i;;-.

postponement of the parking
ban on Northwest Hwy. and
Illinois Rt. 83, but when that
time ran out, no merchant
'asked for a second postponement. The ban took effect last
December and, in a recent

The difficulty for the

type which
the school district has with said.
"According to this, if you
the Mount Prospect Park
District. Weber provided live on a half acre and have
special low rates for the been pumping hundreds of

price was lower than other

municipality may purchase

HE AND THE village land and build the parking lot,
board, Congreve said, manag- then assess the cost to
ed to obtain 'a one-year 'merchants who would benefit

Sewer SystemDebate

Mayor Daniel Congreve, the

our curriculum analyst from

law provides that a

government, he said.

might be forced to close their
businesses since customers are

Junior High School has there would be proper
withdrawn his endorsement of supervision.
Striking Lanes, 1050 S.
Elmhurst, as a recreation
center for children after
school.
(Continued from page 1)
Donald Skidmore said

Ingraham said "We would be
happy to work on a daily basis
with you, but I don't think

you work with. If we bring in

Congreve said that parking
serve on it, but we couldn't." facilities could be built for the
The apathy of the merchants downtown area under a state
has kept them out of village 'law passed last summer. The

businesses around the
Chicago and North Western
Railway tracks. Some

Endorse ent

The principal of Dempster

member of the chamber to

it

School Voids
Bovvlip, Alley

dorsement in "light of
present legal difficulties."

expenses, depending whom

.

said, "we tried to find a

a consultant basis and
prepare its own survey.

would cost $250 per day, plus

Between 150 and 200 copies

three years ago," Congreve

that he had sent a letter to all

you would end up with the
kind of study you want. It

consist of about 100 pages.

plan commission together

Prospect Youth Commission.

-- finding out the number of

University, who said his

i'-'.., s.

-

Eugene Friker was former

chairman of the Mount

enrollment will be. That's

educational administration
center at Northern Illinois

unhappy with the clOwntown
parking situation.
"When we were putting the

Home in Chicago.

to find out what the future. -

Belnap representing the

,

Chamber of Commerce
Wednesday after several
merchants said they are

ed by the Drake Funeral

"The first step," Ingraham
said, "is to project enrollment

children and deciding what to
do about them.

Congreve made his appeal
before the Mount Prospect

grandchildren and three great
grandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but will be handl-

$10,000 - $15,000, he said.

what the whole thing is about

ficials.

ing of Glenview; four

To complete a survey as

appealed

they want their wishes considered by government of-

Eugene of Mount Prospect; a
daughter, Mrs. Frieda Spierl-

outlined would require about
six months, and an outlay of

said, "is a master plan to help even be a district."
our district to develop in the
THE FIRST person in next 5 to 10 years "

1

ii.

sultants in five offices.

the cost and time involved. with other school districts or
Pansino also is arranging to becoming part of a larger
have at least two other firms school district.
"I feel we should look at
send representatives to the
this district as an entity"
board.
Pansino said. "We may even"WHAT I SEE," Pansino . tually decide we don't want to

$1 50 Adm

.5

Inc., a nationwide organization with 40 educational con-

Congreve

to village merchants to take a
more active part in politics if

She is survived by a son,

THE SECOND company

possibility of reorganization

studies were interviewed as to

Daniel

Heights.

representative interviewed was
J. Roland Ingraham Jr., of
Davis, MacConnell, Ralston

Representatives of three ministration and community
firms specializing in such relations; and a study of the

Mount Prospect Mayor

Prospect, was dead on arrival
Thursday at Northwest Community Hospital in Arlington

get both points of view."

the school board, ad-

posed study.

plus
GENE PAUL JONES

Mrs. Emma Friker, 84, of

214 S. Edward, Mount

"We do encounter districts
that are under pressure from
citizens' groups, so we try to

Pansino to draft an outline long range ideas for possible
setting the scope of the pro- "ideal" programs; studies of

THE TROYS

Mrs. Emma Friker

the community," Belriap said.

all buildings; a financial
Board members have study; curriculum efauthorized Supt. Louis fectiveness; teaching staff;

Friday Nita

Merchants Must Participate
In Village Politics: Congreve

OBITUARIES

ARLINGTON HTS.

MT. PROSPECT

N.W. Hwy. & Wilke

Rand Rd. & Rt. 83

"Across from Arlington Park"

"Across from Randhurst"

The Day's Prospects.

©wen

Misses

Roo;
shown for the first time in a garden settinb,

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

has been proclaimed "Rose Day".

The roses, being shown for the first time,
The flowers that bloom in the Spring will will include Miss All-American Beauty, Eurobe on exhibit all this week at the International peana, and Scarlet Knight. Another debut will
feature 14 varieties of marigolds with the white
Amphitheater.
The 10th Annual Chicago World Flower and Hopeful marigold highlighting the garden arGarden Show will spring into action March rangement..

23 through March 31 with the theme "Out

Other displays will include a nostalgic

of the Prairie - Illinois" saluting the 150th year reproduction of the old Illinois -Michigan canal
with thousands of native wild flowers along
of statehood
its bank. Flowering crab trees and Herbaceous
IN ADDITION to the hundreds of exhibits peonies will grace a waterfall setting.
SPRING TULIPS, primroses, hyacinths and
being created by garden clubs, commercial and
educational institutions, daily events will be golden jonquils sculptured into a fountain will
held in connection with the Illinois ses- magically appear along with another display
of azaleas, calceolaria, impatiens, caladiums,
quicentennial.
One of the largest and most spectacular ex- acceqing graceful white Birch near a and on
hibits being planned will be by the Chicago whichlive mandarin ducks calmly swi
A Special Garden Walk will be cr aced by
Park District entitled "Salute to Illinois."
.

It will feature a huge floral birthday cake
made of 20,000 pompoms as frosting, 150
candles with flaming Anthurium tips nestled
on a platter of many thousands of brilliant
violets, the state flower. The cake is 13 feet
daimeter and is 5 feet in height.

dreds of table settings, artistic arrangements,

Mr.

mobiles, collectogues and other new treatments

and Mrs. JaMes C.

of flowers all holding to the theme of Illinois

Teller of Park Ridge an-

will be exhibited by the Garden Club of Illinois
and its many clubs.

their daughter Virginia to M.

nounce the engagement of

The Arlington Heights Garden Club and
Three districts associated with the Chicago
Regional Rose Society are planning a garden Garden Club of Mount Prospect will have exand state map made entirely of the scarlet Mr. hibits. They will be featured in the stabile, table

John Sterba, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Sterba of

Lincoln rose.

graduate of Maine East, was

Mount Prospect.

Miss Teller, a 1961

setting, prarie legend and horticulture
categories.

OPENING DAY, which will honor the

graduated

Even if the uninformed weatherman is still
throwing snowballs, these flowers will provide

American Rose Society in recognition of the
1968 All American Rose Selections being a whisper of things soon to come.

from

Cornell

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer L. Fox
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Knoch
have announced the engage- of Mount Prospect have anment of their daughter, Julie, nounced the engagement of
to Charles A. Morris, son of their daughter Marilyn to
Robert Mehleck, son of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Orion Morris.
The Mount Prospect couple Bernadine Mehleck of Mount
plan a June 1 wedding, to be Prospect and G. Edward
held at

St.

Paul

Graduated from Prospect
High School in 1963, Miss
Fox continued her education

Church.

Miss Knoch is a graduate
of Prospect. High School and

Berkeley. At present she

Illinois Bell Telephone Com-

is

Mehleck of Highland, Ind.

Lutheran

University in 1965. She attended graduate school at the

University of California,

00tf03t1r

MARILYN FOX

JULIE KNOCH

VIRGINIA TELLR

the Chicago Horticultural Society a d hun-

Western Illinois University,
is currently employed at at
Macomb, where she received

a Bachelor of Science degree
in Education.
Mehleck is a 1962 graduate
of Notre Dame High School

employed by the Federal

pany in Data Processing.

Cambridge, Mass.

Arlington High School. He at-

graduated from Arlington

Rapids, Iowa and served in
the United States Air Corps.

Illinois. He is now attending

Sarong, Inc.

in Business.

Systems Division of IBM in

Her fiance is a graduate of

and a graduate of Western

Her finance, who was tended Coe College, Cedar

High School in 1960, is also
a 1965 graduate of Cornell
University. In June 1967 he
received a Masters degree in
Business Administration from
Harvard University. He has
just completed work for a
Masters degree in Chemical
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Calendar of Events
This calendar is prepared as
a public service by the Mount

Prospect Chamber of Com-

merce Any organization

wishing to contribute should
call Mrs Helen Becker, CI 37469 Deadline for liSting is

Church parking lot, 9:30 a.m.

He is now in sales with

A spring wedding is

planned.

3p.m.

3424
TOPS of the Evening, Bank

Club, VFW Hall, 7 p.m.

p.m.

p.m.

To Direct

Westbrook School PTA, 8

Choral -Aires

Hundreds of named

green, brown, black, large and

SATURDAY, MARCH 23

7:30 p.m.
Suburban Aquarist Society,

Prospect Community Center,
8 p.m.

small.

"Easter Elegance" luncheon

Center, 7:30 p.m.
Holy Family Hospital Aux-

SL Viator's Mother's Club,
Red Lion room at St. Viator's

Members are asked to bring
bulbs or bulblets, accessories

Country Club, social hour,

iliary membership meeting

and fashion show, Itasca
noon, lunch I p.m.
MONDAY, MARCH 25

Mount Prospect Rotary

Club, Old Orchard Country
Club, 12.15 p m.
MT TOPS, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 1 p.m.

Randhurst Toastmasters
dinner meeting, Randhurst
Town Hall, 6 45 p.m.

School Dist. 214 board
meeting, administration
building, 7 30 ci.m.

Prospect Chapter of

8 p.m.

and election of officers, at the
hospital, 7:30 p.m.

Newcomers Club, Holiday

candles, aprons, paintings,

Organization, 735 West

Algonquin, 8 p.m.

Pledged by ZTA

Organization, Arlington

Lore Mokate, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Mokate,

Dundee Road, Wheeling,

8

p.m.

Country Chords Chapter

Sweet Adelines, International,

Community Church of Rolling Meadows, 8:15 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27

E -Hart Board Meeting,

Mount Prospect Community

DeMolay, 1104 South State . Center, 9:30 a.m.
Buffalo Grove Over 50
Road, Arlington Heights, 8

pm

SPEBSQSA, Knights of

Club trip to Flower Show, bus
leaves Ranch Mart at Buffalo
Grove, 10:30 a m.

Heights, 8 p m.

PTA, at school, 8 p.m.

Arlington Heights Chapter

Columbus Hall, Arlington

River Trails Junior High
Ladies of the Moose 660,

TUESDAY, MARCH 26

Mount Prospect Woinays
Club trip to Flower Show,
buses leave St Mark Lutheran

Kappa Deltas
Note Spring
Arrival Mon.

VFW hall, 8 p.m.

leaves Pioneer I irk, Arl-

Harper Junior College
Board meeting, 1200 W.

Heights Savings and Loan,
FRIDAY, MARCH 29
Arlington Heights Over 50

Mrs. William Kline of

Club, ceramics day, Pioneer Mount Prospect will direct the

Park, Arlington Heights, Choral -Aire Chapter of Sweet

Adelines, Inc. on March 23 at

10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

School Friday and Saturday,
29 and 30, at 8 p.m. Sunday,

p.m. For

planned for April 20.

hangers and lots of creative

Regular Open Stock $3.98

Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaned
Pressed, Decorator
Folded

Norge Colonial Village
220 N. Dunton St.
Arlington Hts.

OUR 2nd LOCATION

THIS OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1968

than our

"GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION"
If within six months of purchase date you are not

eI

completely satisfied with your glasses, we will replace
them or refund your money in full.

PattDOWNTOWN.YCHICAGOW#
WASHINGTON AT STATE

Ph. 372.6605

3 East Washington

LINCOLN NEAR BELMONT
Ph. 472.3610
LINCOLN AND LAWRENCE
4749 North Lincoln
728.3864
BROADWAY AND Ph.
LAWRENCE
Ph. 334.6508
4752 North Broadway
MILWAJKEE NEAR ASHLAND
3301 North Lincoln

Ph. 278.1662

1324 Milwaukee

N -THWEST.NSIDErWeltV

ADVERTISED
GOURMET

LAWRENCE AT MILWAUKEE

4787 Milwaukee

Ph. 725.1361

2747 N. Milwaukee Ave.

Ph. 278.1985
ft

LOGAN SQUARE

.i WESTs SIDE

4 -PIECE PLACE SETTING

NORTH AVE. 8. AUSTIN BLVD.
Ph. 848.5142
MADISON AND PULASKI

COLORADO VACATION
FOR TWO ...
AT OUR
WINDING RIVER RANCH
With each purchase you shall receive a
FREE chance. With every sale item ,purchase you shall receive an EXTRA chance.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE ... YOU
MIGHT WINII

Ph. 638.3297

3942 Madison

ALL PICTURES

SOUTH '.;."SIDENIIijj2:fv::
42ND AND ARCHER

REDUCED 10% OR MORE!

4218 South Archer
ENGLEWOOD
6351 South Halsted

SPECIAL!

9124 South Commercial
ROSELAND
11127 South Michigan

Ph. 568.3251

9515 S. Western

Ph. 238.3660

Ph. 488.1440

$798

'14

OAK PARK
Ph. 383.2911
BLUE ISLAND
Ph. 597.0041
13046 South Western
OAK LAWN
1115 Lake Street

,

87th & Cicero Corvette Ctr. Ph. 425.9078
MT. PROSPECT
Ph. 259.9456
4074 Mt. Prospect Plaza

MI;CHICAGO- AREAV
WAUKEGAN
1825 West Glen Flora
15 Douglas Street

107 S. MAIN ST. MOUNT PROSPECT CL 3-1218

Is REGARDLESS of THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAL LENSES.
REGARDLESS oF WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES.
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR. OR TINTED. OR SUNGLASS LENSES.
O

REGARDLESS oc THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR CHOICE OF OVER 200

OF. FASHION'S NEWEST.FLATTERING FRAME S,TYLES IN EXCITING
NEW SHAPES AND COLORS! ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE.

Your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions
filled in the frame of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

CHICAGOf=SUBURBAN

FROM GERMANY

-ONLY

Ph. 374.8196.

87TH AT COTTAGE GROVE
Ph. 846.7597
8641 S. Cottage Grove Ave.
95TH AND WESTERN

MUSIC BOXES

ONE COMPLETE PRICE,
NO EXTRA CHARGES OF ANY. KIND...

Ph. 376.2656

SOUTH CHICAGO

B -W Branch
420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect, lilt

What better proof of our

6001 W. North Avenue

Here's your chance for a beautiful

CI 3-3344.

CHICAGO
AREA
OFFICES

ON NATIONALLY

All those attending are asked to bring scissors, wire coat -

and Forrie Haynes, baritone. For tickets call CI 5-5435 or

QUALITY, SERVICE, AND PRICE

Broadway show tunes.

% OFF

philanthropy dinner which is

Cleaning Machines
Also

reservation, 439-3424.

the hilarious antics of the Mid -States Four, past International Barbershop Quartet Champions, will 6e featured at the
Belle Chords' "Night of Your Life" harmony show at Maine
West High School March 24 at 2 p.m. The quartet is composed
of Bob Mack, tenor; Art Garcy, bass; Marty Mandro, lead;

in selected old and new

Pfaitzgraph
Brown Drip
Stoneware

dbor prizes for their

Self Service

Urbana.

FE

be used as decorations and

ONE'STOP CLEANING

quickly as possible for your

Amphitheater at 3:30 p.m.
Call Mrs. Ralph Lockett as

Four Casuals. She will direct
the 60 -member Choral -Aires

make crepe paper flowers to

pep& keit%

the University of Illinois,

Tau Alpha social sorority at

Players of Prospect Heights Chords Chapter and a
Musical Review "Campaign member of the International

The Northwest Suburban
Alumnae Association will

Ltakkt

scheduled to leave the

St. Alphonsus Country Mount Prospect Country

Bissell Drive, Palatine.

r?

Prospect, has been pledged by
Alpha Kappa chapter of Zeta

assistant director of the

munity Center, 8 p.m.

of Mrs John Riecss, 862

Co -hostess for the meeting
will be Mrs. Thomas Meier of
Palatine.

The price of the round trip

ticket is $1.50. Buses are

Downers Grove North High
School at 8 p.m. Mrs. Kline
Mount Prospect Chess has been the director of the
Club, Mount Prospect Com- group for three years; past

' burst of flowers at their 8 p.m.
Monday meeting at the home

ideas

parking lot.

VFW, Prospect Post 1337,

Kappa Deltas will herald
the arrival of spring with a

At Belle Chords Show

March 26 at 9:30 a.m. from
St. Mark Lutheran Church

family fish night, 5:30-8p.m.

8

Prospect.

Garden Show will leave

of 209 N. Elmhurst, Mount

8:15 p.m.

2 and

May 25 in St. Raymond
Catholic Church, Mount

Mount Prospect Tuesday,

Wheeling Township
Woman's Republican

tickets, call 296-4241.

now attends Harper College.
The wedding will take place

Buses to the 10th Annual
Chicago World Flower and

gardening materials and tools,
potted plants, etc.

Inn, 8 p.m.

31, at

School. Both young people are
now seniors at Illinois State
University at Normal.
A June wedding is being
planned.

rangements, figurines,

Capers," Wheeling High Medal Winners group, the

THURSDAY, MARCH 28
Arlington Heights Over 50
Club trip to Flower Show. Bus

tended Forest View High

is employed as a
cosmetician. Her fiance is a
graduate of Forest View and

graduate,

Doors will be open at noon.

Flower Show
useful in making ar- Reservations

Wheeling Township
Democratic Woman's

High School. Her fiance at-

Miss Miller, a 1966
Prospect High School

3, Ingleside, Ill.

from recent introductions to

old favorites including ice -

Prospect Heights

of Elmwood Community

dazzo of Rolling Meadows.

Bring articles as -early as

varieties will be auctioned

Friedrichs Funeral Home,
Mount Prospect Community

Mount Prospect, has been announced by her parents.
Miss McFall is a graduate

you can. If you can't come,
send your donation to Dick
Hinz, 809 High Road, Route

,Sunday March 24 at 1 p.m.

Camp Fire Girls district
committee meeting, Mount.

Mount Prospect BPW

Mrs. Richard Meyers of

have announced the engagement of their daughter Leslie
Lynn to Ross Randazzo, son
of Mr. and' Mrs. Sam Ran-

cookies, cakes, etc.

auction in the Town hall of
Randhurst Shopping Center

Prospective Waist-aways,

Tuesday evening.

McFall, Elmwood, to Thomas
James Meyers, son of Mr. and

goods, homemade bread,

Gladiolus Society to attend an

Mount Prospect Lions

of Mr. and Mrs. Harry G.

Mr. and Mrs. Chester

Miller of Mount Prospect

Also, don't forget the baked

An invitation is extended to

all gladiolus fans by the

Northern Chapter of Illinois

ington Heights, 10:30 a.m.-

The engagement of Miss
Cathy Jean McFall, daughter

LESLIE MILLER

Calling Gladiolus Fans

Engineering at Cornell.

For information, call 439-

of Rolling Meadows, 7:30

Northern Illinois University,
working on a Masters Degree

CATHY McFALL

ELGIN

AURORA
jl North Broadway

Ph. 3368555
Ph. 741.1616

Ph. 8963124

COMFORTABLE, EASY TO WEAR
LEE OPTICAL SINGLE VISION

CONTACT LENSES
ONE LOW PRICE
REGARDLESS OF THE POWER
OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.
OPEN DAILY. MONOAY THRU SATURDA-17 9:00 AM

6:00 PM

,mom

is l gtie

... with George Hamilton
weren't searching for

things that are obvious, are

"That new book, 'Crisis in
Credibility,' by Bruce Ladd,

labeled 'Secret' and

former newsman h9r6 for that
'other' newspaper and who is

contradictions in official

anything. A reporter asked if
the missing bomb had been
located and a briefing officer

with a 'Secret' label.

.replied:"

statements may also end up

now special assistant to

Congressman Donald

the least needed and most
often applied."

think you think we are lookng for."

"And then the book goes

nuclear 'devices' were lost.

into another incident,

"Three of the 'devices,'

already? I thought it Just came
out."

regarding the Post Office,
which a few years ago was

which were actually bombs,
but no one wanted to say so,
were found immediately. The
fourth was found eventually
by a small Navy submarine,
before the bomb slid into' a

"It did, but I obtained an

advance copy and found it to

be a good documentary of

what a lot of newsmen hape
known for some time."

"Well, we've beard a lot of

secrecy. We do have to have'
some things secret for security
purpose, don't weff

things, summer Post Office
jobs had gone to the sons of
senator. In some places, people had lost their regular jobs
to make room for political appointees."

"So the book helps to convince you that there is really

the jobs were distributed in-

needs one more thing. It
should have suggested a

a 'Crisis in Credibility.' "

4,000 foot canyon.

bothered the newsmen, according to Ladd, was the way

stead for patronage purposes.
"When a congressman tried

slogan for the present administration: 'Tell us what

to find out more about the
situation, he was told that he

-

six congressmen and one.

the summer. The jobs were to
go to economicially deprived
youths, but it was learned that

that Department of Defense
officials tried to pretend they

"Certainly. But too often

public domain.'
"It eventually was learned,
however, that among .other

and college students during

authorized to hire high school

"But the thing that

talk about this so-called

i.

ing bomb, but we have not
positively identified what I

Palomares, Spain, four

"Oh, you've read the book

because the Post Office
employes are 'not in 'the

"I don't know of any miss-

"Ladd points out, for example, that in 1966, when a
B-52 bomber and a KC -135
over
collided
tanker

Rumsfeld, certainly points out
where government secrecy is

couldn't have a list of names

"It certainly does. But it

you want to know. If it's news
you want, we'll manage it.' "

outeutimszsvissarrti....v..mmimw.som.mritZia,a.vrestrz,,,n:mmma,
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This is olson

Preventi n Week

Before administering

Throw away outdated or
unlabeled medicines.

I

medicines, turn on lights
to check labels.

BY LINDA GAMMILL

:

these involve children of five
This is Poison Prevention years of age or under.
Week. Many people often -- Aspirin, the leading of-

Post emergency numbers

Lock up harmful sub-

forget about the danger of fender in child poisoning

(doctor, hospital, phar-

stances.

macist) near telephone.

*-1

Store weed killers, pes-

Keep on hand a small

ticides, etc., on high
shelves in garage. Clean-

quantity of universal
antidote supplied by

ing agents should be

Avoid pouring harmful
4.1.4"

i

substances into utensils
which children associate

with eating.

of the accidents. Other

happens in their family and it
is too late:
A poison antidote kit is

medicines and cleaning agents

also account for many of the

The poison antidote kit

distributed by HomCare, a

chemicals which are keyed to

Associates of Houston, Texas.
Mrs. Larry Miller, 411 N.

mon poisons and drugs. In the
bottles are: Ipecac syrup, activated charcoal suspension,

Heights, is the local agent for
the company, and the kits can

acid.

be purchased through her.

HomCare, more than 500,000

and points out that more than 90 per cent of all poisoning accidents involves children.

poisoning accidents each year.

U. S. families report home

home safety, the National Association of Retail Druggists offers above suggestions

.1=-

--AC.

junction with professional

3 Students
At Loyola
Institute
of Industrial Relations at
Loyola.University in Chicago.

The institute is organized
for the purpose of helping

labor and management examine and understand one
another's attitudes and pro-

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

blems.

Among those attending are:
James F. Hendrcks, Jr., 1505

3405 ALGONQUIN RD.
ROLLIN,- "cADOWS, ILL

Camford Cliffs, Mount

Isk

Prospect; Donald E.

55 Creamy'Cole
Slaw

Restaurant and

Golden French

Cocktail Lounge

Fries

602 W. Northwest Highway

Open 7 Dap.

Arlington Heights

Brunch Every Sunday

'012

Famous For Our
Fresh Strawberry Pie
omplete Coro -Out Sercire
903 E. Hand 1100d

:1'I'-22111

rro,... from Mt. Prosper. Plaza

OLD TOWN

INN
DELIGHTFUL DINING!

A

Orme,* WM'S PIZZA
SAME Mote -stead PLACE

1618W.Norttnvost Hwy.

Arlington Heights
CALL:

CL 5-244
fAt /911STSMINE
PICK-UP OK
DELIVERY

Steaks° Chops° Chicken
Seafood* Lobster Tail

Businessmen's Luncheons.
Phone 392-3750
18 W. Busse Mt. Prospect, Ill.

The Arlington,,,,,,m,
The House of Plenty
Evergreen & Miner. 392-5585
Smorgasbord
All You Care To Eat!
Open 7 Days a Week

Arlington

Ht.

Sunday Evening Buffet from

11.

S HI 9t30 p.m.
Midwest Bank Cards Honored

1/2 Block East of Rte. 58

CI. 5-4300
Parties & Banquets

Come To The

,

.

iii THE FOUR IMPERIALS
Music. EnterEvery Fri. IL Sat. Night.
tainment A Dance

Fid1(11\11G

Otp,pigi".I2tojiayStozpB.inru.:111iilaetty Cold.
MOTOR INN

The Finest Menu + Selection

6465 N. Mannheim
Phone 299-4422

of food in the Northwest

EWE STEN

.

Ara kw* of Hiselm

tq

''! our, HAI piano bar nightly

30, r

Dinner $2.15
it...

Mon
Sot to 9

GUIDE ADVERTISING.

Sun

PHONE;

fro

p

5 p m to 8 30 p rn

o m to 8 p en

Children Under 3 Free
Children 3 through 8 75t lunth SI 35 dinner
9

P...,.t

&roots room owo.loOlo tor

LTNCT-411

.A.NEIr'S

COW PALACE

fl,

$1.15

255-4400

Euclid Avenue & Rohlwing Rd.

N.,.

Hr-muuront and Cocktail Lounge

.

..DINNERSs
*LUNCHEONS 11,5T.:YP.M.
STARTINDGAU 4

P.M.PM.

Joe Harris

The Organ Bar Nitely

t1/411CollZigg_i*SIATng.eNITE

Foxhion Show Luncheon Ecery II' rdneutny, MOH PAWN
NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
Nue Birthday
Private Facilities
AND QUEWIN ROAD
Cake When You
For Weddings
PALATINE. ILL.
Sales Meetings
Celebrate
'With Us!

and Banquets.

ti

FL 8.2800

Marchini, 1512 N. Patton,
Arlington Heights, and James
S. Tidey, 814 S. Chestnut,
Arlington Heights, Illinois.

2 Prospect
Teams Reach
Speech Finals
Prospect High School will

SwedishHousea?'::14.1q!.

Luncheon-

FOR RESTAURANT

*Louise Brooks Combo
Fri. /I Sat. Nights
"They're Terrific"

For a Fun Filled Evening that You'll Long Remember,

ES

Saturday Wedding

the poisoning.

*ALEX REEVES

.ittm.luurant &

Grace's Daze

help, and should not take the
place of a doctor's care, but

at THE PIANO BAR NITELY

S

Subscription rates:\ 25 cents a' week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $10.00 a year: 56.00 for six months.
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

The instruction booklet

RESTAURANT
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

[C] °

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect. III. 60056

persons having the kit to bring
it with them to the hospital.

Three area students are cur-

,4 Tasty Fillet
of Sole

WE'VE

tors have told her that it
might be a good idea for

rently attending the Institute

FISH SPECIAL
All the Fish You care to eat!

SERVICE

available in the emergency
rooms of hospitals, and doc-

will help reduce the danger of

011)1-'-

I

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

in a home poisoning emergen-

RESTAURANT

Gar A
NEW NAME!

.K. S. Johnson, General Afanager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

cy, the use of the antidotes

TP

$1

Friday, March 22, 1968

Page 4

stresses that the chemicals in
the kit are to be used in con-

DANCI

DINNER
CARRY OUT

formation on transporting the
victim to the hospital and on
artificial respiration.
Mrs. Miller said that often

-- Marshall Field Ill'

vided in the kit are not

in DI INQ'

COMPLETE

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper 'sfreedenti and intellectual integrity."

some of the chemicals pro-

.

ier The top Spots in the Northwest Suburbs :k

s

Propert 31:1ap

sodium sulfate, and acetic
A SET OF directions is'
provided for the use of the

swallowing items, found in their homes, according to authoritative estimates. To promote

74(

"Just as I suspected-you're a GOLD SPECULATOR!"

provide treatment for com-

ACCORDING to a
pamphlet printed by antidotes as well as in-

During 1968, 500,000 children will be poisoned and more than 50 will die from

.

emergencies.

now 'available for just such

Lincoln Ln., Arlington

While working with poisons, don't leave child
alone to answer door or
telephone.

O

cases, accounts for 22 per cent

substances until something

division of Chemcial

cabinets.

:

poisoning by household

emergencies. The kit is contains four bottles of

pharmacist.

stored high in kitchen

More than 90 per cent of

send two winning teams to the
Illinois State Speech Tourna-

ment at Normal, Illinois,
March 29.

The Prospect Debate team
took second place in the sec-

tional tournament at Arl-

ington High School Saturday,

By Grace Mott
A late afternoon marriage
tomorrow in Grace Lutheran
Church, Prospect Heights will
unite two young people from
Mount Prospect. Patricia Ann

continuing flurry of ex- hear the school's choir, which
citement to the Howard is on tour at any of several
Bychowski home where appearances they are making

Hedke, son of the Elmer A.
Hedkes, S. Edward St., will
greet wedding guests at the

couple's marriage several

Michael Edwin was born Feb.

Maclennan, and James

22. His mother is the former
Barbara Bader and the young

Post and Paddock Club

years ago united two Mount
Prospect families, the Elmer
Baders, S. Edward St., and

preceding a dinner which will
include a big contingent from
this town.
The groom's mother is the
former Eleanor Jackisch, who
grew up on what was once the
fringes of Mount Prospect and
is now part of the town.

The groom's grandfather,

long-time Mount Prospect

educator, musician and

Mr. and Mrs. John
Bychowski, Dale Av.

SEVERAL PARTIES for
Barbara preceded Michael's

birth, beginning with one

Mrs. J. Paige Carlin gave in
her Mount Prospect home.
Next came a party given by

young men and women,

reported by newspapers in St.
Louis and Kansas City where

they have performed to be
topnotch among glee clubs

mother, Mrs. Hubert

From the same college
comes word that Thomas
Johnson, former Prospect

ding ceremony.

Thornton in her Chicago

The Maclennans have also
lived in Mount Prospect for

home.

a number of years. Preceding

television's Channel II,

WTTW, at 6:30 with the Sunday Evening Club.
Monday performances include those at Arlington and
Wheeling High Schools, and
Monday night at 7:30 the

from similar colleges, will sing

St. Paul Lutheran Church will

be at the organ for the wed-

SUNDAY NIGHT the

choir will appear on

Mrs. Jerry Cole and Mrs.

Ronald Weiland of Prospect
Heights, and a final shower
was hosted by Barbara's God-

present director of music at

in this area.

at the First Christian Church
in Arlington Heights.

High School star tennis

Sunday will mark a player, is on the college's

concluding affair for the honor roll. A sophomore, he

the wedding they will have

Bychowskis when the baby is

is the son of the junior

neighbors and friends.

Church by Father Vincent

St.

hosted an open house for baptized at St..Raymond
FROM OUT OF town the

event has brought Edward

Maclennan, Jr., who will be
among bridal attendants and

March 9. Winners are who is stationed with the

Bataille of Aurora, close family friend who also performed
Barbara's and Howard's wedding ceremony.
Afterward, a late afternoon

Leonard Johnsons, S. Wille
IF HUNDREDS of women
are "elegantly" turned out on
Easter, it could be because

they attended the "Easter

Elegance" show to be
sponsored by the Mount
Prospect Business and

Patricia's grandmother, Mrs.

dinner the young parents are
giving, will include relatives
and baptismal sponsors, Miss

from
Mrs.

Patricia Bader and Mr.

tomorrow.

Robert Bychowski,- both of

The half -dozen chairmen

At Wheeling High School Michael Millard, the bride's
March 9, a cutting from the cousin from Corpus Christi,
Prospect production "A Man Tex., who will be Pat's

Mount Prospect.
Parents of present students,

for various aspects o f the

sophomore Dan Ashley,
junior Paul Lembesis and

seniors Dan Jackson and Don
O'Keefe.

army at Aberdeen, Md.;
Donald
Maclennan
Washington;
and

Matron of Honor.
February found relatives
the groom, Mrs. Herbert KoepDave Hoppe, Tod Gibbons pen of Mount Prospect
and Pam Weir and seniors giving a miscellaneous shower
Bruce Boxleitner, Jim White, and late supper for Patricia,
Shelley Pierce, Reiny Weege, March 3 she was again the
Dave Amling and Bob Pape.
center of attention when Mrs.
Stanley Fill of Prospect
Heights and her daughter,
Mrs. Edward Maclennan, Jr.,

For All Seasons" won the sectional contest for plays. Winning cast. members are juniors

Hayes Promoted
To Commander

entertained at a combination

Busse, Mount Prospect, an

miscellaneous and versonal
shower and buffet supper.

Reserve.

a bridal dinner for the young

Frank Hayes, 1400 S.

Tonight marks the final
Lines, has been promoted to pre -wedding event when
commandFr in the Naval James' mother and father host
employe of American Air
Hayes is a sales represen-

tative of the airline.

couple in their home.

A first child has brought a

many of whom are in town
this week for a spring vaca-

Professional Women's Club

show and their committees
have worked quietly in the
Mount Prospect Day -Nursery

tion, as well as Culver - School owned by Mrs. John
Stockton College alumni may

Baker, reservations chairman.

Hideaword
TEASMIP
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
30 good, 37 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

t:-'

Meditation

g
ByAlbertW.Weidlich

_______________
____________
_____________

(Pastor of Gi-ace
Evangelical Lutheran Church)

A German political

philospher was once asked

ing some fear and suspicion
toward us?

IS ANYONE trying

1

and you may change the
world.

Ah! but to change people?
It is a truism --. The majority
of people do not get excited
or aroused uneless something

M

It's,:likc someone asked:

R

when a storm suddenly blew

and the

aboard.

lives of all

H

way we act. You are always
behavior,
our
Why are you adults so afraid

of us? Have you no faith in
us?"

THE FEARS of adults may
be legitimate. We pick up the

teens who commit crime,
disrupt parties, march in protests and by carelessness cause
accidents,

feelings. We are not given to
wild outbursts of joy (temper,

you

Unity will be held at 8 p.m., James Hamil of St. Hubert's
Roman Catholic Church; the
be patient, youth, when our Roman Catholic Church, 126 Rev. Dennis Schlecht and
message does not always come
Grand Canyon, Hoffman Martin Brieschke of Christ
through
-'Estates.
'
the King Lutheran Church;
Don't be angry with us, We
Participating churches arc: Faiher Martin Cusack of St.
shall not be angry with you
St. Hubert's Roman Catholic: Marceline's Roman Catholic
Rather join us in prayer and St. Marceline's Roman Church; the Rev. Thomas
an honest search for mutual Catholic Church; Christ The Truscott and James Jacobs of
understanding so we can truly King, Missouri Lutheran United Presbyterian Church;

permissive and free and open
than we experienced. Please

communicate

We need your help, just as
you need ours. Certainly each
of us ought to be willing tO
pray "forgive our trespasses,
as we forgive yours."

When listening and corn-

munieation takes place, there

comes understanding. With

deepens and is enriched.
Perhaps in the home, as
among nations, the conference table is a better way
than open warfare.

the biggest item in hi
personal budget,
On the other hand,

should be classified as
casualty conpanies consider
the minister a poor risk --

because he is "preoccupied."

that

arc much lower than

most other professions,

Clcrevmcn, for inStoflep rio

values in life, then let oEir

not drink so much as the rest
of the population. They live
longer and are not in the
heavy -smoking category. The
Presbyterian Ministers' Fund

Bibles gather dust and make

the Playboy philosopher a

millionaire many times over,
We are anxious about crime,

but allow a syndicate (ac-

has historically given

cording to one authorliy) to

seminarians, as well as or-

become, next to government.

country. We tell our children
how much we love them,, but
seldom take time to play with
them, share with theni, even
listen to them. Instead we
farm them out to'Scouts, YM-

day is a driving hazard

Look at some of the things
that are in daily contention
for his time and ability:

He may have at least a

--

dozen people who are
critically ill. This means not

only regular home, visits but

traveling to and from city
hospitals several times a week,
And finding a parking space.

He lives under the con-

--

stant strain of always being an

able and understanding

cotinseior r.hristian.-C,'ni,,r,
Magazine suggests that the
average minister spends 12

is

part of the Responsive

Reading of the Bible Lesson
to be read in all Christian
Science churches this Sunday
on the subject "Matter,"

.

FDRST

DAILY NEEDS"

9,30& 1100A.M.

-

SUNDAY

p,In,o,o,ityFoish

IIrJ° IIML

'

Y PASTOR STEVENS

-

WEDNESDAY

.

-

ThoWo,dofIheCnnhnon
tntyoSonofGodI

'

-

-

community
chu,:cti
407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.
l'IIONE 392-3111

PASTORS

Gilbert Bowcn
Tlsonian A. Philhipe
-

9:15- 11:00 AM.

-"RELUCTANT REVOLUTIONARY"

Evening Service 7:00

Nursery Care at All Services

"The Enemies
of the Cross"

Church of the Master --

Nursery Procided For
All Services

P,ntor Keith Dovi,

-

-

1211 W.Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712
I'uslors, Rot,rrl Rushing,

-

if

trirn

"1;i;rr;i:"

Palatine
400 Park Drive, Plum Grove Estates
R.L. Lovely, minister
'hone 381-6411

if

CL 5-1394

Itogrr A. Crrun:rr

if

Qwu
-

if

Services and Sunday school .11 ..IM

if

-BTW(E

JEROME ENOSETH, PASTOR .255-4671
9:45 ore. Sundoy Suhnot
- 11:00 ore. Junior Church
11:00 ore. Morning Worship
7:00 p.,n. Vesper Hour

Aft ii. The American Lutheran Church

host of bright researchers who
provide a sparkling sermon on
personal morality, war and

- MOUNT PROSPECT'
Corner

peace or ihe generaiion gap.
So he studies his Bible, prowls
through the library, and trusts

'n-

W

,;.'

'' -

Wille and Evergreen

God that he can again, this

Sunday, be coherent and in Spiring to a flock that needs

"So Much With So Little"

830 945 11

PASTOR QUILL

to be led.

Just one of the perils
of the ministry. It's nice that
tile car insurance companies
-

DAVID I. QUILL

SERVICE

NOLAN A, WATSON

PASTOR QUILL

can share some of the burden.

-

-

WEDNESDAY

Telephone

'

I

9:00 AND 10:30A.M.
WORSHIP SERVICES

ii
1_i

9:OOAND1O:30A.M.

-

f4

561-6874'

-

-

Free To Live 1 To Help

L1JJ

Lenten Services - 7:30 P.M.
"FREE BECAUSE HE WAS BEATEN"

o

-

SUNDAY.

7ite,:,k

3 llSouthI..Oka

.,----____._.__.. U- HOUR

BW

AMBULANCE

-

r

- SERVICE

,'

-

- Jj

,'. ''5

Auditorii,ni

-

-

'9

Sunday Masses.'

-

Till StillS
Oil lilt

miots null

-- -

---....

N -c -west and Finest In Tbc c"bu-ban Areas

-

C/ntrclt: 6:30, 7:30, 8:45, 10:00,

-

11:15 and 12:30

THAT TRAPPED
FEELING AT WORK" WJJD(I 160 Kc). 7:00AM
WLStR9OKel.BIOOAM
WCLR (850 Kc - 9:00 AM
-, WAIT tR2e Kc) - 9,30 AM

HISS TO FORIST VIEW HUSH SCHOOL

St. Raymond
de Penafort Church

"OVERCOMING
-

044 eoe

2025 S. 0018190 90., ARLIN000N HIIOHOR

-

,----.

RADIO S ERIES

SUNDAY

-

-

IN CHICAGO
5303 N. WESTERN AVENUE

gyp H

phone 437-5141
-

Ii'

IN PARK RIDGE
625 BUSSE HIGHWAY

D

SUNDAYCHURCH SCHOOL

'

Ii

FUNERAL HOMES

ryS

N

r'-"

-''.-"IIii ''N

CL 3-0631

Nursery Care -All Sgrvices

-

Lenten Serv:ce Thu,doy 8P.M.
"WITH

Larry D, C,rttnrd S.T,M, P..tnr

Worship Services

The preoccupation of the

Sundny Mo,eing

"HOLY AUDACITY"

Lutheran Church of the Cross

-

huclSclool

-

300 N. ELMI-(URST - MT. PROSPECT

St. MARK Lutheran Church

Families of all faiths are assured dignified

-

-

"SYMBOLIC WORDS OF JESUS"

3-2407

Felowship

of clever speech writers or a

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

--

827.7229

°

10,15 o,,n. Church School - MornIng Worship

-

Post or, Albert A. Lucchi
CL

-- U,,itcd Chore!, of Citri at

Rand and Central
-

308 li. McDonald - Prospect llciglils

-

-- He has to have something
to say Sunday. Every Sunday.
He is noi backed up by a team

pastor

0

CHURCH SCHOOL 9:15-- 11:00
Worship Services

and comforting services at Drake & Son Funeral
Home.
'I
-

-

-

-

BY REVEREND SANDIN

"The Surrendered
Life"

Countryside

riage arc just part of the
regular season schedule for
the pastor.

teen-agers threatening mar -

SondoySchoolondRibi.CIo,.'

"CHRISTMEETSOUR

WonhIp & Chor,h Shoot

.

-

threatening divorce or the

MornIng Worship S.Mc.n

,

Comel Worship! Believe! Wor'.

chip with us during Lent anti on
each Lord'a Day.

s.w;noAshtont

I

Sundoy School ,.. 9:45
Morning Worship ... 10:50.

,

.

PrnI L Sondin
io,k E. Ff05,,
ooi M. Rowloy,

(No,,.,yCowSndOYMOflInO.i

Where to loàk for
8 Unitarian Universalists . . (In the center of things all week
long ... in our church on Sunday.)

cerenlonies, and James lhrig
of Holy Innocents Episcopal
Church; Father Leo Wincck,

St. John
Lutheran Church

900-1030

'

'

I

llCD

CE--

people in trouble, The couple

Tel. 437.3223 - 439-0412

-

Lent, a epeclai time In the

church year, Is designed to help
you remember what Ghrlet the
Savior dId for you.

"Standing without apology for tile old -lime gospel"

w. Breisch master of

.

915AM,

cost Him HIs Ilfel

BAPTDST

heartaches and sorrows of

Pastor

'-

won the victory for youl McI It

Phone 250501

-

hours a week listening to the

1100 S. Linnen,on.Ml. Prospect

"The grass withereth the

An oven greater SavIor has

501 S. Emerson St.
Mt. Prospect

Peace.

Episcopal Church.

698.3368

11ev. Waldemnrli.Streufert,

-

hIm?

Community Baptist

1

University of Iowa, Iowa Ci-

Edward Paape of Princç of

Christ; Holy Innocents

He dOes drive a lot and the

-

ever forgot the one who saved

degree from the State

United Church of Christ; the
Rev. Donald Niswander and
Jack Carlson of Our Saviour's
Methodist Church; the Rev.

The Church of the Cross,
United Presbyterian; Our
Saviour's Methodist; St.
John's United Church of

t.raveling, motoring, minister. -

-

In a picture, but In life, would tie
.

A,,,o,con B.,IIO COnOntiOn

BACK TO THE busy,

those leaders and teachers to
raise them, Could it be,

to aavo the young man, not lust

Falls and holds a master's

the Rev, Lorin Harrison of

Lutheran Church of America:

insurance,

CA's, schools, and expect

This verse from Isaiah

Synod; Prince of Peace,

dained pastors, a much better
break in the purchase of life

the largest business in our

flower'fadeth: but the word of
our God shall stand for ever,"

the

insurance company is correct
in saying that the pastor orto-

category of circus performers
and military men.
On the other hand, life insurance companies generally
give the minister and full-time
religious worker special rates

Youth is greatly distured
by our lip service to "liberty
and justice for all," and then
our obvious racial prejudices.
They see our inconsistencies
asaduitsandourhypocrisies.
We speak about the higher

Ha made the move which the art.
1st had not seen as possible. The
doVil lost the gamel
If ouch a champion hod come

-

.

Northern Iowa at Cedar

-

Father Albert Adam i Cli,

cost of his automobile is often

panics put the pastor in the

what next week?

-

P. record-

Music director Olson is a
graduate of the University of

Sunday, at St. Hubert's

Participating clergy and
I,.....laymen
Incluuc: 1-attler Jay

iuceaseu

clergymen travel a lot and
while they are driving are
often preoccupied. Some com-

Vietnam, but who knows

A chess board was set up

exactly as It was In the pIcture.

Louis last fall

Father Thomas Dore, and

A Service for Christian

-

According to the car in-

the threat of nuclear war, the
military draft, and an un-ending state of war -- currently

'

growing up are more

iv DA'ID POLING

"hazardous." Many of the big

move for him."

Christian Churches in St

SI1"7'1C4EI

Pastor Life Has Its Perils

severely. They are growing up
in a world which has a strong
impersonal and materialistic
flavor. Over their heads hangs

'.1llatter'

't..Jiiity'

We shall try to understand

lost

surance underwriters, the
clergymer of this country

A famous chees champIon

albums and performed for the
International Convention of
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were forced to be men before

ON THE other hand, youth
may have good reasons for
judging us adults harhly and

The last novel

cdladtho picture. Thon hesald:
'J wIll make the young man'o

100 SOUTH SCHOOL ST.

that the mood and atmosphere
of the times in which you are

for fear,

noxt move would loso the genie
end tilo life.

MT. PROSPECT -.CL 5-0352

Indeed, some adults had no
chance to grow up as a teen
ager. Because of war, they

derstanding and being unfair,
But let's face it, youth, adults
may have a legitimate cause

had gambled with the dovll for
the "joys" of tho world, end the

-

.

ing.

They accuse us of not un-

Sunday.

sideration of a new sanctuary.

television. The choir has

from the Chicago area.

emotional drives are perplex -

on all youth. Youth resents it.

Move." The dovll Is shown grin.
fling at a young man. The youth

850 is made up of students

adults, we do forget that we
were once kids and had. our

Too often we are overly con-

adults tend to put that label

-

physical changes and your

customs, mores, and folkways.

juvenile delinquents, yet we

-

understand itself. We realize
that in the maturing process,

other than what affects our
teens. We think of Society,

know that only a small
percentage of teens are

Methodist Church at 7 p.m.

in the congregation's con-

years. The concert choir was
featured at the World's Fair
in New York in 1965 and
have appeared on radio. and

to be expressly chartered for
coeducation in 1853. About
one-third of the enrollment of

-

v

that youth often does not

.

reckless driving and drag racin we see on our streets. We

''

-

a season

have

Architecture at Trinity

a chess gamo called '9110 Last

This is one of the first steps

of Christ) was the first college
west of the Mississippi River

r

the last move

It Is said thorn Is a painting of

on the Theology of Church

.

institution affiliated with the
Christian Church (Disciples

under heaven." (Eec. 3:1). As

who

The Rev. Leon Sutch of

LET US try to understand

s,

touch with the world, Rather,
we have come, primarily due
to experience ano our age, to
be concerned with matters

X1,,.. H,..

.j

dependable, nor loyal,

Scandinavia and Greece.

Epworth Methodist Church in
Elgin will present a program

the midwest for the past 20

recorded two L.

Institutes are planned for

Architecture

Culver -Stockton College, a

'

are maintained near Paris,

Theology
Of Church

four- year liberal arts

rather than the counsel of
your elders.

we lose our cnontnneitv

old -fogies

.

.-.

ty.

'IC

ways of your peer group

However, we are not the

sexual immorality and van-

.-:v"

and we are a bit jealous that
you prefer the opinion and

ourselves did not have or en-

people. Rumors of widespread

CU LV ER..S'I'OC K'I'O N
choirs have annually toured in

They will give concerts in
churchcs n i ne

and have not always found;

joy,

of widespread use of drugs
and alchohol. among young

2

which often hides our true

your behaviour. We trust you,

'opportunities which we

from leaders whom we believe
are in -the -know come reports

Chicago area.

music, and an

and three Rennaisance songs.

cludes appearances in the

Try to understand, dear

to our chiklren by providing
them material comforts and

Filtering through to us

a simple "yes" or "no" satisfy.
"Why?" is not always easy for
tion of ourseif.

ned well in advance, scrounged out of the -grocery budget,
with careful arrangements for
a baby sitter. Some ofus have
fallen into the trap of believing we are showing our love

behavior by our
youths: smoking banana peels,
week -end Old Town hippies,

is currently on their annual
spring tour which this year in-

youth, that try as we might,
we are often perplexed by

semi -classical

The 37 -voice c ho i r,

the fact that no longer does

us to answer, for sometimes
we have not asked that ques-

a night out for dinner, plan-

escapism

h.,..A

The varied program will inelude spirituals, carols, a colleetion of 20th century motels

A "happening" for adults is

and -read all sorts of bizzare

Canton, M o., w ill he

directed by Charles D. Olson,

their time.

newspapers and magazines

Culber-Stockton College,

women.
It is hard for us to accept

ly independant men and

own share of problems.

criticizing

performances in Chicago area
high schools by the choir and
the C -S Singers, a smaller
group performing popular and

should expect the other to be
perfect. Nor should either cx-

is

-

Y"

."'

The Concert Choir of

Club TV program on WTTW.

and a time for every matter

this, "Look, you don't like the

,Jj'

Monday, March 25.

everything there

From the mouth of a teen
ager, it could come out like

Frankfurt, and Rome.

Mission was founded in 1949

The Rev. Mr. Bmgmann
has been associated with the
Greater Europe Mission for
the past nine years. He at-

Bil' Alexander, Oswego; and Steven Prater, Maysvood.

ington Heights at 7:45 p.m.,

as the'Bible says,''For

life?

..

--

this world to mature into love-

Yet, we brought them into

seem trivial. As we grow

to escape responsibility and

10:45 am., Sunday.

Culver -Stockton Concert Choir appearing in concert at the Christian Church of Arlington
Heights Monday night includes several members from the Chicago area: (left to right) Tom
Powell, Elgin; Alice Roper, Aurora; choir director Charles Olson; Merrily Nordhem, Mundelein;

appearanceat 6:30 p.m., Sunday, on the Sunday Evening

we are confused. Sometimes

un-

Timing is impoIant to

and today training institutes

.

-

: ..

-

The Greater Europe

I

Greater Europe Mission, at
-'

)j

presented in concert at the
Christian Church of Arlington
Heights, 333 W. Thomas, Ar!-

,-,tth'r

-

°

.

welove them so much, we hate
to admit they are growing up.

There must be

feel heavily the weight of the
woes of the world, and to us,
the difficulties of youth may

future and become involved?
Why arc they always seeking

-

derstanding on the part of
both parties. There are certain
things each must know about
the other...things which make

maybe --but not joy). We often

teenagers afraid to face the

-

adults. But we also see the
childish things they do, and

youth. You must understand
that adults are not as flexible
as youth. As we grow older,
we learn to wear a mask

From the mouth of adults,
it could come out like this, "I
really, don't know what the
world is coming to when our
kids act like they do. Why are

-

nocent in their emotional cxpression than we are. We see
youth acting and thinking as

NOW I AM speaking to the

adults,

--

-f

are more expressive and in-

.

exists between tenagers and

r'
'_

L

University and Northern Ba
tist Theological Seminary.

Brugmann, candidate and
deputation secretary of the

is much broader in some

wisdom of Solomon or the patience of Job.

afraid, 0 men of little faith?"
I'm going to do something
which is not recommended as
good preaching technique. I'm
going to take that question out
of context and apply it to the
relationship which, in general,

.'

-

)

graduated from Roosevelt

the spiritual situation in
Europe by the Rev. Don

-.

respects than is ours.

pect the other to have the

.

Jesus said, "Why are you

C

Because of youth, the teens

understand that youth's grasp
of knowiege and information

for understanding. Neither

up, endangering that tiny
vessel

her experience, she often finds

youth.

making on the Sea of Gallillee
.

moments of life. Let us

unwilling to understand

casion was a trip they were

________

I PLEAD both the cause of
youth and adults,
A psychologist at Lutheran
General Hospital told a group

from the harsh and cruel

understood by youth, but

IN 1 -HE GOSPEL, Jesus
asked a very important question of his disciples. The 0C

__________________
_______________
__________________
___________

youth have been protected

willing to understand adults.
And adults wanting to be

epidemit? Answer: It's an
epidemic when you get it.

A

derstand that by and large our

listening at the other end,

derstood by adults, but not

between an outbreak and an

(

.

adults. Let us try to Un-

youth wanting to be un-

What is the difference

-

NOW I AM speaking to the

of Pastors last week, that in

-

-

seem to get your message.

How frustrating to talk into
a telephone and have no one

neutral. Change the balance

'

tended Bob Jones University,

hear an up-to-date account of

So we ask you, youth, try to
understand when we do not

munication implies there is a
sender and a receiver. Ef-'
fective communication takes
place when it is two-way.

In my experience, I per cent
of the people are good. per
cent of the people are evil, and
98 per cent of the people are

/

The congregation of the
Des Plaines Bible Church will

-,

God and respect for authority.

The concept ot com-

.

-.

'%(

./ '

'

telligent, healthy. men and
women with a deep love for

What can we do?

The philosphr answered:

I'

for them, and we want o,ur

even in our own homes?

--

What good was one single

affects their lives.

g

/

children to mature into In-

to

bridge the gulf? How about us

what good was a man's voted
lonely voice?

neighbors think. But we love
our children. We really care

legitimate reasons for harbor-

TiTIk ©fl Eiuirópe
(

cerned with what our

adults, youth does have

(.

8:50,10:05 andll:20

-

4" J

--

o

NL

,

Matching Jobs

THE DAY
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The perfect match between

a job and a job applicant is

what Holmes & Assoc. boasts
to their clients.

The employment service
opened Jan. 10 in the Randhurst Shopping Center on the
professional level.

ALTHOUGH new to the

northwest suburban area,

"Life is what you make it.

everybody, I feel," she said.

personal and professional level

tains that the proper job can

service is available to men and

with each person All the jobs
are free to the applicant," she

be found to suit the personality, aptitude and desires of the

said.

client.

She said her placement

women from age 16 and age
is no limit when people come
to her firm and want a job.
She said she recently found a
job for a 74 -year old man in

personal attention each of the

applicants receives is the
secret of successful placement.

"We don't send our clients*
on the jobs that don't exist,"
says Mrs. Holmes.

"If you interview a person

thoroughly and know what

they are looking for you will
send them to the right place,"
DOROTHY Holmes is the

professional name of Mrs.

Raymond Reichard Jr. of
Barberry Ln., Mount

Prospect. She has been
in the film, which will be used to train retail paint salesmen.
The film is directed by Bill Jackson of Park Ridge (back to

Mansdoerfer
Joins Keebler Co.
Ronald W Mansdoerfer,

1827 S Highland Av , Arlington Heights, has been ap-

T

pointed a regional sales
manager for the Chicago

region of the Keebler Co of
Elmhurst

camera). In center is Dean Rowe, another Des Plaines Theatre
Guild member.

MOVIES

Wood Ln., Prospect Heights,

115

N. Evergreen, Arlington

Heights.

Tliroughly Modern Millie--Weekdays--5 and 8 p.m.;

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount
Prospect.

Valley of the Dolls --Friday and Saturday --1:30, 3:15, 6:16,
8:30 and 10:50 p.m.; Sunday thru Thursday --2, 4:32, 7:04 and
9:36 p.m.

PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.

Valley of the Dolls-Weekdays-6:10, 8:15 and 10 p.m.;

Saturday and Sunday --4:10, 6:15, 8:20 and 10:25 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.

A Man for all Seasons-Weekdays and Saturday --7:10 and
9:20 p.m.; Sunday --2:40, 4:50, 7, and 9 p.m.

RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount

CALL ON 001

(MINCING PERS ONAL

Prospect.

INSURARCE, SERVICE!

The Ambushers-Friday and Saturday --2, 3:50, 5:45, 8 and

EIAUTO EHOME

10:15 p.m.; Sunday thru Thursday --2, 4:50, 7:15 and 9:30 p.m.

EIBUSINESS

THEATRE

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount
Prospect.

MILES .0MILES

Barefoot in the Park --Friday and Tuesday thru Thursday --

I

8:30 p.m.; Saturday -- 7:30 and 11 p.m.; Sunday --7:30 p.m.

INSURANCE CONSULTANTS
22,5

errM101
M.*4.114.1. WWI.

took final action Tuesday

night to rezone the property
at 810 E. Northwest Hwy. for

John C. Van Bosse, 129 S.

were among a group of 37
Automatic Electric inventors
who were honored at a ban-

one to Mrs. Holmes.

"The area is growing and
is moving out. In
business you go -,Where the
industry

population is migrating. A lot

of people do not want
they live," she said.

The Holmes personnel ad-

and IQ tests to assist them in

finding the right job for their
applicant.

Prospective employes want

to know the potential of the
job and the company, the
benefits, and the future the
job holds for them, she said.

an office building.

The property had been used

for a drive-in restaurant. A

ing business, Mrs. Holmes
speaks in schools to advise

Mrs. Helen Bodelson, director of the Northwest Community
Hospital Players, presents the proceeds of the 1967 production
"Curious Savage" to Mr. Malcolm MacCoun, executive vice

commodations and
She said the agency assists

president of the hospital. The Hospital Players, made up of
members of the hospital staff, physicians and wives, and auxiliary members, have produced four plays benefitting the

transportation and if they are

hospital expansion fund since 1962. The total gift of the players
for the four productions totals nearly $20,000.

transportation.

each applicant with

derneath -- will be built there.

new in town, they help the

quet at the Marriott Motor
Hotel, Chicago, the first week
in March.
The inventors are major

contributors to 64 patents

issued to the company during
1967.

Co -Chairmen Named

Des Plaines

For Cancer Crusade

Ronald M. Beck

This ceremony is held each
March in commemoration of
A. C. Van Huele and Ralph
the patent for the world's first J. Loffredo have been named
automatic telephone issued to chairmen for the 1968 Cancer
Automatic electric's founder, Crusade in Arlington Heights.
Almon B. Strowger, in March,
Van Huele, 429 S. Lincoln
1891.
Ln., will head the drive in the

R.A. Brandt
Wins Senior
Appraiser Rank
Raymond A. Brandt,

south area of the village. He
is midwest sales manager for

25 Years
With Teletype

F. G. Montabert Co., a

member of the Furniture Club
of America, and the National

Assn. of Bedding Manufacturers.

Loffredo, 1111 W. Greenbrier, will conduct the campaign in the north section of
the village. He is an assistant
buyer for Sears, Roebuck &

Co., is a member of the
Greenbrier Civic Assn., and
Lamdba Chi Alpha National

53

fraternity.

Ridgewood, Elk Grove

The chairman have asked
the residents of the village to

Village, of Bell Savings and
Loan Assn. has been awarded

welcome their cancer crusade
volunteers during April.

his Senior Residential Appraiser designation by the
Society of Real Estate Ap-

Insurance
Graduate

praisers.

He is the 12th Bell Savings

man to receive the SRA, a
record for any savings and

perience.

has been named manager of

marketing services for

Robertson Photo-Mechanix of
Des Plaines.

He will be in charge of
advertising, sales training,
sales promotion and dealer
and customer services.
Beck

is a member of the

Society of Reproduction
Engineers, North Jersey

Chapter, and the Boston Club
of Printing House Craftsmen.

salesmen and supervisors

are the parents of three

Grosch obtained a B. S.
degree in Agriculture from the

University of Illinois. and is
now studying in the graduate

school of business at the
University of Chicago.

his Teletype career as a

engineer in
Jack Vandeveld, 1404 W. development
1943. He is now manager of
Heights, has been appointed industrial engineering.

ON

Chicago Center, 3M Business
Product Sales, Inc.
A graduate of Lawrence
College, Vandeveld joined the
company as a salesman in the
Milwaukee branch. In 1966

Engineer Award

Chicago Center as special ac-

for outstanding contributions

count salesman.

in engineering innovation.

Jack V. Boesiger, I
Columbine Dr., Prospect
Heights, has received the
1

1

Teletype Corporation's 1967

he was transferred to the engineering recognition award

TES

I I

OF

DEPOSIT

BILL

ON FUNDS, OF $100,000 OR MORE
DEPOSITED FOR 6 TO 12 MONTHS
ALSO 5% Mit 6 TO 12 MONTHS DEPOSITS
OF $2000 TO $100,000

ARE YOU SELF

BOTI4 IN MULTIPLES OF $500

"CALL THE MAN FROM EQUITABLE"

BEN BALDWIN
PHONE 259-4409
1404 DOGWOOD LANE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

P. 0. Box 700

Pitirk Ridge, Illinois 60068-Phone 693-3311

Cumberland Avenue & Higritis Road -At At Park Ridge -Exit of Kennedy Expressway
Member Fedyal Reserve Systr..n - Deposits Insured to $15,000 by Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.,

prepare the insurance agent

Evergreen, George E. Keough

property.

education center of the
Travelers, st course to

Transfers in Arlington
Heights include: 308 S.
Jr. to James 'W. Mayes, $12;.

through

insurance

112

the

14.

GLENN'R. CROSCH

,

A NEW SERVICE
PROFESSIONALS
Aniawite'lANDFORBUSINESSES
IN

THE NORTHWEST AREA

O TYPING .. Legal, Engineering, Scripts, Resumes
All on IBM Executive
Equipment
Service in our office'& by phone
TRANSCRIPTION
Magnetic Belts & Tape.

DICTATION ..

...

CREATIVE WRITING

.

.

From proofreading

to complete letter
O COPY PREPARATION FOR
REPRODUCTION

COPY SERVICE ...1-10,000
FOR 'COMPLETE INFORMATION

UNING INSURANCE...FROM
The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the
United States Homo Office: 1285 Avenue of Americas
N.Y. 19, N.Y. (")1963

UABL E

EQff
P4

S.

Patton, Glenn J.

Wilpolt to Richard A. Gannon, $28; 2303 Sherwood,

pAilite 2.55-8282

NATIONAL BANK

RTIONAL BANK

$1,000 market value of the

EMPLOYED?

PHONE 321-5235 401 N. MICHIGAN

.

stamps on the document; $1
in stamps is issued for each

he graduated from a multiple
lines insurance course at the

Chicago.

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

O'HARE 11W

The price indicates the
amount of state revenue

Arthur J. Gallagher and Co.,

41/2% FOR 3 MONTH DEPOSITS

OF $2,000 MINIMUM

recorder of deeds.

Warren G. VanDerVoort
Jr., 408 S. NaWaTa, Mount
Prospect, has returned from
Hartford, Connecticut where

of

If so you can provide for your retirement years by setting
up a pension plan that guarantees you q lifetime income.
What's more, recent expanded tax benefits make retirement plans for self-employed individuals moreattractive,
than ever. For more information about Equitable's prototype plan for the self-employed,

Property
Transfers
Township has been issued by
the office of Sidney R. Olsen,

surance program for a family
or a business. Van Der Voort
is a representative of all lines

to KEOGH

children; William, 9; Anita, 8;
and Michael, 6.

The weekly report of pro-

to provide a complete inHR.

He and his wife, Carolyn,

perty transfers in Wheeling

Wistoria Ct., Prospect
sales supervisor with the

merical Dept. in 1961 and
received promotions to ac-

Co.

in the Palatine area.

Teletype Corp. Krause began

He joined Illinois Bell as a
salesman in the Skokie Comcount salesman, assistant sales
supervisor, sales manager, and
sales supervisor.

handling telephone accounts

S. George St., Mount
Prospect, is celebrating his
25th anniversary with

RONALD M. BECK

Glenn Grosch Promoted
To Marketing Manager

He will supervise 15

Raymond A. Krause, 515

Vandeveld
Promoted by
Sales Center

Ronald M. Beck, of 4

Susan Dr., Mount Prospect

Glenn R. Grosch, 803 E.

minimum of five years ex-

ft

_Firm Promotes

Thorntree Terrace, Arlington
Heights, has been promoted
from major account manager
to district marketing manager
by the Illinois Bell Telephone

loan association in the coun-

aminations and have a

1111110111BRREI

,y;

/

arranges for living ac-

two-story, glass -walled struc-

ture -- with parking un-

M.
-

students on how to find a job.
She also offers her services to
orphanages, at no charge, and

He received the SRA by
demonstration of ability and
knowledge of residential appraising and the following of
a code of ethics. A qualified
applicant must pass two ex-

O'HARE
INTERNATIONAL
BANK

..1,411e,

loop. They want jobs where

try.

TVA 256 2650 AND 774 7144

'4041

to

spend time traveling to the

IN ADDITION to managing the employment counsel-

office.

Village Board of Trustees

Lancaster, Mount Prospect,
and Robert J. Murphy, 1718

Saturday -2, 5:15 and 8:30 p.m.; Sunday -2, 5 and 8 p.m.
CATLOW THEATRE, 116 W. Main, Barrington.
Guess Who's Coming to Dinner-Friday and Saturday --7:30
and 9:30 p.m.; Sunday thru Thursday --8 p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
Follow Me Boys--Weekdays--7:55 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday --1:40, 5:50 and 9:55 p.m.
The Last Safari--Weekdays--6:05 and 10:10 p.m.; Saturday
and Sunday -- 3:55 and 8:05 p.m.
GOLFMILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
The Ambushers--Daily--I :40, 3:50, 6 and 10:10 p.m.

By representing several
companies, we owe
allegience to no single one.
We are free to
help you choose wisely!

for more than four years and
also maintains a Chicago loop

The Mount Prospect

Amusement
Calendar
ARLINGTON THEATRE,

operating her own business

Site Rezoned

Inventors
Honored

Ng;

Randhurst Center for an office location seemed a basic

minister typing, shorthand

she said.

Michael Woulds (left) of 2432 E. Brandenberry Ct. in Arlington Heights rehearses for a training film produced by the
Desoto Corp. at their company headquarters at 1700 S. Mount
Prospect Rd., Mount Prospect Woulds was one of several
members of the Des Plaines Theatre Guild cast in key roles

`Savage' roceeds
Help Hospital

THE SELECTION of

the firm, has been in the job

1412

"Our approach is on a clients as too large and main-

the suburbs.

years. She says that the

She regards no wish of her

client find a place to live.

There is a place for

Dorothy Holmes, president of

placement business for IS

Ap 'I) lieants

n

I

Sextans Builders Co. to
Stephen

L.

Drago, $32.50;

1924 N. Burke Dr., Ivy Hill,
Inc., to Franklin H. Ayrton,
$40; 2118 N. Verde, Ralph C.
Schwartz to Paul M. Niednagel, $32, and 107 N. Gibbons, Richard H. Baughman
Jr. to Philip R. Willmarth,
$38.

PROPERTY transfers in
Mount Prospect include: 1001

Alder Ln., Paul H. Halpin to

Robert A. Bell, $28; 804
Ironwood Dr., Robert W.
Colfer to Allan E. Winsberg,
$28;

1115

Brentwood Ln.,

William F. Sample to

Frederick Neumann, $9.50;

1205 Linden Dr., R. H.

Markus & Assoc. to Roger W.

Starke $35; 100 N. Fairview,
Philip N. Daly to Ray E.

West, $ 35 ; 107 N.
Kenilworth,' Arthur R.
Rickert to Herbert T. Ward

Jr., $28, and 1515 E. Lowden

Ln., Kenneth G. Hamm to
Hohn H. Morrison Jr., $381.

Also,

1

Drake Terr.,

Prospect Heights, Harry E.

Guenther to Paul. H. Writht,
$30.

Arlington Track Machine
Flatten,s Pr s ect, 70-39
Arlington High School's

seemingly unstopable indoor
track team showed no mercy
to arch rival Prospect, Thurs-

mate Rory Cassidy pitched in
with an half -mile win, while
Rich (Stork) Saxton copped

day, the Cardinals rolling over
pounders, 70-39.

time out to team with Rick

the Priospect paveiment

Prospect's Steve Rohrback

was the only Knight competitor to weather the hassle

with his pride intact, the

senior standout winning the
50 -yard dash, the long jump,
and the quarter -mile events.

Dan Ducey made it to the

front once for the losers,

winning the high jump event
with a 5'8" effort. Ducey had

little luck in his other

specialty, the hurdle events, as

Arlington's Dave Steele and
Bob Graham edged him for

the top awards in both the
high and the low hurdles.

mile test and Harth topping
the pole vault field.

The Cardinal freshman

Pellard, returned for the mile
relay event with Mike Dority,
Bill Price, and Cassidy to
walk away with another relay
win.

Gary Fagerson rounded out
Arlington's seven individual
winners with a pole vault win.

ARLINGTON'S

sophomores also took their
division of the meet, thrashing

were held to a mere four wins,
falling to the Knight fresh,
63-41.

ARLINGTON 70
PROSPECT 39
Two mile: 1. Swanson, A-9:58.5; 2. MacBride, P; 3.
Stubbs, A--10:10

Shot put: 1. Chandler, A-52'5"; 2. Tollefson, A--50'; 3.
Snyder, P
Long jump: I. Rohrback,
P--19'5"; 2, Somers, A-19'2";

The Cardinals sophs took

60 highs: I. Steele, A--7.9;
2, Graham, A-8.0; 3. Ducey,

leading the effort with wins in

50 dash: 1. Rohrback, P-5.8; 2. Nicholson, P; 3. DOri-

Prospect, 63-46.

seven of the meet's 1 I individual events, Sam Witt

ty, A

the long jump, high hurdles,
and low hurdles. Bill Hef-

events and both distance

dash victory, while Mike

relays. Tom Swfinson took the
two-mile blue ribbon, flashing

Hadley picked up the 440 run
marbles.

Quarter mile: 1. Rohrback,
P--54.5; 2. Price, A--56.3; 3.

fieldhouse in 9:58.5. Team-

Harth pitched in with a win

Dority, A--56.8

fernen broke into the winner's
with

bracket

50 -yard

a

Jeff Kowalski and Fred

Prospect's Miles Rodgers attempts to clear the 5' high Jump
mark in yesterday's Arlington - Prospect track team. Rodgers

Friday,

the competition with a 5'6" effort.

March 22,

S P/0 RTS

ng

,
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- Prospect indoor track confrontration. Imhoff's efforts were only good enough to award
him third place, two Arlington vaulters topping his showing. Arlington took the meet, 70-39.

I. Cassidy, A--

880 run:

2:05.2; 2. Paulson, P; 3.
Wilcox, P

880 relay: I. Arlington, i

1:47.1; 2. Prospect

Leyden rounces Falco
Paveme nt ounaers, 69-31

P--7.6

Leyden indoor track team put

East Leyden, 67-34.

4:32; 2. Holmes, P--4:32.3; 3.
Oswald, P
Mile relay: 1. Arlington,
3:47.7; 2. Prospect
High jump: 1. Ducey, P --5P-5'8", 2. White, A--5'6"; 3.
Rodgers, P
Pole vault: 1. Fagerson, A;
2. Somers, A; 3. Imhoff, P

performance, as the Falcons
were dumped for the fifth

the sophs second win of the

-- 44.9; 3. Nystrom, EL -- 4.7
50 lows: I. Messer, FV --

year with the wins in both the
50 -yard low hurdles and the
50 -yard dash. Dave Long and

Allen, FV -- 6.8

day, but a powerful East
a stop to his near one-man
straight time, 69-31.

Messer accounted for two

of the Falcon's four individual
wins with victories in the 50 -

yard low and high hurdles.

Messer also pitched in with a
third -place finish in the 50 -

night -night with my teddy bear

Crumby guy Why did he have to run off and get married?
He comes in here one day a few weeks ago and says to me
calmly, "Tom, old boy, how'd you like to be sports editor
for a week?"

What the heck, I though I could use a break from the
routine of school Besides, I pondered proudly, I know the
score I got to be the sports editor for two weeks last summer.
"0 K , Ralph, go ahead Go get married and take a honeymoon
to Bemidji, Minnesota Don't worry about a thing. I'll handle
everything "

CRUMBY GUY. "It won't be bad," he said, "There will
be all kinds of people around to help," he insisted. Right.
Everyone else is running around wondering why mayors say
one thing one day and say the opposite the next while gorging

themselves on cold pizza, warm Pepsi, and pencil erasers.
Tonight's big deal is sewers and everyone is hoping the

Arlington High School's

head varsity baseball coach,
Fran Somers, is knee deep in
36 varsity candidates and hurriedly trying his best to mold
the group into a winning unit

competition after leading last
year's sophomores to one of
Arlington's better seasons.

SOMERS PEGGED

Prospect as probably the

by the squad's opener on April

strongest team in the Mid -

8.

Suburban League. "Pitching is

Five lettermen will return
to do battle for the Cardinals.

the name of the game,"

Keith Culberson, who last
year saw sporadic infield

losers, finishing second in the

and unattended homework discarded on the dresser.
I'm not real clear on Wednesday. Somehow, I emerged from
a deep sleep and made my way to school...still in a deep sleep.

pair of newcomers as possible
starters. Pat Coleman, a
transfer student from Lane
Tech is a possible pitching

kegler, anyway?) to produce another sports world epic.

Crumby guy He's probably having the time of his life, and
thinking, "Well, now that Walsh knows which end is up, I
can take a few more sick days " Crumby guy.
Maybe if I drank things wouldn't be so bad.

Steve Stratton and Gary
Well, it's 2.40 now All I have to left to do are the captions, Anderson will enter varsity

the headlines, and the tedious task of figuring out where
everything is suppossed to go

Somers Gets

I WONDER if good old Ralph would be too upset with
an "Arlington -Prospect Day All Mid -Suburban League

Nu Numerals

Well, I had better quite daydreaming (no pun intended) and

Brad Somers of Arlington
Heights has been awarded his
freshman numerals in wrestling at Northwestern University in Evanston.
Somers was one of two Arlington High School wrestlers

finish what is left to be done Not only do I have headlines
to think up, but I had better come up with some credible
excuses for my mental lapse of a whole week of school work

The talented grappler finished
third in his weight class at the

Crossword Puzzle?" What can I use for a seven -letter synonym
for Jack Bastable9
At least one thing's for sure, I'm going to nominate myself

for Athlete of the Week for being the only Day employe
to work a 70 -hour, five-day work week.
wonder if we could stage a track picture at 3 a.m.?

and a way to cash in on the 431/2 hours sleep I've missed.

CRUMBY GUY.

L

to travel downstate in 1967.

Champaign finals and was

voted the most valuable
wrestler by his teammates.

Complete Pet
Department Store
Friday Nate
THE TROYS

plus

GENE PAUL JONES
& THE

AMERICAN NAVY
S1 SO

Adm

'40 Saturday Nile
THE LITTLE

BOY BLUES

plus

THE SHAPE
Adm $1

AKC Champion Sired

Cocker Spaniel Puppies
Perfect Family Pet
Disfiosition Guaranteed
OTHER BREEDS ALSO AVAILABLE

PET RANCH

259-8655
1415 E. PALATINE ROAD
ARLINGTON HTS.

events.

Thayer finishing second in the
10 -lap run and Allen finishing
third in the low hurdles.

50 highs: I. Messer, FV -6.9; 2. Barker, EL -- 7.1; 3.

Rich Weigtman and Ron
Barbour were the only other

FV

three teams in their opening
week, hosting Ridgewood in
the opener on April 8 and facing Niles East and Glenbrook
South later in the week.

Rich Thayer also picked up

pointgetters, both athletes
grabbing solo points with

Bowling

I

Metal; 5. Peter and Evans; 6.

I.

Gymnasts
To Do Battle

ARL. HTS. WOMEN
KEGLERS
March 12, 1968

Team standings:'- I. Sele

Three former Arlington
High School gymnasts will be
competing in the Big Eight
Gymnastic Tournament today
and tomorrow at the Universi-.

ty of Oklahoma in Normal,

Floor; 2. Doretti Pharmacy;

3. Landwhe.rs TV; 4.
Winkelmans; 5, Persin and
Robbins Jewelers; 6.
McDonalds; 7. Arlington
Furniture Mart; 8. Beauty

Oklahoma.

Bar.

Retberg, and Doug Datillo

Landwehrs TV, 2322. High
individual series --scratch:
Virginia Kapps, 538 and Vi-

Jim Johannesen, Rory

all see action as the
Sooners try to dethrone defending champion Iowa State.

will

Both Datillo and Rettberg
perform on the rings, while
Johannesen holds down the

school's number -two all
around position.

High team series --scratch:

vian Herman, 538.

made by calling either Mary
Williams at 253-0887 or Pina

in April,

Todaro at 253-0969.
Golfers interested in joining

the Tuesday Old

northern Illinois' oldest
twilight golf league, the

Mount Prospect Twilight
9:30 a.m, and the Mount league, should phone Bob
Prospect Twilight Golf Krause at 259-3203 or the
Country Club on April 2 at

League holding a "Kick -Off
Night" at 7:30 p.m. on April
22 at

the Mount Prospect

Country Club.

The Old Orchard league

will be playing Tuesday morn-

ing, May 7, at Old Orchard
and continue through August

27. The league is set up on
individual match or flight

Mount Prospect Country Club
at 259-4200 before March 25.

The league competes on

Monday and Tuesday nights,
and play will begin on April
29 and continue for 18 weeks.
The group, also sponsors
various family -related com-

March 26 - April 7

THEATRE.

STARTS FRIDAY
ON OUR
WIDE BRILLIANT
SCREEN IN COLOR!

FRED MAC MURRAY in

Walt DISNEY'S

FOLLOW ME BOYS
Weekdays 7:55 ONLY
Saturday & Sunday
1:40, 5:50, 9:55

Plus
Stewart GRANGER.

THE LAST SAFARI
Weekdays 6:05, 10:10
Saturday & Sunday
3:55 & Et:05

r

WOMEN interested in

Elsie Green at 253-5110 or
Joyce Nicholson at 392-0198.
Breakfast reservations may be

To Open

QC0ILIDEILdek-rr

in March '68
.

_

Omen tagirs
RESTAURANT
DIRECTLY WEST OF MANNHEIM (LEE ST.)
ON OAKTON, DES PLAINES

DEEP, WIDE, RUGGED

I:

BLACK TUBELESS

'Catch Me If You Can'

8.25-14
8.15-15

Fri., April 12 May 5

JANET BLAIR

8.00-14
7.10-15
7.50-14
6.40-13

-7.75-14

Volt Until Dark'

6.50-13

Luncheon Matinee Wednesdays

Phone orders 584.1454 Chicago

No. 261.7943. Tickets on sale
at Playhouse Box Office. Also
at Ticket Central, Lewes, 212
N. Michigan & All Montgomery
Ward & Crawford Stores.

We Are Now Taking Reservations

Plus Fed. Excise tax by size

from 1.57 to 2.06, old tire.
in trade.
$3 more.

Whitewalls

for BANQUETS and WEDDINGS

add

STARTING MAY 1968
Up to capacity of"400" Persons!

7 -RIB TRACTION TREAD TIRES

For Information Call our Catering Manager

CHARGE IT! FREE MOUNTING!

I

f.

MT. PROSPECT PLAZA -

Free Parking

Phone SP -5-3933

BESS TRIHAS
1/

.

This is a FAMILY PROGRAM

ANY SIZE

Comedy Whodunit

I

CORNEell.f.,144..11.17.15

SAFETY FALCON

JOHN
CARRADINE

I

-- 5'6"; 3. Barker, EL - 5'2"
Pole vault: 1. Liefz, EL. -10'6"; 2. Novak, EL -- 10'6";
3. Hammer, FV -- 10'6"

joining the league should call

11:AM to 5:PM

Dinner -Playhouse

High jump: 1. Van Hoff,
EL -- 5'8"; 2. Hammer, FV

play.

6 Hour TIRE SALE

A

18'4"

petitions.

SUNDAY ONLY!

aleeidant

- 19'1"; 3. Barbour, FV --

6.01

Two local golf leagues will
hold organizational meetings

sponsoring a pre -season
breakfast at Old Orchard

field, 598. I. Duffiel, 249,

Fran Somers

Shot put: I. Dreischarf, FV
-- 46'7"; Johnson, EL -- 44'6";
Weigtman, FV -- 43'2"
Long jump: 1. Dunhoff, EL
--19'83/4"; 2. Van Doren, EL

0111141174.5753

Orchard Ladies' Golf League

Duf-

View, 2:45.5

-- 2:00.2

Golf Leagues Plan
Organizational Talk

High individual

series -- scratch:

Leyden, 2:39.9; 2. Forest

EL -- 1:58; 3. Wryzinski, EL

3. Messer, FV

1025.

4:42.5; Szaly, EL -- 4:43.9
Eight lap relay: 1. East

Five ,lap run: (.Vaughan,
1:57.9; 2. Occhipinti,

tively.

2863. \ High Team game -scratch: Peters and Evans,

10 lap run: I. Larsun, EL
4:28.6; 2. Thayer, FV

Snyder, EL -- 7.9

50 dash: I. Van Doren, EL
-- 5.9; 2. Danhaut, EL -- 6.0;

Steves Sons Sheet Metal,

--

A

third -place finishes in the shot
and long jump events, respec-

and Sons; 10. Team 9.

6.5; 2. Barker, EL -- 6.6; 3.

t.

Hat Barbers; 9. Chas. Klehm

Somers also pinpointed a

seems to be overflowing as
Somers has a trio of senior
hurlers, two strong juniors,
and a host of sophomores.

Both sophomore 'relay

teams won their respective

FOREST VIEW 31

Lauterburg and Oehler; 7.
Arlington Furniture; 8. Top

field.

I promptly flunked a pair of Spanish vocabulary quizzes and
proceeded to sleep through my next two classes. In the af- candidate, while Jim Kenny,
ternoon, I had to don a gym suit and run three miles.
a transfer from St. Viator
provide the Redbirds
FOUR HOURS later, more fizzled than fired, I returned could
with some power hitting and
to the world of track meets, carbon paper, overflowing some outfield strength.
wastebaskets, nostalgia, and bowling results (what's a women's
The Arlington bull pen

only other individual winners.

some consolation points,

10; 4. Steves Sons Sheet

team if his physical size is any
indication of his hitting abili-

It wasn't that bad I finally got to sleep by 3 a.m. with
visions of typewriters and track meets dancing in my head

respectively. Brian Hochalter

this year."
The Cardinal nine will face

NORTHWEST SUBURBAN
MENS' HANDICAP
March 18, 1968
Team standings: I. Team 8;

also be a big boost for the
ty. Miller will play the out-

Bob Bell and Mark

EAST LEYDEN 69

has several fine pitchers back

High team series --scratch:

night, three indoor track meets hit me smack dab in the face.

topping the five -lap run field.

Hochalter won the shot put
test, while teammate Mock
journeyed to the pole vault

DON HAMMER placed in

cond and third base positions,
respectively. Bob Miller will

SOMEWHERE sitting behind a District 214 administrators
desk is a little man whose job it is to schedule as many sports
events on the same day as possible. There has to be. Thursday

hurdle blue ribbon and Horan

Vaughan traveling the five -lap

the money twice for the

2. Universal Paint; 3. Team

Then came Tuesday

'apiece, Long swiping the high -

award.

being molded into a catcher
by the Arlington head coach.
"He has a good arm, and I'm
it's the last What am I ever going to put in the ning-inch trying to make a catcher out
hole at the bottom of the page? Where did I put the Arlington of him, but I don't know.
track results and the release from the Illinois Department of We'll see."
Conservation about the recent influx of Siamese Salmon into
Lake Michigan?
JACK NEBEL will handle
The first night wasn't so bad. I finished at 9:30 p.m., and
first base duties, while
even Ralph never finished at 9:30. I really though I had this the
Doug Somers and Craig
thing licked
Cochran hold down the sephotographer remembered to put film in his camera.
Tonight is the worst night of the past week. Thank goodness

John Horan won an event

high jump and third in the
Somers offered, "and Prospect. pole vault. Bob Allen and

I

and outfield work, is currently

TERRY SHAKON sparked

and Howard Mock were the

cond ahead of the oppostion.

For Card aseball Spots

Two lap run: I. Van Doren,

Dreischarf putting the shot

test in 1:57.9, a tenth of a se-

View, 1:19.1

EL -- 44.8; 2. Hazucha, EL

Tom Vaughan and Spencer
Dreischarf were Forest View's

46'7" for his award and

Thirty -Six Candidates Vie

brothers, soundly defeating

Antkowics got into the act
with 10 -lap and two -lap wins,

only other winners,

Thoughts while feeling sorry for myself

out there asleep I'll get home eventually, I suppose, maybe
by three or so, and then I have homework to do. I'm just
a meger seventeen -year -old kid, and right now I want to go

Four lap relay: I. East
Leyden, 1:14.5; 2. Forest

fared better than their big

Arlington Baseball Preview

Here I am It's two a m , and the whole normal world is

Forest View's sophomores

Forest View's Mike Messer
tried to do it all alone Thurs-

60 lows: 1. Steele, A--7.5;
2. Graham, A--7.5; 3. Ducey,

yard dash event.

With Tom Walsh

''®

Prospect's Herb Imhoff effortly pushes off from his fiberglass pole in yesterday's Arlington

Mile run: I. Saxton, A-

yielded the top honors to teammate Dan Ducey, who went
5'8" for the win. Arlington's Tom White finished second in

4

Sellke, P

ARLINGTON UTILIZED
its number -one cross country
team effectively, the Cards
sweeping all the long distance

around the Prospect

Pitch

apiece, Kowalski winning the

the mile honors.

Tom Chandler set his shotput blue ribbon aside and took

Ett

299-0011

WI/

ArMir0

THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday, March 22, 19.68

Page 8

1.3 -Lost and Found

23 -Instruction

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Mon

Lost: gray cat w/ white un-

derneath, fluffy tail. Fri., area

for sale in a "Day" Want Ad...

CLASSIFIED

14 -Personals

Air Conditioning

35
75

Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Share

34
20

Auction Wes

Aviation
Auto Leasing
Auto Parts and Access.
Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto Trailers .5 Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange
Boats and Marine Supplies
Boat Storage

FAMILY
WANT AD?

99
64

3"
38
39
66

still valuable

Home Furnishings -Furniture
Industrial Property

Fraternal

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property'
Landscaping

5

Loans -Personal, Business

Why not call

Real Estate -Apt. Building

14
85

Real Estate -Bus. Property

89

me today?

Real Estate -Houses

B6

To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous

76

To Rent Resort Properties
To Rent, Stores, Offices

79
77

WA

-

Nights

train.

Des Plaines Location

opportunity for "take

SCOTT & CO.

ENGINEERING, INC.

Rondhurst Center
Mount Prospect

800 W. Central Road
Mt. Prospect
An Equal Opportunity Employer

WANT ADS
SOMETHING

PROPERTY DAMAGE

DIFFERENT

Insurance company has
opening in northwest su-

An interesting and unique telephone sales cover
awaits two people who are interested in working
with our plans. This is not a solicitation service.

qualified in auto body
appraising.

Catering
CL 5.4833

CL3-4182

Our office serves over 2700 accounts in 13 states.

Must be married and

We seek people with pleasant telephone voice
and a unique desire to converse with business

living in northwest area.
Complete, benefits program, car furnished. For
appointment call

- Lau r i tz Jensen

men.

Excellent starting salary during training: Merit
increases, paid vacation, holidays, hospitalization:"'"

PERSONNEL DEPT.

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200 or 255-4400
Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Alterations
ARLINGTON

as

Floor Surfacing

372-7227

PLAN AN EARLY INTERVIEW

Continental

ed.

255-7200

CL 9-0849

ye
1

J. J. 0' Brien Constr.
Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5-5056
Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Coll for Estimate
359-1906

"the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
Coll

job too small. 766-8034

"MICKEY MOUSE"

Carpet Cleaning

Mickey's Hollywood Premierel
caricatures of Movie Stars!

Winter

Special

517.95

cleans

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall -to -Wall,
new or used.
Repairs .8 Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

The Funniest Police Force in

The World in Action!

255:q642

Catering
Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL 5-4833
CL 3-4182

"The Great Chase" as Fields
drives a getaway car!

WINTER PRICES

Cement Work by Vito Pelagic,.
Stairs,
Garages,
Driveways,
Patios. Free estimates.

"Great Heavyweight Fights"
Johnson, Jackson, Voldes, etc.

766-1943

Laurel &
Hardy Charlie Chase
Knockout Thrills
'

Sunday! 11 a.m. to Midnight!
...

Alterations & Fittings
Professional in my home.
437-6588
Appointment only.
-

by

1

.

Floor Maintenance
' Ecklund Floor Service

Ink

Average rm..sanded. sealed &
finished. 519.95
766-4687

A42.00

Furniture Refinishing

PEZZARILOR &

Wayne's Furniture Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns &
scratches removed. FL 8-4543.

Ye PUBLIC house
865 S. Elmhurst Rd.

( Route #83)

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
Near
order. Alterations.
to
255-0348
Randhurst.
Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, fur coats; repair & replace zippers on pants,'
jackets etc. Also men's clothing
255.8161

'

.

1

Just South of Dempster
North of Algonquin
Des Plaines

for
BARRETT-

PHONE

439-7050

CRAVENS CO.

MEN

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No
layoffs due to weather.

438.8387

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

Photography
Instructions

guaranteed full exploration into

the wonderful world of voice.
further info contact
Carter, 27 W. Prospect,
Prospect, or call CL 3.5592.

high

Mr.
Mt.

clean

potential

paid holidays
paid sick leaves

for

to advance with company.

overtime
insurance
. automatic raises

Full time or part time to start.
Many company benefits. IM-

No experience necessary

person with jewelry

392.6817

Plastering
Fast

earning

background who has desire

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

Ned Williams

2 weeks paid vacation

Excellent opportunity with

255-4400

Pianos - Organs

is now being offered at Carter
School of Music. Join the fun
while there are still openings.
Professional teacher - and a
For

FINE JEWELRY

Joe Edwards
Candid Photos

Violin Lessons - Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.

MEDIATE 20 percent DISservice.

Small

COUNT ON PURCHASES.

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

'jobs o spociaity. Free. estimates
255-3823

Radio -TV Repair

Landscaping

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

Mil AP 77 IV ALETTAI

10 AM to 9:30 PM, Mon.
Thru Fri. Sat. 9:30 to 5:30

45;

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rotes
FL 8.5359

. CALL ED

LAWN MAINTENANCE and general landscaping, power rak&
rototilling, trimming
ing,

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

spraying work. Rototiller rental.
Snow Plowing. 437.4870

All Bank Credit Cords Honored.

,

Masonry
Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

WIEBOLDT'S

SAVE YOUR EYESI

Repaired. Home Service Calls.

FAMILY
WANT -ADS

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen

CI 5.5692

An, Hts.

Sewer Service

Moving

Dressmaking -Sewing

NEXT Cuckoo Clock

Monday - Thursday! 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Friday & Saturday; 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.

JOBS

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

workmanship.

381-4651.

Niles, Illinois

and

repair of production and building equipment. Liberal benefits including profit sharing.

Top quality materials & careful

Help with income tax
in your home
CL 5.0313
Vince Bauder

maintenance

250 N. 12th St.

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Ptospect

Wheeling
537-2180

. (OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Ray's

Concrete Work

10:113,4 "MARCIANO-LOUIS"

.

Income Tax

VOCAL LESSONS

$9.95 & up. 894.5722

"W.C. FIELDS"

MON

stallation,

*New Method Carpet Cleaning
* Floor Care for Home & Office

The universal language of song

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

"KEYSTONE COPS,/

SEE

243-4804

WORLD CARPETS

Day shift openings offering
varied assignments in the in-

When
quick phone call takes
care of home maintenance?
* Painting: Intririor & Exterior.
*Machine Woll Washing

24 HOUR SERVICE

647-0011

Electrical -Mechanical

Why contact 5 different people

ALL PHONES

CL 5.8239 - CL 3.5050

Carpet Installation

SE E

Estab. 45 Years
Free Estimates

Carpentry -Remodeling

MONDAY NITE, MARCH 25th

-5 E E

Wall Papering.

MAINTENANCE

1

PLAYING NEXT WEEK!

p

Guaranteed Satisfaction

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259.6160

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

M

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118

Carpet Shampooing

TOWING SERVICE.

..

6°30

CONCRETE
TERRAZZO
WALL WASHING

WOOD

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR'
,

358-9038
Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

TILE

We Don't

/11

Fully insured.
Shull Decorating

Experts in
Floor Maintenance

Auto Repair

..,..-

Wallpapering
and
exterior
pointing.
All work guaranteed.

Mutual

Remodeling, Relining,
Pleats
Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten-

BUY OR SELL CARS

Olde , ea

Starting

520 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks,Repaired

ON MEN'S WEAR

Call for Appointment

Painting -Decorating

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

HEIGHTS

ous

441/14#

CARSON PIRIE

burban area. Must be

Curtain. rises at 8.30 p.m.

F

Ken Berger
CL 3-2800

Personnel Office 2nd Floor

APPRAISER

vices offered by reputable business people in your community. Call one NOW!

92
42
82

in

COME IN OR CALL

company benefits
including liberal discount privileges.
Full

CALL. MISS PEREYMA

opening

our Mt. Prospect office.

ly. Top salary.

Let us help make your DAY!
Consult this daily guide of reliable ser-

18

,.,

Immediate

5 nights 20 hour week.

255-4400

Des Plaines

NECESSARY

after store hours.
Full time 5 nights 371/2
hour week, or part time
ing

Experience preferred but will

charge" man. Right mon will
advance to supervisor quick-

Services niractory

PROSPECT

620 Lee Street

NO EXPERIENCE

Men needed for clean-

259-8085

MOUNT

GUILFRIAY,HOUSE41

Part Time

Full or Part Time

Two air freight operations men
needed - night work. Must type must have own transportation.

Great

Decorators CL 9-0495

$2 00
Phone 296-1211 (4-6:30 p.m.)
for reservations

TRACERS

INKERS
Janitors

Computer Operator

'102

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wonted To Rent

BERKEY PHOTO

APPLY

81

Travel

dealership.

JMH Services, Inc.

Resort Properties For Sale
91
Real Estate -loans Mortgages 94
Real Estate -Service
95
Real Estate -Vacant
88
Real Estate Wanted
96
70
RoornsBoard-Housekeeping
Situations Wanted -Men
21
Situations Wanted -Women
22
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property
78
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73

presents

CALL 392-1300

360

- 255-7200
PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400
MARKET DAY - 255-7200

Lost and Found
13
Miscellaneous Merchandise
32
Mobile Homes
98
Motorcycles and Scooters .... 111
Musical Instruments
55
Nursery Schools - Child Core 69
Office Furniture Devices
56

255-7200

Rolling Meadows

686-7630

ARLINGTON DAY

23
90
50
65

Personals

-

$125 PER WEEK

CALL

47
83

training Is provided.

opportunity in area GM

Write Box 1144
The Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
60005

Middle Age or Over

You Use

These positions offer a variety
of duties, and complete job

220 GRACELAND DES PLAINES

WAREHOUSE
SUPERVISOR

7

runeral Directors
2
24
Hilp Wanted Men
Help Wanted Men or Women .. 26
Help Wanted Women
30

items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

When.

TO REACH BUYERS FOR THINGS
YOU NO LONGER NEED

36

Notices

Car nec. Mr. Howard. 774-5353

FREIGHT

longer need. It's easy and it works.

1

accounting and
bookkeeping experience.
Will
train.
Excellent

AIR

to place a low cost Want Ad which,
will' find a buyer for the item you no

1

Food and Delicacies

Part Time & Sat. Earn $3.54
hr. Ans. calls to take orders.

Let a Want Ad provide a happy solution
for you. Dial 255-7200 or 255-4400

8 AM to 4:30 PM
3 PM to 11 PM
6 PM to 2:30 AM
8 PM to 4:30 AM

some

College student seeks summer

Experienced -References
253.3443
RN Exper'd in Geriatrics will
care for elderly patients in
hospital or home. 259-3506

shifts;

Prefer young man with

24 -Help Wanted Men

Will do ironing In my home.

have a happy way of solving many problems, both for buyer and seller.

101

Fl

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those

a

to fit in this particular spot. Want Ads

103

Business Opportunities
Business Personals
15
Business Service Directory
16
Business Services
17
Card of Sympathy
9
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries 8 Lots
3
Coins
Hobbies
10
Buy Camp
12
Dogs, Pets and Equipment .. . 44
Employment Agencies -Men
27
Employment Agencies
Women
28
Employment Service -Women 29
Equipment Rentals
57

YOUR

has

Want Ads the very size TV set she needed

106

Building Materials

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

it

Openings now exist on these

BOOKKEEPER

528-7665

22 -Situations Wanted Women

happy new owner.
Happy, indeed, to have found in the

Today

109
105
107

PRODUCTION

ASSISTANT

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

21 -Situations Wanted -Men
work, Available May 5th to Labor
Day. 392.6159

71

Arts and Antiques

All subjects and languages
taught In your home.

'

REACH CUSTOMERS for your
service business at their convenience with Classified Ads.
Dial 255-7200 today.

INDEX

GENERAL

TUTORING

1500 block N. Evergreen & State
Rd. CL 3-172.

Recently this T.V. set was offered

.SEWER TROUBLES?

Moving
LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

Save 50%

358.9710

Murals
Beautify your home for Easter.

Muials hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under $45.
529.2840

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.
CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL

Arlington Hts.
255-4062
Limited spring openings.

Painting -Decorating

Lauritz Jensen
3 Generations

All types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rpdding. Sinks,

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service

Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
529.7774

ELECTRICAL

WELDING.

837-2345

Sewing Machine Repair
DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

STATIONARY ENGINEERING

MACHINE REPAIR

53.95 & $5.95. 359-3593

PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
Ad. His.

830 W. N.W. Hwy.

259.9440

Decorating in the Finist
Scandinavian Tradition.

CL 9-0495

MAINTENANCE

Outstanding opportunity for applicants with experience in any
of the following.

LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDING
o OVERTIME
e PAID HOLIDAYS
0 PAID SICK LEAVE
0 2 WEEKS PAID VACATION
o AUTOMATIC INCREASES
0 MEDICAL & LIFE INSURANCE
COME IN TODAY - START TODAY
.

A RP 7 RI iv

7:01 L tit

use -the

WANT
APS
-

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

250 N. 12th St.

Wheeling

OFF DUNDEE RD.

537-2180

24 -help Wanted Men

Film Processor

High school or college
for stock work and selling.

parlance to run kodachrome
machine. Hours 4PM to 12:30 AM
for this permanent position which
indudes our full program of cornparty benefits.

Experience Necessary

JOAL SHOES

Rolling Meadows Area
438-8045

Age 12 to 15. After school
work 4:30 to 8:30 p.m. Saturday all day. Our boys are

PART TIME EVES
WEEK NITES OPEN
.

Car Required

537.6660

Wheeling

$3.00 An Hour

Pick up & Deliver Fuller Brush
orders. Call betw. 4 & 8 p.m.
392-7362

2nd Shift
Welding Department from 3:30
p.m. to midnight.

DRAFTSMEN

Counselor
Opportunity to loin fife most
progressive recruiting firm in
the suburbs. We have grown

Shipping & Delivery
,

Benefits

MODEL MAKERS

second to none. No previous
experience
necessary.
To
succeed in this business you

CARDINAL TOOL
& MFG. CO.

must have the ability to work,

sell, and think. If interested

2665 Mannheim, Des Plaines

in a prestige position offering
an above average income call,

827-8181

Bud Cairns 392.5151.

Should be familiar with arc
welding, capable of reading
shop drawings and able to
work basic math.

over 300% in 3 years and have
reputation
a
professional

Age and hourly rate open

We are expanding our Research & Development Center in the

Excellent opportunity for a
young high school graduate to
become associated with a
established
well
growing
company.

positions are open now in each Drafting and Model Making.

26 -,Help Wanted Men or
,Women

Experienced air conditioning
and refrigerator service man

Larry's Restaurant

SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS

OFFICE WORK
aggressive young
man. Will assist in sales
work for our order
department.

MODERN AIR CONDITIONED PLANT

TECHNICAL WRITERS

PROGRAMS

TOP WAG S

.

DRAFTSMEN

OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

Part Time weekend hours. Day
Shift. Excellent salary for
qualified persons. Pro -rated
holiday and vacation benefits.
PLEASE APPLY

Holy Family ,)
Hospital

buildinvolves
ing products, wood windows, trim,
hung doors.

SEEGERS

cwIjELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

'The Hallicrafters Co., d leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now Interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,

ELGIN-MACOR INC.
801 N. State. St.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

helpful

Good earning potential with
progressive retail chain.

to work in an atmosphere of

with
minimum
for
opportunity
maximum
personal growth. Applicant
supervision

Credkt &

perience in mechanical or
electrical -mechanical drafting.
You will work with our endepartment, degineering
veloping creative ideas into

of the firm. Excellent advancement potential.

Phone LE 7-2510

Experienced for manufacturing

firm, familiar with D&C and all
collection procedures - able to

METHODE

Career opportunity. Excellent
starting salary, pleasant mod-

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

confident young men are need-

ed for two progressive opportunities) Our well established
firm has just opened new
Mount Prospect offices.

We offer a total service to
industry that is predicated on
"Quality". Our company employs no conmen, pitch artists
or slick operators. Our offices

TRAIN

not

are

hole -in -the -walls,

giant supermarkets or cold
water flats. We do not hit
gongs, 'give away motor -cycles
or in any other way challenge
the integrity of our business.
PARAMOUNT'S offices are
ultra -modern, our bonus picture is the only one of its kind
in our business and progression is from within.

FOR

Better your present salary and
working conditions. Start in one
of the several Training Pro-

These

positions are inside

grams offered by our clients
in the O'Hare area. Attend
school at company expense;
promote from within to po-

personnel opportunities - representing a QUALITY SERVICE

of real responsibility
and policy formulation. College

career with our company. This

TO INDUSTRY. You will talk to
on ail levels while

leople
earning and training for your

not a blind ad - or mis-

is

education helpful, but degree
not required. Call for complete

statement of what PARAMOUNT is. If hired you will

receive a generous base ,plus
commission. To start with the
emphasize on "Growth".

&AREER

O'HARE

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

(ERSONNEL INC.

MFG. CORP.

CALL MRS. GOLZ

NO CONTRACTS PRESENTED

urfir

439-1805

1700 Hicks Rd.

PARAMOUNT

WANT

GENERAL

259-7330

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

.ADS

.

2201 Touhy
Elk Grove Village, Ill,

HIRING IN OUR OFFICE

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
1150

Profit Sharing

S.

Willis

Wheeling,

McDONALD'S
III.

MOTOROLA

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
AT

WE HAVE 60 FULL & PART TIME
OPENINGS FOR MEN -WOMEN

NERDS

MOTOROLA
ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNICIANS

'An equal opportunity employer

These men should have attended a technical school or received training in the
service in 2 -way communications equipment. They should have the ability to
test and analyze various types of electronic equipment, including transmitters
and relays, and have knowledge of solid state deyices.

MEN -FULL TIME
DAYS 8 A.M.-4 P.M.

NITES 4 P.M.-MIDNITE
Medical "& Life- Insurance Plan

MEN -PART TIME DAYS 11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
8 P.M. - MIDNITE
PART TIME NITES

WOMEN - PART TIME MON-FRIDAY
'

3 to 5 hours between 10:30 A.M. & 3:30 P.M.

Join the team at McDonald's newest unit. We need neat,
dependable people who are willing to work. Age no barrier.
Excellent salaries, meals free. For a satisfying and exciting,

Excellent Starting Wage
Automatic Increases
Promotion From Within
Excellent Working Conditions
*Low Cost Hospitalization

.

for appointment

439_7600.

Profit Sharing

MEN WANTED
To Start Work
z

IMMEDIATELY

APPLY - 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling, III.

MOTOROLA

$10,000-$20,000

ACCOUNTANTS

General accounting, cost accounting, manufacturing accounting.

392-6500

MULLINS & ASSOC.
11 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights
28 -Employment AgentiesWomen

t28 -Employment Agencies,.
Woinen

DOCTOR WILL'
MEN and WOMEN

WAREHOUSE WORK
FULL TIME ONLY - NIGHTS ONLY

HOURS: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
Good working conditions - Good starting
salary - Liberal company benefits.

TRAIN $450

No expl No nitesi No Sets! This
Northwest Doctor will train a
receptionist to receive the many
patients, handle phones, take all
messages, make appts., type bills.

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

Doctor will gladly train if you
like working with people & have
a real desire to learn! Free IVY.

Salaries $325 to $800
207 N. EVERGREEN, ARL. HTS.

7215 W. Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942
N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

DIAL 392-6100

ARE YOU BORED??

A company in the suburbs claims that this posi-

tion will not bore you. Handling phones, light
figure work, and some filing. Light typing helpful.

SEE MR. SCHMITT

Algonquin & Meacham Roads Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

to $22,000

DATA PROCESSING

Systems and procedures managers, systems and procedure
analyst programmers, methods analyst, computer operators.

DES PLAINES

GENERAL FACTORY
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

ELECTRONIC

827-1220

AT'

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitaliza:
lion, life insurance, and profit sharing.

Any electronics experience or training and trade schools or

392-3p25

.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN ... to $ 9,600
'Army, Air Force, Navy or service schools ideal.

CALL MR. SCHENK, MON-FRI. 1 PM -5 PAA.ONLY

JOBS OFFER:

in new Elk Grove plant.
call

DESIGNERS & DRAFTSMEN ... to $15,000

Openings In schematics, sheet metal, plastics, packaging,

position with a dynamic organization.

McDONALD'S

Janitor

to $18,000

PRODUCTION ENGINEERS

Openings for electronics, mechanical and industrial engin-

gears and cams.

Paid Vacations

421

plastics, packaging, controls,

eers.

An equal opportunity employer.

'APPLY

to $22,000

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
Openings in sheet metal,
appliances, gears, coms, etc.

America's Largest Carry -out Restaurant Chain.
Is opening it's new Des Plaines unit at Oakton 8, Lee in mid April

..

READ THIS
Bright, articulate and self

ern office.

392-3500

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan

1150 S. Willis Ave.

Career Minded

- HALLMARK
'PERSONNEL
Cumberland Office

Collections

Rolling Meadows

JOBS OFFER:

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

make own credit calls.

These men will carry out maintenance
duties in both plant and office areas in
our new modern ,plant in Schaumburg,
Illinois.

PERSONNEL
Cumberland Office

rundown: 299-7131

new products for the growth

DAYS and NIGHTS

HALLMARK

sitions

should have 2 to 5 years ex-

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

Call Chris Grant 827-7706

MANAGE MENT

turer, looking for an individual

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

So will you.

Young man, no degree required, to service established, protected territory and acquire
new accounts. Complete training program. Any job you have
ever held which required any
public, contact qualifies you
for this growth opportunity.
The lad who had the territory

WIEBOLDT'S

tronics component manufac-

MACHINIST

will not need a degree on this
one. Be an assistant to a top
rated mfg. engineer willing to
educate you on the job to fill
his shoes. He'll move up soon.

Fri. Sat. 9:3010 5:30.

DRAFTSMAN

NO FEE

Practical shop oriented man

SALES TRAINEE
$525 to $650
Car Plus Expenses
Employer Pays Fee

10 AM to 9:30 PM, Mon. thru

DESIGN

We are an expanding elec-

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

ASSISTANT
$9000

but we

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect.

-

ENGINEER'S

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

MOTOROLA

299-7131
NO CONTRACTS TO SIGN

NO CONTRACTS PRESENTED

COUNT ON PURCHASES.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

NEEDS

Career
Contact
O'Hare Personnel at 299-7131
for particulars.
however.

MEDIATE 20 percent DIS-

A GROWING COMPANY

Me haincrafiers coo

CpERSONNEL INC.

Many company benefits. IM-

741-3963

515 W. MAIN ST., Barrington, Illinois
381-2314
An Equal Opportunity Employer

eAlIER O'HARE

train outstanding candidates,

PAINT SALES

blending.

Elgin

259-9600

call the

Specialists at:

made him district manager.
Ask for Frank Victor, 827-7706

will train person interested In
color coordinating and paint

APPLY IN PERSON

COMPANY

Contact Personnel Dept.
Weekdays 8:30AM to 5 PM

pre -

Experience

INSTRUMENT

engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

and

is to

your objective

hated to give it up but they

299-2281

Work

(Must be, familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)

wishing to enter or further
careers in this specialized
area. Positions available in
Flight Operations, Sales, Tech/
Support. Applicable FAA licenses required by most areas:
some companies willing to

further a career on Its way,
the best way. to accomplish

Palatine

LAB TECHS

* PHONE ORDERS
* CUSTOMER
CONTACT
* ORDER
SCHEDULING

PAID HOLI AYS AND VACATIONS

MATERIAL WRITERS

Top salaries paid by the selected few clients allowed to
use our facilities for recruitment of qualified candidates

thing fn your life. But whether
you want to enter this exciting
and challenging field, or

358-2852
Rt. 12 & 53

an

EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS

$550-$700.
You may never have sold a

Male or Female. Coll or apply

A fine opportunity for

for your future

AVAILABLE

in person. Ask for Gene.

now for a position on the ground floor to insure best opportunity.

,,..

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

For Appointment

will be hiring in these areas for the next 18 months. Interview

BILL of

CALL'437-3760

COMPANY
200 E. Touhy, Des Plaines
Call 296-2251, Ext. 60

maker or tool room machinist experience.
The Research & Development Center now being formulated

The Ideal Company

Good Starting Wage
Benefits
Overtime

217 S. A.H. Rd., Arl. Hts.

or similar experience. The model shop positions require tool

' SALES
CAREERS

OPPORTUNITIES

once desired. Permanent. Write
Box 1143, c/o Day Publications,

SYMONS, MFG.

The drafting positions require a minimum of 2 years board

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

27 -Employment Agencies Men

WANTED

wanted. Some heating experi

area of Mechanical Instrumentation and Flow Control. Two
experience in mechanical instruments, flow control components,

ghe hallicratriers co.

27 -Employment AgendesMen

AVIATION

We are looking for a man to
work as an inspector in our

Rec ru it ing

Page 9
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RECEIVING CLERK

INSPECTOR

immediately. Call 539-1240

.

DES PLAINES

BOY WANTED. SAT. MORNINGS.
YARD WORK
CL 3-4253

SHIPPING &

earning $30 to $50 per week.
received
training
Excellent
in sales while earning money

JAKE'S PIZZA

YOUR SKILLS ARE NEEDED NOW

BERKEY PHOTO

-

LIGHT DELIVERY

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

APPLY IN PERSON

BOYS WANTED

ME DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men,

8 N. Dryden, Arlington Hts.

827-6141

...

boy

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Full Time & Part Time

PART TIME

.

man with some mechanical ex-

220 GRACELAND

.24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Salary to $400. FREE
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Holmes & Assoc.

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.
414 E. Golf Road

Randhurst Office
392-2700,

Des Plaines, III.

Upper Level Site 23A)
-

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Loop Office'
939-4866
63 E. Adams
Chicago, Ill.

-

THE -DAY

Mother of 3 recuperating from
operation, needs In-house help,
days only. Mutt be strong, cheer-

28 -Employment Agencies -

20--rnployment AgenciesWomen

ful & responsible. 392-4692, eves.

Women

.

various

for

Gals

WANTED:

Wheeling

so unusual we call it the
"gadabout" reception ist. A really

RECEPTIONIST

several floors need you to fill in
for their SIX other receptionists

$400 to $450

big company with offices on

when they go to lunch or out
for coffee You get to know
everyone in the whole place!
Some typing

It's alertness &
friendliness that count. $433 Free

IVY 7215 W Touhy, SP 4.8585,
4942 N Milwaukee. AV 2-5050.

experience

type

or

reports,

in-

an ideal spot for you.

Careful analysis
.

resulted

hos

in a decision to combine activi-

ties of four group medical in-

surance plans under one compe-

tent and experienced individual
in the group insurance field.
Responsible high school grad

all Pete Briggs 827-7706

Come To

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL INC.
Cumberland Office

Lynn -

Center
380 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

Davis

30 -Help Wanted Wisaic,-.

Full

Receptionist

$440
General Office
$375
Secretary (V P.)
$650
$550
Secretary
$475
Bookkeeper
Figure Clerk
$375
$475
Keypunch
Typist
$370
These positions are open NOWI
LYNN
DAVIS
SEE
YOUR

time and part time girl

needed. Typing, filing and
reception. Excellent opportunity with many company
benefits.

ALLISCHALMERS
1161 McCabe Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Ill.
439-4666

CAREER SPECIALISTS

An equal opportunity employer

CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 358-3200

RECEPTIONIST

LEE OPTICAL
35, to train as a dispensing

are day

Excellent

positions.

dealing with patients and staff.

Hours 7 a.m. to 3:30 p:rn.,
Monday and Tuesday, plus
alternate Wednesdays
Saturdays.

varied duties. Liberal employee
benefits.

55 E. Rand Rd. Des Plaines

Directory. Co.

299-3222

1865 Miner St. Des Plaines
827-6111

NIGHT HOSTESS

BOOKKEEPING

FULL TIME

401 E Prospect

Mt. Prospect

also

36 So State St.

Chicago

Automobile experience
preferred. Small office.

RED BALLOON
COFFEE HOUSE
55 E. Rand Rd. Des Plaines

253-4240
30 -Help %Vented Women

METHODE

MFG. CORP.

opportunity

for

woman interested in a digni-

The opening of our new plant addition has creat-

ed additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the

COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL ,

800 W. Central Rd.

800 W. Central Rd.

Arlington Heights

Arlington Heights

CL 9-1000

CL 9.1000

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

WOMEN WANTED

Wheeling
LE 712510

a few minutes drive from your home.

You'll enjoy our interesting work building proto-

type models of electronic military equipment.
Background should include small parts assembly
in government electronics and the ability to read
resistor color codes. Wiring and soldering experience a must.

quick advancement.

CLERKS

- offers a
variety of opportunities with
local suburban firms. Work

TEMPORARY HELP

days, weeks or months.

259-9600

She halPeraffers co,
A Subsidiary of Northrop 'Corporation

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

10

to

4,

Mar.

12 x 15 WOOL RUG

FOR SALE

Mounted 8'1" Sailfish

not working properly??
Start spring off right.
19681pwnmowers in cartons
Save 15%
FIRESTONE STORE

920 N. Elmhurst Rd. across
from Randhurst, Mt. Prosp.
253-6880

.

37 -Boats and Marine
'Supplies
6 HP Eska motor, 1 year old, 10
hrs. total time $85.
259-5992

42 -Wanted To Buy

Wanted to buy

-

Ladies golf

clubs, bag and cart.
255-3930

H

IN TIME FOR EASTER.

255-7330

AKC Min. Schnauzer pups. Home
raised. FL 8-2699 after 6
or week ends.

Must sell 4 mo. old female, black

miniature poodle. Loves childdren. AKC. $60. 392-8970.

Wire Fox Terrier puppies, AKC,
from champion stock.. 3 months
old. 259-9057

63M11011111 help

FREE CUTE KITTENS
5 WEEKS OLD

CL 3-3547
Poodles,

quick advancement.

800 W. Central

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Mt. Prospect

259-9600

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

tiny, quality black.
259.4948
PUPPIES FOR SALE
PART TOY COLLIE

99 -Automobile For Sale

1.

199 -Ac tomobile For Sale

2 black poodles, 9 weeks old.

32-Miscellaneoui
Merchandise

AKC, small miniatures. 1st shots.
439-7534

15 storm windows & screens, 100'

47 -Home Furnishings -

Furniture

box gutters, 4 downspouts.
Reasonable 392-0167

Macgregor Nicklaus Proshop Gol f
Clubs. Set of Nine. Like new.
296-2431

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer
.

toys, 6 weeks. AKC,

$6. ea. CL 3.3980

Mo ha/Pa-afters co.

DAY WANT ADS
99-ALtomobile For Sale

Equipment

STOP IN OR CALL

Craftsman riding mower, 4 yrs.
old. Needs drive belt. $50.
255.6410

99 -AL tomobile For Sole

40% to 60% OFF
Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes
from deluxe model

homes. Big savings. Will separate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

ery.

CALL 358-6800
99 -AL tomobile For Sale

STUDENTS

Northwest Suburban
Auto Dealers are

PART-TIME
clean, light work available from 5PM to 9PM on
Mon., Wed., and Fri. eves., and Sat. mornings;
or Tues., Thurs., and Fri. eves., and Sat. mornings.
limited number of openings

BILL COOK
BUICK

SO APPLY IN PERSON

FAHHION0. INC.

375 Meyer Road

PO 6-2250

Bensenville

CLOSED SUNDAY

INTERVIEWING HOURS; Monday thru Friday 8:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday till 11 a.m.

AMFRICAN

hoaroas

BONNIE MOTORS,
.RAMBLER

OUR LOWER OVERHEAD
WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

hafficraliers co,
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

TYPISTS

MARTIN J. KELLY

Work close to home. at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road. is just

OLDSMOBILE

See the Suitil-Zeal-eatai n

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

LATTOF
CHEVROLET

quick advancement.

Call now and see what HalliceCifters has: to offer you and your family.

Contact: Perionnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

KEY PUNCH OPRS.

DICTAPHONE

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

Hospital

a few minutes drive from your home.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking lot, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for

Sole,

1108-A W. Hawthorne,

Light grey. Best Offer.
392-8965

fer you and your family.

GET RESULTS

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

JOIN THE WORK-IN

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is, just

Apply Personnel Dept.

100 N. River Road
Des Plaines
299-2281

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

date now hospital. Good

Holy Family

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

WORK IN:
New, Ultra -Modern Facilities
Completely Air -Conditioned Offices
Close -To -Home Company

TYPISTS -STENOS
SECRETARIES

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitalization, major medical and the opportunities for

starting salary and benefits.

Many company benefits including profit sharing.

ASSEMBLER

OFFICE
PERSONNEL

a few minutes drive from your home.

FULL TIME.

to

WE OFFER

ELECTRONIC

Moving

1700 HICKS RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

OPERATORS

Day Shift Only

FIRST SHIFT

PROTOTYPE

THE CHANDELIER

23-24.

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just

Experienced or Inexperienced

electronic company.

ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

Come in and Save

Arl. Hts. Furniture & much misc.

BILL BOX

Permanent work in modern up

1700 HICKS ROAD

MFG. CORP.

3737 INDUSTRIAL AVE: ROLLING MEADOWS

A SubSidiNrhrop

Laundry Workers

TIME -LIFE

at

Sold

35 S. Vail, Arlington Hts.

cant must have a high school education with some
general office and typing experience.

FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

11505. Willis

METHODE

We need a girl to greet applicants as they apply
for employment in our Personnel office. Appli-

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

ELGIN-MACOR INC.

Be

44 -Dogs, Pets and

WIEBOLDT'S

359-2500

Must

Terrific Reductions!

10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.

(Some part time positions available)

METHODE MFG. CORP.

OF BUSINESS

LAWNMOWER

corporation

(Some part time)

Bonus & incentive jobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits

GOING OUT

Call or Apply

Roy Rood - FL 9-0993

hancrafters coo

MACHINE OPERATORS
We hove just opened a large modern addition to our plant
which is complete with lunch room, large clean locker rooms,
excellent lighting, and a central heating and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary in the assembling of
our electronic component products. Advance with a growing

w/21/2 h.p.
Go -Kart (Hoffco)
'Clinton 4 -cycle engine, good
condition. $90. 255.6208.

PERSONNEL

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

W. Prospect.

801 N. State St.
Elgin
741-3963

following

,auges necessary and know-

Everything

NORTHWEST

15x7'

1 year old -5100.
259-9566

measuring

be considered.

NORTHWEST

IMMEDIATE 20% DISCOUNT

flur new offices are located in

APPLY IN PERSON

primary

ledge of blueprints helpful.

APPLY PERSONNEL

Many company benefits
including

a

CALL MR. KOZLOV

WOMEN

set of walkie talkie -$10; Boys,

Electric range Norge,

of

Use

MOLON MOTOR & COIL CORP.

CONTROL CASHIER

fied position leading to supervision. Must enjoy responsibility -and diversification. Supervisory or bookkeeping experience desirable.

hung doors.

In housekeeping department.
Any combination of hours will

1

rink
roller skates -$5;
colored scenic mural -$25.
253-8495.

392-3500

Experience not required but
accuracy is needed for handling of cash.

GENERAL OFFICE

Work involves building
products, wood wintrim,and pre dows,

Full Time and
Part Time Openings

ings.

299-3222

Excellent

WARD HELPERS

APPLY PERSONNEL

An equal opportunity employer

Must like public 2'ontact. Light
typing required.. Enjoyable
work and pleatchtt surround-

department.

* PHONE ORDERS
* CUSTOMER
CONTACT
* ORDER
SCHEDULING

trays.

RECEPTIONIST

Will assist in our order

259-7010

fabricated ports.

slf1111,11

salary and fringe
provided.
Meals
benefits.
Cleaning allowance.

Excellent opportunity for
conscientious person interested in desk sales.

and first piece inspection on

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bedrm. set,
new $165.251.7385.

3.ENER.11.1.

Excellent

OFFICE WORK

6. A.M. to 2:30 P.M. Assist in
preparing food for patient

individual with bas inspection
to perform in-procbss inspection on complete' assemblies

and

starting rates, interesting and

APPLY

74 Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect

positions

several

for beginning or experienced
typists. One position is from
6 p.m. to midnight; the others

General Telephone

optician. Excellent salary.

LEE OPTICAL

have

We

sant personaility is a must In

RED BALLOON
COFFEE HOUSE

a young lady with

personality, 'age 21 to

be a good typiit and dplea-

PERSONNEL CLERK
GENERAL OFFICE

Full Time Days

FL 9.3200

8 track stereo tape player and
tapes. Only 6 months old. $50.
209.3824

Rewarding position open for

CART ASSEMBLER

ment needs a 3 day per week

Choose your own hours.
Uniforms and meals provided.
Insurance programs.

FAB. INSPECTOR

Immediate
Openings

APPLY

Lynn
Davis

L 5-1107

receptionist. This person should

An equal opportunity employer

259.9019
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

SECOND SHIFT

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, Ill.

Our busy Radiology Depart-

Full Time

tern.

DesPlainei

220 Gracela nd

392.2525

Day and Evening

JOHNSON WATER

hand blown & cut. Wheat pat-

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

TYPISTS

ditioning equipment contact -

72 piece Japanese crystal,

BERKEY PHOTO

ership. Fringe benefits.

WAITRESSES

For information about the FINEST

827-6141

RADIOLOGY DEPT.

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

sales

392-9200

100% FREE

For Details and Interview

Needs

time considered.

personal and professional

tunity in area GM deal-

APPLY

Current Listings:

for,

An equal opportunity employer

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537-1100

GENERAL OFFICE

water softeners & water con-

.FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW

CL 3-2100

excellent

Space Home
Improvement

5 Lead Spots

MR. JUSKIE

10 ft. aluminum awning; 5 ft.
Amon° freezer. All
condition. 259-0155.

nites, we have an opening that
offers an excellent growth poten
Nal. Our billing department is in
need of an operator to work the
hours of 9PM to 5:30AM. Part-

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537.1100

MULLINS & ASSOC.

ington Hts.

bookkeeping or accounting helpful but not essential. .Good
starting salary, pleasant working
conditions, excellent opportunity

15 Keypunch Oprs.

Call

Part time, minimum. 25 hours
per week. Bookkeeping, light
typing, misc. office duties.

NCR electronic accounting machine, operator
and accounts receivable
clerk. Excellent oppor-

munications and human relations
skills desired. Opportunity to
dsiist in other personnel deportment activities.

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, Ill.

If you are looking for a

GIRL FRIDAY

permanent position and can work

growth.

YOUNG LADY

with good typing, math, com-

Companies Have

15 E. Campbell CL 9-0222

WANTED

ADMINISTRATION

special

voices. The plush offices and
friendly people make this

61 North Suburban

BELLA PIZZA

INSURANCE

it Ion. Greet clients, take

messages,

Must be 21 or over.
10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

686.4781

background necessary to land
this once in a life time pos-

for

opportunity

girl with good secretarial skills
plus ability to work accurately
with figuies. Some exposure to

WAITRESS

transportation. Call betw. 8 & 4.

FREE
No

Outstanding

10,

Baby sitter needed full or part
time for 2 children. Prefer local
Palatine woman with or without

255-7970

- 9 til 4 - 218 N. Kaspar, Arl-

To' The Controller

OPERATOR

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise
Garage sale: old dishes, Mar. 23

KEYPUNCH

SECRETARY

Call between 8 & 11
392-4352

mi. north of Randhurst.
CL 9.0573

For medical office in
Arlington Heights. full time.

Very different & fun! This lob is

orders.
a.m.

12, & 14. No laundry, hours

Typist

PARK EMPLOYMENT

251 E. Dundee Rd.

COMPLETE TRAINING

HOMEMAKER
Desperately needed in

30 -Help Wonted Women

$30.00 A Week

Pick up dr. Deliver Fuller Brush

flexible, prefer 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
5 day week. Excellent pay. t/2

Ph. 537-9430

RECEPTIONIST

soliciting.
774.5353

phone
Part time
MR. HOWARD

motherless home. Children

Receptionist -

clerical positions.

"GADABOUT"

HOUSEWIVES. Work at home:

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted

Friday, March 22,. 1968
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Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to offer you and your family.

259-9600

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM tb ,PM

Me hag/crafters co,
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

VtAi

'

ROTO

.

600 -Hicks Road, Rolling MeadoWs, III. 600011
An. Equal Opportunity Employer

LINCOLNMERCURY

JOHN
MUFICH
BUICK

MARK MOTORS
MORTON
PONTIAC

CHRYSLER -

PLYMOUTH

DYNO MOTORS
.VOLKSWAGEN

MACK
CADILLAC

47 -Home FurnishingsFurnitur
Kenmore wafter & gas dryer,
$25' ea, GE 2 dr refrig., 1.2.8
cu ft $85, dehumidifier, $10;

Action
Realtors

All good cond.

MT. PROSPECT

550 W. Northwest Hwy.
North An. Hts.
392-8100

GREY MODERN SOFA
HIDE -A BED $35.
CL 3-3569

208 S. Ma in St.
CL 5-1515
Mt. Prospect

8 pc dining rm set, 2 pc, sec-,

Arlington Realty Inc.

535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.
South Arl, Hts.
CL 3-8100

'desk &
tional, chair,
min 259.7445 or 256.0172
Kenmore washer,Hamilton dryer;

Cl

'Member Homerica,
national homed IndIng service

hide -a -bed

255 0404

Member MA.P.
Multiple Listing Service

2 barrel,
tufted back, beige contemp. curs;

Beige contemp, chr;

green French Prov, chr; corner
Bassett tbl, sat cork, tbls, white;
coffee tbl, lamp tbl vk lamp. All,
excel cond 392.3831.
Brand now carpeting made for
model homes Heavy nylon pile.

on a 1/2 acre wooded site over-

looking the golf course. Spaliving room, separate
dining room, 21/2 baths, 21/2
car attached garage. Recreation room, 2 fireplaces. Charm
and appeal in an excellent
cious

Mt. Prospect location. $42,900.

OPEM SUNDAYS

*F>

OLDS
SHARP AND READY
FOR APPRECIATION

FOR Y UR C MVENIENCE

BonooGinTOM

3 bedrooms. Paneled wall In
living room, and family size

IN SHERWOOD

kitchen.

1'300 N. on Yale St.

car

Extra

patio

large

Ki

with well landscaped yard. 2
garage.

TAXES.

LOW

519,000

on 100'ic150' lots
SOFA,

SECTIONAL

PIECE

4 bedroom Colonial

4 MODELS

Huge discounts 024.7353.
4

I.RDA15)

OPEN 9 TO 9

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

BEIGE, GOOD CONDITION.

$100 259-4840.

OR) ors Pt.100Gtrirg

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

1>

1/3 off the regular. price fam-

THE DEALER WITH THE BETTER DEAL

O53912111O'i:392-I9P78

ous name brand carpets, as low -

No obligation Call Proud Carpet.

Parkhaven Bldrs.

724.6257

!HELP!!
-MT. PROSPECT

773-0252
After ,12 Noon

55 -Musical Instruments
6 -string

cherry

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255.2090

ING RM., family kitch. with

at PALATINE

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses-

101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358.0744

sion. $36,900

wood,

900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259.9030

*Member

with
Kalamazoo,
condition.
728 Northwest Hwy.
358-5560
'Palatine

1 year old guitar and
amp Good condition.
$150 253-8495
CHECK OUR CLOSEOUT
INSTRUMENT SALE

Member: M.A.P. Mull.
List. Sera.

Here Every Wednesday
BUYS LIKE

Stamp packets for collectors;
bring ad, got 3 10c pkts. for

21/2 car att. garage. $24,500.

brig

El Rey Music Center
7 W Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180

Annen & Busse

1

28 E. Northwest Hwy. An. Hts.
253-1800
570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove VII.
439-4700
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
255-9111

56 -Office Furniture Devices
Walnut sec'ty desks. 32x40
kneehold $40, 34x60 R.H. comp.
$60, Remington elec. adding
mach, dir sub list 10 tot. 11
w/cr bal $100 912 N. Ridge,
etrl Hts after 6 p m.

PRETTY AS A PICTURE!
Lovely 3 bedrm. split level in

MUUrirPROSPECT.

good
located.

Mt Pros

1

'ing $33,500.

1209 N. Elmhurst
Prospect Hts.
Mt. Prospect
9-0200
537.8660
CL
Member M.A.P. Multiple
Listing Service
12 E. Busse

1

furnished.

garage

Working ,couple preferred. No
76 -To Rent Houses

BONNEVILLE

'59 Ford 2 -door hardtop, R & H,
automatic transmission. $75.
439.5444

4 Dr. Hardtop
Air Conditioned

bdrm, carpeted Brick &
Frame Ranch with slate foyer
Garage, nicely decorated and
Convenient
shopping.
to

CL 3-8800

82 -Wanted To Rent

$24,900

Mature responsible working lady
desires room, Palatine, An. Hts.,
Barrington area 834.0260
Wanted house to rent in Elk
Grove Village 2 bdrm. Im-

sales tax. CL 3-8669

1965 Buick Skylark 4 door;
P/S, A/T. Bost offer.
392-8720

,

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
255-6320 358.1502 894.1330

544-4527 after 6

pm

COMFORTABLE LIVING

86 -Real Estate -Houses

EASY ENTERTAINING

sharp 3 bedrm.
ranch, well cared for. Many extras Close to schools. Weekdays

9 yr. old brick & frame home
close to train, Lincoln & St.

by appt. Open house Sat. & Sun.,
$24,500 407 N Forest. 392-2586.

tifully decorated & landscaped.

Prospect

Raymond's schools. Very beau-

Terrific family room w/deluxe
bar R- refrigerator, built-in
stereo, 2 full ceramic baths.

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENT

2 bedrooms, large living room.

437 W. Prospect

all brick ranch, finished bsmt.,
wall-to-wall crptg., air cond.
Many xtras $29,900. 392-7366.

392-2290

Schaumburg Office 894-1660
Member: M.A.P. Multi -List Service

BARRINGTON

'65 OLDS

CLOSED SUNDAYS

9 Pass., Vista Cruiser

LUXURIOUS -MIRRORED WALL

Wheeling

3 bedrm ranch w/family rm.

381-6663

heated work shop in
Carpeting in living
rm 5/S, Priced to sell. $20,250

'65 DODGE 440

baths,

2

patios &

FAMILY

bedrm ranch w/separate
dining rm New wall-to-wall

carpets thru out Workshop in

ROOM - 2 car gar., Blt.-in
appliances, carpet, drapes. A
charming spacious home in
lovely wooded area. Mt. Pros-

garage Good value at $21,900

pect, $38,900.

3

Hardtop

SPRING TIME
CONVERTIBLES

fiR3 Triumph. Perfect
$450 or best offer.
827-7924

'62 BUICK

CLOSEOUT SALE

Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, travel trailers, pickup coaches &

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.
Sun. 12 noon to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E.

1.11;Moorcycles and
Scooters

Realtor
123 S. An. Hts. Rd. 50 S. Main
M . Prospec

Arl, Hts.
255-8000
I

1967 Vesper 150 -Super, low
miles, excellent condition. $350.
or best offer. 439-1824.

392-7150

99 -Automobile For Sale

99 -Automobile For Sole

Lets 111116 KaQ '6 MR
o Oast.
SEE US FORST
But SEE US!

400 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Qi 2 -Dr.

Hardtop. V-8
radio, whitewall tires.

3624300

ACROSS THE STREET PROM THE QACE TRACE

*

DACCir

OPEN
SUNDAYS

Dick

sir

ig

Lib0'F
Imo%

BEL AIR
4 -Dr. 6 cyl., auto., power steertiros, radio,
ing. Premium
whitewalls.

$1095

AUTH 0141Z

$1695
V-8,

'65 LTD 4 -DR.
HARDTOP
auto.; power steering:]

radio, whitewalls.

$1795

#8-722-A, V -B, 'auto.,
power steering, power brakes,
radio, whitewall tires.

111{1111111l

on some sort of sales
promotion drive.
Wherever I go

9 -Pass. V-8, auto., power steer=

leg, radio, whitewall tires.

$2195

111111,11

z:

I see LATTOF
stickers.

OF
Ill

power steering, consol radio,
whitewalls.

'64 FORD COUNTRY
SDN.

You LATTOF salesmen must be al.

CF1EVROLET

HARDTOP

Stock #P-534, 8 cyl., aute,,

'65 T -BIRD HARD Stock

customer:

114

'65 MUSTANG

$2395
TOP

Wicio fro -m

salesman:

9f

WE ARE

HOURS: Weekdays 9 to 9:
Saturday 9 to 6: Sunday 10 to5

fn.

/

mutes Its.

.AlfrArt

11111141

Tea' 0, Ft

...4P

CP:0 51A. --

1111111414

M:1_,L

fir,fiL

ms*

I S3 [l

.11 111111111

nits

FORMERLY FORD IN -PARK RIDGE

.

*$1695
'64 CHEVROLET

TOP
Stock, #8-367-A, V-8, auto.,
power steering, power brakes,,
radio, white, factory air,
wall tires.

o OPEN EVES. 'TIL 9 0 SATURDAY 'TH. 6 0 SUNDAYS 'TIE 6

Ito

Open Daily 9-9 - Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 11-5

WAGON

Stock #8.166-A. 6 cyl., auto.
power steering, radio, whitewalls. A great car for any pur-

'65 T -BIRD HARD-

TaRgli

Att4T

z

al

9401 Milwaukee Ave. - 965-6700 - Niles, III

'66 RAMBLER

stick,

9 195

An UDIGTORI FA0

-r-

THE NEWEST, FINEST, LARGEST AUTOMOTIVE FACILITIES IN CHICAGOLAND
-- THE NORTHWEST'S NEWEST CORTINA DEALER --

HARDTOP
Stock
#8-854-A: V -B, auto., power
steering, radio, 'heater, white.
wall tires.

pose.

9 295

MATRA

steering,

$995

'64 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

f(If,1,f

C

out

2 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8.404-B,
V-8, auto., power steering,
radio, whitewall tires.

Auto, Power Steering, white

$795

V-8,

$2095

'64 OLDS SUPER
88 CONVT.

Auto, Power
Radio, Heater.

#8-856-A.

"64 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

$795

V8,

2 + 2 GTA

brakes, radio, whitewall tiros.

Brakes, Rod with white top.

Steering

auto, power
radio, whitewalls.

$1195

trans., power steering, power

0,

laiajj123

-

0:Stock

Auto, Power Steering, Power

$1095
'63 FORD CONVT

$1195

'66 MUSTANG

INVICTA CONVT.

with black top. Radio, heater,
w/w's.

4 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8-735-A.
V-8, auto., power steering,
radio, whitewalls.

$1995

$495

Catalina H.T.

9 595

bar. Ready to go.

4 Door

#8-788-A. (111

whitewalls,

4 -DR.

std.

tires,

trans., mag wheels, traction

'62 DART

'64 PONTIAC

Automatic Trans.

102 -Trucks, Trailers

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds

'63 RAMBLER

whitewall

(I

'63 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

'66 MUSTANG
2 + 2 GT

$795

'65 OLDSMOBILE

9 Pass. Polara

heater,
power steering.

V -B,

$1395
Radio,

Stack

Radio,

4 -DR:

FUTURA
.4 -DR. Stock #8.812-A. 6 cyl.,
auto., radio, heater, whitewall tires.

F-135, Automatic

stick,

'63 FORD GALAXIE

'65 FALCON

'62 OLDS

'64 DODGE

$825 or best offer. CL 3-6784

cing. 392-4080

CUDA

Fastback

station

of McHenry. PH. 815-385-6333

259-1500
Open 9 to 9
101 N Arlington Heights Rd:
Member MAP

'65 BAR

9 Passenger

wagon 6 cyl., A/T, low mileage.

Brick & Frame - 4 bdrms: - 2

garage

$1995

$695

440 Hdtop.

7 p.m.

shape.

Or 2 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8-585-A,
V -E, auto. trans., power steering, radio, whitewall tires.
!Lots of driving left in this one.

Convert, 4 Speed

'65 CORONET

9 Pass., Vista Cruiser

#8.736-A, V-8,
radio, whitewall tires.
Stock

500

500 XL ,

'64 MONZA

'65 BUICK

'64 PLYMOUTH
CONVT.

'64 FORD GALAXIE

'66 FAIRLANE

$795

'66 PLYMOUTH

_

U

vnalleg
OPEN EVENINGS

\

ARLINGTON

/

ecor
CLOSED SUNDAY

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. - CL 9-4100

Opposite Golf Mill Shopping. Center.

.

..,Vite

0

t 295

$1795

E)

2 Door

Fury ill With Power

'65 CORVAIR 2 -DR.

Stock #8-787-A.
HARDTOP
whitewalls:
Radio,
heater,
Red.

HARDTOP

ry , wall tires.

'64 COMET

'65 PLYMOUTH

IN LIV. ROOM

plus

'66 CHARGER

(:)

'65 MUSTANG 2 -DR

IMPALA

Automatic trans.

2 In Stock

296-7973

\-1

$1095

Convertible, V-8, auto. trans.,
)power steering, radio, white-

$ 115

440 E. Main St. DU 1-3400

1961 Cadillac Convertible
Very Good Condition

radio, whitewall tires.

ri) '65 CHEVROLET

SATELLITE

Classic

GALA= 500 SJ

$2895

'64 FALCON

.4 -speed. Warranty Book

Nash American 2 -door

1960

cond.,

Dart 270, Automatic

'66 CORVETTE

Air Ciind. Polara

IN

299-8507 before 4 p.m. or aft
Rambler

Stock #8-449-A. Full power, air

$995

'66 DODGE

good 2nd car. Runs good. $100

'64

'66 T -BIRD LANDAU

11/T

'62 Rambler Classic 2 dr., auto.

1960

$2695

$1395

440 Eng.

MIDSNOBELE

1964 VW 2 dr. sedan, excellent
condition. W -W, like new tires
$800 firm. Can arrange finan-

NW RR station '192-3486.

Mt Prospect by owner, 3 bedrm.

270 Hardtop. Stock #8-852-A,
stick, power steering,
radio, whitewall tires. Like

'64 DODGE

3.1)3AWOS

136 W. Northwest Highway

LARGE LOT w/privacy. $35,90f

Air conditioned, patio. With
or without appliances. Convenient to shopping 2 blocks to C &

'68 DODGE DART

.

'67 CORONET

9 Passenger

trans., P/S, P/B, R&H. Very clean.
$475. 439-0631.

\-1,

'67 FORD

$2692
0

True luxury at a low price.

JEEP DEALER

Barrington, III.

(9.)

SELECTED USED C k RS

G.T. Hardtop

Hardtop

Air Cond., 9 Pass.

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES

estave14J

(

NTEE, 30 DAYS ON
GUARANTEE,

ri\21

'65 DODGE

'67 FORD '500

'66 BUICK

'66 CHEVROLET

'65 Impala 2-dr. hdtp., P/S, Auto.
6, mist blue. Bost offer. 439-3360,
after 5 p.m.

real.

mediate occup. Exc.

Comp (lc

Sp4,eds

-

$595

trans., R&H, tinted gloss, dual

3

schools $250 Mt Prospect.

318 V-8 engine, custom vinyl
roof, push-button radio, power steering, bucket seats, tinted glass, elect. clock, tachometer, undercoating and more.

98 Sport Sedan

'63 Rambler wagon Classic, auto

'63 Mercury Colony Park Station
wagon 9 pass. white. P/S, P/B,
radio, rack, 1 owner $1050. No

$27

V-8,

$550. CL 3-3980.

\-1

Conviirtible. Stock #7-124.
V -B, auto. trans., power steering, radio, whitewall tires.

INC O.

Sta. '12 -agoras

Need a good 2nd car? Sharp '60
Bui& LeSabre2-dr. H.T.A beauty.

437-4694.

roof,

$2649

'62 OLDSMOBILE

,

vinyl

4 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #7-152
390 V-13, auto. trans., power 2 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #7-63.
steering & brakes, radio, white- ' 390 V-8, auto. trans., power
wall tires, factory air cond.
steering, air conditioning.

1962 CORVAIR MONZA, R&H,
AITO. TRANS. $395. CALL AFT. 6
PM, 392-9784.

OWNER WANTS OFFERS!

garage Walk to train, stores,

99 -Automobile For Sale

'64 PONTIAC

392.5520

clean, $595. 392-3458

PRICE REDUCEDI

01 level, 2 bdrm , rec. room &

Mt

station'

wagon $95.

'62 Chevy 4-dr. Bel Aire sedan,
auto. trans., factory air. 1 -owner)

children or pets $160. 824-2627.

housekeeper

259-627,
99 -Automobile For 5cde

'61 Dodge Pioneer $125.
CL 3.5302

tirnaeds.io,

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500

$1C95

beautifully wooded. 2 mi. north
of Mundelein.

Good running condition. $225.

bdrm. deluxe apt.

'67 FORD
OALAiiiE 500

$2 3i,9

'66 CHEVROLET
IMPALA COUPE

'59 Olds 98 - 1 owner. All power.

5 room each house blk. to
downtown Des Plaines. Stove,
&

Prestige area homes, utilities
underground, 170'x245' deep,

Dr.

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500

11

traction. $295. 437-4216

439,41011:

pool, air cond., & utilities.
May 1st or before 439-5294

ref rig

Conveniently

2 baths, completely
remodeled kitch. with built-in
appliances. Family room plus
den. Attached. garage. Ask.

bdrm opts Includes heat, hot
water, cooking gas range, refrig.
plus SWIMMING POOL. Deposits now being accepted for
immediate occupancy,
.

area.

a

TIMBERLAKE VILLAGE

1444 S .BUSSE..

88 -Real Estate-Vaant

1958 FORD V8 2

$2619

whitewall

'63 Buick. LoSabre 5.W. 9 pass.,
good cond., like new tires. $800;

Mt. Prospect

74 -To Rent Apartments

r-

Multiple

M.A.P.

2 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #7-140.
390 V-8, auto. trans., power
steering, whitewall. tires, radio,
air conditioning.

$24%9
steering,

*Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

Choice lot in Arbor Vista Estates.

3 bedroom ranch on 114 acre '
lot near shops & sChOols1 Enclosed breezeway finnily rm.,
full basement, recreation rm.,
dinette kitchen, large patio,

.

radio,
whitewall
steering,
tires, air conditioning.

4 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8-286A. V -B, auto. trans.; power

listing Service

Excellent

$45 392-8195

MAXIE 500
#P-

Stock

509, V-8, auto. trans., power

at MT. PROSPECT

$100 with case 392-0514.
Tremolo

ri)

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

4 BDRM, COLONIAL. Full basement, att. 21/2 car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

classical guitar, mint condition.
Amplifier,

Hardtop.

2 -Dr.

Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.

'67 FORD

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500

as $395 a yd Free estimates.

Gibson
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Friday, March 22, 1968

SEE THE ....

sewing

port.

Westinghouse
machine, $25
Call CL 9-3132

THE DAY

86-Rool Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

[)
750 E. Northwest Hwy. Des,plaines
Phone 827-2163

1

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

Friday, March 22, 1968

Page 12

OUT. OUR WAY
TWO YEARS I
BEEN ON THIS
METAL GRASSHOPPER ! TH'
SHOPS IS TOO

TH' BULL IS

DID

you

OUT OF. THAT
PERIOD WHEN
WE MADE OUR

EVER

TRY

OWN GAMES.
AN' FIXED OUR
OWN CARS AN'

MAKIN'

BIG --A GUY
DON'T GIT

YOUR

OWN
BREAKS

NOTICED ANY
MORE! WE

EVERYTHING" AND HE STILL
TALKS IT!

2

DON'T GIT TH'
BREAKS THAT

YEH, I KNOW!
HE GOT TO
BE SUCH A
FINE MACHIN-

IST MAKIN'
STUFF FOR

HIMSELF
HERE ON TH'
COMPANY'S

TIME, THAT HE

WON FAME AN'

PROMOTION!

you DID!

342.
cHuH NIA. I.'. T.M. be. US. MOO.

"He's one of the most powerful men in Washington.
He owns and operates several strategic parking lots!"

"Ah, spring! I can almost smell those Sunday outings
polluted streams, gas fumes, insect repellent . . ."

ROBIN MALONE
UNTRUS5 YOU
AND E3ELoNa
TO A 6ARG5'

OUR GRoL3P15 RUNNING YOU

I

FORME PRESIDENCY BECAUSE
Y01.1AR5175MOST RENOWNED.
MEME3EIZ,MRG. MALONE-

DISCRIMINATEDAGAINST GROUP

KNOWN AS
0 NIA. 1m. TM. 141. U.t V

S. RWILLIAm_s

THE MAKIN'S

OM

3-ZZ -68

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
EGAD, MARTHA, IT'S
EXACTLY *20 EITHER

BUGS BUNNY

Answers to
Hideaword

\NAV/SUCH A CHOICE
'39 -- ito!
YoLl CAN SPLIT YOUR SHISH-KAWIENIE HARDLY MAKES ANY
SENSE To A MATH PROFITS FIFTY-FIFTY OR_ PAY Me

SE-

HURRYL7

HERE COMES

MY SCHOOL

BUS:

/C' MOH, I ON
GI MME
GOT
TH' HOT
DOG:
HERE'S
THE

THREE
HANDS!

HOLD IT A
SECOND, KID04
16irri

_t

paste
peat
apse
apes
aims
same
sate

0,_

MONEY:

fir"=4.-

/411

steam
stem
sept
seta
mast
mist
mate
meat

past .
pest
pate

BILL( LET ME KNOW WHAT YOU
DECIDE BEFORE I PICK UP MY
BROOM

HOLD IT:

we,

PASTIME

EMATICIAN LIKE ----

I2° ON YOUR BROTHER JAKE'S

allwm217\\____\

mite
mesa

time

stamp

tame
tape
tamp
team
taps

step

smite
seat

scam
spat

(De, e,
3-22.

MA,30.R=

MORTY MEEKLE

ARIES (Mar. 22 -Apr. 20) --

Fortune smiles. Take ad-

vantage of her good mood and
strive to get ahead. Make
decisions on the basis of both
reason and feeling.

(HAVE YOUs

NOTICED A

A5 A MATTEI2
OF FACT
HAVE.

CHANGE IN ME,

WINTHROP?

f2161:061TICN..... A 51C14ENING,
6TICKY, I30150L1STINGLY

.....

T,.....HE MULTITUDE OF STARS...

N.

t

4,

r

:Oa j.-ilA
II

k

..--

4 ill

children.

GEMINI (May 22 -June

,

I

your mind in the presence of
ple need to know where you

THE BORN LOSER

23) --So

'THANKS,

this would be a good day for

following your fancy.

ACROSS

after the new and different.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept.
23) --Lead family members in

a joint effort to come to some

understanding with each

other. You can lessen
domestic tension con-

siderably.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) --Don't

go

things

at

CAPTAIN EASY
NOW BRING

e-HORTLY BEFORE.
../ DAWN! THE VAN IS

QUIETLY RETURNED
TO THE FARMHOUSE

ME CAR CLOSE
ENOUGH TO FOLLER

AND KEEP A EYE

ON RAM5E5t
ORVY

DUH11...WOT
ABOUT LELAND.

UNCLE JAKE=

KNOWING LELAND, I SYMPATHIZE WITH
YOU MOVING TO PARTS UNKNOWN.91.5. BUT
WHAT If HE SHOWS UP HERE?!

DON'T MENTION L112
NAME AGIN. IT DREAKS
me OUT IN HIVESt AH'D
RATHER RISK TH' GALLOWS
THAN TRAVEL WITH HIM
ANOTHER FOOT!

THATIS WHY WEARENT 5AVING WHERE
WE'LL MOVE, AMY!

EYE, ENE:

in

such a way that either your
health or your age begins to
slow you down. Know your

HERE DEY

awn. uNKI

AoRFi
ouv.

limits.

SAGGITTARIUS (Nov.

23 -Dec. 22) --Remember to

think out even the easy

choices. This is a day wher,

n14071

decisions are irrevocable;

V

don't tempt the fates.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 20) --It wouldn't be a
good idea to plan the day's acJan.

tivities about your mood of

the morning. Pessimlsm
should fade later.

HERE IT

17Z

NOTICED YOUR TIOWEL74

45 Mtorist's

DISPENSER HAS A

15

hostelry
47 More haggard
49 At the side of

LOOSE
BRACKET

vessel (naut.)

munity. You could take the
lead in them and achieve a

.

position of importance.

2l) --Regardless of how you

50 Odorless gas
51 Speaks
defectively

2 Italian noble
. famil

up appearances. A Saturday,
which could make or break '
ISM IT NIA I.,. TA Ls US. M. 011.

A

V

3 Fourthy Arabian

caliph

31

36

33

40

39

j
46

1 Catalogues

- feel, make every effort to keep

Ain

_.

29 30

52 Promontory
DOWN

PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar.

.1

US. re. On.

THE WILLETS

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19) --Take an interest in what
is going on in your own com-

your social life.

S 1%1 Sy NSA. 1m. T./.1.

4 Ten years
5 Seaport in

L
M R
1 Inelastic
A
T
Morocco
element
A
6 Plasculine
5 Argonlike
appellation
element
T
7 Signified
10 Isolate
L
L TA
8
Palm
leaf
(var.)
12 Feminine name 9 Seine
I
13 Capable of being. 10 Run 'away to
DI
N
molded
NT
M
wed
14 Yugoslav
A
11. Sea miles
district
(Australian)
15 Way which Is
13 Thrust
traveled
17 Metallic element 28 Feminine name 40 Motion pictures
;16 White poplar
19 Poisonous
29 Three Roman) 41 Throes
18 Selects
43 Jump
30 Mouth ike
19 Mine entrance 21 element
opening
44 Purchases
Consulted food
20 Small flap
31 Gives
45 Bad (comb,
22 Big - (in
23 - Moines,
form)
35
Western
state
London)
Iowa
36
Sticky
substance
46
Kimono sash
24
Fish
organ
24 Chafe
48 Woodcutter's
25 Back
37 Ascended
,25 Festival
tool (var.)
26 Malleable meta 38 Smell
26 It is (contr.)
27 Become firm
5
a
2
3
6
9
4
7
29 Element of the
halogen group
12
32 Daughter of.
Cadmus (myth.)
14
33 Hard metal
34 Part of speech
16 17
36 Expert (coll.)
39 John (Gaelic)
18
19
20 21, 22
40 Unrelenting
41 Gave money for
25
42 Wonderland
visitor
27 28
44 Man's voice
.. -

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) --An

some of the cobwebs away.

uzzle

510

evening of quiet socializing
with friends should follow an
exciting day of changes. Go

ing mother nature to sweep

Answer to Previous

Elements

MR. VEEBLEFESTER,

Surprises in store.

outside as much as possible.
today. A good day for allow-

..---,,-..e...,..,.._t_e...-___.

I

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

family and friends. These peo-

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) --

....--,--(-1-..r."
323.

01.411%.1mrm a...1,mM

21) --Don't hesitate to speak

The wise Libra will get

east

I BECOME AWARE OF
HOW TRULY SMALL AND
INSIGNIFICANT ,riX)
REALLY ARE

Y'le.PoLu SOMETHING, EEIe?
WHENEVER I LOOK OP AT THE
VASTNESS OF THE SKY ALIO

SWEET DISPOSITION.

TAURUS (Apr. 2I -May

CANCER (June 22 -July
long as you harm
neither yourself nor others,

0:::;;;O;;$1

YOOVE DEVELOPED A SWEET

2I) --To discover the secret of
how to get along with others
even though you differ from
them, observe the behavior of

stand.

spate
spite
site

(076

CHOICE,

I Horoscope
FOR SATURDAY

item
emit

spit
VHAT'S
THE

42

41

44

43

47
60

51

52

48

37

38

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy, low

Telephone

In mid 40's; Tomorrow: Sunny;
continued warm, high near 70.

255-4400
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Rortterm
dem) ,of Pollice
of the vote to join the
group,. Yost said, is no being

fluenced certain penal legisla-

ingly Sunday to join

he
Fraternal Order of Police, the

with the village ad-

strumental in killing an at-

second such organization in
the northwest suburbs to do

conditions and salaries.

The Mount Prospect po ice
patrolmen voted overwhelm-

tion. The group was in-

ministration over working

tempt to eliminate capital

The Fraternal Order of.
Police is an organization

so.

which supports police policies
at the local, state and national

The move was described by

Detective Richard Yost,
spokesman for the group, as

an attempt to improve the

village police force, and the
community as a whole. The

ems

organized only to bargain

level. The group has lobbied
successfully at state level for
improvements in the police

pension fund and has in -

evaiii

Heights, Democratic

ington

committeeman of Wheeling

Township, Monday an-

nounced a re -organization of

the Township Regular
Democratic Organization.

"The most important ob-

Fire destroyed an abandoned house on Hintz Rd. west of
Schoenbeck Sunday night. Prospect Heights Volunteer firemen

managed to contain the damage to the building itself. A toy
firetruck is in the foreground.

The intense heat of the blaze at the house on Hintz Rd.
prevented firemen from entering the building before it was
destroyed Sunday night. Firemen hose down the living room
through the front doorway. (Photos by Bob Johnson)

Town

BY DIANNE CLERIHAN

Richard Schuld, president

of the sanitary district, said
Sunday,

Saturday
If the referendum had passed, the funds would have been
used to Install a sanitary sewer
system in the district The

The sanitary district's pro- cent of the wells were found
posal had been endorsed by to be polluted, not 30 per cent

constructton by 59 votes

disappointed in the results of sanitary sewer system on the
the election. Our next step will grounds that, in tests made of
be to sit down and re-evaluate 600 wells in the sanitary
the system."

sanitary district trustee, asked,

"Where have these so-called

district's area, only 20 per

concerned citizens been for
the last seven months when

members of the district have
been pleading for help from

new area chairmen with
precinct workers and other

are:

Areas 1 & 2 - Russell
Berndt, 288 N. 3d., Wheeling,

and Harvey Sturman, 499 Isa

Drive, Wheeling, c o -

On March 20, three days
before the referendum, The
Concerned Citizens Com-

Prospect.

fields

Club and the Prospect Heights
Women's Club.

mittee sent out a three -page

Heights.

district asking them to vote
"no" on March 23. The last

Meersman, 420 N. Russell,

blem?"

faulty seals.

He would not

state specifically whether septic seepage also contributed to
the polluted wells.
Old Town Sanitary District

letter to residents of the

Manp 1 wer ool t rover=e.
E ergeney °lice id

first act of "death of a

posal while 566 residents
voted "yes"

The referendum issue

became confused at an open

meeting. March 19, when

An almost split-second
in the event of a

years ago and listed a possible
plane crash in the nearby

in an attempt to pool man-

policemen would be used.
"We would like to train

response

community disaster is a goal
set by suburban police chiefs
power for mutual aid.

Police chiefs and com-

manding officers from Arl-

ington Heights, Mount

Prospect, Elk Grove Village,
Rolling Meadows, Wheeling,

Barrington, Des Plaines,
Palatine, Crystal Lake and

Park Ridge, met in Arlington
Heights Friday to take the

first step in a program that
would achieve their goal

Lt. Jack Aldrich of the Arlington Heights Police Depart-

ment was named to head a

develop plans
for training personnel

committee to

town as two situations in
which the special force of
people for specific tasks.
These tasks have npt been

outlined yet, but we are working on a general outline now.
In two weeks we should have

something ready," said

Aldrich.
"Sometimes a real emergen-

cy or disaster is too much for
one community to cope -with.

We must be ready to assist
each other when we hear a
yell for help.

"When the tornado hit, we
had to use men from the Nike
site to perform a basic police

Discussions among

suburban police chiefs on the
formation of such a task force
have been conducted in recent
months, but' the meeting last
week was the first attempt by
the chiefs to assign organiza-

us," Kaman said. "We cannot

Des Plaines
Opposes
Merger
opposing Arlington Heights
Mayor John G. Woods' pro-

now could be too late." Lt.

proved by the council.

Aldrich said.

Mayor Herbert Behrel said
a three -car collision at
that the matter was not in
Rand and Kensington Rds.

CIVIL DISTURBANCES,
natural disasters

and other

emergencies that occur
without warning in the
suburban communities would

be the special project of the
police pool.

"We are interested in im-

mediate, on -the -spot reaction

and response from trained
men," said Lt. Aldrich

He cited the tornado that

' struck Arlington Heights two

1-

t.-

THE POLICE officials said
the emergency unit of trained

personnel would be able to
provide aid to another community whenever additional
manpower was needed.

Aldrich said the detailed

plan may be ready this sum-

mer. 'The Nike site in Arl-

ington Heights was suggested

as a possible "training.

northwest suburbs into the second largest city in Illinois.

The resolution, which is

A Mount Prospect

-

policeman and two Chicago
residents were injured Friday

studied by any legislative

Patrolman Richard Muller
committee before it was suffered
injuries to his right
presented to the council, but

merely reflected the opinions
of the legislators.

Woods last month proposed'
that the villages unite to fight
common problems such as en-

croaching federal and
Chicago political power.

number on it and have the

bank teller ask, "Do you
have an account here"?
A.M.

gas that temporarily renders
suspects helpless, but have to
pay for MACE out of their
own pockets, and a ruling that

policemen may not work in

would be increased from taverns when off -duty were
both beyond the mayor's
$8,004 to about $8,300.

power. "They had no other

THE ANNOUNCEMENT

recourse," Teichert said.

Meetings

Police Use
Mayor's Car

The Mount Prospeet

After Grath- '

Architectural 'Committee
at 8 p.m. Village Hall.

Mount Prospect School
Dist. 57 Board of Educa-

The Northwest

Suburban Council of

Mount Prospect Police
the use of Mayor
Daniel Congreve's golden

enlisted

auto over the weekend after

an accident reduced the
force's equipment to two
patrol cars.

After Patrolman Richard

Muller was injured Friday in
an auto accident at Rand and

Kensington Rds., and the

Associations at 8 p.m., Indian Grove School.

patrol car was damaged, only
two autos were in operation.
Congreve's auto was used

District Board of Trustees

for

Old Town Sanitary

at 7:30 p.m., St.
Alphonsus School.

patrol work and radar

speed monitoring. Six autos
are used by police, and three
were being repaired before
Muller's accident.

WEICSCOMOP IMEAMOMMUS4

441/1

Area 8 -- Thomas

McShane, 706 E. Clarendon,
Arlington Heights.

Area 9 -- Mrs. Chapman,

16 Princeton Court, Arlington
Heights.

Area 10 - C. Joseph Sneed,
441

Belmont, Arlington

S.

Heights.

.

Area 11 - Arthur Johnson,

rl

Heights.

Area 12 - Joseph Good,

603 Thorntree, Arlington

327 S. Forrest, Arlington

Policeman, 2 Others
Injured in Collision

posal to incorporate 10

.

Newell Esmond and Mayor
Daniel .Congreve. Congreve
announced last week that the
force would be increased by
three men and that salaries

order that the

policemen may use MACE, a

Heights.

THE NEW system was
made necessary, 'McCabe

being prepared by the city attorney, was unanimously ap-

Sometimes, five minutes from

Sunday were Police Chief

dividual policemen.

Congreve's

Area 7 -- John Griffin, 415

School, N. Wheeling Rd.,

response right now.

organization

Absent from Village Hall

N. Beverly Lane, Arlington

Heights.

for us to get the help.

out a detailed plan for the

ministration against in-

up to three years of service.

by Congreve and ad-

Brian Crowe, 218' N.

District will hold a meeting

Police Chief H. J. Ediger have

"What we need is a

vision for regular raises only

suburbs, and there is pro-

Main, Mount Prospect, co-

Heights, co-chairmen.
Area 13 -- Lester Bonaguro,

formed a committee to work

Campbell and Park Ridge

took a certain amount of time

and

health of your children or
yourself." he said.

ing Meadows Police Chief Cy

Chief Newell Esmond, Roll-

To try to cash a check

Village Trustee Robert

of any in the northwest

District Board of Commissioners at 7:30 p.m.,

with your name and

about."

Teichert said the organization
is the result of a "harassment"

patrolmen are the lowest paid

Prospect Heights Park

Day

said: "I cannot comment on
something that I don't know

Area 6 - Nello Benedetti,

506 E. Knob Hill, Arlington
Heights, and Eugene Griffin,

Prospect Heights, at 7:30 p.m.

motivating force for joining
the group. Mount Prospect

Congreve, when asked
about the affiliation vote,

Mount Prospect.

issue, you know that positive
action at the soonest possible
time and under local control
is the leat costly, even if you
are not concerned about the

function. That was to keep
people. out of the damaged
buildings and areas. But it

Mount Prospect Police

Area 5 -- Robert.

202 N. Salem, Arlington

tonight at St. Alphonsus

The Des Plaines City Council has taken an official stand

Area 4 - Edward Smetana,

continue to sit as we are. If
you have kept up with this

The Old Town Sanitary

they later were invited to join
the organization.

the proposed manpower in-

201 Wolf Rd., Prospect

chairmen.

in-

from the meeting, although

Gregory.

tein, 1700 Forest Dr., Mount

suburb". The next acts

sooner or later. Our county,
state, and federal authorities
will make this decision for

tional tasks and reports.

Area 3 - Howard Berns-

4 N. Russell, Mount Prospect,

water, street lights, fire plugs,
sidewalks and annexation or
incorporation.
Frank Kaman, a district
trustee, commented on the
Concerned Citizens bulletin.
"Sanitary sewers are coming

ground" for the police.

chairmen.

page of the bulletin predicted
that sanitary sewers would be
followed by higher taxes the
cluded storm sewers, piped -in -

crease could be jeopardized by
too much publicity.

John Muir School.

these wells were contaminated

A tally of votes showed 625
residents were against the pro-

township."
a1,11.0",*:=Mfl.V.R, a:',065Mt

is being prepared by the

village trustees, and some

and lieutenants were excluded

Heights). Others appointed

Chapman (D -Arlington

Dist. 214 Board of Education,

leaked into the wells through

tact with voters in the

at a worse time. The budget

believe that regular raises and

Village Hall. Even sergeants

tion at 8 p.m., 701 W.

1150 homeowners in the
santtary_ district now are

disposing of waste in septic

members of our organization
will result in. improved

village officials. Some felt that
the move couldn't have come

a closed door meeting in

Gripe
ONE OF THE area Of The
chairmen is Rep. Eugenia

claimed.

by surface water which had

organization," said McCabe,

establishment of a new area

residents interested in the pro-

the PTA of School Dist. 23,
the Prospect Heights Lions

"The ultimate objective of

any improvement in our

level, McCabe revealed

as district officials had
BROWN CLAIMED that

a half.

We hope that increasing the
communication through the

the Prospect Heights Improvement Assn., the Metropolitan

Sanitary District, the School

1966. Twelve new precincts
have been added in Wheeling
Township in the last year and

areas immediately.

last minute to oppose the
referendum. Ed Sakach, a

"I am very much voiced opposition to the

Residents of the Prospect
Heights Old Town Sanitary
District defeated a $900,000
bond referendum for sewer

which had occured since

In a move aimed at greater
effectiveness at the precinct

and co-chairmen, McCabe
said, will take charge of the

officials seemed concerned as
to why Brown waited until the

Densil Brown, director of the
Prospect Clinical Laboratory,

reported, by the rapid expansion of population and increase in number of precincts

"is to give better service to the
voters of Wheeling Township.

precincts is assigned to one of
the areas. Fifteen chairmen

decided to join the group at

Salaries of the patrolmen

McCabe.

Wheeling Township," said

chairman system. The
township is divided into 13
areah. Ea-ch of the 78

&aria Sewer
lan Loses by 59 Votes

1

jective of our re -organization
at this time is to establish an
effective two-party system in

THE 21 PATROLMEN

appeared to be the main

Or anization
James L. McCabe of Arl-

punishment in the state.

organization was received

with little enthusiasm by

arm, left eye, shoulder and

ly Hospital.

Seriously injured was Mrs.

June Wessels, of Chicago,
who was a passenger in the

auto driven by her husband,
Gilbert. She suffered a concussion, broken wrists and a

compound fracture of her

chest when his patrol car was

right ankle. She was described

while he was on an emergency

hospital. Her husband was
treated and released.
Wessels was cited by police

struck at the intersection

call. Muller's siren and

flashing light reportedly were
on at the time. He was treated
and released from Holy Fami-

Arlreir: 'Pk*:
.. -O.

as in

fair condition at the

for failure to yield right of
way to an emergency vehicle.

Sunny March Sundays are fine for strolling babies, whether they'rereal or "just pretend."
Mrs. Ted Price, 905 S. Can -Dots, Mount Prospect, helps Jail Bjorgo, 2, push her doll, while
her mother, Mrs. James Bjorgo, 903 S. Can-Dota, pushes 6 -week-old James Jr. (Photo by
George Steiner)
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OBITUARIES

Cost of Life Safety
Exceeds Budget

I

$116,736 for general contract;

Remodeling of Prospect High
School were made Thursday.

plumbing contract; Mid

Architects Berger-KelleyUnteed-Scaggs and Assoc.,

who were employed by the
Dist 214 Board of Education

at the last regular board
meeting, March 11, for the

remodeling on a time and
matenal basis, directed the
bidding
The lowest bids were: Fred

Quinn Construction Co.,

'f!),

R. C. Caruso Co., $6,475 for

$52,900 for heating contract.

The lowest total bid is

$198,107. According to the
architects, the total budget is
$200,000. The budget figure

Prospect Day Carriers attended an Initial meeting Friday, will send 35 of the boys on an all -expense paid trip to Cedar
March 22, to learn the details of a spring sales contest that Point, Ohio this summer.

Clear

cum bents

for

iell

hi High Se ol oard Race
Two incumbents, Mrs. Leah

Cummins and Richard A.

Bachhuber, are running un-

contested for three-year terms
on the High School Dist. 214
Board of Education.
Candidates were required to
file petitions

signed
voters by March 23.

by 50

Mrs. Cummins said she is
running again because, "I've

become even more interested
in education now that I have
been doubly exposed to it. I
think 214

a

is

wonderful

district and I would like to be
a part of its future growth.':

Beside being a housewife

and mother of two, Mrs.
Cummins is a disseminator

for the 'Charles Kettering
Foundation at Juliette Low
School.

Bids on Creek
To Open After
April 26
"411111Pm"

SPREADER

A

Davis Shady Superfine
Lawn Seed
regular $4.89

addam cued fordea

&eat

DES PLAINES, ILL.

1530-34 OAKTON STREET

296-3810

Bids on the improvement of
Weller Creek are to be opened
shortly after April 26 and
construction should begin immediately after that date, State
Rep. David Regner, (R -Mount
Prospect) said Sunday.

The Regner-sponsored

legislation provides a $1.4
million for improving the
creekbed from the railroad

tracks in Des Plaines

upstream as far as Mount
Prospect Rd.

HATS OFF TO

YOUR M

Mrs. Cummins, 109 Ridge

Ave., has been a resident of
Elk Grove Village for 71/2
years. She is a member of the
Elk Grove Village Plan Com-

mission, the Business and
Professional Women's Club,
and a Girl Scout leader.

MRS. CUMMINS has

a

IN SERVICE

has attended the New York
University Graduate School
of Business Administration.

Bachhuber said he is running again because, "I've enjoyed work on the board. I
think it is important. I think
I can be more effective in a
second term, because of my
added experience."
Bachhuber, 625 S. Edward
St., Mount Prospect, has been

Ten men have

Meetings

Education.

Mount Prospect School

Dist. 57 Board of Education
will hold two special meetings
tonight at the Administration
Building, 701 W. Gregory St.,
Mount Prospect.

At 7 p.m. the Board

Negotiations Committee will
meet with the Mount Prospect

March 22.

Vandals Hit
School Office
breaking two windows and

The Board of Education
up office furniture in
will hold another meeting at tearing
8:15 p.m. to consider and take the secretary's office.
for 1968-1969.

Door Stolen

An architectural report on
Central School, negotiation

Joseph E. Morrison, 917 S.
Emerson, reported to Mount

agenda.

and Prospect Heights area.
We would like to include your serviceman or woman
in this issue. We need the following: (1) A black -and -

white, portrait type photograph, in uniform if possible,
any size from 2x3 to 5x7. Be sure to put the name of
service person on the back of the photo. If you desire,
you may pick up the 'picture when the section is completed. (2) Please fill out the blank below and mail it
with the photo to the Arlington Day, 117 S. Arlington

engineer for Sylvannia Electric Products. He received a
B. S. in electrical engineering

Prospect Police Friday that

vandals entered his home and
stole an oak door.

the Institute of Electronic and
Electrical Engineering.
Elections will be April 13.

Five of the 10 candidates
are incumbents. They are, for

Milton Hansen, Palatine;

Kuranz, Barrington.
New candidates for a three-

year term are Raymond
Sklencar, Arlington Heights;
Robert Mayer, Palatine; Dr.
Stanley B. Quinn, Elk Grove;
Robert S. Lonze, Inverness;
and,

for a two year term,

William Doggett, Palatine.
Elections will be held April
13 at 43 precinct stations

designated by the college
board.

The following menus will
be served Tuesday.

Dist. 214 (subject to change
without notice)
Main dish: (one choice)
Oven fried fish
Pizza -burger in bun
Wiener in bun

coin

Vegetable: (one choice)

a

Tater rounds
Harvard beets

phrase.

Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Relish dish

Molded: raspberry, pineapple grape, lime, grapefruit and
mandarin orange

Hts. Rd., Arlington Heights, Illinois.

Rolled wheat muffins and butter --1I3 qt. milk

PLEASE SUPPLY INFORMATION AND PHOTO OF
YOUR SON, HUSBAND OR DAUGHTER SERVING
IN THE ARMED FORCES ... DON'T WAIT,

L

DEADLINE IS MAY 6.
dr
(PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE)

Parent's Name and Address

Age
Branch of Service

Home is where
the heart is!
Your home is your castle ... and if your
castle needs improvements, we're ready

to lend you the money ... quickly and
easily. Whatever your needs ... a recrea-

Wife or Husbands' Name anti Address

tion

room, pleasant family room, re-

modeled kitchen ... even a new drawbridge ... call us for the money.

Children's NaMe and Ages

Where Stationed

Military mailing address (as of May 6)

Mount Prospect
State Bank
Busse and Emerson
Mount. Prospect, Ill. 60056
CLearbroak 9-4000

Name of person filling out this sheet
Mailing address

LOBBY HOURS 8:30 am to 2:00 pm daily Mn,
Saturday. encapt Wed. Friday evenings, 5:30 until 8.
DRIVE -UP HOURS 8:30 am to 4:00 pm daily

Phone

Mar. IWO am to 8:00 pm Sat.11:30 am to 2:00 pm

Doolan, both of Chicago.
Visitors may call after

7

p.m. Monday at the

LaJeunesse

Available desserts:

Pear half
Strawberry chiffon pie
Apricot crunch
Chocolate cake
Sugar cookies

St. Viator High School,
(subject to change without
notice)
Beef stew with potatoes
Orange juice
'

.92.7 FM'
'LISTENERS MEMO.
STOCK REPORTS,
uompoy THIU rathif:`
riome. F. HUTTON Co;

3 0:00 0.01.

Opening Alleirkinr
12:00 Noon
Midday Prices.
1:00
Mar)et Movements
13:0635.m:

Closing, Averagifs

Including Pow Johe
6:00 PA.
Market -Wrap -Up

Arlington Heights, died Saturday in the Maple Hill Nursing
Home in Palatine.

She is survived by her

daughter, Mrs. Mildred L.

Graham of Arlington Heights;

Wednesday in St. Raymond's

p.m. Monday at the

Amass will be offered

Church in Mount Prospect.
Burial will be in All Saints
Cemetery.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Ruby Klise, 64, were schedul-

ed Monday afternoon in the
Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home Chapel in Arlington
Heights with the Rev. Dr.

Burial was scheduled for
Memory Gardens Cemetery in
Arlington Heights.

Mrs. Klise died Friday in
her home at 645 S. Dunton,
Arlington Heights. She was a
resident of the village for 11
years.

She is survived by her

husband, Wade; two

daughters, Mrs. Louise
Dickerson of New Jersey and

Mrs. Susan Steinmetz of
Michigan; four grandchildren,
and three sisters, Mrs. Maude

Snider of California, Mrs.

Jane ,Everingham and Mrs.

Gladys Mitchell, both of
Oblong, Ill.

Mrs. Emma Koenig
Mrs. Emma Koenig, 82, of
514 N. Arlington Heights Rd.,
Arlington Heights, died Sunday in Northwest Community

two grandchildren, and four
great-grandchildren.

Visitors may call after 7

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights.
Services will be Tuesday at 11

a.m. in the funeral home
chapel. Burial will be in
Forest Home Cemetery in
Forest Park.

W.T. Repenning
Funeral services for

William T. Repenning, 44,

were scheduled Monday
morning in the Friedrichs
Funeral Home chapel with the

Rev. Roger Pittelko of-

ficiating. Burial was to be for
Memorial Park.
Mr. Repenning, of 453 Elk

Grove Blvd., Elk Grove

Village, died Friday in Skokie
Valley Community Hospital.
He was a wholesale florist.
He is survived by his wife,
Joanne; two sons, Richard
Lee and Scott William, and a

brother, Robert R. of
Chicago.

Jack Schiffour
A funeral mass for Jack

Leo Schiffour, 52, of 204 E.
School Ln., Prospect Heights

was scheduled Monday morning in St. Veronica Church in

Ambridge, Pa. Burial was
scheduled in Ambridge.

Mrs. Schiffour, an ad-

Hospital.

vertising salesman for Pad-

daughters, Mrs. Hulda Stolper
of Fort Wayne, Ind., Mrs.
Wilma Keiser and Mrs. Clara
(Richard) Wilke, both of Arl-

ington Heights, died Thursday

She is survived by five

ington Heights, Mrs. Bertha

(Raymond) Landmeier of

Grand Junction, Colo., and

Hot biscuits
Milk
ala carte
Soup
French fries

dock Publications in Arlin Holy Family Hospital in
Des Plaines.

He is survived by his wife,
Dorothy; two sons, James S.
and Thomas L.; a sister, Mrs.
Theresa Kroker of Alliquippa,
Pa.; two brothers, Donald, of
Pittsburgh, Pa., and Richard,

of Ambridge, and his father,
John, of Ambridge.

Mrs. Rose Schwartz
Funeral services for Mrs.

Rose Schwartz, 59, were

Hamburger, hot dog, thur- scheduled Monday afternoon
in the Lauterburg & Oehler
Funeral Home chapel in Arlbarbecue

inger, cheeseburger, chili,
Choice of desserts

ington Heights. Burial was

scheduled for Oak Ridge

Dist. 25 - North Elemen- Cemetery.
Mrs. Schwartz, of 804 S.
tary, Miner, Thomas and
loka, Mount Prospect, died
South Junior high schools
Friday in Presbyterian -St.
Porkupine meatballs
Buttered corn
Jello square
Frosted butter cake
Milk

Dist. 23 - MacArthur

Junior High Schools
40 cent lunch:
Tacos or burritos
Spanish rice
Rosy applesauce
Pudding
Milk
30 cent lunch:
Noodle beef casserole
Buttered corn

Lukes Hospital in Chicago.
She is survived by her hsuband, LeRoy W.

Henry J. Stawasz
A funeral mass for Henry
J.

Stawasz, 47, of 1178 S.

Mitchell, Arlington Heights,

was scheduled this morning in

Our Lady of the Wayside

Church in Arlington Heights.
Burial was scheduled in St.
Adelbert Cemetery in Niles.

Mrs. Stawasz died Friday

in Northwest Community

Homemade bread and but- Hospital in Arlington Heights.
He is survived by his wife,
Lottie; two sons, James and
William; a daughter, Susan;
his mother, Lottie, and three
Dist. 15-Jonas Salk and sisters, Mrs. Mae Wisniewski
and Mrs. Josephine Walera,
Carl Sandburg Schools
ter
Rosy applesauce
Milk

Pizza burger
Tater tots

both of Lemont, and Sister

tdbbage salad

Cleveland.

Raisin
Milk

WNW('

Mrs. Anna J. LaJeunesse,
96, of 1609 E. Palatine Rd.,

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Honie in Arlington Heights.

School Menus

Township High School

to

O'Leary and Mrs. Virginia

from the University of Paul Stumpf officiating.
Wisconsin and is a member of

To be eligible, candidates John Haas, Prospect Heights;
presented a signed petition of for a two year term, LeRoi
50 voters or 10 per cent of Hutchings, Mount Prospect,
the voters in their district by and, for a one-year term, John

Vandals broke into'
Educational Association Fairview
School Friday night
Negotiation Committee.

agreements and the 1968-

He is an electronics

positions on the Harper a three-year term, James
Junior College Board of Hammil, Hoffman Estates;

THE ARMED FORCES?
A special section saluting the men and women serving in any military branch of the Armed Froces will be
published May 17, in Day Publication in conjunction
with Armed Forced Day. This section will feature photos
and information of the service men and women of the
Arlington Heights, Rolling Meadows, Mount Prospect,

filed as

two sisters, Mrs. Margo

nine years. He has four Mrs. Ruby Klise

Harper Board

OR DAUGHTER SERVING IN

Rank

Memory Gardens Cemetery in
Arlington Heights.

a resident of Dist. 214 for'
children, two of whom are attending Prospect High School.

10 in Race For
candidates for the five vacant

1969 budgets also are on the

DO YOU HAVE A SON, HUSBAND

B.A. from Queens College and

Dist. 57 Board
Sets Special

action on staff and programs

Name of Service Person

Prospect, Mrs. Susan Guilfoil
of Rolling Meadows, and Mrs.

five grandchildren; her 'Mrs.

exceed the budget.

Of

Services will be Wednesday at

mother, Mrs. Mary Baird. of
Chicago; a brother, John H.
Baird of Hickory Hills, and

fees, so the remodeling costs

lbs. of
Davis Sunny Superfine

She is survived by her hus-

Donna Le Frerc of Dallas;

also includes the architect's

SAVE $5.00

DACO
BROADCAST

isitors may call after 7
tonight at the Haire Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights.

:1:30 p.m. in Faith Lutheran
Church in Arlington Heights
Virginia Siffermann of Lom- with the Rev. Edgar Behrens
bard, Barbara of Mount officiating. Burial will be in

American Piping Corp.,

R.Q.A' $29.95 and

Holy Family Hospital in Des
Plaines. She was a resident of

band, Donald F.; four
daughters, .Mrs. Mary

electrical contract; and

When you buy

oland (LaVerne) Koenig of

the village for 13 Years.

America Co., $21,996 for

MARCH SPECIAL

Mrs. Mary E. Draper, 57,

latine; 17 grandchildren,.
of 709 Cathy Ln., Mount
Prgspect, died Saturday in an 24 great grandchildren.

tv

Bids for the Life Safety

rs. Alma (Floyd) Wolfe of
orth Liberty, Iowa; a son,

Mrs. Mary Draper

Mary Ralph, O.E.S., of

cookie

Mr. Stawasz was a model
maker for the Vapor Corp.

Berlitz cures
broken Spanish
lame Italian
fractured French
halting Russian
and speechlessness
in any language
in the world.
BERLITZ
ENROLL NOW AND ENJOY A HEALTHY ACCENT IN WEEKS

BROMUTI, TO YOU BY

ceilimatisannolua

nwrry=omura....

School of languages

%X..

Winnetka
950 !;laden Ave.

Tel: 446.8771

Chicago
207 North Michigan Ave.
Tel: 782.6820

Brides -to -Be

The Day's, Prospects

arrilou is a Good Egg Decorator
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editotl

Marrilou Sanders is, if you

will pardon the pun,

"eggsactly" the kind of friend
one should have

She is the first in a new

"Share Your Friend" idea.
There are so many talented

and modest women living in
the area that it seems natural
to have a friend tell about

MARRILOU WAS introduced by Rita Lopotko,

current leader of the Mount
Prospect MT TOPS club.

Rita said, "you should

Miss Janet Marie Glorioso,

John J. Glorioso of Glenview,
and Leonard A. Miele, son of

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard A.
Miele of Prospect Heights,

lace, flowers, 'jewels
and any other items.

miniature scenes captured
within brightly colored egg

pearl strung with either nylon,

have set Oct. 19 as their wedding date. Their engagement

shells.

top for hanging," added Mar-

parents.

"I always glue a bead or

rilou,

structions that, when stirred
with a little imagination, will
provide a conversation piece

or when gathered upon a

sprayed branch can make the

ring as a stand. Glue on wider
end of egg and paint with No.
6 brush.
Easter pastel colors must be

braid and overlapped circle of

American School of Beauty

braid. This too is decorated

Culture, Des Plaines,

with beads."

Glorioso is a graduate of

Niles Township High School.

Miss

Her fiance, a graduate of

Maine East High School, is an
airman first class, stationed at
Charleston Air Force Base, S.
Carolina.

make these lovely eggs
yourself, call Marrilou (at
392-0576) and perhaps she

tapping a hole big enough for
two fingers in one side of the
egg. Remove inside and rinse
egg throughly in cool water.
Set, hole side down on paper

everything into something interesting "

Now attending the

add a crown of

IF YOU DO NOT want to

most exquisite Easter tree.

know Marrilou She can do so

has been announced by her

gold or silver thread on the

These are the simple in-

towel till dry (about 21/2
hours). Use a bone curtain

many things and makes

0,1,104.

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Marrilou is "egging." Her ribbon,

creations shown are beautiful

PREPARE THE EGG by

them.

Janet Glorioso

will sell you one of hers.
There is only one thing,

adds Marrilou, you will be us-

Pamela Linton

pancakes, waffles and cake

Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Linton
of Mount Prospect announce

ing an awful lot of eggs for
mixes, and of course, you're

in trouble if you hard cook

the engagement of their
daughter Pamela Ann to
James M. Sansone, son of N.:.

and Mrs. E. Sansone of

them.

She closes with an aspect of
"egging" that upsets her. She
said, "even with all my friends
saving their eggs for me I still
never have enough."

Chicago.

'Namel gives a gloss but is difficult to get smooth edges

friend to share, call 255-4400

as a secretary for the

office.

Trust of Chicago.

which Marrilou designed for

takes several hours to dry.

Bramsons

egg on 8 -inch pieces of

Rita was right. Marrilou is

the mother of five sons,

Michael, John, Bob, Douglas
and Chris Her poodle adds to
the interest of the household,
having served as a model for

special "doggy ensemble,"

Marrilou's home is her hob-

by as each room bespeaks a
loving hand and sparkles with
those added touches that show
someone really cares.

SHE IS BRAVE, using antique

orange on a lowboy

made from a buffet with

bright blue benches and table

in her Early American

flavored dining room. Pansies

framed in lace grace the entrance hall wall while the living room entertains all bright-

mixed using "Dope" paint.
Brushes may be cleaned in
nail polish remover. Pecta

Sansone graduated from

Weber High School in

Peek inside the Sanders' home and you will find `a good friend, talented mother and interior
decorator. Marrilou has a permanent display board in her dining room made of burlap -covered
wallboard. Each month she changes the decor - it now awaits the Easter Bunny.

can until dry. Paint by placing
fingers inside hole, apply .2 or

3 coats of paint, tut hole to

og0000

desired size with sharp

6111150000rsools000000000ti00000artfril ern ris

Chicago. He studied Com-

puter Programming at Bryant
and Stratton. He is .a member
of the Illinois National Guard
and is employed by the Hayes
Statistical Service Bureau in

crbm tra

manicure scissors.

NOW THE FUN of

Chicago.

They are planning an

decorating begins. Pour some
Elmer's glue into flat container and allow it to become
"tacky." Pour another amount

October wedding.

Kristine White

inside egg and plOce pastel
cotton ball on top. Dip main
figurine of scene in glue and
tweezers, set greens, etc. in
place to complete scene. Us-

and creativity
But the favorite pastime for

American National Bank and

or drop by the Prospect Day

coathanger wire placed in a

"what others throw away."

of elbow grease, handiwork

Bryant and Stratton Business
College, is presently employed

Hang the freshly painted

set in place.

These have been re-

Prospect High School, and

If you have an interesting

when shaping peephole and

ly refinished antiques and

juvenated with a large amount

Miss Linton, a graduate of

St. Paul Lutheran School,

Add tiny flowers with

putsionooss000socoosoosoossoossooptssu
Look close inside an egg at
Marrilou's house and you will

ing tacky glue on toothpick

dab it around opening and lay
braid in place.

Now let your imaginative
artistic self "go." Use velvet
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Janet Bretz Bride
Of Glenn Kiermas

find the Easter bunny. Make
a peephole egg for your family, or a nest of them for your
Easter brunch. One may turn '
out to be an heirloom.

oman's Editor Accepted
By Illinois Press Assoc.

The engagement of Miss
Kristine White, daughter of
Mrs. Roy White of Mount
Prospect and the late Mr.
White, to Marine Corporal
Charles Hoveland, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Hoveland of
Gilmore City, Iowa, has been
announced by her mother.

Miss White will graduate

from Prospect High School in

A family who must be well
informed on weddings is the

June. Her fiance, who was
wounded in Vietnam, has

daughter was married recently

. recuperating in Great Lakes
Hospital and is now leaving

spent nine months

Ward Bretz family of
Chicago. Their fourth

with all the sisters

for Camp Pendleton, Calif.

A September wedding

participating in the wedding,

is

planned.

as they did in the other three.

Janet T. Bretz became the

In recognition of achievement in the field
of journalism and published works, Dolores
Haugh, Women's Editor of The Prospect Day,
has been accepted by the Illinois Woman's
Press Assn

She was accepted after submitting three

published samples of her work written within
the previous year, and a copy of the "Pioneer
Mount Prospect Recipes," co-authored with
Fern Schneider

The Illinois Woman's Press Assn., founded

works, providing exchange of ideas and experiences and co-ordinating editorial opinions
on matters of interest to women.

Pamela Fruehling
The engagement of Pamela

Lynn Fruehling, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ivor Fruehling

in Chicago.

Mrs. Haugh has been Women's Editor for
Reverend Frank McGrath,
The Prospect Day for the past two years. Prior brother in law of the bride's
to her current position, she had a feature col- sister, officiated at the mass.
umn in Paddock Publication for seven years Teresas Orantes, member of
and has had work published by the Chicago
Tribune, Cook Publishing Company, house
organs of the C.E.I. Railroad, Signode Steel.

in 1885, is the oldest active organization of Strapping Company and has had national

professional women writers. It promotes publication
highest ideals in all fields relative to published

bride of Glenn M. Kiermas of
102 N. Louis, Mount Prospect
in a double ring ceremony at
St. Edward's Catholic church

and re -publication through the

Lutheran Church in America.

of Arlington Heights, to Kenneth Lee Sherman, son of Mr.

and Mrs. Roger Sherman of

the Chicago Metropolitan
Opera Company, sang "On

Mount Prospect, has been announced by her parents.

This Day, oh Beautiful
Mozart.

THE BRIDE chose an

Mr. and Mrs. Carl J. Dinga
of Prospect Heights announce

train.

late Henry Wenz of Glendale,
New York.

The veil was an ivory lace
crown re -embroidered with
pearls and crystals. She carried white roses with a white

MR. AND MRS. GLENN M. KIERMAS

Matron of Honor Mrs.

Barbara Wichlin, sister of the
bride, wore a floor length coral silk shantung empire sheath

with embroidered lace trim
from the knee to the hem.

Completes

Training

Deeper coral cascade bou-

quets of natural carnations

Pretty girls are being taken
in stride by students in the all -

McGrath and Mrs. Elizabeth
Marston, sisters of the bride,
who wore dresses identical to

High School in Arlington

bridesmaids Mrs. Sharon

male enrollment of St. Viator
Heights.

Girls from Sacred Heart of
Mary High School in Rolling

that of the maid of honor.

Meadows regularly attend

THE BRIDE'S mother

some classes at the school and

"exchange" programs bring

chose a mint green silk dress
with a matching jacket with
crystal beading around the
neck and also on the jacket.

Far Northwest District will
start selling candy March 29.

Interest was stimulated for
the sale at the father -daughter

Camp Fire Girl resident camp
in Wis., and a film about day

Park Dist. Gym Program

banquets held last month at

the Old Orchard Country

Club.

One of the groups, Little

Women from Des Plaines, under the leadership of Mrs. W.
Oehlerking, had 100 per cent,
attendance and received a plaque for selling the most Camp
Fire Girl candy last year. The
girls sold 1,044 boxes.

The Mount Prospect Park
District will add a new feature

to its programming this
spring.

A gymnastics program for

fifth through eighth grade
boys will be offered at the
Prospect High School gymnasium. Richard Chew, head

May 23.

this year.

John Allare Jr. of Mount

Prospect, president of the student council, said 90 letters of

invitation to visit the school
were sent out at the beginning

Kiermas (brother). Ushers

of the school year. He said
response has been slow, but

were Mike Bretz (brother) and
Les Wichlin (brother in law).

that a few exchange days have
been held.

one -week honeymoon in Cape
Cod.

The bride- graduated from

The program will be con- tended Northern Illinois

Thursdays from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. from March 26 through

sponsoring an exchange with
other suburban high schools

John Carney and Mike

Roosevelt High School and attended Wright Junior College.
gymnastic coach at Prospect She is employed by Deere and
High will supervise the Company.
classes.
The groom graduated from
Prospect High School and at-

ducted on Tuesdays and

The student council is

Best man was Thomas
Nolan. Groomsmen were

FOLLOWING A champagne reception and dinner
Proceeds from the candy for 125 at the Conrad Hilton
sale will be used to help girls Hotel the couple left for a

camp' at Busse Woods were go to camp.

girls to the school too.

She wore an orchid corsage.
The groom's mother wore a
turquoise blue lace dress with
matching coat. She also wore
an orchid.

shown at the banquets.

University. He is employed by
Campbell's Sales Company.

The couple are now

residing in Moline, Illinois.

on active duty for the past

pany of Mary School of Nursing, Evergreen Park. She com-

Company at Fort Polk.

Mrs. Erwin Kokes, assistant cashier

of the Mount

Prospect State Bank has Just
completed a week's training at

the American Bankers
Association' School in
Memphis. She has been attending the American

St. Viator was host to

students from Prospect High

schools.

Thursday students from St.

"This gives us a chance to
see how the other half lives,"
said Allare.

"But we realize there is not

much radical difference in
education," he said.

The exchange programs at

Chicago prior to her present

position. Marcella is the

mother of two sons, Ronald
and Geffrey and lives at 115
S. Maple, Mount Prospect.

pening on the current party
scene. Their image has been
revamped and they are now in
a strictly entertaining league.

Ministerial Association will
be held at 10:15 a.m. March

Liberty will be the speaker.

members.
it..ezot

MOTHERS . CAMP

WILD ROSE IS NOT EXPENSIVE!
WE ACCEPT BOYS & GIRLS 7 THRU 12 YEARS OLD

SPECIAL RATES BY WEEK,

MONTH, SEASON
INCLUDES:

CONSTANT
SUPERVISION

CAMPING

SCENE
Pajamas are what's hap-

The next meeting of the

s Mount Prospect Area

discussion with council the Church of Christian

INSURANCE

PAJAMAS ON PARTY

Ministers
To Meet

St. Viator are held on days 28 at South Church Comwhen the student, council munity Baptist, 501 S.
meets to allow the visiting Emerson, Mount Prospect.
students a chance for The Rev. Paul Lindstrom of

for over eight years and was
with the Western

Federal Reserve Bank of

Their wedding will take

place in May.

netka.

ROOM, BOARD,

Springs State Bank and

since their return.

East High School in Win-

Institute of Banking classes
affiliated

Both Captain Dinga and
been stationed at Fort Polk

Viator will visit New Trier

School, Libertyville High

School and Mundelein High
School. In turn, the St. Viator
boys spent a day in the other

seven years. He is the Commander of a Basic Training

Captain Wenz are veterans of
the Vietnam war. They have

Exchange Brings
Girls to St. Viator

were carried by the

Her fiance, a 1960 Cornell
University graduate, has been

Miss Dinga is a 1961

graduate of The Little Com-

orchid in the center.

Slides of Camp Tiyalaka,

avier College and Indiana

knee to the hem and also un-

der the bodice and on the

The Camp Fire Girls of the

pleted further studies at St. X-

daughter, Joanne Carole, to tain in the Army Nurse Corps
Captain Henry F. Wenz, son and has completed five years
of Mrs. Henry Wenz and the of active duty.

embroidered lace from the

Camp Fire Girls to Sell Candy

fiance from Wheeling High in
1966. Both are now attending
Western Illinois University.
The wedding is planned for
August, 1969.

the engagement of their University. She is now a cap-

empire sheath with a chapel
train from the shoulder, re -

annual recipe contest, using as an ingredient the candy being sold by the organization.

High School in 1967; her

Joanne Dinga

Mother" and an aria from

ivory silk organza over taffeta

Sen. Everett Dirksen receives the first box of candy in the Chicago area Camp Fire Girls
1968 candy sale from Melissa Blaeser, 8, of Palatine. The sale opened in Chicago March
8. Melissa was chosen to meet the Senator after she won the recent Camp Fire Girls first

Miss Fruehling was

graduated from Arlington

CAMP SEASON:

Write To:
Mrs. Bert Zick

Camp Wild
Rose, Inc.

Wild Rose,

SWIMMING
HIKING
FISHING
HORSEBACK
RIDING

Wis. 54984
JUNE 16 TO AUG. 10

FREE AIRPLANE RIDES!

1./ - r

'nut= r..7,71:vrn-t-

Dialogue

.

"Well, I finally did it. I got
up enough courage the other
night and went to see the play

require courage?"

`MacBird.' "

an anti -Vietnam war rally
when the author, Barbara

"I'm coming to that. The

'Macbird' satire originated at

"I'll bet it did take a lot of
courage to sit through one of

Garson, referred to LBJ's wife

those Shakespeare plays. I'd
fall asleep myself, because I

as Lady MacBird Johnson.

Then she noticed some

don't dig the language." "This isn't a Shakespeare
play Not completely, anyway.

parallels between LBJ and
MacBeth and also between
President Kennedy and King

1 It's an adaptation of

Duncan.

Shakespeare's 'MacBeth' with

"So the play. 'MacBird'

a little bit of 'Filmier_ and
'Julius Caesar' thrown in.

resulted and the satire goes
the whole route, suggesting

"But the need for courage
was obvious. I never have
thought much of 'composers'

engineered the assassination
of John Ken O'Dunc (JFK).

that MacBird (LBJ)

"And of course, Lady

who write variations on a mus-

MacBird, bothered by the

ical theme written by someone else. Likewise, I didn't
expect much from a variation

memory of it all, walks and
talks in her sleep, just as in
MacBeth."

on three of William

"It doesn't sound too bad,

Shakespear's works."

as long as everyone knows It's
a satire."

"So why would seeing that
... . ... ..

with George hamilton

"It isn't,, too, bad, when it is
But the audience
seems stunned' every once in

intended to be. They satirize
the voices and mannerisms of
LBJ and Lady B' extremely

a satire.

a while when an apparently
unneeded four-letter word is

well.

"Another redo ming point
is that the play i performed

shouted out.

"And after the first act

at the Candlelight Dinner

(there are three), the satire is

rather scarce 'and the play
drags. There are a lot of social

messages about the Vietnam
war and 'Down with Whitey,'

Playhouse in Summit. You sit
at a table where you are serv-

'.ed dinner and when the play
begins you can watch the ac-

but that's about it."
"So that's why you weren't
eager to see the play."
"Sort of. I knew it was
popular as a college play and
had read part of the script, so
didn't anticipate too much.
But there were some redeeming factors to it.
.

'For one thing, Jerry

Harper as MacBird and Lolly
Trauscht as Lady MacBird do'

a very good job of keeping

their parts thl sPoof they arc

tion while finishing your
meal.

"All in all, it was a pretty
good place to visit, and I

understand the playbill

usually has something less
controversial than MacBird.

"On the way out of the

theater, we spotted the guest

register where patrons can
leave a record of their visit.
But we didn't sign it. No one

would believe 'George

Hamilton and Linda were
here.' "

,iVaMMXKIMIASAINAKWAIFr

Selective Service
AnswersQuestions

About the Draft
The Illinois headquarters of
the Selective Service System,
Springfield, has compiled a

deferment?

about the selective service

deferment by reason of ex-

list of questions often asked

who can show a need for

system. These are as follows:

treme hardship to dependents.

Q. Can an only son qualify
for the Sole Surviving Son IV A clas6ification?

A. No. He must be the sole

surviving son of a family of

which the father or one or

more sons or daughters were
killed in action or died in the
line of duty while serving in
the Armed Forces, or died of
injuries or disease incurred

standards for entry into the
Armed Forces?

Q. Who conducts the examinations to determine an

such action by the local
board.

Q. Cap a divorced man

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's' freedom and intellectual integrity."

individuals acceptability?
A. Dept. of Defense person-

Q. -What are the respective
areas of responsibility in con-

duction or both by requesting

Tbe Propect ;Dap

A. The Secretary of

Defense.

Q. Must a registrant return
to his own local board for his

physical examination or in-

Harper plays MacBird and Lolly Trauscht portrays Lady MacBird.

mental, moral, and physical

nel.

Armed Forces physical?
A. No. He may transfer for

"He always plays it cozy-I wonder if he'd be for Rocky,
if Rocky chose to run?!"

Q. Who establishes the

during such service.
-

An audacious satire of modern times based on Shakespeare's "Macbeth," the hit political
play "MacBird" is having its Midwest premiere at the Candlelight Dinner Playhouse. Jerry

A. Such deferments will be'
granted only to those persons

Nlarshall Field. III
Page 4

nection with induction of
per'sonnel into the Armed
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John E. Stanton, Editor. and Publisher

Forces?

The Prospect Day is published
Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect. III. 60056

decides acceptability.

whose wife has custody of the
children get- a Class III -A

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rata. SI0.00 a year: $6.00 for six months.
Newsstand .price, 10 cents a copy.

Amendment Is
Sought to Ban
Non -War Draft

-

No Quota for News

A petition seeking amend-

of the United

States

Constitution to allow military

conscription only after
Congress issues a formal
delcaration of war,

is

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

A. Congress prescribes the
liability, the selective service
system determines availability, and the Dept. of Defense

ment

.

The other day a lady phoned The Day such news is based on its current merits. If

being office requesting news coverage of an event

circulated in the area by a Des
Plaines resident.
James Ballowe, an attorney,

said that he has 150

it is timely, interesting or informative, if it
being held by an organization with which recognizes contributions to community
she is associated. She was apologetic. "You welfare or combined or individual effort in
have been generous in publicizing our ac- a good cause, then it belongs in The Day.
tivities," she said. "I'm afraid we've already

signatures on his petition so hfid our quota of pictures and stories."
far, and hopes to get 10,000.
The lady was under the impression that
"I've been distrubed," publicity for civic, social, religious organizaBalloWe said, "about the anx- tions and the like was meted out in our news
iety of the people as to the columns according to some rigid formula -war in Vietnam.:

two stories and a picture a year for this

THERE IS, he said, "an group, two pictures for that one, etc.
uncertainty of the public as to
what should or should not be
done. Personal liberty comes

She was assured that our evaluation of

Nothing so arbitrary and obviously
nonsensical as,"what have we done for you
lately?" is a factor in the judgment.
Our lady caller seemed pleasantly surpris-

ed. This suggested that others also might
have some misunderstanding about our
policy in this area.
We like to think we have now eliminated
that pog'sibility.

Grace's Daze

into question with the
peacetime draft."

The present draft law, if

brought before the U. S.

in Real Estate

ty for the .law comes from
Congress. Ballowe suggests
taking the power of military

RALPH H. BRUNS.

"Ito Kea dud

I

ma

how meta

We km its

draft away from the President
giving it back to the legislative
branch.

By Grace Mott
Among new arrivals in

Mount Prospect, three robins
If Ballowe receives 10,000 are taking a back branch, and
petti-skirts are downed by
signatures on his petition, fie the
will ask a legislator to hosts of new babies all around
introduce it in Congress. If

the measure passes, it would

town.

In years to come at least

will have to decide every
be presented to the state one
legislatures for endorsement. four years whether she will

See our display of Homes
as advertised every week in

If three quarters of the states celebrate her birthday a day
approved it, it would become early or a day late. She is
Ellen, third child of Mr.
the Constitution's 26th Sarah
and Mrs. Franklin Auwarter
Amendment.
who was born Feb. 29.

Map pubticationo

Help for the new mother

HOME BUYERS GUIDE

Hideaword

and baby were close at hand
since Mrs. P. R. Auwarter
lives in Mount Prospect and
took over at her son's home

CHEKLAS

real
II

Make as many four letter
or more words out of

theselettersasyoucan.
In addition, find the word

estate

using all seven of these
letters.

cPeatottg

28 good, 35 excellent

SCHAUMBURG

132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-1502

7 W. Schaumburg Road

894-1330

Mr. Reynolds.

mother's home town. In that

Patrick Kirby, born in Tip-

The occasion was the 83rd

in West Allis, Wis., his birthday of their father,

city while Mrs. Halker was in perary County, Ireland who
the hospital was three and one- long ago -brought his Irish
half year , old Lisa who brogue and County Kerry
bride to Chicago. There he
stayed with grandparents, Mr. .and Mrs. Kirby had seven

and Mrs. Charles H. Steele. children.

The baby's paternal

grandmother is Mrs. NOW THERE are 22
Laurance F. Halker of grandchildren, and aided by
Thomasville, N. Carolina.
I

FROM VIETNAM came

the fact the great Irish day fell
on a Sunday, the couple's
children, all living in and near

'honored to sponsor the March

party for their Patrick in his

word 'Norman Gotsch of
Mount Prospect would be Chicago hosted a birthday

Mrs. Roy Watt from Jacksonville, Ill. The Auwarters' other

necessary to have a stand-in

children are Neil, 10 and
daughter Carey, 4.

THE LATE February birth

of Jennifer Jean Murtaugh

(not related to Danny of
baseball fame) brought several

out-of-towners to Mount
Prospect. Here three days to

help welcome the first child of

Mr. and Mrs. Rodger W.

grandmother, Mrs. David
Brown from Western Springs.

The gap made by her

Answer on Comic Page

Eric Alan Halker, born

Feb. , 20 to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Halker will be baptized

4 baptism of Gene Marie northwest side home March

Murtaug,h, Jr., was

PALATINE

Mrs. George Reynolds and

with Sarah's arrival. Expected

here soon is grandmother

3 OFFICES TO SERVE YOU!

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
255-6320

Hosts of New Babies

Supreme Court, he said, would
be upheld because the authori-

departure then brought the

senior Murtaughs, who have
stayed in Mount Prospect two
weeks from Greenbrug, Pa.

Gotsch, but it would be 17. All of the couple's
for him. Norman's father,

Vernon Gotsch, also of

grandchildren also got there.

Highlight of the afternoon
was a long distance telephone

Mount Prospect took his son's call the Kirbys made to his
place.
sister, Miss Hannah Kirby in
A dinner for 12 followed Tipperary, although when the
the ceremony in St. Paul call was placed the obviously ,
Lutheran Church, and in- southern telephone operator

'

cluded other sponsor Miss reported she could "find no
Nancy Anderson of Mount listing for Tipperary Iowa",
Prospect, as well as other and found it hard to believe
relatives.

Young Mr: Gotsch is serv-

the family was trying' to reach
"Ireland."

A retired battalion chief of
the Chicago fire department,
St. Patrick Day brought Patrick and Mrs. Kirby enjoy
more than the traditional excellent health. Hopefully a
meaning for the Irish to two trip one of his daughters plans

ing naval shore duty at Da
Nang.

to make to Ireland this
They are Mr. and Mrs. summer will include her
Ivtia,unt Prospect families.

Willard Gubbe and her sister,

father.
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TED TIME OFFER!

EXC US VE

NO DOWN PAYMENT.

modern screen
iiiirtrotneridiliziostina
MF:TO5'

BRAND

E.

INOITO MOVIE EWA

ONE SMALL PAYMENT ON YOUR CARRIER'S REGULAR COLLECTION DAY
COVERS THE COST OF BOTH YOUR NEWSPAPER AND THE MAGAZINES.

YOUR MAGAZINES WILL BE DELIVERED BY UNITED STATES MAIL

GI141ERT

SERVICE.

YOUR NEWSPAPER WILL BE DELIVERED BY YOUR REGULAR CARRIER.

*kw

A GUARANTEED OFFER ... THERE WILL BE NO PRICE INCREASE ON

YOU PAY ONLY

504 A WEEK

FOR YOUR NEWSPAPER AND
YOUR CHOICE OF MAGAZINES

THE MAGAZINES YOU SELECT FOR YOUR FULL SUBSCRIPTION PERIOD.
A141.

I

THE JR.

DIARY

'

IR * AI
CHOOSE 'ANY

141110111.

NM %MUM

LOC BSI

New Renewal

0
' TV GUIDE
O 0 SATURDAY EVENING POST
O 0 PARENTS' MAGAZINE

0 ARGOSY

0 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
0 SPORTS AFIELD
0 REDBOOK
0 HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
0 AMERICAN HOME

00000

USE THIS ORDER FORM
HAND TO YOUR CARRIER OR MAIL TODAY
. DO NOT WRITE HERE

0

0 McCALL'S
O 0 BETTER HOMES & GARDENS

Date

.0 0 POPULAR MECHANICS

O 0 GLAMOUR
O 0 POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY

0 HOUSE & GARDEN
0 CHRISTIAN HERALD
0 TRUE STORY

I hereby agree to subscribe for or extend my present subscription

0 FIELD & STREAM
0 HARPER'S BAZAAR

to THE PROSPECT DAY and the magazines checked for 12 months. At

0 U. S. CAMERA
0 CHILD LIFE (Ages 4-12)
0 AMERICAN GIRL (Ages 10-17) '
0 YOUNG MISS (Ages 9-14)

both the newspaper and my complete Magazine seleition.

0 CHILDREN'S DIGEST

0 INGENUE (Teen -Agee)

present newspaper price, 50c weekly will cover the entire cost of

NAME

PHONE NO._

(Ages 5-12)

0 HAIRDO & BEAUTY

HUMPTY DUMPTY (Ages 3-7)
0 SCIENCE & MECHANICS

0 RUDDER (For Boaters)
0 CAR AND DRIVER
0 MODERN ROMANCES
0 ELERY QUEEN'S

0 TRUE -- The Man's Magazine

ADDRESSAPT. NO

0 MOBILE LIFE

0 SPORT

MYSTERY MAGAZINE

0 CATHOLIC DIGEST
0 PHOTOPLAY
0 MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED

0 CAMPING JOURNAL
0 MODERN SCREEN
0 GOLF MAGAZINE I

0 ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED

0 ELECTRONICS WORLD
0 POPULAR ELECTRONICS

ZIP
CITY

STATE

ORDER TAKEN BY

RT. NO.

CODE

0 BOATING
0 FLYING

take It from me!
NEW REN

ANOTHER CHOICE 0 0 LIFE and any 2 Magazines
from list shown above.

'
'

Newspaper Delivered by

O 0 LOOK

0 HI FUSTEREO REVIEW

,P1

MAGAZINES

New Renewal

a

op

FROM LIST SHOWN BELOW

nre, ool oiweeN

aerogikli6.411

FSIMO FOR
NOON UNIONS

4

s

ALL MAGAZINES MUST BE DELIVERED TO THE SAME ADDRESS

CI NEW NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTION 0 OLD NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTION

SHORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

MY FRIEND, WITO4
HAUL. 514OULD BE

Tbe Oar

Page 6

SHOWING UP ANY
MINUTE NOW.

Monday, March .25, 1968

OUT OUR WAY'

...=,

BOY, I'M GLAD I MAYBE IF YOU'D OH, YOU DON'T KNOW
GOT THESE IN- PULL 'EM OUT A
HOW SAVINV SHE IS!
STEAD OF THOSE LITTLE MORE AT SHE'D SAY IT'LL ONLY
THE BULGES YOUR BE A COUPLE MORE
MOTHER'D NOTICE MONTHS TILL I CAN
TAKE OFF TH' LONGHOW TIGHT YOUR
JOHNS-AN' 74-IERE'S
PANTS ARE, AND

STOVEPIPE PANTS

OF YOURS!

STILL LOTSA WEAR IN
THESE TROUSERS!

BUY YOU A PAIR

OF KNICKERS:

3-25
urn h esu. I.,. Tx R.

U3.

ra, 01.

'That dreamy Harry Prentiss in my history class finally
asked me for a date-the one when the Normans

"Then there's our survival fund. It's a kitty for the
.

boss's birthday present!"

landed in England:"

ROBIN MALONE.
...I MUST REGRETFULLY
DECLINE YOUR KWP
INVITATION !

4114CE.TM OMMITIVI7
TO RUNNING QUITEA
LARGO EXISINE5S

WHILE THE

YOU --I'M
COMMANDING

ENTF...12F'RI5E, MISS

MALE-Ponum-ra,

I'M NOT

'INVITING"
You ft

EAGLE

POLITICAL PARTIES
SCRATL11 AND CLAW

AT OW monirig DEAR
MRS. MALMO MY
tr.sw FE,AOCIZATIC
PARTY WILL CAPTUZE

IRO MOO tiOuSE

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

MTh you A5 OUR
PgsSIDSNT1Al.
CANDIDATOff

TT

SO WHO NEEDS THE LAST. ISSUE

1961

h NtA,

r

BUGS BUNNY
SEE IF YOU
THESE WOULD
MAKE CICERO A CAN FIND OU
574vEZ1- BIRTH- IF HE LIKES

DAY GIFT,
PETUNIA:

(EH, HOW WOULD
YA LIKE T' PUT ON

THEY DIDN'T HOLD I -US INTEREST

VERY LONG...ANY OT E R
SUGGESTIONS?

TI -I' BOXIN1 GLOVES

THEM, BUGS:

Answers to
Hideaword

THE NATIONAL? HAD FOUR
ANYBODY GOT AN IDEA FOR ALL WE GET FOR
BANKROLLIN' OUR SPRING
OUR TOUGH IS
BLAST AFTER WE PAY OUR
A CRUMMY
$26 PUSS TO THE NATIONAL MAGAZINE!
WELL HAVE '7.1.7e LEFT! WE
SPILL MORE THAN THAT

WITH ME, CICERO

PICTURES OF THE
OWLS PRESIDENT

6ETTIN AWARDS,
AND TWO OF RIM

SHACKLE

ON VACATION!

ache
alec

TAPPIN' THE KEG!

Shack
shale
sack
sake

EOM

Vel!
.t1n.

cash

;13

chalk

slake
leak
lake
lace

case

chase
cake
clash
cask

.0

lack
lash
leash
heal
hale
heck

calk
each

kale
scale
seal
sale

hack
hackle
hake

slack
shake
iv. at

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

Your
Horoscope

WHAT Ai2E wv_i GOING

10 USE 112

VOW?.

Ell, ITS THAT TIME
WA! X. . 11
MY FRIENMS...

WHEM EVERY AMERIce4.1

OF YEAR

i

FOR TUESDAY
ARIES (Mar. 22 -Apr. 20)-

i

This could well be the day

ts;

.40

r
,

J.

TAURUS (Apr. 2I -May

i,

4

it EV

Meet difficulties head on.

ilyli

lad
,

te

'

interest to Aries to a head.

OF THE. MOUTH' ADDRESS!

rs.

jc.1

that brings matters of special

!MY AMPJUAL `STATE

CITI2Eni UktETHER HE IS
A IDEutIsT cR. iJor, IS
........LvAITIIJS 'ICI HEAR...

se,
_..,111116

'D

1

i:

21)-You may not find it easy
to tell the truestory from the

aft,
....i

.....t

1
.3. ar

I.

today. Make no
decisions on your own.
false one

GEMINI (May 22 -June

21) --Though you may feel
silly doing it, you might be

THE BORN LOSER

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

wise to change horses

midstream, as it were. Don't
let pride stand in your way.

CANCER (June 22 -July

ACROSS

1 ".-. Din"
6 "Plain - from

eyes open to pitfalls.

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23)-

the Hills"

Base all activities upon a firm,
practical, profitable basis and
you'll not go wrong today.
This is no time to dream.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept.

11 Homeric hero
12 Slowly (music)
14 Indonesian
language

15 "By the Old
Moulmein
16 Dog's growl

23) --The tone of another's

conversation may be
calculated to throw you off
base. Listen to what is said,
not how it is said.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)Plans laid months ago should
be ripe for acting on now. The
[crop you reap will be as good

or as Nor as the seed you

CAPTAIN EASY
HOPS 'IOU
HAVEN'T
REGRETTED

17 Puzzle

NO: AFTER SHE SAVED.ME FROMTHLI60

FELT OBLIGATED, EASY. AL5O1 You
AND WASH PRESSURED ME TOL

GIVING

Lull! BELLE

A .JOB HERO,
MR. McKBE

FORTUNATELY,

SHE'S vol.* A

SPLENDID JOB IN
OUR TOP SECRET
RESEARCH LAB:

IN SPITE OF OUR
SECRECY MEASURES,
'RIVAL FIRMS LEARNED

OP OUR OclUTIFIC
BREAKTHRU...

SHE'S ALURT...TOUE11,,.

TIGHT-LIPPEpt

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.

22)-You may find yourself
faced with an overly -romantic

UNEUTHORIZ

yesterday's action. Think!

PERSONNEL

MONO THIS

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22)-A good day for act

POINT

vancing your suggestions.

in the morning complicate
things for you in the afternoon Take yourself and
Your emotions in hand.

you'll be.
PISCES

(Feb.

20 -Mar.

2I)-A good time for putting
new policies into effect. At
home or on the employment
scene, it seems to be time foi
a change.

form)

MUST SEE
SOMETHINEt

.21 Hairless

51.15PISIOUA

25 Cognomen
29 Epoch
30 Pungent
32 Large
33 Noise

23 Auricle

group (ab.)
13 Rowing tool
19 Covert.
20 Bay 'windows

INGIL1

nal romp maim]
110 M14141=11=11iLl

IaM16161Cf.1

r211:31- G2M1 C111140CILIZI
hero
22 0peratlc solo
24 Seed covering 37 Scanty.
45 Burden
26 Detest
39 Syr an language, 46 Corrode
27 Southern France
48 Danish weights
for example

28 Minced oath
30 Preposition
31 Clergy degree
(ab.)

41 Close to (poets) 49 Always (contr.)
51 Female saint
43 Sports field
(ab.)
44 Kipling
52 Doom paIni
character

FOR 'PHIS ROOM, MA'AM,

I'D *SUGGEST SOMETHING

Bible

..IN ORDER TO BRING

ALIZARIN

'

47 Hindu queen
50 Habituates
52 Corrupt

53 Grape variety
54 Joiner
55 Cubic meter
56 Staff bearer

DOWN'
1 'vget cherry
2 Discourteous
3 Approached
4' Vexes

5 Judean king

(Bib.)
6 Faucet
7 Adjust

G-atair.1

1:00111.0

rwmumiri

21 George Eliot

44 Mohammedan

THE WILLETS

OUT THE "DELICATE':
AAID-WAY BETWEEN AN
SUBTLE, SECON ADRIATIC
TURQUOISE.
AND
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb. A FERN-THALO,
WRY NOES OF
I9)-You may have to take the NEUTRALIZED
THE CURTAIN
long way around but the A BIT WITH
PATTERN !
sooner you change present
circumstances the better off

LULU ?SELLS

18 Smaller
20 Ear (comb.

8 Shallow water
ORROMIC1
channel
WilIOLE3
9 Entire man (p1.) COFONO
EIBINM
QiWffla
10 Lateral part.
MIOLTJCILAIZI
11 Army transport

40 Feline animal
42 Hindu garment

Those in responsible positions
should be ready to listen now.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

NEED TO COMPLETE-

LOOK I.

alr1EC]la

LIN

34 Attempted
35 Room in a
seraglio
36 Consumes food
38 Cloth measure
39 Among

NO

situation today as a result of

MANY WILL STOP AT NOTHING

TO STEAL THE DATA THEY'LL

SUM

sowed

Jan. 20)-Don't let uncertainty

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Kipling

23)-It is the small, seemingly
unimportant detail that could
trip you up today. Keep your

29
34.

Host Maine E. Wins Last Race, Meet

Cards Get 3r in Line Demon Relays
Arlington's track team lost ington. Prospect was fifth
a lead in the last leg of the with 25 points, Wheeling sixth

High jump: 1. Rycvewicz,
ME - 5'8"; 2. (tie) Oplt, E.G.,

Maine East.

Arlington' earned the only
three first place finishes taken

-- the mile relay -- the

14 -event meet.

MW -- 13'6"; 3. Fagerson, Arl
13'; 4. Oakley, Whl -- 12'
Long jump: 1. Regon, NW
-- 21'31/2"; 5. Rohrback, Pros
- 19'111/2"

with 181/2,. and Elk Grove
10th with 21/2.

last race Saturday and had to
settle for a third place finish
in the Blue Demon relays at

by Dist. 214 schools in the

Going into the final event

Dave Steele won the 50 -

Cardinals had 40 points to 39
for Maine West and 381/2 for
Maine East. But Dave Diete'rs

yard high hurdles in 6.5

seconds, breaking a year -old
record of 6.8 set by Niles

-- weakened by a flu attack
during the preceding week couldn't hold a lead in the

East's Mike Rich. And the
Cards' frosh-soph distance

medley and varsity two-mile

relay's last leg, and Jack Gilio

led the -host team to a first

relay teams also won.

place finish in a record 3:28.0
to win the meet.
with 501/2

Arlington shot-putter Tom Chandler bears down at the Blue Demon Relays at Maine East
Saturday. Chandler took fourth in the shot put, while Arlington couldn't hold an early
lead and had to accept third place in the team standings behind host Maine East and Maine
West.

points to 47 for

Maine West and 46 for Arl-

.2,

Representatives of conference and state gymnastics
champion Arlington secured

five of the seven
in

the

first -team
Mid -Suburban

KNIGHT TUMBLER

second team.

Crockett was chosen as the
second -team ring man, joining

League coaches' all-star team

Forest View trampolinist

announced over the weekend.
The MSL all-star first team
includes four of Illinois' seven

Gary Dimas and Wheeling
side horse man Kim Butler to
complement the two Prospect

individual champions. Tram-

gymnasts.

., polinist Terry Haines and
tumbler Gary Drake, both

from Arlington, side horse
man Ken Barr of Prospect,
and ring man Rick Orna of
Wheeling all were named to
the conference first team a

The coaches also picked
three honorable mention gymnasts in each category, giving
Arlington at least two athletes

every place except the trampoline ratings.

Arlington's Doug Atkins

week after taking state titles.

and Crockett received

league all-stars are all from
Arlington Jim Brousseau on

side horse, as did Gerry

THE OTHER THREE

the horizontal bar, Jack Finch

on the parallel bars, and all-

honorable mentions on the

Withey on the horizontal bar,
Crockett on the parallel bars,

Rich Carlson and Kevin

Brousseau are juniors. The

Lindsey on the rings, Pete
Metz in tumbling, and Bob
Gleichman as an all-around

other first -team members are

man.

around man Wayne Crockett.

Drake, Haines, and

all seniors

The selections paralleled

THE CARDINALS took
14 of the 35 all-star spots.

the March 4 conference meet

Prospect had nine, Wheeling

results, with ail champions

six, Forest View four, and Conant and Fremd one apiece.
The selections:

from that competition earning
first -team spots

Prospect, second in MSL

dual meet standings but third
in the league meet, dominated
the second team, with Bruce

,

TRAMPOLINE
1. Terry Haines, Arl.
2. Gary Dimas, F.V.

Honorable mention: Jay
spot on the horizontal and Bensen and Nick Peneff,
Boult nailing down second

parallel bars and in the allaround class

Pros., Glenn Owsiany, F.V.
SIDE HORSE

Wheeling -- Schuller, tman (No official times
Hildebrandt, Di Spain, Savage

because last -lap gun sounded

Pomrenke, Anderson

ington -- Price, Heineman,
1;16.4; 5.
Somers, Pelland

Frosh .4 mile relay: 1. one lap too soon.)
Varsity .4 mile relay: 1.
Maine West --. 1:19.5; 5.
Prospect -- Szala, Gebert, Niles West - 1:15.8; 4. Arl-

Arl - 6.5; 2. Silvestri, Whl -6.6; 4. Johann, Whl -- 6.8
Mile run: 1. Gilio, ME -4:19.3; 3. Holmes, Pros -4:24.9
Frosh-soph .8 mile relay: 1.

Class .8 mile relay:

1.

Prospect -- Passarelli,

Highland Park -- 2:44.9; 4.

Arlington -- Kowalski,

Maine West -- 2:45.3; 3.

Benoche, Rohrback, Corteen

Varsity mile relay: 1.
-- Price, Dority,

Hadley, Hooker, Cassidy -2:48.5; 5. Prospect -- Szala,

Wheeling -- Schuller, Sanders,
Savage, Hopkins -- 2.51

Frosh-soph two-mile

Nicholson, Passarelli,
teen

ingtonArlMaine East - 3:28.0; 3.

Cor-

Pelland, Dieters -- 3:32.4; 4.
Varsity two-mile relay: 1. Prospect -- Benoche, Holmes,
3:34.3;
Arlington -- Cassidy, Hobker, Paulson, Rohrback
Saxton, Dieters; 5. Prospect -- 5. Wheeling - Hildebrandt,

medley: I. Arlington -- Trummer, Malcomson, Kowalski,

Butler -- 8:35.2; 2. Prospect

-- Nicholson, Morrison,
Dumpke, Matthews; 3.

Silvestri, Lieupo, Sommer

Wilcox, Paulson, Oswald, Dit-

Prospect's best showings

were seconds by Steve

Rohrback in the 50 -yard dash
and Gary Nicholson, Al Mor-

rison, Pete Dumpke, and
Keith Matthews in the froshsoph distance medley.

Steve Holmes took a third
in the mile run, which Gilio

won in a record -breaking
4:19.3.

WHEELING HAD a second from Nick Silvestri in
the 50 -yard high hurdles, and

Brad McKee high -jumped
5'8" to tie for second place
with

three

other athletes,

including Elk Grove's only
point -getter Jim Oplt.

Points were awarded on a

STILL RINGS
1. Rick Orna, Whl.
2. Wayne Crockett, An.

6-4-3-2-1 basis in the individual ,events and the
underclass relays. In the three

Honorable mention: Rich
Carlson and Kevin Lindsey,

varsity relays and the class
relay (two laps each by a

An., Bill Van Sky, Pros.

Whl., Bob Gleichman, Arl.

Shot put: 1. Block, MW --

52'111/2"; 3. Tollefson, Arl; 4.
Chandler, Arl.
50 dash: 2. Rohrback, Pros
-- 5.6; 4. Corteen, Pros -- 5.7
50 high hurdles: 1. Steele,

ficial time.

Whl., John Armfield, Con.

Rainer. and Steve Gieger,

1968

soon, so the race ended after
1.9 miles and without an of-

Crockett, An., Dick Rainer,

Honorable mention: Dick

March 25,

lap gun sounded a lap too

PARALLEL BARS
1. Jack Finch, Arl.
2. Bruce Boult, Pros.
Honorable mention: Wayne

ALL-AROUND
1. Wayne Crockett, An.
2. Bruce Boult, Pros.

Rich

Monday,

Pole vault: 1. Mueting,

another record, but the last -

Arl.

Pros., Pete Metz, An.

by

(Stork) Saxton, and Dave
Dieters -- was headed for

Kratowicz, F.V., John Whittington, Whl., Gerry Withey,

Honorable mention: Jim

1967

Cassidy, Joe Hooker,

HORIZONTAL BAR
1. Jim Brousseau, An.
2. Bruce Boult, Pros.
Honorable mention: Roger

Olmon, F.V., Bruce Benard,

in

two-mile team -- Rory

2. Kim flitter, Whl.
Honorable mention: Doug
Atkins and Wayne Crockett,
An., Phil Keller, Frd.

TUMBLING
1. Gary Drake, An.
2. Steve Bang, Pros.

in

The Cards' winning varsity

1. Ken Barr, Pros.

Bruce Benard also made the

6 and .8 miles - -

the mark set
Maine West.

earn

11 -Star

4

8:35.2, another meet record
and 13.2 seconds faster than

omi ates SL

mn, sties
spots

and Scott Butler team to win
the distance medley -- legs of

(Photos by Bob Johnson)

Arlin

JL.

Malcolmson, Jeff Kowalski,

THE DEMONS ended up

t.

T

TIM TRUMMER, Kpn

McKee, Whl. -- 5'8"

freshman, sophomore, junior,
and senior), the distribution
was 12-8-6-4-2.
Results:

X'

r

TEAM STANDINGS
501/2
Maine East
47
Maine West
46
Arlington
35
Niles West
25
Prospect

Steve Rohrback soars

toward the long jump pit at

the Blue Demons Relays

Saturday. Rohrback's best effort was 19'111/2", good only
for fifth place, but he added
a second in the 50 -yard, dash

Wheeling

Niles North
Niles East
Fremd
Elk Grove
' Maine South

to account for six of
Prospect's 25 points.

Arlington Park Dist. restles toVF

Title

181/2

14
8
71/2
21/2
1

Event results, with first

place winners and area team's
scorers (not all times
distances available):

The Arlington Heights Park

f

"-

Wheeling's Stew Oakley starts a run Saturday at Maine EaSi's Blue Demon relays. Oakley's
best vault--12'--ivas good for fourth place.
,

save it is eon

r

474
1

14:1'

and

District, with five first place
winners, edged Lincoln Junior

High for the Arlington
Post 981 -Dist 214 junior high

Illinois Revises

pionship Saturday at Prospect

Fishing Guide

Veterans of Foreign Wars

school wrestling chamHigh School

The tournament director,
Prospect varsity coach Dave
Ziemek, said more than 230
boys wrestled in the competition, which began 7:30

the Illinois Fishing Guide has
been published by the Illinois
Department of Conservation.

a m. Saturday and lasted until
4 p m.

Single copies are available
free to anglers.

four wrestlers in each weight

impoundments and 220

A new, revised edition of

Information on 453

Team results and the top

streams is contained in the

division (unatt.-unattached,
boys wrestling without team

publication. An angler may
determine the average depth

affiliation)

TEAM STANDINGS
66
Arlington Pk Dist.
64
Lincoln
61
Grove
60
London
40
St. Peter
23
Holmes
14
Rolling Meadows Pk.
17
St. Collette

Mac Arthur

8

65 pounds: 1 Salzman, SP;
2

Weiselman, SP; 3.

Skarpulla, G; 4. Baker, H
70: 1. Layer, Lin; 2. Smith,

SP, 3 Niemeyer, G; 4.
Rychel, G
7 7 : 1. Mann, G; 2.
Orterman, Lon, 3. Westhover,
H; 4. Ernst, Lon
83: I. Whitnell, AP; 2.

Weber, AP; 3 Wilson, unatt;
4 March. H

90: I. Layer, Lin; 2.

Stephen, SP, 3 Lewis, Lon;
4. Gattas, Lm

of a lake or stream, the

shoreline length, and the kinds
of fish living in it.

Fishermen may obtain

copies of the guide from the
Division of Fisheries, Illinois
Department of Conservation,

Youth activities chairman Irvin McDougal of Arlington Post 981 of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars is surrounded by the 15 first -place winners after Saturday's VFW -Dist. 214 junior high
school wrestling tournament at Prospect High School. More than 230 boys wrestled in the
tournament, with the Arlington Heights Park District winning the team championship.

Room 102, State Office
Building Springfield, Ill.

62706.

Moore, AP; 3. Moore, Lin; 4.
Jorgenson, Lon
1 1 2:

I. Smith, AP; 2.

Baron, Lin; 3. Schneider, SP;
4. Chubik, AP
118: I. Valasquez, Lon; 2.
Kiney, Lin; 3. Hynemann,
SC; 4. Olson, G
125: 1. Tonancour, Lon; 2.
Hedges, H; 3. Dechambee,
Lon; 4. Sronkoski, G

135: 1. Leister, AP; 2.
Wolfe, Lin; 3. Brinkman, H;
4. Sobieski, H

145: I. Raddatz, unatt; 2.

Walker, H; 3. Leopardo, G;
4. Reese, Lin
1 5 5:

It I. No Longer Necessary For You To Buy Or
Build A Wood Martin House & Help Create A

I. Teefy, AP; 2.

EACH PURPLE MARTIN LIVING IN
YOUR GP ALUMINUM HOUSE CAN
EAT 2000 MOSQUITOES DAILY!

1. Iwanski, G; 2.

Now you can buy a fine aluminum martin
house at a cost lower than a comparable
wood house. Guaranteed Products aluminum houses stay bright and clean, the way

Panaigua, G; 3. Delgiudic,
SC; 4. Pogalz, SP
1 6 5:

Chidley, AP; 3. Torp. Lon; 3.
Cotten, H

martins like them. Starlings like dark, dim
nesting sites, will not move Into your GP
aluminum house.

Hwt: 1. Serini, G; 2.

Moore, Lin; 3. Pancratz, Mac

Services program, are planning a 16" softball league for
men over 30 -years -old.

Dubbed the "Liniment

oLeague," the group is looking

Rand -picked air conditioning experts survey yoUr cooling needs,

elect the right equipment, provide quality installation and service
. with little muss and at lowest possible cost -you save $5e

for men interested in one
night of softball per week,

with the emphasis on the
recreational aspect of the
game.

enter, but individual applications will be taken.

Interested persons may con-

tact Keith Vernon at the

Preliminary plans call for at

Community School Services,

least 12 teams of. 15 players
each. Directors of the league

999 W. Dundee, Wheeling,

would like to have teams from
neighborhoods or dibdivIsions

60090, for further in-

formation. His phone number
is 537-8270.

ACT NOW[

TA/IRE®
fOA'AffEAIR CONDMON

Features:
Model GP-12-(illus.) 2 -story, 12 'LIGHTWEIGHT -Easy to raise or lower!
comp. house.
*ATTRACTIVE TEXTURED ALUMINUM
Just $14.95 plus $1 shipping
Model GP -8 -1 -story, 8 comp.

-Lifetime beauty without care!
*GUARD BARRIERS -Keep babies free

falling!
Just $9.95 plus 750 shipping *HINGED DOOR PANELS -Make deeming

the Community -School

Remember how hot it was last summer? Don't put your family
through another unbearable one. Be ready for that first warm
spring day. Install 'Prime Air Conditioning now and pax nothing
till spring -No Down Payment! Get a full season's return on your
investment. Take advantage of our matchless offer and save.
WE'RE READY TO INSTALL YOUR SYSTEM NOW!

Greciter Starling Menace.

house.

Grove -Prospect Heights park
programs, an cooperation with

It's worth $5000 on a TRANE
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

No Down Payment -Pay Nothing Till Spring!

97: 1. Schmidt, Lon; 2. Han,
SP; 3. Pirron, unatt.; 4.
Clarizio,
G
105: I. Stumpf, AP; 2.

Over-30'Softball 'Liniment League' Forms
The Wheeling -Buffalo

This coupon Is worth a $50 preseason
discount if you install Trans Control Air
Conditioning nowt

quick and easy!

MODEL TP-13 TELESCOPING
CALV. STEEL POST
.

ORTHERN AIR INC.

*COOL, COMFORTABLE-Mumintim re-"
Elects sun's radiant heat!

Overall length, 13'. Easily lowered Refund if not pleased and items returned ii
for house cleaning.
10 days. Check or M.O., please. No e.0.41.
Just $8.95 plus $1 shipping NIL res. add 4% sales lix.)

GUARANTEED PRODUCTS CO.,.

Purple Martin Capital Bldg., Griggsville, III. 67140

AIR CONDITIONING I HEATING SPECIALISTS
830 West Baldwin Road (Rouste 14)

Palatine, Illinois 60067
Phone: (312) 358-2030
et
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CLASSIFIED

*

24 -Help Wanted Men
Part Time & Sat. Earn $3-$4
hr. Ans. calls to take orders.
Car nec. Mr. Howard. 774.5353

C I P/ZZ4... if I

INDEX
o cilia*.
.25
\/\/\a

Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Share

75

3 PM to 1 1 PM

71

Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales
Aviation
Auto Leasing
Auto Parts.and Access.
Auto Repairing and

34
20

6 PM to 2:30 AM
8 PM to 4:30 AM

8 AM to 4:30 PM

15
16
17

Grove Village. Pleasant working conditions, company bene-

receiving. Now plant

19

Equipment Rentals

57

Florists

Loons -Personal, Business

Viets

ust
in:

Cong Donald Rumsfeld

(R -13th Dist.) has issued a
statement giving his views on
recent developments in Vietnam

While expressing dissatisfac-

tion with the present handling

of American involvement in
Vietnam, Rumsfeld reaffirmed

his belief that this country is

a Pacific power and needs
to maintain a "presence in

Asia "
Rumsfeld opposes sending
200,000 additional U. S.
troops to South Vietnam, but
he left open the matter of sen-

ding a lesser number.

Rumsfeld attributed the

present difficulties in Vietnam
to a lack of South Vietnamese
willingness to "actively resist
the pressures being applied by

the Viet Cong and the North
Vietnamese."

The Illinois congressman
said that he co -sponsored a
resolution calling on Congress

to review its role in the conduct of American policies in
Vietnam Although there were
58 original sponsors and there
are now nearly 100, Rumsfeld

doubts if the resolution will
pass in the near future.

THE TEXT OF Rumsfeld's
statement follows

"I certainly share the deep
concern currently being expressed over the direction of
events in Vietnam There can

be no doubt that many
thoughtful Americans have
strong and growing misgivings
about our involvement, the
conduct of our military efforts
and, -most significantly, about

the efforts of the

Administration to achieve
peace

"I question whether the

United States, or any other
country, can "win" this type
of insurgency war for the
South Vietnamese. have
been suggesting this since
1966 in several reports of the

Subcommittee on Foreign

Operations and Government
information, on which I serve.

A copy of my remarks from
one of those reports is enclosed Until the South Vietnamese develope a capability
to sustain any measure of sucoes that is achieved militarily

with the help of U S. forces,
the wisdom of maintaining

the level of our present involvement becomes highly
questionable It is my view

that the U S. had thus far
been unable to provide mean-

ingful assistance to South

Vietnam to achieve political,
economic and social stability
and equally important, a sense

of nationhood and a willingness as a people to actively

Cubs Set Tours

The Chicago Cubs and

United Airlines are jointly

sponsoring fan club tours to

ant To

Wrtigley Field, 281-5050.

'I haven't decided whether you're a miser or a financla

Wallet in National Ted
Roll. Mead. Reword. No ques-

All subjects and languages
taught in your home.

tions

Call

CL

528.7665

REACH CUSTOMERS for your
service business at their convenience with Classified Ads.
Dial 255.7200 today.

Experienced -References

in which to live and
work. Find out how Northwest

vices offered by reputable business peo-

22

GET RESULTS

79
77
102

92
42
82

When
You Use

Mar,

MOUNT

PROSPECT

WANT

have known in advance of the
VC activities, indicates a lack

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

255.1200

255-7200

24 -Help Wanted Men

Let us help make your DAY!
Consult this daily guide of reliable ser-

location

Get information about age &

Catering
CL 5.4833

other requirements needed to

quality for employment in Motel/
Hotel Management. Mail the
coupon nowl

NORTHWEST SCHOOLS, Motel
Management Training, Dept.
M -67T, Box 1142, c/o Day Publications, 217 S. An. Hts. Rd.,
Arl. Hts., III. 60005
Name
Addres
City
County
State
Age
Nearest Phone
Northwest Schools is certified

24 -Help WantedMen

For ADVERTISING Call.255-7200
Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Floor Maintenance

Alterations

ed.

CONCRETE
TERRAZZO
WOOD
WALL WASHING

TILE

We Don't
BUY OR SELL CARS

TOWING SERVICE.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

MACHINIST

now in South Vietnam and
such 'a commitment would

Carpentry -Remodeling
J. J. 0' Brien Constr.
Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5-5056

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation,, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

therefore be temporary.

"Our interest in Vietnam,
in my view, should be part of

a broader interest in Asia. I
do believe that the U. S. can

0

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359.1906

"the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
Call

Carpet Cleaning
Winter

Special

$17.95

cleans

$9.95 & up. 894.5722

Carpet Installation

plementation of the desirability of a U. S. presence in Asia.

DEPENDABLE CARPET

Wall.to-Wall,

"Recently, various

1150

S.

Willis

the underlying premises.

Wheeling,

Repairs &
Estimates.

cern about the role of
foreign policy matters, a sub-

MAINTENANCE
Outstanding opportunity for applicants with experience in any

ject which has been of
particular interest to me for
some time. In 1965, in my

of the following.

testimony before the Join

Committee on the Organization of the Congress, I urged
that the matter be considered

ELECTRICAL

by the Committeee.

House for debate.

Cement Work by Vito Pelagic,
Garages,
Driveways,
Patios. Free estimates.
Stairs,

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne's Furniture Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns &
scratches removed. FL 8-4543.

Income Tax
Help with income tax,
in your home
CL 5-0313
Vince Bauder

LAWN MAINTENANCE and general landscaping, power raking,
rototilling, trimming &

spraying work. Rototiller rental.
Snow Plowing. 437-4870

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

Moving

0
z

LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDING

OVERTIME

0 PAID HOLIDAYS
2 WEEKS PAID VACATION
0 PAID SICK LEAVE
AUTOMATIC INCREASES
O MEDICAL & LIFE INSURANCE
COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

Ai IMP 77 Ar

714 L. 5

Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, fur coats; re-

pair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255.8161

Floor Maintenance

the near future. I will,

however, continue to work for

Murals

an honorable and reasonable
resolution of the war,"

Wheeling

OFF DUNDEE RD.

537-2180

Decorating & Remodeling.
Free Estimates. Ed Sowinski

Photography
FASHIONS SHOWS
WEDDINGS
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Joe Edwards
255-7200

Pianos - Organs
Tuning Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

392.6817

Plastering
clean
service.
Small
jobs a specialty. Free estimates
255-3823
Fast

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.
CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL
Arlington Hts.
255-4062

Limited spring openings.

Reasonable Rates
FL 8-5359.

SAVE YOUR EYESI

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bonk Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's
Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or black & white)
16 `fn. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen

CI 5-5692

An. Hts.

Sewer Service

SEWER TROUBLES?

Nursery -Trees
HONEYSUCKLES,

TV SERVICE & REPAIR
CALL ED

flowering

shrubs, silver maple & spruce.
Misc. Cl. 5-4755

All types of
Electric power

sewer repairs.
rodding. Sinks,
bowls, tubs opened. Free estim-

ates. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service
837-2345

Painting -Decorating

Sewing Machine Repair

Ecklund.Floor Service

Average rm. sanded, sealed &
finished. $19.95
766-4687

Lauritz Jensen
3 Generations
Decorating in the Finist
Scandinavian Tradition.

CI. 9-0495

250 N. 12th St.

438.8387

NEW WAY PAINTING

Radio -TV Repair
358-9710

optimistic that these recom-

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

Top quality materials & careful
workmanship.
'381-4651

LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

Save 50%

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Undei $45.
529-2840

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
to order.
Alterations. Near
255-0348
Randhurst.

PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

care of home maintenance?
*Painting: Interior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
' New Method Carpet Cleaning
' Floor Care for Home & Office

Ned Williams

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS
0 FLOORS

WALKS

CL 3.1118

Why contact 5 different people
when I quick phone call takes

CL 5.8239 CL 3.5050

Beautify your home for Easter.

827-1284

MACHINE REPAIR

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,

Wall Papering.

CL 5.3991

Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.
-

766-1943

"K" KONCRETE CO.

STATIONARY ENGINEERING

25, '1967,

the

243-4804
24 HOUR SERVICE

Moving

WINTER PRICES

Dressmaking -Sewing

tivities on this complex ques-

review its role in the conduct
of our Vietnam policies, in an
effort to bring the entire Viet-

Catering

PATIOS

WELDING

"IN THAT YOU may not
be familiar with my other ac-

calling on the Congress to

ALL PHONES

Concrete Work

Congress with respect to

I co -sponsored a
resolution (H.Con.Res. 508)

Estab. 45 Years
Free Estimates

Masonry

Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL 5-4833
CL3.4182

An equal opportunity employer.

There is also a growing con-

new or
used.
Shift Steps. Free

215:2642

Ill.

Guaranteed Satisfaction

358-9038

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

Landscaping

is not, in my opinion, a

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

Carpet Shampooing

Violin Lessons

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

necessary or wise im-

Fully insured.
Sholl Decorating

Instructions

job too small. 766-8034

Phone LE 7-2510

Continental

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.

Experts in
Floor Maintenance

CL 9-0849

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

Administration. The only

Mutual

ON MEN'S WEAR

Relining, Pleats
Remodeling,
Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten-

Painting -Decorating
$20 Points Most Rooms

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

Auto Repair

reasonable justification would
be to protect the U. S. Forces

CL3-4182

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators CL 9-0495

FREE NATIONWIDE PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE TO ALL GRADUATES

by the Oregon Stole Dept. of

/

ple in your community. Call one NOW!

Schools can train you quickly, in
your spare time. Married couples
may train & graduate as a team.

Education

24 -Help Wanted Men

Congressional Committees
have been calling upon officials in the Administration
to, clarify U. S. policies and

GET RESULTS

TRAINING
in

21

namese citizens who had to

motivation for the beginnings
of our assistance to Vietnam.
The present conduct of the U.
S. effort in Vietnam, however,

Between 8 a.m. & 5 p.m.

Service fur story

255-4400

taining a presence in Asia.
Undoubtedly, this was the

A

Ana

PHONE 798-2210

Hotel Management field. This
pleasant, useful occupation will
keep you in the mainstream of
life. You'll meet new people play host to interesting travelers.
Managers are given their own
apartment In addition to salary,
and may often choose a favored

hundreds of South Viet-

help to provide a more stable
and peaceful world by main-

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

Maturity is an asset In the Motel/

were able to plan, mobilize for

believe I am -then the proper
course is to energetically seek
a change in policy. Therefore,
I personally do not favor sending 200,000 more American
ground troops to South Vietnam at this time and have not
seen any satisfactory justification for such a proposal by the

union. Rate $3.50 per hour.

253.3443

tainly, the fact that the VC

"If I am correct in the
above statements --and I

WIEBOLDT'S

SUPPLY CO.
2149 E. Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village
439.2050

care for elderly patients
hospital or home. 259-3506

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

namese Government.

COOPER AVIATION

RN Exper'd in Geriatrics will

18

of popular resolve and commitment to the South Viet-

10 AM to 9:30 PM, Mon.
Thru Fri. Sat. 9:30 to 5:30

91

Travel

having been exposed by the

E

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

94
95
88
96
70

81

the Tet offensive, without

chauffeur's license.
Local deliveries in north and
northwestern suburbs. Non-

We Want YOU for
Motel Management

Will do ironing In my home.

COUNT ON PURCHASES.

but none required, we will
train. Good starting salary
and benefits. Contact Mr.
Ronald Brandt.

DRIVER
Class

OVER 40? 50? 60?

22 -Situations Wanted Women

MEDIATE 20 percent DIS-

Real Estate -Loans Mortgages

To Rerti Miscellaneous
To Rent Resort Properties
To Rent, Stores, Offices

and successfully execute the
Many and varied operations
which were conducted during

ARE YOU

for

experience would be helpful

3-4176

14 -Personals

potential

Full time or part time to start.
Many company benefits. IM-

Draft has opened a position in
our growing aviation concern
for a bright young man. Some

827-8181

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING.

To Rent Apartments
74
To.Rent Business Property
78
To Rant Furnished Apartments 73

popular support and co-operation from the people, the prospects for progress under the
present plan are minimal. Cer-

asked.

earning

to advance with company.

FOUND: WHITE CAT

Lost:

high

background who has desire

Shipping &
Receiving

2665 Mannheim, Des Plaines

TUTORING

person with jewelry

686-7630

CARDINAL TOOL
& MFG. CO.

439-1184

CALL - MISS PEREYMA

Benefits

23 -Instruction

MT. PROSPECT AREA

Excellent opportunity with

Age and hourly rate open

whiz -making your allowance last from one week to
the next!"
13 -Lost and Found

FINE JEWELRY

Des Plaines Location

Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate Wanted
Rooms -Board -Housekeeping
Situations Wanted -Men

South Vietnam to gain

at Candlestick Park has been . the present Administration in!

contact Dave Lamont at

85
89
86

76

for a series with the Giants mendations will be adopted by

Interested boosters may

Real Estate -Apt, Building
Real EstaleBus. Property

To Rent Houses

the Democratic leadership has
prevented the resolution to
more than 100.
"I must admit that I am not

scheduled

14

considerably higher degree of
co-operation and success on
the part of the Government of

fan club. A Cubs -Mess series

24-28, a tour to San Francisco

56

Personals

Situations WantedWomen

will be the first stop for the Congress joined in that effort,

Later in the season,. July

23
90
50

"I HAVE COME to the
conclusion that without a

Although 58 Members of the

May 3, 4, and 5

5

Office Furniture - Devices

Real EstateService

and the North Vietnamese.

Shea Stadium in New York

has been scheduled there for

83

.... 65

Real Estate -Houses

msfeld

both coasts for the 1968 nam question to the floor of
baseball season

24
26
30
47

Lost and Found
13
Miscellaneous Merchandise
32
Mobile Homes
98
Motorcycles and Scooters .... I 1 I
Musical Instruments
55
Nursery Schools - Child Care
69

resist the pressures being tion, let me add that on Sept.
applied by both the Viet Cong

7
2

259-8085

Two air freight operations men
needed - night work. Must type must hove own transportation.

Experience preferred but will

Shipping & Delivery

36

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
st.Lp Wanted Men
Help Wanted Men or Women
Help Wonted Women
Home Furnishings.Furniture
Industrial Property
In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping

JMH Services, Inc.

FREIGHT

train.

1

Food and Delicacies

ly. Top salon/.

Elk

CALL 437-3900

10
12

28

in

fits.

Et

for "take

charge" man. Right man will
advance to supervisor quick-

Age 18.25

Light deliveries, shipping and

Employment Service -Women

Computer Operator
Groat opportunity

AIR

39
66

Employment Agencies -Men ... 27
Employment Agendas.

If interested

in a prestige position offering
an above average income call

YOUNG MAN

3B

3

sell, and think.

220 GRACELAND DES PLAINES

64

537.6660

360

must have the ability to work,

BERKEY PHOTO

99

9

JAKE'S PIZZA

Wheeling

over 300% in 3.yeors and have
reputation
a
professional

Bud Cairns 392-5151.

101

Cemeteries & Lots
Coins
Hobbies

Car Required

To
necessary.
experience
succeed In this business you

training is provided.

106
103

Cord of Sympathy
Card of Thanks

PART TIME EVES
WEEK NITES OPEN

second to none. No previous

Those positions offer a variety
of duties, and complete lob

Dpo'gYs,Cen'tsp and Equipment .. . 44

Scout

Opportunity to join the most
progressive recruiting firm In
the suburbs. We have grown

35

Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Services

Supreme Court.

PRODUCTION

Air Conditioning

Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange
Boats and Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities

Cong. Donald Rumsfeld (left) and Brian B. Duff of Wilmette.
Duff, Republican candidate for Secretary of State in Illinois,
was in Washington last week to take part in ceremonies in
which he was admitted to practice before the United States

Counselor

shifts;

LIGHT DELIVERY

Recruiting

GENERAL
Openings now exist on these

109
105
107

24 -Help Wanted Men

Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
529.7774

DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

$3.95 & $5.95.359-3593

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
830W. N.W. Hwy.
Arl. Hts.

259.9440

24 -Help Wanted Men

MEN WANTED

CALL
MT PROSPECT NEWS AGENCY

392-1830

l[MARKINO

ASSISTANT
Prefer young man with

Project

Setters

Custom Machine

opportunity in area GM
dealership.

Engineers

Assemblers

-

MECHANICAL

Custom Machine

Write Box 1144
The Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
60005

Nights

Inspector

We are interested in en-

man. Will assist in sales
work for our order
department.

Layout Draftsman

or equivalent in engin-

Bench Assemblers
Order Pickers
Custodians

project

CALL
KEN BERGER

eering experience at the
level.

Respon-

Men needed for cleaning after store hours.
Full time 5 nights 371/2
hour week; or part time
5 nights 20 hour week.

439-8500

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. prospect
255-1900

company benefits
liberal
disincluding
count privileges.
Full

"A Good Place To Work"

CARSON PIRIE

Arlington Heights

SCOTT & CO.
Randhurst Center
Mount Prospect

DAY WANT ADS

1

GET .RESULTS

men.

To Start Work

tion.

1st, 2nd, 3rd shift

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

PLAN AN EARLY INTERVIEW

GENERAL FACTORY

Call for Appointment

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit sharing.

647-0011

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

WORLD CARPETS

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

Niles, Illinois

Wheeling, Ill.

1150S Willis Ave.

'Stock Handlers

Inspectors
*Cafeteria Attendant
*Secretaries and Typists
BENEFITS INCLUDE:

America's Largest Carry -out Restaurant Chain.
Is opening it's new Des Plaines unit at Oakton & Lee in mid April

MEN -FULL TIME
Medical & Life Insurance Plan

Paid Vacations

MEN -PART TIME DAYS 11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
8 P.M. - MIDNITE
PART TIME NITES

READ THIS
ed for two progressive opportunities! Our well established
firm has just opened new
Mount Prospect offices.

We offer a total service to
industry that is predicated on
"Quality". Our company employs no conmen, pitch artists
or slick operators. Our offices
are

not

hole -in -the -walls,

giant supermarkets or cold
water flats. We do not hit
gongs, give away motor -cycles
or in any other way challenge
the integrity of our business.
PARAMOUNT'S offices are
ultra -modern, our bonus picture is the only one of its kind
in our business and progression is from within.
These positions, are inside
personnel opportunities - reTO INDUSTRY. You will talk to
people on all levels while

learning and training for your
career with our company. This
is not a blind ad - or misstatement of what PARAMOUNT is. If hired you will
receive a generous base plus
commission. To start with the
emphasize on "Growth".

RALPH McGUIRE at

259-7330

APPLY
AT

827-1220
DES PLAINES

McDONALD'S

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
Chicago
36 So. State St.

28 -Employment Agencies Women

DOCTOR WILL

MOTOROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Roads Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

- WAREHOUSE WORK

TRAIN $450

No expl No nitesl No Sots! This

Northwest Doctor will' train a
receptionist to receive the many
patients, handle phones, take all
messages, make appts., type bills.

Doctor will gladly train if you
like working with people & have
a real desire to learnt Free IVY.
7215 W:Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942
N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

MEN & WOMEN
FULL TIME ONLY - NIGHTS ONLY
HOURS: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No
layoffs due to weather.

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

ELECTRONICS

Good working conditions - Good starting
salary - Liberal company benefits.

2 weeks paid vacation

15 AMPEX 25

STOP!!

paid holidays

LEADER IN HI -Fl MUSIC

paid sick leaves

overtime
insurance
automatic raises

SEE MR. SCHMITT

ELECTRONIC

The Following Positions Are Now Available For Men
And Women In Our New Air Conditioned
Plants:

TECHNICIAN?
Des Plaines, III.

414 E. Golf Road

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

Work in

MOTOROLA

Wheeling
537-2180

NEEDS

hafficrafiers

TECHNICAL WRITERS

Illinois.

DIAL 392-6100

Secretary to V.P.
$450 to $550 - Free
The need is now for an efficient
girl with good secretarial
skills to handle interesting
office duties. There's just
enough to keep yourself happy
and busy. Greet clients, handle

some light typing and general
No
transactions.
necessary
here.

Come in or call Nick Korba at

Are You

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
PROMOTABLE?

HALLMARK,
380
827-7706.
E. Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.

Do you want
CLERK TYPISTS

SECURITY?

61 North Suburban

"YES"

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

Then we need

Companies Have
Come To

YOU!

These men will carry out maintenance
duties in both plant and' office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,

Salaries $325 to $800
'07 N. EVERGREEN, ARL. HTS.

shorthand

If the answer is
DAYS. and NIGHTS

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

business

$520-$725?

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

for your future

jOne Position Available In Park Ridge,
Four Positions Available In Elk Grove Village)

Are you earning

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

The Ideal Company

SECRETARIES

CITY OR SUBURBS

E" TA L. Et

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

NEEDS YOU!

-

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

250 N 12th St.

Are you an

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

No experience necessary

MART/IV

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

PARAMOUNT

*Profit Sharing
8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

CALL MR. SCHENK, MON-FRI. 1 PM -5 PM ONLY

MEN

-

Career Minded

*Good Vacation Plan

3 to 5 hours between 10:30 A.M. & 3:30 P.M.

MEN and WOMEN

operations experience
will qualify. s
Any operations experience
will qualify. Ask Dick Mele at
HALLMARK, 827.7706. 380 E.

° Exce I lent Working Conditions
NITES 4 P.M.-MIDNiTE '

DAYS 8 A.M.-4 P.M.

Join the team at McDonald's newest unit. We need neat,
dependable people who are willing to work. Age no barrier.
Excellent salaries, meals free. For a satisfying and exciting

JOBS

ASSISTANT EDP

$750 A Month, No Fee
Any

Call

*Good Starting Pay

'Automatic Increases
*Low Cost Hospitalization

WE HAVE 60 FULL & PART TIME
OPENINGS FOR MEN -WOMEN

DES PLAINES

27 -Employment Agencies Men

presenting a QUALITY SERVICE

Communications Technicians

position with a dynamic organization.

for

Schaumburg

Packers

McDONALD'S

220 GRACELAND

confident young men are need-

'Assemblers
*Wirers and Solderers

WOMEN - PART TIME MON-FRIDAY

"

827-6141

Bright, articulate and self

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

24 -Help Wanted Men

439-7600

.

Excellent starting salary during training. Merit
increases, paid vacation, holidays, hospitaliza-

IMMEDIATELY

MOTOROLA

2201 Touhy
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

call
for appointment

An interesting and unique telephone sales cover
awaits two people who are interested in working
with our plans. This is not a solicitation service.

We seek people with pleasant telephone voice
and a unique desire to converse with business

100 N. River Road
Des Plaines
299-2281

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect.

At

in new Elk Grove plant.

- Our office serves over 2700 accounts in 13 states.

MEN WANTED

Hospital
WIEBOLDPS

Is On The Move

Janitor

DIFFERENT

.

439-1805

Fri. Sat. 9:30 to 5:30.

PRODUCTION AND OFFICE

SOMETHING

711 W. Algonquin Rd.

CALL MRS. GOLZ

pre -

741-3963

An Equal
Opportunity Employer

'An equal opportunity employer

SYSTEMS, INC.

ern office.

800 W. Central Road
Mount Prospect

Multigraph Corporation

Personnel Office 2nd Floor

Career opportunity. Excellent
starting salary, pleasant mod-

801 N. State. St.

WEBER MARKING

APPLY

Collections

Holy Family

10 AM to 9:30 PM, Mon. thru

GENERAL

ENGINEERING
Division of Addressograph

ance, a credit union and regular wage reviews.

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

make own credit calls.

Elgin

tion benefits.

BERKEY PHOTO

Credit "&

firm, familiar with D&C and all
collection procedures - able to

ELGIN-MACOR INC.

machine. Hours 4PM to 12:30 AM
for this permanent position which
includes oyr full program of company benefits.

parlance to run kodochrome

PLEASE APPLY

APPLY IN PERSON

BRUNING'

surance, group health insur-

and

dows, trim,
hung doors.

Full Time and part time weekend hours. Day Shift, Excellent

COUNT ON PURCHASES.

Experienced for manufacturing

buildinvolves
ing products, wood win-

man with some mechanical ex..

salary for qualified persons.
Pro -rated holiday and vaca-

MEDIATE 20 percent DIS-

253-2800

sibility from original design layout thru prototype testing will allow
for diversified work in

Full or Part Time
Our employees enjoy a liberal
including
program
benefit
profit sharing, free life in-

* PHONE ORDERS
* CUSTOMER
CONTACT
* ORDER
SCHEDULING
Work

gineers with a B. S. M. E.

progressive retail chain.

young

aggressive

24 -help Wanted Men

Film Processor

Many company benefits. 1M -

an

Page 9

LAB TECHS

blending.

Good earning potential with

_

OFFICE WORK

ELECTRICAL

Mount
our
Office. Only those interested in permanent
employment need apply.

Women.

color coordinating and paint

26 -Help Wanted Men or

ELECTRO-MECH.

Prospect

26 Help Wanted Men or

helpful' but we
will train parson Interested in
Experience

GET RESULTS

A fine opportunity for

DETAIL
LAYOUT
Get in on the ground
floor to strengthen your
career with many challenging assignments in

PAINT SALES

DAY WANT ADS

Experience Necessary
Rolling Meadows Area
438.8045

141-F1 TA WI ACAL

Custom Machine

some accounting and
bookkeeping experience.
Will
train
Excellent

orders. Call betw. 4 & 8 p.m.
392-7362

Women

Good Starting Wage
Benefits
Overtime

THE DAY
Monday, March 253 1968

Pick up & Deliver Fuller Brush

Full Time & Part Time

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

immediately. Call 539-1240

CALL.437-3760

BOOKKEEPER

.

earning $30 to $50 per week.
received
Excellent training
in sales while earning money

WANTED

Women

$3.00 An Hour

Age 12 to 15. After school
work 4:30 to 8:30 p.m. Saturday all day. Our boys ore

RECEIVING CLERK

10 Otito 2 30 PM.

Janitors

BOYS WANTED

SHIPPING &

To work Monday thru Friday,
12 00 to 4 30 P M. Saturday,

26 -Help Wanted Men or

24 -Help Waysted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

!, :24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

Any technical school, military training or communi-

cation experience qualifies you for these critical
openings. We are the fastest growing electronic
company and have critical need for technicians

-

ASSEMBLERS

in our Chicago and suburban plants.

BILL of MATERIAL WRITERS

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS
(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)
cAt..TELENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

The Hallicrafters Cs,., d leader In the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our.
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan

GOOD STARTING SALARY

Profit Sharing

RAPID

APPLY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

AT

Contact Personnel Dept.
Weekdays 8:30AM to 5 PM

MOTOROLA
ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

'An equal opportunity employer

Current Listings:
Receptionist

INSURANCE
GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS;
PROFIT SHARING
RAPID PROMOTIONS

Profit Sharing bonuses
Good starting rates
Automatic increases
Two weeks vacation 1st year
Company paid insurance

Tuition aid
Early seniority fin new plants
Promotional opportunities
Air-conditioned new plants, parking lot, and cafeteria
Discounts on company products

Don't delay! Call me today!

$440
$375
Secretary (V.P.)
$650
Secretary
$550
Bookkeeper
$475
Figure Clerk
$375
Keypunch
$475
Typist
$370
These positions are open NOW!
LYNN
DAVIS
SEE
YOUR

General Office

CAREER SPECIALISTS

PHONE VISIT OR WRITE
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

CALL

Lynn
Davis

SUNDAY 12-5
DAILY 9 T0,6

.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Erhployer

4:30 P.M. TO 1:00 A.M.

AMPEX EMPLOYEES ENJOY THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

DICK SULLIVAlklil

259-9600

A Subaldlary of Northrop Corporation

We offer:
7:45 A.M. TO 4:15 P.M.

DRAFTSMEN

Me half/crafters coo

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS

JOBS OFFER:

SUBURBS MAY CALI. COLLECT
1

939-7385
An Equal Opportunity Employer

259-7010
Elk Grove Village, Ill.
2201 Lunt Avenue
Phone: 956-0900
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Mt. Prospect
401 E. Prospect
also
Chicago
36 So. State St.

THE DAY
,Monday, March 25, 1968

Page 10

27 -Employment Agencies Men

27 -Employment Agencies Men

30 -Help Wanted Women

28 -Employment AgenelesWomen

"GADABOUT"
COMPLETE TRAINING

Very different & funl This job is

motherless home. Children

"gadabout" receptionist. A really

flexible, prefer 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
5 day week. Excellent pay. 1/2

several floors need you to fill In
for their SIX other receptionists

ml. north of Randhurst.

when they go to lunch or out,
for coffee. You get to know
everyone in the whole place!
Some typing. It's 'alertness &

Working mother needs someone

so unusual we call It the

big company with offices on

HIRING IN 01)R OFFICE

to $22,000

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
Openings in sheet metal,
appliances, gears, cams, etc.

plastics, packaging, controls,

PRODUCTION ENGINEERS ... to $18,000
Openings for electronics, mechanical and industrial engin-

$30.00 A Week
orders.
a.m.

WAITRESS

gears and cams.

15 E. Campbell CL 9-0222

go. 43fr-4207 after 5 PA.

Full

Army, Air Force, Navy or service schools ideal.

APPLY

ALLIS-

permanent position and can work

nites, we have an opening that

to $22,000

DATA PROCESSING

Systems and procedures managers, systems and procedure
analyst programmers, methods analyst, computer operators.

$10,000-$20,000

ACCOUNTANTS

tial. Our billing department Is in
need of an operator to work the
hours of 9PAfi to 5:30AM. Part

392-6500

MULLINS & ASSOC.
11 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

299-3222

Careful

analysis

......

TYPISTS

345 Scott St.
Elk Grove Village

MR. JUSKIE

We

tion will not bore you. Handling phones, light
figure work, and some filing. Light typing helpful.
Salary to $400. FREE
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

munications and human relations
skills desired. Opportunity to
assist in other personnel department activities.

26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

Women

positions

day positions. Excellent
starting rates, interesting and
are

Needs

a

young

lady with

sales personality, age 21 to
35, to train as a dispensing

Automobile experience
preferred. Small office.

LEE OPTICAL

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, III.

Many company benefits
including

An equal opportunity employer

IMMEDIATE 20% DISCOUNT

253-4240
26 -Help Wanted .Men

26 -Help- Wanted Men -o

FULL TIME.
Day Shift Only
(Some part time)

Permanent work in modern up
to

c..

Women

date new hospital. Good

pre -

APPi'f IN PERSON

Directory Co.

741-3963

Lifesavers, Inc.
Randhurst Center 392-1920
Room 63
Prof. Level
.35. Prospect Ave. 823-2175
Park Ridge
24 Hr. Ans. Serv. 332-5210

Apply Personnel Dept:

Holy Family

OFFICE

Hospital

PERSONNEL

100 N. River Road
Des Plaines
299-2281

Elgin

TYPISTS -STENOS
SECRETARIES

KEY PUNCH OPRS.
CLERKS

GENERAL

26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

DICTAPHONE

PERSONNEL

'RECEPTIONIST

TEMPORARY HELP - . offers a

We need a girl to greet applicants as they apply

local suburban firms. 'Work
days, weeks or months.

cant must have a high school education with some
general office and typing experience.

STOP IN OR CALL

variety of opportunities with

for employment in our Personnel office. Appli-

MOLON MOTOR & COIL CORP.

BILL BOX

3737 INDUSTRIAL AVE. ROLLING MEADOWS

255-7330

MIR

ghe ha/A-milers coo

MID

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

NNria)

I

CLERK

4717ACI___A

TYPISTS

800 W. Central

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just
a few minutes drive from your home.
You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

WE NEED HELP!!

tion, major medical and the opportunities far

SECRETARIES & STENOGRAPHERS

DICTAPHONE OPERATOR

0 to 3 years experience ideal for secretarial positions now open in several departments. Duties are varied and interesting.

Willing to train above average typist to operate dictaphone. Variety of work involved in this

JANITRESSES
Evening hours 5 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. No prior experience necessary as we will train.

ixperienced operator or we will train individual with \moderate

_CLERKS (Night Shift)

TYPISTS

Prior general office experience desired for clerical assignments In accounting and credit

We will train qualified typists to operate billing machines In accounting department. Excellent
opportunity to learn new skill.

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise
For information about the FINEST

water softeners & water conditioning equipment contact JOHNSON WATER

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358-3200

department. No typing involved.

GENERAL CLERKS

SWITCHBOARD (Relief)

Beginning positions now open in credit department for individual wanting clerical assignment
No typing involved.

Experienced switchboard operator wanted as relief on our busy board. Substitute for vacations
and emergencies.

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

72 piece Japanese crystal,

fer you and your family.

tern.

hand blown 1. cut. Wheat pat259-9019

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

259-9600

-

assignment.

4EYPUNCH OPERATOR

Mt. Prospect

An Equal Opportunity Employer

quick advancement.

FEMALE

Day and night shift openin-gs
typing skills.

'a'

starting salary and benefits.

win-

products, wood
dows,
trim,and
hung doors.

1865 Miner St. Des Plaines
827-6111

WE'RE

iAr

Laundry Workers

Work involves building

An equal opportunity employer

Women

every assignment.

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

Experienced or Inexperienced

801 N. State St.

.

Women

Earn the finest rates for

er.

1

* PHONE ORDERS
* CUSTOMER
CONTACT
* ORDER
SCHEDULING.

An equal opportunity employer

26 -Help Wanted Men ca.

Work In your area in a variety
of interesting offices for a full
day, a week, or months, as a
skilled temporary office work-

WIEBOLDT'S

Excellent opportunity for
conscientious person interested in desk sales.

MUM

Mt. Prospect

°

10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.

ELGIN-MACOR INC.

74 Prospect Plaza

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, Ill.

JOB!'

dling of cash.

-INC.

General Telephone
-BOOKKEEPING

optician. Excellent salary.

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

Experience not required but
accuracy is needed for han-

GENERAL OFFICE

APPLY

.

26 -.Help Wanted Men or

LEE OPTICAL

For Details and Interview

Loop Office
939-4866
63 E. Adams
Chicago, III.

several

YOUR

CONTROL CASHIER

EKCO PRODUCTS,

varied duties. Liberal employee
benefits.

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537-1100

Holmes & Assoc.
Rand hurst Office
392-2700
Upper Level Site 23A)
Mt. Prospect, III.

with good typing, math, com-

have

for beginning or experienced
typists. Ono position is from
6 p.m. to midnight; the others

437-0800
Ask for Larry Weeks

CL 3-2100

tent and experienced individual
in the group insurance field.
Responsible high school grad

ENJOY

ings.

department.

TIME -LIFE

surance plans under one compe-

ARE YOU BORED??

Must like public contact. Light
typing required. Enjoyable
work and pleasant surround:

Will assist in our order

Overhead Door Co.

ties of four group medical in-

A company in the suburbs claims that this posi-

Office Workers

OFFICE WORK

FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW -

BOOKKEEPER

Call

in a decision to combine activi-

TEMPORARY

PERSONNEL CLERK

FULL TIME

ership. Fringe benefits.

has resulted

for

opportunity

girl with good secretarial skills
plus ability to work accurately
with figures. Some exposure to

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

359-2500

tunity in area GM deal-

INSURANCE

Outstanding

Mt. Prospect.

An equal opportunity employer

NCR electronic accounting machine Dperator
and accounts receivable
clerk. Excellent oppor-

ADMINISTRATION

28 -Employment Agencies Women

28 -Employment AgenciesWomen

DesPlaines

CALL 358-3074

PHONE
MRS. SHIVERS, 359-2507

(-kir new offices are located in

1161 McCabe Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Ill.
439-4666

YOUNG LADY

BERKEY PHOTO

392-2525

vision. Must enjoy responsibili-

CALL MR. KOZLOV

827-6141
220 Gracola nd

a

woman interested In a dignified position leading to super-

time considered.

General accounting, cost accounting, manufacturing accounting.

7.

opportunity- for

Excellent

ty and diversification. Supervisory or bookkeeping experi-

CHALMERS

55 E. Rand Rd. Dos Plaines

offers an excellent growth poten-

for FULL TIME Mothers

ence desirable.

RED BALLOON.
COFFEE HOUSE

If you are looking for a

ELECTRONIC

GENERAL OFFICE

time and part time girl

Uniforms and meals provided.
Insurance programs.

Choose your own Wours.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN ... to $ 9,600

To The Controller

Port time openings, 9 to ,12
hours a week. Top $.

FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW

needed. Typing, filing and
opporreception. Excellent
tunity with many company
benefits.

Any electronics experience or training and trade schools or

WORK

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537-1100

GENERAL OFFICE

WAITRESSES
Full Time 1

KEYPUNCH.OPERATOR

392-9200

NEED MONEY?

.

SECRETARY

bookkeeping or accounting helpful but not essential. Good
starting salary, pleasant working
conditions, excellent opportunity
for personal and professional
growth.

Space Home
Improvement

BELLA PIZZA

-

Day and Evening"

Openings in schematics, sheet metal, plastics, pdckaging,

typing, misc. office duties.

Must be 21 or over.
10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday thru Saturday

CL 9.0573

30 -Help Wanted Women

DESIGNERS .& DRAFTSMEN ... to $15,000

GIRL FRIDAY
Part time, minimum 25 hours
per week. Bookkeeping, light

10,

to care for 2 children, stay or,

eers.

Call between 8 & 11'
392-4352

12, & 14. No laundry, hours

friendliness that count. $433 Free
IVY. 7215 W. Touhy, SP 4.8585,
4942 N. Milwaukee. AV 2-5050.

PART TIME

Pick up & Deliver Fuller Brush

HOMEMAKER
Desperately needed in

RECEPTIONIST :

30 -Help Wanted Wo.a.:a

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted WoMen

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

HOUSEWIVES. 'Weil, at home.
Part
time phone
soliciting.
MR. HOWARD
774.5353

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
F. 9-3200
L 5-1'107
Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bedrm. set,
new 5165.251-7385.

Me haincrafiers ca,
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Electric range Norge,

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer
-

1 year old -$100.
259-9566
Go -Kart

w/2

(Hof fco)

h.p.
good

Clinton 4 -cycle engine,
condition. 590. 255.6208.

White bathroom sink and toilet,
good condition. Best offer.

WOMEN WANTED

CL 5-0131

17 cubic feet combination refrigdtator (7') & freezer (10'). $100
or best offer. 25S-3033

MEN

18" Portable TV with stand, $35;
bicycle, $8.
18"
boys/girls
259.4267 or 824-4225.

FIRST SHIFT
TAB OPERATOR TRAINEE

PROGRAMMERS

Position now open on second shift for Tabulating Machine trainee. Data -processing -school- -

Additions are now being made to our programming staff. Programmers in IBM 360 experience
preferred, but not necessary.

Many company benefits including profit sharing.

12 x 15 WOOL RUG

-AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Light grey. Best Offer.
392-8965

desirable but we will train qualified applicant.

PAYROLL CLERK

GROUNDSKEEPER

Prior payroll experience helpful but we will train qualified applicant. Recent college graduate

Seeking individuals with experience in groundskeeping who will work with tractors, mowers,

would find this lob very challenging.

etc. on Pure Oil property.

-

Roy Rood - FL 9-0993

Wheeling .

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Everything

A combination of driving company mall truck and clerical duties provides an interesting job In '
our mail room. Chauffers C license required.

Retired postal employees Would be ideal for clerical assignments In accounting department.

FOR SALE

Mounted WI" Sailfish

LE 7-2510

DRIVER - MAIL DEPARTMENT

CLERKS (Accounting Department)

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
1150 S. Willis

Must

Be

at

Sold

Terrific Reductions!

Come in and Save
THE CHANDELIER'

MAIL CLERK

UTILITY MAN

35 S. Vail, Arlington Hts.

Recent high school graduate or young man awaiting draft call would be ideal for position of
sorting and distributing mail in large office building.

Individual desiring variety of duties would enjoy this lob which includes light office maintenance
work, minor repairs to office furniture, servicing of pool cars, etc.

JANITORS
Evening hours 5 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. No experience necessary as we will train.

pp R01L Welcomes you to join our organization. Come in to our employment deportment for an Interview. Many

37 -Boats and Marine .
Supplies

SECRETARIES

6 HP Eska motor, 1 year old, 10
hrs. total time $85.

Excellent opportunities for women who possess good typing
and shorthand skills. At least 2 years secretarial experience
required. Challenging positions now exist in various engineering departments. Excellent starting salary and benefits.

fringe benefits are available to all regular employees; major medical, disability, sick pay, profit
sharing.

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road. is just
a few minutes drive from your home.

Call now and see what Hallidrafters has to of-

Y

fer you and your family.
COMMA

C usxsansO

PUR OIL

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

259.9600

-

..

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
to

toys, 6 weeks. AKC,

tiny, quality black.

259.4948

5 week, box trained,

kittens,

free to good homes.
CL 5-0131

2 black poodles, 9 weeks old.

AKC, small miniatures. 1st shots.
439-7534
German

short

hair

pointer,

male, 10 mos. old, AKC, dual
field & show, house-

champ

FEMALE SHEPARD

COLLIE $15.
392-3824 AFTER 6 P.M.

Irish Setter at stud. Baltimore

bred. Excel. blood lines & hunter

Me hall/crafters cra,
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
PALATINE, ILL.
LA 9-7700
200 E. GOLF RD.

_

Equipment

Poodles,

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

\

259.5992

44 -Dogs, Pets and

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

stock. $50. 392-6926.

Why not fill an Easter Basket with
a Min. Schnauzer puppy?? AKC,..
home raised: Call FL 8-2699
after 6 or weekends.

47 -Home Furnishings-

-

. Furniture
Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heovy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353. -

47 -Homo FurnishingsFurnituro
HIDE -A -BED $35.

PRICE REDUCED1

CL 3-3569

OWNER WANTS OFFERS!
3

ers w/lrg mirror, dblo. bed, 2

drapes

from

rind -

model

deluxe

has everything ate reasonable
price. Spacious family kit-

chen, 20'x14' paneled family

Selling furniture, carpeting &.

room, 13/4 baths, 2 car garage.
Excellent floor plan. $24,000.

*ant°

homes Big savings Will separate Cash or terms Froo deliv-

1714 E. Northwest Hwy,
Arlington Heights
255-6320 358.1502 894-1330

ery

CALL 358-6800
Beige contemn chr; 2 barrel,
green French Prov chr; corner
Bassett tbl, set cork this, white;
coffee tbl; lamp tbl w lamp. All
excel cond 392-3831

in

3 BEDROOM RANCH

3 bedrm. ranch w/soparato
dining rm. Now wall-to-wall

buffet Twin bed, dresser &,

FULL BASEMENT
$21,900 is the low price of this
ranch home.
bedroom
3
Spacious family sized kitchen,

carpets thru out. Workshop in
garage. Good value at $21,900

Coldspot freezer, Hot-,
point 2 oven stove, G E. refrigerator Misc CL 3-0982
chest

4

$18,900.

in

living
rm. S/S, Priced to soil. $20,250

Mahog Duncan Phyfo dining
table w/leaves, pads & 6 chairs,
Lg

shop

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

iumoG7OLI

Alum, siding for easy maintenance. Excellent landscaping.
Covered patio. 11/2 car garage.

Wheeling

3 bedrm. ranch w/family rm.
plus heated work
garage. Carpeting

OPIENI SUNDAYS

OLDS in

SHARP 3 BEDROOM
RANCH HOME

tufted back, boigo contemn. chrs;

OM CM P(ING9C4

bright basement with plenty
of area for children to play,

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

Fenced rear yard.

1/3 off the regular price farm

[>

THE DEALER WITH THE BETTER DEAL

ous name brand carpets, as low

as $395 a yd Free estimates,
724-6257

IIHELPII

ment, att. 21/2 car garage, Via
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

ING RM., family kitch. with

sion: $36,900

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

classical guitar, mint condition.
$100 with case 392-0514.
with.
Kalamazoo,
Excellent condition.
!Tremolo
1$45 392-8195

'Amplifier,

Baldwin Acrosonic piano, par30 years old.

Member: M.A.P. Muir.
List. Sere.

radio,
whitewall tires.

IN LIV. ROOM

Brick & Frame
baths,

2

4 bdrms. - 2

patios &

FAMILY

ROOM - 2 car gar., Blt.-in
appliances, carpet, drapes. A
charming spacious home in
lovely wooded area. Mt. Pros-

$50001 Chock our ad here
every Wednesday
EL REY MUSIC CENTER

7 W Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180

pect, $38,900.

IMPALA COPE

MAP. Multiple
*Member
listing Service
*Mertiber of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

'64 PONTIAC

Devices
Walnut sec'ty desks. 32x40
kneehole $40, 34x60 R.H. comp.
$60, Remington elec. adding
mach, dir sub lost 10 tot. 11

w/cr bal $100 912 N. Ridge,
Arl Hts after 6 p m

3 bedroom ranch on 4/4 acre
lot near shops & schools! Enclosed breezeway family rm.,
full basement, recreation rm.,

74 -To Rent Apartments

Mt Pros

I

bdrm deluxe apt.

pool, air-cond, & utilities.
May 1st or before 439-5294
-

dinette kitchen, large patio,
21/2 car att. garage. $24,500.

bik. to
5 room cach house downtown Des Plaines. Stove,

MOURT PROSPECT'

TIMBERLAKE VILLAGi:

bdrm opts Includes heat, hot
water, cooking gas range, refriy.
plus SWIMMING POOL. Deposits now being accepted for
1

Buick 4 -door sedan,
mileage. $450.
299.3824
'61

Lo

$1 345

oar c avy, a cylinder,

best offer. 526-6548 after 6 PM

'62 OLDSMOBILE

'62 Plymouth 4-dr. wagon, 6 cyl.,
stand., R&I1, like new brakes,

98 Sport Sedan

76 -To Rent Houses

'63 Ford Econoline wood panel
inside, leopardcloth
terior $500. 824-8310

cab

in- I

AITO. TRANS. $395. CALL AFT. 6
PM, 392-9784.

garage Walk to train, stores,
schools $250 Mt Prospect.
CL 3-8800

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

trans., R&H, tinted glass, dual

Arlington Realty Inc.

Clean, lite, air conditioned office Phone answering service.

Member Homeric°
national homefindMg service

Low

Private Office -Desk Space
Phone Answering
Secretarial Service, From $50
In Downtown Hoffman Estates
.529-3900
B & K Realty

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

traction. $295. 437-4216

'59 Olds 98 - 1 owner. All power

in-law arrangeme
in-law arrangement. Spacious'
home has 9 rooms, w/2 car att.
garage. Appliances, carpet Mg, draperies included. Pric-

2 bedrooms, large living room.
Air conditioned, patio. With
or without appliances. Convenient to shopping 2 blocks to C &

ed to sell fast at $32,500.

NW RR station 192-3486.

9 Pass., Vista Cruiser

79 Weathersfield Common
894-1660
Mt. Prospect Office
392-2290
Member: MAP. Multi -List Sorv,

soles tax. CL 3-8669

'65 DODGE 440

JEEP DEALER

ily room Ceramic baths, FULL
car garage.
2
BASEMENT

SPRING TIME
CONVERTIBLES

Nash American 2 -door,

R

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

0
S

'62 BUICK

1961 Cadillac Convertible
Vary Good Condition
296-7973

Open Sunday 1 to 5 P.M.
539.6221 or 392-3978

Triumph. Perfect
$450 or best offer.
__827-7924

TR3

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.
Sun. 12 noon to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 ml. E.

Auto, Power Steering, white
with black top. Radio, heater,
w/w's.

111 -Motorcycles and

434 E. Northwest
Palatine

1967 Vespa 150 -Super, low
miles, excellent condition. $350
or best offer. 439-1824.

FL 8-1800

'99 -Automobile For Sale

99 -Automobile For Sale
1

ILOOKORIG F R A '6
SEE S FIRST ... or Oast.

But SEE US!

brakes, radio, whitowah tires.

Auto, Power
Radio, Heater.
V8,

1400 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

"64 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

2 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8-404-13,
V -B,
auto., power steering,

$1295

Steering

$795

DACIT

OPEN
SUNDAYS --1S

Q:2 -Dr.

Hardtop. V-8,
i radio, whitewall tiros,

Z
t

Dom.

,--

$

-

SELLE

$2395
TOP

#8-722-A, V-8, auto.,
power steering, power- brakes,
radio, whitewall tires.
Stock

Ql,t1 WaY4

whitewalls.

$1695
'65 LTD 4 -DR.
HARDTOP
auto., power
radio, whitewalls.
V-8,

steering,'

$1795
SDN.
.9 -Pass. V-8, auto., power steer' ing, radio, whitewall tires.

$1295

111111110 1//

ALTArtl.S_rlArdcv

,

-I see LATTOF
stickers.

2917 0 7s0

power steering, Canso! radio,

'65 T -BIRD HARD- '64 FORD COUNTRY

SUNDAYS 'TIL 6

You LATTOF salesmen must be
on some sort of sales

promotion drive.
Wherever I go

HARDTOP
Stock #P-534, 8 cyl., auto.,

TOP

lilt

5 5'.1:11,&11,rairtA+KK,i2D'

$1095
'65 MUSTANG

T -BIRD HARD-

#8-367-A, V-8, auto.,
power steering, power brakes,.
whiteair, radio,
wall tires.

AC/T14 ORIZCO.

TC1-i'EVROLET

BEL AIR
4 -Dr. 6 cyl., auto., power steertires, radio,
ing
Premium
whitewalls.

Stock

0 OPEN EVES. 'TIL 9 0 SATURDAY 'TIL 6

Wick /4-11-6rn

'64 CHEVROLET

stick,

9 195
' ''65

TRACK

Ithir

.

.$1695

'64 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

3924300

ACROSS THU STRUT PROM THI1 RACE TRACK

WAGON

Stock #8-166-A. 6 cyl., auto.
power steering, radio, whitewalls. A great car for any purpose.

$2095

Ara.lt46TOt4 PAW

'63 FORD CONVT

'Scooters

2 + 2 GTA

#8-856-k V-8, out
trans., power steering power

ODGE
PALATINS

$1095

of McHenry. PH. 815-385-6333

$1195
'66 RAMBLER

'66 MUSTANG
0Stock

111111111

/

salesman:

OVA

HOURS: Weekdays 9 to 9:
Saturday 9 to 6: Sunday 10 to5

11111

("3

Titif40.1

E>

-ror
"MU"

ns

Cpas

EMITE A 1031Erk

FORMERLY FORD IN PARK RIDGE
THE NEWEST, FINEST, LARGEST AUTOMOTIVE FACILITIES IN CHICAGOLAND
-- THE NORTHWEST'S NEWEST CORTINA DEALER --

9401 Milwaukee Ave. - 965-6700 - Niles, Ill.
Open Daily 9-9 - Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 11-5

Opposite Golf Mill Shopping, Center.
1

0

SA

OPEN EVENINGS

t

ARLINGTON HTS.

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

/

f>
CLOSED SUNDAY

CL 9-4100

10

wall tires.

$1995

radio, whitewall tires.

'64 OLDS SUPER
88 CONVT.

Stock
HARDTOP
#8-854.A: V-8, auto., power
steering, radio, heater, white-

bar. Ready to go.

guipA.,

$795

std.

tires,

trans., mag wheels, traction

Auto, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Red with white top.

$995
4 -DR.

2 + 2GT
whitewall

steering,

'63 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

'66 MUSTANG

()Radio,

$495

Catalina H.T.

4 -DR.

auto, power
radio, whitewalls.
V-8,

$1395
r)

4 Door

I

$1195

{wall tires.

INVICTA CONVT.

line of 1968 tent trailers, travel trailers, pickup coaches &

Parkhaven Bldrs.

FUTURA
V.4 -DR. Stock #8.812-A. 6 cyl.,
auto., radio, heater, white -

'62 DART

'64 PONTIAC

Automatic Trans.

7 p.m.

Snowmobiles. See our complete

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

'63 RAMBLER

4 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8-735-A.
auto., power steering,
V -B,
radio, whitewalls.

'63 FORD GALAXIE

'65 FALCON

$795

Hardtop -

299.8507 before 4 p.m. or aft.

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds

on 100'xI50' lots

day for price of $31,900

$1995

F-85, Automatic

'65 OLDSMOBILE

9 Pass. Polara

136 W. Northwest Highway
381.6663
Barrington, Ill.

CLOSEOUT SALE

4 MODELS

House could not be built to-

$795

'62 OLDS

Fastback

.

'64 DODGE

102 -Trucks, Trailers

1300 N. on Yale St.

'65 BARRACUDA

9 Passenger

Wit DIMIr

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES

shape.

IN SHERWOOD

Excellent kitchen. Fam-

,

Lots of driving left In this one,

$695

440 Hdtop.

'65 Impala 2-dr. hdtp., P/S, Auto.
6, mist blue. Best offer. 439-3360,
after 5 p.m.

500

jVn-68, aruatcLtranws.41,peoww; steer-

Convert, 4 Speed

'65 CORONET

9 Pass., Vista Cruiser

'64 FORD GALAXIE

AN.,E

0

'64 MONZA

'65 BUICK

Radio,

$1595

2 Door

SATELLITE

'62 Chevy 4-dr. Bel Airo sedan
auto. trans., factory air, 1 -owner
clean, $595. 392-3458

1960

high Vz acre just outside of
Palatine Hardwood floors 8

'66 PLYMOUTH

Fury Ill With Power

.

Stock #8-788-A.
heater,
whitewalls,
power steering.
HARDTOP

2 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8 -58S -A,

'64 COMET

stick,

#8.736-A, V-8,
radio, whitewall tires.
Stock

9 795
'66

'

4(1

'65 MUSTANG 2 -DR

Automatic trans.

'65 PLYMOUTH

'64 PLYMOUTH
CONVT.

'65 CHEVROLET
IMPALA
powerilness1oering, radio, white-

'66 CHARGER

#13-787-A.

whitewalls.

$1095

Convertible, V-8, auto. trans.,

$895

heater,

Red.

$2895

'64 FALCON

2 In Stock

'63 Mercury Colony Park Station
wagon 9 pass. white. P/S, P/B,
radio, rack, I owner $1050. Nol

good 2nd car. Runs good. $100.

'All brick custom bi-level on

99 -Automobile For Sale

CLOSED SUNDAYS

True luxury at a low price.

11 :

$995

'66 CORVETTE

Air COnd. Polara

437.4694.

1960

Hoffman Estates 3 bdrm. ranch,
well landscaped, extras incl.
fenced yard, V4 acre, assumable
mortgage Open House Sunday
Mar 31st $19,900 166 Payson.
894-5652

FUT

'66 DODGE

'65 OLDS

cond., radio, whitewall tires.

Dort 270, Automatic

4 -speed. Warranty Book

BARRINGTON

Stock #8-449-A. Full powerozir

'64 DODGE

440 Eng.

440 E. Main St. DU 1-3400

[>'66 T -BIRD LANDAU

0

Stock

HARDTOP

Rddio,

$1295

$2695

$1395

'67 CORONET

9 Passenger

'65 CORVAIR 2 -DR.

0 now.

G.T. Hardtop

Hardtop

Air Cond., 9 Pass.

IN

Good running condition. $225

5 BEDROOMS

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENT

OlOSNOBEE

1965 Buick Skylark 4 door;
P/S, A/T. Best offer.
392-8720

for the large family or ideal

86 -Real Estate -Houses

BEAKS

'63 Rambler wagon Classic, auto

550 W. Northwest Hwy.
North An. Hts,
392-8100
208 S. Main St.
Mt. Prospect
CL 5.1515
535 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.
South
Arl. Hts.
CL 3-8100

81 -level, 2 bdrm , rec. room &

'68 DODGE DART
270 Hardtop. Stock #8-852-A,
V-8, stick, power steering,
radio, whitewall tires. Like

'65 DODGE

'67 FORD '500

'66 BUICK

'66 CHEVROL

CL 3.6784

Action
Realtors

Compacts

4 Speeds

Sta. Wagons

$595

$795 or cash and older car.

$2692

GUARANTEE, 30 t. fpLAYS ON 40
(]
SELECTED USED CARS

meter, undercoating and more.

transportation. $150. or

Excel.

1962 CORVAIR MONZA, R&H,

43?:.4100.

318 V-8 engine, custom vinyl
roof, push-button radio, power steering, bucket seats, tinted glass, elect. clock, tacho-

s(i

6:

p

ONCLUDO

auto tram., heater, P/S, P/B,

gon 6 cyl., A/1, low mileage.

SEE THE ....

immediate occupancy.

trim

99 -Automobile For Sale

'64 Rambler Classic station wa-

28 E. Northwest Hwy. An. Hts.
253-1800
570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove
439-4700
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
255-9111

children or pots 5160. 824-2627.

road connections.
rent 359.4444

4 Dr. Hardtop
Air Conditioned

$450. Call aft. 7, 537-6582.

Annen & Busse

raid° & garage furnished.
Working couple preferred. No

Good

acre. Torrance Agency.
815-568-7705

hitch, helper springs, gar. kept

1

,I4A4 S _BUSSE_

BONNEVILLE

W. of Arlington Hts. $650 per

Realtor
123 S. Ad. Hts. Rd. 150 S. Main
M . Prospec
An. Hts.
392-7150
255.8000

.0

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500

$2649

90 -Investment Property -

acre, Cash rent yearly. 35 miles;

$278

4 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #7-152.
390 V -B, auto. trans., power 2 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #7-63.
steering & brakes, radio, white- ' 390 V-8, auto. trans., power
wall tires, factory air cond.
steering, air conditioning.

$195

55 ACRES,' McHENRY COUNTY.
Bare land returns 5.40 per

Tr.<,

Convertible. Stock #7-124,
V -B, auto. trans., power steer Mg, radio, whitewall tiros:

roof,

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500

'66 CHEVROLET

'

56 -Office Furniture -

vinyl

$23 9

at MT. PROSPECT
900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9030

LUXURIOUS -MIRRORED WALL

tric guitar, two pickups, vibrato arm w/caso, slightly used,
American made, a real buy for

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500

steering,

101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358.0744

728 Northwest Hwy.
358.5560
'Palatine

SPECIAL1 Red solid body elec-

$26119

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500
4 -Dr. Hardtop: Stock #8-286A. V -B, auto. trans., power

at PALATINE

'

$24 9
L.!)

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses-

55 -Musical Instruments
Gibson 6 -string cherry wood

2 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #7-140.
390 V -B, auto. trans., power
steering, whitewall tires, radio,
air conditioning.

Hardtop. Stock #P509, V -B, auto. trans., power
2 -Dr.

radio, whitewall
r> steering,
tiros, air conditioning.

4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full base-

773-0252
After 2 Noon_

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500

GALAXIE 500

.MT. PROSPECT

must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.

tially refinished
$125 CL S-7377

'67 FOE

OPEN 970 9

259-1500
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

Opon9 tog

No obligation Call Proud Carpet.

0

./U

4 bedroom ranch home that

$24,900

40% to 60% OFF

n-

FAMILY EXPANDING

Frame Ranch with slate foyer.
Garage, nicely decorated and
convenient to shopping.

nito stands, $75, wal dining rm.
table, $10 392-7178

1

Brick &

bdrm, carpeted

Page 11

Monday, March 25, 1968

Mt. Prospect by owner, 3 bedrm.
all brick ranch, finished band.,
wall-to-wall crptg., air cond.
Morn, xtras. 529.990. 392-7366.

GREY MODERN SOFA

Bodrm sot, lite wood, tw. dress-

THE DAY

86-Rebl Estate:HousesT

86 -Real Estate -Houses
.

750 E. Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines
Phone 827-2163

-,

y JeweN Red

14.LLIt C

b jee4 lad

et.feAue

feieZi Red

144,111.

2nd Big
Week

Grand
Opening

Bring The Family!

They'll Enjoy A Trip

ii -111111

To Jewel-Osco!
A New Jewel-Osco
Close to Your Home

Your big, new Jewel-Osco is a great place to bring
the family.

T

Dad is sure to appreciate the parking facilities ample enough so it's,always quick and easy to get
in and out. The youngsters are bound to enjoy

50 W. Golf Rd.

investigating Jewel-Osco's many fun -to -visit shops
and the friendly people in them.

GOLF & ARLINGTON HIS.
(STATE RD.)

And you? Well, you're going to like lots of things
about Jewel.Osco. The exciting bargains throughout the store. The convenience of doing your food
and variety shopping all in one handy location.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

The nice -to -shop -in atmosphere of this big, new
Jewel-Osco.

Now,. during Grand Opening Days, there's also
special excitement going on. So come. Bring the
family. There's fun for all in store! -

STORE HOURS:

Monday thru Friday
9 to 9

Saturday
9 to 6
Sunday

10to5

,141444/0.b.

-.%."7"7Fr-

Jeii,e41,

ew
-

.

oyfea.PeN 7?ed

JletSe.,e.orto
tt

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy, low
in mid 40s; Tomorrow: Cloudy,

Telephone
2554400

windy, mild, chance of showers, high in 60s.

me. News

Your
Volume 2, Number 296

117 S. Main St.

Tuesday, March 26, 1968

a er

Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

.10 PAGES
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Cat

OM from School'
been issuing tax anticipation
warrants, could be starting on
a round of paying the current

plus the $160,000 the board

"If such a referendum fails,

Jantack disagreed. "What's

some $150,000 from its

year's taxes.
Earlier in the year, the

then we and the voters have

the concern about deficit spendit.

instead.

presented a report on the proposed staff and program additions for 1968-1969.

put the school district in a bad
position," Russell said.
Board Member James Ruff

BY DIANNE CLERIHAN

. Mount Prospect Dist.

57

Board of Education last night
refused to decide how to trim

year's. expenses with next

budget next year and handed
the job to Supt. Eric Sahlberg

school administration had

The cuts *an that the
district would have 20

teachers fewer than projected,
according to Sahlberg.

Underlying the slash

is a

prove additional education

taxes, the most that could be

raised this way would be
$160,000, which would leave

the school district still

teachers to the school system.
The salaries of some of these

program."
"I've made- my proposal,
you may, keep what you want

manager, the maximum this
district can raise in an educa-

tional tax fund referendum, or
go with tax anticipation warrants forever?"

Paint cans were overturned and thrown at the walls in this

He meant that the district,
which unlike others have not

00 Price of Vail als'
Spree at New ersiey High
1 ,

BY BETSY BROOKER

floor and smeared on the

Paint splashed on walls and

walls. A restroom, newly -tiled

strattered windows and smash-

blobs of black paint.
A battery -operated fork lift

spilt ,in pools on the floor,

ed heating ducts at John

in pink, now features large

Hersey High School will cost

was used to smash heating

about $10,000 for replacement and cleaning

ducts on the ceiling. The sheet

Between 10 a m and noon
Sunday, vandals broke a window

at John Hersey High

School which is still under
construction and entered the
building. The break-in oc-

2

paint were overtruned on the

cured during the dinner break
of the work man on duty.
The vandals went through
the building, unhinging chain-

ed doors and leaving a trail

of destruction.
All the windows on the top

of the second floor and a

skydome were broken. It takes

eight weeks to deliver tempered glass

Seventy-five gallons of

metal and coils of the ducts
were damaged. The boilers
may have to be shut down and
drained.

EVERY DIAL on a crane
outside of the building was
broken. Carburetors were
taken off of another machine.

According to Eugene

Chomer, superintendent for
Engelhardt, the general con-

initial permit from the state
and now is even in the race

with a group headed by

by the incident and will not

is

THE BOARD asked

Sahlberg last night to make a

list of priorities. Sahlberg
replied that he already had

done so in his staff program
report. He said that two areas
of primary concern are pupil
Services and special education.
"Deferring special education needs will only com-

pound the need for the board

in 1969 when the state will

require them," Sahlberg said.
Board President Robert W.
Russell answered, "hopefully
the next school board will

have the advantage of a

sucessful referendum behind
it."

Because of the increase in

because

they were familiar

with the hours of the

workmen and knew when the
building would be unguarded.
Griesmyer added that there

CHOMER URGED any

parent who saw paint on his
child's clothing or shoes Sun-

day afternoon to investigate
the matter. He said there is

a good chance that some

Target ate
For Sewers
May 15

receive the state charter for
the area, ,said that he has

The denial was issued since
the DiMucci group was first

Johnston's group was

to organize under a federal

to file.

A third group, composed of
(Continued on Page 2)

Sahlberg was asked how

many programs would have to
be cut to met the deficit.
He said the slashing would

involve areas with large
Dist. 57.

music teachers, a nurse, four

Walberg said, "Then we as a
community will have to dig

and six regular classroom

foreign language program in

Board Member Ralph

BOARD MEMBERS, with
the exception of Frank Jantac,
suggested that Sahlberg take a

teachers would result in larger

tion on the superintendent's

Supt. Eric Sahlberg listens as the Mount Prospect School
Dist. 57 Board of Education hands him the task of trimming

hypothetically $150,000 .out

report.

$150,000 from the next year's educational budget.

few minutes to cut

Two men --a sanitarian and
a consulting engineer --were

(abates

efe

Brown to d about 300 Brown evidently felt the

the source of the

trustees were not being open residents indicated that the

residents tha -he did not, know

contamination in 20 per ceht

proposal to build sanitary

neighborhood meetings, to ex-

of Prospect Heights wells.

Sanitary District of Prospect

involved.

were sewage bacteria in the

sewers in the Old Town
Heights.

This claim was made Mon-

day at a district meeting,

when the trustees reviewed the
reasons why the proposal went
down to defeat Saturday by 59
votes.

plain all the implications
No resistance to the proposal was apparent at those
meetings, he went on. In fact,
the resistance leaders did not

attend most of the meetings
when the issue was explained,
Schuld claimed.

with the public.

When Hawkins and other

issue was not given enough
exposure, John Chandler, the
wells, he would not say if the attorney for the district, apAcknowledging that there

bacteria came through

seepage from septic fields, or
through improper well seals.
"1

asked Brown to work

with us," Schuld said, "but he
called the day before the elec-

peared exasperated.
"I feel no obligation to

spoonfeed a disinterested
public," he said.

Schuld said that he is now
trying to raise the funds for

Townshgjo Suriflus M y
gt gstory Societies

hooking on to the system,

had not presented all the facts
The historical societies of
to the people and had deceiv- Wheeling Township are
almost certain again this year
ed the voters.
"If two people can get half to share in the distribution of
of the people in Prospect surplus township funds.
Heights to vote down a
Wheeling Township is to
referendum, maybe you'd bet- distribute, subject to the vote
ter stop and think," he said.
of the citizens, nearly

The consulting engineer,

Connection permits may be

from 9 a.m. until noon. Fees
include $10 for inspection of

the connection and $25 for
fee. Contracts for

any work involved will have

director of business services,
said there was no need for a
guard during the construction
of the last three high schools.

case of vandalism was a fire

east of Sherwood and south of

BY RICHARD CRABB

Hawkins' accusation drew $230,000 at its annual town
an angry reply from Trustee meeting April 2. Under

On Tuesday evening the
in the improvement of these
first museum facilities to be Township Board will hold a
public hearing on the annual
developed.

The Arlington Heights township budget. The present

Historical Society is developing its museum in a structure

estimate of surplus funds is
based upon the adoption of
the new township operating

homes

in the village. The
Wheeling Museum is being

budget. The public has the op-

developed in the village's first
town hall erected in 1897.

ing. The citizens attending the

that was one of the oldest

Illinois law historical societies

Garden Lane is complete. The

from surplus township funds.
The major share of the

first steps of forming a Mount
Prospect Historical Society.

finished on the following

the sewer plan from the begin-

to the elementary school

that since the two historical
societies are now in a period
of great financial need while

The first section north of

remaining sections are to be

Hawkins had been against

started at Elk Grove High
School.

Glenbrook, May 1; west of

ning, Schuld said, and the
last-minute resistance was
organized knowing it would
be too late for the trustees to

Sherwood and north of Glen -

respond.

will provide a guard on eve-

Sherwood and south of Glen brook, May 15.

dates: east of Sherwood and
north of Glenbrook, April 1;

brook, May 1, and west of

may received up to $10,000

surplus funds is certain to go

districts of the township and

to the mental health institutions serving the Wheeling Township area. The

township board will- recommend that three -fourths of the

SCHULD EXPRESSED surplus funds go to the
the frustrations of the board schools and mental health institutions. Also likely to receive surplusu.funds are the

portunity to make proposals,
about the budget at the hear-

It was also reported at the April 2 town meeting will give
meeting that the citizens of the budget final approval.
Mount Prospect are in the .,i,:ow-m-N,:mantr.sweies.14.-mmosso

Richard Schuld.
"You told me that if sewers
came into this area, you'd
move out."

homeowner.

ship.
UNDER

ILLINOIS

law

the township tax collector re-

tains 2 per cent of all taxes
collected locally as a fee for
collection services. The excess, after the expenses of col-

PETERS INDICATED

Gripe
Of The

,:
p.

they are establishing Day
the Wheeling
museums,
Township Board will consider
recommending the maximum
of $10,000 in surplus funds to
be divided equally between

Having the weather get

you in the mood for spring
-only. to double-cross you.
A.M.S.

the Arlington Heights and
Wheeling organizations.

orso="...mmgvamssun.%:amumas

A Mount Prospect resident has spurred the village
manager into action on a new kind of problem in the

.1.

fund. It is this excess which
is distributed at the annual

village.
Horses.

Olt
lsulethiri

The Wheeling Township

into the general township
Stit

g

ANI=N,

rt,ti-tFr

111

.

1.1
'

.

aa

Oehler

_ma

town meeting.

Mrs. Peter Pusateri, 1415 S. Busse, saw two youths
riding their horses down the sidewalk and across the

Board, with Supervisor Albert
Peters presiding, met Saturday

parkway, and promptly called the police."

and Prospect Heights who are
serving in the armed forces.

A form for submission of
A Wcyde ridden by Eugene Eberhardt, 62, of Palatine, lies

photgraph must be mailed to with a car driven by Hans Wahl, 17, of Des Plaines. Eberhardt
was admitted to Northwest Community Hospital with a Crac-

The Day before May 6.

k

tired leg and is in fair condition. He was ticketed by Arlington

Heights Police for operating a bicycle on the wrong side of
the roadway. Wahl was ticketed for driving too fast for conditions and for not having his car under control.

A patrolman told her that no arrest could be made

with representatives of the
two historical societies of

unless he actually saw the horses crossing the parkway.

ington Heights Historical

pertaining to parkways.

Wheeling Township. Virgil
Horath represented the Arl-

today's Day The form and in the. center of Northwest Hwy. ,Monday after a collision

Problem Is Horse
Of Different Color

lection are deducted, is paid

Prospect, Rolling Meadows

4

of trustees when he explained

Brown rallied the opposition

to be arranged by the

photographs and pertinent information about men from
Heights, Mount
Arlington

pictures is on Page 7 of

The board took no final ac-

Over Fifty Clubs in the town-

a special section

biographical information and

class sizes, he said.

that the issue had been
instrumental in dealing a brought before people through
death blow to the $900,000 bulletins, the press and

The Day will publish, on

The section will feature

The loss of the classroom

01
owt Dist.
easel" tr Se er

serviceman.

honoring area servicemen and
marking Armed Services Day.

education teachers,
five foreign language teachers
physical

teachers.

We'd like to salute your
May

teacher, two instrumental

further into our pockets.

The Day
To Salute
Servicemen
17,

the cut would re-

the entire art, music and

must have permits before was that the district trustees

There has been no security
guard on the construction site.

ings and weekends.

teachers,

quire the elimination of an art
instructor, a vocal music

numbers of teachers, such as

he and Sanitarian Densil

applied for at Ann Sullivan

In the future, Engelhardt

average salary figure of
$8,500 was taken for 20

be able to hook their houses,
to the system. Homeowners

he returned home.

The only other comparable

should tell the superintendent
to whack $150,000 out of the
program," Russell responded.
Sahlberg said that, if the

McDonald, told the trustees
that one of the reasons why

however.

Francis Coleman, Dist. 214

decision," Sahlberg replied.

stages, and when each section
is finished, homeowners will

hook -on

Golf, and the final charter has
been delayed pending village

Ultimately it's the board's

will be completed in five Milton Hawkins, 418 W.

to Chomer, they were relatively insignificant.

for the property at 401 W.

If we can accept

$1,60,000.

and cut what you want. this as a reality, each of us

systems.

village government on zoning

into some diffuclty with the

tional tax referendum is

district trustees announced.
The trustees said the system

evidence of the vandalism still

would be on the child when

administration recommend

One of the turning points tion saying he thought there the project with the assistance
Saturday's referendum
Construction work on brought out a record 1,200 in the campaign occurred was hanky panky and wanted of the Metropolitan Sanitary
sewers in the Country vote. The sewers would have when Sanitarian Densil pollwatchers on election day." District.
Gardens Sanitary District is reached 1,100 homes now
to be completed by May 15, served by private septic

Recently, however, he has run

and received it last summer.

charter when they received an
"initial denial" last January.

DIMUCCI'S GROUP was
the first to file for the permit

when the state deadline

School March 30 and April 20

a leader of the group com-

organize

The proposal provided for
gradual expansion of the staff,
rather than for adding the re-

There had been minor occasions of glass breakage for
several weeks prior to the
break-in Sunday. According

thwarted earler in its attempts

received the permit to

mediate neighborhood

new

dent of the First

peting with DiMucci to

probably are from the im-

tions.

Construction of the

by

teacher's salaries and benefits,
the district 'faces 'a budget
deficit even if the current prostruction.
grams remain unchanged.
R. W. Griesmyer, Dist. 214
Sahlberg was asked to work
supervisor of buildings and with the resources he has,
grounds, said the vandals probably were under 16 years of
age, because no car was seen
in the area. He also said they

not cover glass breakage.

action.

National
Bank of Mount Prospect, and

classes in the fall, the
auditorium and .gymnasium
will still be under con-

had been trouble in the area
during the Christmas season
with destruction of decora-

builder Salvatore DiMucci.

Raymond Johnston, presi-

tember. When students attend

days to access the full extent
of the damage. Insurance will

Initial entnit Given
For ro a oseC;ank
One of the organizers of the
two proposed banks for south
Mount Prospect said Monday
that his group has received an

reach completion in Sep-

tractor, it will take several

high school, which is already
behind schedule, was set back

tion - have to be hired
1969, state law provides.

reached.

for a deficit that cannot be
taken care of in one educa-

shower room.

teachers - in special educa-

Hansen said:

question. Are we willing to go

I would not cut anything

what it considers a necessary

The proposal included

quired teachers all at once,

"This is a philosophical

ing? Many school districts do

three-year plan for adding

$150,000 short.

Board Member Harrison

T

Sahlberg said the amount

was equivalent 'to 20 teachers.

said, "For the last two weeks
I've been proposing that the

a

Sahlberg said, and some of the

Even if voters were to ap-

cessful referndum.

of the current program.

in the existing program unless
we had our back to the wall,"
he
declared.
"According to our business

$310,000 educational fund teachers would be partly
deficit facing the district for covered by state funds,
1968-69.

hopes to raise through a suc-

Society. John Koeppen spoke
for the Wheeling Historical
Society. Both societies have in
the last year begun development of museums and are investing all funds they receive
(

Village Manager Robert Moore was consulted and
found that there is an ordinance against certain kinds
of vehicles and horses using the sidewalk, but none

"There's only about three horses in a mile and a

half radius from the' village," he said, "and we've had
nothing like this for the past 12 years."
Moore said he will ask the village board's fire and police committee to study the ordinance.

THE PROSPECT DAY
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Vandals Hit RR Station

present

Martin Kaplan, who said he

(revealed almost unanimous

:Initial Permit
Issued for
Proposed Bank

opposition to the five -story

"We're going to be here in
this room every other week

council's recommendations

I(Continued from Page 1)

Des Plaines businessmen, also
for a site just north of the 'received
a denial from the
Texaco Service Station on :state at the same time
River Rd., Prospect Heights.

Coun,d1 DrawingZoning Plan

.

Prospect Heights Northwest

Mount Prospect Police waiting room
_ . with waste Suburban Council of Associa-

ing committee,

Kelley asked presidents of all
member civic associations to

Will

the recommdnations.

tions Monday began develop-

submit outlined maps of va-

weekend breaking a glass parently discovered the dam- plan for unincorporated areas.

with recommendations on the

fighting re -zoning," Kelly

development.

gram started."
Kelley said he has con-

report that vandals broke into

the railroad station over the
showcase:: and littering the

paper.

The railroad officials ap-

age Monday.

ing a comprehensive zoning

cant unincorporated areas

Council President Everette

best zoning for future

said, "unless we get this pro-

At the council's April 22
meeting, William Richter,

Equitable's National Citation
Award Winner

tacted Secretary to the Cook

County Board of Appeals

chairman of the council's zon-

44

According to William Ran-

dle, director fo summer
school, registration will begin

Summer will not mean an

im" Buck, Jr.

esca
3,00

from the books for

Dist. 214 students this
year Beginning June 20, they
will attend classes, just as if

Mt. Prospect,

it w re still wintertime.

Illinois

However, their ambition

will enable them to either ac-

to Aug. 2. Tuition is $20 per

semester because summer
school is not tax supported.

Obituaries

Mr. Buck is an achiever, a man who has proven his skill in guiding

I

many new agents to successful careers with Equitable. If you are.
dissatisfied with your present position and are interested in a career

Henry L. Williams

offering growth opportunity, a two-year salary plus commissions and
liberal fringe benefits, arrange to talk over your future with Mr. Buck.
Call or write today.

Prospect, 'died Sunday in

The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home Office: 1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10019

t

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

Some 95 per cent of the
teaching staff is part bf the
regular winter session staff.
There will be 90 teachers in

from American history to

ment.

392-0650

May I.

school will be in session from
semester will last from July 15

F.J. BUCK, JR.
District Manager
401 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago 60611,111.
Telephones: 321-4884

brochures are out, probably

all.

June 20 to July 12. Second

k

as soon as the course

celerate, make-up, or up -grade
their education.

First semester of summer

In recognition of an outstanding managerial accomplishment in 1967,
Mr. Buck has been awarded a National Citation Award, Equitable's
annual honor to a District Manager for sales and manpower develop-

when deciding re -zoning requests.

.

Henry L. Williams, 70, 'of
1119 Wedgewood Ln., Mount

Forty-five courses will be
offered this summer, ranging
band. The majority will be "s-

ingle classes" (only one of a
kind), conducted at Prospect

tative of the Woodview

Homeowners Assn., said a
polling of Woodview residents

are typing classes which last
two hours, and lab courses,
which meet three additional
two hours a week. There will

Prospect, and Mrs. Marion

and gymnastics class at

a combination weight lifting

Carlton of Inverness; four

Wheeling High School. The

grandchildren, and a brother,

speak on last year's schedule.

Fred Williams of Milwaukee.
Visitors may call at the

One thousand summer

students and approximately 23

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights.
Services will be Wednesday

the driver education program.

Burial will be in* Ridgewood
Cemetery.

of the property wants the
present R-4 residential zoning

changed to B-3 to allow the
building of a general grocery
store.

reduction in most insurance
premiums, if a driver has
completed successfully both
the class and behind -the -wheel
driving instruction.
Driver Education will be in

Homeowners Assn., said the
main objection to the store is
the effect it would have on the

teachers will be involved in

prefer that the site be used for
a real estate office or medical

session from June 17 to July
12, and from July 15 to Aug.

DRIVE-IN
.BANKING HOURS:
Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday 8:30 a.m.-to 3:00 p.m.

Friday -- 8:30 a.m. to
7:30 p.m.

Saturday - 8:30 a.m. to
12:00 Noon
as

group

con-

E.M.Fletcher, William and
Lowell Needier and Phillip
The Johston group consists

of Stanley Amren, Rexford
Bruno, George Edwards and
Edward Oehlerking.

The Johnston group bank
would be called the Countryside Bank, and the DiMucci group would call their bank

School Menus
Peach half.
Tropical fruit gelatin
Lemon pie

Township High School

Angel food cake with pink

Dist. 214, (subject to change

icing
Rolled wheat cookies

without notice).

St. Viator High School

Main dish: (one choice)
Roast beef
Hamburger in bun
Wiener in bun

(subject to change without
notice)
Meat loaf on bread
Mashed potatoes and gravy
Vanilla dessert
Milk
ala carte
Soup
French fries

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatOes
Buttered carrots
Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Cole slaw

Hamburger, hot dog, thur-

inger, cheeseburger, chili,

Molded: strawberry, diced

law

Cornbread and butter --

behind -the -wheel instruction

qt. milk

the age of 18.

Available desserts:

.

barbecue
Choice of desserts

Dist. 25 --North Elemen-

tary, Miner, Thomas and

113

South Junior High Schools
Hot turkey in gravy
Whipped potatoes

interest paid
with the new
IgUSi

Golden
Passbook
Account.

spittIGS
vioset.u4a,%1-104°Is

Each account guaranteed up to $15,000.00 by the Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation.
Withdrawals in any amount provided 90 day's written notice ; given.
The initial deposit shall be in the amount of $2,500.00 or i ategral multriples thereof and each subsequent deposit shall be at least 1100.00.
Deposits may be made by mail or otherwise at the bank.
Interest given quarterly.
Come where fast efficient service has built a good institution.
Plenty of parking space.

IR

DiMucci's

sists of William Trude,

Bank.

SINCE 19 21

Wednesday

Rd.

the Security Commercial

gm.

Lobby Closed On

of Mount Prospect

rezoning of the store.

BANK

Saturday -- 8:30 a.rn.to
12:00 Noon

and the tollroad, from Wilke
Rd. to the railroad spur, east

unanimously to oppose the

SAVINGS

Friday -- 8:30 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. & 5:30 p.m.,to
7:30 p.m.

North Western Railway tracks

paying an additional fee of $5.

TRUST &

Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday -- 8:30 a.m. to
2:00 p.m.

THE STATE is allowing

only one bank in the area
between the Chicago and

The council voted

Saturdays, June 22 and 29.

WHEELING

BANKING HOURS:

under a state charter.

Students from outside of
Dist. 214 may attend after

bright lights at night, and
would close up early."

fi

\

shortly afterward refiled

center - something with no

pears, lemon, sliced peaches

for a driver's license before

setback. The Johnston group

9. It will include two

This high enrollment is a
result of a new state driving

requiring six hours of

Johnston's group received a

Malinger.

."Pcople in the area would

8 a.m. to noon. Exceptions

Nancy Johnson of Mount

1:30 p.m. in the funeral
home chapel with the Rev.
Gilbert Bowen officiating.

voted to oppose a request for
rezoning property adjacent to
the Convenient Food Store on
the south side of Euclid Av.
west of River Rd. The owner

Mrs. William Gardner,
Also, there is a 15 per cent representing the Parkview

High School. Students will at-

Hospital. He was a resident of
the village for 12 years.
He is survived by his wife,
Annette; two, daughters, Mrs.

at

The council unanimously

tend the school where a._
course they want is offered.
The following menus will
Most classes will meet from be served Wednesday.

be also a few afternoon classes
for students who want to take
one and a half units of credit.
One credit equals four hours.
New courses offered this
summer are a tennis class, and

Northwest Community

apartment buildings intended

RICHTER, A represen-

3,000 Plan to Continue
School During Summer
BY BETSY BROOKER

F Jr

is willing to consider the

el TRUST & '
IP SAVINGS 1119
MILWAUKEE AND DUNDEE ROAD
'WHEELING, ILL.
PHONE LE 7-0020
'4

NK

Buttered peas and carrots
Bar cookie
Milk

Dist. 23 -- MacArthur
Junior High School
40 cent lunch:
Pizza puffs
Lettuce salad
Banana cup
Pound cake
Milk

30 cent lunch:
Party boat sandwich
'Citrus salad
Roll and butter
Milk

Dist. 15 - Jonas Salk and
Carl Sandburg Schools
Oven fried chicken
Mashed potatoes and gravy
Buttered green beans
Apple slices
Bread and butter
Milk

THE PROSPECT DAY
Tuesday, March 26, 1968

Grace's Daze

F

By Grace Mott
The Chicago World Flower

and Garden Show opened
yesterday and no one who
battled that day's cold blustery
weather would have believed

such warmth and beauty

College

and Mrs. Guy Courtney will

BY RICHARD CRABB

would shrink the participation

first day of spring party were
Mrs. Donald Gardner, Mrs.

return to classes April 1.
There was no blue Monday

"It may be much later than

government and wipe out the
opportunity for home rule.

are at present the only two

finger

Crandall, Mrs. Orison

Charles Baumgarten last week Woods told Des Plaines civic
where word was received of leaders in two talks explaining
the birth of grandchild his' proposal for consolidation

"How many people know
that the City of Chicago now

such public planning bodies in
the Chicago area.

ment for the next generation,

has a common bpundaTy with

"EVEN THE highly

number nine.

Park Ridge, Des Plaines, Elk

Chamber of Commerce urges

Chamberlin,

Ted

Mrs.

Mrs. Warren

Purcell,

Jerome Thelander, Mrs.

quicentennial of Illinois, and
besides drawing hundreds of

Nelson who will also soon, be
moving from Mount Prospect

year marking the ses-

March 11 to Mr. and Mrs.

Prospect Heights femily as

to live in Florida, and Mrs.

A month ago, Woods sugwell. There Mrs. Ida Dautell, gested
that in order to be in
Hillcrest Dr., is the baby's a position to preserve home
great grandmother.

Ralph Sandeen who ,came up
from Milford, Ill., for the
luncheon.

Mrs William Lewis has

been classifications chairman
and was assisted by Mrs. Emil
Fick, president of the Garden

third place award was earned

by Mrs. G. Allen Julin and
Mrs Warren Knol for the
table they displayed while
Mrs. Roy Payne and Mrs.
Robert Haugh took a fourth
place ribbon for their artistic

arrangement depicting the

Store.

in the south. The nucleus of
a singing group which began

her consideration for others,

last week to

enmasse. Not that they have
ever been away, and we don't
mean Easter bunnies, but the
busy, burrowing, baby-rabbitting variety, looking for a

responsibility while they were

look at the early spring morn-

Prospect. Now retired,

included a television ap-

night before chosen the exact

to live in Leewood, Kan.,

U of I Honor
Society Initiates
W.P. Bischoff

tions for the pageant which

ing revealed they had

pearance in that city.

same three underground

days before schools, hospitals

year before they were evicted.
Rabbit revenge is sweet.

than last year's. Moth crystals

the Junior Miss Contest.

A freshman at Smith

WE'RE MEW ON TOWN!!

University of Illinois chapter

to meet you!

society of veterinary

These businesses are not ti

of Phi Zeta, national honor

KEEP THIS LIST BY YOUR PHONE!

yea

Hintz Rd. and Route 83,
Prospect Heights

graduate of Prospect High

School, is in his third year in
Medicine.

He has been on the dean's
list several times and is a

Chapter of the American Pi I

accident at U S. 14 and
George Monday afternoon.

Mrs. Sophia Gierasinski
was examined for possible

All Occasions

"I moved to Arlington

Heights 15 years ago when it

was a village of

less

If No Answer

than

CALL H. Schaefer
CL 3-8973

9,000. Frankly, I wish it had
been possible for it to have re-

VETERANS OF,

mained a village of that size.
The fact is that we are ex -

FOREIGN WARS
601 N. Main St. Mt. Prospect, Ill.

9

c

INTERIORS

4)4.4

FINAL
5
DAYS
SALE ENDS SAT. MARCH 30th

'

CUSTOM-MADE

DRAM 1ES

!I

I

APER

731 W. Dundee Rd., Wheeling
537-1245

1211S

CUSTOM MADE SLIPCOVERS

ID APE 1ES
CARPETING

One Cushion

Two -Three Cushion

CHAIR

SOFA (UP to 82)
and up

and up

$34.50

$65.00

Includes Fabric AND labor

$5.Q0 per yard
Velvet, Reg. $12.95-$15.95
Upholstery Fabrics, Values to $12.00 a yard . $1.98-4.98
$2.98 yard
Naugahyde

2 Eggs.Coffee
Sausage or Bacon

20%

Ern. Currp
Out Service

BREAKFAST SPECIAL!!

537-9505
Prospect Heights

ONLY 62c

Route 83 8 Hintz Rd.

G

G,,ogge° PARK JOBS 100,, FREE

Env ioyment gency.

the right of way

FOR RENT

SLIP C

from Holy Family Hospital
after her auto collided with
another driven by Raymond
Mrs Gierasinski was cited
by police for failure to yield

occur. Referring to the major

537-2233

whiplash injuries and released

Fletcher of Northbrook.

population was the most effective means of keeping con-

tvers

..1111111..

RN'S Telt GRILL

A Chicago woman received minor injuries in an auto

people have so little

-

es

;4.>

medicine open house.

Woman Hurt
In Car Crash

Woods said, is that the

ipron Crest

the College of Veterinary

2

HALL

a potential for a million

CL 3-9880

One of the great problems,

Atulturized Factory Service
Admiral. Zenith.. RCA

BISCHOFF, A 1 9 6 3

Veterinary Medical Assn. In
addition, he was chairman of
the small animal exhibit section for the recent veterinary

consolidation.

LINDMEIER T V

cent.

member of the Illinois Student

given years of thought to this
problem. He said that his proposal for consolidation into a
municipality of 250,000 with

the people who live there.

reported.

for new additions.

must rank in the upper 10 per
cent of their class and fourth
year students in the top 25 per

February. Immediately that
body appointed a committee
to study the possibilities of

WOODS SAID HE had

government", Woods

book. Check each week '21

upperclassmen in the pro-

Municipal Conference late in

before the Northwest

(Seats 200 People)

yet in your local phone .

medicine
Membership is open only to

the Chicago newspapers combined".

County area in the hands of

o.9c

7i

... we'd like

initiated Monday into the

that he made his suggestion,

'//

.cate

students and faculty members

WOODS EXPLAINED

gave more coverage to this
major development than all

trol of the northwest Cook

ties be placed under one

1/

and rabbit -off here we come!

Prospect, was one of 19

fessional veterinary medical
pourse Third year students

Illinois Planning Commission,

the

The nests were even bigger

and civic groups to promote

N. William St.: Mount

metropolitan government that

steps".

six northeastern Illinois coun-

nurseries they inhabited last

The past winners gave 32
musical performances in five

William P Bischoff, son of
Mrs. William C Bischoff, 4

They have proposed that the

And those rabbits are

responsible for public rela-

Bill

an effective local government.

smart. An out -the -window

assembled in Mobile, was

Lewis and his wife are going

WOODS SAID that the

highway in our villages right
here in northwest Cook County, the recommendation and

Cook County would not be
large enough to bring about

home for their young.

rehearsals as soon as they

honor Mrs Lewis, who local
garden clubbers say will be

sorely missed in Mount

Prospect Heights, Buffalo area? This means that in order
Grove, Rolling Meadows, to get any kind of federal

planning agencies that even

suburbs are con- approval must be secured opportunity to learn about
Tuesday, and the rabbits Chicago
these developments as they
returned to Mount Prospect stantly being pushed toward from NIPC, the Northeastern

NOR WERE THE former

ficiency rarely interferes with

"How many people know
that the federal Highway Act
of 1962 makes it a condition

highway funds to be used in
this area that there be secured
the approval of a public planGrove Village, Wheeling, ning agency of the Chicago
Palatine and Schaumburg.

T.N.T. (This 'n That)

The swallows returned to
Capistrano on schedule last

March 15.

pageant alumni without

Bernice Fick, whose ef-

Talented Winnie
be launched imBaumgarten has taken on should
of any federal grant for
another responsiblity besides mediately of the consolidation
consultant at the Randhurst

tionwide pageant in Mobile,
Ala., which this year ended

"It has seriously been pro-

the combining of Chicago and

with others who have held the
same title call themselves the
"Has Beens," and who are annually invited back to the na-

QUIETLY efficient

soldation of local government

posed by state and federal

Pageant winner who along

state's anniversary.

merge and combine the City

thought out and very positive

week, The Arlington Day

its members to support con,

one large municipality of
that of grandmother. She is into
now with Carson Pirie Scott _ Arlington Heights, Mount
& Co., where she is the bridal Prospect, Des Plaines, Elk

miss is pretty Susan Courtney,
former American Junior Miss

Club of Mount Prospect. A

Prospect?", Woods asked.

have to take some well

"When NIPC announced
this decision within the past

of Chicago and Cook County?

rule for the area, a study

An American "Has Been"
is in town. But the title has
nothing to do with age nor
character. The 19 -year -old

chairmen and exhibitors.

Grove Village and Mount

come. If we are to preserve
home rule, we are going to

Woods said.

Douglas Baumgarten of Lions Club and on Friday
"How many people know units to avoid duplication of
Wheaton, and the news before the Des Plaines Rotary that
as long ago as 1965 the services and the resulting high
brought happiness to a Club.
proposal was seriously made to costs?

David Toeppen, Mrs. Arthur

spectators from Mount
Prospect and Prospect
Heights, has a number of
local women among the

ing before the Des Plaines

urbanization. The process is
going to continue for years to

plan" as the pastern for Chicago area develop-

.,43f several villages in the northwestern suburbs of respected United States

He is Douglas Scott, born northwest Cook County.
Woods spoke Thursday even-

Mrs.

in the United States is this

Transportation Service? These

ls.

periencing a galloping

decision of NIPC this past
week to adopt its "modified

or CATS, the Chicago Area

of citizens in local

we think", Mayor John

in the home of Mr. and Mrs.

Joswick, Mrs. Ray Lohse,

The largest show of its kind

r.. Woo

Suzbusrb

Dorothy Lewis's family.
Invited to the appropriately

Browder, Jr., Mrs. W. Craig

but there It was in all its
perennial glory.

gave a party

Northampton,
in
Mass., Susan, daughter of Mr.

itygoOust

e

where they own a house near

Robert Haugh, Mrs. Milton

could have existed inside the
International Amphitheatre,

y

Time

Beauty at the Amphitheatre

Page 3

OFF ALL
FABRICS

[IN ST CK

251 8. Dundee Rd., Wheeling 537-9430
7i! Attention new businessesiin the Mt. Prospect and nearby arear not.f
listed in the local phone directory! To be included, call 255.4400. Cos.'"
is low to cover 30,000 homes.
.

-

Over 30,000 yds.
to choose from.

-:?mil

discover the exciting world
of Bath Fashions ...

fish that
catches

VISIT OUR

people...
McDonald's Filet -O -Fish

20%

IREMNAMTS

OFF ALL
BED'
SPREADS

IN STOCK

50'

each

ODDS & ENDS

DRAPE If
FABRICS
oo

It's deep-fried, golden -brown filet

of ocean fish ... slipped into a
warm, freshly baked roll and top-

ped with smooth, tangy tartar

Open MON., THURS, and FRI.
9-9 DAILY 9-5:30
WE HONOR ALL
MIDWEST BANK CARDS

sauce. Irresistible. Try it today.

McDooa d's

is your kind of place.
MT. PROSPECT

ARLINGTON HTS.

Rand Rd. & Rte. 83

N.W. Hwy. & Wilke
"Across front Arlington Pk."

011,00nald's Corp. 1960

"Across from flandhurst"

11 S. DUNTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 3-5249

lal
"There are some days when

I wonder about our 'public
servants' as they are called.

ne

...

notice."
"VVelJ, did they send it out

too late, so you couldn't

It's difficult to determine possibly get in on time?"

who's side they are on."
"That's usually what so-

meone says when they get a

traffic ticket. Is that what
happened to you?"
"Not exactly. But yesterday

was what you might call

a

'Blue Monday.' For a while it
seemed like nothing would go
right

"It started out when I went

out to get the mail. In

it

I

found a letter telling me I had

won a four -day vacation in

"It shouldn't have been sent
too late. The letter was mailed
in Chicago last Thursday, and
it was delivered in Rolling

Meadows four days later. It
might have arrived. sooner if

it had been mailed from
California."

"Oh yes. I have heard that
cross-country mall goes faster

because it's sent by air even
if you don't pay for air mail
service."
"Maybe the Post Office will
air mail me to Florida to

Florida "
"And that's bad?"
make up for the vacation I
"For me it was. In order to lost out on. But that wasn't
claim my prize, I was sup- the only problem I had with
posed to notify the people who ,the mail service yesterday.
awarded it by 9 p.m. Sunday.
"Since I moved to Rolling
The deadline expired nine Meadows, the Post Office inhours before I received the sists on sending me mail that

with George Hamilton

isn't mine. Last Thursday, I
mailed a check to someone
who lives in the apartment I

get a real one if I didn't buy
a Rolling Meadows vehicle

had in Chicago.

"I protested that I had just
moved here and had paid my

"It was important that the
check be delivered, so .I called

the Post Office that handles
the mail where I used to live.
I talked to the superintendent,
his assistant, two of the clerks
and the carrier on the route.
"They all assured me they
would not forward mail that
wasn't addressed to me. So

they forwarded the check

I

mailed last week. It was in my
mail yesterday."
"I guess that would tend to
ruin one's day."

"That isn't what did it. I
went to my car, parked in a
private parking lot, and found
a ticket on the windshield. At

the Rolling Meadows police
station I was told the ticket
was a warning that I would

sticker.

a visitor's car?"

"Well, they can ignore it,

vehicle tax for the year

then."

me:"

"That doesn't matter. When

"I never heard of having to
pay a second vehicle tax in a
year if you move. Could you

"But that's double tax-

book"

already in Chicago. They told

you move here you have to show me the ordinance?"
buy one of ours, too.°
"Yes, it's right here in this
"Hmm - it says here that
I moved in before Feb.
our ordinance."
I would pay six dollars, but
"Well, why was a ticket, because I moved here now I
ation."

"We can't help

it. That's

if

1

placed on a car in a private will have to pay nine dollars."
apartment parking lot?"
"No, it's 10 dollars. That
"That's a semi -private parking lot."
"What does that mean?"
"It means It's not private."

ordinance is obsolete."
"Do you have a copy of the
new ordinance?"

wasn't just visiting there?"

of it to show you. You can't
keep it though. It's the only

"No, but if you stop by

"How did you know I tomorrow, we can get a copy

:"The car was parked there
all night."

psw,

We say

"Can't visitors stay all

night? That isn't against the
law, is it? What if you ticket

one we have."

aylight

eautyrest is the

00

"Just for fun, let's stick a pin in a place where there is
NO potential crisis!"

The Town Marshall
Makes a Comeback

World's M ost Comfortable Mattress...
Prove it to Yourself!

BY JOSEPH
STUBENRAUCH

Tbe Pro5pect Dap

forwarded a letter to suburban
communtities which outlines

a model ordinance useful in

If the latest suburban trend
in recruiting law enforcers

catches on in our comdown in history as the Wild

Municipal legal advisors have

area may go

helped frame the model

The recent revival of the

heroic figures similar to ones

made familiar by the boob

Regular policemen's employ-

ment is governed by the

tube.

The appearance of a

munity resulted from the state

Supreme Court ruling that
auxiliary police officers.

THE VILLAGE board of
Glen Ellyn recently met this
situation by appointing Jack
Bremer as town marshal and
making his staff of 22 part-

missioners.

MEANTIME, word of the

Glen Ellyn's marshal's

time reserve policemen his
deputies. Bremer had been
captain of the Glen Ellyn
reserve unit, "a well -trained

appointment has been passed
around suburbs with problems'
similar to Glen Ellyn's.
Nobody expects a shoot-out

group of men," according to

at high noon in any of the in-

village manager William

terested suburbs. With the

Galligan.

ing problems

U. S. District Judge Hubert I. Will
when he says that the ideal recruit is the declared that a citizen has the constitutional

of men who perform a badly
needed function, just like the

the day if they started to pace

it's

as it is,

doubtful whether champions
of either side would survive

long enough at any hour of

slowly towards each other

volunteer firemen in Glen

along the highway dividing
line.

The problem also arises as

The Illinois Municipal

League and the Illinois

to who would be legally allowed to arrest the survivor.
When the legal gunsmoke is

point seem headed on a col-

cleared away, we are sure the
finale will show law and order
triumphant; as always in the

Association of Fire and Police
Board Commissioners at this
lision course.

THE LEAGUE has

past.

Especially

on

TV.

Scanlan to Speak
At GOP Women's Meet
Ted Scanlan, mayor of the

Arlington Heights, publicity;
Mrs. Elaine Williams, Wheel-

village of Wheeling will be the

guest speaker tonight at the

Mg, ways and means; and

Mrs. Andrew Poulos,

meeting of the Wheeling

Township Democratic
Women's Organization.

Wheeling, hospitality.

New residents of the

township who are interested
ble merging of 10 northwest _ in participating in party acsuburban communities.
tivities may call Mrs. Thiele,
The meeting will be held at 537-2099.
Scanlan will discuss the possi-

8

p.m.

at the Democratic

Organ Group
Meets Sunday

headquarters, 735 W. Dundee
Rd., Wheeling.

Also, on the agenda will be

fl SIMMONS

World

A meeting of the Lynn
Lakin Students Organ Club

the introduction of

organization officers for has been scheduled for 3 p.m.
1968-69
who are: Mrs. Sunday, in the Lyon -Healy
Wilburt Thiele, Prospect Music store, 816 Church St.,
Heights, president; Mrs. Evanston.
Robert Mecrsman, Mount
The Lynn Lakin Organ.
Prospect, vice president; Mrs. Studios are located at .313 E.
James S. Poulos, Wheeling, Algonquin Rd., Arlington
secretary; Mrs. George W. Heights.

QUEEN SIZE, 60" x 80", $239.50 set.

Dorsey, 'Arlington Heights,

KING SIZE, 76" x 80", $339.50 set.

McCrea, Wheeling, mem- and refreshments will be serv-

Laidet

Our decorators will aid in your soloction without obligation

Seven organists will be

treasurer; Mrs. William B. performing for the students,

bership; Mrs. R. B. Yadon, ed.

-un

Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. to 9; Tues. to 6; Wed. to noon; Sat, to 5
,ril'Atraie.11,t7rklart.71'

quarreled with them and screamed

Judge Jerome Slade had issued a warrant for obscenities at them.

the arrest of a policemen in suburban Lemont.

"Swearing at police is not a violation of
the law," Judge Will is' quoted as saying.

The Tribune reported that the officer was
seeking to arrest a man wanted for two agTHE OBVIOUS inference is that a
gravated assaults. When he saw the suspect policeman who is made the target for
leap from the window of a house and flee, obscene names and other verbal abuse may
the policeman ordered him to halt and fired take no action. Dwell on that. See if you

a warning shot in the air before finally can even apply it to a like situation involving
shooting him in the leg. The suspect, it only private citizens.
developed, had a record of 12 arrests and
Add these two police cases to theprobthree convictions.

lems created by recent court rulings severe-

THE JUDGE, the news story said, ad-

ly restricting procedures for the arrest and

mitted he was unsure of the facts in the case

questioning of crime suspects, the increasing

when he issued the arrest warrant for the disrespect for law and order, then you have
policeman and indicated' that he would set gone a long way towards understanding the
things straight at the scheduled hearing.

shortage of eligible recruits for police jobs.

45, 00 opulation By
1970, lanner Predicts
A municipal planner has
predicted that the Village of
Mount Prospect could have a
population of 45,000 by 1970.

Rolf C. Campbell of Tcc
Search Corp., a firm which

drew up the village's com-

prehensive plan, told the
Mount Prospect Chamber of

ment,

INDUSTRIES NOT always

are undesirable, Campbell

residences should be permitted.

One problem which

said. In addition to taxes they

Campbell said could not be

village, the better
type of industrial buildings

solved completely is

pay to a

can be desirable. The question
is not whether industry or

private residence§ should be
allowed, he said, but what

type of industry or private

traffic

congestion. He attributed

much of the congestion to
poor village planning over
many years, and said' that very

little now can be done about
it.

Library, Village Boards
To Seek Financial Truce

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

tions in a number of areas.
Campbell said that the pro-

A combined meeting of the
Mount Prospect Village Board
and the Library Board to

acting on the advice of Village
Atty. John Zimmermann that

using all seven of these letters.

village compared to the

finances has been set tentatively for March 30.

library's budget, and that the

Campbell made the com-

Carpet and Furniture Specialists

211.13 5. Arlington Hilghts Rd. Arlington Heights CL 9.1150

Tribune over a report that Circuit' Court

ment during a presentation on
the comprehensive plan to the
chamber. He described village

r-

on ArlingtoniR

believes in it as a worthy and dignified and even swear at them.
service and wants to make a career of it.
The judge's remarks were made in a hearBut candidates of this type are becoming ing on an injunction petition brought by a
increasingly hard to find. Why?
man and woman arrested during a "tent -in"
Some excellent clues to the answer are of- last September protesting housing conditions'
fered by two stories in the news last week.
on the West Side.
"Cop Arrested for Shooting of a Suspect,"
Police testified that the defendants, in adsaid a headline in last -Friday's Chicago dition to attempting to incite a crowd, had

building rate continues for the
next two years.

SARREUE

ARLINGTON

man who likes police work -- the man who right to incite a crowd, to quarrel with police

present annexation and

HIDE

Policeman Just Free Speech: Judge."

Calderwood speaks for most police officials

figure could be reached if the

We honor all Midwest Elan!: Cards

N
FURNITURERood

Arlington Heights Police Chief L. W

Commerce the population
,

day under the heading, "Cussing Out

necessarily high, but not unreasonably so.

the village budget didn't allow
for full-time regulars and the
new setup of the marshal and
his men preserves intact a unit

Ellyn, and in many northwest
suburban towns.

Convenient Credit Terme

There is concern these days among law
The officer's comment: "I feel it is almost
enforcement officials over the difficulty of impossible to do police work when
recruiting qualified candidates for police something like this can happen."
jobs. Although salaries are not high they are
His reaction undoubtedly is shared by the
adequate, and they are improving. Physical, Chicago policemen involved in the case
mental and moral eligibility standards are reported by the Chicago Daily News Satur-

majority of area communities
afflicted with traffic and park-

Galligan pointed out that

Twin or Full Size, Mattress or
Foundation/Choose regular or extra firm

Why Pollee eeruits
Are and to Fi d

and commissions affiliated
with the state association of
fire and police board com-

prohibits the use of part-time

$ 950

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of Town U.S. mail rate, $10.00 a year: 56.00 for six months.
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

boards of fire and police commissioners or the civil service
commission.
appointment of
The
new part-time police officers

marshal and a full staff of
deputies in our sister com-

EXTRA LONG, Twin or Full Size, $99.50 each.

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect. III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect. III. 60056

directed, and if necessary,
fired, by village officials.

of badge -wearing facsimiles of

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

The new deputies do not fit
into the civil service commission picture, but are hired,

Ellyn may trigger -- excuse
the phrase - the appointment

With Simmons Beautyrest, every part of your body -head, back, hips, arms, legs gets the individual support it needs. Beautyrest's individual coils -individually pocketed -respond separately to the different weight at each spot. And when two people
sleep on a Beautyrest, each gets individual support
they don't roll together; don't
disturb each other's sleep.
Prove to yourself that the Beautyrest is the world's most comfortable mattress. Try
any Beautyrest set in your own home for 45 nights. If you're not .100% convinced,
we'll take back the set. Make this test now! Time of offer is strictly limited.

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

ordinance.

post of town marshal in Glen

If you're not completely satisfied... return itl

Tuesday, March 26, 1968

state court decision of 1967.

Northwest.

Sleep on eautyrest
for 45 Ni hts

- Marshall Field 'III

creating the new posts.

Many mayors have been
reported unhappy about the Page 4

munities, this

Limited Time Offer!

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper 's' freedom and miellecinal integrity. "

12 good, 16 excellent

problems and possible solu-

portion of businesses in the

number of private residences
was very good, but That more
industry should be. en-

couraged. If the property
along the tollroad were to be

Answer on Comic Page

annexed by the

village, he

said, it would provide a useful
area for industrial develop_

work out differences in
An attempt will be made to

settle the year -old quarrel
between the two bodies as to
who is responsible for the examination and approval of the
library's finances.

The village board is now

the village has the authority

to approve and review the

separately elected library

board is notcompletely

autonomous.
Zimmermann based his opi-

nion on a similar case in
Franklin Park in which the
Appellate Court ruled in favor
of the municipality.

7

Miseric r
ight
Benefit
Make Your Own Easter Decorations

The Day's Prospects

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

brighten your home and the

If you are going to be an

that children can help make

special festive table. The nice
thing about these creations is

Easter bunny helper, you had
better hop to it.

Here arc a few

ideas to

them.

can be made by using a

repeating the process until

balloon With liquid starch, un-

achieved. These eggs can then

balloon as a base. Cover the

diluted, and place pastel colored cleansing tissue over the
balloon.

EASTER EGGS of any size

Again apply. starch,

is made from a small size oat-

These vdrsatile eggs may be
cut with a serrated edge knife.
Fill with fresh or artificial

thickness of about Vs inch is

meal box cut down to about
3 inches. Cut two cardboard

flowers, straw grass and

be dried in the oven. Heat to
350 degrees.. Turn off heat:
Place eggs on racks in a clos-

circles 10 inches in diameter.
Ruffle 1/2 inch fabric lace
on one circle so that it extends

miniature chickens.

beyond the edge. Glue two

THE EASTER bonnet box

ed, warm oven.

circles together for the base of

hat. Glue cloth or paper
oatmeal box to

covered

a.

large circle, allowing one side
of the circle to be larger
resembling a bonnet brim.
Cover the lid of the oatmeal

box with matching fabric or
paper and trim the edge with
velvet ribbon. On an elastic

Left-Easter bunny helpers

thread, shirr length of

can make these simple holiday

decorations. With a little bit
of time, effort and a few in-

matching or contrasting nylon

net. Tie into circle and snap

expensive materials your

over hat crown.

Easter decorations can appear

as quickly as the magicians

Decorate with a bunch of
This pretty container can later be placed on
the wall or dressing table to

bunny.

silk roses.

hold teen trinkets.

BUNNY PLATES can

welcome Easter brunchers
and are an easy project for
small fry. Small 8 -inch paper

plates magically appear as

bunnies when pink eyes, nose
and white pink lined ears are

Right-To hatch this egg
tree you will need a green
styrofoam cone, 15 plastic
pastel eggs, a few flowers,
velvet ribbon bows, a bunny
and some chicks. Stick the
eggs on base evenly on all

added.

The Bunny pencil is made
by adding a white styrofoam

egg to a pastel pencil. Add

chenille -bump ears, a ruffle of

'net, satin bow tie and bend
pink pipe cleaners for eyes

sides, fill in with other
materials, place tree on

and nose.

pedestal dish, and serve with

Before inserting the nose,

Easter dinner. (Photo and

add three or four whiskers cut
from a pastry brush. Now

design by D. Haugh)

you are all set for the happy
squeals of discovery on Easter
morning.

Guest Night. Tomorrow
The Newcomer& Club of
Mount Prospect is presenting

its annual "Guest Night"

Wednesday at 8 p.m. at the
Mount Prospect Community
Center. Members are asked to

invite their friends and
neighbors to attend.

Mrs. Kenneth Knight,
representing the Arts and
Crafts group, will give a
demonstration on making
feather flowers. A table will

be set up with a display of the

projects done by the group
duririg the year.

The Sew'n' Sews also will
be showing some of the work

Mrs. William Mann, and Mrs.

Strader is assistant director.
Mrs. Robert Ulrich, and
Mrs. Marvin Stitgen, active in

done during the past months.

the Gourmet Group, will be

present a play "The Merry
Wives of Boredom" directed
by Mrs. David Pelletier. In
the cast arc Mrs. Thomes
Glynn, Mrs. Jack Fase, Mrs.

Soup.

Mount Prospect area are cordially invited to attend this
educational and entertaining

Fred Brown, Mrs. Rex Strahs,

evening.

The Drama Group will

making a Russian Apple
Any women new to the

'

Plan Vacation at the Library
your trip.
Perhaps your summer is

BY LAURIE ROSSI

Are you starting to plan a
spring or summer vacation?
The Mount Prospect Public
Library can help you this

going to be spent right here.
You'd be surprised at all the
ideas and advice you could get
from their magazines on your

best selections of magazines in

garden, your tennis game,
your boat, plane, and your

the area, and as many as five

home.

year. They have one of the
can be checked

out for a

week.

Recent issues make ex-

SPRING AND summer

and expenses for your trip..
Consult the "National Parks
Magazine" if you are considering that type of vacation.

"Travel" magazine could
enrich a camping trip to our

national parks by your
reading such articles as
"Animal Watching in our National Parks".

YOU CAN ORDER car kit
packages with emergency and

safety equipment, or a

71/2

pound tent, versatile enough
for high altitude, frost, rain,
and desert camping. A recent
issue even had an article on

people don't always have the

time to hear or see the candidates.

Their speeches can be read

in "Vital Speeches," a

magazine that prints the important talks you may have
missed.

to take up the hobby of
astronomy, cars,
dancing.

flying, or

"Stereo" lists the year's best

recordings and guides the

inexperienced in purchasing a
stereo set. If you've never had
a hobby, the periodical "Hobbies" suggests many.

There are also many
magazines for pleasure
reading. You can read about
generiil sports, fashion, and
current events from the most
popular news stand sellers.

A CLOSE examination of
several magazines shows some

photography magazines can
help you take the perfect pictures you'd like to have of

subjects contained in them,

of the up to date articles and

that cannot be found in
books. During election time,

`Welcome Aboard'

and their pay and opportunity.
One of the most interesting

magazines available for

browsing and reference is the
"Consumer Bulletin Annual".
In this magazine you can look

up recommended and not

available for your use Monday through Friday 9 to 9,
Saturday 9 to 5, and Sunday
2 to 5.

S outhminister
.
Sewing Day
Wednesday.
Central Rd., Arlington

Heights, will participate in a
Sewing Day from 9:30 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in Fellowship Hall,
both morning and afternoon.
Those attending the entire day

will provide their own
sandwiches for lunch.
Mrs. Donald Stoll of
Mount Prospect is world

service chairman. The sewing
and craft projects are donated

to Presbyterian Home in

$400.
The three high bridge hands

Brinton, a junior at Utah

were awarded to Mrs. John

State, is majoring in political
science and is in his fourth

year with the Marine
Reserves.

Sally, first, Mr. Kurt Carlyle,
second, and Mrs. James Shed -

KATHRYN MURPHY

Cheryl Richardson
Mr. and Mrs. Errol F.
Richardson, Mount Prospect,
announce the engagement of
their daughter Cheryl to Ran-

dall R. Johnson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert E. Johnson
of Prospect Heights.

Miss Richardson attended
Prospect High School, Moser

Force, he is stationed at
Okinawa.

A September wedding

is

being planned.

Jerilynn Murphy
A summer wedding is being

planned by Miss Jerilynn

Lines in Mount Prospect.

Mrs: Richard M. Murphy of
Carlinville, Ill., and Robert

Murphy, daughter of Mr. and

Chicago. Now in the U. S. Air

and Mrs. G. B. Webber.

Kathryn Keefer

Southern Illinois

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Keefer
of Mount Prospect announce

a dental hygienist.

Miss Murphy is attending
University

and will graduate in June, as

the engagement of their

daughter, Kathryn to Philip
De La Rosa Jr. son of Mrs.

Maria De La Rosa of

Her fiance is a graduate of
Prospect High School now a
junior at the University of

Illinois majoring in civil

FINAL REPORT from the
benefit will be presented at the
next regular meeting, Wednes-

day, March 27 at the home

of Mrs. Alvin Reitz, 7 Indige

with the Sigma Chi fraternity.

Miss Keefer is a .graduate
of St. Patrick Academy. De

Susan Ensfield

Springs High School in Cor-

The engagement of Susan

Hospital, Christian Industrial

employed at Bantam Books in
Des Plaines.

and Mrs. Eugene A.
Thompson of Mount

Both young people are
An April 20 wedding

is

beine planned.

Newcomers' Club Meets April 5

Eugene Thompson, son of Mr.

Prospect, has been announced
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Ensfield of Elmhurst.
Miss Ensfield is a graduate

of York High School. She is
now employed at the First

The alumni group of the
Mount Prospect Welcome

Mount Prospect Community
Center. Mrs. Curt Dahlstrom

Wagon Newcomers' Club has

is in charge.

Her fiance, a 1965 Prospect
High School graduate, is now

"Welcome Aboard," for its

For additional details,
please call Mrs. Richard

a junior at Northern Illinois

Robert Strader, 392-2869.

24 as their wedding date.

chosen a nautical theme,
April 5 coffee.

It will be held at 1 p.m. in

the Fountain Room of the

Strahs, 253-0343, or Mrs.

several members of the aux-

iliary appeared dressed as

Mrs. Joseph J. Nimrod, Jr.

appeared as George
Washington and Mrs. George

D. Strickland was Martha
Washington. Mrs. Thomas J.
Lyman was Betsy Ross. Mrs.
Thomas J. Corbett was a U.
S. space girl.

Among others who appeared as characters from
American History were Mrs.
James J. White, Mrs. William
J. Parrillo,

National Bank in Chicago. -

University, De Kalb.

Mrs. Homer J.

Livingston, Jr., Mrs. Edward
J. Mooney, Mrs. Donald W.
Stribley and Mrs. Jerome T.
Whiston.

rASVASTAMPSCIS:21,44,M2r/iStRifailiWliWirci.A:0XXiC347-4514WICWW411

PRE -SEASON SALE!

AIR

IT!

°a

Combination
Automatic Heating
Cooling Thermostat

Court, Coach Light Manor,

The' couple has set August

Regularly $669.

hostess will be Mrs. Al
Edwards, and Mrs. David

Nank.
Newly -elected officers will

be installed; President, Mrs.
Al Edwards, Vice-president,

Mrs. Gerald Schloemer,

Recording

Secretary,

Mrs.

WAA MU will be presented
with a book auction following
the meeting. Everyone is asked to bring paperbacks for the
auction.

New alumnae in the area
are invited to call Mrs. Page
Engelke, 437-4391.

engineering. He is affiliated

Mundelein.

La Rosa attended Corrizo

American Furniture Mart

heritage and traditions.

Mount Prospect at 8 p.m. Co -

Secretarial School, and is now

a secretary for United Air

At a press luncheon at the

symbols of our country's

den third.

Ellen Ensfield to Robert

world.

at the April 5 coffee or any time up to April 24.

over $400.

University.

rizo Springs, Texas.

League, all in Chicago, and
leprosariums throughout the

"Welcome Aboard" to Mrs. Gray Strahan, a past member applying for reinstatement. Past members may rejoin the club

Retarded Children in Park
Ridge, with the proceeds from
their annual "Have a Heart"
bridge benefit, which raised

Evanston, Christopher House,

Presbyterian -St. Luke's

of Mount Prospect, and active in the Alumni group, says

Suburban Aid to Mentally

a 1963 Prospect
Michal Cuthbert; and
The women of Johnsoh,
School graduate, at- Chapman Webber, son of Treasurer, Mrs. Alvin Reitz.
Southminster United . High
Mount
Prospect
residents,
Mr.
tended
Columbia
College,
A movie presented by the
Presbyterian Church, 906 E.

Wednesday.
Refreshments will be served

Mrs. Richard Strahs, past -president of the Newcomers' Club

Hotel.

tryside School, and Northwest

a sophomore at Utah State

recommended products. This
is a useful aid for making

large purchases and for
deciding among brand names.
These magazines are

The Misericordia Auxiliary
has tossed its red, white, and
blue hat into the benefit ring.
The auxiliary is holding their
spring luncheon and fashion
show, "Salute To America"
tonight at the Conrad Hilton

Misericordia Auxiliary
nae chapter of Gamma Phi is The
a non-partisan group that
Beta sorority will again aid works
for the mentally retardthree local schools for men- ed children
cared for at the
tally retarded children: Misericordia
Home on
Clearbrook School, Coun- Chicago's West Side.

The engagement of their
daughter, Kathryn, is being
announced by Mr. and Mrs.
Clive A. Murphy, 623 South
Edward St., Mount Prospect.
Her fiance is William W.
Brinton, son of Mr. and Mrs.

High School graduates
starting to think about a W. B. Brinton of Union,
career should find the "OcQuarterly" of value. This

of Misericordia AUxiliary appeared dressed as a character from
American history at a recent luncheon to "kick off" the Auxiliary's Salute to America benefit tonight.

Northwest Suburban Alum-

Prospect High School, is now

magazines you might decide

Gamma Phi
Beta to Aid
3 Schools

periodical discusses the jobs

auto camping in Russia.

"Camera" and other

Engagements

trip to enjoy free time. While

browsing through the

Mrs. Donald W. Stribley of Arlington Heights, president
Page 5
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Utah.
Miss Murphy, a graduate of

lodging,

routes,

gam

cupational Outlook

cellent sources of information
attractions,

Otiotiootrtrilus000lITIMIISTMISTISTrYlrificrrifIrirrer

vacations should be special

times, but you don't need a

on the weather, special

ro trains -a 61

Glen Thornell. Mrs Robert

Outside nominal 3 -ton air cooled
refrigerator complete with
connecting tubing
Cooling Coil for furnace
"Bonnet" or ductwork

191

INSTALLED

NO PAYMENTS
UNTIL

JUNE 1st, 1968
GUARANTEE
ONE YEAR FREE SERVICE POLICY on all parts and labor.
PLUS AN ADDITIONAL 4 -Year WARRANTY
ON COMPRESSOR

FOR A FREE SURVEY AND ESTIMATE
WRITE OR PHONE US FOR DETAILS TODAY
SYSTEMS LISTED BELOW INSTALLED WITH "A" COIL

2 TON - 24,000 BTU SYSTEM, REGULAR $697
21/2 TON - 30,000 BTU SYSTEM, REGULAR $527
3 TON - 36,000 BTU SYSTEM, REGULAR -W.37

3i/2 TON 42,000 BTU SYSTEM, REGULAR $1040

$595
$695
$795
$895

Above units include "A" coil, deluxe combination heating and cool.

atea Au:47mA igeipi
ONE'STOP CLEANING
Self Service

Cleaning Machines
Also

ing thermostat with fon selector switch, wiring, precast slab, in
sulated tubinb all included for a complete operating installation.

We Handle All Nationally Rated & Accepted Brands
McGraw Edison 0 Mueller 0 Bryant
Lenox 0 Carrier 0 York

411,

e Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaned
Pressed, Decorator
Folded

Norge.Colonial Village

NORTH AMERICAN
HEATING 0 VENTILATING 0 AIR CONDITIONING

220 N. Dunton St.

Arlington Hts.

OUR 2nd LOCATION

B -W Branch
420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect, Ill..

'59IS W. LINCOLN AVE.

MORTON GROVE

Phone 965-8500
W/Cr5b1541.9:1t$W4t141-Viarirk=0:6.WRIVISIVAWSAVASM4.144

S
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4 Refunriniing v-pL Champ@
-7ieed Cards' Tenni@ Hopes

New Prospect Coach cites
itnestion IKEA

Pitcher@ ass

BY TOM WALSH

last year's Viking team will
return for a second season of

The hopes of the Prospect
varsity baseball team rest on
the shoulders of their pitching

varsity ball. Conant and

Pohlman, the Knights' new

Knights a rough time

head coach
Pohlman comes to Prospect

Pohlman will have five

Arlington High School may
just have its third state cham-

Wheeling may also give the

staff, according to Larry

returning lettermen in Butch

School last year He's replaced
Bill Slayton, now Arlington's
head basketball coach
"Pitching, right now, is our
biggest problem Our pitchers
are going to have to do a bet-

Gumz, Shawhann, and

place state team, Bill
Boeckman.

The 1968 season will be the

Other seniors on the squad
are: Doug Olson, 3b; John
Musial, 2b; Bob Spore, lb;
Norm Klein, of; Marc Schill-

CATCHING WILL also be
a problem as Bob Romme and

Boeckman has seen while at

Arlington. Last year, the
stocky senior handled the
number -one doubles chores

with how graduated Jim

inger, of; Bob Rommc, c; Tim
Glick, c; and Johnson, p.

Tim Glick, both seniors, and

Jim Carroll, a junior, try to
fill the void left behind the
plate by the graduation of

Esser, the pair finishing first

in the MSL and in the runnerup position in the state finals.

JUNIORS ELEVATED to
varsity status so far are: Jeff
Suss, if; Dave Lemmon, if;
Bob Kline, p; Ron Dolejs, p;

Tom Lundstcdt

Gone from the mound are
the talents of Dave Kingman,
who last year was one of the

VON BOECKMAN will do

battle in the number -one

Jim Carroll, c; Mike

singles spot this year.

Wulbecker, of; and Steve

brightest pitching stars

Matt Weeg will shun his
number -two doubles role of

Grant, if.
Prospect's schedule for the

around Three seniors will be
assigned the task of hurling

last year and assume the number -two singles spot for the

season includes 18 regular

for the Knights this spring.
Pat Schwinn, Bob Johnson,
and Steve Schawhann will be

games, four of them out -of league encounters, plus, the

chooses from when the

The varsity schedule.:
Opponent
Date
Niles North
4-4

Redbirds. Last year, Weeg
teamed with John Brost, now

graduated, to win the MSL

District and Regional games.

the moundsmen Pohlman

Knights open their season

April 4 against Niles North on
the Niles diamond

BERTHS ON THE first
string are still up for grabs as

4-19
4-22
4-24
4-26
4-29

First baseman Jim Gumz is
one of five returning Prospect
lettermen who form the basis

Pohlman has made no

decisions as to the starting
nine

of coach Larry Pohlman's

"It will probably be a senior

team," he said, but he hasn't

first Knight squad.

made tip his mind yet.
Practice for the Knights

has since been cut

Pohlman said he is pleased his

practice with the varsity after
spring vacation and the jayvee

5-1

5-3
5-6
5-7
5-8
5-10
5-13
5-17
5-20
5-24

to 20.

Pohlman said he also has six

started March 12, and

or seven juniors who will

team has had the chance to
practice outside as often as it

games are over.

POHLMAN PREDICTS

has

that Fremd will have a strong
team this year because all of

Forty candidates showed up
for practice the, but the squad

number -two doubles title and
advance to the quarter -finals
of the state meet before being

ousted by a Rock Island

New Trier East
Maine East
Wheeling
Palatine
Fremd
Forest View
Conant
Elk Grove
Arlington
Palatine
Wheeling
Fremd
St. Viator
Conant
Forest View
District
Arlington
Regional
Elk Grove

4-9
4-11
4-15
4-17

tandem.

The number -three singles
spot is still open, seniors Bob
Gallagher and Chuck Gibbel
and junior Bob Crockett battling for the berth.

TWO SETS OF junior duos
arc currently trying to top one

H
A

meets.

both juniors, come
into the season with a varsity
MSL number -two doubles ti-

Maine. East's Jack Cilia) bursts into an early lead in the
mile run at the Blue Demon relays Saturday. Gilio went on

Stevens,

to win the mile in a meet -record 4:19.3, with Prospect's Steve

under their belts, while
juniors Ken Jorgensen and

that won the meet's last race to take the team championship.

Forest View will try to end
a losing streak, taking on

Wheeling and Conant at
Wheeling. The Falcons are 0-

'Kits Messed Up
The only Illinois high
school to win two state
athletic championships during

1966-67 school year -has
Evanston Township

the

already lost its chance to

repeat in both sports, and lost
both chances to Arlington.

The Wildkits were 1966
Pat Schwinn is one of three seniors Prospect baseball coach cross-country and 1966-67
Larry Pohlman is counting on to handle the Knights' 1968 gymnastics champions, and
Johnson and Steve Shawhan, are seniors.

the Cards have dethroned

them this year in both sports.

There's only one way that
this season

7-

up,

and the

chances of improving on last
season's dismal 0-10-0 varsity
record are good.
Head Coach Grant Ahlberg
has two returning lettermen to

build his young team around.
of thirty varsity candidates; only three are upperOut

classmen.

Returning lettermen junior
Bill Eitzenhocfer and senior
Frank Schultz will be the only
returning regulars. Experience

may prove to he a deciding
factor for the Grens in golf
this spring.

.,---
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Elk Grove will hold its golf
practice. sessions and home
meets at the Indian Lakes
Country Club.
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In Arlington Heights
6 E. Northwest Hwy.

BS

IITAL106.

$1

Member Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors
Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service .

V.::: ---t" -

In Palatine

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

358-5560

894-1800

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

0,
0,
0,
0,

Steve Chernicky

is in Isis

fourth -- and last -- year as

Wheeling's head baseball

coach. Next season he'll be
head coach at Hersey High

assistant coach Bob Knilans

September. Chernicky, who is
also a Wildcat football assistant, spent a year at Arlington

University, where he was an
outfielder and first baseman

assistant freshman football

has shown a great deal of improvement," Ecker says. "We

dicap: The Harths, 996.
High individual game -handicap: Dick Swisher, 230,

Mary Renner, 205. High individual game, scratch: Dick

Swisher, 199, Shirley

,Winkelman, 181.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
WOMEN KEGLERS
March 19, 1968

Team standings: I. Sele

Floor Co.; 2. Doretti

Two juniors, Mike Menia

Pharmacy.; 3: Landwehr's
T.V.; 4. Pekin and Robbins
Jewelers; 5. Winkelman's; 6.

and Bob Carlson, will be
Wheeling's top reserves, Ecker

McDonald's; 7. Arlington
Furniture Mart; 8. Beauty

says.

Bar.

Senior Scott Decker is

High team series: Persin

scheduled to team with Dan
Den Beste to form Wheeling's
no. 1 doubles team when the

and Robbins Jewelers, Doretti

season April 8 at Maine

Jewelers, 841.
High individual series --

Pharmacy, 2320. High team

game: Persin and Robbins

Wildcats open their 1968

South. Decker is one of six
seniors in coach Ted Ecker's

Arlington Heights

Air Tickets & Reservations

Daggett Wins Fencing Letter

1104 S. Arlington lice. Road
Arlington lite., Ill.
STATED MEETINGS
FIRST & THIRD THURSDAYS

Donald W. Irkfetz - Master
1301 Cork Tree I,n.,

MOUNT

666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Hazel Burnier, 215.

Masonic Lodge#1162

"ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD"
FREE TRAVEL PLANNING VACATIONS
CRUISES TOURS STEAMSHIP

259-6030

scratch: Evie Japp, 556. High
individual game -- scratch:,

probable opening lineup.

SPACE LIMITED!
Call or come in soon.
(Weekly departures)

0

IM4100/3C9)4ED-191)111120-0004=1)CMCM.CID4M94131,4Zei CE)4=1.422.4215011=1,11$111="

RIDGE PARK
COMMUNITY MIXED
March 18, 1968

game --scratch: The Harths,
High team game --han-

1

VIA CONTINENTAL &
UNITED AIRLINES

5-25

.859.

doubles team.

In

A

5-21

tocks; 9. The Michelsons; 10.
The Harths.
High team series --scratch:
The Harths, 2337. High team
series --handicap: The Sundsundquists, 2751. High team

tennis coach, lists his singles
contingent as Jim Cuca at no.
I, Reid Hansen at no. 2, and
Tom Kreis at no. 3, with Scott
Decker and Dan Den Beste
forming the Wildcats' no.

10

A

State Meet
Prospect
Conference Meet

7. The Kellers; 8. The Pat-

Ecker, entering his fourth
season as Wheeling's head

C=OC=1=1,1=1

Oak Park

5-17-18

Mockenhaupts; 5. The

starting lineup who isn't a
senior.

coaching.

5- I 5

IN ew Trier E.
Evanston

Sundquists; 6. The Hawkins;

of Wheeling's probable

coach at 'Purdue for a season
before he entered high school

Elk Grove

The Straits; 4. The

Sophomore Mike McLain,
who Ecker has chosen to team
with Ron Kensli at no. 2
doubles, is the only member

quarterback Len Dawson and
end Lamar Lundy. He was an

Wheeling

5-9
5-10
t-13

Team standings: I. The

summer, and everyone

last-

A
H
H

5-7

Andrews; 2. The Swensons; 3.

the top of the conference."

fessional standouts,

..The Hest Travel
Value Today!

con-

could be right up there near

baseball and a football
teammate of two now -proin

Ideal for Groups, Clubs or Individuals
Dollar for Dollar,

is

League finish last season.
"All our kids practiced over

graduated from Purdue,

4-13
4-18
4-23
4-25
4-27
4-30
5-4

New Trier Quad
Hinsdale
Evanston Inv.
Forest View
Fremd
Palatine
Arlington Inv.
Conant
District Meet

Results

fourth place Mid -Suburban

baseball coach at Benedictine
High School in Cleveland, his
hometown, before that. He

4-11

-114inenp-IiTat Tennis
fronting the 1968 season with
a set, six -senior lineup and optimism about the Wildcats'
chances of improving their

as a baseball and basketball
assistant coach and was head

Date Opponent
4-6

fL owling

Wheeling's varsity tennis

0,
6,

when they travel to do battle

iEeker Sets 6 -Senior

School, which opens next coach, Ted Ecker,

$1 PROSPECT

11iggins-Golf Shopping Plaza

Aside from his 12 varsity

candidates, Pitchford and

VON BOECKMAN work-

-Honolulu & The Outer Islands

0,
0,

Open
9 to 9

ell

..,..

253-2460

,

state honors.

ed under the direction of are sifting through 45

10

0,
,

East St. Louis' Jimmy Connors as the stumbling blocks
in Von Boeckman's way to

state."

C=> 41=3.4=3.4=f CZ) CZ". C:If C=1,

0,
728

Niles East's Mark Bishop, and

the top four players in the

81

E

Evanston's Mike Medcre,

one man as "probably one of

14 Dts y Deluxe Golden
8: Hautpcilaa Holiday
QI

the

will have to contend with and

Pitchford pegging his number -

.

A

as

tougher teams the Cardinals

veteran coach, however,

Negro! Exciting!

.

.

Trier and Hinsdale

for his entire team, but won't
commit himself with predictions. Von Boeckman looks
especially promising to the

Elk Grove Aims
To Escape Golf
Elk Grove's golf teams can go

Pitchford pinpointed New

Bieber, and Rick Tindall.
Pitchford has high hopes

Wheeling and four other
area schools, Prospect. Arlington, Forest View, and Elk
Grove, will participate in the
Wildcat Relays this Saturday

Rough in 1968

Wheeling's Wildcats will
take an overall record of 2-5
into a triangular meet with

juniors Dennis Conrad, Don

Grove.

Niles East.

Quadrangular.

a special

development program designed to prepare Chicago -area
tennis talent for national competition.

with the varsity team are

triangular, and. winning the

at Wheeling.

dethrone the experienced winter, playing in
Other candidates working

placing second in one

dual competition. The
best they've been able to do
so far is to place third in two
triangular meets. They were
last beaten by Arlington and
in

freshman and sophomore
hopefuls. The Cards will open
their season Saturday, April 6,

number -one spot.

The Cats have had good

other, from Fremd and Elk

Grant Golden, who teamed

Greg Harris, returning with a with Barry MacKay in 1957
MSL sophomore number -one and 1958 for the mens' nadoubles crown to their credit, tional indoor doubles chamStevens-Stelling team for the

March 29.

a 2-5 dual mark. The Knights
have had better luck in large
meets. So far, they've won two

state."

arc doing their best to pionship, throughout the in the annual New Trier

Conant and Forest View on
Tuesday before hosting the
Wildcat Relays on Saturday,
luck in their two large meets,

Boeckman is "probably one of the top four players in the

tle

Holmes, running behind Gino here, taking third. Gilio also
ran the anchor leg on the Maine East varsity mile relay team

Prospect hosts Palatine at
4:30 in an attempt to better

triangulars.

pitching work. Schwinn and the other two top pitchers, Bob

competition when Arlington begins its season April 6 in the
New Trier Quadrangular. Card coach Tom Pitchford says Von

position. Bill Stelling and Paul

Prospect, Forest View, and
Wheeling will try to better
their track records this afternoon in a series of dual

2

Bill Von Boeckman will be opening his fourth year of varsity

another for the first doubles

Three Area Teams Seek
To Better Track Marks

5

Von

fourth varsity season Von

the Knights.

doing," said Pohlman

Page 6

Head coach Tom Pitchford
has four 1967 Mid -Suburban
League individual champions
back this year, including the
nucleus of last year's third -

Schwinn. Leonard will take
on outfielding tasks, Theis is
a shortstop,, and Gumz will
handle first base chores for

ter job than they have been

1968

its tennis courts.

Leonard, Joel Theiss, Jim

coach at Wheeling High

March 26,

the ingredients necessary on

Pohlman said.

after being assistant baseball

Tuesday,

pionship of the year in the
making -- at least it has all

Prospect Heights
296-5132
Gustav Albrecht-Secretary
119 Cornell, Des Plaines
VA 4-9654

Dean Daggett of Palatine
'

University of Illinois.

was one of six fencers awarded letters for the winter sports

Sophomores Ken Johnson and

University at East Lansing.

Illini thirty man roster.

season at Michigan State

He was one of two Illinois
boys to receive varsity letters

Barry Yurtis are two of the
fifteen sophomores 'on the

Johnson is listed as an outfielder while Yurtis is listed as
Two other boys from the squad's no. 2 pitcher. The
Palatine have made the varsi- Illini are scheduled to play 28
ty baseball squad at the games this spring.
at MSU in fencing.

,

by Kato Osann

TIZZY

-

13 -Lost and Found

Lost:

Wallet

In

LIGHT DELIVERY
PART TIME EVES
WEEK NITES OPEN

National Tea

Roll. Mead. Reward. No quesCall

asked.

CL

vicinity Busse & Golf Rds.
497:1504 evenings

Car Required

Ago and hourly rate open
Benefits

CARDINAL TOOL
& MFG. CO.

22 -Situations Wanted Women
Will do ironing in my home,
ExperiencedReforences
253.3443

2665 Mannheim, Des Plaines
827-8181

Top girl wishes 1 -girl office.

tions, 217 S. Arl. Hts. Rd., Arl.
Hts., Ill. 60005

23 -Instruction

DRIVER
chauffeur's license.
Local deliveries in north and
northwestern suburbs. Nonunion. Rate $3.50 per hour.
Class

E

-PHONE 798-2210
TUTORING

Betwebn B a.m. & 5 p.m.

All subjects and languages
taught in your home.

When
You Use
For the best coverage\
and the finest service

School of Music is now offering
vocal lessons for anyone desiring to sing. Join the fun & frolic
and learn to capture the heart
of the special person in your lifethru 'heart of song. We offer instrumental lessons as well, and
also have a stock of fine musical instruments available. For
further info contact Mr. Carter,
27 W. Prospect, Mt. Prospect, or

School

District 59 will accept sealed bids
for equipment to be installed in the
library, art room and sewing room
at

Tom

Lively

Jr.

High

School.

Specificotoirs and further in-

formation may be obtained

U/ANT

Published in

10
Hobbies
12
Dqy Cemp
. 44
Dogs, Pets and Equipment
Employment Agencies -Man . 27
Employment Agencies.
28
Women
Employment Service -Woman 29
57
Equipment Rentals

Coins

1

36

14

Real EstateApt. Building

85

still valuable
items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

78
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73
76
To Rent Houses
81
To Rent MiscellaneOus
79
To Rent Resort Properties
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices

over 300% in 3 years and have
professional reputation
a

in a prestige position offering
an above average income call

Why, not call
me today?

Bud Cairns 392-5151.

,

Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

102
92
42
82

fits.

Call 437.3990

for

BERKEY PHOTO

Project

MEN

Engineers

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No

Receiving

MECHANICAL

Draft has opened a position in
our growing aviation concern
for a bright young man. Some

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

We are interested in en-

2 weeks paid vacation

686-7630

Shipping &

layoffs due to weather.

experience would be helpful
but none -required, we will

gineers with a B. S. M. E.
or equivalent in engin-

train. Good starting salary
and benefits. Contact Mr.
Ronald Brandt.

project

COOPER AVIATION
SUPPLY CO.
2149 E. Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village
439.2050

paid holidays
paid sick leaves

eering experience at the
level.

overtime
insurance
automatic raises

Respon-

sibility from original design layout thru prototype testing will allow
for diversified work in

No experience necessary

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

BRLINING'
360

Division of Addressograph
Multigraph Corporation

Computer Operator

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1900

Great Fipportunity for "take

charge"man. Right man will
advance to supervisor quickly. Top salary.

M A' 77 N' MEraL.S
Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.
Wheeling
537-2180

250 N. 12th St.

'Art equal opportunity employer

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

JMH Services, Inc.
259-8085

22
74

18

Travel
Trucks, 'Trailers

Elk

in

220 GRACEIAND DES PLAINES

CALL - MISS PEREYMA

.

Personals

receiving. New plant

Grove Village, Pleasant working conditions, company bene-

JOBS

training is provided.

Des Plaines Location

8
3

Counselor

must have the ability to work,

255-7200

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Card of Sympathy
Cord of Thanks
Cemeteries 6 Lots

Opportunity to join the most
progressive recruiting firm int
the suburbs. We have grown

sell, and think. If interested

Tuesday, March 26, 1968

Business Services

These positions offer a variety
of duties, and complete job

train.

15
16
17
9

Situations WantedWomen
To Rent Apartments

To
necessary.
succeed in this business you

Heights, Illinois

38
39
66

Business Opportunities
Business Personals
Business Service Directory

I'm anxious to
Assist you in
selling those

experience

ington Heights Road, Arlington

Experience preferred but will

3"

89
Real Estate -Bus. Property
86
Real EstateHouses
91
Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate -Loans Mortgages 94
95
Real Estate -Service
88
Real EstateVacont
96
Real Estate Wanted
Rooms-BoardHouseheeping .. 70
21
Situations Wanted -Men

second to none. No previous

Wednesday, March 27, 1968 at the
business office, 2123 South Arl.

101

.

Recruiting

Consolidated

Two air freight operations men
needed night work. Must type must have own transportation.

5
In Memoriam
23
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
65
LoonsPersonol, Business
13
lost and Found
32
Miscellaneous Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters ..,. 11
55
Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools - Child Care 69
56
Office Furniture - Devices

In .The Air & spring
the time for song. Carter's
Is

24 -Help Wanted Men

BID NOTICE

106
103
99
64

.

Call Bob Main255-4400
Community

FREIGHT

7
Fraternal Notices
2
Funeral Directors
24
Wanted Men
Help Wanted Men or Women .. 26
30
Help Wonted Women
47
'Home Furnishings -Furniture
83
Industrial Property

call CL 3-5592.
i

use DAY PUBLICATIONS.r

Auto Parts and Access.
Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto.Troilers L Campers
Automobile Far Sale ..
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange
Boots and Marine Supplies
Boat Storage

Age 18.25

Light deliveries, shipping and

NORTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY
5 W. Campbell
253-7150

8 AM to 4:30 PM
3 PM to 11 PM
6 PM to 2:30 AM
8 PM to 4:30 AM

AIR

20

Food and Delicacies

528-7665

PRODUCTION
Openings now exist on these

109
105
107

YOUNG MAN.

BOY WANTED
To deliver Brandenberry Apart meats. A.M. or P.M. Good pay.
Apply at,

shifts;

34

Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales
Aviation
Auto teasing

24 -Help Wanted Men

Car nec. Mr. Howard. 774-5353

71

Florists

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

is

GENERAL

35
75

Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Share

Building Materials

Mature young woman who can
tak, over, seeks good position
w/ topsalary. Exp'dininventory,
srvlyd., bkpg., payroll & purchasing. Write Box 1145, Day Publica-

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT
Experience Necessary
Rolling Meadows Area
438-8045

Page 7
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Full Time $ Part Time

537.6660

Shipping & Delivery

Dial 255-7200 today.

GET RESULTS '

INDX
INDEX
Air Conditioning

REACH CUSTOMERS for your
service business pt their convenience with Classified Ads.

Spring

THE DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men
Time 3. Sat. Earn 8344
hr. Any. calls to take orders.

JAKE'S PIZZA

Wheeling

14 -Personals

1

CLASSIFIED

3-4176

LOST: Sunday, Albino parakeet,

"Do you sometimes have, the feeling that we're paying
more and more for lose and lees, oftener and oftener?'

24 -Help Wanted Men

Part

FOUND: WHITE CAT
MT. PROSPECT'AREA
439-1184

tions

-

24 -Help Wanted Men

MAINTENANCE.

Let us help make your DAY!

Electrical -Mechanical

Consult this daily guide of reliable services offered by reputable business people in your community. Call one NOW!

shift openings offering
varied assignments in the inDay

stallation,

maintenance

ineactory

Sertwite
and

repair of production and building equipment. Liberal benefits including profit sharing.

Catering
CL3.4182

CL 5-4833

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

Lau ritz Jensen
Decorators CL 9-0495

255-7200
BARRETT-

HA

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200

CRAVENS CO.

3LINES

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, III.
272-2300

Y
DO YOU HAVE A SON, HUSBAND

DRAFTSMAN

DAYS

Auto Repair

$850 TO $1,000
drawings and would like the
challenge of something new.
You will start by doing designs
eiectro - mechanical
of
mechanisms. You will work

with Engineering staff on all
phases of R & D. From there
it's up to you. Call for details.
No fee.

253-6600

and Prospect Heights area.
We would like to include your serviceman or woman
in this issue. We need the following: (1) A black -and -

white, portrait type photograph, in uniform if possible,
any size from 2x3 to 5)47. Be sure to put the name of
service person on the back of the photo. If you desire,
you may pick up the picture when the section is completed. (2) Please fill out the blank below and mail it
with the photo to the Arlington Day, 117 S. Arlington

Mount Prospect
In the Loop we're at
202 S. State Si.
427-8442

TODAY
Janitors
BEFORE 4

Hts. Rd., Arlington Heights, Illinois.

ARLINGTON

YOUR SON,_HUSBAND OR DAUGHTER SERVING

HEIGHTS_

IN THE ARMED FORCES ... DON'T WAIT,

255-7200

DEADLINE IS MAY 6.

Full or Part Time

hour -week, or part-time

5 nights 20 hour week.
company benefits
including liberal
discount privileges.
Personnel Office 2nd Floor

(PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE)
ADVERTISERS

Age
Branch of Service

CHECK YOUR ADS! '

Parent's Name and Address

CO

Children's Name and Ages

Where Stationed

z

, Mailing address
Phone

$17.95

Wayne's Furniture Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns &
scratches removed, FL 8-4543.

Income Tax
Help with income tax
in your home
CL 5-0313
Vince Beudar

Instructions

Carpet Installation
DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall -to -Wall,
new or used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free

LAWN MAINTENANCE and general landscaping, power raking,
rototilling, trimming 8.

spraying work. Rototiller rental.
Snow Plowing. 437-4870

255-3642

Masonry

Catering

All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Moving

PATIOS

LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

investigation. You can move
up to project leader on new en-

gineering project and cost reduction studies. For confidential summary of our client,
coll. No fee.

253-6600

ions are accepted by phone.
9 to 9 weekdays .& 9 to 12'

PARKER
117 S. Emerson
In the Loop we're at
427-8442

Photography
FASHIONS SHOWS
WEDDINGS
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Joe Edwards
255-7200

Pianos - Organs
Tuning Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

827-1284

Dressmaking -Sewing

dresses, fur coats; repair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255.8161

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under $45.
529.2840

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.
CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL
255.4062
Arlington Hts,

Limited spring openings.

Floor Maintenance

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates
FL 8.5359

SAVE YOUR EYESI

It's T.V. CheckUp Time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bonk Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen

Arl. Hts.

Cl 5.5692

Sewer Service
All types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

flowering

shrubs, silver maple & spruce.
Misc. CL 5.4755

bowls, tubs opened. Free estim
ales. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service
837-2345

-Painting-Decorating

Sewing Machine Repair

Ecklund.Floor Service

Average. rm. sanded, sealed
finished. $19.95
766.4687

Small

service.

clean

Fast

-jobs a specialty. Free estimates
255-3823

SEWER TROUBLES?

Nursery -Trees
HONEYSUCKLES,

392-6817

Plastering

CALL -ED

Lauritz Jensen
3 Generations
Decorating in the Finist
Scandinavian Tradition.

'

Mount Prospect
202 S. State St.

"K" KONCRETE CO.

skirts,

manufacturing engineer. Ideally you have some background
aselectro-mechanical
In
sembly, time study, stop watch
or work factor experience. You
will contribute to capital asset

notify us at once. Correct-

FLOORS
WALKS

Shortening .of hems on coats,

new plant. You will start as a

358-9710

Beautify your home for Easter.

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
order. Alterations. Near
to
255-0348
Randhurst.

$11,000 YR.

Free Estimates. Ed Sowinski
CL 5-3991

Radio -TV Repair

Moving

WINTER PRICES

DRIVEWAYS

Challenging position in a brand

NEW WAY PAINTING.

Ned Williams

Meyers
Brick 8 Masonry

Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL3-4182
CL 5-4833

438.8387

Decorating & Remodeling,

-Estimates.

10 FOUNDATIONS 410 STEPS

Industrial Engineer
(Degree Not

Top quality materials & careful
workmanship.
.383-4651

Landscaping

$9.95 & up. 894.5722

SCOTT & CO.
Randhurst Center
Mount Prospect

care of home maintenance?
'Painting: Interior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
*New Method Carpet Cleaning
'Floor Care for Home & Office

CL 5.8239 CL 3-5050

Murals

$10,000 TO

PHONE 255-7200

Furniture Refinishing

Advanced &
Violin Lessons
beginners. New easy method.
cleans

Why contact 5 different people
quick phone call takes
when
1

24 HOUR SERVICE

Save 50%

Required)

Saturdays:

ALL PHONES

243-4804

Garages,
Driveways,
Stairs,
Patios. Free estimates.

their advertisement and in
case of error to notify the

Please check your ads and

Name of person filling out this sheet

Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
Wall Papering.
CL 3.1118

Cement Work by Vito Pelagio

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of

deportment
at
classified
once in order that correction
can be made. In the event of
error or omission, the news-.
paper will be responsible for
first incorrect
ONLY
the
insertion and only to the extent of the space that the ad
will be
requires.
Errors
recitified by republication
for one Insertion.

Rick's Decorating

Estab. 45 Years
Free Estimates

CARSON PIRIE

PLEASE

Military mailing address (as of May 6)

Special

766.1943

Name of Service Person

Wife or Husbands' Name and Address

Call "the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
job too small. 766.8034

358-9038

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

Guaranteed Satisfaction

J. J. 0' Brien Constr.
Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5-5056

Winter

Fully insured.
Sholl Decorating

Carpet Shampooing

Concrete Work

PROSPECT

255-4400

Carpentry -Remodeling

Full

APPLY

MOUNT

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

Carpet Cleaning

Nights

Men needed for clean
ing after store hours.
Full time 5 nights 371/2
_

TOWING SERVICE.

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

l'.M.

PLEASE SUPPLY INFORMATION AND PHOTO OF

-

We Don't
BUY OR SELL CARS

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359.1906

117 S. Emerson

CALL

CONCRETE
TERRAZZO
WALL WASHING

TILE
WOOD

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

PARKER

Continental

All Crocks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.

Experts in
Floor Maintenance

CL 9-0849

Ideally you are the kind of man
who is tired of doing routine

$315

A special section saluting the men and women serving in any military branch of the Armed Froces will be
published May 17, in Day Publication in conjunction
with Armed Forced Day. This section will feature photos
and information of the service men and women of the
Arlington Heights, Rolling Meadows, Mount Prospect,

Pleats

ed.

DESIGN

THE ARMED FORCES?

Mutual

Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten-

THAT WANTS

ONLY

OR DAUGHTER SERVING IN

ON MEN'S WEAR
Relining,
Remodeling,

Painting -Decorating
$20 Points Most Rooms

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

3

Rank

Floor Maintenance

Alterations

CL.9-0495
Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
529.7774

DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

$3.95 & $5.95.359.3593

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New 8. Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
Arl. Hts.

830 W. N.W. Hwy.

259-9440

THE DAY
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24 -Help Wanted Men'

24 -Help Wanted Men

DRAFTSMAN

MEN WANTED

PART TIME

To. work Monday thru Friday,
12:00 to 4:30 P.M. Saturday,

Ideal position for engineering
student Flexible hours. Phone
Mr Leach for appointment.

CALL
MT. PROSPECT NEWS AGENCY

392-1830

RAINSOFT WATER

CONDITIONING CO.

*OFFICE
POSITIONS
Secretary

needed

in

credit

department for girl strong on
steno, transcribing, and general office skills. Perfect spot
for girl who likes shorthand.

1950 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

FULL TIME
Pleasant work, good income,
benefits, we train. Experience

BOYS WANTED

Age 12 to 15. After school
work 4 30 to 8:30 p.m. Saturday all day. Our boys are

clerk typist positions also

4

open for girls with good typing
and general office skills.

not necessary. Apply now.

Excellent starting salary and

earning $30 to $50 per week.
training received
Excellent
in soles while earning money
immediately Call 539-1240

MEMORY GARDENS
2501 E. Euclid

finest benefit . program
the Northwest Suburban
area.
the
in

COST

Want To,Make Money
in the Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee
$700 & Free School
One in a thousand lobs. Our

ANALYST

BRUNING'
1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1910

.1

school at full salary and ex-

penses. You will learn WHAT
STOCKS TO BUY, WHEN 'TO
SELL. How to take a position
in, a stock exchange. Take advantage of this training. And
you are on your way to a VERY

perience (but not necessarily in restaurant business). Good

salary, paid vacation, medical and life insurance plan,
meals and Uniforms free. Opportunity to advance to
Manager In a dynamic, growing organization.

Involving product

ysis

plan-

BRUNING'
Call 253-6600

Setters

for your future

TECHNICAL WRITERS

eCustom Machine
Assemblers

BILL of MATERIAL WRITERS

Custom Machine

An Equal Opportunity Employer

(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)

Bench Assemblers
*Order Pickers

Custodians

cAL-ELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,
engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

Contact Personnel Dept.
Weekdays 8:30 AM to 5 PM

DAYS and NIGHTS

These men will carry out maintenance
duties in both plant and office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,
Illinois.

GENERAL 'FACTORY

-

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit sharing.
AN EQUALIOPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling,

1150 S. Willis Ave.

'DES PLAINES

DRAFTSMEN

Hospital
100 N. River Road
Des Plaines
299-2281

DETAIL

on the ground

floor to strengthen your
career with many challenging assignments in
Mount
Prospect
;our
/Office. Only those interested in permanent
employment need apply.

Credit &

Collections

CALL
KEN BERGER

firm, familizir with D&C and all
collection procedures - able to
make own credit calls.

An interesting and unique telephone sales car-

eer awaits two people who are interested in
working with our clients. This' is not a solicitation
service. Our office serves over 2700 accounts in

Career opportunity. Excellent
starting salary, pleasant modern office.

CALL MRS. GOLZ

ENGINEERING

439-1805

800 W. Central Road
Mount Prospect

GENERAL

An Equal
Opportunity Employer

2201 Touhy
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

13 states.

We seek people .with pleasant telephone voice
and a unique desire to converse with business
men.

26 -.Help

Wanted Men or

Women

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

PLAN AN EARLY INTERVIEW

Call forAppointinent

WORLD CARPETS

WAREHOUSE WORK.

Niles, Illinois

26 -Help Wanted Men or

APPLY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

MEN and WOMEN

647-0011

Women

26 -Help Wanted Man or
Women

FULL TIME ONLY - NIGHTS ONLY

HOURS: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.

AT

McDONALD'S

Good working conditions - Good starting
salary - Liberal company benefits.

America's Largest Corry -out Restaurant Chain.
Is opening it's new Des Plaines unit at Ookton & Lee in mid April

WEBER MARKING

SYSTEMS, INC.

MOTOROLA
ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Holy Family

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
Low CoSt Hospitalization Plan
Profit Sharing

439-8500

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

PLEASE APPLY

tion.

"A Good Place To Work"

Phe hallicrafters

Prorated holiday and vaca-

Experienced for, manufacturing

Excellent starting salary during training. Merit
Increases, paid vacation, holidays, hospitaliza-

Our employees enjoy a liberal
program including
profit sharing, free life insurance, group health insurance, a credit union and regular wage reviews.

259-9600

LAB TECHS
Full Time and part time weekend hours. Day Shift, Excellent
salary for qualified persons.

BERKEY PHOTO

LAYOUT

2nd SHIFT

NEEDS

JOBS OFFER:

Layout Draftsman

827-6141

253-2800

Inspector.

DRAFTSMEN

includes our full program of com
pony benefits.

Get in

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1910

In the Loop we're -at
202 S. State St
427-2882

Custom Machine

Women

ELECTRICAL

IMMEDIATELY

Div. of Addressograph
Multigraph Corp.

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

The Ideal Company

26 -Help Wanted Men or

machine. Hours 4PM to 12:30 AM
fOr this permanent position which

StartTo

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

pitrience to run kodachrome

ELECTRO-MECH.

MEN WANTED

-SUCCESSFUL CAREER. No pre-

][filARKING

h hafAcrafiers

man with some mechanical ex-

Pick up & Deliver Fuller Brush
orders. Call betw. 4 & 8 p.m.
392.7362

TA NrCEAL
MECHANICAL

sonal development.

MOTOROLA
WEB

Film Processor

tion benefits.

827-1220, between 9 AM & 5 PM
For Appointment

ning, forecasting and budgeting. Attractive starting with
excellent opportunity for per-

117 S. Emerson

An Equal Opportunity Employer

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-He1p Wanted Men

220 GRACELAND

CALL - MR. SCHENK

cant- should have 3 or more
years experience In cost anal*.

PARKER

call
for appointment

439-7600

unit - opening soot. Should be over 25, high
school graduate or some college with supervisory exPlaines

MANUFACTURING.

Mount Prospect

in new Elk Grove plant.

Needs an aggressive Assistant Manager for its new Des

Successful applicant will have.
a BS degree in accounting or
administration or
business
equivalent experience. App11-.

client, one of America's LARGEST
BROKERAGE firms, will
train you in all the In and
outs of Brokerage Management, You will be sent to

-

ASSISTANT
M cDona Id's, America's Largest Carryout
Restaurant Chain
MANAGER

vious exp. required - NO FEE.

Arlington Heights

Janitor

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

$3.09 An Hour

10:00 to 2:30 P.M.

437-9400

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-He1p Wanted Men

An equal opportunity employer

WE HAVE 60 FULL & PART TIME
OPENINGS FOR MEN -WOMEN

SEE MR. SCHMITT

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

MEN -FULL TIME ..
DAYS 8 A.M.-4 P.M.

Paid Vacations

NITES 4 P.M.-MIDNITE

Des Plaines, Ill.

414 E. Golf Road

Medical & Life Insurance Plan

MEN -PART TIME DAYS 11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
PART TIME NITES
8 P.M. - MIDNITE

MEN & WOMEN

WOMEN - PART TIME MON-FRIDAY
3 to 5 hours between 10:30 A.M. & 3:30 P.M.

ELECTRONICS

MACHINIST

Join the team at McDonald's newest unit. We need neat,
dependable people who are willing to work. Age no barrier.
Excellent salaries, meals free. For a satisfying and exciting
position with a dynamic organization.

STOP!!
Are you an

ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN?
CITY OR SUBURBS
$520-$725?

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

*Assemblers
*Wirers and Solderers

"YES".
Then we need

An equal opportunity employer

Packers
'Stock Handlers

YOU!

MAINTENANCE

Any technical school, military training or Communi-

cation experience qualifies you for these critical
openings. We are the fastest growing electronic
company and have critical need for technicians

Outstanding opportunity for applicants with experience in any
of the following.

in our Chicago and suburban plants.

ELECTRICAL

Ike offer:.

WELDING

GOOD STARTING SALARY

INSURANCE
GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS
PROFIT SHARING"
RAPID PROMOTIONS
,

STATIONARY ENGINEERING

MACHINE REPAIR

RAPID

PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDING

Don't delay! Call me today!

PAID HOLIDAYS
2 WEEKS PAID VACATION

CALL.

MEDICAL & LIFE INSURANCE
COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

METALS

IMINMERINIIIIIMIMmW.
537-2180

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

CLERK TYPISTS

Cafeteria Attendant
*Secretaries and Typists
BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Good Starting Pay
*Automatic Increases
Low. Cost Hospitalization
*Excellent Working. Conditions
*Good Vacation Plan
APPLY

SUNDAY 12-5
DAILY 9 TO 6

AT

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

ASSEMBLERS

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS
7:45 A.M. TO 4:15 P.M.

4:30 P.M. TO 1:00 A.M.

AMPEX EMPLOYEES ENJOY THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

Profit Sharing bonuses
Good starting rates
Automatic increases
Two weeks vocation 1st year
Company paid insurance

Tuition aid
Early seniority in new plants
Promotional opportunities
Air-conditioned new plants, parking lot, and cafeteria'
Discounts on company products

*Profit Sharing
8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

Inspectors

DICK SULLJVAN

939-7385

OFF DUNDEE RD.

SECRETARIES

*Communications Technicians

SUBURBS MAY CAM COLL'EtT

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

'Wheeling

Plants:

(One Position Available in Park Ridge,
Four Positions Available in Elk Grove Village)

PRODUCTION AND OFFICE

SECURITY?

If the answer is

Wheeling,

250 N. 12th St.

.

Do you want

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

AP irsair

The Following Positions Are Now Available For Men
And Women In Our New Air Conditioned

Schaumburg

PROMOTABLE?

4

NEEDS YOU!

Is On The Move

At

Are You

OVERTIME
PAID SICK LEAVE
AUTOMATIC INCREASES

MOTOROLA

Are you earning

Phone LE 7-2510

Willis

LEADER IN HI-FI MUSIC

DES PLAINES

McDONALD'S

Work in

S.'

t5 AMPEX

827.1220

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
'include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

1150

CALL MR. SCHENK, MON-FRI. 1 PM- 5 PM ONLY

MOTOROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Roads
Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

PHONE VISIT OR WRITE
EMPLOYMENT'OFFICE

AMPEX
Elk Grove Village, III.
2201 Lunt Avenue
Phone: 956-0900
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ve-1..L.,,,

27 -Employment Agencies Mon

30-Holp Want

28 -Employment AgenCies-.

/Women

$30.00 A Week

orders. Call between 8 & 11

$750 A Month, No Fee
Any

operations

experience

Any

operations

experience

will qualify.

61 North Suburban

will qualify Ask Dick Mole at

Companies Have

HALLMARK, 027-7706 380 E
Northwest Hwy, Des Plaines

Come To

392.4352

Sales Trainee

NCR electronic accounting machine operator
and accounts receivable
clerk. Excellent oppor-

Lynn
Davis.

'4

`$9,000

tunity in area GM dealership. Fringe benefits.

Hero

an exceptional op -

is

ing about a successful career
In the area of sales marketing
required

exp

previous

No

Our client, o large Chgo based manufacturer, will train

you to represent them to all
major airlines discussing and

showing some of

the

most

communication

sophisticated

equip yet made No previous
experience nee

Current. Listings:
$440
$375
$650
$550
$475
$375
$475
$370

General Office
Secretary (V.P.)
Secretary
Bookkeeper

Figure Clerk
Keypunch
Typist

An equal opportunity employer

GENERAL OFFICE
Full

time and part time girl

needed. Typing, filing and
reception. Excellent opportunity with many company
benefits.

Davis

are

not
hole -in -the -walls,
giant supermarkets or cold
water flats. We do not hit

gongs, give away motor -cycles

or in any other way challenge

the integrity of our business.
PARAMOUNT'S offices are

ultra -modern, our bonus picture is the only one of its kind
In our business and progression is from within.
Those positions aro inside
personnel opportunities - representing a QUALITY SERVICE
TO INDUSTRY. You will talk to
leople on all levels while

earning and training for your
career with our company. This
is not a blind ad - or misstatement of what PARAMOUNT is. If hired you will
receive a generous base plus
commission. To start with the

36 So. State St.

Chicago

30 -Help Wanted Women
HOUSEWIVES. Work athome.
time phone
MR. HOWARD
Part

soliciting.
774.5353

motherless home. Children 10,
12, & 14. No laundry, hours
flexible, prefer 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
5 day week. Excellent pay. 1/2
mi. north of Randhurst.

a

young

lady

to care for 2 children, stay or
go. 437-4207 after 5 P.M.

WORK
PHONE
MRS. SHIVERS, 359.2507

Part time openings, 9 to 12
hours a week. Top b.
CALL 358-3074

392-1991

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

analysis has

resulted

in a decision to combine activi-

ties of four group medical in-

tent and experienced individual
in the group insurance field.
Responsible high school grad

with good typing, math, communications and human relations
skills desired. Opportunity to
assist in other personnel department activities.
CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO

537-1100
For Details and Interview

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

like working with people & have
a real desire to learn! Free IVY.

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, III.

An equal opportunity,employer

starting salary and benefits.

LEE OPTICAL

Holy Family

74 Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect

Hospital
100 N. River Road
Des Plaines
299-2281

Everything Must Bo
Terrific Reductions!

Sold

at

Come in and Save

APPLY

THE CHANDELIER
35 S. Vail, Arlington Hts.

RED BALLOON
COFFEE HOUSE

For information about the FINEST
water softeners & water con.
ditloning equipment contact JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358-3200

55 E. Rand Rd. Des Plaines

299-3222

30-HelpWantedWoZ:T.:

FULL TIME

3737 INDUSTRIAL AVE. ROLLING MEADOWS

EKCO

Overhead Door Co.
NO TYPING

File Clerk
1 Kardex Clerk
1 Coding Clerk
Billing Clerk

437-0800
Ask for Larry Weeks

Interviewer
Personnel
Our well established Mt. Prospect employment office has an

exciting job open. Due to expansion into our fourth office

we need the gal who likes

No experience necessary as
we will train an eager -to -learn
High School graduate Perfect
First lob. Perfect last job.
starting
salary.
employee benefits in
Northwest Suburban area.
Excellent
Finest

Rilinfilfcg
1800 W. Central Rd.
Mount Prospect, III.
255-1910

for further information or an
appointment.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE FORD EMPLOYMENT

BELLA PIZZA
15 E. Campbell CL 9.0222

or out

OFFICE

TEMPORARY

PERSONNEL

Office Workers

TYPISTS -STENOS
SECRETARIES

ENJOY

KEY PUNCH OPRS.

YOUR

CLERKS

JOB!

DICTAPHONE/
TEMPORARY HELP - offers a

Work in your area in a variety
of interesting offices for a full
day, a week, or months, as a
skilled temporary office work-

a good home for

CALL 537-1100

set, excellent condition. $80. 253-

OR VISIT US AT

Wheeling, Ill.

an equal opportunity employer

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

1

CLERK TYPISTS

new En-

gineering & Administrative Center 'n Rolling
Meadows. Our comple ely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just
'a few minutes drive from your home.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

fer you and your family.

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

259-9600

6115

Wall-to-wall crpt; sec'I living rm.
set; kit. set; typewriter; movie
camera; humidifier; drum table;

Mahog. Duncan Phyfe dining
table w/loaves, pads & 6 chairs.
Lg. buffet. Twin bed, dresser &
chest.

Lifesavers, Inc.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SECRETARY

ous name brand carpets, as low
os $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.
724-6257

IIHELPII
Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.

Flexible Daytime hours.
Typing - some dictation.

$450 to $550 - Free
The need Is now for an efficient
girl with good secretarial
skills to handle Interesting
office du -ties. There's lust
enough to keep yourself happy
and busy. Greet clients, handle

CALL MR. LESTER

439-9300

some light typing and general

570 E. Higgins
Elk Grove Village

No
transactions.
here.
necessary

Come In or call Nick Korba at

28 -Employment Agencies-.
Women

ARE YOU BORED??

A company in the suburbs claims that this position will not bore you. Handling phones, light

WOMEN
The opening of our new plant addition has created additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the
following
ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS
MACHINE OPERATORS
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
(Some part time positions available)
We have lust opened a large modern additidn to our plant
which is complete with lunch room, large clean locker rooms,
excellent lighting, and a central heating, and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary in the assembling of
our electronic component products. Advance with a growing

Salary to $400. FREE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Holmes & Assoc.

Rand hurst Office
392-2700
Upper Level Site 23A)
Mt. Prospect, III.

Loop Office
939-4866
63 E. Adams
Chicago, Ill.

WE OFFER
Bonus & Incentive lobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months

Excellent fringe benefits.

40% to 60% OFF
Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe model

homes. Big savings. Will separate. Cash or terms. Free delivery.

METHODE MFG. CORP:
ROLLING MEADOWS

392-3500

FAMILY

pect, $38,900.

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver
Will separate.
Phone 296-7771,

trans., heater, P/S, P/B,
transportation. $150. or
best offer. 526-6548 after 6 PM
Realtor
123 S. Ar . Hts. Rd. 150 S. Main
Arl. Hts.
M . Prospec
255.8000
392.7150

$125. CL 5-7377.

gon 6 cyl., A/T, low mileage.
$795 or cash and older car.
CL 3-6784

PRICE REDUCED!

OWNER WANTS OFFERS!

bdrm, carpeted Brick &
Frame Ranch with slate foyer.
Garage, nicely decorated and
convenient to shopping.
3

$24,900

real

estate

O

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

terior $500. 824.8310

1962 CORVAIR MONZA, R&H,
AITO. TRANS. $395. CALL AFT. 6
PM, 392-9784.

'59 Olds 98 - 1 owner. All power.
Good running condition. $225.
437-4694.
'63 Mercury Colony Park Station

wagon 9 pass. white. P/S, P/B,
radio, rock,
owner $1050. No
1

sales tax. CL 3.8669

auto. trans., factory air. 1 -owner,
clean, $595. 392-3458

A Lot For a Little!
Well landscaped, 3 bedroom
brick ranch with good size
kitchen
with
built-in
appliances. Carpeting in living
room. 2 car garage. Good
location.
Well
maintained.
Only $19.500.

1965 Buick Skylark 4 door;
P/S, A/T. Best offer.
392-8720

'65 Impala 2-dr. hdtp., P/S, Auto.
6, mist blue. Best offer. 439-3360,
after 5 p.m.
60
MER:
4
A UTOMATIC

12 E. Busse 1209 N. Elmhurst
Mt. Prospect
Prospect Hts.
CL
9.0200
537-8660
Member M.A.P. Multiple
Listing Service

DR.

HARDTOP

TRNS.

POWER

'62 Chrysler New Yorker, excel.
cond., full power, priv. owner.
$790. CL 5-1856. 431-8130.

'60 Mercury 4-dr, V-8, auto.

trans., R&H, low miles, excel.
cond. $395, must be seen. 4373977.

Fam-

ily room. Ceramic baths, FULL
BASEMENT. 2 car garage.

House could not be built today for price of $31,900

Reatev
434 E. Northwest
Palatine

EL REY MUSIC CENTER

7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180

MUUNT 'PROSPECT-

FAMILY EXPANDING
4 bedroom ranch home that
has everything at a reasonable
price. Spacious family kit-

chen, 20'04' paneled family
room, 13/4 baths, 2 car garage.
Excellent floor plan. $24,000.

SPRING TIME
CONVERTIBLES

'62 BUICK
IIIVICTA COWL
Auto, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Red with white top.

$795

.

TIMBERLAKE VILLAGi.:
bdrm.apts. Includes heat, hot
.water, cooking gas range, refrig.
plus: SWIMMING POOL. Deposits now
being accepted for
immediate occupancy.
1411
434:4100
5 room coach house blk. to
1

1

SHARP 3 BEDROOM
RANCH HOME
Alum. siding for easy maintenance. Excellent landscaping.
Covered patio. 11/2 car garage.
$18,900.

'64 OLDS SUPER
88 CO'3VT.
Steering, white
with black top. Radio, heater,
w/w's.
Auto, Power

3 BEDROOM RANCH

$1095

FULL BASEMENT
$21,900 is the low price of this
home.
3
bedroom ranch
Spacious family sized kitchen,

bright basement with plenty
of area for children to ploy.
Fenced rear yard.

.

OPEN 9 TO Y

downtown Des Plaines. Stove,

refrig. & garage furnished.

'63 FORD CO VT
V8,

Auto, Power
Radio, Heater.

Steering

195

DiRk
Wiefor-uxn

Working couple preferred. No
children or pets. $160. 824.2627.

AUT H OROZCO

76 -To Rent Houses

'

'63 Ford Econoline wood panel
inside, leopardcioth cab in-

FL 8-1800

folk style banjo,
almost new, Harmony resotono
model, cost $100, only $75
with this ad.

SECRETARIES

Contact: Personnel Dept.

'64 Rambler Classic station wa-

String

74 -To Rent Apartments

fer you and your family.

$450. Call aft. 7, 537-6582.

Baldwin Acrosonic piano, partially refinished. 30 years old.

Mt. Pros.
bdrm. deluxe apt.
pool, air-cond., & utilities.
May 1st or before 439-5294

Call now and see what Hallidrafters has to of-

stand., R&H, like new brakes,
hitch, helper springs, gar. kept.

Nazi* fj

55 -Musical Instruments

cash. Choose your own hours. For
info. 439-0705 or 437-9333

a few minutes drive from your home.

99 -As. tomobile For Sale
1958 4 -door chevy, 8 cylinder,
Excel.

trim. Excellent kitchen.

Men, Women & Students

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac)lity conveniently located on Hicks Road is just

acre. Torrance Agency.
815.568-7705

Palatine. Hardwood floors &

Turn your spare time into extra

Excellent opportunities for women who possess good typing
and shorthand skills. At least 2 years secretarial experience
required. Challenging positions now exist in various engineering departments. Excellent starting salary and benefits.

acrd. Cash rant yearly. 35 miles
W. of Arlington Hts. $650 per

auto

All brick custom bi-level on
high 1/2 acre just outside of

66 -Business Opportunities

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

jcHEvRoLET

Bi-level, 2 bdrm., rec. room &
garage. Walk to train, stores,
schools. $250. Mt. Prospect.

259-9600

8:30 AAA to 5 PM

CL

3.8800_

86 -Real Estate -Houses
Hoffman Estates 3 bdrm. ranch,
well landscaped, extras incl.
fenced yard,
acre, assumable
mortgage. Open House Sunday

Rho halikrafters co.

Mar. 31st. $19,900. 166 Payson.
894-5652
FOUR BEDROOM VILLAGE HOME

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation
.

1700 HICKS ROAD

&

55 ACRES, McHENRY COUNTY.
Bare land returns $40 per

BRAKES $80 CL 3-4258

Wheeling

electronic company.

figure work, and some filing. Light typing helpful.

patios

773-0252
After 12 Noon

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

24 Hr. Ans. Serv.. 332-5210

MFG. CORP.

2

ROOM - 2 car gar., Blt.-in
appliances, carpet, drapes. A
charming spacious home in
lovely wooded area. Mt. Pros-

SPECIAL!

LE 7-2510

437 W. Prospect 392.2290
Schaumburg Office 894-1660
Member: M.A.P. Multi -List Serv.

'62 Chevy 4.dr. Bel Aire sedan,

Kalamazoo,
with
Tremolo.
Excellent condition.
$45. 392-8195.

3 S. Prospect Ave. 823-2175
Park Ridge

METHODE

baths,

WHEELING

Amplifier,

Randhurst Center 392-1920
Room 63
Prof. Level

An Equal Opportunity Employer

IN LIV. ROOM

Brick 8 Frame - 4 bdrms. - 2

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

1/3 off the regular price fam-

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Gives room you've longed for.
I
yr. old split-level w/large
entry foyer, dining room, family
room. Beautifully decorated.

90 -Investment Property
LUXURIOUS -MIRRORED WALL

Arlington Heights
255-6320 358-1502 894-1330

DISPLAY FURNITURE

1150 S. Willis

Mt. Prospect

28 E. Northwest Hwy. Arl. Hts.
253.1800
570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove Vil.
439-4700
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
255.9111

Coldspot freezer, Hotpoint 2 oven stove, G.E. refrigerator. Misc. CL 3.0982

CALL 358-6800

ehakkafferS Ca
ghi,.

gist. Sera,.

4 BEDROOMS, 21/2
BATHS, 2 CAR
GARAGE

$37,900.

misc. CL 3.4431.

ghe Asincrafiler.g co.

Member:M.A.P. tllult.l

'62 Plymouth 4-dr. wagon, 6 cyl.,

8 piece mahogany dining room

8:30 AM to 5 PM

728 Northwest Hwy.
'Palatine
358-5560

Annen & Busse

nice stands, $55; wal. dining rm.
iable,$10. 392-7178

FREE MEDICAL & LIFE INS. - 9 PAID HOLIDAYS

AN EQUAL OPPORT,IJNITY EMPLOYER

PART TIME

Secretary to V.P.

827-7706. HALLMARK,
380
E. Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.

Why not fill an Easter Basket with
a MM. Schnauzer puppy?? AKC,
home raised. Call FL 8-2699
after 6 or weekends.

1

DIAL 392-6100

shorthand

stock. $50. 392.6926.

ers w/Irg mirror, dble. bed, 2

/07 N. EVERGREEN; ARL. HTS.

business

Setter at stud. Baltimore
bred. Excel. blood lines & hunter

Many company benefits including profit sharing.

APPLY

299-3222

392.3$24 AFTER 6 P.M.
Irish

5

salary and fringe
benefits.
Meals
provided.
Cleaning allowance.

Salaries $325 to $800

FEMALE SHEPARD
COLLIE $15.

FIRST SHIFT

Excellent

55 E. Rand Rd. Des Plaines

dinette kitchen, large patio,
21/2 car att. garage. $24,500.

$2.281/2 to start

BILL BOX

800 W Central

kittens,

Huge discounts. 824-7353.

WOMEN WANTED

FULL TIME

RED BALLOON
COFFEE HOUSE

5 week, box trained,

3 bedroom ranch on 3/4 acre
lot near shops & schools! Enclosed breezeway family rm.,
full basement, recreation rm.,

Furniture

er. Earn the finest rates for
'
every assignment.

NIGHT HOSTESS

100% FREE
OFFICE POSITIONS

259-4948

Bedrm. Set, lite wood; tw. dress-

255-7330

for coffee. You get to know

toys, 6 weeks. AKC,

tiny, quality black.

47 -Home Furnishings -

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

STOP IN OR CALL

several floors need you to fill in
for their SIX other receptionists

Equipment

quick advancement.

WAITRESS

big company with offices on

Parkhaven Bldrs.

44 -Dogs, Pots and

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

Work close to home at Ha licrafters

pleasant office. We are at 1720
Algonquin (Route 62 at Dempster & Busse) or call 437-5090

Must be 21 or over.
10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

"gadabout" receptionist. A really

Open Sunday 1 to 5 P.M.
539-6221 or 392-3978

JANITRESS
1st shift (6 AM -2:30 PAM)

777 Wheeling Rd.

ING RM., family 'itch. with

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

German
short hair pointer,
male, 10 mos. old, AKC, dual
champ field & show, housebroken, $75. 259-4941.

PRODUCTS INC.

MT. PROSPECT

sion. $36,900

HP Eska-motor, 1 year old, 10
hrs. total time $85.
259.5992

Would like

mod, kit, builtins. Bkfst area, fin.
bsmt, sep. laundry rm., S&S, 2
car gar., patio, drapes, carpeting,
walk to train $45,000. 392.2381

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses.

4 MODELS
on 100'x150' lots

call after 4. 253.6418

+

1300 N. on Yale St,

37 -Boats and Marine
Supplies

Poodles,

Scarsdale, lg. 4 bdrm. colonial
car. lot, L.R., sep. D.R., tam. rm.,

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

Welch Corgi - only $50. Please

OFFICE HELP

COMPLETE TRAINING

so unusual we call it the

clothing,

SALE:

housewares & baked goodies.
Sponsored by Chap. JX P.E.O.

',

Mt. Prospect by owner, 3 bedrm.
all brick ranch, . finished bsmt.,
wall-to-wall crptg., air cond.
Many xtras. $29,900. 392.7366.

4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full basement, alt. 21/2 car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

IN SHERWOOD

AKC, small miniatures. 1st 'lots.
439.7534

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

RECEPTIONIST
Very different & funl This lob is

unit bldg., low $30's. Available
July. Appointment 253.1357.

2 black poodles, 9 weeks old.

MOLON MOTOR & COIL .CORP.

BOOKKEEPER

variety of opportunities with
local suburban firms. Work
days, weeks or months.

"GADABOUT"

everyone in the whole place!
Some typing. It's alertness &
friendliness that count. $433 Free
IVY. 7215 W. Touhy, SP 4-8585,
4942 N. Milwaukee. AV 2-5050.

Choose your own hours.
Uniforms and meals provided.
Insurance programs.

(Some part time)

surance plans under one compe-

Doctor will gladly train if you

lunch,

OF BUSINESS

cant must have a high school education with some
general office and typing experience.

date now hospital. Good

to

APPLY

earnings, 100% phone public
contact and public relations.
We are a.20 year old firm with
great co-workers in a most

ADMINISTRATION
Careful

messages, makeappts., type bills.

when they go to

Day and Evening

baths, electric kitchen & heat, airconditioned, garage. Elevator 13

Noon 'til eight, Friday, March 29.
St. Simon's Church on Kirchoff in
Arlington Heights.

GOING OUT

Permanent work in modern up

people, is sales minded, loves

INSURANCE

TRY THE

7215 W. Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942
N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

or 824-4225.

WAITRESSES259-4267

We need a girl to greet applicants as they apply
for employment in our' Personnel office. Appli-

a challenge, and works well
on her own. Unusually high

No expl No nitesl No Satsl This
Northwest Doctor will train a
receptionist to receive the many
patients, handle phones, take all

5;
$8.

1

NEED MONEY?

259-7330

TRAIN $450

RUMMAGE

18" Portable TV with stand
18"
boys/girls
bicycle,

1

for FULL TIME Mothers

PARAMOUNT

DOCTOR WILL

or best offer. 255.3033

FULL TIME.
Day Shift Only

optician. Excellent salary.

345 Scott St.
Elk Grove Village

PART TIME

but not'
essential. Wednesday and Sat-,
urday off. Randhurst.

EDZ

DesPlaines

RECEPTIONIST

with

CL 9-0573

Working mother needs someone

Experience preferred

28 -Employment Agencies Women

table model works good $19. CL
5.8736 after 6.

Experienced or Inexperienced

HOMEMAKER
Desperately needed in

DENTAL ASSISTANT

UTM1T

220Graceland

2 bdrm. condominium in Regent

Park, An. Hts. carpeted, 2 full

17 cubic feet combination refrigerator (7') & freezer (10'). $100

PERSONNEL

Apply Personnel Dept.

emphasize on "Growth".

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

Mt. Prospect

also

BERKEY PHOTO

With

NW RR station. '192-3486.

Prospect.

CL 5-0131

good condition. Best offer.

827-6141

patio.

or without appliances. Convenient to shopping. 2 blocks to C &

Bsmt. sale, Mara 27, 9 to 5. Misc.
and TV set. 108 S. Albert St. Mt.

71/2 HP outboard Mercury Alcond. $75, 3 HP motorbike A-1
cond. $39, 3 self-propelled lawn
mowers $15 & up. 19" TV sat,

Laundry Workers

soles personality, age 21 to
35, to train as a dispensing

259-7010
401 E. Prospect

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac $35; hide-a.bed cost
$300 sac .$125' new; bedrm sot
$165 . 251- 7385:

conditioned,

Air

FL 9-3200

White bathroom sink and toilet,

time considered.

2 bedrooms, large living room.

CL 3-8250, AFTER 5.

CL 5-0131

LEE OPTICAL
Needs

Bright, articulate and self
confident young men aro need-

L51107

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENT

GIRL'S 26" BICYCLE, LIKE NEW.
$25.00.

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

Page 9
186 -Real Estate -Houses

86-Roal Estate -Houses

Roy Rood - FL 9-0993

free to good homes.

An equal opportunity employer

READ THIS

nhzdrsoof fa 9npompotroat5or3toomwaratlito.

392-9200

Lynn

Career Minded

ploys no conmen, pitch artists
or slick operators. Our offices

Space Home
Improvement

1161 McCabe Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Ill.
439-4666

117 S Emerson
Mount Prospect

We offer a total service to
industry that is predicated on
"Quality". Our company em-

typing, misc. office duties.

CHALMERS

PARKER

Mount Prospect offices.

GIRL FRIDAY
Part time, minimum 25 hours
per week. Bookkeeping, light

ALLIS-

DAVIS

YOUR
LYNN
CAREER SPECIALISTS

In the Loop we're at
427.8442

Mdunted 0'1" Sailfish

Full Time

Receptionist

202 S. State St.

hand blown & cut. Wheat pat-

777 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, III.

.

SEE

ed for two progresshie opportunities! Our well established
firm has just opened new

CONTACT
MR. GUZZARDO
537-1100
FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW

FOR SALE

OPERATOR

permanent position and can work
titres, we have an opening that
offers an excellent growth paten.
tlol. Our billing department is In

lliesday, March 26, 1968

72 place Japanese crystal,
259-9019

If you aro looking for a

" THE DAY

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

'

tam.

EKCO PRODUCTS,
INC.

CL 3-2100

These positions are open NOM

Call 253-6600

conditions, excellent opportunity
for personal and professional
growth.

MR. JUSKIE '

port if you aro seriously think-

for

bookkeeping or accounting helpful but not essential. Good
starting salary, pleasant working

Call

A- CAR -I- FREE

opportunity

girl with good secretarial skills
plus ability to work accurately
with figures. Some exposure to

YOUNG LADY

(\f)

Airline Equipment

To The Controller
Outstanding

,
KEYPUNCH.

SECRETARY

Pick up & Deliver Fuller Brush

ASSISTANT EDP

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Woman

Women

.

.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

in convenient location. 2 baths,
fireplace, separate dining room.
Taxes about $500. $34,000

DAYTON NANCE R. E.
381.3434
126 W.Main

Barrington

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

at PALATINE
101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358.0744

at MT. PROSPECT
900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259.9030

Member
MAP. Multiple
listing Service
Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

102 -Trucks, Trailers
CLOSEOUT SALE

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds
Snowmobiles. See our complete
lino of 1968 tent trailers, travel trailers, pickup coaches &

toppers. Open 7 days a. wk.
Sun. 12 noon to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 1V2 mi. E.

of McHenry. PH. 815-385-6333

SHORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

,

Tuesday, March 26, 1968

Page 10,

OUT OUR WAY
YEAH, BUT NOT TOO
YOUNG FOR ME TO

NOW. WAIT A MINUTE, WART!
HE'S A LITTLE TOO YOUNG
YET FOR YOU TO TEACH
HIM TO BOX,
ISIQ'T HE I

if

; C3Z

You -rAtivi4
114AT4 .1Z/a

BREAK HIM OF
SUCKINV HIS

THUMB!

pCI

3-24
m ins h. NEk, TM.

Os. M. 011.

'This must seem pretty crude to you, Senator-using
a gun, I mean!, '

"If you don't have TV at your house, what keeps
you -quiet?"

ROBIN MALONE

e,

SI, 000, WO ON
POSTERS LIKE
THESE TO

EAGLE/WS, oR
HAVE HUBERT PECK

ON THE FEMOCRATIC TICKET fiff

OUT

ZZS2
ELECT

I HAVEN'T -SPENT

PONT "DEAR MISS

FOR67 YOUR 0115INESS COMMITMENTS,

CHILD-YOURS RIMMING FOR PRESIDENT'

You ew.51(

ROBIN NIALMIE

PRESIDENT

HAVE YOU

"Rezrzaraty"
DECLINE

4(

rr

-Ac

VOTE

FEMOCRAT C

RUT 140W? At')' LETTERS
THE PHONE ARE NO
MY WORD, I40W CAN YOU MEN EVEN COMPANY
NONE OF OUR
NATIONAL
THINK OF PROPPING OUT OF OUR
OcJRjf CUT OFF OFFICERS
6ERVICE AT
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION
CAN READ/
WHAT WOULD BECOME OF OWL 1 I, NATIONAL
HEAD PRESTiGE AND STATUS
WE
QUARTERS!
Wi71:1108AWiNG
INSTEAD OF
SHOULD PRESS FOR DYNAMIC
NEW PROGRAMS /

A/
)1)

r,vr':Pf

BUGS BUNNY

(

-,,

MY EMPLOYERS

HIRING YOU AS CASHIER N A
FISH MARKET HAS GOT T' BE

I

CONFIDENCE

IN ME :

I HAVEN'T

woo!

SEA,

HOWEVER , IT IS
QUITTING TI ME
AND
MUST
RUSH TO CATCH

HAVE COMPLETE

TI -I' LAUGH OF TH' YEAR,
SYLVESTER:

© 14N I

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

Answers to
Hideaword
ERASURE

MY BUS-URK:

700C//ED

sure
sere
sect

A HALIBUT

SINCE I
STARTED

suer
sear
user
urea
reuse
rear
rare

WORKING!

..."4

$4111111,0

FRESH 21

resue
rase

414E CoMtAU- to:*.

3-26

WATIoNs4
GAPF4,

ease

erase
erse
arse

j

MORTY MEEKLE

Your
Horoscope

0000-- I FEEL_

AWFOL ! MY LEGS
ARE WOBBLY AND
MY STOMACH IS
DOING FLIP-FLOF5,,

FOR WEDNESDAY
ARIES (Mar. 22 -Apr. 20) Activities planned for this day

I JLI5T coNbr

UNDERSTAND
WHY I 5HOOLO
FEEL11-115
WAY.

NEITHER
DO

I ...

I'm 'THE ONE WHO

Gar 71-IE

EEK & MEEK

ROTTEN REFORT CARD.

A GOOD DEAL

OUR. RECORDS SHOW

MOUTH IS OPEN) THESE
.....,
1

A CO/JDITIONJ THAT

MORE -MALI IT
USED 10 Be!

THAT THE AMERICAN.)

may not jibe with what you
personally had in mind. Set

).--

WADS 10 WHAT WE

FOREWARNED
IS MREAR/v1ED !

DENIT1STS CALL THE

1

'RAP -IN -THE'

a _
-..-.

- to

Oglitill'. &

your own interests aside.

2

MSC

TAURUS (Apr. 21 -May
21 )--This is a day which
should bring spiritual and

,-.

-3

ig

,, STATE. OF
1 TRE MOUTH

1

44)

,, ADDRESS -

)

41

material rewards to the
Taurus who works for

3,Z4

01.11/14.1.1..T.10..1.111, Olt

the

success of another.

GEMINI (May 22 -June
2I) --Present your plan as concisely as possible if you would
impress those who could be of

aid to you

CROSSWORD PUZZLE -

THE BORN LOSER

Don't be overly

aggressive

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Take your suggestions to
the right place and you should
meet with agreeable response.
is not in your 'power
change another.now.
-

It

LEO (July 24 -Aug.

to

AeROSS

23) --

Common sense is your most
negotiable trait today. You
should be able to parlay it into

1 Mulcts
12 Girl's name
6 Layer of
Syriac cursive
laminated rows 13 script
11 Fancy
18 Art '(Latin)
13 Play parts
14 Masculine name 20*Sald

success with little trouble.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept.
23) --Begin to prepare for the
week end. Now is the time
at midweek, to clear the decks
for free time to come.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) -The more cheerfully you enter

15 Expunges
16 Worm
17 Female equine
19 Chemical suffix

CAPTAIN EASY

into the spirit of things on the
employment scene, the more

LULU BELLE'S
SURE ON THE JOB.

MR. McKEE1

likely you arc to be able to

HOLD IT.

BUM LEMME
SEE YOUR.

slaw'

PASS 'R) THIS

take charge

BUT I CAME TO
REPLACE A Wear'
ESULEst

HERE MY

PASS:

P RO B'LY FORGED!

I PONT TRUST THEM

SHIFTY EYES)

or

BY JOVE, LULU Belle souR
KNACK OF SPOTTINO 1NDU5TRIAL

SPIES 15 uNcANNYI

ingredient

33 Biblical

professional af-

appellation
(Douay)
34 Slumberer
38 Feminine
nickname
39 Visionary
41 Distress Opal
44 Further
45 Equip
48 Landed property
50 Withdraw,

matters on the domestic

scene

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec

22) --Be wise;

stick to

routine The Sagittarius who
attempts to begin new things
now may be in for a setback.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 20) --Don't make your
demands too heavy or too
pointed The less you ask of
others now the more you
should receive from them
Jan.

later

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2I -Feb.
19) --Don't

be

taken

in

23 Fish
24 Soviet stream

2

RAE
IEBA
LIN I TE R

ORAN
NURE
USCA

STE

MACER

THE WILLETS

capital
43 Pierce with a

35 Prattles
36 Lamprey
fisherman

in fruit'

32 Ocean

fairs for the moment and sec
to

21 Footlike part
22 More illustrious

S

ER A A R R
I QNA
B00
I
N TR I
EA T
EL
AL0

25 Far off (comb.
20 Laconic
45 Ceremony
37 Short -napped
23 City. in Montana form)
46 Angers
fabric
27 Dismounted
26 Certain
28
Arboreal
home
40
Tree
of
Trinidad
47
Exploit
Polynesians
41, Soothsayer
49 Goddess of
30 Plane surfaces 29 Hindrance
infatuation
31 Internal decay 33 Compass point 42 Norwegian

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) --The wise Scorpio will
turn his attention away from
business

Answer to Previous Puzzld
G U11
TALES
AE N A
APAG I
TA
G
PAGOO
AL
9 Adolescent' year
A
POSE
10 Essential being SN R L
LE

Hodgepodge

1

2

3

knife

6

4

51 Recede, as a
tide
52 Pitch
7

8

9

10

5

53 Click -beetle

54 Lessens
55 Flowing

OKAY, THEN -

GREEN 'THE

garments
56 French seaport

WALLS SHALL _

BE

DOWN

by

1 Certain office
equipment
2 Roman date
3 Promontory
4 Consume. food

deceptive qualities of the day.
Estimate carefully the amount

of work you will be able to
do in a given time.

PISCES (Feb. -20 - Mar.
2 I )--Any business or pro-

5 Female saint
tab.)
8 Sharp, shrill
cry

fessional matters at a distance
that need attending to should
be taken care of now. Achieve
by proxy

7 Meadow
8 Handle

jo"wgf5ter..-F.P.ZIMMf:

7,7Z.

24

R.:.cr'47:7.:

67,232 _En/crease

116 Grove 71-'wp
;3>

/

BY RICHARD CRABB

the cost of 1968 elections.

the electors, who are the
residents of the township,

There are increases in seven
of the nine catagories of the

Elk Grove Township of-

jected record receipts for the
year beginning April I. The

Transfers approved at the

record $461,131 budget at the
annual Town Meeting April 2.

projection totals $342,232, ex-

1967' Town Meeting totaled

Compsensation of town officers remains the same at

cluding road and bridge fund
receipts. Receipts include the

$393,500 approved for the

following: excess commission;
$249,000; interest on treasury
bills, $2,152; vehicle stickers,

$136,500. The elementary
school
districts
in
the
township
would
receive

Township officials pro-

ficials will recommend a

,The budget is up from
current year.

The budget includes the
fund,

$1,000; secretarial reim-

$167,460; the transfer fund,
'$162,421; and the road and

bursement, $3,600; treasury

operation

general

bridge fund, $131,250.
The recommendations were

disclosed at a public hearing
Tuesday evening in the Elk
Grove Township Hall. Most

of the increase is in the

$6,500 compared to $4000

Town Meeting last year and
$89.939 actually spent during

section of the operating

allowed to retain 2 per cent

account for most of the hike.

township tax collector.

two non -recurring items

The items are a $17,000

THE TOWNSHIP board

budget for an aerial survey

next week will recommend to

and $11,000 budgeted to meet

1

ago.

THE TOWN HALL ex-

budget for reforestration for

budget. Township clerk

George Busse explained in the
hearing Tuesday that property

responsibility until a person
had resided withir its limits
for 90 days.

The Elk Gro 'e road and
bridge proposed .iudget is only

slightly chanvd from this
year. The proposed budget for

owners may secure reim-

entire area of Elk Grove

entire increase, totaling

Township. An aerial survey
was made six years ago for
that part of the township in

this year.

School District 59. A member

bursement up to two-thirds
the cost of replacing trees
removed from the parkway
under the Dutch elm control

of the school board reported
that the school district has
received annually an increase

The "provision a. disaster"

budget accounts for $39,700,

item in the budget is $10,000,
up from $5,000. This increase
is made necessary by a court
ruling that the township is required to help persons in need
from the first day they are in
the township. Previously the
township did not have the

the coming year is $2,000, up
from $1,500 in this year's

survey ever proposed for the

The town offices' expense

the. year closing thk week.

The item in the general fund

THIS IS TIIE first aerial

for
$16,100, up from
the current year. Repairs and
improvements account for the

$125,285 approved by the

realized each following year.

estate tax purposes.

pense budget for 1968 is

fund. The total proposed is

result in a first year increase
of $50,000, the increase to be

recommended is $34,310, up
from $16,310. The entire increase 'of $17,000 would pay
for a proposed aerial survey.
Aerial surveys arc conduced
to locate new construction not
previously reported for real

The election fund budget
for the year beginning April
is $11,500. There was no
election fund budget a year

of the

survey. It is estimated that the
$17,000 aerial survey may

and expenses". The total

unchanged at $10,000.

$100.000 if the Town Meeting approves' the township
board recommendations. The

$167,460. This compares with

general operating fund where

five times' the cost

development fund also is

of taxes collection by the

mission on the collection of
taxes. Under state law the

The largest increase in any
item of the general -operating
fund is in the "other services

$36,850. The township

townships in Cook County are

$8,632.
The largest item is the com-

in tax funds resulting from the
aerial survey amounting to

general operating fund.

transfers totalling $162,421.

township's general assistance
fund would. get $33,000. The
mental health fund would get
$29.421 under the board's
recommendations.
Practically all of the increase in the proposed budget
comes in the general operating

bill investment, $77,847; and
cash balance on April I. 1968,

up $37,025.

program.

the coming yiar is $131,250
compared to 1%130,835 for the

current year. The largest item

in the proposed budget is

$47,000 car oiling, township
roads. The second largest item
is $34,000 for maintenance of
roads, down from $36,000 in
the current year's budget.

WEATHER
o

Tonight: Chance of showers,
low near 50; Tomorrow: Partly sunny, a little cooler, high
in upper 60s.

Telephone
255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
117 S. Main St.
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T Check Ingo
Strikin Lanes
I,

NIP

An investigation of the

maintain separate records.

financial records of Striking
Lanes, 1050 S. Elmhurst, in
conjunction with a 30 day
suspension of the owner's li-

and apparently one of the two
pays the rent.

quor license is slated to begin

was that the owner did not list

tonight.

Two village officials,

Trustee Joseph Grittani and
Plan Commission member
Frank Bergen were appointed
deputy liquor commissioners

by Mount Prospect Mayor
Daniel Congreve.

.

THE MAYOR, who by law
liquor

also is the village's

commissioner, made the apafter

pointments

he

was

unable to determine if the

financial records 'of the bowl-

ing alley were being main-

tained in accordance with the
law.

Congreve held a public

hearing March 18 after an

employe of the bowling alley

was arrested by police and

charged with selling narcotics
to high school students in the
village.

The 30 day suspension of

the liquor license has been

delayed pending an appeal by

the owner, Martin Weber,
before the Illinois Liquor
Control Commission. That
hearing is set for April 16.

Marvin Glink, attorney for
Weber, secured the appeal on
Congreve's action, saying that
the owner was not involved,
nor had any knowledge of the

li-

Grittani and Bergen want

Kelley, a resident of Euclid
Lake, which lies east of Wolf,

volved with it will be many

quor license.

The police, of course, have
been dealing with the incident
from the beginning, but there

little they can do without

is

a suspect.

The school's insurance

bably be a "negotiated item"
with their parents, he said.

"In any large case of vandalism, the insurance com-

pany would handle. the

Des Plaines police, investigating a series of attempted
burglaries in an apartment area on Beau Drive in their

city, believe that the burglar is a tall blond who talks
,,with a German accent.

Two residents of the apartments discovered the

woman tampering with doors in the apartment building
early yesterday evening.
The residents told the woman to leave the building
and then called police.
.

parents in this case Were
Jen-

"highly co-operative,"

boys were repeated offenders.

is

signed against

dals over 17 years of age, they
will be sent to an adult court,
charged with4iminal damage
to public property: and can be
fined and sent to jail.

beware.
She may be a burglar.

worked off by the students,
seniors at the time, by doing
tasks around the school. The

insurance, then it is a ease of
the insurance companies battling it out."

by High School Dist. 214

If you see a tall blond walking down the street,

"But .the 'best decision

ness felt.

the offenders, they can he in
for a rough time. If .the van-

Blitzes Buildings

The Arlington Heights

details," said Coleman. "If the

parents of the vandals have

If under the age of 17, the

vandals will he taken to Family Court in Chicago.

At least one case of van-

dalism has been settled

the. school district
and the parents of the vandals
without going to court.
That incident took place at

He didn't think that' the

base.)"

The council is not yet contesting the village's Fairview
annexation, Kelley said, but
right-now wants a clarification of the village's intentions.

Mayor Daniel Congreve is
expected to speak to the group
Thursday night.

It appears unlikely that the
village ever would move east

"spheres of influence."

To date, only Des Plaines

and the City of Chicago have
failed

to adhere to the old

agreement.

Mount Prospect's eastern

limit in the agreement was

Wolf on the north, Mount
Prospect Road in the center,
and Illinois 83 southward to
the toll road.

The village ,trustees have

never indicated any interest in

moving east of Wolf toward

Kelley's Euclid Lake

of Wolf Road.

subdivision, and Congreve
refused to speculate if they

established gentlemen's agree-

The Euclid Lake area

council's interest in Mount
(Continued on Page 2)

Under a previously

would change their minds.

three years ago, according to
Principal Lawrence Jenness.

"Window panes and

lighting fixtures were shot out
as in -target practice," Jenness
said.

Two boys were caught after

one boaited to a teacher of
their escapade.

but an advisory group which

is trying to influence the
county and neighboring

The village began its
northweard move after
residents of the Fairview

Gardens subdivision, at Cen-

tral and Wolf, voted

Youths and

Parents to Pay
For Damage
Restitution for ap-

or Des Plaines territory.

KELLEY AND THE -

PAY THIS AMOUNT

ICtASSIFIC ATION

ASSOCIATIONS

EARLINGTON HEIGHTS CHAMBER OF
'

COMMERCE

ching'vandals in the past. The
police department is, however,
enlisting

the help of police

from surrounding com-

munities in the case, in the

PLEiSE DO NOT STAPLE OR FOLD TIIIS CARD CORRECTLISTING IF NECESSARY
THiqls A PROPOSAL FORM NOT A DILL INVOICE OR RENEWAL SEE REVERSE SIDE

VISAS. /I 11.11unweannerannminn,..olit1.31311111.1...00.311041115111t1S.INUMISSUNtitipHOW111131.1471/11,111177/117M

This bill was received by the Arlington Heights Chamber of Commerce from a California
directory publishing firm. The bill is almost identical to that sent out by the Reuben Donnelley
Co. for listing in the Chicago and suburban classified telephone directory.

Company's 'Proposal' Confuse
ith Phone Directory ills
1114

Arlington Heights and

Mount Prospect merchants

parents of nine juveniles.

nelley Corp. for listing in the

a computer card, the

do," he said, "is warn all

the card is a "proposal" and

all bills that they receive

"were broken three weeks ago

According to a spokesman
for the Donnelley firm, many

However, payment of the
amount listed on the card

payment."

when the group of

youths,

threw marbles at them..

Arlington Heights Police

caught the juveniles and talk-

ed to the youths and their

parents in a station ad-

Thomas Thornton,

ington Heights Park District,.
Monday told members of the
Board of Park Commissioners
that the parents of the youths
involved had offered to pay
' for the damage.

The commissioner discuss-

Tonight

ed the possibility of having

The Village Board of
Trustees' Public Works
Committee, at 8 p.m. in

addition to the payment, so

the. Public Works

plaints" about the California
N. Arlington company, but added that there
is

Van-

are Arlington, Prospect.

Building.

recieved "numerous com-

Heights Rd.

proximately $2,800 in

superintendent of the Arl-

Meetings

Publishers Service Co., even
sent a bill to the chamber offices at

justment.

Wheeling, and Elk Grove.

DSOS M.
VAN MRS. CALHOUVIA 1110)

have been receiving bills from
a California directory service
which resemble closely bills

event the vandals are from out
of the village.

Other schools in Dist. 214

Directory Publishers
Service Co.

LCL 3-1703

Several thermopane windows in the park fieldhouse

in cat-

MAKE CHECK PAYAOLD TO,

103 N ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL

that the police department had

done "pretty good"

$73.00

WITH YOUR CHECK

deal," said Jenness.

Sgt. George Ekblad of the
Arlington Heights police said

has

been considered as Wheeling

ANNUAL RATE

dalism damage to Pioneor_
Park will be made by 'the sent out by the Reuben Don-

"I think that was a one-shot

between

Forest View High School

Prospect Heights.
Members of the council are
the presidents of civic associations in Prospect Heights, and
the council is not a legal body,

its collective voting power.

Francis Coleman, business
manager for the dist. if the
vandals are caught, it will pro-

small independent sewer and
water companies, and some
council members have been

village governments through

seemed to be restitution by the
parents" said Jenness.
THE $1,000 damages were

contractor.- according to

The broken windows and

the insurance.

ills

police were called in.

complaint

since they are not covered by

grab the Rob Roy Country

thinking of incorporating

Some of the cost of the windows may he "absorbecbby the

unless the vandals are caught.

Blond urglar

'

the base shortly.

WHETHER, THE parents
have insurance or not, if a

glass bill will have to be paid
The two corporations at the
alley, Striking Lanes, Inc. and
Striking Cocktail Lounge Inc.,

Prospect poses no danger to passing autos and pedestrians.
The base, knocked off two months ago in an auto accident,
was "strictly ornamental," Creamer said. He hopes to replace

company will bear the brunt

of the cost of the damage,

with a good tax base," Kelley
said. "I'm quite concerned,
since eventually nobody will
want us (without a strong tax

PLEASE RETURN THIS CARA.

a Ifilave to Share
But one thing is certain: in-

was

Public Works Director David Creamer said the missing base

ogh Schools and C 1 rits
quite some time yet.

KELLEY SAID he

worried that Mount Prospect
would take only the minimum
amount of land all the way to
Camp McPonald Road, then

Mount Prospect would take
the two remaining properties

These areas are dubbed by

Mount Prospect Village
Manager Robert Moore

Kelley's leadership, has been

Vandalism's Aftermath

BY LINDA GAMMILL

may he concerned over what

"That also would mean that

'

were not complete.

The full extent of the

and 'Foundry, have indicated
willingness to join the village,

municipalities.

area.

trying to solve problems
the unincorporated
on a traffic signal pole at Gregory and Illinois 83 in Mount which
subdivisions have had with

records presented March 18

there," Grittani said.
"Obviously they don't."

of which have land at Wolf

themselves as unincorporated

Club, but not annex the

"leave us

utility company."

be substantiated, but the

"Somebody should know

missioners and School Dist.
26 Board of Education, both

of municipal limits were

residents to fend for slated for each of the

THE COUNCIL, under

It would

stranded with our private

see if Weber's testimony could

their financial situation

The River Trails Park
District Board of Com-

subdivisions, and leave those .

ment between the villages of
Arlington Heights, Wheeling,
Mount Prospect, Elk Grove
Village and the City of Des
Plaines, certain areas outside

added:

amine the payroll checks to

tonight.

pany industrial park.

their fate may he.

alley.

Grittani and Bergen are to
ask for the complete records

perties running through the
Northern Illinois Gas Com-

subdivision from the rest of
Prospect Heights.

Congreve wanted to ex-

Foundry and Wolf. and a strip
of land between the two pro-

to Camp McDonald, this

would cut off the Euclid Lake

only worked at the bowling

Fairview, a small park :at

but residents of the singlefamily housing subdivisions

northward along Wold Road

employe accused of selling
narcotics was not associated
with the cocktail lounge, but
was a maintenance man who

private.

on the application for the li-

Everette Kelley, president
of the council, said that if the
village extends it boundaries

Weber claimed that the

agencies, both public and

the landlord, builder Salvatore
DiMucci, as was represented

services.

tions.

Thunderbird alley expired

that actually paid the rent to

parts

leaving both

without efficient utility

financial procedure of the two
corporations, and which is
responsible for what opera-

damage to John Hersey High
School over the weekend probably, will not be realized for

Striking Cocktail Lounge Inc.

possibly

to discover what arc the

Bowl, 821 E. Rand, also owned'by Weber.
The liquor license there was
suspended for seven days after
charges that liquor was being
sold to the public before noon
on Sunday.

ing, the owner was not able
to show whether it was the

tion would be to keep unincorporated Prospect Heights
from being cut in two, and

bowling alley.

Congreve ordered the

During the March 18 hear-

The annexation ordinance
was modified by the village
Board of Trustees to include

group's head said yesterday.
Purpose of the blocking ac-

5, Elmhurst, the site of the

suspension only four days
after a similar hearing was
Thunderbird
held on

Monday.

An attempt to block Mount
northward annexation moves may be made

Mount Prospect.

by the Northwest Suburban
Council of Associations, the

quor license application.
The address listed was 1050

employe's alleged crime.

The suspension on the

overwhelmingly to join

Prospect's

ANOTHER APPARENT
violation aired at the hearing

his home address on the

BY LARRY WILLS

the juveniles "work off" some
of the damage themselves, in

the youths could have a share
in the restitution.

Board members made no
decision on any action involving the juveniles.

classified telephone directory,

merchants throughout the

state have sent payment to the
California firm believing that
they were paying for listing in

the Chicago classified

telephone directory.
"Actually, these bills are

almost exact replicas of the
bills sent out by our firm,"
said H. J. Walker; an official

of the Reuben Donnelley
firm. "The California outfit is
smart enough to put details in
fine print so we can't take any
legal action against them for
fraud," he said.

103

In fine print 'on the frcint
of the bill, which is typed on

"The only thing we can

businessmen to carefully read

not a bill or invoice.

before approving them for
,:,::.=timmlicirmammiwg=mmmv

constitutes acceptance of the
proposal.

On the back of the card is

a list of terms and conditions.

According to these, the firm
publishes a complete listing of

businesses in 'most major

cities." No display advertising
is accepted, the text says, and
all ads appear in one type size.

If Bell had paid the bill, it
would have cost the chamber

$73 for listing in this year's

Gripe
Of The

(

Day

.1:

To keep picking up litter

because neighbors' garbage cans have no lids. H.D.

directory. The chamber would

have received one free copy
of the directory, but could

Heights Chamber of Com-

$2.50 each, according to the

merce, said that he has received numberous reports of local
businessmen receiving the bill
from the California firm. The
company, called the Directory

be

California company notes that

HAROLD BELL, executive

director of the Arlington

little action that can
taken against the firm.

purchase extra copies for
text on the back of the bill.

A SPOKESMAN for the
Illinois Attorney General's of-

fice said that his office has

Flute Taken

Mount Prospect Police

report that. a flute was taken

from the band_ room at

Prospect High 'School Tuesday.
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Obituaries

Grand Jury to Hear
Dope Selling Ch rge
Charges against a former

Tuesday at an arraignment in

employe of a Mount Prospect the Niles branch of Circuit
bowling alley of possessing Court.
and selling narcotics were set
Robert J. Jones was arfor grand jury investigation-, rested
rch 15 by Mount

;
006

ROE PROSPECT' 9,1%;

LtrTO WAS H°.
FREE CAR WASH
COMPLETE THOROUGH WASHING
INSIDE & OUT

1-6

Robert J. Nosbaum, 81, of
2 E. Northwest Hwy., Mount
Prospect, was dead on arrival
Tuesday at Northwest Community Hospital in Arlington
Prospect detectives and charg-Heights. He was a resident of

the village for five years.
Mr. Nosbaum is survived

ed with selling narcotics to
juveniles.

Audrey Prochaska of
Carpentersville and Alice of

vestigation by village detectives after Detective Richard
Yost reportedly discovered

Mrs.

School students possessed

Herbert of Park Ridge, and
two sisters, Mrs. Gertrude

Mount Prospect;, seven
grandchildren; a brother,

that some Prospect High
marijuana.

Neumann of Mount Prospect
and Mrs. Alice Nygren of

At the time of his arrest,
Jones' address, according to
his driver's license and auto

Chicago.

Visitors may call after 4

p.m. Thursday at the

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home- in Arlington Heights.
Services will be Friday at 11

worked as a maintenance

man. During a March 18 liquor commissioner's hearing,
however, he denied that he ac-

BY MARATHON
AND BY US!

a.m. in the funeral home
chapel with the Rev. E. A.

tually lived or slept at the

Zeile officiating. Burial will
be in Ridgewood Cemetery.

alley.

113 E. PROSPECT AVE.

POLICE REPORTEDLY

arrested?Jones with the

Mount Prospect

who agreed to purchase marijuana from Jones with marked
money. After the purchase
was made, police report .that
they entered the bAling alley
and arrested Jones.
The original $10,000 bond

Cs"

0

BY RICHARD CRABB

Republicans at the Mount

Robert J. O'Rourke, GOP
candidate for state's attorney

Prospect Country Club.
O'Rourke is without opposition in the primary. He

primary by Sen. Terrel Clarke

seure a release of the secret

(R -Western Springs).
"I've seen a number

power, even as a candidate, to

of
pages of the Blakey report",

Blakey report.

The report, retained by the
U. S. Justice Department as
classified material, deals with
Chicago and
downstate Illinois politicians
and organized crime.
ties

between

O'Rourke and Sen. William
Harris (R -Pontiac), who
seeks in the June primary, the
C.

Republican nomination for
the office of Illinois auditor
of public accounts, spoke to

(Continued front Page 1)

.

Elk Grove Township

to indicate that most of the

subdivisions adjacent to the
village eventually would like
to be annexed. The terms for
annexation are, however, the

companies all became embroiled in the see -saw political
fight as the City of Des
Plaines and the Village of

that the citizens of

the subdivision must pay for

"The names were blanked
out. Life Magazine editors
have seen the entire report
and the magazine did two
articles on the importance of

assistant majority leaders in

the report last fall.
"Among its revelations is a
close link between Chicago

mittees.

copy of the report, he con-

municipalities, and two utility

view:

in

with Dr. Robert Blakey of the
Notre Dame University staff.
Although Blakey retains a

Prospect's annexation appears

Mount Prospect vied for the
subdivision.

siders that

it

ment of the federal

Department of Justice and
that only the President and
the Department of Justice can
make it public.
"Violence in the streets will

be an

issue in

this year's

political campaigns from the
office of President right down

the private utility company, and
not the present village residents, who use municipal
utility systems.

munities wanted the Fairview

O'Rourke said Monday even-

The residents chose Mount

takes on greater importance

The council is the seventh
group to become involved in
the complicated annexation

Prospect, and a referendum
is to be scheduled at the Cir-

ing. The issue centering
group to be able to expand around
the Blakey report
toward the industrial park.
cuit Court hearing April I.

because of this.

The Cook County GOP

candidate for state's attorney

reported that he is having

campaign buttons prepared,

School Menus
The following menus will
be served Thursday.

Township High School

Main dish: (one choice)
Chicken pot pie
Cheeseburger in bun
Wiener in bun

inger, cheeseburger, chili
Choice of desserts

qualifications of each member

of the Senate and put him

powerful Committee on Com-

"In the Illinois legislature
we do not appoint committees

members of the Senate.

"I've had some members of
the Senate very angry witdine

for the action of our Com-

mittee on Committees. I

regret this, but I believe that
as an elected official the people have the right to expect

to me make decisions connected with my office. Our
nation is adrift because our

chief executive is trying to run
our government by concensus

and failing to make
decisions", asserted Harris.

Dist. 214 Accepts Bids
For Remodehng Center
Bids for an addition to the

Administration Center were
approved by the Dist. 214
Board of Education Monday
night.

$198,107. Architect's fees of
16 -per cent run the total over

the remodeling budget of
$200,000.

IN ORDER to stay within

Architects Berger-Kelley-

the budget, board members

Unteed-Scaggs and Associates

advised the board, at the

revised the original plan to exclude costs for partitioning

LOW BIDDERS are Fred

to $197,117, including

meeting of the results of bidding by contractors March 21.

Quinn Construction Co.,
$116,736 for general contract;

and to use asbestos vinyl tile
rather than carpeting. These
changes bring the total down
architect's fees.

R. C. Caruso Co., $6,475 for

An error was made in

America Co., $21,996 for

ding. It should have specified

American Piping Corp.,

ministration center as the object of the bidding rather than
Prospect High School.

Dist.

electrical contract; and the addition to the ad$52,900 for heating contract.

Busy 2 Weeks for the Pfeffers

25 - North Elemen-

South Junior High Schools
Hamburger on bun
Barbecue beans
Tossed salad with french
dressing
Chocolate cake

113 qt. milk

Available desserts:
Applesauce
Chocolate pie

Peach squares with streusel
topping
Jelly roll
Honey drop cookies

St. Viator High School,
(subject to change without

a

plumbing contract; Mid March 25 story on the bid-

Grace's Daze

By Grace Mott
The past two weeks have

tary, Miner, Thomas and been busy ones in the' home

Biscuits and honey butter --

notice)
Barbecue on bun

committees, including the

especially among older

Hamburger, hot dog, thur-

cocktail, orange sunset

Introductory
Offer

the Illinois Senate, Harris also
is a member of several Senate

The lowest total bid is

Milk

A la carte.
Soup
French fries

Molded: cherry, fruit

Maraschino Cherry

on the basis of seniority.
Instead, we consider the

Mashed potatoes and gravy
Fruit or Jello

Dist. 214, (subject to change
without notice)

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Buttered corn
Salad: (One choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Relish dish

"Plastic Dome To Take Home"

the Senate. One of two

Harold L.. Slichenmyer

is now a docu-

to the local officials",

The mayors of both com-

highlights of his 14 years in

Prospect audience.

CANDIDATE O'Rourke
reported that he had talked

bat le over Fairview Gardens.

HARRIS REVIEWED the

O'Rourke told his Mount

Chicago crime syndicate.

Two private developers two

same as the terms for Fair-

Sugar Wafers

e isfrt

the Illinois General Assembly.
He has served six years in the
Illinois House and eight years

1st Ward politicians and
persons prominent in the

411

was released on bond.

E

that he would do all in his

114.

was lowered after Tuesday's
hearing to $2,500, and Jones

3 HUGE dips of ICE CREAM

ji

which will read, "What Happened to the Blakey Report?"
"If we can generate enough
public demand for its release,
perhaps we will be able to get

Harris is opposed in the

organization Monday evening

Annex oyes
Face oa block

assistance of two juveniles

"Across the tracks
at the Water Tgwer"

To Ihh Secret

where he can bd most useful.
in Cook County, told will oppose the Democratic
THE ARREST resulted Prospect and Edward of niembers of the Elk Grove candidate, Edward Hanrahan, it made public", O'Rourke This results in great
disappointment at times,
from a three month in- Germany; two daughters, Township Republican in the November election. said.
by two sons, Robert of Mount

Lanes bowling alley, where he

-6 DOUBLE GUARANTEE
PAS'
OF SATISFACTION

:n

Robert Nosbaum

registration was Striking

With Every 22 Gal. Purchase

rye Vows Campaign

I

Milk

and Mrs. Frederic
Pfeffer. Currently Mr. Pfeffer
is making good progress after

of Mr.

Day.

surgery last week in

CEREMONIES IN which
the degree was conferred took
place in Coffman Memorial

St. John Church, the little
white edifice in Elk Grove
Township, was the setting for

note.

Union at the university and

Steven Albert, son of Mr. and

his hospitalization, the couple

were followed by a president's
reciption for the school's 840

where they attended

tinues research in zoology two

Presbyterian -St. Luke's
Hospital, entered on a happy

Only a day or two before

Dist. 23 - MacArthur
Junior High School
40 cent lunch:
Hamburger on bun
French fries
Cheese
Apple cabbage slaw
Chocolate cake

returned from Minneapolis

ceremonies in which their

daughter, Sylvia, received her
Ph.D. in zoology from the
University of Minnesota.
Besides her academic work,

Dist. 15 - Jonas Salk and

David Frederic, now four and
one-half months old. She is a

Hamburger on a bun
Carrot and celery sticks
Buttered wax beans
Cherry sauce

graduate of Arlington High
School and attended Carleton
College.

Her husband, Dr. Norman

Mrs. Frank Kiss, Jr., Mount

Here from her home in
days a week, Mrs. Kerr has Calumet City to stay with the
also taken on daily lectures to Kiss's daughter, Laura Ann,
a spring quarter class of 500 3, while her mother was in the
A long hospitalization has

Sylvia was at the sametime
a homemaker and mother of

the March 24 baptism of

graduates. While she con- Prospect.

at the university.

Milk
Carl Sandburg Schools

S. Kerr is now assistant dean Sipioras' son, army Spec. 4,
of biological sciences and, is traig.
Cindy and Sherill Sipiora
currently doing research work
are carriers for The Prospect
in that subject.

ended for Mrs. Chester

hospital has been

grandmother Mrs. Albert

Kuntz, joined last Sunday by
Sipiora, N. Prospect Manor, Mr. Kuntz for the christening
and some credit for her im- and family dinner afterward.
provement might be attributed

to a long distance telephone

OTHERS AT the event in-

call.- All the, way from cluded grandfather Mr. S. F.
Germany came a get -well Kiss of Harwood Heights, and
phone message from the Godparents, Mr. and Mrs.
James Gray from Wildwood,

Milk

The fifth child of Mr. and
Mrs. Rocco Guistino was bap-

tized Sunday at St. Paul

Lutheran Church, and the occasion brought relatives from
as far as Hebron, Ill. for the

church service -and dinner' --

Choice of 9 Toppings

afterward.

at g$ Each

plus

EXP MAY 21, 1968

iire=m

/

Arlington "elf) h, HI
EZJD

-00,UPO'N

12:1 UM

The baby is Sandra Ruth.
The Guistinos' other children

Super

are James, John, Cathy and

Nancy, who observed her fifth
birthday March 17.
On hand for the dinner
following the christening were
sponsors Mt. and Mrs. Robert
Swift, from Crystal Lake, and

tax

922 VV. North est Hwy.
ii

4 -Ply Premiu

Miss Sharman Wilke,

2nd Tire When You Buy One At Our
Lowest Prices! Super Wide 70 R.

Northbrook, along with her
mother and father, Mr. and

These Sizes Fit Your Present Wheels!

Lowest

50% Off
Price
for one 2nd Tire Tax
2.24
6.95-14 $35.00 '$17.50

Compares
to

1:=21

D-70-14

E- 70-15 17.35-14
F- 70-14 '7.75-14
G-70-14 18.25-14

F-7-15

G-70-15

7.75-15
8.15-15

36.00
38.001
40.00
38.00
40.00

2000E

year are grAndparents Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Guistino of West
Hollywood, Fla.

19.001
20.00 ,

2.51
2.71

THE BIRTH this month of
their first child, Brett Edward,

19.00 .

in trade. Add $1 with no trade in.
G)

60° Racing Tire

ting a later first glimpse of the
newcomer in the family.

Cord Angle.

130 M.P.H.

O 4 -ply Super Nylon
cord body

EXP MAY 21, 1968

fto

eass

sus

CLIP COUPONsing

towners to the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Larry E. Chapman.

The High Performance Tire
Tested Safe at

plus
tax

brought several out-ofHere for a week when the
baby was brought from the
hospital was Mrs. Edward
Chapman of Warrensburg,

Aanagglininglingab.

a.

and Mrs. August Dreyer of
Mount Prospect. Expected
here for a summer visit this

2.35
2.50
2.63

18.00

Price and Fed. Excise Tax Shown,,old tire

-c

Mrs. Earl Wilke and daughter
'Cindy.
Also, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Wilke, the Hebron visitors,

Racing Tire Shoulder
Construction

36 Month Guarantee!

ect Plaza - Rand Rd. & Central Ave. Phone 259-1819

Ill., with Mr. Chapman get-

March 21 found Mrs. Carl
Cordes of Decatur, Ill., arriving to be joined in Mount
Prospect for the weekend by
Mr. Cordes who flew in from

Arizona where he had been
visiting another daughter and

her husband, the Wayne
Koenigs.

TrETETtrrErrenTlfniTn 000 Clrlfli

The Day's Prospects

Get Those Blooming Branches Started

Page 3
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quils, tulips, crocus or selected
permanent flowers.
By placing the arrangement

If you want to have bloom-

0 ins -re 0

gayokRi-E

to appear, arrange with jon-

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

6001i0 o trIfb trETIM am

Springtime kn Store

.oril a 'base you will not only

ing branches by Easter start

Auake. it look more pro-

them now.

full btidded and well formed.
Make sure that they are of an

protection to table surfaces.

early blooming variety.

pedestal dish, or piece of

An unusual container such
as a lacquered bowl, inverted

Cut the selected branches
with a sharp knife and pound
stems with a hammer so that
more absorption area is ex-

gnarled wood will serve to accentuate the branch. When

working with heavier forced

weighted pinholder, preferably

Place them in warm water

one that holds water as this

to which a tablespoon of
Mineral fertilizer has been added. Keep. in dark cool place
for a few days.

WHEN BLOSSOMS begin

background of leatherleaf fern. Two china rabbits play hide and seek on the wood burl base.
(Photo by Dolores Haugh)

quilted gold print plastic with

The cases are made of

needles? You can find them
is

zipper tops, and keep your
dishes dustproof and cup-

$1.99 for the pair.
Or do you feel in the mood

boards attractive.' There's an
additional circular cup case to

found on store shelves. G. C.

chest in either clear plastic or
tortoise shell for $3.87 at the

this new hair control

Prospect Plaza has some .of
this vivid writing material at

Murphy store.
There are two organizer

lacy looking outfits to be
made quickly. The cost

to organize that jumble of match, for $3.99, to hold a
needles and thread thrown dozen cups.
Just have to mention that
together in a shoebox? You
can find a really big sewing if you've been intrigued by

watered properly. With a

nice and easy price&

Murphy Co. in Mount

Care for the brilliant greens
or oranges? You can brighten

this gay colored stationery
with

envelopes

lined

pillowcase, which will keep a

hair set in place without the

aid of net or pins; you can

trays. The second tray is for
your. sewing table, or to be

buy a yard of this magical 100
per cent acetate fabric (ample

roomy bottom section for pat-

spray you can whip up a case

stitching needs.

from set to set.

placed as an organizer in a for a standard size case plus
sewing drawer. Each chest wide hem) for $1.50 at Mary
contains two pin cushions, 30 Ann Silks and Woolens at
spindles for thread and 18 Golf Mill Shopping Center.
compartments, besides the For the cost of a can of hair

the day for someone by penning a newsy note on some of
with

bright, flowery inserts. A big
pad of paper is 59 cents and

lift your winter -tired spirits
too.

plates and the price is $4.99

Have you been hunting for

Strong colors are evident
the new stationery

the bush, you know, and the
tender greep leaves and then
later the pastel blossoms will

bined with purple and yellow crocus on a

in the one inch size for quick,

even in

it can set various moods.
Cut a few branches, it helps

was a ribbon winner. Forced branches are com-

a set,' with foam separators to
keep dishes from breaking.

desired flavor to the spring arrangement.
The advantage of a braiich
basic arrangement is that it

change of prominent flowers,

This happy springtime arrangement was
created by the Countryside Garden Club for
the Randhurst Flower and Garden Show. It

chose giant -sized knitting

here.

will last quite some time if

a dozen

Spring is more than "bustin'
out all over" in the local

bedspreads to bunny rabbits
and to know that the nicest
time of the year is almost

ADDITION OF seasonal
figurines such as lambs, rabbits, chickens or any others
you may have will give the

hold

the spring -flower envelopes to
match sell for the same price.

ing up everything from

too makes for extra weight.

saucers. All

BY BETTY AINSLIE

stores where I've been shopping. It's fun to see the new
bright colors which are liven-

branches, be sure to use a

posed.

Ong Is for Colors

Sho

fessional but it will act as a

Choose branches that are

terns, material and other and keep your hair

lovely

Has your son or husband
been attracted to the popular
turtle neck shirt sweaters that
are worn for everything from

njoying 'Springing Fashion'

T

Guest Speaker

formal occasions to sports?

And have you been hunting

for them everywhere,

especially for the larger sizes?

JL

"We have a real problem
keeping them in stock," said
the very nice clerk at Jack's
Men's Shop in the Mount
Prospect Plaza. But now the
store has a fresh supply in a
double-knit texturized acetate
in long or short sleeves put
out by Playboy for $12. They
are light weight and dressy in

Left - Nearly 250 women

went "Springing into

Fashion" at the Sheraton

O'Hare Brass Rail March 21.

Among them were Mrs.

a soft, smooth -fitting material,

Robert Dahl, Mrs. Marshall

and blend perfectly with a

Kealing and Mrs. Robert
Galbraith. The event was

sport coat or suit, as they are

Dr. Margaret Crumpacker
will be guest speaker at Arlington Heights Evangelical

avilable in many colors.

sponsored by the Republican

The college crowd is really

Women of Elk Grove

going for these and I even

noticed one with French Free Church tonight. Dr.

Township.

cuffs, no less: a real evening Crumpacker is speaking in
dress turtleneck, also by conjunction with the church's
Playboy, with a real flair, for "Month of Mission." She is
presently preparing for service

$15.

Right - Modeling a bright
print raincoat in hot pink;

Do you get discouraged
about entertaining because

'(1`

white with large Bonnie and
Clyde orange straw hat is

you have to wash your good
dishes twice - once before the
guests arrive and again afterwards? You can eliminate

Fashions

the pre -company wash job by
putting your fine china in din-

gold, orange, green, black and

Mrs. Robert Trochuck of
Mount

Prospect.

were by Muriel Mundy of

nerware cases. They last in-

Arlington Heights with Mrs.
Ronald Sherer, commentator,
describing the outfits worn by

chairman of the gala event;

Right - Mrs. J. W. Fyipaa
and Mrs. Ted Clyde of Des

it

Mrs. Warren Grunlee, cochairman.

Plaines look over the lady

Joan Block Weds Marion Wilson

mink sweater was Mrs. Robert
Topping. Past president, Mrs.

Richard Quast won the mink

It was truly a "lady's
day" with not one political
boa.

Joan Ruth Block, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William F.

A -line dress with short sleeves
and cowl neckline. She carried

speech.

Block of Mount Prospect, and

and white pompon

Marion Edward Wilson, son

of Mrs. L. Wilson of Mundelein,

and the late

Louis

Wilson, were united' in marriage Feb. 3 at Our. Redeemer -

Marion Fockler
Performs With
Dance Troupe
Miss Marion Fockler, 1719
Martin Ln , Mount Prospect,
will be among 27 Illinois State

University students in the

Lloyd Shaw Dancers troupe
that

is

demonstrating

and

teaching square dancing to
physical education classes in
downstate high schools today.
The dancers will present

their only performance today

at their home school. In addition, they will travel to St.
Louis to perform Saturday at
the Heritage Luncheon for the

Dance Division of the

American Association of
Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation

Lutheran Church in Prospect
Heights.

`Crazy Cards' Party

Pamper your eyes with

gentle, careful cleansing and
thorough make-up removal.
Don't rub, scrub or tug at the
delicate skin around the eye

and lid. To regain a bright,

clear-eyed look, try a trick us-

ed by photographic models
and make decongestant eye

drops part of your regular
beauty routine. Apply eye

drops in each eye before you
add ticcents, such as liner,
shadow and mascara. It works
visibly, while you watch, to

restore sparkle and adds to
clarity and expressiveness.

inch case for dinner plates, a
nine and one half inch case
for salads, an eight inch one

"Airport," presented by Mrs.

and a seven inch case for

Saturday

Pastor Herman C. Noll
conducted the double ring
ceremony.

The altar centerpiece of
white and yellow gladiolas

party at its monthly meeting

Thursday March 28. The 8
p.m. meeting will be held at
the Holiday Inn in Mount

Prospect, and will also feature
a Tupperware display.
The :'Summer Symphony"
fashion' show which the club

PTA to Hear
Linguist Thurs.
The Westbrook School

PTA meeting to be held

THE BRIDE wore a full
The Brass Rail Restaurant
of the Sheraton -O'Hare Inn length white peau de soie
will be the setting for the

gown with bodice, short

Residents of Prospect

Heights who are interested in
joining are invited to attend.
Reservations may be made by
calling 253-5995.

eucharis lilies, stephanotis and
ivy.

Miss Susan Block, sister of
the bride, was maid of honor.
She wore a yellow, full length

Coronary care classes for registered nurses will be offered
at Lutheran General Hospital, Park Ridge,- beginning in April.
Lingquistics at the University A cardiologist will teach the classes which will meet for three
of Illinois Circle Campus. He, hours each week for approximately five months. There is no
will discuss "What is this charge.
Applications for classes are now being accepted. Application
thing called linguistics and
what does it have to do with forms may be obtained from the Nursing Service office at Luth.eran General Hospital.
grade schools?"

feature Dr. Andrew Schiller,

Professor of English and

Clipped Wings, United Air

will hold a benefit luncheon-

present the new look in
stewardess uniforms designed
by Jean Louis of Hollywood

Chicago Hotel.

Two fashion shows will

many well known designers
preserited by Couture, Ltd.

Donation is $7 per person

For reservations or further

information, call Mrs.
Douglas Upshaw 392-8178.

The Northwest Suburban
YMCA of Des Plaines has
chosen the theme "Take Me
Along" for this year's water
show to be presented at 8:30
from 2:30 to 8:30 p.m., Sun-

science teacher who directed

Kings and the Mermaid

on a trip around the world

Junior bridesmaid was Miss

classes of sixth graders had
worked on the projects at
home for two months. The

Raap and Miss Maureen
Casey, both of Chicago.

Tonya Adamek, a niece of the

mother also was attired

blue and wore white

Mrs. Robert Hooper of Mount

Prospect, Mrs. Allen Mason

children under 12. Tickets are

Prospect Dist. 57 are: Busse,

Mama or at the reception desk
in the lobby of the YMCA.

adults and 50 cents for

Other schools in Mount

available from any Mermaid
For more information call

the "Y" 296-3376.

40NRM-Rel.%104
MR. AND MRS.
MARION E. WILSON

Bring Your DRAPES and

SLIPCOVERS back to. life!
DECORATOR FOLD DRAPES READY TO HANG
REMOVAL AND REHANGING AT YOUR OPTION

Where to look for
Unitarian Universalists
(In the center of things all week
long ... in our church on Sunday.)

Countryside Unitarian
Fellowship
11

are under the leadership of

The principal of Fairview

/1 Westbrook.

attended Chicod High School
The bride attended Luther in Greenville, N.C., and is
High North, in Chicago, and currently employed by the
is employed by the Federal Mount Prospect Public Works
Aviation Agency. The groom Dept.

Ii

Coryell of Arlington Heights.
The Maidens, girls age 9-17,

School is Robert Morgan.

Lions Park, Sunset Park and

Wimmer of Chicago. Junior
usher was James Kopitke, a

The Mamas and Kings are
under the direction of Helen

parents.

Central, Gregory, Lincoln,

Des Plaines, and Charles

and through the universe.

of Arlington Heights and Mrs.
Glenn Williams.
Donations are $1.25 for

hibit and explaining the sub-

Ushers were Wayne Schraw of

is

Maidens plan to take "you"

ject matter to students and

glamellias.

in Des Plaines, the newlyweds
left for a one -week stay at the
Wagon Wheel in Rockton.

the fair, said 'that the three

recorded their experiments for
the fair, she said.
Each student was responsible for setting up his own ex-

in

cousin of the bride.
Following the reception for

cooperation with the Neptune

jects and some of them

The bride's mother wore a

The Mermaid Mamas in

Mrs. Kaye Riser, the

students chose their own pro-

groom.

and proceeds will be given to
the Austin Special School for
Mentally Retarded Children

fashion show Thursday, consisting of an ensemble of and the Florence Crittenton
March 28 in the Grand Ball several' dresses and coats, and Anchorage.
Room of the Sheraton- spring fashions featuring

YMCA Show

of honor's, were Miss Linda

Bridesmaids, whose gowns
and flowers matched the maid

Clipped Wings Benefit Show Thursday
Lines stewardess alumnae,

Allen W. Hopkins.

day, March 31.

150 guests at the VFW Hall

Coronary Classes for Nurses

will hear a book review of

science fair M'arch 21, and exhibited 62 individual projects.

green ribbons.

show, Thursday, April 25 at sleeves and skirt hemline apBEST MAN was Marvin
6:30 p.m. Tickets may be ob- pliqued with beading and lace.
tained from members or by From her double -tier beaded Wilson of Fox River Grove,
crown fell a triple -tier elbow twin brother of the groom.
calling 299-8469.

length veil. She carried

Palatine, tonight at 7:30.

Sixth grade students at p.m., Saturday, March 30 and

Fairview School held a

chrysanthemums with moss

mums set the color pale blue crepe and lace dress,
The Prospect Heights will present next month will and
blue accessories, and white
scheme for the wedding.
Welcome Wagon Newcomers also be discussed.
glamellias. The groom's
Club will hold a Crazy Cards

Thursday at 7:45 p.m. will

Pamper Eyes

Following a business and
planning meeting, the group

Science Fair
Held at Fairview
By 6th Graders

a colonial bouquet of yellow

The Harper College Faculty

wives will meet at the First

Goldblatt's in Mount Prospect
Plaza for a set.

for bread and butter plates,

elephant -bedecked program
for the annual luncheon and
fashion show. Winner of the

Harper Wives
Meet Tonight
State Bank and Trust,

A set consists of one 12

Irt%

doctor.

definitely "and are well worth

the small price asked by

the 11 club models. Mrs.
Gordon Rairdin was the

in Hong Kong as a medical

400 Park Drive, Plum Grove Estates Palatine
Phone 381-6411
R.L. Lovely, minister
Services and Sunday school I I AM

PROMPT PICKUP AND DEUVERYj

dL
7 N. Elshont Road

CLEANERS
662 L Noithwest Hwy.

PROSPECIHOONTS

MUNI PROSPECT

CL 5-6174

CL 5-4600
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... with George Hamilton
"Well, I'd really only need
one. I'd want a book entitled,

of your tree while you're
marooned."

might as well get that

and Fly It."

helicopter?"

the cedar closet paneling put

year "
"But you never know when
it'll hit again. This time I'm

your own emergency the

diagram,"

of reading material. rm laying
in a supply of good books in
case I'm marooned again."
"You mean you didn't have

would be a volume on prad-

easy to make a good choice.
Oh yes, an up -to date manual
of hints by some golf pro on
how to improve one's stance

"Well, here it is altnost the
end of March and we. appear
to be safe from a recurrence
of the 'big snow' we had last

not going to be caught short

anything to read when you
were snowed in last year?"

"Oh, some magazines and
advertising circulars, but not

what you would call real

reading matter. If the power
lines go kaput, and there's no
radio or TV, I'll just cosy up
to some immortal literature,
get a candle going and wait

"Don't rush me. It's not

famous reply of Gilbert Keith
Chesterton, who said that the
one book he would prefer to
have if stranded on an island
tical shipbuilding."

or putting technique --you

"I suppose if I was trying

know, the best advice from a

to impress you or whoever is
within soud of my voice, I'd
declare for a copy of The Bi-

top golfer,. Palmer c3r
Nicklaus.And a catalog

listing the latest items in

ble, and the complete

fishing tackle."

"A catalog isn't really a
book --but, okay, we'll let it
in."

Shakespeare in one volume,

and a tome of Lincoln's

speeches or Plato's ut-

"Well, I might as well settle
for a book like 'The Complete
Handyman' or 'How to Fix It

terances...."

the storm out."

plan to stockpile?"

the first five books you think
will keep you from falling out

=

".Not even a single

"You are just adapting to

"You're not going to impress anyone. Just rattle off

Just what books do you

"No book on making a

"How to Build a Helicopter

ed in my suburban manor, I

bathroom faucet fixed, and
in and..."

"Wait a minute. Even if

you

had

a manual

of in-

struction, you'd still have to
get out and pick up the parts
and supplies to do those jobs.
You're stranded, remember?"
"Oh yes. And in the snow,
too. Okay, I noticed that you
took up skiing recently. What
if I get a book on how to ski?

Then I can use those skis I
got for Christmas 15 years

ago and have been too

chicken to try out."
"Since you waited so long,

you ought to get a book to
go with the one on skiing,

'What to do Before the Doctor
Arrives, or Will Chicken Soup
Really Help a Broken Leg?' "

Yourself' type of thing. As
long as I'm going to be strand-

:.::::Tramrasnm4m.,mtmerovrawan,.

Program ermits Stu
eighth -grade class at the
Mount Prospect Dist. 59
Janet Dick's school school is taking part this
BY JAN BONE

at Holmes Junior

schedule

High may call for her to study
language arts in the second
period

But she may not be, there
with the rest of the class.
Instead, she might be in the
gym, practicing on the tram-

T

1

"It gives them the op-

portunity, under control and
guidance, to practice making
their own choices, to take

principal.

they've made them," says
Richard Jenness, Holmes'

paper chromatography.

She might even be in the

cafeteria, if she decides she

doesn't want to go to English

fine with her

is

teachers and principal.
Janet and others in her

JENNESS SET the pro-

gram up in January, and

wrote to parents explaining its
objectives.

"Traditionally, today's

school moves a student about
from room to room, checking

unless his parents haver
agreed. The 60 Holmes

Mrs. Janet Flapan, who coordinates the program, just

students who were chosen to
test the program come from
both "academically superior"

completed a survey showing
how the students used their
SIS privileges during the first

is at fault and is disciplined.
"The student gets very little

and "average" groups.
If a student wants to use the
SIS privilege, he must stop at

six weeks.

responsibility for deciding

the school office and fill out
a card indicating where he's
supposed to be, and where he

study."

"self-selected independent

lab, doing an experiment on

And this

goes," he says.

"The student has very little
control over his actions. If he
is not where he should be, he

p oli ne, or in art class,

- class that day

him in and out wherever he

spring in a program called

individual responsiblility, and
to live with their choices after

finishing a project.
She might be in the science

is to Select lasses

e

opportunity to take the

what daily activities are most
valuable to him, how he might

most profitably spend his
time, and which choices of
teachers and classes will take
precedence over others.
"Definite controlt are being

designed to evaluate and ad-

just the program as it

is

developed in its early stages."
Holmes has certain rules its

students on self-selected independent study (SIS) follow.

First, no child is taking part

plans to go instead.
He doesn't have to give any
reasons.
He doesn't have to ask
permission.

HOWEVER, HE is held

responsible for all. the work
done in the regular classroom,
whether he's there or not, and
for all required written work,
and for all tests.

Of students with "limited
SIS privileges," 13 worked on
special projects, five studied
for tests, II

caught up on

homework, eight practiced in
the gym, and five sat through
extra classes they felt they
needed in some subjects.

They said their chief
reasons for liking the program

Pro5peit 35ap

were better grades and more
comprehension, more time to
study, and more time to work
on projects during school.

Of those students on

-Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the P.aper'slreedoin and intellectual integrity."

"unlimited SIS privileges," six
used the time for projects, 10

caught up on homework, 13
went to extra classes, two used

time for Student Council ac-

AFT

-- Marshall Field III
Page 4
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tivities and 11 practiced in the
gym.

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Some mentioned that they
didn't have to waste time in
classes where subject matter

William J. Kiedalsch
Managing Editor

comes easily.

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday. by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mbunt Prospect. lit. 60056

ONE MOUNT Prospect
family has a magazine rack
made by their son in time he

SET OF NE

ON

19

O

E

If' ENT

gained through the SIS
program.
'Larry Nikoden, 603 S.

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town. U.S. mail rate, $10.00 a year: 56.00 for six months.
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

Carol N., signed out of study
hall for several weeks to put
extra time in one his in-

What's Bugging

dustrial arts project.

Dave Schuman, 303 W.

Trowbridge, Elk Grove
Village, is using his SIS
privileges to complete a wood and -metal duck for his
parents' family room.

2

Other studnets, under the
direction of teacher Bruce
Klein, are putting. an extra

DELUXE

time to finish their party
trays.

CHAMPION

Janet Dick, 905 S. Waverly, Mount Prospect, likes the
SIS idea.

When she came back

to

school after being absent, she

used the SIS time to get
special help from math

teacher Mrs. Patricia
Sugalski.

"It helps me to make up my

work," she said, "and to
understand math better."

Holmes students on the

program come from Arlington

Heights, Elk Grove Village,

What does James Stavros have on his
mind?

The former Wheeling Township

Democratic committeeman has declared his

intention to lead a campaign to deprive
Arlington Park of its liquor license in order
to block night racing there.

Like almost everyone else, we're a little
startled and considerably puzzled. What has
touched Stavros off?
Arlington has made. no effort to press the
.

case for night racing since it withdrew an
application months ago in the face of strong
opposition from the towns surrounding the
track. Why is Stavros seeking to revive the
issue now?

And where was he when all the shooting
was going on, when citizens were circulating
petitions and municipal boards were discussing the controversy?

Stavros' warning that the heavy traffic

and Mount Prospect.

Other Dist. 59 schools are

Juliette Low, in Arlington

Heights; Dempster, Jay,
Frost, and Forest View

Elementary in Mount

Prospect; Brentwood, Einstein, Devonshire, and High
Ridge Knolls in Des Plaines

night racing would bring to the community
would endanger the safety of children echos
one of the protests made when it had some
relevance. He sounds like a man who got
hold of an old newspaper and didn't notice
the date.

and eight additional Elk
The SUPER

-STYLED ti re

Tubeless white stripe

approved for
overvvhelmingly
on today's
original equipment
finest new 1968 cars!

Plus $2.06 to $2.66 per tire Fed. excise
tax and 4 trade-in tires off your car.

-around tread...

wan Win,. Su,
tne
New wrapoder all ,'non trent
better role,. than
The new deeper
gres 10 to 255,

New0.1
deUgn

traction
tre.on on

wet pavement
tele. to astute better
elements to r.

sho.und, o tracbon
More twat . traClon

wet 00, tugnweYs
stetting response.
Mier Stops arol poutne

cord body... coal et

super construction
-weld even a strongxtser
Now
Improved race bre
pet, ocrnanc. capatubt
nennng beebeev. ye./

guarantee

'nd
L'IV,:nd

ANY SIZE L1STE
8.25-14

8.15-15

8.45-15

9.00.15.

Fit most Buicks, Cadillacs, Chevrolets,
Dodges, Mercurys, Pontiacs, Thunderbirds
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NO MONEY DOWN
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Liberal
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University
Class to Hear
Mayors Speak

"an .

""1`1"'"

..-,

twe al lane ot adtustment.

deugn
latement

Take Months to Pay

HURRY! DON'T- MISS OUT!
BE HERE EARLY...LIMITED TIME OFFER...LIMITED QUANTITIES!

Three northwest suburban
mayors and a member of the

Village Mayor Jack Pahl, Arl-

Northwest Hwy. & Euclid

920 N. Elmhurst Road

an address April 29 on

Across from Randhurst Shopping Center

government. Congreve will
speak April 22 on municipal
relations with the township

259-2244'
Open Mon., Thuis., Fri. 'til 9 P.M.

253-6880

SERVICE STATION

Open Every Hite 'til 9 P.M.

9 P.M.
'Open Mon. thru
Sat. 'til 5 -- Sun. 9 to 3 P.M.

Sat. 'til 5. Sun. 11 to 5 P.M.

course.

Woods is slated to deliver

municipal relations with state

19,

at

the Village:of Arlington
Heights, that resulted in the
in

death of a 26 -year -old mother

nor the first fatality that has
occurred on this stretch of
road between Central Rd. on
the north and Illinois Rt. 58
on the south.
Because of the character of
the area being residential, the
'

speed limit of 40-45 mph

south of Central Road is not
consistent with the 30 mph
speed limit north of Central

president. Fulle

This wide variation in

which he

is

will talk on metropolitan
government May 20.

county precincts which include the race
track? Stavros isn't noted for that kind of
involved thinking. The switch from politician to indignant citizen seems to have confused him as well as the rest of

Perhaps as his campaign unfolds some
light will be cast on all these questions that

cident rate and we submit in
addition to the fact that this

a residential street, the

I. The approved half
Tollway and Arlington

3:20 p.m. a tragic auto ac- clover -leaf at the -Northwest

and county and Pahl will talk
May 13 on the Cook County

Council of governments of

completely?
And where did he come up with the rather
ingenious --and no doubt, unworkable --plan
for a prohibition vote restricted to those two

tion of speed:

On Monday, Feb.

of her children.
This is not the first accident

MOUNT PROSPECT

it have the same effect on day racing?
Wouldn't that knock off Arlington Park

following reasons for a reduc-

Commissioner Floyd Fulle
'will be among 19 suburban
officials who will address

ARLINGTON' HEIGHTS

permit could prevent night racing wouldn't

is

of three children and serious
injury to her husband and two

classes in the university

he has projected it, if the lack of a liquor

factor in the increasing ac-

ington Heights Mayor John

G. Woods and County

ing itself without something as

discriminatory as denying a single establishment the right to sell liquor?
Following the Stavros logic further than

Highway Dept.
425 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

tergovernmental problems of

Mount Prospect Mayor

And why the liquor license revocation
route? Why not a direct assault on night rac-

National Safety Council,

cident occurred on, Arlington
Height Rd at...White Oak St. Heights Rd.

Daniel Congreve, Elk Grove

eged to describe in uncomplimentary terms.

Homeowners Group Asks Action on Speed Limits

Dear Sir:

suburbia.

Or did he just now discover that he is
"a citizen with five children" whose duty
it is to fight Mrs. Marge Everett, operator
of Arlington Park, whom he feels privil-

baffle us. We're waiting.

Cook County Board soon will
lecture a class at the Universi-

ty of Chicago on in-

my.9

Letters to the Editor

Grove Village buildings.

thats

K. S Johnson, General Manager

Rd.

speed limits on this road

is,

in our opinion, a contributing

warning of heavy traffic.

In addition to the above, a
similar situationis presently
developing on Central Rd.
between Arlington Heights
Rd. and Ridge Avenue in the
same village.

Your immediate action

is

requested.

2. Dunton Elementary George J. Kempsell, Jr.,

School crossing at Cypress St.
and Arlington Heights Rd.

3. The curving nature of

the road preventing sufficient

President Arlington Heights
Gardens Home Owners
Association

Hideaword
DEATLOH
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
30 good, 39 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

A SPRIN

FLING!
HOW TO GIVE YOU AND YOUR FAMILY FASHION -"ABILITY"

4110.

Color in this spring's Easter Parade will rival the Easter Bunny's most elegant tinted eggs. Mom will be feminine and frilly in pale tints of pink, peach and aquamarine
along with slightly deeper, brighter tones of clear light green, soft roses and cobalt
blues.

11.

Dad's new Easter suit will be selected from vibrantly colored mixtures, whites,

grays and blues --boldly patterned, neatly striped or plain.
Patterns will be a favorite with the boy and teenman for spring. Clear bright shades
will be a prime choice for a twill or hopsack fabric that will be teamed with patterned
slacks.
The.romantic mood has filtered down to the clear brights and frosted pastels of the
young miss. Wispy polyester, cotton voile, dotted Swiss and airy embroidery turn up

in fitted shapes, belted in chains or beads or bright patent. Ruffles add a pretty look
at sleeves, neck or hem.

4

tro
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SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT TO
1. London designer Jean Muir created this semi -fitted flared coatdress with front
zipper closing, inverted back pleat and shaped belt for Butterick Pattern 4768.
2. Plenty 'of pattern is offered in boys' tailored clothing for spring. Left, a red and
grey glen plaid, 3 -button jacket with twill slacks. Right, a 4 -button hopsack doublebreasted blazer with light window -pane slacks.
3. Stripes and the new Nehru collar are combined in. an A -line dress with contrasting
welt trims. Butterick Pattern 4808.
4. The lollipop set steps into spring in navy and white jumper and jumpsuit with V neckline and square armholes and top -stitched trim. Butterick Pattern 4732.
/

-
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(--4th--)
of
4 SPECIAL
SPRING FASHION
ISSUES

I

THE. DAY

Bags For Late Day are Small

Wednesday, March 27, 1968

Quick Relief
Keeping tanned skin
smooth and intact and
eliminating that itchy feeling
is as easy as adding baby oil

to your bath water or rubbing
down with baby oil before you
shower.

.4

s,'"+"/"..

4.4

In late -day and evenitt bags, the range of looks for spring
is diversified. Mini -box -bags in oval, square and "hut" shapes,
are clasped with jeweled flowers, butterflies and other, designs
or swing from bejeweled chains.

There are little envelopes, tiny totes and swaggers, and

NEW!

shoulder -strap bags chained in gold, silver or tortoise shell.

Leathers are smooth and lustred, saffian, embossed, suede
and patent. Metallic colors are seen in grained, crushed and
smooth leathers.

PATENT* COMPLETES YOUR EVERY FASHION PLAN I

COTTON DRESSES
AVALON
and

The hour, the occasion, the costume, the color .

FORGET-ME-NOT
PRICE RANGE

flair for

Zeal Shoe&

easy -care,

$15.00

Your Family Shoe Center

in choice
colors

Tc,

$18.00

260 Parking Spaces At Our Rear Entrance
1516 Miner St.
Des Plaines

$15

4.00

GAY GIBSON

.

whatever they may be, Patent* is the perfect choice of shoe.

eY111:Il

MISS COUTURE

0

Colors -Bone &
BfaCk Patent

L'AIGLON
MAGGI STOVER
Perfect for a bright Easter morning the tunic shirt of Orlon
bonded knit (left) has hip -riding tortoise link belt that adds
a newsy touch. Satin stripe of polyester and cotton, belted
high in patent (right) is perfect for a dress -up occasion such
as Easter. Just drop -in the washer, spin dry and it's ready

Sixes 7 to 15 and 10 to 18
PRICE RANGE

$18.00
TO

for another day. These are Cinderella fashions.

)1,;.NA .k144.)41,1)ta,

$35.00
Never -iron blend of 65% Dacron® polyester,
35% cotton, flattering "italo" collar and .

RAIN COATS
IN JUNIOR AND STRAIGHT SIZES

$15.00up

a host of hues. You'll want several. 30 to 38.

SPORTSWEAR
JANTZEN
AND

The above illustratton is one of the styles
in our collection ... more arriving daily.
Assortment includes all of Ship 'N Shore's
new Spring blouses, sleeveless, short
sleeves, etc. White, colors and patterns,:
Sizes 30 to 38.

WHITE STAG

Easter Togs
For Little Miss

as on era___.

Jacket dresses are the bigThe feminine contingent in
this year's Easter parade will gest news with side -closings,
win its usual applause -- but center zippers and doublewith a difference. The little breasted styles teamed with a
girls themselves will take top dirndl or A -shape skirt.

billing instead of their

NEW 1968 SPRING& SUMMER GARMENTS ALSO SWIM SUITS AND ACCESSORIES

LADIES APPAREL
Friday To 9 P.M.

with beauty. We'll awaken your
skin the natural way with our

Open All Day On Wednesdays

THREE STEPS TO BEAUTY. We'll

CL 3-7622

Mayfiel 's
"Around the clock fashions"

show you how to select flattering
shades in powder base, lipstick,
and eye shadow. We'll give you a
complete make-up too. It's FREE
at your Merle Norman Cosmetic
Studio. Call today.

MERLE

noRm n

DOROTHY MUELLER

255-1270

COSMETIC STUDIO

ePtVidlitated

24f

garde fashion looks. And color has

taken on new im-

portance. Fabrics have more
diversity and prints are works
of art.

THE CLEAR bright and
frosted pastels that will turn

up in the line of march on

Easter Sunday will rival

mom's best efforts with the

dyed eggs in the Easter basket.

And for the sophisticated

small -Try there are the
neutrals -- brown, with white
and natural with navy.
The romantic mood in this
season's fashions filters down
and styling.

Wispy polyester, cotton

voile, dotted Swiss and airy
embroidery turn up in fitted
shapes, belted in chains, beads

or bright patent. And ruffles
add a pretty look at sleeves,
neck or hem.

ENSEMBLES are still in

the fashion spotlight for

GOLDEN

More easy -care than ever

Even the tiniest miss is in
jacket dresses. And there are the spring fashion picture. Acoats with top fit and hemline line jacket with Nehru collar
flare that can be worn with and show-off zipper tops the
more than one dress and still pant suit (left) in cotton fancy
Easter -- coats and dresses and

THIMBLE

...knock out looks every time

constitute a costume.

Large slection of new Easter Fashion Fabrics. Wools,
Double Knits, Irish Linens, Cotton Satins, Bullseye
Pique, Corduroys, Homespuns, Shantungs and Brocades.

°

BRINGS YOU

the

"BOLERO"

Charge Your

SHOE

Pockets

Kale I/Cotton Shorts

Kodel/Cotton

"A" line Skirt

.

.

and White Pat

DOUBLE KNITS

Four pieces for great ways to put yourself together..
White stitching on dark background sets the
pattern.
Jacket -2

in Black Pat

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

FASHIONS

Kodel/Cotton

knit.

7tibric Shopper

with Kodel added to insure
little or no ironing.

Icr-VDEL.

fashion -conscious youngster.

to the very young in fabric

16 W. CAMPBELL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

etkets

ce

girl" look.

takes a back seat to avantWe'll give you a FREE rendezvous

Mt. Prospect

should be a great day for the

No longer does children's
Easter finery consist of the
tried and inn pink and blue
shades. Even classic styling

OPEN ALL DAY ON WEDNESDAYS
FRIDAY TO 9 PM

9 W. Prospect

Easter this time around

mothers wearing the "little

for
pretty

Reg. $8 to $9 Yd.

girls

50

$14

$8

YD.

$9

Banlon Shell -sleeveless, Mock
Turtle

Neck. Sizes 8 to 18

$5

Sizes 81/2- 12

$5 99

ALL IN NAVY OR BROWN SOLID COLORS
Kodel items sizes 8 to 18

37 S. Prospect Ave.
(Downtown),

Park Ridge,

Des Plaines
1120 Lee Street
(Lee & Algonquin Rd.).
Des Plaines

$6

99

FREE PARKING 1/2 BLOCK FROM STORE
BETWEEN DAVIS ST. AND RAILROAD STATION

Mayfiekl9s
Park Ridge

Sizes 121/24

Camp McDonald & Wolf Rds.

Wheeling

Phone

299-4444

Hours:
Mon. thru Thurs.
'9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Fridays
9:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.
Saturdays
9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.

WALRO
SHOES
8 E. NW Hwy. Arlington Heights
CL 9-4575

We Honor All Midwest Bank Cards

L_J
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Correct Dress ? Pre -Planning Helps
Just how important is this

togetherness business when it

comes to fashion? Should a
man and woman attempt to
coordinate their dress each
time they're seen together?.

Yes, insofar as possible and

practical, advises men's

clothing manufacturer, Hart

notes about dress for social
situations both at home and

fair, the tables would be turn-

out.

Clothes compatibility is a

and tie for the man. If the

definitely out of place in a

sidered inappropriately dressed while her husband was cor-

wear only a white shirt after

blazer -and -slacks combination
(although this ensemble might

A little pre-planhing

little more difficult for'the unmarrieds but definitely worth
the trouble for very special oc-

black (or equivalent) adorned
with rhinestones or diamonds,

to a Mexican hacienda near the '68 Olympic site. Left -A 4 -but-

ton in subtle glen plaid with a miniature checked shirt, dub

M

tie and light -weight felt. Right -A chalk striped, shaped 6 -button, double-breasted model with wide lapels, teamed with a

mustard colored shirt, woven tie, silk square and contour shaped felt bat.

ed - the wife would be con-

the husband would be

rect.

eliminates such gaffes.

be the ultimate in good dress

It's relatively simple for a

for another occasion).

husband and wife to compare

If the husband and wife

Schaffner &' Marx'.

Spring's double-breasted suits make the scene all the way

Many
Colored

Things

6 o'clock. The man with more

liberal leanings -- fashion wise, that is - will wear one

casions.

A rule -of -thumb, always
altered by local custom and

of the new pale pastels for an

circumstances, .is that a

evening event.

From his swim trunks to
his any -color canvas sneakers,

the boy and teenman will be

C

solid color jean or "ivy"

H

AND THEN there are knit

fabric or pattern. For in-

that are the same color as one
of the shades in the jacket.

for 1968. On the left -bright yellow and green striped mock

plaids or stripes in either con-

with coordinated walk shorts and belt.

ors. Some of the newest
striped shirtings carry as

turtle knit, striped belt and solid walk shorts; (right) the knit
boom continues in horizontal stripes on a high mock turtle

neck - or woven fabric sports

cabana set.

shirts that can round out an

wearing modified spreads and
standard buttondowns.

SPRING TIES go to varied
finishes - a big help in keep- textures as well as their usual
ing them fresh and neat on the big assortments of color and
pattern for that super touch
most humid summer days.
this spring. Rough surfaced
While short -sleeved "raw" silks, heavily textured

will have permanent press

linen -types are all part of the
new textures that join the

satins, twills and other
who will insist on long reps,
familiar fabrics.
sleeves. This is particularly

true among traditional men.
For them, the favored long
sleeve models come in the
lightweights as well as the
regular weights.

Here's a fashion tip: With

those deep -tone shirts, wear

medium to light tone ties unless you are consciously
striving for a somber effect.

trasting or harmonizing col-

many as three vari-colored

with a bit of contrasting color

at the crew or mock turtle

cottons, stubby linens and

unpatterned and some are
Young men are casually coordinated in bright . sportswear .woven with neat checks,

many mix -and -match parts,
but all add up to sets that are
a far cry from dad's old-time

shirts - either solid color or

business shirts will be popular
for the warm weather season,
there will be quite a few men

and reds among the new super
looking shirts.
It is notable that for that
super wardrobe the trend is to
deep -tones, and a wide array
of collar styles.
Some of the deep -tones are

tical or harmonious color,

model pants or walk shorts

pin collars as well as their

yellow, gray, tan and coffee.
There are also spruce greens

what to wear with what. The
thread of connection is iden-

mated with any number -of

ties, according to the

MANY OF those new high
fashion fabrics will be made
in washwear constructions or

is to deep tones of blue,
melon, mulberry, pink,

sportswear tops and bottoms
that coordinate but still give

stance, a striped parka can be

natural shoulder fans are

In both business shirts and
formal shirts, the strong trend

younger man have made

R

lease on fashion life.

and Boys' Wear.

And to keep the big splurge

a number of choices as to

tattersalls are getting a new

American Institute of Men's

of color from going past the
bounds of good taste, many
manufacturers catering to the

It is also noted that some

The most obvious evidence

lof the. "color explosion" jn
men's fashion is to be found
in the new spring shirts and

spring.

Both in polyester and cotton.

man is a traditionalist, he will

Shirts, Ties Explosion

wearing lively colors this

For spring rains (left) a light colored twill model with slant
pickets. Right, earth -toned twill with extra flap on the chest.

"dressy" dress for a woman
requires nothing less than a
dark suit, plain -color shirt

wore the same outfits mentioned above to a' casual af-

If a wife turns up for a dinner -at -8 party in her best basic

pick from many white walk
shorts or trousers, the better
to wear with his vividly colored and patterned shirt and

The young man can also jacket.

stripes on grounds of deep to
medium hues.

Graph checks on tinted
grounds appear in dressy
shirts and windowpanes and

outfit. In swimwear (here are

Gm%
STORE FOR MEN

It's

G

PROM

LOOK YOUR

TIME!

BEST FOR
EASTER

featuring PROMinent
values from Marge's!
LOvely prom and after -five dresses from

the leading manufacturers of the world
of fashionl Youthful styles at prices Dad
will like Short and long formals starling
at size 3 Jr petite

SAMPLE SHOP

all-weather
friend

10 N. DUNTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

-1\

392-2063

AST

Monte by

Gleneagles

is DRESS -UP time
SPORT. COATS
BLAZERS
Have a Splendereus Easter!

.OIeg Cassini

Whatever the weather, you owe it to yourself (and your
suits) to wear a Gleneagles. The Monte, in Gleneagles'
exclusive "Rainchex Cloth" of 65% Dacron® polyester
and 35% cotton, is completely wash and wear. Scotch-

Coordinates

THE TOTAL LOOK

group of SPORT COATS B L A ZE R S - TRENCH

To your elegant new Oleg Cassini
suit, we add the final touch of
fashion; shirts and neckwear cus-

COATS and ACCESSORIES

tom -shaped and perfectly coordinat-

Select from our fresh, bright

to complete your East e r

ed for spring. Ask about this

look.

gard finish resists stains as well as rain. Classic split ,
shoulder, button -through model comes in mini -checks

with a full body lining, flap pockets and buttons that
will never fall off. Whatever your size and shape, you'll
look better and feel better because Gleneagles are made
for real people. Try on the Monte and .see.

in

our Key Club.

SIZES:

8 to 12 ... $15.95 to $18.95
13 to 20 ... $19.95 to $23.95

$155

store for men
?aloud 47444if "

STUDENTS

37 to 42 ... $28.95 to $32.50

WE HONOR ALL MIDWEST BANK CARDS ALSO
DES PLAINES CREDIT CARDS

STORE FOR MEN

BOY'S and MEN'S WEAR

anoon

105

Rear
of
Stone

S. Main St.. Mt. Prospoit

USE

CL 3-7911

Headquarters for all
OFFICIAL BOY SCOUT. UNIFORMS & EQUIPMENT

OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT. TODAY

OUR

Randhurst Shopping Center

DES PLAINES

Mt. Prospect

392-8280

REAR

I ASK FOR THIS ITEM IN OUR KEY CLUB I

DOOR

Open Mon. thru Fri. 10 to 9:30 - Sot. 9:30 to 5:30

SUNDAYS NOON TO 5

USE YOUR MIDWEST BANK OR CARTE BLANCHE CHARGE CARDS

ThollisIwitsfs No.1
AU -Purpose

ALLEN'S

Chop Cad

OPEN MON.
& FRI.

EVENINGS

1122 Lee Street
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

VAanderbilt 4-6163
Algonquin -Lee Shopping Center
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`Mod''Tamed ,by Romance
Fashion makes a woman
look like a woman this spring,
and underlines the pretty look
with pretty lingerie.

In both daywear and

feminine feeling ofjpring.

*44.4!eq.f;7

Eyelet, embroidery and

They are fluid and relatively
sheer, with many variations

crochet treatments, used

on voiles and danty cottons.

look.

discreetly, enhance the pretty

sleepwear, colors are softer,
prints are' subtle, shapes are

Afte".'s

beautiful, trims "tare lavish -and a romantic air exists that

has been lacking for a long

Come

time.

The picture is quite different than it was a year ago,

-4RAIN
OR

when the "Mod" and
,`

somewhat kooky prevailed iii
all areas of the, fashion world.
Striving for elegance rather

4 than an electric effect, lingerie
and designer details.

CONTINUING, of course,

You'll love our wild collection
of all weather coats for
spring Shown
.. a multi striped
double
breasted
style with gold link belt

presents

to coordinate with outer

silhouettes, lingerie continues

to spotlight the cheniise;

Sizes begin at 8

Coat
shown

however, there is developing
a return to the shapely: to the
slip with fitted top traced with
lace, to wear
girl" blouses.

SHINE

_terrace

is returning to delicate colors

Her Special
Dress
for Prom

under "pretty

Both the body shirt and the
belt are encouraging this trend
to closer fit.
Slips for knits are extremely
popular, as are pettipants and

other items of intimate ap-

s23°°

ION

parel related to pantsuits and

/et

mini -skirts.

Half-slips shape up for the

shapelier state of things in

outer fashions. For fitted
waistlines and flared skirts,

there's the dimdlette -- first

712 E. Northwest Hwy.

cousin to yesterday's bouffant
petticoat but more restrained,
more in keeping with fashion

Palatine, Illinois
Phone 359-1900

today.

TT

Distinctive Fashions
For Suburban Women
CL 3-1766
28 S. Dunton CoUrt

SLEEPWEAR this season

derives its inspiration from

Separates once strictly matched feel free to wander into new
arrangements, but always combine in harmony for spring. Here,
a striped blazer of polyester -cotton chino pairs with solid -color

culotte in the same fabric and coordinating knit shell. The
complete outfit by Sportempos.

er

Such costume dramas as

"Gone. With The Wind" have
produced ruffled sleep shirts
and long gowns sashed high

tributions of stars and films
of the Thirties to the current
scene, and earlier

0 Separates

heroines

like Mary Pickford are
responsible for little girl
lingerie adorned with buttons,
flounces and bows.

"Put on, play with, pair off

knickers, capes, jackets and

reads the fashion maxim for
spring This sporting life calls

surprise styling, as well as the

for a relaxed approach, a mixing of shirts and skirts, vests,

Knits are a cinch for belted
styles that cling closer to the

body They show off ribbed

frilly.

jackets to create friendly gotogethers of separate -minded

As colors.go gently, in
white and pastels, so do
lingerie fabrics encourage the

with the hug -the -body shape

and raised surfaces, or, in the
combination of slinky long
top and slim skirt, they make
the most of smooth and supple
textures

movement Pantdresses, culottes, shirt looks, belted shapes
and basic shapes lead the way

together all the parts of the
sportswear set It may be
almost as thin as a strand of

The shirtwaist has done it
again. This time it returns

It may
be loose, it may be cinched.

broadened but softer, sleeves
longer, often ruffled and ruf-

pants and tops, capes or
separates

Little sport dresses play

but promise plenty of active

Blouses and shirts pair off

with the shapely look of
spring skirts Styles range

skirts in unusual shades and
classics

Often, the belt binds

spaghetti, or as wide as
fashion imagination

THE SHIRT is widely in-

terpreted, in gowns and pa-

jamas, .lounge dresses and
robes, long or short. Some
versions are tailored, others

Don't just dream of

Shirtwaist

fled jabots.

style,
styles

fashions partner

all the -way -down shift style

every variety, the belt is

s;vear them...

dandy. The' collars are

It may rise high, drop low or
mark the natural waistline. In

bowed and tie -added
to the more feminine

Spring flowers-

with the look of an Edwardian

shirt, the Russian cossack

from the curve -fitting body

slington Heights, Illinois I.'.'

beneath tiny cover-up tops.
Plunging necklines and
clinging culottes are con-

fixing

sportswear and separates,"

Hours: Mo1n2t,-sT:hurttly, Friday
00
Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday
9:30.5:00 PM

movies both past 'and present,

and is romantic as a result.

Belts definitely

circle 'the waistline but there
are a few available in button -

and frilled Edwardian blouses

OF THE

(Pa lie
BY
PERMA-LIFT

THIS SPRING, "feminine
and frilled" most often means
"ruffled " Ruffles are rampant
at the neckline, on 'the sleeve
or cascading down the front
of many new blouses

Skirts find a new im-

portance as separates able to
choose their own partners

Pleats, panels, dirndls, Alines, circles and divided

skirts shape up for the active

lorentine
ashions

silhouette
The fresh -faced look of the

country girl gives her big city
cousin a chance to gambol in

peasant blouses and small -

waisted dirndl skirts display-

ing calico prints, dots,
splashes of field flowers
Embroidery

and smockings

complete the innocent look,

which may be topped by a

Is HICKEY -FREEMAN

babushka

KILTS DEPART from the
traditional plaids to appear in
florals, canvas and a variety

HAND -CUSTOMIZING®

of colorful solids

The vest joins skirts and

shirts to form a fashion triumvirate Blouse vests, elongated
sweater -vests and sleeveless
jacket -vests take the winning

Perna -Lift's Lily of the

rt Carved°

by

Valley is more than just a
print .

score
Pants put

on a

raft of

sweaters and knit tops in
cardigans, pull-bns, shirt
shapes and long, loose belted

knee, shorts and bermuda
shorts play with the new
length of the tunic top
The longer jacket borrowed
from the canvas pantsuit plays
in the rain on wet spring after-

it's a state of being

Enjoy the gentle shaping nylon tricot
contour bra that's perfect under clingy
spring fashions. Nylon and Lycra° spandex stretch
sides give all the comfort you could need. The print is a
delightful blend of bright blue, green and white.

NEW 1968 FLORENTINE

SOLITAIRE

DIAMOND RINGS.
MODELS ILLUSTRATED FROM 1/4 CARAT TO
1 CARAT BLUE WHITE.

This is something that only YOU can decide! What it means to one
person may be entirely without meaning to another. We can talk and
talk about its supremacy, but until you are actually inside a Hickey Freeman suit --personally experience the delightful freedom of hand applied silk stitches and the cultured character tailored -into it, you just
cannot make a proper evaluation.

A32 to 36, B & C 32 to 38. $5.

We invite you to come in and try on some Hickey -Freeman suits --judge

'Matching nylon and Lycrav spandex power net long leg
pantie gives one long smooth line from waist to
thigh. Delicately shaped front panel holds

for yourself if spending a little more is worth to you what they offer

styles

Knickers hitting below the

.

-lovely and alivel

line in the mix -and -match

worth the added cost?

'From $165

so generously in return

your tummy in. S -M-1. $10.

A -$250
$350

C -.$500

'du Pont's reg. TM

D - $1,000

J. WORN SONS

noons or doubles as a quick
cover-up for swimsuits

JACKETS OR capes pair
off with pants and tops, skirts
and shirts

A cut-up com-

CLEARBROOK 6-2695

bination may play with
matching skirt, shirt, hat and
coat all neatly packed in
matching suitcase.

WE HONOR DES PLAINES
MIDWEST BAND CARDS

erving the Northwest for over 16 year,"

Leather leads in the active

life with soft and supple pants,

'

PHONE
CL 3-2668

824-6164

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
1467 ELLINWOOD ST.

12 SOUTH DUNTON AVENUE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

Open Mon. & Thursday Evenings
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will be given the chance to
play in a league with their
high school teammates this
summer.

Board of Education of
D

proved a summer baseball
le'sgue for Prospect according

.

j

to Knight coach Larry
Pohlman Elk Grove is

l&.

---

...4Y

......T.............
....................................

/c

Freshman, sophomore, and
junior boys on 1968 Prospect
High School baseball teams

4

...----"

or. 'vI ...

..........1

t r'
/
flf

4L

1i

reportedly also considering
starting the program which is
approved by the Illinois High

.

-. . .....School

Association,

.

but the

board has not yet given them

Wheeling's Nick Sllvestrl (far right) kept his half-step lead to edge Forest View's Mike
Messer (second from right) In the 60 -yard low hurdles at the Wheeling - Forest View Conant triangular Tuesday. Silvestri won in 7.4 seconds, while Messer was clocked at 7.5.
Wheeling's Tom Johann far right) was fourth in 7.7, while the Wildcats' Skip Peterson,
running out othe pictuie, was third. Wheeling took tile meet's team title, with 67 points

M.:
A:

ment, At present. there are participants. As things stand
about twenty high schools now, the boys will have to pay

BY liNDA GAMMILL
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the go-ahead.

THE PROGRAM iS to be

a forerunner of a tate-

.

entered in the leagues. These $40 to join the program,
include the Glenbrook. Niles,
THE MOUNT Prospect
and New Trier schools as well Park Dist. has offered its supas Conant, Barrington, port for the program, and this
Deerfield, Maine East, and will help defray the
But
Evanston.
Pohlman is looking for more
Eighteen games will be backers, saying that he would
scheduled during the summer like to get the cost down to
with three games played each "about $20 per boy."
week. The program . will be
The games will be played

responsibility will be to the . first -year college students.
school team.
The Prospect coach con will play, the summer games

with Legion teams in the area

members of high school teams

starting June 24. They will

The biggest problem with
Prospect's joining the league,
Pohlman says, will be the

September is eligible to join.
l'hcy may also participate in

Any boy who will be

Course
0pens Saturday

'participating in the league or

The Mount Prospect COU
tr' Club Park golf course will
open Saturday with temporary
greens, Tom Cooper, director

Pohlman at Prospect High
School, 255-9700.

Cooper said that the course

snows and winds remarkably
well."

but their first

day, but still had enough
depth to take a triangular in-

door track meet from the
Cougars and Forest View.

The Wildcats collected
first -place points in five

events, and backed that up by
adding nine seconds, earning

67 points to 42 for Conant

and 28 for the Falcons. Nick

Silvestri accounted ,for II

\Vheeling points by winning
the 60 -yard low hurdles and
taking seconds in the high
hurdles and 50 -yard dash,

triangulars, and is 0-5 in

jump.

WHEELING ALSO won
both underclass meets Tuesday, its sophomores beating

team

4111

View.

Hopkins' 57.8 quarter -mile.

-- but Wheeling again had the
depth, taking five firsts and

Kawell, Glenn Rathke. and

Dreischarf and haif-miler

Tom Vaughn.
\Mleeling'sTomJohannwon
thehighhurdles,MikeMitchell

took the high jump, and Tom

Nelson added a

pole vault

first in the four -lap relay.

The win was. Wheeling's

meets against one second-

.,

Wheeling won nine of the
13 firsts in the frosh mcci,

W -- 7.9; 2. Silvestri, W -- 7.9;

hurdles events, with a 9.Xse-

Peterson, W '8:25
50 (lash: I. Riggio, C --5.8;

much Lackey, too much

Page

.

.

taller than the Wlldkits
overall,
Evanston's brute
strength was overwhelming.

Before outling a couple of
plays that occurred during the

pins fans, including me, it was

ment on the officiating,
Being a grand -stand official
for a change, I found it a

physically for the rest of the
teams that reached the finals,

Although two of the three

teams that they devoured were

challenge to refrain from

spite of

second-guessing. In

this, and with my natural bias
for the officials, I thought that
the overall officiatine was cx-

-

cellent.

,1'1'eet

This judgment was the consensus of a multitude of other
officials I talked to about the

7['Iie 'L'oacli

PRICE

officiating. The only thing

that surpised me somewhat
was the general tendency to

let the boys "play a little."

ALTHOUGH THIS is the
recommended interpretation

for board play and related

incidental contact situations
in past years officials have

tended to keep contact to a
minimum. So much for the
officiating.
Other than

-T-

-

of
plays, the tournament was not
'marked by much controversy
or confusion. Without doubt,

','- 4'1'
-

J

'

________

a couple

the numberne play occurred
,'.

..

s-

-

during the Crane -Carbondale
quarter -final game Friday It
went this way:

Tom Waithonse, 34, is both
the coach of Arlington's 1968
Illinois gymnastics champions

and head golf coach for the
Cardinals. He holds a b.s.
degree in physical education
earned at the University of
Illinois at Chicago and Illinois

2XiY,°-9

Four -lap relay: I. Wheeling
Peterson. Oakley, Johann.
Schuler -. 1:12.0; 2. Forest

'

Cur full & roomy, yoke

-

top, large patch poc-

as
tact
history.

made. The rest

is

With no lime shosving on
the clock and the score tied.
Freeman coolly stepped to the
line and dropped in the free

Riggio. C -- 56.4

Other than this, the ril
play
thought worth ment ion in g occurred d u r i rig
I

the final game between
Evanston and Galesburg.

1.94

60 low hurdles: I. Silvestri,
-- 7.4; 2. Messer, FV --7.5;

.h etc'rson. W -- 7.6;

onn. W --7.7
ic run.

.

Lee.

0 iun.

4t

--

2. 'Vheeling

(arter.t
- .

--

I

I

II

-,

PLAY NO. 2 --During a

e son,

--

-;

4. Hammer,
-

Safibrushed
low cut booties
Ion,

polyand

24 I,,

propolene

NO. 1 --With the
score tied and four seconds
left to play, Carbondale had
the ball out of bounds in its

back court. The ball was

thrown in to Carbondale's fine
guard, Doug Woolard,

He started down court, but

coorswitlsbIok
Stnpes

-

What did we have? A

nastics coach for a year and
a gymnastics and track assistant at Wllhowbrook for two.
years before coming to An-

Player -control foul, a

ington in 1962. He's been the
Cards' head gymnastics coach
and a football assistant sincC
then, but this wIll be hIS fiESt
year directing the Arlington
golfers. His golf background
Includes working as a caddy
for golf Hall of Fame member
Chick Evans at the Edgewater
Country Club in Chicago. He

RULING --Since Freeman

,s.,d henlih at A.'iin,,lnn.

defensive foul, or a common
foul by Woolard?
established a legal guarding
position, no foul could be

charged to him, Accordingly,
it had

to

be charging by

from the shooter and gave it
to Galesburg at the side line.

..

.I

$2.63 ea.

ThtI'ollfI

,,s.o&I

Req.

&

$11.99

viobuted. the official correctly
blew the svhistle and took the
ball from the shooter.
Well, this does it for today
and for the year. It's been fun

WING CHEST

$

311

Sturdy plastic. Lightweight,

released the bali before con-

season, with a win in their onlv dual outinp,

liti'

Crystal or Tortoise
shell color, Sect,onremovable tray.
ol

A
1%

A

iop handle, easy to
.

cludesir pump,

Also charcoal, gloss

auiomatic heater,
stainless
thermostat,
steel light,

conditioner. Booklet

,

-

Limit 1

COATS&CLARK'S
RED HEART KNtTTING

AMERICAN

'WORSTED YARN

(5) i:5;)

SMOCIER

'

AND

21 LSKtlu'0

.

HORSE'S HEAD
,,JT'jf,

p,8 HITCHING POST

f°iki 10.99

'

's'0/
ONLY

Wonderful for of ghana, shawls,
stolen, sweaters and
sparitwear. Full
range of colors.

21" High

k'

(.2,)

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS

"0

______________________________

Our

-

I

MIDWEST
I
J BANK CARDS ACCE

s°Y

The Cards have one second
three firsts in four

wool, airline tubing.

Neutrolizer and

AP)AV
RilI. U

1U

Rog $3.87

easy to clean, Vinyl pad.

varsity track

10 -GALLON SET
0 Same as above plus

44

-

$2%9

team wiilCbe after its fourth
triangular meet win in five
tries this afternoon, battling
Niles North and Niles East at

1flflAflRA

"-..

Limit 1

0'

we sincerely hope we've added

It
/
r.IA

5-GMLON

Fiber tubing, charcoal,

iumboBxBx 13"Plostic

Arli:tgio:i I' tees
2 Niles Schools

X1

I

While they haitI
Complete set in,

AQUARIUIV PUIVP & FILTER

-

$

TI

(I

'-

'

4Doys Only
LimIt I
a Now Hobbyt

.

'

- pi

r

..

42

Limit
2

IkIZ

.

$EII

Print

Maine

.

over (hie'pas'i Few nionth.u, and

and

ruled that Woolard had

wonted, 4.phy.

While

't°b'4
f4ie

Fiesta -New Design

100%Virginwool

i$LOo

Carry it
snirywtata

Peg. 99c

AFGHAN CUTS

backward and three feet from
the lane, it would have been

a legal move. Since he

,

(-.'\ (O
.L ''
L_.jJ

Yellow

J

r'

.7jfI

,

1 2 Styles

Pink, Blue,

-'
Favont. Look Fe Grlit
SHIRT SHIFTS

Had he stepped directly

SI,0532i040!e ate A B C cups

PIGGY BANC( ASSMT.

.

________

ililinu
7;/nu

RULING --As soon as Battinus stepped directly behind
the Galesburg player, he corn mitted a free throw -violation
by breaking the boundaries set
up by the lane space markers.

s;i

Req. $1.84

65% Dacron® Polyester 35% Cot-

I

/lll I'

Why"

Niles East.

PERMANENTPRESS
NEVER NEEDS IRONING
FAMOUS FOREVER YOURS

.:

\

sI1kiI

blew his svhistle. took the ball

The official, who was less
than two feet from the play,

I

L4

'a'

'1i

SlOtS 6 to tO

and

slits or tIght bluE.

PADIED BRASSIERES

0crIyr. Eiost,c wa,sts.

but at this point the official

Woolard either before or after
releasing the ball.

fort with ok.

1

-

Rugged Cotton
Sonforlaedg

all around Jacket In his ward.

I

2/$5.00

.

behind the Galesburg player
in the third psace and tried

Arlington's

A
acket dtilgnod for achy, boyd
Ll twttgttt,' yet wttrd resistant and
Water repellent It wilt be lbs most

Soft shapely keit is guoran-

mate 'Bob Lackey was in the

Battinus then stepped

Ifl

MURPHY'S REG. LOW PRICE

'

,,,,,,,

'use

BABEE SEAT

his feet. Contact ensued,

..
kst\

':\\
j\ \
,\

4'

FEATHERLIGHTI FOLDS!

planted himself in front of
Woolard before Woolard left

,

CAPRIS

'

t'j7

I

$3.94

-

WoilOiS

*Thn

P

.

D eq.

,,j(

,

0 fleW

Children's -

to switch spaces with Lackey.
Lackey just waved him back,

Otl COYSI

WATER REPELLENT

Fc,shwn colors.

BONDED ACRILAN '

F°"

game of basketball, as svell.as
your enjoyment of it.
cc you next year.

a teammate. Jerome Freeman,
Crane's all -tournament guard,

ACTION TAILOBID

-

Limit 2

J

Assorted

74

$

"i_tOr

h

cond land space. After the ball
was handed to the shooter.
Bathinus noticed that team -

SS

DEMM JEANS

f'fl'
%41

of 57% or.

nylon.

free throw by Evanston, Bill
Battinus, Evanston's shooting
forward, lined up in the se -

.

Sbe54

\\

--

14.8;
'

.

'

2 Pair
Car flotterong, movewith.you it .. tretch
Car flattering, move with -you fit ... stretch
of 75% cation

c

-:

-.

-ap relay: I. Conant

l'

Sizes

3238

.

22

4.

-- -.

s,iui If- -I .
'i ey.

,

and whtte. 8-tB.

SirES 4½ to 9

to your understanding of the

teaches physical education

grounds.

.r

WA1I'R

Walthouse lettered in track,
in college, and was Glenbard
East High School's head 8Ym

.

GIRLS' Reg. $2.98 OrIon® Knit

sharing .tnyt views with you

football, and gynsnastics while

k1'1ij5¼

Iil1

Peg. $2.64

$

'

,

Classic
Button Front
Assorted Prints
on light back-

J"onlIf%,4.ju \
1k2f/7)...t
II

CAPRIS

\

--

c

4:6(2 -.
3 R oyer,

t

Noiron Acetate

large,

'

OXFORDS

440 dash: 1. DeGracia, C

throw, advancing Crane to the
semi-finals.

WOMEN'S TEENS'
WHITE TENNIS

Peterson, C-- 54"

3

t'

Spocuafly

high jump: I. Mitchell, W
-- 54"; 2. Schuler, W -3. Hammer, FV -- 5'4"; 4.

due to defensive pressure,
State U. and an m.s. in jumped
and threw a pass to
physical education from

Northern Illinois U.

/4.Ji1/
'A14!' 'V

U

Tiic. W-- 2:13.1

fourth lane space.

'-

((
'.111

,

,t7 -..3f6

84J

SALE $fl

if

--

1)

Tnrney Puiizzlers
tournament, I'd like to corn-

Evanston was too strong

Easy to make
3Arm-Hoie Dress

.6.88

widths in 45

WOMEN S and MISSES

TOS

SHHFTS
Req. $2.22

799

Colorful Printed

View -- 1:14.1; 3. Conant -1:14.2

Jones. In the eyes of 16,000-

obvious from the start that

SIMPLICITY
PAT

2:07.8; 2. Savage. W -- 2:08.8;
3. Kramer. C -- 2:10.9; 4.

1968

,a".5

SLEEVELESS COTTON

880 run: I. Vaughn. FV --

.

'

March '7 '
-

.

.11.

The story of the 1968 state
basketball tournament --too

________________________

Messer. FV -- 8.0; 4.

Grazio. C -- 6.0

Whistile Stons

BY JOHN KATZLER

SIWx84

Also available in double & triple
54 63 72 84 & 90 inch lengths

60 high hurdles: I. Johann.

2. Silvcstrj, W -- 5.8; 3,
Oakley, W -- 5.9; 4. Dc

-

.

--

43

0

place finish, The Wildcats are
3-4 in dual meets.
Forest View has placed second once and third twice in

2 State

43,'9L'4,"; 4. Stark, FV

jumps.

\Vednesdav.

/

.f".

second straight in triangular

'16 7½"; 2. Smith, FV --

4411": 3. Wellnitz, C --

.

71/1
y
,I

Stillmark, C --

4.

Shot put: I. Dreischarf, FV

--

f

Mike Soucv winning both

l7'3¼" long jump, and

.

184

finishes, in the long and high

yard dash, Rich Cousins with

and Steve Schuler to gain a

4.

IS 9½

the Wildcats' second place

in 8.7 seconds and the lows
in 8.3. The Falcons' other individual winners were Mike
Keen with a 5.9 -second 50-

first. Johann also teamed with
Skip Peterson, Stew Oakley,

I :14.3 by the four -lap relay

Kurt Kieffer.

Long won the high hurdles

a

Long jump: I. De Gracia,
C -- l9'3"; 2. Lighthall, FV
-- 18 11¼ 3. Silvestri, W --

team, Mike Hart, Gary
Kawell also earned two

Sale Dates: Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun., March 28, 29, 30, 31

--

10:54.7

Bob Keyes' (1 pole vault, and
a

CHECC THESE EALV VALUES AT MWWHY'S

10:44.5; 3. Gawlik, W -10:45.5; 4. Lescher, C --

shot pt WOn for

Spain's 2:l{).4 half -mile, Bill

them by hurdler Dave Lone

10:39.1; 2. Gresens, W

--

Wheeling. as did Tins Di

sophomore firsts -- two of

FOREST VIEW HAD two

CONENT42
FOREST VIEW 28
Two-mile run: I. Burns, C

GARY C AR DEE. L'S

while Conant trailed with 25
points. The Wildcat freshmen
rolled up 78½ points to 43'/2
for Conant and 13 for Forest

Forest View had six

0

WHEELING 67

-

1/4"

_I

in tie lows.
Varsity results:

and Keel) -. won in 4:24.6.

eight seconds.

firsts, by shot putter Spence

1

Forest Viev,s I 2.lap relay
-- Ray lluwersos. Ray
Rochelle, Mark Arrtkosvic.

Forest View, 59½-47½

L

ond run in the highs and a

Rich Miller with a 5'2

duals,

I

I

had "survived the winter

9tt@ Oiairunm IFJIeon@,.... Eknn1L
wheeling granted six first

1

District, said Tuesday.

Colt League or American

contributing to it as a

in

'sponsor should contact

sponsored summer program
climaxed by a state tourna-

(042 for ConanYand 28 for Forest View. (Photo by Bob Richardson)

place finishes to Conant Tues-

Anyone interested in

of the Mount Prospect Park

returning to Prospect next

ball.

play against varsity players
from other schools.

Colf

on non -game days.

Legion

by giving them a chance to

because they are usually made
up of high school seniors and

start at 6 p.m. as will practices

cost' to the individual

will benefit the younger

will probably not interfere

run as a summer school during a six -week period
course with tuition paid to the
school, and school insurance
and facilities being used.
The coaches will also come
from the high school,

tended that because no seniors

POHLMAN SAID that this

___

triangular meets so far this

S

STORE HOURS: Mon. thru Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

.

I

Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 pm.

e

Sunday' 11 to 5p.m.

THE DAY

'

1

...
WITH THIS HANDY BLANK ...
PLACE YOUR WANT AD

black lovable guinea

pig 6 weeks old:
CL 9-4903

-

13 -Lost and Found
FOUND: WHITE CAT
MT. PROSPECT AREA

35

Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Share

75

Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales
Aviation
Auto Leasing
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange
Boats and Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities
Business Penonols
Business Service Directory
Business Services

71

34
20
109
105
107

vicinity Busse & Golf Rds.
437-1504 evenings

Lost: set of keys in black case,
vicinity Arlington Hts. Retension

14;Personals
MOM

99

FROM THE 6 J'S

101

38
39
66
15

16
17

Card of Sympathy
9
8
Cord of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots
10
Coins - Hobbies
12
Doy Comp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment .... 44
Employment Agencies -Men .....27
Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service -Women

28
29

Equipment Rentals

57

Florists

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors

7
2

H.Ip Wonted Men
Help Wanted Men or Women :
Help Wonted Women
Home Furnishings -Furniture
Industrial Property
In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property

24
26
30
47
83

Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes

WIN A COLORADO
RANCH VACATION

50
65
13

98

Motorcycles and Scooters .... 111
55
Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools - Child Care 69
56
Office Furniture - Devices
Personals

Real Estate -Apt. Budding

14
85

Real Estate -Houses

89
86

Resort Properties For Sale

91

Real Estate -Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant

94
95
88
96
70

Real Estate -Bus. Property

Real Estate Wonted
Rooms-BoardHousekeeping
21
Situations Wanted -Men
22
Situations Wanted -Women
74
To Rent Apartments
78
To Rent Business Property
To' Rent Furnished Apartments 73
To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous

76

To Rent Resort Properties
To Rent,. Stores, Offices

79
77

Travel

81

18

102

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

92
42
82

hr. Ans.

(12 WORDS)

Sat.

Earn $344

calls to take orders.

Car nec. Mr. Howard. 774.5353

Experience preferred
will train.

105 Main St.
Mt. Prospect

-

but we

358-0174

...from Metropolitan

DRAFTSMAN

If more than 3 lines are needed for your message use a separate sheet of
paper and figure 4 words per line - 4 lines 3 days $4.08

You, your wife and all your
children -including

those

yet

to come -can now be insured
with one low-cost policy which
offers
unique
benefits -in
all, it can be worth more than

$25,000 to your family: And

a man 25 years old would pay
as little as $16.65 for this
new plan.

You owe it to yourself to know
all the possibilities. Call me
for
complete
information.

And there's no obligation

NO REFUNDS OR CHANGES IN COPY.
TO DISCONTINUE AD AND AVOID UNNECESSARY
PHONE CALLS PHONE 255-7200 TO KILL YOUR AD
LIMITED TO HOUSEWIFE ADS ONLY.

PART TIME

Ideal position for engineering
student. Flexible hours. Phone
Mr. Leach for appointment.
437-9400

RAINSOFT WATER

Let us help make your DAY!

at
VA 7-4448 Office, Home
CL 3-8052

8 AM to 4:30 PM

experience

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

Mutual

Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten-

Continental

Recently this T.V. set was offered

WOOD

We Don't
BUY OR SELL CARS

We Specialize in QUALITY. BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR
TOWING SERVICE.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

Carpentry -Remodeling

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359-1906

happy new owner.
Happy, indeed, to have found in the

Want Ads the very size TV set she needed
to fit in this particular spot. Want Ads

have a happy way of solving many problems, both for buyer and seller.

Let a Want Ad provide a happy solution
for you. Dial 255-7200 or 255-4400

place a low cost Want Ad which
will' find a buyer for the item you no
to

longer need. It's easy and it works.

358.9038

Coll "the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
job too small. 766-8034

Carpet Cleaning
Winter Special $17.95 cleans

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas
$9.95 & up. 894-5722

Estab. 45 Years
Free Estimates

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall -to -Wall,
new or used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

_.255:3642

ALL PHONES

Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL3-4182
CL 5.4833

11401

Ad- Wititm

Cement Work by Vito Pelagio
Driveways,
Stairs,
Garages,
Patios. Free estimates.

Meyers
Brick 8 Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Dressmaking -Sewing
Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
Near
order. Alterations.
to

255.0348
Randhurst.
Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, fur coots; repair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255.8161

Floor Maintenance

Murals

Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.
CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL

Arlington Hts.
255-4E162
Limited spring openings.

flowering

shrubs, silver maple & spruce.
Misc. CL 5-4755

MARKET DAY - 255-7200

CL 9-0495
Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
.
529-7774

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

YOUR SKILLS ARE NEEDED NOW

DRAFTSMEN

Write:

Arlington Hts., Ill.
250005

MODEL MAKERS

SERVICE MEN

We are expanding our Research & Development Center in the

WANTED!!
necessary.
experience
starting
salary.
Free uniforms - hospitalization,
No

Excellent

area of Mechanical Instrumentation and Flow Control. Two
positions are open now in each Drafting and Model Making.

The drafting positions require a minimum of 2 years board
experience in mechanical instruments, flow control components,

or similar experience. The model shop positions require tool

CALL MR. FISCHER

255-6010

maker or tool room machinist experience.
The Research & Development Center now being formulated

420 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

will be hiring in these areas for the next 18 months. Interview
now for a position on the ground floor to insure best opportunity.

FL 8-5359

Part Time

SAVE YOUR EYESI

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Repaired.- Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen
Arl. Hts.
Cl 5-5692

EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS

HELP
To assist in our Garden Shop.
With or without experience.

MODERN AIR CONDITIONED PLANT

Call Mr. Ellison.

HOSPITAL -INSURANCE PROGRAMS

392-0190

Sewer Service

PAID HOLIDAYS AND VACATIONS

TOP WAGES

TOPPS

OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT

2995 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows

All types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service

$3.95 & $5.95.359-3593

Tile

SEEGERS

FULL TIME

837-2345

DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

Salesmen
We now have openings

INSTRUMENT
in

management
training
program for aggressive young
our

salesmen.
Rapid advancement, paid vacations, hos-

COMPANY

pitalization.

Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
Ad. Hts.

830 W. N.W. Hwy.

259-9440

Wheeling
537-2180

Company.

Sewing Machine Repair

Decorating in the Finist
Scandinavian Tradition.

250 N. 12th St.

Reasonable Rotes

Painting -Decorating

Lauritz Jensen

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

tunity. No traveling. National

SEWER TROUBLES?

Nursery -Trees

3 Generations

PROSPECT DAY - 255-4400

if you qualify for our sales
training program. Salary increase opportunitites in 6
months, management oppor-

TV SERVICE & REPAIR
CALL ED

Nursery Schools

HONEYSUCKLES,

Per Month to Start

-

358-9710

Ecklund Floor Service

Averoge rm. sanded, sealed &
finished. $19.95
766-4687

ARLINGTON DAY - 255-7200

Fast clean
service.
Small
jobs a specialty. Free estimates
255.3823

No experience necessary

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

etc.

Radio -TV Repair

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS
FLOORS

WALKS

392.6817

Plastering

Moving
LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

$600- $800

Pianos - Organs
Ned Williams

overtime
insurance
automatic raises

MAI AP 7" I AI METALS

CRAVENS CO.

Box 1146
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wonted

2 weeks paid vacation
o paid holidays
paid sick leaves

and

maintenance

BARRETT-

827-8181

Joe Edwards
255-7200

spraying work. Rototiller rental.
Snow Plowing. 437-4870

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

CARDINAL TOOL
& MFG. CO.

FASHIONS SHOWS
WEDDINGS
PUBLIC RELATIONS

LAWN MAINTENANCE and general landscaping, power raking,
rototilling, trimming &

layoffs due to weather.

repair of production and building equipment. Liberal benefits including profit sharing.

Age and hourly rate open
Benefits

Photography

CL 5-8239 CL 3.5050

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under $45.
529-2840

827-1284

CALL

Free Estimates. Ed Sowinski
Cl. 5-3991

Violin Lessons - Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.

Beautify your home for Easter.

PATIOS

Decorating & Remodeling.

Instructions

Save 50%

438-8387

NEW WAY PAINTING

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No

253-2048

stallation,

Shipping & Delivery

workmanship.
.381-4651

Help with income tax
in your home
CL 5-0313
Vinco Beisder

MEN

Day shift openings offering
varied assignments in the in-

Top quality materials & careful

Income Tax

766-1943

"K" KONCRETE CO.

To Start Your
Low -Cost Want Ad
Working Today

&

Moving

WINTER PRICES

for

Between 8 a.m. & 5 p.m.

care of home maintenance?
* Painting: Interior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
* New Method Carpet Cleaning
* Floor Care for Home,& Office

Furniture Refinishing

III.

JOBS

BUS BOYS

Electrical -Mechanical

'2665 Mannheim, Des Plaines

24 HOUR SERVICE

Wheeling,

an equal opportunity employer

MAINTENANCE

PHONE 798-2210

Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone call takes

243-4804

Masonry

Catering

union. Rate $3.50 per hour.

Wall Papering.

Landscaping

Carpet Installation

777 Wheeling Rd.

DISHWASHER

CALL
license.

E
chauffeur's
Local deliveries in north and
northwestern suburbs. Non-

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118

Guaranteed Satisfaction

Wayne's Furniture Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns
scratches removed, FL 8-4543,

or visit us at

COOKS

in

Carpet Shampooing

Concrete Work

16/1 a

in a prestige position offering
an above average income call

For Private Club

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

TERRAZZO
WALL WASHING

J. J. 0' Bnen Constr.
Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5.5056

CALL 537-1100

sell, and think. If interested

392-1830

painting.
All work guaranteed.
Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

CONCRETE

TILE

A COMPANY WITH A FUTURE

To

must hove the ability to work,

CALL
MT. PROSPECT NEWS AGENCY

Class

Painting -Decorating

Experts in
Floor Maintenance

Auto Repair

Free major medical & life ins.
9 paid holidays

succeed in this business you

These positions offer a variety

DRIVER

$20 Points Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior

ON MEN'S WEAR
Relining, ' Pleats
Remodeling,

necessary.

$2.67 to start

15c PER HOUR SHIFT PREMIUM

Arlington Height

Floor Maintenance

Alterations

$2.53 to start

PolAter Truck Operator

4:15 PM to 12:45 AM

No Sundays or Monday

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Mature young woman who can
takp over, seeks good position
w/ top salary.Exp'dininventory,

a

Floor Men

4:15 PM to 12:45 AM

second to none. No previous

3 PM to 1 1 PM

6 PM to 2:30 AM
8 PM to 4:30 AM

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200

CL 9-0849

it has

SUPPLY CO.

over 300% in 3 years and have
reputation
professional
a

shifts;

Decorators CL 9-0495

ed.

Today

COOPER AVIATION

Opportunity to join the most
progressive recruiting firm in.
the suburbs. We have grown

To work Monday thru Friday,
12:00 to 4:30 P.M. Saturday,

Lau r i tz Jensen

Co Metropolitan

for sale in a "Day" Want Ad...'

Assistant Foil Roller
$2.83 to start
4 PM to 12 PM

but none required, we will
train. Good starting salary
and benefits. Contact Mr.
Ronald Brandt.

PRODUCTION

10:00 to 2:30 P.M.

Hts., III. 60005

7:45 AM to 4:15 PM

Counselor

MEN WANTED

at

tions, 217 S. Arl. Hts. Rd., An.

Press Attendant
$2.67 to start

Shipping &
Receiving

BERKEY PHOTO

0.3.-4182

CL 5.4833

Call

Top girl wishes 1 -girl office.

255-7200

WE WILL TRAIN ON THE FOLLOWING

Bud Cairns 392-5151.

Catering

ss.r0d., bkpg., payroll & purchasind. Write Box 1145, Day Publica-

Immediate Openings

State & Rand Rds.

220 GRACELAND DES PLAINES

22 -Situations Wanted Women

HEIGHTS

PRODUCTS INC.

John Henricks, Inc.

GENERAL
Openings now exist on these

vices offered by reputable business people in your community. Call one NOW!

Life

ARLINGTON

Ei<C0

necessary.
around to
hay. Profit

Recruiting

Now York, N.Y.

CALL

Full

Elk Grove Village

of duties, and complete job
training is provided.

Consult this daily guide of reliable ser-

...

Des Plaines, III.

2149 E. Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village
439.2050

CONDITIONING CO.

BUSINESS
Service Directory

Goers

Dick

experience
time year
load and haul
shoring plan.
No

1950 Estes Ave.

except to those you love.

Call

Contact MR. REYNOLDS -827-1186

STRAIGHT

experience would be helpful

NEW!

FAMILY PLAN
Even covers children
who are only a
gleam in your eye!

Qualified men will immediately handle a sizeable amount of
renewal business, and constant growth guarantees future
earnings. Prefer experienced salespeople - car necessary.

TRUCK DRIVER

Draft has opened a position in
our growing aviation concern
for a bright young man. Some

P7aPdtel,e111.

ANNIVERSARY

High earnings selling memberships, auto insurance and financing. Guaranteed $600 per month salary with 1st year earnings averaging between $10,000 and $12,000.

253.0185

H INES LUMBER CO.

THE

Our relocation to new modern office requires additional salesmen to handle Increase of business.

1789 Oakton Street

Arlington Hts.

IN-STORE
SALESMAN

Life

NORTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY
253-7150
5 W. Campbell

.

24 -Help Wanted Men
Part Time &

THE GIFT BOX

5

32

BOY WANTED
To deliver Brandenberry Apartments. A.M. or P.M. Good pay.
Apply at,

In The Air & spring

Is

COME IN & REGISTER AT

23

90

days. Call 539.1240

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

the time for song. Carter's
School of Music is now offering
vocal lessons for anyone desiring to sing. Join the fun & frolic
and learn to capture the heart
of the special person in your lifethru theart of song. We offer instrumental lessons as well, and
also have a stock of fine musical instruments available. For
further info contact Mr. Carter,
27 W. Prospect, Mt. Prospect, or

3 LINES 3 DAYS $3's

15 -Business Personals

36

_

CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB - AAA_

BOYS - 12 to 16

call CL 3-5592,

you have extra furniture. Classified Ads sell it fast.

1

Food and Delicacies

To work after school and Satur

Is

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
60005

BE SURE to dial 255-7200 when

All subjects and languages
taught in your home.

Spring

217 S. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

103

Full Time. Experienced
255-3642

528-7665

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.

Basin. 259-2590.

106

64

'

TUTORING

-

MAIL THIS BLANK
WITH YOUR CHECK OR CASH
TO CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT

439-1184

LOST: Sunday, Albino parakeet,
Air Conditioning

-

CARPET INSTALLER

3 -Cemeteries & Lots
FREE:

1 24 -Help Wanted -Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted men

23 -Instruction

Wednesday, March 27, 1968

A GROWING COMPANY
KINNEY SHOES
,CL 3-9392
Mr. Berens
Rcindhur.st Center

515 W. MAIN ST., Barringto.n, Illinois
381-2314
Arr Equal Opportunity Employer

24 -Help Wanted Men

-

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

MACHINE

Project

DRAFTSMAN

Engineers

JANITOR

Is needed at central suburban
location
HOURS 12:30 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.

married

Young

APPLY AT

man,

MECHANICAL

draft exempt. At least

VARO OPTICAL

1

year's experience in

machine drafting and
parts detailing. 371/2
hour week. Profit sharing
and other benefits.

215E Prospect Ave.
259.8100
Mt Prospect

We are interested in en-

CALL
MR. REISENER

272-6060

VARO,INC

gineers with a B. S. M. E.

or equivalent in engineering experience at the
project 'level. Respon-

sibility from original design layout thru prototype testing will allow
for diversified work in

BRIJNING'

Northbrook, Ill.

Division of Addressograph

Multigraph Corporation

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1900

Janitor

An equal opportunity employer

in new Elk Grove plant.

'1

COST

Want To Make Money
in the Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee
$700 & Free School

ANALYST
MANUFACTURING
Successful applicant will have
a BS degree in accounting or
business
administration or
equivalent experience. Appli-

train you

in all the. In and
Brokerage Manage.
ment, You will be sent to

outs of

Manager In a dynamic, growing organization.

2501 E. Euclid

827-1220, between 9 AM & 5 PM
For Appointment

Arlington Heights

BRUNING'

Ccill 253-6600

PARKER
Mount Prospect

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1910

in the Loop We're.at
427-2882
202 S. State St

An Equal Opportunity Employer

You will start by doing designs
of
electro - mechanical
mechanisms. You will work

.,,..

Computer Operator

253-6600

Great opportunity for "take

charge" man. Right man will
advance to supervisor quick-

IMMEDIATELY

Div, of Addressograph
Multigraph Corp.

117 S. Emerson

who is tired of doing routine
drawings and would like the
challenge of something new.

with Engineering staff on all
phases of R & D. From there
it, up to you. Call for details.

360

To Start Work

vious exp. required - NO FEE.

117 S. Emerson

Mount Prospect

JMH Services, Inc.

GENERAL FACTORY
Good starting pay, company benefits Including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit sharing.

In the Loop we're at
202 S. State St.
427-8442

259-8085

DAY WANT ADS

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

GET RESULTS

,

2641elp Wanted Men or

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

26 -Help Wanted Men or

Women

Wheeling, III.

1150 S. Willis Ave.

PARKER

ly. Top salary.

2nd SHIFT
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Women

.

NEEDS

ERN(MARKING

he ha Ocrafiers
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Setters

for your future

Custom Machine

TECHNICAL WRITERS

Assemblers

An interesting and unique telephone sales car-

eer awaits two people who are interested in

Illinois.

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

Bench Assemblers
Order Pickers

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan

Custodians

Profit Sharing

The Hallicrofters Co., d tackler in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,
engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

Contact Personnel Dept.
Weekdays 8:30AM to 5 PM

Call Paul ' 'The Egg Man"

We seek people with pleasant telephone voice
and a unique desire to converse with business

TODAY -TO RESERVE YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

men.

'
....

Our employees enjoy a liberal
benefit program including
profit sharing, free life insurance, group health insurance, a credit union and regular wage reviews.

Call for Appointment

MEN and WOMEN

WAREHOUSE WORK

WORLD CARPETS
.

Niles, Illinois

26 -Help Wanted Men or

APPLY

.

.

FULL TIME ONLY - NIGHTS ONLY

26 -Help Wanted Men or

Women

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

Women

AT

439-8500

-

HOURS: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.

Gdocl working conditions - Good starting
salary - Liberal company benefits.

America's Largest Carry -out Restaurant Chain.

"A Good Place To Work"

Is opening it's new Des Plaines unit at Oekton & Lee in mid April

WEBER MARKING

hancraners

SYSTEMS, INC.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation
711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

.

647-0011

McDONALD'S

259-9600

Phone: 433-3256 (Anytime)

,4'.41-'
..,

PLAN AN EARLY INTERVIEW

Layout Draftsman

cACEILENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

13 states.

tion.

JOBS OFFER:

DRAFTSMEN
(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)

TO EARN THEIR OWN SPENDING MONEY ... taking orders
and delivering "FARM FRESH EGGS" in the Immediate
vicinity of your home only one afternoon a week after school
or on Saturday.

Excellent starting salary during training. Merit
increases, paid vacation, holidays, hospitaliza-

Inspector

't -

Here is a NEW OPPORTUNITY for your ambitious boys and girls

working with our clients. This is not a solicitation
service. Our office serves over 2700 accounts in

These men will carry out maintenance
duties in both plant and office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,

BOYS & GIRLS

.*:1
7 '

T

5--'"'''V:''
r,

This is for your ambitious

.

DAYS and NIGHTS

Custom Machine

BILL of MATERIAL WRITERS

MOM!

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

Custom Machine

The Ideal Company

1

Ideally you are the kind of man

A,

iii

MEN WANTED

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

T

MEMORY GARDENS

CALL - MR. SCHENK

-

$850 TO $1,000

1

MOTOROLA

439-7600.

DESIGN.

not necessary. Apply now.

meals and uniforms free. Opportunity to advance to

sonal development..

you are on your way to a VERY

THAT WANTS

Pleasant work, good income,
benefits, we train. Experience

school graduate or some college with supervisory experience (but not necessarily in restaurant business). Good

years experience in cost analysis involving product planning, forecasting and budgeting. Attractive starting with
excellent opportunity for per-

penses. You will learn WHAT
STOCKS TO BUY, WHEN TO
SELL. How to take a position
in a stock exchange. Take advantage of this training. And

DRAFTSMAN

FULLTIME

Needs an aggressive Assistant Manager for' Its new Dos
opening soot. Should be over .25, high
Plaines unit

cant should have 3 or more

school at full salary and ex-

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

salary, paid vocation, medical and life insurance plan,

One In a thousand lobs. Our

client, one of America's LAIC,-`
EST
BROKERAGE firms, will

Page 11
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MANAGER - ASSISTANT
M cDona Id's, America's Largest Carryout
Restaurant Chain

call
for appointment

THE HAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

SUCCESSFUL CAREER. No pre-

DEUBLIN COMPANY

An equal opportunity employer

24 -Help Wanted Man

MOTOROLA

SEE MR. SCHMITT

WE HAVE 60 FULL & PART TIME
OPENINGS FOR MEN -WOMEN

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

MEN -FULL TIME

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

DAYS 8 A.M.-4 P.M.

An equal opportunity employer

Paid Vacations

Des Plaines, III.

414 E. Golf Road

NITES 4 P.M.-MIDNITE

Medical & Life Insurance Plan

_

MEN -PART TIME DAYS 11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
8 P.M. - MIDNITE
PART TIME NITES

MEN & WOMEN

WOMEN - PART TIME MON-FRIDAY
'

ELECTRONICS

MACHINIST

Join the team at McDonald's newest unit. We need neat,
dependable people who are willing to work. Age no barrier.
Excellent salaries, meals free. For a satisfying and exciting

STOP!!

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

CALL MR. SCHENK, MON-FRI. 1 PM -5 PM ONLY
827-1220

Are you an

ELECTRONIC

MOTOROLA

TECHNICIAN?

$520-$725?

Schaumburg

PROMOTABLE?

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

SECURITY?

PRODUCTION AND OFFICE

Are You

Willis

Wheeling,

If the answer is

Plants:

SECRETARIES
(One Position Available in Park Ridge,
Four Positions Available In Elk Grove Village)

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

CLERK TYPISTS

*Assemblers

"YES"

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

*Wirers and Solderers

Then we need

An equal opportunity employer.

And Women In Our New Air Conditioned

in

Do you want

Ill.

The Following Positions Are Now Available For Men

At

Are you earning

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

NEEDS YOU!

Is On The Move

CITY OR SUBURBS

()hone LE 7-2510

LEADER IN HI-FI MUSIC

DES PLAINES

McDONALD'S

Work in

S.

AMPEX 015

..r

position with a dynamic organization.

'

1150

3 to 5 hours between 10:30 A.M. & 3:30 P.M.

Packers

YOU!

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

*Stock Handlers

MAINTENANCE
Outstanding opportunity for applicants with experience in any

Any technical school, military training or communi-

of the following.

in our Chicago and suburban plants.

cation experience qualifies you for these critical
openings. We are the fastest growing electronic
company and have critical need for technicians

ELECTRICAL

We offer:

INSURANCE
GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS
PROFIT SHARING
RAPID PROMOTIONS

STATIONARY ENGINEERING

MACHINE REPAIR

'Automatic Increases
!Low Cost Hospitalization
*Excellent Working Conditions
*Good Vacation Plan
'Profit Sharing

RAPID

LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDING

OVERTIME
PAID SICK LEAVE
AUTOMATIC INCREASES

Don't delay! Call me today!

PAID HOLIDAYS
2 WEEKS PAID VACATION

MEDICAL & LIFE INSURANCE
COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

Al AP Vrif Af METAL;

CALL

DICK SULLIVAN
SUNDAY 12-5
DAILY 9 TO 6

APPLY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
AT
'

SUBURBS MAY CALL COLLECT

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

250 N. 12th St.
OFF DUNDEE RD.

.

939-7385
Wheeling
537-2180

*Cafeteria Attendant
*Secretaries and Typists
*Good Starting Pay

PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

An Equal Opportunity Employer

'

ASSEMBLERS

*Communications Technicians

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

GOOD STARTING SALARY

WELDING

Inspectors.

MO ROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Roads 'Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS
4:30 P.M. TO 1:00 A.M.
AMPEX EMPLOYEES ENJOY THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

7:45 AM. TO 4:15 P.M.

Profit Sharing bonuses
e

starting
AutomaticGood

Increases

Two weeks vacation 1st year
Company paid insurance
Tuition old
Early seniority in new plants
Promotional opportunities
Air-conditioned new plants, parking lot, and cafeteria
Discounts on company products
PHONE VISIT OR WRITE
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

AMPEX
Elk Grove Village, IlL
Phone: 956-0900
An Equal Opportunity Employer

2201 Lunt Avenue

-

rx

A4-kft:',

THE DAY
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27 -Employment Agencies Mon

Women

READ THIS

YOUNG MAN

Bright, articulate and

Age 18 25

Now plant

in

OPENINGS

We offer a total service to
industry that is predicated on
"Quality". Our company employs no conmen, pitch artists
or slick operators. Our offices

Name Your Own Hours
Salary plus Commission
Kinney Shoes
CL 3-9392
Mr. Berens

FREIGHT
Air freight operations men
needed - night Work. Must type must have own transportation.
Experience preferred.

Randhurst Center

Des Plaines Location

LAB TECHS

AEI

Full Time and part time weekend hours. Day Shift, Excellent
salary for qualified
Pro -rated

persons.

holiday, and vaca-

tion benefits.
PLEASE APPLY

Janitors

-

not
hole -in -the -walls,
supermarkets or cold

are

AIR

Night

Holy Family

Full or Part Time

100 N. River Road
Des Plaines
299-2281

company benefits
including
liberal discount privileges

27 -Employment Agencies Men

APPLY

CARSON PIRIE

earning and training for your
career with our company. This
is not a blind ad
or misstatement of what PARAMOUNT is. If hired you will
receive a generous base plus
commission. To start with the
emphasize on "Growth".

Call
RALPH McGUIRE at

Any

operations

experience

will qualify. s
Any operations experience
will qualify. Ask Dick Mele at
HALLMARK, 827-7706. 380 E.

Required)
$10,000 TO

$11,000 YR.
Challenging position in a brand

new plant You will start as a
manufacturing engineer. Ideally you have some background
asin
electro mechanical
sembly, time study, stop watch
or work factor experience. You
will contribute to capital asset
investigation You can move
up to project leader on new engineering project and cost reduction studies For confidential summary of our client,
call No fee

253-6600

PARKER

experience nec.

Call 253-6600

PARKER

Comp. 360/30 Opr
Run Mail Room
Learn Purchasing

$2.75
$465 up
to $475
to $550
to $175
to $125

Constr. Supt. .... $10 $15,000
Showroom Sales Trn . $525
Outside Sales Car & $750&%
Learn Printing

$90 up
Accounting - no degree . $160
Artist --degree .
.
to $850
Degree Acctg
to $1,000
Supv. Repair Dept
$150
Inventory & Prod. . .. to $800
Warehouse Trainee ... to $500
Receiving Clerk
$465
Working Labor Boss .
$150
Machine Scheduler . 5600-5700

.

Standard Cost Man .. to $700
Extruder Trainee .

$2.50 up

business

TRAIN YOU $450
No °Kai No nitesl No Sots! This

like working with people & have
a real desire to learn! Free IVY.
7215 W. Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942
N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

fitting operations on all kinds
of metal parts and machines.
Also layout work from sketches and written specifications.
Highly diversified work in-

volving very close tolerances. 5
to 10 years experience or

formal train desirable.

Good Starting Pay
and Many Benefits

ELECTRO-MECH.
ELECTRICAL

Get in

DETAIL

on the ground

floor to strengthen your
career with many challenging assignments in
our
Mount
Prospect
Office. Only those interested in permanent
employment need apply.

CALL
KEN BERGER

Secretary (V.P.)
Secretary
Bookkeeper

-

Mgmt. Trainees
$6-$7,000
Golf Course Handy .. 580-5100
Printing Jogger . . . 580-590
Plant Custodian
$120,
Process Trainee - . 5140.5150

ENGINEERING
800 W. Central Road
Mount Prospect
An Equal
Opportunity Employer

preferred but not'
essential. Wednesday and Saturday off. Randhurst.

$440
$375
$650
$550
$475
$375
$475
$370

General Office

Figure Clerk
Keypunch
Typist
YOUR
LYNN
CAREER SPECIALISTS

Administrative - Tech - Sales - Start out on the right foot. Visit
our Career Planning Center for expert guidance and counselling pertinent to securing a growth position in any field. Every
position guaranteed: no contractual obligation. All consulting
fees Employer paid.

of clerical responsibilcorrespon-

will

have

to $25,000

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS .... to $22,000

401 E. Prospect
Mt. Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

$82.50

3 -Girl Office-SB
$B5
1 -Girl Office
$95 up
Lite Adder & Calc.
$80 up
Research Secy. .... $100-$110
2 pos. Plug Board
$380 up
Retail Inventory
5100-5140
Export Clerk
5110-$120
Exp. Payroll
$100
Pasteup Artist
$90 up
Reservations-Recept.
$375

Club Reception
Standard Cost Wk.

$425
5650

School Reception
$80 up
Keypunchers
$90-5110
Construction Office 580-590
Inside Sales
5100-5125
O'Hare Office
$400 up
Athletic Office
$5,000

needed

in

credit

department for girl strong on
steno, transcribing, and general office skills. Perfect spot
for girl who likes shorthand.

Apply Personnel Dept.

Holy Family

Call Mrs. Golz
439-1805

Hospital

GENERAL

clerk typist positions' also
open for girls with good typing
and general office skills.
4

Excellent starting salary and
the finest benefit program
in the Northwest Suburban

area.

.

100 N. River Road
Des Plaines
299-2281

2201 Touhy
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer

OFFICE

TEMPORARY

PERSONNEL

Office Workers

KEYPUNCH
TYPISTS -STENOS
SECRETARIES

ENJOY

KEY PUNCH OPRS.

YOUR

CLERKS

OPERATORS
STARTING SALARY
RANGE $390 to

JOB!

DICTAPHONE
TEMPORARY HELP - offers .a

variety of opportunities with
local suburban firms. Work
days, weeks or months.

$450 Mo.

Work in your area in a variety
of interesting offices for a full
day, a week, or months, as a
skilled temporary office work-

Begin 5:00 p.m. to 1:00
a.m. shift and progress
to 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
shift with seniority, if

every assignment.

you desire.

er. Earn the finest rates for

STOP IN OR CALL

Permanent full-

BILL BOX

time positions

255-7330

Monday -Friday

Starting salary from
$390 to $450 per month

Lifesavers, Inc.

ntemporary

h0113

01.1.04/ACMGD4...
Randhurst Center 392.1920
Prof. Level
Room 63

Mt. Prospect

3 S. Prospect Ave. 823.2175
'
Pork Ridge

24 Hr. Ans. Serv. 332-5210

based on experience.
There is also a shift
differential of $31.20

paid those working on
the night shift.
Salaries are reviewed

cn a merit basis every
6 months.

You'll have an opportun-

ity to work on a wide

range of equipment and
receive training that

WOMEN WANTED

345 Scott St.
Elk Grove Village

FIRST SHIFT

437-0800
Ask for Larry Weeks

Many company benefits including profit sharing.

will help you progress
and advance. In addition to the excitement of

working for the leader
one of America's
most dynamic, growing
in

ership. Fringe benefits.

Call

Interviewer
Our well established Mt. Prospect employment office has an
exciting job open. Due to expansion into our fourth office

industries,

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

'TOWER PACKAGING INC.
1150 S. Willis

benefits you'll enjoy.

Free air travel privileges for you
your family.

Wheeling

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

cation

life insurance
group accident
hospitalization
in-

0 Free
and

surance.

people, is sales minded, loves

CALL MR. LESTER

0 Liberal

paid

sick

leave.

earnings, 100% phone public

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR MORE?

0 Eight paid holidays a

We area 20 year old firm with
great co-workers in a most

More than just the routine of .a - Ito hum office. Consider a

Stock purchase plan

contact and public relations.

pleasant office. We are at 1720
Algonquin (Route 62 at Dempster & Busse) or call 437.5090

570 E. Higgins
Elk Grove Village

and

Two weeks' pa id va-

LE 7-2510

we need the gal who likes

a challenge, and works well
on her own. Unusually high

are

here

a few of the company

for further information or an
appointment.

THE FORD EMPLOYMENT

responsible job with General Time.

We are seeking a high school graduate with. typing ability
to keep and maintain office supply records. Duties also involve typing tickets and package slips for our Shipping

Please apply in person:

and life insurance, and 8 paid holidays.

Come in or call for appointment.

PRODUCTS INC.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
JANITRESS
1st shift (6 AM -2:30 PM)
$2.281/2 to start

FREE MEDICAL & LIFE INS. - 9 PAID HOLIDAYS

CALL 537-1100

GENERAL TIME
Progress in the World of Time

United Air Line
Executive Offices
1200 Algonquin -rd.
1/2 Mile West of Route 83
Elk Grove Village
Township
9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.,
Monday thru Friday
Naas

UNITED AIR LINES
599 S. Wheeling Road

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Wheeling, -Illinois
32 -Miscellaneous

8:30 AM to 5 PM

Merchandise

537-8550

OR VISIT US AT

777 Wheeling Rd.

and credit union.
0 Pleasant suburban location.

and Receiving Department.

Excellent starting salary, paid vacation, free hospitalization

EKCO

year.

.

Wheeling, Ill.

an equal opportunity employer

METHODE

MFG. CORP.

An equal opportunity employer

Me ha/Pc-rafters ca,
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

18" Portable TV with stand. $30
259-4267 or
824-4225
Gas range Detroit Jewel $20.
Must see to appreciate.
CL 3-3031 after 5.

Savage over and under gun,
410

&
22, good condition,
reasonable. Call aft. 7- 253-6639.

SEARS CLASSIC ELECTRIC

Firm

$100
$450
$110
$95.51 12

Office
Rand Rd. Office
$475 up
Space Age Metals
$433
Customer Service
$95 up
Sales Office
$105
Ind. Relations
$125.5140
International Firm
$100
"Plenty More"
3 -Girl

WOMEN
The opening of our new plant addition has creat-

ed additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the
following
ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

MACHINE OPERATORS
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
(Some part time -positions available)
We have just opened o large modern addition to our plant

$10,000 - $20,000

which is complete with lunch room, large clean locker rooms,

excellent lighting, and a central heating and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary in the assembling of

to $16,500

our electronic component products. Advance with a growing
electronic company.

Any programming experience qualifies.

207 N. N. Evergreen Arl. Hts

WE OFFER

DIAL 392-6100

Bonus & incentive jobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits

1(OTHER OFFICES)

11 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

starting salary and benefits.

Overhead Door Co.

tunity in area GM deal-

Old Orchard Office
$100
2 Years Accounting
$425
Reception and Dicta.
5450
Beautician
% plus 5100

Import

MULLINS & ASSOC.

Starting
Salary
Pleasant Modern Office.
Excellent

FULL TIME

NCR electronic accountmachine operator
and accounts receivable
clerk. Excellent oppor-

Push Button Recept.
$85 up
Purchase Dept. Trainee $425
No SH-Secretary
$425
Mail Girl and SB
$330 up

gears and cams.

392-2525

date new hospital. Good

ing

Flexible Daytime hours.
Typing - some dictation.

Zfuee.u.

POSITIONS
Secretory

(Some part time)

Permanent work In modern up

An Equal Opportunity Employer

YOUNG LADY

SECRETARY

Openings in schematics, sheet metal, plastics, packaging,

PROGRAMMERS

Day Shift Only'

general

Frieden Computyper.

800 W. Central

Girls Choose Their
Job From

Randhurst Office
Higgins Rd. Office

SYSTEMS & PROCEDURES ... to $18,500

with

299-3222

EKCO

PART TIME

DESIGNERS & DRAFTSMEN .. to $15,000

or Army, Air Force, Navy or service schools ideal.

typist

Personnel.

With or Without Shorthand
Regional Manager.. 5400-5430
Figures and Taxes
$450 up

to $9,600

FULL TIME.

office background to learn order processing and billing on

55 E. Rand Rd. Des Plaines

PARTICULAR

Openings for electronics, mechanical and industrial engineers
in the electronic industry.

Any electronics experience or training and trade schools

RED BALLOON
COFFEE HOUSE

Contact Mr. Guzzardo,
LE 7-1100, for, details and interview.

Office Women and

SECRETARIES

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

Opportunity

APPLY

MR. JUSKIE
CL 3-2101)

Openings in sheet metal, plastics, packaging, controls, appli-

PRODUCTION ENGINEERS ... to $18,000

'ExPorienCed or Inexperienced

BOOKKEEPER

Lynn
Davis

Lite C'erical and Type .... $90
Lab- lyr. Chem.
$485

Openings for juniors through chief engineers Military & commercial electronics.

2

fits.

100% FREE

2590 E. Devon (at. River Rd.)

Full Time

Choose your own hours.
Uniforms and meals provided.
Insurance programs.

on equal opportunity employer

Posting Trainee

ARE E R O'HARE

OFFICE

Day and Evening

ience, dependable work record,
and exhibit a great deal of desire. Good starting salary, pleasant working conditions, and a
complete range of fringe bene-

439-9300

Call 299-7131

WAITRESSES

PRODUCTS, INC.

BEGINNERS

$450 to $700

COMPANY
1825 Miner Street
Des Plaines

777 Wheeling Rd. Wheeling, III.

NW Chicago: 282.6170

TRAINEES and

GENERAL BOX

years of general office exper-

DAVIS

SEE

Arlington Heights

Niles: 825-7177

824-4181

ment. Interesting variety of dut-

These positions are open NOW!

OPEN DAILY TILL 7 PM & SAT.
BY APPOINTMENT

ACCOUNTANTS

Experienced

ities in our engineering depart-

typing

Meyers,

KEYPUNCH

Immediate opportunity for responsible young women to take

Ideal candidate

Receptionist

General accounting, cost accounting, mfg. accounting.

41.

DENTAL ASSISTANT

include

parties, no canvassing.
Call t 1. 5-8045 after 4 p.m.

.

'GENERAL CLERK,

DIAL 392-6100

Openings in EDP and EAM systems and operation research.

253-2800

2720 Des Plain es Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

12

ings, answering telephones, and
running the blueprint machine.

ances, gears, cams, etc.

LAYOUT

to

Experience

charge

earn $3 to $5 an hour? No

cdiiociate4,

NEED MONEY?

dence and forms, filing trac-

Screw Mach. Boss $11-512,000
Plastic Supv. . .
$150-$175
Skilled Mach. Shops
to $4

AAA FIRM HIRING IN OUR OFFICE

t)T 'N

go. 437-4207 after 5 P.M.

ies

Current Listings:

An equal opportunity employer

MECHANICAL

to care for 2 children, stay or

Alen - &en

Call Mr. Bastian

Credit Correspondent to $600
Purchase Mach. Shop $8,500
Plant Manager , - $11-$12,000
Degree Engrs. . . . to $18,000
Elec. Technicians . . $600 up

PERSONNEL INC.
VARO INC

CALL 827-8107

----Working mother needs someone

Part time openings, 9
hours a week. Top S.
CALL 358-3074

NEEDED
May I show you how you may

Laundry Workers

Career

DAY WANT ADS
30 -Help Wanted Women

Engineering
Department

VARO OPTICAL
215E Prospect Ave.
259 8100
Mt Prospect

lunch.

Companies Have

Exp.
Expediter 57,00-57.500
Pers.-Prod. Cont. to $8,500
Elec. & Mech. Supv
$8,500
Mach. Tool Assmb
$4.50
Aggressive Stock Boys . $85

207 N. EVERGREEN

APPLY AT

Opportunity for a girl with
light shorthand, who would
enjoy diversified duties of
a small office. Informal atmosphere. Hours 9 to 5, 1 hour

827-7706.
HALLMARK,
380
E. Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.

392-1991

259-7010

will perform machining and

SECRETARY

No
transactions.
here.
necessary

61 North Suburban

Lynn
Davis

call
Mrs.
358-9100

Please

259-9897

to

preferred but
would consider training. Good
working conditions. Hours 8:30
am to 5:00 pm.

In the Loop we're at
427-8442
202 S State St

With minimum supervision you

SALES

Come In or call Nick Korba at

DOCTOR WILL

Hours.M.T.W.Th. 2 to 10 p.m.
Friday 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Randhurst Center

Good

427-8.142

28 -Employment Agencies Women

tunity for person with shorthand and typing skills. Excellent fringe benefits.

299-3222

The need is now for an efficient
girl viCh good secretarial
skills to handle interesting
office duties. There's just
enough to keep yourself happy
and busy. Greet clients, juindle
shorthand

Purchasing Asst. .. 5600-5700
Chem. Lab & Prod. .. to $509
Working Ship Clerk ... $6,000

Let.6
Other Offices

55 E. Rand Rd. Des Plaines

117 S. Emerson

PARKLANE HOSIERY

Harper Grove,
Elk Grove Village. 371/2 hrs.
per week. Wonderful oppor-

APPLY

RED BALLOON
COFFEE HOUSE

Mount Prospect

117 S Emerson
Mount Prospect

MACHINIST

friendliness that count. $433 Free
IVY. 7215 W. Touhy, SP 4.8585,
4942 N. Milwaukee. AV 2-5050.

BEAUTY
COUNSELORS

HARPER COLLEGE

FOR HOSIERY SHOP.,

salary and fringe
Meals
provided.
benefits.
Cleaning allowance.

------

30 -Help Wanted Women

Secretary at

Experience preferred but we

FULL TIME

DAY WANT ADS

-

30 -Help Wanted Women

WILLIAM RAINEY

SALESLADY

Excellent

Some typing. It's alertness &

HIRING MEN

Lab. Techs
Learn Accounting

* NIGHT HOSTESS

when they go to lunch or out
for coffee. You get to know
everyone in the whole place!

some light typing and general

In the Loop we're at

GET RESULTS

30 -Help Wanted Women

will train.

several floors need you to fill in
for their SIX other receptionists

Come To

Working Supv

(Degree Not

equip. yet made. No previous

259-7330

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

Industrial Engineer

"gadaLput" receptionist.A really

$450 to $550 - Free

202 S. State St.

PHONE
MRS. SHIVERS, 359-2507

so unusual we call it the

showing some of the most
sophisticated communication

Doctor will gladly train if you

401 E. Prospect Mount Prospect
also
36 So. State St.
Chicago

for FULL TIME Mothers

Secretary to V.P.

messages, make opals., type bills.

$750 A Month, No Fee

WORK

COMPLETE TRAINING

Very different & fuel This job is

receptionist to receive the many
patients, handle phones, take all

PARAMOUNT

RECEPTIONIST

you to represent them to all
major airlines discussing and

Northwest Doctor will train a

SCOTT & CO.
Randhurst Center
Mount Prospect

exceptional op.
port. if you are seriously thinking about a successful career
in the area of sales -marketing.
No previous exp. required.
Our client, a large Chgo. based manufacturer, will train
Here is an

TO INDUSTRY. You will talk to
leople on all levels while

ASSISTANT EDP

Personnel Office 2nd Floor

+ CAR + FREE

presenting a QUALITY SERVICE

Hospital

Men needed for cleaning after store hours.
Full time 5 nights 371/2
hour week, or port time
5 nights 20 hour week.
Full

giant
water flats. We do not hit
gongs, 'give away motor -cycles
or in any oilier way challenge
the integrity of our business.
PARAMOUNT'S offices are
ultra -modern, our bonus picture is the only one of its kind
in our business and progression is from within.
These', positions are Inside
personnel opportunities
re-

30 -Help Wanted Women -

big company with offices on

$9,000

Mount Prospect offices.

fits

Call Miss Donna
686-7630

Sales Trainee

self

28 -Employment Agencies Women

PART TIME

Airlihe Equipment

ed for two progressive opportunities! Our well established
firm has just opened new

PART TIME

Elk

Grove Village Pleasant working conditions, company beneCall 437-3990

Men

confident young men are need-

Light deliveries, shipping and
receiving

I

Career Minded

26 -Help Wanted Mon or

24-Ae1p Wanted Men

27 -Employment Agencies-

Niles: 825-7117
NW Chicago: 282-6170

METHODE MFG. CORP.
1700 HICKS ROAD

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS'

ROLLING MEADOWS

392-3500

CLERK TYPISTS

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just

RANGE, used 3 months $200.
253.5915
GARAGE SALE

March 29 & 30. 212 N. Prospect
Manor, Mt. Prosp. CL 3-5239.
Barb -q, baby furniture, TV,
girl's rink skates, sport equip.,
bunk beds, desk & chair,

a few minutes drive from your home.

Honda in A-1 cond. & misc.

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

GAR. 8, BSMT. SALE. Much misc.
bric-a-brac, antique goodies,
pottery, Turn. mtr. scooter. Fri.
3/29, 10-5, Sat. 3/30, 10-2.
807 S. School St., Mt. Pros.
2 blks. N. of 58, 4 blks. E. of
83. No early sales.

tion, major medical and the opportunities for
quick advancement.

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to offer you and your family.

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

259-9600

Me ha/Pc-rafters co.
A Subsylary of Northrop Corporation

600'H icks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60006
An Equal Opportunity Employer

3M Thermofox machine, Model

50, The Major, makes copies
from original 14" wide. 21"
901 type Pincor lawn mower
with impulse starter. AB Dick
Mimeograph machine, Model
420. Crescent circular sow with

3 hp motor. Small Boekel industrial oven: 3 hp motor,
220-440 V., 3 phase. Small air
compressor with motor. All
items in good cond., best offer
considered. Call Mr. Saemrow.
Days
384-6100,
evenings
392-5987.

_

HOUSEWIVES

Work at home.

time phone
MR HOWARD
Port

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise.

30 -Help Wanted Women

FOR SALE

soliciting.
774-5353

Mounted 8'1" Sailfish
Roy Rood FL 9-0993

GIRL'S 26" BICYCLE, LIKE NEW.
$25.00.
-

OFFICE HELP

CL 3-8250, AFTER 5.

71/2 HP outboard Mercury A-1
cond. $75, 3 HP motorbike A-1
cond. $39, 3 self-propelled lawn
mowers $15 & up. 19" TV set,
table model works good 519. CL

NO TYPING

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bedrm. set,
new $165. 251-7385.

1 File Clerk
1 Kardex Clerk
1 Coding Clerk
1 Billing Clerk

White bathroom sink and toilet,
good condition. Best offer.
CL 5-0131

17 cubic feet combination refrigerator (7') & freezer (10'). $100
or best offer. 255-3033

No experience necessary as
we will train an eager -to -learn
High School graduate Perfect
First job Perfect last job:
starting
salary.
Excellent
Finest employee benefits in
Northwest Suburban area.

clothing,

Noon 'til eight, Friday, March 29.
St. Simon's Church on Kirchoff in
Arlington Heights.

Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe model
homes. Big savings. Will separ-

Equipment

ate. Cash or terms. Free deliv-

German Shepherd pups, 12 wks.,
AKC, sire UDT. Call 296-5949

water softeners & water con.
ditioning equipment contact JOHNSON WATER

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358-3200

PAYIWAN T ADS'
30 -Help Wanted. W0.1;41...

T

fer you and your family.

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

pointer,

case,

at $46,9b0. 392-7223;

Barrington

99 -AL tomobile For Sale

99 -Automobile For Sole

99 -At. tomobile For Sale

BILL COOK
BUICK

IJACIIICAN
MOTORS

BONNIE MOT RS,
RAMBLER

guitar length neck, like

Used Eko acoustic guitar and

case complete only $25. With

ors wfirg mirror, dble. bed, 2

nite stands, $55; wal. dining rm.

gold Bigsby vibrato, beautiful,
cost

new,

5450.00,

OUR LOWER OVERHEAD
WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

our price

$265.001 Used La Puree flute,
like new, w/case $70 with this

8 piece mahogany dining room
set, excellent condition. $80. 2536115

MARTIN J. KELLY

adI Used Supro delux reverb
power unit, just add to your amp,

Wall-to-wall crpt; sec'l living rm.
set; kit. set; typewriter; movie
camera; humidifier; drum table;

OLDSMOBILE

excellent buy at 565 with this
ad. Many other new and used
instruments

misc. CL 3-4431.

in

stock

-

bring

ad and take your pick

this

Mahog. Duncan Phyfe dining
table w/leaves, pads & 6 choirs.
Lg. buffet. Twin bed, dresser &

-Zed-lams"

"See the S

at marked prices plus an extra
10% discount.
EL REY MUSIC CENTER

cHEIIROOTI

7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180

Coldspot freezer, Hotpoint 2 oven stove, G.E. refrigerchest.

LATTOF
CHEVROLET

66 -Business Opportunities
Men, Women & Students

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

1/3 off the regular price fam-

Turn your spare time into extra

ous name brand carpets, as low
as 53.95 a yd. Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

70 -Rooms -Board -

cash. Choose your own hours. For
info. 439.0705 or 437-9333

724.6257
girl's French Provincial,

Maple bench and desk.
827-8334

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

126 W.Main

July. Appointment 253-1357.

with this ad I

lable,5.10. 392-7178

Housekeeping

CL 3-2378

74 -To Rent Apartments

excellent cond. 560.
255-6817

Working couple preferred. No

rm.

VA

room, tile bath, private entrance. Gentleman.

Sleeping

set; daybed; Mersman step tbls.; Hoeger table
lamps. Good cond. CL 3-3166
5 piece walnut dining room set,
Living

99 -AL tomobile For Salo

incld. Cblor TV aerial. Offered

3.81.3434

unit bldg., low $30's. Available

new, originally 5150, only $75

single bad complete and chest.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

parable value. Loop 1/z hr.,
O'Hare 120 mts. All appliances

DAYTON NANCE R. E.

BUYERS MARTI

,

Me hal/kr-afters co.

/

baths, electric kitchen & heat, air, conditioned, garage. Elevator 13

Black Supro electric bass with

this ad!
Gretsch Chet Atkins Duo Jet
electric guitar w/deluxe case
and gold plated hardware,

Young

WANTED

259-4305

Welch Corgi - only $50. Please

ator. Misc. CL 3-0982

259-9600

backyard. Nr. schools, located
on quiet street, homes of com-

Taxes about $500. 534,000

Park, An. Hts. carpeted, 2 full

Conrad 6 -string guitar with cord,
amp., strap & picks. $35.

a good home for

Bedrm. Set, life wood; tw. dress-'

Call now and see what Ha Ilicrafters has to of.

In convenient location. 2 baths,
fireplace, separate dining room.

$125. CL 5-7377.

47 -Home Furnishings Furniture

'Jiffy conveniently located on Hicks Road is just
a few minutes drive from your home.

FOUR. BEDROOM VILLAGE HOME

NW RR station. '192.3486.

Draw drapes & recently

installed wall to wall carpet
thruout. 21/z baths, 2 car garage,
cellar, sliding glass doors to

Baldwin Acrosonic piano, par-

broken, 575. 259.4941.

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows Our completely air-conditioned fac-

With

spacious bdrms., fireplaces In
master bdrm: & paneled family

tially refinished. 30 years old.

male, 10 mos. old, AKC, dual
champ field -& show, house-

Excellent opportunities for women who possess good typing
and shorthand skills. At least 2 years secretarial experience
required Challenging positions now exist in various engineering departments Excellent starting salary and benefits.

patio.

or without appliances. Convenient to shopping. 2 blocks to C

new house on 78 x 120 lot, 4,

Northwest Subur
Auto ealers c. re

condition.

Tremolo. Excellent
545. 392-8195.

call after 4. 253.6418

SECRETARIES

'.;

conditioned,

Air

2 bdrm. condominium in Regent

Cottage cir small house on Fox
River. Prefer to rent with option
to buy. 259-5136 after 6 p.m.

--

By owner $25,900. 827-0869
CONDOMINIUM APARTMENT

Prospect. 439-2011 betw. 10 A.M.
&7 P.M.

99 -Automobile For Sale

with

Amplifier, ---Tolamazoo,

Why not fill on Easter Basket with
a Min. Schnauzer puppy?? AKC,
home raised. Call FL 8-2699
after 6 or weekends.

hair

Low

82 -Wanted To Rent
Small furn. apt. or rm. *wanted
by gentleman, Arl. Hts. or Mt.

In Mt. Prospect: 4 bedrm. Cape
Cod, ideal location. Rent 5225
per mo. 392-7940 or 827-7940.

Phone 296.777,1

stock. $50. 392-6926.

short

rm.

Good road connections.
rent. 359-4444.

439t4100.

,1444

55 -Musical Instruments

Irish Setter at stud. Baltimore
bred. Excel. blood lines & hunter

German

2 bedrooms, large living room.

Mar. 31st. 519,900. 166 Payson.
894-5652

fice. Phone answering service.'

bdrm.apts. Includes heat, hot
!water, cooking gas range, refrig.
plus: SWIMMING POOL. Depus'its now being accepted for
immediate occupancy.

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cosh or Terms. We deliver
Will separate.

439-7534

Would like

Arl. Hrs., by Owner. Lg. 8 mos.

muurinvos'PEcr
TIMBERLAKE VILLAGE

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

392-3824 AFTER 6 P.M.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

)-loffman Estates 3 bdrm. ranch;
well landscaped, extras Incl.
fenced yard, I/4 acre, assumable
mortgage. Open House Sunday

DISPLAY FURNITURE

free to good homes.

THE CHANDELIER

86 -Real Estate -Houses'

Prospect Hts. 3 bdrm. ranch, 2
baths, att. garage, carpeting,
many extras. Choice //z acre.

CALL 358-6800

week, box trained, kittens,

Come in and Save

86 -Real Estatif-Houses

Clean, lite, air conditioned of-

ery.

or TE 2.8785.
5

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

76 -To Rent Houses

40% to 60% OFF

44 -Dogs, Pets and

FEMALE SHEPARD
COLLIE $15.

1800 W Central Rd.
Mount Prospect, Ill.
255-1910

773-0252
After i12 Noon

AKC, small miniatures. 1st -lots.

35 S. Vail, Arlington Hts.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SALE:

at

For information about the FINEST

BRIIMING

Must jell display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.

housewares & baked goodies.
Sponsored by Chap. JX P.E.O.

74 -To Rent Apartments

'1

!!HELP!!

2 black poodles, 9 weeks old.

OF BUSINESS
Sold

Huge discounts. 824-7353.

CL 5-0131

GOING OUT
Everything Must Be
Terrific Reductions!

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

5-8736 after 6.
RUMMAGE

Soft Water 55.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
9-3200;
10-1107

47 -Home Furnishings.. Furniture
Brand now carpeting made for

5 room coach house - blk. to
downtown Des Plaines. Stove,
1

refrig. & garage furnished.

ROTO
LINCOLN MERCURY

MARK MOTORS

JOHN
MUFICN
BUICK

children or pets. 5160. 824-2627.

MORTON
PONTIAC

CHRYSLER-

PLYMOUTH

,

=

IMO MOTORS

MACK

VOLKSWAGEN

CADILLAC

!ix

THE DAY
-

Wednesday, March 27, 1968

Page 13,
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CHRYSLER CORPORATION
FACTORY WARRANTEED
USED CARS
'67 DODGE CORO. R.T. CONVERT.
440 Magnum engine, Torq. P.S. Radio

'67 DART 270 HT.

CHARGER

6 CO., Torqflite, power steering, Radio

V8, 318 H.P., Full Factory Equip. Brand New.

'66 DODGE MONACO 500 HT
383 V8, P.S., P.B., Torq, Vinyl Roof, Vinyl Buckets

Choice of Color.

'66 DODGE CHARGER
383 V8, Torq, Power Steering, Radio

'66 PLYM. SPT. FURY HT,
V8, power Steering, Power Brakes, Torq, Vinyl Roof, Vinyl Buckets

'66 PLYM. SATELLITE HT
V8, PoWer Steering, Torq, Vinyl Buckets

1966 T -BIRD LANDAU
Factory Air,
Crulso-Matic

Power

'66 DODGE POL. CPE.
V8, Power Steering, Torq.

$2495

'65 DODGE POL. 4 DR. SED.

1966 CHEV. IMP. CPE.

9995.

V8, Power Steering, Torq.

1966 PONT, CAT. 4 DR. HT.

9795

Like New

1967 OLDS CUTLASS CPE.
Console

Air Condt. Power Steering and.Brakes, V8, Powerglide

Hydro, Power Steering and Brakes

1966 CAD. 62 CONVT.

Mirror,

W/Covers,
Wall to Wall Carpeting.

$1995

Fully

Factory air. All of Cadillacs finest accessories

$3695

.

customized,

$2095
.$11895

SAVE $800

$1795

1964 CHEV. IMPALA
STATION WAGON

$1695
$1095

9295

1965 Porsrr. CAT. CPE.

9395

V8,. Cruiso, Radio W/W's.

1963 FORD GAL. 500
,

2 Dr. Ht., Ford-ommtic, R.H. Perfect family car*

1964 CAD. SEDAN DE VILLE

FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS FOR BEST SERVICE
IN THE NORTHWEST AREA.

$1295

1965 MUSTANG

3 Speed, Stick, Radio, Heater

Vinyl Roof, Power Steering and Brakes, Hydromatic,
Buckets,

trol

V8, P -glide, P.S., Radio Ideal for all purposes.

$2295

P.S.

4 Dr. Sedan, V-8, Automatic, Power Steering and Brakes, W/W's, Radio, Remote Con-

2195

Steering -Brakes -Windows -Seats,

1967 CHEV. CAMARO H.T.
V8,

$2295

Factory Air Condt., Ebony Black Beauty

1962 BUICK SKYLARK

2 Dr. Ht., Vinyl roof, V8, P.S. Auto trans

O

0

OPEN SUNDAY 10-6

824-7151

Daily 9-9 Sat 9-6

Mannheim, N. of Oakton

595

9695
$ 795,

A
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86 I Estate -Houses

ssi

a4.

HUNTLEY

3 -Bedroom Low 20's
Framed with lush evergreens
quality brick ranch, kitchen 13 x
10 all appliances brick fireplace in living rm., paneled family rm draperies, curtains, patio,
2 -car garage walk to grade, high
school low taxes. Leaving state
immediate possession, near toll
way

Boehmer & Hedlund

Mt.

ranch

86-feal Estato-Housos

rec.

Prospect 3 bdrm, brick
2 baths, family room,
room, kitchen built-ins,

Scarsdale, 1g. 4 bdrm. colonial
tor. lot, LR., sop. D.R., tam. rm.,
mod, kit, builtlm. Bkfst area, fin.
bsmt, sop. laundry rm., 5&S, 2
car gar., patio, drapes, carpeting,
walk to train $45,000. 392-2381

heated pool. Mid $40's.

lot.

semi -wooded

newly carpeted living and din-

MT. PROSPECT
family kitCh: with

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins All natural woodwork &
slate entry Immediate possession $36,900

ing

room,

gas

H.W.

heat,

included.
Beautifully
landscaped. Reduced to $42,500

Roselle

1714 E. Northwest.Hwy.

Full

finished basement. 13/4 tile
baths, 20' carpeted living

room, built in kitchen, paneled

den, gas heat, plaster walls,
oak floors, aluminum s & s.
2 car garage. Reduced to

6 ROOM RANCH

21/2 car att garage. $24,500.

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

FAMILY EXPANDING
LUXURIOUS -MIRRORED WALL

4 bedroom ranch home that

IN LIV. ROOM
baths, 2
ROOM

patios

&

2 car gar.,

FAMILY
Blt.-in

appliances, carpet, drapes. A
charming spacious home in
lovely wooded area. Mt. Prospect, $38,900

has everything at a reasonable
price. Spacious family kit-

chen, 20'x14' paneled family
room, 13/4 baths, 2 car garage.
Excellent floor plan. $24,000.

SHARP 3 BEDROOM
RANCH HOME

Realtor
123 S Arl Hts Rd. 150 S. Main
Arl Hts
M . Prosper
255-8000
392-7150

Alum. siding for easy maintenance. Excellent landscaping.
Covered patio. 11/2 car garage.
$18,900.

3 or 4 bedrms., 2 baths, bilevel
room

New 16' x 23' family
w/fireplace.

Modern

kitchen w/large eating area,

cyl.

Power

DAY WANT ADS

$795

3 BEDROOM RANCH

bright basement with plenty
of area for children to play.

VEI, Power glide, Power Steering, Radio, Heater, W/VV's.

WINDING RIVER RANCH Box B
Grand Lake, Colorado, 80447

CC.

.

OPEN 9 TO

acre. Cash rent yearly. 35 miles
W. of Arlington Hts. $650 per
acre. Torrance Agency.

A UT /-4 OGr z CO

-L__.

815-568-7705

CC -9 EVROLE11-

09-Actomobile For Salo
1958 4 -door chewy, 8 cylinder,
auto trans., heater, P/S,
Excel. transportation.

$150. or

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255.2090

ily room Ceramic baths, FULL
2
car garage.
BASEMENT

stand., R&H, like new brakes,
hitch, helper springs, gar. kept.

gon 6 cyl., A/T, low mileage.
$795 or cash and older car.

BEEN

MAP.

*Member

*Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

434 E Northwest, Palatine

FL 8-1800

MEI?:

4

AUTOMATIC
BRAKES $80 CL 3-4258

2 In Stock

AT DOWN
TO

EARTH PRICES

'65 BUICK

Catalina H.T.

otter

Bucket seats, torque flite, excel.
cond., loaded with extras. $1595.
255-3063

'64 PONT.
'63 RAMBLER

LeMANS

Automatic Trans.

326 V -B

$23,900

CLOSEOUT SALE

Snowmobiles. Soo our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, travel trailers, pickup conches &

CLASSIFIED
PAGES

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E.

of McHenry. PH. 815-385-6333

"DAY"

111 -Motorcycles and
Scooters

529-2235
ROSELLE, ILL

Honda Sports 50, like
new, low mileage, $165.
827-7924,

Wall landscaped, 3 bedroom
brick ranch with good size
kitchen with
built-in appliances Carpeting in living
room 2 car garage. Good
location
Well
maintained.
Only $19 500

'ep
SEIMS FOR
SEE US FIRST 0. ov [lust°

ut SEE °US!

tLIff,t0125S
12 E Russo 1209 N. Elmhurst
Mt. Prospect
Prospect Hts.
CL
9-0200
537-8660

Member MAP. Multiple

.,7"."v4

MATRA o

OPEN
SUNDAYS

ter

-1g

z

16X[ E E/(3

FORMERLY FORD IN PARK RIDGE

Parkhaven Bldrs.

$1495

- THESE CARS SOLD AS -IS AND SHOWN -

ARLINGTON Met
DAL[ Tlithtst

'61 Corvair 2 Dr.
(No. 8-883A) -$1573°
'57 Chevrolet 2 Dr.
(No. 8-878A) -$874°
'62 Oldsmobile 4 Dr. Htp.
(No. 8-506C) -$34900
'62 Tempest 4 Dr.
Automatic - $2290°

*tat

SUNDAYS ?IL 6

DID YOU OMAR AB=i UT THE
SCANDALOUSLY LOE7 PRICES THE
IS OFFERING OM
LATTOF TEA
S?
B
ND NEW '68 CHE

II KNOW,
I
OUGHT
NE!

<,]
HOURS: Weekdays 9 to 9:
Saturday 9 to 6: Sunday 10 to5

CLOSED

SUNDAY

[:
COif-'',-?D

O

Opposite Golf Mill Shopping,Center,

ARLINGTON HIS.

800
A

1/

art west Hwy.

CL V-4100

IN 75

.11

.5.-)
D

THE NORTHWEST'S NEWEST CORTINA DEALER --

Open Daily 9-9 - Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 11-5

El

I

THE NEWEST, FINEST LARGEST AUTOMOTIVE FACILITIES IN CHICAGOLAND.

<i]

OPEN,
cVENINGS
'7 r

BID

9401 Milwaukee Ave. - 965-6700 - Niles, Ill.

....

SPECDALS

24309

OfXSOSI-

4 MODELS

Open Sunday 1 to 5 P.M.
539-6221 or 392-3978

l

U

1/77777M711717111,

on 100'x150' lots

$1695
'66 FORD CUSTOM

$2595

8

1300 N on Yale St.

PLUS 12 CHOICE LOTS

pose.

Full Factory Equipment. White
With Red Interior. One Owner

I

ACROSS THE STOUT FROM THI RACE TRACK

IN SHERWOOD

Also 1304 N. Douglas St.

295

WAGON
Stock #8-166-A. 6 cyl., auto.
power steering, radio, whitewalls. A great car for any pur-

G.T. Package. 390 Engine. 4 Speed. Wide Oval Tires Beautiful Condition.

iU
I

1400 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

0 OPEN EVES. 'TIL 9 0 SATURDAY 'TIL 6

d6ci4:;, gi941

Listing Service

I

4

CASK El CARRY

PUBLICATIONS

WHEELING
A Lot For a Littlel

$1

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds

Sun. 12 noon to 5.

REALTY CO

$1295
'66 RAMBLER

2 -Dr. Hardtop. Stock #8-404-B,
V-8, auto., power steering,
radio, whitewall tires.

ON THE

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.

ROSEDIE

i

1.1 -1
?'1

1

102 -Trucks, Traitors

a family for this lovely 4 bedroom brick home. 2 large baths,
full basement has comfortable family room, laundry room,
and work shop. Richly carpeted living room and dining room.
Attached garage. A rare buy at $28,500

111,11

I

I

r -T1

439-2536

111 E IRVING PARK RD.

L/

<4]

2 Door 1300 Series. Black with
Red Interior

'64 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

FASTBACK

ors

1967 JEEP COMMANDO WITH
SNOW PLOW. $2800

URGENTLY NEEDED

$1695

$1649

$1295

(I

Full

'66 VOLKSWAGEN

'67 Mustang 2 + 2

after 6, 299-5211.

Bloomingdale

$1595

'65 FORD L.T.D.

with Gold Interior.

1959 Chevy 2 dr., auto. trans.,
6 cylinder.
Best offer. Call

with

Power & Full Factory Equip.

Power Steering. Sun Lit Gold

L)

is

'65 BONNEVILLE
2 DOOR HARDTOP

/ 4 Door Hard V-8 Automatic.

4 Dr.

Black

I Red with White Interior.

$1895

'65 CHEVROLET
MALIBU

9 Pass. Polara

CONVERTIBLE

Automatic.
Black Interior.
V-8

Power Steering.

$295

'64 PONTIAC

$1295

Black Trim. V-8 Automatic &

[Ns

Power

'65 MUSTANG

I.14 Door Sedan. Burgundy with

Automatic trans.

'64 DODGE

$1095

'67 FORD
CUSTOM 500

k

Wagon.

for the Large Family.

Heater, White with Black In.
Le

1

'64 FORD COUNTRY
SEDAN
kj

r%) terior & Black Vinyl Top.

'61 RAMBLER

9 Passenger

$595
Steering & Brakes. Right Car /

r\l, Full Factory Equipment. Power
ki Steering,
Automatic, Radio,

$695

'65 DODGE 440

& Model.

9 -Passenger

'63 IMPALA
2 DR. HARDTOP

Convt. 4 speed

IMPALA

'65 OLDSMOBILE;

Priv. Pty. CL 5-1380

$1895

'64 MONZA

'65 CHEV.

2 DR.

matic. Turquoise with Black
Trim. Excellent Condition.

$ 95

It

$895
White. Fair Condition for year

r \ Full Factory Equipment, Auto-

Automatic Trans.

,

'60 VOLKSWAGEN

'66 MUSTANG'
2 DR. HARDTOP

'64 FALCON

'66 CORVETTE

COUPE

.

Automatic Transmission, Bucket
Seats,
Console,
Turquoise.
Excellent 2nd Car..

$788

[

$1095

'65 PLYMOUTH

$1195

mercially.

Automatic

'66 PLYMOUTH

Trim.

'63 COMET s-22

Full Factory Equipment. Below
1Average Condition. Used Com-

'64 DODGE
G.T. HDTP.

SATELLITE

Fury Ill With Power

1954 FORD. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. BEST OFFER.
392-5511

'64 Dodge Polara 500, "426".

on the block.

'65 OLDS
9 Pass., Vista Cruiser

CAR

'65 Impala 2-dr. hdtp., P/S, Auto.
6, mist blue. Best offer. 439-3360,
after 5 p.m.

WONDERFUL LOCATION
Beautifully landscaped large lot. 2 car garage. All concrete
drive and patio. Awnings make this ono the sharpest home

4 -speed. Warranty Book

'66 CHARGER

r

$1295

'66 CORVETTE

9 Pass., Vista Cruiser

full power, fact. air cond. $1800.

270 4 Dr. Guarantee

Air Cond. Polara

.

DR.
HARDTOP'
TR NS.
POWER

FINE HOME
not new but very Well keptl 3 bedroom Cape Cod expandable.

'66 FORD 4 DR.
SEDAN

NEW

'62 Pontiac sta. wag., R & H,
good running cond., P/S, P/B,
$450; '65 4-dr. black Mercury
Parkland, R & H., W.W. tires,

Roselle

$1195

OR

3977.

Multiple

$1495

'66 DODGE

GOOD USED

cond. $395, must be seen. 437-

listing Service

270 4 Door

FOR A

trans., R&H, low miles, excel.

900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9030

'67 DODGE

440 Eng.

Station Wagr n. V-8 Automatic.
'Power Steering. Red with Black

ing & Brakes, Exc. Cond.

350 Engine

LOOKING

'60 Mercury 4-dr, V-8, auto.

at MT. PROSPECT

F'411"Me

60

'64 BUICK SPECIAL

'67 CAAIIERO SS

'65 DODGE

steering, air conditioning.

SELECTED USED CARS
'64 PONTIAC
CATALINA

Air Cond., 9 Pass.

'66 CHEVROLET

GALAXIE 500
Hardtop. Stock #7-63.
390 V-8, auto. trans., power

GUARANTEE, 30 DAYS ON '0

{)

'66 BUICI

'67 CORONET
R/T

v

$24

Dr. Hardtop -Ventura Trim.
Black Vinyl Top. Power Steer-

IF YOU'VE

11

2.Dr.

$4095

Com/Dark;

CL 3-6784

'63 Ford Econoline wood panel
Inside, leopardcloth cab
in-

cond., full power, priv. owner.
$790. CL 5-1856 - 431-8130.

101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358.0744

day for price of $31,900

'67 FORD*

2

'64 Rambler Classic station wa-

'62 Chrysler New Yorker, excel.

at PALATINE

House could not be built to-

'67 CADILLAC
COUPE DeVILLE

Power. Climate Control
r) Full
Air Conditioning, Stereo Tape.

iSILA

7C60

'62 Chevy 4-dr. Bel Aire sedan,
auto, trans., factory air. I -owner,
clean, $595. 392-3458

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

tiA

W-11,fY<IPV1S

sales tax. CL 3-8669

Palatine Hardwood floors &
trim Excellent kitchen. Fam-

$2319

;o)

318 V-8 engine, custom vinyl
roof, push-button radio, pow[IMOLUEDOEIG:
er steering, bucket seats, tinted glass, elect. clock, tachometer, undercoating and more.

best offer. 526-6548 after 6 PM

'63 Mercury Colony Park Station
wagon 9 pass. white. P/S, P/B,
radio, rack, 1 owner $1050. No

high rh acre lust outside of

$3366

1-/.

g*Oav laKiltParA

P/B,

'59 Olds 98 - 1 owner. All power.

brick custom bi-level on

Stock
#7.124.
V-8, auto. trans., power steering, radio, whitewall tires:

Convertible.

N

CO)

4
\-

, Fact. Air.,
One Owner. White, Blue Int.

Under 5,000 Miles.

55 ACRES, McHENRY COUNTY.
Bare land returns $40 per

437-4694.

All

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500

THUNDERBIRD

L

Good running condition. $225.

Open 9 to 9
259-1500
101 N Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

$2319

1/

93 -Farms

terior $500. 824-8310

Wall-to-wall carpet in living
room, dining room, hall &
kitchen Reduced to $32,250.

ER/

BISCAYNE S.W.

Why not camp at Winding River
ranch. Write for information.

$22

Full

© rt"-

(4.1

Hardier!). Stock #7.143.
390 V-8, auto. trans., power
2 -Dr.

steering, whitewall tires, radio,
air conditioning.

r>

$450. Call oft. 7, 537-6582.

$21,900 is the low price of this
3
bedroom
ranch home.
Spacious family sized kitchen,
Fenced rear yard.

'

'65 CHEV.

DO YOU CAMP?

#P -

'67

_GET RESULTS

92 -Vacation Ptaces

Stock

tires, air conditioning.

r)

OELAIRE 9 PASS.
V8, Power glide, Power Steering, Radio, Heater, w/w's.

Hardtop.

509, V.8, auto. trans., power
radio,
whitewall
steering,

'62 CHEV.

FL 9-0900
M.A.P.

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500
2.Dr.

Power

$695

'62 Plymouth 4-dr. wagon, 6 cyl.,

FULL BASEMENT

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

r)

glide,
steering, Radio, wiw's.

255-9111

Brick & Frame - 4 bdrrns. - 2

'64 CHEVELLE

THE DEALER WITH THE BETTER DEAL

6 PASS. IPJAG.

3 N. Bothwell, Palatine

NE. Cor. Rte. 20 and Rte. 53
(Lake St.), Itasca, Ill.
Phone 773-0701 or NA 5-9399
Mon. to Fri. 10 a.m. to B p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

28 E Northwest Hwy. An. Hts.
253-1800
570 E Higgins, Elk Grove Vil.
439-4700
104 E Northwest Hwy.
Mt Prospect

E>

6

Real Estate

PT°EtEME

11))

®Pci

STATION WAGONS

La Londe

OLIAZUNg

F0

1.

-717-1

SPRING TIME

low taxes, walking distance
to town
$17,500
immediate occupancy

szetaxv

Annen & Busse

occupancy,
10
top residential

2 BEDROOM RANCH
ON BEAUTIFUL LOT
fruit trees, & flower garden

$26,900

)1( Oil

pRigra

WELL -MAINTAINED

7/7-7

7:7`,

oltioxio

COZY
immediate
years old
location.

r711L:1-1

viet

Arlington Heights
255-6320 358-1502 894-1330

$23,900

UNDER PRICED

3 bedroom ranch on 3/4 acre
lot near shops & schools, Enclosed breezeway family rm.,
full basement, recreation rm.,
dinette kitchen, large patio,

R YOUR CONVENIENCE (i

root.

plus patio. Drapes and extras

100% perfect 12 year old cozy

Member:
Huh.
riot. Sera.

OPEN SUNDAYS

ostao`'

ed garage. Black top drive.
Beau. 40' x 16' custom pool

$2,500
728 Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
358.5560

OISC,"9 t:VgD VIM) eamB

TIKRIOP

bdrm, carpeted .Brick &
Frame Ranch with slate foyer.
Garage, nicely decorated and
convenient to shopping.

plastered walls, 2 car attach-

ranch on 70' x 173' lot.

(MOUND

3

7

rooms, 21/2 baths, family room,

4 BDRM COLONIAL. Full basement, att 21/2 car garage, 21/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

'Tama onpn? maDoirom

PRICE REDUCEDI

OWNER WANTS OFFERS!

room bi-level wih 3 largo bed-

After 5 P M. 358-3521

((,

CL 5-0534

$24,900

Exclusive Medinah
Large

FL 8-2300

a

air-conditioned, 2 car garage,
Mt Prospect by owner, 3 bodrm
all brick ranch, finished bsmt,
wall-to-wall crptg , air cond
Many xtros. $29,900. 392-7366

3/4 ACRE WITH POOL

710E NW Hwy., Palatine

ING RM ,

86 -Real Estate -Houses
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Des Pkiiies

Moue 327-2163

3

Puido ildoneggiVs
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=
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Sc.)CEISSB°
Talk about a run of success! Last year was the
fourth best in Buick's 65 year history. And for
'
Opel a run 161 % better than a year before!, And
now with an even better running start in January
and February it loOks like John Mufich's running
mates are destined to run off with bigger

I)

sales gains! If you're thinking car this year"- and
thinking gain too ... why not test run a sucess one
from John Mufich Buick where, during "Sweet
Sell of Sucess" time we guarantee you the
best run for your money too!

do, [Ng 2ugua gicw
1964 PLYMOUTH
4 door. Sedan, automatic. transmission, power steering and brakes,
factory air-conditioned, Like new condition.

1965 CHEVROLET IMPALA

BIG B!

2 door hardtop. White, automatic transmission, power steering

SPECIAL

ki'd@Ogy §tii3 USN
1965 BUICK ELECTRA-225

$1295

4 door hardtop, black vinyl roof, power steering and brakes, fawn

1965
MUSTANG COUPE
6 -cylinder, automatic transmission, power steering and brakes, rad- tt.

$1 695

io, blue exterior with white bucket seats. Mint condition, 17,000

1963 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS

1963 BUICK RIVIERA

JL

41'

miles.

and brakes, V-8, Factory air-conditioned. ONE OWNER.

is a good deal! Buy at John Mufich now

$1995

colored.

DELUXE!

T

N@LI

2 door hardtop, automatic transmission, power steering and brakes,
radio, white exterior with blue bucket seats. NICE CAR

$1495

White exterior, white interior. ONE OWNER.

$1 395

TON BEV, 11.5VEIOETVEN

St
-IN-

MINi-B'S
priced as

BUICK!

OPEL!

DEALS

low as ...
Six models including three new ones
for 1968! New 55 HP, 80 HP and
102 HP engines! And now 9
colors from which to choose!

3

MAim (nt Das)*Ror. MOSPEC'*253 4420
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YOUR HAPPY HUNTING.

aaourct,

NEW AND ISM, et%

reit 112P

'

2

MISS YO

75)

11".'

AN,C.'O

Ur1

ES7

r

CASJ-L1

SAVI] kr GS W
404

osi-

1966 Ford
Galaxie "500IV

1966 Plymouth
Fury III

2 Dr. Hdtop., V-8, Auto. Trans.,
Factory Air Cond., Pow. Steer.,
etc. Gold Finish. Like New.

2 Dr. Hdtop., V-8, 4 -speed on the

floor; Dark blue finish, blue vinyl
nterior.

'

$1795

$1895

966 Sunbeam 2 Dr. 1966 Chev. Impala
fright Red Finish, Black Bucket

$895
965 M.G. Roadster

OVER 30 BRAND NEW 1968 CHRYSLER AND
PLYMOUTH WAGONS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY WITH AND WITHOUT AIR

$1395

Powr. Steer. and all the goodies,
Law Miles, a Beauty.

1966 Ford

$1895

CHRYSLERS & PLYMOUTHS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

2 Dr. Hardtop, Full Power, Red
Finish. A

$1895

1964 Ford

1964 Olds "88"
$ Dr., Hdtop., Full Power, Low

Galaxie "500//

Alleage, Metall lc Blue Finish. Like
,Jew.

1963 Olds "88"
4 Dr. Hdtop., Full Power, Low
Mileage, In Exec. Cond.

1963 Chrysler
Newport
4 Door, Air Conditioned,

$895
'

1966 Chev. Malib
2 Dr. Hardtop, 327" V8, 4.speec
like new.

$1695

1963 Dodge Dart

1961 Chrysler
New Yorker

2 Dr., 6 Cyl., Stick, Radio & Htr.,
Unusually Clean.

4 Dr. Auto. Trans., Power Steel
Radio.

$395

1963 Ford Ctry.

Sedan 9 Pass. Wagon 1962 Ford Galaxi(

4 Dr. Hdtop, V:8, Auto. Trans.,

V8, Auto. Trans., Pow, Steer. In

Powr. Steer.

Exec. Cond.

2 Dr.

6 Cyl., Std. Trans., Radio & Hi

$395

AUTHORIZED DEALER

CHRYSLER
morons cannonAnon

Phone 296-1121

622 E. Northwest Hwy. Rt. 14) Just 1 Mile of Downtown Des Plaines
1

FL

Power, Very Clean.

$895

$845
$895
CHOOSE FROM 90 USED CARS

$995

Onel

Cond., Auto. Trans., Pow. Steer.

$1895

/ery Desirable.

Engine, Power Steering, The Rig

2 Dr. Hdtop., V -B, Factory Air

.Beauty
'ower Steering, etc.
law Mileage.$495
J-8 Automatic Transmission,

CONDITIONING.

OVER 150 UN NEW 1968

1965 Chrysler "300"

tory Air Conditioned, 327" V

$2295

$995

2 Dr. Hdtop, V-8, Auto. Trans.,

Convertible

$1895.

6 Passenger Station Wagon, Fe

thruout.

$1695

'inish, Black Interior, Like New.

Galaxie "500"

Factory Air Conditioned, Full
Power, New Tires. Like new

1963 Chet!. Impala

1966 Chev. Impala

'B" Model Cony., Dark Green

1965 Chev. Impal

Dr. Hdtop., Red Finish, V-8,
Auto. Trans., Powr. Steer, and
AbsolutelyLike New Thruout.
2

feats, 4 Speed Trans., Sharp.

1966 Olds Vista
Cruiser
Station Wagon

4.

SHORT RISS
.1 UNDERSTAND

*VIM= YOUR FAMILY TREE.

(Wednesday, March 27, 1968'
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OUT OUR WAY
OH, NO YOU DON'T- -

YOU 'RE HEADED
THE WRONG WAY,
BUDDY.' IT'S YOUR
TURN TO CLEAR
THE TABLE AND

HAH! ALREADY

FORGOT ABOUT
THE TIME I DIE, IT
TWICE IN A ROW
AS A FAVOR TO
YOU, EH? UNHAND
YOU'RE NOT SNEAK- ME AN' LET ME
ING OUT ON IT:
REFRESH YOUR
MEMORY.

IT MUST HAVE COST A TAT.
,et

ft)

,

THE AUTOMATIC DISH
WASHER DIDAWAY
WITH THE WASHING
AND DRYING ARGUMENTS, BUT THERE'LL
NEVER BE -A TRUE
PEACE AROUND HERE
UNTIL IT CAN COME
IN ANL' PICK UP ITS
. OWN LOAD/

a)

111

p^r...1 0.1

t...

0 MI 414TA. 1:c. ilk 40.13. M. M

"Use the word income in a sentence? Every time we
have something I like for dinner in come the relatives!"

1 1,

gee' '9Plz

1

11-IAT MUCH, EN?

'15

3-.27

"If Jim's caught in the final, complete traffic tie-up,
he's not going to sit there and starve!"

ROBIN MALONE
oc5

THESE
POSTERS

COST ME
BUT ITS COSTING 1WICE AS

1,00400q

MUCH TO KEEP IT QUIET:

SO THERE'S

YOUR NEXT APPOINTMENT IS
WITH MY BLACK -BELT BEAUTIES,
CANDIDATE MALONE, UNLESS
YOU PO PRECISELY AS

. BUT THEM

I'LL GLADLY REIMBURSE YOU
FOR EXPENSES INCURRED
IN BEHALF OF MY
CANDIDACY MISS EAGLE

MUST HURRY ON

To ANOTHER
APPOINTMENT,,..

YOU ARE TOLD UT

TURG

NIN
NO
EMCK

ARAN

1(

AUTOMATION

3-17

as its, I, HU. mc Tst

U.s. Pe. w

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

3 aT

a'
6

MAYBE We
OUGHTA RUN

C

NOW CAN WE SHAKE UP
THE OWLS NATIONAL ?
THE OFFICERS ARE 50
FAR BEHIND THEY'RE
SENDIN` INSTRUCTIONS
ON SPONSORIN 61X -

BUGS BUNNY
THERE'S COBWEBS

HIYA, PETUNIA' I TOLD PORKY

I'D MEET 'IM HERE:

OKAY:

I'LL
UNLAY.

ON YER
COUCH TILL
PORKY GETS
HERE:

ON TI -I' CEILIN', DUST
ON'
PICTURE

FRAMES, AN'...

IP YOU NOTICE
ANYTHING ELSE,
LET ME KNOW:

THAT WORKED IN 11-1E-\
CITY ELECTiONIAR ER
WE THREATENED 10 4
RUN SNUFFY ON THE
TAZPAYER'S.TICKET
THE MAYOR LET US
NAME THE BUILDING
FEW BARGAINS!
INSPECTOR

Answers to
Hideaword

SOMEBODY AT
THE DISTRICT
CONVENTION! IF
ITS CLOSE, WE
COULD DRIVE A

LOATHED

PAY BIKE RACES/

lathe
lath
loath
loathe
lode
load

I
BOXINE

tole
thole
oath
alto

tale
toad
teal
toed

aloe
atle
head
heal
hale
hate
hole
hoed
heat

told

held.

late
lade
lead

L

1,

Your

Horoscope
FOR THURSDAY

nal

halo
halt
hold
hotel
dole
deal
death
date
dale
dealt

dolt
dote
delta

POWER
POLITICS=

MORTY MEEKLE

EEK & MEEK

ARIES (Mar. 22 -Apr. 20) What you consider intolerable
may be just the necessary cvi

AS WDO GO THROUGH
LIFE, MY FRIEAJDS, REMEMBER. THE LSJOR,DS

OF A r-DFAT, GREAT

that accompanies good to
come BL patient with others.

TAURUS (Apr. 2I -May
21) --Be guided by family
needs rather than business or
professional pressure. A satisfying day for the Taurus who
leads at home.

GEMINI (May 22 -June
21) --The more selective you
are about .your activities to
day the more chance you
have to make profits and gain
satisfaction.

DICk

3-27 cmou-i

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

CANCER (June 22 -July

AN 'ET A 470,000 NOOSE FOR JUST IS-THOUSAIJD,
CRAB IT, EVEN IF
IT'S BUILT ONQUICK -

"ANYTIME I

231 --Collect what is due you
at the same time that you pay

your debts to others.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Volcanos

SAND, you SAID!

Remember. however, that not
all debts are material.

ACROSS

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23)Act with great deliberation.

1 - Kea

Choose words carefully: the
tale you tell to one today may

b
6 Sicilian volcano
Organic
snit salt
10 Made a mistake 6 Oro
Saxon freeman'
11 Keen
8 Scold
13 California
9 Asiatic wild
volcano
shaeretpinique
14 Touched, as in a

well be told to many tomorrow

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Aug.
231 --Make this day and the
next the time for cleaning up

affaits on the employment
scent_ Earn your right to a
rela sing week end.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) -Loose ends of unfinished pro-

jects may be piling up at this
point Select a few and do
something about them.
-

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.

12 M

CAPTAIN EASY
WITH
WASH TUBES
DIREcTim' THI
PROJECT AND.

Ir SHOULD
NO WONDER McKEE
SCIENTISTS STUMBLED REVOLUTIONIZE -

ON A SUPER LASER
BEAM, EASY:

ME KEEPIN'
SPIES

COMMUNICATION

IT'LL EVEN TRANS- WHICH REMINDS ME 'TO
MIT MiLliON5 OF CALL ME FIANCE NOT TO
FORGET OUR DATE
PHONE CALLS AN

TV PROGRAMS

SYSTEMS!

TONIGHT!

MERVYN'S A ENGLISH GENT; LOADED
WITH CULTURE!. HOPE HE PONT TAKE

METO ANOTHER Amy MOVIE
THAT PUTS ME TO SLEEP!

PLANETS!

26 Roosevelt's

35 Scoff
38 Fit
39 New (comb.
' -form)
:40 Number

of more than one
person s thinking: Consult
others

been

41 Tapestry

THE WILLETS

keep yourself to yourself. Zoo BEHOLD
Now is not the time to tell
5TERIES

you know have

AND A FEW HOURS

WHEN THE END
OF A LONE,

OF RELAXATION SEEM
AT

NOISY EVENING FINALLY
COAAE5. .

PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar..

members of the family may

3

DRIPPING ?

4

6

F

a

16.

7

a

11

4
16

a

17

20

22

Z3

46 Fool .(Bib.)

47 Declamatory
speech
49 Glossy paint

1 Estiniete
I.

Vishnu

48 Stir
38 Form of "to be" 50 Neither's
41 Snake
correlative

45 Elk, for example 26

DOWN

2 I) --A good day on the

employment Scene. Carry

need help

DOES SOMEBODY
LEAVE A FAUCET

52 Ancient Ileum
gems
53 Type of boat
54 Barter
-

cesstul in the past.

home with you; younger

-

43 Child
44 Augment

51 Helped

sue-

your mood of accomplishment

2

New Delhi
37 Decrepit

31. Open

product

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb
19) --Experimental behavior
could lead you far from your
goal today. Stick to methods

middle name
28 Bridge honor

42 Long and
slender
46 Incarnation of

38 Its capital is

.30 Skin .blemish

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --Prevent mistakes;
take no action that is not the

secrets

property

34 En ire
35 Ibex, for one

27.Veneretion
28 Obvious
29 Felines
32 Made gentle
33 Geolog c period

card

you

20) --As lar as your

25 Allow

TH' SCIENTISTS
WHO WANTA
WORK LATE!

(mule Mallet emotion lead

personal life is concerned.

232 2 EPasture

24 Tune
25 Charge on

ing upon your financial

Jan

volcano
13 Burdened
15 College officer
18 Blemish.
21 Sensible

ocean
-17 So be it!
19 Beverage
20 Ask payment
21 Gaze intently

'NIGHT;

LULU BELLE

STICK

TO D STANT

16 Oganmtehe

AROUND WITH

SIMULTANEOUSLY

our.,

221--A day of decisions which
could have an important bear-

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

5- ecroonwaiinugontoogfether

2 Military,

40

43

44
47

48

49
52

. storehouse

3 Constellation

B °it

27

-

+.1

:1:C.,.

rot

WEATHER

Tonight: Fair, low in mid
40s; Tomorrow: Fair, warm,

t map

Telephone ,
2554400

high in 60s.
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uilder, Mayor Ca t
t S le
re
BY LARRY WILLS

Home builder Salvatore

DiMucci and Mayor Daniel
Congreve locked horns again

Wednesday, this time in
bargaining
'

for the sale of

water to Utility Sewer and
Water Company in case of

wells, but buys all its water

from the Citizens Utility

Company, south of the

village. In case Citizens were
unable to supply water td the
DiMucci firm, he wanted to

strike a bargain with the
village for emergency supply.

The talks bogged down on

the question of price.

emergency

DiMucci's company has no

"I don't want money,"

Switch Engine
Jams Trisiffic,
Stirs rotest

Wednesday afternoon's traffic tieup caused by a
Chicago and North Western Ry. switching engine dreW
an angry reaction from motorists and mixed comments
from Mount Prospect merchants along Illinois 83 and
Prospect Rd.
Motorists stopped by red lights at the Northwest
Hwy. interesections with Main and Central honked their
horns in protest and pedestrians lined the sidewalks to
watch the action.
According to Illinois state law, a train is not allowed

to block an intersection for longer than 15 minutes,
but a service station attendant, who would not give
his name, at the Downtown Pure Oil service station
said he timed the tie-up at exactly 35 minutes.

Frank Coval, public relations representative for the
railway, said that the train crews had direct orders not
to block intersections for longer than 15 minutes.

"We want to stay as inconspicuous as possible," he
said

Congreve assured DiMucci,
who countered:

"What is it your want,

daylight service, Coval said.

A clerk at F.B.K. Inc., Realtors, at the corner of

settled on a price

system.

"I'll pay $1,000 a day plus
cents a 1,000 gallons,"
Congreve was bargaining DiMucci offered.
Congreve wouldn't buy, that
for a position in which the
purchase price of the utility either, since village residents
company would be reduced pay 55 cents.
DiMucci questioned
when it is up for sale in 1969..
Under an agreement signed whether Congreve would get
last October, the village will water to the residents in south
buy the company and in- Mount Prospect if the supply
corporate it in the municipal from Citizens failed.
25

blood?"

"You mean to tell me as
However, the price of the commander in chief of this

system.

company will go up with each town that you would do
additional new home using nothing if Citizens didn't supthe system, and DiMucci ply water? That doesn't sound
builds the houses involved.
like you, Dan."

Congreve suggested a

IN THE OCTOBER agree- $30,000 ceiling on the $1,000
ment, which was part of a set- a day price, but DiMucci re-

tlement of a $7.5 million

mained mute.

Recalling a proverb, the
DiMucci lawsuit against the
village, the builder gets $600 builder remarked:
more for each house using the
"If you run, I'll shoot you.
system. At the time of the set- If you stand, I'll knife you,
tlement, there were 300 lots but if you throw yourself off
available for building, which. a cliff, I'll forgive you."

would send the price up
$180,000.

CONGREVE SAID that

in the costs.

In an emergency, water

DiMucci started the

don't care if you build the Golf Rd.
well as long as you pay for
The committee members
it."

whether he could buy

decided to have the village attorney draw up an agreement
agreeable to the village board,
which then could be signed or

municipal water if he paid for
a $3,000 connection between

rejected by DiMucci. But

the two system.
"If you don't

not reached.

draw any

agreement on the terms was

"As they say on LaSalle

traffic

that the traffic problem is "terrible" and, though the

Donald Rogers and John

watt was unusually long Wednesday, the same problems
exist every day at 4 p.m. during rush hour.

workable system on the

out the window and therefore was not aware of the

The Arlington Realty staff, at 208 S. Main, reported

Committee members, Trustees

Kilroy, could come up with a

policemen concerning MACE.

however, I plan to ask for an

spray.

purchase of Mace."

Chief Newell Esmond an immobilizing chemical appropriation to cover the
Wednesday night disputed
statements made' by some
Mount Prospect policemen
regarding alleged grievances.
One of the charges made by

several policemen, during
discussions of a proposal to
join the Fraternal Order of
Police, was that Mayor Daniel

Policemen complained that
while they were allowed to

carry the spray, they had to
pay for it out of their own
pocket.

"Less than a year ago.

when MACE first became
available." Esmond said, "it

Congreve had banned was regarded as a conpolicemen from off -duty jobs
in establishments that serve liquor
"This prohibition was in ef-

fect prior to Mayor

no funds available in the

mond said. "This year.

budget to purchase it,- Es-

statutes - must be faced immediately.
This is what members of

the Northwest Municipal

ex-

pensive:

One is to use an effective
landfill program; the other is

.t0 d'evelop a modern

Mullins or the Cook' County

and harmful gases are

day eVening-bY AlberCI:

Air Pollution -Bureau. The
March meeting of the conference was held at the Wheeling Village Hall.

cinerator, 'in. which allgdlids
eliminated.

"We are getting complaints

The problem there stems

directly from the tornado

damage inflicted on the
village last spring.

"This might be. considered
an emergency situation," said
Mullins, "but we have gotten
compalints and the burning of

"This is a problem that must
be met now."

ACTION WILL be taken

Gripe
Of The
Day

their refuse."

land on which burning is

Mullins concedCd that enforcement of the air pollution
laws as applied to open burn -

ble. The individual, firm or

reported. The owners of the

being done are held responsigovernment unit involved also

for the job,- he said. "If any

policeman would like this.

The Cook County 'Air

Pollution Bureau maintains
16 air sampling stations. They

high schools throughout Cook
County.

Pollution Bureau is to prevent
industrial firms from polluting
the air.

by the federal air pollution

of the Cook County Air
The number of businesses
in suburban.Cook County has
grown in the last 20 years

from 200 to 4,000, Mullins
reported.

HE TOLD OF conferences

Both the locations and the
equipment used are approved

authorities. The nearest

checking station for this area
is located on the roof of the

Palatine High School.
The lowest rate of air pollution has been recorded at

Palatine; the heaviest, at the
Cicero reporting station. The
monitoring stations operate
during three 24 -hour periods.
They are activated on Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.

The stations were put into
service March 10, 1964.

Mullins exhibited filters

taken from the stations at

Palatine and Cicero. The

Palatine filter was a light gray

color, while the Cicero filter
rye .4.7:1,41

Meetings

heating, incineration of

The Mount Prospect

village hall at 8 p.m.

mayor's decision." Esmond

8 p.m.

refuse, transportation and in-

dustrial plants.
The Cook County bureau is
at present concentrating on
the second and fourth -- burn-

at 1200 W. Algonquin at

Dist. 59, special board
meeting, 8 p.m., at 2123
S. Arlington Heights Rd.,
Arlington Heights.

village administration by

was jet black.

Mullins reported that there
are four major sources of air
pollution in northern Illinois.
They are, in order of importance, burning of fuels for

Tonight

make sure he get's the job."

of the

"Properly burned" Mullins

reported, "gas offers almost
no.air pollution problerr144::

The second 1968 objective

"Who's This?" E.S.

Board of Appeals in the

ESMOND ALSO took

tricity. The utility plans to
convert completely to gas.

are located on the roofs of

by the storm

The phone rings, I answer and the caller shouts,

kind of duty. all he has to do
is come and see me and I will

said "it is a decision I made."

he has been holding with the
Commonwealth Edison Company. The company is using
hundreds of tons of coal a day
in the production of elec-

is

refuse left

every day," Mullins said. clearly against the law."

'against all persons and
"There isn't a village in the organizations involved in
county that isn't bursting at open burning, Mullins
the seams for places to put

is held responsible.
Earlier Wednesday, Mullins
had taken part in a court
hearing in the south Cook
County suburb of Oak Lawn.

churches.,

of reasons It is not the

ing of refuse and industrial

A veteran air controller at O'Hare International Airport watches his aircraft approach the
runway as he talks on the radio to the pilot. On page 12 of today's Day is- the story of the
air controllers and how they handle the feverish job of 2,000 landings and takeoffs each
day. (Photo by Bob Johnson)

plant pollution.

MAYOR JOHN Woods of
(Continued on Page 2)

Opposes Vietnam War

Dist. 59 Board
To Get School
Addition Bids

Collegian Joins McCarthy Forces

Bids for the additions to

John Jay School in Mount
Prospect and Adm. Richard
E. Byrd School in Elk Grove
Village head Dist. 59's agenda
for tonight's special meeting.
The meeting starts at 8 p.m.
at the administration building,

BY LINDA GAMMILL

Jeff Bates is a graduate of

Prospect High School, a
former Knight athlete, a

2123 S Arlington Heights

posed changes in the
transportation agreement
Dist 59 has with the

recommendations for a new

ninths ago.

McCarthy elected is a "big attraction" to college students.

"Kids can work within 'the

So Bates, along with a college pal, Jim Hommeyer from

very much a Hawk," he said.

said.

But he said he changed his

earlier this year by canvassing
neighborhoods.

mind after talking to political
officials in and around the na-

chauffeured actor Paul

tion's capital.

Hollywood, star was making

presidency.

Village buildings.

ting the campaign trail for

the New Hampshire primary

Frost, Forest View ElemenWorkmen from the village public works department installed

BATES SAID THAT hit-

paigning for Bates, who said
he had not backed anyone in

Heights.
"I went into Washington

nam, in his bid for the

to base cover on the traffic signal at Gregory and. Illinois
3 Wednesday after it was knocked off by an auto about two

in Washington," said
18, who lives at 1317

in Vietnam.

senator from Minnesota who
also opposes the war in Viet-

High Ridge Knolls in Des
Plaines, and eight Elk Grove

1968,
Bates,

the 1964 presidential election.
Hommeyer participated in

administrative center.
Dist 59 schools are Low in
Arlington Heights; Dempster,

tary, Holmes, and Jay in

of the month of January,

Hampshire.

This will be the first experience in political cam-

E. Campbell, Arlington

Minnetonka, Minn., has
' decided to back Eugene
McCarthy, Democratic

Davidsmeyer Bus Co., and

"MY OPPOSITION to the
war grew out of spending part

freshman at Colgate Universi-

ty. He also opposes the war

Rd , Arlington Heights.
Also on the agenda are pro-

Brentwood, Einstein, and

problem, and both are

Mullins said.

William Rainey Harper
College Board of Trustees

Mount Prospect; Devonshire,

said that there were only two
practical ways of solving the.

Conference werc.told Wednes-

the elimination of open burning. It is our No. I objective,"

police chief I endorse . this
rule completely for a variety

issue with criticisms

state and Cook County

many municipalities.
The air pollution officer

traffic control details at
several Mount Prospect

any policemen to volunteer

said "In tact, the policy was
established by the previous

The problem of open burning - now illegal under both

ing poses grave problems for

private reserve -type police
organization has taken over

dorsed it completely."

Congreve s election," Esmond

I

to the complaints that a

"We allowed the reserve
group to come in to the picture because we. couldn't get

"I authorized policemen to
carry MACE. but their were

Gary Polluch)

ESMOND ALSO objected

troversial weapon. Few

suburban police officials en-

BY RICHARD CRABB

"We are concentrating on

limitation of building permits,

Police Grievance Charges
Disputed by Chief Esmond
Mount Prospect Police

Another meeting is scheduled for April 17.

damaged the railroad bridge over Northwest Hwy. (Photo by

Open Burning Must End:
Pollution Control Expert

Congreve threw cold water could be pumped to DiMucon that proposal saying, "We ci's area with firehoses across

more, building permits," St.," DiMucci said, bulls and
Congreve answered. Neither bears make money, but hogs
Congreve, nor Public Works are led off to slaughter."

Main and Prospect, said that she had not been looking

Grass fires along the Chicago and North Western Ry. tracks

plagued Des Plaines firemen Wednesday. One fire slightly

the village would not need a
negotiations Wednesday by well in DiMucci's franchised
offering to construct a well if area, since one is planned at
the village would participate Oakton and Illinois 83.

DI MUCCI THEN asked

THE SCHEDULE could not be changed to relieve
the bottleneck in Mount Prospect because the railway
has other customers "down the line" who require

so they

The two boys have decided
to travel to Madison, Wis.
during their spring vacation to
work with McCarthy backers
campaigning in the primary
elections.

Bates took the Washington

tour with a group of 15

students and a professor from
Colgate. He said he had talked

with. the Indonesian am-

bassador to the United States

and had been told that the
Asian people consider the
conflict a civil war and not
an international matter..

system' by campaigning," he

Bates said that he also

He also said that he had

favors Bobby Kennedy, but
will campaign for McCarthy
in Wisconsin because Kennedy is not entered in the

Newman around while the
public appearances in New

England on McCarthy's

primary there.
The Arlington Heights collegian, tall and neatly dressed,

behalf.

"Many of us in school are
opposed to the war in Vietnam and this was a constructive way to voice our opinion," said Hommeyer, one of
a group of 25 Colgate students

who traveled to New

'

said he could not back the
present administration, He
said, "The President seems
frozen and unable to change
his course even if he wanted
to,"

1'---rZrc.r.Q..eNrc
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f,, pttituaries
jomes A. McElhose

Indian GFotoe Students Know
ha&
Tiprnado
ar)

James A. McElhose died
78.

He lived at 507 N.

Evergreen, Arlington Heights,
for the past 50 years.

McElhose was a veteranof

World War II.

Three rings of the school

Hazel; a daughter, Carol A.
Ritmeyer of Dernier; a son,
Howard E. of Arlington
Heights, and a sister, Laura

children scramble for cover

from the "tornado."
"I'll be very- interested in
an

Indian Grove Elementary

Ackley said as he pressed the
yarning bell buttons Tuesday

"The kids just file out of
the building, stand in groups
far away with their backs
turned and wait for the all tornado drill since December

11

and some of the teachers

suspended from school was

'31 't

,.

decided by Dist. 214 Board of
Education Monday.
However, the board decided
not to predetermine causes of
suspension, leaving evaluation

might not know how to act."

For example, the music
Indian Grove Elementary School Principal James Ackley rings the bells warning children

of each case to the schools'

to take cover in a tornado safety drill.

administrator.

said

resigning for having to put up

with unscheduled disaster

not getting confused.

"It's better to get out of the
gym," he said, "because, if a
tornado hits, sometimes the
roof of the gym gets blown off
-- it's so much higher than the
rest of the school."

Finally the all -clear bell
rang, and a lot of talk broke

right?" the librarian asked.
"That's fine," Ackley said.

into classrooms.

"We used to have

drills

rang, everyone streamed out

we decided this wouldn't protect the kids from flying glass
and debris if the windows

of the classrooms and knelt on
the hall floor next to the walls,

with hands over lowered

"I just remembered -- there
is a substitute teacher here today. She probably didn't know
what to do, but her kids must
have remembered. You can't
tell her class from any of the
others in the hall."

Checking the library, he
found the entire reading class
huddled under tables. "Is this

everybody duck under their
desks for disaster drills. But

When the warning bells

out while children piled back
"I'm very pleased," Ackley
said.

"It worked out much

better than

I

thought it

would."
Almost inevitably, within a.

few minutes a teacher march-

ed three small boys into the

broke. When a tornado principal's office. They
strikes, the windows shatter
inward.

misbehaved during the drill.

the kindergarten kids

"But there are no outside

charged indoors and huddled

windows in the library, so

the school's head, each offered
animated (and conflicting) ac-

heads
All

with the rest of the
youngsters

Ackley and the teachers

tried to impress the kids with
the seriousness of the matter,

but the children found the
drill merely a break from

routine They giggled and
squirmed and poked each
other despite stern warnings.

"Carl, keep your head
down, ' commanded one
teacher "Steven, stop
laughing

there's no danger from that.
"WE USED TO have trouble fitting kids under their
desks in classrooms, especially
the bigger fifth- and sixth graders.

Some semblance of quiet

Ackley walked down the

halls between the rows of
small huddled bodies along

the walls and announced that
this was merely a warning.
"But if this were a real
tornado warning," he said,

"you might have to stay in
that position for 15 or 20
minutes

"In just a few minutes I'll
ring the bell again and you
can go quietly back to your

A public meeting will

be

held Thursday night to discuss
establishment of a Palatine

recreation center for teenagers.

The meeting, to be held at

7:30 p.m. at St. Thomas of

Villanova Church, 1141

Anderson Dr., is open to the
public.

A committee on youth

tionnaires to students at

Sacred Heart of Mary High

School, Rolling Meadows; St.
Viator's High School, Arl-

ington Heights, and Palatine

and William Fremd High
Schools, Palatine.

this position again."
Another groan in unison.

from

music teacher had moved her

class from the gym into
hallway

a

He complimented her for

throughout the day, so in the
event of a real tornado warning,

feels this

is

necessary, ac-

cording to the policy proposed
by a student committee.

there would be ample

Proposed suspensions will
be the subject of two types of
meetings. At one, only school
officials and board members
will be present. At the other,

time to react.

"THIS IS MUCH better

than listening to all the
rumors," Ackley said.
"Parents listening to their

the student, his parents and

radios at home call in saying another person named by the
they heard something about a' student may appear.
tornado warning. But with
our own radio we get such in-

"Some parents ask if they
can come and pick up their

The following menus will

kids at school when they hear

a warning. But actually the be served Friday.
Township High School
kids arc probably safer here

than at home. The con- Dist. 214, (subject to change
struction of a school is without notice)

counts of who was to blame
for the disturbance, and of

stronger, and the flat roof is
less likely to be blown off.

Main dish: (one choice)

what actually happened.

drills now that the weather is

deviled egg half
Barbecue in bun
Wiener in bun

The school has a civil

defense radio, supplied by the

Mrs. Lorraine LaSusa,

chairman of the committee,

said that of those who
responded, more than 900
Palatine asked for a

for a YMCA, movie theater

Macaroni and cheese with

"We will be having more

warmer and tornados are
more likely to occur."

Rutsky, Don Henning, Mrs.
Alberta Sehnert, Mrs. Arlene
Kallinger, Jim Wilson, Harry

Planning Commission at
which NIPC adopted the
modified "finger plan" of

refreshments.

suburbs.

nis and buy inexpensive

Among the requests were
19 for a drag strip and 222

development for the Chicago

The modifications were
made in deference to ob-

each student," she said.

One of the eight married

students working for an
associated degree in nursing at
Harper College' is Mrs. Beverly

Olfoy of 3604 Jay Ln.

South, Rolling Meadows,

SHE AND HER husband,

Herbert, are the parents of

two boys, Kevin, 6, and
Daniel, 10.

Stebbings. Also helping were
Mrs. Susan Stamm and Mrs.

113 qt. milk

--

and Palatine Community
Council both have said they'd
support a proposed teen center
which would be governed and
run by teens, but which would
have an adult advisory board.

District 57
Hiring Starts
Despite Deficit

Mashed potatoes and

1968-1969 school year despite
an anticipated budget deficit.

Late Monday evening
Municipal Conference. The members of the Board of

pupil at Carl Sandburg School, before she departs to attend
nursing classes at Harper Community College.

"I always have wanted to
be a nurse, but most of the

home from school. We spend
the entire summer and vaca-

programs require single girls,"
Mrs. Olfoy said.

tions together, so it really

Harper College was accepting
married women for their twoyear program, so I enrolled.
I always thought about going

Mrs. Olfoy said,

"A friend told me that

back to school and this was
the perfect opportunity to do
what I really wanted to do,"

doesn't interfere too much
with our regular routine,"
Miss Heinly said the pro-

gram's first class will be

graduated next year. She said
registrations already are coming in for next year's class;

Mrs. Olfoy said she was
taking some night courses at

but, because of the limited
facilities at the temporary
campus at Harper Grove on
the Elk Grove High School

Chicago, so getting back to

students accepted must again

she said.

Wright Junior College in

campus, the number of

the habit of studying was not

be limited to 40 students.

a big problem for her.
The schedule of the classes
and practical working time at

men to the program and we

Northwest Community

Hospital gives her time to be
a full-time

student and to

"We have admitted two

anticipate more men next
year. There is a great need for

male nurses and the op-

portunities for them are increasing," Miss Heinly said.

family, she said.

"This is an ideal program

THE I'ROGRAM at

can

Harper Community College

study on weekends and during

offers the student an associate

for married women.

South junior high schools
Pizza with meat or cheese
Buttered peas
Carrot sticks
Jello

I

the day and still have time to
do housework," Mrs. Olfoy

degree in nursing, which is
comparable to a two year

Milk

School. Daniel is a fifth -grade

Dist 23 - MacArthur Junior

pupil at Jonas Salk School.
The boys seem to enjoy a

degree in nursing. Courses in
liberal arts are integrated with
specialized courses related to
nursing. The hospital facilities
at Northwest Community and
St. Alexius Hospital in Elk
Grove Village are used to provide practical training for the

special camaraderie with their

students.

going to school too.

greatest problem is locating
qualified faculty to staff the
college program. The teachers
for the nursing courses must

Carl Sandburg schools
Seaburger on a bun
Hash browned potatoes
Tangy cabbage
Homemade cake squares
Milk

said.

She said friends help her by

taking care of young Kevin
when he returns from kindergarten at Carl Sandburg

Miss Heinly said the

mother when they see her

"Dad has to work, though,
so he doesn't go to school like
us," Daniel said.
MRS. OLFOY spends two
days a week at Northwest

Community Hospital as part
of the Harper program and attends classes four
week.

nights a

"We are on a regular nine month school schedule, so I
am off when the children are

have a master's degree in
nursing education.

The permanent campus of
Harper College is expected to

be ready in 1969. At that
time, she said, more students
will he admitted to the nursing program and the program
will be expanded.

Grace's Daze

Education gave Sahlberg the
go-ahead by a 4- to 3 -vote.

Aurora, Elgin and Waukegan
were designated as satellite

It's off to school for three members of the Herbert Olfoy
family of Rolling Meadows. Iierbert Olfoy watches as his wife,
Beverly, gives last-minute motherly instructions to sons Daniel
(left), a pupil at Jonas Salk School and Kevin, a kindergarten

spend time at home with her

Dist. 15 - Jonas Salk and

will begin hiring staff for the

present cities of Joliet,

notice)
Oven fried fish

Milk

Mount Prospect Dist. 57
School Supt. .Eric Sahlberg

jections of the Northwest

St. Victor High School,
(subject to change without

High School
40 cent lunch:
French toast
Butternut syrup
Glazed chunks of Spam
Rosy applesauce

Available desserts:
Purple plums
Baked custard

Marge Hildebrant.

Apple pie
Peanut butter cake
Chocolate cookies

tary, Miner, Thomas and

Molded: raspberry, pineap-

Pollution Expert Says

place with a coffee house atmosphere where they could
dance, play pool or table ten-

with young children. The
broad background really
enriches the experience of

Dist. 25 - North Elemen-

ple grape, lime, diced peaches

Open urning Must End,
(Continued from Page 1)
Arlington Heights reported on
the meeting earlier this month
of the Northeastern Illinois

behavior, trips to the hospital
and their personal experience

Milk

Carthum, Emerson Thomas

The Palatine Village Board

cluded Mrs. Mary Lou

"The mothers are able to

talk about childhood

and cheese
Orange juice
Bread and butter

(youth co-ordinator for
Rolling Meadows and Palatine Township) and Tom Cinnamon roll and butter

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
who conducted the survey in-

Miss Heinly said.

creamed gravy or macaroni

or bowling alley.

Mount Prospect teens who
answered also mentioned a
need for transportation.

than the instructors can help,"

cho 1 Menus

formation directly.

To Discuss Teen, Center

"But, if there were another
tornado warning now, I would
ring the warning bells again,
and you would have to come
out into the halls and get into

halls, Ackley found that the

student before the board if he

Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Cole slaw

classes

Continuing through the

Unit. The radio is on

Palatine Meeting Calle

needs distributed 5,000 ques-

A GROAN ROSE from the
downturned faces.

Standing nervously before

A principal may bring a

Mount Prospect Civil Defense

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Buttered green beans

'

finally was attained.

background they need.

How a student may be have families help much more

"But we haven't had a

might have two teachers

backgrounds of the 37
students enrolled in the
courses help to provide the 0
students with the broad
"The insights of those who

clear signal.

theoretically wiped out if the
teachers don't get the kids inside," Ackley said. "Or else I

gram said the varied

High School
Board Votes
Conduct Code

very smoothly," he said.

"I MAY GET a whole

they began years ago. One girl

after being graduated from
Burial will be in Randhill high school.
Miss Joanne Heinly, coPark Cemetery.
ordinator of the nursing pro-

"I know how well our fire
drills work. They always run

kindergarten class

Friday at the First

p.m.

Charles Jarvis officiating.

tive classrooms.

with the kindergarten kids will
do, the principal went on.

The women come from a

variety of backgrounds,

ington Heights, with Dr. Several entered the program
10

hallways and peered into ac-

outside on the playground

tion program offered through
Harper Community College,

Methodist Church of Arl- is a professional model.

he had

see what the two teachers

They are the students

families. Others are working
in a hospital in occupations
related to nursing. A few are
finishing the nursing training

2

Walked through the quiet

And it will be interesting to

a year away.

p.m. Thursday at the

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home, Arlington Heights.
Funeral services will be at

School Principal James

teacher who comes only twice
a week to conduct classes
might wonder what to do. he

For many northwest

suburban residents, the goal
of being called "nurse" is only

Heights.

unannounced disaster drill,"

morning
Moments before,

BY MAXINE TYMA

McElhose of Arlington educational experience and
occupational training. Several
Friends may call after 3 are married women with

seeing how the teachers and
to

Single and Married Women

Survivors are his wife, enrolled in the nursing educa-

bells and 519 exuberant

respond

Harper Nursing P rogram BMWS

yesterday at Northwest Community Hospital at the age of

BY TED LACEY

kids

I

._

Sahlberg was told to base
the staffing on a $220,000 anticipated deficit.
Dissenting votes were cast

cities.

Next meeting of the

A California Wedding

by board members Ralph
ference will be held April 24 Walberg, James Ruff, and

Northwest Municipal Con-

Harrison Hanson,

at Buffalo Grove.

By Grace Mott
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FREE

MOPPETS
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3 FOR 2 SALE!
UNTIL APRIL 6TH ONLY

BRING IN 3 GARMENTS
... PAY FOR 2
(least expensive cleaned free)
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CONVENIENT SHOPPING CENTER

become the bride of their son,
G. Nicholas, and after the
early afternoon ceremony all

went to the Los Altos Hills
home of Susan's mother and

stepfather, Mr. and Mrs. John
C. Morrison for the wedding
reception.

A dinner the Morrjsons

hosted in their home later the

M. Sherman of Palo Alto.

Beautiful 9 -Ounce
Amber Glassware

PHONE: 537-7040

they saw Susan Sherman

bers. Susan's father is Roger

TO 1ST 500 CUSTOMERS ONLY

GET SEVERAL!

chapel of Stanford University

Tuttles and other family mem-

(With every

CLEANING ORDER.

Tuesday from California.
There on March 23 in the

same evening included the

FREE!
drycloaning order)

INCOMING $5.00 DRY-

PLANT ON PREMISES
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

4 GLASSES

Beautiful
full -color
wall
plaques. 8" x 20" size ready
4
for hanging. Choice of different plaques.
YOUR CHOICE OF 1
FREE WITH EVERY

OID

1213 N. ELMHURST RD.

0
0
0
0
0

Mr. and Mrs. George Tuttle

returned to Mount Prospect

ARRIVING ON the west
coast last Wednesday, Mr:
and Mrs.:Tuttle had time to
arrange final details of the
bridal dinner they gave Friday

night at the Chez Yvonne
Restaurant in Palo Alto.

Nick Tuttle was a member
of Prospect High School's first
graduating class where he was

very big in academics and

athletics. Following a

Hawaiian honeymoon he will

take his bride to live in Mountain View, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle G.

Hopkins University, and the

Miller are back in town after
a trip east to attend the wed-

to

DeLacy and Frances Marino,

consideration by Martin.

ding of their nephew, Gary

trip was timed to get the family to Mount Prospect in time

attend a Chicago dinner
March 27 hosted by Texas
Christian University under
Just before Mr. and Mrs.

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. '

Joseph Marino in West

Miller and their family left for
Haverstrom, N. Y., home of New York there was time' out
from trip planning to
the bride.
Gary, son of Mr. and Mrs. celebrate Cheryl's 16th birthEdward DeLacy of Chicago is day with a sugar and, spice
in the army, stationed at West and everything nice party for
Point. The wedding reception 20 high school boys and girls.
took place in nearby Pomona A family dinner the next day
at the Platzl-Brauhaus and a also marked the birth4y.
rehearsal dinner Mr. and Mrs.
THIS WEEK saw Arthur

DeLacy hosted included all Beasley returning to Mount
out of town guests from In- Prospect after a month's
diana, Texas, and Illinois the hospitalization near Detroit.
evening before the ceremony.

DRIVING, THE Millers
included several campus tours

with an eye to college selection

for son Martin, now a

junior at Prospect High
School. Also with them was
the Millers' daughter, Cheryl.
The family's return brought
several developments.

Home with them for his
spring vacation came son

George, a student at John

Word is he is making good
progress but will be at home
several months

following a

coronary attack which struck

while he was in the Detroit

area on business.
Hospitalized at Northwest

Community has been David
Norquist who was the victim
of an at -work accident. He is
the son

of Mr. and

Mrs.

George Norquist, S. George
St.

IN,

The III ay's rospeets

ocrtrusisf)

t P rtners

Parengs

nual Installation Dinner

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

Dance being held this Satur-

cocktails at 7:30 p.m. Dinner

Parents Without Partners

offers people wonderful

will be served at 8:30 p.m.

PWP rs an organization

open to all single parents both

men and women, with or
without custody of their

children The organization offers the help of professional

brenner, president; Michael

people in the areas of child

Bonner, Mel Frye and Nancy
Pain, vice presidents; Char
Crawford secretary and Betty
Thompson, treasurer.
Helene O'Connell, Central
Zone Director will install the

rearing,

NORTHWEST

SUBURBAN Chapter 168

carries on an extensive educa-

tional program for parents

and children Included in their
many and varied activities has

officers in a candlelight

been "Living With

ceremony at the weekend dinner dance.

Adolescents" by Joseph
Bergman, psychologist;
"Defensive Driving" by

IF YOU ARE an eligible
single parent and wish to join.

Illinois State Trooper J. L.

this active, interesting and

Archibald, "Raising Children

educationally minded

As a Single Parent' group
fun the group has sponsored
tobogganing parties, family
night at the YMCA, holiday
parties, sports, picnics, and
gatherings held all year round,
all including the children. -

Parents Without Partners are preparing for their Installation Dinner Dance to be held
at O'Hare Concord Inn Saturday. Chris Pascente, Char Crawford, secretary, Dale Walker and Hazel
Caponi finalize plans for the annual event.

The important thing about
the group is that it gets the
parents out with others shar-

adults only; such as the An -

friendships are formed.

BY ELEANOR RIVES

The annual state con-

No wonder Mrs. Raymond
Bond of Mount Prospect has
a constant stream of girls

workshop for instruction and
advice Foods and cooking are

her vocation and hobby, all
in one She also is expert in
various arts and crafts.

For the past 28 years, she
has tested foods for 52 com-

panies At one time she had
her own television cooking
show in Wisconsin. She has
given demonstrations all over
the country

j

MRS. BOND, who came

Two 9 -inch round layers of any yellow or white cake or
sponge cake are cut as shown to form the parts of a Cradle
Cake, as demonstrated by Mrs. Raymond Bond of Mount

Raymond's Catholic Church.
She is our Cook of the Day.

Here is her novel idea for

a Cradle Cake for a baby

2

Prospect, our Cook of the Day.
"pillow" at this end.
berry season, are excellent.
3, Using your own favorite
Cut an 8 by 5 inch rec-

tangle from one of the layers white frosting recipe, frost
to serve as the mattress. From headboard, footboard, pillow

one of the leftover side pieces,

shower or christening party.

fashion a small rectangle,

serves as dessert but also as
a lovely centerpiece, the focal

about 13/4 by 3 inches, to
serve as a pillow.
Cut the second 9 -inch layer

point of your party decorations It is as easy to make

in half. From the center edge
of one of the halves, cut off

as one, two, three:

a I -inch strip.

THIS CAKE not only

'

1. Bake two 9 -inch round
layers of any yellow or white

cake, either from a mix or
from your own recipe. Or,
you may buy two round layers

'at the bakery Round sponge
cake layers, sold during the

Hickory, Arlington Heights.

tion.

vention of Delta Kappa Gamma, international honor socie-

Mrs. Green will speak on

president of the society, and

Arlington Heights and

the topic "Personal Values" at
ty for women in all levels of the Presidents' Dinner Satureducation, will be held Mardi day evening. Alpha Psi
Chapter president, Martha
29-31 at O'Hare Inn.
Attending the convention Stucki of Northbrook, will be
will be a large delegation of honored for her service at this
local teachers, members of the dinner.
Mrs. Edgar W. Trout of
Alpha Psi Chapter for the
Palatine, chapter presidentnorthwest suburban area.
Featured speakers at the elect, will attend the executive.
convention include Mrs. Nell board meeting Friday night as
B. McMains, international an observer. Gretta Pulley of

coming to her basement

Garden Club and St.

The meetings are held the

first and third Friday each

Delta Kappa Gamma
Annual Convention.
Here This Weekend.

Cradle Cake

Club, and active in the

organization call 253-0890 or
write to PWP, Inc. P. 0. Box
472, Palatine.

THE GROUP also includes month at the Knights of
ing the same problems and by
studying together many recreational activities for Columbus Hall, I5 N.

Cook of the Day

here from Decatur about 11/2
years ago, is president of the
Mount Prospect Homemakers

'

The international, non-profit, non-sectarian educational
organization is devoted to the
welfare and interest of single
parents and their children.
New officers of the area
chapter are Joseph Eschen-

partnerships.

discussion and many others.
Along the lines of all round

Page 3
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day which will begin with

2. Using toothpicks, attach

the rounded side of a cake

half to each end of the large
rectangle to serve as the head
and foot of the cradle. One
end will be higher than the
other. Place the little cake

and the area around the

pillow. Now place a little
plastic baby doll with its head
on the pillow.

Tint the rest of your
frosting pink, blue or

whatever pastel you choose to
harmonize with your other
decorations. Use a few drops
of food coloring. Frost the re-

mainder of the cake so that

the pastel frosting appears as
a baby blanket over doll and
all, with only the doll's head
left uncovered.

Mrs. Lorraine Green, member

Elizabeth Dorris of Palatine

member of the state organize -

Saturday afternoon.

Carson PirieL Scott and Co. presents the romantic look of lace and ruffles in half sizes.
Anne Carter shows her adaptation here in crepe and lace. Her fashions will be informally

of the Chicago Board of will attend special meetings
Education and honorary for chapter officers to be held

modeled at Randhurst Saturday, March 3Offrom 11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

`Expo Viator'
"Expo Viator" will be the
feature of the Mother's Club
meeting at St. Viator ffligh

SALE ENDS
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3rd

t

School at 8 tonight.

Fathers are invited to at-

view the science
displays in which 60 boys will
demonstrate their knowledge.

7.41fttimft,

tend and

Six individual biology,

chemistry and physics labs

Dvv
YOURSELF!

will be set up with
experiments being conducted
throughout the evening. The

yt
4.

audience will be free to ask
questions.

Senior mothers are

hostesses for the evening and
refreshments will be served in
the Red Lion Room.

Tjat.

THE CONN
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Here Mrs. Bond assembles the parts of the cake layers to
form a mattress, pillow and head and foot board for the cradle.
The sections are held together with toothpicks.

compact size
boundless entOyment

Mrt=1:4111181.

All the thrills' and excitement of the oldtime movie theatre organ are here for your pleasure ... at your pleasure.
New Conn Rhythm. Section, Fun -Master, Stereo Expression Control and
many mere special effects to interpret your most serious or frivolous moods
.plus Conn's incomparable tone and performance features -all In a

compact console that's exactly your -home size. Your budget size, tool
Come In soon...hear the Theatrette recreate the wonderful sound and
Imaginative effects of the past. Better yet, do It yourself. You can, you know!

$297

MAHOGANY

LAUAN

$3.38
$5.24
$6.48

WHITE SAND LAUAN
ANTIQUE NORTHERN BIRCH
NANTUCKET MAPLE

NOW! CUSTOMERS' CHOICE Of
WALDORF*

OAK, TEAK, _OR CHERRY

$4.98 "8

MIDWEST

With plastic baby snugly in place, Mrs. Raymond Bond,
our Cook of the Day, puts the final touches on the pastel
baby "blanket," made of tinted frosting.

Rummage Sale Sat.
Camp fire Girls of the To Won -Ka Horizon Club group
will benefit from the rummage
sale they are holding Saturday
from 9.30 a m -4:30 p.m. It

will be held at 404 S.
Emerson, Mount Prospect.

The group, under the

leadership of Mrs. Wilbur

toward their goal.

Mrs. Granzin was a reel-

pient_of Charlotte Joy
Farnsworth award given at

the annual recognition dinner

RTER

27 W. Prospect 0 Mt. Prospect

Welles, Mr's. Vern Childers.

---`)1111111151112t

C

Mrs. E. Seils, Mrs. John

WELCOME HERE

tor itseit
sunirries.

111.16c

6"

and

R-24

Vinyl Asbestos

CEILING
TILE

FLOOR TILE

Phone: CL 3-5591
-

9"x9"

:1)3.15

Look up to new beauty with 1st
quality ceiling tile from Wickes.

.4sci.tit:tt?.

Plain White ...10c

7u sq.D..011
.

ELEGANT

DECORATOR

Acoustical

.

LUMBER and BUILDING
SUPPLIES CENTER

.

.13c
sq.
ft.

71/2C

12"x12"

16c

HEAVY DUTY STAPLE GUN

sq.
ft.

IVOCEIEZ

and School of Music

OPEN MON., TUES., THURS., FRI., 'TR 9:00
CLOSED WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

I

IBERGLAS with

The product
viinters
wanner

THE

leaders who received awards
were: Mrs. Leo Floros, Mrs..

mage sale will help them

12 years They hope to take

the proceeds from the rum-

osuto'

ONNEIIS.COBIARIG
that payscooler

for the Chicago area. Other

a trip to Colorado in June and

Granzin, has been together for

CONN O -R GANS

MUSIC SHOP

Ralph Hagen, Mrs. H. D.
Vam Schaick, Mrs. Ronald
Ursin, Mrs. Roy Wilke, and

BANK CARDS

CONVENIENT TERMS IF DESIRED

An all purpose tool with
101 uses for the professional and the do -it -yourselfer.

$8.39

After Hours: Fri., 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. -

BARTLETT,
ILLINOIS

Sat. 8 A.M. to 4 P.M. - Sun. 9 A.M. to 1 P.M.

5'4 Mile West of Barrington Road
On Lake Street (U.S. 20)

837-6000

Dialogue

... with George Hamilton

"I see where the black box-

research.

"What is heading for
civilian use are AIDS -

es used by. the military are
going into civilian life."

Airborne Integrated Data.

"What black boxes? You

System - which permits the
crew to keep an eye on hun-

mean the ones they keep the
A-bombs in?"

"No, thoseiare in

dreds of the plane's com-

psychedelic colors, I. believe.
What I'm referring to are

ponents.

airborne electronic devices,

and automatically sounds an
alarm if anything begins to go
wrong."

adapted to civilian use.

"How will that benefit

"Take the airborne weather

'

personalities to avoid an

entirely impersonal culture.

pilot how far he is away from

the airport. That was an

outgrowth of military

,put the words together.

RCA has a teaching machine

which, when switched on

"For example, if you

-

choose the numbers 4-5-5p,t,he

saysi"

"What is your name?"
"If I were to type 'My name

is George,' the computer
would reply:"
"Good morning, George."

"And now I hear the U. S.
State Department has adapted

time?"

a computer to what must be
considered a semi -civilian use.

plications are numerous.

The rumor

Hospitals could use the com-

phrase generator is being used
by the State Department."

puter to keep track of patients.
Preset norms of temperature,

.

equipment, which tells the

$.r..1.......$ .....=

developing computers with

civilians who don't get to fly
around the country all the

"The commercial ap-

private and commercial planes

carry it."
"So? There's nothing new
about tluit."
"I . know. But then there's
airborne distance measuring

"And I understand they are

preset norms for each item

which are gradually being
radar, for example. It began
strictly for use on military
planes. But now, almost all

The -computer. has

umn. Think of any three -digit
number at .random between
zero and nine. Then take the
corresponding word beside the
numbers in each column and

changes.

is

that a buzz -

"What is a buzz -phrase

generator will give you 'Fintc,tional Logistical Concept.'.',A
1-6-7 gives you 'Total Tryin_siand 7-4-3

lional Capability'

,means 'Synchronized Digital

Mobility.
"I understand that a State
,Department official at a press
conference recently was at a

loss for words suddenly, and
he revealed that he too uses
the buzz -phrase generator. His

remarks went something like
this:"

blood pressure and so on

generator?"

could be established and the
computer would monitor the
patient and let the staff know

"I'm glad you asked. It's a
simple computer with three
columns of words numbered

is more .

from zero to nine in each col -

Monitored Contingency."

if there are any significant

..'''

"What we are striving for

9,

.

.

is .

'Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's' freedom and intelle;ctlial integrity."
Marshall' Field III
Thursday, March 28, 1968
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John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

.

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

IHDEAWORD
BLIMHET
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
10 good, 16 excellent

William 1:Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

. 9-2-

.4.-enr.sawsm

,,

be Profipect 33elp

.

I mean, Balanced

Answer on Comic Page

,"Whatever happened to the good, old days, when I used
to go around the White House turning out lights?"

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

TT

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.

Out of town U.S. mail rate, S10.00 a year: 56.00 for six months.
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

Caught in the Middle
The middle class -- the hardworking, consuming, saving, taxpaying middle class -- is

which coincided with the advent of

the strength of the nation, we are often

None of this is going to make poverty attractive or discourage people from trying to

reminded. That strength is much put upon

Medicare.

these days.

better themselves. What it could do,

A defendant in a criminal case, for instance, is better off being flat broke than

however, is spur demands that Medicare, or
"Legalaid," or perhaps even government -

having a small nest egg, two legal experts

provided automobile insurance or home

said recently.

mortgages be made available to all the peo-

According to Warren H. Lehman and

Dallin H. Oaks, professors of law at

Washington University and the University of
Chicago respectiVely, the defense which the
state can supply through its public defender
system is better than that which a defendant
m the lower middle class can afford.
The indigent defendant also has the advantage of having the costs of his appeals,
paid for by the state, whereas the defendant
with linuted funds may be forced to be content with an adverse lower court decision.

Something similar is true in regard to
medical costs today. Thanks to Medicare,
the poor are enjoying health care they have
long deserved and have long been denied.
But it is the middle class which is feeling
the effects of the general rise in doctors' fees,

ple.

For 'it no person should be denied the
benefits of society because he has no money,

neither should anyone be denied those
benefits because he has just a little money.
And it follows logically that if no one should

be penalized because he has just a little
money, neither should anyone be penalized

because he has a little bit more than just
a little.
Some will call it socialism; some will call
it merely inevitable. It depends on how, it
is handled and how far it is allowed to go.
Call it social equality insurance. But as with
any kind of insurance, whether privately run
or government -run, someone ultimately has
to pay the bill.
Which brings us back to the middle class.

A-

AFTER ALL
WE'VE BEEN

TO EACH

OTHER..

This week the law
of the jungle must prevail.
Colby's doesn't have a Floor Sample Sale very often.
But when weido, it's a sale that can bring out the beast in you.
This week only just about everything at Northbrook & Studio 1
in Evanston gets a new price tag. (Sorry, our new Oak Btook store
is not included.)
With reductions from 10% to 33% !
You choose from sofas. Sofa sleepers. Chairs. Tables. Box
springs and mattresses. Living room, dining room and bedroom
furniture. Family room pieces. Teen furniture. (Lamps and
accessories not included.)
From such respected manufacturers as Henredon, Heritage,
Cherry Valley by Stickley, Pennsylvania House, Thomasville,
Drexel, Baker, many more.
The only hitch:
Because they are floor samples, they are one -of -a -kind.

Is. Uncle Sam stretching your friendship with a fat;
tax bill? Those who have a checking account will
appreciate its aid in computing their income tax.

So don't stand on formality.
Get here early. At a time like this, it's survival -of -the -fittest.
NORTHBROOK: 1001 Skokie Blvd. Open Mon., Thurs., and
Friday 9:30, to 9.. Other days 9:30 to 5:30.
EVANSTON: 1633 Chicago Ave. Open 9 to 5:30 Daily.
All stores closed Sundays.

As a record of expenditures and deductibles, a checking account can't' be beat.
0

Goulvim, STATE BANk,
"near and neighborly"
SOUTH MALL
GOLF MILL SHOPPING CENTER

NILES, ILL. MEMBER F.D.I.C.

Phone 824-2116

Floor Sample Sale.1010 to 33% off. One week only.

A

'

I

1

,.\

Asp arag
eral
Arriv o Spring

11.11giDAY

ere s 25,000 PrizeCalk.
What would be your first

thought if you could bake
something that might bring

The arrival of tender spnng
asparagus at the grocery store
heralds the coming of spring

you a $25,000 prize? Mrs.
Albert Lidert of Oak Lawn,

This is the time that fresh
asparagus is at its peak --from

winner of the Pillsbury Bake Off contest, loves to cook, and

said, "My husband loves

April through May Look for
the thin spears because they

anything made with poppy

are the most tender

seed."

To cook asparagus Wash
about three pounds Break off
each stalk near its base Cook

She combined poppy seed
with ingenuity and won the

asparagus, covered, in a small
amount of boiling water until
tender Drain, if necessary
Serve with one of the following sauces Makes 6 servings
GOLDEN GLOW SAUCE
Melt 1/4 -pound butter Stir
in
tablespoon chopped
chives and I hard -cooked egg,
coarsely chopped Makes
1

about 3/4 cup

Ss.

'

g

Spring and fresh asparagus arrive together. April through
May is the peak market for asparagus.

in 2 tablespoons fresh lemon

juice and 2 tablespoons

chopped parsely Makes about

LEMON PARSLEY
BUTTER SAUCE
Melt 1/4 -pound butter Stir

46%
vkAr'

213 cup

DOUBLE CHEESE SAUCE

teaspoon fresh minced
onion
1 tablespoon melted butter
1 tablespoon flour
1 cup milk
1

This Week's Food Values
Chicago -area retail values for this week
Meats: center cut pork chops, end cut chops, pork loin roasts,

teaspoon

1/2 -teaspoon salt
1,4

Fruit: apples, avocados, bananas, grapefruit, oranges, pineappie, strawberries, rhubarb
Vegetables: artichokes, asparagus, green beans, beets, broccola, carrots, celery, chives, collards, dandelions, greens, leeks,
mushrooms, onions, peas, plantains, potatoes, shallots, spinach,
watercress

Sigma Alpha
Iota Music

Program Sun.
Mrs. Douglas E. Peterson

of Arlington Heights will

represent Park Ridge Alumnae Chapter of Sigma Alpha

Iota, professional music
fraternity, in the Chicago
Area Interchapter Musicale.

The program will be at 4

contest. The cake is a rich
buttercream pound cake with
a light lemon flavor.

BUTTERCREAM
POUND CAKE
1
package Pillsbury Buttercream Lemon Frosting Mix
2 cups butter, softened '
6 eggs

4 cups Pillsbury's Best All

Purpose Flour (self rising
flour is not recommended for

use in this recipe)
2 teaspoons baking powder
I can (12 ounces) poppy
seed cake and pastry filling

confectioners' sugar or

glaze

In large mixer bowl, cream
dry frosting mix and butter at
medium speed, until light and
fluffy, about 5 minutes. Add
eggs, I at a time, beating well
after eacht Gradually beat in

seed filling; blend well. Spread

half of plain batter over bottom of greased 10 -inch tube

cheese
1/4 cup grated Swiss cheese

Conservatory, 7th floor, 64 E.

spoonfuls of poppy seed batter
and remaining plain batter.

public is invited and no ad-

Bake at 325 degrees for

Van Buren, Chicago. The
mission will be charged.

Mrs. Peterson will play

sauce Cook over medium "Sonata for Flute and Piano"
heat, stirring constantly, until

by Poulenc. She received her

Add cheeses; stir until melted

Wesleyan University and has

mixture thickens and boils

BME degree from Illinois

Heat just to serving tem- taught music in the Wheeling
perature, stirring constantly public schools. She also
Makes about I cup

teaches flute and piano.

Kans.s s City Philharm nic

In small bowl, combine 3
cups of the batter with poppy

p m , Sunday, March 31 at

1/2 cup grated Cheddar Nelson Hall of the Chicago

Buttercream Pound Cake with Poppyseeci Filling

flour and baking powder.

Worchestershire Sauce

Saute onion in butter until
bacon, pork butt roasts and steaks, ground beef, round steak !golden, blend in flour Stir in
and rump roasts, sirloin, rib, and chuck steaks, turkey and milk, salt and Worcestershire
fryers
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pan.Then alternately add
hour and 30 minutes to

1

I

hour and 45 minutes. Cool in
pan 15 minutes before removing. Cool completely. Sprinkle
with confectioners' sugar or

drizzle with glaze, made by

combining

1

cup con-

fectioners' sugar with 2 tablespoons milk or lemon juice.

At Arlington High Tonight
The Arlington Heights

Community Concert Assocation will present the Kansas
City Philharmonic Orchestra
in concert in the Grace Gym-

nasium of Arlington High

TV program entitled The

been described by the Chicago
Sun -Times as "stirring and
electric."

Kansas City Hour.

About one-third of the

players in the orchestra are

The ensemble includes 90
players and is now in its 35th

women. The Philharmonic

not only accepts married

season. The orchestra has

School at 8 p.m., tonight.

recorded four broadcasts for

The orchestra is under the
direction of Hans Schwieger
and his interpretations have

the United States Information
Agency's Voice of America. It

couples, but actively searches
for them. At present there are
at least ten couples among the

records a weekly radio and

musicians.

Members of the 1967-68
season and new members of
the 1968-69 series hold cards
or receipts which entitle them

to attend this outstanding

concert.

`Glad Rags
And Roses'

At St. Peter
Amid hundreds of hand-

made roses, St. Peter ladies

will model spring apparel at
the fashion show and lun-

cheon, "Glad Rags and
Roses" Saturday, April 6 at

Itasca Country Club. The

event, sponsored by the

Parent -teacher League of St.
Peter Lutheran School in Arl-

ington Heights, will begin
with a social hour at 11:30

a.m. followed by luncheon at
noon.

The Lorraine -Anne Shop of
Arlington Heights will feature

Hans Schwieger, director of the Kansas City Philharmonic
Orchestra which will appear in concert in Arlington Heights

teen, regular and half-size

fashions. Mrs. George Bechar,

Mrs. Stanley Bolin, Mrs.
Roger Grandt, Mrs. Bruce

tonight.

Kelly, Miss Bonnie

Mensching, Mrs. Ralph
Meyer, Miss Nancy Neddermeyer, Mrs. Howard
Sanders, Miss Sandee Schaerf,
Miss Sandy Vogeler and Mrs.
George Walz will model. Hair
styles are by the A'Dor Beauty Salon. '
1

Tickets are available by

reservation only and can be

Model 7257
21 -Inch

obtained by calling ticket

chairman. Mrs. John Abar,

259-1664. Donation is $4.50
and ticket stubs will be used

with grass
bag!

for door prize drawings.

The purchase of school

equipment and the

sponsorship of the school

library are two current pro-

jects that will profit from the
benefit luncheon.

Sabey Elected
Vice President
Of EIU Frat
COME IN AHD PICK THE ONE FOR YOU!
1

I

Don Sabey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Sabey, 219 N.
Maple St., Mount Prospect,
has been elected vice president

of Epsilon Omega Chapter of

Delta Sigma Pi at Eastern

Illinois University,

Charleston. He is a junior in
we -school of business.
Model 5236

Model 8226

LAWN -BOYS START AT $69.95

19" Deluxe Model 5236...
built -to -last mower with

21" Deluxe Self -Propelled

new Lawn -Boy 3 -point cut-

handle and this big 21 -inch

ting heights. Lawn -Boys'

exclusive primer, twin spark ignition and patented

geared starter for quick
starts.

Model 8226. Raise the
Lawn -Boy virtually mows
for you. Starts quick, mows
quiet. 6 cutting height ad Justments, 1" to 3" for lust
the right trim.

By the makers of Johnson and Evinrude Outboard Motors.

11000 LAWN -BOY 21/2 Gal. Gas Can
March 30th & 31st

o One Pack (4 cans) LAWN -BOY oil
With the purchase of every 1968
LAWN -BOY power mower.

Odzeose Zama owl
Sales - Service - Parts
1530-34 OAKTON 0 DES PLAINES, ILL

PHONE 296-3810

1

Delta Sigma Pi is a professional business fraternity
organized to foster the study
of business in universities, to
encourage scholarship, social
activity, and to generate. a

closer affiliation between
students and the business
community.

PEO Sisterhood
Rummage Sale
Chapter JX of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will hold a rum-

mage sale from noon to

8

p.m., Friday, March 29 at St.
Simons Church on Kirchoff
Rd. Baked goods will also be
for sale.

Proceeds will be used fok

the organization's International Scholarship Fund.

Atir -

T

THIS WEEK YOU'LL FIND A .

/
EGG, GREEN, OR CASTILE

BROWN JERSEY,

D
b

39c SIZE
MR. BUBBLE

Gloves

a

Bubble
Bath

Pr.

Only

-

with
Lanolin.

Glint Shampoos 47c

A

Only

A

199c
Alb
le

r.Bu

I

wIthNI
URDO

/

C

OVAL SHAPE
BUSHEL SIZE PLASTIC

1,

ub10381'

Warritociii
1f1 A11,111:

Lvn'

C

Only

4'

Laundry Basket

Paint Brushes,
each

p

PRICES GOOD
THRU SAT., MAR.

30, 1968.

ASSORTED SIZES

::each

I

"Regular
SII A /MI 3:1

79c SIZE
9 OZ. CAN
Reg. or Extra Hold

59c SIZE

's

Q -Tips Lanolin Plus Hair Spray
each

88 COTTON SWABS

V

c

Only

a

ALUMINUM

Utility

YOU

Scoop
Only

WE RESERVE THE

29c

59c SIZE

RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES.

Alka-Seltzer
Pkg. of 12 Only

CHOICE:

I

C

OF ANY ITEM IN
THIS AD

59c SIZE
Red, Yellow,
Blue, or Amber

each

ANTIBACTERIAL

Mouth Wash

Blake
Mouthwash

Only

FOR DAILY THROAT

AND MOUTH CAM

O.Tittir

ONt PINS'

C

mot'

ft214..

OT. CAN

TUF-TEST

Tuf-Test

SELECTION OF 10

7410111""

Dolls of All
Nations
each
Only

Automatic
Transmission Fluid,

OF

10W-30 Motor Oil I'
each
Only

TYPE. A SUFFIX

C

uttxtEux:opitowelou
I

I

/--

,11111.6.7Asr,-

-

tSP

I

89c SIZES
Pro

Double Duty

Toothbrushes or Profile
ti4141:411:a

Each

35c SIZE
40rv90r46011

39c SIZE

Rit Dye

St. Joseph

If

Aspirin

Choice of all
colors.

TURTLE

WAX FOR CHILDREN

0 HE, 36
w

SUOSEPH

Tablets

ASPIRIN

79c SIZE HANDY

Rubber
Gloves

if

3.1

APPitoZOb.;,:cco

and RUST REMOVER

CCURATE

C$41VeNi

eneAki11.1.4

:S7 CP
. ADPIIN 11 ' r

All

_. S.

Sizes

2.5 OZ.

"lk(

CHIOREN

49c SIZES

CHILDREN

-

iNiAmai

.

%%art"

, . ai

Johnson's

l'.

T.a

6

s

'

..

'

:rAart '81'ts:tRNITEstl'I'''''':
'.-1541111bletil.!

11111.".2

1

.4

- -'
o4A7

SELF -SHINING

Shoe Polish,
White,
brown, or
black.
394 E. Irving Park Rd.,
Roselle

PKG. OF 6 SMALL, 2 MEDIUM, OR 1 LARGE

Sponges
136 Main St.,
Barrington

470 Georgetown Sq.,
Wood Dale

,PkE
g. O

948 Grove Mall,
Elk Grove

_5

nly

122 Vail,
Arlington Heights

39c SIZE TURTLE WAX

/

10 Hoffman Plaza;
Hoffman Estates

Chrome Polish
819 Elmhurst Rd.,
Des Plaines

1500 Leif St.,
Des Plaines

45 Plum Grove Rd.,
Palatine

Butcher Shop
10114nOlv
+GdOl3ttNl

Q.

kostaeynawn'

FRESH GRADE

"A"

W HO LE
LB

rying Chicken
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

LB

Rou d Steak
CORN KING, PATRICK CUDAHY LB,
RATH OR COUNTRY BREAKFAST

Sliced Lic

Once upon a time you couldn't shop for food whenever you
felt like it.
If you wanted the best bargains, you had to wait until the weekend
specials were available. Then you went shopping. So did
everybody else. The parking lots were crowded. The stores
were jammed. And you were tired and miserable.
Weekend shopping hasn't changed any. It's still the same
as ever. The only thing that has changed is that you no
longer have to shop on weekends in order to enjoy the lowest
prices. You know that Jewel has thousands of "Miracle Prices"
every day of the week. So you can shop for groceries any
day you like. Even better, now Jewel offers you over 100
reduced meat prices Monday through Saturday - one more
reason why you can feel confident you're saving no matter
what day you visit.

n

Dairy Food
U.S. NO. 1

BLUEBROOK

White

Mar

Potatoes

90

Bt

When you shop is, of course, up to you. But, if you want the
best bargains, Jewel is where you'll find them. Every day.
Every week. Every time you visit.

rine

SABLE SOFT-REG. 10c

Facial Tissue
AQUA NET-REG. OR HARD -TO -HOLD

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU

Hair Spray

13 oz.
Can

SAT., MARCH 30, 1968

Just as with all the groceries and household
products you buy at Jewel every week,
you save more because of "Miracle Prices."
Take tea, for example. Compare Jewel's
regula4 everyday low prices with those
you'd expect to pay at other stores.
You'll see the savings for yourself!

WIN $1000 CASH!

THE DAY
Thursday, March 28, 1968
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rainin

cia
A "first of its kind" training
program was described Tuesday at the RCA Service Company training plant in Rolling
Meadows

Chicago area retailers

at-

tended an open house and

took a tour of the

facility

which opened last summer at
3105 Toll View Dr

facilities opened in key

six

manager of RCA Service Co.

Through the program, the
company is hiring employes
without previous television

metropolitan areas across the
country to assist the television

industry in solving the pro-

blems of a shortage of skilled

experience or electronic

technicians.

education.

payroll, they are put through

routine' service .on home

intermediate skills, to

WHILE ON THE RCA
a training program that can

RCA officials were joined
by Roland Meyer, mayor of weeks or even months just for

enable them to progress from
apprentice, through a series of

Rolling Meadows, in a dedication ceremony

journeyman television techni-

receivers," said William E.

Traditionally the service

the ranks of men ytho receive

electronics training in the

military 43r who have completed at their own expense,
courses in television service in
trade school

"These sources of manpower arc inadequate today to
meet the needs of this booming industry," Thackery said

Thackery estimated that an

additional 25,000 color
television service technicians
will be needed in the industry
in each of the next five years

"HARVEST"

ens

to keep pace with the increase
of color television sets in the
home.

cian.

Golden

i

technicians have come from

"Without an all-out attack
of this kind on the problems
of recruiting and training, the
nation's television 'viewers
might soon be forced to wait

[HE CENTER is one of Thackery, central regional

e

THIS YEAR, the six

training centers are expected

to graduate a total of 2,796
men with a schedule of 5,632
man -weeks of training, ac-

INSULATED
PARTY PERK

cording to W W Cook,

Colorful coffeemaker
brews delicious coffee
- 12 to 30 cups - auto-

manager of technical training
at the RCA Service Co home
office in Cherry Hill, N J
This is an increase of 50 per
cent over the number trained

tioroldiezZa4prepto

ONE'STOP CLEANING

Double wall
insulation keeps coffee
matically

Self Service

Cleaning Machines
Also

at serving temperature
for hours, without electricity.

dise manager of RCA Victor

_ Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaned

began operating ap-

Pressed, Decorator
Folded

been trained in a variety of

Distributing Corp. and

Since the Chicago facility

William Thackery, vice president of the Chicago Region of

proximately 150 men have

RCA Service Co. make the

final connection that put into
operation some of the center's

programs

220 N. Dunton St.
Arlington Hts.

specialized training equip-

In addition to the Chicago

ment.

center, located in Rolling

OUR 2nd LOCATION

8 W. Busse Ave. Mt. Prospect CL 3-0960

Rolling Meadows, Edward
D'Agostino (left), merchan-

last year

Norge,Colonial Village

BUSSE-BIERMANN COMPANY

Above - During dedication
of the RCA training center in

B -W Branch

Meadows, training centers arc

420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

City, Philadelphia, Miami,

in operation near New York
Detroit, and Los Angeles

,

..1,-'41.211/ROMODe. .0:44eftiaMUMNSW`MY

HERE

'TISBasic training in electronics is offered by RCA Service Company at new center in Rolling
Meadows in first -of -its -kind program in television industry to ease critical shortage of skilled
television service technicians. Center, one of six opened by RCA in key metropolitan centers

across the country, was formally dedicated Tuesday by L. F. Holleran, staff vice president
of RCA, and Roland Mayer, mayor of Rolling Meadows. Center is located at 3105 Toll
i

View Dr., in the suburb.

DO YOU HAVE A SON, HUSBAND
OR DAUGHTER SERVING IN

WASHERS 0 DRYERS © DISHWASHERS

THE ARMED FORCES?

L

A special section saluting the men and women serving in any military branch of the Armed Froces will be

2

published May 17, in Day Publication in conjunction
with Armed Forced Day. This section will feature photos
and information of the service men and women of the
Arlington Heights, Rolling Meadows, Mount Prospect,
and Prospect Heights area.
We would like to include your serviceman or woman
in this issue. We need the following: (1) A black -and -

NTEED TO BEAT DEPT., DISCOUNT & APPLIANCE STORES

PRICES GUA

FULLY

white, portrait type photograph, in uniform if possible,
any size from 2x3 to 5x7. Be sure to put the name of
service person on the back of the photo. If you desire,
you may pick up the picture when the section is completed. (2) Please fill out the blank below and mail it
with the photo to the Arlington Day, 217 S. Arlington

AUTOMATIC
WASHERS

NEW MA TMS
IN ORIGINAL FACTORY CARTONS ALSO
FLOOR SAMPLES & DEMONSTRATORS AT

HALO -OF -HEAT,

Hts. Rd., Arlington Heights, Illinois.

..DRYERS

HARD TO BELIEVE

PLEASE SUPPLY INFORMATION AND PHOTO OF

LATEST COLORS

YOUR SON, HUSBAND OR DAUGHTER SERVING
IN THE ARMED FORCES ... DON'T WAIT,

O SPANISH AVOCADO
COLONIAL COPPER

LOW PRICES!

NO EXTRA COST!

DEADLINE IS MAY 6.
T,FOR,LOOKIN
UBUQUE'S HAM RECIPE

;BOOKLET - 85 MOUTH
WATERING RECIPES 8, HINTS
.

.

.

Giant Selection of New, Used & Rebuilt Washers & Dryers

CAPACITY

DISHWASHER

Slides Under The Counter

NO INSTALLATION
CHARGES!

ARLINGTON HTS.

vb..

eeb

1

Fully Guaranteed

Room for Pots -N -Pans

.1--

$

111=16
41111111Laill

DRYER

Parent's Name and Address

,s

Wife or Husbands' Name and Address

\XV

'

R-670

A REAL BUY!

A REAL VALUE -

Fully Guaranteed

Fully Guaranteed,

SCHAUMBURG-

HEIGHTS

HOFFMAN ESTATES

24 W. Golf Rd.

Military mailing address (as of May 6)

at Golf & Roselle Rds.

Randhurst

CALL 392-2800

CALL 894-1900

DISHIASECI

Also ... 5614 W. Dempster St. - Morton Grove

NO MONEY
DOWN

'

Where Stationed

CURTIS GROS.

HOURS AT ALL STORES

Mon., Thurs., & Fri. Eve's til 9:30 P.M.
Other Weekdays til 5:30, Sat. til 5:00

WASHER &
DRYER CO.

CLOSED SUNDAY

SCHAUMBURG
rirere.ggl

sl340111W(VAlksl-Witlii.M1(574.3.091%12.14ilgfIgiVit

Branch of Service

Children's Name and Ages

(U.S. 12)

Just 2 Mk North of
111o6.0.

'9

ARLINGTON

1615 N. Rand Rd.

Rank

AUTO. WASHER
R-688

Age

Name of Service Person

HOT POINT

;

R-677'

Loads at the Table
No Pre -Rinsing

a

DRYER

(PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE)

MAYTAG

KENMORE

"Convertible Portable"

E -A -S -Y TERMS!

,

FAMILYSIZE

GIANT

24 MOS.
TO PAY.

ITH PURCHASE

Name of person filling out this sheet
Mailing address
Phone

Hersey Gets

y -Coach,

Tired C

-Mies \or lia, 55-54

Von Ebers
The Dist.

rinads Push 7asit

214 board of

A tired Arlington varsity

education has approved the
selection of Donald A. Von

track team dredged' out a 5554 dual meet win over Niles
North Wednesday at Niles

Ebers as head gymnastics

coach at Hersey High School,
which opens next September.

East.

Von Ebers has been assis-

Card coach Bruce Saamore
said Wednesday he had push -

tant golf and gymnastics

his team hard in practice

coach at West Leyden High
School in Northlake for five

Tuesday,

years and was head gymnastics and

assistant tennis

Friday.

coach at East Leyden in

Franklin Park for 12 years

lettermen on the Falcons' squad. Caltagirone, a junior, hit .285
last season, while Bartlett, a senior, maintained a ,330 average.

I just enough left Wednesday to

graduate, and worked on the
trampoline, parallel bars, and

ning seven firsts in the process

long horse and in tumbling for
the Illini as a collegian.

record 2-0.
Tom Swanson won the two-

push past the Vikings, win-

of making its dual meet

mile run in 10:05.9, leading
a 1-2-3 Arlington finish ahead

son Steve was a Mid -

of Jim Stubbs and Dave

tumbler for Arlington this

Marszalek.
Dave Steele, with an 8.2 se-

Suburban League champion

double play. Caltagirone and Bartlett are the only two returning

BUT ARLINGTON had

'

before that.
He's a University of Illinois

VON EBERS - WHOSE

Shortstop John Caltagirone flips to second baseman Tom
Bartlett as Forest View's keystone combination practices the

preparing for the

Wildcat Relays at Wheeling

of competition he'll be

cond dash over the 60 -yard
high hurdles, Bill Price, with

nesday he's looking forward

season -- has seen the caliber

Caltagirone, Bartlett Only Vets

coaching in and said Wedto it.

and Bob Graham with a 7.8
in the 60 -yard low hurdles,

Falcons lie_y on Keystone Pair

tough, but gymnastics is more

firsts.

a 55.4 second 440 -yard dash,

won the Cards' other track

"The teams in the area are

emphasized in the Dist. 214
_

ARLINGTON ALSO took

three field events, Todd

area than it is where I've been

and I'll be glad to make the

Somers winning with a 19'6"

move," Von Ebers said.

Forest View's 1968 baseball

keystone combination --

shortstop John Caltagirone
and second baseman Tom
Bartlett --will have to literally
be the base of any Falcon success.

Bartlett and Caltagirone are
the only lettermen coach Hal
Sprehe has returning from the

team that recorded a 10-6
overall record and finished
fourth in the Mid -Suburban

The luck of the' boundary
draw will keep Steve at Arlington, but the elder Von
Ebers will start out with a
promising crop of transfers
from Arlington and Wheeling.

long jump, -Tom Chandler tak-

ing the shot put, and Gary

Flanking Caltagirone and
Bartlett will be Stu Yakes at
third base and John Macior
at first base, with Al Ernst pitching and his twin, Mark,
catching.

In the outfield, Sprehe has

Jeff Kowalski in the two-

took fifth on the trampoline

1968
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60 high hurdles: I. Steele -

around competition for
Wheeling last season.

time in their first year with
any school. Elk Grove's new

coaching vacancies, only in
track and cross country.

The Grens' new coach has

Complementing Ernst on
the mound, the Falcons have

baseball; Lothar Peistrup, ten-

Russo, May, and Bauer --are
juniors; the rest are seniors.
And other than Caltagirone, a

pitching is going to be the big

THE TEAM WILL be

and Von Ebers.

60 low hurdles: 1. Graham,
--7.8
High jump: 3. Hooker -5-

"Our club is much improved defensively, but

ing as a team nucleus.

OF SPREHE'S leading nis; Thomas Porter, wrestling,

19'6"

seniors.

ballclub. But he also has five
lettermen, all seniors, return-

Keith Bauer, all right-han- Carter, golf; Steve Chernicky,
ders.

Long jump: 1. Somers --

baseman Jim DeVito, both

a small group of only nineteen
candidates to mold into a

The Hersey head coaching

440 dash: I. Price --55.4

Artemenko and second

won two of eighteen games in
its first varsity year, 1967.

Bill Teichert, Frank May, and staff announced thus far:
Leonard Burt, football; Ken

athletes, four--Caltagirone,

all -conference shortstop Bob

coach, Larry
Peddy, has a bigger than.usual
head baseball

Savage.

Dick Kinneman with head

880 run: 2. Saxton -2:06.9;
3. Butler --2:12

formed around last, year's
Four -lap relay: 1. Niles
doubleplay combination of North; 2. Arlington -1:18.7

Most coaches have a rough

leaves Hersey athletic director

Von Ebers' appointment

8.2; 3. Graham, 8.4
50 dash: 3. Price -6.1

5 Lettermen for Grens

freshman ring man.

ris, sixth in the frosh-soph all-

the pole vault earned the

Cards' only firsts.
ARLINGTON 55
NILES NORTH 54
Two-mile run: 1. Swanson 10:05.9; 2. Stubbs, 10:15.5; 3.
Marszalek--10:43.4

March 28,

1968 MSL frosh-soph meet,
Greg Sjogren, third on the
rings in the underclass meet,
and Bob Wilson, a standout

Von Ebers also expects to
have the services of Jeff Far-

mile run, Ken Malcolmson in
the half -mile, Sam Wit in the
long jump, and Fred Harth in

Thursday,

and fourth in tumbling in this
season's MSL varsity meet as
aWheeling sophomore. From

Lanzaratta, Randy Weaver,

Frank Russo, and Bob

ington's frosh-soph, 58-51.

AMONG THEM WILL be
versatile Gary Morava, who

job in that he inherits a team
in a new school which only

yet to decide among Tony

Niles North got some con-

solation by whipping Arl-

third.

Arlington, Hersey will get
Lance Boyett, parallel bar
THE FALCONS open their champion and third in allseason April 3 at home around competition in the
Set.

to a win.

Tollefson taking the shot put second place and Jim Ulrich

League last season.

against York, and Sprehe says
his infield and top battery are

Fagerson pole vaulting 12'6"

Shot-putter Tom Chandler won one of seven Arlington first
places Wednesday as the Cards squeaked past Niles North, 5554. Chandler's win placed a 1-2-3 Arlington finish, with Paul

6-

question," Peddy says. "We
lost Senior letterman Gary
Lemke with injuries, and our

Mile run: 2. Dieters -4:43.3;
3. Bergstrom --4:48.5

other pitchers arc- yOutig and

Mile relay: 1. Niles North -3:59.5; 2. Arlington --4:02.5

time."

12'6"; 3. Somers

inexperienced, -soI 'eXpect
Shot put: 1. Chandler, A;
we'll come around late in the 2. Tollefson; 3. Ulrich
season around tournament
Pole vault: I. Fagerson, A-

.285 hitter last year, and
Bartlett, who hit

.330, the

talent is relatively untried.
The Falcons' schedule
Date

Opponent
York

4-3

4-9
4-12
4-15

West Leyden

4-22
4-24
4-26
4-29
5-I

Prospect
Fremd
Wheeling
Palatine
Arlington
Elk .Grove

Elgin

Elk Grove
4-17 -Arlington
4-19 Conant

Talking over the timber, first baseman John Macior and third baseman Stu Yakes meet
at the bat rack as Forest View get ready for the 1968 season. Falcon coach Hal Sprehe
is counting on the two seniors as regulars.

5-3
5-6
5-8

II

A
A

A
A
A
A

,(onant
i

'remd

510, Prospect

A

5-13 District
5-17 Palatine
A
5-20 Regional
5-24 Wheeling
11spch.meduled games begin at

II

Saturday & Sunday, March 30 & 31st

FRE
*COFFEE

-41K

FREE

PRIZES!

Doughnuts!

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

9 a.m. til 4:30 p.m.

SPECIAL GALORE!

4:30

PRIZES

1ST PRIZE

... 19 LAWN-BOY MO W ER**

2ND PRIZE

.

.

TEXAN" WEBER KET TLE -V-

COME IN & REGISTER -NO. PURCHASE NECESSARY
21" LAWN -BOY
4- BULK GRASS SEED EASY-LITE FERTILIZER

20-10-5

KENTUCKY BLUE
Reg. 99c

NOW 79c LB.

THRIFTY MIX
Reg. 79c

NOW '59c LB.

PARK SPECIAL
Reg. 89c
414.-Vti

Reg. $1.49 'NOW $1'9 LB.
Walt Storm, 49, is in his

second year as Prospect's head

track coach. He spent two

Elk Grove Sets Sights on .500 Tennis Season
Elk Grove's 1968 varsity
tennis fortunes will rest on the
performances of a small group
of experienced lettermen from
last year's outfit that went 2-9
in dual competition
The first singles slot will be
filled by senior letterman Jerry Budz while the second and
third singles honors will go to

senior lettermen Pete Tullio
and Doug Thomas

Head Coach Lothar

Piestrup hasn't decided yet

who will handle the doubles

chores for the Grens this

spring. Seniors Randy Zerfus,
'Steve Blair, Pete Loiselle, and

"Our goal, is to be close
to .500 for the season" Piestrup says." "It'll take time

Rich Blass will have to fight and we'll develop slowly, but
off juniors Andy Lefnicak and

Rich Mark for the two
doubles slots.

Piestrup is optimistic despite the Grens rugged 13 meet schedule.

I

think we can win half of

our meets."

The Grens host such tough
area teams as Arlington and
Prospect in addition to Glen bard East, a perennial nonleague power.

More Sports on Page 10

years as head football - and

track coach at a Tatum,

N.M., high school, and 14

years as head track and assis-

tant football coach at Mat-

toon, III. High School before
coming to Prospect, where he
is also

a football assistant.

Storm hohis a b.s. degree in
physical education from

Eastern New Mexico
University (Porta/es) and an

m.s. in physical education

from the University of
Illinois. He played end in
football and was a high

jumper in track at Eastern
New Mexico.

MERION BLUE
Reg. $1.89 NOW 939 LB.

FLIP GARDEN 4L.
HOSE NOZZLES
Reg. $1.49

EACH

CLOSE-OUT ON
SUNBEAM
VISTA APPLIANCES
25% OFF
WHILE THEY LAST!

MOWER

Reg. $4.35

W/CATCHER

50 LB. BAG

10-10-10

$

SCOTT'S
TURF BUILDER &

SEED SALE!

15,000 SQ. FT. BAG $1
REG. $13.95 NOW II
10,000 SQ. Ft. BAG
NOW
5,000 SQ. FT. BAG
NOW

95

Reg.

77

NOW 69c LB. FERTILIZER

MERION BLUE MIX

Al Ernst pitches to his twin brother, Mark, as Forest View practices for Its 1968 opener against
York April 3. The Ernst twins are rated by coach Hal Sprehe as the Falcons' top battery.

99

$

$895

$495

$1 Off On 2500 Sq. Ft. Box of Seed.
50e Off on 1000 Sq. Ft. Box of Seed.

$116.95

#7256

WHILE THEY LAST!

19"ALADDIN ROTARY
MOWER
W/BEARING WHEELS

GRASS

So

BAG

95.

.FREE!
4-5-6 & 7 H.P.

YARDMAN RIDERS

$25995
FREE! YOUR CHOICE

COME TO OUR

Stanley Tool Demonstration
Sat., Mar. 30th - 9-2 p.m.

GRASS CATCHER OR
CART WITH ANY
YARDMAN RIDER PURCHASED.

OAKTON LAWN & GARDEN: 2r3V01530-34 OAKTONIDES PLAINES

0 .4

r

Four Leif mien Provide Coach lays
Falcons Can
ProspepiteUnis fir ase

THE DAY
Thursday, March 28, 1968
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Rounding out the varsity

The Prospectttennis squad

boasts four rObraing let-

squad are three more juniors,
Mike Wells, Trey Schaeffer,

termen this yea/'.

Id

and Bob Bruhl, and a

Two are juniors: Dave

one singles man, and Chuck

sophomore, Scott Russell.
"Russell will, probably be

cording to head coach Jim

pretty good."

Johnson, probably the number

Hughson, who will play
number two or three, ac-

doing a great deal of playing
this year," says Wright. "He's

Wright.

chances for bis squad in

league competition this year

Stocking and Bill Wichmann,

is also back for another

are pretty good.

season; and will 'probably be
.......
'
Cathy Rowe and Claudia Gentzler were two of the Northwest Suburban YMCA girl swim me who won individual races as Northwest swamped Indian Boundary 2591/2 - 481/2 last
end. Northwest will send 42 swimmers to the state finals this weekend in Alton.
eFw

the first team again.
boys are seniors.

The Knights' first meet will
be April 11 against Maine
West. The Warriors are not a
conference team, but "they

Both

..

CA Girlis

senior on the team is Craig

are real good," said Wright.
"The match will provide an
excellent experience for our

Webber.

Date
4-16
4-18
4-19
4-23
4-25
4-27
4-30
5-4
5-6

yard individual medley, Jan Allen the 100 -yard backstroke,
and Sue Ivisen the 100 -yard freestyle, to complement Miss
Tobin's wins.

state finals at Alton.

Sandy Gabler won the 50 -yard butterfly for the preps, who
also had firsts by Kay Nielsen in the 50 -yard freestyle, Jan
Lesniak in the 50 -yard backstroke, and Sue Stahnke in the

Northwest had three double winners against Indian Boundary. Midget swimmer Lee Dochler took the 25- and 50 -yard
freestyle races, prep Jan Takata captured the 100 -yard individual medley and tied for first with teammate Claudia
Gentzler in the 100 -yard freestyle, and junior Ann Tobin won

50 -yard breaststroke.

5-7
5-11

GAIL SCHLAK in the 100 -yard individual medley and
Margaret Gabler in the 250 -yard breaststroke joined Miss

the 100 -yard backstroke and breaststroke events.

THE NORTHWEST intermediates had five winners: Connie
Foster in the 50 -yard freestyle, Karen Sigfussen in the 100 -yard

freestyle, Cathy Rowe in the 100 -yard butterfly, Ruth Ann
Gabler in the 100 -yard backstroke, and Liz Tobin in the 100 -

Doehler as Northwest midget winners.
Dawn Grunwald in the 25 -yard freestyle, Pauline Di Somma

5-14
5-15
5-17

in the 25 -yard butterfly, Judy Gran in the 25 -yard backstroke,

5-21

and Ann Di Francisca in the 25 -yard breaststroke won for

yard breaststroke.

Five junior level swimmers won for Northwest, Kathy

Opponent
Maine West
Glenbrook S.
Elk Grove
Deerfield
Palatine
Wheeling
Arlington Inv.
Forest View
District

4-11

Dalton taking the 50 -yard freestyle, Liz Di Francesca the 200 -

Things look enciiiydging

for the Forest View: tennis

squad this year,,, pccongpg

head coach Rtiger'eSie.

ingraber.

50 per cent win total," he
says.

"We've improved every

year since six yearS ago when
the school ppened.1

The Falcons couidn t
plus side of any of their'
manage to, come, lip on the
matches then.

LAST YEAR, Forest

Views' netters won "about
two-thirds" of their meets,
and there are four returnees

team."

in

(me* U Another

The unstoppable Northwest Suburban YMCA girls swim
team zipped to another win last weekend, overturning Indian
Boundary Y 2591/2-481/2 in a warm-up for this weekend's Y

5-25

the cadets.

from that squad. Jim
H
H.
A
A
A
A
H

Wheaton N.
Conant
Lake Park

A

Fremd
Willowbrook
State Meet
Arlington
Conf. Meet
at Elk Grove

A
H

Musgrave, the number three
singles man last year, looks
like the number one man this

Jim Musgrave is expected to be Forest View's no. 1 singles
representative when the Falcons open their 1968 season against
Glenbrook North April 5. Musgrave, no. 3 man last year, will

Dave Ericson, Gordon

Ebel to hold the no. 1 job.
Rick Knudsen.

last year, 5-0.

team.

pected a tougher match," said

Folkman, and Tim Ebel are

are seniors.

Four juniors, up from the

frosh-soph squad of last year,

A

are in contention for the

are Mike Kinneman, Brian
Finch, Alan Spiegler, and

GS
kDRUGSi

Ducey and Steve Rohrback

The Knights' un-

'

lam.mouvil

Rodgers, P-9.0
50 dash: I. Verburg, Pal -

MIKE DITTMAN won the
two-mile run in 11:09.6, Bill

seconds, accounting overall

16'7", Chris Anderson zipped
to a first in the 50 -yard dash

I

Butz took the long jump at

in 6.2 seconds, and Bob

l', Imhoff

Doug Bach, running a

10:22.9 in the two-mile race,
paced the third sweep ahead

Pomrenke led the half -mile
field in 2:14.1.

John Manning's 59.1 -second quarter -mile, Don Spry's

40'l" shot put, Keith Mat-

thews' 4:50.5 mile, and Steve
Reynolds' 5'10" high jump ac-

counted for Prospect's other
individual firsts.

Ken Pitts, Chris Anderson,
Ed Anderson, and Scott Szala

teamed to win the half -mile
relay in 1:48.8, and Pitts and

Szala came back, to join

Pomrenke and Manning in
sacking away the mile relay
in 4:02.5.
Varsity results:

co a

/MIRE

3.

Jennings, Pal --6.1
880 run: I. Paulson,

P-

2:06.7; 2. Oswald, P-2:09.2;
3. D. Dittman, P--2:14.3

880 relay: 1. Palatine --

1:42.5; 2. Prospect --1:43
440 Dash: 1. Rohrback,
P--54.6; 2. Jiancaspro, Pal -56.4; 3. Mankel, Pal --59.3

60 low hurdles: 1. Verburg,
Pal --7.85; 2. Ducey, P--8.0; 3.
Scholl. Pal --8.1

High jump: 1. Ducey, P--5'
10"; 2. Gowen, Pal --5'8"; 3.
Rodgers, P, Schneipp, Pal -5'4"
Mile relay: I. Prospect Oswald Paulson, Passarelli,
ssarelli, Rohrback--3:46.7; 2.
Palatine --3:48.9

teamed to add a first in the

Two-mile run: I. Bach, P-1 0:2 2.9 ; 2. Treece, P--

Pole vault: I. Imhoff, P-118; 2. Boult, P-11', 3. Loeffel, P--11'

AMA SEX
MICRO 85
PLAYER/

MAYBELLINE

Eye Lashes
CUTER

:).1-2:Jeca:dr,

RECORDER

00

Hard As Nails

$1 00 Value Pushbutton

....

ONLY

95

Cuticle Remover cane

,)4 -oz. Can

Deodorant

STEREO!
STEREO TAPE

SALLY

)

There's never been anything like RI The Micro 85 is a total
stereo sound system. Plays or records up to 90 minutes of
full.fidelity stereo on the cassette, a tiny self contained car.
tridge of tape. There's nothing to break or scratch, or thread
ever. Create your own programs to go with the hundreds. of
prerecorded cassettes available everywhere. Includes twin
walnut speakers and matching stereo mikes.

MARTHA

$1.89 Value

Congestaid Vaporizer

131. s

19

!

19

$1 79 Value

,

5.8; 2. Rohrbeck, P--6.0;

Mac 'Bride. P--4:52.2
PROSPECT 741/2
PALATINE 341/2

.6181

f(--'- Der 1 ass age

18'51/4"

Mile run: 1. Donahue, Pal --

Oswald, Paulson, Ted
Passarelli, and Rohrback

Scholl, Pal -Kreutzinger, Pal -2.

4:34; 2. Holmes, P--4:37; 3.

UGS

(.=").) Cough Syrup

1

the low hurdles, and a

10'6" pole vault.

18'7"; 3.

a whole new way to go

i:TIC74:41;11a

;-_,R

Mike Skop won three of

Ducey in the 60 -yard low
hurdles and Rohrback in the

mile relay in 3:46.7.

c--)) Vick, s

Rohrback,

in

13

.,Low
C priced,"

- vovoiu

1.

Rohrback's 19'91/2" long jump

misses.

Largo Tube

(

first places and a 102-7. P--19'91/2";

60 high hurdles: 1. Ducey,

winning because he had fewer

Creme

Marceau, Pal --

Long jump:

P--8.4; 2. Busse, P--8.6; 3.

pole vaulted

,

Shot put: 1. Schneider, P-

43'61/2"; 3.
42'61/2"

cond high hurdle dash, an 8.6

Boult, and Maurice Loeffel all

RAPID.
SHAVE

de'rclassmen tore into and past
the little Pirates, snatching all

10:25.8; 3. Dalt, P-10:31.4

4 5'2 1/2 "; 2. Green, P--

Rodgers in a Knight sweep.

JEFF SCHNEIDER won
the shot put at 45'21/2", and
II -oz. Can

3-5.

Prospect's firsts, with a 9.9 -se-

while Herb Imhoff, Bruce

98c Value Regular, Lime or Menthol

0,_,,

previous outings.

leading Bruce Busse and Miles

of Bill Treece and Don Dall.

(.(7?..-)) Mennen

Forest View has played all
of its 1968 opponents except
Addison Trail at least once in

win.

PROSPECT ADDED firsts
in five other events, sweeping
three of them.
Dick Paulson, covering the
half mile in 2:06.7 led a 1-2-3
Knight finish ahead of Bruce
Oswald and Dan Dittman,

Remember, for convenience, low everyday prices, top quality and expert service
.
. visit your nearest Kare Drug Store now.

is

Steingraber.

Ducey won the high,
at 5'10" and took the 60 -yard
high hurdles in 8.4 seconds,

for 26 of the Knights' points.

Save time . . . save money . . . by having your prescriptions filled by Kare Pharmacists. Always be assured of modern, efficient service with exacting accuracy.
Your health deserves only the best, and while your prescriptions are being filled,
shop through the spacious aisles of your Kare Drug Store wtqch features famous
Brand Health & Beauty Aids at low everyday prices.

The victory improved

prospect's dual meet record to

50 -yard dash also took

Clearasil

against Glenbrook North. The
Falcons whipped the Spartans

Prospect's varsity track
team got two firSt place

dash also earned firsts.

e

season April 5 with a bout

Ducey, ohrback i t in 2 Firsts

and 54.6 -second 440 -yard

$1.19 Value

FOREST VIEW opens its

varsity team this spring. They

win over Palatine Tuesday.

`e.ed t

"They had a young team
perclassmen, Steingraber is last year and we beat them
giving three sophomores a pretty badly, but most of them
chance to work out with the are back this year, so I ex-

Musgrave some competition
for the number one berth. All

and coasted to a 741/2-341/2

.

In addition to his up-

also back this year to give

performances each from Dan

Rapid
(0) Shave

have to beat out Dave Ericson, Gordon Follunan, and Tim

year, says Steingraber, but

As Knights Mash Pirates, 55-54

'1.a.r*

CV -1k er

THE ONLY OTHER

etter Mark

"We should have at least a

WRIGHT SAYS that the

The number one douples
tandem from last year, Jerry

Iit

Skin 'Lotion'A

Lipstick Brush....
ilicpuoiiiiash

Adhesive e

AN INSTANT STEREO TAPE LIBRARY. .

.

WORTH .

. .

$29.95

Buy'a Micro 85 during our introductory celebration and we'll give you 4 cassettes of
best selling recording artists plus a blank cassette to make your own recordings.

$1.19 Value

Dristan Tablets

24 -CL Pkg

7fe

Pkg

96:tips

AM EX Whew MICRO 10
PORTABLE TAPE PLAYER/RECORDER

J

¢
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CICERO ANCITIRMAK, CIURO

3745 N LINCOLN, CHICAGO

j7) ,') WAUKEGAN AND LAKEStREIT, GLENVIEW

cr

.

(CiCqd
(t(
''' , .,..dkAa666660../.,

SOUTH

NORTH

ALGONQUIN AND LIE STREIT, DU PLAINTS

2995 KIRCHHOFF ROAD, ROILING MIADOWS

115TH AND WESTERN, CHICAGO
5346 S. ASHLAND, CHICAGO

CIRMAK AND HOYNI, CHICAGO
2321 5. KEDZIE, CHICAGO
2623 3.

ORE0N

2127 W. LAWRENCE AVE., CHICAGO
GOLF ROAD AND ROUTE 83, MT. PROSPECT

4610 N. CLARK, CHICAGO

-,,

.f...)))

w. nunlike
001H 11.11

1705 N. MAIN, WHEATON
imeHIIIH. Mn.
MADISON AND CICERO, CHICAGO
HUHN. 0.4.11.
1705 N. HARLIM, CHICAGO
Nartli
NORTH AND YORK ROAD, ELMHURST
NAMALAND WASHINGTON, FOREST PARK

..kktMttait`

We'll be giving away Micro lOs during our introductory celebration! The all solid state Micro 10
is light and compact, yet powerful enough for full
fidelity sound! Stop In and hear the exciting new
Micro 8s and the portable Micro 10. Register now
for your free chance to win a Micro 10. No pur
chase necessary.

(Offer void where prohibited by law.)

EtEIS:..PRESACIP

INTANIP0

DIVERSEY AND HALSTED, CHICAGO

WEST

1,---

HERE'S WHERE IT'S HAPPENING

CAMP McDONAID AND WOLF ROAD, WHINING 6611 S. HALSTIO, CHICAGO
167TH AND OAK PARK, TINLEY PARK

DIVISION AND 0A/ttlY, CHICAGO

30,4

KARE HAS
EVERYDAY LOW
PRESCRIPTION PRICES

iM91)1Pppl

KOE Maw,
"GCS)4

Meyer o.9. V &
CUSTOM HI:k7 BACKGROUND MUSIC PAGING & SOUND SYSTEMS
524 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

DRUGS

MOUNT PROSPECT 255-2500
5901"t:I.11P0r0KriItli,.'11IV

41,

a
0

DOUBLE
MONEY
BINGO!

ARK

IF

We reserve the

right to limit

quantities Prices
effective through
March 30th.
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ROAST
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,

R.

BOLOGNA

CENTER

CUT

Grade

"A"

Whole

1 -Lb.

' Lb.

I

Pkg.

Corn Country Fresh-Rib

.

OSCAR MAYER

L

PORK
CHOPS

I

I

SMOKED
BUTT

CUT

e
I

Lb.

Lb.

MICKELBERRY Links

TOP TASTE
I

Any
I

Size

PORK

SKINLESS
WIENERS

e

I

k

SAUSAGE

Pkg.

I

Lb.

OSCAR MAYER

r

10

SLICEDG

44-'
»hF.z.

oM

sr

ALL BEEF
WIENERS

Oscar
114yer

FISH STICI(94

BACON

I

Lb.

wiE47.

I

I

A'

1 -Lb.

I

Pkg.

Lb.

Mix
or Match
as
P

p

a

Thrist Quenching

COCA
coKe COLA

!,s1

16 -oz.

OTS

ke

Extra
Large

i

Plus Deposit

80 Size

Ripe

Florida

Sweet

GOLDEN

JUICE
ORANGES

CRISP

Btls

BANANAS

'

1

Lb.

CARROTS

2

Doz.

1 -Lb.

Bags

4001.1MIAw"--

`Fancy Dutton Mushrooms

a

Cm!'"AA

465%.

Vol*"

CHEESE

PIZZA

121/2 -oz.

Prepare

Pkg.

for
Spring

Sausage 131/4 oz. pkg. 59e

HAWTHORN MELLODY

I

EASY LIFE

Swift's

Weed & Feed 10-6-4 or

LAWN

GOLDEN

FOOD

V140R0

0E CHEW'
tkitsc.cuR0

2 sr.
20-10-5

SAVE CASH
SAVE4h1STAMPS
"Ketchup Lovers" Size

HEINZ
KETCHUP

a

1

ti -11 One Colopon P. Cost.....

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

....................... .......... ......................

35$
Lb.

2S""3642( GREEN

rt STAMPS

,

Any 10 -Lb. Bag
POTATOES

Bag '

Bag

Cour...1,1m

1

1

I

1

1

1

1,1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

ILI, k

1

1

1

'

`.21111111111111111111

1

II

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

( 1 1,1 k 1

1

1

1

1

1

1,

1

1

1

1

1

'

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1U1

1

1

1

1

'

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

o.

Oa. 4.1.

EASY TIFF ALUMINUM FOIL

Cow. !spin.

NATCO GROUND BLACK PEPPER
Coop... Loins
M.1, 3131h

March 304.
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1
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1
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1
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1

1
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E
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SAVE CASH -SAVE .691 STAMPS
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THE' DAY
Thursday, March 28, 1968

Paige 12

1 -3 -Lost and Found

I.

Lost: set of keys in black case,
vicinity Arlington Hts. Retention

INDY

Basin. 259.2590.
'

.14 -Personals
Air Conditioning

35

Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Share

75

Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales

Aviation
Auto Leasing
Auto Paits and Access.
Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers
Automobile For Sale
Automobiles Wonted
Barter and Exchange
Boats and Marine Supplies
Boat Storage

BE SURE to dial 255-7200 when
you have extra furniture. Classified Ads sell it fast.

106
103

leave your upholsteZy

99

electric shampooer $1. The

101

Business Services

64
38
39

66
15
16
17

Card of Sympathy
9
Cord of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots
3
Coins . Hobbies
10
Duy Ccmp
12
Dogs, Pets and Equipment
. 44
Employment AgenciesMen
27
Employment Agencies Women
28
Employment Service -Women
29
Equipment Rentals
57
Florists

1

.Food and Deliccicies
Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
Hip Wanted Men
Help Wanted Men or Women
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings -Furniture
Industrial Property
In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes

"I'm tired," Air Traffic

Specialist Jim O'Malley said
as he left the partial darkness
of the radar room to go home.

He is one of the 72 techni-

cians who man the Federal
Aviation Administration's

control tower at O'Hare
International Airport around
the clock

He spent the last hours of
his shift in the radar room,
watching lines of eerie green

screens marking the positions
of aircraft, and red and white

lights blink on instrument

panels.

"We had a radar unit go

out this morning," he said.

-"Then you have to scramble

airplanes being flown for

can merely channel traffic to

operating conditions are

another of the six air strips.
It's the FAA administrative

sport. So even though
worse, there is some compensation.

ON THE SAME day,

a

cargo plane, for still un-

men who feel the pressure of
mishaps such as this. Assis-

tant Control Tower Chief
Robert Schwank, 526 S.'
Dryden,

Arlington

Heights'

the wall-to-wall windowed
room, that crowns the control
tower.

The men swap posts during
work periods. The
change keeps them alert, and
prevents them from being

react so much faster and work
a little harder."
The day was foggy. The fog
requires a little more effort in
the control tower, but on such

veered sharply, crashed and

change shifts.
It can get pretty tense in the

no danger, but you have to

a day there are few private

make it off the runway. It

burned.

o'clock that morning to help
in the investigation.

Problems. like this can tie-

O'Malley didn't spend his
entire eight hour shift in the

crease substantially the strain

gloom of the radar room. During the first part of it he was in

up a runway, but don't in-

on the air traffic men. They

control tower. Taking his turn
O'Malley helped to organize
air traffigLapproaching from
and departing to all points of
the compass.

He maintained radio contact with all the pilots, and got
the ones circling overhead to

slow down to the right speed

to keep the right safety interval in the right pattern.

After he "cleared" a

runway he gave landing

instructions.
He lined up outgoing planes
on the ground, gave them tax-

iing instructions, and co-

ordinate their take -offs with
other's landings.

IT'S LIKE directing traffic

Right -A novice air con-

on a street, except you have

troller receives some pointed

three dimensions to worry

instructions from a veteran
during a training session in
controlling traffic patterns

about instead of just two, and
a mistake at this intersection
could result in substantially

held in the tower.

more than a dented fender,
said one of O'Malley's colleagues.

How do you get yourself into this kind of work?

Says Edward Hayes, FAA

administrator in charge of
personnel at O'Hare:
"All the men here now have

had military traffic. They
make the best candidates.

"But previous aviation ex-

perience is not absolutely
necessary to get in, as long as
you pass the civil 'service exam."

"I started at the Godman
Army airfield at Fort Knox,

83

looking fora better job. It's

your big 'chance. If you miss
"When you finally pass all
the tests and get a rating and
license from the government,

really a weight off your

shoulders, especially if you've

got a family relying on you
to make it.

15 -Business Personals

WIN A COLORADO
RANCH VACATION
COME IN & REGISTER AT

THE GIFT BOX
105 Main St.
Mt. Prospect

21 -Situations Wanted -Men
local: trademarks, letterheads, design service. F.A.S.
grad. 439-6937.
Artist,

22 -Situations Wanted .Women

Will do ironing in my home.
References. Mt. Prospect. 2533443

FAMILY

13

WANT ADS
FOR

B6
91

94
95
88
96
70

18

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation. Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

Paint Spot, 11 W. Davis, AdIngton Heights, Illinois

32
9B

Real Estate Wanted
Rooms-BoordHousekeeping
21
Situations Wanted -Men
22
Situations Wanted -Women
To Rent Apartments
74
7B
To Rerit Business Property
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73
76
To Rent Houses
01
To Rent Miscellaneous
79
To Refit Resort Properties
To Rent, Stores, Offices
77
Travel

beautifully soft and clean. Rent

23
90
50
65

85
89

Real Estate -Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant

THE amazing Blue Lustre will

5

Real EstateApt. Building
Resort Properties For Sale

it's

over strained at the busiest
jobs. Then every week, they

26
30
47

14

Real Estate -Houses

it, you're just out.

determined reasons didn't had to roll out of ben at 4

7
2

24

Personals

Real Estate -Bus. Property

their

a little more. There was really

36

Motorcycles and Scooters .... 111
Musical Instruments
55
Nursery Schools - Child Care 69
56
Office Furniture Devices

O'Malley said. "You're just
out of the military and you're

MOM
FROM THE 6 J'S

34
20
109
105
107

Business Opportunities
Business Personals
Business Service Directory

toys Down, But Thinks Up Too

.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY.

71

Building Materials

BY TED LACEY

a.

(vicinity Busse & Golf rids.
437-1504 evenings

CLASSIFIED

light sweep across radar

.

LOSTt Sunday, Albino parakeet,

102
92
42
82

"I started here with a class
of 14 -or 15. Now there are
two of us left. Some of them

QUICK CASH
1. You name the item

2. Include the price

3. Include your address or
phone number.

Write your ad here. One word on
each line. It's easy. It's fun, and
it's profitable.

2

didn't make the check-out

dates, some didn't pass tests,
others who made it later moved to places where there was
less pressure.

3

4.

-

"It's an interesting pro-

5

fession," O'Malley says after
eight years at O'Hare. "It's
always challenging from day
to day --there's nothing dull

6

about it.

'I

"irS

A BIG responsibility,
and everyone is quite nervous
for the first year, but you get
over that.
"There have been planes

8

DAYS

wrecked here, but you can't
let yourself dwell on that fact.

You have to just continue to
do the best job you possibly

10

ONLY

11

can.

"You have to regulate your
life a little more with this job

than you would with most
others. Sleep is very important
for staying alert. If you're

12

$315

13

tired or if you have a cold,

14

you're better off not coming
in. Sicknesses that normally

15

wouldn't prevent you from
going to -work, do prevent you

16

from working effectively
here."
Of the men's desire to work

here in what FAA people call
the "big
said:

17

TODAY

league." O'Malley

"They just want to work at

18

BEFORE 4 P.M.

19

the world's busiest airport."

Ky.," O'Malley said.

SATURDAY

"But they only teach you

20

8:30 TIL 12 NOON

basics in the Army."

He applied for his present

21

job six months before his

discharge from the service.

.22

CALL

After he passed a civil service

exam, he was accepted for a
six week classroom training

28

session.

ARLINGTON

Then he passed the required
air traffic control specialist

examination, demonstrating
knowledge of all phases of

Call 255-4400

flight service, aviation

weather and air navigational
After passing the milestone,

months of supervised on-the-

job training. His progress

Air Traffic Control

Specialist James O'Malley,

Below the control tower, men keep a 24 hour watch on
the radar sets, locating and directing the flights of the aircraft.
(Photo by Greg Vojack.)

Chicago, said of his job in the

Federal Aviation.

Administration control tower
at.

O'Hare International

Airport, "it's always challenging."

through each phase of

training had to meet periodic
check-out dates. If he missed

one, he would have been
washed out of the FAA.

ADVERTISERS
COST

LEGAL NOTICE

$3.15 for 3 days

Pursuant to action of the

PLEASE

ington Heights at the annual

CHECK YOUR ADS!

,This

meeting held February 13, 1968, the

charter of The Bank of Arlington
Heights was amended to change
the name to (The Bank & Trust

Company of Arlington Heights). The

capital stock of the banking corporation was increased from 14,400
shares to 23,000 shares with an in.
crease in the amount of capital

$575,000.00 without a change in
the par value of the shares. Action
of the stockholders has been duly
approved by the 'Commissioner of
Banks

and

Trust

Companies

on

March 1, 1968, and recorded in the
office of The Recorder of Deeds of
Cook County on March 15, 1968,
as Documents Numbers 20431250,
20431251, and 20431252.
The Bank & Trust Company

of Arlington Heights,
Illinois

includes one FREE insertion

in "Market Day" if your ad ap-

stockholders of The Bank of Arl-

stock from $ 3 6 0,0 0 0.0 0 to

-"THERE IS an awful lot of
pressure when you/start out,"

Count words and figure, 4 average words per line. 12 average
words equal a 3 line ad.

use DAY PUBLICATIONS.

airports, communications,

O'Malley underwent 18

255-7200

For the best coverage
and the finest service

control work: air route traffic
control, civil air regulations,

aids.

24

HEIGHTS

pears in the regular Wednesday
edition.

Advertisers are requested to
chock the first - insertion' of

their advertisement and in
case of error to notify the
at
wire in order that correction'
can be made. In the event of
error or omission, the news
paper will be responsible for
ONLY
the first incorrect
insertion and only to the extent of the space that the ad
classified

requires.

Enclosed is

$

;Name

department.

Errors

will

be

Address

(City
State
Phone

recitified by republication
for one insertion.

JOHN L. FRIEBURG, JR.

Please check your ads and
notify us at once. Correct-

Vice President &
Secretary

ions are accepted by phone.

MAIL TO:
THE ARLINGTON DAY
217 So. An. Hgts. Rd.

9 to 9 weekdays & 9 to 12

'Arlington Heights, Ill.

Published in the
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
March 28, April 3, April 10, 1968

Saturdays.

PHONE 2554-7200

PHONE:

255-7200

-

22 -Situations WantedWomen

._

Top girl wishes 1 -girl off ice.

GENERAL

Mature young woman who can
takp over, seeks good position
w,/ top salary.Exp'dininventory,

PRODUCTION

stWbd., bkpg., payroll & purchasing. Write Box 1145, Day Publica-

tions, 217 S. An. Hts. Rd., An.
Hts., Ill. 60005

_

23 -Instruction

Openings now exist on these

358-0,174

Des Plaines Location

STRAIGHT

Call Miss Donna
686-7630

experience
time year
load and ' haul
sharing plan.

In The Air & spring

For Private Club
in

of the special person in your lifethru theart of song. We offer instrumental lessons as well, and

No Sundays or Monday

cal instruments

if you qualify for our sales
training program. Salary inin 6
crease opportunities

available. For

call CL 3-5592.

Arlington Hts., Ill.
60005

Recruiting

To work Monday thru Friday,
12:00 to 4:30 P.M. Saturday,

Counselor

-

CALL

MT. PROSPECT NEWS AGENCY

Excellent
etc.

necessary.
To
succeed in this business you

CALL MR. FISCHER

must have the ability to work,

255-6010

experience

sell, and think. If interested
in a prestige position offering
an above average income call

NORTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY
5 W. Campbell
253-7150

new plant. You will start as a
manufacturing engineer. Ideally you have some background
aselectro-mechanical
in
sembly, time study, stop watch
or work factor experience. You
will contribute to capitol asset
up to project leader on new en-

Randhurst Center

BUSINESS
Service Directory

gineering project and cost reduction studies. For confidential summary of our client,
call. No fee.

420 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

Bud Cairns 392-5151.

investigation. You con move

253-6600

JANITOR

In the Loop we're at
427-8442
202 S. State St.

APPLY AT
215 E. Prospect Ave.

ple in your community. Call one NOW!

LAYOUT
in on

career with many challenging assignments in

An equal opportunity employer

Mount

our

CALL
KEN BERGER

DRAFTSMAN
married

man,

253-2800

draft exempt. At least
Painting -Decorating

Floor Maintenance

Alterations
ON MEN'S WEAR

Mutual

Remodeling,
Relining, Pleats
Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten-

Continental

All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
exterior
and
painting.
All work guaranteed.

Experts in
Floor Maintenance

358-9038

ed.

CL 9-0849

Auto Repair

TILE

BUY OR SELL CARS

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR
TOWING SERVICE.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259.6160

Carpentry -Remodeling
J. J. 0' Brien Constr.
Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5.5056
BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359.1906

"the rest" then call
Call
"THE BEST", for expert carpentry, remodeling & odd itions. No
job too small. 766-8034

Carpet Cleaning
Special

CONCRETE
-TERRAZZO
WALL WASHING

$17.95

Carpet Shampooing
Estab. 45 Years
Free'Estimates
ALL PHONES

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne's Furniture Service
Refinishing, repairs, burns
scratches removed, FL 8-4543.

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

care of home maintenance?
"Painting: Interior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
'New Method Carpet Cleaning
*Floor Care for Home & Office

Top quality materials & careful
workmanship.

'381.4651

Help with income tax
in your home
CL 5-0313
Vince Bauder

Instructions
Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.
-

Carpet Installation
DEPENDABLE CARPET
new or used.
Wall -to -Wall,
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
Estimates.

24.:3642

spraying work. Rototiller rental.
Snow Plowing. 437-4870

Masonry

Catering
Bridal Shower Hall
Prospect Catering
CL 5-4833
CL3.4182

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & fireplaces
CL 3.5964

Moving

Concrete Work
WINTER PRICES

Stairs,
Garages,
Driveways,
Patios. Free estimates.

766-1943

LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

Save 50%

358.9710

WALKS

"K" KONCRETE CO.

827-1284

Murals

Dressmaking -Sewing
l'Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
Near
order. Alterations.
to
255.0348
Randhurst.
Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, fur coats; re-

pair & replace zippers on pants,
jackets etc. Also men's clothing.
255.8161

Floo;Maintenance

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under $45.
529-2840

Nursery Schools

'

Enroll now for fall.
Bus service available.
CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL
255-4062
Arlington Hts.

Limited spring openings.

flowering
shrubs, silver maple & spruce.
Misc. CL 5-4755

Latiritz Jensen
3 Generations
Decorating in the Finist
Scandinavian Tradition.

CL' 9-0495
Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
529.7774

,

will perform machining and
fitting operations on all kinds
of metal parts and machines.
Also layout work from sketches and written specifications.
Highly diversified work in.

clean

Custom Machine
Inspector

service.

jobs a specialty. Free estimates
255.3823
'

Layout Draftsman
Bench Assemblers

Good Starting Pay
and Many Benefits

Order Pickers
Custodians

APPLY AT
Our employees enjoy a liberal
including
benefit program
profit sharing, free life insurance, group health insurance, a credit union and regular wage reviews.

VARO OPTICAL
215 E. Prospect Ave.

SAVE YOUR EYESI

Illinois.

JOBS OFFER:
"A Good Place To Work"

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan

WEBER MARKING

SYSTEMS, INC.

VARO INC

Profit Sharing

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

An equal opportunity employer

APPLY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
AT

CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB

-

AAA

Our relocation to new modern office requires additional salesmen to handle increase of business.

High earnings selling memberships, auto insurance and financing. Guaranteed $600 per month salary with 1st year earn-

MOTOROLA

ings averaging between $10,000 and $12,000.

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

'Des Plaines, III.

An equal opportunity employer

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

ELECTRONICS

An interesting and unique telephone sales car-

eer awaits two people who are interested in

working with our clients. This is not a solicitation
service. Our office serves over 2700 accounts in

STOP!!

13 states.

We seek people with pleasant telephone voice
-and a unique desire to converse with business

Are you an

men.

Excellent starting salary during training. Merit
increases, paid vacation, holidays, hospitaliza-

ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN?

-

Work in

Are you earning

$520-$725?
Are You
PROMOTABLE?

Niles, Illinois

Do you want
SECURITY?

If the answer is

EKCO

"YES"

PRODUCTS INC.

WE WILL TRAIN ON THE FOLLOWING

for

It's T.V. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Press Attendant
$2.67 to start

Repaired. Homd Service Calls.

Then we need

MEN

(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs, of Expert Service
Arl. His.

CI 5.5692

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No

Assistant Foil Roller
4 PM to 12 PM
$2.83 to start

layoffs due to weather.

Sewer Service

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

Floor Men

2 weeks paid vacation
paid holidays
paid sick leaves

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

4:15 PM to 12:45 AM

overtime
insurance

837-2345

DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

No experience necessary

$3.95 & $5.95. 359-3593

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

Dick's Tile
Wall Tile - New & Remodeling

MA/?T/'N METALS

Also Tile Rep airs
437 -

ice

AAMCO Transmissions
Arl. Hts.

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.
250 N. 12th St.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

$2.53 to start

Power Truck Operator
4:15 PM to 12:45 AM
$2.67 to start

automatic raises

Sewing Machine Repair

Tile

Any technical school, military training or communi-

cation experience qualifies you for these critical
openings. We are the fastest growing electronic
company and have critical need for technicians
in our Chicago and suburban plants.'

7:45 AM to 4:15 PM

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's
Radio and T.V. Repair

259-9440

These" men will carry out maintenance
duties in both plant and office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,

439-8500

WORLD CARPETS

JOBS

FL 8.5359

830 W. N.W. Hwy.

DAYS and NIGHTS

YOU!

Reasonable Rates

Transmission Se

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

Immediate Openings

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

17 S. Evergreen

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

647-0011

439-7600

Small

NEEDS

formal train desirable.

Plastering
Fast

Assemblers

volving very close tolerances. 5
to 10 years experience or

call
for appointment

392.6817,

MOTOROLA

Custom Machine

With minimum supervision you

2995 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows

202 S. State St.

CITY OR SUBURBS

in new Elk Grove plant.

Jim's Sewer. Service

Painting -Decorating

MACHINIST

PLAN AN EARLY INTERVIEW

Janitor
,

TOPPS

In the Loop we're at
427-8442

Custom Machine

tion.

CALL - MR. SCHENK
827-1220, between 9 AM & 5 PM
For Appointment

All typCs of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

HONEYSUCKLES,

117 S. Emerson

Mount Prospect

Call for Appointment

.SEWER TROUBLES?

Nursery -Trees

Ecklund Floor Service

Average rm. 'sanded. send &
finished. $19.95
766:4687

Manager in a dynamic, growing organization.

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

CALL ED

Beautify your home for Easter.

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS
FLOORS

(but not necessarily in restaurant business). Good

Photography

Pianos - Organs

Call Mr. Ellison.

392-0190

Setters

An Equal
Opportunity Employer

salary, paid vacation, medical and life insurance plan,
meals and uniforms free. Opportunity to advance to

FASHIONS SHOWS
WEDDINGS
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Joe Edwards
255-7200

No fee.

PARKER

'A,, equal opportunity employer

800 W. Central Road
Mount Prospect

Radio -TV Repair

Moving

Cement Work by Vito Pelagio

perience

To assist in our Garden? Shop.
With or without experience.

253.6600

1789 Ookton Street

Needs an aggressive Assistant Manager for its new Des
Plaines unit - opening soot. Should be over 25, high
school graduate or some college with supervisory ex-

Decorating & Remodeling.

Ned Williams

MARKING

ENGINEERING

MANAGER - ASSISTANT
M cDona Id's, America's Largest Carryout
Restaurant Chain

Free Estimates. Ed Sowinski
CL 5-3991

CL 5-8239 CL 3-5050

LAWN MAINTENANCE and general landscaping, power rak&
ing,
rototilling, trimming

438.8387

NEW WAY PAINTING

Landscaping

$9.95 & up. 894-5722

PATIOS

&

Income Tax

Violin Lessons
cleans

Why contact 5 different people
when 1 quick phone call takes

243-4804
24 HOUR SERVICE

WEBER)

Contact MR. REYNOLDS -827-1186

Northbrook, III.

HELP

with Engineering staff on all
phases of R & D. From there
it's up to you. Call for details.

hour week. Profit,sharing
and other benefits.

DEUBLIN COMPANY

Part Time

electro - mechanical
of
mechanisms. You will work

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1900

272-6060

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
Wall Papering.
CL 3.1118

Guaranteed Satisfaction

1950 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

Ideally you are the kind of man

fbr diversified work in

Qualified men will immediately handle a sizeable amount of
renewal business, and constant growth guarantees future
earnings. Prefer experienced salespeople - car necessary.

CALL
MR. REISENER

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

WOOD

We Don't

Winter

Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

CONDITIONING CO.

who is tired of doing routine
drawings and would like the
challenge of something' new.
You will start by doing designs

year's experience in
machine drafting and
parts detailing. 371/2
1

$20 Paints Most Rooms

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

Between 8 a.m. & 5 p.m.

Office. Only those interested in permanent
employment need apply.

MACHINE
Young

Prospect

437.9400

RAINSOFT WATER

$850 TO $1,000

PHONE 798-2210

sign layout thru prototype testing will allow

BRUNING'

Ideal position for engineering
student. Flexible hours. Phone
Mr. Leach for appointment.

DESIGN

union. Rate $3.50 per hour.

DETAIL

,the ground
floor to strengthen your

VARO INC

For ADVERTISING Call 255-7200

THAT WANTS.

ELECTRICAL

Get

Lau r tz Jensen
Decorators CL 9-0495

Class E chauffeur's license.
Local delivelifts In north and
northwestern suburbs. Non-

ELECTRO-MECH.
-

CL3.4182

DRAFTSMAN

MECHANICAL

259.8100
Mt. Prospect

Catering

DRIVER

eering experience,at the
project level. Responsibility from original de-

259.8100
Mt. Prospect

Consult this daily guide of reliable services offered by reputable business peo-

Your ads appear in Arlington Day - Prospect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory.- Thursday 3:00 P.M.

gineers with a B. S. M. E.
or equivalent in engin-

VARO OPTICAL

Let us help make your DAY!

CL 5-4833

We are interested in en-

117 S. Emerson

Mount Prospect

HOURS. 12:30 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.

DRAFTSMAN
PART TIME

MECHANICAL

PARKER

Is needed at central suburban
location.

24 -Help Wanted Men
.

Engineers

Challenging position in a brand

KINNEY SHOES
CL 3-9392
Mr. Berens

experience
necessary.
salary.
starting
Free uniforms - hospitalization,
No

second to none. No previous

BOY WANTED
To deliver Brandenberry Apartments. A.M. or P.M. Good pay.
Apply at,

$11,000 YR.

Page 13

Thursday, March zs, 196$
-24-Help Wonted Men

Car nec. Mr. Hoviard. 774.5353

$10,000 TO'

in

management training
program for aggressive young
Rapid advancesalesmen.
ment, paid vacations, hospitalization.
our

WANTED!!

over 300% in 3 years and have
reputation
a
professional

392-1830

Required)

Salesmen
We now have openings

SERVICE MEN

Opportunity to join the most
progressive recruiting firm in'
the suburbs. We have grown

*10:00 to 2:30 P.M.

(Degree Not

FULL TIME

'

24 -Help Wanted Men

MEN WANTED

Industrial Engineer

Company.

253-2048

27 W. Prospect, Mt. Prospect, or

253.0185

Box 1146
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington His. Rd.

Earn

Division of Addressograph
Multigraph Corporation

months, management opportunity. No traveling. National

CALL

further info contact Mr. Carter,

Arlington Hts.

Write:

Project

630 Dundee Rood
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

State & Rand Rds.

BUS BOYS

Arlington Height -

also have a stock of fine musi-

BARRETT-

John Henricks, Inc.

Per Month to Start

and learn to capture the heart

around . to
hay. Profit

CRAVENS CO.

$600- $800

the time for song. Carter's
School of Music is now offering
vocal lessons for anyone desir.
ing to sing. Join the fun & frolic

necessary.

No
Full

COOKS

is

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

TRUCK DRIVER

AEI

DISHWASHER

offering
varied assignments in the installation, maintenance and
repair of produclion and building equipment. Liberal benefits Including profit sharing.

Sat.

$3.54'....

hr. Ans. coils to take orders.

shift openings

Day

715. Hale

must have own transportation.
Experience preferred.

528-7665

Spring Is

Electrical -Mechanical

Pa aline, III..

220 GRACELAND DES RI-AINES

MAINTENANCE

but we

Air freight operations men
needed - night work. Must type -

BERKEY PHOTO

CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

-

HINES LUMBER CO."

training is provided.

All subjects and languages
taught in your home.

Experience preferred
will train.

'THE DAY

24 -Help Wante.f Men

24 -Help Wonted Men

Pair Time &

FREIGHT

shifts;
8 AM to 4:30 PM
3 PM to 11 PM
6 PM to 2:30 AM
8 PM to 4:30 AM

24 -Help Wanted Men

IN-STORE
SALESMAN

AIR

These positions offer o variety
of duties, and complete job

TUTORING

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanre;IMen

Wheeling
537-2180

15c PER HOUR SHIFT PREMIUM
Free major medical & life ins.
9 paid holidays
A COMPANY WITH A FUTURE

CALL 537-1100

777 Wheeling Rd.

Wheeling,

an equal opportunity employer

GOOD STARTING SALARY

INSURANCE
GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS
PROFIT SHARING
RAPID PROMOTIONS

RAPID
Don't delay) Call me today)
CALL
DICK SULLIVAN
SUNDAY 12-5
DAILY 9 TO 6

SUBURBS MAY CALL COLLECT
5.

or visit us at

We offer:

939-7385
An Equal Oppotunity Employer

s

THE DAY

high

days. Call 539-1240

earning

potential

for

background who has desire
to advance with company.

TRUCK DRIVER

FULL TIME

MANUFACTURING

Full time or part time to start.
Many company benefits. IM-

To drive small lumber trucks.

JANITOR

Must know North and

MEDIATE 20 percent DISCOUNT ON PURCHASES.

Northwest Tuburbs.

for financial institution
in the Arlington Heights
area.

,s.tAPPLY

10 AM to 9:30 PM, Mon.
Thru Fri. Sat: 9:30 to 5:30

WRITE

Lumber & Plywood

`

WIEBOLDT'S

115 N. Clifton, Park Ridge
823.5195

RanpihurstShopping Center
.:;.:/,'AY: Prospect

Successful applicant will have
a BS degree in accounting or
administration or
business
equivalent experience. Appli-

One in a thousand jobs. Our

26 -Help Wanted Men or

client, one of America's LARGfirms, will
EST BROKERAGE
train you In all the in and
outs of Brokerage Managementt You will be sent to
school at full salary and expenses. You will learn WHAT
STOCKS TO BUY, WHEN TO
SELL. How to take a position
in a stock exchange. Take ad-

cant should have 3 or more

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

Duffy Evans
Box 1147
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts , III 60005

ANALYST

person with jewelry

Want To Make Money
in the Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee
$700 & Free School

Light deliveries, shipping and

years experience In cost analinvolving product planning, forecasting and budgeting. Attractive starting with
excellent opportunity for perysis

vantage of this training. And

sonal development.

receiving. Now plant

PARKER
117 S. Emerson

Mount Prospect
In the Loop we're at
427-2882

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MACHINIST

202 S. State St

Pleasant work, good income,
benefits, we train. Experience,
not necessary. Apply now.

MEMORY GARDENS

To Start Work

Women

PARTICULAR

Office Women and

America's Largest Carry -out Restaurant Chain.

PART TIME,

Is opening it's new Des Plaines unit at Oakton & Lee in mid April

WE HAVE 60 FULL & PART TIME
OPENINGS FOR MEN -WOMEN
MEN -FULL TIME
Paid Vacations

Name Your Own Hours

NITES 4 P.M.-MIDNITE

Kinney Shoes
' CL 3-9392
Mr. Berens

Medico! & Life Insurance Plan

MEN -PART TIME DAYS 11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
8 P.M. - MIDNITE
PART TIME NITES

LAB TECHS

$85 up
Push Button Recept.
Purchase Dept. Trainee
$425
No SH-Secretary
$425
$330 up
Mail Girl and SB
Old Orchard Office
$100

salary for qualified persons.

Pro -rated holiday and vacation benefits.

DES PLAINES..

Holy Family

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

ghe hagcraners co.

TOWER -PACKAGING INC.
1150

S.

Willis

.

Wheeling,

AMPEX

Wheeling, Ill.

1150 S. Willis Ave.

T

MEN & WOMEN

LEADER IN HI -Fl MUSIC

lll.

NEEDS YOU!

The Ideal Company

An equal opportunity employer

for your future

MAINTENANCE.
Outstanding opportunity for applicants with experience in 'any
of the following.

The Following Positions Are Now Available For Men ,
And Women In Our New Air Conditioned

SECRETARIES

MATERIAL WRITERS

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

CLERK TYPISTS

(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)

STATIONARY ENGINEERING

PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
o OVERTIME
0 2 WEEKS PAID VACATION
o PAID SICK LEAVE
0 MEDICAL & LIFE INSURANCE
o AUTOMATIC INCREASES
COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

7117

41/1

MAEwiwan

Aramimminatimmv

2

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.

250 N. 12th St.

-Wheeling

OFF DUNDEE RD.

537-2180

ASSEMBLERS

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Women

Women

At
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Wirers and Solderers
Packers
°Stock Handlers

PHONE VISIT OR WRITE
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

AMPEX
Elk Grove Village, III.
2201 Lunt Avenue
Phone: 956-0900
An Equal Opportunity Employer
27 -Employment AgenciesMen

27 -Employment Agencies- ,..
Men

$9,000
Here is

$100
$450

$95-$112
$475 up
$433
$95 up
$105

Safes Office
Ind. Relations
51254140
International Firm
$100
"Plenty More"

an exceptional op -

port. if you are seriously thinking about a successful career
in the area of sales -marketing.
No previous exp. required.
Our client, a large Chgo. based manufacturer, will train

Siteets,
207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hts.

showing some of

DIAL 392-6100
(OTHER OFFICES)

the most

communication

sophisticated

Niles: 825-7117
NW Chicago: 282-6170

equip. yet made. No previous

Call 253-6600

PARKER

DAY WANT ADS

117 S. Emerson

_GET RESULTS

Mount Prospect
In the Loop we're at
427-8442

27 -Employment AgeniiesMen

HIRING MEN

Working Supv

$2.75
$465 up
to $475
to $550
to $175
to $125

Learn Accounting
Comp. 360/30 Opr
Run Mail Room
Learn Purchasing

Constr. Supt..... $10415,000
Showroom Sales Trn. . $525
Outside Sales Car & $7508%
Learn Printing
$90 up
Accounting
no degree. $160
Artist-degree . . . . to $850
to $1,000
Degree Acctg
Supv. Repair Dept
$150
Inventory & Prod. . . . to $800
Warehouse Trainee ... to $500
Receiving Clerk
$465
Working Labor Boss . . $150
Machine Scheduler. 5600-5700
Standard Cost Man .. to $700
Extruder Trainee . . . $2.50 up

Purchasing Asst.

.

. $600-$700

Chem. Lab & Prod. . . to $500
Working Ship Clerk ... $6,000
Expediter 57,0047.500
Exp.
Pers.-Prod.

Cont.

to $8,500

Elec. & Mech. Supv .... $8,500
Mach. Tool Assmb
$4.50
Aggressive Stock Boys . $85
Credit Correspondent to $600
Purchase Mach. Shop $8,500
Plant Manager . . $11412,000
Degree Engrs. . . . to $18,000
Elec. Technicians . . . $600 up
Screw Mach. Boss $11-$12,000
Plastic Supv. . .
$1504175
Skilled Mach. Shops . . to $4
Mgmt. Trainees . . 5647,000
Golf Course Handy .. $80-$100
Printing Jogger . . . 580-590
Plant Custodian
$120
Process Trainee . $1404150

DIAL 392-6100

Arlington Heights

OPEN DAILY TILL 7 PM & SAT.
BY APPOINTMENT
Other Offices

NW Chicago: 282-6170

Niles: 825-7177

AAA FIRM HIRING IN OUR OFFICE
to $25,000

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

Inspectors

Openings for juniors through chief engineers Military & com-

Cafeteria Attendant
Secretaries and Typists
BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization
Excel lent Working Conditions
Good Vacation Plan

Profit Sharing

TRAINEES and

AT

MOTOROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Road's ' Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

mercial electronics.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS .... to $22,000
Openings in sheet metal, plastics, packaging, controls, appliances, gears, cams, etc.

BEGINNERS

PRODUCTION ENGINEERS ... to $18,000
Openings for electronics, mechanical and industrial engineers
in the electronic industry.

$450 to $700

DESIGNERS & DRAFTSMEN .. to $15,000

Openings in schematics, sheet metal, plastics, packaging,
gears and cams.

Administrative - Tech - Sales - Start out on the right foot. Visit
our Career Planning Center for expert guidance and counselling pertinent to securing a growth position in any field. Every
position guaranteed: no contractual obligation. All consulting
fees Employer paid.

to $9,600

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

Any electronics experiertie or training and trade schools
or Army, Air Force, Navy or service schools ideal.

SYSTEMS & PROCEDURES ... to $18,500
Openings in EDP and EAM systems and operation research.

Call 299-7131

ACCOUNTANTS

$10,000 - $20,000

General accounting, cost accounting, mfg. accounting.

APPLY

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

t

Early seniority in new plants
Promotional opportunities
Air-conditioned new plants, parking lot, and cafeteria
Discounts on company products

Assemblers

TOP WAGES

515 W. MAIN ST., Barrington, Illinois
381-2314
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Tuition aid

PRODUCTIalnANDrOFFICE

',Good Starting Pay

A GROWING COMPANY

Rand Rd. Office
Space Age Metals
Customer Service

207 N. EVERGREEN

PAID HOLIDAYS AND VACATIONS

COMPANY

Profit Sharing bonuses
Good starting rates
Automatic increases
Two weeks vacation 1st year
Company paid insurance

-Help Wanted Men or

26 -Help Wanted Men or

Communications Technicians

INSTRUMENT

4:30 P.M. TO 1:00 A.M.

7:45 A.M. TO 4:15 P.M.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal OpOortunity Employer

Schaumburg

SEEGERS

Airline Equipment
Sales Trainee

Lab. Techs

MODEL MAKERS

OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS
AMPEX EMPLOYEES ENJOY THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

Is On The Moye

HOSPITAL -INSURANCE PROGRAMS

Randhurst Office
Higgins Rd. Office
Import Firm
3 -Girl Office

202 S. State St.

aG hafficraners co.

DRAFTSMEN

MODERN AIR CONDITIONED PLANT

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

259-9600

MOTOROLA

EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS

experience

HALLMARK, 827-7706. 380 E.
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

experience nec.

Contact Personnel Dept.
Weekdays 8:30AM to.5 PM

YOUR SKILLS ARE NEEDED NOW

We are expanding our Research & Development Center in the
area of Mechanical Instrumentation and Flow Control. Two
positions are open now in each Drafting and Model Making.
The drafting positions require a minimum of 2 years board
experience in mechanical instruments, flow control components,
or similar experience. The model shop positions require tool
maker or tool room machinist experience.
The Research & Developrpent Center now being formulated
will be hiring in these areas for the next 18 months. Interview
now for a position on -the ground floor to insure best opportunity.

.gINDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

engineering, and research - development Laboratories.

PAID HOLIDAYS

operations

will qualify. Ask Dick Melo at

With or Without Shorthand
Regional Manager.. 54004430
Figures and Taxes
$450 up

major airlines discussing and

;The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed
structure is the headquarters fo'r Hallicrafters administrative,

LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDING

SECRETARIES

ASSISTANT EDP
Any

$425

$650
$80 up
$904110

Keypunchers
Construction Office $80-$90
Inside Sales
51004125
$400 up
O'Hare Office
Athletic Office
$5,000

you to represent them to all

cAt:EILENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING CONDITIONS

MACHINE REPAIR

27 -Employment Agencies Men

+ CAR + FREE

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

WELDING

100 N. River Road
Des Plaines
299-2281

(One Position Available in Park Ridge,
Four Positions Available in Elk Grove Village)

DRAFTSMEN

ELECTRICAL

Club Reception
Standard Cost Wk.
School Reception

Plants:

TECHNICAL WRITERS

BILL of

Reservations-Recept.

$750 A Month, No, Fee

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

490 up
.... $375

Pasteup Artist

Hospital

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit sharing.

2 Years Accounting
$425
Reception and Dicta.
$450
Beautician
% plus $100
3 -Girl Office-SB
$85
$95 up
1 -Girl Office
$80 up
Lite Adder & Calc.
Research Secy. .... $1004110
$380 up
2 pos. Plug Board
51004140
Retail Inventory
$1104120
Export Clerk
Exp. Payroll
$100

PLEASE APPLY

McDONALD'S

$82.50

Randhurst Center

Full Time and part time weekend hours. Day Shift, Excellent

GENERAL FACTORY

Phone LE 7-2510

I00% FREE

Lite Clerical and Type .... $90
Lab- lyr. Chem.
$485

827-1220

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

Zftmet.6.
Posting Trainee

WOMEN - PART TIME MON-FRIDAY

CALL MR. SCHENK, MON-PRI. 1 PM -5 PM ONLY

2nd SHIFT
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Girls Choose Their
Job From

OPENINGS

Salary plus Commission

position with a dynamic organization.

IMMEDIATELY

like working with people & have
a real desire to learn! Free IVY.
7215 W. Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942
N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

McDONALD'S

3 fo 5 hours between 10:30 A.M. & 3:30 P.M.

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

No exp! No nitest No Sate This
Northwest Doctor will train a

Doctor will gladly train If you

2501 E. Euclid

Arlington Heights

Women

Join the team at McDonald's newest unit. We need neat,
dependable people who are willing to work. Age no barrier.
Excellent salaries, meals free. For a satisfying and exciting

MEN WANTED

TRAIN YOU $450
,receptionist to receive the many
, patients, handle phones, take all
messages, makeappts.,type bills,

26 -Help Wanted Men

DAYS 8 A.M.-4 P.M.

1806 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1910

FULL TIME

26 -Help Wanted Men or

Women

vious exp. required - NO FEE.

Call 253-6600

ing conditions, company benefits.
Call 437-3990

Call 437-3990

SUCCESSFUL CAREER. No pre-

Div. of Addressograph
Multig mph Corp.

in Elk

fits.

you are on your way to a VERY

DRONING'

Light deliveries, shipping and
receiving. New' plant in Elk
Grove Village,, Pleasant work-

Glove Village. Pleasant working conditions, company bene-

t

DOCTOR WILL.

.

Age 1B-25

Age 18-25

COST

Excellent opportunity with

To work after school and Satur-

YOUNG MAN

YOUNG MAN

1

RETAIL SALESMAN
'

BOYS - 12 to 16

CARPET INSTALLER

Full Time Experienced
255-3642

28 -Employment Agencies Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

1968

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Man

Thursday; Mara)
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eA:REER O'HARE

CZ ERSONNE L
2590 E. Devon

(at River Rd.)

to $16,500

PROGRAMMERS
Any programming experience qualifies,

392-2525

MULLINS & ASSOC.
11 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
ArlingtonlHeights

204mploymont Agonc
Women

30-Ho1p Wanted Womon

30 -Help. Wanted. Womon

2-5 day week. 3
pro.schoolers & 2 school ago
children. 8:30 to 5:30 pm, my
home. Good salary. 827-3425

Baby sitter, part time, in my

Babysitter,

RECEPTIONIST
COMPLETE TRAINING

Very different & fund This lob Is

unusual wo call it the

"gadabout'l receptionlat.A really

big company with offices on

several flooks need you to fill In
for their 51k other receptionists

Arlington Hts. home. 3 children.
255.5516.

DENTAL ASSISTANT

urday off. Randhurst.

GENERAL CLERK

Engineering
Department

shorthand

open for girls with good typing
and general office skills.

typing correspondence and forms, filing tracinclude

candidate will

have

2

and exhibit a great deal of desire. Good starting salary, pleasant working conditions, and a
complete range of fringe benefits. Cpntact Mr. Guzzardo,
LE 7-1100, for details and interview.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

777 Wheeling Rd. Wheeling, Ill.

Personnel
we need the gal who likes

a challenge, and works well
on her own. Unusually high
earnings, 100% phone public
contact and public relations.

Phone: 392-2700
Chicago: 939-4866

We area 20 year old firm with
great co-workers in a most

Holmes & Assoc.

for further information or an

412-7450

BEAUTY
COUNSELORS
NEEDED

&

22,

2 Lady's diamond engagement
rings:
cost $600 sell $275;
I cost $225 sell $100. 438-2690
1

BOY'S 26" BICYCLE
EXCELLENT CONDITION
255.2316

TEMPORARY HELP - offers a

variety of opportunities with
local suburban firms. Work
days, weeks or months.

Rummage sale: Sat. 9.5 p.m.
March 30, 603 E. Euclid An. Hts.
Golf Clubs, bikes, clothes, swim
pool, OLD PIANO, furniture, misc.
Gar. Sale: Fri. & Sat., Mar. 29

& 30, 10 to 2: 2 pr. snow tires,
stove; chr.; sofa; clothes. Much
misc. 530 S. Lincoln Ln., Arl.

STOP IN OR CALL

Hts.

appointment.

255-7330

THE FORD EMPLOYMENT

71/2 HP outboard Mercury A-1
cond. $75, 3 HP motorbike A-1
cond. $39, 3 self-propelled lawn

mowe' $15 & up. 19" TV set,

table model works good $19. CL
5-8736 after 6.

SALES

RUMMAGE

trrintwery

SECRETARY

11010

als.la lAUXAVONTRIANC.

800 W Central

Mt. Prospect

clothing,

SALE:

housewares & baked goodies.
Sponsored by Chap. JX P.E.O.
Noon 'til eight, Friday, March 29.
St. Simon's Church on Kirchoff in
Arlington Heights.

School

S.

St.,

Mt.

Pros.

CALL 827.8107

parties, no canvassing.
Call CL 5.8045 after 4 p.m.

411en - Neen Co'

3M Thormofax machine, Model

SALESLADY
FOR HOSIERY SHOP.

NO TYPING

Experience preferred but we

File Clerk
1 Kardex Clerk
1 Coding Clerk
Billing Clerk
1

Will train.

Laundry Workers

PARKLANE HOSIERY

Experienced or Inexperienced

Randhurst Center

1

FULL TIME.

259-9897

No experience necessary as

Day Shift Only

we will train an eager -to -learn
High School graduate Perfect
First job. Perfect last job.

(Some part time),

WILLIAM RAINEY
HARPER COLLEGE

at Harper Grove,

Elk Grove Village. 371/2 hrs.
per week. Wonderful oppor-

funny for person with shorthand and typing skills. Ex-

date new hospital. Good

starting salary and benefits.

Holy Family

call
Mrs.
358-9100

Hospital

Meyers,

B II RING
1800 W. Central Rd.
Mount Prospect, Ill.
255-1910

100 N. River Road
Des Plaines
299-2281.

CLERK
Full or Part Time
General office work In modern
air-conditioned office. Name
your own hours.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

salary.
Excellent
starting
Finest employee benefits in

Northwest Suburban area.

Apply Personnel Dept.

cellent fringe benefits.
Hours-M.T.W.Th. 2 to 10 p.m.
Friday 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

3 hp motor. Small Bookel industrial oven. 3 hp motor,
220-440 V., 3 phase. Small air
compressor with motor. All
items in good cond., best offer
considered. Call Mr. Saemrow.
evenings
384-6100,
Days
392-5987.

44 -Dogs, Pets and

An Equal Opportunity Employer

German
short hair pointer,
male, 10 mos. old, AKC, dual
champ field & show, housebroken, $75. 259-4941.

black lovtzle guinea

pig 6 weeks old.

deversified duties.
YOUNG LADY

of secretarial positions in the Loop & O'Hare areas.

tunity in area GM dealership. Fringe benefits.

Why not fill an Easter Basket with
a MM. Schnauzer puppy?? AKC,
home raised. Call FL 8-2699
after 6 or weekends.

Dachshund puppies AKC. Hal
Dachshund & also half Poodle
Other mixed puppies. 658-5588.

Work close to home at Ha tic afters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just
a few minutes drive from your home.

tion, major medical and the opportunities for
quick advancement.

fer you and your family.

METHODE

I

WOMEN

FULL TIME
salary and fringe
Meals
provided.
Cleaning allowance.
Excellent
benefits.

The opening of our new plant addition has creat-

ed additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the
following

APPLY

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

RED BALLOON
COFFEE HOUSE
55 E. Rand Rd. Des Plaines

MACHINE OPERATORS
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

299-3222

(Some part time positions available)

KEYPUNCH

We have just `opened a large modern addition to our plant
which is complete with lunch room, large clean locker rooms,
excellent lighting, and a central heating and air conditioning system. Experience not necessary in the assembling of
our electronic component products. Advance with a growing

preferred but
would consider training. Good
working conditions. Hours 8:30
am to5:00 pm.
Experienced

WE OFFER

'

.824-4181

s

Bonus & incentive jobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits.

METHODE MFG. CORP.

GENERAL BOX
Des Plaines

!HELP!!

773-0252
After .12 Noon

°

ROLLING MEADOWS

1700 HICKS ROAD

392-3500

105 E. Newell St., Woodstock, III.
815-338-3850

132 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

99 -At. tomobilo For Sale -

semi -wooded

lot.

7

gas

room,

heat,

H.W.

plastered walls, 2 car attach-

'62 Chevy 4-dr. Bel Aire sedan,
auto. trans., factory air. I -owner,

included.
Beautifully landscaped. Reduced to $42,500

60

Roselle

$2,500

Zurich. A custom built 8 room
ranch with beautiful view

100% perfect 12 year old cozy

ranch on 70' x 173' lot.

bodrms., full basement, family rm., heated breezeway, 2

room, built in kitchen, paneled

Full

'60 Mercury 4-dr, V-8, auto.

fireplaces, 21/2. car att.

cond. $395, must be seen. 437.

garage. $75,000.

$26,900

garage. Reduced

car

2

Northwest Hwy. Arl.

E.

DISPLAY FURNITURE

WHEELING

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

A Lot For a Little!
Well landscaped, 3 bedroom

athemaiv
NE. Cor. Rte. 20 and Rte. 53
(Lake St.), Itasca, III.
Phone 773-0701 or NA 5-9399
Mon. to Fri. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

CL

1209 N. Elmhurst
Prdspect Hts.
537-8660

9-0200

Member M.A.P. Multiple

$95. CL 3-7494

Listing Service

SPECIAL!

11/2 Baths
good

Garage,

size

family

large family...wall-to-wall
carpeting, washer -dryer,

7 W. Eastman, Phone CL 3-0180

refrigerator & stove, drapes,

66 -Business Opportunities

chain link fenced yard.
$25,900.

4 bedroom ranch home that
has everything at a reasonable
price. Spacious family kitroom, 13/4 baths, 2 car garage.
Excellent floor plan. $24,000.

SHARP 3 BEDROOM
RANCH HOME

Wheeling

3696
'59 Ford 6 cyl., orig, owner,
never in accident, exc. cond.,

see to appreciate 392-0480

1963 Valiant convertible 6 cyl.
259.4950

FULL BASEMENT
$21,900 is the low price of this
3
bedroom ranch home.
Spacious family sized kitchen,

bright basement with plenty
of area for children to play.
.

OPEN 9 TO

Y

3 S. Ar . His. Rd. 50 S. Main
An. Hts.
M . Prospect
255-8000
392.7150

Housekeeping

1

tile

COZY
WELL -MAINTAINED

refrig. & garage furnished.

Working couple preferred. No
children or pets. $160. 824-2627.

bdrm.apts. Includes' heat, hot
;water, cooking gas range, refrig.
plus: SWIMMING POOL. Deposits now being accepted for
Immediate Occupancy.
,I444
09,410o,

In Mt. Prospect: 4 bedrm. Cape
Cod, ideal location. Rent $225
per me. 392-7940 or 827-7940.

Small furn. opt. or rm. wanted
by gentleman, An. Hts. or Mt.

6 ROOM RANCH
immediate

occupancy,

SPRING TIME

10

location.

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

$23,900

STATION WAGONS

'64 CI EVELLE

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

2 BEDROOM RANCH
ON BEAUTIFUL LOT
fruit trees, & flower garden
low taxes, walking distance

6 PASS. WAG.

at PALATINE

cyl. Power glide,
steering, Radio, w/w's.

101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-0744

to town
$17,500

6

900 E. Northwest Hwy.
,259-9030

La Londe

*Member

Real Estate

MAP.

'62 CHEV.

Multiple

listing Service

*Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

3 N. Bothwell, Palatine
FL 9-0900
M.A.P.

BELAIRE 9 PASS.
V8, Power glide, Power Steering, Radio, Heater, w/w's.

$795

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fatility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is just
a few minutes drive from your home.

'65 CHEV.

Cottage or small house on Fox
River. Prefer to rent with option
r

By owner $25,900.827.0869

Mt. Prospect 3 bdrm. brick
ranch, 2 baths, family room,
built-ins,
rec. room, kitchen

air-conditioned, 2 car garage,
heated pool. Mid $40's.
CL 5.0534

3 bedroom brick ranch, Lions
Park Area. Owner. CL 9-2685

WONDERFUL LOCATION

$23,900

Bloomingdale
URGENTLY NEEDED
a family for this lovely 4 bedroom brick home. 2 large baths,
full basement hos comfortable family room, laundry room,
and work shop. Richly carpeted living room and dining room,
Attached garage. A rare buy at $28,500

after 4 P.M.

ROSELE

7 room split level. 3 bedrooms,
21/2 baths, finished family room
& basement. Attached garage.

Scarsdale, 19. 4 bdrm. colonial
car- lot, L.R., sop. D.R., fem. rm.,
mod, kit, builtins. Bkfst area, fin.
bsmt, sep. laundry rm., S&S, 2
car gar., patio, drapes, carpeting,
walk to train $45,000. 392.2381

'

,Hoffman Estates 3 bdrm. ranch,
well landscaped, extras incl.
fenced yard, 1/2 acre, assumable
mortgage. Open House Sunday

the hallicra filers co,
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Mar. 31st. $19,900. 166 Payson.
894-5652
FOUR BEDROOM VILLAGE HOME

in convenient location, 2 baths,
fireplace, separate dining room.
Taxes about $500. $34,000

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ing, Radio, Heater, W/Virs.

not new but very well keptl 3 bedroom Cape Cod expandable.
Beautifully landscaped large lot, 2 car garage. All concrete
drive and patio. Awnings make this one the sharpest home
on the block.

DAYTON NANCE R. E.
381-3434

126 W.Main

Barrington

102 -Trucks, Trailers

REALTY CO

$30's. 116 S. Bayberry,
Prospect Heights. 299-3547.

259-9600

BISCAYNE S.W.

FINE HOME

Low

Call now and see what 1-1611iCrafters has to offer you and your family.

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

Roselle

V8, Power glide, Power Steer-

WANTED

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Excellent opportunities for women who possess good typing
and shorthand skills. At least 2 years secretarial experience
required. Challenging positions now exist in various engineering departments. Excellent starting salary and benefits.

Power

$695

at MT. PROSPECT

immediate occupancy

Prospect. 439.2011 betw, 10 A.M.

to buy. 259.5136 after 6 p.m.

SECRETARIES

439.2536

'

Realtor

& 7 P.M.

.CALL OR APPLY IN rERSON

Call

1965 Ford 4 dr. custom V8, A -T,
R -H, P.S, low miles. $1150. 827-

82 -Wanted To Rent

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

offer.

1967 JEEP COMMANDO WITH
SNOW PLOW. $2800

3 BEDROOM RANCH

LJ

info. 439.0705 or 437.9333

cylinder. Best
after 6, 299-5211.
6

stick. R&H.

Fenced rear yard.

cash. Choose your own hours. For

Priv. Pty. CL 5-1380

255-3063

$10,900.

room, Lots of living for the

full power, fact. air cond. $1800.

1959 Chevy 2 dr., auto. trans.,

Alum. siding for easy maintenance. Excellent landscaping.
Covered patio. 11/2 car garage.

4 Bedroom,
8 Room Home,

Brand new National electric

'62 Pontiac sta. wag., R & H,
good running cond., P/S, P/B,
$450; '65 4-dr. black Mercury
Parkland, R & H., W.W. tires,

FAMILY EXPANDING
chen, 20'x14' paneled family

12 E. Busse

1954 FORD. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. BEST OFFER.
392-5511

Bucket seats, torque Elite, excel.
cond., loaded with extras. $1595.

apbuilt-in
with
pliances. Carpeting in living

Mt. Prospect

3977.

'65 Impala 2-dr. hdtp., P A to.
6, mist blue. Best offer. 9-3
after 5 p.m.

'64 Dodge Polara 500, "426".

kitchen

room. 2 car garage. Good
maintained.
Well
location.
Only $19.500.

trans., R&H, low miles; excel.

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

ranch with good size

brick

to

;IMAMS
NEM

253-1800

guitar, beige color, single'
pickup, usually $85, one to
clear at $59.50 with this adl

cond., full power, priv. owner.
$790. CL 5-1856 - 431-11130.

den, gas heat, plaster walls,
oak floors, aluminum s & s.

His.

Silver symphony flute, hardly
used. Daughter didn't practice

HARDTOP
DR.
MER: 4
POWER
TRNS.
AUTOMATIC
BRAKES $80 CL 3-4258

finished basement. 13/4 tile
baths, 20' carpeted living

255-9111

55 -Musical Instruments

clean, $595. 392-3458

'62 Chrysler New Yorker, excel.

UNDER PRICED

28

Phone 296-7771.

sales tax. CL 3-8669

plus patio. Drapes and extras

20 ACRE FARM near Lake

CALL 358-6800

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver
Will separate.

'63 Ford Econoline wood panel
inside, leopardcloth cab in'63 Mercury Colony Park Station
wagon 9 pass. white. P/S, P/B,
radio, rack, 1 owner $1050. No

ing

570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove Vil.
439-4700
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect

ate. Cosh or terms. Free deliv-

P/B,

transportation. $150. or

best offer. 526.6548 after 6 PM

3/4 ACRE WITH POOL
Large

1958 4 -door c evy, 8 cylinder,
auto trans., heater, P/S,
Excel.

Exclusive Medinah

Annen & Busse

40% to 60% OFF
Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from deluxe model
homes. Big savings. Will separ-

76 -To Rent Houses

Many company benefits including profit sharing.

HARDING
REAL ESTATE CO.

newly carpeted living and din-

from high knoll. 3 huge

Must sell display furniture from
builders deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.

1

electronic company.

Call Mr. Bastian

1825 Miner Street

Huge discounts. 824-7353.

Prospect Hts. '3 bdrm. ranch7i
baths, att. garage, carpeting,
many extras. Choice 1/2 acre.

MFG. CORP.

COMPANY

model homes. Heavy nylon pile

5 room coach house - blk. to
downtown Des Plaines. Stove,.

FIRST SHIFT

Good
w/10 mi. view of countryside. 4
acres - now is the time to think

terior $500.824.8310

CL 3-2378

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

BULL VALLEY
VACANT ACREAGE
hilltop site for building

rooms, 21/2 baths, family room,

259-1500
Open 9 to 9
101 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP

74 -To Rent Apartments

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation,

ting. $32,500.

Wall-to-wall carpet in living
room, dining . room, hall &
kitchen. Reduced to $32,250.

sot.

bath, priSleeping
vate entrance. Gentleman.

the hail/crafters co.

11/2

kitchen w/large eating area.

Brand new carpeting made for

room,

BRICK RANCH

room bi-level wih 3 large bed-

437.4012.

259,-9600

and

In

horses or cattle. $54,000.

octet°

ed garage. Block top drive.
Beau. 40' x 16' custom pool

70 -Rooms -Board -

LE 7-2510
N\

Modern

w/fireplace.

room

Turn your spare time into extra

1150 S. Willis

NIGHT HOSTESS

.

3 or 4 bodrms., 2 baths, bilevel. New 16' x 23' family

Men, Women & Students

MR. JUSKIE

CL 3-2100

set; daybed; Mers
man step tbls.; Hanger table
lamps. Good cond. CL 3-3166
rm.

EL REY MUSIC CENTER

You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

fenced

there's a metal pole barn for

real.

358.1502 255-6320 894.1330

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

Conrad 6 -string guitar with cord,
amp., strap & picks. $35.
259.4305

CLERK TYPISTS

completely

is

att. garage; 5 stall
horse barn. Lovely wooded set-

with 2 car garage. Largo
family size kitch. with built-in
oven & range. Large lot. In -

Member: M.A.P. Mutt.
Mat. Serv.

Maple bench and desk.
827.8334

piece Walnut dinette
Table, 4 chairs, buffet,
leaves. $100. 824.4981.

2 car att. garage. This property

baths;

fine a better buy anywhere
than this 3 bedroom ranch

728 Northwest Hwy.
358.5560
'Palatine

single bed complete and chest.

5

rm., modern kitchen, 4 bodrms, 2
ceramic baths, family rm., bsmt.,

of building. $11,800.

No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.
724.6257
Young girl's French Provincial

Living

ESTATES
2 -STORY COUNTRY MODERN

On 14 acres in the heart of Bull
Volley. Large living rm., dining

area; kitchen; 3 bedrms.;

town location. Only $19,500.

with
Kalamazoo,
condition.
Tremolo. Excellent
$45.392.8195.

259-7090

Call

sion. $36,900

WOODSTOCK
COUNTRY

ON 5 WOODED ACRES
Living rm. with frplc., dining

YOU WON'T

as $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.

.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Association Personnel, Inc.
401 E. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect, III. 60056

all built-ins - FAMILY RM. adjoins. All natural woodwork &
slate entry. Immediate posses-

ery.

WOMEN WANTED

For association clients we seek women to fill a variety

on quiet street, homes of comparable value. Loop 1/2 hr.,
O'Hara 20 mts. All appliances
incld. Color TV aerial. Offered

ous name brand carpets, as low

CL 9-4903

ASSOCIATIONS

women small staff environment with

NCR electronic accounting machine operator
and accounts receivable
clerk. Excellent oppor-

ING RM., family kitch. with

freezer, Hotpoint 2 oven stove, G.E. refrigerator. Misc. CL 3.0982

muuarmaspEcr- - ,
TIMBERLAKE VILLAGE

Trade and
Professional
Associations

Draw drapes & recently
installed wall to wall carpet
thruout. 21/2 baths, 2 car garage,
collar, sliding glass doors to
backyard. Nr. schools, located

Page IS

93 -Farms

rm.

4 BDRM. COLONIAL. Full basement, att. 21/2 car garage, 2t/2
ceramic baths, SEPARATE DIN-

chest. Coldspot

Equipment

Contact: Personnel Dept.
' 8:30 AM to 5 PM

86 -Real Estato-Houses
'Ad. Hrs., by Owner. Lg. 8 mcis:
now house on 78 x 120 lot, 4
spacious bdrms., fireplaces in
master bdrm, & paneled family

at $46,900. 392.7223.

. *MT. PROSPECT

Mahog. Duncan Phyfo dining
table w/leaves, pods & 6 chairs.
Lg. buffet. Twin bed, dresser &

&2

the hail/crafters co,

offer job satisfaction for career minded

CALL 595-0880

July. Appointment 253-1357..

misc. CL 3-4431.

420. Crescent circular 'saw with

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

Permanent work in modern up
to

baths, electric kitchen & heat, airconditioned, garage. Elevator 13

Walldowcill crpt; sec'l living rm.
set; kit. set; typewriter; movie
camera; humidifier; drum table;

Royal linen drapes Roc -Lon lin
ed, 144x95; coppertone Crown
30" gas range. Good cond.

OFFICE HELP

2720 Des Plain es Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

Park, Arl. Hts. carpeted, 2 full
unit bldg., low $30's. Available

50, The Major, makes copies
from original 14" wide. 21"
'el typo Pincer lawn mower
.with impulse -starter. AB Dick
Mimeograph machine, Model

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

sfinc.

2 bdrm, condominium in Regent

8 piece mahogany dining room

Amplifier,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

With

NW RR station. 10-3486.

excellent cond. $60.
255-6817

1

patio.

-table,S10. 392.7178

5 piece walnut dining room set,

FREE:

conditioned,

nice stands, $55; wal. dining rm.

83. No early soles.

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted

ers w/lrg mirror, dble. bed, 2

2 blks. N. of 58, 4 blks. E. of

7.75x15, 8.55x14; 2 cribs;

BILL BOX

Opportunity for a girl with
light shorthand, who would
enjoy diversified duties of
a small office. Informal atmosphere. Hours 9 to 5, 1 hour

GAR. & BSMT. SALE. Much misc.
bric-a-brac, antique goodies,
pottery, furn. mfr. scooter. Fri.
3/29, 10-5, Sat. 3/30, 10-2.
807

or without appliances. Convenient to shopping. 2 blocks to C &

Air

" - -THE DAY
Thursday, March 28, 1968

1/3 off the regular price fam-

March 29 & 30. 212 N. Prospect
Manor, Mt. Prosp. CL 3-5239.
Bar -b -q,
baby furniture, TV,
girl's rink skates, sport' equip.,
bunk
beds, desk & chair,
Honda in A1 cond. & misc.

lunch.

earn $3 to $5 an hour? No

Please

'

2 bedrooms, large living room.

Bedrm. Sot, life wood; tw. dress-

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

GARAGE SALE

SEARS CLASSIC ELECTRIC

DICTAPHONE

pleasant office. We are at 1720
Algonquin (Route 62 at Dempster & Busse) or call 437-5090

May I show you how you may

Secretary

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 358-3200

18" RO;tahfef.1 with stand. $30
259-4267 or
824-4225
Gas range Detroit Jewel $20.
Must see to appreciate.
CL 3-3031 after 5.

CLERKS

people, is Sales minded, loves

30 -Help Wanted Women
Eidhyiiit-er-for girl VA yrs. old.
Irregular days & evenings. References. Own transportation.

JOHNSON WATER

KEY PUNCH OPRS.

Our well established Mt. Prospect employment office has an
exciting job open. Due to expansion into our fourth office

Randhurst office -upper Level
(Suite 23A)
Loop office -63 E. Adams

ditioning equipment contact -

RANGE, used 3 months $200.
253-5915

TYPISTS -STENOS
SECRETARIES

Interviewer

CONTACT

water softeners & water con-

good condition,
reasonable. Call aft. 7- 253-6639.

PERSONNEL

an equal opportunity employer

35 S. Vail, Arlington His.

GENERAL

410

OFFICE

THE CHANDELIER

For information about the FINEST

Savage over and under gun,

EKCO
PRODUCTS, INC.

PUBLIC

Call Mrs. Golz
439-1805

Merchandise'

255-191C

Come in and Save
._.

32-Miscellane;iis-

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospcct

Sold .at

Terrific Reductions!
EXCELLENT STARTING SALARY
PLEASANT MODERN OFFICE

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENT

47 -Homo FurnishingsFurnituro
'

6115

OF BUSINESS
Bo

UDT. Coll 296-5949

set, excellent condition. $80. 253.

GOING OUT'
Everything. Must

AKC, sire

Mt. Prospect by owner, 3 bedrm
all brick ranch, finished bsmt.,
wall-to-wall crptg., air cond.
Many' xtras. !29,900. 392-7366.

or TE 2-8785,

CL 3-8250, AFTER 5.

$300 sac. $125, now; bedrm. sot,
now $165.251.7385.

2201 Touhy
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

ience, dependable work record,

Como In or call Nick Korba at

Customer Service
Receptionist
Gal Friday

Ccirman Shepherd pups, 12 wks.,

4"

86 -Real Estato.-Houses

.

Equipment

$200 sac. $35; hidom-bed cost

fice background to learn ardor
processing and billing on
.Frieden Computypor.

area.

ings, answering telephones, and
running the blueprint machine.
Ideal

380
HALLMARK,
827.7706
E Northwest Hwy, Des Plaines.

GIRL'S 26" BICYCLE, LIKE NEW.
$25.00.

Good typist with general of-

Excellent starting salary and
the finest benefit program
in the Northwest Suburban

years of general office exper-

No
transactions.
hero.
necessary

business

clerk typist positions also

4

Immediate opportunity for responsible young women to take

ies

credit

in

for girl who likes shorthand.

ment. Interesting variety of dut-

some light typing and general

44 -Dogs, Pots and

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost

Opportunity

department for girl strong on
steno, transcribing, and general office skills. Perfect spot

ities in our 'engineering depart-

The need is now for an efficient
girl with good secretarial
skills to handle interesting
lust
There's
office duties
enough to keep yourself happy
and busy Greet clients, handle

needed

Secretory

charge of clerical responsibil-

$450 to $550 - Free

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL 9-3200;
L5-1107

Career

POSITIONS

392-1991

4942 N Milwaukee AV 2.5050.

Secretary to V.P.

soliciting.
774-5353

essential. Wednesday and Sat-,

It's alertness &
friendliness that count. $433 Free
IVY. 7215 W. Touhy, SP 4.8585

Randhurst-Upper Level
(Suite 23A)

time phone
MR. HOWARD
Part

'OFFICE

,

but not

Experience preferred

Some typing

Holmes & Assoc.

HOUSEWIVES. Work at home.

a 647-8100 days.
evenings,

when they Igo to lunch or out
for coffee You get to know
everyone In the whole placid

Airline Reservationist
Typists
Clerks
392-2700

30 -Help Wanted Woman

CLOSEOUT SALE

1968 Johnson' & Trade Winds

529-2235
111 E. IRVING PARK RD.

ROSELLE, ILL.

Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, travel trailers, pickup coaches &

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.
All brick custom 131 -level on
high 1/2 acre lust outside of

Palatine. Hardwood floors &
trim. Excellent kitchen. Family room. Ceramic baths, FULL
BASEMENT. 2 car garage.

Sun. 12 noon to 5.

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 ml. E.

92 -Vacation' Places

DO YOU CAMP?
Why not camp at Winding River
ranch. Write for information.

103 -Auto Trailers &
Campers

WINDING RIVER RANCH Box,B
Grand Lake, Colorado, 80447

Halliday 1966 deluxe, 28x8', 3
rm. travel trailer,. excel. cond.

House could not be built today for price of $31,900

$2400. 724-7652 after 5:30

Pdaft/te
Realty

p.m.

93 -Farms
5

55 ACRES, McHENRY COUNTY.
Bare land returns $40 per

acre. Cash rent yearly. 35 miles
434 E. Northwest, Palatine

FL 8-1800

of McHenry. PH. 815-385.6333

W. of Arlington Hts. $650 per
acre. Torrance Agency..
8.15-568-7705

.

1 1 1 -Motorcycles and
Scooters
Honda Sports 50, like
new, low mileage, $165.
827-7924

SHORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

WHY
TH

ail You 114E to mg??
Thursday, March 28, 1968.
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OUT OUR WAY
(THE WAY THOSE KITESARE

NICE TO,
HAVE AN

DIVING AND SWAYING
AROUND, YOU FELLOWS
MUST HAVE GONE

YEAH,50METHIN'

LIKE THE GUY
WHO REAPS A
BOOK ON HOW

EXPERT

AMC**

TO FLY A
PLANE AND
ESPECIALLY SUDDENLY
US, AIN'T

WRONG SOMEWHERE
WHEN YOU MADE

IT, MOON?

THEM! AND IT
LOOKS LIKE

ONE WHO'S
BECOMES A
THE TAILS ARE ALLTALKER PILOT WITH7,
AND NOEITHER TOO
OUT EVER
DOER!
HAVING BEEN
HEAVY OR
TOO LONG,
OFF TH'
GROUND!
OR ..

X KNOW ?NAT!

BUT WHY
'TOWN CRIER?

"Oh, today we learned hoiv far we have to go to reach

the edge of .space-and the end of Miss ;Sones's
patience:"

"Florence, MUST you get emotionally involved with
the first robin every year?"
Jlrlt

"....-,...:,,-----/

%

ROBIN MALONE
--.--.----- --__: --- -7--------: = -------

THE PLAN I HAVE DEVISED
GUARANTEES THAT YOU WILL

NOVJ-HAVEA NICE PIECE OF APPLE
PIE WHILE I. EXPLAIN HOW YOU ARE

OECOME THE NEXT PRESIDENT"
OF THE LJNITEDSTATES.

YOU DONT PAY

COINS TO SAVE AMERICA FROM ITS

DEPRESSING OVER -MASCO.. INITYr!..

6IT DO WN AND LISTEN r

MUCH ATTENTION To
THE NEWS, PO YA?

/1........):7:1747(..;1.(//11/e.".'4.!--r-:;1--(:c1::::1144),Lio,,,......0;
i:

--&

s

j

-''
--

, .......

4

0
I. ''''-------.----------7---------:.:
--pt, ki,,, Ai*

COCI4R,I,,

t

:*,.V.' 41.4k --(....itb
..,./01......., ,
",,It

...,v

0(0

..

THE CRITIC
''.1T:Af'::r--:s.".Pofrct7f::ref:;:;IUIfr:'"

" f"3- Us'

qu ;Sir

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
5omnorryWHO

WHAT WE

NEED ISA DRAWS TO INSIDE

BUGS BUNNY

WHO COULD WE RUN INTHE 6uy WHO STRAIGHTS, BETS ON
DISTRICT ELECTION ?A
LIKES TO THE METS AND
GUY FROM A SMALL CLUB
STEP OUT BELIEVES "THOSE
LIKE OURS CAN'T GO NO
IN FRONT 10 -CENTS- OFF
HIGHER THAN A POLE
OF THE
LABELS/
VAULTER WITH
BAND!

LAK: T1.1 ROOF'S

LEAKIN I

RIGHT
WHERE I.
STAND T' USE

Answers to
Hideaword
THIMBLE

GREASY HANDS/

them
time

TH1 CASH

REGISTER
HMM

tile

hilt
helm
item
mite
mile
melt
belt

1,1

bile
bite
blithe
limb
lime
lithe

3-28

Your
Horoscope
FOR FRIDAY

ARIES (Mar 22 -Apr. 20) --

MORTY MEEKLE
(CVHATC41,
71-1FPE,

A EOX OF CANIC1)/

FOIZ 'JILL.

Gar

emit

fX)YOLS 71-1/NK SHE'LL LIKE IT?

MORTY?

WHAT DC)YOLI 54Y

4.4,A4,4

WE a W. IT THE
OW TASTE TE6T7

THATt A
TCV IGH

01JE5TION.-

Take advantage of your

EEK & MEEK
TRUE BROTHERHOOD STARTS

IF THE uPPER 'TEE -n-1

IN The MIXJTH, MY FRIENDS,
BeCAUSE No MATTER AM)

knowledge of old methods of
doing things and you should
be able to make a new idea

ITS BARK is

CAN'T GET TOGETHER.
WrTH THE LOWER TEETH...

BIG A

tkfoftsE TI-IAP) ITS
BITE I

bear broritable fruit.

2

TAURUS (Apr. 21 -May
21) --Where co-workers arc

DR.511112IIE1s

concerned. it would be bestto
gain their confidence in small

MOUTH

THE
STATE OF

things before trying to lead
them in a large one.

GEMINI (May 22 -June
211 --The more check you can
keep on your emotions today.

6)1946

TAL

I. ILL M. CI

3-28

THE BORN LOSER
ROTTE114000 AND ROTTEN

much affection

SERVICE. DESERVES A ROTTEN

CANCER (June 22 -July
231 --An excellent day for

T1P!

ffi[01:11ACI

ups

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) -Under no circumstances be
neglectful of your duty today.
Now is the time for taking on
responsibility not shirking.it.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept.

lOgillEil,110

231 --Encourage another in his

or her efforts to succeed.
no flatter how strongly you

CAPTAIN EASY

may feel it
LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) -Domestic affairs may be in

LASER' TEAM

need of your practical hand
before they will yield to family efforts to straighten them
out

SCORPIO (0c 1 24 -Nov.

OUR "SUPER

IT MU5TVE BEEN HARD

TO PROTECT IT FROM

15 WORKIAP
iNPLISTRIAL ESPIONAGE,
NIGHTS TO WIND
WASH:

UP TH' FINAL.
DETAILS..AND
GET IT PATENTED!

WE WORKED OUT A
AN' ONLY TH' MOST
FOOLPROOF SECURITY TRU5TEPSCIENT15T5

SYSTEMf EASY:

AND TECHNICIANS
HAVEB MA OS AUTOLT TH'

LA

VND

WHERE TH. DATA

IS KEPT:

HOW DOES LULU BELLE'S'
HIGHBROW SOY FRIEND LIKE

HER BEING A GIJARP3

SHE WAS
AFRAID 1TP
LIKE TO HADIM.

50 HE THINKS

121--Prese0.1 wok project

SHEDS A DOCTORS
RECEPTIONI5T1

should OV:',Ompl ted at the

earli'v Take a rain check on

social aflairs until this is
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --Search for the cause

of inequalities rather than
chafing against them. A good

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23L

Jan 20) --Enlarge your
horizons through some new
hobby All work and no play
may make you impossible to
get along with

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb:

19) --Take a good look at'
your method of operation if
you

find production down.

This could well be the time
for a change
PISCES (Feb.

20 -Mar.

2I) --Don't delay any longer in
straightening out affairs in the'
home -- especially
children are involved.

where

fcose

36 Prepare for
publication
37 Part of a shoe
38 Paradise
39 Dispatched
41 Educational
group (ab.)
42 Tiny (coll.)
44 Bustle

done

(1,0 for getting to know
another s ideas on the subject.

g01001;i1

5 Membranous
lOgiffI0- 101ZIffial 101MI8
pouch (med.)
CIEEIMI .11Eill01:21A... MOO
6 State without
.` Eulogize .ffluguzi
7'Negative replies
color
8 Writing tables
9 Gray mist
9 Development
knqi[pe
12Rainbowlike
play of colors 10 Hodgepodge
13 Tropical plant 11 Herds of whales
pplElr*offimioviounapo
14 P,alm leaf (var.) 16 Style of type
(print.)
oi000E11a ffIEZIESIZIEIMI
15 Atoms
20
Roman
roads
0111CIffICI IZIEGilLgM
17 Edge
22
Arboreal
homes
1510101 1E
18 Frozen rain.
24
Land
measure
19 Alaskan natives
31
Bewildered
48
Sea eagle
25
Diminutive
of
21 Warbled
33 More rational 50 Girl's
Frederick
23 Depot (ab.)
35 Lure
appellation
24 Nautical term 26 Seaboard, for
40 Landed property 51 Short -necked
instance
27 Dregs
28 Sanctified
43 Earlier
river duck
29 Feminine
45 More uncommon 52 Essential being
person
appellation
55 aScichuoaptil
30 Far off (comb. 46 Not fast
32 Turning point
form)
47 Feminine name
is'
34 Eagles' nests
ACROSS
1 Kind of window
5 Reddish -yellow

the support of higher-

Avoid any show of contempt --

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Colorful

translating an idea into action Make every effort to
gain

lit. fa ar.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

the better This is no time to

show either anger or too

0 IW H RU. W. TA I.

T. -7=r"
12

WRY DON'T YOU
51T DOWN. AND
READ A BOOK

A DOZEN SNOWED -IN

SCHOOL CHILDREN L
CAN COPE. WITH ..

BUT A RAINED -IN
GOLFER V5. SOMETHING ELSE .1/

color
49
blanche
53 Land parcel
54 Decorative
textile fabrics
56 Mineral rock

57, Within (comb.
form)

58 Japanese
outcasts
59 Armed conflict
60 Bamboolike
grass
61 Chest rattle
DOWN.

1Tears

2 Verbal
3 Forefather
4 1V1r..Kefauver

7

14

19

22

21

25 26

38

33

55.

29

28

27

.

36

177)--Tr-

8

16

18

24

6

13

15

46 Yellowish -red

THE WILLETS

5

.

;-

IIII

a 35

39

41

43

46. 47

48

a

49

50

53

54

56

57

58

59

60

61

55.
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Public Works D

Bad D y for Villa
trucks evidently had cut a

Thursday was a bad day for

the village public works

telegraph wire.

'''

At 10:30 a.m.,

department.

In the morning village

a village

vehicles were involved in two

dump truck collided with an
auto driven by Anna Gosch,

minutes at Central and

the truck, Frank DeLuca,

auto accidents within 46
Northwest Hwy. Late Thursday night police discovered
that one of the department's

case is slated to be heard in
the Mount Prospect brach of
circuit Court April 17.

damaging village property.

The driver of the second auto,

Grayce Alsterda, 1706 W.

Court date is set for May 8.

Bonita, was treated for minor

'

-At 11:16 a.m., Arthur

village vehicle cut a telegraph

Hospital.

across the Chicago and North
Western Ry., tracks. What led
police to believe that a village
vehicle had cut the wire was

Johannsen, 927 S. Evergreen,
Arlington Heights,. collided

Northwest Community.

65 S. Maple. The driver of
1005 S. Busse, was cited by

front of him as he was trying

JOHANNSEN was cited

police for failure to start a
parked vehicle safely. The

WEATHER

with an auto which was in

for failure to signal a turn and

to turn his street sweeper

Mrs. Alsterda was cited for

around on Northwest 'Hwy.

Police speculated that a

injuries and released' from

wire which caused it to fall

not released.

be Pro5pect

Tonight: Fair, cooler, low
around 40; Tomorrow: Partly sunny, cool, high in 60s.

After the two accidents,

Village Manager Robert

Modre said that he heard on
the radio that Herb Weeks of
the public works department
was on his way to Well No.
11 with a bottle of aspirin. No

problems with the village's

newest well were reported
however.

ap

0z

rtiL0

Telephone
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117 S. Main St.

Mount Prospect, Ill.

Mount Prospect has joined

District in attempting to

restrict construction in areas

Congreve continued, "that it
was unfortunate that no one
seemed concerned about the
thousands of people who had

serviced by combined sanitary
and storm sewers.

sewer backup, with the

Congreve was the only sup-

Congreve said he will ap-

Village Mayor Daniel

porter of the new state regulation out of 50 village officials

who attended the engineer-

millions of dollars
they suffered."

with criminal damage to, pro-

regulation is relaxed, will con-

dalism spree at John Hersey

what other recourses there

CONGREVE, IN a

Heights Police and charged
perty

set for April 4, and, if the

Thursday,

new sewer

Two 13 -year -old boys have
arrested by Arlington

been

pear again.at the next hearing,

sult with Village Attorney

The new regulation would
require builders to construct
two lines from the building to
the combined sewer. When a
second sewer is built in that
area, one of the builder's lines
would be connected to the

BY MAXINE TYMA

damage

ing committee of the district's

board of trustees' hearing

may be.
,mauwvaaaaammammoommaatammo

4

C

Day

tended the hearing. "Except
for myself, everyone was in
favor of relaxing the policy

Newspaper

delivered

without rubber bands.

I

save the bands. C.L.

and allowing indiscriminate

building with little or no

for storm water entering combined sewers,"

regard

Congreve said "Most of these

(persons) were self-serving,

being either builders,

developers or village officials

who were concerned about

what building restrictions
might do to their tax base.

"I spoke to the point,"

Motor Skills
COULD Topic

magcsaoasamaseszaniassains

Objections to Mount

1

were dropped Thursday by the

Heights civic
on Understanding Learning Prospect
associations.
Disabilities (COULD).

The session will take place
next Wednesday at 8 p.m.. in

Everette Kelley, president

of the Northwest Suburban
of Associations' in
room 306 of Prospect High Council
Prospect Heights, said he met
School, 801 W. Kensington with
Mayor Daniel Congreve
Rd. , Mount Prospect. Thursday, and was assured
Making the presentation
will be Georgia Nicholson, a

psychologist, and Donna
Obrecht, director of the pro-

gram at Wheeling School
Dist. 21.

Financed partly with

federal funds, the Wheeling
program is planned to help

that the annexation would not
affect his area adversely.
Council members were con-

cerned about the annexation
since they thought it would
split Prospect Heights in two,
and would leave an "island"

of unincorporated homes'

develop skills of children from
kindergarten through junior
'high school.

isolated.

Indiana Man
Held on Bank

which would be nearly sur-

Check Charge

when they agreed to buy out

An Indiana resident was ar-

Congreve assured Kelley
and other council members
that the Camelot subidivision,
rounded by the village, would

be annexed as soon as the
residents wanted this, and
the private utility company so

that village funds would not

rested in Des Plaines Thurs-

have to be used for adding the
utility to the village system.

tempting a deceptive practice
with bank checks.

would include a strip of land

day and charged with at-

that the village would subsequently move all the way to

The Fairview annexation

along Wolf
Gary Sorrells of Hun- running
northward
to
Foundry. If it is
tington was arrested after he approved by
the county
allegedly tried to pass checks

Lake from the rest of Prospect
Heights.

village will ever move

Heating ducts and equip-

ment on the ceiling also were
damaged.

Construction equipment on

the outside of the .:building
was damaged. Carbuerators
were reported missing and
equipment damage to a large
crane also was reported.

The youths and their

If there is any question
about yOung people taking an
interest in public affairs, the

School Dist. 23 Board of
Education met last night in an
executive session to discuss
teachers' salaries.

after hearing testimony on

circumstances surrounding
the arrest of a bowling alley
employe for selling narcotics
to juveniles.

have worked seven days

by next Thursday night.

98 -Bed
Rest Home

Proposed
Nursing home facilities
have been proposed as an ad-

dition to the Northwest
Medical. Center office

After introductory remarks

building at 1430 N. Arlington
Heights Rd.

ceremony, each cnadidate will

plans for the proposed two-

A public hearing on the

by the moderator and a flag

ington Heights Girl Scout

story building will be held by

the Arlington Heights Plan
Commission April 17 in the
village hall.

The village may no longer be responsible for abandoned auto like those above next to
the Tally Ho Apartment complex at Algonquin and Busse Rds. Under a 'new Illinois law,
the responsibility for their removal is now with the state division of highways. Photo by
Greg Vojack.

Tentative plans call for a

98 -bed capacity nursing home

on property south of the
medical center.

Kids Lose Dangerous Playground

the April elections for vacan-

cies on the school boards of
High School Dist. 214 and
Arlington Heights Elementary

Public Schools of Dist. 25.
THE GIRLS ARE sponsor-

Apple Tree Declared 'Off Limits'

part of their "active

BY TED LACEY

citizenship" responsibilities as

League of Women Voters

102 N. Russell, Mount

tree, and I'm afraid they'll get
hurt. They play there until it

laughing at this point. "They
are really cute," she said. "In

row," Mrs. Schmidt told the

they're there all day long.

"They've been bringing

pile them up alongside the
fence' so they can get, over

know tomorrow whether he
can begin on the fence then

my back porch, They've

hammers and bent over the

board. "I told

the man at

fact, they, bring blocks and

Hines Lumber yard I'd let him

Village Board of Appeals last
night and asked permission to
build "the highest fence possible."

rocks and throwing them at

faster. And they've taken

or not."

broken three windows so far.

"I'm walking with a cane
tonight -- I broke my ankle

sharp prongs at the top so they
can scramble over without
tearing their clothes.

unanimously to let Mrs.

than the 42 inches allowed by

chasing those kids out of my
Idt. They are very naughty.

the kids always get away

Roland Gasser, who are running for the two positions on

keep children out of her apple

"IT'S GOT TO be a high

tree.

fence. There's a cemetery

the Dist. 25 board.

before I can get out there to
identify any of them. But if

Mrs. Schmidt said, "those kids

property that's 42 inches.high,

PAM MILLER, an eighth
grader, will be moderator for

play in the vacant lot next to
my property. Then they come
over and climb in my apple

but they climb over that like

couldn't get away so fast."

rabbits."
Mrs. Schmidt couldn't help

grant the variation by tomor-

the event.

Invitations have been extended to Mrs. Leah Cum-

mins and Richard A.

Bachhuber, who are running
for the two positions on the
Dist. 214 board, and to Ted

Seiler, Robert Bates and

the event.

a

week, that the home addresses
of the owners were not listed,
on the license application, and
that it was not clear which of

the village at that point.

be alldwed five minutes to
speak. Following the talks by
candidates night to be held the candidates, the audience
Monday evening at Faith will have the opportunity to
Lutheran Church in Arlington ask questions. Questions will
Heights should settle the mat- be written on cards and colter.
lected by ushers from the
The Cadet Girls of7the Arl- Scout Troop.

Troop 131 are sponsoring a
candidates night for the five
persons who are running in

Congreve, who is also the
village liquor commissioner,
called for the investigation

Grittani said that a formal
report should be made public

annexation and only one

The Prospect Heights

discover if the finances at the

irl Scouts Plan
School Board
Candidates Night
. BY RICHARD CRABS

handled in accordance with

the rent.

checks was about $80.

build a service station at Wolf
and Foundry, and village officials are opposing that project in conjunction with park
district officials.
Kelley originally had feared

S.

Kelley said the mayor

Prospeci, hobbled up to the

that company had plans to,

the law.

1050

the two corporations housed
in the building actually paid

have helped the girls arrange

Moore earlier indicated, since

at Striking Lanes,

speculation.

PARK DISTRICT officials
and Fairview residents by a 3 -

Village Manager Robert

bowling alley were being

Euclid Lake is a matter for

Rolling Meadows.

Dist. 23 Board
Talks Salaries
For Teachers

Although the report on the
investigation .of the finances

vestigation. The father of one

gets dark. On Saturdays,

J. M. Brickman Mid West
Corp. probably will object,

In Bowling Facility's
Records, 'Trustee

The testimony March 18
"shocked", but were co- liquor commissioners by
operative during the in- Mayor Daniel Congreve to suggested that employes may

Mrs. Mary Root Schmidt,

builder will probably object.

Financial arrangements

Nothing Spectacubr

equipment at the construction

The cost of damage to the
inside of the building and to

Scouts. Members of the

margin are in favor of the

restitution arrangements.

RESTITUTION FOR the

school is being Constructed for
$6.5 million.

ing the candidates night as a

The total value of the

youth.

parents spent almost two Elmhurst, will not be released
hours with police last night until next week, Trustee

court, the annexation
which he had received from circuit
would
seal
off the Northern
the First National Bank of Illinois Industrial property on
Mount Prospect at Jewel Tea all four sides.
Company stores at Arlington

Heights, Des Plaines and

vandals. The school district's

eastward across Wolf to

would not commit the village
Congreve said Thursday_ to a change in policy without
that no such plans are in the consulting the village board.
Up to now, the village
minds of the village board for
board has considered Wolf as
the immediate future.
However, whether the the ideal eastern boundary of

Northwest Suburban Council

pressed with the efficiency of
the police in the apprehension

for a station adjustment. Dur- Joseph Grittani said Thursday
ing that time the parents were that "nothing spectacular"
shown pictures of the damage was discovered.
Grittani and Plan Comthat were taken by Arlington
mission Member Frank
Heights Police at the scene.
Police said the parents were Bergen were appointed deputy

for students in the fall. The

Trails Park District property

Program" is the topic to be
presented at a meeting of the at Wolf and Foundry Rds.

ditigton Heights Police

a window on the first floor.

on Beau Drive in their city yesterday afternoon for more than struction at 2100 E. Willow
an hour. The building was termed a total loss by fire officials. Rd. in Arlington Heights, was
The smoke from the fire caused a traffic jam on nearby Illinois vandalized last weekend. It is
83 as home -bound motorists paused to watch the firemen in the sixth high school in Dist.
214 and is scheduled to open
action.

Euclid, cutting off Euclid

subdivision and of a River

the incident was reported to

The vandals apparently en-

outside equipment at the site.
The school, now under conDes:Pialnes fl emen fought a blaze hi an abandoned building

nexation of Fairview Gardens

"Motor Facilitation

insurance company also
of his son and the other would be involved in any

dalized Sunday afternoon and

Thursday afternoon.' after an
investigation by Lt. Maurice
English, Sgt. George Ekblad
and Det. Joseph Sehrieber of
the Arlington Heights Police

involvement with damage to

Civic Group Withdraws
Objections to Annexation
Prospect's proposed an-

THE SCHOOL ,was van-

The arrests were made tered the building by breaking

Department. A third youth will be questionld Ivy police for possible

village board and other village

officials. said that ap-

of the boys reportedly told said the district may press adSgt. Ekblad that he was im- ditional charges against the

charges.

.

prepared statement to the

proximately 50 people at-

for the $10,000 van-

site has been estimated at
$10,000.

M.enday morning. Ap- damage will be settled probably will be settled after
prailnately 75 gallons of between the parents and the the youths' appearance in
High School.
school district and con- Family Court.
Both boys are Arlington paint were overturned and
Other schools in Dist. 214
Heights residents and attend sheared on the walls and tractors.
Earlier this week Jack are: Arlington, Prospect,
an elementary school. They floor of the partially -finished
are scheduled to appear in rooms. A skydome and all the Martin, assistant to the Wheeling, Forest View and
Family Court April 11 with windows on the second floor superintendent in Dist. 214, Elk Grove high schools.
their parents to face the of the building were broken.

John Zimmermann to find out

Gripe
Of The

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

24 PAGES

60056

1-

2 Juveniles Arrested.
In Hersey Vandalism

Congreve Backs Plan
To Tighten Limits
On Combined Sewers
the Metropolitan Sanitary

255-4400

She wants a fence higher

village ordinance in order to

"Everyday after school,"

fence along one side of my

THE BOARD voted

Schmidt build a

before the police arrive or

windows.

Several board members,

I had a big fence, they
"I have to know if you'll

5 -foot -high

fence alongside her property,
up to the cemetery fence, to
protect her apple tree and her

"I've called the police, but

however, expressed doubt that
.

a 5 -foot fence would withstand the onslaught of the
children.

Ls
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RIP

S.B. Wilkinson

Arthur H. Wiese

of 918 S. Ioka, Mount

BY BETSY BROOKER

Prospect, was dead on arrival

,Thursday at Holy Family

He is survived by his

An interim salary pi4arn

Hospital in Des Plaines.

for the college year 1968:69
was approved by the Harper

He is survived by his

widowi Clara; his mother,

Emma,of Arlington Heights;

Junior College Board of

widow, Ila S.; a daughter,

a son, James of Arlington
Heights; two sisters, Mr.

Mrs. Nancy W. Summers of

Education Thursday.
At .,the last regular meeting
March 19, approval of the
schedule was postponed after
board member Jim Hamill objected.

Arlington Heights; a . sister,
Mrs. Frances S. Clark of Con-

Viola Schwolow, and Mrs.

Mildred McCall, both of Arl-

necticut, and a brother, B. H.

grandchildren.

Wilkinson of Rushville, Ind.
Visitors may call at the

ington Heights, and three

Visitors may call at the

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home in Arlingt9n Heights
after tonight.
Services will be Saturday at

Lauterburg &.0ehler Funeral

Home in Arlington Heights
after 2 p.m. Sunday. Services
will be Monday at 11 a.m. in
the funeral home chapel. The
Rev Robert 0. Bartz will of-

11 a.m. in the funeral home
chapel with the Rev. Edwin

Wheeling Township

the family.

He said then it was contrary to policy for a, board to
act on the same evening a proposal was submitted, and asked for more time to study the

salary figure of $8,000.

"A $8,000 base figure

Cemetery.

Mr. Wiese was a sales

Mr. Wilkinson was a sales

representative for Benjamion
Election Co. for 45 years. He

representative for Congoleum-

Nairn, Inc. of Kearny, N. J.

for 30 years. He was a

was a resident of Arlington

member of the Sons of the

Heights for 37 years and mov-

The Des Plaines, Arlington Heights, Mount Prospect, Palatine Water Commission (damp)
last night revised a five -plan report to acquire water from Lake Michigan. Revisions will
reflect the virtual withdrawal of Des Plaines from the commission because of a water agreement
of that city with Chicago. Sam Curry (right) commissioner from Arlington Heights, was last

night re-elected to the chairman's post. From left are Lommen Eley, attorney for the com-

Theta Pi Alumni Assn. of the

dianapolis.

University of Cincinnati.

board," said Mrs. Nicklas.

"Lowering the ba§.-figure
won't hurt us. Harrgr, is not
on a step systeth' where promotion is proportional to the
base figure," continued Mrs.
Nicklas.

Position on the salary

!Brag Von' ©E P1awl

Common sense is lacking in

some U. S. Supreme Court

SZIPCOVES huh .0.0.orfig

rulings, Cook County
Undersheriff C. Bernard
Carey told Wheeling
Township Republican

o DECORATOR FOLD DRAPES READY TO HANG
REMOVAL AND REIIANGING AT YOUR OPTION

Women's Club Thursday

"The problems we have in
jail are symptomatic of the
crime we have in the street,"
he answered himself.

Carey listed three types of
crime: amateur, organized -and civil disobedience.

Speaking about crime and
rioting, Carey also thumbed

PROMPT PICKUP AND DELIVERY!

down the Kerner Commission

report - "I don't buy -white

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

MOUNT PROSPECT
I

CL 5-4600

part-time, temporary and

qualifications.

was approved at the meeting.

$10,300 to 17,600; and pro-

banded around the state. We of these teachers be increased
will be branded what we've by $50.
Mrs. Nicklas objected to in been branded before, a gold
eluding these three groups of
plated junior college."
"There is no need for such teachers under the same
a high base figure," said specifications. She said the
Hamill. "We had no trouble part-time teachers shouldn't
be included in the salary inin hiring teachers last year."

Jim Hamill objected, "This
base figure

fessor, $11,450 to 20,300.

Hamill and Mrs. Jessalyn

"THE BASE figure is

a criminal would confess to a
policeman, only to be set free
later "because the patrolman
had his badge on crooked."

ordinary men who do their
jobs, not goons," Carey said.

Policemen need laws that
protect them, Carey went on.
After last year's riots, many

prepare for riots, but every

figure blank since it is mean-

he said.

"Most patrolmen are

ingless.

nut in the country can."

Faculty representative Tom
McCabe, assistant professor in
math, objected to any lowering of the $8,000 base figure.

The main purpose of riots

and marches -- the un-

dershe:iff linked the two activities - is to upset organized

accept the figure when it was structors.
It was decided by the board
first proposed.
"If we are concerned with to table this proposal to allow

answer to riot problems.

what others think of us, we the board attorney time to
want them to look up to us," study the legal implications.

FOR ONE THING, the
militia is politically con-

Technician Held an Rape

pro

country's top magistrates,

of Mount Prospect may affect
of some
the pocketbooks

residents at the, time were not

asked.

village residents.

utility company to incorporate
it in the municipal system.
Congreve said that no other

Joseph Woods' posse proposal,
which fizzled soon after it got
'
under way.

becomes part of the village,

unless he were to change is
political position toward an-

the county does not have
enough peace officers to

along with those of Riverhurst

nexation.
The Fairview Gardens subdivision residents are required
to purchase their private utili-

without notice)

than our

,

/

o

If within six months of purchase date you are not

-

completely satisfied with your glasses. we will replace
them or refund your money in full.

.----,
:._.,,,,

c.,c.20

Hts. Rd., Arlington Heights, Illinois.

.,
,

-

0.

P ' OSPECT

YOUR SON, HUSBAND OR DAUGHTER SERVING

EADLINE IS MAY 6.

Township High School Dist.

214, (subject to change

"GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION"

,

if Ili

AN

.

LINCOLN NEAR BELMONT
Ph. 472.3610
LINCOLN AND LAWRENCE
Ph. 728.3864
4749 North Lincoln
BROADWAY AND LAWRENCE
4752 North Broadway
Ph. 334.6508
MILWAJKEE NEAR ASHLAND
LAWRENCE
4787 Milwaukee

h,

MOIN

OH

Ph. 725.1361
UA.RE8h.

3942 Madison

Ph. 638.3297

NIADISON AND PULASKI

4218 South Archer
ENGLEWOOD
6351 South Halsted

CI

Ph. 488.1440

9124 South Commercial
ROSELAND
11127 South Michigan
COTTAGE
8641 R. 411tatt 'era%

Ph. 568.3251

9515 S. Western

Ph. 238.3660

Ph. 374-8196

95TH AND WESTERN

Military mailing address (as of May 6)

a

,1
'

Phone

.

'' a REGARDLESS of THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR CHOICE OF OVER 200
OF FASHION'S HEWEST.FLATTERING FRAME STYLES IN EXCITING
NEW SHAPES AND COLORS! ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE.

46.7597

Your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or. OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions
filled in the frame of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

ft/CHICAGO ASUBORBAN5111$
OAK PARK
1115 Lake Street

Ph. 383.2911

BLUE ISLAND
Ph. 597-0041
OAK LAWN

137th & Cicero Corvette Ctr.. Ph. 425-9078
MT. PROSPECT
1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza
Ph. 259.9456

Mailing address

Buttered rice or crispy

REGARDLESS Of WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR. OR TINTED. OR SUNGLASS LENSES.

13046 South Western

Name of person filling out this sheet

South Junior High Schools
Beef chow mein

REGARDLESS or WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAL LENSES.

a REGARDLESS Of WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES.

Ph. 376-2656

SOUTH CHICAGO

Where Stationed

Dist. 25 - North Elemen-

tary, Miner, Thomas and

0 REGARDLESS or THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.

42ND AND ARCHER

Children's Name and Ages

A

RIO BMA CHARGES OF AMY ECIRIO..

.TUNLE1111°Ig -,

Wife or Husbands' Name and Address

V

CORIIPLETE- PRICE,

NORTH AVE. & AUSTIN BLVD.

Ph. 848.5142

,

1111111111$dWeAddiVKI4tAIMPIII
WAUKEGAN
1825 West Glen Flora
Douglas Street

Ph. 336.8555

ELGIN

AURORA.
31 North Broadway

1.

Ph. 741.1616
Ph. 896.3124

.

French fries
Hamburger, hot dog, thuringer, cheeseburger, chili
Choice of desserts

.

ATTHWESTA
MILWAUKEEISIDE

6001 W. North Avenue

Molded: tropical fruit,

grapefruit, pineapple

Soup

'L

Ph. 278.1662

2747 N. MilwiMAGNAvao.cl

Salad: (one choice)
Fruit juice
Tossed salad
Cole slaw
Peach, red gelatin cube
Pineapple, prune

without notice
Barbecue on bun
Mashed potatoes and gravy
Fruit
Milk
Ala carte

,

'

Age

Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped potatoes
Buttered peas

St. Viator High School

Ph. 372.6605

IV -

Main dish: (one choice)
Italian spaghetti
Beef -burger in bun
Wiener in bun

Rhubarb cherry crunch
Chocolate brownies
Cocoanut oatmeal cookies

-Y..

l'avIttel 4o11.14

1324 Milwau we

vestigating.

Italian bread and butter-l13

A

3301 North Lincoln

(PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE)

job.. Hospital
authorities and police are in-

Menus subject of change

WASHINGTON AT STATE
.

A hospital spokesman said
that, Mahon has been suspend-

Available desserts:
Sliced peaches
Vanilla cream pie

to,

111101DOWNTOWNCHICAGOIMIR
3 East Washington

Court.

qt. milk

1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
Telephone: 259-9456

.

Heights Branch of Circuit

Menus

What better proof of our

and information of the service men and women of the
Arlington Heights, Rolling Meadows, Mount Prospect,

DON'T WAIT,

ed from his

QUALITY, SERVICE, AND PRICE
,

Mahon was released on

$5,000 bond for appearance

complaint to the State's Attorney's office, charged that
she was raped March 15 by

The undersheriff is equally be served Monday.

now, he said.

gone for an examination.

April 26 in the Arlington

The following menus wi 1

about $350,000.

Mahon in an x-ray room in
the hospital where she had

Wednesday night to Arlington
Heights police after a warrant,
had been issued for his arrest
on a charge of rape.
A Bensenville woman, in a

police its area if a riot breaks

majority, mostly silent until

with Armed Forced Day. This section will feature photos

PLEASE SUPPLY INFORMATION AND PHOTO OF

Hospital, surrehdered

out somehere, he said.

which has been estimated as

..;

white, portrait type photograph, in uniform if possible,
any size from 2x3 to 5x7. Be sure to put the name of
service person ah the back of the photo. If you desire,
you may pick up the picture when the section is completed. (2) Please fill out the blank below and mail it
with the photo to the Arlington Day, 217 S. Arlington

laboratory technician at
Northwest Community

concerned with possible
ty company, the price of counter -rioting by the white

privately -owned utility company. The area is serviced by
Citizens Utility Company.
The Riverhurst subdivision

and Prospect Heights area.
We would like to include your serviceman or woman
in this issue. We need the following: (1) A black -and -

Ron Mahon, 25, of 301
Park Pl., Arlington Heights, a

Unlike Chicago, the rest of

course would be possible

will be required as span of
the merger to pay for their

A special section saluting the men and women serving in any military branch of the Armed Froces will be
published May 17, in Day Publication in conjunction

Carey defended Sheriff

required to purchase their

the subdivision's residents

THE ARMED FORCES?

penalty is not a deterrent to

before the present ad-' crime, why do you think
ministration of Congreve took members of the Casa Nostra
office in 1965, and the don't squeal on each other? he

said Tuesday that if the

OR DAUGHTER SERVING IN

trolled, Carey said. And "you
can't get snipers with tanks"
but "we can't run around with
flowers in our hair either."
"If you think the death

was annexed by the village

Mayor Daniel Congreve

DO YOU HAVE A SON, HUSBAND

court months to

Mayor: Cash for Utility
T{s Annexation Con Ilion

Camelot subdivision ever

Parent's Name and Address

THE THIRD section of the
salary schedule recommended
that any surplus funds remaining after the close of
summer school be distributed

ed last year on traffic stops,"

it takes a

Foundry between Wolf and
Illinois Rt. 83 by the Village

Branch of Service

struction, Harper had trouble
last year in attracting parttime teachers because of the
low salary schedule. He said
he did not think the increase

Carey cited incidents in which

To back up his disagree-

the subdivisions north of

Rank

According to Dr. Herbert

R. Pankratz, dean of in-

He said the faculty voted to to the summer school in-

government, he believes.

decision in three minutes that

his own, he said.

The possible annexation of

Name of Service Person

crease.

suggested leaving the base was too high.

"They tell us we can't

to make the same

The salary committee

to be recommended that the salary

going

is

riots by their presence at the
scene of disturbances, he
_
claimed.
"What's ahppened to good
lemanded rhetorically.

...

presented by the faculty. Rank

make." "About 200 policemen
in the United States were kill-

ol' common sense?" he

IN THE ARMED FORCES

A second section of the

ment with the opinions of the

press, because reporters incite

CL 5-6174

high schools.

schedule will be based on an

meaningless. It designates someone with no experience and
we've never hired anyone with
that rank," continued Hamill.
Dick Johnson, chairman of
the board's salary committee,

expected

college cannot afford to pay
salaries lower than the local

grandfather did" and the

for what my father and

662 L Northwest Hwy.

crime committed in a group
as if the deed were done on

degree as high as $7,500. The

He called for more police
manpower to cope with this,
even as he explained that the
National Guard is not the

racism - "I'm not responsible

7 II. Elmhurst Read

AN INDIVIDUAL has as

much responsibility for a

a base figure for a master's

will be determined solely by summer -school teachers also

law enforcement officers had
to face charges of brutality -and, he declared, "policemen
in a violent situation can't be

night.

Johnson pointed out that

high schools in College Dist.
512 had salary schedules with

evaluation system to be salary schedule concerning

'More Common, Sense Needed
In, Crime Cases: Undersilserli

lifetime member of Beta

faculty representative.

THE SALARY range is: instructor, $8,000 to 12,500;
assistant professor, $9,150 to
$15,000; associate professor,

mission, and Howard Olsen, commissioner from Palatine.

American Revolution, and a

ed to -Indianapolis 32 years
ago He was a member of the
Center Masonic Lodge in In-

0

"We are setting up a junior
would work a hardship on us college and should act inin public relations, in our dependently," said board
family of junior colleges, and member Dr. LeRoi Hutwith the state junior college chings.

schedule.

Stevens officiating. Burial
will be at the convenience of

'

Nicklas voted to amend the said Larry King;assistant proschedule to lower the base fessor in history, another

I.

ficiate Burial will be in

-

-Kem:: Year's

Stephen B. Wilkinson, 64,

Arthur H. Wiese, 69, of Indianapolis, died Wednesday in
Winona Memorial Hospital in
Indianapolis.

Ors

- arper Co e e

0 ITUARIIES

COMFORTABLE, EASY TO WEAR
LEE OPTICAL SINGLE VISION -

C

Fruit kabob
chocolate pudding
Milk
'

REGARDLESS OF THE POWER15

1

MO'N ID 49STilii U .S'A011b130 _ ,,

9160_ ISM

.:t

Dist. 23 - MacArthur

Junior High School
40 cent lunch
Sloppy Joe on bun
Molded fruit salad
Buttered Mexican corn
Cookie
Milk
30 cent lunch
sandwich

.

Dist. 15 - Jonas Salk and

OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.

Q PEN DAIL

Chilled fruit salad with cottage cheese
April fool dessert
Milk

Grilled peanut butter

LENSES
OH LOWPRICE
MT CT

noodles

P

Cad Sandburg Schools
Not available.

.?""..5.F;

Teer&-ager Helps

YearOld
Having the conripanionship
of a teen-ager when you're on-

ly 8 years old can tie a big
help to a boy.,
But if you're blind and

Peoria, candidate for

muscles so that the younger

boy can keep up with the
other ;blind children

in his

class.

Mike is a sophomore at
Wheeling High School and for

the; last three months he has
been working with Bob for

two and a half hours each
Saturday

Mike had a grandmother

who was blind, and had gone
through grammar school with
a blind classmate.

He had beep--attenaing a

training class for teen-agers

who want to qualify as

babysitters with handicapped
children when he volunteered
to help her 8 -year -old son, explairied Mrs. Harry Howland.

THE YOUNGER boy's

poor physical co-ordination

T

makes it hard for him to keep
up with a physical education
class for blind children at the

Altorfer made the proposal in

School and talked to Bob's'

Chicago and Moline.

months'," said Altorfer, "the

the Internal Revenue Service.

responsibility of deciding

Monday on the heals of a

talks delivered Wed. in

gym classes at the Twain

to E. C. Coyle,
"Within the next 18 cording
Chicago's district director of

"Mr. Ward told me that.

Congress will have the

Bob was even falling behind

in his

where to center this nation's

class," said Mike.

official bicentennial.

"It wasn't until a year ago
that Bob would let his feet

America's 200th birthday
celebration in 1976, only

leave the ground, just to jump,
he was so scared."

eight years hence, will be an
historic event of great potential impact and importance. It
might well take the form of
a world's fair. Whatever form

"Mr. Ward said that Bob

needed any kind of exercise to
help him build up his muscles,

so he could take part in the

the occasion takes,j there

tumbling and gymnastics."

"Mike worked with Bob at

should be no question about

Saturdays," said Mrs.

Chicago metropolitan area is
the most accessible to the rest
of the nation by plane, train,

our house for a few

bus and car."

"Then Mike started taking

because he had more gym

equipment to work with. Mike
makes working seem like fun
to Bob," she added. "Bob enjoyed working with Mike's
punching bag so much that we

eella

Friday Nite

just gave him one of his own

THE CHERRY SLESH

for his birthday," she said.
"Mike has been playing ball

plus
SATURDAY'S
CHILDREN

with Bob. They use a plastic
ball and bat, and Mike pitches

Saturday Nite
JOHN FRED &
THE PLAYBOYS
plus

10 times he hits it," said Mrs.
Howland.

High school seniors in the

Bob capture the enthusiasm

County interested in seeking
either

of the two General

Assembly scholarships
sponsored by Rep. Eugenia
Chapman (D -Arlington
Heights) may make application through April 2. One

of the full 4 -year tuition

grants is applicable at the

"I feel that Mike is helping
for participating in activities,

so that he can learn to play
like other boys."

"Mike's working with Bob

who has been born blind to
let him take the bumps and
bruises that are a part of his
growing up," she said. "Get-

blanks are avilable from the

years has been charted by the

college counselors in any high

Northwest Suburban Boy

Townships in the district are

Planning Committee.

Scout Council's Long Range

The plan, called the "Road

Larsen said.

their leaders spending two
outgrowth of a year -long weeks at one of the council's
two summer camps. This
study.
Ahead" by the group, is the

number will progress rapidly,
reaching 5,000 boys by 1976,"

Applications will be evaluated

available resources.

The cost of serving adult
volunteer leaders with ex-

educators chosen by Mrs.

The committee found that
between 1968 and 1976, an

staff will bring the council's
net operating budget to more

additional 300 Cub packs,
Boy Scout troops and Explorer posts would have to be

Page to Talk

Russell Larsen, its chairman.

organized, according to
THE GOAL IS to serve one
of every three boys , the

area, compared to one of

he added.

every four boys now enrolled:
Larsen said. By 1976, the
council expects that 25,000

Members of the long range
planning committee include:
Larsen; Dr. Edward Gilbert,

Arlington Heights, mem-

bership study chairman;

Morton Z. Levine, Skokie, of-

fice study chairman; A. A.
Rose, Palatine, camp study
chairman; Robert Gillilan,

in the Northwest suburbs, he

Atuction, will be the principal

said.

Heights, Scout executive.

boys will be active in Scouting

W.WWW
%-iii%e;MpAMW ft.wftftV

Republican Organizational

Chicago at the Diplomat

To Open

Restaurant, 5600 W.
the volunteers, said Thursday:

"We expect many of the
Republican leaders in the state

to be present including the
gubefnaturial candidates. We

will use the funds from this

benefit dinner to buy a multi-

purpose vehicle and other

equipment to use for campaigning purposes."

Page is Illinois' highest

Hires Root Beer - Orange - Coca Cola

in March '68

turn Eagirs
RESTAURANT

rid's

Home isf t

r=oe'M

:AV

DIRECTLY WEST OF MANNHEIM (LEE ST.)
ON OAKTON, DES PLAINES

.

.
.

.

Double Cheeseburger .

.

.

.

450

.

250

Fish Sandwich

300

Coffee

12c

Orange Drink

100-200

Root Beer

100-200

Coca Cola

100-200

Apple Turnover

200

C

3S)th L 31st

C

amburger

11!

FRIES 15c

HAMBURGERS 180
RCA VICTOR RADIOS

SHAKE

TRANSISTOR

To Be Given Away!!

220-300
RICH, CREAMY
THICK MALTS

Fill out coupon - Deposit in Box
Sat. or Sun. March 30th or 31!!

'

THREE
GREAT
FLAVORS!

4

II

"koannal-4i°-.

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE'
Drawing Sunday Nit. - Winners need not b. present.

( NO PURSHASE NECESSARY )

1109

Ironwood Dr., Mount
Prospect, will be recommended for the job of
purchasing agent f9 the
Metropolitan Sat1l3ary

The recommendation will
be made by Supt. Vinton W.
Bacon at the April 4 meeting
of district trustees.

Ni

lit test 1

District Post.

District.

qZ Sun 41

PO AAAAA I

Page will be introduced by

Thomas N. Moore,

S-utur

390

John Doremus, Chicago radio

For Sanitary

11

100% pure beef Burger Chef hamburger.

He has held office since 1963.

Moore Urged

is WeekvoJ

1#4,

MAKES THE DELICIOUS DIFFERENCE
Prime steak favor Is sizzled right Into every

elected Republican official.

personality.

X ;I

[E

OPEN FLAME BROILING

Cheeseburgers .

The dinner will be held in

Larry Horist, chairman of

a FREE 10c Soft Drink with Every Food Orders

Big She!

Volunteers.

Fullerton

During our Grand Opening celebration, take

I

C

BURGER CHEF SPECIALTIES

,W04,1W

.44,10 V.,i.O.MM.

SUCKERS F

Larsen said.

superintendent of public in-

raising dinner of the

Elm St. & Evergreen Ave., Mt. Prospect

than $500,000 by 1976,

Barrington, organization and
manpower co-chairman, and
Leslie B. Nelson, Arlington

speaker at the April 2 fund-

TERS.

HAVE A FREE DRINK ON US

panded facilities, services and

School District 21 '.

Ray Page, Illinois

Greeting Cards and
Gifts for any ocea`sion. Come in today
for the perfect gift
from your "one stop"
GIFT HEADQUAR-

TO BE GIVEN AWAY BY OUR SPECIAL CLOWN!

"We will have a greatly increased number of boys plus

ment, motivation and need.

Fund Raiser

BUSSE'S FLOWERS

HOURS: MONDAY - SATURDAY 8 AM to 5:30 PM

.

1976 to recruit and train

9,500 adult volunteer leaders,

with how many boys the
council could serve using

At GOP

HABI

To reach and serve these

The survey was concerned
iatith population growth and

Chapman and headed by W.
D Whiteside, co-ordinator of
guidance and testing for High

loans to repair their property
after the June 10 storm.

flooding.

People On The o...Go

boys, it would be necessary by

Northfield.
Awards will be made on the
basis of academic achieve-

by a committee of area

Last summer residents filed
the
Small
with
claims
Business Administration for

Scout Committee
Scouting's progress in the
northwest for the next eight

parts of Maine and

the

panion seems to have helped

Scholarships application

Hanover, Barrington and

residents who can prove their
their property was damage by

is

on Saturdays," said Mrs. Bob," Mrs. Howland conHowland, "has given Bob cluded.

lege in Illinois.

Wheeling, Elk Grove,
Schaumburg, Palatine,

told this to Des Plaines

its fair market value as a

result of a disaster
other.

(N. and
BUSSE'Slirn
uFlzako

$2.50 Adm.

Sets 8 -Year Goals

school in the 3d District.

in

break from the county.
Ralph Serpico of the county
tax assessor's office earlier

Mike Gill (left) student at Prospect High Sc'iool, helps Bob Howland, who is blind, exercise
on a rope ladder.
more self-confidence. It isn't
easy for the mother of a child

ting advice from his teen com-

'

may receive a real estate tax

The adjusted appraisal of

1 Block East of Water Tower

THE BANGOR
FLYING CIRCUS

University. of Illinois. The
other may be used at any
other state university or col-

1

Mike's regular teacher at

Mark Twain said:

the property is one; a decrease

TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR
CHICAGO'S FLOWER AND GARDEN SHOW - 50c OFF.
SITTLER'S CANDY
PHONE 259-2210

$2. Adm.

the ball and tells Bob when
to swing. Maybe one out of

can."

report that property owners

and GIFTS
Features a wide selection of Hallmark

Bob to his house on Saturdays

Scholarship
Deadline
Is April 2

The announcement came

tax relief if warranted.
Coyle explained that the
amount of the loss is the lesser
two' valuations:

its proper location. Our

Howland. "They did exercises
and other calisthenics.

playing catch with a large
ball," she said, "Bob tries to
throw the ball as close to the
sound of Mike's voice as he

3d District of northwest Cook

2

day celebration in 1976.

"THEY'VE ALSO been

_

Flood Losses

To learn how best tp1help
Bob, Mike visited the special

the other blind kids

Kenneth Gill of Wheeling, has
been helping Bob Howland of
Prospect Heights build up his

governor in the June II
primary, has proposed that
Illinois and the Chicago

Deputy Assessor Russel
Residents of the northwest
suburbs may be able to deduct Johnson later said that Arltheir June 10 flood losses ington Heights and Mount
from their income tax, ac- Prospect also would be given

your age, it really helps to
Mike, son of Mr. and Mrs.

May fl )eciaii et

Republican nomination for

metropolitan area be the host
for the nation's 200th births

aren't quite as well

have a 14 -year -old friend like
Mike Gill

Homeowners

John Henry Altorfer of

Mark Twain School in Wheeling, Mrs. Howland said.

gym teacher, Ken Ward.

coordinated as other boys

Page 3

Friday, March 29, 1968

Bicentennial

in Confidence
BY MARILYN HELPERS

THE DAY

Suggest Area.
Site for U.S.

We Are Now Taking Reservations
for BANQUETS and WEDDINGS

945 ELMHURST ROAD, DES PLAINES

.'t

(on Route 83 between Dempster St. and Algonquin Rd.)

STARTING MAY 1968
Up to capacity of' 400" Persons!

Open 7Dcysct11

For Information Call our Catering Manager

BESS TRIHAS

299-0011

0.1.4R4.01003/4,001.0.6.0%,.:".011.0..:400:01.:afktl:k44.6S141

ftaadised ,.kends by

w t,.i eyOma 1,0ampold

-

11)11a Logue

... with George Hamilton

"§ay, there's something

"Well, my big brother and
I both find your presentation
of the news refreshing and informative. But, speaking for
myself, I'd like to suggest one
way you might improve your

familiar about you. Are you
related to...?

"A. Constant Reader,--

yessir, I'm his brother.

Younger one, you know.
Same initials: A.C.R.;;

"No really. My middle

a new group created by the

especially careful ones."

President to handle a program

"Well, this matter of names
'dreamed up by U. S. govern-

for?"

"Another."
"Another?"

of seeking job training pro spects and landing Jobs for

meat phrase -makers for the

federal programs, is bad
-enough. Whenever I see

"Well, we're a big family,

you see, and by the time

ed National Alliance of
Businessmen. So it winds up

Start," and so on, I always

being called NAB."

"True, it does sound like a
'program to drag non -workers

have to stop and feed it into
my mental computer to make
sure 1 know which program

off to the nearest pokey."

"The contagion has spread

is the one under discussion."

of the New Deal such

to private enterprise, too, just the other day I heard a

even local agencies or pro-

himself as a FOOF. Actually

"Well, ever since the days

"I think I'll call you

Careful, if you don't mind.
What brings you here?

friend proudly describe

alphabetizing of federal or '
m...mm-stmm.-....4.y..

Mi:XAreaMil:=11;an'S ,.

i.m.4,7,'.4.vt...,,.

Dw. yligvnt
WITH ONLY one exSummer school can be a 57) alt the other school
glorious experience for a 'districts in th Arlington
ception (Mount Prospect Dist.

child'

Heights -Mount Prospect It can give him a chance Rolling MeadowsProspect
to work on projects and ex- Heights area will be glad to
periments with much more welcome your child to their
classroom can offer, a chance

to acquire new skills and to
be introduced to unfamiliar
experiences.

Summer school can give
kids who need confidence a
chance Co catch up - or a

chance to improve their
reading or math performance.

o

ALL SEVEN OF the grade
school districts in The Day
area, as well as High School
Dists 214 and 21 I, offer summer school

summer schools.

Now there are some disadvantages to taking your child
to summer school in another
district. You're going to have
to drive him there. Every day.

You may have to pay a

higher tuition charge than you
would if you sent/him to sum-

mer school in the district
where you live.

BUT IF YOU'RE willing to

do this, you can give your
child opportunities he may
never get during his normal

Registration has already school program.
started for some of the proTyping for junior high kids,
grams

Each of the summer school
directors says he's glad to

enroll children who attend

parochial school throughout

the year, but who live within
his district boundaries.

industrial arts (in some cases

summer school, you don't
have to

limit him to the

courses offered by the district
in -which you live.

Grove Dist. 59, for instance,

..W..:.

readers.",

"How about printing a

special daily Guide to

Readers, explaining Just what

the alphabet -soup titles
mean?"

"Have a heart. If we did

that, we wouldn't have room
for any news."

,

CLASSES WERE large,

averaged 22 children. One

however, they averaged

principal, had 27 children.

children - and they'll be larger
this year. The board approved

class, according to a Dist. 59

25

In Arlington Heights Dist.
25, said curriculum director

going to a 27 -child class

classes are set up so that each

supporting.

William Fritsche, remedial

teacher works with no more
than four children.
Palatine -Rolling Meadows

average size so that summer

school would be self-

Arlington Heights Dist. 25,
which'had 450 children in last

Dist. 15' last year kept

summer's program, charged
its residents $32.50 for its

classes down to five children

remedial classes, but put only
four -children in a class. A

remedial reading and math

per teacher.

Here's the reason for the
difference:

School districts here are using two different methods, or

a combination, for financing
summer school.

remedial language arts class
for spelling and writing skills
also was offered.

One popular enrichment

course (last year's cost, $17),

with a maximum of 15

children per class, was a

ONE SYSTEM of meeting
summer school costs is the use
of state aid. Probably the

largest summer school pro-

critical reading seminar for
children in grades 4-8.

FIVE OR SIX books were

heads curriculum in Dist. 25,
says because tuition charges

periences are offered by some

the child who needs remedial
instruction.

REMEDIAL reading' class

sizes last summer in Elk

Dist. 59 doesn't charge its

salaries and costs of materials,

Last year, its most popular
courses were physical skills
(880 children), and creative
arts (835).

Mount Prospect Dist. 57
might 'consider taking out -of -

district students if they. have

enter parochial first grades in
September, but who have not

had kindergarten, usually
enroll for this.
summer school?

Your school district in
which you live will un-

$25 (depending on the course

chosen) for summer school.

Busenhart said the district
than a state aid program.

River Trails Dist. 26 has a

combination method of
meeting summer school costs

that lets it keep remedial
Visit the Carousel Conditerei /or our Special Easter Delights .
Prepared in our own Bakery

reading classes to a maximum
of 10 children for a $10 cost of -materials fee.

. .

A POPULAR program last
year gave kids two weeks of

Ealtsz 12ir2nez

River Trails Dist. 26, Glenn

SERVED FROM NOON TO 8:00 P.M.

Here's what one parent

"We feel she has gained

knowledge through the

realization that learning is
fun. We will continue to use

the summer school facilitiesin
years to come."

CHOICE OF ONE

$4.75
$6.50

$6.50.

BROILED NEW YORK STRIP
SIRLOIN
$6.95
Tossed Salad, Choice of Dressing (Roquefort .35 Extra)
CHOICE OF TWO

Sweet or Mashed Potatoes
Minted Peas
Glazed Belgian Carrots

already been studying, but

who don't need the intensive
remedial training.
First, second, and third -

graders also can take enrichment courses. One they enjoy,
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Nor c COCA
$2,25

- Arlington Heights, Illinois
Euclid Ave.
Rohlwing Rd.
Y2 Block East of Rt. 53 Cloverleaf

Association and recognition

to out -of -district children for
a $25 tuition charge.

Mrs. Marjory lieu, in
Wheeling Dist. 21 (which includes Berkeley Square
residents of Arlington
Heights), had 1,400 children
in summer school last year.
This year, she may get over
2,000.

If the automobile industry racked up even
An unknown number of youths eventually
a 10 per cent increase in sales in one year, graduate into the class of hardened adult
company executives would blow their minds. criminals who account for the other 50 per
Yet in one "industry" in which the cent of car thefts and who steal cars either
automobile figures prominently, 1967 for profit or for use in connection with other
registered a 20 per cent increase over 1966, crimes.
and a more than 100 per cent increase over
There is little the public can do about pro1960.
fessional car thieves, who have ingenious
The industry is car theft.
methods of transporting and disguising cars,
The National Automobile Theft Bureau switching serial and motor numbers and
has just reported that 651,700 cars were counterfeiting ownership papers. But it can
stolen in 1967. That's better than one every do much to deter the youthful beginner.
minute of every hour of every day. They
Cleveland, Ohio, which experienced a 58
represented an estimated value in excess of cent jump in auto thefts last year, is laun$650 million - more than the value of all ching a campaign to educate its car owning

other larcenies combined.
citizens.
Although the recovery rate of stolen cars
"An alarming number of stolen cars were

has been more than 9.0 per cent, there is left with keys in the ignition" says C. A.
Lewis, campaign chairman. "Careless and

little comfort in that statistic. Many cars are
found seriously damaged; others are stripped
of components and accessories, often right
down to the sheet metal.
Actual dollar cost of automobile thefts is
placed at over $100 million, which is
ultimately borne by everyone, either in
direct losses, higher insurance premiums or
increased taxes to pay for police, court and
prison expenses.
But the highest cost to society, in the opi-

courses, and out -of -district
residents are welcome for the
$25 tuition charge. Children
who live in the district will
pay a $5 book rental fee. State

stolen is amazing."

After an initial period of public education, Cleveland police will begin the strict

St., Mount Prospect, both

nion of law enforcement and penal

maintained straight "A" grade
averages in their first semester

of the persons arrested for auto theft are

While a locked car and the absence of

at U. of I., Champaign Urbana.

graduate, and Prospect,

Phelan's alma mater, will each

receive a significant book of
their choice, with a bookplate
bearing the name of the student and a citation of his ex-

authorities, is the fact that some 50 per cent against the owner.
under the age of 18.
keys will not stop the determined
Whether for a thrill, a joy ride or stripping professional criminal, FBI figures show that
for financial gain, the first theft by a juvenile auto thefts are much fewer in communities
is often the prelude to a career of crime.
where similar ordinances are enforced.

UrgeFurther Merger Study
The Northwest Municipa
Conference committee, ap

lilIDEA ORD

pointed to study the

MERTTIE
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as You can. In addition, find the word

using all seven of these letters.

The committee recom-

possibilities of consolidation

mended that the villages of

eyeing.

operative services. Closer co-

mended that a grant of funds

desirably by the committee in
the areas of flood control,

of northwest Cook County the Northwest Municipal
villages, made its first report Conference take steps imto the parent body Wednesday mediately to establish co-

The committee recom- operation is considered

be sought from a private foun-

All Dist. 2I's nine schools

will be open for summer

lazy drivers who fail to properly lock their
automobiles are inviting young people to
break the law. The case with which cars are

enforcement of an ordinance prohibiting the
leaving of keys in a street -parked car. The
ordinance provides for removal of the keys
by a police officer and the penalty of a fine

said Erickson, is creative cellence in the university.
dramatics, which includes
ALL COURSI.S are open

Beverage -

month by the U. of I. Mothers

youngsters who need more
The high schools of St.
work on concepts they've Viator, of which Myers is a

poetry, choral reading, and
plays.

Butter

Illinois were honored this

George D. Myers, 206 W.
Wing, Arlington Heights and
James H. Phelan, 302 Wille

remedial courses, the district
offers a review program for

Chicken A la Reine Soup
Tomato Juice
SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
BROILED LAKE
with Cranberry Sauce and Honey... $3.75
SUPERIOR WHITEFISH
VIRGINIA BAKED HAM
$3.95
PRIME RIB of BEEF Au Jus
ROAST LEG of SPRING LAMB,
LOBSTER THERMIDOR
Mint Jelly
$4.50

Two area students presently
attending the University of

gramming a child -built digital
computer.

besides enrichment and

Fruit Cocktail

Students
Honored

enriched social studies, plus

Glenn Erickson, Dist. 26
curriculum director, says that

Relish Tray

Curb emptation
By °al g Car

wrote last year:

will be given the high schools
in which they received college
preparation.

math experience with pro-

Subscription rates: 25 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. $10.00 a year; 56.00 for six months.
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

Sol Minkoff, HE 7-1000.

again plans to use the tuition

method of financing, rather

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Palatine -Rolling Meadows
Dist. 15, Marion Omiatek,

enthusiasm she showed every

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J..K iedalsch
Managing Editor

information.
Arlington Heights Dist. 25,

door work, lab experience, morning. She always left
and films, and a tutorial home in the morning with a
reading program where a smile, and returned full of exchild came in twice a week citement to tell us of all her
for individual help, con- morning endeavors.
Residents of Dist. 57 paid
tuition charges from $15 to

Friday, March 29, 1968

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Each will be glad to give you

"Our little girl attended
First Grade Readiness. We
typing; a natural science were thrilled to see all the

learning material at home

-- Marshall
Page 4

following people now, because
registration is already starting.

own residents.

tinuing with programmed

'Honor the original dream by always yealously keeping
the paper's' freedom and intellectual integrity."

How do you find out about

AND HOW TO kids feel
about summer school?

LAST YEAR'S summer

Prospect map

number of children who'll

Erickson, 296 -8410. -Wheeling
Dist. 21, Mrs. Marge Beu,
537-8270.

director Lester E. Brown said
most popular courses were

Blueberry Muffins
Silver Dollar Pancakes
Chicken A La King
Tenderloin Tips with Bordelaise Sauce
Scrambled Eggs
Sausage and Bacon
Corned Beef Hash
Carousel Rice
Au Gratin Potatoes
Broiled Tomatoes with Parmesan Cheese
Minted Peas
Beverage

Carousel

work. Mrs. Beau says that a

vacancies, says business

manager J. C. Busenhart, but
sets its summer school up
primarily for the benefit of its

Miniature Sweet Rolls Hot Cross Buns Miniature Bran and

aken`

readiness, which includes
special motor faciliatation

358-4400. Elk Grove Dist. 59,

course which included out-of-

Please make your reservations early . CL 5-4300

is first -grade

residents.

rate charged Dist. 25

"My daddy has more money in Swiss banks than
your daddy!"

ONE EXTREMELY

popular course

additional charges).

Fruit Bowl Cointreau
OUR OWN BAKERY SPECIALTIES

Hot Fudge Sundae

with some drafting.

William Fritsche, CI 3-6100.

or outdoor education, have

SERVED FROM 10 a.m.-1 p.m.

Our own Bakery Fresh Rolls

and metal -working, along

(Some courses such as typing,

for books and materials.

Easte.it Bzunafi

Eater Surprise

be offered. Boys will get experience in wood, electrical,

parents who live out of the
district can probably bring
their children for the same

Tfing ton' eaTould

AT THE

William Fritsche, who

residents tuition. What are set to cover teacher
parents who live in its boundaries pay is a $5 fee per child

cooking, and shop courses will

If you're interested in finding out what other districts
can offer your child, call the

classes.

classes,

and band and orchestra ex-

A complete band and

orchestra program, sewing,

stimulated exchange of ideas.

first -grade readiness

they had 3,166 children in

costs.

doubtedly send home material
on its own summer program.

children in a program which

perience), sewing, cooking,

aid helps the district meet its

read and discussed by the

gram going is offered by Elk
Grove Dist. 59. Last year,

EASTER SUNDAY

2

,. ,,

"Let's get back to'how we
can improve our service to

with electrical shop ex-

of the summer school proWhat most parents here grams.
don't know, however, and
Changing school districts in
what school districts don't the summer may have a
think to tell you - is that if definite advantage, too, foiyou want your child to go to

of Old Films," the devotees of
classic, historic cinema films,
About two and a half million
fellow Americans annually see
movies at private showings, as
part of the cultural kick. 'Film
societies of FOOF's now total
about 4,000 across the coon -

Benefits of Summer School

BY JAN BONE

freedom than a regular

himself until he expialqd the
temi."
"And what is a FOOF?"

hard-core unemployed is WHIP

"Upward Bound," or "Head

came along, Pa was running
out of names. So when they
told him he was once more
the father of a bouncing boy,
he simply said, 'Well, that's
Another.'"

"A 'member of FOOF's a familiar term for "Friends

Or don't you

those made up lately seem to
have drawn on the talents of
TV gag writers. For instance,

gestions from readers, --

"What does the "A" stand

readers, too.
think so?"

"Maybe so. But some of

"We have an open door
policy and welcome sug-

name is Careful."

I thought he was downgrading

to headline writers, and

service to readers."

"Same initials? Man, will

this be confusing!"

grams has become common
enough. WPA, NRA, and so
on have actually been a boon

dation in order that an objective mci thoroughly profession5! study May be conducted by a competent firm.
The committee is studying the

opportunities to secure a
grant.

-Members of the in-

20 good, 26 excellent

vestigating committee are

Answer on Comic Page.

ington Heights, Mayor Jack
Pahl Elk Grove Village and
Village Manager Curt Olsen

Mayor John G. Woods of Arl-

of Wheeling.

water supply, garbage col-

lection and disposal, fire and
police protection, planning to

meet emergencies, health,

fiscal controls, mass
transportation, traffic,
highway planning and control
of Dutch elm disease.

The report urged that
special committees be

established be appointed to
study each recommended area
of village co-operation.

The Day's Prospects

sway

is t rical Society. ets
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

The first board of directors
meeting for the newly formed

Mount Prospect Historical
Society

of Elk Grove and

Wheeling Townships will be
held tonight.
Under the guidance of Mrs.

Meta Bittner, president, and
Mrs Doris Weber, vice president, working with a capsule

histroical society are varied,
the roots entwined in founding families, nurtured with a

common interest in the
history of our town and tended by those interested in the
preservation of artifacts and

WITH THE celebration of

the golden anniversary of
Mount Prospect' last year,

Mrs Dolores Haugh,

Library Board.

HER ACTIVITIES in
church affairs have been

Paul Lutheran Church

member of 'the executive

board of the Lutheran

Woman Mission Eandeavor

village, Moehling, Wille,

and Home Economics in

newer residents.

her marriage to Victor F. Bittner, now retired executive of

She is past member of the

the People's Gas, Light and
Coke Company.

cepted the board of director
positions, William J. Busse,

Meta has served as president of the Mount Prospect

Wille, Jack Keefer, George

residents.

Whittenberg, Martin Hasz Sr.,

Mrs. Evelyn Beigel, Mrs.

in the promotion of a tax supported village library.
She served for 22 years as

Meeske and Viola Siedel.

also was president of the

recording secretary, the longawaited time for the approval

will take place.

organized.

With this in mind the group

In 1967, with the help of

The seeds of interest in a

George L. Dusse, Marvin Woman's Club and was active
charter library director and

Vannetta Meyn Pearson, Earl

Left -- "Easter Elegance"
was indeed a proper name for
the Mount Prospect Business

of Northern Illinois.

private high schools before

THE FOLLOWING ac-

Page 5

BPW's E ster Elegance

although she was a charter

BORN IN Cairo, Ill., she
graduated from Grafton Hall
and taught English, History

Busse and Meyn, plus others
fired with the enthusiasm Of

Friday, March 29, 1968

locally associated with St.

land grants came into focus.
It seemed a waste to let them
return to obscurity, perhaps

being lost forever to future

of by-laws and constitution

Mount Prospect Public

The executive officers will

Historical Society and Miss also become members of the
Daisy Daniels, groundwork board of directors.
Mrs. Meta Bittner, presiwas laid, organizational
meetings held and the charter dent, has been active in the
obtained from the state in community since 1931.

February, 1968.
Personal invitation were exrecollections of early times the .
group hopes to harvest many tended to members of the early founding families of the
citizens as members.

of attics, old
group including Mrs. dozens
photograph albums and dusty

Gertrude Moehling Francek,
treasurer, Mrs. Edith Freund
corresponding secretary and

the Arlington Heights

Girl Scouts of America Board
as well as 'mother of one son,
Victor, Jr.,
Elmhurst.

and Professional Woman's
Club annual luncheon and
fashion show held at Itasca

now residing in

Country Club last week. Bunnies hopped around the room

Meta and her husband have
become world travelers. With
her energetic interest in antiques, Meta .is exceptionally
valuabe to the historical society, in addition to assisting
with her excellent abilities of
organization and leadership.
Membership in the Mount

and Easter fashions reigned.

Bunny Cathy Kurth of Mount
Prospect delivers candy eggs
to Miss Kay Newberg of Arlington Heights.

Prospect Historical Society
will be open to area residents,
including students. Further

information regarding

membership will be given

`Thank You'

soon.

All those joining during

1968 will

receive a special

gold bordered parchment
certificate indicating first -year

membership in the organization.

Two Mount Prospect Blue Birds, Susan
Marsiglia And LaVerne DiMucci came into
The Prospect Day office to say "thank you

for making Camp Fire Week a

success".

Dolores Haugh, Women's Editor, along with
various others in town who "helped a little bit
extra", was presented with a special cupcake

decorated for the Illinois SFsquicentennisd, the
adopted theme for the national recognition week.

Mrs. Victor Bittner will preside as president of the executive
board of the newly -formed Mount Prospect Historical Society

which will hold its first Board of Directors meeting tonight
at 8 at the home of the R. W. Haughs.

One of the Easter

Trinity
Meeting
Changed

Grace's Daze

Silver Anniversary

4

A dinner

the Mount
Prospect V F W. Clubhouse
in

March 23 for 45 close friends
and relatives marked the 25th

wedding anniversary of Mr.

and Mrs John McGowan
who hosted the party, and
brought several special guests
here for the event.

At the top of the list were

the couple's daughter,
Kathleeen, and her husband,
the John Sigwarts who live in

Minneapolis and drove to
Prospect Heights in time to

spend the weekend with both
their families

pa, watched the Jai -Alai
games, and in general enjoyed
the Florida climate in spring.

named "Club of the Year in District III of the international organization.

N9 matter how much

work is involved, from the

beginning of a production
is usually counted as fun for
the performers and dozens of
other teen-agers who make up

the necessary crews when a
high school performance is
staged.

"My Fair Lady," shown
last week in six performances,
and most of them before sellout audiences, was no exception.

Also on hand was Mrs. Mc

Gowan's mother, Mrs. A.
Grunau who lives with her

daughter and fathily in

Prospect Heights, and who
vividly recalled the former

LAST FIRDAY night's
performance included an extra
bit of drama. Only five hours
before curtain time Robqrt

Edith Grunau's marriage in

Pate, male lead playing
Professor Higgins, was

Church

main in bed.

Chicago's St. Benedict

FIVE OF THE seven who
ushered at the big wedding
were on hand for Saturday's
party, along with the couple's
maid of honor and best man,

now Mr and Mrs. Kenneth
Johnson of Skokie. Seven

women who served as

ordered by his doctor to re-

With no more warning,

Bruce Boxleitner who says he
"has no musical talent," step-

performances ended the weeks
of practise. Hostesses were

Martha Circle.

necessarily enjoying, the
warming weather the past

school children to be home to

These include Mary Jo

to Franklin Boulevard

service will be available beginning at 9 a.m.

Butler, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Butler confined

same day. Morning nursery

Hospital in Chicago; Richard
Clark, son of the Ross Clarks
recovering from surgery in
Holy Family Hospital; Mrs.
David Meyers in Northwest

Versatile

ensembles.

...c.,.

Disposition Guaranteed
OTHER BREEDS ALSO AVAILABLE

4

Harold Sigwart.

"Oh wonderful" was the O
reply of Miss Clara Mulso
when asked if she had had a
good vacation. Along with
two other women, Mrs. Leo
Duthorn and Mrs. William
Tomory of Chicago, Clara
was away three weeks on a
trip to Brooksville, Fla., for
which she did all of the driv-

'4"1.'41:4"'
4, \
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3 FOR 2 SALE!
UNTIL APRIL 6TH ONLY

BRING IN 3 GARMENTS
... PAY FOR 2

In Brooksville the trio were

e
e
e
e
e
e,

(least expensive cleaned free)
, ,,.,,e1-

PLANT ON PREMISES

1213 N. EHURST RD.
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

to cuckoo!

LAUREL & HARDY

SEE

CHARLIE CHASE

SEE

in "Night Owls"

t.

ferent plaques.

YOUR CHOICE OF 1
FREE WITH EVERY

INCOMING $5.00 DRYCLEANING ORDER.
GET SEVERAL!

PHONE: 537-7040

A ERICAN

GLO CLEANERS

4 GLASSES
FREE!

in "Charlie's Wedding

SHARKEY VS. DEMPSEY
"Great HeavyWeight Fights"
.

Braddock, Louis, Tunney, Wills etc.

Rumpelstiltskin, Abbott &
NEXT0Costello
0 Keystone Cops
Charlie Chaplin & Famous
MON./ Fight Knock -Out Thrills!

0

MOPPETS
wall
full -color
plaques. 8" x 20" size ready
for hanging. Choice of 4 dif-

a delightful story about
cuckoo clock that learns

SEE

10: 'A'A

GoA
OPENING

by Edens

ing

,

11°1$11111A4

FREE

Beautiful

This is
a little

259-8655
1415 E. PALATINE ROAD
ARLINGTON HTS.

,2....i2.

0

THAT WOULDN'T CUCKOO

PET RANCH

.3 BIG FREE

Tooheys, and Mr. and Mrs.

Florida Downs, dined at the
Hawaiian Village near Tam -

Perfect Family Pet

:........,,,,
)

,,,....,...

Mrs Harold Gross, the James

they spent an afternoon at

.s^

,,_,...4.,.....

lill

\
I!

THE CUCKOO CLOCK

6.30 M

00000000000000000 p000000seooeeeeee0e0oeoocoeeeeseeeeeei

Donald Copeland, Mr. and

;

Theatre.

®1

p

Cocker Spaniel Puppies

lightweight wool -knit blazer is

General Hospital.

A

b

Ilicksinye

Starting

AKC Champion Sired

Sporting stripes in a

after surgery in Lutheran

celebration were Mr. and Mrs.

Brooksville, the women had
nothing but good weather as

Preceding the general

Community Hospital; and

Friends from Prospect
Heights included at the

EXCEPT FOR brief rain

Complete Pet
Department Store

serve lunch.

climaxed with a standing ovation from the audience for his
outstanding performance.

the party

the day they arrived in

available. The meeting will
close in time for mothers of

meeting, the Executive Committee will meet at 9 a.m. the

prevented their attendance at

members and guests.

PLAYING
',MONDAY NITE, APRIL 1st

Nursery care will be

Watching, but not.

separated addresses which

women's brother and his wife,
Mr. and Mrs Steven Osadnik.

en-

tertained. March 16 and Terry
Moll who invited the players
to her home March 23.

-,

an audience of nearly 500

Lenten brunch, served by

ped in to play the part and

)

Famous

ensemble were shown before

Madigan, members of the Dolores Haugh.

sanctuary will be followed by

the snappiest look for sailing,
apres tennis or covering up in
air-conditioned places. Turns
shifts and pants into complete

bridesmaids now have widely

house -guests of the other

Marc Hansen and Chris
Winners
from
-Grace
Kron. Drawings will be exThere will be group singing, Lutheran Church, Prospect hibited in the church acaccompanied by Louise Heights were selected by Mrs. cording to co-chairman Mrs.
Carlson at the piano.
Jack Black and Mrs. Edna Gloria Hansen and Mrs.
The period of quiet in the
Children's Art Festival.

symbols and symbolism.

of the Saturday night

Robert Youle, convalescing

Mount Prospect Art League.
Winners include Eileen and

participating in the Lutheran Jeanne Gustafson, Jim and
Church in American Debbie Stacy, Jeff Gutmann,

meditation based on Christian

A CAST PARTY after each

several days have been several
who are sick.

Children in Lutheran Sun-

day Church Schools are

Jan Abbott, will be a Lenten

for the larger part.

Donna Hutchings who

Lutheran Art Festival

Methodist Church has changed its general meeting date to
than April 9.
The program, presented by

smaller role in the musical
ably filled by Jordon Weekes
when Boxleitner was tapped

your Easter vacation elegant
is a two-piece bold black and
white paniskirt ensemble by

Bramson. Over 50 elegant

April 2 at 9:30 a.m. rather

Bruce was not a lead

understudy, but had had a

-io- T.

1'Many bunnies like' Joy' Andrup and Marty Beasley make an Easter bright according to
'IVIiSs Margaret Pahr, membership chairman' of the Mount Prospect group. The club was just

The Woman's Society of
Christian Service of Trinity

By Grace Mott

fashions forecast to make

0

Monday - Thursday! 11 a.m. to a.m.
Friday & Saturday; 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.
1

Sunday! 11 a.m. to Midnight!
Illi

(-

(With every drycleaning order)

HIWID

ViZZAl

TO 1ST 500 CUSTOMERS ONLY

Beautiful 9 -Ounce
Amber Glassware
GET YOURS NOW!
*414,..**01-

e
e
1 -HOUR SERVICE AT REG PRICES®
0
CORNER HINTZ ROAD & RTE 83
e
CONVENIENT SHOPPINGCENTER

leeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeoeeeoe

D.:2Lo.

i

PIZZA PARLOR & 14;::'

Ye PuBlIC house
865 S. Elmhurst Rd.
( Route #s3)
Just South of Dempster
North of Algonquin
Des Plaines

PH -ONE

439-7050

.

?"5-ri
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BY JAMES L. SRODES

A checkout counter that;
does away with unloading

WASHINGTON (UPI)

has be in installed in the A &
P food store at 1818 N. Arl-

President Johnson and the nation's homebuilders are faced
with a problem -where to get

shoppt carts item by item
Heights Rd.,
ington
ington Heights

Arl-

the men to build 26 million
units of housing in, the next

Carts used with this new

10 years.

"Check-O-Matic" system differ from conventional ones in
that the bottom of the vehicle
is actually a conveyor belt.

There are other problems
too, of course.
Money, or the lack of it.

Demand, or the overabundance of it.

THE CUSTOMER places
her groceries in the cart and

A HALF A dozen other

pushes it to one of the special

checkout points, where it
locks into the stand. When the
proper connection is made, a
green light appears to indicate
all is ready for unloading.

problems ranging, from

rl

Congressional indifference to
bad weather.
4$:;,4i,57,.

But when the President

',,('"A

The c ashler presses a foot
pedal, the front panel of the
cart slides up and a roller on
the counter engages the cart's
conveyor belt The belt moves

called for a 6 million units of
federally assisted low-income
housing and 20 million more
privately constructed units, he
also was calling for the manpower to put those units into

-

-

place.

the merchandise forward

v.:lo- --vii,i''.,ii..,

slowly into an inclined con-

-

%tit ,-"'.1191r....F

veyor system in the counter so
that the purchases move to the
cashier for checking.

"'

'

--i',"'''

And as anybody Who has

'''-'''' ''..1-'''''''''71

with a

ever hit his thilinb

11,...,iYe301
r
,001."`

hammer knows, it takes a

,

,,,,,MN:!,..',1111,;,,,: .--j

1144-,' `
V00Rv.,fiN'An

empty, the clerk pushes a but-

'

ton that releases it from the
stand automatically, turns it
and delivers it alongside the

,..iri:;:".;,1'.

/'

pool of skilled builders is

ment, changes to less deman-

shrinking.

ding work and death.
So- instead of 700,000 men,

construction trades, ranging
from the unskilled to electricians, plumbers, marble set-

industry experts predict they
will have to find 2.8 million
men to make that 700,000 net
gain. And again this gain is
aimed only at keeping up the
pace - not moving ahead on

Latest statistics indicate
there are nearly 3.8 million
men in the 20 building and

ters and other skilled

TO KEEP PACE with

SO THE PROBLEM is not

%

one of just rounding up

enough manpower; it's getting
skilled manpower.

To top it off, the nation's

checkout
The new carts are equipped
with collapsible baby seats, so
arranged that the child can re-

the entire unloading operation

and be delivered, in the cart,
'to the mother alongside the
checkout stand

The most common reason

why consumers have bad
debts placed with collection
service firms is mismanagement of the debtors' income,
Leo Price, manager of Central
Adjustment Bureau -Division

of Des Plaines and Mount

count the six million -unit
crash program for low and

Prospect Credit Bureaus, said'
today.

This was reported in a

survey of collection service

offices affiliated with -the

Associated Credit Bureaus of

America, Inc. (ACB of A),
Price Said.

ACB of A is a national
trade association of credit

Martin J. Tampa Jr.,

Wheaton, Md., has been appointed planning co-ordinator

for the prdduct planning

department of the Charles
Bruning Co., Mount Prospect.

Tampa was formerly office

bureaus and collection
services with which Central
Adjustment is affiliated.

"PEOPLE APPEAR to
have

sufficient income but

consumers who have bad

debts placed with' collection

manager of Bruning's offices quite often have
Washington, D.C., Branch of-

mismanaged their ability to

fice.

pay", Price explained.

PRIrSiAS N

to offset it", Price said.

habits of the American con-

onsumers who have accounts

'laced for...collection

..eflabilitate their credit
ccord.

"We perform a service to

the consumer when we work
with him in paying a debt and
clearing his credit record",
Price said.
"A good credit report is
vital today.

Price reported a 12.2 per

cent increase in business
volume in 1967.

Nationally, ACB of A

reported a 9.6 per cent increase and $187 million in

Chicago was announced by

the Chicago and North
Western Railway.

Combination
Automatic Heating

H. A. Lenske, director of
North Western's commuter

Cooling Thermostat

Regularly $669.
,014

that the difference between

own slum areas, provide better homes for themselves and

3.8 million and 4.5 million is
only 700,000. But it isn't that

ease the critical housing
shortage for the whole coun-

simple.

try.

INSTALLED

NO PAYMENTS

UNTIL

JUNE 1st, 1968
GUARANTEE
ONE YEAR FREE SERVICE POLICY on all parts and labor.
PLUS AN ADDITIONAL 4 -Year WARRANTY

railroad's suburban stations -Glen Ellyn, Cumberland, and
Highland Park.
"Our two-year test showed

that a multiple -ride ticket,

smaller than the 25 -ride

booklet now in use, appealed

to a great many irregular
riders," Lenske said.

"The new

ON COMPRESSOR

FOR A FREE SURVEY AND ESTIMATE
WRITE OR PHONE US FOR DETAILS TODAY.
SYSTEMS LISTED BELOW INSTALLED WITH "A" COIL

2 TON 24,000 BTU SYSTEM, REGULAR $697
21/2 TON - 30,000 BTU SYSTEM, REGULAR $527
3 TON - 36,000 BTU SYSTEM, REGULAR -$937
31/2 TON - 42,000 BTU SYSTEM, REGULAR $1040

$595
$695
$795
$895

Above units include "A" coil, deluxe combination heating and cool-

ing thermostat with fan selector switch, wiring, precast slab, insulated tubing all included for a complete operating installation.

We Handle All Nationally Rated & Accepted Brands
0 McGraw Edison 0 Mueller 0 Bryant
0 Lenox 0 Carrier 0 York

10 -ride tickets

will enable the occasional

rider to avoid the in-

convenience of paying a cash
fare aboard the train when a

ticket agent isn't on duty at
his particular station.

"The 10 rides will be

honored on trains

in either

direction and at the same time

will offer riders the cost
benefits of the round-trip
rate."

The 10 -ride tickets will be

a

THE AVERAGE age of

sumer, Price said.

business being done on credit.
When you sell more on credit,
you are bound to have (doi-d
accounts become available'for
collection service".
The amount of the average

ktpi:4*,

0

Phone 965-8500

,`,-

-

'9`

Attending groundbreaking ceremonies for the new Ladendorf
Oldsmobile home were (from left), Jim Henneberg - Architect,

Ed Kreutzinger -- Oldsmobile Division, Ed Heidig -accounts, they can afford a Oldsmobile
Division, .Carroll Herrod - Oldsmobile Divison,
higher payment," Price added.

Bill Nickolson -- Oldsmobile Division, Sal DiMucci -- Builder,

"Some consumers are
Kaitschuck - Sec. of Chamber of Commerce, Gerry
paying old accounts with in- Tony
Ladendorf (Mrs. Donald Ladendorf), Tom Cofoid -- Sales Mgr.
flated dollars".

Ground was broken last
week for the new home of
Ladendorf Oldsmobile.

Next October, the firm will

be moving from its present
location at 1628 Rand Rd.,

Tickets will be valid for six

Des Plaines to Rand and Central Rd.

months from the date of

There will be four major

purchase.

eeling Township
Pro" erty Transfers

buildings on the eight -and -a half acre site.

The main structure will

house new car sales and administrative offices.

The other three buildings

will contain mechanical

services and parts, a paint and

body shop, and a car wash

transfer report has been
released. The price is in-

Donald W. Drake to

Donald Av., Rob

t

$23;

Downham, $32.50;. 704 W.
Grove, Neil J. Zachman to
Vincent K. Burke, $48; and
415 S. Yale, Gerald 0. Melbo
to John F. Holland, $14.

Robinson; 515 Ivy Ln.,

Edward M. Kukulski to Paul

IN MOUNT PROSPECT
400 N. Forest, Emmett E.

Dr., to Robert N. Smith to

ht:',.3.T:E-48t11E';!

John E. Duffy, $43.
;

I

Property transfers in

E.
Prospect 'Heights were:
Willow, Theodore P. Bruni to
William J. Masloske, $30; 707
I

In only two years, the fast
growing company moved to
new, larger quarters at the
present location.

The company survived the
depression, and the collapse of

Don Ladendorf, president
and owner of the company,
said that extensive time and

the Rand Rd. bridge, which
closed the highway past the

study had gone into the plans
for the new complex.

customers found their way for
service via back roads.

dealerships and related

company after leaving the U.
S. Air Corps after World War

dealership. Even so, loyal

The founder's joined the

Throroughly Modern Millie -- Weekdays -- 5 and 8 p.m.;

Saturday - 2, 5:15 and 8:30 p.m.; Sunday -- 2, 5 and 8 p.m.
CATLOW THEATRE, 116W. Main, Barrington.

Guess Who's Coming to Dinner - Friday and Saturday --

7:30 and 9:30 p.m.; Sunday thru Thursday -- 8 p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
The President's Analyst -- Weekdays -- 6:35 and 10:05 p.m.;

1163 Alexandria, Arthur H.
transferred in Arlington Schumann
to Max C.
Heights were: 355 S. Lincoln
Ln., Willard G. Fleischhauer
to John B. Milligan Jr., $27;
107 W. Brittany Dr., Berkley
Square Co., to George W.

Northwest Hwy., Mount

ed his first selling agreement
with Oldsmobile.

Heights

Also 310 N. Kaspar, Better
omes, Inc., to Jack W. Hineberg, $38; 16 S. Princeton
Ct., P. Gilbert Petersen to
Gerald M. Chapman, $48.50;

OTHER PROPERTIES

Skokie. General contractor, is

Ladendorf, the . founder,' sign-

MOVIES

J. Thomas C. Munson, $40.

J. Mulroy to James W. (-leaky;
$24.50.

about 650 to 700 cars.

ARLINGTON THEATRE, 115 N. Evergreen, Arlington

Park, Horace Hubbard to

Scrivano to Harry Mur Ian,
$41; 426 S. Dryden, MiclIs

stie will have parking for

THE LADENDORF famihas operated the agency
since 1926, when William J.
ly

Amusement Calendar

W.

1311

be of pre -cast concrete, with
glass and brick walls. In addition to landscaped areas, the

businesses including car

John R. Sedlander to Gerald
If:Pollard,

lanes.

THE BUILDINGS are to

In almost three years, he
visited more than 100 auto

Gasser, $29; 3033 N. Jackson.
D.

washes, and electronic testing

and wax facility.

Prospect.

Brogaard to Ronald G.

Harry Brodski, $24.50; 1015
E. Waverly Dr., Ivy Hill, Inc.
to John Brown, $40; 120 N.

dorf Olds.

S. DiMucci--Builders, 1000

Transfers in Arlington N. Highland, Paul N.

Av.,

Architect, Reed Kaiser - Accountant and Mel Ahrens - Laden-

Vice President

Transferred also: 616 Brittany, Berkley Square Co. to
Robert J. Cotter, $27; 1526

Heights were: 411 N. Pine

Bolek - Pres. of Chamber of Commerce, Lou Huebner -

Ballard Made

Means, $38.

per $1,000 in market value.

of Ladendorf Olds, Clara Ladendorf - Vice President of Ladendorf Olds, Don Ladendorf - President of Ladendorf Olds, Bob
Koehler
Ladendorf Olds, Mayor Behrel, Wayne Heinz Ladendorf Olds, George Fedrowitz Ladendorf Olds, Charles

The project was designed
by Huebner and Henneberg,
Architects, 5300 Golf Rd.,

L. Borvig, $37; 113 N.
Donald Av., Kenneth L.
Martyn Jr. to Robert E.

The weekly Wheeling Twp.

"CALL THE MAN FROM EQUITABLE"

ifA

.
-

have more money, and when
they begin to repay these old

Phone 259-4409 - 1404 Dogwood Lane
Mt. Prospect, 01.

I
I

gs

11:1L!

-

employment, people appear to

Insurance Call,

5915 W. LINCOLN AVE. 0 MORTON GROVE

'

"In this period of high

LIFE 0 HOSPITAL °BUSINESS

004A81...

150 personnel.

liershia's lEilorrne

creased, Price said.

PERSONALIZED
031

apprenticeship which the skill-

service account also has in-

BEN BALDWIN
1VICL211:921.1N2185:ft

greater number of

them will be dropping out of
the labor pool due to retire -

"4-c"

payment on a collection

FOR

N

Keebler Biscuit Co. of

THERE IS the problem of Elmhurst. He will be responsimotivating a slum youth to go ble for eight sales districts in
through the long and difficult the mid -western states and

.--;.;.4-_

LIVING INSURANCE...FROM EQUITABLE

NC

has riddled the building trades
unions for years.

1.0

"It merely reflects more

$22.50; and 1008 Cherry Hill

HEATING 0 VENTILATING 0 AIR CONDITIONING

racial discrimination which

skilled building trade laborers
is much higher than for most
occupations - about 50 years
of age - and between now and

Ronald W. Mansdoerfer of
1827 S. Highland,, Arlington
Heights, has been appointed
regional sales manager for the

:b14-

-t Kraybill to Edward Cryane,

NORTH AME

these young men on the job.
This raises other problems.
There is -the problem of the

01U

tes

5.

advance a way to actually get

reflection on the paying

actO0

fi0

But this solution does not

that
more men are leaving the
building trades than arc entering them.
is

THE FACT that more

successful two-year ex- dicated by the amount of
periment at three of the revenue stamps, $1 in stamps

Eli

Outside nominal 3 -ton air cooled
refrigerator complete with
connecting tubing
Cooling Coil for furnace
"Bonnet" or ductwork

and passenger services, said
the new 10 -ride ticket will be
initialed throughout the road's
suburban territory following a

boosted, help rebuild their

Simple arithmetic shows

money is being placed with
collection service firms is not

on Sale onday
SALEn Tickets
A new 10 -ride ticket on sale starting Monday.

RID[IT[OKEIG

trained, have their earnings

Service Division members.

North Western's 10- 1":ide
designed to make it more convenient for growing numbers
of occasional riders to use its
suburban service to and from

this trade pool. They could be

middle -income housing set by
the President.

jr

collections by Collection

Service Division members
lave an obligation to help

ghetto as a ready source for

.074'

"They lack a financial plan
when they decide to purchase
on credit."
"The result is when they
have a little illness or miss a
paycheck, they have nothing

ACB of A Collection

will - or can - say.

ONE SUGGESTED solution is to.use the youth of the

This does not take into ac-

Ex ert: eople Cqn Pay,
ut Don't Plan Properly

Whether it develops or is
discarded, no one on either
side of the conference table

being added up.

men.

Olds
To ol

main in the cart throughout

eyed by both government and
industry.

have to be to meet all the nation's housing needs is still

experts believe the pool will
have to grow to 4.5 million

1975 a

the proposed solution being

What the real figure will

demands for, housing through
1975 alone, housing industry

One complication

ed trades require.
But problems or not, this is

the 6 million units as the
President has asked.

craftsmen.

heap of skill to make a pile
of lumber a home.

WHEN THE CART is'

-3

Saturday -- 3:30, 6:50 and 10:25 p.m.; Sunday -- 3:10, 6:40

DONOVAN IL BALLARD

and 10:15 p.m.

Ftizwilly -- Weekdays -- 8:25; Saturday - 5:10 and 8:40

Donovan R. Ballard, 1241
N.
Race Av., Arlington
Heights, has been promoted to

p.m.; Sunday -- 1:30, 5 and 8:30 p.m.
GOLFMILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
The Ambushers -- Daily -- 1:40, 3:50, 6, 8 and 10:10 p.m.

Lakes Mortgage Corp.,

Prospect.

vice president of the Great

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount

Chicago.

Valley of the Dolls -- Friday and Saturday -- 1:30, 3:15,
6:16, 8:30 and 10:50 p.m.; Sunday thru Thursday -- 2, 4:32,

He previously held the post
of assistant vice president.
Ballard joined Great Lakes

7:04 and 9:36 p.m.
PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.

Valley of the Dolls - Weekdays -- 6:50 and 9 p.m.; Saturday

in 1954. He formerly was
with Home Owner's Loan

- 3:45, 6, 8:10 and 10:20 p.m.; Sunday -- 2:20, 4:30,6:45
The Taming of the Shrew -- Weekdays and Saturday 7:10
and 9:22 p.m.; Sunday -- 2:40, 4:52, 7:04 and 9:16 p.m.
RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
Prospect.

Maplewood Dr., Hollis

Corp. in Washington, and in
Chicago where he organized
and managed the company's

Homes, Inc. to Charles E.

loan department.

Block, $7.50; 109 Columbine,
Roger J. Silingo to Helen M.
Zahn, $9; and 305 Birchwood
Ln., Hollis Homes, Inc. to
Silas Cartland IV, $8.

Veterans Administration as a
loan agent in the loan guaranty division. He ,worked there
until coming to Great Lakes.

In 1946, he joined the

and 8:55 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.

The Ambushers -- Friday and Saturday -- 2, 3:50, 5:45,
and 10:15 p.m.; Sunday thru Thursday -- 2, 4:50,7:15 and
9:30 p.m.

Churche.o enct StTongly
To the o d's Proble
BY DAVID POLING

Following the Service)!

Novembe .

me in Westchester had

THE CHURCHES around

on the travail in Vietnam and soulchurch page of your local searching in Washington, the
newspaper. This may seem sermon title index is again a

emphasis

George Gallup and Louis

surprising barometer of our

on

youth

in

a

national condition. The other

Out." The Unitarians of north-

Nielsen ratings or other

preached in city churches:

Trip to Nowhere" (drugs). Another congregation heard "Can
Anyone Over 30 Be Trusted?"
while another sermon was en-

wizards of consumer sentiment. But for those of us
who can't afford their scholarly services and want to know

quickly and honestly what's
going on in Des Moines and
White Plaines, N.Y., I highly
recommend a weekly glance

at the titles for Sunday's
sermons.,

They fell it like it is, what's

going on in the world and
how the church is reacting.

w4s first aware of this

I

church -page theory when the
Russians launched Sputnik. I
happened to be in New York

day the New York Times
listed these sermons to be

"When Things Don't Go So

Well, What Then?" (by
in

titled "In Defense of Student

Brooklyn's historic Plymouth
Pilgrims, "Keeping Steady in

There are, of course, some

Norman Vincent Peale);

Protests."
violent deviations from my

a Crazy World." The same sermon title theory: One Yogi
theme was heard up on the
had his topic, simply,
West Side with "Where Is Gupta
"Grow Vitamins in Your

Methodists pondered "On
Coping

with

Frustration."

sermon, "Let's Get Away

sermon titles on science,

Parish Caller

theology, international com-

From It All."
Dr. Harold Bosley preached

petition and comforting

on "Devils Love a Vacuum"

relevance like "Outer Spade

with this cryptic line under

and Inner Peace."

the sermon title - (U.N. Tour

Mrs. Gilbert Slaw, 103 E.
Hintz, Arlington Heights was
recently installed as Parish
Caller at the Lutheran Church

the New York Times

There." I can't vouch for the
quality of these homilies, but
the contemporary tone was
throbbing with a rocket boost.

The death of President
Kennedy was a national

calamity. The people's sorrow
was expressed in memorial

services, pulpit pro-

nouncements, and sermons
eulogizing the young president. At least one volume of
sermons has been collected

Cantata
Sunday At
First Baptist
A cantata "Olivet to
7 p.m., Sunday, by the

Calvary" will be presented at

members of the choir of The
First Baptist Church of Arl-

ington Heights, 1211 W.
Campbell.

The musical prograinwrit-

homes in new sub-divisio

This ;calendar is prepared as a public service by' the Mount
Prospect Chamber of Commerce. Any organization wishing

to contribute should call Mrs. Helen Becker, at CI 3-7469.
Deadline for listing is Tuesday evening.

Parents Without Partners, 3rd annual in-

stallat on and dinner dance, Concerd-O'Hare; social hour, 7:30,
dinner 8 30
St. Viator's Mens Club, dinner dance, Turfside Room, Arlington Park
Prospect Moose Lodge 660 ham raffle, VFW Hall, 8 p.m.
St. Alphonsus Country Players of Prospect Heights present
a musical review "Campaign Capers", Wheeling High School
8pm

school teacher.

The Parish Caller program

MONDAY

Mount Prospect Rotary Club,' Old Orchard Country Club,
12:15 p m

MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Center, I p.m.

Prospect Heights School District 23, Board of Education,

Mac Arthur Junior High, 7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Toastmasters, Mount Prospect Community
Center, 7 45 p m

The missionary conference

now in progress at the

Cumberland Baptist Church,
1500 E. Central Rd., Mount
Prospect will feature Dr. G.
Christian Wiess at the 10:45
a.m. worship service, Sunday,

and the Rev. Hartley

is a

returned missionary from the
Philippine Islands.

Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. the
Rev. Jim Hill, missionary
from Argentina, will speak at

St. James
Talent Show
Is Tonight
Movement of St. James Parish
in Arlington Heights will hold

Prospect High School Boosters, banquet, Prospect High

cafeteria, 6 45 p m

Prospective Waist-aways, Friedrichs Funeral Home, 7:30
pm
TOPS of the Evening, Bank of Rolling Meadows, 7:30 p.m.
VFW Prospect Post 1337, ladies auxiliary business meeting,
8 p m.
Mount Prospect Village Board, Village Hall, 8 p.m.

River Trails School District 26 Board of Education, Park
View school, 8 p m

Mount Prospect Fire Department, women's auxiliary, Fire
Station No 2, 8 p m
Mount Prospect Art League, Mount Prospect Community
Center, 8 p m

Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adelines, International,

Community Church of Rolling Meadows, 8:15 p.m.

Mount Prospect Federated Women's Republican Club,

Mount Prospect Community Center, 10 a.m.

Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, drop in center, Ranch Mart

shopping center, Buffalo Grove, 10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Prospect Heights Woman's Club, Old'Orchard Country Club,

Ilam

Prospect Moose Lodge 660, VFW hall, 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Combined appeal, Village Hall, 8:30 p.m.

THURSDAY
Camp Fire Girls, leaders association meeting, South Church
9.30 a m

Arlington Heights Over 50 club, drop in center, Pioneer

Park, Arlington Heights, 10:30-3 p.m.

Combined PTA's of School District 26, River Trails Junior

High, 8 p m
Mount Prospect Lions, board meeeting, Village Hall, 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect PTA Co-ordinating Council, forum for

school board candidates, BusselSchool, 8 p.m.

Friends of the Library, book review, Mount Prospect Community Center, 8 p m
FRIDAY
Arlington Heights Over 50 Club ceramics day, Pioneer Park,
Arlington Heights, 10.30-3 p.m.

Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect Community

Center, 8 p.m

Parents Without Partners, Knights of Columbus Hall, Arl-

celebrates its third an-

the stn of the world!"

tomorrow night and the guest
speaker for Sunday morning
worship will be Dr. J. Philip

year...a time In which all people
are Invited to give serious attention and thought.to the life and
death of Christ and Its meaning
and opportunity for every human

short directive: "Behold, the

Lamb of God, who takes away

a talent show "Talent
Unlimited" at 8 tonight in the

auditorium of St. James
Junior High School.
The show will be presented

by the students of the Grammar School and Confraternity
of Christian Doctrine classes.
Donations are $1 for adults
and 50 cents for children.

Theater Group
Has Workshop
The Teen Theatre Club,

part of the drama program of

the Arlington Heights Park
District, will meet Saturday
for an action workshop.

Miss Judy Speer will coach
the students in preparation for

a summer production of a
play.

Miss Speer says the spring
program will lead into the
summer series of meetings

beginning June 22. The

students will work on a full

[SA IN

Ay,

preach during the evangelistic

New Life Conference beginning Sunday at the Prospect
Heights Baptist Church,

Dr. Elmer Piper will direct
the choir and congregational
singing during the New Life
Conference at the Prospect
Heights Baptist Church.
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1

"A Surrendered
Body"

A new life conference will
begin at the Prospect Heights
Baptist Church, Wheeling and

a coffee hour for women in
the Christian Education Annex.

Wediuitday, , 7:15 p.m., the

Rev. Fred Thomas from the
Philippine Islands will speak
to the entire congregation.
The public is invited.

At Beth Tikvah
Beth Tikvah Congregation

will hear Rabbi Irving J.

Rosenbaum, spiritual leader

of the Chicago Loop

Heights Sunday evening at 7
p.m. and continue each night

The unusual brother

conference.
The public is invited.

Pastor: Albert A. Lucchi
CL 3-2407

A 1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
hone: 392-1712

but then, this isn't a very serene world. Unitarian Universalists are con- M
cerned people. They work for the cause of brotherhood six days a week,
worry on Sunday. People soy our church services are stimulating,
0 and
provocative, controversial ... and beautiful, too: But never serene, never
F4 sleepy. If you've had about all the serenity you can take, perhaps you'd KI
like to try our kind of worship. Why not come by next Sunday? ,
U

p

COUNTRYSIDE UNITARIAN
FELLOWSHIP
400 Park Drive, Plum Grove Estates, Palatine
Phone 381-6411
R.L. Lovely, minister
Services and Sunday School 11 AM

St. MARK Lutheran Church
Affil. The American Lutheran Church

Synagogue, at 8:30 p.m.,
Rabbi Rosenbaum will

speak on the subject "Goals
for the Jewish Community."

He is a graduate of the

University of Chicago and
was ordained at the Hebrew
Theological College. He has
been moderator of the NCT

TV Series "Spirit of Man" and

has appeared frequently on
religious radio and TV programs. Rabbi Rosenbaum is
credited with originating and
developing many of the basic

By Pastor Stevens

LILITNESERAN

WEDNESDAY

"The Word of the Procurate"
I AM INNOCENT"
.

1111L

C

BY REVEREND SANDIN
(Nursery Can Sunday Mornings)

100 SOUTH SCHOOL ST.
MT. PROSPECT --CL 5-0352

"

community

pRESByteniAn

ChuRch

407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.
PHONE 392-3111

PASTORS

Gilbert Bowen
Thomas A. Phillips

ty
CHURCH. SCHOOL 9:15 -- 11:00

Worship Services
9:15 -11:00..A.M.

u.,rsery Care at All Services

Church of the Master -- United Church of Christ -827-7229

Rand and Central
Pastor Keith Davis
10:15 a.m. Church School - Morning Worship

"Church Confirmation & Voluntaryism"

Prospect Heights Baptist Church
308 E. McDonald - Prospect IleighLs

"Standing without apology for the old-time gospel"
Pastors, Robert Rushing,
Roger A. Creamer

CL 5-1394

Sunday School - 9:.30 A.M.
New Life Conference - March 31 -April 7

MOUNT PROSPECT

AM -PM

Corner
Wille and Evergreen

MESSENGER
DR. BILL PIPER

i

i

,ssesar........zferee,-...,.._.............-...reas-_-....,.- -"elta.r.,:,.....:-Ilease-;..-,........"..111ft...,:li

SUNDAY

"Looking Up to God"

8;30 - 9:45V 11 a.m.

PASTOR WATSON

Church School and

Worship Services ------

WEDNESDAY

Pastors

SERVICE

DAVID I. QUILL.--

mrscIN
Telephisne,,--"`

NOLAN A.

"FULFILLMENT"
PASTOR WATSON

Nursery Care -All Services

CL 3;9,631

or.ORTIEWEST
v(EXA-KiruilloWEI
300 N. ELMHURST - MT. PROSPECT
JEROME ENGSETH, PASTOR - 255-4671

9:45 A.M. SUNDAY SCHOOL

11:00 A.M. Morning Worship
- NUR ERY AND TODDLER CARE 7:00 P.M. "THE FAMILY RENEWED"

techniques and concepts of inter -religious programs in use
today.

"God Will Give You Comfort"
"Jesus At Trail"
Rev. Henry A. Gustafson

`Reality'
"Reality" is the subject of
the Lesson -Sermon to be read

Lutheran Church of the Cross
Lerry D. Cartroro S.T.M. Pastor
phone 437-5141
SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL

in all Christian Science
churches Sunday.
The Golden Text which sets

the theme for this Bible

I rcson is from Isaiah: "Since

the beginning of the world

men have not heard, nor

INSPECTION IS INVITED

9:00 AND 10:30 A.M.
WORSHIP SERVICES

The many thoughtful features embodied in our Horne will serve as

genuine proof that we always have the, welfare of our people
in mind. A tour- of our Home for services is respectfully lolicited.

9:00 AND 10:30 A.M.
SUNDAY
FREE TO LIVE IS TO DIE
DR. KENNETH ANDEAN

Wednesday 7:30 Lenten Service

perceived by the ear, neither

"FREE BECAUSE HE WAS BEATEN"

hath the eye seen, 0 God,
beside thee, what he hath

?e,ople O(4 Only Coacem

prepared for him that waiteth

2025 S. GOEBERT RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEXT TO FOREST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL

for him."

Over a Half Century of Respected Service

S'40W:Oir;ViSti

e ',.7.1 1;.,W:74

St. Raymond
de Penafort Church
311 South 1 -Oka
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
RADIO SERIES

Tel. 437-3223.439.0412

SUNDAY

sa.

Nif

SUNDAY

tomorrow.

Pastor

ington Heights, 8:15 p.m.

9:30 & 11:00 A.M.

"For Sorrow, Hope"

E.,thisisn't a very serene church.. [40

St. John
Lutheran Church

HOSTILE FORCES"

Worship. & Church School

Nursery Provided For
All Services

will begin at 7:30 p.m.

will conduct the

Come! Worship! Believe! Wor-

ship with us during Lent and on
each Lord's Day.

"The Offense
of the Cross"

through Saturday April 7.
During the week Monday
through Saturday meetings

ville, S.C.,

Way of Ilfo?

Evening Service 7:00

McDonald Rds., Prospect

evangelistic team of Drs. Bill
and Elmer Piper from Green-

Have you found forgiveness for

your sins? Have you found the

Poston, Edwin I. Stevens
Jock E. Frohn
Paul L SandIn
Paul M. Rowley,
Seminary Assistant

Sunday School ...9:45
Morning Worship ... 10:50

0620.

"WITNESSING TO
CHRIST AMONG

Community Baptist

CHU CH

Additional information

8:00- 10:30

Christ lived and died, not as a
martyr, not Just as an example,
not as the founder of a new rollgion-but as the substitute for all
mankind. "He died for our sins."

501 S. Emerson St.
Mt. Prospect
Phone 253-0501

about the Teen Theatre program can be obtained from
the park district office, CL 3-

Sunday Sdwol and Bible Class'
9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services

life.

American Baptist Convention

length production to be given
July 26.

nos S. LInnernan.1411. Propeet
Rev. Waldemar B. Streisfert,

This Is a special time of the

House, Des Plaines.

Dr. Bill Piper, who will

This Is probably the oldest

Lenten recipe, the oldest of them
all. It actually dates back almost

2,000 years. There is only one

203 E. McDcinald Rd.,

The church is presently

Rabbi
ing on the Baptist General
Conference Foreign Rosenbaum
Missionary Board and the

Center, 8 p.m
Arlington Heights Chapter SPEBSQSA, Knights of Columbus Hall, Arlington Heights, 8 p.m,

TUESDAY
Mount Prospect Woman's Club, Mount Prospect Community
center,' I p m

music.

meeting in West Park Field

Christenson at 7 p.m.
Dr. Wiess is currently serv-

The Christian Family

Administration building. 8:15 p.m.

arrangements for special

Clark.

Conference To
Feature Dr. Wiess

American Legion Post 525, Mount Prospect Community

Mount Prospect School District 57, Board meeting,

The Church of Christian

director of music, has made

Liberty of 'Prospeqt Heights,

American Missions of the

Rev. Mr. Christenson

SUNDAY
Campaign Capers Wheeling High School, 2 and 8 p.m.

Anniversary

.

Mrs. Slaw has been active
in the Lutheran Church for a
number of years having served as vice president of a congregational Lutheran Church
Women Chapter, Altar Guild
chairman and Sunday church

Lutheran Church in America
and is an effort to keep pace
with the rapid growth of the

of Events

Weidlich and Harold Klumpp,

area and calling up n all

northwest suburban area.

SATUiii. DAY

o i ference

LENTEN
RECIPE

given by Pastor Albert W.

Prospect Heights, er duties
will include calling on new
families who move i to the

feature guest soloist David

Calendar

of Remembrance at 3 p.m.,
Sunday in the main church
A brief meditation will be

thersConduct MThairrkd

of the Good Shepherd in

ten by J. H. Maunder, will
Elmer Fanstill.

hold a special worship Service

niversary this week. An anniversary dinner will be held

is a mission of the Board of

Johnson and Mr. and Mrs.

Lutheran Church, 1010 E.
Euclid, Prospect Heights will

sanctuary.

A.,C4444=ZiCi

shot,

frightfully current with his

were plenty of Sunday
sermons on "If I Ascend into
the Heavens, Thou Art

MEMBERS OF the Southminster United Presbyterian Church Sanctuary Choir are rehearsing for their concert with the Du Page Symphony Orchestra at 3:30 p.m. Sunday at Barrington
High School. The 45 -voice choir is under the direction of Mrs. W. IL Impey.

If you can't hriathe

Herbert Ehrenstein was

strike just a whiff away, Rev.

space-age anthems but there

.

sermon, at least read -17 titles.

days after The orbiting space

With New York's garbage

Grace Evangelical

6

Washington Were
"God and Our Violence" George
President Today."

City at the time and several

I DON'T RECALL any

Special Service
At Grace Church

God in Such a World?" Kitchen." Another pastor
preached at Riverside Church.
Bryant Kirkland spike on broke the mood with "If

while Park Avenue

Page 7
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ern Westchester heard "The

Mrs. Shaw
Named As

church page was littered with

EWS:;

On

troubled world. At Bedford,
N.Y , it was "Youth Speaks

Harris and naive to
sophisticated samplers like

.

in that bleak

the same
IN T IS time of such somewhat
wave length, with a special

sermon titles listed

unscientific to pollsters like

NE S

from the thousands that were

preache

It is possible to sample the
national mood by reading the

Reth on.

"BRINGING
HEALTH
TO

LIGHT"
WJJD (1160 KO - 7:00 AM
WIS (89014) - 8:00 AM
WCLR (850 KO - 9:00 AM
WAIT (820 Kc) 9:30 AM

Lauterburg &
Oehler
FUN HOW L

THOMAS J. DONOVAN. ROBERT E. SCHAER-Ownirr

2000 E. NORTHWEST HWY. 253-5423 ARLINGTON HTS. MT. PROSPECT
NAI lc

Mt. Prospect
CL 3-2444
Sunday Masses:
Church: 6:30, 7:30, 8:45, 10:00,
11:15 and 12:30
Auditorium
8:50, 10:05 and 11:20

AL ShLLC I LO MOR I ICIANS

Lostoasstaacrovessgooss,

THE DAY

Page 8
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Orchesis

eekend in Dist, 214

Colored lights flashing, drums beating, and lithe forms interpreting emotions, areas, and ideas us modern dance will
be seen in three Dist. 214 high schools this weekend

It is the season for orchesis productions, and different dance
teams in the area have been practicing for weeks
Each school is presenting its own unique theme and
chorography.

GCM.IDE3LAXT"
TIRE 'CLEARANCE
SUNDAY ONLY 11 AM to 5 PM
WITH THIS

COUPON

DISCOUNT COUPON WITH
PURCHASE OF 2 TIRES
SAVE

The Forest View High School orchesis dance team will present a program withoM a theme
this year. The production will emphasize individual dance mood Friday and Saturday, March

$

29 - 30, 8 p.m. in the Little Theatre, under the direction of Mrs. Amy Teufert. Tickets
are on sale for $1. Orchesis members pictured are: Leslie Traub, 3605 Central, Rolling
Meadows; Rich Kees, 2605 Park, Rolling Meadows; John Terell, 4607 Linden, Rolling
Meadows; Marti McCormick, 21 S. Owen, Mount Prospect; Carole Johnson, 107 Sunset,
Mount Prospect, and Suzie Cruckshank, 210 W. Sunset, Mount Prospect.

WITH THIS

COUPON r
4

WHEEL

BALANCE

wheel

L

4;0' 1P1kV
C.

COUPON
WITH THIS
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
Includes Complete
Front End Inspection

CY-61'4'r:

"Let There Be Dance" will be presented by the Wheeling High School orchesis dance
team Friday and Saturday, April 19 -20, 8 p.m., in the Little Theatre. Rehearsing under
the direction of Mrs. Joland Leno, the girls pictured are, (from left) Bonnie Kivland, Lynn
Pardee, Pam Roth, Karen Rueffer, and Nancy Benebict. Tickets will be on sale at the box

$

LMost American Cars

office for $1.

MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
PHONE 259-1819

Adagio Dance members rehearse for the Elk Grove High School orchesis production "My
Kind of Town." The dance is one of 26 based on Chicago scenes to be presented Friday
and Saturday, Mar. 29 - 30, 8 p.m., in the Little Theatre, under the direction of Mrs. Loretta
Walker. Orchesis members pictured are: (from right to left) front, Mike Swanson and DeeDee

Jurjevec; back, Mike Ernst (hidden) and Pat Clarke; center, Bill Sanders and Judy Kane;
and front Chuck Raffaelle and Barbara Green. Tickets are on sale for $1 from members
or at the door.

k a,

The Arlington High School all -girl dance team rehearses for "Orchesis in Concert," to
be presented Friday and Saturday, Mar. 29-30, 8 p.m. in the Bristol Theatre. 33, girls will
perform under the direction of Miss Judith Whitney. Dance team members pictured are:
(from left to right) Pat Wood, Cindy Miller, Ann Olson, Mickki Belzer, Pat Hruby, and

Sue Wood. Tickets may be purchased from any Orchesis member for 75 cents.

McDonald's gets food to your kids
before they get to each other.
N

Three Blazes
Three small fires kept Arlington Heights firemen busy
Thursday afternoon.

The firemen were sum-

"a

' monned by H. W. Moore to
extinguish a fire in, his car
that was parked in front of his
home at 1521 N. Kaspar.

Mrs. Evelyn Miller called
the fire department to ex-

tinguish a fire in the rear of
the garage of her home at 110
E. Euclid.

The department also was

called to extinguish a rubbish
fire at 1401 W. Palatine Rd.
CORNIR U.S. 14 1 U.S. 45

Before they start getting restless. You see, Mc, Donald's understands kids. That's why they in-

Come home to

FARMINGTON

clude kid -proof extras with their fast service
and good food. Things like spillproof lids for
shakes and soft dri9ks, and big -as -a -bib napkins. Good food, rast service, and those kid proof extras - these are the things that make a
visit to McDonald's a total value unmatched
anywhere.

STARTS FRIDAY
ON OUR
WIDE BRILLIANT
SCREEN IN COLOR!

THIS IS AN ADULT PROGRAM

SEE YOUNG PEOPLES MATINEE FOR SATURDAY UST ED BELOW.

ADULT SHOW

on Long Grove Road

McDonald's

There is something about Farmington that puts life into its proper perspective. A
down-to-carthncss and freedom that seems impossible today. Here is simple, unhurried, peaceful country living complete with quiet ponds, winding lanes, woods and
hills, and homes so perfectly conceived that they seem to grow. out of 'the land.
Farmington is not for everyone. But to those few who know the difference between
a house and a home, we invite you to come home. To Farmington.

FROM

WINS

TRI.STATE
TOLLWAY

Homcsites arc a minimum of one acre, priced from $10,000 to $22,000.
By design, no two homes alike.

Arthur T McIntosh Company
.4,

ESTABLISHED IN 1907

105 West Madison Street Chicago, Illinois 60602 FR2-2040
Farmington Office Phone:438-2442, Area Code 312
'

is your kind of place.

,

Weekdays 6$35, 10:06
Saturday 3130, 6,50, 10,20
Sunday 3.1016.40, 10,15

Plus
oks.casiurc

"Fitzwilly"
Weekdays 8:25 NLY
Saturday 5:10,8140
Sunday 1:30, 5:00;8:30
Young Peoples Matinee Saturday

PALATINE

THE EARTH DIES

OAD IWILLOW)

tai

SCREAMING

Flos Color Cartoons
Over & Out 3,15

PARIS 1:43
FROM

ROUTE 33 EMT

NORTMAMOLLWAT

ARLINGTON HTS.

MT..PROSPECT

NM. Hwy. & Wilke

Rand Rd. & Rt. 83
"Across from Randiurst"

"Across from Arlington Park"

THEATRE C105151 RBOPINS FOR
ADULT PROGRAM

Coming Soon
THE MINDS BEHIND THE MOVIE
READ ABOUT IT
PARTICIPATE IN IT ...
IT HAPPENS
A BID FIRSTES PLAINE-AND

IN DS

"f"...47."%,

Defend Wi

_Arne cmeril.
Arlington will lead a pack

last year's meet, however, and

bf nine teams trying to end
Palatine's domination of the

had individual champions in
three events, Dave Steele win-

ning both the low and high

Wheeling Wildcat Relays that
begin this afternoon at 4 p.m.

hurdles, and Bill Price taking
the 440 -yard run. The Card
underclassmen also had four

Wheeling coach Jim Hof-

fman calls Arlington. "the
team,to beat" despite the fact
that Palatine has won the
relitys the last two years.

'ARLINGTON WAS

sophomore team champion in

second place finishes last year,
by shot-putter Paul Tollefson,
Todd Somers in both the long
jump and pole vault, and Scott
Butler in the mile run.

Card coach Bruce Saamore

O,

has back all his first -and
second -placers from that

sophomore team, which piled
up 56 points to 35 for runner
up Wheeling last season. Arlington was ninth in the 1967

South, and all the Mid-,
Suburban League teams -Arlington, Conant, Elk
Giove, Forest View, Fremd,

Palatine, Prospect, and

Wheeling. Deerfield replaces

Palatine had 65 points to

Ridgewood, eight last year
with five points.

with Wheeling's 38 points

The field events begin at 4
p.m. in the Wheeling field

varisty standings.

win the varsity championship,

good for second and Conant
third at 32.

THIS YEAR'S FIELD will
include Deerfield, Glenbrook

th te

house, with track preliminaries starting at 5 p.m. and

track finals at 7 p.m.

Competition will

on

be

Tops

ing champion from a Dist. 214
school. The Wildcats also have
last year's underclass pole
vault champion, Stew Oakley.

both varsity and underclass
levels, with 12 events: pole
vault, long jump, high jump,
shot put, four- and 12 -lap
relays, half -mile and
mile

The only other sophomore
champion from an area school
back this year is Forest View

runs, 50 -yard and quarter -

mile dashes, and 60 -yard low
and high hurdles.

high jumper Don Hammer,
winner last year at 5'4".
The Falcon varsity was tied
for fifth with Prospect last

WHEELING POLE vaulter

Bob Maslin, who won last
with a 12'6" vault, is the

year with 11 points.' Elk
Grove was seventh

only returning varsity defend-

the Week

,

Stee e

.

Ath-ete Award!
atural hurdler"

Saamore "a

has earned this week's Day

Athlete of the Week award.
Steele, a junior, was the on-

ly Dist. 214 athlete to win an

individual championship in

last weekend's Blue Demon

Relays at Maine East, and he
also took firsts in the high and

low hurdles in Arlington's

dual meet victory over archrival Prospect earlier in the
week.

seconds,' .1 second ahead of

Pole vaulter Tom Nelson will be one of Wheeling's represen-

Wheeling's Nick Silvestri, as
the Cards placed third in the

tatives this afternoon when the field events of the Wildcat
relays begin. Nelson's best vault so far this season was 12'6"

Relays behind Maine East and
Maine West.

against Pro4pect.

Against Prospect, the 6-3,
190 -pound Steele won the 60 -

for the Day Athlete of the

Week award. Nominations,

which can be anonymous,

should be made at The

Prospect Day office, 117 S.
Main St., or by calling 2557200, ext. 54.

Nominations should be

made before midnight Monday for the previous week's

Company Offers
aseball Movie
On Loan Basis
The Prudential Insurance
Company of America has just

be challenging defending

churches, clubs, and civic

ahead of teammate

Graham again in the lows, 7.5 (Baseball."
to 7.55 seconds.
The film, being made
This weekend, Steele and
his Arlington teammates will available on a free loan basis

1968
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r-

champion Palatine and nine
other schools at the Wildcat
Relays at Wheeling. Steele
finished first in both hurdle
events in the sophomore half

Arlington oys Called

to interested schools,

organizations, offers tips on
hitting, fielding, base -running,

and pitching from 13

American and National
League stars.

Tryouts for the major

may try out. Boys living north

hurdler needs."

are highlights of the 1967

"He can become a really

World Series between the St.

of the Arlington

Western Ry. tracks are asked
to report to Recreation Park
at 1 p.m. on both days. South
side players should report to
Pioneer Park, also at p.m.

great hurdler if he wants to,"

Boston Red Sox and

league division (11 and 12 year -olds)

Heights Boys' Baseball

League will be Saturday and
Sunday, March 30 and 31, at
Recreation and Pioneer Parks
in Arlington Heights.

All r,egistered boys who

have nip previously been 'on
a program major league team

the God-given abilities a

of the Chicago & North

Saamore says.

Tl

"I was in Mr. Saamore's

Each boy will be given an

ample,

freshman gym class and one

opportunity- to display

day we ran the hurdles," Steel

his talents, a league

recalls. "He asked me if I'd

spokesman says.

like to come out for track the

2 Arect Athletes to it attle
For .N.U. Football Spots
TWo area: athletes will be
contending to fill vital open-

ings on Northwestern

University's varsity football
squad yvhenithe Wildcats open
spring practice April 11.

Junior ' end Bruce Hub-

bard, an Arlington High
School graduate, is N.U.'s on-

ly returning offensive end
with substantial game experience He caught 16 passes
as a sophomore last season.

Quarterback Darrell

Splithoff,

a

Lane Tech of

Chicago graduate who now
lives in Arlington Heights, is

DAVE STEELE
(Photo by Bob Richardson)

Waycinden Plans

one of six candidates for the
Wildcat quarterbacking job.

Ma 11 alter Olin c

He'll be a sophomore next fall

and will have to 'beat out
senior Dana Woodring -- the
only quarterbakc with varsity
experience - and at least four
other contenders.
A Northwestern spokesman
sys

coach

Alex

Agase,

starting his titth season with
the Wildcats, will have 80
candidates, including 26 let -

termen, when the month -long
drill session opens. The practices climax with an intrasquad game May II.

The Waycinden Area Boys'
Baseball League is setting up

a clinic for its baseball

A gymnastics program has

gym Tuesdays and Thursday

Prospect Park District's

at 6 p.m.
Richard Chew, coach of the
Prospect high school gym -

schedule for fifth -through eighth grade boys.

The program is being held
at the Prospect High School

nastics team that finished
third in this year's state gym
meet, is supervising the ac tivities for the park district.

psychologist from High

teaching the basics to their

School District 214; as as yet

charges.

Dick Schultz, head varsity

unidentified Cub player or

managers and coaches.

baseball coach at the

The program will include a
series of sessions covering dif-

"Dizzy" Trout a former major _Baseball League will be on
league pitcher now in the - hand to teach their respective
Chicago White Sox organiza- specialties.
tion; Allen Askew, The session will be held in

ferent aspects of the game.

The sessions are designed to
help coaches and managers
reinforce their knowledge of
baseball fundamentals before

University of Iowa; Paul

The series will continue
through May 23, with days
off April 9 and 11. There is
no charge for the program or
for registration.

Further information can be
obtained by calling the park
District at 255-5380.

coach; and Don Purcell of the

Mount Prospect Boys'

District 59 and District 214
school. Further information

owling
Results

Mount Prospect Parks Offer Gymnastics Classes
been added to the Mount

IT WAS SAAMORE who

hurdling in competition.

on both days.

may be obtained by calling,
Will Seefeldt, 439-0490.

RIDGE PARK
COMMUNITY MIXED
March 25, 1968
Team standings: I. Straits;

Meet
The Coach

2.
Andre.ws; 3
Mockenhaupts; 4. Swensons;

season sidelined him from

events this week.

that sport.

The 48 -page booklet lists
dates of community events

ditioning

start,

however,

Steele already has won five
races this season, and this,
Saamore says, "shows what
STEELE HAD one bad fall
as a hurdler --last spring while
working out on Forest View's

can be obtained by sending
one's name, address, and zip
code to Illinois Information

at least, he doesn't worry
about falling: "if you start

dicap: Harths, 2917. High

team game -- handicap:
Haiti* 1045.

ten -man University of Illinois

505, Joe Kubik, 609, High individual game -- scratch. Jean
Lawler, 209, Joe Kubik, 217.

golf team that will be trying
to better the Illini's eighth place Big 10 finish of last

-

handicap: Jean Lawler, 604,

season.

Joe Kubik, 663. High individual game -- handicap:
Jean Lawler, 244, Joe Kubik,

year of varsity competition.

la ;

Mark Wallnski bears downs during an infra -squad game Thursday as St. Viator's baseball
Lions prepare for their season opener April 3 against Luther North.

Lauterberg and Oehler, 3002.
High team game: Lauterberg
and Ohler, 1102.
High individual series: Rog
Mueller, 595. High indivdual
game: I. Duffield, 213.

Bill Sommer, Whl - 55.6
Bob Uselding, E.G. -- 56.0
50 -YARD DASH
Steve Rohrback, Pros -- 5.6
Mike Corteen, Pros - 5.7
Gary Nicholson, Pros -- 5.7
Nick Silvestri, Whl - 5.8
Stew Oakley, Whl -- 5.85
60 -YARD HIGH HURDLES
Dan Ducey, Pros - 7.65
Tom Johann, Whl -- 7.7
Nick Silvestri, Whl - 7.8
Joye Joyce, F.V. - 7.9
Dave Steele, Arl. - 7.9
60 -YARD LOW HURDLES
Nick Silvestri, Whl -- 7.4
Tom Johann, Whl - 7.5
Mike Messer, F.V. 7.5
Dave Steele, Arl - 7.5
Dan Ducey, Pros -- 7.6
Skip Peterson, Whl -- 7.6
LONG JUMP
21'21/4"

Nick Silvestri, Whl - 19'9
3/4"

Dick Hamilton, Pros --

19'9"

Bill Price, Arl -- 19'8"
Todd Somers, Arl - 19'6"
SHOT PUT

Tom Chandler, Arl -52'91/4"

Paul Tollefson, Arl -- 50'
Jim Oplt, E.G..-- 46'81/2"

Spence Dreischarf, F.V. 46'71

"

Chuck Smith, F.V. --

44'81/4"

A free copy of the calendar

HIGH JUMP
Dan Ducey, Pros - 5.10"
Jim Oplt, EG. -- 5'10"
Tom Pomey, E.G. -- 5'8"
Tom White, Arl -- 5'8"
Bill Verley, Pros - 5'8"
POLE VAULT
Gary Fagerson, Arl -- 13'
Bob Maslin, Whl - 13'
Stew Oakley, Whl -- 13'

Tom Nelson, Whl - 12'6"
Herb Imhoff, Pros -- 12'
A

4

Service, 406 State Capitol,
Springfield, -III. 62706.

di

,

See -- Try these Stanley E.
Heavy -Duty work -saving power tools. Built

for the professional ...110000IIt-1v,m
priced for everyone.
Got a Problem?

Bring it in
answer hi

we'll

SAT. MARCH 30th

Arendt will be in his first
Keith North, 30, is entering

his second year as Forest
NORTHWEST SUBURBAN
View High School's head
MEN'S HANDICAP
ltrack coach. His coaching

High team series:

Gary Hildebrandt, Whl
54.1

Steele says he isn't certain
yet if he would like to con-

Jim Arendt, a senior from
Palatine, is a member of the

High individual series -scratch: Shirley' Winkelman,

Sons, 401/2; 10. Team 9.

Steve Rohrback, Pros --

trouble."

Arendt Joins.
Illini Golfers

Chas. Klehm and

Rich Saxton, Arl - 2:06.9
Al Lieupo, Whl - 2:07.6
QUARTER -MILE DASH
Bill Price, Arl - 52.6

stead of just 'thinking of the
race as a sprint, you're in

meets," he says. "There's

9.

Steve Holmes, Pros --

2:03.4

thinking about the hurdles in-

game -- scratch: Harths, 907.
High team series -- han-

411/2 ;

Jim Stubbs, Arl - 4:34
HALF -MILE RUN
Dave Dieters, Arl --'1:58.6
Rory Cassidy, Ail -- 1:58.8

offered by businesses,

kind of natural ability he has."

outdoor cinder track. But he
says that while he's running,

4:24.9
Rich Saxton, Arl - 4:28.6
Tom Swanson, Arl - 4:28.8
Rory Cassidy, Arl -- 4:30

and county fairs, baseball and
football schedules, and tours

museums, and educational institutions.

Harths, 2503. High team

Mart; 8. Top Hat Barbers,

Chicago, Illinois 60601.

The Illinois state Information Service began distribution of its 1968 calendar of

"I'll do some running, but
I doubt if I'll compete in any

2. Universal Pain, 61;
3. Team 10, 50; 4. Peter and
Evans, 481/2 ; 5. Steve's Son,
47; 6. Lauterberg and Oehler,
461/2 ; 7. Arlington Furniture

1909 Prudential Plaza,

he was handicapped this

Harths; 10. Michelsons
High team series -- scratch:

641/2 ;

Talking Pictures Services; Inc.

Event Calendar

this summer.

March 26, 1968
Team standings: 1. Team 8,

Requests for the film

should be sent to: Modern

State Releases

Despite the late con-

MILE RUN

Steve Holmes,'Pros --

is planning on working out

Hawkins; 8. ICellers; 9.

235.

League World Series.

Steele says he has always
had trouble getting into condition and staying there. And

5. Sundquists; 6. Pattocks; 7.

series

Louis Cardinals and the

next season, and I did."

season because an ankle injury early in the basketball

10:10.2

tinue hurdling in college, but

.

High individual

ALSO SHOWN in the film

highlights of the 1967 Little

first introduced Steele to

1

(each athlete can occupy only
one place among the top five):
TWO-MILE RUN
Gary Steen, E.G. -- 9:57.7
Tom Swanson, Arl - 9:58.5 Jim Stubbs, Arl - 10:02.8
Rich Saxton, Arl -- 10:05.3

Steve Rohrback, Pros --

of last year's Wildcat meet.
Saamore says Steele has "all

To aseba Tryouts

athletes so far this season

52.6

Bob Graham, and edged

second

March 29,

with me."
All area athletes are elibible

released a new 28 -minute,
16mm color movie entitled
"The Name of the Game is

yard highs in 7.9 seconds, .1

Friday,

something about those summer meets that doesn't agree

award.

HE WON THE 50 -yard
highs at Maine East in 6.5

The pp five "best" track
performances by Dist. 214

Owen MacBride, Pros -

alms Day

Arlington' Dave Steele,
called by C d coach Bruce

Area Track
Leaders

career began in Jessup, Iowa,

where he took on the head

ASK THE EXPERTS...

WE HAVE THE ANSWER TO ALL YOUR

Elie
0 Friday Nite

baseball, football, basketball,
and some track chores. Since
coming to Forest View in

THE CHERRY SLESH

swimming coach for four

SATURDAY'S
CHILDREN

1962, Nbrth served as head

seasons, until he took over his

(rack duties last spring. He

holds a B.A. degree in biology
from Cornell College (Iowa),

and has a masters in secon-

dary education from Northern

Illinois University. North is

married, has two children,

and is currently teaching

physical education at Forest
View.

pigs.

$2. Adm.

0 Saturday Nite
JOHN FRED &
THE PLAYBOYS
plus

THE BANGOR
FLYING CIRCUS
12:50 Adm.
FOR 24FIOUR. BOX (*MEAN FQ
PHONE .3R74472. Ailirlyi. :+

WOODWORKING
PROBLEMS.

9 A.M. til 2 P.M.
SATURDAY, MARCH 30th
STANLEY WILL BE HERE TO DEMONSTRATE
* FREE COFFEE & DOUGHNUTS!

GARTON LAWN & GARDEN
1530-34 OAKTON DES PLAINES, ILL
PHONE 296-3810

illIkik1IMBILLINILI1\71111.1
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>vauma AS

TIMMER MOST' MERANO PRAWNS

.00YERMATENT APPROVES A SiSMICE WONDER FOOD

OPITRIGIIME

A SUICIDE SQUAD IN ACTION

..1110 MYSTERY MAN uus KEW HITLER SECRETS
ADNET REVEALS ilSIOU STORY OF DRUB CURE

''.*21`
warm.*

DON wtraWairear,...1.

10:1741."
4
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MOST OF YOOR

s

'0f4livrS

uatmmt

44.5
90 MOTES

t OVEYOW'

MATTER

MAD

MARIERITE.

ADORER%

MERICAN.G111

24OFEN

INER,
tft1OFEAFTER

'

STYMNITATT! WWI MC RORY

M ECHAN IX

ILLUSTRATED

there is!
here's why

E OFFER!

EXCLUSIVE

NO DOWN PAYMENT.

modern scremil
POOTOS t Me tit 110Tit'ST MOVIELYEN

ONE SMALL PAYMENT ON YOUR CARRIER'S REGULAR COLLECTION DAY
COVERS THE COST OF BOTH YOUR NEWSPAPER AND THE MAGAZINES.

'$4

YOUR MAGAZINES WILL BE DELIVERED BY UNITED STATES MAIL
SERVICE.

YOU PAY ONLY 504 A WEEK
FOR YOUR NEWSPAPER AND

Y0142 NEWSPAPER WILL BE DELIVERED BY YOUR REGULAR CARRIER.
4.144111.411

1,101.0.16.011

OOOOOOOOO ii.

A GUARANTEED OFFER ..:THERE WILL BE NO PRICE INCREASE ON

YOpR.CHOICE OF MAGAZINES

THE MAGAZINES YOU SELECT FOR YOUR FULL SUBSCRIPTION PERIOD.

.. ....

CHOOSE ANY

TIIEJfit
DIARY,

-zen.e.eweveeee

-DEMI
AMR fqq
MD MOST
OM MY
'we

New Renewal

.
;

New Renewal

0 0 SATURDAY EVENING POST
CI - PARENTS' MAGAZINE

0 0 ARGOSY

; 0 CI GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

0 0 SPORTS AFIELD
0 0 REDBOOK
0 El HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
0 ID AMERICAN HOME

0 CI HI FI/STEREO REVIEW
0 0 HOUSE & GARDEN
0 CI CHRISTIAN HERALD

,

TRUE STORY

0 0 INGENUE (Teen-Agers)
CI HAIRDO & BEAUTY

0 0 RUDDER (For Boaters)
0 CAR AND DRIVER

0 0 MODERN ROMANCES
CI

41

.

0,ELERY QUEEN'S
MYSTERY MAGAZINE

CI 0 CAMPING JOURNAL
0' 0MODERNSCREEN

0 GOLF MAGAZINE .

CI 0 ELECTRONICS WORLD
CI ;C] POPULAR ELECTRONICS

take it froth me!

HAND TO YOUR CARRIER OR MAIL TODAY

A

0 0 TV GUIDE

.

.

USE THIS ORDER FORM

MAGAZINES

FROM LIST ,SHOWN BELOW
0:'

nu MISAMORs

4

OOOOO

DO NOT WRITE HERE

CI 0 LOOK
0 0 McCALL'S

Newspaper Delivered by
Date

CI 0 BETTER HOMES & GARDENS

0 0 POPULAR MECHANICS

O 0 GIAMOUR

O 0 POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY
1:1 0 FIELD & STREAM
I=1

1::) HARPER'S BAZAAR

O 0 U. S. CAMERA
O 0 CHILD LIFE (Ages 4-12)
El 0 AMERICAN GIRL (Ages 10-17)
Cl YOUNG MISS (Ages 9-14)
O CI CHILDREN'S DIGEST
(Ages 5-12).
O 1:1HUMPTY DUMPTY (Ages 3-7)
El El SCIENCE & MECHANICS
CI CI TRUE -- The Man's Magazine

I hereby agree to subscribe for or extend my present subscription
to THE PROSPECT DAY and the magazines checked for 12 months. At

present newspaper price, 50c weekly, will cover the entire cost of
both the newspaper and my complete magazine selection.

.

CI

NAME

PHONE NO.

ADDRESS

APT. NO

CITY

STATE

ORDER TAKEN BY

RT. NO

4,6

O 0 MOBILE LIFE
CI

C] SPORT

O CI CATHOLIC DIGEST

E,

ZIP
CODE

5

O 0 PNOTOPLAY

0 1:1 ME

O0E
CI

NIX ILLUSTRATED
ONICS ILLUSTRATED

CI BO TING

0 0 FLYING
NEW REN

ANOTHER CHOICE 0 0 LIFE and any 2 Magazines,
from list shown above.

'

ALL MAGAZINES MUST BE DELIVERED TO THE SAME ADDRESS
0 NEW NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTION 0 OLD NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTION

.

'Campaign Capers'

THE` DAY

utter

Friday, March 29, 1968

Page

I

I

keo Golf
©me Ga e
BY JIM CROSSLEY

Have you an empty spot in

your house 10 feet wide, 10
feet high and 27 feet long?

in Washington, Pinehurst
Firestone, Thunderbird and
two Hawaiian layouts, Royal

For the best coverage and finest
service for your legal notices,

Lahaina and Oahu.

The player uses con-

use DAY PUBLICATIONS

If so you can have your ventional clubs and regulation

own golf course there.

Step onto the tee any time
you desire. No standing in
line. Play at night. Play in any
kind of weather.
Oh yes, one other thing you
need: about $10,000.

AS IT SEEMS to be doing

in all other affairs of

balls.

Color phots are projected

-111111111111M1

on a 10 -foot screen, He plays

into the picture from tee to
green, one hole after another.
He hits just as he does outdoors.

O-Tron, most will conclude,
"Great! Welcome!"

Overlooking the missing

sunshine and fresh breezes,
using the machine is amazingly like playing the outdoor
game.

THE PLAYERS tour some

Ginny Gramm of 100 S. Wheeling Rd., Prospect Heights
and Jim Hand of 104 S. Parkway, Prospect Heights rehearse
a scene from the play "Campaign Capers," which will be
presented March 29 - 31 in the Wheeling High School

classic, turf, too. Between
them both, the outfits offer

rounds on any of these: Peb-

ble Beach, Miami's Doral

Country Club, the

auditorium. The play is being produced by the Country Players
of Prospect Heights.

Congressional Country Club

Dist. 59 S m ter Session
ode Range

ers

MEASURING the force of

each stroke and the spot of
impact on the screen, the
next stroke the golfer is look-

ing down the fairmay from

just the right distance.
And it adjusts for hooks
and slices.

With the Golf -O -Mat

tion to parents who live
within

its

mer School Office at HE 7-

simplify things for parents,

Minkoff said. Brochures and

boundaries.

However. Dist 59 residents
do pay a $5 fee for each child
attending to cover the cost of
books and materials. A child
can attend either the four- or

program should call the Sum-

MAIL -IN registration will

1000.

,,If-: :-X :

ADVISED

lien upon the following described
property, does hereby notify the
above named, who may claim an

interest in such goods for charges,
for transportation, labor, expenses
necessary for preservation of the
goods, insurance and for expenses
reasonably incurred in a proceeding
for the sale of such goods pursuant
to law. Such goods are described
as follows to wit:
INVENTORY

flight as the pictures of the
film strip flash by.

before April 6, 1968, 11:00 A.M.,
said goods will be advertised for
sale and sold at Public Auction at

Avenue, Rolling
AFTER EACH stroke the - 3831 Industrial
Illinois.
screen shows the player how Meadows,
PIEPENBRINK MOVERS
many yards his ball has adINC.

vanced and the remaining

3831 Industrial Avenue
Published in

yards to the green.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

It takes a foursome three

Friday, March 29, 1968

and one-half hours to play 18

ball to the green, then the pic-

:

the next man.

artificial grais green. Each

PLEASE BE ADVISED that the
undersigned warehouse having a

lien upon the following described
property, does hereby notify the

above named, who may claim an
interest in such goods for charges,
for transportation, labor, expenses
necessary for preservation of the

ALL THE HAZARDS are
there. In sand or water, there's
a stroke penalty and distance.
The pictures run backward

goods, insurance and for expenses
reasonably incurred in a proceeding
for the sale of such goods pursuant

until a playable lie is reached.

'to law. Such 'goods are described

It's the greatest toy so far.

child for the four -week

session, and $35 a child for

aid

N

10

A
.

-A.

i.;

-A-

children who are attending

give first- through fourth -

graders two full days at Camp

11FP"

K7

4?

Camp Remberg

RESTAURANT

rt-si

SPECIAL

FIS

All the Fish You care to eati
0 Tasty Fillet
of Sole

Typing, industrial arts.

home economics, junior high

chorus, and band and
orchestra also will be offered.

COMPLETE

11 55 0 Creamy'Cole

DINNER
CARRY OUT

OTHER COURSES, for

II

creative art, creative

.

reading, enrichment math.

602 W. Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights

dramatics, enrichment

physical skills and music for
children using the Orff in-

FOR RESV. PHONE 259-5000
3405 ALGONQUIN RD.

personnel.

instruc-

.

ARLINGTON):

er

2

d

FC1

WE'VE

NEW HAW!

Stitt. and a University of

Remedial math and

teacher or principal.

IZZ

(ifrme,* Mcc.is Pam)
SAME MONE -$AMg PLACE

SUBJECTS MENTIONED

so far are called "half courses

A child must take

two ot them Minkoff suggests

that not more than one he
remedial.

A, "full course" --children
enrolled don't take anything
else --will be given in Cultural

Enrichment Field trips to

905 E. Rand Road

Open 7 Days'

1618 W. Northwest Hwy.

392.2240

AL'S

=

CL 5-2441
Sarsaw(E

PICK-UP OR
DELIVERY

()71-Iti
DELIGHTFUL DINING!
Steaks Chops Chicken
if

Phone 392.3750
18 W. Busse Mt. Prospect, III.

The Arlington
Sweden House !-...°01.11
The House of Plenty
Evergreen & Miner 392.5585

Smorgasbord
All You Care To Eati

Ravinia and Grant Park
Concerts, and other points of
interest throughout the
Chicago area will be codiscussion

A $20 tee will be charged

each child in this course.
Enrollment is limited to

LUNCHEON - $1.15

PHONE;

255-4400

1/2 Block. East of Rte. 53

CL 5-4300

Parties & Banquets

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Come To The

°THE FOUR IMPERIALS

FIE; yiNG

Every Fri. 8 Sat. Night.
tainment ft Dance Music.

kaPETir 0 Fashion Show

p.m. Sot. 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

DINNER - $2.15
Mon. thru Fri 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Sat. to 9 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

CHILDREN UNDER 3 FREE
children 3,h,,,,55 e. 75c Lunch $1.25 Dinner
Private dinning room ovo;labls for parties.

BrunchEnter-

Every Sunday 12:30 p.m. with

Miss Betty Cairl.

MOTOR INN

of food In the Northwest

0 ELLIE STEN

Just South of Higgins Rd.

at our Hadli piano bar nightly

ADVISED

UNC7-1112

.

A.110"Z'S

COW PALACE

a"4-

,

Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge

, Joe

DAILY

Harris

At The Organ Bar Piltely
*LUNCHEONS 11:304 P.M.
Combo in Lounge Fri.
4 DINNERS STARTING AT 4 P.M. pa Dancing SAT. NITS
%II. I orirli 'CM f 14./
Jr Prizes
.

Free Birthday
Cake Whin You
Celebrate
With Ust

Private Facilities
For Weddings
Sales Meetings
and Banquets.

Northwest Highway
and Ouentin Road
Palatine, III.
FL 8-2800

ADVISED

lien upon the following described
does hereby notify the
above named, who may claim an
interest in such goods for charges,
for transportation, labor, expenses
property,

for preservation of the

necessary

goods, insurance and for expenses
reasonably incurred in a proceeding
for the sale of such goods pursuant
to law. Such goods are described
as follows to Wit:
INVENTORY

Living room furniture; Bedroom
furniture; Stereo; Piano; Kitchen

Miss Lorraine Forrest
c/o Good Housekeeping
207 South Villa Avenue

Villa Park, Illinois
PLEASE

property, does hereby notify

the

above named, who may claim an
interest in such goods for charges,
for transportation, labor, expenses
necessary for preservation of the
goods, insurance and for expenses
reasonably incurred in a proceeding
for the sale of such goods pursuant
to law. Such goods are described
as follows to wit:

to law. Such goods are described
as follows to wit:
INVENTORY

Bedroom furniture; Living room

furniture; Kitchen furniture;
Miscellaneous items and cartons.

3831 Industrial Avenue, Rolling
Meadows, Illinois.
PIEPENBRINK MOVERS
INC.

3831 Industrial Avenue
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Friday, March 29, 1968

that the

undersigned warehouse having a
lien upon the following described
property,

hereby

does

notify the

INVENTORY

above named, who may claim an
interest in such goods for charges,
for transportation, labor, expenses

Dining room furniture;

goods, insurance and for expenses
reasonably incurred in a proceeding

Living room furniture; Bedroom
furniture; Stove; Refrigerators;

necessary for

the

goods, insurance and for expenses
reasonably incurred in a proceeding
for the sale of such goods pursuant

Tally, Scott, Kelly, Inc.
c/o Warren V. Korlsen
143 W. Prospect Avenue
Mt. Prospect, Illinois
ADVISED

that

Unless payment is made on or

March 29, 1968

BE

ADVISED

before April 6, 1968, 11:00 A.M.,
said goods will be advertised for
sale and sold at Public Auction at

DAY PUBLICATIONS,

PLEASE

BE

undersigned warehouse having a
lien upon the following described
property, does hereby notify the
above named, who may claim an
interest in such goods for charges,
for transportation, labor, expenses
necessary for preservation of the

lien upon the following described

preservation of the

for the sale of such goods pursuant to

law. Such goods ore described as
follows to wit:
INVENTORY
Displays, Miscellaneous.

Unless payment is made on or

before April 6, 1968, 11:00 A.M.,
said goods will be advertised for
sale and sold at Public Auction at

Mr. John Ford
3827 N. Sadlier Drive

Indianapolis, Indiana
PLEASE BE ADVISED that the
undersigned warehouse having a

lien upon the following described
property, does hereby notify the

above named, who may claim an
interest in such goods for charges,
for transportation, labor, expenses
necessary for preservation of the
goods, insurance and for expenses
reasonably incurred in a proceeding
for the sale of such goods
pursuant to law. Such goods are
described as follows -to wit:
INVENTORY

Bedroom furniture; Living room

3831 Industrial Avenue
Published in

3831 Industrial Avenue, Rolling

DAY PUBLICATIONS

PIEPENBRINK MOVERS
INC.

items and cartons.

3831 Industrial Avenue
Published in

before April 6, 1968, 11:00 A.M.,
said goods will be advertised for
sale and sold at Public Auction at

Unless payment is made on' or
before April 6, 1968, 11:00 A.M.,
said goods will be advertised for
sale and sold at Public Auction at
Meadows, Illinois.
PIEPENBRINK MOVERS
INC.

3831 Industrial Avenue
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Friday, March 29, 1968

Mr. W.H. Murphy 450 N. Old Rand Road
Lake Zurich, Illinois
PLEASE BE ADVISED

property, does hereby notify the

above named, who may claim an
interest in such goods for charges,
for transportation, labor, expenses

for preservation of the
goods, insurance and for expenses
reasonably incurred in a proceeding
for the sale of such goods pursuant
necessary

to law. Such goods are described
as follows to wit:
INVENTORY

Unless payment is made on or

Meadows, Illinois.

DAY PUBLICATIONS,

DAY PUBLICATIONS,

Mr. John Murphy
306 S. loka
Mt. Prospect, Illinois
PLEASE BE ADVISED

that the
undersigned warehouse having a
lien upon the following described
property, does hereby notify the
above named, who may claim an
interest in such goods for charges,
for transportation, labor, expenses
necessary for preservation of the
goods, insurance and for expenses

furniture;

Meadows, Illinois.
PIEPENBRINK MOVERS
INC.

Miss Patricia O'Brien
1230 Bruce Avenue

3831 Industrial Avenue
Published in

Glendale, California
PLEASE

BE

ADVISED

that

the

undersigned warehouse having a
lien upon the folloWing described
property, does hereby notify the
above named, who may claim an
interest in such goods for charges,
for transportation, labor, expenses
necessary for preservation of the
goods, insurance and for expenses
reasonably incurred in a proceeding
for the sale of such goods pursuant
to law. Such goods are described
as follows to wit:
INVENTORY

Bedroom furniture.
Unless payment is mode on or be-

fore April 6, 1968, 11:00 A.M., said
goods will be advertised for sale
and sold at Public Auction at 3831
Industrial Avenue, Rolling Meadows,
Illinois.
PIEPENBRINK MOVERS
INC.

PLEASE

BE

ADVISED

that

undersigned warehouse having

the
a

lien upon the following described
property, does hereby notify the

above named, who may claim an
interest in such goods for charges,
for transportation, labor, expenses
necessary for

preservation of the

goods, insurance and for expenses
reasonably incurred in a proceeding
for the sole of such 'goods pursuant

to law. Such goods are described
as follows to wit:

Unless payment is made on or
6, 1968, 11:00 A.M.,

before April

said goods will be advertised for
sale and sold at Public Auction at
. 3831 Industrial Avenue, Rolling

Friday, March'29, 1968

Meadows, Illinois.

Mr. Lester Miller
c/o Dennis Cornell
10 W. Dover Drive
Des Plaines, Illinois
ADVISED

Chicago, Illinois

INVENTORY

DAY PUBLICATIONS

BE

Mr. George Bronns (Deceased)
3804 North Damon

items.

3831 Industrial Avenue
Published in

PLEASE

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Friday, March 29, 1968

Bedroom furniture; Miscellaneous

PIEPENBRINK MOVERS
INC.

that

3831 Industrial Avenue
Published in

the

undersigned warehouse having a
lien upon the following described
property, does hereby notify the
above named, who may claim an
interest in such goods for charges,
for transportation, labor, expenses
necessary for preservation of the
goods, insurance and for expenses
reasonably incurred in a proceeding
for the sale of such goods pursuant

furniture; Miscellaneous items and

Friday, March 29, 1968

room

3831 Industrial Avenue, Rolling

Friday, March 29, 1968

Meadows, Illinois.
3831 Industrial Avenue
Published in

Dining

Unless payment is made on or

to law. Such goods are described

3831 Industrial Avenue, Roll ing

furniture;

Kitchen furniture; Miscellaneous

before April 6, 1968, 11:00 A.M.,
said goods will be advertised for
sole and sold at Public Auction at
PIEPENBRINK MOVERS
INC.

MT177F.777.1.

.:j:;7142g=1E1

BE

3831 Industrial Avenue.
Published in

Miscellaneous Cartons.

The Finest Menu + Selection

6465 N. Mannheim
Phone 299.4422

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Friday, March 29, 1968

that the
undersigned warehouse having a
PLEASE

PIEPENBRINK MOVERS
INC.

lien upon the following described

For a Fun Filled Evening that You'll Long Remember,
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MON, DOGS, MUSH! MUSH!

OUT OUR WAY
NO SITUATION CAN
MAKE A GUY LOOK

WELL, WHAT DO
YOU THINK OF

s'

MORE STUPID THAN
A BOSS WHO 15

TH' ONE WHO'S
RISKIN' HIS LIFE

A BOSSES' HUDDLE!

BODY? HE WON'T -

TO BE A 50ME-

CROWDED OUT OF

HEAR OR SEE

A THING !

"Which Mary do you want to talk to? Dreamboat
or Tugboat?"

"Sing the one about the maiden who rejected her lover
because ho was losing his hair:"

ROBIN MALONE
YOU CAN'T FORCEME TO PO
SOMETHING AGAINST MY WILL?'

IN CASE HAVENTMADEASYSELF
UNEQUIVOCALLY CLF-AR,VICI-ORIA
C ISO

EAGLE, X DO
NOT CHOOSE
TO RUNTY

MA, Lc TA". 1.11. lot Pl.

THIS I5 A FREE COUNTRY rr

HArr ALL

I MAY SEEM To BE FORCING YOU NOW, MY
PEAR, BUT ONCE YOU'VE HEARD MY PLAN
YOU WILL CONSIDER IT UN-AMERICAN
NOT TO RUMP'

,/

(361,

CANDIPA155

lafR4
3.r7

SPOUT' THAT

HSH AT

THE OVERFLOW

OOGNE TWAIMEOR

ANOTHER' r

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
MY WoRD,I'M HONORED BY11-1IS

DU by NU. I...

I WONDER

IF FLOWERS

WILL. HELP.

PETUNIAIS

7SHE WON'T IF YA SHOWS UP

WHY DON'T YATRY
THAT GIMMICK 0'
PICKIN' OFF
PETALS?

MAD AT MEI

EXPRESSION OF CONFIDENCE/AND

WITH THOSE STEMS:
HOW ABOUT ANOTHER
BOUQUET?

Answers to
Hideaword

THE BOYS THE OTHER TWO OUR NAlloNAL ORGANIZATION OF
OWLS DOES NEED A PRESIDENT
WANT YOU GUYS RUNNiNs
ARE PUSHOVERS, WITH BOLD AND IMAGINATIVE
TO RUN
NEW PROGRAMS!...-1-1AK-KAFf!--MAWR-IN THE
YOU'LL PUT 'EM BUT OF COURSE I'LL HAVE TO
DISTRICT
CONSIDER MY OTHER
ELECTION, DOWN LIKE THE
RESPONSIBILITIES/
FIRST BEER!
i141 30R

GOOD IDEA

retie
iter
item
mite
miter
mire

term

51-1E LOVES ME,
SHE LOVES ME

teem

time

NOT...

tier
trim
tire
trite

mitt
meet
mere
meter
mete

tree

tret
emit
emir
rite
rime

remit

ME'S

Your
Horoscope

FANNER LIR I'LL
PO ITMY5ELF...

morning may be recognized as

SPIKES?

A LITTLE
MORE

ON MY 7001BENCH.

IF 'YOU'RE NOT
TO PLITMV

FOR SA I URDAY
ARIES (Mar 22 -Apr. 20)-I he ditiappointment of- this

a blessing in disguise by afLet experience tell

Nth.

MORTY MEEKLE
RIGHT.

WHERE ARE THE

DRTEBIM
STATIRIE

Nocturnal Sounds

CANCER (June 22 -July
211- The sooner you begin 'to

make preparations for the

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) -Keep age and physical condition in mind as you indulge

Candlenut

want to pay .for over3-29

Sept.
C

231 --Take another's wishes in-

DO YOU WALK HOME FROM ALL.

`XVS.ST",^7".:+4.4.:1!
ze

NIGHT 5E5GION9 AT THE LAB:
WASH

YEEEApH

a

UP WITH THEM HANDGI, AND
KEEP QUIET...OR YOU'RE A
FEW

DEAD PLINK:

BLOCKS

EXASERY.C1GrE51

ENOT

YOU WON'T

GET AWAY
WITH THIS.
YOU CROOKI

AWAY.

FAR:

SHUT LIP! E121113 LOUSY
WHY.4013 LITTLE
1

Z OUGHTA FILL
YOU FULLA HOLES!

I Pushed, as a
boat

of your own will Make your
own bed you have to lie in

19 -

21 Bustle

Gaelic
24 Fully (contr.)
26 American
23

36 Savored.
37 Longings

it

(slang)
38 Aroma

SAGITIARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec., 22) --Make every effort to
heal the breach in a friendship
of long-standing A helping

40 Harem room
41 Domestic slave

band should gain you much
at this time

C APRICORN (Dec. 23 -

C+C

-C

C

NO QUESTION ABOUT fT-5PRIN6 ISN'T A
DATE ON THE CALENDAR.- iT'.5

SOME KIND OF A NAPPEN/A/6

I

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2I -Feb.
19)- The Aquarius who has
the ability to adjust quickly to
Lhanging situations should

43 Indistinct
45 Run
48 Hawaiian
rootstock
51 Place of
confinement
52 Told

55 Leaning, as a
cask
56 Equal (comb
form)
57 Cyprinoid fish
58 Ancient
Persians

!Ind this a satisfying day.

Coterie
60 Brightest star in
59

PISCES (Feb.' 20 -Mar.
21) --See to matters of health
before, you set about doing

anything else A day for
restoring your mental and

1,44 ITHU. lac 711

'';o11Y7

,V,1%

9 Dorsal bones
10 Ice floe
11 Unoccupied

thunder
7. Whirling motion
18 Feminine name 20 Unit of energy
chatter on 22 Larissan
mountain
phone

illustrator

da} see to the tree expression

4 Mouths

?Church parts
tree 8 Dress types
(2 words)

28 House (Sp.)
32 Most arid
34' Cranial skeleton
35 Greek goddess

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22i fo ensure a successful

physical house to order.

H111Alw. Tltln Ut PA 00

CAPTAIN EASY

Lluldien against carelessness.

imagine

0-

3 Fish eggs

doing tomorrow

Jan 20) --See that fun is a part
of your day Though problems
may seem great they arc considerably less thorny than you

5 Gained victory
6 Epistle

,

in physical activities. You

Saturday activities. Warn

Inebriated
husband's loud

"11iSmall16
chi
7

a constellation
'
DOWN
1 Mohammedan
judge

24 Whirlpool

25 Iroquoian
Indian
27 Preposition
29 Self-acting
30 Snow vehicle

Answer to Previous Puzzle
fa os
C...t

:
PART
RI

fight

I Hoot of an -

StE IINE

I

3 Australian from
Hobart

I Yowling -

Lhances

day as you go about usual

2 Afghan prince

ACROSS

weer ahead the better. Don't
ILt sell -indulgence spoil your

to A good day for selfassertion
1,113RA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) -Exert additional caution to-

al ''

3.2.4

C tOuNFOUND IT, CLAWS, YOU'RE LEADING AbAIN!

practical joke is not for you.

allow )outsell to be dictated

iii
'WI

_.../

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

to be a mature person. The

to consideration-hut don't

I

li

o
.1114.044.1....l...1.11h1.01..

tion

.

.

els

71

MOO

.---,

v------

1..1

OF

TO MAKE A SITE I

si--.....-----...

'11-1E.
LOTOWER TEETH!

-

TAKES TWO TEETH

HARMONY 1

The OPPER'TEETI4 MA)

r

any kind Make this a Saturday lor activity in modera-

VIRGO (Aug 24 -

RELATIO/JSHIP BETWEE/J

EAR-IL.......A.-.

...

REMEMBER... IT

ITS IMPERATIVE THAT
THEY MEET IN PERFECT

IS A CLOSER. LLIORPJAJC

WHAT 'THE GREAT
AMERICAN./ MOUTH

MVST STRIVE FOR IIJ
-me COMIIJG 4'

lAURUS (Apr. 21 -May

don t

1.11. Pr CM

EEK & MEEK

21) Be warned against the
harm Inherent in excess of

GEMINI (May 22 -June

PRACTICING FOR TI -IS
CRIBBAGE TOURNAMENT=

TO 1148

tei noon
thL tale

21) --You can have fun today
and still demonstrate yourself

TY

merit
metier

2 SI

A

OE

CLES

Ft

7 tr E S K ..0
S I-- 6 a
SANG STA
I

I

I

Ats

I
''-

AFT'
E -I- 1- A
' i- a a AERIES
CRISIS
N 0 i_ e
REDACT
E
SENT
BoaN_
WEE ST R
SCARI-ETriCART
I

I

0T
ORE
L

'DR
1E N

PER

I

ES

70 E T A5
WAR !REED RALE
44 .Greenland
Operatic
Eskimo
soprano
45 Bang
33 Complete
costume
46 Adduce
34 Red chalcedony 47 In the midst of
36 Toward
49 Fix again
38 Number
50 European river
39 East Indian vine 53 Compass point
42 Blots
54 Land parcel
31

mail Am gismo
limn=
milsomp.

-AN

ppm

WINN

MIME

j

minium
imam

111111111111117
11111111111111,

iiiMI1111111

riiime

hingle, Inside or Out
but the most

'Any quiz on home remodeling should pose this question:
what material will be equally
applicable for roof, exterior or
mterior walls, and ceilings?
The answer, seemingly a bit
preposterous, is: Western red

design sizes and shapes, while
their relative small size allows
application to curving areas as
well as flat planes. In ad-

charm to

shakes provide a wide range

cedar shingles and handsplit

permitting effects from

their stuff and have the
greatest impact. Beauty,

shakes.

smooth to extremely rugged.
Any homeowner laying out
a remodeling project is sure to

Widespread use of the

remarkably versatile material

all

formal of living areas.

Outside of course is where

Western red cedar shingles
and shakes can really strut

dition, both shingles and

of line -and -shadow patterns,

durability, and all - weather
performance are traditionally
assured when you apply the

material to your home,

throughout the West by be happy over the low initial

transforming

frequently

designers and architects has installation cost and the ease
been bringing it to the at- of application.
tention of prospective Except for the roof itself,
remodelers across the nation. which usually calls for proThe smooth -textured shingle fessionals, the average home

its

entire appearance on the plus

side.

BESIDES- enhancing your
home's public look, it's a snug
thought for the homeowner to
reflect on its low -maintenance
service over the years, which

brings the overall cost down
even lower in the long run.
The Red Cedar Shingle and
Handsplit Shake Bureau, 5510

White Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
98101 is headquarters for -any

inquiries of any northwest

suburban homeowner in
search of remodeling ideas.

Narthwest Suburban

and the rugged handsplit handyman can apply shingles

shake have proved extremely and shakes with only limited
successful on virtually all ex - instruction. Even thoroughly
tenor and interior surfaces "pro" work is nominal in cost.
with effective and attractive
INDOORS, the remodeler
results
BASIC REASONS for con- can achieve an eye -pleasing

sidering its use in your own effect on, den or recreation
plans include the unique adap-

tation of the material to all

room walls. The material
lends itself with

taste and

BUYER'S GUIDE

Harber Named
Branigar V.P.

LE

Real Estate & Builders

Lester L Harber has been
elected vice president of. the

'Friday, March 29, 1968
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A staggering effect is easily produced with red cedar taper split shakes, with different widths and random application of
the versatile material resulting in an informal atmosphere for

this cosy corner of the living room. Dozens of different designs
are possible, limited only by the homeowner's imagination.

Branigar Organization, Inc., it
was announced by Harvey W.

Branigar, president of the
large land development firm
During his 15 years with

the Branigar organization,
Harber's activities included
property development such as

Indian Lakes Country Club,
construction projects, and acquisitions of numerous pro-

the many land
developments of the firm,
perties for

is

such as Lake Redstone near

Branigar is celebrating its
development, and during this
time has completed over 80
major developments in the
midwest, on the Gulf of Mexico, and most recently a cornmunity of tropical waterfront

homesites called, Kahiki

Harbor in the Florida Keys.
Harber Started his career

with Branigar as manager of
Mohawk Golf Course, one of

Branigartms earlier

tive today. He and his wife,

Norene, and their three

gasoline alone. The two-cycle
uses a mixture of gasoline and

mowers, roto tillers, power driven lawn sweepers, snow

oil.

save you time and un-

Goodridge, Roselle. Harber
has served on the Bloomingdale Elementary School
Board, Dist. 13, for the past

structions for the right

check before turning over the
equipment to a repairman.

dent of the board for the past

then open it 11/2 turns.

The cap of the fuel tank is
a tiny vent hole. Make certain
it is clean and open.

START THE engine and let
it warm up. Then slowly close

the needle valve until the

Dirt in the fuel may be

engine starts to lose speed.

causing trouble. On most

Open it again until it starts

you can drain the

models,

the fuel -line shut-off valve
and then removing the tank

oil -

by unscrewing several re-

taining screws. With the tank
off, rinse it with fresh, clean

engines. Most require one-half

pint of SAE 30 oil to one

sponge element in kerosene,
squeeze it out and re -oil it.

IGNITION TROUBLE can

be more complicated, but

thereure some steps you can
take. Unscrew the spark plug
and clean it. Reset the electrode cap if needed. Spark
plugs are cheap, and you only
use one, so replace if in doubt.

If the electrode is dry when
you pull the plug, fuel is not
reaching the engine. Take the
to a repair man.

to run unevenly. You will

engine

between these two points for

check oil frequently; make

the engine to run smoothly.

certain nuts, bolts and screws

Manufacturers recommend
cleaning and re -oiling the air
filter every 25 hours of opera-

from mowers.

have to strike a balance

tank completely by removing

gasoline mix for two-cycle

there are several things to

your mower and you will have
to do it sooner. Rinse the

have a fuel -line shut-off valve.
Make certain it is open.

ed gaSoline. Follow the in-

When yours will not start,

five years, and has been presi-

getting any. Most engines

sonip call for white or unlead-1

necessary repair charges.

tion. Kick up some dirt with

vented area, away from flame
or sparks.

for the needle valve on the
carburetor. Check the parts
list with your engine if you
are not sure. Close it fully,

fuel, the engine may. not be

using the fuel the manufacturer recommended. While
mot use ordinary gaidline,

and four-cycle engines will

gasoline. Work in a well Small engine carburetors
need adjusting just as do the
ones on automobiles. Look

EVEN IF you have enough

Check the fuel tank. It may
be dry. Make certain you are

Simple maintenance of two

children live, at 23 W. 687

things that may go wrong,
most engine failures are in the
fuel system or the ignition
system.

crickets but the noise of small

blowers and plows.

developments which is still ac-

While there are many

FIRST THE fuel. The
four-cycle engine runs -on

The sound of the suburbs
no longer the chirp of

engines running power

the Wisconsin dells.

fiftieth anniversary in land

gallon of gasoline.

When Motor
Won't Start?

based in Medinah, Ill.

Other maintenance tips:

are tight; keep equipment

clean; remove grass clippings

two years.

IN REAL ESTATE SAYS-

"No Matter what
your home needs -

we have it!"
Pi
.46
'4.1,4

A HOME IN THE HIGHLANDS
11/2 bath, brick and frame split-level with a family
room and a partial basement. A large kitchen with a PANTRY
and a 11/2 car garage mean a lot of storage in this 31/2 year

TALL TREES, WINDING STREETS

1 a au0044--

3 -bedroom,

LEAD TO THIS IMMACULATE
3 -BEDROOM RANCH
Brick and alum, frame, ceramic baths. 2 -car garage, paneled family
room with sliding glass doors leading to patio with gas Bar -B -Q,
kitchen with all built-ins. Completely carpeted and custom drapes

eall

old home. Carpeting and drapes, storms and screens, and lots of
other extras Included.

$24,900

thruout-AND A FIREPLACE TOOT

o/t

See

one

oi ate

$30,900

EAGER BEAVER
at
ONLY A CUSTOM BUILTgarY
LIKE THESE
All face brick, full basement 3 -bedroom ranch. 11/2 ceramic baths,
baseboard heat, all hardwood floors, almost 21 ft. of paneled kit-

built -Ins only begins to tell the. siory of this home and its fine
location. Call us and we'll tell you all about this, real buy
at

chen, ALL THIS PLUS A WALK -TO -EVERYTHING LOCATION make this
one really hard -to -beat at only.'

$19,500

Brick and Frame, 51/2 years old, attached garage are good features

to look for in any home. When you add 11/2 baths, a big kitchen,
a fully fenced yard and a fine neighborhood tethe list you have
everything

ytiu need for a growing family and this one has

It

all for

$21,500

$26,000

-real

REALTORS

3 BEDROOM RANCH PLUS
FAMILY ROOM

PALATINE RANCH
3 -bedroom ranch with 2 -car garage. A truly family -size kitchen with

COULD BOAST FEAT

BRUNS,

RESIDENTIAL -VACANT from $4A00 to $17,000

,

ROSELLE ... 145 x 160

estate

Tectams

BENSENVILLE ... 100 x 220
' PALATINE ... 3 RESIDENTIAL LOTS 60 x 150 $6,000 each
FOREST ESTATES, PALATINE 3/4 acre

3 OFFICES TO SERVE YOU!

ARLINGTO 41, HEIGHTS
i714 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

255-6320

PALATINE
132 S. NORTHWEST HWY.

358-1502

SCHAUM BURG
7 W. SCHAUMBURGROAD

894-1330

DAY.

'
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Pets In Apartments Do Pos,e Problems
Increasingly today

the.

American family includes a
four -footed member - usually
a pet cat or dog, occasionally
something more exotic.

For homeowners, pets

present few problems; not so
for apartment dwellers.

Apartment house landlords

are notoriously skeptical of

animals - and with some bedroom of a recently vacated

wanted a good excuse to make

cause. At the drop of a hat apartment had been converted his wife get rid of dozens of
almost any one of them can with iron bars into a giant turtles she kept as household
tell you of tenants who let cage to house a monkey the pets and, which were Making
ther pets rule the roost. tenant 'had been keeping him feel like an intruder in
Others have even wilder tales.

secretly.

The managing agent of

his own apartment.

dle income city or state sup-

Rolfe Inc., which manages

tinue to climb.

apartment owners, however,

more than 9,000 families in
the New York metropolitan
area, says 10 to 15 per cent
of its tenants keep pets. Five
years ago in most buildings,

home for a dog or cat,

ported project. Most other apartment buildings housing
are open to reason and will
not object to a pet that is well
behaved.
.

Some apartment buildings
ONE Manhattan building another apartment was have a firm rule against pets.
superintendent, for instance, surprised when a tenant asked You are not allowed to keep
tells of finding the second I to be evicted. Seems he a pet in a middle or low -mid-

NORMAN Buchbinder,

he said, behiteen 5 and 10 per

head of the management cent of residents kept a pet.
department of Sulzberger -

He feels the ratio will con -

When there are, large

The tenant 'who makes a

number of cats all under one
apartment roof, an odor pro-

Buchbinder says, faces a num- . blem can aris`
--Keep your dog away from
ber of trials and tribulations.
I

"First of all," he says, "as

soon as his pet moves in, the
tenant probably is in violation
of his lease."

'

the outside wall of the

building. Most buildings use

some form of repellent to

discourage soiling but nothing

Buchbinder points out that
a standard clause in:thei usual

is more effective than a

pressly that no animals of any

first inviting edifice.

apartment lease states ex-,

be kept on the
premises unless in each in-

master who will not permit his

pup to pull him over to the

kind shall

stance the landlord gives his
consent in writing. Once this
permission is given, the lease
also states, it is revocable by
the landlord at any time.

WHILE many tenants do

request such written

HANDSOME WHITE ROMAN BRICK

MOUNT PROSPECT

3 or 4 bedroom face brick. 11/2 baths. Paneled recreation rm. and anothe.

for bedrm., study or office. Separate laundry section. Overhead sewer
for dry bsm't. Located between Randhurst and center of town.
$28,900

carpeted. Ballroom sized combination family room and kitchen overlooks
huge patio. Indoor barbeque. Fireplace. 3 large bedrooms, 3 baths, full
basement, 2 car attached garage.

7 FLAT -4-4's, 2.3's, 1-5 ROOM.
Chicago. 3054 N. Christiana (3300 WEST). One block to C.TA. Bus, three
blocks to Kennedy Expressway. Across from Catholic Church. New auto-

matic oil heating plant and hall carpeting. 4 stoves, 5 refrigerators included.

$56,000

becomes destructipe, a nuisan-

taken against the owner.

of other tenants."

FROM ITS study of pets in
Sulzberger -Rolfe apartment
buildings, Buchbinder said,

troversy among the rest of the

building's occupants. It

custom draperies. 21/2 car attached garage. Coll now for more details.

include carpeting, drapes & curtains, washer and dryer, and ventilating
fan in fam. rm. Owner transferred, immed. occupancy.
$21,950

ONE MILE TO RANDHURST

4 bedrooms, 2 baths, paneled family room + 14x17 enclosed porch
with beautiful fireplace. First floor laundry room. Large cabinet kitchen
with built-in Ovenrange, alum. storms and screens. Full basement, 21/2
car attached garage.

545,750

call 359-3400

call 255-3535

call 392-0660

KOERNER & POORE, inc.
403 N. Northwest Hwy.
in Palatine

FOLZ REALTY
1810 E. Northwest Hwy.
in Arlington Heights

SONTAG REALTY
960 E. Northwest Hwy.
in Mt. Prospect

tenants go away for a

weekend, set out some food
for the dog and leave him on

his own in the apartment.
When such a situation is

ce, or a danger to the safety

becoming an object of con-

-FAMILY ROOM
With FIREPLACE. 3 bedrms., fenced rear yard. City lot 85 ft. width. Extras

tireLI

discovered the A.S.P.C.A. is
called and appropriate action

the company has come up

LIVE! UVEI UVEI

locked in by his owner' who
expected to be back within a
few hours, changes his plans

tenant is in no danger of hav-

with some suggestions designed to prevent a pet from

Beautiful 9 room, 3 bedroom, 3 bath ranch. Large lot, overlooks lake.
House has separate living and dining room. Fireplace, family room,
central air conditioning. Bronze kitchen with breakfast room. Complete

howling dog that has been

and leaves the dog or an enday and part o th evening. Buchbinder says some

ing the pet evicted unless it

living and entertaining. Elegant step down living room is beautifully

One of the most common
tenant complaints is of a

permission, Buchbinder says,
"for all practical purposes,
once a tenant brings a pet into his apartment and the
landlord makes no immediate
effort to have it removed from
the premises, tacit approval

has been granted and the

This 7 room brick ranch, on 1/2 acre, Is thoughtfully designed for family

-pke your dog for a walk
at least once every six hours.

-DON'T TRY to keep too
large a pet in your apartment.
A very large dog is not suited
for apartment living, riding on
elevators and the confinement.
of close quarters.

-Don't ask the doorman to

walk your, pet. His
responsibility is to stay on du-

ty at the door and anything

recommends:

that takes him away from that

--Don't use too long a leash
on your dog. It allows him too

is disservice to all,tenants.

much headway and you lose
control of him. Dogs should
be on a leash at all times both

cidentally soil the lobby,

in and out of the building.

buildinif,13te-gttre to tell some-

--Don't take your dog into
the elevator if there are any
children on it. When possible
when taking your dog in and
out of the building try to use

one -- don't forget about it.

For your own protection you
should be sure your pet does
no damage in yous_apartment
because you snail to lose the

--If your pet ' should ac

elevators or corridors in the

the service elevator.

security deposited with the
landlord when you move out.

the roof for exercise.

Respect the rights of other
tenants. If you Use common

-Don't take your pets to
-IF YOU are acat fancier,

keep the number of feline occupants down to one or two.

sense and consideration in
your actions, no one is.likely
to objectto our having a pet.

IN ST. JAMES
PARISH
WE HAVE.
PLANS FOR YOU
Ivro
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The homes pictured here are just a few of the many traditional and period designs our architects have designed with emphasis on practical,

PALATINE ROAD

2:

Comfort -keyed living.

We have eight 70 and 75 -foot frontage homesites in Arlington Heights within one block of St. James Church. Walking distance to St. Peters,
St. Viators, public grade, junior high and Arlington High schools. Four bedroom homes priced from $50,000. Also available, one to five acre
sites in Barrington, Long Grove and on two golf courses.
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Take Rand Road (U.S. 12) to Euclid
(1st light N.W. of Randhurst Shopping

BUILDER
1147 DRYDEN

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

DEVELOPER
PHONE. 259-0206

Plaza). Turn west 1.5 miles to Dryden,
turn right (north) and proceed to
model at 1147 Dryden.

!.`
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And Now,
he Mini Pr ject
What used to be,,,a maximum do-it-yourself effort is
today a simple mini job.

Time was, when a major
home interior improvement
entailed the summoning of a

painter, a carpenter, and

assorted other artisans, conferences, and a messed -up
tiOrne for protracted periods.
Then, do-it-yourself ideas

came to the rescue of the
homeowner eager to chimp
the shape of things in his

hOme surroundings. This got
rid of the experts called in to
do the job, but the messed -up
look lasted even longer, as a
rule, arid family frustration

often set m, until Dad had

groaned his way through to
the bitter finish. And how
often it w,as just that, - bitter,
both fn he end result and the

THE REAL mini part of
the job is the actual labor. -

How bout some new
furniture for your home in

Beyond, a certain amount of
measuring, cutting and fitting,

ing the panels to the wall
surface a fast and simple

operation. You may prefer to
nail the panels to studs or furring strips for that feeling of
greater security.

An important item to

remember when shopping for
paneling is to consider how it
will clean. If you can keep the

chore of maintenance to a

mini basis, , you'll feel you've
really achieved a mini job in
every way, and one which will
endear you to the 1.yoman of
the house.

Friday, March 29, 1968
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Furniaure

$100 a panel.

market make the task of 'fix-

THE DAY

w Aw

available at prices around

the adhesives now in the

.4

'

field of furniture that a real
paper boom can be expected

vacation home or are even
bored with the sameness of

LIKE LAND? ... How About 510'0301

See

Early Paper instead of Italian

to come alive.

their traditional sofas, tables,

this Cape Cod In Elk Grove. Three rooms roughed

Colonial or French Empire?

furniture is ideal for the fami-

Functional design, low ly with growing children.

Full basement, 2 car garage, This home is a feeler Could have tremendous investment possibilities
....$23,900

cost, and disposability were
the three leading features of

Paper cribs, tableS, chairs, ate
all so easily disposable . . .

and relatively low-cost way of
splurging.
OddlY, few of the prototype

just junk them and buy the

display come from the major
pulp -producing areas, such as

Provin,cial or American

the "Made With Paper" show
in New York.

next size.

chairs, - here is an exciting

Canada and Scandinavia.

medium of selecting whole rooms of
furnishings. Toss the of-

but more Americans,

PARTY PAPER dr4ses
and women's fashion articles
have already made names for
themselves. But it is in the

with their mistakes in
fending pieces out .
start afresh.

. and

.

FOR OLDER householders

final C4STJ

struction, very clean, Why not see what $19,000

will bring...

English and Japanese artists
have set the pace in designing
the new "paper -caper" items,

Germans, and French are
directing thl talents to the

field of f nctional or
decorative items.

who are ,outfitting a second

in (Including plumbing) for. 2nd floor living area.

garage. IDEAL FOR RETIRED COUPLE, solid con-

designs and creations on

For newlyweds, the massproduced furniture is a boon.
They will not have to live

Besides home furnishings,
the exhibit offered categories
such as fine art, folk and
festival, apparel and personal
adornment, the
ideas and events.

Inexpensive paperboard

full Basement; 2 car

Brick Ranch on 1/s 'acre

For those who think of

REAL FORS
Arlington Heights
255-8000

paper articles as fire hazards
or as fragile bric-a-brac, their
fears can be set at rest when

NOW,',MANY of those im-

seeing how new techniques in-

basemenc, a den, a bedroom,

can make paper furniture
weatherproof, structurally

150 S. Main
Mount Prospect

123 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

s

392-7150

OPEN WEEKDAY EVENINGS

Serving You Today & Tomorrow

cluding plastic impregnation

provements, desired for a
a living room or attic, are

rigid, and fire-resistant.

easily obtainable by selecting
the suitable type of paneling,
pre -finished to your taste, and
tackling the job, on a mini ef-

Accents

weekend.,

Accent the colors in your
home with a vase, planter or
other piece of pottery to add

dyman can achieve spec-

Select such items with a warm

fort basis, usually over a
The merest amateur han-

the perfect finishing touch.

tacular results by first making
himself familiar with the four

with the existing scheme of

3rd.
generation since 1925

rich glaze, either in harmony
the room, or in sharp contrast.

basic types of paneling and

Also, decide beforehand if

choosing the one in his budget
range.

you want a traditional look or
something in the latest "mod"
or "out" vein.

There are of course solid

wood planks available, which

AND ASSOCIATES
REALTORS
INSURANCE

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Choice convenient location, 3 bedroom ranch, 11/2 baths,
full basement, 2 car garage, fireplace in living room,
beautiful rec. room. Extras include; carpeting in living

PROPERTY

MANAGEMENT

room, hall & 3 bedrooms. Awnings, dishwasher, stove,
humidifier. Make this a must to see ... 534,500.
.

Member of MkA.P. Multiple Listing Service

CL 5-6600

205 SOUTH ARLINGTON HTS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

lend themselves to your

particular option of stain or
varnith to match the room

eidadive lama

decor.

Veneer panels are formed

by the placing of actual wood

mment

to particleboard, gypsum
board or plywood.

HARDBOARD is paneling

made by compressing wood
fibers into the desired shape,
then printing or simulating a

f

WARMTH is the mood created in this remodeled home through the use of Marlite's new
textured paneling. The entry (at right) features a green tapestry pattern. Tapestry has the

plastic to a base; or laminated
plastic can be the back=up
material The imitation wood

and family room while decorative accessories repeat the green of the tapestry and carpet

grain is'either printed on the
plastic,' ordinardily surface -

pickup service)

National Referral

Service (Relo-

cation in and out of area)
0 TOP FINANCING; OPEN 9-9

GUARANTEED (TRADE IN) PRO-

dal

wood grain by embossing into
the surface

Printed plastic paneling is
made by bonding a sheet of

O'Hare Transportation (Call for

GRAM

look and feel of expensive woven fabric, yet is plastic -finished for ease of maintenance. Use
of textured travertine panels in the family room sets a distinctive mood, and blends harmoniously with the kitchen's wood -grain paneling. All Marlite panels are plastic -finished so they can'
be cleaned with the pass of a damp cloth. Wall-to-wall carpeting in rose unifies the entry
tone.

printed, sometimes backtrintedi

CONFIDENCE

Standard size is usually 4
by 8 feet Prices start at about
$5 a panel and you can move

YOU CAN SHAKE ON!

mom

77,19.=652=21

up to $15 for average jobs,

with quite deluxe styles

FIVE BEDROOMS

FOUR BEDROOMS

REALTORS -j

at Did
He Say?

MT. PROSPECT, full basement, complete blt-in kitchen is just off dramatic
FAMILY ROOM WITH FIREPLACE, 21/2 car garage, completely carpeted,
SEPARATE DINING ROOM, prestige area of fine homes,

FAMILY ROOM located adjacent to completely bit -in family kitchen,
full basement, WALK TO ALL SCHOOLS public and private, SEPARATE
DINING ROOM, vacant and ready to move into,

$45,900

"What is he talking about,

GAS CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING, 21/2 full baths, FIREPLACE in huge

$42,500

-USSe

anyway?" asked one

bewildered young husband of

his new bride, as they were

guided by a real estate

REALTORS

salesman through one room
after the other of their pro-'

The Grand Old Name in Real Estate!

spective home.

She didn't know either. The

salesman was making -the
mistake of fancy-ing up the
various areas of the house by
using glamor titles.

concerned

if he

FIVE BEDROOMS

FOUR BEDROOMS

He eventually closed the
sale, but it would have made
it a lot simpler for everyone

MT. PROSPECT, Tollway transportation is 5 minutes, SEPARATE DINING
ROOM, full basement, 21/2 full baths, all carpeting, blt-ins, slate entryway, natural woodwork included, immediate possession.

NEWLY PAINTED EXTERIOR, 2 full baths, LOW TAXES, quiet secluded
neighborhood, a real family home with a country atmosphere.

$23,900

$36,900

called the

kitchen just that, instead of a

"chef center" or a
haven" - and

"housewife's

labeled a closet a closet, instead of a "store -more room."

Titling the bathroom a

beautility area is confusing for
some young couples, also.

ITS TRUE that affluence,

youth, and women are the
three big factors

in today's
housing industry. It's also true
that today's, builders, aware

MT. PROSPECT

Attractive 3 -Bedroom split-level in a terrif c neighbohood. Large living room plus ample dining "L".
Family room plus den, 2 full baths, BRAND NEW COMPLETELY REMODELED KITCHEN - lots of wonderful
extras - $33,500

that roughly half of the

r16.

population in the United

ar

is under 25 years of
age, are slanting their sales
States

$26,900

pitch to the younger set, with
more sophisticated tastes than

their elders.
It's better sales approach,
however, if plain talk and
Et

sifriRle terms are used by the
salesmen in describing. each
room's functional values.

Smart
Shades

A new development in window shade materials is offered
in Vistaglass, which the Joanna Western Mills company
declares is

ideal for rooms

with special needs such as
family rooms, boys' rooms,

and indeed for country and

THE GLASS fiber con-

struction of the new material
is combined with scientific
chemical coating to provide
washability, color -fastness,

flame resistance, and long
wear.

ALL GRADE SCHOOLS are close by, 21/2 full baths, all bit -ins, storms
& screens included, FAMILY ROOM is 251/2 ft., large assumable loan
available, July 1st possession.

$33,500

4
PALATINE - ESTATE SAYS SELL SO PRICE HAS

MT. PROSPECT - IMMEDIATE POSSESSION! - Is

BEEN REDUCED 54,000. Check this large 1400 sq.
ft. 2 bd. ranch with attached 700 sq. ft. 3 -room

brick and frame split-level with its 21/2 ceramic

.

yours when you purchase this lovely 3 -bedroom

in-law apartment, 2 fireplaces, full basement, low
taxes quality construction thruout. Call either of

baths, family -room for the kids. Quality features

our offices for appt. NOW PRICED AT $35,000.

AT $40,900.

thruout. DON'T MISS THIS ONE. PRICED TO SELL

WE
728

JUST LISTED

enune

A FAMILY DELIGHT! Charming 4 -bedroom cape cod on 3/4 acres in north Arlington
Heights. 2 baths, rustic pine paneled family room. TERRIFIC PATIO WITH GRILL AND

AM(

FOUNTAIN -you'll like it at $28,500.

Geor

Integrity in Real Estate
Since 1923

tisse

suburban living in every area
which calls for color and texture in smart styling.

FOUR BEDROOMS

SIX BEDROOMS
WALK TO SHOPPING, 21/2 full baths, drapes, carpeting, storms & screens
included, Ideal in-law arrangement.

REALTORS
1209 N. Elmhurst Rd.
Cocof Hintz & Elmhurst Rds.
Prospect Heights

537-8660

Open
Weekday
evenings
6 to 8 p.m.

12 E. Busse Ave.

Next to the Library.
Mount Prospect

CL 9-0200

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

E

REAL

In Palatine
728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

Member M.A.P.

Multiple Listing
Service

lad

See our Display of Homes

eminerb,
REALTORS

OPEN 9 to 9
In Arlington Heights
6 E. Northwest Hwy.

253-2460

I

at the Holiday Inn
in Rolling Meadows

Use Our HOT LINE
SERVICE

In Hoffman - Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

894-1800

Member Northwest Suburban
tors

Board of Real-

Don't Ite

THE DAY
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You need a new starter,

Are you the girl Friday in
your home every day of the

which is a small activator

week')

which plugs into the fixture at

If you arc, you'll probably
know ,he arnwer to this problem, -- why does a fluorescent lamp fail to light at once,
or blink for some time before
lighting9

If you're not, you'll be glad
to know the solution

0th

Pep Up Your

Light On Lamp Problems

There is a low-cost way to

decals to the tile area.

fluorescent lamp must be

Start with the walls. Fresh
paint or vinyl wallpaper will

accessories such as towel bars,
rings, hooks, - maybe all you

can transmit electricity. But
the starter does this job in-

brighten up instantly. Average

replacements or even the new

one end The gas inside a
heated to 50 degrees before it

stantaneously. When otie
burns out, replace it with a
new one

Swayed 3y

paper the ceiling. Add gay

improve any bathroom.

Or take a hard look at the

make any old bathroom
size of the bathroom in one family homes is 5 by 7 feet

You can feep the cost well
under $25 For extra zip,

color -coordinated fittings

which add sparkle to the
whole decor.
1-sL

0.
*

.

.

tiseptic appearance of your

...
4, c

the "mod" or other unique

drying, while a sunlamp bulb

over the washbasin mirror
will furnish you with that
year-round tan. Other good

additions are: bath security

grab bar, a grounded outlet

for electric shavers or

FENCED IN? Would nearly an acre solve the problem?

toothbrushes, and bathroom
scales.

The maximum of luxury coupled with the minimum of
maintenance was achieved by the designer of this exciting bath dressing room. Featured throughout are plastic -finished Marlite
panels which can be cleaned with an occasional damp wiping.
In the lavatory area, textured wormy chestnut paneling blends
effectively with the relief of the natural -toned travertine marble
paneling.

floor

Basement, the spacious back yard is completely fenced,

too $47,900

sought for bathrooms, and the
color coordination offered by

that while there is always a
marginal group anxious for
the odd and the off -beat in
design, the young people who

9t

.

,

824-3191
5"'

`\.1""

.

A GOOD ADDRESS!

room Elegant entry foyer.

ONLY $49,900
OFFERED 13Y

MURIEL MAITLAND

Pleasant
Prediction

THE TREND seems to

evidence a desire for quality

By the year 2000, most peo-

ple in the United States will
live in a completely controlled

home climate, according to

wash to the outside. The

shorter such ducts, the better.
A long run of ducts builds up

the moisture, eventually

220 E. Northwest Hwy.
392-1855

damaging paint and plaster

caused by excessive con-

.

A Tradition in Real Estate

air.conditioning engineers.

moisture removed from the

D WARIMEM

densation and humidity which
you haven't pumped safely to
the outside.

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

for casual display of art ob-

headed tastes.'

You still have to prOvide proper venting for it.
True, it does not produce
smoke or fumes. But you need
exhaust. ducts to carry the

important for living & vital for resale. Enjoy the charm & convenience of this lovely colonial home.
Ideal for family & entertaining. 21/2 baths, delightful kitchen -family room arrangement, formal dining

commodes in the living room

furniture buying are displaying quite sensible and level-

Just because your dryer is
electric doesn't mean you can
locate it smack in the middle
of your home or apartment.

,.,

the Golden Dolphin shops,
and by the use of Victorian
jects and trivia.

Venting

KLINE - WEBER
REALTORS

fixtures and accessories

are setting the pace in

Proper

110

®LEY Co.
1630 Miner St.

salesmen in both the suburban
and the urban areas indicates

Provide

Family Room, largo Kitchen, separate Dining Room;

$43,900

on usage for today's needs but
adapting yesterday's designs.

The latter demand is illustrated by the more ornate

We have a huge 6 Bedroom, 21/2 Bath Colonial that
needs a new family Fireplace In Living Room, 1st

satisfy all Phone nowl See for yourself!!!

heavy leanings on solid value,
even if the initial cost is high.

styles offered today.

A survey of furniture

in the ceiling will speed

Could you ask for more to accomodate your growing
family needs? Complete conveniences for Mom In the
spacious, well -planned Kitchen Two Family Rooms to

At the same time, there is a
good market for items based

astray by the current craze for

An infrared light installed

PARDNER, ARE YOU

assume, the young newly-weds

furniture today are not led

look

FIVE BEDROOMS

items, modern in styling,
functionally (simple, with

who are the ones buying

medicine cabinet, replace it
with one of real or imitation
' wood, which provides a warm

PROSPECT HTS.

MT. PROSPECT

di

S

Fads come and go. Nothing
new about that.
What is new is that, in spite

of what most older persons

If you are tired of the Ain-

ITARTED 1:311© TAEMIES

a

lAntortailitiore

need is bright shiny

Occupants not only will be
more comfortable, but they'll
also be healthier because improved air filtration will lock
out germs, noise, dust, pollen
and polluted air. There will be

'balanced heat distribution,
eliminating drafts and cold

spots, and each family

member will be able to adjust
robm or zone temperatures to
his own comfort.

Worthington Corporation's

air conditioning division,

which makes this prediction,
adds that units will be smaller
and, because of more efficient
systems and better insulated
homes, equipment prices will
be lower.

CHOICE MARDAN WOOD HOME
a deluxe 4 -bedroom colonial in exclusive Long Grove area
Has 21/2 baths, 2 -car garage, separate dining room
This is living

$56,900

Scarsdale Estates! Well landscaped 3 bedroom
brick ranch in best location! Living roam with

Immediate possession of this Immaculate largo 4
bedroom ranch! Convenient location. 2 ceramic

fireplace, birch cabinet kitchen, tile bath, full tiled
basement, patio, 2 car garage, plenty of storage

baths, hardwood floors, patio and att. garage.
An outstanding value at $22,900.

411

Only $31,500.

4

ME

,,,xwasranser..5

e6i-

.

Centrally air conditioned 4 bedroom split level

El

in best condition! Gracious paneled family -room
with raised hearth stone fireplace, 21/2 ceramic
baths, huge kitchen with built-ins, 1.5x38' patio
and 2 car att. garage. A truly outstanding home
in an elegant location. $45,900

1.1111100MOND

-,

a

mit

0

F

.

garage. $33,500.

MB ISTAY COOL ALL SUMMER
Fine 3 -bedroom

ranch has central

I=

j

...._
.,
6 Room brick Ranch in lovely section. 3 bedrooms,
full basement, paneled family room & bar, tile
bath and 2nd bath roughed in, built-in oven -range
& intercom. Like now carpeting, draperies, att.
,

ci.n
000.1

Lim
-

...

3 bedroom bi-level near schools and shops. 11/2
ceramic baths, largo ceramic kitchen with built-ins
family room, laundry room, 26' patio, 2 car
garage. Professionally sodded yard & many ox

cli

tras. $25,900

"epliillifigli .--- [-MEC 1-QL1101001011J011011111P

with beatnifu
baths, panel

plenty of eating space. 11/2 car att. garage. Nea
schools and shops. $32,500.

AMORMEMIN
1

Un
1

,

ceramic,

ed family room, kitchen includes built-ins and

HOMO

$23,900
YOE

level

landscaping. Choice area. 2

vz%

air con-

ditioning Family room, large garage Newly
remodeled kitchen, new furance and softener

gj 0

Custom 3 bedroom split

Elegant 3 bedroom Split level on 1/2 acre lot.
Paneled family room with fireplace, customized
recreation room, 3 ceramic baths, built in kitchen

BE HE E?

with Nu -tone food center, laundry room, big patio

I,

Specially insulated 3
ranch.

11/2

ck

Is

frame

tile baths, att. garage with storage

Nicely landscaped, fenced
screens & electric range. $23,500.
space.

lot, storms,

and 21/2 car att. garage. $50,900

L

t

1111

Irselonnonme

SPLIT-LEVEL IN MOUNT PROSPECT
This excellent home has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, family room and 2 -car garage Added attraction is sub -basement for extra storage.

MOUNT PROSPECT

104 E. Northwest Hiway

$35,500

211
I
c

I
0 ".

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Im!
Ili

570 E. Higgins Road
11

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

el

28 E. Northwest Hiway

255.9111

439 4700

roakimmism
-

253.1800

itiLati.,

Menber M.A.P. MULTIPLE LLSTING SERVICE
:64

'

j

I I

ii11110.1,11

........

-
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Marble Durable But Needs Care,
cleaned immediately
beyond the surface.

will

hydrogen peroxide and add a few drops

will generally remove such stains. If the
stain has been there awhile it may remain
even after this clearing.
To remove, apply a paste solvent. Use
powdered whiting which you can get at

and don't let its hardness foot you. It is,
a porous material and stains that are not
penetrate

of ammonia.
Paste solutions should be removed when

When stains do occur, it is necessary
to remove the stain an then restore the

substances will etch the surface im-

and the dyes in paper and fabric are called

organic stains. If caught quickly rinsing
with water may be enough. If the organic

butter, oil, milk, cream oily foods, etc.

,\
rftipeaffrager.._',..,

Marble surfaces can be protected with
a coating of paste wax. If the marble is
light-colored and the wax dark, purchase

mediately. These include acid -containing
food and drink such as fruit juices, wine,
vinegar and salad dressings.
Wash with clear water and bleach out
the rest of the stain with one of the pastes
described above. With the stain gone there
still will be the problem of restoring the
polish to the marble.

STAINS FROM tea, coffee, tobacco

GREASY STAINS are those cussed by
any greasy or oily substance -

shine is restored. Then wipe off and polish
with a dry cloth.

it will begin to eat into the marble. Some

moist.

Determine the type of stain and learn
the cleaninfmaterials that will remove it.

and rubbed with a damp cloth until the

SOMETIMES, if a stain is left too long,

hours. You may have to add fluid occasionally since this works only when

polish to the marble.

trade name.
This is simply sprinkled over the surface

Polish by rubbing briskly with a dry rag.

cleaning fluid, gasoline and acetone are,
among the solvents that will work. Use
all of them with caution. Make a paste,
apply to the spot and leave for several

mediately materials that will stain.

be called putty powder or it may have a

completely dry. The residue should be
washed away with plenty of hat water.

most paint and hardware stores. Dry-

Marble window sills and table tops

need care to maintain their beauty. The
trick is to keep them clean. Wipe Up im-

MOST HARDWARE stores and dealers
who handle marble carry a polishing compound especially made for marble. It may

stain persists, apply a paste of whiting ana

Washing quickly with ammonia and water

Marble is hard and durable 'but not so
impervious to staining as you might think.

r.?

-1,,.

7

--,

regular marble polish.

ls;,5Tu.L-7-

1 Li

--Al,.

,1',I,f'

----,

- -- --- ----- .......

- ...t.::,

Aside from the problem of staining,
marble is a durable material that will last
indefinitely. With a little care you can keep
it looking luxurious, too.

WHEELING -

-- -

PRICED TO SELL
3 BR ranch whfam rm plus workshop in garage

Cpt In LR Storms & screens

Call Larry Dieter - $20,250.
_

.V.

'

The Painters'

-.oak

lingo

Cole
It's practically a new

'.,

Let's start with "holidays."
Not ail holidays come around

Berlitz school.

Labor Day. When paint takes
a holiday, it means there is

The lingo painters use

is

colorful, indeed. (We're
throwing in the pun foi free.)

Office

Manage
Course
A three-day educational

course for real estate cor-

poration owners and officers
on "How to Manage a Real
Estate Office Successfully"
will be held, beginning April
16, at the Marriott Motor
Hotel in Chicago..

It will be sponsored by the
residential division of the National Institute of Real Estate
Brokers, an affiliate of the
National Association of Real
Estate Boards.

Subjects to be discussed
structure of office

include

organization, staff re-

medical check-up. It is the
term describing an abnormal

paint, resulting in masses or

sponsored by a Realtor who
is either a principal or pro-

Call Larry Dieter. $27,900

body of water, but a type of
pigment.

"Blushing" has nothing to
do with adolescents, but is a
cloudiness in the finish, frequently caused by improper

.4.-Ote

lf,":A

-itsai,-----

12'

t-.

drying due to poor ventilation
or dust in the air.

H. J. TINDALL has been a well known figure in

Pal.

Listing Service and has been treasurer of the

3 BR, 2 bath ranch. 12x18 fam. rm. Built-in oven & range,

disposal.

Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors. Call him

"Rottenstone" is not a

..._.....,

AIR CONDITIONED COMFORT

charter member and a director of M.A.P. Multiple

runs together in drops.

___

..........,....

,,..a,

Real Estate hereabouts since 1946. Jack is a

"CRAWLING" is the condition when the paint does not
wet the surface adequately but

Call Roger Evans. $27,900

at our office in Mount_Prospect.

harsh way of discussing a

,

,
'4"-:

sidewalk but is a soft abrasive
similar to pumice.

..1,4-

"Bleeding" is nothing you
can fix with a first -aid kit. It

lington Realty

fransfer of color from an

This can be caused by an
original coat of dark paint

GrOin of Encino, Calif.

officers of corporations, those
involved in the real estate
business may enroll if they are

TOP CONDITION

Mt. Pros. 3 BR. all brick ranch with Igo. rec. rm. in full bsmt.
New cpt. in LR. 2 car gar. House in mint condition.

NUMBER IS CL 54515

clumps which you cannot use.
"Painter's lake" is not a

effect.

In addition to owners and

LaaLi

.. _

OUR MOUNT PROSPECT

clotting or thickening of

Realtor Art Leitch or San

Diego, Calif, and Realtor Ira

Call Roger Evans. $21,900

has nothing to do with a

dissolving in a new film of
light -color pigment. An intermediate coat of primer or
shellac sometimes prevents

INSTRUCTORS WILL be

- 3 BR ranch w-Ige. ,LR. Brkfst. area plus sep. din.
rm. New wallto-wall carpets In all rooms. Workshop in gar.

Wheeling

!

undercoat to the top coat.

layout

IF!:

SIMILARLY, "livering"

trolling_ overhead, traits of

and planning the office,

I'

.

a bare spot on the wall.

describes the unwanted

successful real estate t?rokers,

i

i.,

Christmas, New Year's or

quirements, selection and

training of personnel, con-

ht,

LARGE SCREENED PORCH

67,,

language for most

homeowners to master. It's
certainly not one listed by the

PrV

42.1;,17_='":1-

INCORPORATED

The Action Realtors

3 BR, '

Mount Prospect o Arlington Heights 0 Palatine

$28,900

Member HOMERICA, national homefinding service

Member MAP. Multiple Listing Service

ROOM TO
ROAM

There are more such terms
with intriguing meanings in

Arl. Hts.

a successful real estate firm to
be presented, enrollment will

split level

lot. Storms & screens.
Washer & dryer,

11/2

car

N

:R.

gar. Recently decorated.

PriCed' to Sell

Call Rich Jackson
$21,500

Af$21,000

'-,-111Nfit:

POPULAR
HOFFMAN
2 baths ranch on

good size, well landscaped

car garage.

STARCK EXCLUSIVES

Because of the many subjects vital to the operation of

BR,

3

BR.,

3

on well-shrubbed 1/2 Acre.
Fem. rm. to be finished. 2

the painter's lexicon, but these
will do you for starters.

pnetor of a firm.

2 BLOCKS TO LAKE
2 bath bklevel on large 'lot. New 21/2 car detached

garage. Modern Kitch. wbuiltins.

this or reduces the unsightly

am.*

Airalk

71

.4

259-1500

OPEN 9-9

_

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

be limited in order to afford

maximum participation by all
students
Further information on this
course is, available from the
Residential Division, National

lc...2)1)a

clef ,.q

Institute of Real Estate

Brokers, 155 E. Superior St.,
Chicago 60611.

Plan Ahead
To Avoid.

Flood Problems

BUY OF THE DAY

Very sharp 3 bedroom home with carpeting and all

appliances. Plastered walls, raised hearth fireplace,
separate laundry -mud room. I block to school, 3 blocks to
shopping center.

Just 823,900

ELEGANT HOME
For the executive, or professional man and Ms family.
Prime Mt. Prospect location on south side offers 4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, first floor family room, dining room.
Rustic basement rec. room includes regulation pool table.

deluxe bar and refrigerator, built-in stereo. Carpeting
throughout over oak floors. Oversize lot near Lincoln

yard.

and St. Raymond's schools.

Lovely covered patio lets you enjoy well -landscaped

101 N. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.

835,900

1.)

851,900

REALTORS

COMFORTABLE LIVING AND
EASY ENTERTAINING
Brick and frame split level must be seen inside! 3 large
bedrooms, 2 full ceramic baths, terrific family room with

As you plan to convert your
basement into a recreation or
family room, make this your
theme song. "River, stay away

(ADVERTISEMENT)

from my door."

REAL ESTATE

In brief, take steps to see
that you protect everything

you plan to put into the

CORNER.

I

leisure center of your home

i

):

from the damage that can

By Robert L. Nelson

ensue from water.

Pmidint Robert L Wren, Realtors

THE BEST protection

against basement flooding is a

sump pump according to the
experts in the plumbing in-

dustry. Also called a cellar

drainer, which probably
describes it more plainly for
most of us, the pump is in-

stalled in a pit or sump, hence
the name.

BE A COUNTRY SQUIRE
This qualify -built home is on a 1/2 acre in a good area. 3
bedrooms, 11/2 ceramic baths. First floor family room has

most attractive fireplace. There is a dining room, ex-

ceptionally large kitchen, attached 11/2 car garage. N lot
of homo.for

831,900

MONEY MAKER
LARGE FAMILY HOME
Or ideal for in-law arrangement. 5 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, 3 bedroom home on one-half acre lot near shopping and
dining room. Spacious family room with unique "galley" school. Public sewer and water. Vacant for immediate
for entertaining. Carpeting, draperies, appliances included possession. 10% down will handle.
818,500
at just

832,500

working and it keeps

Before you start studying

the wide range of types, sizes,
and price brackets of pumps,
save yourself time, trouble,
and later headaches: consult a
plumbing contractor about the

nght item to buy and to install.

experienced sales staff will be
glad to show you these homes

is

a

estimate of the cost of the im-

and point out the many advert togas and values of the "older
homes"

at 'your convenience

money by buying an old house

our illustrated ad in this section.
Robert L Nelson, Realtors
sold 55 ' homes in February, in

provements, Many couples
found they can save considerable

437 W. Prospect

79 Weathersfield Common

and remodeling. The changes .that
con be made are truly remark able.
houses

cooperation with M.A.P. Multi pie

Listing

Brokers,

When

Inter -City Relocation Service

M an yol d
tIoncble
may reveal

excellent' workman-

ship in the foundation and walls.
Your Realtor can. Point out the

you

of Real Estate -thinko
Robeiit.Nels0n..MOSTPEOPl:

in quasthink
look
condition. A
seam
closer

Member MAP Multiple Listing Service ...

...

please call any of the 3 canyonient Nelson, Realtor offices, See

In Schaumburg
894-1660

Northwest Suburban Area. Our

have

In Mt. Prospect

392-2290

to'have your "dream house."

value of ,your home. This
'great source of satisfaction,
It

automatically starts the pump

may be the most economical way
There are many gracious "old er homes" available for sale in the

ambitious

is usually possible to remodel
an old house quite 'thoroughly. Be
sure you have made an accurate

level, a float switch

basic building materials used.
Renovating an older structure

family can do
wonders with on old house. You'
will tangibly contribute to the
An

reaches a pre -determined

the automatic shutoff cuts in.

THE OLD HOUSE
hunting" your
While "house
Realtor will show you both old
and new houses.

Should you buy an old house?

Buy now! We'll take your old home in trade at top dollar!

When water in the pit

operating until all the water
has been drained out, when

Amossossmslasik

DOI
WATCH NEXT WEEK FOR

"THE NEW HOUSE"

THE DAY
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What kind of ladder you
will buy, or if you even will
buy depends a lot on just how

you own, even your own

MOUNT PROSPECT

height and weight.

If you plan to paint your

Beautifully landscaped, 4 bedroom 21/2 bath splitlevel on a large corner lot. Including built-ins, carpeting, dishwasher & many extras, including central

the ladder. If you tend to be

will need a ladder that puts

Good Buy At

you above the eaves. If all you

will need it for is checking

$47,900

Member: M.A.P. Multiple Listing

plan to work on the roof, you

apart, with one section fitting

ranch ladder.) should be

below the overhang.

enough if there isn't much of
a roof overhang. If there is an
overhang, remember- that a

For the multistory house,
the extension ladder is the only thing.

ladder tall enough to rest

IF YOU ARE tall, you can

provide some of the extra

of the highest gable. If you

air conditioning.

'259 E. Rand Road -Mt. Prospect

ladder (sometimes called a

day -in, day -out reaching.

house, you will need a ladder
that will put you within reach

but which you could take

ranch -style house, a straight

ladder will do.

Indoors, a step -ladder will
much you plan to do around , serve every purpose. Smaller
the house, the kind of house step -stools will take care of

JUST LISTE
Bldg.

and cleaning gutters, a shorter

against the overhang may put

THE COMBINATION lad-

you too far away from .the

reach yourself. If short, make
up for it With extra length in

der looks like a step -ladder
until you notice that the rear

wall to reach it.

You may have to settle for
more than one ladder and the
best way to do this is with an

heavy, get a good, sturdy lad-

rail has rungs. As a step -ladder, two people can work on
it together, one on each side.

extension - two ladders that
can extend to a great length

der.

For the one -floor

The rear unit can be flipped
up and used as an extension
ladder. Or, like the extension
ladder, the combinatioq ladder can be taken apart and used as separate ladders.

JUST LISTED -

Once upon a time, all ladders were made of wood. Now
you have a choice of woad or

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

metal and the metal is

generally aluminum,

2 year old 3 bedroom tri-level, 7 total large rooms,
beamed ceiling family room, with sliding glass doors
?to patio. Includes new carpeting in living room &
'dining room as well as draperies.

10% 5i E'ER

This Will Sell Quick At
CHANNEL LAKE - WATERFRONT
Year 'round, 3 -bedroom, I1/2 -bath Cape Cod. Carpeting),
throughout, enclosed knotty pine porch. I2 -ft. aluminum \

sometimes magnesium.

Winter is here and our men need inside work!
To keep them busy, We offer you an exceptional

$38,300

Wood is heavier, is subject

splinters, and may
or split. But a good
wood ladder' does not go all
to rot,

irr!

C

crack

at once, as a cheap metal one
might, and there is a sturdy,

on any inside remodeling job. Don't wait offer expires April 1st.

.

boat with 21/2 hp motor included. Only

Check your needs:

$16,900

comfortable feel to wood.

011111

RECREATION ROOM
0 KITCHEN

WHETHER WOOD or
metal, when you buy a ladder
buy the best. It will last a

0 BATHROOM

lifetime and your life

0 PANELING

-

literally - could depend on its
quality.

One big warning, though,

in connection with metal

ROSELLE GIVES YOU MORE!

- don't tangle with
electric power lines.,The com-

ladders

Our prices are as low or lower than all the larger
Garage builders
Plus ... all lumber used is selected at Roselle

bination is lethal. Of course,
even on a wooden ladder you
should be staying clear of

Fanners Lumber Yard

Plus ... 7 year
"GET READY FOR SUMMER"
Central air-conditioning, 3 -bedroom; 21/2 baths; Beauty on a
large lot with very large rooms. Includes built-ins, refrigerator, dishwasher and disposal. Outdoor barbecue and many
extras Your for

3 Bedrooms in nice neighborhood. Entire home is paneled &
the taxes are low.

power lines.

WOOD LADDERS should

oulle

Only $21,500.00

"Palatine"

$43,500

be free of splinters, have
smoothly rounded corners.
Metal ladders should not have

' a local builder for over 21 years"

and browse thru
our listings

Come In TODAY

No money down and

5% interest

"FULL BASEMENT"

'

,

?Iwo

381-3169

9/6

sharp edges or burrs. Better
ladders have reinforced rungs.

358-1838

litex &faded,

You may want to pay extra

for flat steps, rather than
round rungs.

Northwest Suburban
11111111111..9-astwI.:4';Ilif,*tortw,

BUYER'S GUIDE

WITH THE LARGEST CIRCULATION IN THE GREATER NORTHWEST SUBURBS

Real Estate & Builders

ELK'GROVE

INGTOtt1161
Annen & Busse,
Realtors

The Gallery of
Homes

,

Annen & Busse,
Realtors

::;4;;,i,filtit

IYIT.I PROP

Arlington Realty

314 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.
CL 3-2500

the
Action
Realtors

the
Action
Realtors

Inc.

Realtors.
1

E.

392-0900

Campbell

CL 3-2111

Peters & Evans,
Realtors

205 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.

B & K Realty

& Hoffman Estates.

529-7800
Northeast corner of
Schaumburg & Roselle Rds.

Kemmerly
Real Estate
OPEN
9
TO
9

Personalized and Effective
Service
101 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Sun , Noon to 6

estate

Country Squire

member of MAP.

MEMBER (M.A.P.)

Multiple Listing Service

NORTHBROOK

Bruns Real Estate
Open 9 to 6 daily

real
estate®

Baines Realty Inc.

Real Estate

12 E. Busse Ave.
CL 9-0200

110 S. Northwest Hwy.
358.0110

"C" Francek,

1093

Lee

St.

824-6131

REALTORS

Realtors
Hansen Ronald M.
554 Lee St.

827-5185

104 E. Northwest Hwy.
255-0111

MEADOWS
GLENVIEW
T.

GOIE OD

101(015

HOFFMAN

20 MINUTES

Realtors

SCHAUMBURG
9.0

EK

WOOD

HOSPITPIS

392-7150

253-7600

Stape & Daniels,
Inc.
299.0121_

O'HARE
AIRPORT

DALE

HANOVER PARK

CHICAGO

ITASCA

ONLY 20 MINUTES

CONTACT,THE LOCAL REAL ESTATE OFFICE IN THE AREA OF YOUR CHOICE

a

'

MEADOWS,

McCabe Realty

704 N. River Rd.

1111

TO
9

728 E. Northwest Hwy.
358-5560

Realtors

PARK
RIDGE
ENNIO! OUTRISSWAS

20

Philippe Bros.
Realty

259 E. Rand Rd.

'GROVE
VILLAGE .

ROSELLE

OPEN
9

CL 5-2020

F -B -K Inc.

STREAMWOOD

Kemmerly
Real Estate

8 E. Northwest Hwy.

4=1/1:11
ANNEN
BUSSE

PROSPECT.
HEIGHTS

HEIGHTS

PROSPECT

Member of M.A.P.
multiple listing service
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-1502

CL 9-0200

209 Park Ave.. DU 1-6464

F -B -K Inc.

ARLINGTON
ROLLING

ESTATES

150 S. Main

Annen & Busse,
Realtors

PALATINE RD

Falkanger

894-1800
9 E. Higgins
Golf Shopping Plaza

real

123 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.
CL 5-8000

PALATINE

259-1855

21 E. Prospect

Serving - Roselle, Madinah Schaumburg - Hanover Park

259-1500

123

WHEEL!

00

DONDE

392-2290

437 W. Prospect

Sun., noon to 6

Busse Geo. L. & Co.

Hoffman Estates
Realty

OPEN 9 to 9

CL 5-6600

Ell

CL 5-1515

Real Estate

Krause & Kehe,

Barton Stull, Realtor

multiple listing service
1714E Northwest Hwy.
255-6320

208 S. Main St.

Baird & Warner

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
253-2460

220 E Northwest Hwy.
392-0900

P

439-4700

529-3900

Baird & Warner Inc.

Open daily 9 to 9

BUFFALO
GROVE

BARRINGTON

Higgins 8, Roselle Rd.

CL 3-8100

Bruns Real Estate

LAKE

ZURICH

ummum-

.1

570 E. Higgins Rd.

Kemmerly

550 W Northwest Hwy.
392-8100
535 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.

Behrens Carl M.
& Assoc.

CRYSTAL
LAKE

PALATINE

Arlington Realty Inc.

750 W Northwest Hwy.

Starck Robert W.& Co.
.

NORMMET

253 -1800

al.
:TT

Inc.

9!ItitY.

28 E Northwest Hwy -

ROSPECT

434 E. Northwest Hwy.
358-1800

Rolling Meadows
Realty

tCflAUMBURG

WHEELING

Bruns Real Estate

Andersen L.B.
& Co. Inc.

Open daily from 9 to 6
Sun., noon to 6

real

estate

EitiolOt
Barton Stull,
Realtors

,

L 7;0 K.S

537-8660
1209 N. Elmhurst

537-8660

LE 7-4300

Shadle - Sauter &
Assoc.
537-8880

170 E. Dundee

255-4200

3423 Kirchoff Rd.

9 N. Elmhurst Rd. 255-0900

Busse Geo. L.,& Co.
George 3aci 0.e

member M.A.P.
multiple listing service
7 W. Schaumburg Rd.

20 W. Dundee Rd.

AosELLE
=.

Roselle Realty
111 W. Irving Pk. Rd.
529-2235

Starck Robert W.
& Co.

1111111
I REALTORS,

''

13 -Lost and Found'
Lost: ititt. of keys In- black case,

THE DAY
Friday, March 29, 1968

vicinity Arlington Hts. Retension
Basin. 259-2590.

brown spots. Vic. Lyons
Mt. Prospect. 259-3371.

HAPPY 17th BIRTHDAY

",

TO
BECKY MCNABB

Pk.,

Spring

HApPY BIRTHDAY
35
75

Apartments To Exchonge
Apts. and RooMs to Share

Arts end Antiques
Auction

71

34

Aviation
Auto Leasing
Auto Ports and Access.
Auto Repairing and

109
105
107

Equipment

Auto Trailers & Campers
Automobile For Sale

Automobiles Wantd

15 -Business Personals

99
64

44
27

Employment ServiceWomn

29
57

Florists

7
2

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property

5

32
98

Personals

14

Real EstateApt. Budding

85
89
86

Real Estate -Bus. Property
Real Estate -Houses

Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate.loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate Wanted
Rooms-Board-Houiakeeping

91

Situations WantedMen
Situations WantedWomen

21

Per Month to Skirt

tions, 217 S. Ad. Hts. Rd., Arl.
Hts., III. 60005

23 -Instruction

training program. Salary increase opportunities in 6

!unity. No traveling. National
Company.

All sublects and languages
taught in your home.

Write:
Box 1146
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Fits. Rd.

'CAMBRIDGE TUTORING

255-7200

Arlington Hts., Ill.

528-7665

60005

T70 =1M 00

94
95
88
96
70

cpwwfloa )--0-)h.'no.staacaoy

22

To Rent Apartments
74
To Rent Business Property
78
To Rent Furnished Apartments 73
76
To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous
81
79
To Rent Resort Properties
To Rent, Stores, Offices
77
Travel

$600- $800

ing. Write Box 1145, Day Publica-

TUTORING

that you no
longer use.

Motorcycles and Scooters .... 111
Musical Instruments
55
Nursery Schools Child Care 69
Office Furniture - Devices
56

255-6010

420 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

Maturo young woman Who can
takp over, seeks good position
topsalary.Exp'dininventory,
swbd., bkpg., payroll & purchas-

items around
your.home

13

CALL MR. FISCHER

Top girl wishes 1 -girl office.

still valuable

23
90
50
65

Landscaping
Loons.Personal, Business
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobilo Homes '

etc.

3443

WANT AD?
I'm anxibus to
assist you in
selling those

24
26
30
47
83

Free uniforms - hospitalization,

References. Mt. Prospect. 253-

FAMILY

36

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
1-1.lp Wanted Men
Help Wanted Men or Women
Help Wonted Women
Home Furnishings -Furniture
industrial Property

WANTED!!
No
experience
necessary.
Excellent
starling
salary.

Will do ironing in my home.

YOUR

1

Food and Delicacies

local:

22-Situcitions Wanted ..Women

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

28

Equipment Rentals

,

trademarks, letterheads, design service. F.A.S.
grad. 439-6937.

3

Dogs, Pets end Equipment ..
Employment AgenclesMen
Employment Agenciei.
Women

24-Help Wanted Men

21 -Situations Wanted -Men
Artist,

10
12

M.N. Comp

call CL 3-5592.

_SERVICE MEN

105 Main St.
Mt. Prospect

15
16
17
9

Coins Hobbies

27 W. Prospect, Mt.4're,spect, or

THE GIFT BOX

38
39
66

Business Opportunities
Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Srvices
Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & lots

available. For

further Info contact Mr. Carter,

COME IN & REGISTER AT

101

Building Materials

cal instruments

WIN A COLORADO
RANCH VACATION

106
103

Barter and Exchange
Boots and Marine Supplies
Boot Storacte

.I'S

BE SURE to dial 255-7200 when
you have extra furniture. Classified Ads sell it fast.

. 20

Sales

In The Air & spring

Is

the time for song. Carter's
School of Music is now offering
vocal lessons for anyone desiring to sing. Join the fun & frolic
and learn to capture the heart
of the special person in your lifethru theart of song. We offer instrumental lessons as well, and
also have a stock of fine musiis

MOM
FROM THE

Air Conditioning

--

23 -Instruction

14 -Personals

Lost: black & white cat, 2 small

Let us help make your DAY!
Consult this daily guid6 of reliable ser-

itiLf\

vices offered by reputable business people in your community. Call one NOW!

18
102

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wonted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

92
42
82

Catering
CL3-4182

CL 5-4833

Lau r i tz Jensen
De.co ra to rs CL 9-0495

For ADVERTISING -Call 255-7200
Your ads appea; in Arlington Day - Prosipect Day - Market Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

LINES

Alterations
ON MEN'S WEAR
Remodeling,
Relining,

S20 Paints Most Rooms

Continental

Auto Repair
We Don't

Guaranteed Satisfaction

Refinishing, repairs, burns
scratches removedt FL 8-4543.

y......r.opp.

'

$17.95

cleans

Carpet Installation
DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall -to -Wall,
new or used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Free
'
Estimates.

www-o

,

Special

25573642

CALL

'

Co:olioIlittit

Center Village
Convention
nal,
Vaiibil.Unlit at ArlingtonParlt.
To be

'

Ca ering
ower Hall

Brid

ARLINGTON

'pact Catering
CL3-4182
33

CL 5

WINTER PRICES

Cement Work by Vito Pelagic,

255-7200:

Stairs,
Garages,
Driveways,
Patios. Free estimates.
'

OVERTISERS
P,LEASE

LY

Advertisers are Aquested trt
check the first inserttort''of
their. advertisement and In

case of error to notify the
department
at
onCe in order that conection
can ba mode. In the ttent of
error or omission, the 'neviipaper will bo responsible, for
ONLY
the first incorrect
insertion and only to the extent of the space that the'ad

,classffied

requires.

Errors

will

brt

racitified by republication
ha one insertion.

our experienced ad takers will help you place your ad.

Tbe Ztrlington Map

Irbe Progpect

nap/

arket IDap

Please check your ads anti

notify us at once: Corrott.
ant' tteepted by phorie.
9 to 9 weekdays 9 to 12
Saturdays

PHONE 2554200

Decorating & Remodeling.

Instructions
- Advanced &
beginners. New easy method.

LAWN MAINTENANCE and gen-

eral. landscaping, power rakrototilling,

trimming

&

spraying work. Rototiller rental.
Snow Plowing. 437-4870

Mdsonry
Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Floo;Maintenance

392-6817

Plastering
clean

Small

service.

jobs a specialty. Free estimates
255-3823

Moving

Radio -TV Repair

Moving
LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

Save 50%

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

358-9710

Murals

Reasonable Rates
SAVE YOUR EYES,

It's TN. Check -Up Time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

*

Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service

Nursery Schools
Enroll now for fall.
Bbs service available.

17 S. Evergreen

CENTER NURSERY SCHOOL
Arlington Hts.
255-4062

Limited spring openings.

FL 8-5359

CALL ED

.

Nursery -Trees
flowering
shrubs, silver maple & spruce.
HONEYSUCKLES,

Misc. CL 5-4755

Painting -Decorating

Ecklund . Floor Service
,

Average, rm. sanded, sealed &
finished. sw,v.vs
766-4087

Repairing
os Wonted

Tunin
Used P

Fast

Shortening of hems on coots,
dresses, fur coats; repair & replace zippers on pants,
lockets etc. Also men's clothing.
.255-8161

Pianos - Organs

Nod Willfkms

Murals hand painted on any
wall. Washable. Under $45.
529-2840

skirts,

FASHIONS SHOWS
WEDDINGS
PUBLIC RELATIONS'
Joe Edwards
.255-7200

Landscaping

* FOUNDATIONS 0 STEPS
0 DRIVEWAYS
0 FI,OORS
0 PATIOS
WALKS
"K" KONCRETE CO. xw,,

Individualized styling, Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
to- order. Alterations.
Near
Randhurst.
255-0348

Photography

CL 5-8239 CL 3-5050

ing,

438-8387

Free Estimates. Ed Sowinski
CL 5-3991

Beautify your home for Easter.

Dressmaking -Sewing

Top quality materials & careful

NEW WAY PAINTING

Help with income tax
in your home
CL 5-0313
Vince Bauder

766-1943

827-1284

CHECK YOUR ADS!

care of home maintenance?
*Painting: Interior & Exterior
*Machine Wall Washing
°New Method Carpet Cleaning
Floor Care for Home & Office
workmanship.
-381-4651

Income Tax

1,,,koncrete Work

HEIGHTS

&

Violin Lessons

$9.95 & up. 894-5722

SATURDAY

VotoOvett:Pav

1

Wayne's Furniture Service

living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

8:30 TIL 12 NOON

e

Why contact 5 different people
when
quick phone call takes

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Carpet Cleaning

BEFORE 4 P.M.

gP

243-4804
24 HOUR SERVICE

Furniture Refinishing

Winter

:19.1 lllllllll

Wall Paperina.

Room Additions
& General Remodeling
CL 5-5056

Call
"the rest" then call
"THE BEST" for expert carpentry, remodeling & additions. No
lob too small. 766-8034

'UtXrCeLs=r21.43508.'"-

Oltr

,

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118

Esta b. 45 Years
Free Estimates
ALL PHONES

J. J. 0' Brien Constr.

TODAY

-FO; 1 our

-

Carpentry -Remodeling

Remodeling - Additions
Carpenter work - Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
359-1906

s

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

Carpet Shampooing

TOWING SERVICE.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

2

358-9038

CONCRETE
TERRAZZO
WOOD
WALL WASHING

TILE

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

15

Fully insured.
Sholl Decorating

'
Experts in
Floor Maintenance

CL 9-0849

BUY OR SELL CARS

$

Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting.
All work guaranteed.

Pleats

ed.

ONLY

All Cracks Repaired

Mutual

Removed. Ladies' Coats Shorten-

DAYS

Painting -Decorating

Floor Maintenance

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

Lauritz Jensen
3 Generations
Decorating in the Finist
Scandinavian Tradition.

Arl. Hts.

CI 5-5692

Sewer Service

SEWER TROUBLES?
All types of sewer repairs.
Electric power rodding. Sinks,

bowls, tubs opened. Free estimates. 24 hour service.

Jim's Sewer Service
li37-2345

Sewing Machine Repair
DOVE SEWING MACHINE &
VACUUM CLEANER REPAIR

$3.95 & $5.95. 359-3593

Tile
Dick's Tile
Wall Tile New Remodeling
Also Tile Repairs

437-4093

CL 9-0495
Quality Paint Service
Interior & Exterior Painting
Free Estimates. Fully Insured.
529-7774

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
Arl. Hts.

830 W. N.W. Hwy.
'

259-9440

THE DAY
Page 20

--

24 -Help Wanted Men

7'

24 -Help WanteaMen

BOY WANTED
To deliver Brandenberry Apartments. A.M. or P.M. Good pay.
Apply at,

DRIVER

24 -Help Wanted Men
Class

chauffeur's

license.

Local deliveries in north and

COOKS

Recruiting
Counselor

NORTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY
5 W. Campbell
253-7150

northwestern suburbs. Nonunion. Rate $3.50 per hour.

DISHWASHER

Opportunity' to join the most
progressive recruiting firm int
the suburbs. We have grown
over 300% in 3 years and have
reputation
a
professional
second to none. No previous
To
experience
necessary.
succeed in this business you
must hove the ability to work,
and think. If interested
in a prestige position offering
an above average income call

-

24 -Help Wanted Men_

Friday, March 29, 1968

Between B a.m. & 5 p.m.

MACHINIST

For Private Club
in

STRAIGHT

With minimum supervision you

TRUCK DRIVER

fitting operations on all kinds
of metal parts and machines.
Also layout work from sketches and written specifications.
Highly diversified work in-

Arlington Height- No Sundays or Monday

experience
Full time year
load and haul
sharing plan.
No

CALL

will perform machining and

necessary.

.

around to
hay. Profit

Good Starting Pay
and Many Benefits

Arlington Hts.

FREIGHT

253-0185

APPLY AT

must have own transportation.
Experience preferrel.

We now have openings

AEI

Custom Machine

0

in

management
training
program for aggressive young
salesmen.
Rapid advancement, paid vacations, hospitalization.

Setters

DRAFTSMEN

Custom Machine

ELECTRO-MECH.

Assemblers

ELECTRICAL

Custom Machine

KINNEY SHOES
CL 3-9392
Mr. Berens
Randhurst Center

on the ground

floor to strengthen your
career with many challenging assignments in
Mount
Prospect
Office. Only those interested in permanent
employment need apply.
our

CALL
KEN BERGER

Bench Assemblers

2501 E. Euclid

Arlington Heights

for

217- S, Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Hts., III. 60005

253-2340

.

Project

MEN

TRUCK DRIVER

Part Time

Engineers

Come in now for permanent full time jobs. No

MECHANICAL

Liberal Fringe Benefits:

layoffs due to weather.

To drive small lumber trucks.

HELP

Must know Worth and
Northwest suburbs.
APPLY

Call Mr. Ellison.

We are interested in en-

2 weeks paid vacation

gineers with a B. S. M. E.

392-0190

Duffy Evans

Lumber & Plywood
115 N. Clifton, Park Ridge
823-5195

2995 Kir415ff Rd.
Rolling Meadows

paid holidays

or equivalent in engin-

paid sick lecnies

eering experience at the
project level. Respon-

overtime
insurance
automatic raises

sibility from original design layout thru prototype testing will allow
for diversified work in

No experience necessary

COME IN TODAY - STARTTODAY

e BRUNING

MART/AI METALS

Division of Addressograph
Mu ltigraph Corporation

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1900

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.
250 N, 12th St.

'An equal opportunity employer

439-8500
ENGINEERING

WEBER MARKING

800 W. Central Road
Mount Prospect

SYSTEMS, INC.

An Equal

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

An equal opportunity employer

DAYS and NIGHTS

.

-

These men will carry out maintenance
duties in both plant and office areas in
our new modern plant in Schaumburg,

GROUNDSKEEPER

Illinois.

We are presently seeking individuals who
have experience in groundskeeping.

Cu% inoitatien

These men will work from now until approximately November on the property
surrounding the Pure Oil building. Experience in use of tractors and mowers
would be very helpful.

waaroNov.o/%,

JOBS OFFER:

11745titt0 0 0'

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization Plan

Profit Sharing
Come into our employment department

APPLY

for an interview.

8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
AT

VISIT OUR EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT,
FOR DETAILS ON VARIOUS OPPORTUNITIES
WITH GROWTH POTENTIAL.

Opportunity Employer

PURE OIL COMPANY
A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB

-

AAA

LA 9-7700

-

High earnings selling memberiltips, auto insurance and fin-

DRIVER

Des Plaines, Ill.

ELECTRONICS

working with our clients. This is not a solicitation
service. Our office serves over 2700 accounts in

Needs an aggressive Assistant Manager for its new Des

13 states.

MAIL DEPARTMENT

'

MAIL CLERK

eer awaits two people who are interested in

STOP!!

We seek people with pleasant telephone voice
and a unique desire to converse with business

salary, paid vacation, medical and life Insurance plan,
meals and uniforms free. Opportunity to advance to

men.

Manager in a dynamic, growing organization.

Excellent starting salary during training. Merit
increases, paid vacation, holidays, hospitaliza-

CALL - MR. SCHENK

-

Recent high school graduate or young man awaiting draft call would be ideal for position of
sorting and distributing mall in large office building.

An interesting and unique telephone sales car-

ASSISTANT
M cDona Id's, America's Largest Carryout
Restaurant Chain

827-1220, between 9 AM & 5 PM
For Appointment

aduate

A combination of driving company mail, truck and clerical duties provides an interesting job in
our mail room. Chauffers C license required.

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

Contact MR. REYNOLDS -827-1186

Plaines unit - opening soon. Should be over 25, high
school graduate or some college with supervisory experience (but not necessarily in restaurant. business). Good

PAYROLL CLERK
Prior payroll experience helpful but we will train qualified applicant, Recent college
would find this job very challenging.

'Ar;'equa I opportunity employer

Qualified men will immediately handle a sizeable amount of
renewal business, and constant growth guarantees future
earnings. Prefer experienced salespeople - car necessary.

-

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG'

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ancing. Guaranteed $600 per month salary with 1st year earnings averaging between $10,000 and $12,000.

1789 Oakton Street

MOTOROLA

200 E. GOLF RD.
PALATINE, ILL.

Our relocation to new modern office requires additional salesmen to handle increase of business.
.

Wheeling
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

IN OUR SCHAUMBURG PLANT

"A Good Place To Work"

MANAGER

JOBS

MEMORY GARDENS

Custodians
Our employees enjoy a liberal
benefit
program including
profit sharing, free life insurance, group health insurance, a credit union and regular wage reviews.

253-2800

not necesscuy. Apply now.

Day Publications Inc,-

NEEDS

Layout Draftsman
0 Order Pickers

CARPET INSTALLER

,Full Time, Experienced
255-3642

Pleasant work, good Income,
benefits, we train. Experience

Box 1147

AfrosroROLA

VARO INC

Inspector

DETAIL

ARLINGTON
'HEIGHTS

259.8100
Mt. Prospect

our

MECHANICAL

Get in

215 E. Prospect Ave.

Salesmen

Des Plaines Location

LAYOUT

VARO OPTICAL

FULL TIME

Call Miss Donna
686-7630

WRITE

TOPPS

MARKING

WEBX(ER

VILLAGE OF

With or without experience.

State & Rand Rds.

freight operations men
needed - night work. Must type -

for financial institution
in the Arlington Heights
area.

To assist in.our Garden Shop.

John Henricks, Inc.

Air

Apply Finance Director

volving very close tolerances, 5
to 10 years experience or

formal train desirable.

AIR

Salary $1.60 per hour.

BOYS - 12 to 16
To work after school and Saturdays. Call 539-1240

FULL TIME

JANITOR

To work in land fill operation.

24 -Help Wanted Men

-

FULL TIME

RETIRED MAN

.

4;=

253-2048

WANTED

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men
-

PHONE 798-2210

BUS BOYS

Bud Cairns 392-5151.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted -Men

1

ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN?

tion.

Work in

PLAN AN EARLY INTERVIEW

TAB OPERATOR TRAINEE
Position now open an second shift for Tabulating Machine trainee. Data proFessing school
desirable but we will train qualified applicant.

Are you an

CLERKS (Accounting Department)
Retired postal employees would be ideal for clerical assignments in accounting department.

CITY OR SUBURBS
Call for Appointment

Janitor
in new Elk Grove plant.

Are you earning

647-0011

WORLD CARPETS

Do you want
SECURITY?

for appointment

If the answer is

EKCO

RETIREE
NEEDED

4Months
FOR

Part Time

TAX SPECIALIST
Accounting background with some exposure to tax work would be ideal for this position in our
excise tax department.

"YES"
Then we. need

PRODUCTS INC.

YOU!
YOUR SKILLS ARE NEEDED NOW

JANITORS
Evening hours 5 p.m. to 8:30 a.m. No experience necessary as we will train.

PROMOTABLE?

Niles, Illinois

call

439-7600

$520-$725?

Are You

Immediate Openings

CREDIT REPRESENTATIVE
Individual with zero to three years consumer credit experience or recent college, grciduate
desiring position in our credit organization will find this a challenging job with growth potential.

Any technical school, military training or communi-

WE WILL TRAIN ON THE FOLLOWING

cation experience qualifies you for these critical
openings. We are the fastest growing electronic
company and have critical need for technicians

Press Attendant
$2.67 to start

in our Chicago and suburban plants.

ACCOUNTANTS,
Zero to three years accounting experience desired for general accounting openings. Basic
accounting courses necessary.

7:45 AM to 4:15 PM

We offer:

Assistant Foil Roller
4 PM to 12 PM
$2.83 to start

GOOD STARTING SALARY
INSURANCE
GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS
PROFIT SHARING
RAPID PROMOTIONS

MANY BENEFITS AVAILABLE

.

Shipping/Receiving
NO HEAVY MANUAL WORK

Floor Men

4:15 PM to 12:45 AM

TO ALL REGULAR EMPLOYEES

RAPID

$2.53 to start

We need someone to control paperwork on Interplant shipments and from vendors and to customers. Job could be part

Don't delay! Ccill me today!

time (afternoons) or full time; will discuss.
* EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS
MODERN AIR CONDITIONED PLANT
HOSPITAL - INSURANCE PROGRAMS
* PAID HOLIDAYS AND VACATIONS
* TOP WAGES

Power Truck Operator
4:15 PM to 12:45 AM
$2.67 to start

CALL
DICK SULLIVAN
SUNDAY 12-5
DAILY 9 TO 6

15c PER HOUR SHIFT PREMIUM

SEEGERS

Free major medical & life ins.
9 paid holidays

INSTRUMENT

A COMPANY WITH A FUTURE

SUBU BS MAY CALL COLLECT

COMPANY

CALL 537-1100
A GROWING COMPANY

513 W. MAIN ST, Barrington,
381.2314
Ax Equal Oppornmity Employer

939-7385

or visit us at

777 Wheeling Rd.

Wheeling, III.

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
200E. GOLF RD.

5
t

PALATINE, ILL.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY.EMPLOYER

An Equal Opportunity Employer

an equal opportunity employer

LA 9-7700

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Mon

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-Holp Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Mon

24 -Help Wanted Mon

Part Time &

JANITOR

-MACHINE

Is needed at central suburban
location.

DRAFTSMAN
Young

married

HOURS. 12:30 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.

high

-earning

potential

for

person with jewelry

APPLY AT

draft exempt. At least
year's experience in
machine drafting and
parts detailing. 371/2

VARO OPTICAL

1

215 E. Prospect Ave.

259.8100
Mt. Prospect

hour week. Profit sharing
and other benefits.

to advance with company.

Full time or part time to start.
Many company benefits. IM-

MEDIATE 20 percent DISCOUNT ON PURCHASES.

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

CALL
MR. REISENER

10 AM to 9:30 PM, Mon.
Thru Frl. Sat. 9:30 to 5:30

272-6060

WIEBOLDT'S

VARO INC

DEUBLIN COMPANY
Northbrook, III.

An equal opportunity employer

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

To work Monday thru Friday,
'12:00 to 4:30 P.M. Saturday,

COST

Excellent' opportunity with
backgrdUnd who has desire

man,

MEN WANTED

(RETAIL SALESMAN

10:00 to 2:30 P.M.
CALL
MT. PROSPECT NEWS AGENCY

ANALYST

Earn $3.54
hr. Ans.
take orders.
Car noc. Mr. Howard. 774.5353
Sat.
calls to

392-1830

DELIVERY DRIVER'

Successful applicant will have
a BS degree In accounting or
administration or
business
equivalent experience. Appli-

CL 5-2441

Day

years experience In cost analysis involving product planning, forecasting and budgeting. Attractive starting with
excellent opportunity for pertonal development.

maintenance and
repair of production and building equipment. Liberal bone fits Including profit sharing.
stallation,

Div. of Addressograph
Multigra ph Corp.

--

Women

Randhurst-Upper Level
(Suite 23A)

McDONALD'S

PARTICULAR

America's Largest Carry -out Restaurant Chain.
Is opening it's new Des Plaines unit at Oakton & Lee in mid April

'

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

-

GENERAL FACTORY

Hospital

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling, Ill.

H.,. Willis Ave.

T

AMPEX

27 -Employment Agencies Men

LEADER IN HI -Fl MUSIC

$750 A Month, No, Fee
Any

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

-11130

_a.

Wheeling,

S. Willis

The Ideal Company
for your future

MAINTENANCE

The Following Positions Are Now Available For Men
And Women In Our New Air Conditioned

28 -Employment Agencies Women

PUBLIC

SECRETARIES

BILL of MATERIAL WRITERS
DRAFTSMEN

WELDING

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

'

(One Position Available in Park Ridge,
Four Positions Available in Elk Grove Village)

structure is the -headquarters for Hallicrafters administrative,
engineering, and research . development Labordtories.

LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDING

rsssstssr

AR TIN AWE' 714 AL

/111111111111111111111111111M111111111,

2

Div. of MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.
250 N. 12th St.

Wheeling

OFF DUNDEE RD.

537-2180

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer
26 -Help Wanted Men or
Women

Women

MOTOROLA

DRAFTSMEN

Is On The Move

*Wirers and Solderers

Packers

maker or tool room machinist experience.
The Research & Development Center now being formulated

27 -Employment AgenciesMen

" HOSPITAL -INSURANCE PROGRAMS

TOP WAGES
OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT
-

COMPANY
A GROWING COMPANY

515. W. MAIN ST., Barrington, Illinois
381-2314
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Other Offices

27 -Employment Agencies Men

DIAL 392-6100

Arlington Heights
NW Chicago: 282-6170

Niles: 825-7177

to $25,000

Openings for juniors through chief engineers Military & commercial electronics.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS .... to $22,000
Openings in sheet metal, plastics, packaging, controls, appliances, gears, cams, etc.

BEGINNERS

PRODUCTION ENGINEERS ... to $18,000
Openings for electronics, mechanical and Industrial engineers
In the electronic Industry.

Good Starting Pay
Automatic Increases
Low Cost Hospitalization
*Excellent Working Conditions

5450 to $700

DESIGNERS & DRAFTSMEN .. to $15,000

Openings in schematics, sheet metal, plastics, packaging,
gears and corns.

-

Administrative - Tech - Sales - Start out on the right foot. Visit
our Career Planning Center for expert guidance and counselling pertinent to securing a growth position in any field. Every
position guaranteed: no contractual obligation. All consulting
fees Employer paid.

4

tcr"$9,600

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

Any electronics experience or training a.rid trade schools
or Army, Air Force, Navy or service schools ideal.

SYSTEMS & PROCEDURES ... to $18,500

*Good Vacation Plan

Openings in EDP and EAM systems and operation research.

Profit Sharing
APPLY

Elec. & Mech. Supv .... $8,500
Mach. Tool Assmb
$4.50
Aggressive Stock Boys . $85
Credit Correspondent to $600
Purchase Mach. Shop $8,500 Plant Manager . . $11.$12,000
Degree Engrs. . . . to $18,000
Elec. Technicians . . . $600 up
Screw Mach. Boss $11412,000
Plastic Supv. . . .. 51504175
Skilled Mach. Shop? .: . to $4
Mgmt. Trainees . . 56-57,000
Golf Course Handy .. $804100
Printing Jogger . . . $80-$90
Plant Custodian
$120
Process Trainee . . 5140-5150

AAA FIRM HIRING IN OUR OFFICE

TRAINEES and

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

PAID HOLIDAYS AND VACATIONS

Expediter $7,0047.500
Pers.-Prod. Cont. to $8,500
Exp.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

*Cafeteria Attendant
*Secretaries and Typists

MODERN AIR CONDITIONED PLANT

Purchasing Asst. . . $6004700
Chem. Lab & Prod. . . to $500
Working Ship Clerk ... $6,000

OPEN DAILY TILL 7 PM & SAT.
BY APPOINTMENT

-

*Communications Technicians
EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS

. GET RESULTS

SLets,

Inspectors

now for a position on the ground floor to insure best opportunity.

$2.75

$465 up
to $475
to $550
to $175
to $125

$90 up
Accounting - no degree . $160
Artist-degree . . . . to $850
to $1,000
Degree Acctg
Supv. Repair Dept
$150
Inventory & Prod. . . . to $800
Warehouse Trainee ... to $500
Receiving Clerk
$465
Working Labor Boss . . $150
Machine Scheduler. 5600-5700
Standard Cost Man .. to $700
Extruder Trainee . . . $2.50 up

*Stock Handlers

will be hiring in these areas for the next 18 months. Interview

27 -Employment Agencies Men

Learn Printing

Elk Grove Village, III.
2201 Lunt Avenue
Phone: 956-0900
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Assemblers

experience in mechanical instruments, flow control components,

INSTRUMENT

Early seniority in new plants
Promotional opportunities
Air-conditioned new plants, parking lot, and cafeteria
Discounts on company products

in

or similar experience. The model shop positions require tool

27 -Employment Agencies Men

207 N. EVERGREEN

PRODUCTION AND OFFICE

The drafting positions require a minimum of 2 years board

DAY WANT ADS

Constr. Supt..... $10415,000
Showroom Sales Trn. '. $525
Outside Sales Car & $750&%

AIV1IPEX

Schaumburg_
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

positions are open now in each Drafting and Model Making.

SEEGERS

Profit Sharing bonuses
Good starting rates
Automatic Increases
Two weeks vacation 1st year
Company paid Insurance

PHONE VISIT OR WRITE
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

At

Randhurst office -upper Level
(Suite 23A)
Loop office -63 E. Adams

Working Supv
Lab. Teals
Learn Accounting
Comp. 360/30 Opr
Run Mail Room
Learn Purchasing

Tuition aid

YOUR SKILLS ARE NEEDED NOW

Niles: 825-7117
NW Chicago: 282-6170

HIRING MEN

4:30 P.M. TO 1:00 A.M.

7:45 A.M. TO 4:15 P.M.

AMPEX EMPLOYEES ENJOY THE FOLLOWING BENEFIT&

area of Mechanical' Instrumentation and Flow Control. Two

$433

$95 up

(OTHER OFFICES)

Holmes & Assoc.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

ASSEMBLERS

Wke ha Ocraners co.

We are expanding our Research & Development Center in the

$475 up

DIAL 392-6100

Phone: 392-2700
Chicago: 939-4866

259-9600

MODEL MAKERS

$954112

207 N. Evergreen An. Hts

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

.

26 -Help Wanted Men or

$100
$450
$110

Sales Office
$105
Ind. Relations
$1254140
International Firm
$100
"Plenty More"

CLERK TYPISTS

Contact Personnel Dept.
Weekdays 8:30 AM to 5 PM

0 PAID HOLIDAYS
fp 2 WEEKS PAID VACATION
* PAID SICK LEAVE
0 MEDICAL & LIFE INSURANCE
0 AUTOMATIC INCREASES
COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

Randhurst Office
Higgins Rd. Office
Import- Firm
3 -Girl Office
Rand Rd. Office
Space Age Metals

ZLeet-6.

'The Hallicrafters Co., a leader in the military and commercial electronics field, is now interviewing for openings at -our
new facility in Rolling Meadows. This modern, well designed

OVERTIME

With or Without Shorthand
Regional Manager .. 5400-5430
Figures and Taxes
$450 up

Customer Service

CONTACT

cAVELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS & CONGENIAL WORKING' CONDITIONS

PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

SECRETARIES

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

(Must be familiar with schematics, exploded views and misc. arts)

MACHINE REPAIR

$650

School Reception
$80 up
Keypunchers
$904110
Construction Office $80-$90
Inside Sales
$1004125
$400 up
O'Hare Office
Athletic Office
$5,000

experience

HALLMARK, 827-7706. 380 E.
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

Plants:

ELECTRICAL

STATIONARY ENGINEERING

operations

NEEDS YOU!

TECHNICAL WRITERS

Outstanding opportunity for applicants with experience in any
of the following.

Standard Cost Wk.

will qualify. Ask Dick Mele at

/III.

An equal opportunity employer

$100

Pasteup Artist
$90 up
Reservations-Recept. .... $375
Club Reception
$425

ASSISTANT EDP

ghe ha/nay/Hers ca

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

Payroll

Exp.

100 N. River Road
Des Plaines
299-2281

'

$85

$95 up
I -Girl Office
Lite Adder & Calc.
$80 up
Research Secy. .... $100-$110
2 pos. Plug Board
$380
Retail Inventory
$1004140
Export Clerk
$1104120

MEN & WOMEN

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

$100
Old Orchard Office
2 Years Accounting
$425
$450
Reception and Dicta.
Beautician
% plus $100

3 -Girl Office-SB

Holy Family

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit sharing.

Phone LE 744510

holiday and vaca-

PLEASE APPLY

DES PLAINES

McDONALD'S

$82.50

$85 up
Push Button Recept.
Purchase Dept. Trainee $425
No SH-Secretary
$425
Mail Girl and SB
$330 up

tion benefits.

CALL MR. SCHENK, MON-FRI. 1 PM -5 PM ONLY
827-1220

2nd SHIFT

100% FREE

Lite Clerical and Type .... $90
5485
Lab- lyr. Chem.

LAB TECHS

Pro -rated

Zill4zets,
Posting Trainee

Full Time and part time weekend hours. Day Shift, Excellent
salary for qualified persons.

position with a dynamic organization.

IMMEDIATELY

Girls Choose Their
Job From

Randhurst Center

Join the team at McDonald's newest unit. We need neat,
dependable people who are willing to work. Age no barrier.
Excellent salaries, meals free. For a satisfying and exciting

To Start Work

Top wages for experienced
man. First shift. Benefits
include profit sharing, uniforms,
paid vacation, paid holidays, and
paid life insurance and hospitalization.

OPENINGS

Kinney Shoes
CL 3-9392
Mr. Berens

3 to 5 hours between 10:30 A.M. & 3:30 P.M.

MEN WANTED

Office Women and

Name Your Own Hours

WOMEN - PART TIME MON-FRIDAY

MACHINIST

PART TIME

Salary plus Commission

MEN -PART TIME DAYS 11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
8 P.M. - MIDNITE
PART TIME NITES

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

Clerks
Typists
392-2700
Holmes & Assoc.

-

'NITES 4 P.M.-MIDNITE
DAYS 8 A.M.-4 P.M.
Medical & Life Insurance Plan
Paid Vacation&

CRAVENS CO.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Call 437.3990

MEN -FULL TIME

BARRETT-

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1910

fits.

26 -Help Wanted Men or

Reservationist

Elk

Grove Village. Pleasant working conditions, company bene-

WE HAVE 60 FULL & PART TIME
OPENINGS FOR MEN -WOMEN

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

t

BR IMING'

receiving. New plant in

358-0174

Woncen

shift openings offering
varied assignments in the in-

cant should have 3 or more

Light deliveries, shipping and

Palatine,ie111.

Electrical -Mechanical

Airline

Age 113-25

HINES LUMBER CO.

26 -Help Wanted Men or

MAINTENANCE

YOUNG MAN

will train.

Part Time:

GET RESULTS

_,

28-EmplOyment Agencies Woman

24 -Help Wanted Men

Experience preferred - but we

DAY WANT ADS

MANUFACTURING

Page 21

IN-STORE
SALESMAN

Call 299-7131

,

8:00 AM. to 3:00 P.M.
AT

MOTOROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Roads Schaumburg
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ACCOUNTANTS

$10,000 - $20,000

General accounting, cost accounting, mfg. accounting.

.

eAREER O'HARE

(pERONNEL
2590 E. Devon (at River Rd.)

to $16,500

PROGRAMMERS
Any programming experience qualifies.

392-2525

MULLINS & ASSOC.
11 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

ii

.

THE DAY
Friday, March 29, 1968

Page 22

30-Help WantedWomen

313 -Help Wanted Womeri

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
CL 5-1107
FL 9.3200,

WILLIAM RAINEY

28 -Employment Agencies-

30 -Help Wanted Women

' Women

RECEPTIONIST
so unusual we call it the
"gadabout" receptionist. A really

big company with offices on

several floors need you to fill in
for their SIX other receptionists

when they go to lunch or out
for coffee. You get to know
everyone in, the whole place!

NCR electrOnic accounting machine operator
and accounts receivable
clerk. Excellent oppor-

Trade and
Professional
Associations

offer job satisfaction for career minded

women small staff environment, with

ership. Fringe benefits.

For nssoclatloii clients we seek women to fill a variety

friendliness that count. $433 Free
IVY. 7215 W. Touhy, SP 4.8585,
4942 N. Milwaukee. AV 2-5050.

MR. JUSKIE

SALES

messages, make appts., type bills.

Doctor will gladly train if you

like working with people & have
a real desire to learn I Free IVY.

Opportunity for a girl with
light shorthand, who would
enjoy diversified duties of
a small office. Informal atmosphere. Hours 9 to 5, 1 hour

Come in or call Nick Korbo at

FULL TIME

827-7706.
HALLMARK,
380
E. Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.

Permanent work in modern up

255-551,6.
2.5 day week. 3
pre-schoolers & 2 school age
children. 8:30 to 5:30 pm, my
home. Good salary. 827.3425

Babysitter,

evenings, 647-8100 days.

Babysitter for girl 21/2, yrs. old.
Irregular days & evenings. References. Own transportation.

to

CLERK TYPISTS

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned fac-

date new hospital. Good

Contact: Perspnnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

100 N. River Road
Des Plaines
299-2281

WANT ADS

-773-0252

After 12 Noont r-

40% to 60%

FF
Selling furniture, carpeting &
drapes from
deluxe model

Pros.

2 blks. N. of 58, 4 blks. E. of

ery.

GOING OUT

CALL 358-6800

OF BUSINESS

55 -Musical Instruments

Everything Must Be
Terrific Reductions!

at

Sold

Conrad 6 -string guitar with cord,
amp., strap & picks; $35.259-4305

Come in and Save
THE CHANDELIER

Silver symphony flute, hardly
used. Daughter didn't practice

35 5: Vail, Arlington Hts.

$95. CL 3.7494

water softeners & water{ con-

(Some part time positions availab.le)
We have just opened a large modern addition to our plant
which is complete with lunch room, large clean locker rooms,
excellent lighting, and a central hfating and air condition.
ing system. Experience not necessary in the assembling of
our electronic component products. Advance with a growing

Career/

electronic company.

Opportunity

INVITES YOU

1700 HICKS ROAD

ROLLING MEADOWS

SECRETARIES & STENOGRAPHERS

SECRETARIES
Excellent opportunities for women who possess good typing
and shorthand skills. At least 2 years secretarial experience
required. Challenging positions now exist in various engineering departments. Excellent starting salary and benefits.

credit

Work close to home at Hallicrafters' new Engineering & Administrative Center in Rolling
Meadows. Our completely air-conditioned facility conveniently located on Hicks Road is just
a few minutes drive from your home:

TYPISTS

,

parties, no canvassing.
Call CL 5-8045 after 4 p.m.

clerk typist positions also

open for girls with good typing
and general office skills.

fer you and your family.

70 -Rooms -Board -

Housekeeping

evenings

Sleeping room, tile bath,
vate entrance, Gentleman.
CL 3-2378

35 -Air Conditioning
Window and central air

MOUNT PROSPECT

Excellent starting salary and
the finest benefit p'rogram
in the
Northwest Suburban
area.

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect
255-1910

'259-9600

VILLAGE
bdrm. apts. Includes heat, hot
water, cooking gas range, refrig.
I

Sweet calico kitten given
good home. Call evenings.
439-0994

to

2 'Dachshund puppies, 7 wks,
AKC reg. I -block female,

1 -red

black ,Joyable guinea

& 7 P.M.
WANTED

Cottage or small neuse,. on Fox

r

to buy. 259.5136 after erp.m.

Furniture '

Northwest
aft. 6.

set

&2

Brand new carpeting made for
Royal linen drapes Roc -Lon lined, 144x95; coppertone Crown

range. Good cond.

437-4012.
Young

girl's

French

Provincial

suburb's.
r

86 -Real Estate -Houses

new house on 78 x,120 lot, 4
spacious bdrms., ftreplacei in
master bdrm. & paneled family

Draw drapes & recently
installed wall to wall carpet
thruout. 21/2 baths, 2 car garage,
cellar, sliding glass, doors to
rm.

backyard. Nr. schools, located
on quiet 'street, homes of comparable value.

Mahog. Duncan Phyfe dining
table w/leaves, pads & 6 chairs.
Lg. buffet. Twin bed, dresser &

at $46,900. 392-7223.

1/3 off the regular price famous name brand carpets, as low
as $3.95 a yd. Free estimates.
No obligation. Call Proud Carpet.

9' -Automobile For Sale

392.3136

Arl. Hrs., by OwneZ Lg. 6 mos.

Maple bench and desk.
827-8334

Mar. Misc. CL 3-0982

99 -At. tomobile For Sale

Loop

1/2

7 room split level. 3 bedrooms,
21/2 baths, finished family room
& basement. Attached garage.
530's. 116 S. Bayberry,
Prospect Heights. 299-3547.
Low

Scarsdale, lg. 4 'bdrrn, colonial
car. lot, L.R., sep. D.R., fam. rm.,
mod, kit, builtins. Bkfsnarea, fin.

bsmt, sep: laundry rm., S&S, 2
car gar., patio, drapes, carpeting,
walk to train $45,000.392.2381

99 -At. tomobile For Sale

Experience preferred but we
.

PARKLANE HOSIERY

DICTAPHONE OPERATOR

Northwest Suburban
Auto Dealers are

Willing to train above average typist to operate dictaphone. Variety of work involved In ibis
assignment.

Randhurst Center

259-9897

SWITCHBOARD (Relief)
Experienced switchboard operator wanted as relief on our busy board. Substitute fo'r vacations
end emergencies.

WANTED

BILL- COOK

BUICK

Public health nurse
ACCOUNTING CLERKS

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON

Clerical assignments in accounting department available for gals with some prior office experience.

HEIGHTS
R.N. or degree, Public Health
background. Salary open.
Apply Finance Director

JANITRESSES

FULL TIME

MOTORS

BONNIE

Join our organization and work close to your home. Many fringe benefits
for all employees: major medical, free life insurance, profit sharing, liberal
vacation plan, and sick pay plan.

salary and fringe
benefits.
Meals
provided.
Cleaning allowance.
Excellent

OUR LOWER OVERHEAD
WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

MARTIN Mr. KEAT:
OLDSMOBILE 7'1

Come in for interview or call our employment department for details.

APPLY

"See the S

RED BALLOON
COFFEE HOUSE
55 E. Rand Rd. Des Plaines

-25eal--13

299-3222

KEYPUNCH
preferred
but
would consider training. Good
working conditions. Hours 8:30
am to 5:00 pm.
Experienced

Call Mr. Bastian
824-4181

411,
A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
PALATINE, ILL.
LA 9-7700
200.E. GOLF RD.

.GENERAL BOX

COMPANY 7i
1825 Miner Street
Des Plaines

.

man ms

RAMBLEif:

Evening hours 5 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. No prior experience necessary as we will train.

253-2340

NIGHT HOSTESS

AlltittCAN

CL

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Uf:
JOHN
NIURX

BUICK

MARK MOORS

LA

:01BY$01t*,,: 000014
ElYNA

hr.,

O'Hare 20 mts. All. appliances
Meld. Color TV aerial. Offered

Day and night shift openings for experienced operator or we will train individual with moderate
typing skills.

will train.

'

3 Bedrooms house' for 6' month
period beginning May
1st'.

5 piece walnut dining room set,
excellent cond. $60.
255-6817
5 piece Walnut dinette
Table, 4 chairs, buffet,
leaves. $100.824.4981.

Prospect. 439-2011 betw. 10 A.M.

River. Prefer to renwith dation

47 -Home Furnishings -

724.6257

99 -At. tomobile For Sale

Good road connections. Low rent.
359.4444

Dachshund puppies AKC. Half
Dachshund & also half Poodles.
Other mixed puppies. 658-5588.

PRE -EASTER CARPET SALE

99 -Automobile For Sale

fice. Phone answering. service.

82 -Wanted To Rent
Small furs. apt. or rm. wanted
by gentleman, Arl. Hts. or Mt.

Coldspot freezer, Hotpoint 2 oven stove, G.E. ref rigert

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Why not fill an Easter Basket with
a Min. Schnauzer puppy?? AKC,
home raised. Call FL 8-2699
after 6 or weekends.

chest.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

plus: SWIMMING ,P001.-. Deposits now being accepted for
immediate occupancy.
1444 S. BUSSE
439-4100

Clean,. lite, air conditioned of-

.

single bed complete and chest.

ehe ha 11icrafMrs

;

TIMBERLAKE

44 -Dogs, Pets and

1

pri-

74 -To Rent Apartments

conservice,

ditioning, sale and
Mercury Eng. 824.0514

30" gas

Contact: Personnel Dept.
8:30 AM to 5 PM

An Equal Opportunity Employer

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

info. 439.0705 or 437-9333

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

BRUNING'
We will train qualified typists to operate billing machines in accounting department. Excellent
opportunity to learn new skill,

384.6100,
392.5987.
Days

cash. Choose your own hours. For

Huge discounts. 824-7353.

0 to 3 years experience ideal for secretarial positions now open in several departments. Duties are varied and interesting.

BEAUTY
COUNSELORS
NEEDED -

Turn your spare time into extra

CL 9-4903

terview.

EKCO

Men, Women & Students

dustrial oven. 3 hp motor,
220.440 V., 3 phase. Small air
compressor with motor. All
items in good cond., best offer
considered. Call Mr. Soemrow.

pig 6 weeks old.

TO OUR EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT

PRODUCTS, INC.

3 hp motor. Small Boekel in

mole. $75 ea. 255-8339.

for girl who likes shorthand.
4

66 -Business Opportunities

420. Crescent circular saw with

FREE:

department for girl strong on
steno, transcribing, and general office skills. Perfect spot

We presently have a variety of opportunities for you to consider.

EL REY MUSIC CENTER

7 W. Eastman, Plicate CL 3-0180

or TE 2.8785.

392-3500

model, demon-

$135, now $100.

50, The Major, makes copies
from original 14" wide. 21"
,el type Pincor lawn mower
with impulse starter. AB Dick
Mimeograph machine. Model

AKC, sire UDT. Call 296-5949

METHODE MFG. CORP.
EXCELLENT STARTING SALARY
PLEASANT MODERN OFFICE

in

LGo

strator, new instrument guarantee acoustic style, regularly

German'Shepherd pups, 12 wks.,

Bonus & incentive jobs
Pleasant working conditions
Wage review every 3 months
Excellent fringe benefits

fice background to learn order
processing and billing on
Frieden Computyper.

needed

Gibson

Equipment

WE OFFER

Good typist with general of-

Secretary

SPECIAL,

3M Thermofax machine, Model

MACHINE OPERATORS
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

.

homes. Big saving's. Will separate. Cash or terms. Free deliV;

83. No early sales.

MFG. CORP.

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

POSITIONS

ience, dependable work record,

FOR HOSIERY SHOP.

Mt.

-

Must sell display furniture from
builders' deluxe model homes.
Save up to 70 per cent. Terms
and delivery arranged.,

JOHNSON WATER

WOMEN

2201 Touhy
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

years of general office exper-

SALESLADY

St.,

CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 358-3200

GENERAL

2

earn $3 to $5 an hour? No

School

METHODE

following

PURE OIL

ings, answering telephones, and
running the blueprint machine.

May I show you how you may

GAR. & BSMT. SALE. Much misc.
bric.a.broc, antique goodies,
pottery, furn. mtr, scooter. Fri.
3/29,
10-5, Sat. 3/30, 10.2.

-

--

!HELP!!

bunk
beds, desk & chair,.
Honda in A.1 cond. & misc.

S.

set; daybed; Mers-

mon step ibis.; Haegir table
lamps. Good cond. CL' 3-3166

GARAGE SALE -

March 29 & 30. 212 N. Prospect
Manor, Mt. Prosp. CL 3-5239.
Ba r -b -q,
baby furniture, TV,
girl's rink skates, sport equip.,

.

ed additional jobs on 1st and 2nd shifts for the

OFFICE

correspon-

Wheeling,111.

;

Living an.

For information about the FINEST

_.

259-9600

Hospital

dence and forms, filing trac-

an equal opportunity employer

nice stands, $55; wal. dinift rm.
.
table,S10. 392-7178

30 -Help Wanted Women

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Holy Family

ities in our engineering department. Interesting variety of dut-

Contact Mr. Guzzarao,
7-1100, for details and in-

,ers w/lrg mirror, dble. ,149, 2

30 -Help Wanted Wnaicii

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Oieleomo

and exhibit a great deal of desire. Good starting salary, pleasant working conditions, and a
complete range of fringe bene-

-

_

'

hove

Furniture

Hts.

Call Mrs. Golz
439-1805

Ideal candidate will

Bedrm. Set, lite wood; tw,.44ess-

stove; chr.; sofa; clothes. Much
misc. 530 S. Lincoln Ln., An.

COND. 259.4657.

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mount Prospect, Ill.
255.1910

charge of clerical responsibil-

777 Wheeling Rd.

7.75x15, 8.55 x 14; 2 cribs;

POOL TABLE - $75 EXCEL.

BRUNING

Immediate opportunity for responsible young women to take

LE

Gar. Sale: Fri. & Sat., Mar. 29
& 30, 10 to 2: 2 pr. snow tires,

The opening of our new plant addition has creat-

hancrafiers cos

Apply Personnel Dept.

Engineering
Department

fits.

Rummage sale: Sat. 9-5 p.m.
March 30, 603 E. Euclid Arl. His.
Golf Clubs, bikes, clothes, swim
pool, OLD PIANO, furniture, misc.

7 FT. COMPOSITION BOARD

starting
salary.
Finest employee benefits in
Northwest Suburban area.

starting salary and benefits.

GENERAL CLERK

include typing

18" Portable TV with stand. $30
259-4267 or
824-4225
Gas range Detroit Jewel $20.
Must see to appreciate.
CL 3.3031 after 5.

807

255.2316

Encyclopedias 1965 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125, new; bedrm. set,
new $165. 251-7385.

Excellent

439-7450

ies

cost $225 sell ;$100. 438-2690
BOY'S 26" BICYCLE
EXCELLENT CONDITION'

22,,

we will train an eager -to -learn
High School graduate Perfect
First job. Perfect lost job.

quick advancement.

fer you and you!: family.

(Some part time)

Baby sitter, part time, in my
Arlington Hts. home. 3 children.

&

Call now and see what Hallicrafters has to of-

Day Shift Only

HOUSEWIVES. Work at home.
Part
time
phone soliciting.
MR. HOWARD
774-5353

1

I

good condition,
reasonable. Call aft. 7- 253-6639.

File Clerk
1 Kardex Clerk.
1 Coding Clerk
1 Billing Clerk

tion, major medical and the opportunities for

Experienced or Inexperienced

30 -Help Wanted Women

410

NO TYPING

ility conveniently located on Hicks Road, is iust
a few minutes drive from your home.
You will also enjoy our new cafeteria, spacious
company parking, free life insurance, hospitaliza-

Laundry Workers

transactions.
No
necessary
here.

2 Lady's diamo4d engagement
rings:
cost $000 sell $275;

No experience necessary as

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

some light typing and general
shorthand

RANGE, used 3 months $200.
253.5915

Savage over and under gun,

OFFICE.HELP

co.

f

Swing- set --almost free I Pay
for this ad. Dismantle, take away
3 swing and glider set sandbox too. 392.8740.

1

ghe hall/crafters

SEARS CLAS'Sid. ELECTRIC

Meyers,

Mrs.
call
358.9100

Please

.8736 after 6.

47 -Home Furnishings -

ditioning equipment contact -

The need is now for an efficient
girl with good secretarial
skills to handle interesting
office duties. There's just
enough to keep yourself happy
and busy. Greet clients, handle
business

r

CALL 827-8107

411ett - Neen &
cluociateJ, *Inc.

$450 to $550 - Free

.CALL 595-0880

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

lunch.

7215 W. Touhy, SP 4.8585, 4942
N. Milwaukee, AV 2.5050.

Secretary.to V.P:.

'

and typing skills. Excellent fringe benefits.
Hours-M.T.W.Th. 2 to 10 p.m.
Friday 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

259-7090

SECRETARY

No expl No nitesl No Sotsl This

your own hours.

'

71/2 HP outboard Mercury A-1
cond. $75, 3 HP motorbike A-1
cond. $39, 3 self-propelled lawn
mowers $15 & up. 19" TV sot,
t,bleinocel works \good $19. CL

hand

General office work in modern
air-conditioned office. Name '

Association Personnel, Inc.
401 E. Prospect Ave.
Mt Prospect, III. 60056

CL 3-2100

TRAIN YOU $450

duties.

of secretarial pbsitions in the.loop & O'Hare areas.

DOCTOR WILL

receptionist to receive the many
patients, handle phones, take all

Full Or Part Time

deversifie

Call

at Harper Grove,
Elk Grove Village. 371/2 hrs.
per week. Wonderful opportunity for person with short-

Secretary

CLERK

tunity in drea GM deal-

Some typing. It's 'alertness: &

Northwest Doctor will train a

HARPER COLLEGE

ASSOCIATIONS

YOUNG LADY.

COMPLETE TRAINING
COMPLETE

Very different & font This job is

'

32 -Miscellaneous
Merchandise

61.

THE DAY
Friday, March 29, 1968
86 -Real Estanfr-Houtet

after 4 P.M.

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENT

2 bedrooms, large living room.
Air conditioned, patio. With
or without appliances. Conven-

By owner $25,900.827-0069

2 bdrm. condominium In Regent
baths, electric kitchen & heat, airconditioned, garage. Elevator 13

hooted pool Mid $40's.

unit bldg., low $30's. Available

CL 5-0534

July. Appointment 253-1357.

PalWino area: 6 rm. brick &
frame ranch, 100x200' lot, 11/2
car gar, 3 bdrms, dinette -kit.,

3/4 ACRE WITH POOL

,Hoffman Estates 3 bdrm. ranch,
well landscaped, extras incl.
fenced yard, V4 acre, assumable
mortgage Open House Sunday
Mar 31st $19,900. 166 Payson.

132 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

rooms, 21/2 baths, family room,

358-1502 255-6320 894-1330

semi -wooded

lot.

7

newly carpeted living and dining

room,

gas

H.W.

heat,

894-5652

ed garage. Black top drive.
Beau. 40' x 16' custom pool

FOUR BEDROOM VILLAGE HOME

plus patio. Drapes and extras

in convenient location. 2 baths,
fireplace, separate dining room.

included.
Beautifully landscaped. Reduced to $42,500

Taxes about $500. $34,000

Roselle

3 or 4 bedrms., .2 baths, biNew 16' x 23' family

don, nos heat, plaster walls,
oak floors, aluminum s & s.

Modern

acre. Torrance Agency.
815-568-7705

car garage. Reduced to

rflEgf;1

completely fenced

BRICK RANCH
ON 5 WOODED ACRES
Living rm. with frplc., dining

570 E. Higgins, Elk Grove VII.
439-4700
104 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
255-9111

Northwest Hwy. Arl.
His.

room, 13/4 baths, 2 car garage:
Excellent floor plan. $24,000.

w/10 mi. view of countryside. 4
acres - now is the time to think

SHARP 3 BEDROOM
RANCH HOME

REAL ESTATE. CO.

WHEELING

of buildiqq. SI 1,800.

CHEVROLET

-

Seca. 11etg,-ons

auto trans., heater, P/S, P/B,

transportation. ,$150. or

'66 BUBO

60

bright basement with plenty
of area for children to play.

MER:

4

HARDTOP

DR.,

AUTOMATIC
TRNS.
BRAKES $80 CL 3-4258

IF YOU'VE

POWER

BEEN

'62 Chrysler New Yorker, excel.
cond., full power, priv. owner.
$790. CL 5-1856 - 431-8130.

OPEN 9 TO

1209 N. Elmhurst
Prospect Hts.
Mt Prospect
CL 9-0200
537-8660
Member M.A.P. Multiple
Listing Service
12 E Busse

trans., R&H, low miles, excel.

1954 FORD. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. BEST OFFER.

270 4 Dr. Guarantee

'67 PLY: GIN

occupancy,
10
top residential

'66 DODGE

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

2 BEDROOM RANCH
ON BEAUTIFUL LOT
fruit trees, & flower garden
low taxes, walking distance

full power, fact. air cond. 51800.

at PALATINE

'64 Dodge Polara 500, "426".

101 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-0744

to town
517,500

at MT. PROSPECT

immediate occupancy

3 N Bothwell, Palatine
FL 9.0900
M.A.P.

9 Pass., Vista Cruiser

4 Speed

Bucket seats, torque Site, excel.
cond., loaded with extras. $1595.

TO

255-3063

EARTH PRICES

cylinder. Best
after 6, 299-5211.
6

*Member
M.A.P.
Multiple
listing Service
*Member of Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

Real Estate

CAR

Fury III With Power

offer.

kjs

SNOW PLOW. $2800
439-2536

1965 Ford 4 dr. custom V8, A -T,
R -H, P -S, low miles. $1150. 827-

9 Passenger

never in accident, exc. cond.,

FINE HOME

ettev

1963 Valiant convertible 6 cyl.
stick. R&H.

WONDERFUL LOCATION

.

not now but very well koptl 3 bedroom Cape Cod expandable.

'66 Chevy Caprice 2 -door H.T.,
Power steering, power brakes,

Beautifully landscaped large lot. 2 car garage. All concrete
drive and patio. Awnings make this one the sharpest home

excel. cond. $1795. 255-6514.

on the block.
$23,900

DR. HARDTOP
() Full2Facto
ry Equipment, Autoi

'63 RAMBLER

LEMAN

Automatic Trans.

326 4 Speed

-if

URGENTLY NEEDED

Heater, White with Black In-

CONVERTIBLE

103 -Auto Trailers
Campers

[IMRE

'

CLASSIFIED

$2400. 72 4-76 52 after 5:30
p.m.

PAGES
16

111 -Motorcycles and

529-2235

.

ROSELLE, ILL

11,1 E IRVING PARK RD.

Scooters
Honda Sports 50, like
new, low mileage, $165.
827-7924

All brick custom bi-level on
high 1/2 acre lust outside of
Palatine Hardwood floors &
trim Excellent kitchen. Fam-

LANDAU
Full

Hip. V-8, Auto., 2

Dr.

r\) 4 Door Hard V -B Automatic.

$1649

'66 RAMBLER

1965 MUSTANGS
(3) CONVERT

Stock #8-166-A. 6 cyl., auto.
power steering, radio, whitewalls. A great car for any pur-

WAGON

V-8, Auto., 2 Dr. Htp. 6 Cyl.

'66 FORD CUSTOM

FASTBACK

$2595
0

.

1963 T -BIRD, CONV

ACROSS THE SMUT FROM MB RACE TRACK

r Full Power, Air Cond.
-k> in Perfect Cond.

AINNIGY011 001./
O&M

OPEN
SUNDAYS -1S

243C3

Top

LEMANS CONVERT.
-1

Z

a

PUBLICATIONS

© OPEN EVES. 'TM 9 0 SATURDAY 'TIL 6 0 SUNDAYS

ri\

ily room Ceramic baths, FULL
BASEMENT
2
car garage.

1963 PONTIAC
CATALINA CONVT.
Full Power Red, White Top:

6

6 Cyl. Auto., double bays.

6 Cyl. Auto. Clean.

Ford in the state.

LATTOF TEM IS M ERRING OM

.Re4144-..1

B E fr M ME

434 E Northwest, Palatine

'68 CHEWS?

HOURS: Weekdays 9 to 9:

FL 8-1800

Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 10 to5

4 Bedroom,
8 Room Home,
11/2 Baths
Garage,

good

size

family

room, Lots of living for the

large family...wall-to-wall
carpeting, washer -dryer,
refrigerator & stove, drapes,

USE171

chain link fenced yard.
$25,900

C2C/IE

FORMERLY FORD IN PARK RIDGE

THE NEWEST, FINEST, LARGEST AUTOMOTIVE FACILITIES IN CHICAGOLAND.
-- HeNORTHWEST'S NEWESt MODEL "C" DEALER

123 $ An

An His
255-8000

9401 Milwaukee Ave. - 965-.6700 - Niles, Ill.

Realtor
Hts. Rd. 150 S. Main
Mr. Prosper
392-7150

Open Daily 9-9 - Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 11-5

Opposite Golf Mill Shopping Center.
11

I

CLOSED
SUNDAY

,,,o -m__,
,..

..,

1

eij

2 DR. HTP.
V-8,
Auto., P.S. Chestnut,
Chestnut trim. Cleanest 62

SC MAMMY LOW PUKES THE

Nalftfte

((i

500 WAGON

YOU NEAR ABOUT THE

doy for price of $31,900

N&

V-8, Auto., P -Steer. Red/black I
trim.

1962 GAL. 500

1960 CHEV.%--IMPALA CONVERT.
V-8, Auto. P -Steer.

House could not be built to-

$1495
1964 BUICK
SPECIAL WAGON

1963 FAIRLANE

P.S.P.B. Console V-8 Auto.

j)\

Full Factory Equipment. White
With Red Interior. One Owner

1961 CHEV.
IMPALA COUPE

1965 PONTIAC

tatgli

pose.

$1695

'67 Mustang 2 + 2

*LATIN

$1295

with Gold Interior.

4 295

\;A:il

2 Door 1300 Series. Black with
Red Interior

Power Steering. Sun Lit Gold

4 Dr.

1400 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Power, Brand New Con-

dition.

'66 VOLKSWAGEN

'65 FORD L.T.D.

iltiALIBU

with

$1595

Hip. 6 Cyl. Auto.

ON THE

Halliday 1966 deluxe, 28x8', 3
rm. travel trailer, excel. cond.

REALTY CO

Dr.

6.

1964 T -BIRD HTP.

G.T.
2

Black

Automatic.
Black Interior.
V-8

$1095

G.T. Package. 390 Engine. 4 Speed. Wide Oval Tires Beautiful Condition.

of McHenry. PH. 815.385-6333

$1295

2 DR. HARDTOP

L.

ePts

Sun. 12 noon to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt.120, 11/2 mi. E.,

Power

'65 MUSTANG

toppers. Open 7 days a wk.

a family for this lovely 4 bedroom brick home. 2 large baths,
full basement has comfortable family room, laundry room,
and work shop. Richly carpeted living room and dining room.
Attached garage. A rare buy at $28,500

Wagon.

for the Large Family.

Full Factory Equipment. Power
Steering, Automatic, Radio,

CLOSEOUT SALE

Snowmobiles. See our complete
line of 1968 tent trailers, travel trailers, pickup coaches &

'64 FORD COUNTRY /T)
SEDAN
9 -Passenger

'63 IMPALA

Auto., 8 Cyl. Auto.

1968 Johnson & Trade Winds

Full Power air sharp.

r

102 -Trucks, Trailers

Bloomingdale

matic. Turquoise with Black
Trim. Excellent Condition.

"\>

9 Pass. Polara

'64 PONT.

T -BIRD HIP.

L

'65 CHEVROLET

383 4 Speed

259.4950

1967

1:;)

$295

500

'64 DODGE

rate to appreciate 392-0480

$895

vinyl roof.

1967 MUSTANGS
1) (3) 212 FASTBACK

Automatic trans.

'59 Ford 6 cyl., orig. owner,

Roselle

p.

Excellente2nd Car..

'66 MUSTANG

'61 RAMBLER

'65 CORNET

COUPE

terior & Black Vinyl Top.

$695

4 Speed

-

3696

Automatic Transmission, Bucket
Console,
Turquoise.
Seats,

'64 MONZA

'65 CHEV.

'65 DODGE 440

1967 FAIRLANE
G.T. 2 DR. H.T.

Steering & Brakes. Right Car /1

$895

4 Speed

9 Pass., Vista Cruiser

1967 JEEP COMMANDO WITH

'63 COMET s-22

$1895

'64 FALCON

'65 OLDS 442

'65 BUICK

Call

.51;

$1195

$1495

4095

'66 PONT.
LUAUS

'65 PLYMOUTH

1959 Chevy 2 dr., auto. trans.,

900 E. Northwest Hwy.
259-9030

La Londe

'65 OLDS

'66 PONT. GTO

AT DOWN

Priv. Pty. CL 5-1380

)

Automatic

NEW

Trim.

brakes, Burgundy. With black
`

'64 DODGE
G.T.

'66 CHARTER

Air Cond. Polara

OR

'62 Pontiac sta. wag., R & H,
good running cond., P/S, P/B,
$450; '65 4-dr. black Mercury
Parkland, R & H., W.W. tires,

at ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

$23,900

'64 BUICK SPECIAL

Station Wagon. V-8 Automatic.
Power Steering. Red with Black

390 Eng. P.S., P.B. Stereo, Disc,

.

$1295

392-5511

6 ROOM RANCH

'64 PONTIAC
CATAUNA

ing & Brakes, Exc. Cond.

'65 DODGE

440 Eng. Auto. Irons.

GOOD USED

977.

WELL -MAINTAINED

9 Passenger

4.1

SELECTED USED CARS

STI

440 Eng.

FOR A

cond. 5395, must be seen. 437-

1118E118

'66 CHEVROLET

LOOKING

'60 Mercury 4-dr, V-8, auto.

198

0.

ut

is .0)

GUARANTCF7 30 DAYS ON

2704 Door

'67 CORNET R/T

4,

#7-63.

steering, air conditioning.

12

'67 DODGE

4 Speed, 350 Eng.

Air Cond., 9 Pass.

Stock

390 V.8, auto. trans., power

.

Dr., Hardtop -Ventura Trim.
Black Vinyl Top. Power Steer-

'67 CAMERO SS

Hardtop.

2 -Dr.

Under 5,000 Mile

Compacts

(;(t rs

ill

Control

2

- auto. trans., factory air. 1 -owner,
clean, $595. 392-3458

$21,900 is the low price of this
3
bedroom ranch home.
Spacious family sized kitchen,

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500

C

Air Conditioning Stereo Tape.

'

'62 Chevy 4-dr. Bel Alto sedan,

FULL BASEMENT

$2319

$4095

best offer. 526-6548 after 6 PM

3 BEDROOM RANCH

COZY

ct

99 -AL tomobile For Sale
1958 4 -door c evy, 8 cylinder,
Excel.

lETr*RIA

318 ,V-8 engine, custom vinyl
roof, push-button radio; powllaCUMDIEW:
er steering, bucket seats, tinted glass, elect. clock, tachometer, undercoating and more.

.

Fenced rear yard.

immediate
years old
location

UM-17E6m
AuTHctratz

105 E. Newell St., Woodstock, III.
815-338.3850

$18,900.

brick ranch with good size
built-in
apkitchen
with
pliances Carpeting in living,
room 2 car garage. Good
location
Well
maintained.
Only $19 500.

i395ek

C 'mate'

Power.

)Full

Stock

ing, radio, whitewall tires..

COUPE DeVILLE

$1

HARDING

A Lot For a Little!
Well landscaped, 3 bedroom

'67 CA L

<,1

#7.124.
V-8, auto. trans., power steer-

$3366

V8, Power glide, Power Steering, Radio, Heater, W/W's.

VACANT ACREAGE
Good hilltop site for building

Alum. siding for easy maintenance. Excellent landscaping.
Covered patio. 1 V2 car garage.

253.1800

att.

BULL VALLEY

"chen, 20'414' paneled family

Annen & Busse

One Owner. White, Blue Int.

BISCAYNE S.W.

ting. $32,500.

has everything at a reasonable
price. Spacious family kit-

garage $75,000.

11/2

garage; 5 stall
horse barn. Lovely wooded setbaths;

GALAXIE 500
Convertible.

./.Full Fact. Equipment, Fact. Air.,

'65 CHEV.

horses or cattle. $54,000.

4 bedroom ranch home that

fireplaces, 2t/z car att.

$795

CONY.
350 HP. 4 speed. AM -FM Radio
Red Block Trim.

'67 FORD

2 DR. HARDTOP

V8,,n, FRl'oa,c,Tioor ocliat,P,e7wers.Steer-

there's a metal polo barn for

FAMILY EXPANDING

heated breezeway, 2

BELAIRE 9 PASS.

and

in

area; kitchen; 3 bedrms.;

bedrms., full basement, fami-

'67
THUNDERBIRD

2 car att. garage. This property

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

from high knoll. 3 huge

'62 CNEV.

rm., modern kitchen, 4 bedrms, 2
ceramic baths, family rm., bsmt.,
is

Steer.,
Roof.

$695

2 -STORY COUNTRY MODERN

1968 CORVETTE

Package )98, Auto., P Ovals Vinyl
Wide

G.T.

Power

steering,
e
g , Radio,P w/w's.gii'
e

On 14 acres in the heart of Bull
Valley. Large living rm., dining

NE. Cor. Rte. 20 and Rte. 53
(Lake St.), Itasca, Ill.
Phone 773.0701 or NA 5.9399
Mon. to Fri. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

1967 COUGAR
2 DR. NTP.

.4 PASS. WAG.

ESTATES

SIENIT7

20 ACRE FARM near Lake
Zurich A custom built 8 room
ranch with beautiful view

tpaampc,i

THE DEALER WITH THE BETTER DEAL

'64 CNEVELLE

WOODSTOCK
COUNTRY

11,1gallE

Open 9 to 9
259-1500
101 N Arlington Heights Rd.
Member MAP
'

E

W. of Arlington Hts. 5650 per

$26,900

VilLAIVN?

28

acre. Cash rent yearly. 35 miles

room, built in kitchen, paneled

E

ly

55 ACRES, McHENRY COUNTY.
Bare land returns $40 per

Full

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

Wall-to-wall carpet in living
room, dining room, hall &
kitchen Reduced to 532,250.

fpf.;

SPRING TIME

STATION WAGONS

finished basement. 13/4 tile
baths, 20' carpeted living

kitchen w/large eating area.

ei/ii7A4

93 -Farms

ranch on 70' x -173' lot.

2

31

fu.?

meas

WINDING RIVER RANCH Box B
Grand Lake, Colorado, 80447

100% perfect 12 year old cozy

Barrington

w/fireplace.

DO YOU CAMP?

UNDER PRICED

381-3434

"E
CA OW

Why not camp at Winding River
ranch. Write for information.

$2,500

DAYTON NANCE R. E.

OPEN SUNDAYS

92 -Vacation Places

plastered walls, 2 car attach-

OSt:9 AND 10t3C-C).e.AMS

.

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
0

room bi-level wih 3 large bed-

Largo

CL 3.8507

1- craw

reel.
estate

Exclusive Medinah

utility rm Low taxes. Low 20's.

Mect calapv wancomma (MOUND

with 2 car garage. Large
family size kitch. with built-in
oven & range. Largo lot. In town location Only $19,500.

Park, An. His. carpeted, 2 full

air-conditioned, 2 car garage,

level
room

fine a better buy anywhere
than this 3 bedroom ranch

NW RR station, 192-3486.

firga J

1 AY

YOU WON'T

ient to shopping. 2 blocks to C &

Mt Prospect 3 bdrm. brick
ranch, 2 baths, family room,
kitchen built-ins,
roc
room,

126W Main

3 bedroom brick ranch, Lions
Park Area. Owner. CL 9-2685

136-Ifoul Estate -Houses..

Prospect Hts 3 bdrm. ranch, 2
baths, att garage; carpeting,
many extras Choice V2 acre.

-

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Page 23

-

f1 1:3,
,

WO PfYi, 117,r10

\ 750 E. Mortlituest nuiy.

Des Plaines

Plione 827-2163

I

he Family!

ey'll Enjoy A Trip
o .jpve[Osto!,
A New Jewel-Osco
Close to Your Home

Your big, new JeweMico is a great place to-4;ring
the family.

.TT

Dad issUre.to appreciate the parking facilities
ample enough,swit"S always quick and easy to get
in and out. .The yOungsterspre bound to enjoy
investigating Jewel-Osco's many fun -to -visit shops
'
and the friendly people in them.

50 W. Golf Rd
GOLF & ARLINGTON HTS

.

(STATE RD.)

Arid you? Well, yOU're going to like lots of things
ciboUt JeWel-Oico. The exciting bargainthroughout the store. The convenience of doing your food
and variety shopping all in one handy loccition.
The nice4o-shop-in atmosphere Ofthis big, new
Jewel-Osco.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Now, during Grand .Opening. Days, there's also
special eicciteMent going On. .So come. Bring the
.family.. There's fUri for all in store'

STORE HOURSc

Monday thru Friday

9to 9
Saturday

.

9 to 6
Sunday
10 to 5

J

4

to

ettlt,trat,'

dr_

1.9Y fealeg Red
4t

I

